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Dedication
To the pioneers of our area in admiration for their tenacity and courage.

Ode to the Pioneers
The pioneers who shaped this land
Were brave and strong and true.
They asked for little but the chance
To start new lives and see them through.
They came by hayrack, horse and ox
And from lands across the sea
To break thirty acres in three years
Why, this land was almost free I
They grubbed the trees, and turned the socl.
Their days were long and hard
They picked the rocks and burned the brush
And put their trust in God.
They helped each other, with good will
To conquer this new lane!
They dove-tailed logs to build their homes
Some, of which, today still stand.
The past is but a memory
For those who broke this soil
Many have passed on to God,
Their task no more to toil
We dedicate this book to those
Who, all these hardships did endure
Whose courage, faith and strength
Has made our futures more secure.
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History Book Executive. L. R. Evelyn Casson, Edward Jones
and Louise Haubold.

A Nole From the Sen'clary of the History
Book Committee
As the deadline for getting the material for this
book to the publishers draws near, I can't help but
think of how everyone on the different committees
moved into place so nicely to get the job done.
Fred Grant got the project in motion, and the
response and co-operation from those that attended
the first meeting in March 1979 right up to the last
meeting we've held has been terrific. It has been a
pleasure working with the chairperson, and the treaSllrer. and the rest of the committees in preparing this
history book. My portion of the work done has been
small compared to the work done by the typing and
picture committees.
We have been fortunate to be able to hold our
meetings in a room in Medstcad Central SchooL and
as I sat in a desk with illy minute book (which is an
ordinary school exercise book) and the chairperson
standing beside helping, I thought of the old saying
"History repeats itself".
In 1927 a charming young lady came to teach in
Marron school which I attended. It was her first. I
remember her standing beside my desk checking my
vvork fifty-three years ago just as she has done as
chairperson at our meetings in 1980!
I was thirteen in 1927 and I presume she was
eighteen or nineteen. She carries her age well anel the
difference in ours has shrunk to zero it seems. You'll
find our names and pictures in the space provided for
the executive and committee members.
I'm sure you'll find the book interesting, and I'm
sorry so many of the pioneers who helped develop
this country have passed on and are not with us to
read it.

History Book typists. Back row. L. - R. Jean Pauls, Shelley
Seidle, Barbara Billard, Linda Hundt. Front. Wanda Oster,
Rose!la Martens, Marie Kroeker, Lin Dunser.

History Book Proof Readers. Back Row. L. - R. Doreen
Short, Linda Steinhardt, Sally Orange, Joe McMurphy, Amy
Loewen, Elizabeth Brandrick, Dorothy Schmidt. Front. Tina
Dyck, Evelyn Casson, Margaret Grist, Ruby Hill, Trudy Boldt.
VI

Book Committees

History Book Representives. Back row, L. - R. Louise Casson, Nora Starling, Margaret Price, Ruby Hill, Lin Dunser. Middle. James
Starling, Ben Soderberg, Ted Christen, Bill Bovair, Doreen Short. Front. Marie Rowley, Linda Hundt, Elsie Egeland and Fred Grant.

History Book Representives, Back row. L. - R. Cecil Newman, Mary Harms, Violet Boyd, John Oster, Louis Kish. Front. Betty
Desmarais, Doris Anderson, Ernie Thompson, Nellie Fraser and Birgit Ethier. (Inset) History Book Representatives, L, - R. Jim
Marsh, Beatrice Fonda, Howard Latimer, and Marion Gatzke,
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In Our COUIl!!'Y",
Service
SERVICE MEN KILLED IN ACTION
1914-1918
Chapman. Arthur
Kinsell. Chris
McLure, David

Neale. Don
Sparling. W. J.
Neale, George H.

Parkhouse. Oscar
Paxton, Arthur
McGregor. Billy

SERVICE MEN KILLED IN ACTION
1939-1945
Kunz, James
Roberts, John
Willis, Daniel
Walker, Ralph
BOER WAR
Gale, Harry
f<ucfller, Theodore

Leieuvre, Ed
Muirhead. Robert

Scott. Jarnes
Smith, William

WORLD WAR I VETERANS
Alpine, Mac
Benton, Tom
Bowers, Glen
8ranston, R.
Brown, Ken
80gart, Orley
Canning, Ted
Doolan, Dan
Duncan, Alex
Foster, Ed
Foster, Percy
Gilchrist. James
Harrison, Rictlard
Holman, Charles
Houston, Elmer

Johnson, Chris
Kraley, W.
Kinsel, BI'll
Lane, Vic
Larson, Lawrence
Larson Fred II
Light, G. S.
Lloyd, Wm.
Mattock, Fred
MacDonalcl. Dan
McAuley, Roy
McAlpine, 10m
Miller, Ben
Moore, Howard !i
Nordgren, Roug

Osborn. William
Parkhouse, Claude
Paxton, Scotty
Pavka, Steve
Power, Robert
Power, Edward
Power, John
Presley, Jack
Raines, Ernest
Raines, Arthur
Raines, Iram
Robson, Bill
Roberts, Billy
Roberts. John
Sampson, Ed

Scott. Harold
Scotl. E.
Scotton. John
Stannard. Frank Sr.
Traverse, Harry

Walker. James
Walker, Tom
White. Harold.
Williams, Chester
Williams, Gordon

Wells, Bert
Wells, Emest
Wood,8ert
Wreggit! Tom

WORLD WAR II SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN
Anderson. Harry
Anderson, Kenneth
Arsenault. Alfonse
Arsenault. Willie
Archibald, Gordon
Archibald, Harold
Badnar, William
Barklay, Jack
8al(er, J. IN
Baker, Annie
Bates, Glen
Bates, ,Bill
Beck, Reuben
Bell, LewIs
Bell, Larry
Bellamy, Donald
Billam, Oswald
Bird, Alan
Bowers. William
Brandon, All
Brandon, Jack
Brandon, Dick
Burgess. Wes
Buttner, Steve
Carter, Allen
Carier, Wally
Carr. Jonies

Charette. J.
Chiverton, George
Corbeil, Joe
Connelly, Bill
Davis, William
Davidson. James
David, Donald
David, Harold
David, Fred
David, Mervin
Derryman. Henry
Doidge, Allen
Doidge, William
Dyke. Herman
Egeiand, Leonard
Ellitsgaard, Jens
Fowlow, Fred
Forbes, Frank
Flohr, Frank
Fraser, William
Fraser, Fred
Gagnon. Fred
Galagher, Glen
Gatzke, Paul
Gale. John
George, Duncan
Gilroy, Haroid
Hamner, Bert

dt~~MBI1\~

Harper, E,
Harrison. Richard
Harvey, Roy
Haubold, Carl
Henke, Elbndge
Henke, Rudalph
Hildebrand, Corne
Holmes. Don
Holmes, Gordon
Houston, Morley
Hubbe!. MelTili
Huntley, Mooney
Jans.Daivd
Kennedy. Roy
Kildaw, Leonard
I(ildaw, Fred
Knutson, Melvin
Kraft, Dave
Kruger, Herman
Kutz, Robert
Lange, Ernie
Larson. Fred
Larienik. J.
Latimer, Sidney
Lewis, J.
Leduc. Leonard
Lockhart, Willie
Mason. Ben

~It1\l][t
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Mattison, Douglas
Mattock, Edward
Maksymclluk, Bill
Millard, Bill
Moore, Ken
Moore, Raymond
Moore, Howard
Morris, Sinclair
Morrison, Billy
Neale, Alfred
Melville, Reg
Neufeld, Bill
Nesbitt, George
Olson, John
Olson, L. D.
Overbolt, C.
Oxley, Bryan
Pattison, Margaret
Pavka, SIeve Jr.
Peterson, Herman
Pfiefer, Herman
Phillips, Ellon
Presley, Maxwell
Presley, Gordon
Ranson, Tom Sr,
Ranson, Enid
Ranson, Robert

Ranson, Tom Jr.
Randall, Donald

Reinhart. Jonathan
Ripley, J. W
Ripley, G. G.
Roberts, Alfred
Roberts, William
Robson, Bill
Rowley, Peter
Sattler, Peter
Sattler, Henry
Sattler, Fred
Saltier, John
Seib, Mary
Seib, Norman
Scotton, Richard
Scotton, Jack
Scotton, Joe
Scott, Jim
Schmirler, Joe
Sloan, Arnold
Siemens, Raymond
Smith, Elva
Smith, A. C.
Smith, Wm.
Smith, Fred
Steward, Hartley
Steward, Lyle
Steward, Kenneth
Stannard, Edgar
Stannard, Frank Jr.

Striemer, Jake
Striemer, William
Striemer, Silas
Traverse, Emery
Traverse, Wilbert
Traverse, Charles
Traverse Harry
Truss, John
Turnbull, Donald
Turnbull. Ronald
Uens, Lorne
Unruh, Clarence
Unruh, Ernie
Vallance, Kelsey
Volk, Phillip
Walker, Robert
Walker, George
Walker, Ralph
Waalen, Stener
Wells, Bert
Weiskopf, Alfred
Wilson, Clint
Wilkinson, George
Warick, Frank
Waytowich, John
Wynyard, Maurice
Zawadke, Margaret
Ziegelman, Alfred

Korean War

Nicholas Schneider

World War j

Norman Cherwoniak

8ill Sovair

Ted Casson (and WW II)

Albert Suttle

Bert Broad

Louis Dunser

Tom Edwards

Arthur Buttie

Beri Kellingion

Norman Finlayson

4

Angus Clunas

Howard Curry

Chris Johnson and Dave Sassen

Orley Bogart<

George Newman

<Killed in Action

5

Car! Larson

Henry (Dick) Price'

Shorty Fuller'

Sam Perry'
, Killed in action

Harold Short

6

George Garner (and WW II)

World War I Veterans, Back row, L. to R" Arthur Carr', Dick Price". Front, H, Gordon Shepherd, Edwin Fowler, Alfred Wheeler,
Ralph Elam.

Albert Houston and Harold Merideth

Walter Witham
• Killed in action

7

Fred Seib

Ben Walker'

George Walker

Norman Parkhouse

David McClure'

Felix Parker'
, Killed in action

Medstead Legion 179, November 11, 1956. Back Row, L. to R.
Harold Short, WWI; John Oster, WW II; Verne Moline, WW II;
Andy Osler, WW I; Martin Jansen, WW II: Leo Jolly WW I.
Seated: Mossop Mawson, WW I; Jack Robb, WW I; Nat Mawson, WW!.

World War II

James (Pat), Agnes, Alford Anderson

Gordon Bowers

Walter Bowler

Clarence Berg

Arthur Berg

Albert Blixrud'

Fred Brandon

John S. Bell

Duncan Buck

Jack Buck Jr.

Violet and Fred Bark

Norman Blixrud

William Blixrud

Killed in action

9

Carl Carlson

Benjamin Colley

James Cassidy

Arthur Chalk"

Allred Compton

Mike Cassidy

Margaret Davies

Jake Elias

Leonard Fugelstad

Perry Hedman

Carl Haubold

Edward Haagenson

Terrence Hill

Philip and Clifford Haagenson

George Chartier

Killed in action

III

Noble Egeland

Grant A. Fletcher'

Fred and Winifred Garner

Dave Johnson

Ross Garner

Damien Meersman

Art Janzen

Roy Jones

Alice Findlay

James Kunz

Doris and William Knutson

11

Willie Guhl

Eric Garner

Carl Jacobson

Willis Kitchen

Albert Kahl

Roy Layborne

Tom Leask

Clifford and James Marsh

Stanley McLean

Verne Moline

Walter Larson

Carl Martz

Alphonse" and Rene Meersman

Ben Mason

Norman MacLean*

Arne Moen

John Michael'

Killed in action

12

Happy Millard"

Helen Millard

Melvin Moline

Delmar McClean

Ella Nordstrom

Anton (Bunny) Perry

John Oster

John Oranga

George Price

Sidney, Edward and Raymond Price

Pete Rose

Killed in action

t3

Hubert and Victor Rostad

George Robinson

Cornie and Peter Pauls

Gordon Steward

Duncan Shepherd

James Soper

Herman Switzer

!4

Ernie Switzer

Lloyd Soper

Earl Sloan

James K. Tarbet

James Tuck

Olive Tuck

John Uebel!

Sid Taylor

Marion Tady

Eric Taylor

Maurice Lane, Sid Perry, Dick Lenton, Wilfred Lenion, Joe
Schmitz

Mike P. Uebel!

Ernie Walker

Jules Wiebe

Roy Walker

15

Artichoke School District
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Earliest Residents of Artichoke District and the Approximate Date of their Arrival.
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Artichoke School District No. 4748

102B petition of nitcpayers for location of the school.
There was considerable controversy in deciding upon
this location but school site approved was S.E.
30-49-13-W3rd. Signed by Reevc Percy Chalk, Secretary - W.Lenton. Dated at Glenbush, April 16,
1928. Chairman to be i\1artin Smith appointed fvlarch
7, 192)), Secretary to be f\1ike Weldon appointed
March 7. 192B. Treasurer to be Mike Weldon appointed March 7, 1928. Debenture in May, 1928 for
Artichoke School was S4,SOO.()O for the purpose of
building and equipping the schooL
On April 25, 1928 arbitration of school site for
school district No. 4748, school site to be on northeast corner of S.E.-J9-49-13. Names of ratepayers:
R. V Pushaw, J B. Feiton, E. G. Canning, Mrs.
Pushaw, W. E. Hazard. R. C. Harrison - against
Gust Anderson, Chester Williams - A. B. Fonda,
C. Kluge, Mrs. Kluge, Joseph Hoffman, Mrs. Joe
Hoffman, G. S. Bowers, Mrs. G. S. Bowers. Secretary was G. S. Bowers and chairman R. V Pushaw.
Note: Some husbands signed their wives' name.
In the spring of 1928 the foundation was poured
and the following fall the construction of the school
commenced. The constructor was R. V. Pus haw, who
was assisted by many people of the district. This was
a one-room building giving only public school education. As most farmers in those days had a low
financial standing, the borrowing of money \vas a
necessity if the building project was to be a success.
To remedy this situation. money was borrowed from
the Debenture Co., and later repaid in taxes.
A meeting was called June 15, 1928 to elect new
trustees to fill the vacancies caused by the resignaton
of trustees, Weldon and Smith, of said schooL Trustees Montpetit, G. S. Bowers and R. V Pushaw were
elected with terms expiring May 1931, '30 and '29.
Local attendance officer to be R. V. Pushaw and the
auditor R. Harrison. School was to be opened aboLlt
August 10, 1928, hopefully.
On August 27, 1928, a letter sent to the Minister
of Education, Regina, said "Our school building is
completed and the teacher began teaching on August
27 inst." The first teacher being Miss Judith Husaby.
Debenture No. I registered August 30, 1928 for
$4,500.00 rate of interest SY,%. Date of issue August
1, 1928. Term to be fifteen years. Payable to Canadian Bank of Commerce. North Battlel'ord. Method
of repayment was 1st payment due January I, 1930.
Last payment due January 1, 1944. Amount of first
coupon $557.76. Amount of each coupon after
$448.32.
Debenture No.2 issued to Artichoke school
amount of $1 ,(JOO.OO was authorized, registered September 4, 1928. Interest rate 70/, for fifteen years.
Signed by A. B. Fonda and Glen Bowers.

On March 28, 1924 a meeting was held at

Montpetit's home N.E. 49-13-13-W3rd, to organize
a school district. The chairman being E. C. Canning,
and secretary Wesley Bell. A vote was taken and
t\vcnty-two were for and fourteen against. Names for
the school suggested were Artichoke, Tanglewood,

Coulee Bank, Meadowview, Seneca. Rosehill and
Hardtime. this was signed by R. V Pushaw, Wesley
Bell and J Montpetit. The school was named after
the lake of the same name, namely Artichoke. Another factor which may have contributed to choosing
this particular name may be due to the fact that the
Artichoke flower grew in abundance at the lake
shorc. A petition then followed to finally organize
the school district. There were forty-three persons to
be assessed and sixteen children of school age.
A fourth meeting was held at Joe Hoffman's on
July 22, 1924. Trustees nominated were Albert Seidentoft to hold office till third annual meeting, Martin Smith to hold office till second annual meeting
and Glen Bowers till first annual meeting, other
trustees were Joe Hoffman, Carl Haubold and Lu
Heeb.
On February I, 1928. the district had sixty persons to be assessed with twenty children. April 2,

A tew at the Artichoke, Softball Team who won many tournaments. Back. L - R. Belton Thistlethwaite, Norman Tretiak,
Eric Haubold, Pete Kroeker, Ken Bowers. Front Everett and
Louis Fonda.
18

Teachers for the foliowing years were:
Gladys Judith Husaby - 1927-29: Lucy Henrietta
Davis-1929-30: Kathleen Martin--1930-35: Florence M. Patterson - 1935-37, also 1939-41: Muriel
Baski!1 - 1937-38: S. Weldon Demarest -- Sept.
38-Dec. 38: Ethel W. Healy -.- 1939-40: Cliff Mekay
- 1940-41: Miss Sybil Weller - 1941-43; Mrs.
Violet Canning _. 1942-44: Miss Katie Klassen1943-44: Mr. Henry Windsor _.. Aug. 46-Jan. 47;
Norman Tretiak - 1944-45: Lorna Seabrook ._1944-45: Mrs. Audrey Thacker - Sept. 30-0ct.
21146: Frieda Janzen - Oct. 21,46-47: Thelma Cannon - 1946-47; Edwin Born study supervisor Oct.
25/48 April 14/49 - Doris Mack 1947-1949: Lorna
Main 1947-49: Gustav Kolstad - Apr. 25/49: Helena
D. Peters - Oct. 12/48-49·50: Rosina A. Frey Sept. 28, 49-50: Paul Kachur --- 1951: Anne Valette
_.- 1950-51: Pcter Isaak - 1951: Mary Unruh -1952-53: John E. Thacker - 1952-53: W. Karolet
and Adele Schindel - 1953-54: Paul R. Radloff1955-56: Mrs. B. Radloff. John Bergen - 1956-57:
Alvin E. Krahn with a salary of $2,400.00 1957-58.
In 1940 the first high school in the area was set up
in the basement of the school. It was a cold place in
the winter. This was when two teachers were hired
instead of one.
For the greater part of these years the majority of
teachers boarded at the Carl Haubold residence
which meant a mile and half to school. Some of the
trustees acting on the school board through the years
were: Joe Hoffman, A. B. Fonda, Glen Bowers, Roy
McAuley, John Johnson, Joe Waters, A. J Paetkaw,
M. J. Weldon, R. McGreevy, Jake Hollman, Mrs.
Evelyn Dormuth, Henry Born, Nelson Colley, Fraser
Jamerson, Ken Bowers, Peter Wiens, Albert Rempel.

There wasn't any gym for this school throughout
the years. Students got their exercise by! playing
softba!L hiden' seek. red light, anti-i-over and tag
during. recess and noon hour. In the \vinter it livas a
game of shinny played "vith \villow hockey sticks and
a tin can or '?'! along \vith garncs of fox n' goose or a
good snowball fight.
The annual Christmas concert, danct:s in the
schoolhouse and the end-or-June picnic \vere about
the only highlights of the year.
On June 17, 1952, the supcrintcndclll, R. E.
Harvey. had this report to make of the Artichoke tworoom school: Library and Equipment: Both rooms
have fairly good classroom libraries, The senior
[oorn has a set of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
Junior with the yearbooks and several other useful
reference books as well as the stock of supplementary
and recreational and reading hooks. The junior room
has a well used but neatly organized stock of books.
This room also has a piano and a radio. the latter

having been purchased through the efforts of !Vliss
Valette and her pupils. Both rooms have ncw pingpong tables. The supply of laboratory equipment in
the senior room is reasonably adequate for junior
sCiences.
Building and Premises: I am pleased to be able to
report that a new furnace was installed in this school
last fall and that a new decorating job was done on the
whole interior of the school, thus erasing permanently, we hope, the terribly smoked condition of the
school during the previous year. ! was not so pleased
to note that the windows bad not been cleaned to
match the new paint job. ! found the basement clean
and neat. but would suggest SOine sort of guard for
the furnace if the basement is to be llsed as a playroom. Upstairs 1 noted that the blackboards are fairly
good, wincIows are equipped with blinds, the desk
supply is adequate, though some in the senior room
are in poor shape. The yard is of good size and
reasonably level. The fence is good except for a
broken gate post. The barn is in fairly good shape as
are the toi lets.
The whole school plan appears to be in good
hands.
In June 1958 the Medstead School Unit closed
Artichoke School and pupils were then conveyed by
bus to Glcnbush. The Artichoke schools were both
moved to Glenbush school site and are still being
used.
Pupils who attended the last year of the Artichoke
school Jays were: Albert Klassen - age seven: grade
one: Harry Klassen - age eight. grade two: Benny
Wiebe - age eight. grade three: Peter \Viebe - age
eleven. grade fOllr: Lyle Hoffman --- age ten. grade
five; Benny Klassen - age eleven, grade five; Robert

Artichoke school. 1940·41. Back row, Russell Bowers, Ken
Bowers, Eric Haubold, Gordon Bowers, John Born, Roland
Dorrnuth. Louie Fonda. Front row, Edward Born. Louise Colley, Helen Lingle, Louise Krahn, julius Kluge.
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Hoffman - age eleven, grade six; Lj'nda Klassenage thirteen, grade seven; Betty Wiebe - age fifteen, grade eight.

Now the Artichoke school yard is part of a large
grain field, All that's left is a lone pine tree planted by
M f. Hazard years ago.
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Avery School Distdd 19H-1920

number of acres in the district was about 12,XOO and
the nurnber of acres or assessable land -+,·'+/)0. The
popUlation \vas sixty-three, the number of children
between five and sixteen \vas thirteen and the number
under five \vas nine. The number or residents in the
district who \vould be liabk for taxation for schooi
purposes \vas tv,. enty-eight. Of these hvenry-cight
'vvere Protestants and no Roman Catholics. The petition \A'aS signed by' Andrev./ Clunas, D. E. Sasscn and
George Gordon. The declaration 'Vvas signeu by Andrew Clunas before Justice of the Peace H. W. Maher
in North Battleford, on January the 12, 19()9. Other
names acceptable for the school were Avery. Belleview. I-Iuntingdow, Lomond. This petition \vas approved by the Education Department. The organizntional meeting of the proposed schoo! district was
held at George Gordon's house situated on NE
16-49-14 on the fourth day of March, 1909. This
meeting was called to order at one o'clock by Me
Gordon as chairman and Mr. H. W. Dixon as secretary. A poll was taken of the votes of the resident
ratepayers for and against the formation of the proposed district. The poll remained open one hour. The
results were thirteen for five against.
The meeting was then open for nominations for
the office of trustee. The results were trustees elected: Mr. Gordon, Mr. A, Clunas, Mr. Jesse Fielcls.
The school district was to take in sections 3 to 27. Mr.
George Newman wrote the Department of Education
asking that sections 31. 32, 33, 34 be included in the
school district and it \vas granted. The name or the
school was changed to Avery. A patent for part of

CedI Newman
On 190B-1909 the peopie of the district were

thinking and talking about a schooi as there "vere a
number of children in the district of school age. On
January 2, 1909, a petition for the ["ormation of a
public school district \vas made to the Commissioner

of Education in Regina. The proposed name

\VUS

Glenwood, and the land they desired to include within the limits of the proposed district were sections 3 to
27 in township 49, range 14, west of the 3rd. The

Avery School, 1912. L. to R .. Algy Thompson, Margaret Clunas, Irene Maginnes. Isabel Newman. Second row: Miss Grant
(teacher), Jack Clunas, Agnus Reynolds, Grace Thompson,
Phil Reynolds. Third row: Percy Clunas, Lucy Reynolds, Karl
Duncan, Ernie Thompson.

Avery School. June, 1943, teacher, Mr. Helmer Bolton, enrollment, forty-seven students.
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Students of Avery School, lower grades, 1934.

Avery School.

NW y, of section 16 in township 49 range 14 west of
3rd bearing the date November 30, 19IO was issued.
This parcel of land was acquired from George Avery.
February 26, 1910 it was decided to borrow the
sum of one thousand dollars for the purpose of erecting and furnishing a school house to be repayable to
the bearer in ten equal consecutive annual installments with interest no more than eight percent per
annum.

The school was built by Jesse Fields and opened
in 1911 with Cecil McLauchlin as the first teacher. In
1920 the school inspector's report read like this.
Name of School District: Avery.
Area ~ one acre.
Condition of trees -- maple and caraganas two
years old.
Condition of school - lumber, one storey, no
basement, exterior painted. Number of classrooms
one, length 30 feet width 24 feet height 15 feet.
Number and location of windows three on north,
three on south. two on west, pupils face east. one
cloakroom 10 x 12 feet. building heated by cylinder
stove. Good well 96 feet deep.
Equipment in class room - or.e teachers desk, 18
pupils desks (double), 3 chairs, I organ, I stool. 3
cupboards. IO maps, map case, 20 lesson tablets, I
globe, 2 hanging lamps, 1 water pail. 1 wash basin. ~
towels, 2 coffee pots, I pencil sharpner, I thermome-

Winter transportation to and from Avery School.

Stanley Reynolds
Harold Baxter
George Gordon
Rene Michael
Helen Fuller
Isabel Newman
Ruby Puller
Philip Newman
Mary Duncan
Cecil Newman
Carl Duncan
George Gristwood
Harold Payne
Dora Gristwood
Adelia Hceb
Bert Gristwood
William Heeb
Nioma Schultz
Alida Schultz
Evelyn fuller
Albert Dunser
Edith Nicholas
Alma Dunser
Jessie Nicholas
Jack Harrison
Gladys Roberts
Mevie Roberts
Howard Baxter
Trustees in 1920: Mr. James Grant - Chairman,
Mr. G. A. Gordon - Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H.
Thompson.
Teachers salary was 51.260 per annum.
Teacher: Mrs. Gertrud Tolon.
The school in the early days was used as a gathering place for church services, dances, political meetings and the odd travelling show.

tef.

Play ground equipment - I hoe, 2 garden rakes.
I football.
List of Avery School Pupils 1911-1920
Hazel Thompson
lack ClLmas
Algie Thompson
Percy Clunas
Robert Bartholomew
Ernie Thompson
Donald Bartholomew
Edith Thompson
Helen Bartholomew
Edgar Thompson
Agnes Reynolds
Albert Thompson
Grace Thompson
Olive Reynolds

1921-1957
The enrollment in school kept increasing. More
and more people moved into the district. Towards the
end of the thirties the enrollment was up to sixty
pupils to one teacher. for a few months in summer,
23

school was then closed and the pupils were bused to
Gienbush. Mr. Cecil Newman was the bus driver and
later Mr. Harms. The school building was moved to
Minnehaha.

Avery School Pupils, 1928. Some of the pupils attending,
Evelyn Doidge, Hazel Thompson, Rena Michael, Stan
Doidge, Ernie Lange, Jim Cassidy, Bill Cassidy, Allan Doidge,
Florence Doidge, Doreen Kennedy, Mike Cassidy, Jack Cassidy, Bill Doidge, Haubold's, Margaret Cassidy.

half the students came in the morning and the other
half after dinner. This idea was great for the children.
Sports were always a highlight. The students came to
the school with horses, so in the noon hour the horses
were taken out for a race. We can't forget the great
ball team with only one girl being good enough to be
on the team. Then in the forties the enrollment started to drop. In 1943 Mr. Bolton still had a fair number.
In 1950 a contract was made for a new school on a
new site.
A fine new school building was erected on a very
well-chosen new site in the Avery district during the
summer of 1951. A barn was built by the people of the
district. 1957 was the last year Avery school operated, Miss Vivian Maksuta was the teacher. The

Avery School 1956. Back row: Wilmer, Anita, Shirley, Herman,
Danny, Laurena, Ervin, Corny, Peter, Wayne, Rudy, Agnes,
Robert, Linda, Jimmy, Robert.

Back row: Rudy Dyck, Linda Dyck, Wayne Harms. Middle:
Agnes Harder, Robert Klassen. Front: Robert Loewen, Jim
Bargen. Inside Avery School, 1956.

Gail Whittaker, Avery School teacher.
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1953-5~~

Avery School Teachers 1911-1957
1911 Cecil McLauchlin
1912 Miss Alice Grant
1913 Miss Elsie F Norton
1914 Isabel Hilda Stuart
1915 Edna Kerr
1916 Miss Thompson
1918-19-20 Mrs. Thriza Gertrude Tolan
1921 M. Kellum
1921 Robert Ross Knight
1922-23 W. J. Chisholm
1924 Mrs. Marion M. Morgan
1925 Miss M. Dorion
1926 1. Marie Porlier
1927 0 H. Opseth
1928 Miss Edna Smith
1929 Mr. A. Planton
1930 Marion Kienlen
1931 Miss E. McGavish_ Miss Agnes Dyck
1933 Eleanor Henrietta Dolan
1934-38 William Robert Fish
1939 Patrick Christy
1940 Miss A. E. Tyler
1941 Miss A. E. Loarson
1942 Minnie Switzer_ Miss Lyndall Dawson
1943 Mr. H. F Bolton
1944-46 Helen Martens
1947 Lucieme M. Demers
1948-49 E. Bandurka
1950 Helen Bargen
1951 J. 1. Becker
1952 Agnes Dyck

Margaret Tessman
1955 Mrs. E. Casson
1956 Gail Wittaker
1957 Vivian Maksuta

A Teacher (Gail Whittaker)
It \vas a terrible '"vinter 'with snol,V, sntwv. and
more snov/. Vv'e travelled to tov,'n. Glenbush, in a

"caboose" across the fields. The horses \volddjump
and lie do\vn. and Mr. Bargen would have to get

Ollt

ancl pull them to their feet.
My students were all from German Mennonite
families and I was a city girl and had little experience
with rural life. The community was poor. by my
standards_ but rich in terms of the generosity and
kindness which they bestowed upon me.
The children were good_ friendly_ help!'ul and
hardworking. We had fun together and! probably
learned far 1110re from them then they did from me.
No doubt. ! could write a book about my experiences and reminiscences about the birthday parties,
singing hymns in German. getting my letter from
home on Friday nights from Mrs. Brown at the post
office _ and going to Hoges for the weekend with the
ever-popular dance for entertainment. But you are
doing that ~
! wish you every success with your history project and any other celebrations you may have during
1980.

Yours truly,
(Mrs.) A. Gail Freethy
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Birnamwood",Daylight School District
Birnamwood Schoo! District

Medstead -

Daylight

Etopher. Larson. Marshman. Nesselbcck, Perry,
Pfeifer. PUll. Seih. Wappel. Williams.
The school was situated fairly central. The district took in Sec. -"1 to 6 in the first nnv: 7 to 10 in the
second row, IS to IX in the third row. 19 to 22 in the
fourth row. Sec.
to 29 and J quarters of Sec. 30
and the sOllth hall' of sec. 33 and 34.

Ily Evelyn Casson
By 191011 number of homesteadel's had settled in
the district with l'hildrcn or school age, so a meeting

n

\'vas ca!led to sec \vl1at could be done about organizing 11 school district. i\ letter was I()rwarcieci to the
Dept. of Education, and also a list of ratepayers
showing nineteen children of school age.
.los. Wappc! gave a corner or his homestead.
which was the N. W. Vo of Sec. 16-T. SO-R.14 W3: lor
a school yard. He also chose the name Birnanl\vood
for the school.
So late in the fall of 1911 school opened with
twenty-four pupils in attendance.
The first teacher was a Mr. MalT of Scottish
descent. The family names on the roll were as follows:

The following list sho\vs the teachers who taught
in this school district.
Enrollment

I. Mr. Man
2. Keith Me Laughlin

1911-23 days
1912

24
30

3. Brunswick Glover

Aug. 19-5cpt. [2-1913

19

4. Christina Fraser
5. Elsie Nurton
f>. Ebie Norton
7. Alec Wiltshire
8, Thomas Knight
9. Laura Adams

Sept.-Dec. 19-1913
Jan.-Dec. 1914
Feb. 4-261915
Mar. I-Dec. 1915
Jan.-June 1916

19
34
30
31
30

10. Vera English

1917

Shurt time 1917

B,rnarnwood, Medstead. Daylight S.D. #2690. Taken at Christrnas Concert, 1917. Front row: (L. to R.) Agatha Nesselbeck, Evelyn
Perry, Arlhur Nesselbeck. Barbara Nesselbeck, Kathleen Starling, Tina Seib. Katie Seib. Augusta Pfeifer, Hattie Perry, Bertha
Ethopher. Katie Pfeifer. Second row: Mary J Wapple. Archie Perry, Reynold Nesselbeck, Bill Seib, Anton Perry, John Wapple, Roy
Larson, Alfred Nesselbeck, Lizzie Seib, George Ethopher behind Reynold Nesselbeck.
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-+1. G. H. Brllc(:
42. Ida Krake

"3. Ida Krakc
44. Maric Classen

Aug. '40-Junci4 !
Aug, ..j.! "Juncl42
Aug'/42-Dec ./42
Fcb.i-U-Junci43
Aug. 43-Junci-+4
Sept, 'J,4-JuTlc/45
Sept. 4S-June/4A

45. Florence Rusk
-1-6. Leona Batdorf
n Margu(:ritc \'v'o!her:-,pllon
4R. Olive SalynicuK (tvlr:-.. F.
ScidJc )
Sept. 46-June 47
49. Adeline Enn"
Aug. 47-June 4S
50. Helen DyCK (tv1r" , H.
Ueishrechtl
Aug. "~8-J Ul1e ,+9
Sept ,4l)!-June/50
51. f'v1clita Loewen
52. Wm. Epp
Aug. 50-June/S!
53. Olive S-::id!c {nee SalynuiU Aug. 5J-June/52
54. Rital Unruh
Sept. 52-June/53
55. Agnes Dyck (Mrs. Ci. Granl)Aug. 53-June/54

191~

Mar.-June 1919
July-Dec. 1919

9

Short)
Mm.-Dec. [920
16. Mary Turnbull (nee Spence) Sept.-Dec. 1921

Changed name to Mcdstcad School District 2690
Jan.-Dec. 1922
Jan.-Dec. 1923

18. Elsie Walker (nee Norton)
19. Elsie Walker
20. Elsie Walker
21. Elsie Walker

22. Mary Lees
23. Elsie Walker
24. Richard Clark
25. Pauline Letnes (Mrs. H.

Mar.··Dec. 1924
Mar.-Dcc. 1925
Jan.-Feh. 1926
Mar.-Dcc. 1926
Jan.-June 1927

Robinson)
Aug.-Dec. 1927
26. Pauline Letncs
Apr.-Dec. 1928
27. Elsie Walker
Mar.-May 1929
28. Glady Romfo
July-Dec. 1929
29. Glady Romfo
Mm.-Dec. [930
30. Evelyn Casson
Mm.-July 193!
Changed name to Daylight Schoo! District 2690
31. Edna Noonan
Aug.-Dec. [931
"0_. Edna Noonan
Mar.-Dec. !~32
33. Edna Noonan
Mar.-Dec. [933
34. Nora Reynolds
Mar.-June 1934
35. Amelia Mclntyre
July/4-Junc/35
36. Amelia Mclntyre
JulyI35-Jllne!36
37. Amelia Mcintyre
Aug.l36-June/37
38. Amelia McIntyre
Aug.l37-June/38
39. Amelia Mcintyre
Allg.38/-Jllne/.3~
40. Amelia Mclntyre
Allg./39-June/40

_)~e

411

36
35
31

22

21
20
20
20
I~
[~

In 1949 the old school house was sold to Joe
SeicHe and a new school built.
In 1954 the school was closed and the children
were transported by bus to the Medstead Central
School.
The days of the onc-room country school were
coming to a close. Now school buses were transporting the children to the Central Schools and bigger
and better opportunities were in store for them.
Gone, now, were the clays when one teacher had
eight, nine or ten grades in one room. Gone was the
wood burning heater, and the frozen water pail. Gone
were the days when you trudged to school in bitter
cold weather or plowed through snow drifts, bundled
up in all the clothes you could find. Gone were the
days when you huddled arouncl the heater, your face
burning and your back freezing while you tried to
study.
Gone were those two little buildings standing out
there buffetted by all the winds that blew, where one
must dash along that cold, snowy path on occasion.
One rather balmy winter day I got permission to
leave the room; being a bit bored with school. my
thoughts turned to the coming of spring and the
lovely spring bird songs, especially the Meadow
Lark, so I composed a four line ode to the Meadow
Lark.
On my return to the class room I received a black
look from our busy over worked teacher for being out
longer than necessary, who of course couldn't guess
what fine thoughts had been mine that day.
There were two special days of the year remembered well by all country school children and enjoyed
by young and old alike.
One of these was the school Christmas concert.
Around the first of November we began to prac-·
tise our part for the concert. To begin with you
practised just a bit, learned the words oftl1e carols, or
if it were in war time a number of patriotic songs
would be included. The smallest children never did

Taken at Birnarnwood School about 1914. Back row: Harry
Scott, Harry Whitt, unidentified, Rev. Mattock, George Walker,
Bunny Perry, Dan Seib. Middle row: Mrs. F. Whitt, Mrs. A.
Norton, Elsie Norton. Front row: Mr. Scott, Mrs. G. Neale, Alice
Scott. Mrs. Scott (holding Ernie), Mrs. Perry (holding Challis
Scott), Iva, Honey, and Girlie Perry. Jessie Scott standing in
front. F. Whitt. Mr. G. Starling with Kathleen.

12. Mary Crossley
13. Laura Perry (Mrs. R. Orr)
14. Thomas Knight
15. Hildur Erickson (Mrs. H.

43
41
38

16
20
[3
[0
[4

17
[9

16
26

13

[7
34

.39
52

47
35
39

33
42
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In the early twenties the schools in this area held a
fair. At these fairs there were displays of penmanship.
art. pressed leaves and Howers, and articles woven
from ·raffia. The schools I remember which competed were Medstead-Daylight. Carrollton. Marron,
Glenbush and Be1bune. There would be recitations,
readings, singing and sports. AH the items were
judged and a shield was presentee! to the school
which won the highest points.
1 don't know how many years they were held. but
I remember being at one in 1922.
The day of the one room country school is past
with its difficult problems, and its simple pleasures.
and progress has brought the student such things as
comfortable classrooms, fine libraries, better equipment and specialization in teaching: but those who
knew it think back with a bit of nostalgia to the "One
Room Country School. "

become word perfect; but sang along quite blithely
even if the words eluded them.
I remember one year we were to sing. "Rule
Britannia." to be sung during a flag drill. ! was seven
years old at the time and I remember how l. for one.
sang the opening lines. which were, "When war
spreads its wide desolation". Instead what! thought
the older children were singing. "When wash
spreads its white desolation" and I visualized long
lines of white clothes !lapping in the breeze. But we
knew the tunes well and what we lacked in perfection
of lyrics we made up in the volume of our singing and
the fierce waving of our !lags.
Another funny incident that comes to my mind of
Christmas concerts was later when 1 myself was
teaching. I had two little boys in the beginners class
and decided to have them sing, "Little Eo-Peep".
The one little boy soon learned the words and, the
tune, but Donnie just couldn't seem to remember
those words. However I thought. since he knew the
tune and a few words I would have that item on the
program. They started out and the song seemed to be
going along quite well; that is what I could hear of it
from back stage. Then I heard a titter or two coming
from the audience, and then suppressed laughter.
When the song came to an end the people clapped
and laughed heartily. Later in the evening they told
me that when Donnie forgot his words he opened his
mouth wide and just pretended to sing words. Well
he was doing his best'
Another important day was the picnic. People
worked with the will to clear the grounds of fallen
trees and underbrush.
A ball diamond was mowed, swings. and booths
erected and all was made ready for the big day.
We all hoped to have something new to wear to
the picnic. Maybe you would be really lucky and
have a brand new gingham dress to wear. If you
weren't quite so lucky you might have a nice new
pinafore with ruffles over the shoulder and around
the bottom. This would be worn over an old dress,
but you felt quite grand.
On the day of the picnic you were up early to get
chores done and yourself ready. The neighbours began to arrive in wagons. buggies, on horseback. and
on foot. If you were lucky you had as much as ten
cents to spend. or maybe a little more if you had been
digging seneca roots and saving your money for the
big event.
The sports would begin soon; all the various races
and other events. At noon a lunch was served on
tablecloths spread on the ground where we ate together.
Later, a ball game and finally the horse races.
Supper would then be served and soon the wonderful
day was over.

Sister Alma Noonan
I saw your notice in the Saskatchewan Bulletin
regarding teachers who have taught in the Medstead
area.

I taught in Daylight School #2690 from August
1931 to December 1933. In 1931 the school was called
Medstead School but when the town of Medsteacl
wanted a name for their school, the pupils and I chose
Daylight School for ours.

Teacher, Edna Noonan, joined Religious Order of Sisters in
1937. Now, Sister Alma Noonan.
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sports or ball games. Then. again. lAie \,;iould sing and
sing. The pupils v/ould teach a nev,,' song. say' a
favorite poem or act out some skit or story from their
readers, \vhich had been practised during the \\'cck.
The big event for the children vvas the Christmas
concert. Hov,: they enjoyeJ getting dressed up in a
costume and doing the "Cakc-\valk" crc. They' \vcrc
very entertaining children.
They had great ideas. And l~· 'Nhen 3:30 came I
\\-'as wishing it \vas nine o'clock in the morning so ViC
could start again. Oh! for some of that pcp and
energy' and enthusiasm nov,',
After I left Daylight 1 spent the remainder of the
year furthering my education towards a First Class
Certificate.
In 1937 I joined the Religious Order of Sisters. I
taught 15 years in North Battleford Separate School.
1 also taught in Saskatoon, Prince Albert and finally I
taught Indian children for six years.
in 1967 I retired through disability but worked ten
more years in a High School library and office in
North Battleford,
At present I am living in North Vancouver, B,C.
Although 1 have never had the opportunity to revisit
the Medstead district I have pleasant memories of
Daylight SchooL the children and parents.

! liked the school and children very much ami we
had many happy days together. The cnroimcnt \VUS in
the range of 30-35 pupils with from grades one to ten
and one grade eleven student who received instructions by Correspondence Course while I corrected
her work and helped her when time permitted.
The children were very co-operative. The older
ones helped the younger ones and the smaller grades
icarncd a great deal by listening in \vhik I taught
other grades.

The superintendent was Mr. Ferris \Nhn alv./ays
encouraged us \vith good reports at his visits. When
he used to drop in for his visits he had a delicate way
of tinkering around his car for several minutes \vhich
gave us time to get over the shock or the thrill of
having a visitor.
I boarded for sometime with Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey: but later moved to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Ewart. I remember the morning baby Jack
Ewart was to come into the world. I decided I would
be worse than useless there at such a time so went to
school about six o'clock. At noon Me Philip Lewis,
the Rawleigh man, called to tell me it was a ten pound
boy and mother and baby were fine.
Our favorite time was Friday afternoon when we
went on nature hikes, The children taught me so
many wonders about nature, Other times we had
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The Gift
by F. J Bell
The golden sun was setting:. und my mind frorn care
\vas free.
When my little lad broke in. upon my peaceful revenc.
I have a birthday. Dad. next week and! will then be
mne.

He little knew my thoughts were on the subject all the
time.
Itold him. Son. the day you came. was one of 'Joy' to
us.

it's true you made a great-big stir. and caused a lot of
fuss .
But: your mother's smile was lovely. when they
placed you in my arms.
She never looked more happy or seemed so full of
charms.

She tended. nursed and loved you. and crooned her
sweetest song.
When you were sick and restless she watched the
whole night long.
She's been a loving mother. lad. and tender as the
morn.

nl ne' er forget how proud she was, the day that you
were born.
She's watched and worked and prayed for you to be a
manly man.
To help you make the best of life. in every way she
can.

And I was thinking when you spoke: what best would
make you gay,
What little gift you'd like the most. on this your ninth
birthday.
The little lad with eyes that shone. as he listened at
my knee.
Said. Dad. let's get a present for "Mom" instead of
me,

To give her on my birthday to remind her of her joy
When she presented Daddy with the mite that's now
his boy.
My heart was full of bursting, and I took his little
hand
As he gave to me his pennies, and everything seemed
grand,
I'll ne'er forget his mother's face, and the loving
tears of Joy
When we handed" Her" the present: on the birthday
of my boy.
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Birch Lake School District
Teachers, Students and Trustees of the Birch Lake School District
Teachers

Clayton. 1916: Gertrude Stoughten. 1917: Edith
Hartt. 1918: Mary Pritchard and Ethel McKay. 1919:
F l Demaray. 1920: T J Knight, 1921: Edward May.
1922-23: Frank Warick. 1924-31: Helen Omara.
1932-36: W. Workman. 1937: P Strawson. 1937-38;
E. G. Drake. J Dorey and N. Matlock. 1939: N.
Matlock. 1940: E. E. Judges. and A. B'llary. 1941: A.
B,ttary. 1942: W. Pnociuk. 1943-44: PM. Robinson.
1945: l W. Woytowich 1945-54: M. Peterson and P
Vawter. 1955: J Stanley. 1956.

Miss Anna Pearl Junor. 1912: Keith McLaughlcn.
1913: Christina Fraser. 1914: Ethel Webb. 1955: A. C

Students
Reinhold Arn!. i0](1

tVlargarct

Chapm~\n.

III 1-1-··10

Daniel FCl1nig. 19]«:0
Ada FCllllig. 1920

Jennie Lcdin:.Ki. jlll-l--16
i\laggic Lcdinski. 19[-+-2-1I\'klyin Kcllngg. 1913-17
Ciracc Kcllngg. 101.1·2...].
James Kellogg. 19U-2...J.
Ruby \1l'N"iIL lLJ[J

Hazel l'v1cNcill. ]l)!J·1S
David McNci!!. 1Y!J-2..+
Almina 1'v1cNciIL 19[6-27

Ethel Lenton. IlJ1lJ·26
J'lhn ROSK,,::.

[913~

16

Paul Rnskc. 191J-lh. ilJ]l)

\Villiam Ruskt.'. J9!J-16
Fllln..'ncc D\\'y~r. !l)! J
Hattie r~nJlig. 1l)!6~IX
B~rtholt. F~r1l1ig 191-1--16
John L~din:,ki 191-1--25
Fay Ledin:,ki. 191-1-~2-+
Dori:, H~[1l). 1917
Alice Kellogg. 1920-25
Lallrence Kellogg. 191t;-25
George Kellogg. 191 ..1.<25
irene r-...kNeill. 1913-16
Elizabeth McNcili. 11)13-21
Almira. I'vkNcill. 1916-27
Wilfred Lenton, 191-1-. 1919 .. 2-1Clara Roske. 1913 .. 16

Helen (Omra) Johnson. a former teacher at Birch Lake, with
her husband and two children, also Mary and Dugald MacLean.
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Jo:-.eph Roske. 1L) 1.,-16
Harry Rt):-,Ke. Ii.)I 3-16
LnJia Richter. 19]5
Anne Rees. ]1)]6
Emma Schlllulalld. 191-1--17
Alga Schmuland. 11)1-1--17
t\.-Jary Schmuland. 191...J.-15
R~inhold Schrnuland. 1015
..1..lfr~d Schmuland. 11)16~17
\'iargaret tvluhatt. \9\8-23
Arthur t\·1ohalL 191(-; .. 22
Lucy L~nt()il. 1920-27
Eric Lel1tnt1. ]lJlt)-2X
Ronald Phillips. 1920 .. JO
Irvin Liml11~rll1an. IlllJ-17
Ruth Zi1l1111~rman. 191-1-.. 17
Allan Kellogg. 1021-25
August 1\'lil!er. 1921 .. 28
8eatrice 8elL 1921-2...J.
Chri:,tina Lockhart. 1921 32
Joseph Taylor. 1922-25
Henry Lange. 1922-26
\1inna Lehmann. 1923
Claut..1e Tlylor. ]923-Jl
l\'brgarct Roulston. 192...J.
Isabelle RoulslO!l. 192...J.
Mary Ledi!lski. 192..J.-32
RaymonJ Hannan]. 192...J.-,10
Leonard Wheeler. 192-1--31
McKeen Roulstllll. 1925
8urton Roulston. 1925-27
Louis Smith. 1913-1-1-

~-"-~-~-~-~

~--~----~-~-

9

1.91 "\
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Edward SchmubmL 1914- I 7
Willie St:lllnulamL 19!4-l7
Natalie SchmulancL 10!4
Samuel Schmuland, 1916-17
Uno Schmirlcr. ]lJ15

Annie Mohatt, J91X-21
Richard Mohatl. 10IX-2-f
Richard Lenton, j!)J9-27

,\ll'red Millar. j920-2R
Floyd McNeilL 1920-,l(}
Kenlldh Zimrnenllan, 1913-17

Jamec. Ledinski, 1921-31
John Lockhart. 1\)21-30
ivlarion Bt.'ll. 1021-24: J92X-_:Q

Patricia McNeilL 1921-"~3
Newel Phillips, 1921-32
Ernest Taylor, 1922-30
L·:ther Kellogg, 1023-25
Luella Larson, 1923-24
Willie Miller, 1923-28
Vera Phillips. 11)24-J5
Harry Roulston, 11)24
Walter Hannam. 1924-32
Evelyn Wheeler. 1924-32
\Vil1ie Lange, 11)25-26
Madeleine Elliott. ]925
Dickerson Roulston, 1925-27
Maurice Lane, 1025
Daisy Roulston, 1915-19
Isahelle Gadsby, 1916-28

Letha Phillips, 1026-36
Franci.~

iVIohatL 1t)26-2S
Fred Wilson. ]LJ26-27
Margaret Za\vadke, 1027-36
\Villiam Lockhart. 1027-35
Kenneth Wheeler. 1927-35
Eric "!;lY!Or. !927-32
Mary Bell. !92S-33

Irma

Phillip~.

!t)2:)-J6

Lennard Stevenson. !028,,29
Carey Clayton, 1029-30
Alfred WeisKupf. 1929-36
l'vlabel Ausllm. 1l)30
G!cn Leon, 193U-36
Sidney Leon. 1930-3X
Elton Phillips, 1030-3S

Vaughn BelL 1931
Elton Smith, ]931-35
Donald David, 1931-35

Mervyn David. 1931-38
Lillian \Vesel". 1931
Harry Smith. ItJJI-32

Marjory Rowan, 1931-3fl
Daisy Feltharn, 1932-33
Alison Phil!ip~, ]tJ31-3S
Louis Miller. 1925-28
Norman McLean. 1925-32
Laura Wheeler. 1926-35
Phyllis 'ElyloL [926-32
Edgin Hannam, 1926-31

Trustees
Chairman
A. W. Roske, 191 1- 16
Chester Kellogg, 1916
1. W. Gadsy, 1917-IB
R. Mohatt
J. R. Mohatt
H. Clayton, 1921
1. R. Mohat!, 1922-24
1. W. McNeill, 1925-26
W. 1. Hannam, 1925
W. J Hannam, 1927
Wm. S. Wheeler, 1927-35
McGowan, 1936
C. Weser, 1935
Rowan, 1936-3B
Lockhart, W. 1939
Sawada, 1938
John Scotton, 1940-41
Mrs. 1. Scotton, 1941
Fay Ledinski, 1942
R. Smith, 1944-45
S. Pavka, 1946-54
W. Roske, 1954
1. Scotton 1947-56
R. Roske, W. Lockhart
W. Lockhart 1956
T. Christen, 1955, 1957-79

Augusta Zawadke. 1026··32
Neil! John:-,ton. 1927-36
i\l!ell Wisner. 1027-29

Marie Zmvadkt:, 1034·--+2
Raymond Pattison, 1934-36

Albert Hannam. 1927-2R
Lewis Bell. 1929-33
Eileen McLean, 1028-36
David Lockhart. 1929-36
Melvin Wheeler. 1929-36
Frank Zawadke. ! 929- 36
\\'illiam Henr;.! Derryman. 1930-3:;
Lydia Anderson, 1930-33
C:;!adys Leon. J930-36
Sidney 'Elylor, 1930-32
Cliflurd Wheeler. 193()-.")9
Myra David, 1931-J2
Fred David, 1031-33
Edith David. ]931-36
Leslie Smith. 10JI-3fl
Mary MacPherson. 19JI-36
Elva Smith. [931-41
Wendell Rowan, [93[-36
Ian MaePhersOIL 1932-35
Marjorie Dewan, 1932
Marion Fraser, J032-42
Lena Rehak. 1932
Walter Roske, 1937-43
Alan McPherson, 1933-36
Margaret McKenzie. ISl34
Mike Sik!cnka. [934-35
Steve Siklenka, 1934-35

Loyola David.

\Va!tcl" Minarez. 1934-36

Jean Shepherd. 1935-36
Leu Zm-vada. i935-36. 1939-43
Neil McPherson. 1935-36
jim (Cameron) Fraser. 1935-'-13
Arthur Roske. 1937-38
Donald Huntly, 1937-~f-1DOUg!:l~ Hunt!y. 1037-43
Alan Luckhan, 1937-43

Marion Schmirler. 1937-41
Irene Roske. 1938-47
Ralph Ledinski, 193/-;-47
David Schmir!cr. 1939-~f!
Paul Smith. 1939

frederick Lemke, 1939-41
Martia Wheeler. ]03K-46
Francis Fraser. 1932-42
Steve Pavka, 1932-35
Marcel Zmvadke, 1933-42
Mary Palko. 1<;)33-36. 19..J-0
John Siklenka. 1034-35

Norman McKenzie, 1934
Edna Pattison. 1934-39
Margaret Pattison, 1934
Ruth McKenzie, 1934
Hilda David. 1934-35, [<;)37-43

Secretary

Trustees

Wilfred Lenton

1. W. McNeill
H. Clayton
W. C. Kellogg
W. 1. Bames

A. Zimmerman
W. Lenton

1934-~U

Nunnan Roske, 1934-:35

1. W. Gadsby
W. 1. Lenton 1921-26
C. P. Hillis, Inl
w. Gee, 1923

1. W. McNeilL 1924

1. W. Gadsby
H. W. Clayton
Gadsby, 1928

1. Lockhart. 1927
Clayton, 1928
1. Scotton, 1929-30

C. R. Pattison

F. Shepherd

Zawadke
Steve Pavka
W. 1. Smith
W. 1. Smith
D. Ledinski

Fay Ledinski, 1941
Scotton
Pavka
W. Roske, S. Pavka
F. Leclinski, W. Roske

R. H. Scotton, 1956-57
F. Steinhardt

T. Christen
V. W. Smith
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E. McNeill
H. Clayton 1919

\'era Lc:on. 103-f-4U

Tonnie \Vhec!cr. 19.14-42
Curti:-. Shephercl. 1935-41
Frank Zmvada. J935-36. ll}3<)-~f4
!vlin:t David. 10J5·~I..JJoyce SC01l0tl. 1936-..1,.4
Lrvin Ru:,KI.;. ]<)37-..1.:':
Rienald RlhKe. IY37--f-+
Violet Smith. 1937--+-1Beatrice Fraser. 19.17··-1-.\
Betty Huntly. 103k-4-1.
Edna Lcdin:,ki. 1937-,,],6
(\)lo!l rr'L~Cr. IVJX-..J.7
Joyce Lar:-,o!l, 19Jk. ]t;40-4!
FlorelH:t: Lemke. 1030--1.1

Juim Scottun. jl)..J. -; -56
C;erfrudc ChrislL'n. ]lJ49.j()
Sharleen 8urton. 19..J.9··50
(krhard Chri:..[cn. 1950-56
Lawrence Carlson. 1951-5()

Uiive R()sKe.

Kenneth Floyd. J0-U--f4
Jackit: Scotton. 1044
Evcl;...'n Elits~ward. ]l)45
John PaV'ka. 10-+5-52
Gerald Fraser. 1947-56

Helen Whecicc. ]1)-\,1--+6
Bubby Fr'l.~cr. 11)-+1-40
Roy Lcdimki. 1042-+7
Lloyd Ledin~ki. 1943-47
Bernice Ledinski. 1053-56

jafllc) Ro:,].,.c. le)52-5b

Patril'ia Scollon. 1954-56
John Purda. 105-1--55
Alict: L:!wCltb. 19Y) .. ..fk
CJayiard Schillirlcr. 19..H)·...j· 1

Larry Lockhart. 19-tk-56

Alvin Roskc. 1040-56
Elaine Lockhal't. 11)50-36
Abn W·oYlowich. iSl5!··54
Kenncth Fraser. 1052-56
Elizabeth Zawada. 1953
Carok Smith. 1954-56
Ronald Smith. 1<)56

Alhert Zawuda. 19~fJ-52
Schirky \Vheckr. 1944-46. 195U
Donald Elibgaard. 1045
Durothy Robinsun. ]045

Katherine Zawada. jt)..J.1-50
Shirky Fraser. !lJ..].!-..J.9
RUY'lllund Ledin~ki. ]lJ-fl-50
Lillian Lcdin:-,ki. ]9-1.4-55
Richard Ledin:'!';i. 10-\))-56

10~U-Sl

L:vclyn Ru,c,Ke. 19.1<)-47
Howard Lcdin,~ki. Iq.~9 -f7
/,\1('\ Zawada. J0Jl)-40
Steve Za\vada. !(J3lJ-cf4
Doreen Roskt:. 1940-4k

June Stermer. 1046

Map of Proposed School District
Township 51 Range 15
West of 3nl Meridian
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Charles Ausman, my' uncle, was born in Sharon,

Memories of the Birch Lake District

Ontario. He came west in 1915, worked as an engi-

by Lewis Bell
The Three Bears
Yes. \ve raised three bears! Dad \\'as walking back
to camp 8 in March to close the camp down when hc

neer in the pO'vver hOLlse at North 8attleford for a
while and came to the mill about 1916. He had a great
love for horses and his team \-vas ahvays as fat as
seals, \vcii curried and carefully harnessed. He
plaj,'ed the harmonica fur dances and often took

came across a mother bear just out of her clen with

three cubs, two brown and one black. He made the

prizes for oldtime waltzing.
Mr. Herbert and his son Harold - Mr. Herbert
was well along in :years when Dad moved into the
mil!. He and his son had a farm about six miles south.
1 remember his fence with evenly spaced posts, carefully selected for size and cut exactly the same height
with two tight strands of barbed wire. He freighted
supplies between Winnipeg and Edmonton in the
eighteen hundreds. using oxen and a Red River cart.
Bill Latus and family of Belbuttc. Bill worked in
the mill and his wife helped as a cook. Their son
Tommy and! played together. One time when their
family was going through a tough time \vith sickness,
Mother gave them a cow named Queenie. which Dad
had taken in exchange for lumber. Many years later,
Mr. Latus told mother she felt Queenie had been sent
by God to help them out. Queenie was not bred for
years, yet she never stopped milking and kept the
family in milk, butter and cream. Bill Latus was a
"tommy" in World War l. The story goes, he was
digging trenches one night when a partol of German
soldiers approached. Bill was without his gUll, so he
pointed his trenching tool, shouted, "Hands up",
and marched his prisoners to the rear lines with his
shovel'
Ed Cane carne walking into the mill Olle summer
day looking for work. Turned out he was a cook and a
good one. Ed was well educated and wrote endlessly
about mysticism. He hac! evidently travelled extensively in lndia and had taken a liking to eastern
beliefs and was great on history. He liked to be alone,
so built himself a log cabin back in the timber and
would hole up for days. I remember there was a clay
altar and the noor was painted a dark green with red
symbols on it. The stars, plands, crescent moons
etc. gave one a weird feeling. Many years later ViC
learned Ed was really Edward O'Cane, a member of a
very wealthy family in England and had been left a
legacy.
Bert Lund came in on a motorcycle. He was a
sawyer for Dad. a good nli!hvright and a family
friend for years.
Mac McGreevy! \\i<JS a carpenter and came from
Carlton. He built me a bird house and he had a
gramophone with a long horn, which played tube
records. Ours played disk records and I liked his
best. We sti!l have ours and I wouldn't part with it for
anything!

mistake of getting between mother and cubs and only
escaped her anger by getting into a pile of deadfall.

She had been in a snare as the hair on her neck was all
worn off. Dad went home, got his ritle and shot the
mother bear The three cubs ended up in our house,
little bundles of fur you could hold in one hand.
Mother cooked oatmeal porridge and laced it well
with carnation mille The three sat on chairs, their
bottoms on the seat and their front paws resting on the
back as the mush was spooned into them. They
gobbled it down and grew like fury.
When we moved to the cottage at Birch Lake, the
bears went with us. Here their diet was changed to
fish and chop and in winter they ate carrots with
relish. Their den was a pile of hay but they refused to
hibernate. One of their joys was to suck each others
ears before going to sleep or to suck their front paws.
Later the bears took to walking on their hind feet and
we could walk along with an arm around the black
bear. In autumn the bears loved to go berry picking
and they particularly like the white berries on red
willow. It was really amusing to watch a bear pull up
to a well laden willow and start to feed his face. They
would sit on the ground, back legs out for balance
and pull the branches within easy eating reach with
front paws. When we went swimming in the lake, the
bears swam too and when we went boating, they went
along also.

We kept the three bears for nearly three years, by
which time they stood five feet on hind legs anel were
very powerful. Eventually, they ended up at the exhibition grounds in Saskatoon. About two years later,
when Dad was in Saskatoon, he went down to see the
bears and to the consternation of the attendant, went
into the pen with the two brown bears. After much
sniffing, the female dropped down on all fours and
started to untie his shoelaces I She remembered him!

Some Other Pioneers
Frank Ausman, my uncle, was born in Sharon,
Ontario. He worked on section crews building railroads and finally came west with a threshing crew
about 1920 and later logged in the bush. About 1928
he took out a homestead at Belbutte. He cleared 90
acres of heavy timber by hand with crosscut saw, axes
and grubhoe. Some of those trees, spruce and black
poplar, went three feet on the stump and the roots had
to be grubbed out, the trees cut up, piled and burned.
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Carrollton School District
Fred Whitt
E. A. C. Davis
W. A. Bork

Teachers of Carrollton School #3677
1916-1955
Miss Olive Parker
Miss Constance Spencc
Miss Laura Perry!
Miss Hildur Erickson
(Mrs. H. E. Short)
Miss Ruby Schaefer
Miss Edith Tolan
Miss Dorothy Gloeckner
Miss Amelia Hill
Miss Florence McCauley
Miss Emily Middlemast
Miss Janet Gilmour
Mrs. Gertrude Tolan
Mr. Harry Hardcastle
Mr. Clark
Miss Evelyn Perry
Miss Kathleen Cridland

Miss Mildred Bjeer
Mrs. Gladys Wood
Miss Muriel Patterson
Mrs. l. M. Krake
Miss Pauline Novak
Mr. A. A. Stilborl1
Miss Ruby Barzeele
Miss Adelina Dick
Miss Anne Salyn
Miss Anne Yogt
Mr. Isaac Braun
Miss Miriam Jantzen
Miss Ina Stenhouse
Miss Helen Holm
Mr. David McNeilly
Mr. Erdman Funk

Joseph J. Oster
John P. Oster

CarroiUon School History
In writing the history of Carrollton School District we would like to mention those people who were
active in the organization of our school.
The family histories of Frank Erickson, John
Short. Ed LeFeuvre. Robert Muirhead and Fred
Whitt are mentIOned elsewnere III llll:-' LJUUK..

The 1'011 wing histories are of families whose
names we obtained from old minute books, correspondence files. Saskatchewan Archives anel memories of other old-timers.
Robert H, Power - filed by proxy for his brother. John Percival Power. on the N.E. of 6-50-13. He
was nineteen years of age at (he time and had previollsly been a hardware clerk. His brothers. Bob and
Ted, homesteaded in the Birnamwood district. His
parents lived on Jack's homestead. Other membcrs of
the family were Marie, Kathy and Dolly. Mrs. Power
boarded the teacher in the early years. Jack obtained

Trustees of Carroll!oll 1916-1978
Frank Erickson
Ernest Clifton
William O·Carroll
Michael Oster
Fred Whitt
David P. Isaak
Robert Muirhead
Charles Holman
Raleigh Marshman
Joseph 1. Oster
John Power
E. A. C. Davis
William Bork
D. S. George
William A. Simpson
John Holman
Isaac D. Bergen
Mrs. E. Clifton
Mrs. I. M. Krake
William Simpson
Richard G. Martin
John Heyden
Herbert Jantzen
Henry Marshman
Mrs. D. Bahler
Henry Strankman
John P. Oster
John Short
Jacob D. Isaak
Ivor Soderberg
A. P. Heyden
Dwaine R. Kenney
Fred Henke
William K. Simpson
Gust Peterson
Lewis Warkentin
Secretary Treasurers of Carrollton 1916-1978
William O"Carroll
Rudolph McGreevy
Mrs. Hettie Holman
D. S. George

Carrollton School No. 3677 in 1922. Picture was taken from
south by Miss Gloeckner, teacher.
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title to his homestead October ~g. 1914. The family
moved to North Battleford entering the real estate
business approximately 1918.
Henry N. Marshman a farmer from Plainsvie\v.
Minnesota, filed on the N. W. of 14-50-14. September
~6. 1910. A bachelor. his name was on the first voters'
list of Carrollton School District. He received title to
his homestead May 16, 1918. He served on the school
board in 1922 till he passed away the summer of 1923.
Raleigh Marshman bachelor, formerly from
Plains view, Minnesota, homesteaded the N. W. or
7-50-13 on June 10. 1912. and began residence September. 1913. previously residing with his brother,
Art. and his mother, on the S.W. of 8-50-14. He had
been injured in one eye in an accident in 1912 and was
unable to live on his homestead as the eye had to be
dressed three times daily for a prolonged period of
time. He helped organize Carrollton School District
and served as trustee in 1918. Raleigh farmed till
1946 then selling the farm to Irwin Wiens, lived in
Medstead till he passed away in the late forties.
Michael F. Weldon filed on the N. W. of 8-50-13
May 8, 1911. Michael was born in Bruce County,
Ontario, but had been farming and living in Duluth.
Minnesota, U. S. A. prior to coming to our district.
He sold this homestead to Wm. Simpson in 1918 then
spent a year or two in North Battleford. He returned
to purchase the N. W. of 30-49-13 and farmed there
till 1944 then sold out and retired to Edmonton.
James George Bartrop from Essex. England
homesteaded the S. W. 6-50-13, October 9, 1910. He
received title November 9. 1914. He was single and
23 years of age. His last known address Hillsboro,
Oregon.
John Kraft Family with two children of school
age, lived on the S. W. of 14-50-14. John helped
organize the school district. His name was on the

Saskatoon area before coming to our district. He

filed on the N.W. of 2-50-14 on May 23, 1910. A
widower, forty-five years of age. had a son, 'Tommy
who served in World War One and a daughter, Mrs.
Herman Forry_ He also served as councillor for Division 3 in the R. M. of Medsteacl.
Vlfilliam Fraser from Scotland, bacheiclr. a carpenter by trade, filed on the S.E. 7-50-13, December
6, 1913. Enlisted in the C.E.F March, 1916, discharged Feb. 1919. Address on discharge - Farley
Beauly, Inverness, Scotland. Received title to homestead October 6, 1920.
Eli E. Tisdale.at the age of thirty-seven with a
wife and two children, arrived in this area from
Indian Head and filed for homestead on S. W.
2-50-14 on July 17, 1911. He received title to the
homested October 2, 1915. One of the children attended school on crutches. They left our district
around 1919.

Mrs. William O'Carroll and family, May, Robert, Tom.

petition of organization of school district also on the
first voters' list. The family left the Carrollton district
in 1916 moving south of Medstead, later on to the
Hatherleigh district. Son Bob still lives in Medstead.
Leon Lcndry Forsman originally came from
Finland whose wife and five children were still living
in Finland. He filed on the N. E. of 8-50-13 in the
early years. A carpenter by trade, he left our district
in the early twenties.
Jacob Seib a farmer, originally from Valenin,
Russia, homesteaded the S.E. of 5-50-13. He had a
wife and five children. They left our district approximately 1917.
Christian Carl Julius Goos a widower of German origin came from Missouri to our district and
homesteaded, the N. W of20-S0-13. He passed away
in 1934.
Harry Wrcggit born in Toronto but farmed in the

Matthew William O'Carroll family homesteaded the S.w. of 18-50-13, July 15, 1912. There
were four children, three of school age. They helped
organize the Carroliton School district and he was on
the first school board and was the first secretarytreasurer of the district. The school was named Carrollton after the O'Carroll family. In January of 1918,
he became the first postmaster of Carrollton Post
Office. He received title to his homestead April 19,
1918. They left our district shortly after, due to medical reasons.

Carrollton Post Office
Carrollton Post Office was established in January.
1918 at the farm home of Wm. O'Carroll (the first
postmaster) on the S.W. IS-50-13. Mr. O'Carroll left
our district that summer. The second postmaster was
Rudolph McGreevy who operated a small grocery
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John Alien, the Agricultural Representative from
North Battleford was very supportive to the club.
The Extension Department also sent representatives
out to assist the club in it endeavors. They included
Rupert Ramsay, Herb Clark and Lome Pauls.

store in conjunction with the post office at the same
location for two or three years. Then, moving: the
post office a mile east to the N. W. 8-50- 13 he maintained the post office there till 1927 when it was
moved once more one-half mile south to the farm
home of Wm. Simpson. The name of the post office
was then changed to Little Buffalo.
Mr. McGreevy retired to the west side of Scandinavian Lake till he becamc ill and was taken to
hospital in North Battleford by ambulance planc
where he passed away early in 1946.

Florence McCau!ey Brinsmeadl
Carrollton Schoo! District
It Vias in ]923 that I went to teach at Carrollton
School and I was there until [he Christmas holidays.
The train rook me as far as Battleford (North Battleford?) and a car which served as a sort of taxi to
Mcdstead. I had been at the Saskatoon Normal
School on Avenue A for three months. You could
teach with grade eleven in those days, your permit

Bazentine Swine Club
This club began in 1939 and was sponsored by the
Bazentine Homemakers Club.
Leader was Richard (Dick) Martin. Some of the
members were: John. Paul. and Edna Gatzke: John
Heyden: Evan Short: Hazel Wilson: Rudy and Odetta
Henke.
fhc gilts for this club were bought from Willie
Guhl. Wilfred Guhl's father. The boars were supplied
by the U. of S. Extension Department. The club did
not exist for a great length of time as about 1942 the
Bazentine Homemakers club folded, and without the
sponsorship of the homemakers, the swine club also
came to an end.

lasting for three years.

It \vas a great adventure to be launched on a career
and I could not understand my mother's reluctance to
let a seventeen year old daughter leave home for such
a long period. However. three members of my family
and some friends came in July to spend a week. They
made a number of side trips in the vicinity. An
overnight journey to lackfish Lake was made by
wagon and we camped in a tent. We did some fishing
and I remember how quiet and peaceful it was there.
We were the only people there.

Bazentine Homemakers. 1939. Mrs. Jamerson, Mrs. Hawkins, Mrs. Henke Sr., Mrs. Baynton. Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Krake, Mrs. Henke,
Nellie Martin. Hildur Short, Mrs. Collier, Lil Jay, Mrs. Wilson. Hazel Wilson, Mrs. Erickson, Ruby Boorzeele, Gorlie Erickson. Joyce
Krake, Nanomi Henke, Odetta Henke, and Irma Wilson.
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I boarded with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Strankman.
Mr. Strankman's half-brothers Rudy Cremer and
Norman Knechtel lived with them. These people all
came from my home town (Loverna) and helped to
make my stay pleasant. The Strankmans bad a small
baby, Anita.
The road to the school was through some trees. !
enjoyed the walk and picked lady slippers and other
wi Id flowers on the way. The school enrollment was
not large, grades one to seven, and the children all
walked to school carrying their lunch pails. Wagons
and democrats of Indians often passed on journeys of
their own. The Carrollton post office was run by an
elderly bachelor. At least he seemed elderly to me.
He also had charge of a traveling library and I was a
steady customer for reading material.
One of my pupils was a little German girl, Agnes
Sellent. She was adearchild, about nine, and I have a
snap shot of her in my album. 1 was sorry to hear that
later she had died of pneumonia. This was long
before penicillin and medical help was often hard to
get in cold winter months, with blocked roads.
People kept in touch with their friends with picnics. visiting and social evenings. Dances lasted in
winter until daylight and left-over sandwiches and
cake were eaten and collee heated up before folks
startecl home. Horses were put into the school barn.
A very interesting place was ldylwild. This, I
believe, was an American settlement and the people
there were an energetic lot. They had a good baseball
diamond and log cabin community hall that was a
gem. It had a well equipped kitchen and an excellent
clance floor. I spent a weekend there with a family
named Emerson. 1 think they came from Massachusetts. Their only ehild was a daughter, Frances,
who was about my age.
It is fifty-six years since I was at Carrollton and!
have never managed to get back. I remember with
pleasure the happy times there with the pupils and
kind neighbors.

Carrollton School ciass 1922, taught by Miss Gloeckner. Lei!
to right: Agnes Sellent, Bert Whitt, Elizabeth Simpson, Nellie
Heyden. Martha Gatzke, Rose Whitt, Annie Gatzke, Bill Simpson. Standing at the back John Heyden.

Family outing al Birch Lake 1922. Willie Henke, Mrs. Henke
Sr., Mr. Henke Sr., Fred Henke, the boys are Beverley and
Elbridge, Miss Gloeckner, teacher of Carrollton.

I boarded with Lyda and Fred Henke and their
two sons, Elbridge and Beverly. There were three
Henke families living close together, about a mile
north of the school.
1 enjoyed my eight months in that district, the
children were interesting, the social life was good.
Picnics in July were well attended. Some! attended
were at Carrollton, Belbute, Birch Lake and Lake
Witchekan. Friday night dances \vere frequent. and
fun, lasting from nine p.m. to at least four a.m. The
violin and autoharp \/,/ere musical instruments much
in use and there was no need for amplifiers. A student
minister held services in Carrollton School during
the summer months.
To get to Carrollton School from my home at
EstOll, Sask" 1 went by train to Saskatoon then to
North Battleford where I stayed three days in a botci
as I had just missed the twice weekly fifty mile ride
out to Medstead. I remember being reduced to 1\\/0
meals a day as my money was running out. The rick:
to Medstead was with horses hitched to a covered-in

Dorothy (Gloeckner) Simmonds
Carrollton School !)istricl
In 1922, L who was then Dorothy Gleockner,
taught Carrollton School for an eight month period
from April 4th to November 30th at the yearly salary
of $1,000.00. The monthly rate was $95.00 but by
doing the janitor work for $S. 00 a month, I received
$100.00 per month.
The Chairman at that time was F Whitt ancl the
Secretary was Duncan George. My pupils were Elizabeth and Bill Simpson, Rose and Bert Whitt. Martha, Annie and Rincrth Gatzke, Lester Willard,
Nellie and John Heyden, Alec Stolze, Agnes Sellent
and William Henke.

bob sleigh. Along with passengers were crearn cans~
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mail, parcels and my tfunk. At a half-way house we
stopped for dinner and a change of horses.
Henkes met me at Medstead, and we continued
the last six miles to their home. In December 1923, !
returned to Carrollton ami had Christmas with the
Henkes.
In 1974. Mr and Mrs. Vennesland of Kuwki, my
husband, and i spent an afternoon in the area. We
saw Bert Whitt and his family, Elizabeth (Simpson)
Oster and her husband, Rose (Whitt) Ricketts and her
husband of North Battleford and Martha (Gatzke)
Zimmer also now of North Battleford. How nice to
see four of my former pupils. It was a lovely afternoon and they were able to tell us about maIlY of the
people! used to know.

ChUrch Congregation at Carrollton School. 1922.

My husband anel I are retired and we live in
Wadena, Saskatchewan.
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Cater School District
Cater School District No. 4778

the sum of four thousand dollars for the purpose of
building and equipping a new school and purchasing
a site, location S.E. corner of N.W. V" Section 7,
Township 51, Range 14, West of the 3rd, the committee proceeded with the momentous project.
Cater school was opened July 3rd, 1929, with
Miss Jessie W, Lyster of Kennedy, Sask" as the first
teacher and an enrollment of thirteen students. Later
in the year this enrollment increased to fifteen students, Cater School joined Medstead School Unit
No, 64 when it was formed in 1946.
The records indicate the following tcachers dedicated their time to teaching in Cater 'School.

On July 2nd, 1938, Mr. Len Starling wrote for a
copy of the School Act and a local committee proceeded to develop plans for a school in the Cater
district. Possible names were selected by the committee for the school district. These were: I) Cater; 2)
Canfield; 3) May Flower; 4) Forrest View; 5) Byron.
Cater was the name chosen.
Having received a certified copy of a resolution
passed on the 19th day of October, 1928, to borrow

'leacher

Term Beginning

Jessie W. Lyster
Jennie Dykeman
Phyllis Paul
Agnes M. Mann
Agnes M. Mann

July 3, 1929

15

AUgllSI 18. 1930
AugllS! J 1, ! 93 1

17

September I, I l!Jl

26

August 30. 193.'
September 6. 1934
September 2. 1935

2()

Agne." !'vt. Mann
Laura E I'vlcLeod
Laura E. McLeod
Laru<l E. McLeod
Norma A. McLeod
Norma A. McLeod
D. M. RodenbllllT

Mary McConville
Freda Wagar
Freda Wagar
Angela N. Yarcll10vich
Annie M. Mcintosh

Cater school students at Medstead Elk's sports day, 1944.

Ruby K. Knutson
Viola V. Harms
Margaret I. Bandurkil
Helen Janzen
Margaret 1. Bandurka
Moira H. Stellhol!~c
Evelyn M. Casson
Erika Isaak

Erika Isaak
Evelyn M. Casson
Evelyn M. Casson

September 1. 1936
September I. 1937
August JO,I93ii

Sepkmber 4. 1939
August 30. 19..J.O
September I. IlJ4!
August::; 1. 1942

August :10. 1943
Augll~t 30. ISl4-1.
August 30. 19-1.5
S.:ptember J. 19-1.(1
September 2. 1947
Augll~l 23, 19-1.8
Atl,?ust 22.

1944

/\llgllst 15. 1950
/\ugUS! 27, 1951
August 25, [952
Augllst 24. 1953

August 23. 1954
August 29. 1955
August 27.1956-57

Enrollment
16

25
24

31

3()
.10
17
17
19

13
22
17

2()
18
16
14
II
III

S

13
16
2()

Ig
16

The Cater School, like most others of its kinei,
became the social gathering point for various events
like dances, meetings, church services or "whatever". Many a "swinging good time" was held
there. The orchestra more than likely would be made
up of local people hired to play, such as Mary Lati-

Cater School.
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rncr and Fred Collins, or maybe volunteers such as

educate the young of the district and the need to helve
a gathering point for its people of all ages in a time
when ten miles \vas a lung way and ten dollars \\'[lS a
lot of money.
The longer distance to Nledstcad Central School
made it necessary to provide a schOOl bus service for
the children. John O. Gatzke was the owner/driver of
the first bus and later James F Johnson purchased a
bus to service the route.
In 1960 Cater School was purchased by Mr.
Halvard Lybeck and moved from its site in the Cater
district. Thus ended another chapter in Cater's history.

Ian Rubb.
The proceeds of such functions usually went to
the Junior Red Cross if put on by the school children
or, if by the Homemakers, the proceeds were used in
rnany worthwhile \vays.
In its capacity as a meeting room there 'vvere D.
number of different things organized here. One
would be the Livestock Improvement Association,
more commonly known as the "Bull Club". The
farmers of the district formed this club in conjunction
with the provincial government to have access to
better bulls for their breeding stock. The government
supplied one bull free of charge to the district every
two years, and at the end of that time it \\/as exchanged with some other district close by. This enabled them to improve their cattle and some very fine
Shorthorn cattle became the mark of the district for a
number of years.
There was also a Co-op store in the district for a
time that held its meetings in the Cater School. Another would be the Wheat Pool Committee. Also. the
present day Cater-Birch Lake 4-H club was
organized there. This names but a few of the meetings held in Cater School.
In the summertime school grounds on a Sunday
afternoon would become a ball park with any and all
comers getting involved in a game of softball. Very
often the whole bunch would end up across the road
at Orr's for supper. How Mrs. Orr would cope with
these invasions is still a mystery but she always
seemed to manage and made you feel welcome as
well.
The last class left Cater School in June of 1957
and the school was closed. In September. 1957. the
children were sent to Medstead Central School in the
probable interest of a better educational system with
better equipment and facilities. However, the "Rural
School" filled the needs of its time - the need to

Stlldents Registered at Cater School 09291(57)
Allan, Irene
Allan. June
Anderson, James
Anderson, Herbert
Anderson Robert
Bishop. Billy
Bishop, Ral ph
Bishop, Bessie
Bishop. Gordie
Bruns, Pauline
Bruns, Mary
Bruns, Margaret
Bruns.Ernst
Burt, David
Casson, Bill
Colley. Louise
Colley, George
Colley. Norman
Dickman, Ruth
Dickman, Gladys
Fuchs, Carl
Garner. Beverly
Garner, George
Giesbrecht. Henry
Giesbrecht. Gilbert
Giesbrecht. Wilmer
Gordon, Hazel
Gordon, Jeanette
Gordon, Zelia
Gossen, Wilfred
Gossen, Stanley
Gossen. Judy
Heinrich. Eleanor
Heinrich, Martin
Heinrich. Walter
Heyden, Irene
Homoct. Margaret
Hundt, Betty
Hundt, Frank

Cater School 1929-30. Back L. - R. Frank Meersman, Ernst
Voss, Rene Meersman, Elsie Voss, B!ondina Meersman. Marie Meersman. 2nd Fedelia Meersman, Olive Orr, George
Starling, Alfonse Meersrnan, Mary Orr. Front Byron Oxley,
Jean Orr, Jim Starling, Domien Meersman.
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Hundt. Raymond
Jensen Holst. Harvey
Jensen Holst. Helen
Jensen Holst, Lila
Kuhn, Frieda
Kuhn, Marion
King. Ronald
Kitchen, Gerald
Kitchen, Clifford
Kitchen, Floyd
Knoll, Douglas
Knoll. Sharon
Lange, lngeborg
Lange, Albert
Lange, Hedy
Lange, Lydia
Latimer, Betty
Laybourne. Roy
Laybourne. Harvey
Lingle, Helen
Lingle, Harold
Lingle, Lorraine
Lingle, Marcella
Lundy, Shirley
Lundy. Harry
Markowski. Olga
Mason, George
Meersman, Frank
Meersman. Rene
Meersman, Marie
Meersman, Blondina
Meersman, Alfons
Meersman, Fedelia
Meersman, Domien
Neale, Helen
Neale, George
Orange, Thelma
Orr, Mary
Orr, Olive
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Range

14

Frank

Ahlefeld

i

.1

C, Foi-L

I

,-:;. P. i',.

I

33
TO'mship 50

OrL Jean
Orr. Alwyn

Orr. Ken
Orr. David
Osborn. Stewart
Osborn. Robert
Oxley. Byron
Pauls. Gloria
Pichler, Douglas
Reimer. Esther
Reimer. Lillian
Reimer. Ivan
Robb. Mary
Robb.lan
Robb. Gordon
Ruzicka. Joseph
Schultz. Raymond
Schultz. David
Spicer. Alice
St,lfling, George
Starling. James
Starling. Ellen
Starling. Bernard

I left Cater in 19-1.0 to teach near f.zockhaven.
While there I marrieJ Bill Bovvles. Later \ve moved
to Sunnyglen district ncar Unity \vhere I taught. In
1945 we had a set of twins. Jim ancl.loan. When Bill
died in 1949 I srarted to teach in Unity and continued
to do so until I retired in 1974. 111 !959 I had married a
Unity farmer. Ken Heather. We continue to jive in
Unity'. Our Joan is married to Leonard McCubbing, a
dairy farmer near Unity. They have three daughters.
jim has taught for the past six yetlrS at a native
teachers' college in Papua, Nt\v Guinea. He is not
married.
My husband and 1 arC no longer very active but
we try to travel a bit. 'vVc are enjoying our retirement.

S\,vitzer. Joyce
Thorne. Ivelinc
Thorne. Violet
Thorne, Georgina
Thorne. Josephine
Turnbull. Gordon
Turnbull. Marion
1hrner. Kathleen
Turner. John
Voss. Ernst
Yoss. Else
Yoss. Rudolph
Voss, Miriam
Yoss. Frieda
Yoss. Ellen
Wickwire. Laurel
Wickwire. Luceille
Wickwire. Milford
Wisner. Freel
Wisner. Daisy
Whitfield. Alice
Young. Robert

Some SeHlel-s in Ca!el- District of whom we
have no fllrther informatioll.

K C. Bender
Land location SE 24. 51. 15. W3 trict.

Cater dis-

William Buecher!
Land location NW 18. 51. 14. W3 - Cater district. Further details on this family can be found with
the John Epp story. Daylight.

Norma McLeod, Teacher in Cater, 1938-40
Teaching jobs were very difficult to get in the
dirty 30\. Wages were harder to collect, ThiS was not
true of Cater Schoo!. While the wages were low. I
was always paid. Of the three country schools where
I taught in Saskatchewan. Cater was the most up-todate. It had inside toilets. The district took pride in
the school and we always had a garden,
When I arrived in 1938 I was a new teacher and a
greenhorn from the city of Regina. My sister. Laura.
had taught in Cater before me and. ! believe. it was
because she had made a good job of teaching that I
was hired. I boarded with Ted and Iva Casson and
their son. Bill. where I was IlIade to feel like a
member of the family. From Mr. Casson I learned to
get to work early. a habit I continued through my
thirty-one years of teaching. Only wood \vas burned
and Mr. Casson got up at an unbelievably early hour
to light the school fire, It was necessary then for the
teacher to get to school early to keep the fire going.
The year I came was the year the elevator was
built at Cater and Joe and Helen McMurphy moved to
the district. As I had no musical ability whatever.
Helen's help was most vall-Iable. We became good
friends. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boyd and family. in
Medstead. made me feel very much at home in that
town, The Bob Orr family lived across from Cater
School and were most helpful. Unlike many farm
homes in those days. they had lots of reading material. Mr, L. Starling was the secretary of the school
and took a great deal of interest in it.

George Bunting
Land location SE 20. 51. 14 W3 - Cater district.
He and his brother came to the district prior to 1914.
One of the brothers is remembered as .. Baby Bunting" because of his teary eyes.

Wo J. Bunting
Land location NW 20. 51. 14. W3 - Cater district. He came to the district prior to 1914 with his
brother. George.

Ao L Chapman
Land location SE 32. SO. 14. W3 - Cater district. He was known by the nickname" Duke" Chapman and is well remembered for his recitation of
"Charge of the Light Brigade", He enlisted in the
First World War.

Karl Cherbaniuk
Land location SW 36. 50.
trict.

is. W3 - Carer dis-

Archie C. Cowherd
Land location East 1;,.4.51. 14. W3, This man
was a bachelor in the Cater district.

William H. Cowherd
Land location SW 4.51. 14. W3 48

Cater district.

William J. Cowherd

A. Thorne

Land location NW 4, 51, 14, W3 trict.

Land 10catilOn NE 13, 51. IS, W3. Came to the
Cater district in !933. Some of the family attended
Cater School.

Cater dis-

J. F. Edward

Wilhelm Weber

Land location NE 24, 51, 14, W3, He was known
as "Torn Edwards. He was a young bachelor who
came to the Cater district prior to 1914 and proved his
homestead. He enlisted in the forces during World
War I and drove an ambulance. He returned from the
war~ but shortly after moved to the Hanley district to
live.

Land location NE 6,51,14, W3 Cater district. He
and his family came from Germany and lived in the
district for several years before retiring to Medstead.
He is now deceased and his wife, Julianna, is residing in St. Walburg. Their daughter is married to
Willie Lange and still lives in the Cater district.

Alex Fuchs
Land location NW 6, 51, 14, W3. Came to the
Cater district about 1934 and returned to Germany
just prior to World War ll.

Henry Gossen
Land location East !I, 9, 51, 14, W3 - Cater
district. He purchased land from Dave Jack in 1951
and fanned for several years. He is now living in
Borden.

George Grayson
Land location North !I, 33,50. 14, W3 - Cater
district. The records indicate he purchased this land
from the CPR in 1930.

Philip Helilry
Land location SE 13, 51, 15, W3 -

Mr. and Mrs. Webber, celebrate their 50th Wedding Anniversary Sept. 6, 1969. Married in Necheretz Baden. Germany in
1919. Mrs. Webber is now a resident of Lake Land Lodge in St.
Walburg. Mr. Webber passed away November 15, 1976.

Cater district.

C. R. Holt
Land location NW 13, 51, 15, W3 - Cater district. He came to the area in 1933 and three of his
children attended Cater School for a period.

Will Weilils
Land location SW 18, 51. 14, W3. He came to the
Cater district with his family about 1946 and farmed
there until 1953, when he sold out to Jake Giesbrecht
and left the district.

Sidliley Jacksolil
Land location NE 20, 51, 14, W3. Came to the
Cater district prior to 1914 and lived, together with
his sister "Lil". on the homestead. They left before
World War l.

Fralilk Wetherby
Land location NW 24, 51, IS. W3. The records
indicate he carne to the Cater district in 1923. He was
a young bachelor who did nlOt stay long.

Gus Lalilge
Land location SW 36, 50. J5, W3. Came to the
Cater district in 1933 and farmed there until the mid
sixties. He then sold out and the family retired to
Summerland, B.C.

Walter Witham
Land location SW 32, 50, 14. W3 trict.

Cater dis-

Mike Malicki

Willie Lange

Land location North !I, 21, 51.14, W3 - Cater
district. He purchased the land from the C. P. R. in
1956 and lived there off and on until he sold the
holding to Sommerfeld in 1962 and returned to
Leoville.

Land location NE 6, 51, 14, W3. This family
moved to the Cater district about 1962 and are still
living here at the present time.

Joe Lavasel.lf

W. A. Miller

Moved into a small home in the hamlet of Cater in
December of 1961 and lived there until his passing in
March of 1969.

Land location SE 6,51, 14. W3. He was one of
the first settlers in the Cater district. His shack was
49

located a bit \vest of the present Cater Store. He -was a
Free Methodist lvlinister and held services in the
Birnamwood School. It was thought he was the firs!
reeve of the R. M. of Mcdstead.

so now; hu\vcver, if the train was not on time, the trip
could, and once did, take up to ten or fifteen hours.
In 1934 George Bishop started a smaH store
where the Cater siding on the C. P. R. iine was loc<J'wci
and in 1936 took over the mail serVIce in his store.
Then about 1935 John Laybourne started a olacksmith shop and in J0.3B the Seark Grain Company
opened a grain elevator. with Joe McIvlurphy being
the first agent. Also Dave Roske opened a store
across the road from Bishops.
(n 193Y Cater siding was incorporated as u hamlet. Then in 1940 Howard Currie took over the Roske
swre. in the early 1940's George Bishop bought the
building and moved it to the south side of what is now
the Number J Highway.
Then in 1946 John Laybollrne sold out and closed
the blacksmith shop. Josh Perry bOllght the house and
lived there for several years. Jim Richardson moved
a small hOllse next door and retired there. Jack and
Hilda Robb moved in next to Jim and retired in this
hamlet.
In 1951 Jake 1. Dickman bought Ollt Bishop and
soon after built a new store and hOllse on the north
side of the highway. moving the Bishop store back
again, making it into n small garage. During the '50's
Dickmans had one or two small houses that were
rented out for a time and the old Bishop site was
turned into a small camp ground. However, this was
abandoned after a few years.
In 1963 Ed Billingsley took over from Dickman.
Then in 1967 the Searle elevator closed down. Following this the mail service by train ceased and in
1970 the Cater Post Office was no longer in existence,
except for a Rural Box Sile \vith its address being
Medstead.
Also in 1970 Fred Ernst bought the store from
Billingsley.
Presently Mrs. Robb and Ian still reside at the
hamlet of Cater and the Laybourne hOllse has had
several different ones live there for a short time, over
the years until Alice Saul. the last owner: when it was
torn down to make room for the nc\v wider highway
number 3 in 1978. Pete Natieyshem lived in Jim
Richardson '5 hOLlse for a time. Pete was born around
1934. and was a hard-working man. After his death
in Jllly of 1971. the hOllse was taken over by Laurence
Carlson.
As this book goes to print in March of 19~1J. Vern
and Evelyn Egeland have just taken over the store
from Fred Ernst.
And so \ve have evolved from an age of wilderness. to a small community of post office. railroad,
store. blacksmith silop. elevator and service station.
No\v all that remains is a store and 11 service statlon.
They say this is progress and perhaps it is, but the loss

Russell Co Oard
Land location NW 9. 51. 14. W3 Cater District.
This land waS SUbSc'lllently purchased by Cliff
Kitchen in 1936.

Ed Sampson
Land location SE 16 .. SI. 14. W3. He homesteaded in the Catcr District. A note of interest is that
he worked on the construction of the Saskatchewan
Hospital in Battleforel about 1912. He enlisted in the
army and following his discharge after World War L
he returned to Cater. He left the Cater district soon
after. and went to work in the coal mines at Mountain
Park. Alberta. He worked in the mines for ten years
or SO: then left for Vancouver. B.C. He died there.

J. Sherrard
Land location SE 12. 51. IS. W3 ~ Cater District. He was Frank Osborn's grandfather.

Lawrence Smith
Land location SE 24,51. IS. W3. He took over
this land in the Cater district in 1949 and is still
farming there at the present time.

Robert Smith
Land location NE 19. 51. 14. W3. Better known
as "Bob" Smith he moved into the Cater district in
1962 and farmed for a short time. It is not known
where he is presently located.

Cater Post Office ami Siding
When the pioneers in anci around 51-14 decided
they should have a post office. George Starling's
home was chosen S.W. 8-51-14: Mrs. Starling submitted her maiden name Cater. Her brother manufactured and sold wooden pumps of the same name in
Manitoba. a few of which were in use in the area for
many years.
The name was accepted. so in 1913. Cater Post
Office became a reality. Mrs Starling was the post
mistress and George the mail carrier for which they
received yearly salaries of $50 and $60 respectively.
On Saturday morning Mr. Starling would make the
three-hour trip to pick up the mail from Medstcad.
The mail service was six days a week and would often
include a good visit and a cup of tea for the twenty-six
recipients on the list. !n 1934 the C.P.R. started its
train service to this area with a line from Mcdstead to
Meadow Lake: joining the Prince Albert line at Panton (ncar Leoville).
Starlings only had to haul the mail about a mile or
50

Ledinski. 1957-58; John Pavka. 1958··62; '!ee! Chris-

of a way of life and the service it provides is a strange
way of moving ahead,

ten, 1962-73; Raymond Hundi. i 973-78; Evelyn

Ledinski, 1978 '
The Club has had many successful money raising
projects to aid in sending men1bers to various can1ps

Cater Eleva,o!'
Searle Grain Companv opened December 1,1938
to December 15, 1967, Agents over the years \vere:
Joe McMurphy
1938-1940
Torn Lundv
1940-1946
A. Pearsor;
1946-1947
Ralph Mason
1947-1948

and conventions, One in particular was a Bike-a-,
Thon from Glaslyn to Nledstead in \V'hicb Allen Colley and Cindy Ledinski rode tricycles all the way.
Another cyclist had some troubk with his bike along
the way and under\vcnt minor repairs, Eventually! he
had to trade it in for one of the spares vV'hich were on
the truck that kept up vvith the group in case of
emergenc ies,
The Club celebrated toeir 25th Anniversary on
june 29th. 1980.

E. B. (Buel) JukeI'
1948-1949
Rube Beck
1949-1952
Herbert Knoll
1952-1955
John F. Zaretski
I'lSS-J959
Karl A. Kuchler
1959-1960
Norbert Brown
1960-1964
Francis \iv', Lair
1964Wilfred D. Doucette
1964-1965
Edwin E. Kuhn
1965-1967
Searle elevator became Federal Elevator on August I. 1967. and was closed on December 15. 1967.
It was torn down in the early seventies.

Cater and the C.P.R. - The Em! of an Era
by Wanda J. Oster
Pioneer residents of the Cater area fondly remember the echoing sounds made by railroad men in the
early 1930's when they were building a rail line into
virgin land north and east of the village of Medstead.
In the fall of 1977 these same residents listened to the
steel of the rail line clanging into box cars to be
hauled away. It wasn't peaceful to hear this last
sound: it pains the ears and the heart.
For economic reasons and modern progress the
Healy-Panton line of the CP Medstead subdivision
has recently been officially aboncloncd - the announcement came from the Railway Transportation
Committee of the Canadian Transport Commission,
The road-beel for this line was started in 1931 at a
point on the CN line less than half a mile west of
Medstead. The junction was named Healy and by the
falL tics were being laid. Cater was the first stop on
the line. In 1932 a spur line was made into a gravel pit
j u.st north of there to obtain ballast for the CPR
roadbed.
The railroad line was built by six contractors
using equipment of the era. Tbday resident" in the
area remember how the men \vorked \/-lith horses and
fresnoes to build what is known as "the fill by Clter", At the time the railroad men \vere building the
water tower, about two miles north of Cater. a resident remembers hoy\' she used to carry eggs and milk
over to the railroad cook-car when she was a girl.
Water from Cater Lake \Vas piped to the \vater tank,
Ties for the CPR tracks were cut from the nearby
forest. Some tics, still carrying the bark. \venr from
the tree stUJllfl straight to the site on the road-bed
where needed.
Seven miles north of Cater \-vas B itch Lake siding. From there the railroad l1ne angled north-east
through the forest reserve and swamp for about
twelve miles to Junar, the next stop. Further north-

Cater Elevator and Siding.

History of the Cater·Birch Lake 4-H Club
The Cater-Birch Lake 4-H Beef Club was
organized through the Department of Agriculture.
John Allan as Agriculture Representative at that time.
The first organizational meeting was held Oct. 10.
1955 in the Cater School. The Co-op creamery was
the sponsor.
In 1972 the Club became a Multiple Club with the
addition of Homecraft. Welding was introduced in
1974 and later other projects such as Jr. Sportsman.
Crafts, Woodworking. and Outdoorsman.
The first meeting on October 10, 1955, had ten
members and elected the following executive; president. James Johnson; vice president, Raymond
Ledinski: secretary treasurer, Lillian Ledinski.
General Leaders for the Club were: Cliff Kitchen, 1955-56; Howard Latimer, 1956-57; Raymond
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anyone hearing it WOUld know the mail had arrived.
That black smoke and train whistle held a special
meaning for the residents oftbe area as it linked thern
with the outside world. But when the ground thawed
and the grass began to grow in the spring of 1978, the
work men were back (0 take up the rernainlng portion
of the aboncioncd CPR Healy-Panton line north-east
of ivledstead. The last spike has been pulled out!

east, through country where farm land prevailed,
Ranger sprang up on the C.PR. line.
The end of this line was at the point where it met
the CPR tracks that run between Meadow Lake and
Debden. In the early years a family looked after the
coal dock and water tower that made up this junction.
nameel Panton.
By the fall of 1933 the CPR line was laid and in
the spring of 1934 it was of service to the smal!
communities anel neighbouring districts. Pioneers.
with their effects. travelled the rails in the early years
as they sought to homestead the virgin lanel. Over the
years livestock and grain were shipped to market. as
were small quantities of ties and building lumber.
Passengers ano the mail were part of the train. too.
Oil tank cars went through but the most of anything
carried was fuel-wood. Hundreds and hundreds of
carloads of cord wood were shipped out. especially
during the winter months.
A~ound 1943 the CPR water tower was dismantled.
In the early 1970's the trains ran less frequently
and then there were only special trains. On April 9,
1974, CP train No. 56 with Conductor Rowe. Engineer Bergstrom and engines No. 8018 and No. 8017
went into North Battleford. c.P. No. 57 with the
same men and same unit returned on April. 1974 to
pass through Medstead at 2:20 p.m. on its final run
on the Healy-Panton line as a way-freight (passenger
and mixed freight) train.
Taking up the thirty-six miles of CPR tracks began in later September. 1977. and by freeze-up the
forty to fifty workmen and their machines had
reached the Ranger area.

The Cater Homemakers
submiUed
E. Casson
in 1933 a Homemakers Club \vas formed in the
Cater district with the following membership: Mrs.
E. Casson. Mrs. N. Colley. Mrs. A. Flateruci. Mrs.
H. Flaterud. Mrs. P. Lingle, Mrs. R. Orr. Mrs. W.
Oxley.
The first executivc wcre Mrs. Orr. president:
Mrs. H. Flaterucl. vice-president: Mrs. Casson. secre Wry -treas u re r.
In 1953 the club disbanded. During the nineteen
years that the club was active. the follo\vig women
werc members: Mrs. R. Beck. Mrs. G. Bishop. Mrs.
E. Bolton, Mrs. G. Bruns. Mrs. E. Casson, Mrs. L.
Cobbs. Mrs. N. Colley. Mrs. G. Colton. Mrs. A.
Coates. Mrs. A. Kitchen. Mrs. H. Knoll. Mrs. K.
Kowall. Mrs. P. Lingle. Mrs. T. Lundy. Mrs. H.
Latimer. Mrs. Laybourne. Mrs. J McMurphy. Mrs.
R. Mason. Miss N. McLeod. Mrs. A. Neale. Mrs.
G. Neale. Mrs. R. Orr. Mrs. W. Oxley. Mrs. 1.
Rooney. Mrs. 1. Reimer. Mrs. J Robb. Mrs. H. Voss,
Mrs. P. Young. Mrs. Annie Young. The motto of the
Homemakers Club was: "For Home and Country."
This had been the aim of the Catcr Homemakers for
all the years they were a club. The club was not a
large one: some years as few as six members. but
they worked and helped where they saw the need to
make our community a better place to live.
They raised money by holding dances. whist

One of the first operations was cutting off the
bolts on the tracks with acetylene. A special machine
pulled the spikes out which will be reused later. The
steel rails will also be reused. and scrap material will
be melted down. The rails were picked up by a crane
with magnetic equipment and once swung over a
railroad box car, were then demagnetized. Suitable
ties for reuse were kept by the CPR for maintaining
other lines. Other ties were sold to local farmers.
Front end loading machines lifted out the . forest
reserve' ties and loaded them onto trucks or into
gondola cars on the tracks.
" A farmer of today recalls how his uad worked on
the building of this CPR line at about fifty cents a day
wages and one dollar a day using horses. There were
some labour wages amounting to only five dollars
per month. Today. this farmer's son is helping to take
up this same line at about five dollars per hour,
although on other specific jobs the wages are even
higher.
Memories today recollect the train whistle and

drives. making and raffling quilts. selling lunch at
farm sales. and holding sales of needlework and

Cater Homemakers, 1942. Mrs. Mary Oxley, Lola CObb. Mrs.
Ellen Starling, Mrs. Hilda Robb, Mrs. Kathleen Turnbull. Bernice Taylor, Mrs. Evelyn Casson, Mrs. Gladys Rooney and
Mrs. Laura Orr.
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knitting. They held a yearly chicken supper. They
used the proceeds from these efforts to send dona·
tions to the Salvation Army. the Canadian Institute
for the Blind. Save the Children Fund. the Cancer
Society. the Red Cross and buying War Bonds and
Anti·'lliberculosis Bonds.
They sent cigarettes to the men in the armed
forces, gave donations of money and quilts, etc. to
victims of fires, make layettes for neVi babies, gave
gifts of fruit. etc. to the sick. gifts of food and
clothing to the needy at Christmas. They gave donations to the Rabbit Lake Hospital and sponsored
dental clinics in the depression years. They sent
donations to the Cater School to help with the Christ·
mas concerts and Christmas gifts for the school chil·
dren. One year they sponsored a tree planting in the
Cater School yard. They held bridal showers and also
presented farewell gifts to all members who left the
district.
In 1940. Lady Tweedsmuir encouraged commu·
nities and villages to collect material for the local
histories. She wrote: "1 am so glad to hear that the
Women's Institute of Canada are compiling village
and district history books. Events move very fast
nowadays: houses arc pulled down. new roads are
made, and the aspect of the countryside changes
completely, sometimes in a short time. It is a most
useful and satisfying task for Women's Institute
members to see that nothing valuable is lost or forgot·
ten. and women should always be on the alert to
guard the traditions of their homes. and to see that
water·colour sketches and prints. poems and prose
legends should find their way into these books. The
oldest people in the village will tell fascinating sto·
ries of what they remember. which the younger memo
bers can write down. thus making a bridge between
them and events which happened before they were
born. After all. it is the history of humanity which is
continually interesting to us. and your district histo·
ries will be the basis of accurate facts much valued by
historians of the future ...
The Cater Homemakers Club decided to collect
stories and pictures of the early settlers and compile
this material into a book for posterity.
They collected stories of the organizing of Post
Offices and schools. Stories of prairie and bush fires,
stories of the dreaded flu of 1918 and stories of the
war years. They gathered information on the early
church and of the local Indians.
This effort had helped to keep alive memories of
the past.
In the thirties the farmers of the district organized
a Junior Livestock Judging Club and in July of each
year held a field day at the Cater School. The Cater
Homemakers Club worked in conjunction with the

Livestock Club in holding a Homccmft display. judg·
es being sent out from the Extension Department of
the University of Saskatchewan to judge some very
good displays.
!n 1939. a Miss Liggett was sent to the district by
the !ns[itiutc for the Blind. to give lessons in a fonn
of Brailie, called iV100n Type, to one of our early
pioneers. Mr. Billy Lloyd.
Though the members of our Homemakers Club
worked hard. they also had many enjoyable times
together. The meetings vvere held once a month at the
members' homes ancl often the problem was how to
get there. There were very few cars anel if the horses
were busy on the land we would walk. I remember
one fine June afternoon we started out to a meeting. at
H. Flaterucls. As we passed each member's house,
she joined the group and on we went. walking proba.
bly four miles or more. holding our meeting and
walking home again. Another time, a member came
to my place pulling two little girls in a child's wagon.
As she had already come a mile. she rested awhile
and on we went another mile farther, taking turns

pulling that wagon. plugging along in the heat and
nies. But we enjoyed the meeting and substantial
lunch anel pulled that wagon home again. One time in
winter we persuaded my husband. Ted. to take us to
H. Flateruds with the team and sleigh. So we all piled
in the sleigh box and away we went. Going at a good
clip around a corner. one of the stakes which held the
box onto the sleigh broke. and off we went tipping
over into the deep snow. With hilarious laughter we
picked ourselves out of the snow. helped get the box
back on the sleigh and off we went to enjoy another
pleasant afternoon at the home of a hospitable neigh.
bour.
Other times we used Orrs' Bennet buggy and
team: but we managed to attend almost every meet·
Ing.
In 1953 the membership was down considerably
and the club decided to disband.

Cater Field Days
by Jean (Orr) Kutz
I do not know how the Cater Field Days began
and the men who started them are all gone. Those of
us who took part then were young and memories have
a way of fading as we get older, but here are the
memories of some of us who took part in the events.
The Field Days began with a stock judging club
started by Dave .lack, Jim Herron and Austin Thomp.
son, under the auspicies of the Extension Department
of the Department of Agriculture, University of
Saskatchewan. Saskatoon.
In 1935 these three bachelors were about the only
ones in the district who had pure bred stock and they
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month. As far as to what went on at these meetings,
this \vas for the adults. all vl;'e young people "vere
interested in. \vas the stock!
\Ve \vent to our classes on horse-b~lck, bik~~s or by
foot. We learned to judge [he Shorthorn cattle by the
shape of their heads and the general conformation of
their body. Vv'ith the hurses one also considered tht':
shape of the heads and conforrcmtion of the body ,md
hO\1/ 'v'.,'e!l thL.' horse moved. \Vc also learned hovi/ to
""dress" the horses" manes and tails 'vvith artificial
roses in the same manner horses are decorated for
shovv'ing today. The horses ,;vc \vorked \.vith ';'letT the
big Clydesdales and Perc heron breeds. When the

undertook the task of teaching a bunch of young
people something about stock judging and showman··
ship. There \vas no age limit for the young people
who took part in the training. To the best of our
memories there were eight of us . . - George and Jim
Starling. Roy and Harvey Layborne, An Dmve, Roddy Barron. Irene Ai!an and tvlary" and Jean Orr. If\ve
have icft anyone ouL ! am sorry!.

\Vhcther this stock judging dub \vas a forerunner
of the pre,ent day 4-H Club in this district! do not
kno\'v'.

Most of the local farmers of the district joined the

club with the meetings held in different homes once a

Participants in the Junior horse show at Cater field days were, L. to R., Byron Oxley, Roddy Barron, Jim Starling, Mary Orr, Jean Orr,
Irene Allan, George Starling.

Some of the local horseman showing their horses at Cater field day, 1935. L. to R., Dave Jack, Jim Herron, Nat Mawson, Austin
Thompson, and Art Dawe.
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through with a nice prize. I still have a Waterman's

youngest of llS sat on the hacks of these seventeen to
eighteen hundred puund animals to dress their manes
with roses, I'm sure we looked like fleas on an
elephant's blJCk. 'We learned how to lead these big
horses in a show ring - how to make thenl \valk, trot
and stand "just so" for the judges.
Our classes started in the spring and \\'(:rc held
once a \veek, either after supper or on Saturdays until
tht: big day in July. The firs[ field Day Vv'i.!S held in

fountain pen I won at the Field Day.
All the judges for the exhibits and for the stock

judging and sho'vvmanship competitions carne from
Saskatoon through the Extension Department of the
Department of Agriculture, University of
Saskatchewan. Mop Ivhw/s()l1 remembers 1.)nc of the
judges in the livestock events cornmenting that the
quality" of the stock at the Carcr Field Days \\/'.l.S
among the finest to be found an)n,vhcre.
Some of these judges \vcre La\vrence E. Kirk,
Ph.D" ER.S.C., FA.S.A.S., Dean of Agriculrure,
University of Saskatchewan 1931-47, Herb Clark.
Miss Oxner. Miss Edith Rowles. Miss Dawny and
Miss May. There may have been others but their

i035.
The local Homemakers Club did a lot for the
Field Day. They v/ere in charge of the exhibits and
also contributed to these exhibits. One time. Mrs.
Orr. who had a great deal to do. had Mrs. Latimer
helping her get some haking done for the competition. Mrs. Orr had made a lemon pie and when Mrs.
Latimer made the meringue she added salt instead of
sugar. That pie was a disaster!
Exhibits included embroidery. baking. quilts,
knitting, art work, eggs, and grain samples. Once, a
couple of kids picked some taille hay samples from
along the road. entered them and took first prize.
Gordon Turnbull rerncmbers \vinning first prize for
brome grass at the age or five, \vith the bromc grass
being selected from his grandfather Starling's grass
field.
The members of the Homemakers begged prizes
for these exhibits from the local sture keepers in
Medstead, also from the T. Eaton Co. anel Ii'olll
Simpsons. The mail order companies always came

names elude us

nOVI/.

The Cater school kids wrote essays on the advantages of farm life and related topics. Olive (Orr)
Steen said one year shc made some very fancy posters proclaiming the big day. She 'vvas paid ten cents a
poster and they were placed in the post office and a
couple of stores in Medstead.
The Homemakers also hac! a booth where they
sold homemade ice-cream (the kids were given an ice
cream cone for turning the crank on the ice-cream
freezer), oranges, cracker-jack, potato chips five
cents Turret cigarettes ~ five cigarettes to a package!
The most important part of the day for those of us
in the stockjudging ancl showmanship was when the
prizes were given out for our work. There were big

Picnic held at Cater Lake 1917.
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smiles on the faces of the winners and much disappointment for the losers,
The big dance held in the ;;chool at night helped
to dispel the disappointment to the tunes of the violin, pianu, and. accordian, and the square dance caH-

The Field Days lasted from !935 to about 1938 or
39. i under;;tand they came to an end when ;;omeone
brought a jug of homebrew to rhe fair -, what happened I don '( know, but the Cmer Field Days were
quite a big thing in our lives while they lasted.

er's resonant VOice.
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Clarksdale School District
lish~d. It soon became a booming litIle village, hut
only' the closed elevator stands no\\-' to mark the spot.
The follo\ving is a list ()f some of the people \,\'ho
werc early settlcrs in the Clarksdale ditrict: Some of
their pictures will be seen on following pages.

Those settling 19UO-1930:
Ismel Weidding
Mrs. Bella Tolan and family
Sylvester iJip) Poor
Ed Fonda
Bill Rink
John and Roy McCauley
Bill and Alec 'nlylor
Nels Holomes
Albert Walker
Cavanaugh
Johnstons
Rod Hermance
Fred (Fritz) Lindiburg
Dick Garner
Steve Rogers
Bill Bowers
Albert Seidintoft
Jack Young
Briggon Young
Van Blaricome
Dune and Archie Davidson
Julius Kluge
Jack Price
Josephs

1942 Class of Clarksdale School. Teacher, Miss Anderson
trom Park Royal district Back row, L to R, Louise Peters,
Helen Jansen, Milly Zygmont, Melita Loewen, Jake Loewen,
Allan Rink, Johnny Dirksen. Centre, L to R, Anita Wei be,
Marion Jansen, Johnny Loewen, Earl Rink, Johnny McCauley,
Tommy Zygmont Front row, L to R., Freda Dirksen, Wilma
Loewen, Peter Loewen, Werner Peters. Peter Dirksen, ?,
Stanley Moore (grade one).

Clarksdale School District
Clarksdale is one of the oldest districts in this
area. Clarksdale formed the first school district and
built the first school in 1913. Some of the first trustees
of the Clarksdale S.D. #91 were John Hanson and his
father Jip Poor, and Bill Bowers. Many of the children of early settlers of the later Rabbit Lake, Park
Royal, Armadale, Pleasant Site and Bournemouth
district attended the first Clarksdale School, as there
was no other around at the time. A second Clarksdale
School was built about 1928 or 29, as the first one had
become unsuitable.
The Bournemouth S.D. was formed in 1924 with
Mrs. Floyd Tolan as the first teacher. She had also
taught in Clarksdale as Miss Gertrude Davidson.
Bill Taylor started the first store and post office
on his homestead in the Bournemouth district. The
town of BOUrllel110uth \vas named after i'vlrs. Bill
111ylor's home town in England. The railway came
through in 1928, and shortly aftel"\vards an elevator
was built in Bournemouth, with Jack Barber from
Lipton as the first elevator agent. With the elevator
there, Bill Taylor moved his store and post office
from the farm, and a blacksmith shop was also estab-

Those s<"ttling after 1930:
J B. (John), Felton)
Bradford family
Henry Zygmont
Oldhaver
Ted Canning
Archie and Stan Pogue
Warkentein
Hartley Moore
Sid Mansford
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Dick Remple
Roy Pettie
Dick Heinz
Henry Issac
Ben, Henry and Abc Wiebe
Jake Loe\ven
Bauer
Epp

Dumaunsuux

Glenbush and Hamlet School Districts
Glenlmsh

George Carter built a hotel on the southwest

L'omer of Main street. This is the same place that Dr.
Cruzier from North Battleford llseci when he came on
the train to practice dentistry.
Also in lSl26 George Cassidy huilt a garage and
blacksmith shop at the V,,!cst end or Railroad Ave. on
the north side.

submitted by Ben Soderberg
The hamlet was named Glenbush contrary to the
wishes of the people. Because of the heavily wooded
country side. the loud people had chosen Glenwood
but were persuaded by the postal authorities to
change the name to Glenbush.

The Beaver Lumber Co. huilt a lumber yard \vcst
of Carter's Hotel along Railroad Ave. Mr. Carter
managed the lumher yard.
Carl Selent built a blacksmith shop and house at
the east end or Railway Ave., aeross from the elevators. The house burned down in 1931. Later John
Marshall took over the blacksmith shop.
Frank Stuart. who it is believed to have come
from Hatherleigh, operated a Machine Agency in
spring of 1927. He wasn't there long and some remember it was in the same building that Glen Rackel
had his Pool Room later.

Railroad !o Glenbush - taken from early records.
In 1916 the first application was made for the
railroad. They were told, the reason for not being
able to build the railroad was quote. "They couldn't
make the rails as all the steel was being used to
manufacture war munitions."

In 1926 the railroad finally came through and
with its coming the hamlet of Glenbush sprang up.
Three elevators were built in 1926: the Province
to be taken over in 1929 by the Pool: the Beaver. later
to become the Western. and was taken over by the
Pioneer in 1951: and the Searle later torn down and
moved to Cater, about 1937.
William Harrison moved his store and post office
from the Avery district and located it on the northeast corner of Main street.

Harrison's Store with house in back, 1926.

G. A. Doidge built a new store across the Main
street from Harrisons' on the northwest corner. Later
he operated the Massey Harris Agency in the back of
the store.

Frank Stuart owned a machine business in G!enbush, 1927.
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George Gordon built a livery barn next to Selent's
blacksmith shop. He added a John Deere Agency and
gas pump. George Jr. ran the business for his rather.

In winter many roads were kept open with snow plow owned
and operated by the Glenbush Snow plow club.

West of Gordon's barn, Hank Arness built a livery barn. Jack Haskin decided to enlarge it, building
on to the north end of the Arness part. but there was
no door between then.
The International Harvester Agency was west of
Arness's barn and was operated by Prewitt ane! Bond.
then by Imholt, Dawson, Andres, then K. Brown in
1931.
Dick Tong opened a cafe on the second lot from
the south corner on the east side of Main street.
Ernie Thompson also opened a Pool Room and
Barber Shop in the middle of the block on the east
side. The skating rink was near to Thompson's Pool
Room so the people would put their skates on in the
pool room then go right out on the ice. In 1935
Thompson moved the shop and house north. across
the street from Harrison's store.
Gus Kennedy operated a butcher shop on Main
street, later moving it to the north-east corner of the
town.
The United Church was built in 1927. The first
minister was Rev. George Bowers. followed by students. There were small living quarters at the back of
the church, first for the minister, then for many other
people who stayed there until they got something
else. The Anglican Church used the building, also
holding services for several years. From 1941 to 1946
Anglican ministers from Medstead served the small
congregation.
M. Kildaw built a hotel in 1929 at the south end of
Main street across from Carter's, later it burned
down.
Soon after the station was built, though it was not
much more than a boxcar. Some of the early agents
were Urick, Cross, Baugh and Arnold.

Mr. and Mrs. Glen Cross, iirst station agent Glenbush.

Glenbush School was built in 1930 by H. McMurphy and his son Joseph.
In 1932 Mrs. Thelma Baaken operated a cafe.
Her brothers, Ron, and Fred Beatty worked around
the area. They helped move E. Thompson's buildings
in 1935.

Joe and Thelma Bowers and three daughters, Joanne, Diane,

Donna.
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Gknhush became a thriving place. Because of
htlVing the railroad and elevators, people from as far
away' as Spirit\voocL Bapaume, klyhvild areas hauled
their grain there. Since it \Vas not possilble to make
the trip in one day it 'Alas necessary to bed down their
horses in the livery barns and themselves in the hotel
if there \A/as room. Sometimes they had to stay \vith
their horses. The pool room \vas the gathering place
where they would play pool to fiE in their time.

Glenbush trading store, 1937. L. to R., Gertrude and Bill
Penner, and Wallace Carter.

cd Church. When she sold out. Art Kennedy purchased the building in the 50's and moved it to his
farm north of Sandwith.
Ivor Soderberg took over the Beaver Lumber
about 1940. George Carter lookeci after it for awhile;
then his daughter, Ellen managed it for ten years.
Carl Knutson carried on until the stock was moved to
Medstead. Mrs. Herb Janzen operated a grocery
store for a short time in this building.
A. Maksuta purchased the Harrison store in
1945. Selling it in 1960 to William Neufeld who
carried on the store business till it closed out. They
also operated the post office. Mrs. Hamm continues
in the post office in the Carl Carlson house.
Marvin Schmor operated a garage on the corner
lot where Kildaw first had his hotel. Carl Carlson
bought from Schmor who continued the business
until he decided to close and move to the farm.
Clifford Thovesan came from Lintlaw to open a
blacksmith shop in about 1947. They stayed until
1953.
Peter Pauls still operates a garage on the northwest side of Railway Ave.
There are only about nine families left, a post
office, one elevator, a garage, a two-room school and
the Mennonite Bretheran Church. Glenbush is not
much more than a shadow of what it used to be.

Train derailment near Glenbush.

Many transiems came by train to find work in the
bush and at Bell's mill. There was great activity in the
railroad tie business as weI! as lumbering.
The future was very promising then, the railroad
went through to Spiritwood country cutting off the
business from that area and also the depression came.
The changes were not as rapid after.
Bill Penner opened a store in the late 30's, a third,
south of Harrison's store, later moving his stock to
Doidge's building after they left. Penner then sold to
Norman Bigham who stayed only a short time.
Makarowich '"vas the last storekeeper in the
Dojdge building, as it burned down in the late 40's.
Alex Adler opened a store business in Bill Penner's building. Jake and Mary Isaak looked after it.
He sold to Mrs. Newsham who moved into the Unit-

Glenbllsh Homemakers
As far back as 1909 there are recollections of a
··Women's Club" in the Glenbush area.
Since the name of "Homemakers" with affiliations with the Extension Division of the then Department of Agriculture began in I'll\' it is quite probable
that the Glenbush group, though organized before,
became officially a Homemakers' Club then. Women
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it sL.irtcd on April 2(), 192]. !-\ meeting vvas calied
in the Hyde Park schoolhouse. Abtm! thirty jJcopk
turnc-d up. It \vas decided that an agricultural SOCidV
be form~cL that \ve be kno\vn as th~ Roundhill Agr(cultural Society.' and that \ve havc an annual fair. It
\VtlS also decided to hold a school fair in connection
\vith the samc, this included the follov,/ing schools:
Hyde Park, Ward, Devonia, Lost Horse. Ivjolewood,
iVlarrun, Glenhush (Avery!), Bourncmouth. and perhaps some more. \Ve decided to hold our first fair at
Ward schoolhouse just before the North Battlcforcl
fair so we could take our best exhibits on to the fair.
We had classes for horses. cattle, hog:s, pouLtry,
gardens, standing grain, vegetables. The ladies
looked after the needlework. baking, canning, art, a
class for homemakers anel the school exhibits, and
butter. The school fair included school work, a banner, parade with band (if any) and baseball and
sports. All to finish up with a monster dance held
outdoors on u portable floor erected for the occasion.
A few buildings and corrals were put up near
Ward schoolhouse as necessary.
Our first membership was one c10llar each and we
had quite a number of cups and trophies and donations from local banks, T Eatons. Red Ribbon,
Medstead Lumber, C. R. Macintosh M, p.,
Saskatchewan Li vestock Association, Medstead
Shippers' Association, North Battleford 'Iannery and
many more. We also had small grants from the Dominion and Provincial Governments.
The success of any undertaking depends on the
officers and we were very fortunate in having men
like Bill Smith to start, and Basil Parkhouse later on
as secretary, who I am quite sure many times went
without salary.
One of the most popular events was the baby
clinic, another \vas plowing matches held in different
places each year. The farm garden and the standing
crop competitions greatly improved our farm gardens. This was quite an undertaking for a bunch of
homesteaders, many of whom had not got their titles
yet. There were no roads, no cars, no telephones, and
a district that included Robinhood to Meeting Lake
and from Cater to Devonia.
Besides sending us several judges on fair days,
the Extension Department of the University of
Saskatchewan put on <-1 series of picture shows vvith a
speaker in different places during the season on subjects we asked for. They were very much enjoyed.
About 1927 or 1928 we were getting such a lot of
entries and memberships from the North, \ve decided
to move ollr fair to Glenbush. We got a small piece of
land between the railway and road and put lip some
buildings and fences and called ourselves The Glenbush Agricultural Society. This is an excellent exam-

Glenbush Homemakers, 1931. L. to R., Mrs.W. H. Harrison,
Mrs. Duncan, Mrs. Kennedy, Mrs. Dawson, Mrs. Bakken, Mrs.
Wade, Mrs. Armstrong, Mrs. Uebel!, Mrs. Thompson, Mrs.
Dunn, Mrs. J. H. Harrison.

G!enbush Homemakers.

from the Extension Division came to give guidance
on programming.
Women joined together to discuss mutual problems and to try to better their livcs in the community.
Their monthly meetings were practically the only
time that they were able to visit with a group of other
women.

Some of those who belonged to the first group,
which took in a large area, were Mrs. Perry. Mrs, H.
Thompson, Mrs. Kate Newman, Mrs. Gristwood,
Mrs. Reynolds. Mrs . .lames Grant Sr. A story goes of
two dedicated hOlllemakers who walked five miies to
a meeting carrying a small baby.
Whether it was a continuous club we are unable to
prove, but pictures show groups of homemakers in
the early thirties as weIJ as into the mid forties. This
group was disbanded soon after.

Glenhush Agricultural Society
An account of the early days of the Agricultural
Society as written by H. C. Parkhouse.
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round-abollt and rides \vith a few animals. this \vas

pie of what co-operation can do when people arc
willing. Our first honorary president was C. C. Davis
M.P. and Dan Finlayson M.L.A. and our first executive was presidem W. Neale Bubb. first vice-president Jim Grant. second vice-president Sid Bostock.
secretary-treasurer Bill Smith. directors. C. Stewart.
E. Raffenburg. C. Moore. Harold Mason. Claude
Parkhouse. H. Jacljues, H. Shepherd. R. Elam. Air
Marsh. In later years honorary president was Mr.
McDonald M.L.A .. and C. R. Mclntosh M.P. and
some outstanding names from the minute book are:
H. Nicholas. A. McNabb. H. Moore. Rex Mason.
Basil Parkhouse, P. Kunz. G. Shepherd, R. McClure.1. Kraft. F Bostock. P. Chalk. G. A. Doidge.
E. Thompson. G. Bowers, John Grant. P. Grant. G.
Walker. J. Harrison. J. Gilchrist. M. Wade, G. Gordon, C. Newman. R. Hill.
In 1928 and 1929 we put in an application for an
illustration farm close to Glenbush. which we later
got, situated on John Grants' farm. We had many
good days each year going over test plots and stock
and listening to some very good years. Many years
we sent a team of boys to North Battleford fair and I
think some girls also.
We held many good fairs but it was always a very
close call and we nearly always ended up broke. We
tried to increase membership but got less members.
Then we cut out all the livestock entries and did more
in sports. Of cOurse when the larger school unit came
along we lost the schools. As most of our children
never got further from home than the school and store
we put on a kind of small circus. with a ferris wheel.

much enjoyed. Then we got an airplane \\'110 took us
up for fifteen minutes. 'INc also had some very good

tournaments. Vy'hat really fixed us 'vvas \vhen the
government greatly reduced our grams. In 1938 \Ve
decided not to hold a fair until ]9-10. Then put it off
until 1944. when a new lor of directors started up
again. specializing in girls' homecraft and beef
clubs.
Continuing from minute books - In 19-16 a
meeting was held to decide the future of the society
- there was a unanimous decision to reorganize,
they also decided to support a calf club and try to
obtain a grant from the Extension Department. It \'v'us
clecided to dispose of the old fair buildings.
In 1950 a canvass was conducted to increase
membership by appointing people from the surrounding communities and in August of 1950 a fair
was again held. Rough lumber booths were erected.
At the annual meeting in October 1950. plans began.
to build a new exhibit building to be a size that would
accommodate a two-sheet curling rink. Fairs were
held through until 1959 with a special effort put into
the 1955 fair. being the province's jubilee celebrations. A parade was held as well as a banquet in honor
of the pioneers of the area.
No account of another fair ever being held could
be found in the minutes. By 1962 other projects such
as weed competitions. agriculture essay competitions and field days continued to be the main interests
as well as sponsorship of farm boys' and girls' camps
and 4-H activities.
On October 24. 1970 at a meeting of the remaining members the decision to disband the organization
and dispose of property was made.
Thus ended an era begun by our pioneers: much
credit must be given to those people who worked so
hard to make their community a better place to live.

The Glenbush Mennonite Brethren Church
1927-1980
in the year 1927. five families moved from Waldheim to Glenbush: Nick Paulses. H. Paulses, H.
Kroekers. with Grandmother Kroeker and sister
Hein. A. Dicks and G. Neufelds. The G. Neufelds
left after one year. In 1928 other immigrants moved
to Glenbush: J Klassens. P. Bartels. J Ennses. A.
Ennses. J. Arendts, and Isaac Boldts. At first these
twenty people had joint services with the General
Conference Church in Avery School. However, the
school was not centrally located so they utilized the
unused church in town, free of charge. At first they
held services every other Sunday. then every Sunday.
In 1928 a meeting was held at the home of Nick Pauls
to organize a church. Nick Pauls was chosen as

PRIZE LIST - 1954
.'

)
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Glenbush Mennonite Brethren Church.
Reunion 01 Sunday School ailer about 30 years ai ihe 50th
Jubilee 01 the Glenbush Mennonite Brethren Church at Glenbush. Louise (Born) Arndt, North Batlleiord, Mary (Isaak)
Harms, Glenbush. Mary Kroeker. Ontario. Helen (Bartel) Isaak. Medsiead, teacher, Katie (Klassen) Spieser, Waldheim,
Elsie (Paetkau) Froese, Winnipeg, Helen (Kroeker) Braun,
B.C .. Louise Krahn, Saskatoon, Anne (Bergen) Boldi, Saskatoon. Agatha Paetkau, Winnipeg, Margaret (Enns) Matthies,
Manitoba, Lena Enns, Ontario.

The Glenbush M.8. Choir 1946 at the old church. Back Row.
L.-R. John Arendt. Peter Kroeker, George Pauls, Werner
Boldt, George Zimmerman. Third Row. Henry Bargen, Albert
Paetkau, Leonard Harms. Peter Pauls, Jake Boldt, Henry
Bartel. Second Row. Helen Bargen, Neitie Pauls, Lena Enns.
Mary Isaak, Annie Isaak, Elsie Paetkau, Annie Enns, Erica

Rev. Abe Pauls, Pastor of M.B. Church at Glenbush.

church leader. Abram Dick to be secretary and H.
Kroeker to be treasurer.
Mr Bill Friesen allowed them a parcel of land.
This was bought from the C.P.R. for the project of
building a church. Mr P. Wiens had a saw outfit to
saw firewood. He said, "Bring me logs out of the
bush and 1'I1 sawall the 2" x 4"s and 2" x 6 "s, " Jake
Klassen Jr helped him. They all had some oats which
sold at 51 a bushel. Bell's sawmill paid them 1O¢
against the cost of boards. These unedged boards
were 10-12 inches wide on one end and 4-6 inches on
the other These boards were used to build the first
church. A basement was made 8' x 10' then a church
built 22' x 32' with eight windows. The cost was
$236. This was in 1930, and in March 1931 had the
first service in the church. The church had central
heating. A large airtight heater in the middle of the
church. Those who sat too close baked, and those in
the back froze.

Isaak, Tina Pauls, Erna Bartel. Front. Mary Enns, Annie
Bergen, Helen Bartel, Elsie Heinricks, Mrs. Peter Wiens (pianist) Louise Krahn, Agatha Paetkau. Helen Kroeker, Madeline
Krahn.

In 1933 an addition was made to the west end of
the church. The church was too smail because sixteen
families moved north from Southern Saskatchewan,
(Gilroy), as a result of a drought. In 1939 a piece was
added to the east. In 1940 a bi"ger basement was
made. Lots of hard work. pick and shovel. In 1941 a

furnace was made and instaikd in the church. The
work \vas done by Fmnk Penner Sr. This was
improvement to the church heating.

Zl

great

The church also has a cemetery. II is located
where the old church L1sed to be. The first one buried
in the cemetery was baby Isaac BarteL son of the
Peter Bartels.
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In 1961 three lots \vere purchased in Glcnbush for
the purpose of building a new church. In 1963. building began. A full basement was made and a building
erected 36' x 64'. Mr. Abe Pauls was carpenter and
all other work was voluntary. The cos'( of the building
was $20.000. They moved into the new church in
1964. The sign in front of the church was painted by
Reuben Harms.
The church was pastored by Rev. Nick Pauls from
1')28-1956 and Rev. Abe Pauls served from
1956-1980. except for a few years when Abe Klassen
took over while our pastor recovered from a seriolls
accident.
The first male quartet that served in singing was
Nick Pauls, Henry Zimmerman. Peter Wiens. and
Jake Klassen. Mr. Jake Klassen is still in the Glenbush district. The church has appreciated having a
choir and choir leaders.
Thanksgiving Day is a highlight every year. \(y'e
praise God for material blessings but also for the
spiritual blessings we have received.
We also celebrated the 50th Anniversary of the
church. Many friends from all over Canada returned
for this reunion.
We also have Sunday schools for all ages. from
Nursery to Grandfathers and Grandmothers. All are
welcome to come and learn more from God's Word.
The Word of God is preached to us from the pulpit
every Sunday. "The heart of Christianity is the Bible, the heart of the Bible is the cross, and the heart of
the cross is the very heart of God himself." To Him
be the glory I

General Conference choir led by Julius Klassen.

Young People of the Mennonite General Conference Church.

History of the Genera! Conference Mennonite Church
In May. 1926. two hay racks loaded with furniture, a mower. a plough. and some household articles
travelled through the streets of Speers.
Saskatchewan: their destination. Glenbush. The
women slowly drove while fathers and older children
followed on foot behind the cows that were tied to the
hayracks.
Towards evening of the second day the weary
travellers arrived at Glenbush. They stopped at the
house across the road from Avery School (NW Sec.
16-49-14-W3rd) and proceeded to clean up the house
and carry in their belongings. The Julius Klassens
and the Henry Ketlers had finally arrived at their
destination.
In the following years others that settled here
lived in this same house until they could build their
own. Some of these families were: Aaron Ennses,
Peter Schroeders. and the George Rempels. Their
son Cornie, who is presently a hospital chaplain in
Winnipeg, was born in this house.

Dedication of the new General Conference Church, July 25,
1975.

On their first Sunday at Glenbush the two families with their children John and Anne Klassen: and
Bill. Agnes, Henry. and Jake Ketler. had their first
worship service. They sang. read scripture. and
prayed together.
In the fall of 1926 the John Janzens arrived with
their family. The Abram 'Nillms came the following
sprIng.
In the summer of 1928 the Henry Neufe!ds arrived. and the D. D. Epps came in the fall of the same
year. These two families lived together during their
first winter in Glenbush.
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h){ <.1 number of \'C,-l1':'; church sCl"vicl':-; \vcrc held
In Avery School together \vith families frum the

th.::ir cemctery Olle eby. Theirs \ycrc the first tWO
graves at the CC!1h.::tery.
Vlhen reading the minutes ()f the early church
meetings Oile reldtlcS that there \vcre times of disharll1on;/. Perh'lps for a number of reasons. The}' \,,'ere
all young marricd cuupks cuming from various
hackt;rounds. Some of [hem. no duubt. \vere victims
of circumstanu;s. Julius Klassen. for instance. vv'h\)
has written ]oout their early struggks in Gknbush,
\\'as really" a te~lcher and a mall \\/ho had real appreciation for music. history', and literature.
Not onl), \",as the \xay of life different, they also
were poor. and :;omc had their travel debt to repa).'.
"Our first crop.'" w!"t!cs Julius Klassen, ""vas
L'ompletely frozen in unc night --- - August S. lY27. In
102X frost reduced thc LTOP to feed only. In 1929 Vie
had a rair crop. hut the hungry thirtl12s were coming..·'
Severa! instances shovv thut poverty \vas vcry

ivlennonitc Bn.:thren Church. until the l'v1cnnnnitc
Brethren group renteu the United Church in G!cnbush. The General Conference group remained in
;-\\'cry School severa! Inore ;,:cars. From the information ! have been able to gather these [\\/0 groups mUSt
have had some wonderful times of fellowship in
Avery Sdlool. ;V1)' rather writes that leaving l\very
School \Vas like saying gO(Kl-bye to a dear old friend.
"It was here that Vv't: learned to kno\v one another and
to love one another...
On january 10, jlJ3-L the first aHempt \\-'as malk
to organi/e as a church. Prc:-.ent \\'c1'e immigranh
from the GlcnrJush and Bournemnuth mea. Of thi~
group Auron f':nns W,)5 chosen as leader. l\·lembers of
the building committee \vere: George Peters, Peter
Schroeder. and Frank Klassen. It was decided thm rhe
huilding \\'oLlld be 34' x 28' made from squared logs.
'1\vo weeks later another meeting had to be held
because the Government required the group to be
headed by a registered minister as the official representative. Reverend A. Warkentin from Bournemouth was chosen as the new leader. The new
leader \vas to ask for financial assistance from other
church groups specifically for building. Locally the
memhers promised to give proportionally from their
next crops. Those who seeded ten acres would give
the crop received from one-quaner of an acre: ten to
fifty acres. one-half of an acre: fifty acres or 1110re.

real:

To continue work un the church more money' \V~iS
required. One man pledged to give :!'i.OO. but most of
the members could give only $.50.
;\ gas lamp was needed. It \vas decided to horrow
one from \Villiam Penner, the storekeeper. Perhaps
later they would be able to buy one.
Frank Reinke and my farher walked from Reserve
Lake to Glcnbush to help shingle the church roof.
They' had a deep concern for religious and
cultural survi val. There \I/ere disagreements, but
herein they all agreed. they wanted to build a house of
worship.
They were grateful fur God's guidance and protection. Juiius Klassen VI/riteS. "'vVe escaped, but
!().()(){) of our people perished in concentration
camps during the time.". of Stalin." They had been
spared and theY" ackno\vledged their gratitude to

one acre.

At this same meeting it \vas decided to buy two
acres for the church site. namely NW 11-49-14- W 3rd
(John Martens' land today I.
At the January L 1935. meeting it was decided
not to build with logs. but rather buy lumber from
Ivor Soderberg. Since the two groups. Bournemouth
and Glenbush could not come to a satisfactory agreement. the Glenbush group decided to build on the
corner of D. D. Err" land. NE 21-49-14- W 3rd (present location of the church).
The actual building of the church was begun in
1936 and completed in the spring of 1937. The building plans were drawn up by Peter Schroeder. the
foreman. He also built the pulpit and a church pew.
Each family was asked to build a pew using the same
pattern .
Mrs. Schroeder embroidered the church 111otto
that hung behind the pulpit for many years. It read
"How lovely arc thy dwelling places. 0 Lord of
hosts' Ps. 84:1."
I notice with interest that to help with the church's
finances Eric Haubold's grandfather donated a horse.
In return he asked that he and his wife be buried in

God.

Fellowship Vias deep and genuine. Sometimes
several farnilies would get together just to sing for an
evening. Fello\O,'ship meuls \overc enjoyed at church,
and birthdays were always big occasion. For several
days every winter they had Bible Study with Bishop
Daniel Loewen (Rabbit Lake), later with Reverend J
J Nickel (Langham I.
A number of men in the ministry who gave of
themselves unselfishly during the early years of the
church were: Bishop Daniel Loewen. Reverend
Abraham Warkentin. Reverend C. C. rvlatthies. Reverend Peter Plenert. Reverend H. T Klassen. Reverend J J Janzen. Reverend A. A. !V]artcf1;';. and Mr.
Julius H. Klassen. The:' served the four congregations: Rabbit Lake, 1V1uyfair. Bournemouth,
and Glenbush. They travelled with horse and buggy,
\'lith sleigh and caboose, on horseback, by train, and
sometimes they walked. They felt that they had been
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called by their lViastcr and they sou~ht to he obedient
to that call.
In !0J9 [he depression began to take its tull.
tv1Hny families left for British COlumbia and rvhnitoba. Bishop Danie! LOe\Vell retired in 1042. Ahout
this lime the church at BourncJ11omh was clused and
so the John \Viebe and the Ben \Viebc families attended at Gknbush. The Jacob Loc\ven family
moved to Gknbush in 1045.
On January 12, ]949, iT was decided to finish [he
interior of the church ,-,vith insul-board. A rod \'iiaS to
he put through the center for support.
in June 1049. Corny' isaac and J T. LoC\\'cn \-vere
elected tu the ministry.
January 2!. 1053 """.- the church \\'as to be given a
face-lift vvith brick siding.

that the building which had cost thirty thousand
dullars, was totally paid for.
i-'l.nd no\\' as \,\,'(: puuse and reflect upon the past We
arc [I'ulv ~ratcrul for ~.)ur countr\'. for ollr comrnunity

for our h{;rnes. and our place o(vv,(')r~hil-;: abov~'all v;'~
arc gratci'ullo Crud \\'110 has bles::,ed us so abundantly.
submitted hy \Va!wr ivLrtens

Gienbush Community HaH and Curling
Rink
In t03i.J-40 plans vv'ere made t{)J' a hall building in
Glenbush. Fund raising projects included v'v'nis[
drives. dances. raffles and a ministral show. Me [>,Ior
Soderberg offered to sell iumber at $1)).00 per thousand laid down in Gknbush. In June '41 the basement was dug under the supervision of Mr. C. E.
Newman.
In October the haH became a reality \;\iith an
opening dance held in the building. At the time there
\\;'crc no ex.it doors or windows. The floor \vasn't
finished and there was no chimne:y. Little more \vas
done until 1945 when fund raising dances were held
in Ivor Soderberg's barn. The chimney \vas built in
May 46 by ML Mattock and the !loor laid by Mr. Fred
Schmidt. Sr. In September that year wall board and
plywood finish was put inw the hall. Money was
raised by whist drives and movies. Rates at that time
were Entertainers -- 2()'if of door take or :b5.()O;
puh! ic meetings 5.00 and local and educational meetings ". -~ free. In 1947 they continued to raise money
by holding dances in the hall and Soderberg's barn.
Mrs. C. Brown was treasurer from 1939-47 and
again in 1949-52. !n 1948 a lighting plant was bought
for $305.00 and a projector and screen bought for
S841.00. From 1948-52 regular movie shows and a
few dances were held - also cribbage and whist
drives during the winter months. 1\11'. Ernie Thompson did mLlch of the movies during the \\·inter. By
1053 an olltside contractor showed movies, but there
\vas poor attendance and little interest ShO\\'11 in the
haH. From 1954 to 56 there \vere no regular shows or
dances he lel.
~

January 6. 1055. it \vas decided to buy a coalwood furnace. (Nune of us wili ever forget this furnace because the smoke tended to come up through
the register.)
October 17, 1955 -It was decided io remove the
dirt from under the porch and thus rnake room for a
kitchen,
May ]0, 1956 - decided electricity was to be
installed.
December 2, ]957 - the decision was made to
alternate English and German services.
The year ]965 was a year of indecision: whether
to build a new church or to renovate. Perhaps Rabnit
Lake would join with Glenbush') They later decided
that (hey would remain in Rabbit Lake.
In 1966 an oil furnace was installed, the church
was insulated and classrooms were built in the basement. The interior received a new paint job.
In 1969 the question regarding a new building
\vas again brought up. No decision \vas reached.
In spring 1974. it was agreed by a two-thirds
majority to build a new church.
Elected into the building committee were He,c
man Klassen (foreman), J. T. Loewen, and John
Martens.
The building committee visited various churches
and later presented their plan for a building 32' x
Nelson Homes of Lloydminstcr offered the mosi
reasonable prices for materi:lls.
The plan drawn up by the committee was sent to
Nelson Homes. They drevv up a blUeprint for the sum
of $2()(), which was later applied to the purchase of
materials .
Work crews were organized and it \-vas decided
that all financial giving be done on a voluntary basis.
Work progressed favorably anel we were able to
have church dedication on july 20,1975. An item of
special gratitude and a certain amount of pride was

Gtenbush Hat!, burned January 9, 1957.
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held February 6, 1962. Present were curling club
president E. Hauboid, vice president P. H. Pauls,

Sec. Treas. L. Bessey; ComfTJUl11ty Hall Pres. P. H.
Pauls. Vicco Pres. C. E:. Nc\vmi:1n. Sec. ~n·es. 1\1rs. C.
F Brown. A joint meeting 'vvas held vv'ith !vIr.
l'vkLachlan of the Co-oj) Society and it was decided
to apply for arnaigamation as a Co-op Community
Service. The Glenbush Co-operative Community
Centre was incorporated on March 4, 1962. The first
meeting o.f rhe Co-op Community CellIre was held
June 27. 1962. the first directors were: C. E Newman, P H. Pauls. Peter Klippenstcin, Eric Haubold,
Garry Grant and joe Bauer. Present was P. H. Pauls,
Vice -Pres. E. Haubold and Sec. ·n-eas. Garry Grant.
Membership fees were set at $1.00 per person. Hall
rent was a minimum fce of $5.00 for outside entertainers and $3.00 for religious groups - provided
they assumed the janitor work.
On Feb. 3/65 a matched set of curling rocks
were bought for $739.20. They were insured at their
value. The hall and curling rink continued to operate
holding 4-H and educational functions and a few
dances over the years, with an annual bon spiel being
held in the curling rink. Interest in the community
centre began to drop. On January 29/69 at the anllual
meeting held in Neufeld's Store, a discussion was
held as to the future of the hall and curling rink. On
August 26/69 at a meeting of the Community Centre
a motion was made that it be dissolved. This motion

Clean up operations after the curling rink burnt down in Glenbush.

On January 8, 1957 the hall was destroyed by fire,
the projector and lighting plant were saved. The
insurance could only be collected if it would be used
for another hall.
As a result in January 1958 the 51. Hippolate
Parish Hall at Yawn was bought and moved to Glenbush - moving being done by Herb Wearing. In
November 1961 the Pioneer Grain Co. building crew
helped fix the floor, roof and brace walls. A Selkirk
chimney was installed and Paul Kobernick did the
wiring. The hall was made ready for the Christmas
concert in December. 1961.
The Glenbush Curling Rink waS started in the
winter of 1952-53. There are no records available
from 1952-55. In the fall of 1956 Alex Maksuta was
president, Sec.-Treas. Fred Grant and the caretaker
was Fred Fritz at $38.00 per month. The curling rink
continued to operate until it and the hall were destroyed by fire in January 9, 1957. The fire originated
in the eurling rink. There was $2,000 insurance o.n
the rink and $225.00 on the curling rocks. On January 10, 1957 they decided to rebuild the rink immediately. The new rink cost over $1, 700.00 with Mr.
Abe Pauls as carpenter in charge - curling rocks
were borrowed from the Rabbit Lake curling club.
The new rink opened with a bonspiel on January 27,
1957. In November 1958 the rocks were bought from
Rabbit Lake for SO.OO and the rink was ins~ured for
$3.000.00. President at that time was Alex Maksuta,
Roy Caspell was secreatry-treasurer with Fred Fritz
as caretaker and John Fritz as assistant during
bonspiels. On December 7, 1961 a motion was passed
approving the amalgamation with the Glenbush
Community Hall.
A joint meeting of the executive of Glenbush
Curling Club and Glenbush Commmunity Hall was

carried.
It was decided at that meeting that the curling rink
waiting room would be turned ~ver to the GIe~bush
School to be used as a changing room at their skating
rink. The Hall and the remainder of the curling rink
were put up for tender. The money received from this
was used to buy a sno.w blower and to help renovate
the waiting room for the school. The remainder was
to be used for recreational facilities needed bv the
~~I.
.
The new matched curling rocks were to be turned
over to. Medstead M.A.D.R.A. provided they buy a
matched set of rocks for rheir other sheet of ice. This
offer was accepted by M.A.D.R.A..
The Glenbush Co-op Centre was officially dissolved at the annual meeting held March 3. 1970. At
the time of dissolution Me P. H. Pauls was president,
C. E. Newman Vice-president and Mrs. Lo.uise
Haubo.ld was secretary-treasurer.

Gienb!lsh Credit Union
submitted by Bcn Soderberg
The G1enbush Credit Union was incorporated on
December 2, 1941 and the first annual meeting was
held on February 18, 1942. The first secretary-treasurer was Gordon Baugh who carried out business in
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They kept me on as secretar:,/-trcasurer until I was
transferred (t\vay from Glenbush by the C. N. Though
it meant a good deal or extra \vorK for me. i did enjoy
it all and though money \vas scarce in those times, \\'C
did havc nearly SIO.OOll.OO in our funds to work
with. During the last year or tvVO. i was paid $25.00
rnonthly. There v,'cre many people whose names
wcre un the first members list and who took on the
various jobs each year which sho\ved the great interest in this venture. I don't think '.\ie made any bad
loans. \Vc didn't loose any money either during the
four ;/ears i \vas 011 the job. "

the C. N. station and who continued as sccret<lrytreasurer until fall of 1045 \vhen he moved away from
G!enbush. Edna Thompson took over for a short time
until Walter Arnold assumed the duties. The following people "vere then treasurers in this order -~ Ellen
Soderberg. Glen Gallagher. J. T. Loewen. A. Pauls.
P. 1. Klippenstein. who was assisted by Henry Janzen. On June i. 1965. Glenbush Credit Union amalgamated with North Battleford. In 1966 Henry
Janzen became the first director representing the people or the area on the North Battlerord board.
Shares were $5.00 each, the same as they arc
today.
This is the story of the beginninil or the Glenbush
Credit Union as told by G. Baugh.

Glenbllsh Hockey Team
There was a hockey team in Glenhush as early as
the late twenties. About the mid thirties Jack HmTison. who was the goalie of the team as well as the
local storekeeper managed to make a deal with the
Monarch Wool Company. They donated the wool for
sweaters and socks and the wives, sisters or
girlfriends did the knitting. The Monarch Company
also donated the "Monarch" crests. thus the name of
the team.

"Ivor Soderberg: was the main spring in getting
the education work done regarding the Credit Union
and he talked me into it too. He ami I went several
places giving interested people talks about it. Around
Glenbush there were many people interested and did
join. There were one hundred sixty-six members in
September. 1942 after being in business since December. 1941.

Glenbush Hockey Team. 1937. L. to R., Bernard Lynch, Ernie Thompson, Bill Cassidy, Gerald Lynch, Mike Cassidy, Jirn Cassidy,
Bill Doidge, Jim Cassidy. Front row: Russel Travis, Jack Harrison, Wallace Carter, Allan Doidge.
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Glenbush, approximately, 1945. Ben Soderberg taking hockey players and spectators to Medstead.

About 1944, Cecil Newman organized and becaille leader of the Swine Club. John Allen, the
agricultural representative from North Battleford
helped with the organization. Since fcw pcople were
willing to supply calves for a calf club it was decided
to try swine instead. Many of the farmers raised hogs
at the time. There were ten members. the number
needed to form a club. The achievement day was held
at Soderbergs' farm. Some or the members at the
time were Soderbergs, Vern Thompson, 1. Brown,
and Epp boys. The Glenbush Agriculture Society
sponsored this group.
In 1<,)45, also under the sponsorship of the Glenbush Agricultural Society, the Beef Club was
organized with J Gilchrist as leader and Joe Oster
helping. Achievement days were held at the stockyards and at the fairgrounds in Glenbush. 1. HarrisoIl
supplied a trophy for the club, Some of the members
were Osters, Seillles, Newman, Grants, Thoveson,
Schulkowsky, and Werstrohs. Due to a shortage of
members the club was disbanded.

Glenbush Baseball Team 1927. Back L. - R. Art Fonda, Frank
Felton, Joe Monpetit, Ernie Thompson. Front. Roy McAuley,
Jack Harrison, Jake Hoffmann.

Glenbush Ball 'Ieam
Also in the late twenties there was an active ball
team in the Glenbush area being of a calibre that
made them winners over lllany of their opponents.
The team consisted of Jack Harrison as manager.
A. Fonda as captain,and Frank Felton, Jake Hoffman, John Hoffman, C. Dormuth, George Lamell.
All' Bushart,

Glellbush Homecraft
Glenbush Homccraft was organized in 1946, under the leadership of Mrs. Marjorie Newman. Ellen
Soderberg continued on for two years after IVlrs.

Newman retired. It began with a group of girls get-

Boys' aml Girls' Clubs in Glellbusn District

ting together to learn handicrafts then to homecraft
projects. The girls had the opportunity to learn to
cook and sew as weH as attending farm girls' camps at
the North Battleford Exhibition and competitions at

Probably the earliest organized club for young
people in the Glcnbush district was in the thirties.
M. Wade, who \vas agent for the Western Elevator Company organized a Junior Grain Club. He had
seed grain shipped up from the South, and with the
drought at the time, it was very questionable just how
good the seed from the South was,

the university in Saskatoon.
This program \.vas the forerunner of the -t-H
movement. being assisted by the Extension Division
of the University of Saskatchewan,
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Glenbush Beef Club. Achievement Day. L.
son, Gethyn Grant. and Dennis Newman.

~

R. Tom Thove·
Glenbush 4·H Homecraft 1962. Back. L. ~ R. Louise
Haubold. Lenora Loewen. Mary Ann Oster. and 8eth Kenney.
Middle. Sharon Haubold, Dianne Neufeld, Beatrice Corbiel,
Patricia Oster, Vickie Pauls, Frances Oster, Mary Oster, and
Linda Janzen. Front. Kathy Hardy, Irene Simpson, Theresa
and Louise Oster, and Barbara Whitt.

Glenbush 4-H Hornecraft Club
submitted bv Louise Hauboid
The be~i;1!1inu - on Saturday. October 24. 1962

a group ot v/om~n anu girls 11l~t in the Glenbush
School at 2 p.m. Their purpose was to form a new 4H Club "The Glenbush Homecraft".
4- H was new to most of them but a few members
and one leader had previous experience. With their
help and the determination and co-operation of the
parents. members and leaders the club was formed.

in 1971 at Medstead Home Coming Parade. The girls
also entered this same float in North Battieford Fair
Parade and won second place in th..: 4-H section,
Selling lunch at auction sales also helped the financing of the club. Sales were - 1965 !. Soderberg's.
Thistlewaites' in 1967. Neufeld's 1967. Corbiel's
1972. Hoffman's 1972. Cecil Newman's.
Curling was and is a popular sport with the club .
In August of 1967. 1968 and 1970 the club camped at
Popla; Cove Beach. lackfish l.ake for four days each

The district 3B agricultural representative giving a
hand in the forming of the club was Mr. Kingdon.
Club officers for the year 1962-63 were president
.._- Mary Ann Oster. vice president - Beth Kcnney.
secretarv-treasurer- Frances Oster and club reporter was S'haron Haubold. General leader being Louise

Hauhold - with Jean Carlson and Agnes Grant
assisting. Projects Clothing i and II were taken with
Mariorie Newman and Ruby Pauls being the project
leaders.
Some of the activities carried out through this
year were on November 23. 1963. sold lunch at
Glenbush Oratory and the making of the Club Banner. which is still being used today. First Achievement Dav was held Mav 18. 1963.
Thro~lgh the years projects sllch as Sew A Fine
Scam. Fashions for You. So You're the CooK. Let's
Entertain. Knitting l. Il. and Ill. Deserving Desserts.
Junior Leadership. Supper Club. Stretch and Sew.
Basic Baking. Home Decorating. Quilting. Crocheting and Crafts.
'- Activities have been numerous throughout the
years. Christmas oarties are a 'learly event. Farm
girls camp attracte'd girls - Ma'ry O~ter. Pat Oster.
Sharon Haubold. Dianne Neufeld. Theresa Oster.
Lynn Haubold. with Pat Oster attending Camp
Wakanda in 1966. Carnivals. pie shoots. pot lUCK
suppers were a means of making money to support
club activities. July I. 1967. the club entered a !loat
in the Medstead Centennial Parade and another one

Glenbush 4·H Homecralt Sewing Project Group. Back. L ~
R. Wendy Soderberg. Connie and Caron Friesen, Bev. Blix·
rud. Ruby Pauls (leader). and Debby Jacobson. Front. Karen
Marsh. Sandra Soderberg, and Carol Neufeld.
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The follOWing poem \vas recited by (\VO members
-- Sandra Soderberg and Leona Boldt --.- in 1977
with respect to Mrs. Louise Haubold on her fifteenth
year of club leadership:

The 4-H Leader
vVhosc nerves just no\\/ are almost sho(.'
Whose baking's almost always bought')
Who cannot think another thought')
Our 4-H leader.
Whose time is spent upon the phone')
Who \ hardly ever known at home')
w'ho even has to write a poem'?
Our 4-H leader.
Who's always !lying out the door')
Who hasn't time to scrub the floor')
Who sadly thinks of days of yore')
Our 4-H leader.
Whose sewing now is never done')
Whose mending only half begun')
Who isn't having any fun'?
Our 4-H leader.
Whose stove is thick with grease and grime')
Who hasn't got but one thin dime?
Who's going grey before her time')
Our 4-H leader.
Who always wears a worried frown')
Who's always running into town?
Who's still wearing last year's gown')
Our 4-H leader.
Who hasn't time to shed a tear')
Who tells the girls they better fear')
Who'5 really going to quit this year')
Well. maybe.
Who's raised our hopes and calmed our fears')
Who's helped us wipe away our tears')
Who's faithfully led us fifteen years')
Mrs. Haubold. our 4-H leader.

Glenbush 4-H 8eef Club Achievement Day.

year. Fun and games and camping were real exciting.
In 1968. Tess Oster along with leader Louise
Haubold attended the Chef competition held during
Saskatoon's Exhibition. Tess competed against
twelve other Saskatchewan finalists for the 4-H Chef
Queen title and won first place with the delectable
fruit salad of cantaloupe. peach and blueberry creation. Karen Marsh attended Provincial Selections in
1975. She won a trip to Quebec which she took in
July. 1976.
Hay rides and pizza parties were a great source of
entertainment for a few years. Mr. John Siemens was
always happy to hitch up his horses and give the girls
sleigh rides. His wife. Katie. would then have the
girls in for luncheon and the singing of Christmas
carols.
May 14.1977. the club held a fifteenth anniversary banquet. All former members and leaders were
invited to attend.
At the end of July. 1978. club leader. Louise
Haubold and agricultural representative of District
No. 38. R. D. Roney. chaperoned thirty 4-H members of District 38 on a tour of Newfoundland. New
experiences and friends will never be forgotten from
this trip.
The club is now in its eighteenth year with twelve
members. They are: Joanne Pauls. Marilyn Harms.
Cheryl Loewen. Janice McNabb. Joanne McNabb.
Deanna Kahl. Cheryl Kahl. Roxanne Thiessen. Kim
Kroeker. Ruth Klassen. Darla Loewen and Lori
Bargen. Project leaders are Arla Soderberg. Ruby
i"duls. Tanley Klassen. Darlene Klassen. Margaret
McNabb. Nell Pauls. along with club leader. Louise
Haubold. This being the year of Saskatchewan's seventy-fifth birthday the club is joining in "Pitch In" to
clean up the roadsides between Sandwith and Glenbush on May 5. Another project is to build a float for
Medstead Celebrate Saskatchewan July 1st. then on
to North Battleford Fair in July. Now we are nearing
the end of eighteen years of successful 4-H. My
sincere wish for the club is for many more years of
leaming and fellowship within 4-H.

Glenbllsh School District #4856
1930-1948 - N.W. of 28-49-14 W of 3
location town site
February 9th. i926. town of Glenbush asked
permission to move the school which was locateu two
miles from town. into town. and form a new school
district.
March 14. i927. thirteen out of twenty students
attending Avery were from the townsite of Glen bush.
Committee. G. Rackel G. F Carter. and George
Walker.
March 26.1927. R. M. Medstead protested alteration of school boundaries. affecting Carrollton
and Avery.
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TOWNSHIP PLAN

t931.
NORTH

March 3, 1930, petition signed by thirty nine
ratepayers for proposed school district. Chairman, J
H. Harrison. First school meeting held this day at
Glenbush in the Union Church. Land covered, Section 27-34, inclusive in T. 49, Rgc. 14, W. of the ,lreL
and the hamlet of Glenbush, Proposed names, Glenbush, Belvere, Grantston, Wharfedale, Rosedale.

Glenbush School #4856.

March 27, 1931L S.D. Glenbush No. 4856, crection passed by Department of Education. Trustees,
May 1930, W. H. Harrison. secretary-treasurer,

George Walker, chairman.
One roOlll school open, August L 1930, N. W.
quarter sec. 28-49-14, W 3. School opened in Union
Church, Glenbush, July 28, 1930 with twenty-three
children. (Grade one, seven pupils: grade two, three:
grade three, three: grade four. five: grade five. two:

~nd grade six, fourLpupiisl

L
Board borrowed $6,000 on security to build and

Glenbush School Pupils, 1935-36. Some, Alma Nickel, Shiela
Purkiss, Josephine Cassidy, Bertha Lange, Ellen Sodeiberg,
Netta Currie, Joyce Wade, Hulda Nickel, Orval Currie, Joan
Purkiss, Florence Doidge, Margaret Cassidy, Ralph Walker,
Frank Marshall, Phyllis Kennedy, Ben Soderberg, Mike Cassidy, Henry Nickel, Agnes Soderberg, Wallace Carter, Bill
Doidge, John Marshall, Gwen Harrison, Alma Lange, Helen
Bartel, Abram Nickel, Mary Marshall.

furnish a new school.

First teacher. Lois Kathyrn Yahn, four months.
First report by R. H. Ferris, Inspector, quote,
'"The school building is a fine structure, up to date,
and well finished. A credit to the community. Equip73

to t\vc!vc: Mm~joric Louise Johnsoll, grades rive to
eight: and Jean Stt:nhousc grades one to four.
1952-~:<;, PrincipaL John P. NickeL grades ten,
cleven and 1\.\:c1\:e: AlllW ZU\A<:dsky, g,radcs seven,

mcnt is falrl:/ complc,tc and modern in every respect." Regarding attelldance, "Percent of artenduncc is higher than in any other school visited [his
term. Some high school vv'ork being done, grade
f1lne>
1931 to 19.s3, inclusive, teacher iY1iss \Vinnifred
Weller. Trustee, E. Thompson.
1933, chairman. G. \\lalker. Sec.-ires .. G. A.
Doidge.

eight and nine: Olga ChambuL grades one to six.
1953-54, PrincipaL vValdo Emerson Huge,
grades ten to tv,:'clve: .Anna Za\\-'a!Sky. grades seven to
nine: and Olga Ch\.W10UJ. gr~llks (lne to six.
1954-55. Principal. \V,ddo E. Huge, gmdcs ten to
t\-veivc: Kathleen E. [v!ilis. grades seven to nine: and
Mrs. Ivlary E. Griffin, grades one to six.
1955-56, Principal, vValcln E. Hogc, grades ten to

1934, chairman, L Soderherg. Sec .-trcas., G.

Walker. Adelia Hceb. teacher, started in February.
1035. teacher. A. }-Itcb. Board chairman, L

Soderberg, trustces, E. Thompson and G. Walker.
1936, chairman, Ernie Thompson: sec.·treas ..
George Walker; trustee. C. E. Newman: teacher, A.
Heeb. 1937, 1938 to 1939.
1939, teaciler, Miss Harriet Catherine Mac·
donald, and Mrs. K. E. Nouch (January .2 to June
1(40)
1940, teacher, Miss Mabel J Johnston (August to
October): Mabel E. Boskill (October to June 1940)
1941. Miss Muriel Boskill. teacher.
1941 January. Investigated addition of high
school grades up to grade ten. Board, chairman. C.
E, Newman: sec.·treas., Mrs. 1. H, Harrison: trust·
ee, L Soderberg. High School opened in September
1941, thirty·one pupils. Teacher, Mary Lavinia Mur·
tagh: principal. Mildred Dorothy Holtzmann.
1942, principal, Mildred Holtzmann: teacher,
Doris Jean Ayre (nee Huff) fifty·two pupils,
1943, teacher, Miss Cat:,iline Singer: chairman, I.
Soderberg: sec.·treas .. 1. C. Grant; Mrs. C. F
Brown, trustee.
1944, teacher, Mrs. 1. C. Grant.
1945, Miss M. B, Voigt.
1946, two rooms in operation, Miss N. 1.
Crocker, and principal, Pat Gallagher.
1947, Miss N. Crocker, and principal. P. J. Gal·
lagher
Three rooms in operation, November 25, 1'J47.
Miss Anne Saranchuk, grades one to four, inclusive:
Miss Helen Donais, grades five to eight, inclusive:
and principal. Mr. S. E. Sereda, grades nine to
twelve, inclusive.
1948, Mr. S. E. Serecia, principal: Miss Helen
Donais and Miss Anne Saranchuk, teacher.
1948-49, Principal. Nestor F Remenda, junior
high: Paul Yur, grade five" six, seven and eight.
1949·5(), Principal. N. Remenda, grades nine to
twelve, inclusive, Paul Yur, gracie five to eight. and
Mary Yur, grades one to fouc
1950·51. Principal. H. M. Woollard, grades nine
to twelve: Theresa M. Schwemler, grades five to
eight Jean Stenhouse, grades one to four,
1951·52, Principal, Harold p, Dubb, grades nine

tv,:elvc: Fred James GranL grade." seven to nine; and

hirs. fv1ary Gri ffin, grades one to six.
1956·57, Principal, Waldo E. Hogc, grades ten to
twelve: Fred James Grant. gracies six to nine: and
ivIes. Ivbcy Griffin, grades one to five.
1957·58, Principal. Cornelius C. Heppner. (Au·
gust to January) grades ten to nvelvc: Principal
Charles C. Churchill, (January 6 to April 195B)
grades ten to twelve: and Principal Morris
Sadlowski, (April toJune) gracles ten to twelve Vivo
ian Ivhlksuta, grades six to nine and Clare Booth,
grades one to five.
1958·59, start of four rooms, Principal. Peter
Klippenstein, grades ten to twelve: Room 3, Richard
C. Scotton. grades seven to nine: Room 2. Clare M.
Booth, grades four to six: and Verna Ethel Leach,
grades one to three.

1959·60, Sanc!wirh students, principal. Peter J.
KlipPcl1slein, grades eleven and lwelve: Rooll1 3,
Mrs. Adelina Klippcnstein, grades eight to ten:
Room 2, Mr. Clare M. Booth, grades four to seven:
Room I. Ruth M. Miller. grades one 10 three.
196()·61. Principal, Peter 1. Klippenstein, grades
ten to twelve: Room 3, Mrs. Adelina Klippenstein,
grades seven to nine: Room 2, Clare M. Booth,
grades four to six: Room I, Jean White, grades one to

three.
1961·62, start of five roOlllS, Principal. Peter 1.
Klippenstein, grades cleven and twelve: Room 4,
Mrs. Adelina Klippenstein, grades nine and ten:
Room 3, Clare M. Booth. grades six to eight: Room
2, Mrs. Agnes E, Grant. grades three to five: Room
I. Jean White, grades one and two.
1962·63, Principal, Peter J Klippenstein, graue,
eleven and twelve: Room 4, Mrs, Adelina Klippen·
stein. grades nine and ten: Room 3, Clar-c M. Booth.
grades six to eight: Room 2. Mrs. Agnes E. Grant.
grades three to five: Room i, Mrs. Dorothy F
Schmidt, grades one and two. In April Mr. Michael
Chakaylo took over Room 4 and Miss Jean White
took over in Room 2.
1963'04, Principal. Peter 1. Klippenstein, grade,
eleven and twelve: Room 4, John W. Woytowieh,
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l'vkdstead. Room 4. rvlrs. lvlarioll Larson. Principal.

Room ~L Mr. Herb DuvaiL grades five and six: Room
2. NIrs. Georgina PJ.\,\ili\\-', grades three and four:
Room 1. IVlrs. Tina Dyck. grades one and t\vo.
1960-70. PrincipaL Mrs. Marion Larson. grades

seven and eight: Room J, iv1r. Herb DuvalL grades
five unu six: Room 2. j\'1rs. Geonzina Pa\v!iv/. ;racles
three and four: Room I. i'v'irs. Tin'--a DycL grad~s one
and two.
1070-71. Principal. Mrs. fvlarion Larson. grades
seven and eight: Room 3. Mr. Herb Duvall. grades
five and six: Room 2. Mrs. Georgina Pa\vliw,

Glenbush High School Girls, Curling Champions for North
Western Saskatchewan. Back: L. to R., Fred Schindel and
Alex Maksuta (drivers). Front: L. to R., Frieda Voss, lead,
Margie Grant, second, Doreen Hoge, Skip, Vivian Maksuta,
third.

grades nine and ten: Room J, Clare 1\;1. Booth. grades
six to eight: Room2, Shirley Maslen until Christmas,

t;'

Allen Konklin until the end of January and Mrs. H.
E. Short until the end of June, grades three, four and
five: Room L Mrs. Maureen Grant. grades one and
t\vn.

1964-65, Principal. Peter J. Klippcnstein, grades
eleven and twelve: Room 4, John W. Woytowich,
grades nine and ten: Room.3, Clare rvl. Booth, grades
six to eight: Room 2, Anna G. Wiens, grades three to
five: and Room L Mrs. Maureen Gra~t. grades one
and two.

'-

1965-66, Principal, Peter 1. Klippenstein, grades
eleven and twelve: Room 4, Miss Anita Harms,
grades nine and ten: Room 3, Clare Booth, grades six
to eight: Room 2. Mrs. Arsenault, grade~ three to
five: and Room L Mrs, Maureen Grant, grades one
and two.

~ra(!cs

three and four: Room L Miss CI{ervl Kiener, ~rac1es
one and t\\'o.
,
~
1971-72, Principal. rVhs. Marion Larson, grades
seven and eight Room 3, !'vIr. Percy H. Grist. grades
five and six: Room 2. Mrs. Georgina Pawliw, Qrades
three and four: Room L Miss !'vl~'garct Berg, grades
one and t\vo.
1972-73, same staff as 1971-72 term.
1973-74, PrincipaL Mrs, Marion Larson, grades
seven and eight: Room 3, Ivi!: James Kulpa. grades
five anel six: Room 2, Miss Shirlev Booth, £rades
three and four: Room L Mrs. I\!larg~lret Barne~1 (nee
Berg). grades one and two.
'-1974-75, PrincipaL Mrs. Marion Larson: Room
3, James Kulpa: Room 2, Miss Shirley Booth: Room
I, Margaret Bargen.
1975-76, Back to three rooms. PrincipaL James
Kulpa, grades seven and eight: Room 2. [virs.
Georgina Pawliw. grades four. hve and six: Room 1.
Mrs. Dayacliep Singh (East Indian) gracles one to
three.
1976-77, PrincipaL Mr. John Campbell. grades
seven and eight: Room 2. fvlrs. Georgina Pmvli\v.
grades four to six: Room 1. Mrs. Rita Adamache,
grades one to three.
1977-7R, Back to two rooms. Gracie seven and
eight to Medstead. Principal. Mrs. Georgina Pm\!!i\\'.
gracles four to six: Room I, Mrs. Ruby Rafuse,
grades one to three.
.
1978-79, Principal. Mr. Peter Martens, grades
four to six; Room I. IVil's. Ruby Rafuse. grades one to
three.
1979-80, PrincipaL Mr. Peter Martens, grades
fOllrto six: Room 1, tv1iss Fay Mangels. grades ~one to
three.
...
'-

'-

1966-67, Principal. Peter 1. Klippenstein, grades
eleven and twelve: Room Leonard Robson. grades
nine and ten: Room 3, Mrs. Amy Loewen, grades six
to eight: Room 2, Mr. D. H. Duvall, grades three to
five: Room L Mrs. Maureen Grant. grades one anel
two.

Mrs, Jean Ayre: Memories of my Teaching

1967-68, Principal, Mr. Peter .1. Klippenstein,
grades cle\:en and twelve: Room 4. IVil's. Adc!ina
Klippenstein, grades nine and ten: Room 3, Mrs.
Viola Bargen. grades six to eight: Room :2, !vIr. H.
Duvall. grades four and five: Room L Mrs. D.
Schmidt. grades one to three.
1968-69, Back to four rooms, High School to

ill Gienbush School
.January - .June 1942, written bv Mrs, Jean A He
muff)
"
1 call still remember the cold crisp day that I
arrived in Glenbush. I hac! travelled by train from my
home in Wilkie, I was met by a trustee, Mrs. Jack
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Harrison and she took me to my boarding house and
made me feel as tho' I was already a member of the
small community. ! boarded with Mrs. Carison for
the winter and enjoyed her t\VO wee ones. This \vas in
the winter of 1942. My name at this time was Jean
Huff.
My teaching days here were happy ones and!
made friends with several. The last few months I
boardcci with Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Thompson. Vernon
and Miss Mildred Holtzman who taught the High
School Room. I taught Grades 1-8.
Glenbush School. at that time consisted of a one
room school with a High School Room fixed up in
the basement. The desks were homemade and a lot of

\vorl< had been done IO make education possible for
its older children. I believe that \vas the first year this
class had operated.
Church was held in the Hall Celeb Sunday elod !
can recall attending Vv'hilc there. There \vcrc hvo

general stores in Glenbush and I can recall happy'
times skating on an outside rink. outside of to\vn.
In June 194.2. I resigned and took on a ne\\,' job as
hornemaker. I married Elmer Ayre from EdLUll (rural
12 miles east and north). \Ve have been farming
since. We have raised a fami!y' of four daughters \vho
live close at haml. Each girl has a family of a boy and
a girl.
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windows of a size to comply with regulations. 1 nCle
was to be a stone foundation tvv'O feet high, inside
finish V-jointing, double nOOl; and shingled roof.
The estimated expense was $600.00: Furniture,
$175.00: Material. $300.00: Labour, $125.00.
The early settlers worked together to hew logs,
and to haul the lumber ancl other supplies from North
Battleford. Some of these first pioneers Were Carlson. P. Reich, M. Faust. E. Lehmann. G. Carlson. H.
Hoover, O. Olson. O. Nelson, M. Hamstead, O.
Lehmann, E. Lorenson, C. Evans, H. Knutson, L.
Christenson, H. Fadness. and A. Forsblom.
Some of the companies from which the supplies
were purchased were North Battleford Lumber Co,:
Bowers Hardware, North Battleford: Jas. Stewart
Co.: Western School Supplies, Regina, Sask.: Furby
and Flemming, Co.: and E. L. Christie. Some supplies were purchased locally from A. P. Junor, and
postage stamps from S. Perry.
Some of the early supplies purchased were seating accommodation for lewnly-four pupils at a cost of
$56.00, two chairs at 65¢, a map case of four maps
for $28.50, two blackboards 7' x 3'6" for $7.S7, a
chalk trough 14' long for 84¢, aclockfor$5.75, two
tlags at 7S¢, and one handbell for 75¢.
A porch was built by O. Lehmann for $12.50,
outhouses by O. Olson for $8.00, and cord wood was
supplied by Fritz Lorenson and O. Nelson at $1.60 a
cord.

hy Ruhy Hi!!
On March 18, 1913, a meeting was held at the
home of Carl Evans for the purpose of forming a new
school district, which was to he called the Guyhirne
School District No. 1923.
The trustees were: Thos. Benton. chairman
(S.w. Y"-24-50-IS-W3rd): L. C. Christenson (N.W.
YI-IO-50-15): Carl G. Evans (N.E. Y,-1450-15): W. J.
Sparling, secretary-treaurer W. YI-4-S0-1Sl.
Thos. Benton resigned on December 6, 1913. and
on December 17, Ernest Lehmann was elected
trustee for the unexpired term of T. Benton's office.
The school was named after Tom Benton, who
came from Guyhirne, England.
A letter was written to the Department of Interior
re the purchase of a piece of land for the purpose of a
school site. The N.W. Y"-14-S0-IS was chosen.
A school tax was set at 5¢ per acre.
C. Carlson was given the contract for building the
school l'orthe sum (~. $120.00. The building was to be
27'x24'xll', of pine logs hewed square and dovetailed at the corners. It was to be lighted by six

Sec. -T reas.
&-(J"
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Guyhime School. 1922. Back L. - R. Ludvick, and Elvin
Christenson, and Marvel Evans. 2nd. Clara Evans, Emma
Christenson, Minna Lehmann. 3rd. Gladys Larson, Irene
Evans, Emma Lehmann, Kathleen Starling. Front. Jack
Davies, Willie Lehmann, Amy Evans.
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At the rY1arch meeting, 1914. it Vias decided to
open schoo! on March 30,1914, and to engage Miss
Agnes Flaa, who had previously.' taught in Roseau.
Minnesota. She was to be paid S55.00 a month and
teach for eight months in 1914.
The first students \vcre Henry, Peter ~md David
Reich, Echo/arc! Hoover, Hjalmer and Carl Carlson,
Emma Lehmann, Julia, Arthur and Elven Christen··
son, Evan and fvlarvel Ev'ans, and Andrei,v KracHy.
Sometimes the school hoard gave permission to
families to have their children stay home from school
because of distance, poor roads, lack of clothes, and
the danger of ton many wolves when the children had
to \valk several miles through the bush.
During the first few months that the school was
open Mrs. Carl Evans. and Mrs. L. Christensen did
the janitor work and were paid $2.00 each.
At the 1916 annual ratepayers meeting. it was
decided that the trustees be compelled to visit school
while in operation. at least once in each tenT1. and
report conditions at a ratepayers meeting or at the
next annLlal meeting.
The schuol board kept the school in good repair
and cared for the school grounds. Fencing and painting material were freighted out at fifty cents per
hundred. 0. Lehmann cut the brush in the school
yard. and painted the outside of the school house.
The fircguard was ploughed regularly.
A well was dug in the school yard.
A gin of a library was given to the school in 1916
by the Imperial o.rder of the Daughters of the EmpIre.
The school was opened for entertainment sllch as
dances and debates. o.n June 23. 1917. the school
house was granted to Mr. Finlayson to hold a political

for the children residing within the district and up to
S15.00 was allo\vcd the committee for expenses.
The price charged for t\\/o out of the district
children to attend GUy:hirne SchooL \v~\s sCt m 2Y;~ a
day for each child. In 1'127 this '.,vas changed to 7c per
day per family.
In 1922 the old \vc!! pump vvith fitting:-; \vas all(>
tioned and bought by Carl Carlson (Jr.1 for S~.()O.
Nh. rvlartin Hamstead \vas appointed delegate to
attend the 1924 Annual Saskatchevvan Trustees Assuciation Convention in Saskatoon. His expenses v./crc
S35.15. Ernest Lehmann was appointed to draft resolutions to be considered at this convention.
In 1929, the teacher was al1o\ved to llse the" correction strap" if needed.
The old floor of the school was sold to Carl
Steinhardt in 1929 for $2.00. and he had to remove it
by June. 1029. This \NaS replaced by a No.1 edgegrained fir floor.
o.n January I. 1930. it was decided that the Department of Education be notified by wire regarding
the situation of the overcrowded school. and to see if
a separate school could be started at Meclstcad sidmg.

There were forty-eight children enrolled in 1930.
with Gladys Husaby as teacher.
In 1930 a building was leased in the Meclstead
hamlet and was used as a school house. so there were
now two schools operating in the Guyhirne S. D. No.
2923. Grade I to gracles IX and X were to be taLlght in
the rural school aml gracles I to IX in the Medstead
hamlet. No new stucients were aclmitred without the
consideration of the school board. Each school had
its own Christmas concert, with M. J. A. Warick as
teacher in the rural school and Mr. Vickers in the
hamlet. Both schools were LInder the jurisciiction of
the Guyhirne S.D.
At a meeting on January 27, 103L at the home of
Mr. Ausum (SE Y4-27 -SO-lSI. Mr. Samuel Springman was hired for lVledstead hamlet school at salary
of $l)OO.OO.
Thirty-foul' ratcpaJ'ers \vere present at a meeting
on January 31, 1031. under the chairmanship of
Thomas Davies. On a motion by Percy Mark. and L.
Christenson. it was agreed the affairs of the Guyhirne
S.D. and the new district at Medstead called Mulvin
S. D. No. 4903. be left to the judgment of the trustees
of both districts.
A meeting in February. i931, at Mr. Lanes in
Medstead. was held mainly for the purpose of setlling financial questions between the two school
boards.
Mrs. B. Schmitz did the janitor work in
Medstead hamlet for $9.00 per month. Mrs. C.
Evans wages as janitor ren1ained at 251/, per teaching

meeting.

In November. 1917. A. K. Berg's tender of
$28. SO. fur the erection of a stable was accepted. The
barn was to be 16' x 26' x 7' high.
A garden was prepareci for the children. This was
in the school yard. A sum of $2.00 was given to
Minna Lehmann and Marve! Evans as prizes for the
best school garden. Mr. and Mrs. o.scar Nelson were
the judges of the school garden competition in the
early twenties.
Mrs. Otto Lehmann did the janitor work for 25¢ a
day.
In August. 11)19, the teacher was asked to arrange
for a day of celebrating the Peace Treaty, and a
cheyue of $10.00 was drawn from the treasury for the
occaSIOn.
In November. 1921. Miss Clara S. Iverson. Mrs.
Otto Lehmann. Mrs. P. G. Chalk. and Mrs. Carl G.
Evans were appointed to arrange for a Christmas tree
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ing tb:: fireguarcL culti\!ating the trees and cutting
brush in the sehoul yard was often applied on wxes,

day. Mrs. A. Miller supplied warcr to Guynirne
School at a yearly wage of $5 .00. Mr. A. Millcr was
Local Attcndance officer and received $3.00 per
year.
Summer holidays in 1931 were from July 17 to
August 17th.
In 1931, $3.00 was collected byT. Davies and
deposited to 1. Ausum treasurer). This sum of money
was collected from some of the Medstead school
children who were guilty of vandalism. and who
broke a pane in the door of the Guyhirne School.
A decision now had to be made whether the
Guyhirne school should remain at its present location. whether it should be moved to the centre of the
district within a year, or remain at the present location
for at least a year. It was decided to leave it at its
present location for a year.
At the December meeting in 1931 it was decided
that Mr. Steinhardt be paid $20.00 per acre for two
acres of land for the new Guyhirne School site. It was
to be less than one hundred yards from the S.E.
corner of S.E. Y',-28-50-IS-W3rd.
In January, 1932, they planned to sell the old
school and build a new one. This didn't work out so
the job of moving the school. and building a porch
was given to Sjoberg, Ronseth, and Ostergren for a
tender of $346.00.
The old school site was sold to the German Association for $26.00 and they had to pay for the transfer.
In August. 1932. Miss Muriel Lawson was hired
as teacher at $600.00. Due to finanical difficulties
this salary was cut to $550 in 1933.
Mrs. A. Lange was janitor for 25¢ per day. anel
was paid $5.00 per year for bringing water.
A box social was held in Guyhirne School for the
Christmas concert. The program was held January
23.1933. The board bought apples and candy and the
ladies servecllunch.
A charge of $3.00 was made for the usc of the
school, and $1.50 if it was used by baseball or softball clubs.
Dr. Cameron. the Health Officer visited the
school in 1933.
Trees for the school yard were ordered in 1933. In
1934 tenelers were given out for fencing the school
grounds. ploughing and planting trees. When the
school was closed about twenty years later these trees
were beautiful.
Miss Lawson donated sixty books to the school.
At the annual school meetings lunch was served
by the Guyhime Homemakers which was organized
in 1935. These school board meetings included a
teaeher's report. trustee's report, financial statement.
and Superintendent's report.
Work such as cleaning the school barn, plough-

and scrip renders \.vere posteci for these jobs.
In 1938 a picwre \vas received frorn the Depart-

rnent of Education of King George VI and Queen
Eliz3bcth. \11'. J Bo\it/crs muJc the franK for the
picture.
The Guyhirnc School \vas the centre ,)f many

activities. The first Mother's Day program \vas held
on May 15. 1935. The school was also a centre for the

girls and boys ball club meetings, The boys won
$6.00 at the Stampecie in Medstead on June 21 . 1935.
Many dances were heJd in the schooL and the musicians were paid about $1. 50 per night. In March,
1940. the Homecraft girls helel a necktie social. The
school grounds became more hardly' packed than
ever by many feet. when the children practised for
the yearly May 24th field day in Mcdstead. Ball
teams were formed, physical training vvas driHed for
competition. and of course a banner had to be made
for the children to carry in the parade.
Perhaps the greatest event of the year was the
school concert. Many days were spent practising for
plays. drills. recitations ancl Christmas carols. The
school room bustled with activity during the final
week before the concert. as the decorations had to be
made. the tree put up. the stage had to be built.
Finally. the saggy curtains were put up on wires and
the final rehearsal was done.

Families arrived that evening, probabl,Y in a
sleigh box with the runners creaking on the snow and
the horses breath like white fog in the air. Finally

everyone was gathered into the one-room school with
the lamp light shedding its friendly glow. Excitement
mounted and the concert was begun. Each child
hopefully had something new to wear even if it was a
hand-me-down. and they watched to see if their parents were looking as they said their parts. The highlight of the evening was the appearance of Santa with
gifts and treats. In Guyhirne School in 193B the
Government relief donated a box of apples. and mixed candy was donated by T. Eaton. Gifts had been
sent for by the teacher and a member of the school
board so each child received one to make the evening
complete.
School board members were very dedicated people. Mr. Carl Evans retired in 1937. after twentythree years as a trustee. Mr. Tom Davies resigned in
1938 because of illness and this ended fourteen years
as a memeber the school board. Mrs. Agnes Knutson
served twenty-three years as secretary-treasurer. Carl
(',rlson Sr. and Lars Christensen also held office for
over fifteen years.
Mr. G. Jacobs made swings for the school for

$S.O(), and Dan Lange made six baseball bats for 25c
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cach. They were t\VO bachelors in the Guyhirne district.
The school \vas heated \vith a \vooc! stove and
vvater had to be hauled by the closer families such as
A. Lange ur l'v'1rs. George Schmirlcf. Nil'. JacK Buck
cut and delivered five cords of green wood for

I boarded vvith Mr. and Mrs. Paui 'Waalen and
their two children, SteneI' and Agnes. The school \vas
situated on their land and I haJ to cross a \;vire fence
tu get to the school yard. lVIr. Waalen kindly built a
stile over the fence for nly convenience.':. I certainly
appreciated having this stile as is meant nm getting
tangled in barb \vire anymore.
I founo it very lonesome here as most of the
young people were UVv'(:!y" \vorking. I spent a lot of free
time at Otto Lehmann's home \vhich \vas nearby. 1\Ar.
and fVlrs. Lehmann hud tvv'O daughters, EmIna and
Iv'1inna, and a younger son, Vlilliam. Emma and
IV1inna \verc several years younger than I, but I visited them quite often.
That summer r bought a horse from Nlartin
Hampstead. and as I liked to ride, \vould go nearly
every mail day to Meclstead and bring the mail for
some of the neighbours. Medstead at that time was
about two and a half miles north east of where the
village is now. Some weekends I rode to Prince to
visit my home.
School closed in December just before Christmas, and I decided to seek employment in a more
settled part of Saskatchewan.

$IU()O

A teacherage was built by Mr. C. Mitchell for
SI4.S(). In 1940 the reacher did the janitor work for
the use of the teacherage. In the fifties Reinharts did
the janitor work for about $20.00 per month.
As many as thirty-six ratepayers attended the
annual meeting to vote against the 'Larger Unit', but
eventually Guyhime School went the way of all the
country schools. It was closed and the children were
bussed into Medstead in the mid-fifties with Art
Janzen as bus driver.
John Gatzke bought the old school and salvaged
the gyproc and lumber which he used partly for his
cabin at Turtle Lake. and the rest for the upstairs of
his house in Medsteacl. and also the garage. The
house and garage afe now owned by Albin Gresdahl.
Art Roske salvaged the logs from the old school.
The school yard is now part of a field, and another
chapter of history is closed.
One of the Guyhirne teachers reports the following experiences of her first teaching year:
l. Edna Smirl (Bovair), taught in Guyhirne
School during the summer of 1923. This was my first
school. I finished Normal School April 2R and started teaching May I. The first clay I was so surprised to
see a young man about six feet tall coming to school
with his lunch pail' After the students were seated. I
proceecled to fill out the register, and the "young
man" was Marvel Evans, and still of school age. He
and Emma Lehman were in grade Vll and would be
leaving school the end of June. but they both wanted
their grade VlIl certificates. So they asked if I would
give them extra help and they would take both VI!
and Vlll and write their June exa'lls. 1 agreed to do
so. and they spent many hours of study after school.
However. they did not get their certificate as they
failed in one subject. They had done so well. ! think I
was more disappointed than they were. After June
there were only ten pupils left. six girls ane! four
boys.
One day a littie girl. Irene Evans. came to me and
showed me a badly swollen finger. After a few questions I found out she was wearing a play ring which
was too small and her finger had swollen so the ring
was covered. The ring had to be taken off and the
only thing I had to work with was a small nail file.
However, the ring was of a soft metal and after filing
for some time and some bruises to her finger, the ring
broke and the swelling subsided.

Muriel Lawson taught in Guyhirne school from
from 1932 to 1935. Her sister, Mrs. Verna Layman of
Speers, gives the following account: "Muriel taught
at a school out of Fielding for a couple of years: while
there she met Art Fast and they were married in 1939.
They lived rnost of the time in Edmonton where Art
had two seismograph outfits. Art and Muriel had two
children: Malcom. born in 1945 and Sheila born in
1949. Muriel became ill and died of cancer in December. 1960. Art still lives in Edmonton. Sheila is
married and is a nurse. She lives in Manitoba.
Muriel was very happy teaching at Guyhime and
the folks were all very good to her. Her" boarding
home" at the Millers was wonderful. and with the
help of Mrs. Knutson on the school board finding
ways to get supplies in, was such a help in teaching.
She mentioned about one winter trip from Speers
to Medstead on the old "mixed train" of having to
s[and around the pot bellied stove along with the few
other passengers in order to keep warm.
Richard (Dick) Prechtl. another Guyhirne teacher writes ... though semiretired I find the pace more
hectic. My sojourn in the Guyhirne district was in the
worst of the dirty thirties but there was an attempt at
aesthetic culture. as the snaps show. It is rather interesting to try and recall from the snapshot the various
people at the picnic. I hope this brings back happy
,.
memones.
List of teachers for the Guyhirne School from 1914 to
1955:
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!91J,
19!)
1916
It) 17- 191 8
191 i'\- ! t;! 9
1\)10

Miss !-\g.l1l.'s \1. FI:tu
Miss!. H. Stuart
H. Wilmclta Jones
Amelia C. Clay'ton
At:'ncs tV!, Knutson
Clara Bernhard
Clara S. ivcrson
CUtlSlanCc 1\.1. Turnbull
Edna M. Smirl

Ella Ha;;en
Edward L. Abbot
Ella Hagen
Minna M. Lehmann
Minna M. Ro\'cnick
Gladys Husaby
Glady.'s vVuod
Gerald C, Vickers-Hamlet SChllOi
John A. Warick
Muriel E. Lawson
Clive L. Dotten
Esther L. McCarthy
Richard A. Prechtl
Minnie Roske
Johanna Millcr
Ida May Krake
Yvonne Allard
Margaret Arsenau It
Mrs. A. Lorenz
!Vlrs. E. Casson
Phyllis Kahl

Lenton, Arnhild Ronscrh, Johanna l\/l111er. Birgit
Sjoberg, Margaret Davies, Hazel Truss. ?vbdeli~1c
WreggiL Robert Marle Charlie Fraser. Yvonne
Lane, Helen Mark, Olga Markowski. John Markowski, Peter Markowski, Donald Oard, Viola Rostad, Norah Scott, Hazel Truss, Harry Tempie, Grant
Temple, Elsene Temple, Clark Temple. Geneva Vanderburg, Thelrna Hedman, i\,1axwell Presly, Signe
DahL Arnold DahL Gordon Preslv, Robert Walker,
Nellie Walker, Carman Christ:mherson, Gram
Christopherson, Marion Anderson, 'Mylo Anderson,
Ravmond Anderson, Perry- Hedman, Ravmond Ronseth, Everette Hewes, Skelton Richard, Martin Esther. Kenneth Ausum, Neola Tinncs, Clarence
Teskcy, Alma Steinhardt, Robert Lange, Erna Lange, Ruby Knutson, Lloyd Wilson, Herbert Lange,
Donal Ausum, Josephine Knutson, Amelia Bowers,
Alice Gagnon, Elizabeth Bowers, William Bowers,
Emily HanrL Walter Miller, Adele Kamme, Helen
Stoby, Anne Bowers, Emma Bowers, Lily Pogue,
Alma Pogue, Jean Buck, Duncan Buck, Jessie Buck,
Erica Kamme, Bessie Buck, George Schmirler,
Frank Schmirler, Glen Tinnes, Betty Davies, Vernon
Ausul11, Lawrence MitchelL Kay Topley, Winnifred
Topley, Mary Palko, Gottlieb Lange, Erll1gard Drieschner, Leo Zawada, Frank Zawada, Arthur Kall1me,
Margaret HOll1oct, Mathew Hoffman, Lydia Lange,
Steve Zawada, Alice Zawada, Emil Drieschner,
Theresa Paquette, Alexander Zawada, Olga Driesehner, Emma Lange, Leo Paquette, Mae Paquette,
Robert Schmirler, Shirley Carter, Gordon Gamble,
Dorothy Lange, Arthur Schll1irler, Frederick
Steinhardt, Robert Anderson, Herbert Anderson,
Jacob Beier, Valerie Gagnon, Richard Gamble, Joyce
Janzen, Abie Beier, Peter Beier, Dennis Janzen, Cornie Beier, George Janzen, Melvin Dagenais, Mary
Beier, Elizabeth Drieschner, Kenneth Dagenais Alice Bryce, Willie Schmirler, David Gamble, Ma;lene
Dorsch, Edythe Wickwire, Carroll Wickwire, Katherine Zawada, Albert Zawada. Helene Dorsch,
Frieda Kuhn, Elwood NikkeL Donald ElIitsgaard,
Barbara Drake, Evelyn Ellitsgaard, Henry Dorsch,
Marion Kuhn, Genevieve Gamble, Frank Palko,
Raymond Bryce, Bernard Krake, Lawrence Reinhart, Douglas Reinhart, Delmar Reinhart, Katherine Lange, Regina Lueder, Patricia Reimer,
Douglas Dagenais, Deanne Dagenais, Rudolph
Voss, Garry Lux, john Bouchard, Gilbert Bouchard,
Mary Reinhart, Elizabeth Voss. Gordon Williams,
La Verne Williams, John Gamble, Raymond
Bouchard, Jean Ducharme

1923
1923
192-1-1925
1926
1926
1917-1028
1928- j 929
J 929 . · 193()
1930

~

1919-19:) I
193U- j 9J1
1932-1035
1036

]936
1937-1939
1939-1943
1944-1946
1946-! 949

1950-1951
1952
195:)
1954
1955

Trustees---- Guyhirne School district from 1914 to
1955:
Carl Evans
Lars Christenson
C. Carlson
Ernst Lehmann
Percy Chalk
Martin Hamqead

Thomas Davies
John Ausum
Carl Steinhardt
Au;;ust Millcr
Agnes Knutson
Henry Schmider

Tom \Vaugh

\V. B. Gamble
John H. Dorsch
Mr. H. Janzen
Mr. J. Bouchard
Mr. 1. Mcnssa

Guyhirne Students, 1941-1954
Marvel Evans, Evan Evans, Elven Christenson,
Arthur Christenson, Julia Christenson, Emma
Lehmann, Carl Carlson, Hjalmar Carlson, Edward
Hoover, David Reich, Peter Reich, Henry Reich,
Andrew Kraley, Minna Lehmann, Clarence Berg,
Ludveik Christenson, Hulda Faust, Olga Smith,
Minnie Evans, Willie Hoover, Alma Dunser, Albert
Dunser, Albert Faust, Emma Christenson, Clara
Evans, Arthur Berg, Irene Evans, Leslie Chalk,
Amy Evans, Gladys Larson, Willie Lehmann, Kathleen Starling, Jack Davies, Mary Steinhardt,
Arthur Chalk, Ruby Evans, Mary Davies, Llewellvn
Davis, Martha Steinhardt, Stener Waalen, Ru~e
Sjoberg, Molly Teskey, Margery Teskey, Viole[
Teskey, Emilie Schmit~, Marie Schmitz, Joe
Schmitz, Donald Romfo, Agnes Waalen, Herman
Kruger, Malinda Kruger, Tony Hoffman, Helmie
Miller, Aubell John Lane, Bernard Swanson, Marie
Tinnes, Irene Lane, Chester Tinnes, Louis Miller,
Albert Lane, John Truss, Arnold Boyd, Lucy Lenton, August Miller, Willie Miller, Sydney Perry,
Robert Truss, Wesley Perry, Carroll Tinnes, Eric

~

A few people in the Guyhime District
p, Reich - SWV, 28-50-15. ML Reich hauled
some of the lumber used for building Guyhirne
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School. He also did some work on the school

Another link in the chain of \vomen's institutes
\\ias formed \Alhen the Guyhirne Hornemakers was
organized at the farm home of Mrs. Tom Davies
{S.WY"-22-50-IS) 011 January 16. 1935.
The first officers were: president 1\1rs. T Waugh;
vice-president, Mrs. \,A/. Richards; treasurer. rvlrs. V .
ivlamer: secretary, Mrs. A. Knutson: program committee. Josephine Knutson. Mary Davies. Annie
Bo\vers: visiting committee for the sick, Mrs. M.
Teskey. Mrs. G. Schmirler. Mrs. A. Pogue. Mrs. T.
Da\lie.'l: convenors for lunch committee. Mrs. Ausum. Mrs. T. Davies. Mrs. J Buck. Mrs. E. Jorgenson: sewing comrnittcc, NIrs. V. Marner, Mrs. E.
Jorgenson. Mrs. lV1. Teskey: convenors, Miss M.
Lawson - arts and letters: Mrs. T. Davies - public
health: Mrs. J. Buck -_. child welfare: Mrs. H.
Schmider - home economics: Mrs. A. Millerhome and country: !\Ilrs. A. Knutson - agriculture;
Mrs. H. Jorgenson - legislation: Mrs. F Van Har\vcigh ""- international relations.
At the second meeting held on February 13. 1935.
twelve new members joined. T. Eaton's donated a
bundle of material which was handed out to the
members. The ladies exchanged valentines.
One of the first social activities held by the
Homemakers was a Whist Drive in the Guyhirne
School on February 28. 1935. Miss M. Lawson made
the score cards. and Mrs. 1. Seime supervised the
playing. The money was used to purchase cups.
Benches were made. and M1'. T Davies. C,
Mitchell. L. Mamer. and T. Waugh were in charge of

grounds. The Reich children, Henry, age t\velvc,
Peter. fourteen. and David six, attend Guyhirnc:
School in 1914.
M. Fallsl- SEll, 28-50-15. The h,ust children
.- Hulda, age eight. and \Villie, age six, attended
Guyhirne School in 1915. Mr. Faust hauled some of
the materials for building Guyhirne School.
T. Benton - SWill 24-S0-1S. Mr. Benton was
one of the first trustees of the Guyhirne School in
1913. He enlisted in 1918.
H. Hoover - NWII, 22-50-1S. Mr. Hoover
hauled some of the lumber for Guyhirne School when
it was built. His son. Edward. age lO. attended
Guyhirne School in 1915.
J. Pendergrass - Mr. Pendergrass was a darkie
who lived on the SWill 12-50-15. He used to dig
seneca root and made most of his living that way.
Once he was at Evans', and Lehmans were visiting
there. The Evans farm was surrounded by large trees.
The children were playing back of the barn. Soon
they came back to the house. all but Minna Lehman
(four or five years old). She went the wrong way and
became lost. A search went out. About dusk M1'.
Pendergrass saw her running across the land but
Minna being alone and lost. became frightened and
ran when she saw him. She ended up at Forsbloms·.
They rang cow bells to let the people know she had
been found.

Gl.Uyhirne Homemakers

making tables.

by Ruby Hill
Mrs. Adelaide Hoodless. founder of the first
Women's Institute in 1897 believed that "no higher
vocation has been or ever will be given to women
than that of Homemaker and Citizen Builder".

The first Mother's Day program was held in the
Guyhirne School on May 12. 1935. The Homemakers had a picnic each year. usually on the last day
of school in June, These were held at the Davies farm
(Dipper Lake). An lee-cream Social was held at 1'.
Waughs on Sunday. July 21. 1935. In October a
chicken supper and bazaar was held in the school.

The Annual meeting of the Guyhirne Homemakers, Feb. 12,
1958. Standing L. - R. Clara Kahl, Annie Swenson, Irene
Moline, Lillian Hill, Ellen Gamble, Lillian Davies, Nellie Fraser
with Debbie, Doris Anderson, Jackie Norby, Margaret Arsenault. Front. Mrs. Seimes, Judy Arsenault, Agnes Knutson,
Valerie Arsenault, and Donnie Fraser.

The Last three, Charter Homemakers. Annie Swenson, Lillian
Davies. and Life Member, Agnes Knutson.
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Mitchell. Leo Mamer ,w.d Mr. C. Michell's
Wurlitlcr.
At every dance there was a floor mcmagcr who
announced each (lanc~ and cal led [he square dances.
Some of them \vhere Jack Davis" Fred Gagnon, iV1arvet Ev,ms. Clyde tVIitchcll and \Valter lViamer.
The Homemakers' activities \vcre many and varied. Thc:i helped families who \vere ilL served forthc
Red Cross. and held classes on dressmaking, nutrition, and cooking. The girls "vere scnt to take twoweek short courses in sewing and both boys and girls
entered the Farrn Girls' anel Farm Boys' Camp at the
North 13attkforci Elir. The Homemakers alw"ys remembered those in the armed services. They also
invited neighbouring clubs such as RobinhoocL
Molewood, Glenbush, Cater and Mec1stead to special meetings.
Special events of the fifties began \Vilh a guest
speaker (Mrs. Lewis) from the university. who spoke
on Interior Decorating. Mrs. Heno from New York
and Mrs. Waterman, Pittsfield. Massachusetts,
U.S.A .. were visitors on this occasion. A nutrition
clay, by Freda Meyers was held in the Meclstead
Legion Hall. Miss Meyers prepared food and showed
films to [he twenty-four ladies who were present.
Officers of 1955: president. Mrs. T. Davies: vicepresident. Mrs. 1. Randal!: treasurer, Mrs. Bill Anderson: secretary. Mrs. A. Knutson: convenors:
Health. Mrs. L. Davies and Mrs. Bill Davies: international relations, Mrs. L. Hill and Mrs. G. Fraser:
arts. Mrs. Ruby Hill and Mrs. O. Swenson: legislation, Mrs. H. Egeland and Mrs. W. Mamer: education. Mrs. A. Knutson and Mrs. M. Fabrick:
agriculture. Mrs. L. Kish. Mrs. A. Lange: home
economics. Mrs. H. Schmirler and Mrs. V. Mamer.
A Grandmother's Day Tea was held in the Legion
Hall in 1953.
The Homemakers organized the Medstead Home
ane! School.
In December, 1954. the Homemakers charged
60¢ per plate for a wedding reception.
In 1955. with money from District Convention
awards, a booL Gully Farm Vi/as purchased in memory of Homemaker members who had died.
The Guyhirne Homemakers Club chose a Park
Project and Children's Playground for the
Saskatchewan Jubilee Project.
Permission was received from the village council
in Mcdstead for a park in the central part of the
village. Rent of $1.00 per year was paid to the government.
The municipality cut and piled the brush and
levelled part of the grounds. Posts were purchased for
$25.00 and peeled by the Homemakers. The posts
were treated and a man was hired to fence the play-

Prices charged for those age fifteen years and over
was 25¢. under fifteen years was IO¢. and under
school age were free. Other fall activities included a
Basket Social and a sewing demonstration by Miss
May.
In December, Christmas hampers and quilts \VCfe
given to bachelors, gifts were given to those v/ho
were in the hospital. and a shc)\ver was held for a
member who lost their home by fire. This ended the
first year of the Guyhirne Homemakers, and it had
been a very active one.
Other activities in [he 1930's included a Dental
Clinic in October. 1936.
At a masquerade in February. 1938, adult prizes
were won by Richard Prechtl. Bill Buck. Lena Carter. and Floyd Bender. Other prizes were given to
Lawrence Mitchell and Duncan Buck as "Siemese
Twins". Anne Bowers for "Queen of Hearts". and
Kay Topley as 'A Clown".
At a meeting held on April 13. 1938. at Mrs. A.
Millers. a guest present was Mrs. Chapman, an oldtimer on visit here from Brandon.
An Amateur Hour was held in the Guyhirne
School on November 4. 1938. Prizes were won by
Jack Davies. the Buek family. and Betty Davies.
The Homemakers organized the Guyhirne
Homecraft Club. They also sponsored the Swine
Club in 1939.
A picnic was held at Carters on June 13. 1939.
Activities in the early forties included a Dented
Clinic. Guyhirne Homecraft Local Achievement
Day. anel a Whist Drive in aicl of the Red Cross. The
Homemakers also completed the payments on a
plano.
Over forty people attended a surprise baby shower for Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davies and baby. Both
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. R. Orr. and Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Davies were present. The first wool carded on
the Homemakers' new carding machine was clone by
Mrs. H. Schmirler. and the wool was used to make a
quilt for the baby. Mrs. H. Dorsch and girls. Marlene
and Helen. presented the baby and mother with gifts
on behalf of the Homemakers and other friends.
The most money raised at a Box Social in
Guyhirne was in 1944 when a total of $65.00 was
collected. The highest basket sold for $6.25.
After the Homemakers took over the German
HalL many of their activities were held there. W.
Hoge, B. Howatt. and M. Haslett played for the
opening dance. Some of the musicians over the years
were Ray Seman, Joe Schmitz, W. Richards. Mr. and
Mrs. A. Knutson. Alwyn Orr. Harry Anderson, the
Buck family, Marvel Evans. Evan Evans. A. Chalk,
Frank Seidle, Ruby Wickwire. Fondas, Mrs. C.
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included '[\VO sv-lings, one slide and a teeter-totter for
the children.

ground. Page wire was bought from th(: railroad for a
bid of X2500.
Several afternoons and evenings 'Nere spent in
cleaning the park area. after which a \veiner roast \,\'as
held and community singing 'vvas enjoyed.
In July, 1960, an opening picnic was held with
games and races for the children. horseshoe games
for the adults, and a picnic lunch for everyone.
Donations received for the park included :b25.()()
from a local citizen. and $25.00 from a local club.
Picnic tables \\/!:1'8 made. Playground equipment

The Homenakers helped promote the iibrary

which is presently located in the Medstead Rural
Municipal building.
When the Homemakers dishanded in the sixties
they sold the park equipment. They kept the wool
carders so decided tll form "The Carder Club". The
wool carders arc kept by Mrs. Bill Bovair in
Medslead.
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Hyde Park School District
The first school meeting was held March g, i C) i L
vvith thirteen ratepayers present. Three trustees \vere
cicctccl, namely: Mr. A. rviarsh, chairman: Mr. B. R.
Sandwith, secretary-treasurer: Mr Alex McNabb.
At a meeting held on April 8, 1911, the trustees
met and it was then decided to build a schoolhouse.
The size was to be twenty-four feet by thirty feet with
a porch of ten feet by twelve feet and the stone

Hyde Park Schoo! District No. 2830
by Herman Klassen
Soon after the settlers arrived they realized the
need of a school. As early as December 12, 1910, a
letter was received by D. P. McColl, department
minister. from Bertram R. Sandwith, that the settlers
had decided to form a school district.
The size of the school district was four miles
wide, east to west. and five miles long, north to
south. It was located partly in township 48-14-W3rcL
as indicated in district map. The schoolhouse was to
be located on the southwest corner of N. W.
20-48-14-- W3rcl.
A letter dated January 23,1911, was written to the
Department of Education from B. R. Sandwith regarding the choice of a name for the newly formed
school district. The name "Bloomfield" had been
chosen but the Department of Education had informed them that the name Bloomfield had already
been taken. The name "Sandwith" was also suggested by the Department. both of these names being
names of families living within the district. But the
writer, B. R. Sandwith was not anxious to have his
own personal name used, and suggested "Hyde
Park," the name this district is generally known by.

foundation to be an average of twelve inches high and
ten inches wide.
In order to pay for the building and furnishings,
they would borrow twelve hundred dollars in debentures. Debenture forms were filled out. Various bids
were received. A decision was made to accept the one
from National Finance Company of Regina who offered the sum of twelve hundred fifteen dollars. You
will notice the bonus of fifteen dollars. The debentures were to bear interest at the rate of six percent.
Tenders were called for the construction of the
schoolhouse. They accepted Mr. Raines' bid of one
hundred fifty-five dollars. Mr Avery would construct the foundation for the sum of twenty-eight
dollars, It is also recorded that after considerable
discussion that they have a tax of five cents an acre for
the present year. to make the payments on their loan.

The next year it was increased to six and one-quarter
cents an acre.
A Me. Larson would paint the schoolhouse for
thirty-two dollars.
Listed are some of the accounts from the August
and November, I'll L meetings, that needed to be
paid. Coast Lumber Company, for lumber $610.80,
N. B. Concrete Company, for chimney blocks,
$11.20, J. Brandon, for hauling lumber $165.00, E.
N. Moyer, school furniture $226.33, A. M. Dodd,
for hauling furniture $13.00, C. P. Bloomfield, for
hauling sand $S.OO, H. Shepherd, for hauling sand
and rock $8.00, J Grant. freight on stove $l.ll0.
The need of a fireguard was realized. There were
to be four furrows ploughed on the outside of the
school property, next a space of twelve yards, then
four furrows on the inside also, the portion between
to be burnt.

Hyde Park Homemakers. L. - R. Mrs. J. Scott, Mrs. H. Shepherd Mrs. Dave Garrow, Mrs. C. C. Churchill with Jim Churchill, Mrs. H. Nicholas, Mrs. Sandy McNabb, Mrs. Doll Baxter
and child.
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n('\'./ barn. The ~izc ',,\-'as
by thirty by eight
foot \va!!s and cost was as folkJ\vs: Lumber fron1 F 1.
Bell sa\vmilL $136.35, hauiing lumber ~lDd supply
nails, $45.40. hauling shingles. SIO.OO, building
ham, $42.50.

The first school term opcneu on Novemhcr 6.
I9! 1, with a ivliss Alice Grant being the teacher.
Salary \V<:lS set at fifty dollars a month. After the nev,/
year the salary vv'as increased to sixty dolJars a
m.omh.

The first annual meeting of the newly formed
school ditrict \vas held in the schoolhouse on January
13, 1912, with cleven ratepayers present. The first
question to be talked about was the erection of a barn
on the school site and it was to be built of lumber The
lumber for the barn was purchased from Coast Lumber Company, North Battleford.
The dady attendance registers are available from
1913 on. at which time there \vere fourteen children
attending classes.
Tenders were called for most of the work that
needed to be done in the operation of the school.
Some of these were cordwood, janitor, reploughing
the fireguard, cleaning the barn, cleaning the schoolhouse, painting and repairing. it is interesting to note
that the cordwood tenders started at three dollars a
cord in 1913, six dollars in 1920, then prices dropped
steadily to a low of one dollar and thirty-nine cents in
1934 and from then on prices improved again.
Throughout the years the schoolhouse was used
for the different functions that took place in the
district, some of which were the Hyde Park Exhibition, socials, dances, church services and Sunday
school.
An interesting item from the April 21. 1917,
meeting reads as follows: "Letter from the municipal
council was read, notifying the trustees that Mrs. E.
H. McClure had been appointed health officer. Also
requesting trustees to grant the school a holiday on
May 1st, this day being a special clay all through the
province to exterminate gophers, It was decided to
grant the holiday, "
On June 27, 1918, a decision was made to build a

In 1920 the school \vas clOSed because of not
getting a teacher and the students \vere then transponed to Avery School. The tuition 'ivas one dollar

and fifty cents per teaching day.
In lSi21 [he school reopened again but in 1922 it
closed for the year because of lack of pupils. It
reopened again in 1Si23.
Throughout the years. the trustees held regular
meetings. In 1935 at the annual meeting there were
forty-five ratepayers present. probably a record.
Already in 193Y a delegation came from Sandvvith to the trustee meeting livith a re4ucst for a
schoolroom to be opened in Sandwith. This request
became a reality in 1951-52 when classes were held in
the Sandwith Community Hall, which was then referred to as Hyde Park No.2.
At the annual meeting in January. 194). a discllssion about the larger school unit was held. In July that
same year a meeting was called to wind up the
financial business of this board and transfer the balance of the funds to the Medstead School Unit No,
64.

In 1948 a new schoolhouse was olliltjllst south of
the old school site. Classes continued here until the
summer of 1955 when Hyde Park No. I was closed,
This was the beginning of school buses in the arca.
Mr. R. Kahl was the first school bus operator taking
the children from Hyde Park No. I to Glenbush. This
was a tough winter \vith lots of snow and rOads not
suitable for this new venture. The roads closed and
students had to be boarded out in Glenbush.
In 1952 a new schoolhouse was built in Sandwith
which was followed by a teacherage in 1954.
Centralization was a big issue in these years. In
1957 Hyde Park No. I and 2, Molewood, Ward and
Lost Horse districts joined together and because of it,

Hyde Park School in 1943. Front to Back, L. - R. Henry
Sankey, Louise Zawalsky, Mary Ann Yaki, Ernest Kahl, Dorothy Yaki, Anne Zawalsky, Irene Zawalsky, Leonard Loewen, Art
Sankey, Helen Zawalsky, Ruth Kennedy, Stan 'Bud' Yaki,
Gloria Kennedy. Mrs. Mary Griffin (teacher). Kenneth Bell,
Joey Nouch, Ivan Zawalsky, Willie Sankey, Gust Yaki.

The new school in 1949, the old barn to the new site.
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Hyde Park No. I and Daylight schoois were moved
into Sandwith. making a total of three classrooms in
Sandwith. A central board of trustees was set up. with
two members each from the out-lying district ami
three members from Hyde Park. Mr. R. Kahl and Mr.
Earl Boyd were bus operators and brought the children to Sand with where grades one to ten were
taught. Grades eleven and twelve continued anending classes in Glenbush. The three classrooms continued in operation until the summer of 1961. The
main sports equipment in the school was a ball. bat
and gloves. About 1958 an outdoor skating rink with
a wall four feet high around it was built. A hockey
team was organized and also played against other
schools. Most students enjoyed the rink.

-18

-15
-16

-17

-20
·2!
-22

Cio:,et!
E. Tolan
Clo;,cd

-26

l'vli~" C. Lev. i". Gladys
Cui;;
D. Braithwaite. C' C.

33-3--1.
-35
J935-37
-JX
".N
--1-0
--+1
-42
--1-3

C'hurchill
C C Churchill

Salmcr Obon
Ben Han_h::r
ViJa P,ISK
('lara Krcick
l\'1ary Hagerty. Kadlken Nouch
Mary (Hagerty) Griffin
!\·btilda Burnelt
\'iolct Cannill~
John \\/oytowich ()
days hefore army callL

Mary Griffin
. ...j...j.

--1-5
J9-l-5-...J-X
IY..J.X-51
-52
-53
1953-55
IY56-57

1')57-50
-60
-61

Names of teachers throughout the years were as
follows:
-14

Hilda Rayner. Mar~

102S-33

Throughout the years that the Hyde Park School
or schools were in operation. a big highlight was the
Christmas concert. There were presents and candy
bags for all school children and preschoolers. Money
was raised for this in various ways. Programs have
been as long as four hours and there was always lunch
served after the program.

Hyde Park No. 1

Ba>:rcr. Ulin,: Par-

-19

-27

Because of the ever decreasing number of school
children and continued pressure of centralization we
were left with two classrooms until in 1969 all classrooms in Sandwith were closed for good. The children were then taken to Glenbush and Medstead for
their education.

Year
1911-13

Mr~.

ker

Hyde Park No.2
[\)61-63
1\)63-66
1966-68

Miss Alice Grant

E. Ferne Jellison
Mary Ellsworth
Elisabdh C. Stuart
Edith Dobson, Mrs.
Adamson

-69
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Kathleen NOllch
Jessie Philir~
Kathleen NOllCh
l''ilary Griffin
l\·iary Griffin

\v'ernn Fred Karulat
W. K,iwlal

Arnold hlst

W. Karulal

Mrs. J. (iran!
(Closed - bused to
Glcnbusll)

Walter Koko!ailo
Walter KOKotailo

Hyde Park Three Room Sdwol
No. I
No.2
No.3
11'. Kokotailu
Mar~' Griffin
Fred Gran!
Fred Granl
Don rvlachie
Mary Griffin
Mary Griffin
Fred (irant
IV. D.
Nykiforuk
Mary Ciriffin
Fred Crant
Erwin Lehman Fred ()rant
Mrs. Annie
Fred Granl
Johnston
!\'lrs. Annie:
Mrs. E. Kunz
Johnston

I:;; /,:.;

J.

i
~JY
I

CP

i
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Loch Side School District
The Loch Side School

in the summer. Some of the bigger boys would go to
the south end of the lake and go skinny dipping. In
the winter, the lake served as a skating rink.
The school was used as a social centre, dance
hall, for parties, and chicken suppers. It was also
used to hold church services. This school was in
operation from September, 1935 until it closed in
1953.
Following, is a list of teachers who taught at Loch
Side School No. 5054. Miss Kathleen Marie Tricker
1933-1934, and Miss Laura McLeod 1934-1935. These two teachers taught in Soper's
house while the school was being built. The change
in school officials that year were: chairman - G. A.
Garner, secretary treasurer, A. P. Heyden, trustees Mr. G. Garner, A. P. Heyden, and G. Switzer, auditors were James Richardson and Mr. C. Holman. The
first teachers in the new schoolhouse were: Mr. Harris Romfo - 1935-1936, Mr. H. Bolton 1937-1938
Miss Elizabeth Perry 1939-1940, Mr. E. D. Cairns
1940-1941. The secretary treasurer received thirty

by Nora Starling
The first request to start a school was sent to the
Minister of Eduction on August 20, 1933. A temporary teacher was hired that year. She taught school in
the upstairs of a farm house for the first year. A
school district was established on March 20, 1934
and the new school board took over the operation of
the schoo!. School officials for the year were, chairman - Walter Turnbull, secretary treasurer - C. W.
Woodward, trustees-Walter Turnbull, V. B. Soper,
D. Henry, auditor - James Richardson.
During the winter of 1934-35 the people of the
district took out timber and had some lumber sawed
to build the school in the spring of 1935. It was of log
construction with board and shingled roof.
The school was named Loch Side, a Scotch word
meaning lake side. It was named by a Scotchman,
Walter Turnbull. There was a small lake on the northwest side of the school yard. The children spent many
a noon hour and recess catching frogs and minnows

~xtract

from

,1.~ern(JTblnJ'Hn

for the Deputy

J.~ini.Dter

re: SchoolS operatins in Building not owned by
the District dated Dec. 8, 1934.

He: Loch Side S,D.i5054.

• School is being conducted in the home of Mr. Soper,
one of the trustees.
It is the intention of the
board to take out timber for a schoolhouse during
the coming winter and build early in the spring of 1935~

[sgnd) R. H. C. Ferris
Inspector of Schools.
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Back row: Miss Mcintosh, Joyce Switzer, Lillian Garner, Hilda
Martz, Bertha Schalm, Betty Guhl, Jean Bolton, Nora Heyden,
Raymond Heyden, Paul Guhl, Norman Heyden, Henry
Orange, Ralph Heyden, Bill Orange. Front row: Bobby and
Eddy Newel, Owald Schalm, Martha Eisenhut, Johnny Martz,
Gertrude Schalm, Wilfred Guhl, lilly Orange, Kathleen Guhl,
Walter Orange, Doris Heyden, Conrad Eisenhut.

Lock Side School Children. Back: L. to R.. Joyce Switzer,
Bertha Schalm, Norman Heyden, Lillian Garner, Jean Bolton,
Miss Mcintosh, Nora Heyden, Betty Guhl. Middle row: Martha
Eisenhut, Lucy Skebow, Raymond Heyden, Dora Bergen,
Gertrude Schalm. Front row: Walter Orange, Wilfred Guhl,
Ralph Heyden, Conrad Eisenhut.

dollars per year. The teacher's wages were one hundred dollars per year. Cord wood to heat the school,
cut in two-foot lengths and split, was three dollars per
cord. Mr. Patrick Christy 1943-1944, Miss Annie
McIntosh 1944-1945. Salaries and prices doubled in
this period. Two hundred dollars per year for teachers
and wood at six dollars per cord. Miss Margaret
Koppa 1945 till.lune, 1948. Discussions of larger unit
were brought up in 1946-47. A new secretary treasurer in 1947 was Mrs. Rosie GuhL Miss Annie
Oranoke in 1948-1949, Miss Sarah Schalm
1949-1950, Mrs. Frances Gossen 1950-51, Mrs. Elva
Heyden 1950-1951, and Miss Joyce Switzer
1952-1953. The school was closed by the larger unit
in 1953 and the children went to the Belbutte Village
School. Later they were bused to the Medstead Central School. Following are three memories of teach-

awhile and so were too old to start in the lower grade
and yet had never learned to read or write properly.
She was granted a provisional certificate to teach till
June 30, 1934. After that time they were required to
hire a fully-qualified teacher. She received the Government Grant for the ten months she taught, which
was the sum of two hundred dollars. One hundred
went for her room and board and she had one hundred
left to show for her ten months' service. The first few
months she walked to school three and one-half miles
and back every day, till it got too cold to walk and
then most of the small children dido 't come as it was
too cold and far for them to walk as the days shortened into winter.

ers.

by Mrs, E. Cadrllin (nee Margaret Koppa)
I came to Loch Side in 1944. ! suppose you could
say j was the last hope for Loch Side that year school began in October around Thanksgiving. The
day before school started I decided to lOOK it over.
The school yard was overgrown with tall grasses and
weeds - no one had been around for three months. I
was used to seeing lumber-built schools, painted
white or cream and trimmed with green. Loch Side
was built of logs, plastered and painted white. There
were five, big, many-paned windows on the east
side. A porch of lumber was built on the north end. I

Memoirs of Loch Side School

Memories of some of the teachers of Loch Side.
Kathleen Tricker, the first young lady to teach in
the Loch Side district came with her family from
Dinsrnore at the age of seventeen. She had a grade
eleven education. The district was new and there was
no school but a family (Y. B. Soper) offered the use
of their upstairs for a schoolroom. Meanwhile, plans
were under way to form a school district and build a
school. There were about twenty children of school
age who came to school to be taught reading, writing, and arithmetic. Some hadn't been to school for
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can't recall if there was a windo\\: in it or not, but lots
of light came in between the cracks in the boards. The
school had only one door which served as an entrance
and an exit. I remember thinking that if necessary we
could always break a window.
Inside there were desks, a teacher's desk and
chair and a long heater at the back of the room. There
were no cloak rooms for the s[Udents to hang their
clothes in or facilities to wash their hands if necessary. Behind the stove was a chimney cupboard. I
recall opening this cupboard to have dust. plaster and
debris come falling down on me. In another corner
was a cupboard which was locked, but I knew that
even if it were packed there wouldn't be enough
books. I was pleased. however, to see ample blackboards.
I had about twenty pupils. One little fellow,
Wilfred Solenik, came from Ranger because their
school still had no teacher. He stayed with Oranges
and came with them to school. When Ranger got a
teacher he went back there. There was no well so
Schalms brought water every clay. They also did the
janitor work - coming early in the morning and
leaving last at night.
We did a lot of laughing, talking and teaching. !
had only been at normal school three weeks: this was
my first school. Armed with little or no training but
with lots of ambition and determination, using all my

ingenuity and improvisation, we managed to complete the courses and lessons.
I walked to school following a cut line for a part
of the way, then angling through the bush. 1 enjoyed

those walks. They \vere refreshing and relaxing and I
often came upon a de..:r YV'ith favvn or startled a rabbit.
One day, hc)\vever, I heard a different sound and
looked up to see a black bear loping down the path
ahead of me. Fortunately we were both going in the

same direction and I was not in the lead. I decided
from then on to make as much noise as possible even
if! had to whistle or sing. I was at Loch Side three
years. By that time enrolment had dropped and several grades had only one student.
Recently we took a drive through that area. The
school is gone. Land has been cleared, roads built up
and straightened. The country has completely
changed. 1 was lost.
llive nearby, and so from time to time see Doris
and Nora Heyden, Sarah Schalm, Henry ami Lily
Orange and occasionally Lillian Garner and Wilfred
Guh!. One day I was surprised and pleased by a visit
from Jean Bolton and last summer Kathleen Guhl
stopped for a chat. Our daughter. who works in
Saskatoon. was approached by a lady who inquired if
she knew me. She had seen the resemblance. The
lady was Dora Bergen. Over thirty years ago -- but
we still remember.
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Lost Horse Creek School District No. 3931
On December 3(), 1918, a meeting was held to
discuss the erecting of a schoo] for the children of
Lost Horse Creek. The proposed location was the
N.E. V, 20-87-15 W3rd. land which 1. L. Brown had
transferred to the trustees.
George Cassidy and F Eliis unloaded the lumber
from the cars at Prince for a wage of $5.00 a day and
W. P. Peterson received the tender to haul the lumber
to the proposed site for $140.00.1. K. Marshall and
George Strong \,vert hired as the contractors for
building the school and on April. 1919, the school
was completed to the trustees' satisfaction.
A teacherage was later built in 1939 and o\ving to
the lack of funds it was deciued to build it with logs.
Bill Tuck, Peter Rowley, Chas. Dyerand and Herb
Bourgess hauled the logs for the amount of 30" an
hour and $4.00 a day for the use of their horses.
In 1924 they were forced to close down the school
as there was a shortage of children and reopened
again in 1928. The largest attendance record for the
school was in 1947 when Ward school burnt down.
Some of the Ward children were bussed to Lost Horse
in a caboose driven by Johnny Kraft.
The activities of the school were very similar to
all little school houses, with field days. Christmas
concerts, picnics and dances. In the yearof 1957 Lost
Horse school closed ancl the children continued their
education in Sandwith.
Guy Baker bought the school and later on, sold it
to Harold Gates who converted into a home. The land
was sold to Gerald Magosse.
"Golden Memories of the past
Make those wonderful school days last."

1955·'56. Marching at Medstead's field day. Everybody in step.
Lost Horse School.

School bus used to transport children from Ward School to
Lost Horse Creek School.

List of Teachers
1920
1920
1928-29

Miss Stella Netherly
Miss Winnifred Caroline
Weller
Miss Freda Letness

List of School Officials
Year

Chairman

Secretary~Treasurer

1917
1918

Fred Ellis
W. Bayford
\V Bayford
F D. Doh!man
Frank Odgers
H. Moore

Gl.:orgc

1920

1921
1926

1931J
1432

1935
1938
19.)1J

H.
H.
H.
H.

Moore

A. Burgess
A. Burgess
A. BurgeSS
H. A. Burgess
H. A. Burg6s

H. H. Seamon
H. H. Seamon
Alfred Edgcr~
Frank Odgers
Frank Odgers

1951

1952

M. Dirksen

A.

1953
1954
1956
1957

M.
W.
W.
W.

Dirksen
F. Rowley
F Rowley
F. Rowley

S. Catlin
Moore
F Odgers
N. Mut;Cuu!cy
\V. O. Bales

F Odgers
F. Odgers

R. Kraft
Eric Rowley
F W. Rowley
Ben Kunz
Ben Kunz

1943
1944
1947
1948
1950

Fred Ellis
Dohlman
C, L. l\loorc

H. H. Seamon

F. Odgers
Mrs. 1. Archibald
Mrs. 1. Archibald
J. G. Kraft
J. G. Kraft
J. G. Kraft
J. G. Kraft
Mrs. B. KUllZ

1942

Trustees

CJ~sidy

J. Brown
R, J. Shcphcrson
], [3, Murdic
H. Moore
Shepherd
H. Burgess
J. K. Kraft
1. K. Kraft

W. Tuck

Judson Archibald
Eric Rowley
H. A. Scamnn
H. A. Seamon

R. Kraft

Maynard Dirksen

Jack Bell

Jim Tuck
Jim Tuck

Jack Bel!

labush
A. labush
A. labush

Mrs. Doris Rowley
Mrs. Doris Rowley
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List of Teachers
1920
1920
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32-33
1933
1934-35-36-37
1937-38
1935-39

1940
1941-42
1941-42
1943-47
1948
1949
1950
1')51
1952
1953
1<)54
1955
1956-57

Miss Stella Nctherly
Miss Winnifred Caroline
Weller
Miss Freda Lctness
Miss Marlott
Mrs. Freda Odgers
Miss Anna Letness
Eva Shepley
Anna Letness
Pearl Edith Moore
Kay Barisenko
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Martha Elizabeth
Mrs. Eunice Norstrome
Miss Dorset and Miss Person
W. E. Smith
Miss Elva Tuffs

Miss R. G. Parker
ivI iss L. Lange
Miss Muriel Churchill
IVlrs. Ben Kunz
Miss E. Crawley
A.Huard
Miss Hazel Saranchuk
Miss Wiebe

I ~_ ~

I

i

L~
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Marron School District
History of Marron School District No. 3542

the creek that !'Uns within half a mile of the school
site. The following officials were elected for 1915:
Chairman, T. Littlefield. secretary- Albcrt Norton,
trustee - 1. M. Kildaw. In a letter dated April 3, 1915
the Minister informed the board that an order has this
day been issued erecting the Lost Horse Creek
School District No. 3542. The district was to consist
of the sections 1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,
16,2l.22,23,24,25,26,27 ,28,33,34,35,36. of township 49, range 15, west of 3rd meridian.
W. 1. Marron donated one acre of land and the
board bought an additional acre for the school site on
the N. WYHlf 14-49-15-W3rd. Following is a copy of
a letter to the Minister.
Lost Horse Creek S. D. 3542
Glenbusb Post Office
North Battleford, Saskatchewan

The first settlers in the area were the homesteaders who arrived in 1912 and 1913. Some of these
pioneers were: George Kildaw. 1. M. Kildaw,
Thomas Littlefield, Dave Kraft. Homer Wilson. W.
J Marron, Sam Anderson, Roland Hill, Joseph
Schmitt, W D. Roberts, W J Roberts, George Reynolds, Bernard Schmitz, Louis Dunser Sr. and family, the Dauberts, Robert Fritzchie, C. Bowers, Ivor
Stromberg, P. Rodfoss, Jess Hare, Fred Ritzer,
George Cail, Albert Norton. By the end of 1914 a
petition for the organization of a school district was
drawn up, signed and sent to the Minister. There were
thirty-four persons residing in the proposed area with
eleven children of school age. The school site to be
on N.WY. of 14-49-15-W3rd. The name was to be
Lost Horse Creek School District, taking the name of

Marron School Children. 1940. Teacher - Helmer F Boulton. Back Row. L. - R. Ted Unruh. Harold Robinson. Alan Hill. George
Zimmerman, Leonard Kildaw. Alphonse Arsenault. John Zimmerman. Jake Isaac. Merril Robinson, Kenneth Kildaw. and Valmont
Arsenault. Middle. Irvan Unruh. Fred Egeland. Diane Flyer. Evelyn Robinson. Margaret Raymond. Helen Kildaw. Lorraine
Arsenault, Louie Kildaw. Katie Isaac and Amanda Siemens. Front. Hilda Lietenberg. Marjorie Robinson, Verna UnrUh, Jean
Bolton, Adelaide Lietenberg, Clara Egeland. John Siemens, Lome Raymond, Lawrence Kildaw.
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Dear Sir:
I beg to inform :/OU the sitt: selected for school is
on N.W. \1414-49-15 W3rd. The other three corners
not being suitable, but as the homesteader has not
proven up yet. He don't feel disposed to sign a
statement in our favour unless the school receives his
name \vhich is 1\1arron. If you could alter the narnc
from Lost Horse Creek to Marron School District

No. 3542 it vvould greatly simplify matters for the
board.
Signed Albert Norton
Secretary-Treasurer

Marron School boys, 1931. L. to R., Gordon Jones, Leonard
Egeland, Noble Egeland, Billie Hill, Harry Anderson, Allen
Cail, Roy Jones, Kenneth Anderson, Alvin Zimmerman, John
Kildaw, Terrence Hill, Fred Kildaw, Lester Robinson, Jim Cail.

Marron school girls, taken July 11, 1930. Back row (L to R):
Lillian Jones, Agnes Jones, Marie Egeland. Front row: Enid
Hill, Berna Taylor, Hazel Jones, Lillian Zimmerman and Elsie
Robinson.

Marron School picniC, 1935. In doorway, Herman Janzen, Robert Felski (teacher) and Slim Robinson. Others, Mrs. Zimmerman,
Herman Schultz, Pauline Robinson, Mrs. Oscar Benson, Kenneth Anderson, Edward Jones, Lester Robinson, Billie Hill, Willie
Arsenault, Edith Janzen, Annie Janzen, Gordon Jones, John Kildaw, Harold Robinson, Helga Egeland, Hazel Jones, Mae
Robinson, Alberta Glover, Alphonse Arsenault, Doris Knutson, Clarence Robinson, Noble Egeland, Henry Zimmerman, Hector
Arsenault, Ted UnrUh, George Zimmerman and others unidentified.
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and took position of chairman. [\11's. Elsie 'Wa!ker

This request was approved June 17, 1915. Trustees for 1916 were Thomas Littlefield. Albert Norton,
and Roland Hill. Thomas Littlefield became Chairman and Albert Norton Secretary-Treasurer. Tenders
were callcd to have lumber hauled before spring.
Tenders also for building the foundation. for building
the woodwork of the schooL for plastering and for

opened school April 1st to be replaced in June by

Ivliss iV1yrtk Price. Bernard Schmitz was appointed
trustee to complete term of Dave Kraft.
In 1921 at the annual rnceting it \vas uecided to
make arrangements "'\lith

Avcr~/

school board to have

the two pupils enrolled for c!ass ar Manon attend at
Avery. For a tuition fec of $222.75 for the year the

painting.

two children attended Avery school in 1921. l\'lartin
Killiaw receiving $175.(JO to haul them.
Trustees for 1922 I,'-/cre \V. Roberts, Bernard
Schmit!. and Roland Hill with H. Wilson as secre-

At a boarci meeting held April 8. 1916 Willis
Sanderson's tender to build the woodwork on the
school was accepted. The board decided to make
application to the C.P.R. to purchase two acres of
land for the school site on S. W. of 23-49-15-W3rd
about 250 yards north of the south west corner of the
quarrer. Application for change of site was made to
the Minister. which change was granted. the land was
bought from the C.P.R. at $22.00 an acre. Several
homesteaders hauled the building material from
North Battlcforcl on sleighs. In the spring Joseph
Schmidt made the foundation for $20.00 and Willis
Sanderson built the school for $195.00. Robert
Fritzchie did the plastering and the chimney for
$34.40. Bernard Schmitz painteci the school for
$20.00. The fence posts anc! flag pole were hauled by
Louis Dunser for $18.00.
Classes began in August 1916 with Miss E.
McDowell as teacher and four pupils enrolled.
Gladys and Mivie Roberts and Albert and Alma
Dunser. In October attendance fell off so school had
to be closed and teacher's contract terminated.
School officials for 1917 were Albert Norton. Chairman. Roland Hill. Secretary-Treasurer and H. J
Kildaw. Trustee. A ratepayers meeting was held Aprill4th to elect a trustee to replace Albert Norton. G.
Daubert was duely elected and H. Kildaw became
Chairman of the board. Nelida Yessal was teacher
when school opened in April 1917 . Again school was
in operation through summer and closed in September when the teacher resigned.
The annual meeting on January 31. 1918 saw
changes on the school board. Dave Kraft and R.
Fritzchie were elected to replace Roland Hill and H.
Kildaw respectively and J H. Wilson was appointed
secretary-treasurer for the year. Miss Bertha Bennet
was employed to open school on May 1st to November 30th. G. Daubert resigned as chairman in July,
replaced by R. Fritzchie. Then in August the teacher,
Miss B. Bennett resigned so Mr. W. Harrison of
Glenbush finished the term.
January 24th was ratepayers annual meeting day
in 1919 at Marron. School opening date set for April
1st to close December 31st. D. Doubert withdrew
from office and H. Wilson was elected trustee. Miss
Gena Sernes was engaged to teach for the year 1919.
The following year W. Roberts was elected trustee

tary-treasurer. School to open April 1st if a teacher
could be obtained. Aubcry Jackson was hired to teach
for eight months but in Ju1y he notified that his
contract would be terminated in thirty days. tvlrs.
Amelia Hill finished the term as teacher.

School was in open:ltion every year now vvith
changing faces on the school board <'is well as at the
position of teacher. Leila Smith taught for two
months in 1913 and Martha Neland for the remainder
of the year and first part of 1924. Mrs. A. Hill
finished 1924 and Miss Bertha Francis was tcacher in
1925 succeeded by Miss Marrion Morgan in 1926. In
October 1926 Nellie Fairbrother took over to the end
of the year. School opened in 1927 on March 13th
with Miss Evelyn Perry as teacheLsucceeded by Mar[ion Blackwell on August 12th. In 1928 Miss Bessie
Orser was the teacher and in 1929 it was Mrs. Pauline
Robinson. Miss Edith McCready taught in 193(J and
her contract was renewed in 1931 and 1932. in 1933
the teacher was Miss Winnifred Shannon and in 1934
it was Miss Marjorie Rodgers. In 1935 we had Robert

Bob Felski who taught at Marron School from 1935 to 1937.
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Felske and the highest enrollment in a one room
school with sixty-three pupils enrolled. There was
talk of enlarging the school but people started moving around and enrollment quickly dropped to a
tolerable level. Felske taught four years at Marron
even though finances were very low, Few could pay
their taxes so the teacher had to board at different
homes each month and took most of his salary in
board, The supplier getting credit on his taxes. Script
we called it. It was fun keeping books using mostly
script cheques. Just by way of comparison it is interesting to note, recorded in the minutes of a board
meeting held on July 29, 1933 a motion by H, D,
Zimmerman "that Me S, G. Norman be asked to
purchase in Saskatoon, 2 softballs, 2 bats and some
other games and equipment for the amusement of
pupils. Expenditure limited to three dollars".
1 should mention here some of the folks who
settled in this district some years after the homesteaders: The Alfred Egeland and Ben Egeland families arrived in 1921. W. H. (Slim) Robinson came in
1928 and the Knut Anderson family in 1921. Martin
Knutsons moved into the district from Robinhood
about 1930. In 1932 and33 there was a large influx of
settlers who took up C.P.R. land. The Leitenbergs,
Louis Kish, 1. B. Isaac, Martin Drozdovitch, Herman Janzen, Arron Janzen, C. H. Unruh, Herman
Schultz, Peter Theissen, Jake Theissen, the Froese
family, Abe and Henry Penner, George and Jake
Bergen, Peter Siemens, Oscar and Willie Bensons
were some that settled in the district and a few years
later came Oscar Arsenaults, and Joe Raymonds,
Fred and John Fritz, There was virtually a family on
every quarter and no way could the country support
so many people. Soon some moved on, to some other
district near by and some to B ,C,
Now back to the school history. When Robert

Felske finished his fourth year and decided to go
back to iiml1ing in 1938 the trustees were R()la~d
Hill, Otto Dunser and Henry Zimmerman with W. H.
Robinson as secretary-treasurer from 1933 to December 3 L 1938 when L. Kish became secretarytreasurer and continued on through 1952 when Ed
Jones took over. Trustees who served from 1933 on
were W. Benson, H. D. Zimmerman, Mrs. Pauline
Robinson, Otto Dunser, Roland HilL Joe Raymond,
Peter Siemens, C. Unruh, John Kildaw, 0. Arsenault, F C. HilL L. Kish, In 1939 the school got a
major repair job, The foundation was repaired, new
floor put in, painted inside ancl out and the fence
rebuilt.
H, Bolton began teaching at Marron in July 1938
and continued through June 1942. He lived with his
family in the Joe Schmitt farm home a mile west of
the school. After Bolton came Mrs. Edith Mills (nee
McCready) for one year followed by Miss Freida
Wager in 1943 and Miss W. Johnstone in 1944 and
1945, Ronald Thompson taught in Marron in 1946
and 1947 followed by Miss Shirley Tweet for one
year. Mrs. Ruby Hill took over in 1948 and continued
till Marron School was closed in 1956 when the
Medstead Unit was formed. From here on there is
only one representative on the Central Board in the
Medstead School Unit.
The residents in the district didn't like to see the
school disappear so a Co-op Hall Association was
formed and the school was bought from the Unit for
the sum of $1.00 with the stipulation that if the Hall
Association disbanded, the building would revert to
the Unit. For a few years the school was used for
dances and meetings but as times changed ,interest
faded and the Unit sold the building to Ed Jones of the
district who uses it for storage,
submitted by Louis 1. Kish
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Medstead Village and School District
How Medstead Go! Its Name

tionofthe map. If there are an;.! roads coming in from
the West sketch them on. Get a sharp point on your
pencil like: I used to have last summer. drmv a line on
the sketch to which every corner of the building you
measure to, I think the butter factory is where I have
marked it on the map to get its location measure up
along the East boundary of Section!! then East from
the East boundary of II to the factory. When doing the

by Myrtle Miller
Sylvester Perry, opened the first post office in his
home in 1910. He suggested the name Medford because he had corne from Medford, Wisconsin. The
postal authorities did not accept it because they
thought the name would conflict with Melfor1. They
suggested a change to Medstead. It was agreed upon.
In 1916G. A. Doidge opened a store three miles
from the present townsite and the post office moved
to the store. When the railway arrived in 1927 the
post office moved again to the new town.

\vork give a rough estimate of the value of each

building, mill and etc. Mark if it is frame, log ane!
etc .. and the size of each building they can l:Je all
marked on the map. The letter F for frame anCi L for
log will do. Now, Bob, I hope you won't mind doing
this and when it is finished fold up the map and put in
thc enclosed envelope (no stamp) and I will get it
mark in your diary what you were doing and for the
surveys branch and it will be O.K.
I hope you, Mrs. Orr and the children are all O.K.
for my self I was out in S .E. Manitoba all winter on a
survey and just got back 10 days ago. Kind regards to
the people out there and thanking you in acivance.
As ever yours,
G. L. Lonergan

Topographica! Survey of Canada Ottawa
March 14th, 1928
Dear Bob:
The Government own Section II Tp 50 R 13 W3rd
M, and want to survey a town site. Now there are a lot
of buildings, mills, livery barn station, butter factory
and etc. So if the government knew where these
buildings were they could set out the streets and lots
in such a way so that it would save the owners from
the trouble of moving them, or at least they would
only have to move the shack kind of buildings.
Now the department requested me to try and get
some information and I thought that you would not
mind doing it, and if you will do it proceed as
follows, start at the point A on the plan which is the
intersection of the East side of Section II and the
center of the railroad between the rails measure west
along the centre of the track to a point where you are
square opposite a house 710ft., then measure from
the centre ofthe track to the house 230 ft. then from B
continue West to the next object which on the sample
is a mill 280 ft, further and 315 ft. square from the
track and so on the next house is 90 ft, further and lOO
1'1. from the track,
The best way to do it is get a board the top of an
old box and fasten this map to the board and mark
your information on it according as you get it, with
the enclosed rubber clean off the lead pencil marks
that I put on so that there will only be your informa-

Medslead
Broadcast no. 217, September 20, 1940
Here is the Saskatchewan village history broadcast. V/c arc visiting today at the north\vestern village
of Medstead, which was established on April 2),
1931. Among the first to settle in the district were
George Gordon and R. Hendus in 1907, S, Perry and
C. Newman in 1908, William and B. Oxley, F Johnson. Gus Carlsons. Senior and Junior, Carl Carlsons,
Senior and Junior, G. Starling, T. Wregget in 1910,
D. George, It) 11, and a number of other settlers who
have since moved away.
S. Perry was instrumental in applying (0 the
Department for a post office in 1911l and asked for the
name of Medford, after the town of this name in
Minnesota, where he had lived prior to coming to
Canada. The department suggested that the village
be called Med instead of Medford and thus the name
!O3

Medstcad was derived. The hrst post office was
established in IlJlO along with the old Medstead
school district. \Vhen the raihvay came through in
1926 the hamlet started and adopted the name of the
commlmit y'.
The first head of the council \vas V. P. Lane. The
present overseer is !. P. lVlark and the councillors \V.
A. Boyd and W. W. Walker. The secretary-treasurer
is G. H. Connor.
Medstead is a railv/ay centre in a farming community huving thirty trains in and out per \veek from

Vic rnay be fC\\i in numbers
For some of us have roarneu
But to those who still reside here
Tl) us its. HOMES SWEET HOME.

History of Merlstearl Village
written by Bernard Schmitz and Joe Scbmi!, in
!947.
1926
First business was Co-Op store on present site of
H. Ha!lis' Store, and managed by A. V. Osier, vvho
ran a Co-Op Store 3Y, miles NE of Medstead. This
Medstead Slore was operated by Jim Richardson.
now of Cater.

five directions. A creamery is operated in the village.

The village was organized 1'01' a Local Improvement
District in 1910 at a meeting in the home of Mr. Perry.
The Rural Municipality of Meostead was established
the following year with George Gordon as first reeve.
Mr. Gordon was the first mail carrier from North
Battleford to the old Glenbush post office. Mr. Perry
picked up the mail from there and brought it to the
Medstead post office. In 1916 Mr. Perry started taking the mail from Medstead to North Battleford.
Saskatchewan Pool Elevator at Medstead bears
the number 584 and the agent is William 1. Baart.

Our Town
by E. Ethier
We may be few in numbers
But our spirit's tried ano true.
Our local boys. have fought and died
In World War One and Two.

The neighbours tend their gardens
Ano send their kids to school.
Teenagers race around in cars
Then go to Pete's for pool.
We had a bank and several stores
An elevator tooNow Raymond Hundt delivers gas
Like Ernie used to do.
Grain trucks wait on main street
Like a caravan of old.
The quota had been opened
Three more bushels can be sold.
The R. M. office bustles
"lbxes must be paid this fall
Tuesday - yes. that's doctor's day.
When his patients come to call.
The M.A.D.R.A. building is booming
Four months of the year,
The" Little League" is playing
Mom and Dad have come to cheer.
We have no need for an opera house
Or neon lights that glow
We have a pub on main street
Where anyone can go.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Schmitz, 1940.

Four generations, Mrs. Schmirler Sr., Mrs. B. Schmitz, Mrs.
Emily Kenefick, and son David.
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Curling Rink and soiL! to Frank Boon and Percy
Mark. who were John Deere Implement Agents. and
operated u Garage and Car Sales Business.
Small Drug Store opened opposite Curling Rink
and 'vI/as operated by Jim NkKenzie. This 'vvas closed
and another Drug Store opened on lot behind Dickman \ Garage by W. Scott. who died, then \vas reopened by.' J H. Graham. and later moved to present
location.
J Rostad buiit and operated the present Blacksmith Shop. opposite lntcmational Harvester Co.
building, for many years.
Jim Rose came to to\vn and purchased livery
stable from James Gardiner. Fred Boyd worked with
him. Later on Boyd bought the business and operated
same until 1945. He built the house which is now the
Phone Office.
In 1928 L. Romfo. Elevator Agent. had Imperial
Oil Agency, turning it over io 1. Rose, who in turn
turned it over to B. B. Oxley. who had moved to
town. and who operated Intemational Harvester Co.
Business till 1945.
1930
N. Nelson built a garage on the site occupied by
Mr. Steward's Barber Shop anel Undertaking Parlor.
Joe Schmirler Jr. built a Pool Hall and Barber
shop on the same site that L. Pimt's Store stands.
selling building to L. Pim!.
Frank Bell built lumber yard where Municipal
Office now stan cis selling same to the council for that
purpose.
After the steel on the C.N.R. was laid and the
road and ballast put down. the station and coal dock
were built, and Jack Truss was section foreman as he
still is in 1946.
Before the station was built. the freight was
thrown off into the snow. and one had to pick up his

1927
Jack Heyden left and B. Schmitz moved into this
business and operated it for six months. It was then
sold to Mrs. Oshorne and operated as a boarding
house.
B. Schmitz built his present house and moved in
Nov. 1st, and kept a boarding house.
Mr & Mrs. Junor moved the small house in at
back of present Post Office and took over Post Office.
and had a Grocery Store in same building.
C.N.R. right of way cut in Spring of 1926 and
steel laid same Fall.
Pool Elevator built same fall and was operated by
L. Romfo. who had a house on same lot as Pool
house stands.
Joe Schmirler Sr built a Shoe Repair Business in
1927 on same lot as L. Pi rat's Store stands.
In 1927 James Gardiner moved in fram Pelican
Lake and built a Pool Room and Boarding House on
the west side of H. Hallis' Store.
M. Benoit built Blacksmith Shop and house on
site of Mrs. Mitchell's Store.
Beaver Lumber Co. put up a small building for
hardware. which was managed by Harry Holstine,
and living quarters for same on present Drug Store
site.
1928
V. P. Lane came to Medstead. and shipped in the
present building occupied by Mrs. Compton. and
opened it as a butcher shop and Grocery Store.
Dam built same summer by Gibbs Bros. of
Lumsden. the engineer for same was W. F H. Robinson. now of Pine View.
Medstead Hotel built for Dick and Luke Long
and opened same Fall.
1929
Creamery built for Leason Bros. of Mervin and
operated a year or two. Then it was sold to P. Burns
and Co .. W. Masterman. Manager. It closed for some
time. but through the efforts of the Village. and Percy
Mark. was re-opened. W. Masterman returning as
Manager. Later on being bought by the Co-op.
Medstead Hall built for a community hall. Ed
Kluge. Contractor..
.
Beaver Lumber Co. 's large sheds and store built
in Fall.
W. Lenton's present house built. also S. Perry's
house on corner. east of present Curling Rink.
Municipal Council built a small office on corner
south of Hall. W. Lenton. Sec.-Treas.
The Bank of Nova Scotia built a small bank at
back of present Church. later moved to present location. now occupied by L. Moline. Mr, Evans was
manager and is now at Spiritwood Bank.
Garage built by Gus Egeland on corner opposite

own.
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The mail was carried the first year or t\VO by road
from North Battlerord by Mr. S. Perry. using horses
in winter. Mr. Perry being one of the districts oldest
settlers, coming to his farm 2-Y2 miles east of here
in 1908.
IViedstead Village site L1sed to be an upland
slough. with three or four feet of \vater in it and Ivir.
Gus Carlson. who came in 1910 used to have a boat
and ro\v to the high lanel, to get his mail from Mr.
Perry's farm where the Post Office was at that time.
In 1932 the Dam overflowed anel Medstead had
two feet of water in all the streets and all cellars full.
Rafts were llsed by some to make the rounds.
A Stampede was held on land at back of watertower in 1931, on a profit-sharing basis. to raise
money for a piano for the hall. L. McDougall was the
owner and manager of Stampede. The Government
sent the police in to collect an amusement tax. claiming it was a travelling show. The committee did not
sec it that way. and they promptly invested their share
in the piano and I am afraid the tax was never paid.
the instrument is still the property of the village.
There was plenty of amusement for the first few
in the village. many happy hours dancing in Jimmy
Gardiner's Pool HaiL at a very small charge. quite
often nothing at all. music usually free. sometimes
consisting of a mouth-organ. Card parties, etc.,
helped to pass the winter evenings away.
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History of Medstead
It has often been said the railroad was the life line
"I' the west in the early years. Everyone depended on
the railroad for maiL transportation. and the moving
of grain. In the fall of 1926 the steel was laid from
Turtleford to Rabbit lake. By 1927 the trains were
running from North Battleforcl via Speers to
Medstead. In 1929 the rail was laid from Prince
Albert to Medstead. In 1931 the C.P.R. was built
from Medstead to Meadow Lake. The pLimp house.
coal docks. dam. anel the C. N.R. station were built in
1928. Medstead had become the A' terminal of no
mean proportion. The first agent to operate the station was Mr. D. E. McPherson. From the early 1930's
to the late 1950's Medstead was served by twentyeight trains a week handling all necessary goods
required for the village and community. There \vas
twice-weekly round-trip service from Medstead to
North Battlcford. and Pripce Albert. on TLlesdays
and Fridays. The train left Medstead at eight-thirty in
the morning. and returned by eight-thirty in the evenlilg.
The first store was built in 1927 and was owned
by Mr. Osler and Mr. Webb from Meota. It was called
the Northern Trading Co. The store later was sold to
Harry Hallis. In 1936 the building was destroyed by
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1927. It was a popular stopping place for farmers
coming in to shop and talk, over a cup of collec.
Meclstead's first postmistress was Mrs. Junor.
She buiit three houses, one was used as a post office.
Later she built a two~story building that was Llsed as a
post office and had rooms for rent up on the second
noor. Mrs. JunOI' held the position of postmistress
fro 111 1927 to 1945, when Mr. and Mrs. Junor retired

fire, the Hallis family not only lost their stme and
contents, but lost their home, as they lived upstairs
over the store. An adjacent building was moved on
the same sight and Harry Hallis soon was in the
grocery business again. The store has changed hands
many times since. It is presently owned by Klass and
Jane Knot.
Next to the store was Mrs. Mawson's cafe built in

Medstead float in the Centennial Parade 1967.
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and moved to Victoria. The post office was then
taken over by Mr. H. 1. Short until he retired in 1964.
There is now a new post office on a more central
location on main street. The post!l1astcr is G. Vv',
Chiverton.
In 1928 another store was built by V. P. Lane. It
was later sold to Mr. Capling. then to Leon Pi rot.
\vho moved the goods to a building next door. This
store has also changed hands many times over the
years and is presently owned by Harry Wilson.

The hotel was built in 1927 by three hard working
Chinese men. George, Dick and Luke Fong. They
tooK an active part in community projects and they
were staunch supporters of Medstead's first open-air
skating rink. The hotel is presently managed by
Frank Tirk.
P. Burns ancl Co. built a creamery in 1927 but it
did not open until 1928. It was sold to the Co-op in
1946. The business was closed in the late 1960's and
the building since ha.s been lOrn clown. Walter Masterman was manager of the creamery from 1935 to
1952 when he was transferred to Tisdale. then Mr. R.
S. Hanson took over as manager until the crean1ery

Village

was closed.
Bell's Hall was built in 1927. The first carnival

was held the same year. The Inain street \,.vas used as a
race track for horses; no cars were running races in
those days. The hall was sold to the Catholic Church,
then to the Elks. The hall is still in uSe but will soon
be replaced by a new and much larger one.
James Rose had the Imperial Oil Agency and later
it was taken over by Barney Oxley in June 1930 who
also managed the International Harvester Co. agency. He was followed by Jack Harrison who took over
the business in the mid-forties. The Imperial Oil
Agency was then taken over by G. E. Thompson in
1952. who ran the bulk station until he retired in
1974, after forty-six years with the company, first in
G1enbush, then in Medstead. Ray Hundt took over
the agency in 1974 and still has it as of today.

Medsteads Main Street, 1930. Cordwood piled, ready to be
shipped out.

Medstead village, 1946.
Village of Medstead, 1974.

Medstead's Main Street, 1927. First store called Northern
Trading Post, Mrs. Mawson Cafe, Bernard Schmitz rooming
house, Mr. Schmirler's Shoe Repair.

Farmers waiting their turn for relief hay. A scene from the dry
1930's.
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The Beaver Lumber Co. built a lumber yard in

1930. it was first managed by l-L'tffY Holstein then
followed Mr. Baker, Robert Mick, W. Hoge, Ted
Jans, and finally Joe McMurphy. until the s[Ore was
closed and the building torn down. The Credit Union
Office was built Oil the same site in 1977.
Mr. Mackenzie built and operated Medstead's
first drug store. Ho\v'aru Graham bought the business
in 1933 and moved the store to the corner of First
Avenue and First Street in 1942. Howard and Phyllis
Graham ran the same business until 1975 when after
a lengthy illness Mr. Graham passed away and the
store was closed. It was a great loss to the communi-

Medsiead Creamery built in 1927 by P. Burns and Company.
Bought by Co-op in 1945. Walter Masterman, manager, 1935
to 1952.

ty.
The village blacksmith was a very busy man in
the early years. Jess Fields built the first blacksmith
shop. The shop was located on the east side of the
village. The business later was operated by Jens
Rostad who built a shop in a more central location
ancl operated the business until 1942. It was later sold
to John Mahler but was closed when the Mahler
family moved to NOKomis, Saskatchewan.

Business as usual while the Rexall Drug Store was being
moved to its new location on 1st Ave. and 1st Street, 1942.
Howard Graham, druggist.

Executive members of Medstead's first Credit Union. Roland
Hill, Charles Stewart, Mr. Bolton, Clyde Mitchell, unidentified,
about 1946.

A. V. Haslett, Massey Ferguson dealer at Medstead, 1958.

Bank of Nova Scotia, 1931.
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J. J. Dickman, proprietor of the "Star Garage", 1943.
Medstead Post Office for 30 years. Building was demolished in
1975.

Garages and filling stations changed hands many
times. Names like Jack Wallace, Percy Mark, R.
Skelton, Ed Behill and Jake Dickman were some of
the early garage owners. They were followed by
Erwin Hundt. Tom Chickowski. Bill Davies, the
Howatt Bros., Bert Haslett, George Johnson, and
Gerry Boyd.
The cafe business thrived for many years. Train
crews and passengers would stop for meals. Mrs.
Bernarci Schmitz's cafe was well-known for her
home-cooked meals. Mrs. Harvey McIntosh, Mrs.
Alice Compton and Mrs. Rostad's "Coffee Bar" also
served meals, as well as the hotel. Mrs. Clara Jolly
operated the Teddy Bear Cafe from the early 50\
until 1966 when the Jolly family moved to B.C. Leo
Jolly had been night watchman for the C.N.R. for
many years, as well as an active memher of the

Legion and village council.
The Saskatchewan Pool Elevator went into operation in 1926, the first agent was Louie Romfo. It was

Medstead Hall, built by Frank Bell, 1927. Soon to be replaced
by a new, modern building.

Alex Adler, Medstead merchant about 1948.

Medstead's new hall in the making, 1980.
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a great boon to (he fanners who had up to that time
hauled their grain to Menta or North Bartleford, by
team and wagon.
Medstead got its first telephone office in the early
thirties. Mrs. Fred Boyd was the telephone operator
until 1946. Then Mrs. Alex Nelson took over the
position from 1946 to 1962, followed by Mrs. H.
Gatzke, who ran the office until it closed in 1970.
The Bank of Nova Scotia opened a branch in
Medstead in 1931. R. A. Evans was the manager. The
bank was moved to Glaslyn two years later.
Mr. Schmirler built the first Shoe and Harness
Repair Shop in 1927. Other repair shops followed:
W. Sjoberg, J 1. Rondestvedt, Mr Gerber and Mr.

Lumber Yard. A new R. M. building was built in
1967, it also houses the Lakeland Library, and an
office for the visitng doctor and Public Health Nurse.
The Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks was
organized on fviay 15. 1935. The first meeting was
held at the school. Later the Lodge purchased Mr.
Lothian's house on Third Street. and had it enlarged
to usc as lodge rooms. They purchased the hall in
1947. In 1955 the Lodge had a membership of 68 but
as the years went by the membership dwindled and in
1'!70 the Lodge surrendered their Charter. The Royal
Purple was formed in October 1958. The first Honored Royal Lady was Mrs. Rose Doering. Medstead
Royal Purple joined with the Glaslyn Lodge in October 1976.
Mr. Fred Boyd was a well-known member of the
community during 1930's and '40's. He owned the
local livery barn and dray business. He sold out to Joe
Randall and retired out west. Trucks replaced the
dray team ancl eventually the barn was torn down ancl
the hitching posts were removed.
The Saskatchewan Government Wine and Beer
store, stood on the same site where the R. M. office is
today. It was managed by Fred Larson. The stock was
later moved to Harvey McIntosh's Cafe and the business closed about 1944.

German.

The year 1913, brought the formation of the Municipality of Medstead No. 497, Before this it was a
Local Improvement District under the direct supervision of the Department of Municipal Affairs in Regina. The first secretary-treasurer was Herbert
Dixon. Meetings of the Council were held in what
was known as Daylight School. In 1933 the former
Bank of Nova Scotia building was used as an R. M.
Office. The secretary-treasurer was then Mr. W. Lenton, he had held the position since 1927. The office
was later moved to the building known as Bell's

Memorial Service at the first Elk's Hall, 1938. Back row, Barney Oxley, Grant Flecher, Graydon Connor, Wendell Gamble,S. Perry.
Second row, Ernie Steward, Fred Larson, Jens Rostad, Howard Graham, Mrs. Rostad, Mrs. E. Steward, Mrs. Oxley, Mrs. Connor.
unidentified, Mr. Connor. Front row, Bill Baart, Father O'Clare, Mr. J. Price, Bernice Price, Mrs. J. Price.
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Medstead had Its own tennis court for son1e ten
years. It was situated west of the C.N.R. station,
thanks to the efforts of men like Harry Hallis, Jack
Exman and Howard Graham. It was a cinder-covered
court.
Every winter during the 1930-40 years the local
little theatre group would put on a three-act play,
followed by a dance. flag Day at the school was
always held on the 24th of May. Baseball and all
kinds of sports for children also took place then.
Hockey. hard-time dances. hox socials. mocassin
dances at the skatng rink. house parties. card parties, weiner roasts, and picnics made up our entertainment. What people lacked in money they made
up in enthusiasm. Pool halls, and barber shops were
always combined in the early years. James Gardner,
Joe Schmirler and D. Gard were some of the first.
Ernie Steward and Henry Schmirler enlarged the
former Y.P. Lane store and ran the pool hall until they
retired ancl movecl to Saskatoon. Now it is owned and
managed by Peter flyer.

Jack Truss, Leon Piro!, Fred Larson, Percy Mark, Larry Wynyard. Seated, Dolly Pirot, Stefina Baart, Myra Presly at
Medstead's first Curling rink, built in 1935.

Sports

Medstead's Hockey team, March 11, 1933. Arnold Boyd, Don
Oard, Bob Walker, John Truss, Ted Cook (coach), Bob Mark,
Jefi Mark, Ray Price, Charlie Fraser, Sid Perry.

Medstead's Hockey team, 1934-35. Sid Price,Ray Price, Eric
Lenton, Jeff Mark, Hartley Steward, Sid Perry, Bob Mark, Lyle
Steward. Seated, Dan Baker, Bob Walker, Ernie Steward.

During the early thirties, Mr. Hammelgarn had a
brick yard east of the village. The School Unit Office
was built of brick made by NIL Hammelgarn and
Bernard Schmitz.
Jack Presly's Nkat iviarket \vas in operation from
the mid 1930's ancl well into the 1940's. It stood on
the site where the Dew Credit Union building is today.
Next to it was Mr. H. Fraser's Bakery and Cal'e. The
building belonged to Mrs. Benoit who carried on the
cafe business after Mr. Fraser moved avvay. The
building \Vas torn down many years ago and replaced
by Mrs. Cecelia Mitchell's clothing store. When that
business closed, it was last Llsed as a cafe \vith Mary
and George Pabrick as the proprietors. N(HV the
building is owned by George Pfeifer. Percy Mark and
Charlie Saunders also hall a meat market situated
north of the Medstead Hotel. It was later taken over

t

Challenge Soft ball game, men dressed as women. Standing,
G. Connor, W. Boyd, W. Walker. Sid Perry, A. Harshaw, H.
Hallis, P. Mark, and R. Oard, 1932.
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homes had their own battery operated plants. In the
early thirties the viiiage put up five kerosene lanterns
on the front street. They had to be lit in the evening
and put out at midnight. The Village Council found

by Mrs. Clarence Pattison and turned into a cafe. She
then sole! out to Mrs. Leo Jolly who ran the Teddy
Bear Cafe.
Joe Schmitz opened a furniture store in the same
building where the School Unit Office is today. He
also did electrical work in the village and surrounding area. The Schmitz family moved to Meadow
Lake and the furniture store closed in 195!.
St. Philips Anglican Church had its first resident
minister in 1928. The church was moved from Sandwith and Rev. Smith was the first Minister of the
Parish. A new church was built in 1937 during the
ministry of Canon Bird.
The history of the Lutheran Church had its begninning before the Village of Medstead. Rev. Tanberg held services once a month at the homes of Carl
Evans and Lars Christenson. Rev. Ham·enning was
the next minister. He also travelled from North Batt1eford. At the present time the Lutheran Church is
being enlarged and Pastor John Kuzicj from Rabbit
Lake holds services.

the venture a littk too costly for the depression era,
so the lanterns were taken down and the street lights
went out until 1946. Ten years later. in 1956 the
Saskatchewan Power Corporation came into being
and everyone was ahle to get power in the village and
on the farms.
Medstead's first school was a pool hall built by
Joe Schmirler. Pupils had to attend school at
Guyhirne, a country school nearly three miles north
of the village. So it was decided by the school board
to rent the Schmirler Pool Hall and the first village
scl1001 went into operation. The teacher was Gerald
Vickers. The playground was across the street where
the Imperial Oil Bulk Station is today. The building is
a store at the present time owned by Harry Wilson.
Attached to this building was a small office where
Doctor Cameron received his patients during school
hours. When someone got a tooth pulled, the painful
howl could be heard in the school room. The new
school was built in 1931, much to the delight of the
pupils. It had a furnace in the basement, and a playground. It even had some sport's equipment like a
football, baseball and bats.
Medstead also had its own newspaper called the
Medstead Herald. It was printed in North Battleford.
It got its start in 1938 and lasted about five years.
Mrs. Lillian Nelson was the local reporter.
The first Credit Union was formed in the early
forties. The executive was Roland Hill, Charlie
Stewart, Mrs. Bolton, and Clyde Mitchell. It ran
about ten years.
Many still remember the kind country doctor that
came to Medstead every Tuesday, his office was
room one at the hotel: Dr. 1. H. Storey from Rabbit
Lake. In the winter he would visit his patients by
team and sleigh if they could not come to him. He
was a friend to all who knew him. And let us all not
forget our resident nurse, Mrs. Wickwire, who did so
much to help the sick during the depression years

The first Girl Guide group at Medstead, t934. Helen Mark,
Viola Rostad, Aileen Connor (leader). Mary Jane Bell, Faye
Dobbie, Bernice Price,

when there was no medi-care and no money_
Medstead had its first Hood in 1932. The dam

The Catholic Church held its first services in the
home or Mr. and Mrs Heeb in 1911. The first regular
Priest was Father Tornbu. He came from Laventure
and held services in local homes. The present day
Catholic Church was completed in 1940. The Altar
Society of the Catholic Church began in 1932 with
Mrs. Baar!, Mrs. Price and Mrs. Arsenault as officers.
In 1946 Mcdstead got its first DC Power Plant
owned and operated by A. V. Haslett. Later the
business was taken over by E. Perret. Up until that
time only a few buildings like the hotel and some

built to store water for steam locomotives could not
take the spring run-otl and backed into the village.
The water backed up during the night. Many residents woke up to find water on their floors. When
Werner Sjoberg came down stairs for breakfast he
found his shoe repair shop flooded and the cat was
sitting on the cellar door floating around the kitchen.
The next flood was in 1948. Once more the water
backed up from the dam. Leo Pirot and Bert Haslett
rowed a boat down Main Street: there were no cars to
114

Medstead Saskatchewan Pool elevator, built 1927. This pictu re was taken about 1950.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Junor, 1945. Mrs. Junor was postmistress from
1927 to 1946.

Medstead Saskatchewan Pool elevator, 1979.

interfere with their travel. But this time a part of the
railroad bank was dug out so the \vater could run
south.
Our School Unit was formed in 1')47. Mcdstead

H. J Short, postmaster from 1946 to 1964.

was chosen as the most central location, The Unit

went south cast to Whitkow. north to .hmDr, west until
it met the Turtleford School Unit and cast to Belbutte.
The first secretary as Harold \h/hytc, foliov,/cu the
next year by Bert Hamner. The Unit Board memhers
at tbm time were Oliver Humphrey, Hugh Mackie,
Percy Hansford. MilUm Wade, and Bill Lofts as Unit
chairman.
The Medstead Co-op Store was built in 1946. It
\vas in operation for about three years. !Vir. C. R.
Pattison and Mrs. Bolton managed the store during
this time.

G. W. Chiverton, postmaster, 1964 to 1980.
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Medstead resident celebrates 90th birthday. Seated at the take is "Grandma" Rondestvedt and her son, Jacob Rondestvedt.
Surrounded by members of the Lutheran Church, friends and neighbors.

and Recreation Board attended the meeting. With a
lot of volunteer help and community effort the arena
was built in 1970. It is now the Recreation Center for
all ages.
Let us pay a special tribute to our pioneers. Without their hard work. determination and perseverance
we would have no history to record.

Church in the Early Days
(hltroollction to W. Ii:. J. Paul by Evelyn Casson)
As soon as the homesteaders began to settle in the
area the churches sent out ministers to hold services,
usually in a school or in someone's home. We all
remember Rev. Paul with great affection. He was a
deeply religious Anglican minister. Irish by birth and
a descendant of nobility. who used his own money
freely in the work of the church. Rev. Paul was very
conscientious in his work. One story is[(lld of how he
walked all the way from Meota. which was his headquarters. in the spring break-up because the roads
were too bad to put a team on them. On his arrival at
Medstead only two or three people had braved the
bad roads to come to church. He must have had many
disappointments anel hardships to face. but he never
shirked his duty nor complained. His work took him
over a large area of the country. on all kinds of roads
and when night overtook him he stayed at the nearest
farm home.
The late Mrs. Walter TurnbulL some years ago,
told about a most embarrassing but amusing experience she once had. She was Mary Spence at the time

Mrs. Eva Wickwire, Grandma always loved babies.

A new Crcdit Union was formed in 1974: the first
manager was Brian Evans. assistant l'v1rs. Donna
Singer. The director was Henry Janzen. The execlltive members were Jake Isaak. Jim Bovair. Mrs.
Beatrice Fonda. Nick Schneider. John Siemens.
Cecil Newman. Eric Haubold. Raymond Lcdinski.
and Fred Grant. It is now managed by Wayne
Zubiak. assistant. Mrs. Brenda Todd.
Medstead and District Recreation Association
held their first meeting on November 11th. 1968.
President. Alan Short: Vice-president. Nick
Schneider: Treasurer. John Woytowich: Secretary.
Marlene Cherwoniak. The second meeting was held
December 9. 1968 when Mr. Mct<ulle from the Parks
t 16

Too late they realized their spare room occupant was
the Rev. Paul. Needless to say they fled with very red
faces and no extra bedding. The Rev. Paul rnust have
been highly amused at this incident. although he vms
far too shy and reserved to refer to it.
\A/hen the following article was written by Rev.
Paul in 1950 he was then Archdeacon. He and his
wife. the former Miss Henley. who had been one of
the early Sunday School van ladies. were living in
Prince Albert. He was in charge of the spiritual
welfare of the Indians around that area. Our Homemakers Club had invited the Superintendant of Indian Affairs 1-"rol"n Duck Lake to one of our meetings. In
his talk he spoke of the fine work that Archdeacon
Paul had accomplished among the Indians with never
a thought for his own health anel well-being. He said,
"I f there is a saint on earth, Archdeacon Paul is that
saint." The following are some notes and a letter
received tram Archdeacon Paul on his years as minister to this district.
Synod Office
Prince Albert
Feb. 28th, 1950
Dear Mrs. Casson:
1 am afraid I have been quite a long time in
answering your letter; but! still travel quite a lot, and
cannot always keep my correspondence up to date.
But today I have a little spare time waiting for a train.
I have no old diaries going back to 1912-1921, which
were the years 1 made Meola my headquarters and
visited your part of the country. So 1 have just written
down a few notes from memory. You ask about the
nursing home. This must have been started between
1918 and 1920. Miss Burgess was the nurse in charge.
The Sunday School by Post must have been started
soon after I went there. Miss Jessie Balton was running it at that time (1912). When she left in 1916, my
wife, then Miss Henley, took it on. Miss F Godby
was another faithful worker. They all lived in the
hostel in Saskatoon. The Prince Albert branch was
started in 1933 when the diocese was divided in two.
As to trails. my worst trips were to Hafford and
Keatley. The country there was more open with less
shelter, and there did not seem to be much traffic East
and West. Most of the traffic went south to the
railroad, from North Battleford to Prince Albert via
Speers and Hafford. I remember the first three
months of 1916. it seemed that the wind never
stopped, though it constantly changed direction, and
1 was breaking trail all the time. The thermometer
went down to 63° below zero once. 1 heard of one or
two horses dropping dead with frozen lungs. There
were more trails than graded roads, and in \-vet
weather they were easier for cars to travel. My Model
"T" Ford often got me through to my destination in

The G. Rothamer house made into Anglican nursing home.
The nursing home, cleaning and repairing, 1920.

Chrislening held atthe Anglican Nursing Home, taken in 1921.
Back row: Bishop Lloyd, Rev. E. Paul, Fred Whitt, L. Vine.
Front row: Mrs. S. Perry and Baby Wesley, Mrs. G. Walker and
Baby Ralph, Mrs. L. Vine and Baby Cyril, Nurse Burgess.

In 1920 the Church of England opened a nursing home at
Medstead. The committee are, F. Whitt, Rev. W. E. J. Paul, A.
V Osler, S. Perry, J. Bellamy and G. A. Doidge.

and her home was at Langmeade, Saskatchewan, in
Rev. Paul's territory to the south. One cold winter
evening the young folks in the Spence home went to a
dance. On their return toward morning the Spence
girls, on going upstairs to their bedroom found it
pretty chilly. Being cold themselves from their long
ride in an open sleigh in sub-zero weather they decided to go to the spare bedroom for more blankets. So
into the spare room they dashed and in the dark made
a grab for the blankets on the bed. There was a
startled gasp' Then to their surprise and dismay they
heard the soft Irish voice questioning, "Yis') Yis')"
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number of friends all through these settlements from

very wet weather. Those old narTO\V tires held the
road better than the modern wiele ones. I never slept

vvhich I received the utmost kindness. After that
Sunday \ve kept on east to I\1ceting Lake. Here ViC
put dovvn our blankets on a bcuutif1..!\ beach and made
our campfire in a safe place in the sand. The light of
Ollr campfire seemed to attract the rabbits. \Nhich
sometimes ran right over us and once i vvoke to find a
rabbit sitting on my shoulder. The King family lived
nC~lr there and \VC visited them on this occasion.
Some years later [ \vas there again \vhen a terrible
tragedy had just taken place. One of the sons, a fine

out at night intentionally. While I was driving my
little black team of ponies, ! often had to leave the
finding of a trail to them. They ahvays found their
\.vay to some farm hOLlse. That happened once \vhcn j
turned up at Parkhouses' in a big storm and found a
party going OIl. No one could go 110'111C that night and
sixteen men slept on the floor in the living room. The
ladies made room for themselves somehow in the
bedrooms. I hope these rough notes rnay be of some
use to you. Best vVlshes for the success of your

sturdy young man had drowned in the lake. I had

already made one trip caSt or Sandvv'ith to Rabbit
Lake and IViu!!ingar and on to Keatley, when I visited
Mr. Stannard and Mr. Buckingham and later Mr.
Caster of Ringleton Firs. But to come back to the
Meclstead arca. I think Mr. E. G. Canham was the
first studem to be stationed at Hyde Park and the
church must have been built while he was there.
Some of the early settlers in the district were Shepherds, who had the Sandwith Post Office. McNabbs.
Dodds, Grants, Smiths and others. Hillside was settled soon after this, but when I first went there, there
seemed to be no hOLlse between Scent Grass Lake and
the Sandwith settlement. We held services at Sandwith (or Hyde Park) church and at the school in
Glenbush ane! Medsteacl. On one of my scouting trips

Homemakers Club.
Yours sincerely.
W. E. 1. Paul

Early Visit to the Medstead Area
by W. E. J. Paul
My first visit to the Medstead and Cater area was
in 1912. soon after I arrived in the North BattleJ'ord
district to minister to the settlers in the northern part
of that district. I made my headquarters in Meota and
drove around the district with a team of ponies. My
district was roughly sixty miles north and south and
one hundred miles cast and west. Six students from
Emmanuel College, SasKatoon. helped me during
the summer months. In 1912 Mr. Luckraft. now Rev.
R. M. Luckraft. was in charge of the Hyde Park
Mission with his headquarters at Sandwith. He and I
decided to make a trip to visit the Northern settlers.
and to see how far north the country was settled. We
started from Meota early one morning and drove
north and a little west to Daysvillc and onto Turtle
Lake. where Mr. Warner had a stopping place and we
stayed the night there. We then turned Eastward 10
Stony Lake where there were a good many settlers
soU[h of the lake but none to the north. Mr. and Mrs.
French kept the post office there. I often stayed the
night with them and! often held services in their
house. We went on by Maiden Lake to Midnight
Lake and stayed a night with Mr. and Mrs. Loft,
whose son is now M. L. A. for Mcadow Lake. Then
we went on to Glaslyn. The post office there 'vvas kept
by Mr. Haskins. We next visited the Birch Lake
district and made acquaintance with Mr. and Mrs.
George Starling and family. who gave the name to

after staying at Parkhouses, where I often stayed, 1

drove on to the Park Bluff district and drove up to a
hOLise there. A lady opened the door and on seeing
my collar said "Oh. you arc a minister" This is not
Illy house the lady who lives here is very ill - she
would like to see a minister". We held a little service
there. Then the lady who was nursing her asked if I
would go to her house and baptize her children. as
she had not an opportunity to have them baptized. So
when the sick lady's husband arrived we drove on and
had a baptism service. Some years later I was driving
from Keatley to North Battleford along a ridge of the
Whitewood Hills when I saw a man come out of a
house ancl run down the trail toward the road. I
stopped and yvaited for him and he said, "I recognized your team as soon as you came over the hill.
You baptized my children at Park Bluff - there's
another baby now, come in and We can have the
baptism. T\vo years after I went to Meota the First

World War broke ouL bringing so much anxiety and
SOlTO\V to those \vhose sons went overseas. We held

the district as Mrs. Starling's maiden name was Cat-

er. The Mawson brothers lived close there across the
lake. We drove north and east to Turnbulls, who were
then the northern settlers in the district. We did not
attempt to reach the new MeaLiow Lake districL as we

many memorial services and there \vere many sad
homc:s to visit. Every ahle-bodied student from Ern-

maneul College joined up. and I had little help in my
large district. I remember an exceptionally sad funer-

al at Medstead soon after the war started. Two boys in
one family joined up and were training at different
camps. They had started their farming by breaking
with oxen. but when they enlisted the boys thought it

had not time enough at our disposal. We were now in

the outskirts of Mr. Luckraft\ district and if! remember rightly we spent a Sunday there. holding services
at Sandwitb. Glenbush and Medstead.1 made a large
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it easier for the young people to follow in the right
way.
W E. 1. Paul, February 1950

would be easier for their father to have a team of
horses - so they saved their soldiers' pay and bought
him a fine team. But not long after something frightened the horses - they bolted and the man was
thrown from the wagon and killed. One boy was able
to come back for the funeral. He had only a short
leave and it had to be arranged on a Sunday between
the services at Glenbush and Mcdstead. It began to
snow and dusk came on early. The son had to hold a
stable lantern for me to see to read the service. The
glorious message of the Resurrection in the services
was the same - but conditions did seem cheerless -_.
It reminded me of the lines: "We buried him darkly at
dead of night, By the struggling moonbeams misty
light. And the lantern dimly burning." But! must not
write only sad things. We had good times on the
whole. I certainly enjoyed my visits to the farm
homes where so many kindly, cheery people lived. I
enjoyed the hearty and friendly services, whether
they were held in churches, school houses or private
homes, especially when the attendance was good.
One of my deficiencies is that I can neither play the
organ nor sing, and at that time I had not remedied
that by marrying my wife who could do both. But I
did send in the names of very many children for the
Sunday School by Post, then carried on by Miss
Henley of Saskatoon. Miss Henley is now Mrs. Paul.
By 1918 there were so many places which needed
services and so few men to hold them that I felt lmust
have a faster means of travelling. So I sold the ponies
to Mr. Percy Chalk and bought a one year old Model
T Ford from Mr. Dart ofMeota. This made it possible
to hold four services instead of three on Sunday. For
instance - I could be at Hillside at II, Sandwith at 2,
Glenbush at 4:30 and Medstead at 7:30. This worked
well in the summer, but I had to cut down services
when the roads were blocked in the winter. I often
travelled to Medstead with Mr. S. Perry, the mailman. And going back I sometimes left him at Hillside
and walked across the hills to Jackfish Lake and
across the ice to Meota. At that time we used to have
evening services at the store or Mr. Perry's house at
Medstead. This was warmer and more comfortable
than the school house. The country has changed a lot
since then with many new settlers coming in and
railways running through Medstead, Glenbush and
Sandwith. Also 55 highway going through Cater
district. But the old horse and buggy days had their
advantages, and snow did not stop us, and perhaps
one kept in harder and fitter condition than one does
now. Medstead now has a beautiful church and a
resident clergyman with centers for services in the
surrounding district. I trust that the work of the
church will go on and prosper and that each generation will produce the Christian leaders who will make

SL Philips Anglican Clmrch
by Bea Fonda
The first Angiican church service in the town of
Medstead was held in rooms upstairs above the
Medstead Trading Post (Osler'S store). It was in 1927
and the services were taken by a student minister, by
the name of Jocelyn.
In 1928 a church building was moved from Sandwith. and it became the first Anglican Church Wilh
Rev. Smith being the first minister of the parish.
Canon E. V.. Bird came in October 1932 and
remained until 1937. The territory covered by him
extended as far west as Livelong, north to Loch Side
and Pinewiew, and south to Glenbush and Sandwith.
The new or present church was built cluring Canon
Bird's ministry and was consecrated on October 24,
1937.
The oldest minutes available. dated 1933. show
the Church Vestry was composed of the following;
Canon E. V. Bird; Ministers's Warden, P. Chalk;
People's Warden, F Connor; and the balance of the
Vestry were F Whitt, R. Roberts, Mrs. Roberts, Mr.
Skelton, Mr. Lenton. Mrs. Cale, Mrs. F Whitt, Mrs.
Tesky, Dr. and Mrs. Cameron.

Medstead Anglican Church, built 1937.
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SL Philips A.c' W.
by Bea Fonda
The St. Philip's Branch, Mcdstead of the
Women's Auxiliary of the Church of England in
Canada (Anglican) was formed in 1932 under the

Members of SI. Philip's Anglican G. A., 1954. Back row: Jean
Frame, Jean Walsh, Louise Kahl, Brenda Fraser, Eunice
Davies. Front row: Marjorie Taylor, Mrs. D. Walsh, Caroline
Kahl.
The first resident minister of S1. Philips Anglican church. Rev.
Smith, t932.

Over the years Sunday School has been held
when enough children warranted it. as well as Junior
Auxiliary and Girl's Auxiliary. The Women's Auxiliary played an important part in the life of the church
at that time, as it does to this day, helping with
financial matters and general cleaning maintenance.
We've hac! several full-time resident ministers
since we began, ending with Rev. Alex Thomas. We
had the services of student ministers in the summer
and Sunday School van workers in the winter, many
of these women came to us from England. We also
had two men from the Church Army in Toronto. It
was during Eric Stringer's ministry, that we installed
the colored glass windows, each family contributing
to the cost of one window.
In 1967 we began sh,lring the services of the
minister with Spiritwood, Glaslyn and Timberland.
Our present minister is Canon Harry Salmon and he
lives in Spiritwood. We have services the first and
third Sundays of the month at 7:15 p.m.
We have a small but dedicated congregation; if
this enthusiasm continues, the future of the Church is
assured.

First Anglican Church service held in the village of Medstead
in 1927 above Osler's store, Rev. Jocelyn, Minister. L. to R., E.
Perry, James Richardson, Rev. Jocelyn, Mr. Junor, Mrs. Junor,
P. Chalk and Mrs. Chalk.
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leadership of Mrs. E. V. Bird. wife of Canon E. V.
Bird with fvliss Aileen Connor as secretary-treasurer.
During: her stay in fV1edsteau Mrs. Bird was a faithful
President and inspiration for the rnembers of the

WA.
Through St. Philips Vv',A. many parcels or
clothing were sent horn England and given to the
new settlement at Loch Side during the years of
settling this area. Many settlers havre told that this
clothing was truly a "god-send" in those days.
In 1941 Mrs. E. W. Steward became president of

the St. Philips W.A. and remained in that office
during her life in Medsteacl until she moved away in
1953.

The W.A. is rcsponsible for the cleaning of St.
Philips Church and helping maintain both the church
and the mission house, the installing of a furnace in
the church, providing choir robes. Dorcas Work-·
helping with the clothing of Indian children at residential schools and sending our "Pledge" which is
our contribution to mission work.
Around 1967 the name was changed from
Women's Auxiliary to Anglican Church Women so
that all interested women (lll't just those confirmed
Anglican) could participatc in the work of the
Church.
The work of the A.C.W. today is very little different. as it is still our responsibility to ensure the
continuance of our church. We still look after the
cleaning of the Church and help financially. In the
summer of 1979 we repainted the outside of the
church. We have an "Organ Fund". with the hopes
that some day soon we can purchase a ne\\' organ.
Many dedicated women continue to carryon the
necessary offices.
We are proud of the record of our A. C. W. in
Medstead. and with God's help will continue to be
"Workers together with Him".

St. Rita's Catholic Church in Medstead.

1962 it has been served from Spiritwood. Pastors
serving this parish \vere:
IlJ30-llJ33 - Fr. A. Tbmbu
1933-1934 - Fr. F B. ,Iullion
1934-1')36 - Fr. Girouard
1936-1'149 - Fr. Auclair
1049-1054 - Fr. Ddosses
1954-1955 - Fr. O. Langevin (from tbe parish of
Jackfish)
1955-i956
Fr. J. Campagna
1950-1l)5X """- Fr. G. Poulie;
1958-1962 -- Fr. J Campagna (from the parish of

§L Rita's Roman Catholic Church

Laventure)

Church services in the Medstead area for parishioners of the Catholic faith prior to 1936, were
held in the people's homes. Occasionally mass was
held in the Guyhirne Hall (Old German Hall). Services were held every Sunday when possible but
there were times when church services were held
once a month. weather permitting. Many of the parishioners took turns meeting the priest at the train and
then driving him to the different homes in the community so that mass could be said. A number of the
priests continued to visit the homes of those unable to

1962-1'166 - Fr. W. G. Timmermans (Spiritwood)
1966-1969- Fr. P. Pelletier
'1909-1973 - Fr. G. Doucette
1973-1974 - Fr. G. AUl1lont
1974-') - fOr. H. Renaud
!n 1936 the first mass was saidlw Fr. '\uciair in a
building that \V~b purcha:-;cd by LeO Pirnt for a \\:are~
hOllse. It had formerly been J fvldntosh\ Liquor
Store, and is part of rhe pn:scnt-cby Pool Hal! ill
Medstead. In 1937 the parishioners purchased a
building from tv1rs. Bell. iviass \vas celebrated there
until th(~ present-day church \vas built. This building
later sold to the B.P'O.E. organiz.ation (Elks) for a
hall and is the present-day municipal haU.
in 1940 under the leadership of Fr. Aucbir the

attend church services to hear mass, after a building

was established.
At first the parish was served from Fairholme.
After 1958, it was served from Laventure. and since
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church was built by volunteer labor. Logs \\'C1'c cut in
the bush anu hauled to Soderberg's Mill at Birch
Lake siding. The basement \vas dug and built h~/
volunteer labor. also. The carpentry vvork \vas overseen by George Schettkr. but he returnd to Germany
before the worK was completeu. Others tooK on the
responsibility of helping the volunteers complete the
joh. Among (hose who helped oversec the work was
Nels Colley.

The Cathulic Ladles Altar Society was organized
prior to 1035. and still continues to function. Father
Auclair organized a church cummittee among the
men ill the late 1030\, and they' continued to be active
until the early lij60's.

Mestead Bethel Lutheran Sunday Schoo!
submitted by Ruby Hill
Mrs. I. C. Dahl organized the Bethel Lutheran
Sunday School in the early thirties. It was held in
their home in Mcustead.
Easter and Christmas programs were held. \Vhen
Dahls moved away in 11)36, SUIlle of the children took
Sunday School lessons by mail.
There were no regular Sunday School classes for
several years. but sornetimes a short Christmas program was held at the church service in December.
Some of the young people took part in the activities of the Anglican Young People's Association.
In 1953-54. the Hat'sos re-organized the Sunday
School and Luther League. The teachers were Mrs.
Hafso, Betty Kish and Ruby Hill. When Mrs. Hafso
left. Pauline Bovair started to teach and has been very
active in Sunday School work. Other regular teachers
were Shirley Bovair. Carol Gatzke. Jackie Jesse.
Trudy Jesse and Robert Bovair. Diane Gatzke.
Shirley and Robert Bovair played the organ. Others
have been active in teaching Vacation Bible School.
No words can express the great loss we felt \vhen
Betty Jones died. She was missed as a dear friend,
Sunday School teacher and a member of the Ladies
Aid. We have good memories of her thoughtfulness
for others.
For several years the Anglican children came to
the Lutheran Sunday SchooL when they didn·t have
regular services in their own church. They were a
welcome addition to our Sunday School and the
larger classes worked well together.
Some of the activities of the Lutheran Sunday
school have been the annual Christmas program.
Children's World Day of Prayer. donations toward
mission work, Vacation Bible School. singing at
church services and having wiener roasts and pic-

Father UClare, Mass in old Pool room, present day's sHe of
Wilson's Store.

The first parish priest of the '"new" church was
Father Auclair. On occasion to help with the celebration of the mass some of the Elirholme choir would
accompany [,t.ther to Medstead, Among the first ones
celebrating first communion and confirmation in the
new church were, Ed, Schulkowsky. Cecilia
Schulkowsky (Mrs, Hubert Eberle). Jim Oster. and
Joan Oster (Mrs. Ed. Seidle). The first wedding to be
held in the church was that of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Miller (nee Lillian Arsenault).
Due to "Water problems" in the basement it was
decided to move the church onto a cement foundation
in the spring of 1959. In the early sixties the church
was renovated. a new spire was built, and the interior
decoration completed. The church was consecrated
by Bishop Morin of Prince Albert in the fall of 1962.
and was given the name of St. Rita.

nics.
The teachers of 1980 are Pauline Bovair, Robert
Bovair and Trudy Jesse. Robert drives from Prince
Albert every week-end and plays the organ for
church and Sunday School.

Medstead Berha! Lutheran League
by Trudy Jesse
I joined the Luther League in 1975. There were
seven of us from the Medstead area. We participated
in a play at Christmas time and in the Saskatoon
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It was decided to send an order for thread and
material for a sale of sewing:, which was to be the first
of many Ladies Aid sales. Each member donated
three articles. A quilt with blocks in the Windmill
pattern was made. The sale was held in Guyhirne
School in 1931 and netted 524.65. and the lunch sold
for a total or SI6.50.
The new officers for 1931 were: president. Mrs.
H. Jorgenson: vice-president. Mrs. C. Tinnes: secretary. Mrs. Agnes Knutson: treasurer. Mrs. Dahl.
Many of the women took the devotion at the
meetings when the pastor was not prcsent. There
were also musical numbers and readings at the meetings. Some of those who took part in musical numbers were Mrs. H. Jorgenson, Mrs. Ronseth.
Josephine Knutson and Huldis Rasmussen.
On December 25, 1931. the ladies sponsored a
program and Christmas tree in Guyhirne School and
spent $5.00 on treats.
In May of 1932, they began paying for a lot on
which to build a church in Medstead. Picnics and
suppers were held to make money. and by the close of
1932, there was $106.00 on hand. Missions were
given $10.00. and $25.00 was paid on the lot and a
$2.00 memory wreath was given for Betty Ronseth.
In June of 1933. an lee Cream and Home Cooking Sale was held in Schmitz Hall (now the Unit
Office). They also had a booth at the Medstead picnic. Chicken and waffle suppers were held, and by
1934 the lots for the church had been paid.
In 1936 Pastor and Mrs. Dahl left for Norway.
Student ministers served the area and church was
held in homes or the former Legion building.
In May, 1938, there was a Special Mother's Day
Service conducted by Pastor Kanda!.
From 1938 to 1942 Mrs. Alfred Egeland and Mrs.
Albert Knutson kept working so the aid should not
die out completely as other members had moved
away.
On April. 1942, the Ladies Aid was re-organized
at the home of Mrs. Vern Moline with six members

Conference Vollcyspici and we also held curling
bonspiels. Our sponsor was Pastor Rude. and then he
left so \\'e continued to rncet once a month in different
homes. We still kept busy. When our new minister
came. we participated in the volleyspiel and held our
own curling bonspiel. In IL)79 we went on a tour. We
went to Saskatoon and toured the Luther Towers.
Sunset Home. Calder Centre. had a talk on religious
cults, and went to the Saskatchewan Roughriders
football game. In January of 19~0. the Luther League
held a skate-a-thon to sponsor an African Youth choir
to tour Canada. It was quite successful. We raised
four hundred fifty dollars. anc! had sixteen skaters.

Medsread Bethel Lutheran Ladies Aid
Story
by Ruby Hill
The Lutheran ladies met on November 13. 1930.
at the home of Pastor and Mrs. Dahl in Medstead for
the purpose of organizing a Ladies Aid. Officers
elected were: president. Mrs. Dahl: vice-president,
Mrs. Oscar Nelson: secretary-treasurer, Mrs. J. Ausum. Scripture Reading was given by Pastor Dahl.

Medstead Bethel Lutheran Church. Addition built 1979, not
finished when this picture was taken.

present. They began to have sales and teas again.
They tied quilts and made pillow cases from flour
bags. They gave 50¢ or fruit and cards to those who
were ill. They sold calendars and cards, and always
remembered the elderly with cards at Christmas
time. Flowers for funeral wreaths were handmade.
The members donated many items for the teas. Mrs.
Martin Knutson embroidered a bedspread made from
five flour sacks and Mrs. Waalen made a rag rug.
This work was all done so a place of worship could be
realized.
Part of their work was to have a cemetery day to
mow the grass and fix the graves. In June, 1945, there
were ten graves in the Lutheran Cemetery; Betty

Medstead's first Lutheran resident minister. Signa. Mrs. Dahl,
Pastor I. Dahl, Arnold and Ingulf, 1936.
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night and came to Medstead on the train the next
morning. They made $18.00 on the supper and paid
52.00 for the hall.
One of the birthday parties held for Grandma
Rondesvedt was on her 91st birthday, on May 14th,
1945. Some of the guests were Mrs. Junor and Mr.
Junor who had his 90th birthday on March 13. 1945.
In 1946 Rev. Precht was the Pastor. The ladies

church work of quilting bees and sewing continued.
A cookstove was bought for the church, 550.00 was

paid towards the foundation, and donations were
given to the Foreign Bible Society, and $10.00 to the
Convention fi.md.
These were the years of the auction sales and an
opportunity for the Lutheran ladies to continue working toward their goal of getting money to provide for
a place of worship.
On March 21, 1945, the ladies sold lunch at John
lildy's sale. They bought 4S loaves of bread, 10
pounds of butter, and purchased meat and cheese and
they ordered SOO doughnuts. Mrs. Egeland and Mrs.
Swenson cach made a five-gallon can of coffee. Mr.
Waalen and Carl Knutson took the ladies to the sale.
One April 24, 1945, they sold lunch at Soderberg's mill at his auction sale. They went with auctioneer Joe Randall, and clerk, Carl Knutson, in a
Model A car through muddy, snowy roads. Some
other sales of the 40's and early 50's at which they
served lunch were Ben Nelsons, Waalens, Peters,
Janzen, Biers, Gagnons, Chris Borks, Carl Carl sons
and a sale at Bournemouth: each outing with its own
ulllque expenence.
Rev. Precht, who came out from North Battleford
for services, had his farewell sermon at the home of 1.
Rondesvedt on Sunday, March 21. 1946, as they and
sons, Paul and Daniel. were moving to Torquay,
Saskatchewan. A guest at this church service was
George Haaland (son of Selmar Haaland). George
was from Norway and had been a prisoner in Germany for over two years.
Some of the stuclent ministers who served the
area before the church was in operation were Rev.
Knudsen of Hanley, Rev. Olson, Stanley Rude,
Hesje, and T Nilson.
Christmas programs were held in the homes.
Sometimes donations of gifts would be received from
Eatons, and Army and Navy, for the children, and the
Ladies Aid would buy apples and candy. The members exchanged gifts (3S¢ in value).
In 1947, the congregation bought a building
(hardware store) and it was moved from Robinhood
to Medstead by Soderbergs. It was moved onto its
foundation in 1948.
The Ladies Aid purchased an organ from Mrs. B.
Oxley for $25.()O.

Medstead Bethel Lutheran Church, Sunday School Teachers
past and present. Robert Bovair, Jackie Jessie, Ruby Hill,
Pauline Bovair and Trudy Jesse.

Medstead Bethel Lutheran Church, Louis Kish, Treasurer, Jim
Bovair Secretary, counting the money.

Ronseth, (child), Charlie Tinnes, Ole Olson, Jackie
Wisner (child), George Schmirler, Oscar Nelson,
Jacob Tollefson, Mrs. Carl Evans, and Jens Rostad.
One of the student ministers at this time was
student Hendrickson, and one of the guest speakers
was Mr. Evenson from Outlook College. They attended the Ladies Aid meeting, after which the
church service was held. Theodore Maakstad would
come periodically and teach confirmation classes.
The Lutheran Ladies Aid sold dinner (50¢) and
supper (35¢) at the Luther League Convention at
Robinhood on August 3, 1945. Mr. Pimt and O.
Swenson took the ladies to Robinhood. It rained so
much that some of the Medstead women stayed overi24

a blessed one because Jesus has found a place in our
hearts. ,.

Dinner and supper was served in the church

building July 25. 1948. Other activities followed
such as the" Lantern Slide". in September. 1948.
In 1949. Student Pastor. L. T Nilson. made an
altar and other items for the church. Many of the men
of the congregation devoted their time to help improve the Zhu;ch building. and the Ladies Aid paid
for lumber. paint. and shingles.
The executive in 1949-1950 wcre as follows:
president. Mrs. A. Egeland: vice-president. Mrs. O.
Swenson: secretary. Mrs. A. Knutson: treasurer.
Mrs. L. Randall: Cheer Fund. Mrs. M. Kmnson.
In the early SO's a farewell dinner was held in the
church for Ranch and Pastor Nilson and Baby John.
In 1952. electricity was put in the church.
On July 19. 1953. a house-warming was held for
the new pastor. Pastor Roy Hafso and his wife, Dr.
Hafso. Their first child. Baby Chester Roy arrived on
August 4th. 1953. Their active years here as Pastor
and Doctor passed quickly. In 1954 the furnace for
the church was purchased. clothes were sent to
Korea, and two films were shown. Sunday School
and Luther League were re-organized.
Church Congregation officers for 1955: Pastor R,
Hafso: vice-president, Mr. Ole Swenson; secretary,
Mrs. Louis Kish; treasurer, Mrs. Albert Knutson;
Deaconess, Mrs. Hilda Egeland and Mrs. Ole Swenson: trustees, Mr. Adolph Lange, Mr. Herman Voss,
and Mr. Louis Kish; cemetery caretaker, Mr. Ole
Swenson; Auditors, Mr. Louis Kish and Mrs. Bill
Hill: Janitor, Mr. D. Voss: Caretaker, Mrs. Martin
Knutson.
Medstead Bethel Lutheran Ladies Aid officcrs in
1958: president. Mrs. H. Egeland. vice-president.
Mrs. O. Swenson: secretary, Mrs. 1. Bovair; treasurer, Mrs. John Gatzke; cheer fund. Mrs. Clara
Kahl: sewing and buying committee, Mrs. Paul
Gatzke. Mrs: Bill Hill, Mrs. H. Kahl, and Mrs. 1.
Gatzke: promotion department and education, Mrs.
A. Knutson: cradle roll. Mrs. George Schmirler; Life
in Memoriam, Mrs. Robert Kraft: Home and Foreign
Missions, Mrs. B. Hill.
Pastor and Dr. Hafso and family left Medstead in
1956 to go to Birch Hills. The Christmas letters they
sent after they left were always enjoyable and welcome; a nice way to keep in touch.
During 1958, Pastor Martin from Rabbit Lake
held church regularly until December, when he held
his farewell service. He and his wife went to
Strasbourg parish to carryon their work.

In October. 1063, Pastor fvlan.'in L. Haa\/c's
Thanksr:iving rnessaQC ur!:Zcd us to count our bkssings. a;d think of the m~my good things that had

come tu us.
After Pastor Harold Lovfmfs ordainrncnt into the

ministry in lY65, he ser\'ed the parish for four y'eHrs.
Pastor Stanley Rude served the parishes of Rabbit
Lake, Spirit\vo{;d and f.,lIcdstead for almost eight
veal's. His fare\vell service \vas on January 29, 197i).

He

left our parish to go to Rhein. Saskatchewan.
Pastor Rude left us with the thought that we should be
;'(1 shining light in our community", through our
work in the Zhurch. During this era some of the
visitors to our church were rviissionary Harold Engen
from India, Perry Olson, Pastor Knut Heggestad of
Cokato, Minnesota, and Olaf Friggstad and Vernon
Thoring were here and declared the Word of God in
Song. ~rhere were also Spiritual Life Weeks with
Past~l1' Howie Olson in attendance. In 1977. Pastor 0.
K. Kaminski was the guest speaker at a Sunday
Service.
Before a new Pastor arrived several others served
our parish, Pastor L. Likness, Executive Directory of
Congregational Like of Ollr E,L.C.C.: Mastor P.
Nostbakkell, Executive of World Missions. and Pastor Solheim were here.
Our present Pastor is Pastor John Kuzicj, who
arrived in 197B from Winona, Minnesota, U.S.A. He
is kept very busy with Adult Christian Education,
Confirmation Classes, Luther League, and FIreSide
Chats in his home. He visits the sick in the hospitals
in Rabbit Lake, SDiritwood. the Battlefords, and
Saskatoon. Recent' guests in our parish were Mr.
Doug Wedmann. director of Canadian Missions, the
Pilln~lS, and Rev. Ted Engel, Lutheran Missionary
and Bible translator.
The Medstcad Bethel Lutheran Ladies Aid
(W.M.F) of 1980, continue their meetings every
month at the homes of the members. The ladies take
turns in doin u the Bible Study from the" Scope"
mag'azine. TI~v have a Tea ,;nd Bake sale in the
spring, and a T;lrkey Supper in the fall.
In 1933 the proceeds from a chicken supper were
$24.51. while in 1979 it was $700.00. A waltle
supper in 1933 netted $3.50, and a sale of goods was
$27.05. The teas and sale of sewing during the 1970's
usually netted between $90.00 and $120.00.
The Lutheran Ladies help support the missions.
memorial fund and also give gifts at Christmas to the
Pastor and organist. They give money to the Lutheran
Sunset Home in Saskatoon, to telemiracle. Bible
Camp and C.N.I.B. Cards are sent to those who are

Student Pastor Conrad Knoch and Willie Oleson
also served our area.
Pastor D. Bunge's Christmas message to his parishioners in 1960, was a wish that "our Christmas be
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(;COf!"t' f-knJ)'

S:,lve~lel'

Th(l!ll:ls

B:trbn.l

Dato:: of Death
November 29. IlJ3J

Charles

Telllli~

Robert Fritzchc

Augll~l-.

W. Linfdc (Wisner)
(hear Ncbun
R. Bcliock
George Schmirler

December 15. IlUX

Bahy HakeI'
l\flary Gunhild [vans

Baby' Pinette
Joseph Bowers
Alexander Zawada
December ~O. 19 ..10
beob Tollefson
(Baby) Miller
Leo Zawadkc
Artllllr Ro~kc
Hector Arsenault

Terrance Hill
1t::m Rostad
Howard Neil \Vickwire

Kenneth Allan CarleI'
{Baby) Billingsly
GllrJon Cherwoniak
HoivOf Knuboll

May 19.

Jalllwy 23. 10.+4
May 2-1. 194,,],

Albertine Steinhardt

r"\'l~'-ra frallce~ Pre~l;.-

Septemher I. IlJ-l9

(BabYll\1olinc
Dennis Latimcr

Dccember .~, 10..J. l )
.lUfll: -.1950
h:h, jl)5()
M,m:h .10. 1()50
Arril 3. ]9S0
i\-brch 5. 195 I
May:'1.1951
Novcmber 6. I q5 I
January IS. 1952
DeceJllbcr 1-1-. IlJSI
SepternbL:r 26. II)S!
June 3.1951
July 21. 1953
July 2:-:. I ()5-lScpt, 25. IlJ5-1
Ocwber 12. 19)-lDecember I). 1952
Novcmber 17. 19)5
February 27. Il)56
i\'lal-<:il 2(), i9:'16
\larch 26. 1956
I'vlay 15, 1956
August 15. IlJ56
AU!Zlbl 7. 1956
June 1'+. 1957
.'\UgllS! I(), 1\)57
i\-by 2K. 19:"2
i\jclY 2X. 1952
Mmch 2). 19):-:
April 2-\. 19)5
January 22. 1959
Apl'il 22. 19."9
June 2-l-. 19)9
.lui; 22. ItJ)l)
November I I. 1959
April 2. IlJ60
April 7. l%lJ
November 6. 1%0
Junc IN. 1!J60

\Ve~eI

(Baby) \Vhitl
Katherin<! Ro~ke
lvlyrtk Ruby [V<lll~
Lar~ Chri~ten~ell

SaIlluel Ander~()11
Sigriu Rondc"vedt
Martha Hundt
Howard Curry
l'vlarvcl EvafJ\

Alfreu Theadme Egeland
Cecida Grace Anuefsoll
Tclpa Sjober!2
(BabYI Beverly Kraft
I\lice Elilabeth Oa~tkr
Fred Wi~ller
Beatrice Haylll'~
John Kraft
Rlldolph Lange
Juhn Blcken
Ja«lb

Rllnde~tvedl

Clan.'llce R()binson
Brenda Nellie Fra"cr
K,lren Gctty Fraser IRe-inlcnncnt)
JLllui~ KllI!!e
GlL~{a\' Jacob;;
James Barron

Henry Dcrryman
Frank Collin.~
Alfred Knuholl

Adolph Lange
Marilla Linda Roske
Julianna Kruger
Johanna Rmke
Chancey Lcnaru Caproll
Anna Lar~()n
Teofill-lundt
Robert H,lyncs
Carl Stcinhardt
Fred A_ Egeland
(Baby) Sandra Lee Maric
Jatlll'~ ,\ndcl-~()11

Katherine Kraft
Helen ?,vtamer
,~1argarct Dcrryman
Frank JoilrNlll

jt).j.:5

William Kruger

Anurew
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I t)---l6

(Bab>1 Rubel'! Alkn ),l!1lCn

Trll~\

Cad~un

Cold !\chon
L;da Alvina

:\lal'ch 4.19'+1
January -.10'+1
i\'1arch .11.19.+1
April n. 19-i-1
AllgU~t 30. 19..J.2
Augu.\t 30. 1042
July - . 19..J.2
January 20. 1942
June 2. 1942
June 1'+. 19.+.+
[I,.'1arch 17. 1043
July'::!. 1043

!1I1~..

5. Ji-J.-f6
Seplember"1. 1l)-~6
September ·1. 1l)..16
J;lflll<lry 2h. Il)_\7
1\:]:1l'ch 2K. I\)·,n
1\-'1<1I-ch 2\), !\)-n
'\ll!111~t 27.19,17
/\ugUq 27. 19.-f7
I:mu<lry 7. 1\)-IK
r"\lay 25. I()'+K
June 22. 19·IK
Not Kl1lw/Il
FcbnJary 12. Il)·Il)

IB'dhy) Meh'in \V<lync Fj'I'd~
Mary Jane Neale
F'.-a Gertrude LentllJ\
\Villiull1 LluyLl

September 2(J. ilJ.'K
March 27. 19J1)
July 27.1939
Not Knuwll
Dcceillber 2'+. 10.14
June 12. 1940
March 15. 19.+0

Elizabeth Wilson

l\-l:ir~'h 1(J. : lJ-.-J6
i\la y 2. I()---+iJ
JUlle 25. Ill-Ih

Chri~(cJl~oll

Evcleth

]'J.17

Emcst Leo Stockli

JaJllWI') b. 19-16

Jlllm Dean

Fcbruar~' 13. ilJ"'1
May - . 19.'\6

Ok OhlIn

Pen-:

[):I\'ic~

Clarence Rwhcrfl\rd l\illi~\111
Ju!ill~ KIlIg,:,
Carl C. EViln~
FI'I.::drid.: \Vhill
Catherine L(\ui~c: \Vhilt
I Bab: I rl·edl,'ll·k Fr'IL' Lcn,l>n
I Baby) Lillian l\-lary Stcward
?'vjalhia NeboJl

Medstead Bethe! Lutheran Cemetery
Name

Nc,lic

Le,1 Jane Capl\\J\
I BdbYI Rubh

S.E.14-50-15-W3rd.
Betty Rumcth

JUllC lO. I l)-i-.-f
Jllne·1. l()·i::;
luly i 2. 1\),,1::;
i\\I!"U~l 6. 1\).-f5
O((nber 20. 19~15
Dc,:el1lbl:J' 2;-.;. IlJ_15
lkcemhet.ll, !l).-f5

\V,dter \ValkL'r
\Vcmkll Edward C;:illlbk
John Franci_" !'ri~'~'

in the hospital. Gifts and flowers are given on special
occasIons.
Three Life-Memberships have been presented:
Mrs. Hilda Egeland. Mrs. Agnes Knutson. and Mrs.
Anne Swenson.
Regular organists have been Mrs. Nels Nelson,
Gwen Kish. Diane Gatzke. Shirley Bovair. and
Robert Bovair.
The Lutheran Church took part in the Interdenominational Service of Worship in Medstead.
1965. and in the open air church service of Homecoming 1971.
Lutheran Congregation Executive 1980: president. Pastor Kuziej: vice-president. Erwin Hundt:
secretary. Jim Bovair: treasurer. Louis Kish; trustees.
Frank Nelson and Albert Jones: cemetery caretaker.
Erwin Hundt: Auditors, Linda Hundt. Kay Dreischner.
Medstead Bethel Lutheran W.M.F Executive
1980: president, Kay Dreischner: vice-president.
Adele Hundt: secretary, Pauline Bovair; treasurer.
Ruby Hill: Cheer Fund, Gladys Jess: Members,
Clara Olson and Mary Lange.
In 1980. under the direction of Dennis Hagen an
addition was built on the church. Many have donated
time. money. and lunch ancl coffee for the workers.
While the church was being renovated. services were
held in the Catholic Church for seven months, and
three services were held in the Anglican Church.
Regular worship services are expected to resume in
the Lutheran Church on Sunday. March 23, 1980.

Oa~tler

t\U!111~t

.lul;.- IX. ICJ61
r\ugu.\{ 23. Il)61
N()\'(.::mbcI' 23, 1%1

Aprill). 1%2
Junc~

April 30. 1%2

\b>-- Ill. 1%2
(I.'I;)! 12. 1%2
i\iay 25. ](JfJ2
Janu<lry !.", 1963
January 26. ]963
I\--larch N, 1lJ63
May' 9. 1%3

l\'bry

Tn:~~a [l,l(lni~

jo~eph Lahun~ki

Da\'id Jack

!\pril 19, 1%5

\Valter Swnley Lar,\l!1

1%:'

HulnH' Nebon L~llveitt

(\..'by .1(),

Charle~

Nm\:!llbei"

Homer WihuJl
JpllIl S, ..\lhtn
Peter AlexanJer Ft'a~el
Geurge A, Garnel
Fralll'e~ C(\llin~

Stanky H<lyne~
Tillie Oastkr
Per Sigfred Sioberg
I\Ln Drie~chilci

Palll Car! S,:herhanuik
i\gne~ Margaret Knllhllll
Nib O~car Wefll~'l' Si\lbel'g
Antoll Zink~

Richard Jal1\c~ \i()ITi\
J\.-1arie Ki~h
Jo:;erh Sv,;icr
Wayne Perret
Frank K~lIl!1ll
F Steinhardt
Anhur .bn/en
Rober! KennCliy 01'1'
Roland !-IiI!
Lillian [)a\'ie~
Irene j'vloline
Augu-;t Schmill
Elizabeth Jean J(lne~
Arthur Janzen
Anlonia h!vk,\
Fn:J William [1'Il~t
Hilda Egeland

Rnilel't Ibmld ..\miL:h(lll
Albc'!"! Knui;\l)l
D:!Ilic'l L.:tIl~l"
\\'ilil,1Il1 S, M:d\':Tllch\lf,
!\;\n Wilh~'!1ll Weber
Cu'l 011\1 We~eJ
t\lmia hmer,
W:dtcr !\1,tIller
.I\)hn \"Ici"r<.:d 1 :ihll!l
L<.:n:lrd JOhlhllll
NicJ...\ll~l~ Ch<.:fI\lll1l:\},
\\'i!Ii:!1ll bhurd C,h~,lll

(kluh1.:r 26. 1\H,.">

JUflc21.1%3
(kl(\h1.:r :;.,1.
lkn:mher 9,1\)6-1

(;u\!an Carb(lll

II). Il)(,:,
Decemher 1.2. :;
I\brch .2."'. IlJIlil

June

2(1. jl)66

NU\'\.:lllbcr 21, 1\)':'(,
(kt(lher 11, It)h7
UctubL:r .11, 1l)6 7
SL'ptcmh~'r 15, I \)h~

\\'illi~!111 R\J~J...<.:

.·\n!Jur ?\i<lrlin R(h},<.:
:\jarlin .\nl\lll KllUi;llll
(i,lI'dull Heath h,I~~'1

Sq,teillbei' 27. 1%0
Septennhn 30. ]l)hN
FL:hnj~lry 10. I()(l()
(1,1;1: 22, I%\)
il-l:irl'll 2:,). IlJ7()
Februar: 17. IlJ7{)
[kcL'lllhel' 5. IlJ7{)
~LII'~'h 22.1971
Octobe!' 5. ! lJ7 i
Del'ember 2U. jlJ71

HekJw K~II11I11

J\1hll Fritz
(j~'llI"~C Dtlll~dd ~e,de

Jennie !\l\\en Chcr\\llJll:\l
Ril:\ !rlll~:\rd t'Li~'d,e!

SePk'mh~'i

I-I. i'177
N,)\elllhe; II. 1(J77
\brL'li 21, Ili7~
:\\I~lI,t I·;' IlJ7K
~(l\'1.:lllhL:r

25. 1<)7:\
IlJ70
l,tll\l,lI\ 2-1. I\Jil)
[l,LII'L'il 6. I LJ7l)
:\pril II. IlJ7lJ
-\lI~lht 16. IlJ7lJ
(klllhcr 22. 1C)7 l j
])~'l'~'1lI11L'I'l).

M,A.D.R,A.
This organization had its beginnings in Novem-

January Ill. IlJ72
~brL'h 6. 1(>72
June). 1972

ber, 1969, when a group of cOllcerned citizens felt
there Vias a need for a recreation center to serve the
community.
The village "vas not growing, and the only recreation facilities were an outdoor skating rink and a two-

I\brch IY. 1973
September 23. IlI7.j
(klUber !.j. 197-'
!\by 2). IlJ7-1
:\ut'u~t 10. IY7-l
Augtl~t 1-1. 197~
Junl" 26. Ill7:')
June 2S. Ill7)
:\Upl~t 25. ill7)
PROVINCIAL.

:\ll~lI\1 26. 1')75
,'..;(I\eIJlbL:r ID, 1(J7:')
[kcc'lllb~'I' 2.1,. Il)"')
,\pl'i! II. Il171l
,"h'\elll!>c'I' 15. Ilj!!>
-\pri] 2.'. I'J77
il.LI;' 2. IlJ!?
\Ll;' IS, 1\)77
\b;. 2l). I<,)TI
lui> l'i, 1\)77

shed curling rink which had been built in the early
1930's. Something had to be done to interest people
of all ages if the town was to survive.
PARKS
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The first public meeting

\,,'~lS

held November j!.

106E, ;:md sa\\' unanimous approval for one lclrgc
l'Olllml.!l1ity' organization to serve [he needs of IlK
entire area. The \..·.\isting nll:n's and ladies' cllrlin~
clubs and the skatin)2 rink or~anizalion \vith l."OjJlbir1Cd assClS of apprdxim,\tcJy SI:-iOO.()(), three shovels. a rink Sh1.h.:k '-mel the old hvo-shect l·urlini; rink.
amalgamated in Nuvember. il)6~.
In December. !L)6S. by-L1WS "vert passed t))' both
the Village and R.fv1. Cuuncih to al!o\,,· for the or··
ganilation of u Parks and Recreation f\ssociarlon to
which grants were tlvLlilabk. Therefore. this cor{lmunit;.' or~~a!li!<.ltion became kno\vn as iYkdstead and
District Recreation /\ssol'iution ur 1v"1.A.D.I\.A.
In October. ]069. a committee W~lS formed in
seek construction costs. This committee met with a
delegation of people in the l'Ol1H1lUnity of fViayfair.
Saskatchewan, fa small fanl1in~ community 75km.
southeast of l'vkdstead). Mayfair had previously constructed a \vooclen arena complex. The cummittee
returned full of enthusiasm and ,,'cry' impressed by
the economics of the wooden structure of the 1\!1a y'fair
arena. It \vas deciLlcd to proceed with building an
arena. wood being the most available and eUH10111ieal material.
In february. 1<)70. logging operations started in
the area north of Medstcad where timber ahounds.
The Timber Board permit \vas obtained largelY
through the efforts of the late Bill Lofts. Sr. of
Glaslyn, \\/ho knev/ how to go abollt such matters.
The !'irst logging operation saw one hundred and
seventy thousand feet of lumber cut. sa\vn and stockpiled near the existing complex in a record sevenIeen
days' time. It was planed in June. 197(). and stacked
at the building site.
The land was obtained from the local Roman
Catholic Church for a nominal fee.
In June, !970. M.A.D.R.A. was duly incorporated under the Societies Act thus relieving future
executives of any liabilities. A. Deiner from Tisdale
was booked to supervise construction or the rafters
and setting them in place.
Two local farmers. \vho arc also carpenters llf
considerable talent. met with [vir. Lloyd \V, Johnston
of L. V",I. Johnston Engineering Consultants of Regina. The complex vI/as approved for structurul
strength and blue printed to the satisfaction of one
lind all.
Federal and Provincial Governments showed
their faith in the community and came through with
1\\'0 local improvement grants $30,170 in 1971-72,
and $21.102 in 1972-73. Also there was a
Saskatchewan Homecoming Grant of $2 ,468 in 1971.
In 1978 and 1979, Young Canada Works grants have
helped improve and maintain the grounds and complex.

Melistead Arena, built '1970.

The community itself initiallY raised $129,000,
not taking into account the grear amount of volunteer
\vork. and the use of numerous trucks, tractors, and
machines of all types,
The arena is IlJ8 feet long and 114 feet wide. The
curling rink is 153 feet long and 44 fect wide \vith
joint waiting room-kitchen facilities. The players'
dressing rooms are located under the bleachers. thus
the distance to the ice surface is minimized. Seating
capacity is approximately 600.
There is an unfinished portion at the east end
which is to be made into additional dressing rooms.
This arena is the largest of this type of construction in
the province of Saskatchewan.
The curling rink acoustics are exceptional. attributed largely to the exposed rafter, styrofoam insulation and general engineering. which results in
absorptiun of sound.
The arena is used all year round for various
activitie~.

The vv'inter season hus seen as many as nine
hockey teams. four broomball teams, four groups of
figure skaters with 70-85 children, and all groups
cailing Medstead arena "home ice". The school
children keep the ice busy at noon hour and during
Physical Education classes in the winter months.
Volleyball nets replace the ice in the arena area,
during other times of the year.
Light horse shows. 4-J-l rallies and achievement
clays. baseball teams, plus the annual July ist barbeque are among the activities that usc this facility
during the SLlmmer months.
The arena schedule coordinates all the activities
so that equal ice time is given to all groups at convenient hours - practices usually immediately following school, afe most convenient for parents.
The executive consists of a President. Vice-President, Secrewry, Treasurer and three members atlarge. plus the chairman from each committee within
the organization. The executive is elected for a twoyear period only, and is not allowed to be elected to
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the same position for another term. It is generally felt
that new people with fresh ideas are needed w keep
the organization vital.
All senior citizens arc ~ldmiHcd free of charge to
all wimer activities. Books of tickets for admission to
senior games are available at reduced rates to local
people in an attempt to say "Thank You" for all the
volunteer assistance.
The caretaking is tendered by the arena committee each fall. This committec also establishes rules
and regulations for behavior \vithin the arena as wdl
as the annual arena fees.
The M.A.D.R.A. sponsored projects are many
and varied as seen by the chart at rhc enu of this
article.
All community college classes such as art. se\ving (various levelsl. cake decorating. first aid. mechanics. hair styling. physical fitness. badminton.
plumbing. cabinet making. re-upholstering. and
knitting have bcen taught by local resource personnel.
Guitar. Income Tax. and Ceramics had outside
instructors.
We are fortunate to have many concerned parents
and community spirited citizens who have made the
recreation organization an integral part of the community. Those families not involved directly with the
construction of the arena have done their part by
giving substantial financial support. Every family in
the area has been supportive in their own way to the
betterment of the community as a whole.
Our hockey teams are all coached and managed
locally. Figure skating has been taught locally and
there are four different levels. To date our efforts to
find a professional instructor have been without success.
In the last decade. we as a community have
proven that if you want and need something badly
enough. the cooperative spirit of one and all can
fulfill that need.
Our arena kitchen is mainly the responsibility of
the women within the area who form a new kitchen
committee each fall. that runs winter and summer
alike. It is a big job. and most women within the area
spend at least one week during the winter season
working in the kitchen. They are supplemented by a
few brave males. with the many man-women hours
of volunteer labor each year making this aspect of our
organization one of the most profitable.
In conclusion. the one-organization concept "vith
its many and varied civic. social. and recreational
services. has worked well here in Medstead. A common goal which demanded cooperation and a spirit
of giving. growing. and working together, has united
this community as never before.

Tile Medstead Golden Jilbilee Committee of
1955.
The Medstead Golden Jubilee committee chose
the theme. "A Parade ur Progress", for the 50th
celebration acti'vities held on June 13. 1955, in
Mcdsrcad. The committee members \A/cre: president
- Mr. J rvicl\1urphy. secretary -- l'vlrs. Agnes Knutson. Anglican Minister---J. \\/alsh, Lutheran Minister - R. Harso. E. Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. H.
Short. Bert Haslett. Mrs. 1. Wilson. Mrs. R. Dewan.
and Superintendent or Schools - J. A. Carr.
Mr. B. Haslett and V./. Hoge were in charge of the
parade. Agnes Dyck and Mrs. H. McMurphy were in
charge of the singing. and Cecil Ne\vman looked
after the races. Exhibits committee \Vas N1rs. H.
Short. Mrs. E. Casson. and Mrs. Ruby Hill. Other
committee members from surrounding districts
were: W. Gamble. F Funk. Mr. Hoffman. Mr. Karolat. Mr. Raiche. Joan BIi,rud. Mr. Gosscn. Robert
Price. Mrs. J. Grant. J. Kildaw. Harold Boon. Joe
Oster. C. Newman. and Erika Isaak.
The Jubilee plans originated at a Home and
School meeting on April 6. 1955. Welcome signs
were put up and colorful posters and letters were sent
out.
District histories were submitted by each school
district.
It was a beautiful sunny day as the thirty-three
parade entries lineel up. The school children with
banners led the parade. The horseback riders were
Mrs. Mabel Wisner. Gottlieb Lange. Bill !-lill. and
Floyd Prosser. Other entries in the parade were Homer Wilson from Marron with ox and car.l. W. Gamble from Guyhirne with Red River cart and horses.
covered wagons by Mr. McNabb. Sandwith. and
Bert Whitt from Carrollton. old and new furniture by
Browns in Glenbush. old and new homes by Mr.
Bork from Belbutte. Did time costume float by Reinharts and Blixruds from Molewood. and an old-time
noat by Guyilirne HomemaKers. Chris Halvorson
entered a horse and buggy float depicting 1912.
Medstead float had spinning wheels operated by
Mrs. V. Moline and Mrs. Eliitsgaard. a scythe by
Andrew Wilson. and .lens Ellitsgaard. There were
decorated bicycles. an old time binder by Fred
Sjoberg. a plough by Ole Swensen. dealers machinery. Clint Wilson with sewing machines. Elk's decorated car sponsored by Carl Larson. 1. Wilson.
Howard Graham. C. Stewart. and Mr. Unruh. There
was a Teddy Bear Cafe car. with Tommy .lolly on the
front dressed as a Teddy Bear. Adler's store with
Johnny Kennedy with cart and peddling novelties,
and Perret's fire drill demonstration. Mr. E. McMurphy's noat included a log house and modern house.
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Mr. H. Short \vas frying pancakes and Martin Knutson was the first customer.
Some of the articles in the exhibit display were
guns, spinning wheels, cradles, ano\v heads, birds'
eggs, coffee grinder, homestead titles, and various
arts and crafts.
Everyone brought their o\vn picnic lunch.
Townlcy-Smilh of Saskatoon was the guest
speaker. He spoke on the experiences of the Barr
Colonists.
Brief sketches from each surrounding school districts \\'ere read.
A haseball game by 1919 ball players was enjoyed
by the spectators. Softball was played by the younger
generations.
An old-time dance w,,, held at night and there
were prizes for Cllstumes. Miller's Orchestra from
Rabbit Lake, supplied the music. The net proceeds of
one hundred fifty dollars were given to the Cancer

tivcs -- Reeve \V. Harms and Ed Jones, Village
Council Rep. - R. S. Hansen.
At a general meeting held soon after this organization \vas funned it was decided to try to build this
/\dministration Building as <.J Centennial project and
from that lime forv./ard the two councils v/iih the
Jubilee Centenniai organizaton. the Students' council and many other interested persons \>.lurked toward
this end.
Through the aid of the two councils a centennial
grant was obtained. In IlJ65, the Jubilee year, we had
several fund-raising activities and on July 4th of that
year we celebrated our Jubilee. By the time Jubilee
year was over OUl" building project \vas a reality. Our
very able building committee was Mr. A. Short, Mr.
E. Seidle and Mr. E. Jones.
in Centennial year 1967 we celebrated Canada's
birthday by declaring our new Centennial Administration building open. Mr. Irwin Mcintosh who is
no\\.' our Lieutenant Governor was our guest speaker.
There followed a truly wonderful celebration,
opening with a parade led by piper ian Short. a
church service, dinner, sports and picnic with a balc
becue supper and dance. To end a wonderful day we
had a fine display of fireworks.
Our Centennial Project is most of all a tribute to
the pioneers who opened this district.
Helen McMurphy

Fund.

Medstead and District
Jubilee Variety-Nile Program
I. St. Philips Kitchen Cupboard Band
2. Skit - Glenbush Homecraft.
3. Songs - Lutheran Ladies Aid.
"Beautiful Isle of Somewhere"
"Church in the Wildwood".
4. Old Fashioned Day - B.P.O.E. Mrs. P. Graham
Mr. J. McMurphy.
5. Songs - Homemakers - "Flunky Jim"
"Saskatchewan" .
6. East or West - Skit - Roman Catholic Congregation.
7. Square Dance - Medstead Twilight Twirlers.
g. Skit - Medstead Homecraft.
9. Glenbush Mennonite Choir.
10. Musical Item-- Alan Short. Drake McMurphy,
Walter Kalyn.
II. Fashion Show - Royal Purple.
12. Jubilee Choir-- Medstead School.

Jubilee Day -

A Gaia Time

Medstead .- On July I the village of Medstead
and the RM of Mestead held a most successful and
enjoyable Jubilee day at the Medstead sports
grounds.
The parade under the direction of Bill Casson and
Bert Haslett led off from the sports ground about II
a.m. Leading the parade was a convertible driven by
Fern Martin in which were seated Robert Wooff,
MLA and Mrs. Wooff. R. S. Hanson, overseer of the
village and W. Harmes, Reeve of Medstead.
This car pulled the first !loat a giant three tier
birthday cake complete with candles. Lettered in
gold were 1905-J965. Seated on the noat were lovely
ladies of 1965 and lovely ladies in 1905 attire holding
the new Canadian flags.
In all 28 floats made up the parade from organizations such as St. Phillips WA, Saskatchewan Wheat
Pool. the Royal Purple, and Medstead Central
School. Floats from business places of Medstead and
Cater: modern machinery - caterpillar and Rome
plow entered by Ledinski Brothers: ancient Hart-Parr
tractor entered by Bob Orr of Cater. Belbutte community brought down transportation 1911 and 1965,
Horses and buggies were well in evidence with occupants clad in the clothing of yester-years. Swallow-

Our Medstead Centennial Project
One of the "Highlights" of the village of
Medstead is our Centennial Administration Building. It houses our Rural Municipal Office, Village
Council meeting place, a Health Centre and our
Lakeland Regional Public Library.
We are very pleased that the Students' Council
saw fit to furnish the waiting room and nurses office
out of their own funds.
In October of 1964 a Jubilee Centennial Citizens
Organizaton was formed: Chairperson - Helen
McMurphy, Vice Chairman - Alan Short. Secretary-Treasurer- Beatrice Fonda, R.M, Representa130

tail coat and high silk hat added to the spirit of the
occasion. Cove~"ed wagons complete with outriders
passed along the route. sacldle horses. children's
ponies and decorated bicycles brought color to the
scene. In lighter vein came the float depicting the old
village blacksmith. The smith a mighty man was he
- complete with beard which once graced a horsc's
neck worked busily at his trade as it passed along the
routc. The brightly burning forge and ring of anvil
had a true sound. The blacksmith shop had its share
of loitering fanners. complete with two would-be
harvesters with scythes on their shoulders. Ancient
cars and early model A did their bit.
Following the parade an open air service was held
at the sports grounds where ministers of the Mennonite. Lutheran. Anglican. Catholic and Apostolic
churches took part with Mrs. McMurphy as organist.
Glenbush Mennonite choir sang special selections
conducted by Mr. Pauls of Glenbush.
After a basket lunch, - Mr. Hanson. overseer of
the villaoe gave the welcoming, address followed by
an address by Robert Wooff. MLA.
After lunch Alan Short took charge of sports.
Races were held for young and old. The public address system kept everyone in touch with all that was
going on during the afternoon.
Ball games. hard ball and soft baiL ladies soft
ball took place and the old game of horse shoe could
be heard. All through the afternoon. Not the least of
the sports was the old tug-of-war when district vied
with district. Never did people pull so hard for their
community.
The booth and hot dog stand were popular places.
also the Old Timers Booth which provided rest and
shade.
Here and there on the grounds could be seen
lovely ladies of yester-year clad in the styles of long
aoo and one courageous gentleman wore his high silk
h~t and swallow t;il with complete ease.
'
Many of Medstead's former residents returned
this day to see their old friends and neighbors.
Throughout the day one could hear" How nice to see
you agam"
The consensus of opinion was "I wouldn't have
missed it for anything."
An old time dance was held in the evening where
a huge crowd thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

Centennial Parade. '1967. Ian Short with Bagpipes led the
parade.

John Gatzke, overseer, represented the village in a

gaily decorated car.
Business places entering the parade were
Meelstead Hotel: East Side Service: Jesse's Heming
and Plumbing. with a comic Saturday night on the
old Homestead. complete with bath tub and old time
music: Susko Wheat Pool: MADRA. with "decorated
car showing the amounts of money raised until the
present for the arena project: Robinhood Homemakers Celebration Cake 1911-1971: Central High
School. and graele five class. depicting children of
other lands: Seidle Bros. Seed Farm. Boyers. North
Battleford. vintage car driven by John Zimmerman.
one-time resident of the Marron district. presently
mananer
of Bovd's
Service Station. North Bate
J
tleford.
Clowns. both on foot and mechanized added to
the gaiety. Farmers enteree! modem machinery as
well as the oldtime binder. separator. horse and buggy, combine of early model. and beautiful horses
which almost stole the show. The Janzen family. C.
Friesen family. the Siemens families and the
McNabb family entered beautiful. spirited. saddle
horses. Ben Sl;derberg and Werner Boldt entered a
beautiful four-horse tandem team, complete with
gleaming harness and "grain tank", a once familiar
sight on country roads at threshing time.
The R.M. entered the old "road maintainer" and
the brand new motor grader now in use. The
Lutheran. Catholic and A;glican churches combined
to enter a float as did the Sunday School. Robinhooc!
4H, Medstead' Homecraft and Glenbusll 4H. Several
older cars joined in also.
Following the parade an open air church service
was held with Mr. Schalm, Rev. Falle. Pastor Rude.
Rev. Doucette. Mr. Pauls and Mr. Isaac taking part.
During the afternoon children's sports were held,

~

Medstead Homecoming
bv Mrs. E. Mills
, Medstead - Medstead's Homecoming '71 was a
tremendous success - the weatherman too co-operated.
The parade led off from the Sports Ground at II
a.m. and proved to be the most popular one to date.
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and rnunicipality as the "Celebrate Saskatchewan"
cornmittee. Once this cOITlmittee was establisheu,
applications were made for the Grant Fund, established by the Celebrate Saskatchewan Corporation.
Our activities will focus on the three thematic
themes: heritage, celebration and vision. Our
"heritage" \NiH be taken care of in the publishing of
the history book "Trails of Promise. " It is now in the
finnl stage of being sent to the printers.
The "celebrations" theme is being planned by
the celebration special committee. July!, 1990 will
be our celebration day. Former residems of the comrnullities have been invited back for the day and for a
visit to the area. The day "vill start out with a pancake
breakfast, followed by a parade which will include a
decorated bicycle parade to involve the younger chi!dren; church service; senior citizens' tea and fashion
show or years gone by: beard growing contest, sports
such as soft ball, dunk tank, tug-of-war and kiddies
races; actual threshing machine at work: antique display: with actual demorwtrations of pioneer skills,
rnoto-cross races: pony rides.
The Leisure Life ladies have made a quilt which
will be raffled that day.
In the evening there will be a big Beef (Pit) BarB-Que. (one thousand pounds of beef has already
been ordered), a fiddlers' contest, to be followed by a
dance in the new Medsteacl Hall with Grande Country Orchestra. Later on in the evening a fire works
display will take place.
It is planned that the "Vision" theme will have
the school and young people involved in a "tree
planting" day to show growth for the future.
The Celebrate Saskatchewan Committee received half of the government grant of fifteen hundred clollars. The remainder to be receivecl when the
programs are completed.
We hope the fascinating and varied projects will
involve many individuals, members of families and
volunteer groups in OLlr area.

Gymkhana events, horsemanship trials, horseshoe
pitching, bingo, pony rides and bali games entered
by district. The booth anci hot clog stand did a steady
business.
Tea was served in the incomplete arena building
by Mrs. McMurphy ane! Mrs. Thompson. Mrs. Short
was in charge uf the Homecoming '71 guest book.
At 6 p. m. a barbecue supper was servee! on the
grounds. Tecl Christen was in charge of the barbecue
pit. Nine hundred and fifty plates were sold.
After supper many entered the log sawing contest
which caused much merriment. One suprising entry
was Lewis Bell, (son of Frank Bell, owner and operator of the first sawmill and tie camp) and his partner
Alan Bird, (son of Rev. and Mrs. Bird of the Anglican Church in Medstead in the early '30's).
First three winners in this event, in order, were:
Noble Egeland ami Klass Knott, Ed Seicile ancl John
Heyden, Mrs. Orange and Archie Latimer.
All through the clay people were meeting and
greeting friends of bygone days.
A dance at night wound up this splendid Homecoming event. Mrs. Norman Blixrud won the $500
draw.
The grade six pupils at Medsteacl Central and the
teacher, Mrs. Arsenault, had sold articles of handwork made during the year, on the grounds. Members of the class presented MADRA with $130 at the
close of the evening, their contribution to the arena.

Celebrate Saskatchewan -

1980

Medsteacl and surrounding districts will be one of
the many communities to be involved in the festive
occasion "Celebrate Saskatchewan 1905-1980."
In the fall of 1979, the history book committee
was approached to represent the Medstead village

Newspaper -

The Medsiead Herald

The Medstead Herald began in October of 1938
and continued on a weekly basis until194g. Publisher
was A. C. Stack and Editors were 1942 -WE.
Hoge.1Y43~J. Staklw. i944-Rev. R. P. Jefferies.
1945 - A. Knutson, 1946 - Mrs. J Presley. The
newspaper then continued as the Northern Star Turtleford.

Medstead Cafe
In 1950 George Fabrick, his wife, Mary, and their
family, moved from Shell Lake to Medstead where
they purchased and operated the Medstead Cafe. It
being a busy railroad town at the time, business was

Elaine McLeod, Regional Co-ordinator of area 10, Celebrate
Saskatchewan.
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Medslead 4-H Homecnifi Club
by Bea Fonda
tv1edstead 4-H HOl11ecraft was orgnai/cd on January !6. 1065 under the kadcr:-;hijl of fv'irs. Nora Swrling \vith the assistance of lYhs. Bell FO!1(h and i'v'irs.
l'vhlrgard Simpsun. The club \\ias named the

"Mcdstcad Busy Bees
name until

\VC

H()mCCr~lft"

and kept that

had boys join the club and the "Busy

Bees" was dropped. 'Our first president \vas Diane

Gatzke and the first secretary" \\'as r:ranccs [\,1;.1111(1',
The first year. \vc had twenty-one members. all

taking Cluthing I. \Vc tried to haVl: meC'tings in the
homes but had to move to the school due to shortage
of space in the homes. \Ve had uur mcetings on
Saturday afternoons: it V/LlS necessary/ to \vork every
Saturday.' afternoon to complete one year's \vork before the Achievement Day. which was held on May
IS.

Carol Harrison, Jean Hoge, Doreen Hoge, 1951. In front at
Fabrik's Cate.

in the fall of 1065 wc rc-organized cxpanding to
three different projects such as clothing. foods. let's

entertain. knitting. home nursing. junior sportsmen,

good. Coffee was ten cents, pop seven cents, cigarettes thirty-four cents. Gramma Davis (Mrs. Lillian
Davis) often helped out with making pies which were
baked in a wood burning stove - the wood being
purchased from Me Chris U muh. Some of the wait':.
resses in the early '70's were: Babs Derker. Florence
Currie. Pauline Bruns. In later years, George worked
for various other agencies and the Department of
Highways until his illness and death in 1972. His son.
Don. who has five daughters. lives in Prince Albert.
Marjorie. husband Dave Orr and family of three
presently reside in Duck Mountain Provincial Park.
by Marjorie Orr

crafts. 4-U and junior leadership. We have involved
many local people in leadership of the various projects. fifteen different people in all. plus senior members that took junior leadership project. Mrs. Nora

Starling served twelve years, ten as general leader:
rv1rs. Bea Fonda. fifteen years, three as general leader: Mrs. Nellie Fraser. eight years: Mrs. Gladys

Jessc, seven years: l'Ars. Yvette Miszanicc, six years,
two of which were when she \vas general leader: Mrs.
Pauline Bovair and Mrs. Alma Woyto\vich. four
years: lVlrs. rViargaret Simpson. Mrs. Judy Thomson,
Mrs. Doreen Short and Mrs. Lucy Anderson, all two
years: Mrs. Clara Jolly. Mrs. Kay Drieschncr. Mrs.
Lydia Hagen and tvir. Brian Evans with one year.
One year we had four boys join us in a Foods 1
project. Frances Anderson, a senior member took on
the leadership of these fellows and made a success of
it. For another two years we had people try junior
sportsmen projects.

The Meds£ead Twilight Twirlers Square
Dance Club
The Medstead Twilight Twirlers Square Dance
Club was organized on March 2. 1960. in the
Medstead Elks' Hall with Gordon ·ll.rnbull the caller
attending. Ed Siedle was elected president. Irene
Allan was elected secretary-treasurer, Martin Janzen
elected vice-president. The fees were ten dollars a
couple. Sixteen couples and twenty-two single memberships were received that first dance. The name
"Twilight Twirlers" was chosen as the club's name.
That first year a number of couples earned their
"Idiot" badges by waking up the caller Gordon Turn-

The club was involved in fund raising eVents such
as raffles, bingos, bake sales. bottle drives, catering:
to Wheat Pool events, selling lunch at auction sales

and a walk-a-thon in 1969. which raised so much
money that \ve \overt never short of funds again. Each

event. as well as earning the necessary funds, also
taught the members ho\,\I to organize and carry these
out.

As far as "Fun Things" we \'--lent on vv'iener
roasts, picnics, bowling, swimming at the lakes as

bull at 2 a.m. Sunday morning to square dance in our
pajamas. Great Fun! ~
This club operated until the spring of 1969. We
even had a beautiful banner designed by George
Zaychkowsky of Glaslyn and made by Bea Fonda.
This was made in March 1968 and the club did not
organize the following fall due to lack of interest.

well as in the pool in North Battleford, many of these
trips ending in a stop at the A & W. MacDonald's or
the Dairy Queen.
Many of our members attended 4-H camps at
Camp Rayner and Regional Camps giving the mem133

bas the opportunity to meet other 4-H members

Officers elected were:
President; Pastor Roy Hafso
Vice President: Mr. Fred Arnold
Secretary: Mrs. Helen McMurphy
Reporter: Mr. J Wilson
Treasurer; Mrs. Jim Bovair
Hostess: Mrs. Fred Arnold
The Home and School continued for guite a few
years. They sponsored special activities such as a
Math, program, looked aftcr the booth for sports
days, bought an item of equipment for the school,
sent delegates to two conventions. Mrs. Nellie Fraser
was delegate one year and gave an excellent report. It
seemed people were getting more involved, and the
Home and School members kept getting fewer, until
eventually the Home and School stopped meeting.

from other parts of the province. As well as learning

the project material, the members also learned to
work and play with others.
By 1970 our club hac! become basically a knitting
one. \\i'hen \ve attempted to re-organize, most of our
members wanted to take knittng again and since our
knitting leader was unable to continue Vv'C decided to
disband for a year, hoping that it vv'ould not he pcnnanent.

Medstead Home and Schoo!
The Homemakers sponsored the organization of

a "Home and School" in Medstead High School on
Monday, March 7, 1955.
Present at the meeting were the following;
Mrs. G. Fabrick
Mrs. L. Davies
Me and Mrs. Joe Wilson
Mrs. Ruby Hill
Mrs. L Rosnes
Mrs. Gordon Fraser
Mrs. Jim Bovair
Mrs. H. Short
SupL Jim Carr
Mrs. H. Kahl
Me Fabrick
Mrs. H. Schmirler
Mrs. J McMurphy
Mrs. Agnes Knutson
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Mrs. 0. Swenson
Miss Riffer
Mrs. B. Davies
Mrs. Lillian Hill
Mrs. B. Fonda

Medstead Schoo! No. 4903
Teachers 1930 to 1979
Gerald Vickers
1930-31
Frank Warwick
1031-34
Donald Callum
1934-36
Gertrude Stringer .................. . 1936-37
Grant Fletcher ..................... 1937-40
WE. Hoge
1940-43
Mary Ellen Manning ..............
1942-43
John Anclrushak .................... 1943-45
Mrs. Clara D. Anderson
1945-46
Miss J 'll'ask .
1946-47
Miss Inez Ferrari ....
1946-47
Miss Annie Rose Klassen.
1947-48,1957-62,
1<)63-65, 1968-69
Jean Markowsky
1948
Diedrich Epp ..
. . . . . .. 1948
E. A. Radcliff
1948-49
Mrs. E. Mills
1948-50
L. M. Hill ........................ . 1948-49
D.McDonald
1949-52
Miss E. Bandurka
1949-50
R. Warwick.
1950-51
Mrs. H. E. Short
1950-51, 1952-62, 1965-66
Joyce Short. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1051-52
Frank WarwiCK
...........
1952-53
1952-53, 1954-55
Jean Wilson.
R, W Wilson
1953-54
Mrs. Inez Nordstrom
1953-54
G. E. Riffer ...
1954-55
Joseph Jankoski
1955-57
Mrs. L. Hollingshead.
1955-57
Jean Chaika ............
1955-57
1955-58, 1961-79
Ruby Hill. . . . . . . . . .
E. L. Phillips .......
1957-59, 1960-64
Naiden Kindrachuk ............
1957-58
Mrs. E. Casson .. ". 1957-69,1971-72,1974-76

Me R. Hafso (Lutheran Pastor)
Rev. Walsh (Anglican Minister)
The speaker was Mrs. Millie Lauretsen, North
Battleford.

The Medstead Home and School Executive 1955. Back L. R. Pastor Hatso, F. Arnold, J. Carr. J. Wilson, Middle. Lillian
Schmirler, Mrs. H. Short, Pauline Bovair, Front Helen McMurphy, Jean Wilson, Mrs. F. Arnold, and Ruby Hill.
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1')57 -58
1l)58-62
1')58-5')
Louis Nagy
1')59-60
Myron Demeyon
1')59-63. IlJ116-67
Mrs. D. Siemens ..
1960-61
Agnes E. Grant.
1961-63. i 064-67
W. Kalyn
1961-70
Mrs. E. (Lavin) fvlcGregor
1962-6g
D. L. Coolidge.
W. Iwasuik
1962-65
Miss S. Pratt ..
1962-63
1963-64
E. Hujber
1963-64.1968-76.1977-7<)
Mrs. D. Schmidt
1963-64
Miss Siemens
1<)64-79
Alan G. Short ...
1964-79
Mrs. S. Orange
1964-66
Miss T. Bargen
1. Woytowich
1965-79
1965-66
Miss R E. McGill
R. Warwick .
1965-69
Miss A. Wiens
1965-66
1966-67
1. R. Munroe
1966-79
Mrs. M. Arsenault
1967-68
C. Luciuk
1967-71
Amy Loewen
1967-60
Mrs. E. Mills
1968-75
Fred Grant
1969-70
Mrs. K. Sachdeva
1969-71
P. Martins
1969-70
Ian Graham ..
1l)69-71
Wayne K. Allen
Mrs. M. Grant ....
1969-71
1970-79
M. A. Kotelko
1071-72
Miss J. D. Cummine ..
1971-79
M.1. Swityk .....
1971-72
1. T. Krushelnitzky
1972-74
Miss B. A. Olson
1972-73
Miss L. F Steen
1972-74
Miss B. L. Klaschinsky
1073-78
W. J. Singer .......... .

Elaine E. Agrey

Irene (Allen) Hagen

Medstead High School, 1947. Back row: Oscar Rosnes, Bob
Schmirler. Bob Stewart, Alvin Isaac, Bill Casson, Ellis Knutson. Dorothy Truss. Second row: Helen Kozal<, Olga Drieschner. Erika Isaac, Maggie Homoet, Ron Adler, Dennis
Janzen, Herb Dunser. Seated: Joyce Krake. Clarice Moline,
Jean Bolton, Lydia Lange, Marg Krake, Gordon Turnbull,
Beryl Cherwoniak.

Mrs. L Hundt.
Mrs. l. Kachroo
P. Grist '"
V. Adarnache
Mrs. D. Berg
J. Kulpa
D. Stuart ..
Miss Martin
E. Bird
Mrs. Bargen
Miss F. McPherson ..
Mr. C. Herron
Mrs. Herron
Mr. D. Arnold
Miss M. Stack
Mrs. S. Foster

1973-75. 1976-78
1974-75
1974-76. 1977-79
.......
1975-79
1975-76
1976-79
1976-77
1976-77
1976-77
1976-77
1977-79
1<)77-79
1977-79
1078-79
1978-79
1978-79

Medstead Central School
Programme of Official Opening
September 6th, 1956 - 2:00 p.m. M.S.T.
Programme Chairman - The Rev. E A , P.
Alien

o Canada.

Address of Welcome to Medstead - Overseer 1.
Ellitsgaard.
Address by Chairman of the Unit Board - Mr. H.
Mackie.
Dedication prayer - The Rev. F. A. P. Allen.
Cutting of Ribbon - The !-lon. W. S. Lloyd. Minis.
ter of Education.
Opening of the doors by Principal. Mr. J. Jankoski.
(after the opening of the doors by the principal the
programme will continue in the auditorium.)

Board of Education. left to right: Cliff Page, Mel Martin, George
Cashmore, Hugh Mackie, Walter Harms, William Kuffert.
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Musical number by school children.
Address by Me J A. Carr. Supt. of Schools.
Address by Me S. J Ewaniuk. Slip!' of Schools.
Address by Mr J Jankoski, Principal.
AJdress by Pdr. R. Cantelon, President of Sask.
Teachers' Federation.
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God Save the Queen.
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anei School Association.
The Official Opening of the Medstead Central
School is sponsored by the Medsteacl and District
Home and School Association. The school staff consists of Mrs. Hildur Short. Miss Jean Chaika, Mrs.
Ruby K. Hill, Mrs. Louise Hollingshead, and Mr
Joseph lankoski, Principal,
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MolewooG School Teachers 1920-1958

year and that at tinles in a form of a voucher which I
passed on to my gracious landlady and she in turn had
it exchanged for groceries.
lVhlny mernories are treasured --- eagernesss of
the children to learn and apply: the friendliness and
support given by the understanding parents. \Vith
much joy I recall the children's enthusiasm in preparing Christmas concerts and other plays; the district
musical festivals which brought honor to Moiewood
School: the achievements of the girls Homecraft
Club ~ with more merit to the district and a delight
to the girls.
I recall the concern of the people for family social
activities - keeping families together. Saturday

Ruby Schaefer. hired May 13, 1920. Thught 81 days
from Aug. 3. 1920.
Winifred D. Gree, 1921. (no record).
Florence Conway, May 2 to 31st. 1922.
Jessie Moore, June I to December 29, 1922.
Ruth W Johnson, 1923 to 1924 (no recordl.
Dorothy Cotton, 1'125 (no record).
Florence M. Lewis. Julv 5. 1926 to December 21.
1927.
Winifred D. Parkhouse, March 1910 30, 1928.
Wm. H. Dirkson, April 2 to September 28, 1928.
John Friesen, October 15 to December 21. 1928.
Hazel Marlatt. April 18 to December 20, 1929.
Miss Sundin, March 3 to 6, 1930.
Johan Wilson, March 1310 July 25, 1930.
Pauline Robinson, August 1930 to December 1031.
Walter Stapleton, March 1. 1932 to June 23, 1933.
Jean Arkel1. August 1. 1933 to June 1035.
Jessie Gillanders, July 1935 to June 1936.
Kay Borisenko, August 1936 to June 1938.
M. E. Wagner, in register, did not teach.
K. Hennessy August 1938 to June 1939.
Elizabeth A. Johnstone, August 1939 to December
1940.
Vivian l. Tubb, February 1941 to June 1941.
Elizabeth Kunz, August 1941.
Clara E. Christie, November to December 1941.
Cora E. Ford, January to February 1942.
Mary Gordon, March to April 1942.
Vernice C. Broberg, May to June 1942.
Williamina J. Johnstone, August 1942 to June 1943.
1. Craigdelaine Phillips, August 1943 to June 1944.
Inez Ferrari, August 1944 to June 1946.
Mrs. Jessie Granet. July 1946 to June 1949.
William Epp, 1949 to 1950.
Walter Kokotailo, August 195 to June 1953.
Anne WOSCll, 1953 to 1954.
Albert Raiche, September 1954 to June 1958 pupils
then bussed to Sandwith.
Pupils who attended Molewood School in 1922:
Pearl Rasmussen, Goldie Rasmussen, Morley
HOllston, Margaret Barlow, Lenora Kunz, Henry
KahL Bert Rasmussen, Reynold Kahl, Henry Reinhart. Irene David, Vera Blixrud, Albert Blixrud,
Evelyn Soule, Clara Kunz, Charlie KahL Albert
KahL Carl Blixrud, Viola Riggins, Ellen David and
Alec David.
School was open for 158 days. This was the third
year of operation.

A young student minister from the Church of
England, then Canon W. E. J Pauls from Meota
served the community for several years. When the
roads were open in summer he drove an old Model T.
Ford car, when he had it warmed up he had a device
he could use (or turn it on) to change it so it would use
kerosene instead of gasoline. He drove from district
to district holding services in the homes. After Molewood School was built, services were held there.
Mr Paul. as he was affectionately called, advanced in the church and eventually became Archdeacon, he travelled extensively by dog team, canoe,
and wagon, in the North West Territories helping and
administering to the Indians and Eskimos. His office
was in Prince Albert, upon retirement he returned to
England. On July 4, 1955 he returned to the Molewood district to pay a short visit to Me and Mrs.
Claude Parkhouse and others he was acquainted with.
Mrs. Parkhouse taught Sunday school for many
years during the summer months. also the Mennonite
Brethren young folks hom Glenbush, later the children were picked up and taken to Hyde Park School.
Occasionally a student minister of one denomination or another would corne and hold services, ancl in
the summer a Sunday school van would travel around
and hold a week of services.

Kathleen Bates (Borisenko)

Moiewood District

My finest and most precious hours of teaching
were at Molewood School. Teaching grades one to
eleven in a one room school ~ receiving 5350.00 a

There is evidence that the Indians roamed Molewood District. travelling by horses and canoe.
Their living was made by hunting, fishing, and trap-

night. during winter months, we met at the school-

as a family - participating in skating, games with
fun galore ~ usually coming from the parents; delightful refreshments, an hour or

t'vVO

of dancing -

returning home tired but happy.
Both children and parents have contributed immensely to make this a strong anc! sound society.
That firm foundation we now appreciate.

"Moiewood" Church Services
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The first influx of homesteaders \vas in i90S to

1915. During the First War those who could be spared
v/cnt into the Services. They were excused their

hOT11(:stcad obligations until they! returned. A fey\-',
INho were American citizens, returned to the United
States. Their land became available to others, mostly

through the municipality: so \ve had a movement into
the area in the t\,ventics. In the beginning of the "dirty
thirties", many who had left their homestead to pur-

sue a livelihood elsc'vvhere, returned. At MoJc'vvood,
Mr. George Barlow and family \-vert an example. He
was a bricklayer. and as there was no work fur hirn
locally. he left in 1017 to return in the depression
years. About 1938 he moved to Ontario permanently.
In 1917 the Government marked a spot on a map
of Lost Horse Creek and said." We' II put a bridge
here", When the local residents investigated, it was
to be put in at an almost impossible spot. So it was set
several yards otl the line where the roae! allowance
should be. Still there was four or five hundred feet of

July, 1917, driving piles in SW-'1" 28-48-15-3. Forty foot pile
bridge over Lost Horse Creek near Molewood.

ping.They lived in tents made of buffalo hides,
stretched over poles. These animals were hunted
with bow ancl arrow. Many skulls have been found
and were gathered in 1940 when the Federal Government bought dry bones for grinding for fertilizer.
The homesteaders who came, before a municipality was formed, must have come with hope and
optimism and been spurred by a spirit of adventure.
Many left gracious homes with their belongings and
ended on a piece of raw land where they set up tents to
live in until they could build houses. Log shacks
came first, sod roofed and some with only hard
packed earth for floors until they could afford lumber.
As they came they had to blaze their own trails.
From the very beginning Lost Horse Creek was an
obstacle in travelling from east to west or vice-versa.
The most important trail came from the "Narrows"
(Cochin)across what is now Indian Reserve to the
south-west corner of Sec. 19. Tsp. 48. R. 15. W 3 to
the northeast corner of Sec. 33. A t this point there
was a "ford" across the creek. muddy on both sides.
Often travellers got stuck when crossing. taking a lot
of time and effort to get out. When they did. they
encountered another difficulty, getting their horses or
oxen to cross the water with the possibility of a repeat
performance on the opposite bank.
Finally. in 1914 the municipality built a bridge at
the south west corner of Sec. 21. The entire bridge
was built of green logs and poles. Parkhouses were
granted the contract for the sum of $80. Consequently a new trail was formed. forking away from
the old trail and angling south east to cross the bridge
and continuing on in an easterly direction to the Hyde
Park District.
With the spring came floods, and with the floods
went the bridge. Later it was hauled back along the
creek and built up again. This old bridge no longer
stands. While the school was open a root bridge
replaced it. and was usually swept away in the spring,
to be replaced after the water receded, by Mr. Slixmd.

bottomless muskeg to cross to reach solid ground on

the east side and almost impenetrable willows and
bog on the west side. So they slashed out the willows,
dropping them and making a way of getting to where
the bridge could go. This was the first pile bridge
built over the creek. There is no record of where the
planks and piles were obtained, but the bridge was
completed. Next problem. how to get to the other
side of the muskeg.

Growing close by were blaek poplars. so these
were cut and thrown down on the muskeg. I imagine
horses were used to haul them to where they were
needed. Once again, back to the willows. These were
thrown down crosswise over the poplars. until they
had enough to hold earth. and a corduroy was built
across to the east side. The willows took root in the
water and their roots formed a fairly solid base.
which helel the heavy traffic until the beginning of the
seventies. The old bridge had been repaired through
the years, replacing parts as they rotted or were
damaged in the spring floods, but the original corduroy remained, having a bit more earth put on it
occasionally. In winter the muskeg heaved and
forced water over the road, but in spring this melted
and the road remained (no mud holes either). This
route had become a main connecting road bctv./een
Rabbit Lake and Cochin and points west. In 1969 a
new bridge was erected on the road allowance. With
rnore modern heavy machinery a proper" grid" was
built across the muskeg.
A second pile bridge was built on the north south
road allowance in 1921. In the spring when the creek
was in flood the road was usually under water on both
sides of the bridge. Mr. C. Blixrud waited until all the
school children from the east side gathered, then
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grass. One young man about twenty rernarkcd, "'[
never saw green grass in August befon~. I thought it

naturally turned brown". By this time everyone hact
a radio with lots of buttons and switches and dials,
and a separate ·'speaker". The first radio in the area,
19205. belonged to Hiriam Coons of the Park Bluff
district. It had only earphones which could be scpal'ated and two people. sitting close, shared one each.
I'vlusic previously was on a gramophone. PracticaJly
everyone had one and a stack of sixty or seventy
records. Country music, Western singers, classical
music. famous baritones, tenors, sopranos or comedians, sllch as Harry Lauder and Gracie Fields were
all enjoyed.

Bridge across Lost Horse Creek.

hitching his horses to a wagon, hauled them across
the bridge and water to school, a distance of about
half a mile. The first car in Molewood belonged to
Phillip Kunz about 1920, "A Ford touring". It had a
top that folded down; when up, there were side curtains with celluloid windows that could be buttoned
on to keep out wind and rain.
As the struggle for existence continued, the mat'
keting of grains became a problem, so the United
Grain Growers Association was formed with a
branch at Molewood. Farmers here hauled their
grain. first, to North Battleford and by 1920 to
Meota. Hauling to Meota meant waiting until Jackfish Lake froze over with thick enough ice to support
the loads, or going around the south end which
extended their journey a considerable distance. In
very cold weather a crack forms across the lake.
sometimes too wide to cross. The grain haulers never
knew until reaching Cochin. A flour mill opened in
Battleford. across the Battle River. This mill was still
running in the forties and produced Sunrise Flour.
Every winter a cavalcade of farmers hauled a "grist"
to the mill. When it was ground into bran, shorts and
flour. they re-Ioaded, and picking up a winter's supply of groceries at North Battleford, returned to their
homes. This was a three or four-day journey. at least.
Tea, sugar, dried fruits, and many other staple goods
were bought by mailorder from Eatons in Winnipeg.
These also had to be picked up in North Battleford.
Travel at the time was with oxen or horses for those
who owned them.
Another intlux of new people came to the district
after the stock market crash in 1929. These people
included those who were sent out by the govenmlem
from the cities with a cow and a team of horses. and a
few pieces of farm machinery. which were shared by
at least two families. Others coming were victims of
the "dust bowl"' in southem Susko Many loaded their
belongings in covered wagons, and trailing a cow or
two and their spare horses, trekked north to the "Park
Belt". Here at Molewood we had trees anci green

Molewood School 1938. Back row, left to right: Bob Ranson.
Raymond Blixrud, Alfred Vickers, Eva Sattler. Moira Vickers,
Irene Sattler, Edna Blixrud. Jenny Hume. Rachel Parkhouse.
2nd row: Wayne Soule, Tom Ranson, Joan Parkhouse, Eleanor Soule, Enid Ranson, Ferne Walters. 3rd: Marshall Soule.
Jim Ranson, Lester Blixrud, Earl Traverse, Ruth Park house.
Front: Alan Stainsen, Don Traverse. Gladys Traverse, Bob
Stainson, John Ranson.

Molewood School children 1928. Back row. standing (L to R):
Mrs. Dirkson (teacher's wife), Clara Kunz. Albert Blixrud, Dave
Reinhart, Carl Blixrud. 2nd row: Albert Kahl. Norman Blixrud,
Ben Kunz,Charles Kahl.Bill Blixrud,Marie Egeland. Noble
Egeland. Katie Reinhart, Doris Parkhouse. 3rd row: Bob
Hume. John Gale. Jim Kunz, West Hume, Mildred Dirdson,
Nora Hume, June Hume (twins), Violet Blixrud.
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First Molewood Post Office kept by the Parkhouse family 1912.

The Post Office was applied for ill 1912. The
name Molewood, selected after Granny Parkhouse's
home in England. Claude Parkhouse was appointed
Postmaster and hauled the mail from McNabbs once
a week. Later Me. Heno carried it from Cochin,
through Molewood to Birch Lake. After a few years
Mr. Harry Gale was appointed Postmaster, and it was
moved to his residence and finally closed in 1932.
The Wheat Pool was formed and some farmers in
Molewood joined in the later twenties. The ladies
too, learned to organize and formed a Homemakers
Club, which became a means of communication and
an excuse to socialize. The meetings, usually in the
afternoon, were held in each others homes. Tea and
lunch was always served. A Homecraft Club for girls
was formed in the thirties. At their meetings the girls
learned to sew, how to grow gardens, to preserve or
can vegetables and fruit. Growing raspberries was a
project one year, tomatoes another. They sewed pot
holders, tea towels, lunch cloths and pyjamas. At
"Achievement Days" each spring, the girls learned to
give demonstrations. Out of the Homecraft Clubs,
which were under the supervision of Edith Rowles of
the University Extension Department at Saskatoon,
came the 4-H clubs of today, 1980. Boys were included in these. Some grew grain or learned about
the care and breeding of livestock, also showmanship. 4-H clubs are still very popular with a more
varied programme of activities.
Mrs. C. Parkhouse started the Girl Guides in
1937, This kept the young girls occupied for several
years. Some members were, Edna Blixrud, Enid
Ransom, Eleanor Soule and Rachel Parkhouse. In
the fifties the 4-H clubs were begun in Sandwith and
many of the Molewood boys and girls joined, the
girls taking sewing. cooking and nursing. \vhilc the
boys had a gun club, a calf club and a grain club,
In 1921 school fairs were organized. The schools
involved were Ward, Hyde Park and Molewood. The
programme included oral spelling, physical drills
and a parade, The school fair developed and even-

Molewood Girl Guides, L. to R., Enid Ranson, Rachel Parkhouse, Eleanor Soule, Edna Blixrud.

tually became an Agricultural Fair ending with the
Glenbush Agricultural Society, mentioned
elsewhere.
Shortly after lhe First World War there were
enough settlers with children in the district to begin
thinking about a school. A petition for organization
ofaschool was sent to Regina, dated April 23, 1919.
So the district was established February II, 1920.
The committee elected was, F W. Soule, George
Strong, Chris Blixrud.
The names proposed for the school were, Blixrud, Gale, Parkhouse, Titanic, Molewood. Notices
re: the proposed school were posted November IS,
1919. The first school neeting was held Friday,
November 28, 1919, with H. S. Gale as secretarytreasurer, F. W. Soule as chairman" ~il1(l C. Blixrud
and George Strong as trustees.
Permission for a school \1.,'~\:;
and a debenture for $4,()O() was borrU\',c(i. il/l .. ('hris Blixrucl
donated two acres of his horncstcad. The school was
built in a quiet corner of S"".
41\, R. IS,
W3rd, with Lost Horse Creek
close by. Waterman Waterbury Mfg. Co. in
supplied the
plans. Lumber was supplied h) d>(:(1ver Lumber Co.
in North Battleford and shipp,cd in hi,](;,·.
When word was receiveci . 'c,.m" w,cre hired for
hauling, and on arrival, found the 1urnber had been
dumped in a ditch and some was missing. George
Strong and lack Marshall did the building.
Miss Ruby Schaefer was hired on May 13, 1920
and school opened on August 3, 1920 with eleven
children, Lenora Kunz, Henry Kahl, Albert Blixrud,
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Vera Blixrud, Reynold KahL Evelyn Soule, Margarete Barlow, Charlie KahL Arthur Strong, Ethel
Strong and George Strong, Jr, The second year the
enrollment was twenty-three and the largest enrollment was in the thirties at thirty-six,
When the school was erected it was one r00111 ,
with cloak rooms, one each side for boys and girls; at
the end in each cloak-room was an indoor toilet. In
1932 with the expanding enrollment, cloak rooms
and toilets had to be removed. An additon was built
on the east side of the school, for cloak-rooms,
Toilets were then built outside. In 1949 a teacherage
was built and the school yards enlarged from the
former two acres to three.

Over the yers the school became the community
centre. The school fairs developed into competitions
between several more schools, including Hyde Park,
Lost Horse Creek, Bournemouth, Molewood and
Ward. A shield was supplied and the school winning
the top score three years in succession became the
owner, It finally hung in Molewood school, along
with several pictures won for different competitions,
In the mid-thirties after the Sandwith Hall was built,
competitions were carried on there, There were
classes for twelve to sixteen year olds in art, hobbies,
woodwork, needle-work and cooking. The six to
eleven year olds had another competition in nature
studies instead of woodwork, Also there was a special school exhibit that included writing. Mrs. Iverson and Mrs. Tarbet from Robinhood were asked to
do the judging, When the Glenbush Fair got established, these classes were also included in their prize
1ist.

Molewood Homemakers about 1935, Back row, L, to R., Grace
Houston, Vera Kahl, Annie Soule, Mrs. Wisner, Martha WaIters, Mrs, B, Parkhouse, Mrs. Hi Coons, Mrs.C. Parkhouse,
Mrs, John Ranson. Sr" Mrs. Dora Blixrud. Front row, L. to R.,
Rodney Houston, Myra Vickers, Elise Moore, Ruth Parkhouse, Mrs. Whalen, Mrs. Thornton.

N.D,P' as it is known today. These meetings were all
held in the school.
The end of the thirties brought us to another
World War. Mo1ewood had its share of men in the
Services in both Wars. With apologies to any that are
omitted, the honor roll includes:
First World War, Jack Sparling, Barnum brothers,
Claude Parkhouse, Bill McGregor, Len Moore, Oscar Parkhouse, Jim Stewart. Howard Moore and and
Norman Parkhouse.
Second World War, Charles Kahl, William B1ixmd, Fred Sattler, Albert Kahl, Tom Ranson, Sr.,
Peter Sattler, James Kunz, Enid Ranson, Wilbert
Traverse, Morley Houston, Robert Ranson, Emery
Traverse, Albert Blixrud, Tom Ranson, Jr., Dave
Johnson, Norman Blixrud, Frank Reinboldt and
Charles Traverse, Howard Moore also served in the
Second War.
Young peoples' organizations put on many parties. to welcome the boys when they were on leave,
and when they returned for good, During the war
parcels were sent regularly, by the Homemakers,
Victory Clubs and private individuals.
So the school served us all well, as an educational
institution. recreation centre and a community centre
as well. Now it belongs to Mr. Forrester, a farmer,
and no longer echoes to the voices of Mo1ewood.

The school was used for dances, which lasted
until daylight in the winter, with supper served at
midnight and breakfast about 5:30 a,m, Coffee was
made in a cream-can or a wash boiler. Ladies took
sandwiches and cakes or cookies and served them.
The school was also used for annual school meetings, board meetings and voting for general and civic
elections and church services also, when a minister
was available. Mrs. C. Parkhouse held Sunday
school every week. Picnics were sometimes held in
the yard, ball games between other school teams
also, and any activity that required a large room.
including Christmas concerts and card parties. With
the coming of the larger school unit, Mo1ewood was
finally closed in 1958.
Annual school meetings had, through the years,
been the time when family feuds andjea10usies often
erupted. Political strife, born of relief, poor prices,
unemployment, "soup kitchen" and dissatisfaction,
were the forerunners of the formation of the C. C. F
(Co-operative Commonwealth Federation) or the

Some SeUiers of Molewood District
Bill Voltier
Bill Voltier filed on SE quarter 30-48-15, W3, in
1907, On the map drawn up for the school petition in
1919, the name on this quarter is spelled Volker. We
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do not know if these names belong to two different
people or if one spelling is incorrect.

Henry Reinhardt married Amy Evans of the
Guyhirnc district. They have five sons. Henry walked the four miles to school when he started. He had a
horse one year, but as it always tossed him off. he

Bm McGregor
Bill McGregor came to Molewood in 1912 and
filed on SW quarter 15-48-15. He and a friend,
namecl Sparling. from near Medstead enlisted in the
First World War. were sent overseas. and were killed

gave

it

up and walked across cuuntry. There were no

grid roads at that time. In 1949 he. Amy and family
moved north of Medstead. where they have farmed
ever since.

soon after.

John Ranson

Jack McCuHock

Mr. and Mrs. John Ranson came from England
under a government scheme in 1927 and were placed
on the homestead originally owned by Norman Parkhouse, NW 20-48-15. About 1929, they were followed by their son. Tom and family. Mr. and Mrs.
John Ranson then moved to the Park Bluff district
ancllateremigrated to Australia. Tom Ranson and his
wife had a family of four boys and a daughter. Enid.
The boys were Robert. Tom junior, James and John
junior. James was killed in a farm accident with a
power take-off. after he was grown up.

Jack McCullock homesteaded the NW quarter of
30-48-15 in 1908 and with him was another bachelor.
1. McPollock (no records). Later. sometime in the
early twenties, Mr. McCullock moved to the
Glenrose district. north of North Battleford.

Alfred Egeland
Mr.and Mrs. Alfred Egeland livecl on the NW
27-48-15 for a few years. about the mid-twenties.
until October 1929. Their family at the time consisted
of. Marie. Noble. Leonard, and Helga. When they
left Molewood, Helga was not yet old enough to
attend schooL

Harry Gale
Mr.and Mrs. Harry Gale came to homestead in
the Molewood district in 1914. They too, were from
Englancl. Mrs. Gale passed on. Mr. Gale took over
the post office from Claude Park house ancl kept it,
until it was closed in 1932. He had raised Johnny
Riggins as his son. johnny. born in May, 1920. was
married and had a child. When last heard of he was in
southern Sask.

Elmer Houston
Elmer Houston came to Molewood about 1920.
to the NE of sec. 9. He was joined by his father and
mother and two brothers. Albert and Morley. We
have no idea how long Elmer stayed, but Me and
Mrs. Houston, remained. Apparently they had two
other sons, John. born 1895 and died 1915, and James
born in 1897 and died in 1909. They were always
good neighbors. Albert. married Grace Moore, and
they had a daughter, Jean, born in 1928 and son,
Roderick, in 1931, before they left Molewood. Albert
and Grace Houston and others, helped with the production of plays in the early thirties, that resulted in
the erection of the community hall in Sandwith.
Morley married Kate Sattler (John Sattler's daughter). He attended Molewood school in 1922.

Ed Bell
Ed Bell and Blanche came to live on the Houston
place NE 9, in 1946. They had three boys who attended Molewood school. Kenneth, the eldest, was
killed in an accident while riding a horse about 1952.
Their two girls were not old enough to attend school
while at Molewood. From there they moved to North
Battleford.

C. J. Reinhardt
c. J Reinhardt and family moved into the Mo-

Alec Davids

lewood district in 1922. At first they lived on the
Seibert place, SE 26, later moving to the SW 27.
John married Kate Sattler (daughter of Dave Sattler) who also lived nearby. They had no family.
Henry, Dave, Jonathon and sister Kate also attended
Molewood school. They all grew up and lived in the
Molewood district for many years.
Dave Reinhardt married Hannah Orvold from
Meadow Lake. They now live in Kindersley.
Kate Reinhardt left Molewood after she finished
schooL Later she married Joe Pasko and now resides

Alec Davids moved onto the Strong place and
Irene, Ellen. and Alecjunior attended school, beginning in November 1922. Later they moved to Birch
Lake. Irene died from diphtheria while they lived at
Molewood. Blixruds finally owned that quarter after
several other people had lived on it.

Charles Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Moore, homesteaded on
the SW of4-48-15 in 1914. Although this quarter was
out of the Molewood district. some of the land owned
by their sons was included. To the best of our knowledge there were three sons, Leonard, Stanley, an"

in Vancouver.

Jonathon Reinhardt married Dorothy Robinson
from London, Ontario. They now live in Cavalier.
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Howard, also three daughters. One became Mrs.
Tom Brandon, another was Mrs. Moon and the third,
Grace, who married Albert Houston. Mrs. Moon had
a daughter, called Nellie, who attended Molewood
school. Nellie was raised by her grandparents (Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Moore). She left Moiewood school
in December 1927 when she was fourteen, possibly
attending Lost Horse Creek, as it opened about that

time. Later she married Frank Forbes and they lived
in the district for a few years. She gave birth to girls
while there. Eventually they moved to Aiberta.
Stanley Moore moved away in the thirties.
Howard Moore married an Ontario girl called
Elsie, they raised three sons Raymond, Allan, and
David. Howard served in both Wars and Raymond in
the Second War.
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Park muff School District No. 965

George C. Chapman, Charley Anderson, T. E.
Lanegral'f, Charles Eklund, T Olson, Gill Sernes,
Dan Gustafson, Ed Danielson, E. W. E. Webb,
Thomas Slllir!' S. Semes, Carl Sernes, 0. Forsell,
Carl Sanderi', John A. Johnson, H. L. Owens, M.
Anderson, Harold Ebc, Free! R. Morgan, J S. Mc,
Culloch, E. C. Payne.
The teachers were:

by Eva Hagen (Wisner)
The first mention in the Saskatchewan archives
about forming the Park Bluff School district is in an
unaddressed letter dated September 15, ! 911. Ac,
cording to an undated, hand drawn map, the first
proposed site was NW I IA9, IS, W3. T E. Lanegraff
proposed SW I IA9, IS, W3 because of the likelihood
of a welL and the existence of a good tobogganing
hill. The final approved site was NE corner NEV,
IA9,16,W3.
The first poll sheet, in 1911 had the foliowing
names:
Magnus Anderson, NE 14A9,16,W3
A. B. Blakely, SE i6A9,16,W3
S. G. Gunderson, SE 4A9,16,W3
J E Hoar, NW 14A9,16,W3
O. T Lanegraff, Sec. 2A9,16,W3
T E. Lanegraff, NV, 36A8,16,W3
T G. Lanegraff, Sec. IOA9,16,W3
T Smirl, S.E. 14A9,16,W3
C. Sernes, Sec. 12A9,16,W3
S. Sernes, Sec. 12A9,16,W3
J W. Waddell, Sec. 4A9,16,W3
E. W. Webb, Sec. 14A9,16,W3
The first board of trustees was elected December
11,1911, namely:
J W. E. Waddell
O. T Lanegraff
E. W. E. Webb
Unfortunately the Department of Education de,
clared that they were not legally elected, since the
poster was not posted until December 3D, 1911,
which was after the election of December II, 1911.
The following spring, April 12, 1912, another
petition requesting formation of the school district
was signed by:

Miss Helena Cunningham. November 1012
Miss E. Beatrice Wayne, June 12, 1913
Mrs. Mary Maud Currie, June 2, 1914
Florence Driscoll. 1915
Mr. Bolger, 1916
John Willianson Engua1 1917
Miss Gena Sernes, May 15, 1918
Elizabeth D. Strain, 1919
Miss Gwendolyn Mary Weller, April 30, 1920
School was closed from 1921,1932, because of a
lack of students. Children were conveyed to Mo,
lewood in 1921 by Ethel G. Roulston for $2.00 per
day. In 1922 students attended Marron. In 1923 Park
Bluff was charged 7¢ per day per family tuition foI'
students attending Robinhood. This was raised to 12¢
in 1926. When Jennie Payne attended Molewood
tuition was 15¢. In 1929 Daisy Roulston, Allen
Wisner, Walter Webb and Hubert Wood attended
Canyon.
The first mention in the records, of the beautiful
double row of spruce trees planted around the perim,
eter of the school yard was in 1932, when the trees
were noted as being in good health, and well fire,
guarded. School reopened in 1932, with the teacher
being Miss Adler
Miss Mirna Marie Louise Kein1ien, 1933,34,35
Miss Jennie Martin, 1936,37,38
Douglas H. Acaster, 1939
Mrs. Edith Mills, 1940AI
Blanche Hawkinson, 1942
Miss Ethel A. Duensing, 1943
Inez B. Ferrari, 1944
Mrs. Lillian Ellen Smith, 1944A5
Margaret Ellen Bark, 1945
Mrs. E. M. Bovair, 1946
Anna May Woodrow (nee Ochs)
Mrs. C. Y. Canning, 1947
Charles C. Churchill, 1948
Mrs. E. Nordstrom, 1949
E. J Olauson, 1950
Mrs. J Grant, 1951,52

Mrs. Margaret Arsenault. 1953
Mrs L. A. Billard, 1954,55
Autumn, 1957. Students, front to bacl(, Jim Highton, Mary
Highton, Dick Wisner, Albert Highton squatting, Judy Highton,
lloyd Highton, Verna Wisner, Louise Wisner, Mary Loewen,
Harvey Highton, kneeling Rose Highton, Eva Wisner. Horses,
Dolly and Diamond.

Miss Edna M. Ferguson, 1956
Robert Stewart, 1957
Kenneth Orual Kilmer, 1957,58
Walter Dmytro Nykiforuk, 1959
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Sylvia Porochnavy, 1960-61-62
Mrs. Gladys Moser, 1963-64
In June 1965 Park Bluff School closed, and students were thereafter bussed to Meclstead Central
School. The school itself was sold to local
ratepayers. The teacherage was sold to Evan D.
Evans for $250.00.
Over the years the school was a meeting place for

deford. the farmer received hair that amount back as
!loue bran, shorts (coarse flour) and middlings.
The Park Bluff Community Club held meetings
to plan the building of a haiL but decided instead to
make a ball diamond. sports ground and booth. This
was made in the SE corner of section 1-49-J6-W3. It
was a popular site on Sunday afternoons for ball
games and sports days. The women sold lunch from
the booth. The old booth still stands. complete with
the long table, and cOllkstove, but the trees have
grown up and around it and hidden it from view. This
is quite amazing when you consider that it was built
in 1939. The lot cost $48.00.
There was some talk of forming a snov/ plow club
in the 1950's, but nothing was decided on until after
1954, when the road to Robinhood was especially
snow blocked. That year some of the neighbours took
a homemade plow which Armand Desmarais had
made, hooked it behind Bill's 1932 15-30 International McCormick Deering Tractor, and plowed to
Robinhood. This was an old steel wheeled tractor
with lugs, so as Bill said, "My breakfast was well
mixed by the time we plowed everyone out, all the
way to Robinhood.
That night they all attended a dance at Park Bluff
and no one was too tired, they were so glad to go out
again. Within a couple of years the Park Bluff Snow
Plow Club was formed and the club hired R. A.
(Buck) Wisner to snow plow with his W6 International tractor at $2.00 per hour. Over the years this
was raised to $2.50. For about eight years he plowed
roads for the districts of Park Bluff, Canyon and
Sandwith, from Cochin to Robinhoocl. Often he
would plow all night and many times he would be
almost frozen, when he would plow someone's yare!
at 3 or 4 in the morning. It was a welcome sight when
the farmer or his wife would wave him in for a hot cup
of coffee and a big lunch, with his feet in the oven,
warming up. On especially bad roads, one tractor
wasn't enough to break through the deep drifts. On
these roads his son Dick, then a teenager or his
twelve-year old daughter Louise, would pull the
snow plow tractor with another tractor. Then a railroad tie was rigged up to Bill Findlays's 55 Massey
with which they pushed the snow plow tractor from
behind' When the power line had to be plowed on the
lndian Reserve to the school, it was 40 degrees below. Bill and Buck ran over rocks and brush at the
bottom of a hill and got stuck. They thought they
would freeze to death in the strong winds, but had 110
choice but to start shovelling. They shovelled for
four hours before getting out. In 1958, Buck and.
Dennis Hagen built a cab on the W6. This made it a
little less cold. In 1965, Bill Findlay took over the
snow plowing job. He used a 55 Massey tractor. His

the community. There were card parties on Saturday
nights, followed by a dance, at which the orchestra
was local talent. Some who played the music were
Tony and Dorothy Nordgren, Johnny E111cr and Steve
Buttner. Sleepy children were bedded down on coats
on the teacher's desk or a corner on the noor. Many
small children joined in the dancing and became
good dancers at a very early age. At lunch time
everyone enjoyed the sandwiches, and cake, especially the boiled brown sugar icing that was like
candy. The coffee was boiled in a cream can, and a
big pot of rich cocoa was made for the youngsters. It
was always a let-down to bundle up the sleepy children and go horne in the wee hours of the morning to
an icy cold house'
Park Bluff students won the prize for the best
marching and the best banner in the parade at the
Track and Field Day in Medstead one year. The prize
was a set of brass bookends, which were replicas of
an early ship "The Jacques Cartier of Canada"
A high point in the year was the Christmas concert. Money was raised by putting on raffles, turkey
shoots, dances and box socials. This money was used
to send to Eatons' mail order for gifts under the tree.
Eatons always sent a complimentary bag of Christmas candy and everyone got a bag of candy. an
orange, and some peanuts.
The teacher had a big job, what with teaching
anywhere from eleven to thirty seven students, and
grades one to eight. as well as the odd student taking
grade nine to ten by correspondence, and requiring a
bit of help. As well "teacher" was the janitor most of
the time and this meant hauling wood and coal and
building a roaring fire in the heater, before the students arrived. By the time "teacher" was finished
sweeping the school and shovelling snow, it was a
long day's work for $5.50 per day in 1946.
Mail was hauled from North Battleford once a
week, by horse and wagon. The Ernest Webb home
served as post office for some time, then W. H. Wood
became post master in his own home" Tart Dewan
became mail hauler using his Model T. Ford, and by
this time Hubert Wood was post master.
There were also times when farm produce had to
be hauled to North Battleford since the railway had
not arrived in Robinhood yet. For every two bushels
of grain delivered to Bishops' Milling in North Bat149

wages were $3.00 per hour. lvloncy was wised tG pay
snow plowing costs through membership fees,
dances, card partics and raffles. With the completion
of more grid roads, and farm access roads, the snow

plow club was not needed as badly as before. and
now it is used mainly for clearing drive'vvays and
ridging roadside fields.

The Park Bluff people gradually began io usc the
Robinilooc! Co-or Hall (built in 1932) as a gathering
place. With the reduced number of residents in the
area it became less necessary to usc the school.
Today Park Bluff school is a landmark. and is in fair
conciition. The spruce trees are still lovely.

Park Bluff District
Edward and Olive Payne came to the Park Bluff
district in the year 1914 from Chicago. Illinois.
U.S.A. They settled on the N.W. \I" 30-W3. They
had two children born to them. a boy in September
1914. Joseph Charles. who died in infancy. A girl.
Jennie Linetta born in March 1919. Then in 1922 they
moved to S.E. !I, 26 - R. 16. which was their home
until 1936. Edward Payne passed away in April 1937.
Olive now lives in a Senior Citizens Home in Kelowna. B.C. Their first homestead is now owned by
Lehmans.
The Marshall brothers came to the Park Bluff
district in 1931. They had come from Homfirth,
Yorkshire. England in 1926 and 1927. After looking
around Canada for five years. Charles decided to
purchase the S .W. quarter of 24. About five years
later Reg Marshall purchased the farm of Me. and
Mrs. Edward Payne. By then he was married to the
former Helen Thiesen: they had three children. Edward. Mildred, and Irene. 'Inc! now live at the West
Coast.
Charles Marshall and Jennie Payne were married
on September 29th. 1936. To this marriage was born
three children. Hilda. Arlene and Richard.

Arlene Marshall age five, brother Richard looking on.

Charles and Reg Marshall, Skidding logs from Bells Mill, 1927.

Charles and Jennie Marshall and family lived in
Park Bluff district till 1953. when they moved to a
farm in the Cavalier district. west of Meota. They
now have a home in Meota and son Richard owns the
farm. Hilda and her family live in North Battleford,
and Arlene and her family have a farm in sOllthwest
Saskatchewan.
The farm that was once owned by Edward Payne,
and later Reg I\1arshalL is now o\vned by Frank

Loewen. The Charles Marshall farm is now owned
by Rene Magoose '5 grandson.
Jim Dimond. who came from Ireland. purchased
the N. W. !I, 24 - R. 16 in 1930 from Tom Flurry. He
later married Verna Thornton and they became the
parents of three children, Jimmy. Freddie and Patricia. Jim and Verna and family lived there till 1941

Jenny Marshall. this is their first home.
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land was purchased to make a larger school yard.
Then the Roulston brothers broke the land to make a
fircguard around the school grounds, and Hiriam
Coons planted small spruce trees on the fireguard.
Charles Marshall brought the small spruce trees from
the station at Robinhood. to where they had been
shipped in six sacks from indian Head, Sask. It is
hard to believe what their size was \vhcn 'you look at
them today. They grew to be lovely tail trees.

when they had a sale and sold their land to Charles
Marshall. They moved to the west coast where they
still live on Granville Avenue on Lulu Island, B.C.
The Thornton family came to the district in 1932
and settled on N.E.!I, 23-R 16-- W3. They lived
there for several years and returned to Vancouver.
The Whalen family came in 1932 and purchase
the S.w. V, 30·-15. They lived there till 1936 when
they moved to Duluth. Minmnestoa, U.S.A.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ranson came from Newcastle,
England in 1932, and built a log hOllse and barn on
the N. W. V, 25·16· W3 now owned by Frank Loewen.
Here they lived till the fall of 1937 when they left for
Australia.
The Bert Redlick family came from around Rose·
town and settled on S.E. V, 2S·16-W3 in the summer,
1932, anc1left in a few years for B.C. Mrs. Redlick is
now living in Vernon, B.C. and most of her family

Park muff Ball Team 1921·1922
The Park Bluff Ball Team began in the early 20's
and lasted until the early 30's. We were able to get the
following information from the Official Score Book
in the possession of Dennis Hagen. His father, Elmer
Hagen played with the team for many years and was
then umpire for the league. During 1921·' 22 teams

are in that area.

Mr. and Mrs. Hiriam Coons came to Park Bluff
district in 1922 and bought the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Tebay, who moved to the Prince district.
Mr. and Mrs. Coons had one son Fred: they live
close to the main road between Robinhood and
Cochin on the S.E. V, 36-16-W3. Their home was
always open to travellers and their many friends, who
have pleasant memories of their visits there. Their
son Fred later married Margret Elias and is now
living in Lashburn, Sask.: the family of Fred and
Margrct have all grown up and have their own fam·
i1ies.
The Jake Elias family moved onto the N .E. quarter of Sec. 25 in 1934, as did the Wall family, and the
Thiesen family who went to live on S.E. V,·23-16W3, later fanned by Charles Marshall.
The Gilbert Rassmussen family lived on N.E.
V,-24-16·W3 in the 1920s. but left there for Cloan,
Sask., and the quarter was bought later by Charles
Marshall.
The Norby family purchased ~he S.E. VI·24-16W3 in the spring of 1932 from Mrs. George Day:
Dave Delorme lived on it at that time: he then moved
to Cochin with his family.
Most of the houses where built of logs and ather
buildings, also.
For entertainment, there were ball games and
picnics and dances in summer, and house parties and
dances in winter and of course the school Christmas
concert each year! The children rode horseback ta
school or drove a team, and lots of them walked.
Park Bluff was closed for a number of years and
re·opened again in 1932, with an attendance of six
children. By fall the number had risen ta eighteen
because of the families coming from the dry prairies.
When Park Bluff school was going to re·open, more

Park Bluff Ball Team, June ii, 1922. Back L. - R. Raug
Nordgren, Tony Nordgren, Louis Dunser, and Otto Dunser.
Front L. - R. Elmer Hagen, John Wilson, Albert Dunser, Sert
Wood, Jesse Hare (missing).

Some of the regular Park Bluff Sail players with the Northern
'55 League in 1956. Back L. - R. Arnold Blixrud, Dennis
Hagen, Henry Wallace and Fred Pawliw. Front. L. - R. Floyd
Desmarais, Nick Schneider, and Albert Dunser.
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involved included Glenbush, Molewood, Cochin,
Rabbit Lake, Glaslyn and Park Bluff. The umpires
were: Cassidy, Bushman, F. Heno and Tady, Bergland, Thompson, and T. Taran. Scorers included D.
Haslett, Murray, C. Heno, Gaudette, Sewards and A.
Lehman.
The Park Bluff Team played seven games in 1921
winning four and losing three, in 1922 they played a
total of thirteen, winning ten and losing three.
Following is a list of players for these two years:

Elmer Hagen
Jesse Hare
Bert Wood
Raug Nordgren
Tony Nordgren
Hjalmar Nordgren
Otto Dunser
Louis Dunser
Albert Dunser
A. Nelson
John Wilson
Martin Knutson
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B. Roberts
A. Jackson
G. Ekland
S. Morgan
C. Heno
D. Lassen
Shony Titus
Heilum
Lee
Lindall

Lesante

Pine View School District

Children at Pine View School, about 1939 or 1940. First row, L.
to R., Lome Folsom, Clarice Moline, Jean Natchuk. Second
row, L. to R., Leroy Barlkay, Dorothy Barron, Jack Taylor, Bill
Taylor, Florence Johnson, Marion Folsom, Henry Johnson.
Third row, L. to R., Albie Folsom, Roddie Barron, Allan Sloane,
Roger Folsom, Hugh Barclay. Fourth row, L. to R., Clementine
Meersman, Elsie Barron, Verna Moline, Marion Natchuk,
Lillian Barklay.

Mrs. Robinson and her pupils at Pine View School.

Pine View School - No: 5093
The first organizational meeting for a school was
held on June IS, 1935, at the Osborn residence.
Nineteen ratepayers were present and all were in
favor of building a school by community effort on
S. W. \I, Section 5-52-14. The first trustees were E.
Meersman and G. Osborn: chairman, L. Johnson:
and secretary-treasurer, A. Flaterud.
No debentures were issued for this school. The
government gave the people a permit for double the
amount of logs that were needed and half the lumber
went as payment to I vor Soderberg for sawing and
planing. Bill Irwin was the only man who got any
wages as he was boss carpenter.
Most country schools \vere used as community
gatherings, as was Pine View. Those of us who lived
in that era are lucky! becaUSe never again \vill there be
those great old-time dances from nine in the evening
until the wee small hours of the morning, then hook
up a team of horses and come home to a very cold
house in the wintertime: it took all that day for us to
get warm again.

The annual track meet at Medstead, 1958 was our last year,
Pine View school students marching in the parade.

The scholl I closed in June 1958, when tile children were taken by bus to iv1edstcad.
For <l\vhik the schoo! was kept as a comrnunity
hall but not much interest \vas sho\vn, so it Vias sold

to Noble Egeland.
The first tcacher \\'as Lena SwyStLHL Gthcrs

\\'(:1'C,

lVlrs. Evelyn Casson, rvIiss Norman. ivhs. Duggans,
A. VeaL rvI iss Leask, ['virs. Robinsun. John Froese,

Doris PicketL Mrs. Helen Barron, ivEss Irene A!lan,
Miss Sydney BOYlL tviiss Elsie PetkalL rvIrs.
LaGallais, Joe Janoski, A. Fast, Miss Prince, and
Jean Woods.
submitted by H. Latimer
iS3

Some of those who
in Phw \lic\v area.

Jack Barclay -

Ho\vard Curry ~ came from Rainsville, Ontario
around 1912. Homesteaded the N y, of 26-51-15W3nJ. He was in the First World War. He was a
telegrapher at lle L.a Crusse for a few )icals, ran a
service station at Cater. retireu in lvkdstead where
he passed mvay' in 1956.

) Brookes -

1':,

!-52-15-W3rd. He and his

S.W. V,30-S1-!4-W3rd.

E. Federspicl- N.\V.

Y~l

30-51-i4-V/3rd.

N.W. y, 30-S1-14-W3nl He was
here in the carl y" years.
Sid .lackson--- V, 20-S1-14-W3rcl.
AI Patterson - S.W. Y,S-S2-14-W3rd.
Dan Doolan - S.W V, S-52-!4-W3rd.
Shorty Fuller _. S.W 4-2-14-W3rcl.
R. Kirkum - S. W S-S2-14-W3rd.
Norman Finlayson - N.W. Y,30-S1-14-W3rd.
Ken Wetherby - S.E. Y,26-SI-IS-W3rcl.
G. Shepley - S.E. Y,30-S1-14-W3rd.
E. Meersman - N.W Y,8-S2-14-W3rd.

Joe Richards -

Chris Parker - homesteaded NY, of 5-52-!4-W3rd
and farmed for a good rnan)' years. He passed
away in Spiritwood Hospital April 10. i970.
Felix Parker _.... homestead N .W. V,4-52-i4-W3rd.
Bill Irwin -

S.W

\vife Jive in Edmonton, Alta.
L. Folsom - N.Vv', Yl 31-51-!4-V,l3n.L He passed
away some years ago. His \vife lives at Cloverdale,
British Columbia.
Eimer f'v1cMann - N.Vv', Yr 31-51-14-\V3rd.

Farmed N.E. Y,5-52-14-W3rd.

John Hunter- S.W Y,5-52-14-W3rd.
Guy Witcher - S.E. y, 7-52-14-W3rd His son still
owns the land but he lives in Manitoba.
Ralph Lloyd - S.E. V,26-SI-lS-W3rd.
Ralph Miller- N.W VI30-S1-14-W3rd.
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Robinhood Hamlet

Main Street Robinhood about 1937. Tarbefs store, Jimmy Quon's restaurant, Bert Miller's Hardware, Wilson's store, Lutheran
Church.

received permission to open a post office in 1923: the
name ROBIN was chosen because the Robin School.
open since April!. 1920, was situated on the same
quarter a short distance south of the store. The Post
Office Department requested that the name
"ROBIN" be changed as there was a Roblin post
office in Manitoba. The Wilsons submitted their second choice which was ROBINHOOD and this name
was accepted. Previous to this, people of the area
received their mail at the Park Biull post office or the
Junor post office located four and one-half miles
north of Wilson's store.
By the fall of 1926, the Canadian National Railway had laid tracks about one-quarter mile north of
the corner store. This line came down from Turtleford through Fairholme and Glaslyn ami was making its way eastward to Medstead and on to Rabbit
Lake. Eventually it would connect up with a line
being built the same year from Prince Albert to
Shellbrook.

Robinhood C. N. Station, 1938, Mrs. L. Dunser and Herb.

Hamlet of Robinhood
In the early 1900's. Ernest Lehman opened a
small store which was located at the cross roads just
south of what is now Robinhood. In 1920. Carl
Semes and his sister. Gena, bought this store which
they operated for a time before selling it to John and
Annie Wilson. The Wilsons soon applied for and

Surveying had taken place for a new townsite to
be located on the north side of the tracks on the S.E.
ISS

1-50-16-W3 owned by the C.P.R. The first prepared
plan for the townsite is dated August, 1926, and the
hamlet of Robinhood was officially registered in the
Land Titles office in Battlcford, Sask., on March 24,
1927.

The year 1926 proved to be a busy one for the new
to\Nnsite. Mr. Stewart '"Iltrbet \vas building a general
store at one end of the main street. Mr. John Wilson

had received permission to move the post office into
town and began erecting his general store which
housed the post office at the opposite end of the
streer: Louis Dunser built a blacksmith shop anci a

dwelling that same year: ivh'. John (Marrin) Kildaw
built a cafe for his sister, Mrs. Bill Toll who operated
the cafe for two years. It was situated between the
two stores. In 1928, Mr. and Mrs. Kildaw took over
the cafe and built on a small butcher shop. This
building was moved out that fall to Glenbush where
the Kildaws continued on with their business.
Two grain elevators, the Pool and Western, were
being constructed with a third, the Searle, soon under construction.
The following year the railway house, residence
and section building were constructeciuncier the foremanship of a Mr. Naslund from down east. It wasn't
until 1930, however, that the section house was used
when Mr. Sven Nordstrom became Robinhooci's first
section-foreman. He and Bill Chartier as his firstman came from Rabbit Lake where both men had
been working on the railroad.
The community Hall was completed in the fall of
1932. By this time more homes were built or moved
into the hamlet. Saugens had built a livery barn west
of the hall. The boys and girls spent many happy
hours on a skating rink located on the sports ground.
In later years a booth was also built here and a new
skating rink was built across from Dunsers.
Wm. Young had a small garage across from the
Searle elevator where he was agent at the time. Eston
Anderson had a small blacksmith business for a couple of years.
Russel Oard had a barber shop to the east of
Wilson's in the early 30's. It was about this time that
Robinhood had the services of a dentist, Dr. Deegan,
who came once a month and set up his services, first
in the barber shop and later in Tarbet's store. After
Mr. Oard closed his shop, Harry Jorgenson opened
another little barber shop in 1935 which he operated

Inside Wilson's Store, Robinhood.

BOUGHT OF

JOHN WILSON
GENERAL MERCHANT
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Louise Dunser with threshing outfit in front of his blacksmith
shop, 1927.
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Lester Robinson and a house trailer owned by Me.
Raymond Whitt.
With the removal of the post office Robinhood is
no longer on the Department of Highway Map or
road signs but it is still very much alive ancl the
church and the 'good old hall' which brought people
of the area together in the past is still serving that
need today.

for one year. This building was turned into a shoemaker shop by Eugene Turner who served the needs
of the area until his shop and residence were clestroyed by fire in 1947.
During the spring of 1936, Bert Millar built a
hardware store just west of Wilson's.
This was also the year of the big fire when both
the Pool and the Western elevators were completely
destroyed by fire. Only the Searle remained stancling. The Pool rebuilt that same year but the Western
was never replaced.
in about 1937, a Chinaman by the name of Jimmy
Quon hired Mr. Ole Haagenson to build a restaurant.
Mr. Quon ran the cafe for a few years before closing
it. Grandma Hanson then had a coffee shop for a little
while and later Mrs. Earl Compton re-opened the
cafe. Eventually it was moved out of town in 1946
and now serves as a comfortable home for Mr. and
Mrs. Raug Nordgren on their farm.
The Lutheran Church was built east of Wilson's
store in 1938.
By 1941, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Millar closed their
hardware store and the building was then moved to
Medstead to become the Lutheran Church there.
Tarbet's general store ~hanged hands in 1945
when Bill and Edna Walters purchased the store. The
following year, Bill and Edna Bovair took over Wilson's store and the post office. When Walters' moved
to Saskatoon in 1955, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pawliw reopened the store until 1957 after which it remained
closed permanently. It now serves as a work shop for
a local carpenter, Vern Allen.
Bill and Edna Bovair moved to Medstead in
1964. Their son. Jim along with his wife, Pauline
took over the post office and store business. The post
office was then closed in 1971 when the department
replaced it with a rural delivery service. People can
now pick up their mail twice a week from the mail
boxes sitting in Robinhoocl. The store closed in 1973
when Jim and Pauline went to live in Medstead. The
building is now owned by Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Allen
who have converted it into a modern home.
The section house was sold to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Pawliw in 1965 and was removed and soon the two
elevators also disappeared. The Pool "A" elevator
was dismantled in 1970 while in 1978 the Pool "B",
formerly the Searle elevator was moved from its
location to the Lloyd Johnson farm at Belbutte, Sask.

Robinhood Llltheran Church
In October 1913, Mr. Andrew Berg decided it
would be nice to have some kind of church service in
this area. A neighbor. Mr. Torgenson. began holding
meetings during the winter months. These meetings
were held at the Berg home, about three families ami
seven single men attended. At that time there were
only a few families in the area, there were no roads,
only trails and people usually walked. Lunch was
always served after the meetings.
On May 17, 1914. a picnic was held on a hill by
Albert Knutson's homestead, with hymns and readings included. It was the largest gathering of people
ever to take place here. The purpose of this meeting
was to make arrangements to have Lutheran services
held in this area.
The congregation was then organized at a second
meeting held July 4.1915, at Berg's place. The first
trustees to be elected were Andrew Berg. Albert
Knutson, Magnus Anderson, john Wilson. Stein
Rasmusson, and Ole hlrden. They wrote for a minister but at that time there wasn't one in North Battleford.
The first Lutheran church service was held in the
spring of 1916 at Andrew Berg's with Pastor J. P.
Tandberg from North Battleford, and another minister from Outlook. conducting the service. Four children were baptised that day. they were the two Farden
children and Amy and Irene Evans. Services continued to be held in various homes as well as in the
Park Bluff school. Pastor Tanc1berg would catch a
ride with the mail man who came by team and buggy
once a week to the Park Bluff post office.
By 1919, more people had moved into the area.
That year Pastor Tandberg came out one time to hold
a funeral service for a baby who died. Because he had
to be back in North Battlef'ord right away the services
were held at 1l:30 at night in the moonlight. By the
next year, the Robin School was built and church
services were held there as well. Pastor Tandberg's
ministry lasted close to ten years followed by Pastor
J. Haffrenning who served until 1931.
The Robinhood congregation was organized in
February, 1930, and the trustees were John Seime,
Ole Galland and Albert Knutson, secretary and treasurer were Albert and Martin Knutson.

Now all that remains of the little hamlet is the
church, the hall and five residences as well as Allen's
work shop. Mrs. Louis Dunser still resides in her
home while Mr. and Mrs. Allen live in the store, the
Pool residence is owned by Mr. and Mrs. Herb Dunser, the Searle residence owned by Ml: and Mrs.
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Lutheran Service, Park Bluff school, April, 1916. Pastor Tanberg and a visiting Minister sitting in front.

Laying the cornerstone, Robinhood Lutheran Church, 1939.
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In 1938, the Robinhood Lutheran Church was
built with the cornerstone being laid July 9, 1938, by
Pastor Kandal!, circuit presideD!, assisted by Pastors
J PTandberg, Dr. Erik Sovik, B. K. Barstad and
student pastor. Theodore Maakestad. The first
church service was conducted by Rev. John Precht on
Easter Sunday, 1941, and following the completion of
the church, the dedication was held October 7. 1945.
Officiating at the time were, Pastor 1. B. Stolee,
assisted by Pastors DahL Joe Haave, A Tiefenback
and 1. Precht resident pastor.
The Robinhood Lutheran Ladies Aid was
Drganized at the home of Mrs. John Wilson Dn April
20, 1916, and worked continuously during the years
the church was in service. Before the church was
built, the ladies held their meetings in various homes
and after the hail was built. ma~y bake sales were
held there, with fowl suppers being held in the base-

Zion Lutheran Church and cemetery north of Robinhood.

The Robinhooci Homemakers' Club (W.l.) were
responsible for having the evergreens planted as weil
as other shruhs within the cemetery. They had a tool
shed built and are nol,\/ caretakers of the cemetery.

ment.

Second part of Robinhood Cemeteries

The young people formed the Luther Leaoue
which continued for many years.
C'
Following Pastor 1. Haffrenning's ministry other
pastors who served were: Dahl (1931-1935) Falklecl
(1935-36) 1. Dragseth (19436-37) K. O. Kandall
(1937-39), John Precht (1941-46), L. Thomas Nelson
(1950-52) and Roy Hafso (1953-56). Students from
Luther Seminary in Saskatoon served as interim pastors now and then.
When the church closed in 1956, the local congregation attended worship at the Bethel Lutheran
Church in Medstead. Their decision to sell the
church building ancllots was made at a meeting held
April 18, 1977, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Hagen.
The closing service was held June 5,1977, with
the local pastor, Rev. Stanley Rude, officiating,
Guest speaker was I"astor Orville Kaminski, an assrstant to the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada.
The property was purchased jointly by Mr. lind
Mrs. Lewis Allen and Mrs. Allen's mother, Mrs. Y.
Broughton, who has sinced passed away. They had
the church wired as well as a furnace installed and
once again the church is being used for weddings,
funerals, Vacation Bible school and church servic~s.

A more recent cemetery, the Zion Lutheran
which is situated north of Robinhoml (S.E. 25-50-16W3), was started in the early '30's. These two acres
of land originally belonged to Johnny Johnson. The
first person to be buried there was Mrs. Annie Hanson in 1935, she was the sister of Ed Jorgenson.
The Zion Lutheran church which we;, built in the
late' 30 's was located on the cemetery grounds. Arter
sitting vacant for many years the church was gradually deteriorating and was torn down during thc"60\.

Robinhood Commllnity Hal!
by Wanda ,I, Osler
The idea of a community hall began arouncll925,
Whist drives were held in the homes, at twenty-five
cents per person for the evening's entertainment
with the understanding that all P~'occcds \vould g<.;
towards building a community hall. Box-social
dances held in the Robin and Park Bluff schools, also
helped towards this project. There was an orchestra
to be found in the person of 'rony Nordgren on the
gllltar, Albert Knutson on the violin anel Russel Oard
on the guitar.

Robinhood Municipal Cemetery
The Robinhood Municipal cemetery is located in
the northeast corner of Sec. 34-49-16-W3.
o
Mr. Peter Hagen was instrumental in ofuanizin
"
C'
this cemetery to which Martin Nelson donated two
acres on the northeast corner of his land.
The cemetery was surveyed in 1928. There are
graves which date back even earlier than 1919, but no
record is available. It is known however, that Mr.
John Naslund was buried there in July, 1919.

Robinhood Community Hall.
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It vias at the grand opening of John \Vilson's store
in the fall of 1926. that Steve Morgan. a local farm(~L
addressed the large gathering on the opening of the
store and expressed everyone's determination for the
hamlet to survive and gro\v and for the even greater
need of a community hall to be built. Publicly announced. people began pooling their money donations and enthusiasm grew for all sorts of fllnur~l!s!!1g ldeas.
A fev/ years later. a group of men first volunteered to start cutting the logs. They \\/ere John Vv'ilson. Ed Jorgenson, Steve Morgan. Louis DunstI' and
Ted Halverson. Soon other men frum the comml1l1it\
joined these men and aboU[ thirty teams and sk:igJl\
trekked some thirty miles north of Robinhood to the
fire killed timber on the east side of Island Lake
situated north and east of Birch Lake. Some of the
men who took part in hauling the logs over the frozen
muskeg and the ice on Birch Lake to the hall site were
the men mentioned above as well as Donald (B uster)
Lockman. Pete Olson. John Barclay. Elmer Brunsell, Charlie Linden. Henry Hanson, Ben Nelson,
Nels Nelson, Ole Haagenson, Guthrem Wahl, Raug
Nordgren. Olaf Larson, John Seime. Mr. Galland
and son. Orris, Earl Compton. Martin Knutson, Bert
Wood, 1. M. (Maci Roulston, Harry Roulston,
Arthur Christopherson and there were others.
OlafSteinson and his wife. Ida (nee Huber), were
married at the time the men wcre cutting logs up in
the bush and hauling them out. Olaf and Ida spent
their honeymoon getting logs for the Robinhood

\vithoUI delays fur it once filled half full of \vater after
a summer ram.
A pump engine \vas borrowed to run the cement
mixer. and more volunteers showed up Some remembered were Bert Kellington, Carl Knutson, Ed
\Ving, Donald Lockman and Bert Miliar.
Over the summer or 1932, Guthrem Wahl was
contracted to put up the logs ror the haJJ. Stien
Rasmassun \'i;:tS his assistant and there were other
volunteer helpers.
As the log structure took shupe, Louis DUDser.
thc local blacksmith. perketed the steel rods that
\Verc strung across the hall.
Ben KellirHZton \vas the key man in the building
of the wood-bu~ning furnace while Ben Nelson wa:
in charge of the chimney. Red chimney bricks were
hauled by TOllY Nordgren from Medstead. Sask. At
the time. there was a site about two miles south-east
of Medstead that had rather suitable clay for makino
bricks. The brick molding machinery was on the sit~
and the bricks were fired right there.
A stage, cupboards. tables and benches were
built in the hall. The head carpenter was Nels Gustafson and helping him were Ed and John Huber, Elmer
and Roy Hagen, Ole Aasen and sons, Clifford and
John. Ernie Walker, Bert Wood and many others.
When it came time for building the roof and shingling it, the entire community took part.
The women continued supplying the men with
meals and lunches. and at times the men took these
meals in homes close by, alternating at the different
places.
A dance in the fall of 1932 marked the official
opening of this community project. According to hall
records. the lot for the hall had been purchased from
the C'.N.R. on March 19, 1932. at a cost of $54.96.
Some of the first hal I board directors were Bert
Kellington. Donald Lockman, John Seirne, John
Wilson and Stewart Tarbet.
During the first decade, the hall brought people
together for Church services and Sunday Schoo!,
weddings. movies. boxing matches ami even for a
high school.
As the area swelled with new reside!)ts in the
early '30's, the Robin School became too small for
the large enrollment. From the fail of 1933 until June

Hall ~

Other women from the community ventured up
with their men - they were always coming and
going. preparing food at home as \vell as at the
logging site.
The logs were hand-hewed in the bush or at the
hall site. Some men noted for helping with this were
Olaf Steinson. Lars Oland, 'Stien Rasmussen
Guthrem Wahl, Ole Haagenson and Andrew
Frinsrud.
It was during the summer of 1931 that men with
shovels, horses, fresnoes, and scrapers appeared on
the site to begin digging the hail basement. I\1en
volunteered their services for this project as well and
one outfit noted was Raug Nordgren, Donald (Buster) Lockman and john (Jack) Barclay. They would
work for a few days. The relieved outfit would return
to the farm to catch up on the chores. Others who
helped were Henry Hanson, Carl Knutson, Ted
Halverson, Nels Gustafson, 1. M. Roulston, Harry
Roulston, R. A. (Buck) Wisner, John Wilson, and
Stewart Tarbet ancl there were others too.
As the men dug the basement they were not

1944, students in grades six to eleven attended school

in the hall.
Starting in 1933, and continuing for many years,
the annual summer picnic was held which brought
everyone out to Robinhood to partake in the ball
games and kiddies races. Proceeds of the day wen!
half to the hall and half to the Homemakers' Club.
During the depression years there wus need for a
doctor in the community. Around 1935, Dr. John
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memories of gatherings in the "old hall". Its \-valls
have rung \vith laughter and merriment for a good
many years and v/ill continue IO do so for many

Storey from Rabbit Lake Hospital. with the help of
some nurses, came to the hall regularly on "Tonsil

Clinic Day".
Tables were set up and covered in white sheets
with more white sheets hanging around thC:111 to give
a degree of privacy. Soon [onsils were being removed, as well as other small operations being performed. Nirs. Grace Nordgren recalls her tonsil
operation, while her daughter. Olive, tells ofho\v she
fainted the minute they called her name. She never
did have them out.
How many residents recal! \A!hen "Sleepy.' and
Swede" put on a road show. August 10. 1939. 'fhe
two cowhoys sang with a Swedish accent. .. Sleepy
and Swede" were heard on a morning show from a
Saskatoon station. There were the McDougall fights
as well as the Fisher fights and Good Heart (Goodhart) from Livelong who boxed in the hall. Some
remember a magician show and even a circus with
small animals that once came to the hall.
In January and February of 1953, the best grade
maple tlooring was put down on top of the original
floor. Key persons for laying the floor were Dennis
Hagen and Ed Seidle, with volunteer help from the
community. Lumher for the tloor wasn't pre-drilled
as was requested. Their hand drills weren't satisfactory for penetrating the hard wood and there was no
power in the hamlet. As a result, Etienne Perret,
proprietor of the welding and machine shop in
Medstead. lent his light plant to the hall board in
order for the men to use electric drills, saws and
sanders. The Robinhood Recreation Club (know as
the R. R. c.) raised funds to contribute to the :1700.00
it cost to put down the new floor. Many dances were
put on. Musicians at that time included Art Wood.
Tony and Dorothy Nordgren. also Allan and Bea
Fonda with Johnny German and of course. others.
The Homemakers and Lutheran Ladies Aid also
helped to raise funds.
The hall was wired for power in July. 1957, and
an oil furnace installed in 1972. Other improvements
have included printing, panelling and cementing a
walkway to the basement. In 1976. a kitchen was
added on, then new bathrooms in 1979.
The Robinhood hall has been incorporated under
the Co-operative Association Act since June 1959,
with a board of twelve directors appointed to look
afterthe affairs of the hall. This board with help from
people of the community have been very husy with
the recent renovations to the hall.
Although church services are no longer held in
the hall, it is still the centre for meetings. suppers,
dances. the W.l.·s Christmas concert. funerals and
wedding celebrations.
Nearly everyone from the community have warm

more.

Robillhoorl Elevators
Thrt:c elevators on\.'c stood in the harnkt of
Rohinhood. a Pool. a \Vcstern and a Searle.

Little information has been found out ahout the
Western except that the construction of the elevator
hegan in 1\)36 and thut a ~j~r. Hayes was once an agent
there. !t was closed up in !sno when it burnt do\vn
and it is believed the elevator hdd no grain at that
time.
The Saskatche\van \A/heat Pool "A', elevator \vas
originally' completed in 10:28 \\'ith cOllstruuion started in 1926. A small residence \Vas adjoining the
office but a nc\ver residence was built east of cHlrbefs
store in 19.14.
The original shareholders includ.ed: A. K. Berg.
Roland Hill. Gco Nilson. Josef Schmitt. Honore
Bouten. Roland Cotton. Arthur Duhaime, Louis
Dunser. Herbert Gadsby, Authur Gaudet. Albert
Knutson. L. R. Nordgren. John Wilson. Gus. Anderson, Henry C. Heno. Olut' Larson. Chas. Linden,

Pool and Searle elevator, 1955.

Moving the Robinhood Elevator.
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Robil1ll:worl Homemakers' Club

Steve S, Morgan, Carl Nordgn::n, R. \V. Nordgren
and Ole E. Olson.
In Ic)36, the original Pool elevator burnt dOlsl1 bw
was rebuilt that same year. The l1e\.\,' elevator had '-1
storage capacity of 35.000 bushels and after thirtyfour years of servil'C it \Vas dismantled in Muy. 1970.
Any sal vageable lumber \vas Llsed in the construction
of the ne\V Sask. \\/heat Pool elevator built 111
lVledstead that same year
The Searle elevator I,vith a storage capacity or
n,()()o bushels was completed in 193(), later a
30,ClOO bushel annex was added to it. The "levalOr
remained standing when the other t\\'O were uestroyed. It became the Pool "B" elevalor when acquired in 1969 from the Federal Grain Ltd. After the
other pool elevator was tDrn down in 197(), Dnly the
one elevator was left in Robinhood to provide service
for the IDeal farmers but after five years it too was
permanently closed. In 1975 the elevator was sold
and moved to the Lloyd Johnson farm near Belbutte,
Sask.
The house that became the Searle residence was
first built and moved into Robinilood by Bennie
Nelson, later sold to Tony Zinkey and eventually
purchased by the Searle Grain Co. as the agent's
residence. It too was sold when the elevator was
removed.
Some of the agents who worked for the Searle
were: Wm. Young, Bennie Nelson, Ed Wing, Lester
Folsom, Alex Miller. George Robinson, Perey Scott,
Tony Pearson, Mike Miekalyko, Sam Meisner, Tom
Sandbeck, Ron Lanes, Harvey RingdalL Ed Brown,
Fred Fitch and Larry Lockhart.
Agents for the Pool over the years were:

Nine ladies nlct at the Robin School on July 28,
1027, for the purpose of organizing a Robinhood
Hornemakers' Club. The nine members included
Mrs. Arthur Christopherson who was elected president. their vice-president. Mrs. John Wiison, Mrs.
Alben Knutson \vho served as secretary and Mrs.
Steve fv10rgun as treasurer. A program committee
consisted of Mrs. Stewart Tarbet. Mrs. Bert Wood,
Mrs. E. W. E. Webb, Mrs. Carl Knutson and Mrs.
Albert 1verson. The meeting was organized by l\1rs.
Albert (Lillian) IverSOIl, The committee soon met
and planned interesting demonstrations on preserving and pickling, home gardening, butter making
and home nursing.
Until 1935, the Robinhood Club was associated
with the North Battleford Homemakers' District. As
some fourteen clubs had organized in the northwest
portion of the province, a new district called the
Robinho()d District was formed in 1936. Its first
convention was held in the Robinhood hall in 1937,
with two local members serving on the executive,
Mrs. S. M, Tarbet as president and Mrs. Dorothy
Cotton as Sec.-Treas, At present we are endeavoring
tD keep this district alive, but it may soon be impossible as only four of the original fourteen clubs remain.
Throughout the years, the local Homemakers'
Club have played an important role in serving our
community. They made donations to the Lutheran

HOMEMAKERS!
CONVENTION

Stanley Babcock
August!. 1929 to May J. !Y30

H. Starling
Stanley Babcock

May 3. 1930 to July 31. 1930
August I. 1')30 tu November 17. 10JO

A. Mann

November 17.1930 to January 6.1')31

Stanley Babcock
J McGillivray

January 6. IYJ! to July J!. 193 I

C;. K. Trchainc

B. W. Gullivant
G. K. Trehainc
G. H. Simpson
J. T McNeice
\'1. M. Bourk
D. T Beaton
Alex Baker
W. ], Wallcrs
H. A. Van Holwede

N. 1. Salzl
N. G. Schneider
W, R. Gosling

D. K. Golden
R. A. Davies
A. E. Nash
P"Jul Dalpe

Brian Gaboury

Robinhood

August I. 1931 toJuly 31. ]032
Augu~t I. ]032 to August 9,1932
Au?ust 9. ]<)32 to August 3(). 1932
Allgll~t 30.193210 February I. 1937
F:bruary I. 1937 to July 10. 1937

District

JUL Y 30, 1937

July 10. 193710 May,' 13. jl)..J.O
May 13. 19~O to July 7,1041
July 7. 1941 toJuly7.19-l.2
July 7. 1942 to February' 3. J 94X Closed
September I. !94X to Deccmber 16. !!fS'+
December [6. [954 to Apr!! ~8. 1956
April ~8. 195610 August 2S. ]956
August 28. 1956 to July 3]. ]963
August I. 196310 April :30. 1966
May I. 1966 to St::ptt::f1lber 3. 1969
September 4. 1969 to Scpt~mbcr 20. 1971
September 21. 1971 to October 13. I !f72
October 13.1972 to November 27. 1973
November 27. 1973 to April 16. 1975

AT ROBINHOOD

President .......... Mrs. M, C. Wade
Vice.-Pres .. , ..... Mrs. S. M. Tarbet
Sec.,Treas., Mrs, Dorothy Cotton
-

Pl'ogram Committee -

Convener ... Mrs. G. E. Thompson

Closed
Sold January 31, 1978
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Church Fund, Skating Rink Fund, School Christmas
Tree Fund as well as to the Red Cross, the local snow
plow club to help keep the bus route open. A music
festival cup was donated to the Robin S.D. and the
engraving on the Sports Shield was done by the club.
During the war years donations of knitted garments and treats for soldiers overseas as well as war
stamps to babies in the district were given. After the
war they held welcome home parties for local men
and women returning. The club planted an evergreen
in the cemetery in honor of Private Delmar McClean
who did not return.
Hand-made layettes for needy families was an
important project. A mother and baby picnic was
very popular. The services of a Red Cross nurse for
the school children as well as dental clinics were
sponsored by the local club. At one time they held
poultry and horticulture shows, classes in sewing,
meat cookery, mosaic and care of electrical appliances.
Before Regional Libraries were established. the
Homemakers' Club kept a traveling library in one of
the local stores as a service for people of the community.
When the hall was built the ladies helped raise
funds by putting on plays. whist drives, dances and
quilt raffles. They helped by furnishing a piano,
stage curtains, a cupboard with kitchen-ware for the
basement where many suppers were held. as well as a
book case for the high school library. They shared
Sports Day proceeds with the Hall Board at their May
24 picnics. Most of the club's meetings were held at
the hall but often the annual meetings were held at the
home of Mrs. O. Larson. In more recent years, they
have provided financial help for a new maple floor
and an oil furnace, supplied some of the kitchen
utensils and purchased an electric range for the new
hall kitchen.
They were responsible for the planting of evergreens and other shrubs at the local cemetery as well
as having a storage shed built. A cemetery bee is
organized by the ladies each summer.
The local sports ground has not been forgotten by
the ladies. They were able to help out here by helping
to build a booth and by providing a back stop and
benches. A family picnic is usually held here each
summer sponsored by the club.
At one time they were responsible for boys attending a Farm Boys' Camp. When the 4-H Club was
reorganized they supplied crests for the members; at
present they sponsor the Robinhood 4-H Multiple
Club and provide a Sewing Project trophy awarded
each Achievement Day. In past years they helped
with the Homecraft club.
When the local schools were closed, the Home-

makers' Club wanted to keep the tradition of a
''Christmas Concert" alive. therefore they have continued to hold one every year.
In 1971. the name Saskatchewan Homemakers'
Club was officially changed to Saskatchewan
Women's Institute (S. W.l.) to conform with other
WI. Clubs across Canada. Our motto is "For Home
and Country" and at present we have a membership
of sixteen ladies. We are still active in the community
not only in the ways already mentioned but also by
buying gifts for new babies, sending get-well cards to
those in the hospital. sponsoring community funeral
wreaths, holding birthday parties for senior ladies,
and serving for weddings, suppers and lunches following funerals when requested to do so. Some interesting features of the club have been the compiling of
a cookbook which proved to be a very popular project. entering of a float for the Centennial Parade in
Medstead and the making of guilts, one which had
the embroidered names of all who had been members
since 1927 (l00 names in all). The ladies have taken
tours to the Imhoff Studio at St. Walburg. the Delp
Rock Collection at Lloydminster, the Sask. Mental
Hospital at North Battleford, a Hutterite Colony near
Cut Knife, a tour of the Women's Correctional Center at Prince Albert as well as a museum at Duck
Lake, Sask. At one time the club held hobo parties
where the ladies would dress like hobos. take their
own lunch and call on someone unexpectedly. This
always proved to be an afternoon full of fun.
In 1973, we honored four of our members with
Merit Awards in acknowledgement of their contributions - Mrs. Grace Nordgren, Mrs. Dorothy Nordgren, Mrs. Edna Bovair and Mrs. Evelyn Sannerud.
Ladies having received Honorary Life Memberships
from our club have included Mrs. S. M. Tarbet, Mrs.
Roland Cotton. Mrs. Albert Knutson, Mrs. Glen
Conway, Mrs. Evelyn Sannerud, Mrs. Edna Bovair
and Mrs. Dorothy Nordgren. Mrs. Grace Nordgren,
an original member, received an engraved plaque in
recognition of her contributions to the club. Competitions within the association have been entered and
we were honored when Evelyn Sannerud won a
provincial writing award for an essay and Magdalena
Dunser won provincially for her woven handbag.
In 1961, Mrs. Edna Bovair was able to attend a
F Wl.C. (Federated Women's institute of Canada)
convention as delegate in Vancouver, B.C. while
Mrs. Bernice Allen was able to attend as delegate to
another one in Banff, Alta. in 1973. Mrs. Evelyn
Sannerud was delegate in 1979 to the FWl.C. Convention in Saskatoon, Sask. and a visitor to the
A.C. W. W. (Associated Country Women of the
World) Convention in Oslo, Norway in 1971.
The 50th Anniversary of the club was celebrated
in 1977 at a convention in the Robinhood Hall.
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Rohillhood 4-H Cluhs

members without calves. There is a lot more detail on
this club uncleI' the Parkhouse Family story by Joan
Blixrud.
Interest in the 4-H program was again shown
SOme six years later when on Nov. 1st. 1965. a number of students and parents met in the Robillhood hall
to organize a nc\\' 4-1-1 cluh. Twenty-nine students
were later to form the membership of the l1C\V club to
be named"" Hammers and Thimbles"". The first executive consisted of Donna Wilson (Chiverton) president: Robert Allen vice president. Shirley Bovair
(Bertsch) secretary: and Rose Highton, treasurer. Mr.
Vern Allen was the first general leader and six other
parents were the first project leaders.
A total of one hundred and forty names appear on
the roll call of the club during its fifteen years of
existence. Some of these members were in the club
for various spans of time, a few didn', even complete
one year and others were active for one, two or more
years. Some members were very active and helped in
club activities. Six of the members on the roll call
completed five years: seven completed six years:
seven were active for seven years and two members:
Earl and Donna Craig were 4-H members for eight
and nine years respectively.
About twenty interested parents have served as
project leaders - during the fifteen years. Again
some for one or two or three years and others for
longer periods of time. Adults who have helped with
the club for five years or more include Mr. Ed.
Scidle: Mrs. Bernice Allen and Mrs. Pauline Bovair.
Those with ten years or more to their credit include
Mrs. Ethel Craig, Mr. Dennis Hagen, Mr. Emil Larson and Mrs. Olive Seiclie. Three former members,

by Olive Seidle
Before there were any 4-H clubs in the area there
was a Girls' Homecraft during the' 30's and a Robinhooci Baby Beef Club in 1946. Glen Conway was the
leader of this ciub assisted by Bert Faucon. There
were about eleven members at the time. some of
these were: Barbara TarbcL Maggie and Annie Hdler,

Emil Larson. Frank Nelson, Donnie and Bobbie
Steiner, Reynold and Edward Zielcr, David Ward.
John Allen was the Agricultural Representative at
the time and he arranged a trip for the members to an
Agricultural show in North Battleford. The members
were instructed on how to judge cattle. Later the
members had to show their own calves in Robinhood, the calves took shelter in the old livery barn
until they were paraded. The members practiced
judging but the calves were really judged by someone else that day.
About nine years later another calf club was
formed, but this time it was know it as the Robinhood
4-H Calf Club. It was started in 1955 and lasted for
four years. The leader was Armand Desmarais of the
Molewood School District and that year there were
about twenty-two 4-H members including associate

L. -

R. Linda, Eileen, and Judy Blixrud, Horace Goerke,
Violet Kahl, Raymond, and Lawrence Desmarais, Russel
Kahl, and Billy Sidebottom.

Robinhood 4-H Calf Club 1955.

Judy Blixrud and her calf May, 1956.
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Irene Simpson (Allen). Robert Allen and Earl Craig.
were also project leaders in the club in later years.
The first general leader was Mr. Vern Allen. who
helped organize the club. He left the district in 1966.
to teach elsewhere in the province. Mrs. W. 1. Bovair
was then general leader from 1966 to 1969. Mr. Leo
Larson then served as general leader for the next two
years. Mrs. Olive Seiclle started as general leader in
the fall of 1971 and plans to retire this spring.
Projects were firstly - woodwork and sewing,
and later knitting proved very popular followed by
welding. Cooking was also taught and later crafts. 4H projects in crocheting and embroidery were also on
the list for one or two years. Junior leadership was
undertaken by some of the older members. Beef was
a short-lived project of only three years duration.
When beef was added, the club name was changed to
Multiple and has remained so to the present time.
During the life span of our club we have tried to
instill in our members an interest in their projects and
also in the aims of the 4- H movement. Some of Ollr
members have left our district to follow various careers in the world at large, but we hope that they
sometimes remember their days as members of the
Robinhood Multiple 4-H club.

\\l11en schools were centralized and the children
from Robin Sciloolneecied 10 be bussed to Meclstead,
a greater need arose for winter road travel. A snow

plow club was formed here in 1956 with a mernbership of up to thirty members. At first other snO'w
plows of the area were hired to keep the school bus
routes open. also the Government plow and sometimes dozers were hired to open the main roads.
In 1959. the club purchased a V-type push plow,
up to thirty-six miles of road plus ridging of fieJds
\vere covered,
The first operator was Norman Hanson, then
Emil Larson and John Kilclaw. (What a welcome
sight it was to sec the plo\v coming up the drive-\vay.
often late in the evening.)
As the Rural Municipalities took on the responsibility of keeping the roads opeo, there was no
longer a need for the local snow-plow club which
disbanded in about 1972.

Other Organizations
Over the years many organizations were formed
and disbanded in the Robinhood community. some of
which have already been covered. There are a few)
however. that have been omitted and will be briet1y
mentioned here.
One of the organizations to form during the early
'30's was the United Farmers, this was later replaced
by the Saskatchewan Farmers Union.
The Girl Guides under the direction of Mrs. Roland Cotton werc vcry active. Mrs. Cotton also
organized and led the Boy Scouts. assisted by Ernie
Walker. Both the Guides and Scouts attended camp at
Cochin, Saskatchewan.

Robinhood Snow Plow Club
When winter settled in people usually settled
down to an isolated life with travel only by horse and
sleigh. The children would walk to school on the
road over snow banks four to five feet deep. one year
they got as high as seven or eight feet.
During the early '50's the people of Robinhood
decided to build a wooden wedge plow with the hope
of being able to get out to Highway No.4 at least until
Christmas time. This plough was pulled by four to
six horses. usually through the fields anel if they
macle it to the Naslund farm two miles west of Robinhood, Sven and Albin usually had the heavy spots
open from there to the highway.

First Robinhood Girl Guides. Back row, Audrey Gaylord, Hattie Morgan, Helen Morgan, Bernice Gaylord, Carmen
Christopherson. L. to R., kneeling, Margaret Cotton, Lisle
Compton, Violet Wisner, Mary Tarbet and Ella Nordstrom.

Robinhood's first wood wedge plow, pulled by four to six
horses.
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There was the Civic League formed by the young
people in the 30's as well as The Young Peoples
Society. This group of young people once put on an
evening program of plays during the early 30's, when
coal oil lamps were still in use. Mrs. G. Walker was
director at the time and when she drew back the
curtains the audience was surprised to see electric
lights being used. Hidden behind the scenes was Bert
Kellington with two car batteries.

There was even a Square Dance Club for a few
years.
Throughout the years members of this community have been active in sports such a ball. hockey,
curling and broom ball. It is good to see the young
people of today stili interested in these activities and
may the love for these sports never die.
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Robin School District
ROBIN SCHOOL DISTRICT No, 4196
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Robil1- Homesteaders we have little or 110 il1formatiol1 about:

Boudain. Camden, McCloud, Boutin, Carter, JOl1oson. H. Westol.
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The one-room schoolhollse featured indoor bathrooms at the start but these were later removed to
allow more room for desks. There was a little kitchen
in the back with cupboards and a stove ~- "how good
that dish of soup and cup of cocoa tasted at noon on
those cold \'linter days". A big wood and coal stove
with a metal jacket around it supplied the heat for the
classroom. There was a piano and in later years a
raclio for the students to listen to the C.B.C. School
Broadcast Program. The lunch kits varied greatly in
those days from syrup pails to lard pails. They served
many useful purposes especially on the way home
from school if there was n gopher hole nearby.

Robin School iJistrict No. 4196
Public notice of the intention to form a new
school district was posted on May 8, 1919, by a
committee consisting of Andrew Berg, Albert Knutson and Stein Rasmusson. They also submitted five
names to the Department of Education for naming
the new district .~ Robin, Hendrum, Oslo, Lake
View and N ortll Gate.
The first school meeting took place at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Berg on May 17, 1919, at 2
0' clock in the afternoon for the purpose of holding a
poll to vote for or against a new school district.
Six resident ratepayers were present, namely,
Joseph Carter, A. K. Berg, Albert Knutson, H. N.
UlteveiL John Wilson, Stein Rasmusson and Ole E.
Olson.
Mr. A. K. Berg was appointed chairman for the
meeting while Mr. Albert Knutson acted as secretary.
After a majority vote favored a new school district
the nomination of three trustees took place. Those
elected were: Mr. Joseph Carter -- Park Bluff Post
Office - Chairman, Mr. A. K. Berg - Junor Post

A janitor was hired to make fire in the mornings
and haul the drinking water as well as clean the
school. The fire guard had to be plowed once a year.
Some of the children walked to school while
others went with horse and buggy, sleigh or caboose
and the horses would be put into the barn during the
day. Some of the boys would ski behind the sleighs
with long ropes which enabled them to cross back
and forth over the road and ditches. The barn which
housed the horses was later destroyed by fire.
There are no attendance records available but a
picture of Mrs. Albert Knutson who was substituting
for Mrs. Hill in December, 1920 shows seven students attending. By 1933, the school began bursting
at its seams and in order to accommodate all the
children, the Robinhood Community Hall was converted into a classroom. That year thirty-three pupils
in grades one to five were taught in the school while
eighteen pupils in grades six to eleven attended
school in the hall. After grade eight the students had
to study by correspondence courses from the Dept. of
Education in Regina. In 1940, LIp to sixty pupils were
attending the two classrooms, the hall continued to
be used until the end of June, 1944.
During the 30's and 4U's the students sang in
music festivals in Glaslyn and Medstcad and in 1934

Robin School 1925.
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Class of 1933-34 at Robinhood Hall. First row of desks. Julius Zielsdorf, Roy Nordstrom, Ruth Nordstrom, Josephine Knutson.
Second row: Florence Hagenson, Carmen Christopherson, Clifford Hagenson. First table, L. to R., Clifford Hagen, Philip
Hagenson, Lorraine Zielsdorf, Donald Magnusson. Second table, L. to R., Velma Allard. Evelyn Nickols, Myrtle Randall, Clara
Rasmussen. Last row, Alice Wilson, Arnold Galland, Alfred Compton, Florence Young.

they even travelled to a festival in North Battleford,
Sask.
Drama festivals were also popular at that time
with an exchange of school plays between Robin,
Glaslyn and Medstead.
Weeks ahead. the students would have to practice
marching for the big parade on Flag Day: the banner
would have to be made and the pits made ready for
jumping: races would be run and the ball team would
practice hard. Robin school children were proud
when they brought home the Sport's Shield and Cup
from the Flag Day. A smaller cup for the individual
acquiring the highest points was often awarded to
students from Robin School.
Another highlight of the school year was the
Christmas concert with hours of preparation in rehearsal, decoration and costume making. Santa
Claus would arrive after the program to hand out gifts
and candy bags. Funds were usually raised by the sale
of tickets.
After thirty-five years of service, the little red
and white school house was closed at the end of June,
1955 to make way for progress. The Larger School
Unit introduced centralization for the schools, thus
offering a bettcr opportunity for students to attend
high school. The children from the Robin school
district were bussed to Medstead, starting in the fall
of 1956.

Last class of Robin School, 1954-55. Teacher, Ellis Knutson.
Front row: Vera Nelson, Lorraine Walters, Dianne Kennedy,
Jerry Meissner,
f(ennedy. Middle row: Leonard Sannerud, Paul Wallace, Donna Kennedy, William Wallace, Eric
Meissner, Reginald Conway. Back row: Lin Walters, David
Nelson, Henry Wallace.

The school building was later moved to Fairholme where it is now serving as a home, and the
school-yard property was purchased by Mr. John
Kildaw in February, 1961.
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Tnlstees of Robin School

,'vliss Vera Margaret Nanson
Miss Marie Henrietta Hoenmans
Mrs. Edith Mills
Miss Olive Doris Sulyniuk
Miss Alice Valette
Miss Lucille Mireau (Larson)
Mr. Ellis Knutson

Andrew K. Berg - 1919-1921
Joseph Carter - 1919-1920
John Wilson - 1919, 1926-1928, 1931-1933
Stein Rasmasson - 1920-1922, 1930-1932
J A. Johnson - 1921-1923
Elmer Hagen - 1922-1923, 1933-1938
Olof Larson - 1923-1026
R. T. Kellington - 1924, 1935-1945
Chas H. Heno - 1924-1925
Albert Knutson - 1925-1927
Joe Randall- 1927-1929
Carl Knutson - 1928-1929
Raug Nordgren - 1929-1931
Mrs. Jessie Tarbet - 1930, 1940, 1945-1946
Mrs. Grace Nordgren - 1932
Mrs. Harry Walker - 1933-34
Mr. W. Earl Compton - 1935-1937
Mrs. N. V. McNeice - 1938-1939
Mrs. Rose Sheppard - 1939-1941
Mrs. Nels Gustafson - 1941
Mrs. Julia Wilson - 1941-1944
Mr. Nels Gustafson - 1941-1983
Mr. Nels Nelson - 1944-1946
Mrs. Evelyn Sannerud - 1946-1955
Mr. W. 1. Walters - 1947-1952, 1954
Mrs. Edna Bovair - 1947-1950
Mr. Reuben Wilson - 1951-1952
Mr. Arnie Moen - 1953
Mrs. Glen Conway - 1953-1955
Mr. Stan Craig - 1955

First class 01 Robin School #4196, 1920. Arthur Berg, Clarence Berg, Kathleen Carter, May Carter, Mrs. Knutson as
substitute teacher, Josephine Knutson (little girl), Ami Boutin,
Gladys Rasmussen.

Pupils Attending Robin School No. 4196
School Records missing are 1920-29, 1938-42,
1954-55.

Teachers of Robin School No. 4196,
1920-1955

Huldas Rasmunson
Orris Galland
Donald Oard
Grant Christopherson
AI ice Wi! son
Arnold Galland
Ralph Young
Carmen Christopherson
Doris Knutson

Mrs. Ameila Hill
Mrs. Albert Knutson
Mrs. Alma Rebecca Smith
Mr. Elmer Washington Holmes
Mrs. Albert (Lillian) Iverson
Miss Jennie Helen Thorburn
Miss Elizabeth Flora Bartlett
Mr. Joseph Benjamin Haave
Miss Bernice Martha Wangensteen
Mr. Wm. Lloyd Cross
Miss Eunice Norman
Miss Amy Mabel Wright
Miss Jeanne Farnsworth
Miss Mabel Sophie Menzies
Miss Holt
Mrs. Edna Evelyn Weaver
Mr. Lorne Duncan Stewart
Miss Muriel Louise Ashton
Miss Petra Hendrickson
Mr. A. W. Prytula
Miss Joyce Audrey Trask
Miss Bertha Gladys East

Juluis Zielsdorf

John Englbrccht

Alfred Anderson
[au Claire Zidsdorf
William Knutson
Clara Rasmunson
Curtis Johnson
Alfred Compton
Edith Moate
Myrtle Randall
Donald Magnuson
Olive Nordgren
Florence Young
Agnes Anderson
Florence Moatc
Clifford Hagen
Lorrine Zic!sdorf
Robert Englbrecht
Fcderick Young
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Leslie McClean

Cecil Nichols
Ellis Knutson
Ear! Underdahl
Margaret Cotton
Thomas Cotton

James 'flu'bet
Douglas McNeice

Vernon McClean
Donald Pearson
Oscar Bauman
Mac Compton

Myrtle Mathison
\Valter Nelson
Lawrence McClean
Albert DUnscr
Jean Gustavson
Dinah Huber
iV'lorris i\'lathisol1
Joseph Rosnes
Florence Bauman
Aj ice Compton

Edith Nelson
John Nelson
James Hansen
Margaret McClean

Inger Rosnes

Mary Tarbet
William Mmlte
Marjorie Bobcock
Lisle Compton
Donald Knutson
Edwin Zielsdorf
btha Zielsdorf
Melvin Go!land
Dorothy Englbrccht
Stanley Randall
Ruby Knutson
Grace Young
Harold Findlay
Alice Findlay
William Findlay
Louis Findlay
Lconell Sagen
Irene Sagen
Roy Nordstrom
Lawrence Young
Fred Young
Ellen Nordstrom
Lloyd Wilson
Margaret Young
Calvin Ziclsdorf
Melvin Knutson
Evelyn Nichols
Philip Hasgenson
Velma Alford
Roy Walker
Ida Hanson
Phyllis Nicklos
Archie Alford
Vera Cattle
Delmar McClean
Viola McClean
Orville Haagenson
Lillian Alford
Bert Wilson
James Tarbet
Daryl Nelson
Harvy Hansen
Mervyn Hansen
Olive Treharne
Ames Cattle
Norman Randall
Donald Randall
Arthur Shephard
Gordon Trehearne
Elwood Haagenson
Ina Nordstrom
Kenneth Clarke
Josephine Knutson
Ruth Nordstrom
Clifford Haagenson
Florence Haagenson
Martha Dyck
Pearl Findlay
Agnes Dyck
Hugh Tarbet
Hazel Hanson
Stanley Nelson
Edith Falkeid
Leo Larson
Emil Larson
Joyce Frcharnc

Darlene Aasen
Edward McClean
Erna Compton
Ina Wilson
Jean Gustavson
Frank Nelson
Neil Nordstrom
Herbert Dumer
Harold Nelson
Harold Mathi"on
inez Mathison
Norman Hansen
Oscar Rosnes
Violet Randall
Barbara cI1trbd

Walter Nelson
Pearl McClean
Inger Rnsnes
Darlene Assen

Cmroll Wickwire
Louie Rishchynski
Gladys Rishchynski
Edythe Wickwire
Phyllis Rischchynski
Lorraine McClean
Hilliard Rishchynski
Dorothy McClean
Harry Mathison
Clarence Mathison
Leroy Nelson
Marcus Sannerud
Harvey McClean
Allan Gustavson
John Wilson
Kathleen Mills
Ruth Moen
Kenneth Moen
Marjory Hoffman
Wi!!iam Moen
Lillian Walters
Shirley Walters
Ronald Baker
Fred Hoffman
Abby Hoffman
Mary Hoffman
Edward Cotton
David Nelson
Glenny Moen
Sharon Aasen

Agnes Waalen, a friend, and Bertha East, 1944.

Odin Aasen

Evelyn Ellitsgaard
Donald Ellitsgaard
Irene Huber
Garry Wilson
Leonard Sannerud
Abraham Hoffman
Veral Nelson
Reginald Conway

Eric Meisner
Lorraine Walters
Ellen Robinson

William Wallace
Paul Wallace
Henry Wallace
David Wa!!ace

Bertha East made this banner for the "March". The large cup
was awarded to the Robin School for the best in the parade.
The shield was won for the best sports events by Robin
School. The small cup for best individual score.

Donna Kennedy

Brian Conway
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Robin S.D. No. 4196, Robinhood 1944

I had a vcry enjoyable year i,vorking with the
stucients, with their studies, the spons day. and the

writtell by Bertha Bralldon (l1ee East)
Excited and eager 1 boarded a train in Regina on a
very cold February lTlorning to start the journey to
Robinhood. I had been assigned the teaching position for the upper elementary gracles for the last hail'
of the 1944 school year by the Principal Me Griffin.
of the Regina Normal SchooL
As the train rumbled on, many things came to my
mimi. would the students be bigger and nearly as old
as I (l was only eighteen)'! Would I have discipline
problems. could! manage Grade Tcn students')
Would llike this north country. it was so far from my
hometown in the south western part of the province.
But all this seemed so minor, when I thought of the
good wages, eighty dollars a month. twenty dollars
for board, leaving me sixty dollars for myself. Unbelievable I
These thoughts quickly tled when the conductor
came through to punch the tickets. I didn't have the
part he needed. At one of the small towns the coach I
was on had been switchecl to another line to continue
its journey. and the conductor on the other train had
taken that portion. I almost gave up trying to tell the
conductor this is what had happened. and he said I
would have to get off at the next stop or purchase a
new ticket. I persisted and finally convinced him, as I
had no money for another ticket. On the train
chugged to Saskatoon. Prince Albert and finally to
Robinhood.
It was 52 degrees below zero when! arrived at the
little red station in RobinhoocL Feeling nearly as cold
and frightened inside as it was outside. ! stepped off
the train (the only passenger getting off). The only
thing I could see was a team of horses covered with
frost. hitched to a bob sleigh and tied nearby.
Out of the station stepped a pleasant lOOKing
man, bundled in his warmest clothing. ''I'm Mr
Wilson. !'m here to meet you". Those were the
warmest words I have ever heard.
He drove the team down what appeared to be
main street to the largest building which housed the
Genera! Store. the Post Office and Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson's residence. Mrs. Wilson, his lovely wife
showed me to my room. which was just off the
kitchen. She had prepared a delicious supper for me
that evening. and every night thereafter. as she was a
wonderful cook.
The next morning I was shown the schools. The
Grades one to four occupied the school house situated about a quarter mile from town. The teacher's
name was Miss Joyce Trask. I would teach Grades
five to ten in the large, log. community hall which
had had blackboards installed and desks moved in. It
was roomy and cold at times, but filled the need.

Christmas concert. Some of the students were higger

than I but they \'!./ere studious and co-operative and 1
had no discipline problems.
Robinhood community at that tirne was very ac-

tive with church work and social events. i shall never
forget the box socials and the auctioning off of the
plates of ·'Iefsa". ! learned to eat it then, and I still
make it for my family, and \VC Jove it.
During my year at Robinhood ! had several experiences I shall never forget. One evening: the Wilsons'
hired girl and myself were sitting at the kitchen table,
when a couple of boys came in carrying a rille that
they had been examining on the back porch, one boy
pulled the trigger, the gun was loaded and the bullet
went right through my ankle. The elevator agent's
wife, who was a nurse came and calmed a very
shocked school teacher. and dressed the wound.
Another time I went to Medstead with a group of
young people for a dance. As we crossed the street a
young fellow drove his car among us, I was struck
down, result·- many bad bruises.
A couple of weeks before Christmas a fire broke
out in my room from an overheated little "wood
burner". It was only the quick thinking of Mrs.
Wilson that kept the fire contained to the one room.
and saved the entire building from ciestruction. I lost
a few school supplies. but no clothing.
I can also remember how generous and obliging
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson were to the native Indians when
they brought in blueberries. seneca root and crafts to
trade for food. clothing and tobacco.
"Robin S.D. No. 4196, Robinhood 1944" is one
of the interesting chapters in "M Y Book of Teaching
Memories" .

Robin S.D. No. 4196 -

1924-1926

By Elmer Holmes
When! think of February 24. 1924. I recall many
memories.
. as that was the day that! started my
teaching career at Robin School, Robinhood,
Saskatchewan. After completing a short course at the
Saskatoon Normal School, as it was called in those
days. I was accepted to teach at the Robin SchooL
Transportation in those days, especially in wil1tel; was by horse-drawn vehicles. My father drove me
from our home at Prince to Robinhood - a full day's
journey of thirty-five miles with a stopover at Cochin
for a meal and to rest the horses. That day the weather
was pleasant and the roads were passable. However,
it was a relief to get to the home of Mr. ancl Mrs. Olaf
Larson, about three-quarters of a mile north of the
school, where I was to board.
Early on the morning of the twenty-fourth, I
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collected my lunch, a few books and walked to the
school as I was to he janitor as well as teacher. As I
was in the process of starting the fire, in the Waterbury furnace, Mr. Bert Kellingtol1, the secretarytreasurer, came with the registei: books, and even
some wood as the woodpile was in four-foot lengths.
Robin School at that lime was four years old. I
was the fourth teacher being preceded by Mrs. Hill,
Mrs. Knutson, and Mrs. Smith. Therefore, the
school was in good condition including the Waterbury furnace. indoor toilets. and good furniture. In
the summer of that year the outsicie was repainted the
original colors --- white with red trimmings.
The first day was spent in getting acquainted with
the pupils - sixteen in grades one to eight. Park
Bluff School had not been operating for several years
so the lone pupil attended Robin. For most of the day
we listened to the buzz of the sawing machine as the
men were cutting the cordwood into lengths for the
furnace.
On Mondays and Fridays the mail was brought to
Robinhood from Prince. The mailman usually started at Birch Lake picking up mail on the way and
drove through to Prince. If the weather was good or in
the summer when a car was used the trip was made in
one day. Otherwise there was a stopover night at
Cochin at Mrs. Heno's boarding house. 1 used this
service especially at Easter or when I came back to
start school in February.
In late April of 1924 I got home for Easter as
Good Friday and Easter Monday were school holidays. I got two days at home as most of Friday and
Monday were spent travelling. As I had been away
from a large centre for nearly two months my hair
would have met with present day approval but not the
standard of those days. My parents were astounded
and advised me to go to North Battleford and get a
haircut. Later I found out that John Wilson. the
storekeeper. was a good barber.
Robin at that time was a summer school with two
weeks vacation in July and the long holiday from
Christmas to some time in February. This system was
used by many schools, especially in the northern
areas, in order to avoid cold weather ancl impassable
roads.
Mr. C. Nivins was the Inspector of Schools for
the Turtleford area. As he taught in the Saskatoon
Normal School when it was in session from September to June. he inspected the schools during the
slimmer months. A couple of days after the slimmer
vacation, I was informed by a colleague that Mr.
Nivins was in the vicinity and to get the register and
other things in order. When Mr. Nivins did arrive, I
saw him go across the yard to the barn. The pupils
sensed something unusual as 1 momentarily lost my

voice. Little did they know what was happening in

the department of the interior. However, when Ivir.
Nivins came into the schoolroom all fears were dispelled by his kindly way of greeting us and his

dealing with the ciasses. Later. I was pleased and
grateful for the report anel also that the temporary
certificate, issued for one year after a short course at
Normal SchooL was extended to three and a half
years.
The main mode of transportation for most teachers in that part of the country was by horseback.
Frank Warick, who came in May to teach at Birch
Lake, and I hac! horses. On weekends we would ride
to my home on the way to North Battlcford or to
Rabbit Lake to visit colleagues or visit neighboring
teachers. Later on Frank got a "Tin Lizzie" in which
we went further but at times it balked and almost left
us stranded several times.
The closing event of the year was the Christmas
concert which took weeks of preparation but was not
to be overlooked. It was the "big event" for the
pupils and also for the parents and other local residents. Local people were often recruited to assist in
the program.
In 1925 the school popUlation declined and by the
end of the year only seven pupils were in attendance.
However, when it was positive that the railroad was to
be built from Hafford to Turtlefmd and that a station
was to be built at Robinhood, settlers came from
other parts of the province and from Minnesota and
North Dakota. By the end of 1926 the enrolment was
in the twenties.
A quarter of a mile north of the school was the
store and post office operated by Mr. and Mrs. John
Wilson. When the railroad came the store was moved
to the townsite about a half mile north. At the same
time another store was started by Stewart Tarbet from
North Battleforcl.
Changes came with the coming of the railroad.
Farmers were pleased that they would no longer have
to haul grain to Prince or to North Battleford. They
were not so pleased when valuable crop land was
expropriated. Farms were sold to newcomers who
came from different lifestyles. The pupils were excited when they saw the surveying, grading and the
laying of the tracks. The greatest excitement was
when the trains went through as some of the younger
ones had never seen a train. From the school windows we could watch the trains pull into the proposed
site for the station and then go on toward Glaslyn or
Medsteml.
These are few of the incidents and changes that
came during the three years that I spent at Robinhood. By the end of 19261 was preparing to return to
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the Saskatoon Normal Schooi to get further training
for a permanent certificate.
I went to Robinhood by train and sleigh but left
by train riding in the caboose of a freight train as the
passenger service had not been started. The journey
took about the same length of time as the train went
by way of Turtlcford and stopped at each station or
station to be and then on to North Battleford.
The last visit to Robini1ood was in 1955 when
with my family and my father we motored from
Nipawin where I was teaching. The school was still
there but boarded up as the pupils were being bussed
to Medstead. The school site looked the same - the
same stone was still in the gateway. The Larsons,
whom we visited. had moved across the road from
the place where I had stayed. Other changes had
taken place - businesses had changed hands and
former settlers had gone. One outstanding change
was that the roads. which had been trails. had been
graded and gravelled. Over the years transportation
had improved. We travelled from Nipawin via Robinhood to North Battleford in less than a Jay. This
made me realize how transportation had improved
since 1924.
Elmer W. Holmes
2144 Wiggins Avenue
Saskatoon, Sask. S7J lW5

A Memory of Robin School
by Mrs. Edith Mills (Teacher)
Do you remember one hot noon hour in June
when I let a few of the boys go "skinny dipping" in
the slough') Morris Mathison let on he didn't feel like
it but h; had other plans. He took an old black coat
out of my buggy - it fit him - and away he went (we
watched him go). He took a circuitous route to the
slough. The b~lYS spied him coming with shoulders
hunched ancl the call went up - "Indians" - to
Morris' great enjoyment. The boys dashecl out and
scrambled back into their clothes. We were surprised
when they returned so carly - they told us an !nJian
had come. Inside of a few minutes Morris Mathison
came past the buggy and put the coat back on. Then
he came solemnly to the school and some embarrassed boys joined in the laughter. He had fooled
them completely.
Dear Norman Hanson used to like to go to the
little kitchen to mind the stove - in reality to escape
some science or grammar. How nice to recall those
happy days I
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Sandwith Hamlet

Sandwith in the 30's, Note: the cordwood piled in the left
foreground, The picture was taken from the elevator,

Sandwith's first store, guests ready to leave for Montreal, also

8. Parkhouse, May Price and Harold Mason.

Sand with Hamlet

from the Public Affairs Department of the Canadian
National Railways, Winnipeg, Manitoba. These are
the cold facts of the beginning and the end, according
to C.N .R., local historians say that trains did not run
on the line until 1932.
The railway was very important to the hamlet
throughout its history; without it there would be no
Sandwith. For many winters it was the only chance to
get to North Battleford, the nearest city, for shopping, dental and doctor appointments, and visiting
relatives and friends. The service was excellent; both
C.N. and c.P trains travelled through Sandwith.
The C.N. went through every Friday morning. Its
passengers spent the clay in North Battleford and
were back home about suppertime. The C. P. went
south Tuesday evening and returned the following
morning. And then, there was the diesel, "The
Skunk". that went to North Battleford Friday about
9:()() p. m. (21;()O),
During almost half a century there were only two
derailments in this subdivision. The more serious
one happened on a Tuesday evening in October,
1935, about one mile north of Sandwith; cattle, pigs,
grain and cordwood were scattered about. Some of
the animals were killed outright, others had to be
destroyed. Fortunately the weather was warm which
made it easier for the local farmers to dig the common grave, but it was also unfortunate because by the

by Mary Griffin
Sandwith, like all great empires and places has
had its rise and fall.
"The C.N, line through Sandwith, from Prinham
to Avery was known as the Hatherleigh Subdivision,
It was built by C.N, and placed in operation in 193(),
It was abandoned on authority from the Canadian
Transport Commission on May 24, 1978,"
The above paragraph is an excerpt from a letter

Sandwith's second store, Owned by J, J, Brausen. Operated
from 1932 to 1942. L. - R. 'Uncle Hanl<', Mrs. Brausen, andJ.
J. Brausen.
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time the fifty-four head of cattle and a rev.} pigs were
buried, the aroma was difficult to take.
In the late forties the section and crC\v were
stationed in Sandwith. This Incant one more familv,
sometimes two. to be welcomed to the conununity. -It
also helped to increase the hamlet's population which
reached village status a revv' times during its history.
Prior to 1932 the only buildings in Sandwith were
the ones built by the C.N.: namely, station, tool
house and cottage. That year the first stem; and the
post office were moved into the hamler. The following year was H boom year; a garage, a blacksmith
shop. Western Grain elevator and cottage were added. Sandwith Hall. one of the main structures of the
hamlet was also built and still is an important centre
in Sandwith.
The B,C. Cafe' (a Chinese cafe') had a one-year
stand during 1934, A second store was opened by 1. J
Brausen, and served the local shoppers for almost a
decade,
By 1939 many more families had moved to the
district from the southern part of the province. A
restaurant and poolroom were opened at two different sites and gave the local people two more places
to spend their time and hard-earned money. A third
store was put into operation by Bill Rector from 1941
to 1944, The North Star Oil shed was built in 1945
which made it more convenient for the farmers to get
their gasoline, oil and grease,

3rd train wreck near Sandwith. The wreck occurred one-quarter mile north of Sandwith in 1945.

Track wash-out between Sandwith and Hatherleigh in 1948.

When the fifties were over, many changes had
taken place; there was a three-roomed school, a curling rink with two sheets of ice and a small church,
But many families had moved to greener pastures.
Sand with 's decline waS no doubt inevitable but it
had been postponed by the centralization of schools
into Sandwith, the basing of a C. N, R. section cJ'ew in
Sandwith, and the fact that quite a few people retired
into Sandwith.
It was a temporary boost. As far.ms were getting
larger, the rural popUlation was getting smaller. Better roads and vehicles meant that people mucic more
trips to North Battleford, less than forty miles for
most, and the grocery store lost more and more
business. That store suffered added pressure from
people who paid cash in the city and charged their
purchases at the Sandwith store, The Shell Oil Company bulk fuel agency had a better chance of surviving but customer abuse of credit sent it. too, the way
of many another small town fuel agency.
Low enrolment meant that it was no longer feasible to operate a school in Sandwith. The post office
business had dropped off. The people on pensions
found it more attractive to move to where the modern
conveniences of water and sewer \\'e1"8 available.
Sand with became the only grain shipping point
on the whole Hatherleigh Subdivision so the Com-

Sandwith Section Gang. 1938. Back row L.- R. Jim McNabb,
John Palmer, Gordon Tolly, Dick Gliege, Ralf Trask, Front. Art
Osman, Mike Zwarin, Joe Bonsan, Pat Roach, and Roy Lyons.
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Mr. Shepherd gave the land. It was called the Hyde
Park settlement then.
I first "vent there in 1912, and i\1r. R. IVL Luckraft

mission on Rail Line Abandonment recommended

its closure.
Such are the reasons. The result was only a matter
of time.
Today Sand with still is a centre for recreation,
social activities and religious services. As long as the
curling rink, the hall and the church remain, the
people of the community will have a place to get

was the student there then. He and 1 did some driving

together. \\;'ith tearn and buggy. finding out how far
north the settlement went. and visiting the people
there. In the \vinter \1/C llsed to LlSC the schocJlhouse
for services. as the church was cold. and sumctimcs
no trail "vas broken to it. But the school \vas un [he
main road. Sometimes we had [he service in Mr. and

some relaxing exercise. a place to have a pleasant
time with their friends and a place to join with their

neighbors to thank God for past blessings and pray
that Sandwith will be an important centre for at least
another halfcentury.

Mrs. 1. Dodd's hOllse.
When tv1r. Canhmfl '.,vas ordained he was stationed at Meota for a few years about the beginning
of World 'War!. Sometimes he and I exchanged \vork

The Church in Samlwith Community

for a Sunday. He went to see his old friends at

by F, Granl
Notes from Robert Raines' diary of 1910, June
8th:
"Mr. Canham and I removed lumber fronl E.
Bloomfield to church site one-half day."
"On the fourteenth, hauled stones for foundation
and fixed the sills."
"July 11th, Monday - Completed church walls
and tower and laid off for more lumber."
Thus was erected St. Philips Church in the
churchyard on the northwest corner of N. W.
20-48-14. The churchyard became St. Philips Burial
Ground.
The venerable W. E. J Paul, Archdeacon of the
Anglican Church in Saskatchewan, wrote the following on April II, 1955, in a letter to the teacher of
Hyde Park SchooL to assist with a district history:
"With regard to the beginning of the church at
Sandwith. Mr. W. G. Canham was there as a stucient
about 1910-11, and I think the church was built then.

Sand with and Glcnbush. and I took rvicota and Langemeade. He had a car, and 1 had a team. I remember

one Sunday, when ! was driving slowly with the
ponies from Langemcadc back to Menta, I was thinking of him getting quickly frolll place to place with
his car. But [hat did not happen that day. as he spent
nearly the whole day in a Illud-hole on the Indian
reserve. Mr. E. Maddocks was another student there.
Since then he has held CJuite imponant positions in
the church, both at Montreal and Calgary.
I was not in those parts when the church was
moved to Meustead. I believe it had not been used for
some years at Sandwith at that time.
Those little churches with the square towers were
often spoken of as the Lloyd churches. Dr. Lloyd, as
archdeacon and afterwards as bishop, did a lot of
speaking in England. and made a great appeal for
Western Canada. At that time a small church could be
built for $250 and sometimes he received gifts for
this amount from one person in England. Others gave
smaller gifts, and! think he had a church building
fund, upon which he drew as needs arose.
From what you say in your letter it sounds as if
someone made a special gift of $250 for St. Philip's
Church. But as it was built before I arrived there, I do
not know just how the money was raised. But 1 think
it would have been through Bishop Lloyd (archdeacon at that time) and the Colonial and Continental
Church Society of London, England.
During the first war. gradually all the stuclents
joined up, and I had to keep what services I could
going by myself. I had five or six missions which I
went to in tum, Sandwith being one of them. While 1
had a team 1 usually took three services a Sunday at
different points. And when I got a car. I was often
able to take four, such as Hillside, Samlwith, Glenbush and Medstead.
We had a good many memorial services during
those war years for the boys who made the supreme

81. Philip's Church, soon after building in the Hyde Park
Cemetery.

sacrifice. "
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During the summer of 1422, two students shared
the services. living together in a little shack beside
the church in the cemetery grounds. They were Mr.
MacKenzie. from the Presbyterian Church and Mr.
Harry Hives, Anglican. who later became Bishop of
Keewatin in Manitoba. Then Mr. Bain. a Presbyterian, was here for a year, and later a Ntr Bower
from the United Church.
The little St. Philips church building was removed to Medstead soon after the railway created
that village. and thus the need for a church building
there. It was presumably the property of the Anglican
Church of Canada, not the property of the people of
the Hyde Park community. This lack of legal ownership certainly didn't make the people of Hyde Park
area, any less outraged at having their church
'·stolen". Mr. Paul indicates that it was not in use at
Sandwith, so was taken to Medstead but we don't
know if this was due to lack of an Anglican minister.
lack of interest. or because the more easily heated
school was more convenient.
After that. Anglican ministers, Reverend Bird,
Reverend Jaffres. Reverend W. Harper, and Reverend 1. Walsh. held regular services in the Sandwith
Community Hall through the years into the fifties.
By 1952 the little church had been pushed to the
back of the Medstead church lot to make way for a

new building there. Largely through the efforts ot'the
Sandwith Orange Lodge, funds were raised and per-

rnission granted tu have the church building brought
back to Sandwith.
Community subscription raised the needed sev-

enty-five doUars and the building was moved to
Sand with hamlet and located on a spot between the

hal! and curling rink.
Rev. J Walsh conducteu weekly services in the
hall or school in Sandwith (1953 and 1(54) as work
needed to be done on the church building and there
were no pews. The to\ver \vas no longer on the
building and a porch was needed.
In 1954 the building was put on a foundation and
extended ten feet to provide an entry.
In 1955 ane! 1956. Reverend Allen. Anglican
minister from Meclstead. conducted services.
In 1957 Reverend Muth, Presbyterian missionary
to Northwest Saskatchewan came into the picture and
we had on alternate Sundays. Presbyterian and Anglican Services for 1957 and i958. Mr. George Fabrick of Medstead was hired to drive Me. Allen to
Sandwith.
From 1958 to 1980, only Reverend Muth carried
on with services and he stimulated the completion of
work to get the church useable. He remained with the
community for twenty-one years and saw the build-

After a baptismal service ',n 1978.
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C. Marsh's house and Sandwith Post Office in 1923.

thought. Martin Dodd therefore sent in the name,
Sandwith. to honour his friend and fellow pioneer,
Jack Sandwith. The name. Sandwith, was accepted
and the" Sandy" McNabbs were the first to take on
the responsibilitv of looking after Sandwith Post
Office, They looked after it until about 1919. Molewood people came there for mail for a few years.
George Gristwoocl. a settler from farther north, was
the first mal! carrier to the new post office.
In 1919, the Charles W. Marsh family who were
then living on the Sandwith place. (S.E. 24-48-15),
took the Sandwith Post Office. That was its location
until 1924 when the Marsh family moved to live on
Alf Marsh's homestead. the S.w. 18-48-14, after he
had moved to North Battleford. There they kept the
post office until 1933 when they somewhat reluctantly let it go where it logically should go. to the
newly started hamlet of Sandwith.
Harold Mason had moved his home and store into
Sand with . He became the new postmaster.
The Sandwith Post Office remained at that site as
long as it existed. in 1945. when Roland Marsh
bought the store from Harold Mason, there was a
change of postmasters. The Sandwith Post Office
closed in 1969. when the store again changed hands.
One important aspect of postal service in the
Sand with area must not be overlooked. that is. the
rural delivery service. the only one ever estblished in
the area covered by this book.
In 1935 Sandwith Rural Route No. I came into
being after enough people signed up along the proposed route. There was no delivery charge but sign-

Rev. Malcolm Muth and Marie.

ing moved to its present site on a full foundation. an
electric heating system installed. and other improvements added.
Also, back in the thirties. there were summer
Bible meetings held in the school and these drew

many to hear of and accept a new meaning for their
lives.
The church carries on in the Sandwith community with twice monthly services conducted by Reverend Harvey Reichelt. minister of St. Andrews
Presbyterian Church in North Battleford. Though the
people attending. number few. they feel that the

witnessing force of an active church
tained.

!11LlSt

he main-

Samlwith Post Office
by Fred Gran!
Sandwith Post Office was created by the Post
Office Department as a result of the efforts of such
early settlers as the Bloomfields. the Dodds and
McNabbs. Previously. the address "Hyde Park Settlement. North Battleford," had been used. The
name. Hyde Park. was sent in because it was already
in use in referring to the district and to the Raines'
Store which was jokingly called Hyde Park Square.
However. a Hyde Park Post Office in Ontario was
enough Hyde Parks, the Post Office Department

ing up meant the purchase of a mailbox. Some
people. living close to Sandwith. signed up to help
get the route established. but never put up their
boxes,
The route from Sandwith went six miles west,
two north. two west. eight east. and two south to get
back to Sandwith. This gave much needed service to
the people of Molewood and the southern part of Park
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Bluff districts where some had tcn miles to go to the
nearest post office.
The firsI contractor was Walter Bates. Walter
used a car when weather and roads permitted and
horse-drawn sleigh or buggy the rest of the time. He
moved into Sandwith for the winter. The rigorous life
of a mailman in winter, persuaded Walter to subcontract the job to his brother, Glen, and Walter left
for British Columbia.
Glen Bates delivered the mail for about a year,
while staying with the Dick Gliege family.
In 1937 the contract was sublet to Dunc McNabb,
who had acquired his brother John's 1926 Chrysler.
Roads and winter forced Dune to use horsedrawn
conveyance at times but the old Chrysler delivered a
lot of mail.
In 1943 the Walter Bates contract expired and F. 1.
McNabb acquired the new one. Dune helped his son
Jim in busy times, and lim's wife Florence did her
share as they delivered mail for nearly thirty years.
lim's horsedrawn "caboose" was a familiar winter
sight as was his car in summer.
The Rural Route No. I mail contract stayed in the
family in 1972 when Jim's son Leonard took over.
There have been few changes in the route. In
1969, when Sandwith Post Office closed, the pick-up
point became Glenbush and the name changed to
Rural Route No. I, Glenbush. In January, 1980, the
route was extended to the corner where Hillside Post
Office had been located, thus providing a long overdue service to people of that area whose post office
had been closed many years before.
Sanclwith Post Office is of the past. The site is
marked only by a green, group mailbox, serviceci by
Rural Route #1, Glenbush.

Sandwilh Orange Lodge al Hyde Park School. Slanding L. R. Tom Brandon, Harry Shepherd, James Granl, George Gordon, William Doidge, Dunc McNabb, John McNabb, Duncan
George, Charles Chatfield. Sealed. Claude Parkhouse,
Howard Moore, Basil Parkhouse, C. C. Churchill, Dave Garrow, and Jim Gilchrist.

an enjoyable evening was put on by them. Each
member would pay thirty cents for hall rent.
Their favoured night for a dance was March 17.
Mike Zawalsky's orchestra was always called upon to
play. They charged eight dollars. Admission was
fifty cents and hall rent was five dollars.
All the profits went to the Orphans' Home at
Indian Head. The orphanage at Indian Head was set
up and operated by the Orange Benevolent Society of
Saskatchewan and its support was one of the main
objectives of the Sand with lodge, outside of promoting fellowship anel community life in its own area.
The Sandwith Orange Lodge was another casualty of the competition of television and changing
times anc! shifting population.

The North Star Loyal Orange Lodge 2899

Sandwith Ladies' Aid Society

by J, Marsh
The Orange Lodge started in 1922. The officers
on the original charter were: Clarence D. Hillier,
George Gordon, Clyde M. Soule, R. H. McClure,
James Grant. Thomas Portiss, and Duncan McNabb.
Every year more members joined and by 1930
there were twenty-four members. The lodge was
active until June 1942. For five years it was not
operating. Then, in 1947, they reorganized with a
good enrolment of new members. It continued until
August 1953.
They held their meetings in the Sandwith hall. At
that time hall rent was ten dollars pel' year. About
once a year they sponsored an amateur hour. On July
12th, being Orangemen's Day, (the anniversary of the
Battle of the Boyne in Ireland in 1689), they always
had a picnic for children and grown-ups alike.
Winter was the time for social evenings and many

The ladies of Hyde Park met on August tenth,
1927 at the home of Mrs. Shepherd to form a local
branch of the Ladies' Aid Society in connection with
the Union Church. The first officers were Mrs.
Bower. president, Mrs. Shepherd, vice-president,
and Mrs. Grant, secretary-treasurer. The main aim
was to raise money ftir church purposes. Membership was twenty-five cents per meeting yvhether you
were present or not.
Other members were: Mrs. Churchill. Mrs. Culy,
Mrs. Scott, Mrs. McNabb, Mrs. Marsh, Mrs. Garrow, Mrs. Mason, Mrs. McClure, Mrs. Good, Mrs.
Johnson, Mrs. Brandon, Mrs. Nicholas, Mrs. Cantlon, Miss Eelith Nicholas - later Mrs. Elam, Mrs.
German, Mrs. Zawalski, Mrs. Kobelka, Mrs. Worth,
Mrs. Chatfield, Miss Ruby Hoyd -later Mrs. Albert
McNabb, Mrs. Riley, Mrs. Nicholi.
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In February 1929 they changed their name to the
Undenominational Church Ladies' Aid. In February
1932 the name changed once more to Hyde Park
Homemakers' Club. This enabled them to assist in
more activities in the communtiy such as candy bags
for the school children and the repair of the school
organ.
During the first years the ladies supplied all families in the community with Christian literature and
visited or sent fruit and tlowers to all sick or bereaved
members in the area.
The ladies raised their money by selling homemade articles, be it sewn, knit or baked. They put on
social evenings, concerts, suppers and dances which
were enjoyed by young and old alike. They also held
an annual picnic for the children.
More members were Mrs. Barlow, Mrs. Jacobson, Mrs. Nouch, Mrs. Peters, Mrs. Ziegelman,
Mrs. Soule, Mrs. Mavin, Mrs. Dunc McNabb, Mrs.
Parkhouse, Mrs. Duff, Mrs. Kopik, Mrs. Maldauer,
Mrs. Dunlop, Mrs. Abury, Mrs. Bowler, Mrs. Barr,
Mrs. Polychieko, Mrs. Yaki.
As the years went by some members moved away
and some new ones joined, the club kept going and in
the early 50's the Molewoocl Homemakers didn't
have enough members to have a club so joined the
Hyde Park Club which by now was the Sandwith
Homemakers. Before the club expired in July 1963
they purchased the stage drapes for the hall. The last
members were as follows, Ruby McNabb, Marg
Olsen, Rachel Marsh, Mrs. Claude Parkhouse, Vi
Boyd, Holly Grant, and Oney Osman.

much like the hero of the play, tha! the other actors
had difficulty distinguishing between them. The hero
was Gwen Brandon, taking the part of a man. The
villain was Bill Kobelka.
Mrs. Jirn Scott Sr., sister of Jim Hepburn, \vas
always cailed upon to sing between the acts of the
plays. She was a trained singer.
Admission charged was twenty-five cents per person, and the play was such a success that a second
play was produced that winter, with practice for only
one month.
During the practice of this play, a general meeting
was held of all interested parties, to decide what to do
with the money raised. The decision: to build a
community dance hall at Sandwith siding.
After sufficint funds were raised and lumber obtained, Mr. Fred Bates, carpenter, was hired to be
foreman on the job. He was the only OIle to receive
wages, originally: the rest of the labour was donated.
Local men worked as time and chores permitted.
Building was beguIl in late February or March of
1933.
Owing to delays, the first dance was held before
the building was completed. This was to help pay
some bills that were outstanding and the date was in
July 1933. The south half oIthe roof was open to the
sky and dancing was done on the rough diagonal
sheeting of the sub-floor.

Sa[ldwith Couple Celehrate
60th Wedding Anniversary

Sand with Community Hall
by Doris Alldersoll, Florellce McNabb, alii! F.
Grall!
In the early wintertime of 1932, for entertainment
purposes only, a group of people from Ward, Hyde
l"dfk and Molewood school districts, decided to produce a three-act play.
A mystery drama was finally chosen. There was
only one play book, so each participant copied his
own part. Practice took place twice, and sometimes
three times a week, usually at the home of Frank and
Mildred Shepherd. After about two months of practice, it was decided to put on the play in Hyde Park
SchooL The final practices were held at the Harry
Shepherd home, as they lived close to the schooL
While practice was going on, fathers, husbands
and brothers of the participants were busy erecting a
stage setting at the school.
Jim Hepburn, who had had experience as a makeup artist for entertainment for royalty, did the makeup of the actors. The villain was made to look so

1.,.SAND~rITH - Sixty years of
.l?getnc: wa.; celebrated on
Cn:~sun"s Day, December 25,
19;)0, by :tvII-. and I\-ll's. Henry
John;;IO:1, 'when thc~~ obser~eci
theil" Dwmond \Veddmg Annrversary.
The former Ida Zeller bo'
in Huron County, Onta~io li~
1877 was married to Henry L.
Johnston born 1876 of T ondo
O~tario, ~ixty years ago in Ba~~
rOll Wisconsin. They f&rmed in
the United States until 1908
,
_l~e
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when they moved to the Bournemouth dLstl'ict and then to the
Sandwith district L'1 1927, In
1»4-1:, they retired and mm.'cd
into the hamlet of Snndwith,
where they still reside.
;1,'11'. and :!VII'S. Johnston had a
family of se~en boy;; and three
gll};;,,,, of \v~lch fo~r ar:" no:"
hvm"" Chesver, 01 3:andw~,n, Elmer, of Aleota, Emlly (?III'S. 1VL
~; :~nder:,son~, of .LacH~,ena, and
1 ~ld, .. ?~ S:ndwlth:. lney 01.;;0
l?ve flV; ",randc~lldren and
11m8- greac grand-clllldren.

During the next five years or so the building was
completed and as money permitted, mor;;; additions
were made. John Bur1()V~1 was hired to build brick
chimneys to replace the stove-pipe seen in the early
snapshot. Jack Kipper, the blacksmith, made woociburning heaters out of forty-five gallon gasoline barrels.
The Sandwith Community Hall bought its own
electric powerplant. bought a 16mm movie projector,
and held its o\\/n shov./s for severa] years.
In 1956, when hydro power came, J eny Feschuk
brought a weekly show. A "western" or "EI vis Presley" show always meant a full house.
The hall social committee put on dances. if successful they would make twenty dollars but sometimes only made twenty cents.
in the fifties, a hardwood floor was added, Used
heavy maple llooring was obtained from the old
International Harvester building in North Battleford.
Many dances, church services, funerals, elections, concerts, wedding receptions and meetings,
etc, have been held in the hall. Hall rents have always
been kept low to encourage community use of the
hall. There had never been any charge for the use of
the hall for church services.
The hall now has oil heat, a far cry from the large
barrel type stove which burned cordwooci (four foot
length wood). There is now also a small kitchen with
electric stove,
Through the years the hall, now officially known
as the Sandwith Co-operative Community Hall, has
taken many working hours from many willing hands
of the community, Realizing the need it fills, the
dwindling community maintains its hall though the
hamlet of Sandwith has all but faded away. This
community spirit carries on in the energetic plans,

Sandwith Grain Elevator, built by Western Grain Company.

Thiessen all took charge of Sandwith elevator either
as buyer, or using the later classification of manager.
Only John German was a local fellow, though Norman and his family have made their home in the
community.
The Pioneer Grain Company closed its plant in
1978 after the rail line was officially declared abandoned and no further train service was available.

Sandwith Hoy Scouts
Fred Gnmt
Sandwith Boy Scouts started about 1939, largely
through the efforts olTlifford Woodward, a preacher
who came into the district, and Amos Giesler, a local
farmer. The troup was set up with the aid of Charles
Tubb of North Battlero!'c!.

and response, to a Sand with Homecoming heing set
up for June 30, 1980, as this book goes to press.

Sand with Elevator
The one and only Sand with elevator was built in
1932, (By the Western Grain Company), soon after
the construction of the railway. Covered with aluminum painted metal siding, it has been a landmark
since its construction.
The first grain buyer was Paul Worth. He and his
wife stayed in the tiny two-room house the company
provided. When Paul left, Joe Nouch came. Joe and
his wife, Kathleen, became involved in and gave a
boost to all community activities in Sandwith as long
was they were here.
About this time the company was bought out by
Pioneer Grain Company, In the order of their arrival,
Pete Zultock, John German, Bill Trotter, Harry
Schindel, Rudy Schneider, Casper Sack and Norman

The Sandwlth ScoutTroup. I. - R. Clifford Woodward, (Scoutmaster). Ted Giesler, Edward Shepherd, Charlie Chatfield,
George Pauls, Fred Grant, Charles Churchill, Alan Moore,
Amos Giesler (aSSistant leader). Alfred ZIegleman, and
James ChurchUL
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The Funeral of Ivan Zawalsky, the Sandwith Boy Scout Troup.
L. Fred Grani, R. Willie Sankey fellow Scouts were pall·
bearers.

Camping experiences. two in pnrticuiar. arc most
memorable. The first was at West (HLllne's) Lake
west of Sand with where the first camp was set up near
Mr. Houston's place on the east end of the lake. The
trip there was made with the aid of Mr. Woodward'S
(Woody's) Model T. which he had bought from
Amos Giesler and restored to life after several years
rest due to the depression. On the way a tire popped
and the balance of the trip was a bit bumpy. riding on
the tlat. Another camp was a joint venture at Cochin
with the Scouts of the Robinhood troup led by Mrs.
Cotton.
There was one vcry sad occasion for Sand with
Scouts. At his funeral the Sandwith Scouts were in
uniform to honour their friend and fellow Scout. Ivan
Zawalsky, who was a drowning victim at West Lake
soon after his graduation from high school in Saskatoon.
The troup did not really last vcry long, mainly
due to leadership shortages, though some boys
joined the Lone Scouts for a time. However, boys
involved learned much in the way of nature lore. knot
craft. woodcraft and responsible attitudes. while
they had a lot of fun.

1st Sandwith Brownie Pack. L. - R. Mabel Jacobson, 'Tawny
Owl', Muriel Churchill, Muriel Shepherd, Helen Zawalsky, An·
nie Zawalsky, Lilian Grant, Victoria, German, Amanda Ziegleman and Mrs. Grant, 'Brown Owl',

Pack holidays were arranged during July, when
the Brownies stayed in a cottage at a nearby lake,
enjoying games. contests, and bathing. They went to
Meeting Lake, Gordon's Lake (Glenbush). Metinota
Beach, where Mrs. 1. Harrison kindly lent them her
cottage, Meota and to Cochin.
After Miss Jacobson left the district, Miss Lilian
Grant became pack leader; and Miss Rachel Parkhouse went to Cochin as a helper during the last pack
holiday.
The first brownies were then old enough to become girl guides. Some left the district and there
being not enough to carryon. they were disbanded.

Sand with Curling Club
by F, Grant

It was in late winter, 1952, that Sandwith and
district went into action. The action was a logging
bee in the pastures or Claude Parkhouse. Mac RCllllston and A. Desmarais.
The tools were axes. Swede saws. several teams
of horses and one amazing invention jointly owned
by Albert McNabb and W. E. Boyd. This latter
machine was a self-propelled thirty-six inch circular
saw capable of operating hDrizontally for felling or
verticailly for bucking trees into saw logs. The amazing part of the whole operation was the peopie. Most
of them had never curled a game but were volunteering their efforts in a bid to get Sandwith a curling
rink.
Many are gone from among the group that got the
dream off the ground. Probably the whole affair was
the brainwave of Verne Karolat. formerly of Rabbit
Lake, but then teaching in Sandwith. He persuaded a
few locals to try their hand at cuding in Rabbit Lake

SamlwHh Brownies
In 1939, some of the little girls, ages seven to
nine, were enrolled as brownies and were registered
as the First Sand with Pack. The leader was Mrs. J
Grant as "Brown Owl" and Miss Mabel Jacobsen as
"Tawny Owl"'. The six original brownies were:
Muriel ChurchilL Victoria German, Lilian Grant,
Helen Zawalsky. Muriel Shepherd and Amanda
Ziegleman.
Several others joined the pack later. They were
Annie Zawalsky, Marjorie German, Mary Ann Yaki,
Geraldine KahL Caroline KahL Louise Zawalsky,
Irene Zawalsky, Carole Harrison (Glen bush), Margaret Grant (Glenbush). and Kathleen Nouch.
Inspections were made by Mrs. R. Cotton of
Robinhood, the district commissioner.
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The first Sandwith curling rink in 1956, alter hydro had replaced the gasoline engine generator.

Action in Sandwith Curling Rink in the 50's. L. - R. Reynold
Kahl, Charlie Marsh, Hilda Kahl, Art Griffin, Ernest Kahl, Gust
Egeland and Jim Grant.

the help of a Local initiatives Program (L.I.P.) grant,
when a new and larger waiting room replaced the

and it wasn't long before [he bug to have a rink in
Sandwith infected the community.
That summer saw the project progressing steadily. The logs were hauled to Earl Boyd's mill, sawed
there, and the lumber hauled [0 Sand with where the
site was prepared with the aid of the R.M. caterpillar.
A concrete foundation was poured and construction was underway. The design called for semicircular rafters and these were made by nailing I" x
4" rouoh lumber in a form on the waiting room floor.
Once ~p, they were soon covered with aluminum
sheeting, pre-curved for the job.
The toughest problem was money, but the early
records sho;" how the community was behind the
project. Memberships were sold in early summer and
many donations, some from out-of-district sportsminded people, were made to assist the funds.

familiar, if not so attractive, front room of the old
rink.
1b mark their twenty-fifth birthday, the club held
a homecoming celebration in 1977 on December
28th. A large number of former and present curlers
enjoyed the occasion.
In 1977 and 1978, further improvements were
made. A set of matched rocks was bought to replace
the odd assortment assembled in 1952. A new oilfired furnace was purchased in 1978, adding to comfort and safety and aiding convenience in looking
after the rink. No one minded replacing the woodburning barrel heater.
In 1979 some provincial government help. in the
form of a $SO()() portion of the grant allocation to the
R. M. of Round Hill, for recreational facilities, encouraged the sparsely populated community to undertake the construction of a new budding over the

Money for the second-hand rocks carne by getting sixteen people to each buy a pair at twenty-five
dollars. Twenty-five years later, the structure was stdl
standing - with a slight lean.
A major replacement was startcd in 1976, with

curling ice.

The old rink was offered for sale by tender and
Lyle Dirksen's high bid of $175 was accepted.
A new foundation was poured in October. 1979,
after the site had been prepared by the help of a
crawler cat owned bv Versatile Farms (L. Loewen)
and the road patrol Z,wned by Oliver Lamontagne.
The pouring was done by volunteer labourincluding
Ron Klassen who supplied the concrete forms and
whose cement-mixer truck was used.
The rafters and other materials didn't arrive until
late November but with favourable weather and many
volunteers the new building was sheeted in by mid
December, and shingling started.
The first bonspiel in the new building started on
January II, 1980. even before shingling was completed. The new addition cost about $14,O{)() (or the
materials. It was financed partly by the RecreatlOnal
Facilities Grant as wen as several local fund-raising
schemes including a donation canvass of the area,
and a loan from the Battleford Credit Union.

Belore chain saws, getting logs lor lurnber for Sandwith Curling Rink. Earl Boyd operates sell· propelled circular saw (the
blade could be set horizontally lor lei ling), Roland Marsh
steadies the log.
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little cash for help on a bad year or money for a club
plow, two of \vhich \-verc bough I.
Fees were low. often ten dollars per year. and the
lowest tenders \\.!cre accepted for plov/ing, ahvays at
rates which proved that the operators were more
interested in keeping the roads open than in making

In the summer of 19XO, in an effort to raise funds
for insulating the rink. a 1980 Ford half-ton truck is
being raffled. The club hopes to sell six hundred
tickets at twenty dollars each, un the unit \vhich has a
retail value of $8200.
The Sandwith Curling Rink is carrying on panly
because of a generally sustained interest in curling,
but also because of a community spirit vv'hich thrives
in spite of the blows dealt by time and which have left
Sand\vith bereft of stores, school. grain elevator. etc.
It is this spirit which gets people to work for nothing
or little more than the satisfaction of supporting their
community.

money.

When the roads \\'ere built up and the sno\V
mostly blew off. the municipality decided that their
large road patrol. equipped \\,'ith snowplo\v as \vell as
grader blade and snol;./ \ving, might be able to handle
the job. at the taxpayer's ~xpel;se, that is, all taxpayers. The reason for the existence of the club had
gone.
The club is grateful to all the operators of plows
who often suffered hardships such as cold on open
tractors, and even financial loss from tractor breakdov,,'ns due to severe operations in bitter cold.

Samlwith Snow Plow Club
by fred Grant
Keeping roads. other than highways. open for
winter driving is now generally accepted to be the
responsibility of local governments. but this wasn't
always so. In the first place. the rural municipal
governments thirty years ago knew that most of their
roads could well be classed as snow traps as they
were not graded high enough and had bush along
their sides.
The Sandwith Snow Plow Club was a necessity if
the school bus system was to work. and the two bus
drivers of the area. W. Earl Boyd and Reynold KahL
were diligent workers in organizing and supporting
the club. Their efforts in operating plows and keeping buses on time were unceasing. It was true that the
buses couldn't make money for their owners when
the roads were blocked but neither could the children
get their schooling. It had to be a team efi(m between
drivers and parents to support the snowplowing and
no one could accuse the bus drivers of not doing their
share. There were many mornings when Earl Boyd's
tractor and snowplow went around his bus route
before it was time for him to set out at 7:30 with the
school bus.
Equipment at the start was small and plows
homemade. Reynold Kahl had a 44 Massey on his
plow and Earl Boyd pushed off miles of snow with a
tiny VA Case tractor of less than twenty-five horsepower. Chains and even a set of half-tracks were
added to get the most out of that small unit.
At times the roads from the Sandwith area to
HIley Or to Cochin were plowed open to enable
people to keep driving to North Battleford.
As bigger tractors came into the area. plowing
became easier. As more roads were built to grid
'
standards plowing became less necessary.
The club operated for more than twenty years.
raising funds through voluntary memberships and
occasionally other fund-raising schemes to raise a

The club has served its community \-vell and they

have a right to be proud of the efforts of the club.

Samlwith Farm Radio Forum
by fred Grall!
During the winters of 1949 to 1950 in response to
radio programs organized by the University of
Saskatchewan Extension Department. a study group
was formed in the Sandwith area. There were weekly
meetings at homes where all would listen to the radio
program which presented a topic of current interest.
A farm Form Guide was received by mail each week.
This supplied supplemental information on the topic
of the week as well as questions for discussion after
the radio program. On controversial topics discussions were often lively. Feedback of the Extension
Department was provided for in the report that was
mailed back.
The idea of regular discussion periods on current
problems in farming has a lot of merit and members
found the meetings very educational as well as enjoyable.
Two things brought about an end to Farm Radio
Forum. The first was construction of the Sandwith
Curling Rink which quickly attracted everyone to the
new sport every night of the week. The second was
the arrival of the power and television. which
provided such a fascinating varietv of home entertainment that Farm Radio 'Forum ~as dealt a fatal
blow.

4-H In The Sandwith Community
by Emma Marsh

Youth clubs have always played an important role
in the community. In the 1930's a grain club was
organized with Clyde Soule and Pau! Worth as leaders. Each member had a two-acre plot on which they
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Display at North Battleiord Fair -

For the Sandwith Beef C!uh it all hegan in 1957
when some families becarne interested in forming a
beef cl un. Fred Grant agreed to be general leader
with Ben Kunz as assistant kadcr. The club started
\vith seven members. The first achievement day vI/as
held on the SmH.hvith sports grounds. Top calf \\"as
ShO\\'ll by.' Sandra Marsh.
\\/ith just a nc\\.'ly formed club, \vays and means
hac! to be found to raise money.' so they could function
as a club. Carnivals \\-'ere the: easiest \\'ay, this included pie shoots, bingos, dart games. and raffles.
The 4-H motto is. "Learn to Do by Doing". so
the neXI year \vas much bener. The club touk part in a
t\vcmy-minute radio broadcflst over CJN B. The topic
was "4-H Bed Club Work." They took a trir to the
Scott Experimental Farm and went to see the Queen
and Prince Phillip at Unity. one of the stopping points
on their royal visit to Canada that year.
In 1959~60 the club had ten members. They assisted the Homemakers in sponsoring a refugee
night. A 4~H picnic was held at the Battlefords'
Provincial Park. An electric clock was ramed off as a
fund-raising project.
In 1l)60~61 the club had fourteen members. They
held carnivals and social evenings in the Sandwith
I·jall. Agricultural representative. Mr. Allen. showed
films on 'Glimpses of Alberta.' At the achievement
day Wayne Griffin showed top calf.
In 1961-62 the club decided to raise money for a
hospital radio as a community project to be used by
the people who were hospitalized from this area.
Money was raised by rames. punchboards ancl car-

mobile centre-piece.

grew Victory oats. Each plot had to have a border
from four to six feel, kept free of weeds. as well as the
plot itself. In fall each member cleaned a fifty-pound
sample of grain for their ilChievcment day.
Around that time there was also a tomato club.
Mrs. C. Churcill was the leader Each member had a
plot of twelve tomato plants. This involved a lot of
tender care. On the achievement day. pickles. relish
and canned tomatoes were sho\vn, as wel! as \vhole
ripe and green ones.
The knitting club leader was Mrs. B. Parkhouse.

Grian Club at Sandwith Hall, about 1936.
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Sandwith 4-H Homecraft. Back. L. - R. Trudy Price, Linda
Osman, Shirley Osman. Front L - R. Sharon Valance, Donna Boyd, Sheila German. and Marie German.

n}vals. Another one of the projects \vas making gate
sIgns.
The year of 1962-63 the club became a multiproject club. The new project was woodworking.
This year they toured the salt mines at Unity. They
attended the fat stock show at North Battleford. At
their achievement day Don Marsh showed top calf.

L -

R. Roland Marsh, Jim Kunz, Alex Garrow Grain Club.

Sandwith 4-H Gun club. L - R. Alvin Kahl, Brad Olson, Don
Marsh, Alan Kahl, Duane Hume, Don Osman, Gerald Boyd,
Ray Newman. West Hume is standing at the top of the picture.

In 1963-64 the club had fourteen members. The
members and their families took a trip to the Alberta
Game hum. At the achievement day Ray Newman
showed top calf.
The club reorganized in 1964-65 with three projects. They were Beef I and Beef II and Woodworking. Throughout the year they had educational nights
alld talks by agricultural representatives on beef nutrition. The achievement day took place in the newly
constructed pens at Sandwith. Don Marsh showed
top calf. At the fat stock show in North Battleforc! the
calves sold for an average of twenty-three and onehalf cents per pound.
In 1965-66 another new project was introduced.
It was Junior Sportsman. At the achievement day
Don Marsh showed top calf. The club placed fifth in
the barn display at the fat stock show.

Sandwith

Sandwith Junior Grain Club. 1938. Clyde Soule- Club Leader, Paul Worth - .'Issistant Leader.
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The year of 1966-67 the club had a very successful slave auction. Proceeds went to the Camp Rayner
Foundation. They attended a meeting at Camp
Rayner. As a community project they restored and
improved the Hyde Park Cemetery. They attended
the Meadow Lake Stampede.
Though none of the record books of the Sand with
Homecraft-Club are available to this writer, that club
had a long and proud record of achievements. Over
the years going back to some time in the forties, they
were ably led by such community ladies as Mrs. C.
C. Churchill, Mrs. Leona Osman, Mrs. Violet Boyd,
Mrs. Margarete Olson, Mrs. Florence McNabb,
Mrs. Emma Marsh, Mrs. Doris Vallance, Mrs.
Rachael Marsh. (Our apologies to those whose
names were missed).
Many displays of fine work were shown at their
achievement days which were usually held in Sandwith Hall or in the school. Many members also used
their knowledge to advantage in competitions at the
North Battleford exhibition Farm Girls Camp. Many
prizes were won.
In 1967-68 the homecraft club joined the Sandwith 4-H to become the Sandwith 4-H Multiple Club.
They boasted a record enrollment of fifty-one members. They hosted a curling bonspiel, participated in
district 38 4-H Rally, attended Pionera and entered a
float in the North Battleford Fair parade for which
they won second prize. They also entered an educational display and won first prize. At the achievement
day, Ray Newman showed top calf.
The year ot 1968-69 the club started with thirtyfour members. Project areas were minerology, light
horse, woodworking, beeL and homecraft. They
hosted a strawberry social, and had a walkathon from
Sandwith to Glenbush. Sheila Marsh showed top calf
at the achievement day. They placed third in the barn
display at the fat stock show.
In 1969-70 the club had a family banquet. At the
club achievement day, Clifford Isaak placed first
with his calf. At the fat stock show Bill Soderberg
placed third in the showmanship competition.
In 1970-71 the club was down to six members, all
of them twelve years and under. The achievement day
was rained out and therefore was shortened for the
beef club. Craig Marsh placed first with his calf. This
year they did not go to the fat stock show.
The year of 1971-72 the multiple club was down
to thirty members, but they had an active year. They
competed for the Kingdon Trophy, had skating parties, curled, sponsored a curling bonspiel. and carried out a very active anti-litterbug campaign. At the
achievement day, Sandra Soderberg showed top calf.
In 1972-73 the club reorganized with seven new
members joining the beef. The highlight of the year

was when they well[ to Mervin to visit the farm of Joe
Brown where they 'vVcre given a beneficial judging
and grooming demonstration. Jerry Tuck showed top

calf at ihe achievement day.
In 1973-74 the club had a bit of an inactive year.
With a few older members the club decided to enter
the fat stock show ai North Batt1eford. The calves
didn't place but the experience was valuable.
The year of 1974-75 started with thirty-two members in lighthorse, junior sports, woodworking and
beef. They had a successful bake sale and took part in
a bottle drive. At the achievement day Ricky
Omelchenko showed top calf. This year at the fat
stock show, Ricky's calf placed seventh in one class
and Amber Tuck's placed ninth. They entered a noat
in the fair parade and placed first.
In 1975-76 th club had thirty-four members.
Once again a successful bake sale was held. Curling
bonspiels and carnivals were also a success. They
placed first at the fair parade with the float and placed
second in the barn display. Jerry Tuck showed top
calf at the achievement day. At the fat stock show
Amber Tuck placed first in the Charolois special.
In 1976-77 the club celebrated the twentieth anniversary. The fund-raising project was selling tickets
on a seven hundred pound steer which was won by
Ricky Omelchenko. A successful bottle drive was
held. At the achievement day Ricky showed top calf.
The club ceased to function after 1977 due to
insufficient members in this area. Young people from
here are now members of the Glenbush 4-H Homecraft and the Prince 4-H Beef Club.

The Leaders 1957-1977
Fred Grant - General leader, 1957-72.
Ben Kunz - Beef, 1957-60; Lighthorse, 1968-70.
Clifford Marsh - Beef, 1960-70.
Herman Klassen - Woodworking, 1962-65;
1968-72.
Cecil Newman - Beef, 1964-70.
Luther Olson - Beef, 1965-67; Junior Sportsman.
Art Price - Lighthorse, 1968-70.
Gethyn Grant - Beef, 1968-70.
Eric Haubold _. Welding, 1968-72.
Ben Soderberg - Beef. 1967-77; General leader,
1972-77.
Henry Werstroh - Beef, 1973-75.
Abe Pauls - Woodworking, 1972-76.
David Newman - Beef, 1969-70.
Bill Soderberg - Beef, 1971-72.
Jim Marsh - Beef, 1972-77.
Peter Pauls - Junior Sportsman, 1974-75.
David Pauls - Junior Sportsman, 1975-77.
John Martens - Beef, 1976-77
John Siemens - Lighthorse, 1973-76.
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Ed Schulkowsky ~ Lighthorse. 1974-76.
Bruce Isaak ~ Lighthorse. 1975-76.
Bruce McNabb _. Mechanics. 1970-72.

Cathy McNabb ~ Lighthorse. 1971-73.
Corny Friesen --- Lighthorse. 1971-73.
Albert Klassen ~ Lighthorse. 1974-75.
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Stoke School District
Stoke School District No, 5035 N. W.
23-50- U- W 3rd

Johnson. R. Kleige, 1. C. Peterson, E. P. Gatzke, W.
Gatzke and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Zwer.
By November 29th school officials had been
elected. Chairman for three years was Carl Selent. E.
M. Hubbell was Secretary-Treasurer for a one year
term, Frank Strittich. trustee for a two year term and
E. P. Gatzke trustee for one year.
On February 16, 1934 Mr. R. H. Ferris, Superintendent (or Inspector as it was then called) placed the
ratepayers three plans for obtaining a school buildilH!. I. rent a building 2. erect a building through
co'operative efforts with the assistance or' a special
grant 3. Ask council to levy a tax a portion or \vhich
could be worked off by working un the school.
As money \vas almost non-existent the the
ratepayers opted for the second plan.

On October 23, 1933 permission was granted to
erect the Stoke School District No. 5035 of
Saskatchewan, comprising the following lands: sections <) to 16 inclusive: sections 21 to 28 inclusive:
sections 33 to 36 inclusive: all in township 50 range
13. Also sections 7,18,19,30 and 31 in township 50
range 12 west of the third meridian.
cPrior to this lelter - two votes had been taken in
the district. the result of which was that those opposed to the formation of the school district outnumbered those in favor. However. many of the people
who had petitioned for the school district did not
vote. A final petition in September, 1933 signed by
the following ratepayers was successful: Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Selent. E. M. Hubbell. Mr. and Mrs. F
Kaiser, Mr. and Mrs. F Strittich, Mrs. G. Hoppe, 0.
Hubbell. Mr. and Mrs. S. Poore, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Liick. There were nineteen children in the area of
school age.
On November ,), 1933 after the boundaries had
been set the Declaration of Ratepayers was signed by
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Haller, Me. and Mrs. E. Haller, T.
Witte, J W. Hatzke, M. Gatzke, M. Gatzke, G,
Selent. Carl Gatzke, Robert Liick, W. M. Hubbell.
Carl Selent. George Larson, John Pipp, Frank Kaiser, E. H. Kruger, F A. Johnson, F Strittich, O. A.

On October IS, 1934 Me Ferris returned to find
the building partially erected, showing excellent
workmanship. He also noted that the crops had been
severely damaged by! frost. He approached the assistant Deputy Minister of Education, N. L. Reed, for a
special building grant.
On December 17, 1934 when Me Ferris once
more visited he found the school completed and
suitable for use. He therefore recommended a department grant. for a first new schoolhouse and applied for same, He also left a list of equipment, a

Stoke School 1935, the first group of students, Beatrice Wearing (teacher). This school burned in December, 1940.

Stoke School, 1946.

I
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it was sold to [\/1r. Steve Butner who disrnant!ed it and
hauled it tu his farm two miles south of Rohinhood.
He kept rhe floor intact and erected a home for
himself on this noor. The house still stands hKlay.

My Remembnmces of Stoke School
by Maria!l Ogbu!'!l
Stoke School has ~\ special place in my thoughts
as it \vas here that I hegan rny teaching career in the
fa!! of 1953. lr was my first job after graduating from
Teacher's College in Saskatoon. Actualiy, [had been
hired by Superintendent .lim Carr ancl the Meclstead
School Unit to teach the physical education program
at the hrand ne\v school which was being built in the
hamiet of Belbutte. When the school term began in
late August. construction on the ne\v building \vas
not completed and so it was that I went to the Stoke
School District to commence my duties. (After the
Christmas vacation the children and I moved into the
centralization system in Belbutte.) A country school
was a familiar sight to me as ! had taken my elementary education at a one rOOl"11 rural school. The idea of
teaching eight grades didn't frighten me then (it does
now) and I was willing to assist Irma vVittc who was
taking her grade ten by correspondence course that

Miss Borsa, teacher Stoke school.

year.

minimum for the effective operation of the classroom.
March 4, 1935 the school opened. The teachers
were Mar. 1935 to June 1935 Mildred O. Biur:
1935-36 Beatrice L. Wearing: 1936-39 Susan E. Borsa: 1939-40 Steve J. Gabrysh:Sept 1940-Dec. 2, 1940
Hildur E. Short. On December 2, 1940 the school
burnt down clue to faulty chimmey construction. The
school desks, teacher's desk, blackboards and windows were saved. As many of the students as possible
attended Belbutte Rural School.
A new lumber school was built in 1941. April.
May, June 1943 Hildur E. Short taught: July 11, 1941
-June 1943 Elizabeth Campbell (Johnson): 19431944 Hildur E. Short: August and September 1944Dorothy K. Dawes: Oct. Nov. and Dec. 1944 - Hildur
E. Short: March 1945 - Dec. 1946 Decima MaletVeale who became Mrs. Hubbell in November 1946:
May 1947 - Frank Grover Warwick: Aug. 1947 -1949 F. S. Lawton: 1950-51 Lena G. Schindei:
1951-52 Miss C. Moline (Sitter) Sept. 51 - Mar. 52
Inc.: April 1952 - June 1952 inclusive Susan
Heinricks: Sept 1952 - June 1953 Adele Schindel:
Sept. 1953 to Dec. 1953 Marian Ogburn. In December 1953 the school was closed and the children went
to the Belbutte Hamlet School which had just been
completed.
The Stoke School was later moved to Medstead
and used for storage behind the Unit Office. In 1969

My parents anel I persuaded Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Witte to let me stay at their place. One of their girls
greeted me saying "Oh, it's the fence-jumper." (!
had competed in all the track and field meets in my
high school years and evidently she had seen me at
the high-jump pit') ! had a wonderful time at the
Wittes. They were so friendly and made me feel at
home.
I remember my first morning of school at Stoke.
When nine o'clock came. it was time to ring the bell
and get things started. As I stood there ringing the
bell. one mother gently patted her little daughter.
assured her that grade one would be lots of fun and
then turned to return home. The little lady began to
cry at seeing Mommy leave, Yvlommy shed a few
tears at having to leave her little one, and yes, I cried
too. There we were - the three of us in tears' it
didn't last long and soon we went on about the
business of starting schoo!. Remember that Yvonne')
A few minutes later after getting everyone situated in
their various grades, I remember thinking" How will
I ever get these names straight')" I think there were at
least four different families of Gatzkes.
That fall. Pastor Kurtz (Rabbit Lake) used Stoke
School as a meeting place for his confirmation class.
As mentioned before, the school closed in December, 1953. After the Christmas vacation, classes
resumed in the new school in Belbutte where there
192

became the Elks Hall. This hall is stilt used today and
has been renovated and added onto, and is no\v pan

\\'ere three classrooms, three teachers and lots of n(:v/
friends and c lassmatcs.
Marian Miller (Osburn)

of the senior citizcns' center in Glaslyn.
The cemcter y.' still relTlains at the or!¥inai church
site - on Jonath Cj<.lrzke's farm - across the road
from lVkrle Berg's.
Pastors of Peach Lutheran Cl:urch were: 1931, A.
Propp: October. 1036, H. Vcrroth: 193E, R. Stelzer:
1940. A. J. 'lid'cnback: 1946. Lawrence Sa; ler. (student!: ApriL 1947. Rueben C. Lark: August. 1949.
Rohert Weenbcnder: June. 1949. P. N. Christiansen:

Peace Lutheran Church
Peace Lutheran Church was a log church located
on SE 2X-50-13 Word and was compicted in 1931.
Prior to this. church was held in various homes.
mainlv Ed Hailers'.
The church served the community well and was
improved over the years. The interior was lined up
with V-joint. the exterior was sided and painted.
This church boasted a brass band at one time,
which was unique and well-known in this area.
In 1954. a new Lutheran Church was built in the
hamlet of Belbutte and in August. 1954. Peace
Lutheran Church was sold to the Elks Lodge of
Glaslyn and moved to the Village of Glaslyn where it

1950. Herman Epp and 1952. Walter T. Kurtz.

The Brass band in front of the original. Peace Lutheran
Church. located S.E. 28'50·13. Back row. L. to R. Ted Wille.
Arnold Renz. Ernie Haller. Front row: John O. Gatzke. Ted
Herman. Ernie Zwer. Ewald Gatzke. Alex Gatzke.

Peace Lutheran Church, siding put on over logs and painted,
church picnic in progress.
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Ward School District
Ward School #3583

There was cattk and horse judging. poultry, fruit

J\ public notice for a school meeting. was posted
in April. 1015. announcillg the intention of organiz-

and vegetables. handy.,iork and school exhibits.
Viith scttler:-, 1l10'ving in horn the south during the

ing a ne\v school district. and elect trustees.

thirties. the school was packed with close to sixty
pupils. at times. under the supervision of one teacher.
They sometimes had to wait for several years to
collect their towl salary. They usually boardeci at
turd Cantclon's home. \valking one-half mile. morning and night, in all kinds of weather. often taking on
the janitor duties of lighting fires, and sweeping the
floor.

This meeting resulted in a nc\\' district being
formed. named Hillside. the same as the Post Office.
A by-law was passed on June 13. 1L)15 that the
Schuol Board c"uld borrow the sumoI' $1.600.0() to
erect and equip a schuol hOllse. and build a barn.
(Debentures to be rcpa:vablc in ten equal payments
principal and interest comhined. interest at not more
than 8 per cent. I
\\/ard School was built on the south-\vest corner
ofSW J()-47-14 in IlJ16. by George Strong. It was a
very nice building for that time ami place. It was
named in honour of Horace \\/ard. who donated the
land. Tom Brandon and Harry Jacques hauled thc
gravel for the foundation.
Rural life soon began to revolve around the
schoo!. The rafters rang \\/ith old tirne COLlntr.y music
at the monthly dances, spirits ran free. mostly! Olltside. provided by the more afflucnt members of the
community'. Admission \vas twenty-five cents. free
lunch was pnlvided by the ladies. Coffee was made
by Mrs. Jacob \Vcibe in a large vvash boiler.
Church services were held in the school. once a
month with Canon W. E. 1. Pauis. accompanicd by
May Hanley. who taught Sunday School. He hele! his
services. vvithollt fail. summer and winter. travelling

or

The pupiLs who attended school in those days can
reminisce for hours about the antics that were plotted
to torment their teachers and fellow students.
Following is a list of teachers. and school board

members. until centralization of schools \.vas implemented.
1915. L. Wheeler. secretary-treasurer: F Mele
edith. chairman: and C. Furniso and C. Williams as

trustees.
1916. same as IlJIS. with Miss Winnifred Hughs
as teacher. and later. Miss F. C. Stuart.
in 1917 and 1918. L. Wheeler. sec.-treas.: H. W.
Price. chairman: F. Meredith. and W. Hess as trustees: Miss Peggy Halliday. teacher.
1919. R. Flam. scc.-treas.: E' Meredith. chairman: H. W. Price and W. Hess. trustees: Miss M.
Crossley. teacher.
1920. F H. Price. sec.-treas.: W. Hess. chairman: Mr. Halterman and W. Marshall as trustees:
[vII'S. Peggy Price. teacher.

\\lith a team of horses.
Field days were held at the school with contests
such as javelin throwing with spears of wheat. tug of
war. hundred yard dash on all fours. l"ophy to the
\vinner \Vas a tobacco tin. vvith a handle soldered on.

1921. F H. Price. sec.-treasurer: W. Hess. chairman; J. Stannard ane! W. Marshall as trustees: Mrs.
Bessie Jacques as teacher.
1922. F H. Price, sec.-treas.: 1. W. Marshall.
chairman: 1. Stannard and E. Carr. trustees: Miss G.
Weller. teacher.
1922. R. Mason. sec.-treas.: J. W. Marshall.
chairman: 1. Stannard and E. Carr, trustees: Miss G.
Weller. teacher.
1923, R. Mason, secretary-treasurer;]. Stannard,

Let it not be said. that they did not have an
Agricultural Society. held in conjunction with Hyde
Park School. The "Dirtv Dozen". all bachelors.
woule! compete with rhe ladies in fancy baking.
where. invariably. firsts would be taken by All' Marsh
for his fruit cake: Bill Smith. bread: Harold Mason.
puff paste: Sid Nicholas, a confecrioner from England was tops in h is fie Ie!.
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chairman: 1. Marshall and E. Carr. trustees: Ariel
Sallows. teacher.
1923. F. H. Price. sec.-treasurer: 1. Stannard.
chairman; 1. Marshall and E. Carr. trustees: and the
following teachers. B. Lewis. Mrs. Chamberlain ancl
Mrs. Parkhouse.
1924. F H. Price. sec.-treas.: W. F Hess. chairman: 1. Marshall and E. Carr. trustees; Benjamin
Lewis. teacher.
1925. E H. Price. sec.-treasurer: W. F. Hess.
chairman; 1. Marshall and Mrs. F Price. trustees:
Benjamin Lewis. teacher.
1926. F H. Price. sec.-treas.: W Hess. chairman; G. Carlson ancl 1. Stannard. trustees: Mrs.
Peggy Price and Mrs. Y. Rounds (for 47 days). teachers.
1927. 1928 and in 1929. F. H. Price. sec.-treasurer; W. Hess. chairman: G. Carlson and 1. Stannard, trustees; Mrs. Peggy Price. teacher.
1930, same as in 1929 except H. Rector replaced
1. Stannard as trustee.
1931, F H. Price. sec.-treas.: W. Hess. chairman:
G. Carlson and J. Brausen. trustees: Miss Augustine.
teacher.
1932, F H. Price, sec.-treas.: 1. Brausen. chairman; G. Carlson and W. Jackson. trustees: Miss
Augustine. teacher.
1933. F H. Price. sec.-treas.: 1. Stannard. chairman: 1. Brausen and W. Jackson, trustees: Miss H.
Brausen, teacher.
1934 (February). F. H. Price. sec.-treas.: W.
Jackson. chairman: 1. Stannard and R. Wilson, trustees: Mr. G. Hutchenson. teacher.
1934 (May), F. H. Price. sec.-treas.; J. Stannard,
chairman: Mrs. F Price and E. Hendricks, trustees;
G. Hutchenson. teacher.
1935 (January). same positions as 1934 (May).
1936, F H. Price. sec.-treas.: 1. Stannard. chairman: Mrs. F Price and 1. Barker, trustees: Miss Olive
Tyler. teacher.
1937. same as in 1936 except Miss L. Chaplin
replaced Miss Olive Tyler as teacher. later on in the
year.
1938. same officers except W. Johnston as teacher.
1939. F. H. Price. sec.-treas.: 1. Barker. chairman; Mrs. F Price and F. Robinson. trustees: Mrs.
Anna Letnes. teacher.
1940. same officers as in 1939.
1941, F H. Price. sec .-treas.; 1. Barker. chairman: Mrs. F Price and 1. Brandon, trustees; Mrs. V.
Peters. teachers.
1942, same officers as in 1941 except new teacher,
Miss M. Heaslip.
1943, F. H. Price, sec.-treas.; J Barker, chair-

man: rv1r. F Price and J Brandon, trustees: Mrs.
Peggy Price. teacher.
1944.1945.1946. and in 1947. elected to uirice.
F H. Price. scc-treas.: 1. BarkcL chairman: Mr. F",
Price and fVirs. H. Jacques. trustees: and rv'1rs. Peggy
Price, teacher.
June. 1947, Ward School burned down.
194R. and 1949. Mrs. M. Price. sec.-treas.: J
Barker, chairman: Art Price and [vlrs. H. Jacques,
trustees.
1950, sallle as 1,)4'J. 1. Barker replaced Mrs. H.
Jacques as trustee.
1951. Mrs. M. Price. sec.-tre,,,.: Art Price. chairlllan: 1. Barker and Mrs. E. Barker. trustees.
1952. Mrs. M. Price. sec.-tre,,,.: J. Barker, chairman: A. Osmon and Mrs. E. Barker, trustees.
1952, new school built. Mr. lrenne Brin, supervisor.
1953, Mrs. L. Osmon. sec.-trcas.: 1. Barker.
chairman: A. Osmon and R. Price, trustees: Miss C.
Schulkowsky, supervisor.
1954. Mrs. L. Osmon. sec.-treas.; A. Osmon.
chairman: A. Leduc and R. Price, trustees; Miss A.
Lane. supervisor.
1955, Mrs. L. Osmon. seC.-trellS.: A. Leduc,
chairman; C. Jacobson and R. Price. trustees; Miss
Phyllis Moline, supervisor.
1956, Mrs. L. Osmon. sec.-tre,,,.; A. Leduc,
chairman; C. Jacobson and George Price. trustees:
Miss D. Hoge. supervisor.
1957. Mrs. L. OS111on. sec.-treas.: A. Osmon.
chairman: C. Jacobson and A. Leduc. trustees; Mrs.
E. Sannerudc. supervisor.
Note: In 1933 average school taxes were eight
mills on $1.258.90 assessment. set at $10.00 per
quarter of land.
On a hot Sunday in June. 1947. Ward School
burnt to the ground. Cause of the fire was never
determined. Arthur Price and Ed Bell crawled in,
under the flames, on their hands and knees. their
heads covered with wet sacks. to rescue the desk,
containing the students test papers.
Starting the fall term. the students were bused to
Lost Horse Creek School.
By 1949. Ward School district had been incorporated into the Medstead School Unit. No. 64. A
request to the U nit was made to rebuild Ward School,
using the insurance money. It was decided at the 1950
annual meeting to appear in a large body at the next
Unit meeting. in quest of a new school. With no
results. a petition was compounded in 1951, resulting
in a new school being built in 1952 by Paul
Borisenko.
School opened for the fall term. Students studied
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H. Ellis,
H. J. Cook, 1911-1914
Fred Haggen, 1932-1933
Ray Lee, 1911-1913
H. Muker, 1917
H. Frerey, 1911-1914
J. Berryman, 1938-1942
L. G. Hem. 1911-1914
10hn Redelwpp, 1933
Cyril R. Cross, 1933
H. Creham,19lS
A. Anderson, 1924. moved to Radisson in 1926.
Jack New, 1914
Tom Price, 1914
Len Boerma, lives in Vancouver
F. W. Shumaker, 1939
Wizorek, Margaret attended Ward Shcool in 1932.
1<: W. Shumaker, 1932-1935
Adam Keck, 1932-1936
W. Davidson, 1917-1919. came irom Scotland with
his family. One boy went to Ward School.
A. Greenall, 1917-1927. sold his household goods
by auction sale when he left the district.
~
G. C. Symington, 1917, went to Eldersley, sold his
land to Carl Jacobson.
W. D. Baxter, 1914-1915, went to Bonners Ferry.
U.S.A. in 1915.
Emperingham, 1929-1930. Florence, George, Eric
and Arthur attended Ward School.
Maurice Bugg, came from Shaunavon in 1932 with
Les Abery but left in 1935.
Algie Sarchet, Marion. Addy, Annie and Lena attended Ward School from 1932 to 1936.
Payne, came in the 1930's. Walter and Hazel stayed
with the Ward family for quite a few years. Mildred
married Frank Shepherd.
Ross Wilson, came from Wood Mountain in 1931.
Audrey and Gerald went to Ward School in 1932-33.
Moved to British Columbia in 1935. now deceased.
Alex Ens, 1932-1934, Nick, Edward and Mary attended Ward School. went to Ontario.
Touse, 1932-1934. went to Ontario with the Ens
family.
John F. Delong, 1934-1938. lived west of Ward
School with his two sons.
Martin Mayer, 1932-1936, built a log house south of
Mayer's lake. Lena and Mary attended Ward School.
Lena married a Zimmerman from Glenbush and went
to live in North Battleford. and is now deceased.
J. Reder, 1932. Jake and George attended Ward
School m 1932-33. Moved to a farm in Ontario
where they grew vegetables. Jake joined the armed
forces in World War 1I.

from correspondence courses, under supervisors,
due to the shortage of teachers.
Centralization of school was inevitable. under the
new provincial legislation. A vote was taken in its
favor at the annual meeting.

Ward School was closed aftcr the spring term in
1957. with the students being: bused to Sandwith.
The school was moved to the Mayfair district.

Ward School District
Here is a list of people who lived in the Ward
School District. which we were not able to find. with
a few notations about some of them. Our apologies to
any we may have missed.
Carl Arnstein, a fine horseman. who died in his
cabin. he was found several days after his death by
Otto Kuhn. Thc R.C.M.P. had to shoot his dog who
was faithfully guarding the body. before it could be
removed. His estate was deeded to Mr. Arnstein. who
sold it in 1942.
J Cleaver, originally from England. settled in the
Prince district. then moved to Hillside in 1934. with
his wife and seventeen children. some of which were
twins. Elsie. Ernest and Robert attended Ward
School in 1934-3S. He left the district in 1935.
C. Kohlman, 1932-1936. a railroad man.
1<: c. Maloney, 1911-1912.
W. Street, 1912-1915
Wm. J. Croteau, 1943-1947. went to Alberta.
D. Garroway, 1917-1919. came from Scotland.
P. Ronage, 1911-1913
A. G. Prowell, 1913-1914
Stoneman, 1914-1916.
0. Emkeitil, 1925-1933
C. Spced, 1911-1912
E. Oakford, 1912-1913
Len Boerma, 1920's. lives in Vancouver.
J. McLenna, 1916-1920
B. S. Myers, 1911-1916
J. E. Maxwell, 1916
C. Lear, 1911-1917
R. Nelson, 1917-1919
A. Berry, 1917-1918
J. Birks, 1916-1917
R. H. Hewlett,1911-1913
J. Thorborn, 1915-1917
C. Bremmner, 1909-1913
Bartholomew McCarthy, 1909-1914
J. Cumming, 1927-1930
J. BouseI', 1914-1916
Abner Boarer, 1909-1914
A. H. Elsworth, 1913-1914
T. B. Gale, 1909-1911
E. Wright, 1913-1916
R. Green, 1911-1914

Jackson, 1932-1935, moved to Vancouver, where
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Harry and Alhert no\v live. Hart'l;', i\lbcrl and Cam
attended Ward School ["rom 1932'to Il)J5.
Car} Arnstein, came from S\vit7.criand, a bachelor.
\vho liked to visit his nei!lhbors during [he winter
evenings, he loved to do tr~c old time 1fI,':lltZ. and his
favorite saying Vi/as, "Not \vorth the salt in the
soup". 11:e sold out and moved to Cando.
John Eberle. originally from Germany, came to
Hillside in 1l)34, with his wife, Josephine, and two
children, Rose and Hubert. Hubert attended Ward
School. Rose married Jim Scott of Sandwith and is
living in Raymore, Saskatchewan. Hubert married
Cecelia Schulkowsky ofG1cni1ush. and is farminu in
the Hillside Jis1rict~ They have five sons. Brian,
Johnnie, Bren1, Lloyd and Hubert. John and
Josephine arc living in'Medstead.
George Strong, 1916, built Ward SchooL George
and Arthur attended school there, the first year~it
opened in 1916.
Marshall Dunlop, came about 1940. Muriel is living
in British Columbia, Arthur in Vanscoy, and James i~
Saskatoon.

Ward School Class of 1923. Back row, l.to R., Victor Brausen.
Mildred Pain. Effie Hess, Lyona Halterman, Middle row: Hilda

Brausen, Madeline Marshall Gladys Halterman, Ena Mart

shall, Gwen Brandon, Ruth Hess. Front row: Laura Brausen,
Walter Halterman, Bill Hess, Jack and Jim Brandon.

Post Office - The Hillside Post Office was appropriately named, as the building was situated on
just that, a hillside, on N. E. 23-47-15, in the home of
Edgar Carr, who became postmaster when it opened
in 1912. It is believed that prior to that, new settlers
had to travel to Glenrose for their mail, a distance of
about seventeen miles. The first contractors to haul
the mail , with horses and wagon or sleigh, depending
on the season, between Medstcad and North Battlcford, serving Glenbush, Sandwith, Hillside, and
Iffley, twice weekly, were Sylvester Perry of
Medstead, George Gordon and Mr. Larson of Glenbush.
They oftentimes carried passengers as well,

across the old cross countrv traiL the nIts could be
found until a fev\" years ag(;, when the land was put
under cultivation. However, some of the trail still
remains on S.W. 23-47-15, owned by Lyle Dirksen
and N.W. 14-47-15 on Reg Lambert's land. Other
contractors were Ralph Elam and Dave Haslett, who
was the proud owner of the first truck to covcr the onc
hundred mile round trip.
The railroad came through to Sanchvith in 1932
shortening the route for Walter Bates who carried the
mail betwccn Sanclwith and Hillside.
In 1941 Edgar Carr retired as postmaster, the post
office was moved across the roacl to the Fred Price
residence, with Peggy Price as postrnistress and
George Price carrying themail.th~.ee times a v/cck,
until 1947, when Peggy moved to Victoria. Edna
Price moved in to become postmistress until 1952
when Margaret Price returned to take over the post

Ward School, built in 1916.

Church Service at Ward School 1921 with Canon Paul oi
Meota.
'

Ward School Dish'iet Recollections
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office with Arthur Price becoming mail carrier until
1963 when mail was delivered daily by truck froIll
North Battleford.
In the name of progress the post office was closed
in 1965. The patrons then had to travel to Sanc!with
for their mail. It wasn't until 1980 that a group mail
box was placed centrally one quarter mile from the
original location of the post office.
A tribute must be recorded to the mail contractors
and the staunch horses they drove who braved the
elements. Temperatures dropping to 60' below Fahrenheit at times during the winter, or roads blown shut
from a snow storm, the horses plunging through
snow up to their bellies, cars getting stuck in mud
holes or dirt roads, to keep the mail coming through.
It often became a taxi service as well. with people
coming home from North Battleford on the Friday
night train to Sandwith. On a clear cold winter's
evening one could hear the sleigh bells a mile away,
mingled with the voices of extra passengers - coming home'
Family Life: From the time the first settlers carne into
the district, the main concern of heads of families was
keeping their animals and families fed and clothed.
In the beginning, supplies were hauled in from North
Battleford, then they travelled to Harrison's store at
Glenbush.
A general store was opened in the Hyde Park
district which was taken over by H. E. Mason in 1924
who moved it to Sandwith in 1932 to be close to a
railroad station. His customers would then travel
there for supplies.
During the '30's relief cheques were issued
monthly, in amounts of about $8.00 to $11.00 per
family. Everyone received their allotment of apples,
cheese, and dried cod fish shipped in from eastern
Canada. Eggs and homemade butter were swapped
for groceries at the store.
Hay for the livestock could be cut anywhere with
no fences or restrictions. An early settler would move
onto an open space with his equipment cut a round on
the outside and claim it as his own, sometimes moving on to several locations in the same fashion then go
back and finish the job - a case of first come, more
hay. It was cut, raked then forked into stacks by hand.
Some ingenious individual invented a hay sweepwhich consisted of a heavy log with two angle supports on the sides, drawn by four horses. The teamster would stand on the log of the sweep and ride it
around the hayfield, gathering up the coils of hay in
front of the log until he had a large pile. He would
then urge his horses into a trot heading for the started
hay stack driving two horses on each side of the
stack. When the gathered-up hay would come in
contact with the stack, the sweep would ride up over

the stack piling the hay on top. T\vo or three rounds in
this fashion \vould result in a large packed stack of
hay. The teamster. incidentally', \volllcl have (0 balance himself on the log going over the stack never
letting go of the reins. Haying time \vould often
become a joint venture of the \vhole family.
Later a mechanical hay lift consisting of a platform of long teeth attached to the front of the tractor
controlled by the power take off and operator, was
introduced into farming and used for gathering up the
cured hay for the haystack.
During the' 20's grain \vas hauled to Prince or
North Battlcford, later to Sandwith when the railroad
came through. In the' 30's grain sold for as low as
fifteen cents per bushel oftentimes the cheque
wouldn't cover the threshing bill.
There was always great excitement when the
threshing machine moved into the yare!. followed by
six to eight teamsters with \vagons and hayracks. The
\'lomen folk would be very busy preparing big meals
for the hungry crew, breakfast being served at six
o'clock in the morning. Some of the men would
bring their bedroll and sleep in the haystacks getting
up before daybreak, lighting the coal oil lanterns to
feed their horses before breakfast but all this changed
when combines came on the scene for harvesting
their crops.
Recreation - In the early 1920's this lVas lovely
country to roam free. There were lady slippers in the
woods, crocuses in the spring and many beautiful
!lowers through the summer and fall with the trees
ablaze with autumn colors. There were saskatoon
picking excursions, filling five-gallon cream cans to
bring home to be preserved. Wild mushrooms and
berries grew in abundance, wild fowl and fish were
plentiful. There were family picnics and swimming
in the small lakes.
There was a lot of visiting between neighbors.
Corning home in the dark during the winter on a
crosscountry road getting lost then going back and
starting over again - then joyously spotting a light

Ward Hockey team. L. to R., Dick Brandon, Jack Brandon,
Tony Peterson, Jim Brandon, Bill Connelly, Archie Leduc,
Tony Brausen, Vic Brausen, and Julius Wiebe.
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from a familiar home. Oftentimes on a cold, frosty
night you couldn't See from the steam of the horses'
hreath \vhen meering another team and sleigh, each
\vondcring who wouid venwre off the beaten tracK to
let the other pass.
In the \vinter time, during the' 30\ \'vith families
living on almost every" quarter of hll1u everyone came
to skate on Brandon's lake until it was covered \vith
snuw. Finally, Jim Brandon, with the help orhis sons
and neighbors built a board fence around a rink to
keep the snow from blowing onto it. They kept it
clear of sno\v and formed a hockey team "The Warrior:," which stayed together for several years. The
young men practised every chance they got. They
would go around to neighboring communities and
small to\vns wherever there were hockey teams for a
game. The other teams, in turn, would come to pIa:y
the Warriors on home ice.
Almost every year, Mrs. Kelly Jacques would
organize costumc carnivals on ice in tune \vith an
Edison gramophone, card games played on ice and
tilting with cardboard lances.
As soon as the depression ended young folks left
to make a living for themselves, leaving with a memory of the entertainment they had created for themselves.
Railroad - The railroad came through in 1932,
building a stockyard at Sand with where livestock
was taken to be shipped out to market. The Friday
train provided a service, whereby passengers would
board at 9:00 a.m. spend the day shopping, taking
care of business or other appointments in North Battleford then return to Sandwith at 6:30 p.m.
Construction of the railroad necessitated the
building of a trestle across a ravine on adjoining N.E.
20-47-14 and S.E. 29-47-14 believed to be one of the
largest in Saskatchewan which was a great attraction
to be climbed on, walked over or just looked at.
The coal-fired engines caused a lot of concern
from the fires that were started from the live sparks
emitted from the smokestack. In 1946 fire wardens
jim McNabb of Sandwith and Jake Linkert of Iffley
called out every available man to fight the fire which

The railroad trestle

travelled almost two miles west of the railroad. The
only fire fighting equipment they had \vas wet gunny
sacks and tractors ploughing furrows in a north and
south direction to stop the oncoming fire. l'vlouf1tains
of sancl\vichcs and gallons of coffee were provided
forthc men by the ladies in the Hi!lsiue and Sandwith
areas. The fanners \Vere never compensated for the
loss of their pasture grass, \vood lots and feed stacks.
In l'J7g the railroad was torn up, the trestle dismantled - the next year to be hauled away. The one
and llnly landmarK is gone which held so many
memories for everyone who liveu in this district.
Once again the farmers are hauling their grain to
Prince and Glenbush.
Organizations - Lone Guides of the Girl Guide
movement were active in 1964 and 1965 with a group
of young girls from Hillside, Sandwith, Medstead
and Birch Lake under the leadership of Margaret
Price.
The 4-H Club started enrolling members from
this district in the 1960's in projects such as sewing,
cooking and nursing under the leadership of Leona
Osman, Marguerite Olson, Mrs. Harper, Violet
Boyd and Miss Olford. Jim Marsh led the Beef Club:
Arthur Price and Ben Kunz were leaders of the Light
Horse Club.
Telephones - The first telephones were installee!
by the Glenbush Telephone Co" in December 1965
with the central in Medsteae!. Saskatchewan Telephones bought out the exchange in 1971 with direct
dialing to Glaslyn changing its patrons to North
Battkford in 1972.
Electrical Power - The Saskatchewan Power
Corporation started bringing power lines in, in 1957
and 1958. What had only been a dream in the past had
became a reality. Water systems were put into homes
and barns. Televisions, electrical appliances and
tools became a part of everyday living. A life that the
early pioneers could not possibly envisage.
Provincial Community Pasture - Tile Lands
Branch of the Provincial Dep,mment of Agriculture,
Regina started buying land not suitable for farming in
1957 to form the Hatherleigh Community Pasture,
consisting of some land west of thc railroad track and
most of the land seven miles east from Sandwith
almost to Hatherleigh.
Poplar posts were cut and treated at Sandwith. All
purchased land was fenced in 1958. It opened its
gates in 1959 with Arthur Price as mana.ger. Patrons
were coming from as far as the Alberta border and as
far south as Lizard Lake to pasture their cattle in there
for a fee per summer season.
Through the years it has expanded to approximately 19,200 acres of land. Water sites were developed with deep wells and dugouts. Windmills

at Hillside which was torn down in 1979.
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were used at first, later changing to electrical pumps
on the wells.
Cross fencing was a time consuming job due to
the rough terrain, but was completed for better utilization of grass. An extensive breeding program was
introduced, artificial insemination being available
for a few years in conjunction with top grade bulls. A
bull station was established at headquarters where
bulls are fed throughout the winter.

Cattle :2oming in the spring are car-tagged and
recorded, vaccinated, branded or dehorned if necessary. Riders keep a close watch on the animals during
the summer. ear tagging new born calves, providing
salt and minerals, injections given for m.inor ailments. Cattle are rounded up, sorted and checked out
in October.
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R"M" Histories
lv'kmhel's or the Council arc elected by the
ratepayers. Councillors arc elected for a term of two
y'Cars. Reeves \vere elecred for a term of one year up
unli11053, in that 'lear the act was chaneed extending
the term of ojTic~ for the Rec'vc to t\;O years. Th~

Rura! Municipality of Medstead Nil. 497
prepared by Brian Evans, Sec.-Trells.
The year 1913 brought about the formation of the
Rural Municipality of Medstead No. 497. Before
this. this territory was a L.I.D. (Local Improvement
District). under direct supervision of the Department
of l'viunicipal Affairs in Regina. A Secretary-Treasurer and an Administrator were appointed by the

Municipality is divided into six divisions. one Councillm' being elected from each division. The Reeve
being elected by the whole municipality.

Department to administer the prnhlcms of the day.
One of the first. if not the first Secrctarv-Trea-

surer for the L.l. D. No. 497. was Mr. Herbert Dixon.
Mr. Dixon lived in the City of North Battlefurd. At
that time. Mr. Dixon served also as the clerk for the
city of North Battlel(ml. Books of the L.I.D. No.
497 were kept by Mr. DixLln in the City of North
Battlcford.
The L.I.D. No. 497 was incorporated into the
Rural Municipality of Meclstead No. 497. giving this
area of land the right to operate under the Rural
Municipalities Act. having a Council of six mernbers
and a Reeve to administer the necessary business.

R.M. Council 1976, Walter Harms, Helmut Sommerfeld, Brian
Evans, Walter Isaak. Emil Larson, Werner Boldt, Curtis Larson, Hartley Moore.

R.M. Council 1955. Back row: Walter Harms. Wendell Gamble. Emmet Johnson. Ed Jones. Front row: Joe Wilson (SecTreas). Steve Pavka. Jake Amendt, John Lange.

Medstead R.M. road grading equipment, the old and the new.
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purchased Spiritwood's share in the equipment and
each municipality went their own way. The area in
both municipalities was too great to expect one cat to
get the work done. In 1954 this municipality purchased a 1954 Richardson Model 40-gas Motor
Grader. \Alhen researching this article, the minutes of
the 1954 Annual Meeting of Ratepayers proved very
interesting. All this new motorized equipment,
wasn't the most popular thing in the eyes of some
ratepayers. Through the years there has been many
changes in road maintenance equipment, to the :" umt
where the municipality now operates two motor patrols in summer and one in the winter. As way of
comparison. the later being a 1979 D 740 Champion
(Diesel) which retailed at $96.051l.00.

The original municipality 'I,vas composed of nine
townships. These were Townships 49. 50 and 51.
Ranges 13. 14 and 15. In 1953. five townships were
annexed from L.I.D. No. 968 and L.I.D. No. 965.
This extension did not increase the status of the
municipality as all area taken in is included in the
Forest Reserve and remains under the control of the
Department of Natural Resources. 'When asking one
of the Department Officials why this land was given
to Medstead R. M .. his reply was that when they had
finished changing the boundaries of some of the
municipalities. they found they had an area of land
that they did not know what to do with. "so we gave it
to MedSlead. "
Meetings of the Council were held in what is now
known as Daylight SchooL known then as Birnamwood SchooL In 1933 meetings were held at the
Hallis HalL Medstead. Schmitz Hall was used in
1934 and in that same year the building owned by the
Bank of Nova Scotia was rented for such. This building is now the home of Nellie Fraser.

In 1956 the Main Market Grid Road Program was
started in the Province. This program was a granted
road construction program whereby the municipality
received 60% of the cost of construction of an all
weather gravelled road. from the Provincial Government. With this program approximately sixty miles
of road were constructed in this municipality. Then in
the late 60\ early 70's the Main Farm Access program was started. Through this program we saw
another thirty nine miles of all weather road constructed.

Some years later the municipality obtained the
Bell Lumber Yard building in Medstead and used it
as their Municipal Office until 1967. In 1967 as a
joint Centennial Project. the R.M. of Medstead No.
497 and the Village of Medstead constructed a new
Administration Building. This building now houses
the Branch Library and is used weekly by the doctor
from Rabbit Lake and monthly by the Department of
Public Health for Baby Clinics. The meeting room is
used extensively by Community Organizations for
meetings.

Now with the beginning of a new decade there
has been a 'Super Grid' program started. This program will see some of the original Main Market Grid
Roads widened and have a hard surface top put on
them. It is doubtful that without the assistance of the
Provincial Government. we would not enjoy the good
roads we have today.

Through the years the municipality and its officers have seen many changes and advances. In the
area of road construction one can look back and
remember the days of constructing roads with horses
and oxen. During this period each division had a road
boss. as well as a councillor. In the early days many
ratepayers 'worked off their taxes. That is, they
would build road with their team for a period of time.
long enough to payoff their taxes. In the 1930's many
people also used this same system to pay back their
relief.

Since the year 1913 this municipality has been
involved in many social, personal and agricultural
programs. such as listed below:
~.

-

In the late 1940's with the of motor driven machines having approached. this municipality and the
R.M. of Spiritwood No. 496 jointly purchased 'large
road building equipment' in 1948 - a D-7 Caterpillar and this municipality had a large pull scraper of
which Spiritwood purchased a half interest. Three
men were hired, a working foreman, operator and
stone picker, together they began the monumental
task of building all-weather roads. This partnership
lasted until 1954, at which time this municipality
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seed grain supplies
relief and social aid
purchase of purebred boars
purebreci sire areas
fodder distribution
weed infestation control
P.FR.A. Drought Assistance
Road Ambulance Program
Public Library System
Recreation
Union Hospitals
Senior Citizens Homes
Tuberculosis Surveys
Bangs Testing of Cattle
Railway Retention
Rural Fire Protection

Rural Municipality of Medstead No, 497
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Listed hereunder )'car by yc:ar arc the Reeve."!
(1913 to 1(18) and Reeves, Counc] !!ors and Seen:>
wry-Treasurers that served this municipality since

Rohert rv!uirhead
1\11. J Hamstcad
James R lchardson

1919.

W G. Oxley

1913

A. V. Osler. Scc!'ctarv-

W. A. Miller

1926

1914
1915

Robert f\!j U irheud, Ree\/e
E. G. Canning

W. A. Eimblad
1916

Joe Wappe!
James Richardson
Alex Stolze:
W. C Chlev
Roland Hill

Jame.s Richardson

1917
W. A. Elmblad

Ins

rre£lSUl"t:!'

A. V. Osler. Sccrctar).'-Treasul"cl"

W. A. Elmblad

1927
P. Chalk, Reeve
R. Hill
A. Stolle
T Davies
J Richardson
G. S. Bowers
W Oxley

1919
W. A. Elmblad. Reeve
J E. Vian - replaced by A. Siedentort in Feb.
J H. Bellamy
1. H. Wilson
W. J Short
G. Mattock
W. G. Oxley

Vv'. Lenton, Sccrctary-'n·easurer
1928 ami i929
P. Chalk. Reeve
G. S. Bowers
J C. Grant
A. Stolze
J Schmir!cr
W. Turnbull
W Oxley
\V. L.enton, Secretary-Treasurer
1930
P. Chalk. Reeve
G. S. Bowers
A. Norton
A. Stolze
T. Davies
W. ll,rnoull
W. G. Oxley
vV. Lenton. Secretary/-Treasurer
193/ and 1932
l. Soderben!, Reeve
G. S. Bowers

W. E. Rayner, Secretary-Treasurer

1920
1. H. Bellamy. Reeve
lames Richardson
W. G. Oxlev
W. J Short
A. Siedentort
Roland Hill
.I. H. Wilson
A. V. Osler. Secretary-Treasurer
1921
J H. Bellamy. Reeve
James Richardson
W. G. Oxley
W. .1. Short
Wesley Bell
J. H. Wilson
Roland Hill
A. V. Osler. Secretary--lJ'easurer
1922
.1. H. Bellamy. Reeve
James Richardson
W. G. Oxley
W. J Short
Wesley Bell
M. 1. Barnstead
Roland Hill
A. V. Osler. Secretary-1i'easurer
1923. 1924. and 1925
1. H. Bellamy. Reeve
E. G. Canning
Roland Hill

Z. Norton

E. M. Huhbell
T Davies
A. J Blackwell
W C. Oxb
Vv'. Lenton. Secrctary'- Trc:asurer

19.B
1. Soderberg. Reeve
A. J BlaCKwell
E. M. Huhbell
A. Viddon
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A. Norton
T. Davies
W. G. Oxley
\Y Lenton. Sccrctary-Tj'easurer
1934
l. Soderberg. Reeve
H. Pederson
A. Weldon
W. G. Oxley
E. M. Hubbell
A.1. Blackwell
T. Davies

W. G. Oxley
R. Mathews
W. Lenton. Secretary-Treasurer
1940
H. Pederson. Reeve
O. Dunser
A. Roberts
G. S. Bowers
C. Bork
W. G. Oxley
G. Clayton
W. Lenton, Secretary-Treasurer
1941 ami 1942
O. Dunser. Reeve
A. Roberts
G. Clayton
G. S. Bowers
C. Bork
W. Compton
W. G. Oxley
Joe Stakiw. Secretary-Treasurer
1943 ami 1944
O. Dunser. Reeve
G. S. Bowers
W. Compton
C. Bork
L. C. Christenson
G. Clayton
W. G. Oxley
l. 1. Westerberg, Secretary-l1'easurer
1945
O. Dunser, Reeve
L. C. Christenson
W. G. Oxley
W. H. Moore
1. Oster
G. Clayton
W. Compton
l. 1. Westerberg. Secretary-Treasurer
1946
0. Dunser. Reeve
L . C. Christenson
W. G. Oxley
W. H. Moore
1. Oster
C. E. Newman
G. Clayton
I. 1. Westerberg, Secretary-Treasurer
1947
O. Dunser, Reeve
W. H. Moore
E. Johnson
G. Clayton
C. E. Newman
L. C. Christenson

W. Lenton. Secretary-Treasurer

1935
l. Soderberg. Reeve
A. Weldon
A. 1. Blackwell
T. Davies
E. M. Hubbell
H. Pederson
W. G. Oxley
W. Lenton . Secretary-Treasurer
1936
I Soderberg. Reeve
W. G. Oxley
E. M. Hubbell
A. 1. Blackwell
A. Weldon
R. Mathews
H. Pederson
W. Lenton . Secretary-Treasurer
1937
H. Pederson. Reeve
A. Fonda
O. Dunser
C. Bork
A.1. Blackwell
R. Mathews
W. G. Oxley
W. Lenton. Secretary-Treasurer
1938
H. Pederson. Reeve
E. Mathews
C. Bork
G. Clayton
A. Fonda
O. Dunser
W. G. Oxley
W. Lenton. Secretary-Treasurer
1939
H. Pederson. Reeve
G. Clayton
O. Dunser
G. S. Bowers
C. Bork
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W. G. Oxley
I. 1. Westerberg. Secretary-l1'easurer

J. A. Wilson. Secretary-Treasurer
1956

C. E. Newman. Reeve
J. Lange
W. L. Harms

1948 and 1949
O. Dunser. Reeve
O. Swenson
W. G. Oxley
W. H. Moore
C. E. Newman
1. H. Bellamy
E. Johnson
l. 1. Westerberg. Secretary-Treasurer
1950
O. Dunser. Reeve
O. Swenson
E. Johnson
C. E. Newman
J. H. Bellamy
W. H. Moore
S. Pavka
l. J. Westerberg. Secretary-Treasurer
1951
O. Dunser. Reeve
O. Swenson
S. Pavka
E. Johnson
A. P. Heyden
C. E. Newman
1. Lange
1. A. Wilson. Secretary-Treasurer
1952
! vor Soderberg. Reeve
J. Gatzke
W. L. Harms
l. Rosnes
A. P. Heyden
S. Pavka
1. Lange
1. A. Wilson. Secretary-Treasurer
1953
C. E. Newman. Reeve
E. Johnson
1. Lange
S. Pavka
W. L. Harms
!. Rosnes
l. D. Bergen
1. A. Wilson. Secretary-Treasurer
1954 and 1955
C. E. Newman, Reeve
1. Lange
W. L. Harms
l. E. Bergen
L. A. Lange
E. Johnson
S. Pavka

John O. Gatzke
W. B. Gamble
E. Johnson

S. Pavka
J A. Wilson. Secretary-Treasurer
1957, 1958, 1959 am! 1%0
W. L. Harms. Reeve

J Lange
E. S. Jones

J. Amendt
W. B. Gamble
E. Johnson
S. Pavka
1. A. Wilson, Secretary-Treasurer
1961
W. L. Harms. Reeve

J. Lange
E. S. Jones

W. B. Gamble
L Meier
S. Pavka
1. A. Wilson. Secretary-Treausrer
1962, 1963, 1964
W. L. Harms, Reeve
W. H. Moore
E. S. Jones
W. G. Berg
W. B. Gamble
L. Meier
S. Pavka
J A. Wilson. Secretary-Treasurer
1. Mildenburger. Secretary-Treasurer, 1%4
1965
W. L. Harms, Reeve,
W. H. Moore
E. S. Jones
1. Amendt
E. Larson
L Meier
S. Pavka
1. Mildenburger. Secretary-Treasuerer
1966
W. L. Harms, Reeve
L. W. H. Moore
E. S. Jones
J Amendt
E. Larson
L. Meier
F. Collins
1. Mildenburger. Secretary-Treasurer
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1967 and 1968
\Y. L. Harms, Reeve
W. H. Moore

1979, 1980
\V Isaak, Reeve
W. H. Moore
W. Bolcit
.I. M. Oster
E. Larson
R. Garner
H. Sommerfeld
Brian Evans, Secretary-Treasurer
Through the years many fncn have served their
community as members on the Council. 1() record
each one's individual contribution would be monumental. To this end I have selected one, thut being
Mr. W. G. Oxley. Mr. Oxley served on the Municipal
COllncil for thirty-six years and in that time missed
only two meetings. Recognizing the yeurs in which
he served and the methods of truvel this I felt de-

E. S. Jones
J. Amendt
E. Larson
C. Larson
F Collins
D. Malmgren. Secretary-Treasurer
1969, 1970 ami 1971
W. L. Harms. Reeve
W. H. Moore
E. S. Jones
W. Isaak
E. Larson
C. Larson
F Collins
D. Malmgren. Secretary-Treasurer
Brian Evans. Secretary-Treasurer. July. 1970.
1972
W. L. Harms. Reeve
W. H. Moore
W. Boldt
W. Isaak
E. Larson
C. Larson
H. Sommerfeld
Brian Evans . Secretary-Treasurer
1973 alld 1974
W. L. Harms. Reeve
W. H. Moorc
W. Boldt
W. Isaak
E. Larson
E. Johnson
H. Sommerfeld
Brian Evans. Secretary-Treasurer
1975 ami 1976
W. L. Harms. Reeve
W. H. Moore
W. Boldt
W. Isaak
E. Larson
C. Larson
H. Sommerfeld
Brian Evans. Secretary-Treasurer
1977 and 1978
W. Isaak. Reeve
W. H. Moore
W. Boldt
1. M. Oster
E. Larson
C. Larson
H. Sommerfeld
Brian Evans, Secretary-Treasurer

served recognition.

In signi~g my name to this. I would go amiss if
not to thank Joe Wilson tilr researching the list of
Councillors up to the year 1955. This saved a great
deal of time.
Brian Evans

The Rural Municipality of Round Hill No.

467
by B. KU!1z alld F. Grallt
The area involved, being townships forty-six,
forty-seven and forty-eight of ranges thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen, west of the third meridian, was
settled quickly after the railway came to North Battlerord in 1905.
Settlement without local government meant
problems. One of the worst was roaming livestock
uncontrolled at all seasons by any type of herd law.
The need for roads and a railway were also reasons
for having an organization to speak and act for the
area as a whole.
Accordingly, Local Improvement District No.
467 was established in 1908, as reported in the F. W.
Stannard story in the local history. "Fond Recollections". which covers the Rabbit Lake area.
Fred W. Stannard was appointed secretary-treasurer of the L.l.D. on Tuesday, January 4th, 1910, at
the first council meeting for which minutes are available. !t is thought that a fire destroyed some earlier
records.
The meeting referred to above was held at Tingley's ranch. Councillors Neale Bubb, Finley and
Grosjean were present. Little business was done
beyond fixing the secretary's salary at an annual rate
of one hundred anci fifty dollars and ordering office
supplies.
At the next meeting, small road scrapers were
ordered for divisions two to six and daily rates of pay
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were set as foHo\vs: man and team :54, man $2,

the secrdary. It was rnostly the SafTlC group
been councillors for the L.!.D.

overseer $2.25, and use of plow 50 cents.
Roadwork was simply filling in low spots on
roads or trails in use. A plow was used to loosen earth
so that [he small two-horse hand-controlled scrapers
could load.

\\I)}O

had

[n 1912 also, a motion to have a bridge huilt
across Lost Horse Creek in division six.
In [913 a bounty of one dollar per vvolf was to be
paid for its destruction.

In October 1918. due to the outbreak of fiu, all
schools were ordered closed and no public meetings
were to be held.
In !918 also, i[ was decided 10 pay five dollars
rent for council meetings and to hold them on the first
Monday of the month, at the Hillside Post Office, and
that they pay half the cost of heating.
The foregoing details of the infancy of the Rural
Municipality of Round Hill could be extended to the
present and form a book of themselves, so a shorter
conclusion is in order.
Over the years many decisions, changes and
achievements have taken place. A few are listed
below in random order.
- the R.M. office was located in Rabbit Lake,
the original building recently vacated and a new one
in operation.
- road building machinery and maintenance
machinery of various sizes and features have been
purchased.
- relief food, feed, and seed programs were
administered by the R.M. during the thirties.
- weed control was tackled and a weed inspector
hired.
A complete list of councillors has not been ob-

For several years the meetings were held at the
various councillors' homes. Some of those rneetings
contain interesting items.
At the meeting On March 8th, 1910, it was decid-

ed to make the tax assessment or levy, two cents an
acre.
At the October 18,1910 meeting, they voted the
sum of twenty-five dollars to send a delegation to
Regina to see about building a railway through the
northern area, provided that District 466 do the
same.
In 1911, the secretary, Fred W. Stannard, was
given two hundred fifty dollars and councillors were
allowed two dollars a day and ten cents a mile. The
assessment was raised to two and three-quarter cents
per acre.
At the meeting of April 25, 1911, daily
poundkeeper fees were set at twenty-five cents for
each stallion or bull, fifteen cents for each horse,
mule, Jack, head of cattle or swine, and five cents for
each sheep or goat. The poundkeeper was also to get
five dollars for capturing and impounding any stallion of one year or over, or any bull of the age of nine
months and upwards.
At the July 18th, 1911 meeting, they decided to
send a request "to the Department of Public Works
for the trail known as the Buffalo Lake Trail, commencing at or near Section 29-46-15, to be surveyed
as a government road and that this council undertake
to pay all compensation for the right of way for said
road. "
At the same meeting a motion was passed to
accept a petition for a municipality and to forward it
to the Minister of Municipal Affairs, and that the
following names be suggested, in order, Round Hill,
King George, Finlayson-Coronation, Hyde Parle.
Also, "that a request be sent to the Department of
Public Works for the trail known as the Duck Lake
Trail to be surveyed from the bridge at Rusty Creek,
Section 16-46-14, to point at or near Section
13-46-13-W3rd. "
The first meeting of the Rural Municipality of
Round Hill No. 467 was held at the house of W. B.
Neale Bubb who had been chairman of the Local
Improvement District and was now the reeve of the
Round Hill municipality. The councillors were C.
Grosjean, C. Moore, M. R. Findey, J. H. Hanson, A.
C. W. Dodd, and A. McNabb. E W. Stannard was

tained so only the originals are given, but municipal
secretaries afC easier to count.
Fred W. Stannard who started with the L.l. D. in
1908, was also secretary for the R.M. of Meeting
Lake. He worked hard for the development of his
community and was on a delegation which went to
Ottawa to press for a railroad.
When the railroad came in 1926, to Rabbit Lake,
Fred Stannard moved into the new village starting to
develop. He became secretary for both village and
school.
In 1927 he led in the struggle to get a hospital and
became secretary-treasurer for that also.
In 1930 he decided to give up being secretary for
Meeting Lake as the load was too great. He, however,
retained all the others until his sudden passing in
1936 at the age of sixty-five, and was so highly
respected in the Rabbit Lake area that he was looked
on as the father of that community.
Mr. J. C. Rebchook succeeded Fred Stannard in
the secretary positions and also remained on the job
for many years. He also took a deep interest in the
community until his retirement. The secretary job
then was taken by the present holder Mr. Ian McLen210

given credit due, for their devotion to doing as vvel! as
possible. the often difficult tasks and decisions they
have been faeed with. They have reason to know that
they cannot please everyone but they _<-;hould ukc
credit that they ha\/c done so well for so many.

nan V\..'ho has become vcry deeply rooted in the community he came to scrve, as has his wifc, Isabe!!.
The many reeves and councillors of the R.M. of
Round Hill must collectively and indivudual1y be

2l!

Hardships and Hazards
The Meeting Lake Development Association

tleford-Hafford Branch of the Canadian National
Railways, deplore the action of the Senate in defeating the Branch Lines Bill, also the action of the
government in refusing to make provisions in the
estimates, before the closing of the session, for the
building of this most urgently needed branch; thereby robbing the people of these districts of the much
needed railway facilities which has been promisee!
for seventeen years, and notes with regret the bitter
feeling that is being engendered amongst the people,
which has found expression in public gatherings
favoring secession. We fear this sentiment will grow
unless something is done early in the coming session
of parliament to provide the necessary funds for the
completion of this line, ancl we as members of this
association, representing the elected bodies
throughout this territory, desire to allay this sentiment as much as possible, but feel this is impossible
unless something is done by the government to fulfil
the promises made to the people by the preceding
governments and by the officials of the Canadian
National Railways.
That a copy of this resolution be sent to the
Premier, the Minister of Finance, the Minister of
Railways, the Minister of Colonization and the president of the Canadian National Railways and the local
Members of Parliament."
What etleet the association had is not clear but
the strong feeling expressed indicates the frustration
and concern felt.
A delegation did go to Ottawa.
The railway came in 1926.

by I,'. Grant
This was an association to jointly represent the
municipalities of Meeting Lake, Round Hill and
Medstead. Each rural municipality sent two delegates to the association. The association had one
purpose - to further the construction of the Turtleford-Hafford rail line. Parkdale rural municipality
later became involved.
At a meeting held in Hyde Park School. Saturday,
August 12, 1922, Messers. Bellamy and Oster represented Mcclstead rural municipality, Messrs. Smith
and Blunck represented Round Hill and Messrs.
Comerford and Van Dyke represented Meeting
Lake.
The following resolution was moved by Mr. Bellamy and after considerable discussion was adopted.
"That this association continue to carry out the
policy as adopted at the meeting held at Pleasant Site
School on May 29, 1920, with reference to the construction of the Turtleford-Hafford line and the Tllrtleford-Shellbrook line."
The same meeting approved sending a delegation
to Ottawa if no assurance of construction in 1923 was
obtained.
At a meeting on Saturday, November 11th of that
year, held at the municipal office at Armadale,
Mcdstead rural municipality was not represented but
D. M. Finlayson, M. L. A. and G. Cockburn, M. L.
A., were present. It was decided that the delegation
to Ottawa be Messrs. Comerford and F. W. Stannard.
In 1924, on Saturday, September 8, the Rural
Municipality of Parkdale was represented by W.
Hopkins at the annual meeting W.c.c. Davis, M. P.
gave a report on proceedings in the House of CommOns and in the Senate, in connection with the
Branch Lines Bill.
A resolution committee as formed to draft a resolution. The following was moved and carried unanimously when the meeting was again called to order.
"That this association, representing the whole
territory interested in the construction of the Tur-

The 1979 Tent Caterpillars
by Wanda J, Oster
"Hello I Countless Caterpillar Colony Central.
Which caterpillar did you wish to speak to')"
"The forest tent caterpillar boss, please."
Such was some of the jargon in the Medstead area
during June of 1979. The forests became grayer and
grayer as the tree leaves were eaten by the forest tent
caterpillars. The caterpillars attacked poplars, black
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commen. :ia! house and g:arden insect spray. Other
spray-ed with \-vater and detergent. \\'atcr and bleach
and v.iith diesel fuel. SUllle shovelled them into piks
und set fire to them, poured hot v.,;arer uver the masses
of thl.-::lll or used torches on them. \\iith some remedies you couldn't win - stepping on them, stoning or hammcring them. or pouring used oil arollnd
- thc): were deterred for a\\!hile but got throu~h later.
/\s a last resort. farmers tried aerial spraying.
Several local farllly'ards "xcre spra}'Ccl to control them
in a confined area. one yard t\\'icc. \Vllefe it W~lS
hcavily infested. The village or tvleListcad \\'as
srrayed at 5:30 a.m. on June 22.
Conversation 'vvith anyonc in the area at an)/ time
soon turned to tent caterpillars. \Ve \vondered ho\v
campers managed to eat and sleep near lakes and
campIng areas.
Since we couldn't seem to get rid of them \ve were

forced to live with the unwanted guests. A group or
youngsters felt they should continue to enjoy life
even if caterpillars felt the same way. They decided to
race them. Each had a caterpillar lined up at the

Tent Caterpillars 1979.

poplars. spruce trees. elms. Manitoba maples. rose
bushes. saskatoons. raspberries and chokecherries in
the area. Poplar tree branches that had been discarded
into garbage barrels were covered with them as they
defoilaged the dead branches. During the last week
in June crops, grass. rhubarb. vegetable plants and
rows of caraganas seemed to have escaped their appetites. When they were eating. bits of leaves fell to
the ground and were readily picked up by those
already there.
They crawled three reet up the side of steel grain

starting line. At the signal "go'·, the caterpillars
were let loose and guided in a somewhat straight line

across the table to the finish line. Young Freddy
whooped with joy when he arrived home from camp.

His caterpillar came in first three times in a row!
One neighbour asked another, "Got any caterpillars to spare?"

"No. sir. Sorry." came the reply. "you'll have to
go down the road and see if Charlie has any can't srare anyone of these trillions."

just

bins. swam across water puddles and rode to town

eleven miles away on the wheels of a three ton truck.
They caused a train to not make an inclining grade
east of Spiritwood. The train had to back up and
unload some filled cars before continuing. Other
trains were arriving at area stations slowly because of
the tracks slippery with caterpillars. Truck sweepers
were used to swish the pests from the steel rails.
Tent caterpillars crossed the highways in droves
or just a few ~ but they travelled'
Swinging on their webs in the trees they fell on
you or crm·vled on you if you stood around for four
minutes. Grazing cattle kept out of the infested area
~ caterpillars landed on their backs from above and

Fighting Fire in the .Forest Reserve 1935
by Eo §. Jones
It was in June. I think. in 1935, people in the
Robinhood. Medstead. Glenbush and Belbutte areas
were called to fight a forest fire east of Birch Lake
siding and north and west of Belbutte.
Herman Pederson, who was reeve of the R.M. of
Medstead, gathered a group of us and took us in the

back of a truck. As we went through Medstead he
stopped at the hotel and picked some men. among
them were Joe Randall and Josh Perry. What a pair
they were!

cattle chewed them when feeding on grass. Young-

When we got to our destination, \vhich \vas \vhat

sters hesitated to play outdoors and birds and wild

they called "Camp 8". it was burned to the ground.
A big tent was set up for the men to sleep in but all the

animals (ouldn't shelter under the leaves of trees.
The countryside grass was the green of summer and

cooking was done outside. There was smoke every-

the trees were like winter.
As they were so plentiful one was almost tempted
to let them run their course. However. people in this
area sprayed hordes of the forest tent caterpillars with

where. The main cook was Sylvester Perry. He had a
couple of helpers and they all did a good job eonsidelc
ing the equipment they had to work with. Quite often
they were short of supplies for the forty men there.

chemicals such as malathion or diazinon or used a

They had a big cast iron pot (feed cooker) hang214

ate the entire contents. He was sixteen then. says he
hasn't been able to look at a can of corn since.
In those clays we didn't have the equipment for
fire guarding we have now. It had to be done by haneL
Axes and shovels \vere carried and some of the men
carried canvas 'vvater bags on their backs with a littie
hand pump on it to spray the "vater. A team and \valer
wagon follo\ved as close as possible to 'Nhere it \-vas
needed following old bush trails. The men had to be
very careful they \vere not trapped in the raging fire.
It was sickening to see all the green timber being
ruined.
Joe Randall started a story about a firefighter at
the Junor fire (which was a different fire and different
camp). who was found dead leaning against a big tree
with a water bag on his back. It wasn't long before the
story spread through camp, but they soon found out
that Joe had been "shoDting the bull" as he often did.
Jim Barnet was the field officer at Glaslyn at that
time. He IODked after the food supplies and did a
pretty good job considering the road cDnditions in
those days.
After nearly two weeks battling the fire and not
yet getting it under control it rained and that did the
job for us.
We often worked sixteen hours or more a day, but
when we were paid we got fifteen cents an hour for
not over ten hours a day.

ing by a chain from a cross pole between t'vVO big
jackpine trees.
One day we came in from the fireline for dinner
and they had a nice stew cooked in the big pot. We all
had a plateful. but when we took a bite. we found the
stew had a terrific jackpine flavor. So much so we
could hardly eat it. but we were hungry after all
morning fire guarding. I \vent back for a small second helping and as! dug around the bottom of the pot
for more stew. I pulled up a jackpine branch about
eighteen inches long with about a dozen cones attached to it. well-cooked'
Vv'e used to tease Josh Perry almost every day
about what a good cook his brother. Sylvester. was
and finally one day he got fed up with the same old
compliment and in his slight French accent he said.
"Well - yes. he is dem good cook. but you know
sometimes he scratch his - and then he forget to
wash his hand'" Nobody teased him again.
Larry Wynyard cooked bannock in a stove salvaged from the camp that had burned. Boy' that
bannock was something for the history book. we had
to dunk it for about five minutes before we could
chew it' However, it stayed with a fellow along the
fireline.
One morning the fire raged fiercely all morning
and when we came in to dinner there was a young
fellow who was in the habit of using a lot oHour letter
and swear words, so to describe the fire, he said
"That
fire burned like
and there wasn't a
burn I
thing we could do but stand back and let the
Wilfred Boone, who was fire ranger, told the
fellow not to use any more of that kind of language,
nor did he.

Tornado - Force Winds Through R.obinhood Area, 1978
by Wanda./. Oster

When your neighbour is struck by a tragedy
through an act of God, you're deeply moved and so
were the folks around the Robinhood district when 11
portion Df the farm yard of Peter and Marcus Sanncrud was hit by a southeast moving tornado the
early evening of Monday, J llne 5.
On June ~ close to thirty men forming a community work bee of friends and neighbours converged on the Sannerud farm with chain SLl\V, dump
trucks. front-end loaders, and a winch truck to help

We used to take night shift on patrol of the fire
line and there were about a half dozen of us in a group
one night and whenever we got leg weary we'd sit on
a log or stump for awhile to rest. One night as we
were resting Rene Meersman jumped up and gave us
a real nice step dance. We had fun watching him until
we noticed sparks coming down out of his pant leg.
We often lost our direction out at night and with
so much smoke around it was almost impossible to
tell by the stars, but we could always see the sun at
daybreak. One moming we had a hard time convincing a couple of young fellows that the sun always
came up in the east.
There were no toilet facilities at the camp and one
had to be very careful where he trod in the area
surrounding the camp, especially if he was taken
short and had to get up during the night!
One evening when we came in for supper about
all they had for us was canned food. My brother.
Gordon, was given a can of corn and being hungry he

Trees planted for fifty years, broken off at Huber's farm, June 5,
1979, by tornado.
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Tornado-Force Wind through Robinhood area in 1978. It caused extensive damamge to Peter Sannerud's farm.

right what was possible. At noon the neighbouring
ladies brought dinner and around 3 p. m. they served
lunch to conclude the clean-up work bee.
Tuesday, June 6, neighbours of Ed Huber used
power saws to clear his driveway of fallen spruce
trees that were blown and twisted by the same tornado-force winds.
The cloud burst that came with the 6:30 p,m,
wind storm June 5 dropped varying amounts of rain
in the Robinhood-Birch Lake-Cater-Medstead area,
Hail of various sizes also fell in this area.

(Such inclement weather conditions did not completely stop the t1ea beetles in the rape fields ._. just
slowed them down. Some rape seed growers sprayed
for t1ea beetles and non-infected fields were watched
closely. )

The Tornado of 1975
by Mrs. Margaret Simpson
July 20th dawned bright and sunny. It was the
beginning of a very hot day.
About two in the afternoon Florence Moore look216

to ['ornl a t\\'isting cone that reached from sky w canll
cmd tore across the cOllntry causing great dc:-.truciion

in its path. It stmk'd in a field on the west side of the
N.t-:. 6. -49. U. w 3rd. known as the \\/. Rink farm,
nov,:' o\\incd h;.' J. Laal-:.
it \vent across the south side
the yard. ~ll'i"OSS
the road, O\'(:r Hanley :v'loon: 's fidel. dumping lugs
,tnt..! debris on its \\,<.1y. ![ cominued on. b,il"C!Y missing
George \\/itbe's )','anL ['vir. Jones \\',ltched it going
through his y'ard moving ,j corllhinc Oil it:; \va;/: on
tiC russ the nonh side of the old Sku\\' yard. t\visting
the top half off <.l large :-.pruce tret.' and the roof off a
barn.
\Vatcr skiers hurriedly left the waters of \'kctin~~
LaKc minutes hefore it hit that area. By this time it
had lost some uf its povv'cr ,mel it C,-IJ1lC to dll cnd in the
lake. That same day several farmers to the north
suffered hail and \\:'ind danugc tt) their crops.

or

Hundreds of people went to the Rink yard to view
or variolls ouildings
\-vere scattered among [he [wisted and broken trunks
of huge trees.

Part of the results of the 1975 hurricane in the Rink yard.

the destruction. The remains

eel out ane! noticed some very black clouds in the
west. A high wind became a roar, the clouds mergeJ

li7

Family Histories
Reqllin~me!lt§

for "Proving Up" a Homestead

Settlement under the free lend grant system was cstnblished by Order-inCouncil in 1871. In the succeeding years the passege of Dominion Lands Acts
made many changes in the rcguhltions under which homestcnds were obtained
but in general they allowed for settlement on a J60-acre farm upon the payment
ofa registrntion fee of $10.00. In order to receive a patent for the land, the farmer
had to reside on it for a specific period and show his serious intentions as a settler
by making improvements on the land. By means of second homestead entries s
pre-emption rights and purchased homesteads, the settler was able to expand his
holdings. The greetest influx of settlers into the North West occurred under the
regulations of the Dominion Lands Act of 1908.
This Act granted entry on a quarter section ofland to males over 18 years of
age, or to a widow who was the sole head of a family. A proxy entry could be made
by members of the immediate family, but the entrant had to apply in person
within a stated period. Before receiving patent, the homesteader had to become
a British subject, had to perform six months' residence in each of three consecu ..
tive years and cultivate at least thirty acres of land, a portion of which had to be
done each year. Instead of residence on the actual homestead quarter the settler
could live within nine miles of his homestead on a farm of at least 80 acres solely
owned and operated by him or by an immediate relative. The homesteader also
had to erect a house worth at least $300.00. In certain areas a pre-emption could
be obtained for a quarter section adjoining the homestead. The homesteader had
to pay $3.00 an acre for this, cultivate 50 acres and also reside in a house erected
on either the pre... emption or humestead for six months in each of six years frum the
date of homestead entry. Purchased homesteads were also available. These could
be applied for when there was no available quarter section adjacent to the homestead. In such a case the homesteader could buy land within 9 miles of his homestead at the price of $3.00 per acre. This amount was to be paid one-third down
and the balance in five general payments.
The files contain three basic documents showing that the farmer had fulfilled
these regulations: an applk8tion for entry on the iand, an application for patent
and a notification that the patent had been granted. The application for entry
on a piece of land was the first document filed by the homesteader. This gives
the land location, the age, place of birth, nationality and citizenship status.
previous place of residence and previous ~"fthe homesteader.
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The Les Ahery Story

moving to Nelson, British Columbia, then to Alberta
in 1940.
fvIy 'wife died in January, 1974. I have remarried

i came from Ontario on a harvest train in 11)23,
the ticket costing $15.00 to Winnipeg, (one-ljuartcr
cent per mile') and S20.00 return.
The wages were $3.50 per day. I finally settled in
Shaunavon but because or the drought, ! left there on
May 4th, 1931, in a covered wagon, with 18. DO in mv

and live in Lacombe.
! am in the twilight of my life now, but still like to
go back to Saskatchewan.

pocket, travelling in the comp~ny of tviaurice Bugg,

Frank Ah!efeld

with twelve horses and three 'vvagons.
We met sOllle wonderful people on our trip,
\vhich took us three weeks and a day. going by Swift
CUlTent. Elrose, Rosetown, Biggar, then finally to
Battlet'ord. \vhere we had our fi;s~t meal out. cos~ting
us 25 cents each.
We bought a C.P.R. quarter, SE-35-47-1S, and

by Bell Soderberg
Frank Ahlefeld was burn in 1004 in Bloomingdale, Illinois. He came to Canada in 1910 with his
father. Louis Ahlefeld, one sister. Anna and two
brothers, Herman and Hugo. The family settled in
the Rabbit Lake district. Frank and his brother Hugo,
like so many others in the 1030's, roele the r;ils
looking for work. They workeci for two winters in
B.C. In approximately 1030, he took up a homestead
east of Medstead on the SW V, of 32-50-l4-W3rcl.
Frank built a one-room house of lumber where he
lived until he moved from this area. The house ancl
the barn he built are still standing today,
During the years Frank farmed his land with
horses, He hauled lumber for his brother-in-law, Ivor
Soderberg, from the mill at Birch Lake. He also
hauled logs from the bush to the mill and tics to
Medstead,
In 1939 Frank moved to Borden, Sask. where he
farmed until he moved to Furness, Sask. in 1945.
Here, south-cast of Lioyclminster, Frank farmed
three-quarters of land,
In 19S0 he married the former Kathleen Stewart
of the Furness district. Frank passed away in January,
1973, at the age of sixty eight. Kathleen continued to
live on the farm. They had a family of three, Shirley,
now Mrs. Alan Engerdahl, Donald, who farms his

lived in the covered wagon while we got out poplar
logs, which we peeled by hand, and built a house,
with a sod roof. and plastered the cracks with mud, It
cost us $5,00 for nails and tarpaper. After fony-eight
years, it is still standing.
Our neighbours, the Bates, Cantlcon, Burgess
and Hess families were a great help to us that t'irst
winter, friends we never forgot.
Next fall we had to go on relief. which was hard to
get. When we finally got it, it was $3,50 a month, for
a family of three, next year we got $S.OO a month,
about 1937, we got 17.50, then it was raised to $9,90
a month in 1938.
We sold a cow in 1937 for $4.75, another one for
56.00, little pigs brought us 50¢ each. Wheat sold for
37¢ a busheL oats sold for 6¢ a bushel. A five galion
can of cream gave LlS a cheque for 95¢.
I made a trip to Iftley for William Rose, for a load
of oats, in fifty below zero weather, for which I
received two dollars. I also made a trip to Vanscoy,
near Saskatoon, with a team and wagon. to buy a
cow. I was gone for two weeks.
Our daughter, Muriel, startee! school at Ward in
1938,
We left Hillside in the fall of 1939, with a little
over four hundred dollars, and a Model T Ford,

Mr. and Mrs. Les Avery and daughter, Muriel in front of their log

Frank Ahlefeld and brothers and sister. L. to R., Frank, Herman, Anna and Hugo.

cabin.
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of i\berdicnshin,.:. Scotlanc!. Together they returned
to Saskatchewan and \vurked on a fann near Pasqua.

'1\\'0 years later they moved to the Johnstone Dairy
Farm near Moose jay\' \vhere jack managed the farm
rur the next five years. Ht~rc, tvv'{) daughters \vcrc

born: irene 1027 and June 19213. June died in !LJ37.
An agrecrncnt to bu~v the dairy farm had been
madc but the depression \vas \vorsening. The owner
\\'as forced to leave the city" and move back to the

farm. The Allans left the dust storms ofthc prairie for
the greenery of [he north and a C. P. R. quarter on the

SW 9-51-14 near Cater. They arrived in Medstead on
May 2':}, 1931. They had treeked llurth with their

Kath and Frank Ahlefeld family. Back, Lto R., Shirley, Kalh,
Frank. Front, Don and Mary.

belongings loaded in a Ford touring car and \vagon

with grain box pulled by a McCormick-Deering 1530
tractor. The trip was not without a few adventures.
One night a scverc wind and rain storm blcw do\vn
the tent. The cat ran avvay at Hanky. The dog vvas left
tied in the tent at Medstead and he all but demolished
it. They lived in the repaired tent on the Northeast
corner of the quarter amid horcles of mosquitoes until
fall.
The first winter was spent with Dave Jack. 'rhe
C.P.R. railway from Meclstead through Cakr ami
north was under construction during that first latc
summer and falL so Jack worked building track near
Junor.
By the next summer the log house \vas ready and
the business of farming began. IVloney was scarce

father's farm, and Mary who lives at horne on the
farm and works in LJoydminster.

The Adamache Story
Victor Brent Adamache. Born: November 28,
1940, Flintoft, Sask. Rita-Marie M. Matthews.
Born: September 24, 1944, Moose Jaw, Sask. Married: August 21, 1965. I.) Marcus Shawn: Born May
17,1966, Calgary, Alberta. 2.) Jodi Dawn: Born June
26, 1969.
Victor received his high school education in
Moose Jaw and was a graduate of the Central Collegiate. He went on to further his education at the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon. He received his
Physical Education Degree and his Education Degree.

and a great deal of ingenuity was required to make a

living. The girls began their schooling in 1934 at
Cater School District #4778.
As the years went on, the farm grc\v, the hard

Rita also received her education in rvloose Jaw

and was a graduate of Sion Academy. She too went
on to further her education in the College of Education, Regina Campus.
The Adamaches came to Medstead in September
of 1975, where Vic accepted the Physical Education
position at the Central School. Before coming to
Medstead, Vic served as Principal at the Mankota,
Saskatchewan Central School for one year, Christ the
King Elementary School in Whitehorse, Yukon for
three years and the Punnichy Elementary School for
two years. He began his teaching career in Calgary,
where he taught for four years as a science and phyed instructor.
Since coming to Medstead they have purchased
the "Harrison's House" as well as the Harold Bryce's
quarter section north of Medstead.

times were fading and ircnc !cft home for

i.l

teaching

career.
In 1961 Irene and Clifford Hagen of the Robinhood district were married. In 1962 they moved to the
farm at Cater. Later Clifford purchased more land
ncar by. In June, 1963 Jean Marianne was born.
At the present. Mrs. Allan still lives on the farm
continuing to contribute to the well-being of the other
family members and to the farm.

Lewis ami Bernice Allen and :Family
by Bernice Allen
Lewis Allen's parents and grandparents moved
from Wal1aceburg, Ontario, and lived in Swift Current for awhile before taking up a homestead in
Governeur. Sask., This is where Lewis vvas born. His
mother passed away at an early age when he was one
and one-half years uld.
My mother was born in Norway in 1886. At the
age of fifteen she immigrated to Fergus Falls, Minn.
with her parents. They lived there for six years. In
1908, her father came to Canada and took up a

John S. Allan Story
In 1921 John S. Allan (1898-1965) came to southem Saskatchewan from a farming community of Aberdienshire, Scotland. He worked on farms north ami
south of Regina. In 1923 he returned to Scotland to
marry Janet R. Mcintosh (1899-) from the same arca
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homestead near Shei1o. Sask. Mother came along
with the family as she was the oldest daughter and her
mother needed help i11 getting settled. They lived in a
tent at first and it meant years of hardship for her.
Later on my father, Dr. Vernon Broughton, came
from Toronto, Ontario tlO Sheho, Sask. At that time
mother was cook in the hotel there. This is where she
met my father and later married him. Dad also took
up a homestead where my grandfather lived. He
organized the district ancj formed a school which was
called Stony-View. It well deserved the name. He
attended Normal School in Yorkton, Sask. and taught
the StlOny- View School for four years and was the
pioneer doctor in the district. Through his efforts a
public library and country post office came intlO
being which MlOther looked after for years.
I was born in Stony- View and received my educatilOn in a one-room rural schOl)l and my high schlOol
by correspondence courses.
During the depressilOn in the 30's, Lewis and his
father mlOved from Eyebrow to Stony-View in 1935.
It was there that we met and were married in 1939.
We had a family of six sons.
VernlOn and Donald were born in Stony-View at
home with a doctor and nurse in attendance.
We lived in Stony-View for two and one-half
years after we were married. Then we had the lOpportunity ofrenting a small ranch at Spring Valley (fifty
miles south of Moose Jaw). It was a hilly country and
very beautiful in the spring when the hills 1100ked like
green velvet.
Garry and Wayne were born in Avonlea, Sask. in
a small maternity hospital while we lived on the
ranch.
After five years on the ranch we moved to MlOlOse
Jaw where Lewis attended Bible College. When the
Bible College moved to Outram, Sask. in the airport
buildings we had to move again after living in Moose
Jaw a year. There Lewis attended another term of
Bible College, besides he helped with the chores
around the campus.
In the spring lOf 1948, we moved to Goodlands,
Manitoba, where we rented a farm for four years. We
also helped in the church services with singing, playing and teaching Sunday SchlOol classes. Our fifth
son, Robert, was born in the Deloraine, Man. hospital.
Lewis took his third term of Bible School in
North Battleford in 1949-S(), finally grac!uating thar
spnng.
In 1952, we moved to North Battleford where my
husband worked on construction and owned a small
dairy. We lived there for SIX years. Our sixth son,
Kenneth Roger, was born but only lived two and onehalf days.

In the summer of !958, we bought half a Section
of land in Robinhood district from Mrs. Clara Flack
(nee Clara Nelson) which was the Nelson homestead
located lOn the S V2-34-49-16-W3. Then in September, 1958, we moved from North Batticford to Robinhood to the Fred Kashlay farm located on Sec.
IO-49-J6-W3 which we rented for a year. The next
year (1959) we built a small house on ourfann. There
weren,t any buildings to live in and we moved in
August.
The first years were very difficult. We lost sevele
al crlOps through snow ancl drought.
In 1962, we started building a new home with the
help of our sons, and by 1963, we had running water
in the house and barn.
We resided on the farm until 1973 when we made
up a father and son partnership with Vernon and
Robert.
In 1973, we purchased the store building in
Robinhood from Bill Bovair and moved into it where
we still reside.
Vernon is now living in the Robinhood district on
the former farm of Stan Gadsby and Robert lives on
our farm.

Donald joined the Air Force in 1961 and took an
Electronics course, On his release from the Air Force
he began apprenticing as a mechanic in a garage in
Goderich, Ontario. He completed two years of training. In April of 1964 he took ill and on July 9th he
passed away at the age of twenty-three.
Garry went to school in North Battleford and
Glaslyn. He worked as a trucker for different companies around Glaslyn and Regina. He and his family
moved from Regina to Robinhood in 1974. He was
employed by the Indian Affairs as a carpenter. Garry
drowned October, 1978, in Tllrtle Lake while fishing.
They lost their son, Robin Lee, in 1973 in Regina
when he was struck by a car while crossing a street.
After Garry's death his wife, Isabelle, and three
children, Ronela, Kendall and Shannon moved back
to Regina. All three children attended Medstead
School.
Mrs. Broughton, my mother, whom I mentioned
previously, had made her hlOme with us for thirty-five
years - eighteen years were spent in the Robinhood
District. She passed away in December, 1978, at the
age of ninety-two.
Wayne Allen took his high school in Giaslyn,
Sask. and had taken several years of University. He
taught school in Medstead, Sask. for two years and
then went back to university again to obtain his B. A.
degree. In 1973, he married Diane MacDonald of
North Battleford and they have two daughters. Wayne, Diane and family live in Surrey, B,C. where he
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holds the position of Office Manager for Sceptre
Company.
In the past twenty·one years that we have lived

here we have seen great changes. Power was brought
to the homes in the rural areas: lovely homes sprang
up in the rural and urban centres: much of bushland
has been cleared and put into production: better roads
have been constructed. Living in general has attained
a high level. The closing of the general store and post
office which Bovairs operated in Robinhood were
experienced. The two elevators in Robinhood have
been removed, which has meant longer distances for
the farmers to haul their grain.
I have been active in the Homemakers' Club, and
have been a leader in the 4·H Club in sewing classes
for seven years.
Lewis and I are interested in keeping old land
marks alive. The building that we now live in
(Bovair's store) was built in 1926. We have had a lot
of remodelling done and last fall (1979) the running
water was put into the home. We have helped with
some of the renovations of the Robinhood Communi·
ty Hall. We also purchased the Lutheran Church in
Robinhood, Sask. to keep it here instead of being
moved away from the community. We had it wired
two years ago. It has been used for weddings, funer·
als and daily Vacation Bible School and church ser·

Robert and Irene Allen.

VIces.

Mr. ami Mrs. Robert L. Allen ami 'Family
On July 18,1970, Irene Marie Simpson, daughter
of William and Margaret Simpson ofMedstead, mar·
ried Robert Lewis Allen, son of Lewis and Bernice
Allen of the Robinhood district in the Medstead
Anglican Church.
In/1970, we bought the Norby farm (SE
24-48·16·W3) which we later sold in the spring of
1971. The first three months of our married life we
lived with Robert's parents and grandmother. We
then went to Hinton, Alberta, where Robert worked
at a post mill and garage till spring when he came
home to help put in the crop and farm with his father
and eldest brother Vernon.
June 15, 1971. our first child was born, Murray
Dean. At this time we were living in Ronald Hagen"
home (SE 28-49·16·W3). That winter Robert took a
three month Farm Management Course.
In 1973, Robert's parents moved to Robinhood
and we moved into their farm home on the S y,
34-49·16· W 3. Our second son, Donald Dean was
born May 29, 1973. Three years later on October 23,
Cory Robert was a third addition to our family of
boys.
This year Robert has taken on the responsibility
of driving school bus for the Canyon to Glaslyn

Murray, Cory and Donald Allen.

route. He also plays drums in The Grand Country
Band. In the evenings he is kept busy with his art

classes and schoo! bus safety.' course. He also helongs
to the Glaslyn Elks Lodge and is on the Robinhood
Co·op Hall Board.
Robert was born at Deloraine, Manitoba, August
6, 1949. As a youngster he attended the Alexander
School in North Battleford for three years. His grade
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fOllr was taken in the Olle room Canyon SdlOO!. Therest of his school years \vere spent in GlaslYIL
As a 4-H member he took heef. \\!clding and
automotive: also attended Elrm Boys Camp and took
piano lessons, After his school years he I,\'as employed at L & M Wood Products in Glaslyn.
J started schoo! in iviedstead in the year lYSE,
While in school I became active in manv different
things, Orator}' V/;JS one of my specialties. 1 remember so \vell my mom standing me on a chair in the
middle of the kitchen floor having me recite my
recitation and saying, "No girl. that's not right. say it
again." I took piano lessons. -+-H sewing and beef. I
attended Camp Rayner. Farm Girls Camp. Co-op
School and 4-H Dress Review. Last summer I
worked part time at Little Loon Club House. At
present 1 am a member of th Robinhood Women's
Institute Branch.
Our two oldest boys. Murray and Don are now
attending public school in Glaslyn. Murray played
hockey for two years with the Glaslyn Mighty Mites.
This year both Murray and Don arc taking figure
skating. Cory is at home helping Dad with the
chores.

with my mom and brothers. V·./e IllU\'cd to North
Battleford \,I,:'hcre ! t..:umpktcd ll1)/ grades eleven and
twelve under some of the same teachers that had
taught Vernon a revv' y'cars before ~ After completing a
commercial course at North Battleford Collegiate
Institute vv'ith top non(H's, i started rny short-lived
"cmeer girl" days at the Nurth Battkfurd Health
Re!llon.
Summer camp. 1966~ The hlossoming ora friendship ._, - the beginnings of a courtship. \Vhy. oh \Nhy,
\>.:as D(1\\,'son Creek so far away"'.)
On uur honeymoon trip back to the drca \vhere !
was born many" of the names j'd heard since childood
became faces again. A highlight of our trip \vas
vi~iting \vith Vernon's Great-aunt Caroline ill
RCH.:hestcr. tvlinn. It was amazing to see the resemblance both in looks and speech to dear Grandmother Broughton. even though they had lived apart
for so lllallY years.
The early' years of our marriage were spent in
Saskatoon. Vernon attended university \vhere he specialized in Industrial Arts Training that first year. I
enjoyed \\iorking as a private secretary to the superintendent at the School for the Deaf.
The followin~ tcrlll found Vernon teaching the
Grade Two class at the School for the Deaf. as well as
taking some University night classes and an in-service training class. 1 retired at the end of Octoberour first born was on the way. Wendell Verne Allen
was horn December 2(). 1968. We made it home for
Christmas Eve and were able to have Daddy with us
all through the Christmas holidays.
Wendell is now in grade six. He keeps busy with
organ lessons and figure skating lessons and is in his
second year of woodworking in the Robinhood 4-H
Club. He's also in the Little Dippers Club of the
Glaslyn Pentecostal Church.
Vernon spent another busy year at the School for
the Deaf teaching grade five and some photography
classes. The photography club. of which he was in
charge. took and developed all the school pictures for
their yearbook that year.
in the fall of 1970 we moved to Girvin where
Vernon undertook an extensive pilot project in the
Industrial Arts field for the Davidson School Unit.
Though it \vas '-1 busy year. it was exciting to see such
a project underway. We still enjoy hearing all the
news frOI11 that friendly little cllmmunity.
Summerof 1971 found us back home on the farm.
Farming huJ been Vernon's desire and no\v opportunity was knocking. !n the spring of 1972 we went
into partnership with his dad and brother. Robert. and
bought the Stan Gadsby farm southeast of Glaslyn.
Our second son. Jason Kim. was born on May 31,
1972. JaSlln is now in grade two in the Glaslyn

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Allen amI i'amily
July 3(). 1967 -- The sun was beaming brightly
down upon us as we entered the church to take our
vows. Havillg met in church in North Battleford three
years previously. it seemed inevitable that Vernon
Mitchell Allen, eldest son of Bernice and Louis AlIen of the Robinhood District. and Pauline Annie
May Page. daughter
Phyllis and Gordon Page,
v/ould stand before that altar to be united in marriage.
Vernon was born in Sheho. Sask .. October 29.
1939. He moved to North Battleford with his family
in 1952. After completing his schooling at the Nurth
Battleford Collegiate Institute in 1958. he worked for
the City of North Battleford Engineering Department
as a draftsman for three years. Teachers' College ill
Regina \vas his next great adventure. graduating in
1962. He accepted a teaching position in the Marlin
School. This enabled him to be close to his family
who hact moved to the Robinhood District back in
1958. After two years at Marlin. he taught Grade
Seven at the Glaslyn Public School. At this time he
was the general leader of the Robinh()od 4-H Club
and co-leader of the woodworking project. Easter.
1966 found Vernon and his friend. Art Wiens heading for a holiday to Dawson Creek. B.C.. at which
time they accepted a teaching position for the corning
term in that area.
I. Pauline Allen. was born in New Brunswick.
January 4,1947. and lived there until 1 was three. We
spent a year in Toronto and then on to Biggar. Sask ..

or
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School. He also takes organ lessons, figure skating,

The total trip from Frank, Russia

and attends "Mrs. Macleod's Church School."
At this time Vernon got started in his next profes·

nne days,
The hnnily consisted of Jacob. the olelest: plus

[0

Hague \vas forty-

sion, carpentry, When we moved into our new horne

brothers Fred, john, George, Victor, and one sister

in April. 1975. ! was thankful for a man of many

Lydia. besides the parents, totaling eight in all. T'vvo
other sisters. Emma and Anna, and a brother, Herbert, \vere born aftenvards in Canada.
When first arriving in Canada they' \vert introduced to peppermint candy which they enjoyed
greatly.' - Jake so much so that he became sicL and
to this day doesn'r enjoy peppermint.

talents. He no\v holds his journeyman's papers in

carpentry.
June of 1976 fOllnd anllther baby in Ollr home - a
foster babe. For the past few years we have enjoyed

the challenge of fostering and have had four foster
children who have all gone from our home to find
new permanent happy homes. Sitting on the board of
the Saskatchewan Foster Parent Association for the
North Battleford Region. Vernon and I enjoyed the
valuable learning experiences we had. I served as
secretary am'. then as president of the North Battleford Foster Parent Association. Last year we hosted the Annual Provincial Conference in North
Battleford.

Jake "vas fifteen years old when they arrived in

Canada, so he began working out for various farmers: Henry \Vagncr at Hague for one year: Peter
Scheidt at Luseland for two years. This is where he

learned the English language from the two little
Scheidt giris. who were also his second cousins.
He then worked for his dad. but in the rail of
1934. he started working for his uncie. Carl Gottfried. of Luseland. whose wife had passed away that
spring. He remained there until March. 1935.
This is where Alice Steinke came into the picture. Alice came to work for Carl Gottfried who had
been left with four small children. only two of them
being of school age.
Alice had been born in Whitemouth. Manitoba.
Her parents Adolph ancl Emily (Fenske) Steinke. had
come from Poland to the U. S. A. anci then to Manitoba. They had been married in Winnipeg and began
married life at Whitelllouth. Manitoba. In 1911. they

Since moving to this area, Vernon has been a

board member for the Robinhood hall. sat on the
Advisory Board of the Glaslyn Credit Union. and has
taught 4-H woodworking projects. much to Wcndell's delight.
! enjoyed being a member of the Glaslyn central
School Board for a few years.
Our third son. Kelly Mitchell. was born February
20. 1977. Our "blue-eyed. blond-haired "angel".
Grandma Broughton's namc for him. brought real
joy to our home. Kelly has just celebrated his third
birthday.
Jaret Mark. our latest addition arrived November

took a homestead at what is now called Kelstren,
Saskatchewan. At that time there was no tOvvn, and
Alice was only t\VO years old.

24, 1978. Jaret has a twin cOllsin. a niece born to

Vern's brother and his wife - Wayne and Diane
Allen. Jaret is our going concern!
Upon reading this over. we 've had a busy life. full
of adjustments. joys. and tears: and. thru' it all there
is One above who has kept us safe in the arms of His
Love!

Alice began her schooling at Westsl"y School.
She remembers living in a sod house and working

hard. She drove a six-horse outfit, and at the age of
seventeen did all the field work. as her father was in
the hospital.
Alice has one older sister and one younger broth-

er.
Alice and Jake met at Luseland and were married

The Jacob J. Amendt Family

there March 18. 1935. They began their life together
on a farm at Hepburn. where they lived from 1935 to
1947. On October 25. 1947. they moved to the Ewald
Gatzke farm in the Stoke district near Belbutte. In
1958. they purchased an additional farm from Ed

by Gladys Good (daughter)
Jacob 1. Amend! came to Canada with his parents. Jacob and Anna Marie (Urech). from the Village of Frank. Russia. They left Frank on December
25. 1925. by train to Rotterdam. Holland. then by
small boat to London. England. and from London to
Southampton by bus. They were forced to wait sometimes days in each of these places before they couid
continue their journey. In Southampton. they
boarded a big ship and embarked for Halifax. Nova
Scotia. This voyage lasted eleven days with all the
family seasick. From Halifax. they took a train to
Hague, Saskatchewan. a trip of four days duration.

Zirnmer in the Carrollton district and have continued

to expand their farming operation. In 1971. Alice and
.lake retired and moved to North Battleford. leaving
their four boys to farm the operation.
Jake and Alice have six children, and ten grand-

children.
Gladys their oldest \vas born in a nursing home in
Hepburn on December 6, 1935: began school there in

1942 at Carson School. five and a half miles north
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but is enjoying life generally.', at a more leisurely
pace.

\.vest of Hepburn, and completed her education at

StoKe School. She worKed at home, for Ed Zimmers
doing house\vork for a short time, and then for Gor-

don anel Evelyn Turnbull. The two Turnbull girls,

Norman ami Helen Amend!

Bonnie and Terrilyn, made working there most en-

Norman anu Helen (Dec Simon) got marricu in
That is when Helen first came to the Belbutte
area. '-lie have one son, Joseph. His birth date being
AUguSI 5. 1973. The location of our farm is
NE-20-50-13.
The family that lived here before \vas rv'lr. and
Mrs. Gust Schindel. Thev sold and moved to Saskatoon. That is when the Amendts purchased the farm.
\lv'c've farmed all our lives. Norman in the
Belbutte area since 1947. He came to the Belbutk

joyable.
In 1957, Gladys started working as an aill at
Spiritwood Union Hospital until March of 1963. She
married Doug Good of Shell Lake, April 5, 1963.

1~72.

They have four sons: Dean, NeiL Wayne, and Jason.

The three oldest began their schooling in Shell Lake
where they farmed until 1978, then due to health
reasons, they sold the farm and mlwed to Battleford.
Doug has taken up carpentry and is now employed in that field.
Marvin, who was born on the farm at Hepburn on
January II, 1938, also attended Carson and Stoke
Schools and has pursued a farming career. He lives
on Ed Zimmer's old farm which he purchased from
his dad.
Clifford, who was born in Waldheim on March 5,
1942, went to school at Stoke and then Belbutte.
High school was started in Medstead. He has been
farming with his dad and brothers. On January 12,
1980, he married Angela B. Meier of Lucas
Gonzaliz, Argentina. The newly-weds will return to
farm at Belbutte.

area with his dad. mother. brothers and sisters from

Hepburn and has lived here ever since. I came from
the Spiritwood area. I have lived on a farm all my life
as well.
Since we moved here, we have made many
changes and improvements. Although. the house
\ve 're living in is still [he original house that was built
many, many years ago. It is very old and the materials used consisted of logs and mud.

Ralph and Theresa Amendt
In the year 1971, Ralph Jacob Amendt, youngest
son of Jacob J. Amendt married the former Theresa
Simon. Theresa also lived on a farm southeast of
Spiritwood previous to her marriage.
JacobJ Amendt and his wife Alice retired in 1971

Norman was also born at the nursing home in

Waldheim on June 27, 1944. He married Helen Simon and farms al so.

and moved into North Battleford where they now
reside.
Ralph and Theresa Amenclt now reside on the
farm, SEY~-28, TS50, RD, W3rd: Iwhich they purchased from his dad) along with their two children
Toni Lee and Timothy. They still live in the log house
built in 1934 and have made many improvements in
the yard and will continue to do so in the future.

Ralph ane! Rita the first set of twins born in the
Spiritwood Union Hospital (now the Idylwyld
Lodge I arrived November 7, 1948. Ralph married
Terry Simon and farms the original Ewald Gatzke
place.
Rita attended public school in Belbutte from 1955
to 1963, then attended high school at Medstead and
graduated in June, 1967. She worked the summer
holidays at Saskatchewan Hospital, North Battleford, as a Nurse's Aid. In the fall of 1967, she
attendee! Reeves Business College in North Battldord for one year, after which she worked at
Waseca Credit Union for a short time. Then she baby
sat in North Battleford until gaining a secretarial
position in the Medical Records Department of the
Saskatchewan Hospital. North Battleford in 1969.
She worked there until moving to the farm in 1974.
She married on November 10,1973, to Larry Kuntz,
of Battleford, a farmer of the Garden Prairie District
northeast of Wilkie. They have three boys: Geoffrey,
four and one half years: Bradley, two ancl one half:
ancl Trevor, eight months.
Alice and Jake have done a lot of travelling since
their retirement. Jake still continues to "help out" his
sons on the various farms during the busy seasons,

Anderson Family
Mr. and Mrs. Adolf Anderson came to the Molewood district in 1932 from Wood Mountain in southern Saskatchewan. They lived on the N.W. Y~ of
section 35. When times improved in the south they
left here to return to the south. They had three sons.
Marvin married Emily Johnson in 1933 and lived
on the N.E. Y~ of 35. They had a daughter Eileen.
When they left the district to live in southern
Saskatchewan, on their journey back south their
small daughter Eileen was in the back of the wagon
and apparently fell out and was trampled on by the
cattle which were coming along behind. When she
was found she was unconscious and she was left
behind in the hospital along the road till recovered.
Two more girls came along to join the family, Beryl
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and Bernice. The girls are all married now and have
children of their own. Emily and Marvin have twelve
grandchildren and seven great grandchildren . .lust
recently retired and iive in Assiniboia. Saskatchewan.
Gordon lived to play ball and was pitcher for the
Sand with baseball team while living here. He returned to the south with his parents but later went to
Alberta. He was married and passed away a couple of
years ago. Wayne lives in Calgary, is married but has
no family.

The Sam Anderson Story
by Eddie Jones
Sam Anderson. a Swedish bachelor. homesteaded the SE Y4-I0-49-15-W3 in 1913. He broke
about 60 or 70 acres. His name can be found in the
minutes of the early years of the Marron School
District. He had quite a Swedish accent and the story
goes that at a dance in winter at Marron as people
were driving in the yard. a team and sleigh box with a
large canvas cover drove in and Sam hollered "'Holy ole Yesus, what have we got harr."
H~ spent a few years in the 20's operating a pool
room at Cochin then came back to the homestead.
He died in Spiritwood hospital in 1952, jllst over
80 years of age. and willed his homestead to Alfred
Egeland. Two grandsons of Alfred's live there now
- Carl and Eric Olson with their families.

Esten Anderson and his twin, daughter and son.

ber. 1921, we landed at Robinhood. That fall I plowed
one hundred acres of land for Olaf. That winter we
went to work at Frank Bell's Mill. I had never seen a
log before in my life. We worked in the bush cutting
logs all winter. In the spring we remodelled Frank's
Mill. He then put me on as sawyer although I had
never worked at a mill before. Wiltred Faucett from
Belbutte also worked at the same mill. We stayed
together in the bunkhouse. He told me about some
homestead land at Belbutte. In June. 1922. I went to
North Battleford and filed on the N. E. quarter of
Section 20. In July, I built a little log shack 12 x 18.
From then on I worked out trying to get money to
build up my farm. I thought 1 had a gold mine but it·
never proved to be such.
In the fall of 1922, I went to work in the coal mine

Laying Sam Anderson to rest. Left to right: Eddie Jones,
Leonard Egeland, Clarence Unruh, Louis Kish, Gordon
Jones, Albert Jones.

Eston Anderson Story
I was 21 years of age when lIef! my home town of
Turtle Lake, North Dakota, with my cOllsin Olaf
Larson. We decided to come out to Canada. In Octo-

Esten Anderson hauling a load of firewood out of the bush
1935.
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at Edmonton for the wimer. In the spring of 1923, I
worked on the railroad between North Battlcforcl and
Edmonton. !n 1929, ! got a loan hoping to better
myself In 1935, I built a bigger, two-story log house.

By then I \vas married and had a set of twins. I proved
up my homestead in J946. But poor crops and no rain
drove me to bankruptcy. I sold my first thousand
bushels of wheat for 36¢ a bushel and my second
thousand bushels at 18¢ a busheL I went broke that
year so I left my homestead and set out for greener
pastures. In 1942, I went to Chitek Lake where!
sawed one hundred twenty-eight cars of wood, seventeen cords to a car. in 1946, ! moved to Edson,
Alta. where I sawed ties for six years. In 1953, !
moved to Houston, B.C. I sawed lumber there for
two years. From there I moved to Hazelton, I sawed
lumber there for fourteen years. I retired in Victoria
in 1974 where! still live.

Anderson Family
by Doris Anderson
Just after the turn of the century, in 1903, when
Saskatchewan was still known as the "Territories",
two brothers disembarked at Hanley. Armed with a
"Young Engineers Guild", printed in 1895, William
and James Anderson left their home at Hamiota,
Manitoba, to homestead on their own. They took
with them some stock and settlers' effects. Hanley,
not far south of Saskatoon, was the nearest railroad
point to their destination. They trekked, with their
belongings westward, fording the Saskatchewan
River at Outlook and still on west nearly ninety
miles.
William's homestead was the S.E. V, 2-28-13W3rd. James had filed on the N. W. v, of Section 12 in
the same township. They were about to fulfil their
homestead duties along with those of their brother,
Jack, and father (also William) who had taken the
west-half of Section 1-28-lJ-W3rd. William and
James established residences in Saskatchewan while
Jack and their father and the rest of the family continued their permanent residence at Hamiota. To-day
(1980) the farm, and though modernized, the original
house, built from field stone, still belongs to a member of the family, Tom Sedgewick.
From Souris, Manitoba, came a family man, who
filed on the N.E. V, 2-28-14-W3rcl. He was Sam
Whitman, father of twelve daughters. Celia Grace
Ellen was one of them. During the course of fulfilling
his homestead duties, Grace met Wm. Anderson and
they were later married. In November, 1909, William
Jr. was born and in 191 L also in November, a daughter Isabella. January 1914, Willie got sick, they
thought with a cold. Quinine (a cure-all at that time)
was sought from Mrs. Whitman; it did not help.

L to R., The Andersons, Grace, Bob, Jim, senior, Pat

Willie's father went for a Dr. Johnson, who stayed
overnight. About a week later, they got him again and
still the child got worse. Dr. Byrne, whose address
was Milden Post Office, was consulte'1l and on examination, decided Willie had diphtheria. He lanced
Willie's throat in the farm house and the child survived. A month later, about the middle of March, his
father became ilL He was taken to a hospital in
Saskatoon, where, through neglect. he died of diphtheria on April IS, 1913.
Twice through the years, after the coming of the
railroads in that part of the province, when feed was
short, they shipped their stock from Zealandia back
to Manitoba for the winter. Shortage of water was
always a problem. Tb better their supply, William
and James took up "Purchase Homesteads". These
they paid for at one hundred sixty dollars a quarter,
with the additional cost of any buildings that were on
them. Purchase homesteads were by: Wm. Anderson
- S.W 1;:, 12-28-13-W3rd. Jas. Anderson - S.E.
1-28-13-W3rd. Sam Whitman - S.W V,6-28-12W3rd. Grace Anderson (1913) - N.E. V,36-27-13W3rd.
Flax seemed to be the main crop grown in 1912,
but mention is made of drying it. Oats were also
grown and chopped. Pigs and chickens were raised.
Both oxen and horses were used for farming and

travelling.
With the help of James, Grace Anderson and the
two children, moved to Section 36 in June, 1913, for
a better water supply. The homestead inspector had228

training and released. Agnes became ~lcook in the air
force. When Bill enlisted. he was turned dOl,vn and
told to go home and keep on farming.
Grace passed away on September 25, 1954, in
Rabbit Lake Hospiwl and James' death occurred rV1ay
10, 1962.

been out to visit her in April after William's death.
Grace remained a wielovv for several years, later she
married William's brother, James. In August. 1918,
Alford was born to them, followed by Agnes, James
Jr. (better known as Pat), Herbert and finally Robert
in 1932.
Like all children, Willie and Isabella grew up.
They became Bill and Belle with their good times
and not so good. There \ an episode of them deciding
to cut each other's hail~ during their mother's absence. Belle always had beautiful ringlets. After she
tried her skills on Bill, he proceeded to remove some
of her curls. Needless to say. when their mother came
in. it was the back of the hair brush, that was used. on
the other cnd I
When Bill was eight. he was sent to his grand
parents in Manitoba, to go to school. The following
year, Belle was old enough so they went to Padgate
school, driving a horse and gig (a two-wheeled cart),
Latel~ they attended Wiseton School, then back to
Padgate district where All' and Agnes also went.
As he grew up Bill learned to trap and hunt fUle
bearing animals; such as weasels, muskrats and
badgers and also coyotes. These he learned to skin,
flesh stretch and dry. in preparation for the "Fur
Buyers" when they visited the district. In the fall
there were goose hunts when the geese were migrat-

Belle married Albin Gresdal. They had five children; Muriel, Jim. Doris. Glyn and David. She now
resides in Calgary. Alberta. and has twelve grandchildren,
Alford remained a bachelor, he now works summers for Fonda's Construction as repair man and
general all-round help.
Agnes married William Grice, a butcher. They
have two sons, all live in Vancouver. Reg is married
and has three children and is a bus driver. Mike's
greatest love is his music.
Pal married Hilda Whitt. they, too, have five
children, James and Louise (twins), Doris. Edna, and
Kevin and eight grandchildren. (Their story
elsewhere ).
H.erb married Joyce Dormuth. they have three
children: Donald, Penny and Karen. They live at Fort
St. John, British Columbia.
Bob married Lucy Kawelko, they had three girls:
Florence, Sharon and Judy. Bob was killed in a farm
accident with a round baler on August 26. 1975, in
Alberta. Lucy has remarried and lives on a farm
north-east of Wainwright. Alberta.

mg.

Because of the drought and the "Depression",
Jim and Grace Anderson and family decided to move
north as so many other people did. Meadow Lake
was their intended goal. They left Padgate district,
May 22. 1930. Arriving at Glaslyn on June 6 with
three teams and wagons and all their other belongings. By this time they were out of feed for their
animals. When they inquired about continuing their
journey. they were advised against it. The road was
very poor, and a lot of horses from the prairie were
dying of swamp fever. Jim and Grace decided to go
no farther north, so settled for the remainder of that
year at Robinhood. In the spring of 1931, they moved
to the Charlie Lynden place in the Marlin district,
where All', Agnes and Pat went to school. Bill joined
them for Christmas 1931. he had been on his own
since age fifteen. After being dried-out near Wiseton, they encountered a very wet summer here in
northern Saskatchewan. Sloughs that were almost
dry when they arrived, were full a month later.
Spring. 1935, saw them on the move again, this
time to north of Medstead. James fanned and the
children went to Daylight School. As they grew up,
they worked out. The boys hauled ties and saw logs
into Medstead. When war broke out those who were
able, joined the forces. All' and Pat joined the army,
All' going into France on D-Day. Pm was injured in

Bill married Doris Parkhouse in November, 1940,
while working in North Battleforcl. He was "Rafter
Monkey" on the airport, built during the war to train
the British Air Force pilots.

William Ande,son (the thi,d) Story now
continued
Doris Anderson
When I developed German measles at the end of
January, 1941, Bill left his employment at the airport
and we took up residence for a year in a little house
that had belonged to my grandmother, Ruth Stannard.
To earn money to buy a team of horses , Bill took a
contract to cut and saw, by hand, twenty-five cords of
green cord-wood. He also delivered it to Sandwith.
Ed Bell had given him the contract. The following
summer he worked at Meota for Clyde Clark while I
stayed in the little house, he came home only on
weekends. In the fall he went south for harvest and
threshing. He came home in September when
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before, it pelted down about six inches of heavy wet
snow, so everything was covered and mud was everywhere. We had a short holiday with Bill's folks at
MedsteacL while we made preparations to traveL

Then leaving from North Battleford we went to Vancouver.
Through the years Bill hacllearned to do carpenter \.:vork, so on arrival in Vancouver, he applicc.I for
that kind of work. One season he worked for the
Vancouver Parks Board and had many a laugh ~ One
time "Whitey" a little Albino bear cub, got loose and
scared ailihe Wednesday afternoon picnickers out of
their wits. He investigated as many lunch baskets and
hampers as he could, upsetting them and scattering
the contents, and on to the next. Of course the attendants and workers were called, Bill among them.
They called, "Whitey come here I" and he -ambled
over to them, was captured and returned to his pen.
In May of 1951, owing to Mom's (Grace Anderson) poor health we returned to Saskatchewan. We
rented a house in Medstead from Joe Randall in
August. We had bought a two-ton truck in Vancouver
for our move, built a box on the back with an aluminum roof and loaded our belongings. We had facilities for sleeping and making two meals a day. The
third meal was always eaten in a restaurant along the
way. The trip took us two weeks as we made a
travelling holiday out of it. We stopped to visit and
sight see, and let Bill Jr. and Marilyn play along the
way. At night we sought a camping spot or lay-by,
pulled off the highway and made preparations for a
meal and sleeping. In the morning we often travelled
several miles, before eating. We obtained groceries
each day when we stopped for gas or just to shop.
The following winter was very difficult. Bill
bought a team of horses and spending most of his
time with Mom and Dad Anderson, cut and hauled
pulp wood to Belbutte. The following summer he
began work for the Co-op Creamery in Medsteacl, as
cream truck driver. After the cream season ended, he
took ocldjobs of carpenter work and in the fall hauled
grain for the farmers locally. He stayed with the
creamery for seven years.
For several winters he was caretaker of the openair skating rink, wages fifty dollars per month, not
much for a family of four to exist all. He organized a
junior boys' hockey team and was their c~)ach and
manager until he took the position of caretaker orthe
curling rink. He stayed with that winter occupation
until a few years before the new arena and c'urling
rink were started. In later years he has clone odd
contracting jobs of carpenter work and" on the site"
concrete grave covers and memorials.

"I always get hooked with the alterations". Bill Anderson.

William Gerald was born, taking jobs-threshing locally.
We decided to start farming. Howard Moore and
his oldest son had joined the army so we rented his
farm, the N Vo 4-48-15-W3rd and the 5 Vo of Section
9. Howard had about thirty-five hcad of mostly unbroken horses and about forty head of cattle. The
farm work \vas done with horses and was quite a large
undertaking for one man. We lived in the house
erected by Grampa anci Grandma Moore anci family
when they came to homestead during the First World
War. Mrs. Elsie Moore and the two youngest sons
lived in the same yard. The boys were Allan and
David and they attended Lost Horse Creek School
although some of the farm ano buildings were actually in the Molewood School district. We farmed for
five years. The last three seasons in succession were
so dry we got little more than our seed back. Marilyn
Carol joined our family in April of 1946 and that fall
we decided to sell out.
We had accumulated twenty or thirty head of
cattle of our own and a few horses and machinery. We
chose October, 4, 1946 for our sale date. Two days

On our return to Saskatchewan I once aoain took
up my profession of dress-making, to help boost the
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family income. I joined the Guyhirne l-iomcmakers
Club, that was active at the time, helping to make the
odd quilt and doing some sewing for the annual tea
and sale of needlework.
Although late in life, I learned to curl in the
winter and spent many happy hours in the rink. I
helped to serve lunches to the teams as they came off
the ice and enjoyed curling behind the glass, too!
There were lots of bets and arguments among the
spectators. Some of llS organized a Ladies Curling
Club, so that we could have "Iadies only" bonspiels.
We spent many busy week-ends at home and visited
other curling clubs. So the years went by and now I
have given up sewing and curling and accompany
Bill in the summer. In the winter 1 enjoy my hobby of
oil painting.
Bill Jr. had started school at Ridgeway in North
Vancouver, he was fourth highest in his class the
second year, out of four rooms in grade two. We

transferred him to Medstead, he had a hard time for u
klA! months o'A/ing to rile difference in the schoo!
systems. Finally he overcame his problems and graduated at seventeen. At eighteen he enlisted in the air
force and when his term \vas completed, came hometo Saskatchewan to attend the uni\/crsity in Saskatoon. He bccame a professional engineer and has
vv'orked in telecommunications in Ontario ever since.
Marilyn went tll school in Mcdstead and graduated in her turn. She I,\'"orked for a fe\V years as cashier
for different businesses in North Battleford. Finally
marrying Russel Kahl of Sandwith in January, 1966.
They have three daughters. Deanna just turned thirteen, and is an avid figure skater. CheryL \vho is ten
and not yet decided what sport she would like to take
part in and Susanne, six and a half and having completed kindergarten. no\\;, is in grade one at G lenbush
school.

John Anderson Story
My father carne from Norway in 1892 to Minnesota, U.S.A. later moving to Park River, North
Dakota, U. S. A. My mother came to Park River from
Norway in 1905 and they were married in 1906. In the
year 1909 they had two children, Alfred and Mary,
and decided to move to Canada as times were tough
in the States. They shipped everything up in a box
car, furniture and animals. My uncie talked them into
this move where times were supposed to be better.
When they arrived in North Battleford they met a
fellow, and a party took place and under the intluence
of the beer they drank, they were talkeel into going
over all the good land around North Battleford and
settling near Edam which was all sand. They were
accompanied on this move by my mother's two
brothers and her mother and father. They each homesteaded a quarter section side by side and in order to
prove up their lanel built a house on the line and
divided it down the middle so each family lived on
their own land.
This house was made of a frame of lumber and tar
paper on the outside and then they ploughed soels and
stacked them, one on top of another, up the sides of
the house and on the roof. It was a very \varm house
but later they each built separate houses. This land
\vas very poor and one year \Ve only got three bushels
of grain to the acre.
1 was born in 1912, Clarence in 1914 and Harry
was born in 1918 and Ken in 1922. In 1921 we moved
to the old Kildaw place by the lake Sec. 16-49-15W3rd and lost three horses anel a lot of cattle due to
the very poor water in the lake.
Times were hard and my mother useel to go out
cooking for threshers and in bush camps while Dad

Anderson's, Marilyn and William IV.
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and vVe kept the farm going. In the spring of 191 ..t we

Times ·\\"'c1'c very hard for us - we, like many
more . ~- were a very poor family. My dad was a

moved and rented a section of land \\ICst of Robinhood from the Nelson brothers but we froze out eVery

member of the school board at Cater and my mother
did the janitor \vorK. 1v1y father abo worked at every-

year there. The grave yard is on the N.E. corner of
this land. in 1917 \VC moved to l'vlarron disrict where
we lived till 1036 and then to where Clarence lives
now S.E. 20-49-IS-W3rd.
iViy mother spent all her spare time knitting and
also knit many a pair of socks for the boys in the
army. On this place Alfred passed away in January.
1942. at the age of thirty-three. My father passed
a\vay March, 1941, at age sixty-seven. In December.
1042. I married Fedelia Meersman and I worked in
the bush at Birch Lake in the winter and we worked
away on farms in the summers. My motiler passed
[J\vay at age sixty-three in 1947.
We purchased a quarter of land at Birch Lake and
had a small sawmill there. Noble Egeland and family
now live there. We left there in 1954 and moved to
Lashbufll, Saskatchewan, and then moved to Prince
George. British Columbia, in 1956 where I was employed in sawmills. Daughter Joan and husband and
family live at Williams Lake, and son Willie, wife
and family near Edmonton.
During the early days when I was young we had
many parties and dances at our place and the neighbors. People came from near ancl far, furniture was
pushed to the side and most everyone could play
some kind of an instrument.

thing he couie!, also road building near Belbutte and
Bapaume. I can \\'eJl remember my mother getting
her check once every three month,-; for janitor work at
school and we all knew that \vas a trip to town and
perhaps a little treat that we never saw otnenvise.
When we first moved to Cater my father built a
house and divided it in half ~ one-hall' for us all to
live in and one-half was used for a barn. Later a barn
was built and he fixed up that part for sleeping
quarters for us. I can still remember crawling up into
a bunk come night time. Times were very hard for my
folks and we lacked the proper clothing and food. My
mother was also so grateful when we would get
clothing from the church or neighbors. I can also
remember her wondering. where our next meal was
coming from.
One Christmas in particular, stays very much in
my mind. Mother had said there would be no Christmas as there just was no money and she seemed very
worried. But I'm sure a power higher than us was
looking after us as the day before Christmas Mrs. Orr
sent her daughter. Mary, up with the sleigh and their
dog, Brownie, pulling it. On this sleigh was a parcel
of food, apples, oranges, vegetables and candies and
we all gave thanks and had a Happy Christmas Day.
My father used to get ground wheat from Len
Starling and it was our porridge and also mixed in
white nour for bread. Times seemed to get harder at
Cater and from conversation I overheard from my
parents I knew we were about to lose the place we
lived on. They then purchased a $10.00 homestead at
Birch Lake and we all moved there in 1934, living
that summer in a tent till a one-roomed house was
built and we all made the best of that.
Once again with our large family there was need
for a school to be built. Therefore Pine View school
was built but by this time some of the older ones were
either too old to go to school or had no desire. l.
myself. went one year (Dad on school board here
also). My dad and all of us worked hard to clear and
break thirty acres so he could prove up and get title to
this homestead. It was on the edge of the forest
reserve about 2Y, miles north east of Pine View
school. In the winter my dad did bush work, hauling
ties to Soderberg's mill or hauling cord wood.
Though we still remained poor, things were getting a
little better as the older ones were out working and we
had a huge garden every year so had meat and vegetables and lots of wild fruit.
In 1944 my brother, Alfons, was killed overseas
and by this time most of us were on our own and my

Ftdeiia Anderson Story (nee Meersman)
I will do my best to write this as I remember it and
as my parents told it to us.
My father came from Belgium in 1910 to the
U. S. A. then to Baljennie, Saskatchewan, and purchased land on the prairie there which was largely
rock and sand. In 1915 he went over to England and
brought my mother back as his bride. She was at this
time thirty-one years old and had eight of us children
after that. My father while living at Baljennie farmed
and did odd jobs to keep us all clothed and eating. !
was the 6th child of this family. I was born in 1922
and in 1928 we moved to Cater, Saskatchewan. My
father was a good friend of Victor Lane who had the
store in Medstead at that time and Mr. Lane was also a
source of encouragement to my father and assured
him land was much better at Cater.
My folks purchased a C.P.R. quarter one half
mile north o[where Cater school was built. When we
moved to Cater there were six school-age children in
our family and one more of age the next year. So
therefore a school must be built as the district now
had enough children. Mrs. Barney Oxley (nee Lister)
was our first teacher.
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mother and dad had moved to North Battleford where
my father was employed at the Provincial Hospital

for several years.
My brother, Domien, was killed in Vancouver in
1959. My parents Came 10 live with us in Prince
George, British Columbia. and lived with us for two
years and then went to live with my brother, Frank, at
Valemount, B. C.
Dad passed away in 1964 and Mother in 1965.
I can also remember the time there was a picnic in
Meustead and there was a sack of flour given to the
one with the largest family. My father wanted so to
take us all to see if we could win it as all chiluren lllust
be there, but my mother said she did not raise us for
display. How l, along with my brothers and sisters,
dug many a seneca root and often found the Indians
had beat us to the good patches.

HelmaI' Andersen (1907-1972)
Helmar Thorvald Anderson was born at
Havnsoe, Denmark on April 7,1907, the third son of
Thorvald and Maren Andersen. He came to Borden,
Saskatchewan. Canada on August 18,1926. He was a
blond haired, blue-eyed young man of nineteen
years. He worked as a farm laborer for Clarence
Elliott and Roy Clark.
When Christopher Bork decided to buy land in
the Medstead district, Helmar Andersen and his
friend, Anker Pedersen, went too. Anker Pedersen
arrived from Denmark in 1929 and worked for
Christopher Bork. In the spring of 1931 Helmar Anderson bought SE Y4-22-50-14 west of the third,
about six miles from Medstead.
He married Esther Marie Bork on November 10,
1932 in Saskatoon. Esther Bork was the second child
of Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Bork. She was born
June 20, 1905 in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. She
took her schooling in Prince Albert and Saskatoon.
Before she was married she worked at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harrington of Harrington Jewellers in
Saskatoon.
After their wedding they took the train as far as
Denholm where they spent the night in a small hotel.
The next morning they caught the train that went
through Richard, Alticane. Rabbit Lake and Glenbush to Medstead. Their house on the farm was built
of logs and plastered with mud. It was whitewashed
inside and out using lime and skim milk. Esther made
the little fence by cutting willow pickets, sharpening
them and pounding them in to the ground. There was
not a nail in the little fence.
Times were difficult. The land had to be cleared
of trees and there were many stones. It was a task to
grow a crop because there was frost nearly every

Helmer and Esther Anderson's home. A log house plaslered
with mud, then painted with lime, and skim milk.

month of the year. Helmar spent many winter clays in
the bush hauling woocl to make money to live on.
Esther had purchased a Raymond Sewing Machine for five dollars before she was married. She
spent every spare minute sewing. She made blankets
from boxes of old clothes that were given to them.
She made curtains anel pillovvcases from hundred
pound sugar bags. The flour bags were used for

everything. Esther recalls sewing a shirt for HelmaI'
out of flour bags and dying it green so he would have
a good shirt to wear to a dance. They held dances in
the homes. There was always someone who played
the fiddle. A good time was had and then the team
would be hitched to the sleigh for the ride home.
Upon arriving home everything would be cold and a
fire had to be built to warm the piace up before going
to bed. Wood was plentiful but it hac! to be cut, sawed
and split before burning it in the stoves and even a
large log did not last.
Their first son. Kenneth Thorvald Andersen was
born on August 2, 1933 in their little log ane! mud
house with Esther's mother, Mrs. Christopher Bork
helping the doctor. The next year on December 8,
1934, Helen was born. This time they went to Rabbit
Lake Hospital.
In the summer of 1938 Esther, Helmar and their
two children decided to go to Borden for a visit to
Esther's sister and family (Mr. and Mrs. John
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life there has a special spot in her heart becau:;c she
began her married life there.
'"- This is a little fingerpJay. translated from Danish
that Esther taught her children. Beginning with the

thumb and naming the fingers.
"TommeitoL Slicky Pot, Lang-E-rnan. Gool-A-bran
ancllittle bit a Spillaman.
Tommeltot fell in the water
Slicky Pot picked him up

Lange-E-man Brought him home
Gool-A-bran made the bed
Little bit a SpilJaman ran and told his mama, ,.
Helmar and Esther Andersen rented the Roy
Clark farm at Borden from 1939 to 1945, Frank
Ahlfeld farmed with them. They moved to L1oydminster and eventually bou?ht a farm four miles
north of Furness. In 1952 Faro Oils drilled the first
oilwell on their farm and the oil boom had begun.
Their only son, Ken, farms the land toclay, Ken
married Sylvia Nelson in 1956 and they have five
children,
Helmar Andersen died April 13. 1972 in Lloydminster hospital from a heart attack, He was sixty
five years old. He was a hard working man. He loved
animals, liked to go fishing and hunting and enjoyed
having a good time, Before his death he made several
trips home to Denmark,
Esther Andersen lives in Hallsholme Apartments
in L1oydminster. She enjoys crocheting. knitting,
sewing and working with leather. Her handmade
gloves from deerskin are famous,
Helen Andersen married Ted Conlin in 1953.
They had nine sons and one daughter. Ted Conlin
passed away on August 16. 1979 at fifty years of age
from a lung disease.
Jean Andersen is married to George Munday and
resides in Squamish, British Columbia,
Esther Andersen has twenty grandchildren,

Helmer and Esther Anderson.

McPherson). They left by team with the four wheeled
buggy: camped overnight and had their lunches
along. Helmar had a good team of horses. The
weather was good to them and they drove the hundred
miles with no problems. While visiting at Borden
they learned that the Roy Clark farm was for rent.
Back to Medstead they went to harvest their crop and
spend the last winter on their farm. On January 29,
1939, Jean was born. Because of the extremely cold
weather and heavy snow, arrangements were made
for Esther to go to Rabbit Lake Hospital in a snowmobile. However, when the time arrived the snowmobile was broken down and Jean was born at home.
In March 1939 their furniture was packed in a
carload of oats on the train. Esther, Helmar and their
three children took the train from Medstead, heading
for Borden. The freight train went through to
Borden, but Esther and the children stayed the night
at Denholm to catch the passenger train in the morning. They stayed in the same hotel that Esther and
Helmar had stayed in when they were married, only
this time a little bed was made in the dresser drawer
for Jean, who was a wee baby,
Cecil Newman and Frank Ahlfeld moved the
feed, horses, cows ancl machinery to Borden by
sleigh. The snow was deep and very soft, It was a
difficult trip,
Esther has many memories of her life at
Medstead. She remembers plastering the inside of
her house with a mixture of sand and clay, rubbing it
smooth and whitewashing all the walls. She remembers washing bed springs '. dresser drawers, everything washable, to help keep down the bedbug
population, She remembers washing clothes with
hand made lye soap on a scrub board and getting
them dry in winter, She remembers good neighbors;
the "500" card parties; and visits with relatives and
friends. Although they lived in Medstead only a bit
over six years: November 1932 to March 1939 their

Mr. ami Mrs. Herb Anderson and Family
by Mrs. Kathleen Anderson
A brief outl ine of the Herbert (Herb) and Kathleen Anderson Family as former Robinhood residents from 1931 to 1941.
We located on the N!l2-34-49-16-W3, the cemetery being in the northeast corner of the property and
I believe the Klaas Byls now dwell in the house.
Some of the livestock and household furniture
and effects were shipped up by C.N.R. from Young,
Sask, to Robinhood. Herb Anderson went along with
the cattle and effects in the boxcar. The herd of horses
were driven up by road from Young to Robinhood,
They left Young about the Ist of October and then
Albert. Herbert's brother, drove up with me and
kiddies in the Model "A" about three weeks later, I
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In 1934. there was an influx or people which

moved onto C.P.R. land, nearly tv'cry quarter \Vas
taken up. These people came from the" dried out"
parb of the provincc. Among these folks that! remember were the Art Gaylords. the LutherGaylords.
Mel Gaylords. Langlands. Wisners and Pepingers.
Cators, Bastens and Jantz came about the same time.
Children of these families ali went to Spinney Hill,
later Woodridge school. Some or the tcachers ! remember were Miss Close. Me. Romfo. Mr. Cunningham. Mrs. Romfo. Mr. Esaa. Mr. Christy. Mr.
Parsons and Mrs. D. Cotton.
As for entertainment we had card parties and
clances at the school and quite a lot of house parties in
the winter months. visiting during the softball games
in the summer evenings.
My husband and I were active in the Communitv
Hall in Robinhood ancl took in the activities co,{nected with it. There was always a community picnic
or Sport's Day in Robinhood. I was associated with
the Homemakers as it was known in those years. also
helped and was a Girl Guide Leader. Mrs. Colton
being our Captain. Herb was a member of the Pool
Elevator Co. most of the time we lived at Robinhood.
He was also on the School Board of Woodridge
School.
As for church services, we attended Anglican
Services in the Robinhood Hall. Rev. Birel from
Medsteael held services there in the summertime for a
time. He baptized two of our children~-~ Sallie and
Norman. There was also a Service of the United
Church helel in the Woodridge School. Rev. Titley
from Glaslyn took these. The children also attended
the Lutheran Sunday School in Robinhood for
awhile.
We lived amI carried on the farming operations
for ten years in the Robinhood District. Both my late
husband anel myself spent the "ten best years" of
married life there I always say I We made and left
many true friends there. Sure it was hard work and
not a lot of luxuries to be had but we had our health,
family and friends: what more can one ask')
We hac! two more children while in Robinhooc!,
Norman was born in 1933 and Sallie was born in
1935.
The reasons we left Robinhood were two reaily.
First. Herb was starling to complain of arthritis and
he felt hejust couldn't bee the hard winters. He also
had a notion he wanted to try dairy farming. The
second reason was our family was growing up and
would soon be ready for High School and we wished
to be where they could get adequate high school and
still live at home. If for nothing else this proved to be
a good move.
The family have all made excellent use of their

A picnic at Herb Anderson's home. Left, two lady visitors, Mr.
and Mrs. Ketcheson and children, Herb Anderson, Mrs. Harry
Walker holding Laura. Sitting: Mrs. Ketcheson's mother, Lillian
Barclay, Mrs. Herb Anderson.

had the two young children - Elaine I year and 9
months. and Aaron 9 months.
Why did we move to Robinhood') Herb wished to
go into a more" mixed farming operation" instead of
just wheat which was getting dried out on the Prairies
Proper. He felt we needed more pasture and range
land. The government gave us assistance to ship our
stock and effects north. as the effects of drought were
being felt and the dust was starting to pile up in the
ditches in Southern Sask. on the prairies.
The first winter at Robinhood our living accommodation was very limited. as there were four adults
and two babies in the very small two-roomed log
house. I'd left a fairly nice sized home in Young and I
did find it a bit hard to cope. I must admit I
Logs were hauled from Birch Lake to start on an
addition during the winter. This addition was finished
in 1933 and we had a fairly comfortable home as
things were hard in those days. As well there was a
warm bunk house for the hired men; sometimes we
had up to three of them.
As for the neighbors in 1931. they were really few
and far between at the start. Everybody was so kind
and good and ready to help. especially if there was
sickness or problems. It wasn't long till you knew
your neighbors. We were all so friendly and there
was a "'togetherness" that doesn't exist now in this
materialistic wodd. As for the immediate neighbors.
west there were Jonas Johnson and son Fritz, Mrs.
Naslund and sons John. Alvin and Swen. Mrs. Hanson. Tony. Ted and Emma. Tb the south. jack Barclay, John Willocks. Peter anel Mrs. Hagen, Roy and
Carl. To the north anel east, Steve Morgans. Gallands
anel Cottons. Gadsbys and Hubers. To the southeast,
Charles Linden and T E. Ketchesons.
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education. As to vvhat they afe doing: Elaine and
Sal!ic are both Primary School Teachers. Sallie has
her B. E. Degree from the University of British Columbia. They are both married and both have two
sons each and all four of these boys are attending
U.B.C. now.
. ,
Norman had his Ph.D. from London University
and is currently on the faculty of Oregon State University in Corvallis. He is married. His \Nife is an
Authoress of Children's books. They have four children.
After Grade 12, Aaron chose to stay on the farm
as livestock seemed to be his "cup of tea". He
worked out at the local sawmill for some years as well
as helping with our dairy farm and living at home. In
1961 he bought the farm and operation from his father
and 1. Aaron carried on dairy farming for over ten
years. He sold out the dairy herd and went into Maine
Anjou beef cattle. He has been successful in both
operations.
Herb passed away December, 1961 after only a
rew days illness, though his health had failed somewhat in the two years preceding his death.

son moved to their farrn suuth

or Birch

Lake with

their mother, Engebor, and step-father. Thomas
Leon, and their four children: Gladys, GJenn, Sidney
and Vera. They attended Birch Lake School. In 1946
they lTloved to Trail. British Columbia and later to
Spokane, ·Washington. Hans and Lydia and Vera are

deceased, Even lives in Spokane, Washington, and
so does Sidney. Glenn Leon married Laurette Leduc
in 1965 and they reside at Soap Lake. Washington.
Gladys is in California. Hans married Lillian Hmcon
and they are included in the Fallcoll story.

The Janet Anderson StOry
S. Jones

.
Janet Anderson, the oldest of the two daughters,
of Lill and Hans Anderson. married James Ol;oth in
1955, at Robinhooci, Saskatchewan. They have five
children .,- Bonnie. born in November of 1955: Doris, born in October of 1956: David, born in Mav of
1959: Lynne. born in August of 196]: and Robbie,
born in December of 1963.
Bonnie married Larry Berg in August of 1972
and they are now living in Kelsey, Alberta,. Doris
married John Oxton in August of 1978. They are
living in Fort SI. John now and have two children.
E,

Hans Anderson Story
E. S. Jones
Hans and Even drove up to Birch Lake from
North Dakota in 1929. Hans, Even and Lydia Ander-

Front: Janet and Jim Omolh. Bacl(, L. to R., Robert, Lynne,
David, Doris, Bonnie.

This is the car that Hans and Even Anderson drove up to Birch
Lake in 1929.

David married Pam Norman in 1977 and they have
one son, I\1ichcaL Lynne: is now working in the
Northwest Territories and Robbie is attending the
Cam rose Composite High School where he is taking
his grade eleven.
Janet and Jim moved to Edmonton in 1956 and on
to Camrose in the same year. In 1961. they moved to
Park Bluff to a farm next to the school. This is where
Bonnie and Doris started their schooling. 1963. and
they moved back to CamrosE. Presently' they are

living on their acreage southeast of Camrose.

Taken in 1936 atthe ball diamond south of Park Bluff School. L.
to R., Mrs. Lou Billard, Margaret Highton, Mrs John Elias,
Edna Bovair, Gena Wood, Mrs. Isaac Loewen, Mrs. John
Faller, Edna Walters, Lill Anderson.

John and Eileen Alld,ushak Story
My father Jack Truss came from London, Eng236

Ray ami Esther AIl§um
bv Rav Ausum
" Ivt; parents and family came to the Medstead
distr!C( in the spring of 1929. We emigrated from
Noonan N. Dakota Oy! rail. \Ve bought C. P. R. bnd.
which sold from $7.50 - %10.00 pCI' acre. Our land
>vvas four miles NV/ of fvledstcad. 'vVc bought a house
at Birch Lake and moved it clown to the farm. It was a
frame house. We broke 70 acres of lund the first year.
The power was a 1927 Minneapolis tractor and 2IJ
inch breaking plough. The second year 1930. I
worked on construction for the C.P.R. between
Hamlin and Glenbush: also to rvkadovv" Lake. Vlages
were $1.00 per clay and board and we slept in a tent.
The next year I worked on the family farm. We were a
family of seven children.
Wheat went down to 30~ per bushel. Money was
very scarce so we were in the "Depression". The
hor~es became the means of transportation.
Amusement was provided by schoolhouse
dances: 25¢ for a ticket and the ladies brought the
lunch. Violin and guitar was the music. It was good
and still is. They got $2.00 or $2.50 a piece for
playing most of the night. We had close neighbors
and had house parties. We brought lunch and the
music was free. Those were happy days.
The schools were from grade one to grade ten, 40
to 50 children. so teachers earned their wages $50.00
per month. Church was held in schoolhouses. .
1 started farming in 1932. Bought a lease optIon
on Hudson Bay land four miles north of Medstead. !
fanned with four horses. I got married to Esther
Dorsch in 1939. We milked cows and struggled along
until the spring of 1942. Then we moved to Shellbrook. Saskatchewan.
Parents. John and Emma Ausum. moved to
U.S.A. in 1936. Mother passed away 1944, and father passed away in 1945.
Irwin Ausum was born April 15, 1906. married
and is living at Spokane, Washington U.S.A.
Emerald was born in 1908 and married Ted
Jorgenson. is no\v retired and lives at Spokane,
Wash. U.S.A.
Mabel was born on April 10. 1914. and married
Fred Schultz. Fred passed away in 1958. Mabel is
living at Spokane. Wash.
Donald was born on November 2n(L 1917. he
married Luilla Williams at Shellbrook ancl lived in
Prince Albert. He passed away in 1973.
Kenneth was born on September IS. 1922. he
married Margaret Daniels at Shellbrook. Bought
grain for Sask. Wheat Pool for 30 years and is grading grain at Winnipeg, Manitoba at present.
, Vernon was born on December 3, 1926. he is
married and lives in Seattle Wash.

Medstead School, W Hoge, teacher, 1939.

land. and for a lime he tried his hand at farming in the
Mayfair. Sask. area. He left the farm and started
workinu at building railroads for the C.N. and tInally
settled ~ Dulwich:Sask. married in 1918 and lived at
Dulwich until his transfer to Medstead in 1928.
Where he worked until his death in August 27. 1947.
There the familv. got their ,grade school and high
school education.
I remember my teachers from 1934 to 1944 were
Donald Callum. Gertrude Stringer. W. Hoge. Miss
Tyler and J Andrushak.
I married John Andrushak in 1944 and moved to a
rural school at Hatherleigh where my husband taught
school till 1946. Then we moved to Iffley. Sask. then
on to Sudbury in 1949. From there to Cookson. Sask.
in 1949. John taught for a time at a rural school eight
miles from North Battleford.
We moved to Prince. Sask. in 1954 from there to
North Battleford in 1956 where John taught school at
Connaught and Riverview in the city. He also taught
continuing education at the Comp. for nine years. We
have one daughter Linda.
Our moth~r passed away in 1978.
~

Jack Truss, son, John Truss, and Mrs. J. Truss. Taken when
John was home on Christmas leave, December 21, 1941.
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years 'INith Canadian Pacific Stores Dept.. 1111" u\vn
secretarial service ror a year and a halL brings me to
the firm. Ivlacuonald Engineering & Associates LId.,

tvlyselL Raymond Ausum was born on June 5,
1910. ! married Esther Dorsch in 1939. We are living
at \Veyburn and are retired. We have two daughters
Loretta McDonald. living at Lethbridge. Alberta.
ami Audrey Ewanchuk, living at Vernon, British
Columbia. We have one son Allan Ausum. who lives
at Big Beaver. Saskatchewan.
We moved away from the Medstead district in
1942. We moved to Shellbrook and in 1944 moved to
Weyburn. We farmed all our working days. We sole!
out land at Weyburn in 1979. We bought a house
which we will move into on April 1st. of this year
19S0.

Ellen Appleyard (nee -

where I have been for the past ten years and am
presently executive secretary.
My son. Marvin Soderberg, \vas born in July of
1957. I married Ken Appleyard in June, 1966. Some
failures. But more successes, and reasonably happy
\vith my life so far. Certainly a good start in good old
Saskatchewan. specifically Medstead and Glenbush.

Judson and I1a Archibald Family
in the Lost Horse Creek Scllool District
In the spring of 1933 the Judson Archibald family
left the Luseland district. because of its dry, windy.
drought conditions. We gathered all our possessions,
machinery. livestock. and with about $38.00 in cash,
trekked about 135 miles north-east. to a homestead
obtained from the Hudson's Bay Company. in the
Lost Horse Creek district. in the Rural Municipality
of Round Hill. We had four horscs hitched to a cook
car, and drove it. along with two hayracks, a wagon,
and Bennett buggy. We also drove our cattle and
horses, which was quite an ordeal getting over the
Saskatchewan River Bridge at Battlerord. The cook
car was so wide that it held up traffic for a very long

Soderbel'g)

Born on the homestead at Buffalo Lake (about
nine miles NE of Medstead on May 3D. 1925. I
attended Carrollton. Daylight and Glenbush schools
with my brother and sisters for grades one to ten. I
went to Medstead High School for grade Xl in
1939-40. but failing two subjects. competed grade Xl
and part of Xl! at Artichoke High School and completed grade XII in 1942 at Glenbush.
One of the people who left a lasting impression
on me from those years was our teacher from 1933 to
1941. Miss Adelia Heeb. now Mrs. Stan Doidge. As
a teacher and an individual. few people could be
more dedicated and inspiring than she. With approximately 35 students, she taught all grades from one to
ten during regular hours. then would help grade XI
and Xl! students with their correspondence studies
after school. And what wonderous Christmas concerts she organized.
Following a secretarial course from August, 1942
to June. 1943 - at Dominion Business College in
Winnipeg. my first job was as a typist at Manitoba
Co-op Creamery. Feeling that I was needed at home.
I returned to Glenbush in late August. 1943. In September. 1943. Dad asked me to look aftcr the hardware store and lumber yard in Glenbush. And for ten
years I managed the Glenbush Lumber Yard. During
that time I also participated in community affairs Leader of the Girls' Homecraft Club for two years.
Leader of the Swine Club for one. three years on the
Credit Union Supervisory Committee. three years
(1950-1953) as Sec.-Treas. of the Glenbush Credit
Union and two years (1951-1953) as Sec.-Treas. of
the Glenbush Agricultural Society. The latter was
largely re-organized through the efforts of Roland
Marsh and Fred Grant of the Sandwith and Joe Oster.
In August. 1953 I enrolled in the Calgary General
Hospital School of Nursing where I spent two years.
Back in the business world again as a stenographer with United Grain Growers it was as if a load
had been lifted from my shoulders. A number of

time.

The location of our homestead was
S.E.V,-17-47-15-W3rcl. The way we happened to get
this particular land was because the former homesteader accidentally shot himself while loading soil
to plug holes in his log cabin. which was only partially completed when we arrived. The nearest village was Iffley. five miles to the south.
The type or work first necessary by our father.
and his three sons. Eugene. Gordon and Harold. was

H. Archibald. Iffley, Sask., in wheat field.
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the breaking of enough land to at least put in a
garden. The quarter did not have one bit of land
broken on it. Our mother. and two daughters. Grace
and Marion. set up housekeeping in our home. which
consisted of the log cabin, partially completed. and
the cook car which we had pulled up there. and which
we attached to one end of the log cabin. The summer
of 1933 was spent breaking more land. with seven
horses attached to a brush breaker. actually a
glorified walking plough. We managed to break
about ten acres. which was not easy. due to the great
arnount of rocks and bLlsh.
In the years from 1933 to 1942 we managed to
break up about 120 acres. In 1943 we bought an old
Twin-City tractor. and with it for power. broke up
about thirty acres. This mode of breaking up land
was a step ahead of using horses. if you got hung up
on a stump. you would put the tractor in reverse.
The stories of those days included many happy
times. interspersed with the hardships. The first few
years ollr main source of income came from selling
cream. A five-gallon can of cream would sell for
about $1. 75. W~ also hauled loads of wood and hay
the twenty-five miles into North Battleford. In the
winter. the one-day trip was difficult for a team of
horses. for which we would get $2.00 for a load of
wood. and $6.00 for a load of hay. We managed to
stay "off relief". with the only hand-out we gotbeing some codfish from Eastern Canada.
remember one particularly hard trip to North
Battleford. made by my father, with my brother Gordon. who had a ruptured hernia. To hasten the journey. they borrowed a team from a farmer near
Glenrose School, which was about half-way into
North Battleford.
The entertainment part of those days included
a
goin
"
c to dances quite often at the schools in the
district around. such as Devonia School. Scentgrass
Lake School and Lost Horse Creek School, where a
bottle or two hidden in the bush gave refreshment
w hen needed.
Entertainment for the Archibalds' three sons included many sports. and we played on a hockey team
called the "Devonia Clippers." The Devonia rink we
played on was four miles trom our farm. made by
hauling water from the nearby Devonia Flats. We
played" about one game each week with teams from
Sandwith. Glenrose. Square Hill and Scentgrass. I
remember also that the hamlet of lffley always had a
good rink. easily made from a running "artesian
well" located near the blacksmith shop.
In the summers there were many school picnics
and Sports Days. and the Archibald sons were usually on the softball teams which took part in these
events. We went to lfney hamlet often, and 1 remem-

H. Archibald and his four horse outfit readied to pull stumps.

ber Preston Linkletter. a storekeeper there for many
years.

The neighbors in the Lost Horse Creek district in
1930's were many, as practically every quarter section had a family living on it. The quarter to our
immediate north was occupied by a Mr. McCaulley.
moved up from the Regina area. On the quarter just
east lived the Rowley family. South of us were the
Wilgas ane! to the west lived the Robert Kraft family.
The Dyer family lived about one and one half miles
east. Other families that I can recall living nearby
were: Art Siemens. John Kraft. the Burgesses, the
Tucks, the Humphreys, Enoch Bell. and Jim and Roy
Murray.
The Frank Larkin family lived four miles east of
the Archibald farm, and about one half mile north of
Devonia School. and near the end of the 1930's
Wilfred Larkin was married to Grace Archibald. The
couple lived for two years on a farm east of ltlley.
then moved to North Battleford. They now live in
Victoria. British Columbia. and have a family of five
grown children. Lost Horse Creek School was about
one and one-half miles to the north of the Archibald
farm. and our youngest sister, Marion. attended this
school. Martha Archibald. the wife of Eugene.
taught school at Lost Horse Creek in 1940.
~With the coming of the 1940's, the Archibald
sons chose different paths. Eugene and Martha
moved to North Battleford. where Eugene worked
for the Co-op Creamery as a milkman. then with the
C.N.R. in British Columbia until retirement in 1979.
His wife, Martha. passed away in Kamloops in 1970.
and Eugene now lives in Kamloops with Florence.
his second wife.
In 1942 Judson sold the farm livestock and moved
to North Battlel'ord. Gordon and Harold joined the
R.C.A.F With spring and fall leave. we managed to
keep the farm going. We bought a tractor and farmed
from the city. The next few years saw many changes.
as we bought the quarter section to the north of us.
and rented two more lots, as settlers moved away.

t
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The country suddenly became very vacant. The
method of clearing and breaking land became modem with the big D8 and D9 caterpillar tractor and big
elisc ploughs. Witin the next ten years we had the
half-section practically all broken, about 250 acres.
During the time from 1933 to 1950 we experienced
four different methods of breaking virgin soil:
horses. 2 wheel tractor, D2 Cat. with which we broke
about 70 acres. and then the modem method rderred
to above.
Members of the family:
Father; Judson Archibald, born in Pictou County.
Nova Scotia in 1888. Died at North Battleford,
March 13, 1979, age 91.
Mother; lla Marie Harris Archibald, born in Colorado, U.S.A. in 1888. Died at North Battleford,
January II. 1979, age 90.
Daughters:
Grace; Born in 1918 in U.S.A, Now residing in
Victoria, British Columbia.
Marion: Born at Luseland, Saskatchewan in
1927, Served in C WA,C, in World War 2, Died in
1958 in an accident in Ontario.
Sons:
Gordon: Born in 1915 in U,S.A. Joined the
R,CA.E in 1942, Served overseas for three years as
Wireless Airgunner, then returned and trained as a
pilot, was killed in an air crash at Claresholm, Albcrtainl945,
Eugene: Born 1914 in U,S,A, Now residing in
Kamloops, British Columbia,
Harold: Born in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, in
1916. Served in R,CkE as an aero-engine mechanic in Canada from 1942 to 1945. Returned to North
Battleford and married in 1951, Nan and! have three
children, now grown and away from home. Since
1946, I have worked in North Battleford at Morrison's Garage, and! am still employed there,
We no longer reside in the Lost Horse Creek
district. R,M, of Round HilL My father and I, in
1970, sold the farm to George Nachtegaele, who still
lives on his land nearby.

John M. Arendt's first home, but with three additions.

John M, Arendt Family 1942, Left to right: Mary, Peter, Martin,
John, Annie, Mrs. Arendt, Margaret, Mr, Arendt, Abe, Henry,

cannot pull the load, and we are forced to store part of
it with a friendly fanner on the way, On the 14th we
stop for dinner on the yard of Me Glen Bowers, He
directs us on our way. Later in the afternoon the sun
breaks through, Then Dad turns the team off the road
and waving his hand at the woods and prairie says,
"This is home!" It was the NWY"-9-49-14-W3rd,
BUILDING A HOME
What do you do on virgin lanel when you have no
money to build') John M, Arendt hitched his two
horses to a handplow, turned the sod and stacked it
into walls. The doorway was framed with poplar
posts, Two small openings for windows had thin
cloth nailed (lver a wood frame. A good-sized log
formed a ridgepole. To this rails were pegged, covered with hay and then sod. It was warm in winter,
cool in summer and wet after every rain,
HARVESTING
When the pioneers saw the crops growing and

The John Arendt Family
submiited by Martin Arend!
LOCATING A HOME
June 4, 1928 ~ The wagon is loaded with all the
belongings, The cattle follow behind, We are leaving
Waldheim for our new home. We eross on the Petrolla Ferry (presently a bridge for highway #12
between Hepburn and Blaine Lake), Now it begins to
rain. We have a tarp over part of our hayrack, but it
has holes in it. For eleven days we travel ~ rain every
day, The roads are so muddy that the two horses
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COMING TO GLENBUSH
! had started going to school ncar Provost. Alta,
when Father Born decided that we needed to rnove
into an area where we could farm and have feilowship
with those of like faith, He had been to Glenoush and
decided that was the place. Mother and the children
were taken by car. Father went with horses and possessions. It took him five or six days. John and I
attended Avery school for a few weeks. and then
finished what schooling we received at Artichoke,
We were married in 1944, farmed for nine years
and moved to North Battleford in 1953, where we
raised our family. Only the youngest son is 110\V
dependent on us. Our children are scattered from
B.C. to Ontario, and two are in mission work in
Europe. We praise God for his loving care in our
lives.
Louise Arendt (nee Born)

standing well, a method of harvesting had to be
arranged. Four of them, John Arendt. John Enns,
Isaac Boldt and Ben Peters went partners and purchased a "Wood Bros." thresher in 1931 or 32. This
was used for ahout fifteen years to bring in their crops
and those of many' neighbors.
AVERY SCHOOL
Miss Smith (Mrs. E. Thompson, Medsteadl was
the teacher in Avery in J928. It was a one-room
school with over 40 pupils, grades 1-9. All the children from Glcnbush attended here, also quite a few
who later attended schoo! at Artichoke. Some went
more than four miles each way every day. Until
Glenbush built its own school. the Christmas concerts were held in a church in town. This was later
Janzen's Store. in the 40's a new Avery School was
built one-half mile south and one-quarter mile west
of the old one. Then Mr. C Heinrichs purchased the
old building and moved it for use as a granary. I met
Louise Born in Avery School in 1932, and married
her 12 years later.
THE DEPRESSION
The work didn't stop in those years, the money
just didn't come in. Dad Arendt had saved every
penny for some time, and one clay while in the post
office he remarked that he needed some help ancl
would pay fifty cents for a ten hour work clay. He
would also supply the noon meal and a sandwich
before and after dinner. Six or more men turned up
with axes and helped clear land for breaking. In the
evening each received his fifty cents. One day when
the afternoon lunch had been consumed, Dad said,
"Men, I have something to say. This is the last day of
work for you. I have only enough to pay you
tonight. "
Quietly they went to work. One of them kept
moving closer and closer to where Dad and I worked,
and I overheard him say as tears rollecl clown his
cheeks, "Mr Arendt. just one day more, pleasejust one day more!"

Peter Arendt Story
in 1953, Peter and Annie Arendt (nee Isaak)
married anel settled on SE 13-49, which had been C.
Klassen's homestead, They started farming with two
milk cows and two horses, In the fall they purchased
a DCH Case tractor which also helped the means of
transportation until J960, when the first new half ton
International truck was bought.
Melting snow and hauling water for the horses,
cattle and house was a steady job until fifteen years
later. The one bedroom house was moved a mile east
to a better road and water was available.
As the children grew the house became crowded,
colder and leaking, so in 1976 we were able to move
into the new three bedroom house,
Excitement was great when the first child Kelvin
came into the home in 1960, he is now in his second
year at B, B, L The home was not complete until Ruby
Came along in 1962, she is now in grade twelve, Both
children went by bus to attend Glenbush School, and
later to High School in Medsteau.

TODAY
Dad and Mom Arendt live in Clearbrook, B.C.
Peter is still farming at Glenbush. The others are
scattered between B, C. and Man. teachers,
nurses. carpenters, housc\vives. Since 1953 when we
left the farm, we have lived in North Battleford. In
1978 Dad and Mom celebrated 60 years of married
life, Most of the 64 descendants were able to be
present. It still feels like coming home when we drive
back and join the many friends in worship and in
socializing.
I never cease to marvel <it the many changes the open fields, the good all-weather roads, the modern machinery - we are just not pioneers any more I
Martin Arendt

Peter Arendt and wife, Annie, children, Ruby and Kelvin.
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Mabel Armson (nee Lingle -

Wisner)

took eggs and cream to Medstead with a team; a
twenty-four mile round trip. Sometimes we also took
a few pounds of butter. On one such trip we bought a
pair of canvas-top running shoes. as they were called
in those years. for Caroline. As she usually wore
homemade moccasins. made out of tanned deer
skins. by me, she was very prouci of her new shoes.
So it was with some surprise, while We "vcre planting
potatoes close to a slough, i saw her in bare feet
trying to walk through the rose bushes. I asked her
where her shoes were, and as she was only about
three years old, she told me she was doing what we
had told her we did with the potatoes: plant them so
she would get new ones. I searched all through the
planted patch for them but never found them.
I remember sending thirty dozen eggs to sell and
got a bill that! owed the railroad a couple of dollars.
The eggs didn't bring enough for the freight. After
that the calves and young poultry got the eggs: raw in
the calves' milk and cooked and mashed for the
chicks.
Times were very hard in the 30's but we had a lot
of good times, too. Dances were held at various
schools and some homes. We often had a dance at our
home place. The musicians would play all night free.
Everyone brought lunch, and, except for an hour's
break for lunch at midnight, we danced till daylight.
Some of the musicians were the Evans' boys. Marvel
and Evon Evans. Ralph Lloyd. and Me and Mrs.
Thome. Mrs. Thorne was a good accordion player.
At the midnight lunch break there was a variety of
entertainment provided~ such as recitations, songs
and tap dancing or some lively jigs.
People were very friendly and should someone
happen to drop in at mealtime another cup of water
was added to the soup or a little more thickening and
water went into the gravy. Where we lived, the Pelican Lake Trail went by our door. In spring and fall
the Indians would drive past and many would stop in.
They would not drink from our springs, where we got
lovely water, saying it was witches' water because it
came up out of the ground. They would go to the
slough and get a kettle full of water, boil it vigorously
over their camp-fire so the polliwogs, bugs and wrigglers would boil over and out. They never harmed us
except to turn their horses on our crop while they dug
the seneca roots off our land. We dug seneca roots, to
make some money, so it peeved us to no end to find
our best patches gone. The Indians travelled in large
numbers and everyone, including little children,
would dig, so it did not take them very long to get the
best and largest roots.
After the accidental death of Fred, ! moved to the
southwest of Sask. to a farm near Shamrock. My two
youngest children were Fred eight years, and Daisy

We came to the Medstead area in 1932 and settled
on a c.P R. quarter near Cater. Dad, Paul Lingle, had
been a blacksmith at R. B. McLeod's of Saskatoon,
Sask. When the dirty thirties were upon us things
came to a standstill. McLeods shut down and there
was no work to be found. About that time the C.P.R.
wanted to open up the land in the north. My clad, who
had a wife and four small children, as well as two
children from his first wife, who had died in the 1918
flu, leaving six young children with no mother, decided he would move.
He worked very hard breaking the soil. as it was
solid bush and very stony. My brother. Clarence, I
and my dad spent many hours hauling stones off the
fields he broke up.
In 19341 married Fred R. Wisner. We lived on the
N.W. 24-51-15-W3rd. and had five children. When
he lived, he used to travel a stallion from Birch Lake
to Livelong, Spruce Lake, Glaslyn and numerous
other towns. At one time he had Farceur de Flashwood, a 2400-pound Belgian; a many prize and
ribbon winning stallion.
At one time the depression was at its worst, we

Mabel Wisner. Belgian Stallion, 'Farceur De Flashwood'.

Caroline, Mary, Fred Wisner, with four orphaned bear cubs,
later sold to Manitoba Zoo.
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district and bought the NE \14 of Sec. 26-50-14 in
1919. In 1927 he bought S \12 of Sec. 3-50-14 from the
C.P.R. He also ran a livery stable in Glenbush for

ten years. ! remarried in 1957 and had two daughter.s
born. However the first died at three days of age. We
named her Nancy Violet. The second daughter is
Karen Faye. She is now married and lives in Edmonton. She has a son. William George. My first children: Caroline lives in Spokane ~. has two girls;
Mary lives in Missouri _. has a boy and a girl. Fred
Wisner Jr. teaches school at Crane Valley. Sask. and
has one son. Daisy lives with her husband at Langley.
B.C. She has a farm and keeps about eighty-five
goats, as well as raising veal calves. She has had
some of her goats in two different shows. Once we
made an episode of. "The Beachcombers". I was
with her. Then we had them in a month-long film
making a movie called "Who Will Save the Children". filmed at Naramata. Penticton and Summerland. It was filmed by A.B.C. and was shown on
T. V. in November. 1978. It may be shown again this
winter sometime.
My father, I"dul Lingle, lived till he was eightyfive. My step-mother is still alive, here in Kelowna.
However, Clarence, my brother, is now deacl.
As for me: my memories of Cater and Birch Lake
are fond ones. I had many good friends though many
of them arc no longer with us. I still think of Mrs. Ted
Casson and know that she was instrumental in Fred
being a teacher. She was a very kind. understanding
teacher and both Daisy and Fred fondly think of her.
Mr. and Mrs. Starling Sr. (Grandpa to a lot of people)
were also very wonderful people. We had a lot of
good times skating on the lake at Len Starlings. Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Oxley are also
fancily remembered. I have not been back to the
Medstead and surrounding districts since 1962. My
place at Cater was sold to 'a Mr. Wilhelm Weber and
the quarter section where we first lived on the N. W.
24-SI-15-Wrd was sold to a Mr. Federspiel. We now
live in Kelowna and have a three bedroom home on
one-third acre of property. We have some poultry and
fancy breeds of rabbits. including Angora and
French Lop rabbits. We raised about sixty of the rare
breeds of poultry: but sold them all for good profit.
Now we plan to send for more in March. These rare
breeds come as day-old chicks from Windsor, Missouri, and what a lot of breeds there are. Many are
quite rare. They come duty free, so in our retiring
years we still keep active. Our good friends, Mr.and
Mrs. John Gatzke of North Battleford, (Mrs. Gatzke
was Kathleen Starling) still come and visit us once in
a while. Mrs. Bob Orr used to write us the news: but
recently we do not hear about the folks who opened
up the district.

some time.

J. 0. Arsenault I<amHy
Joseph Oscar Arsenault was born on May 18,
1900 at Bonaventure. Quebec. He is the 11th generation of the Acadians. Mr. Arsenault. better known as
Oscar. came west to the prairies in 1919. Here he met
Ida Roux. who later became Mrs. J 0. Arsenault. Ida
Roux was born on March 18.1902 at Red Lake filils.
Minnesota. and moved to Bounty, Saskatchewan
with her parents when she was four years old. Oscar
and Ida were married on November 23, 1920 in a
small countrv church at Harris.
Eight chtldren came to bless this marriage, they
were. Lillian (Mrs. A. Miller. Springwater. Sask.)
Hector. William (North Battleford, Sask.). Alphonse
(Salmon Arm. B.C.), Ernest (Salmon Arm B.C.),
Valmont (Medstead), Lorraine (Mrs. P. Behan.
Powell River, B. C.). Leo (born at Sovereign. now
living at Kelowna, B.C.).
After marriage Oscar and Ida returned to eastern
Canada where they stayed for two years. They returned to the prairies and worked on farms. and
farmed around Zealandia and later around Sovereign, a small town east of Rosetown. Due to
dror;ght, dust storms and crop failures they decided
to move north. In the spring of 1934, the Arsenaults,
then a family of nine. left Sovereign and headed for
the Medstead District.
The move to Medstead was made in a
McLaughlin Buick. owned by Oscar's brother, Jean
Arsenault of Rosetown. Behind the Buick came a
Bennett wagon loaded with household goods. The
rest of their'-belongings. along with thre; cows, two
pigs and some chickens came by box car. Settlement
was made on the quarter section north of the prescntday farm site. In the spring of 1935 the family moved
to the present farm site, built a barn and lived in it
during the summer while the house was being built.
No shortage of company was experienced that SUlTlmer and all were verv welcome. Logs for the house
were hauled from the" bush north of Soderberg's Mill
at Birch Lake Siding. Lumber for the inside partitions was sawn at Soderberg's Mill. Times were very
hard in those early years and work was never scarce.
Mr. Arsenault worked in the bush hauling cordwood (dry jackpine) to Belbutte. A carload of cordwoocl netted about lIS.OO. Dry jackpine also brought
$1.25 a cord when hauled to Medstead and sold for
firewood or traded for groceries. There was also no
shortage of fish in those clays. Mr. Arsenault often
fished for whitefish in Birch Lake. Fish and potatoes

Henry Amess Story
Henry Arness came into the Guyhirne School
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were traded for groceries at the IOCHl store. The
Arsenaults, along with many other "oldtimers" remember clearly when cattle sold at $11.00 a head for
a two year old unimaL butter brought .09 a pound

and eggs were .(U a dozen.
The Arsenaults spent nineteen years on their farm

at Medstead.
"!ragedy struck the family and community in August 1942 when their eldest SOIL Hector, lost his life
in a drowning accident, along \vith his friend Terrell
Hill, at Cochin.
In tile summer of 1953 the Arsenaults sold their
farm to their son Valmont, and moved to Aldergrove,
B.C. Here they lived on a 16 acre farm for 14 years.
They kept a few cows anel about six hundred laying
hens. During this time Mr. Arsenault also worked at
the Co-op, in the lumber yard, and at the gas pumps.
He workecl here for seven years.
In 1960 Mrs. and Mrs. Arsenault spent a year
with the Oblate missionaries among the Indians at
Prince George. In 1967, they sold their farm at AIdergrove and returned to North Battleford. They
bought their home on 106th Street where they lived
for II years. In 1979 they sold their home and moved
to River Heights Lodge. They are now residing there
in Unit 8. At present Me and Mrs. Arsenault have
forty-two grandchildren and twenty-four greatgrandchildren.

The Baileys, taken at Oakland, California after C. P. and
Florence Bailey left Medstead.

Valmont Arsenault
Valmont Arsenault was born at Sovereign on August 10, 1928. He moved to the Medstead area with
his parents Mr. anci Mrs. Oscar Arsenault, four brothers and two sisters, in 1934 when he was six years
old. Along with his brothers and sisters he attended
the Marron School. In the fall of 1950 he married
Margaret Bandurka and they bought the family farm
in 1953.
The Arsenaults have three children and 2 grandchildren. Valerie (Mrs. Delmar Caplette) of Battleford, Judy now living in Saskatoon, anel Ken, at
home attending Medstead Central High School.
Their two grandchildren Jason and Jolyne Caplette
live in Battleford.

C. P. Bailey and h',s beloved pipe. L. to R.. C. P. Bailey. A. Curry,
John Tady, B. Soderberg. B. Thistlewaite, j. Schull(Qwsky,
1945.

railroad crew. She later boarded the school teachers
who taught at Daylight School.
In the late 20's c.P. Bailey rented the Ethofer land
and it was there he experienced some very bad luck.
Around the yard and buildings on the Ethorer
place grass had grown up ancl with each years growth
dried and matted. Mr. Bailey decided it should be
burned for safety. During this time Cecil Newman
and Tom Leask were seeding Tom's land on the
quarter just east of there. The three men used the barn
on the Ethofer place to feed and rest their horses at
noon, while they make their dinner in the house.

c. P. ami Florence Bailey
The Baileys came from Washington State,
U.S.A. in the early 1920's. They purchased the N. W.
Yt of Sec. 950-14- W3rd and while they were building
their house, lived in the 1. Bausmann house across the
road from the Perry farm.
Some time later they bought the N.E. y:, of Sec. 8
and moved their house onto this land.
They worked hard to make the farm pay. When
the railroad was going in Mrs. Bailey cooked for the
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It was a nice, quiet evening when the men burned
the grass in the yard and al! the fire seemed to be
safely out.
The next day at noon they came in and made
dinner. C. P. used one barn for his four horses, while
Cecil and Tom used another barn for their ten head of
horses.
The wind had gotten up anc! was blowing quite
briskly, but the men thought nothing of it. and went
on geiting their dinner. ~
~
Suddenly they heard someone shouting and Ben
Nelson came galloping into the yard to say something was on fire. The men rushed out and found that
the barn where C. P. had his horses was in full blaze
and they could not be saved. This was a sad blow and
a terrible loss for the Baileys, but the good neighbours around soon came to their aid, and lent them
horses to carryon their farm operations.
It was believed the fire had smouldered in a pile
of sawdust all night and was set ablaze by the high
spring winds the next day.
Mr. Bailey was a trustee on the Daylight School
board from 1934-1943. The Daylight school register
shows that in Nov. of 1943 Mr. Bailey resigned the
board so that was probably the time they went back to
the U.S. to settle in California.
They were neighbourly people and I'm sure were
missed by all who knew them.

two girls and a boy. Claude is a teacher and Joyce
works at Universal Industries.
I was remarried in 1974 to Hugh CamDbell and
now reside in North Battleford. ~
,
.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Baker ami .Family
This is a short account of yet another family ofrhe
Sandwith and Hillside area, in the Round Hili Municipality, Peter and Annie Baker. One of their sons,
Gordon, is still living on the old homestead, which
he bought from his father when Peter retired.
Peter, son of Amsley and Ellen Baker, was born
June 17, 1897, in Innisfil, Simcoe County, Ontario.
There were also several other Baker boys and girls
horn there.
At the age of twelve, Peter drove a team of horses
for a lumber company in the bush. He also used to
tell about how they collected sap from the maple trees
to make symp and other things. He also worked as a
log roller for a lumber company. In this job, he would
jump on the logs, and using a cant hook and his
hobnailed boots, would roll the logs about so that
they would come loose from the log-jam and keep
going down the river.
When Peter was in his later teens, the Baker
family moved from Ontario to the Metrepole district
in Sask., where they began to farm.
Peter joined the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
at that time known as the North West Mounted Police, and trained at Regina.

MI'. and Mrs. Alex Bakel' and Family
We moved to Robinhood from Mildred, Sask. in
July 1942 and Alex was Pool agent there until January
1947.
Then he was transferred to Yawn, Sask. because
the elevator in Robinhood was closed for a period of
time due to a poor crop that year. He moved the
family to Yawn in March.
We enjoyed our few years in Robinhood very
much, a very friendly community, and we felt like a
family with our neighbours and friends.
Ronnie started to school there, and Joyce was
born while we lived in Robinhood, in the Edam
hospital.
Alex was transferred from Yawn in 1950 to Lone
Rock, Sask. We lived there until 1971. He bought
grain until July 1970 when he was forced to retire due
to ill health. In 1971 we bought a home in L1oydminster, and the day we were moving, on March first. he
passed away very suddenly.
Our family, both Ronnie and Joyce live in Lloydminster.
Ronnie is married and they have three boys and a
baby girl. He works at Civic Tire specializing in
alignment work.
Joyce is married to Claude Hamilton, they have

This is a picture of Annie Nickol and her family taken shortly
before they came to Canada in 1912. Front row, L. to R.,
(Grandfather) Andrew Darrie, (Annie's Sister), Mary, (Annie's
mother) Isabella Nichol, and Annie herself. Standing in the
back is Annie's father, Jonathon Nichol. Annie was Phyilis'
mother (Mrs. Pete Baker). Note the stone fence visible behind
the family. The stones were picked from the land and used to
make fences around the small farms. Note also the style of
clothing worn at the time.
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When the Russian Revoiution broke out in 1917,
the R. C .M. P. was sent over to Siberia as an extension
of the army to heip look after the British interests
there.
While over there, Peter was wounded quite badiy,
a wound that was to have an ill-effect on his health for
the rest of his life. He used to tell of how bitterly cold
it was over there. and how hard it was on the men and
horses.
At the end of the war, Peter returned home to the
Meota district and was discharged from the force. It
was then. that he met his future bride Annie Nichol.
Annie Nichol's family had originated in Scotland, where they had been sheep farmers, but they
moved to County Durham in England. Annie the
eldest of three children, was born 1uly 6, 1901 at
Snod's edge, Shatley Low Quarter, near Shotley
Bridge, in the sub-district of Bywell in County Durham, England. Their farm. known as Hole Row
farm, at that time was one of the largest farms in
England. The main occupation was sheep farming.
Annie's parents were 10hnathon and Isabella
Nichol. The other two children were Mary and
William. William dice! at the age of three or four in
England.

Mrs. Annie Baker, Peter Baker and Alfred Illingworth, (their
son-in-law) in 1962.

It was at different times during the early years
that Annie's parents and her grandfather passed away.
Annie's grandfather, Andrew Darrie, was buried
in the Battleford Cemetery. Her mother, Isabella
Nichol, was buried in the Hyde Park Cemetery near
Sandwith, and her father, lohnathon Nichol, was
buried near Springwater.
A short time later, after negotiations with the
government, Peter received a disability pension of
eleven dollars a month. At that time, this was quite a
lot of money. They then moved to the Billy Muirhart
farm in 1940, and with Peter's pension paid for the
farm at a rate of five dollars a month. Peter usecl to
say that he could have papered the house with payment receipts. Peter and Annie kept this farm, which
was the NWY4-28-47-1S-W3 area, where they lived
with his father. Amsley Baker for a time. It was
during the forties and part of the fifties that Peter
worked as a psychiatric attendant at the Sask. Hospital in North Battlcford.
In the year 19S0, Peter and Annie and their family
returned to the home farm in the Lost Horse Creek
School district.
Peter's father moved from the Glenrose area to
B.C. where he passed away at Abbotsford. B.C.
around the middle 19S0's.
Peter and Annie's family consisted of six boys
and six girls, the youngest having been born in North
Battleford in 1945. The children were as follows,
Isabell, Peter. Annie, John, Gordon, Carl, Madeline,
Vern, Bernice, Christina, Roberta and Phyliss.
Some of the friends and neighbours they knew
down through the years were the Newshams, the H.
Moore family, the Reids, Mr. and Mrs. -nIck and
family, Mr. Muirnart, the Kraft family, the Ackermans, the Rowley family, the Siemens family, and
many more.

When Annie was eleven or twelve years of age,
the family, along with Annie's grandfather, Andrew
Darries, sold out anel immigrated to Canada.
When they came to Sask. they lived at Palo near
Landis for a time. After a while they moved to the
Robinhood district and farmed there for a short time.
Annies' family left the Robinhood area and moved
back to the Landis district. It was during this period
of time that Annie met Peter. They were married in
Biggar in 1922. Some of their eldest children were
born in Biggar.
Peter and Annie then moved to the Argo district,
where they farmed for several years.
Arouncl the year 1929, in the middle of winter the
family moved north to a farm known as the Terrie
Place, near the Lost Horse Creek School district. It
was at this time that they got to know the James
William family, with whom they remained good
friends for many years.
The Terrie Place consisted of a small hewed poplar log house, a barn and a small corral. They lived at
this place for a time.
In the early thirties, the "Depression." which
became known as the "Dirty Thirties" set in. It
seemed like everyone was very hard up, but the
people always helped each other in any way that they
could. In 1933, the family moved closer to where the
school was located and began to build themselves
another house, living in a large tent meanwhile.
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The Baxter Family. L. Hazel and Margaret.

R. Bud, Howard, Bill, Roy, Winnifred,

A day at Stannard's Lake. L. to R., Marjorie, Joe and Bessie
Stannard, Jim Brandon, Grace Stannard, Peggy, Jean and
Fred, Bob, Arthur and Bob Price, Junior.

In 1964, Peter and Annie left the farm and moved
to Cochin, where they lived until 1968. It was in
August of '68 that Annie passed away in the North
Battleford Union Hospital at the age of sixty seven.
She was buried in the North Battleford Cemetery.
Peter moved to North Battleford when he remarried and lived until he passed away in the North
Battleford Union hospital in January of 1971 at the
age of seventy-three. He was buried beside Annie in
the North Battleford Cemetery.
Eleven of their children are still surviving, the
eldest son Peter, having passed away in Turtleford in
November of 1975, 'at the age of fifty one years.

as many will remember. because they always seemed
to have someone staying with them. They used to tell
when I was a youngster, "We don't have children of
our own. but our family is large."
I remember going to Christmas concerts at Ward
School: Christmas dinners at Brandons, Prices and
Carrs. going to Prices or Brandons to listen to the
hockey games on the radio: summer picnics at Stannard's Lake until it dried up. then we would go to the
Hume's Lake. I particularly remember my dog,
Moxie, chasing a turkey gobbler right across the
picnic spread.
My mother would come to live with us from time
to time, when Dad went out to work in other parts of
the country. Returning from Trail, B.C. he walked
from North Battleford to see us, only to find Mother
had left for a nursing job in Prince Albert an hour
earlier. He had a lunch, then walked back to town.
Uncle Kell told me that he used to walk to North
Battleford. thirty miles away for flour. sugar and
Orinoco tobacco, which was evident by the tobacco
tins adorning the top of nearly every fence post.
I moved to Battleford in 1939 to live with my
parents ane! started school there. In 1943 my father
joined the Auxiliary Services of the army, so Mother
and I moved back to Hillside to live with my aunt and
uncle continuing my schooling at Ward school.
I particularly remember thawing out our ink wells
in a pan at the back of the heater. the Christmas
concerts. music and drama festivals. One day, to the
amusement of all the pupils, our teacher was chased
out ofthe outhouse by a groundhog. who had got in
under the seat and was chattering his teeth at her.
H was hard being short of cash and wearing
homemade clothes, but I treasure the memories of
living with folks who shared what little they had with
everyone who called upon them.
1 tlourished in this environment ancl so did my
education. Going back to school in North Battleford

Richard Bakker Story
1, Richard Bakker, was born in Biggar,
Saskatchewan. My parents, Marguerite and Tony
Bakker, living in a drought area, believedl would at
least have wholesome food on the farm so I came to
live with my aunt and uncle, Bess and Kelly Jacques,
before! was of age to go to school. They didn't have
any money but they had meal. eggs, poultry, pigeons
and lots of vegetables. They may have lacked money
but there was no shortage of kindness and a big heart.

Class of '44. L. to R., John Farness, Joe Stannard, Peggy
Price (teacher), Helen Flohr, Daisy Stannard, Hilda Flohr, Jean
Price, Margaret Flohr, Annie Flohr, Ralph Barker, Richard Bakker, Dick Jacobson.
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in 1946 I found I was one-half year ahead of my
classmates,
We moved to Van Anda in 1948 where 1 continued going to school. I was married in 1954, joined
the R.C.A.F being stationed in eastern Canada, then
moved back to the west coast.
My mother passed away in 1958, my father in
1971. We have three sons, AI. Gary and Doug ancI a
daughter, Laura. I have taken the children back to see
what was left of the farm, they find it hard to visualize
that we could live without modern conveniences.

In 1938, Dad and Mom packed up their children
and their belongings and rnoved several miles sOlltheast to NW 32-48. Here Dad rented tvvo quarters of
land previously rented by George Peters. The buildings were already there and they were happy to move
into a two bedroom house. The children now attended Hyde Park School. In summer they walked
the tvvo and one half miles and in wimer they drove
Old Gin and rode in the sleigh.
This is where one cold Christmas day 1 made my
way into this world.
During the thirties when times were difficult. my
parents were happy for government relief. This was
money for groceries and for clothing. This relief was
received from 1934-1943.
The next move was made in 1942 when my parents moved to NW 35-49-14, which was known as
the Kroeker's farm. Here they felt they were moving

Mr. and Mrs. Gerhard Bargen and I<amily
by Til'la Dyck
My parents, Gerhard and Suse Bargen, immigrated to Canada from Orlaft', Russia in 1926. They
came with my dad's parents and sisters and brothers.
My parents settled in Gilroy, Sask. Here four children were born to them - Henry, Helena, Mary and
Sue.
In 1933 due to drought and grasshoppers, they
decided to move to Glenbush. My grandparents,
Jacob and Helen Bargen, my parents, Gerhard and
Suse Bargen and family, my grandma, Maria Wiens
and my aunt and uncle, Peter and Anna Kroeker and
family, made up the caravan. They moved in covered
hayracks with four horses per family and sixteen
cattle to chase. The stove waS on the hayrack and
when the day's journey was over they put the stove
pipes up and cookcd supper. This way they travelled
for two weeks.
When they arrived at Glenbush, they needed a
place to stay. Dad and Mom moved into B ill Friesen's
chicken house for several months. Grandma Wiens
was thankful to be taken in for the winter by Rev. and
Mrs. Nicholai Pauls. Grandpa and Grandma Bargen
and Uncle Peter and Aunt Anna moved into the
Henry Kroeker homestead temporarily.
In the spring of 1934, my parents moved to SE
13-49-14, which was C.PR. land. Here they moved
into a little log house on a big hill. Dad and Mom and
family lived in one side of the house while Grandpa
and Grandma Bargen lived in the other side, until
they had built a house of their own. Later Grandma
Wiens came to join the family again. Here Dad
farmed a quarter of land. His machinery consisted of
a drill, a plough, a binder and three horses. During
seeding and harvesting time he borrowed a horse
from some good neighbours to complete his team.
Their neighbours were Mrs. and Mrs. 1. B. Isaac,
Mrs. William Schmidt and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Zim-

into a big house with an upstairs and a downstairs.
They probably needed it because Elizabeth and Gary
arrived on the scene to complete the family. Our
family consisted of twelve persons, Dad and Mom,
nine of us and Grandma Wiens.
Grandma Wiens stayed with us until the fall of
1953. Then she left to spend some time with her
youngest daughter, my Aunt Liese Loewen, in Carrot
River. She passed away April 14, 1954 at the age of
ninety·one.

merman.
Henry, Helena and Mary started school at Marron school. It was also while they were living on
"The Hill" that Anne and Jake joined the family.

Maria Wiens with granddaughter, Elizabeth.
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All nine children ha'v'c f1{JW!1 the nest, are rnarricJ
and making hCHncs of their o\vn.
Henry married Anne Stobbe of Borden. They
have six children. Darrel. Sharilyn, Roc!ney, Lloyd,

Joylene and Lorilcc-. They are farming at Glenbush.
Hcicna married Arnold Stobbe, Anne's brother
and they are farming in Borden. They have tcn chil-

dren. ivliriam, Naomi, DanieL PauL David. James,
Priscilla. Dorcas. Joanna and Nathan.
iviary married Lc\vis v\/arkentin of t\1cdstcad.
They have three children, Clifford, Marilyn and
Trevor. They abo are farming at Mcdstead.
Sue married Bil! Born, formerly of Glenbush.
Bill is a teacher and they have lived in variolls com-

munities. They are at present in rural Saskatoon.
They have three children, Douglas, Kenneth and
Carol.
Anne married Frank Willems of Waldheim. He is
at present teaching in North Battleford Comprehensive High School. They had four children, CheryL
Dale, Neil and Glen.
Cheryl passed away on April 24. 1979. She is the
first of Dad and Mom's family to enter the Pearly
Gates.

lake married Laverne Saccucci of Mayfair, Susko
They have three boys, Richard, Earl and Wayne.
They are fanning at Medstead.
l. Tina, married Henry Dyek of Glenbush, and
we are farming on the Dyck's homeplace. We have
two children, Ralph and Roxane.
Elizabeth nicknamed as Liddy, married Gerald

Gerhard and Suse Bargen with all chidren at Gary·s.

Dad started farming with the one quarter on
which we lived. Later he added W V, 36-49-14 and
NE 25-49-14. In the year of 1947 Dael was the proud
owner of his first tractor, a 102 Senior Massey Harris.
Some of my fond recollections of this farm are
earning our spending money by catching gophers.
We got l¢ per gopher. Each day we would mark the
"catch" on the calendar, and then Dad would pay us
at the end of the summer. I also enjoyed picking wild
strawberries. We would go out early in the afternoon
with our little tin cups and see who could bring home
the most strawberries for dessert for supper. My were
they good'
Here we attended Artichoke school until the older
children were in high school and then we went to
Glenbush schooL
In the raIl of 1969, Dad and Mom made their
retirement move to Glenbush, where they are still
residing. They have a small acreage, parcel of F and
H" NW of 28-49-14, keeping a milk cow, a few
steers and some chickens.
In April of 1976, Dad and Mom celebrated their
50th Wedding Anniversary. They had a day of special
thanksgiving to God for His goodness and guidance
in their jives. Their motto for the day was '"0 Give
Thanks unto the Lord for He is Good" Psalm !O7: I.
The family count on that day - with parents, children and grandchildren, was exactly fifty.

Wallace of Regina. They have one son Aaron.
Liddy spent a number of years working us Lab.
Technician in Saskatoon, Dartmouth, N.S. and Regma.
Gary farmed with Dad until a beautiful blonde
teacher, Miss Margaret Berg from Vidora, Sask.
came to teach in Glenbush. He asked for her nand in

marriage. They have taken over Dad's farm, and at
present they have one daughter Sonya.

Henry Bargen Story
Henry Bargen, son of Gerh~1rd and Suse BargeD,
married Anne Stobbe of Borden, Sask., on July 1st,
1953. Henry brought his bride to Glenbush and the
first place they made their home was the farm home
of the late Jacob J Klassen where they lived for abollt
a year and a half. They then bought a farm from the
Henry Engelhardt's, and made their home there for
approximately five years. After that they bought a
farm from the Peter Bartels, and have made their
home there for more than twenty years.
'rhe Lord has blessed their home with three sons
and three daughters. Darrel has graduated from the
Medsteael High School in 1974 and then from Beth249

L. to R., Norma, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bargen, Verna and Jim.

oldest sister lived. They found refuge in an empty
bin, but looked hard for a permanent home. They
found a farm at Gilrov, Saskatchewan. There also
thev had to live in a de~erted farmhouse until date of
oc:upancy on their own farm. Then came the depression years, drought and grasshoppers. His dad heard
of the wonderful opportunities in northern
Saskatchewan. namelv Glenbush. Jake could not visualize a future of milk and honey there, but upon his
dad's optimism decided to help him get a start. He
planned to go to British Columbia later. The family
moved north by covered wagon dra\\'n by horses.
Jake stavcd behind for a month to ship machinery and
find on'e of his bronc horses. Then with his two

Henry and Anne Bargen family. Darrel, Sharilyn, Rodney,
Lloyd, Joylene and Lorilee.

any Bible Institute in 1977. He is at present in his
second year at the University of Saskatchewan in
Saskatoon. In 1976 he spent the summer in Europe in
Christi,m Service.
Sharilyn graduated from the Medstead High
School in 1975 and from Bethany Bible Institute in
197B. June 30, 1975 she was married to Robin
Ratzlaff and they are making their home in Saskatoon
at the present time.
Rodney graduated from the Medstead High
School in 1976 and from Bethany Bible Institute in
1979. At present he is on a one year missionary
internship with Team Venture International. This includes four months in India and about eight months
in Canada.
Lloyd graduates from Medstead High School and
Lorilee, the Glenbush Elementary.
The children have all taken piano lessons from
Mrs. Helen McMurphy.
The family's favorite sport is down-hill skiing
and water skiing.
Henry and Anne have had many happy years
teaching Sunday School in Sandwith in the past, plus
other enjoyable responsibilities in the local church.
At present they arc responsible for a once a month
interdenominational Singspiration service in the
Glaslyn Community Hall.

hrnnc:-, hitched to a grain \vagon he also \\'cnt north,

which took him a whole week. He drove and slept in
the v,:agon. rain or shine.

His dad and l1HJther and youngest sister were
alremlv living on the second storey of the Henry
Kroek~r hom~ and he joined them \vhcn he arrived at
Glenbush. These people showed great generosity in
allowing the Bm-gens to live in their house for seven
m()nths~ Through a tough and severe \Jv.'inter they
shared their veg~tables with them, and also sheltered
their cattle by the straw stacks.
Jake wer;t to the bush many a cold and frosty
morning and got a load of logs to build a house. As

soon as possible they built the house and as others,
\vent through the relief years. Brushing. piling and
bllrnin~ the brush bv hand. and breaking the land by
a hors; drawn n!o\v· \vas slow and backbreaking.

Jake had n;eant to stav a few weeks, but they
stretched into 35 years. In the meantime he met Viola
Harms, who became his young bride on .July IS,
1948. Thev fanned in the Marron District. Later they
also bought the Arnold Harms' place and moved to
the Avery District.
In 1968 Jake J and Viola Bargen with their family
moved to Clearbrook, British Columbia.
They had three children. a boy and two girls.

History of the Jacob J. Bargen Family
Jacob J Bargen, known as "Jake", emigrated
with his parents "from Russia at the age of sixteen.
The first winter they arrived at Blumenhof where his
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History of the Jacoh P, Bargen .Family
Mr. Jacob P. Bargen \vas born on February 1,
on a Mennonite settlement in Russia. There he
meL and later married Helena \Val! on January.' ).
1~70,

189.3. Besides farming. he also learned and practised

the blacksmith trade. He \\'as also ordained as minister in the Alliance Church of Orloff. January 20.
1920.
November 11. ]IJ19. during a tviachno-band raid
The Jacob P. Bargen Family 1940. Back row: Jake Klassen,
Gerhard Bargen, Agatha Bargen, Jake Bargen, Jacob W.
Peters, Peter Kroeker, John Toews, Be11y (Bargen) Toews.
Sitting: Katie (Bargen) Klassen, Suse (Wiens) Bargen, Mother
Helena Bargen, Father Jacob P. Bargen, Lena (Bargen) Peters, Annie (Bargen) Kroeker.

on their village. he \vas lined up against the living

room wall and shot. Entering the cheek, the bullet
had been (kneeled by one of his molars and lodged in
the back of his neck. He dragged himself to an old

smokehouse anel waited until the marauders left before he showed himself. Ten days later the doctor
removed the bullet from the back of his neek and he
recovered.
Due to the political unrest. he planned and

Harms. They arc nov\' retired in Clearbrook. British

Columbia.
EI izabeth - known as "Betty", married to John
1. Tocv./s. They arC' no\v retired in Clearbrook. British
Columbia.

worked towards leaving the country and finding a

new home where he and his family could live aneI

Agatha -

worship in peace. They immigrated to Canada in

knov.:n as "Aggie" . married to Walter

Harms. They are farming in the Glenbush area of

November of 1926. Next year he bought a farm at
Gilroy, Saskatchewan, where they resideciuntil1933.
The clrought in this area convinced him to move and
settle at Glcnbush, Saskatchewan. Here they lived for
eleven years. The first winters the log houses they
occupied were very cold, the heater in the centre
would be kept going all night and yet the bedding
froze to the walls. He found it so hard to communicate because hc didn't know the English language, so

Walter Barker and daughter, Florence, came to
the Hillside district in October of 1935
(N.WI-48-15-W3rd). The lumber house had been
built during the summer and also a well had been

for any official business he had to have a translator.

dug.

Saskatchewan.

Grandchildren they had 49 in number, of which
43 arc known alive no\v.

Walter Barker

Many a time one of the younger children had to drive
along to town and "talk" for him. In 1944 Mr. and
Mrs. Bargen went to live at the West Coast (British
Columbia). where they enjoyed the milder climate in

Horses, cattle, machinery and household effects
were shipped in two boxcars, accompanied by Jim
Duffwho fed and watered the stock, ancI also lived in
the boxcar with them during the trip from
Shaunavon, Saskatchewan,
He broke up most of that quarter anel built several
buildings, all log with mud plaster.

their old age.

Tvlrs. Bargcn passed away in ! 948. and Me
Bargen in 1954.
Their Family:
Helena - married to jacob W. Peters, He passed
away. She is in the Tabor Home in British Columbia.
Mary -

came to Canada in May, 1948, as a

widow. Remarried to Mr. A. P. .I. Klassen of Herbert
area - he passed away - she lives in Clearbrook,
British Columbia.
Gerhard - marrieci Susie Wiens. They are retired in Glenbush, Saskatchewan.
Annie - married to Peter H. Kroeker. He passed
away. She lives in Chilliwack, British Columbia,
with her oldest daughter.
Katherina - known as "Tina", married to Jake
Klassen: both died in a car accident in British Columbia.
Jacob 1. - known as, "Jake", marrieci to Viola

Walter Barker in 1945.
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He farmed there until 1944 when he took his
trunk and tools in his car and went back to the
Shaunavon district.
He worked as a carpenter until 1948, when he
acquired the job of janitor in the Union Hospital

named after Ralph Dee Neste, who had helped the

family move north, then drov</l1cd the following

SUn1-

mer.

The years \,:vere hard, hut John, being the resourceful man that he was. cleared the land with a
contraption he invented, whereby horses "vere hitch-

where he remained until his retirement. He died in
November of 1971 at the age of eighty-three.

ed in a fashion that they pushed a huge log ahead of
them, snapping off the saplings. This was alJ buried

The John Barker Story

in the breaking operation.
Relief cheques were recci ved in the amount of
$11.00 per month, for four people. A big cow solei for
one cent per pound, hringing a cheque for $11.00.
John traded a two-year old coiL a heifer. and their
old Model T Ford for a ton truck, which he used to
haul cattle and pigs to the market in North Battleford,
for the surrounding farmers. He sometimes butchereel a beef, and delivered it to May's butcher shop in
North Battlcford by 9:0() a.m.
john spent two winters making trips by team and
sleigh, thirty miles north, to cut pine logs, to build a
new house. Several times he would arrive home in
the middle of the nighL man and horses covered with
frost. and exhausted.
Ralph Dee started school at Ward, later going to
Lost Horse Creek School. He received his high
school education at Medstead, boarding himself in a
little house in Robert Kraft's yard. He worked in the
Medstead Creamery for a time, going on to take a
nursing course at the Saskatchewan Hospital in North
Battleford.
He married Marie Kutz of Glaslyn on September
II, 1957. They have three children, Wanda, born on
October 5, 1958: Yvonne Marie, born on March 2,
1961 and Rick, born on September 22, 1963.
Leona married Arthur Osmon ami settled a mile
east from her home.
Emily passed away in January, 1954 with a heart
attack at her mother's bedside, whom she had gone to
Ontario to look after during her mother's illness.
Mother and daughter were buried side by side at
Princeton, Ontario.
In 1957 John sold the farm to Carl Jacobson,
moved Ralph's little house from Medstead to Sandwith, and took up residence there. He passed away on
October 3, 1963 in the North Battleford Hospital,
and was buried in the North Battleford cemetery.

John and Emily Barker and daughtcl~ Leona,
moved north in a Model T Ford from the dust bowl
area of Shaunavon, Sask. in October 1932, The cattle
and horses were trailed across country by three
young lads, Les Abery, Larry Hyslop and Ralph
Neste.
A log house with a sod roof had been erected in
July when John bought the N.E. quattero!' 35-47-15,
but it still needed to be plastered with mud between
the logs. A couple of days' work took care of this job,
then the family moved in to spend the winter on a dirt
floor, with no partitions, except curtains as dividers.
A fOUlcdoliar tin heater took care of the heating
system.
Leona started school at Ward, riding horseback,
to an enrolment of lllrty-nine students all in one
room.
In 1936, a son, Ralph Dee, was born. He was

The Jack Barker house, being built from pine logs he hauled
from the north. 1938. Jack is on the peak wearing a hat.

Barlow History
by Clyde Soule
The last time George Barlow came back to his
homestead, they built a house near their northwest
corner, as an east-west road was being built at the
time past their place. George and son, John, had
work in North Battleford. John had moved up from
Saskatoon in the early 1930's and located on the S. W,

Leon Barker, with her buggy and 'old Barney'.
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Y4 of 23, C.PR. land, w the east of us. John was in
Wainwright. Alberta, soon after the fire that nearlv
wiped (lUI the town. There was a lot of work rdbuilding. It was there that he met and married Evelyn
Wakefield, who was employed in one of the banks.
Their son, Berkley was born when they were in
Saskatoon and a second son, Ecl\vard,

\\iaS

born in

North Battleford. Berkley was killed in an mltomobile accident about 1951. Edward (or Eddie) as a
young lad, was a member and played in the Guelph
Police Boys' Band. Later he joined the armed forces
and has been in the band section for twenty years or
more. He married Patricia Worton of Guelph. They
have two children.
in September of 1938, George Barlow and John,
his son, left the Molewood district and went to Detroit. They obtained work there, bricklaying. In
November of that year, Mrs. Barlow and daughter,
Wilma, were prepared to join them. Word came from
John that his father had been held up by two armed
men who had slugged him on the head and robbed
him. He lived for four days, but died as a result. John
had the body taken to Windsor, Ontario, where Mr.
Barlow is buried. John returned west soon after. Mrs.
Barlow, Wilma, John and family came east to
Guelph, the summer of 1940. They have lived here or
in the area since.
Mrs. Barlow died in Guelph, April 9th, 1946.
Margarette Barlow married Walter Stapleton, A
Molewood teacher, on September 3D, 1933. He
taught school for many years in Saskatchewan, then
moved to British Columbia where he taunht hinh
school in Cloverdale and White Rock, until his retil:;'ment in 1975. They have a son and two daughters.
Wilma Barlow married Robert McK~and of
Glasgow, Scotland, February 22,1933. Robert was a
member of the Royal Air Force, getting training in
Canada. After going overseas he served in the Middle East. They have a daughter. Heather, who is
married and has two children.

Mrs. Barron feeding threshing crew, 1939.

were married in iVlarch ]026. Thev remained in Vancouver for three years before Dad"once again felt the
urge to move on. Dad could \\-'ell remember the hard

times the Great \lv'ar had meant for the city people. In
1')29 he could sec that once again the hard times vvcrc
imminent. This time war v./a~ not the issue. \Vith the

onset of the depression years, Jim Barron took his
wife and young family (Elsie, one, and Roddv, two)

back to the country. This time to a piece ~f lane!
known to them only as W. Y,-32-SI-14 which until
that time had been owned and worked bv Jack Lockhart. In August of '29, L Dorothy, pres~nted myself
as the youngest member of the family.
One could, as others have done, wi-ite volumes on
the happenings in rural Canada during the depression
and war years. Those incidents which touched our
lives. sometimes happy, sometimes tragic, though

seen through the eyes of a child, are still as clear'-to

me as they ever were.

Jim Barron 0883·1958)
as told by his daughter, Domlhy Orr, nee Barron
Jim Barron arrived in Canada in about 190D from
his home in Banff. Scotland. He had come in search
of adventure and a hope of a better life. From the
many stories I've heard him relate, I feel sure he
never regretted that move.
He first set foot on Canadian soil at the a12e of
seventeen. After travelling and working his~wav
about the country for a time, he eventu,7l1v bega~
homesteading in the Swift Current area. SOI;)e y;ars
later he sold his farm and moved to Vancouver.
While in Vancouver, he met Eva Tidaman who
had newly come to this country from England. They

Dorothy and Elsie Barron, 1944
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Often we three kids remember the old days. We
remember our father's love for his land and horses
which enabled him to maintain if. He carcu for these

with ceaseless pride and made sure his family did,
too.
I remember the canvas hags VIC \A/cre given each
summer in which we put the sow thistle flowers we
were to pick from the fields and later burn. Dad
always maintained that the Jllore flowers we picked
one year, the less there would be the next. As logical
as it sounded, each year brought the same overabundance of the pest and the same amount of \va!king to pick it.
Roddy, my brother. remembers the years when 25
cents were set aside from the weekly cream cheque
for him to buy .22 shells. With these shells it hccamc
his duty to !;rovide the family with partridges and
other small game for the table.
The gathering and accumulation of food was a

concern for all and we three kids remember the
scores of jack-fish wc speared from the creek which
ran throu'~h our land. Often we brought home far too
many and since there was no

mea~s

Ken Orr family. l. to R., Dorothy, Ken, Don and Keith. Front:
Blair.

of preserving

., Remember the endless loads of hay we tramped
while Dad pitched it onto the hay-rack')" Elsie says.
After recollecting the event, she chuckles heartily
about the time Dad fired her for joyously tossing the
hay back down on his head, only to rehire her on the
next load, though no wages changed hands - of
course.
The remembrances of my brother, sister and myself are most often of the good times, of Saturday
nights. Friday night dances and sports days. Yet,
there is always a place in sllch conversation for our
mother and father. We remember the times Dad
would bring us aJl home a small treat from his trip to
town, this he could often ill afforel, yet neither could
he pass it by. We remember our Father's rigid devotion to the routine of his land which often brought us
home from some events earl ier than we wanted to

them, Mom would send us carting those hard-won
fish back to the creek.
The railroad was said to affect all those who had
access to it and Jim Barron was no exception. The
CPR line which divided his land in two was built in
1931 -32 and ran c lose to our home. This enabled us to
board a number of the construction workers in our

house for a few dollars. Dad also sold hay and grain
to these men for their horses.
Still. what extra income could be found was not
spent on luxuries or even what we today consider
necessities. Many times, Elsie brings to mind how
often Mom would sit up very late and by the light of a
coal-oil lamp, sew us girls dresses from gingham
!lour sacks.

come.

The two big events of the summer were always
the Birch Lake picnic and the Medstead Sports Day.
In spite of all tvlom and Dad's hard v/ork, there never
seemed to be any money for extras or fun things. So,
with Mom and Dad's help and persuasion, we all dug
seneca root which we solei for the money we kids
would later spend on the treats so vital to the clay's
success.
Of course, the highlight of the vvinter season was
the Pine View Christmas Concert. All the weeks of
practicing:. the glitter and excitement, not to mention
the actual event, are difficult to forget.
Looking back now, I'm sure it must have been "-l
very hard ';,.;ay of life sometimes. Especially for
Mom, she being a city woman ancl completely 11l1aC-

Jim Barron and Roddie playing horseshoe, 1945.
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customed to the rather iso!atcu farm life and long,
cold Saskatchewan winters. Yet. it is not those hard

Ca!gary' while Keith lives on a farm some twenty-five
miles east of High River. Blair is as yet unattached
and attending college in Lethbridge VI/here he is taking a course in journalism.
in closing, I would like to rnention \vhat happened on my very last day at home. i had taken Dad's
team and caboose. and had dri veIl up to the house
\vherc Ken and I \Vere to live to set the place in order
and unload some of my belongings. It \vas bitterly
cold that day. So, I took horse hlankets along. as the

times I remember. it is the happy, guod times, and the

humorous incidents of my childhood.
Our father passed away on April 2S. 1955. at the
age of7S. Our mother is still with us. hale and hearty.
livinue in her own home
in Elsie and Noble's .vard.
-

Elsie married Noble Egeland on May 31. 1'146.
Thev made their home in the Birch Lake area. and
still'live only two miles north of the old home.
Incidentally. Elsie and Noble bought the Pine
View School building. moved it onto their lamL and
proceeded to renovate it into their present home.
When we visit them. I finu it hard to believe that we

team would have to stand outside while I busied
my'sdf in OLlr future home. It \vas ahout.) p.m. and

already dark when I left for hOJlle. I first built a big
fire in the caboose heuter. [hell unblankcted the
horses. threw the blankets in the cu"oose. drove
home and put the team in the barn. ! guess the

arc actually sitting in the same room that we sat in all
of our school years.

Elsie and Noble had three children. Jane. Vern.
and Ben. They arc all married now. with Vern living
in Spiritwood. while Jane and Ben live closer to
home.
Roddy married Helen Jansen of Rabbit Lake on
July I. 1951. Helen was teaching school at Cater at the
time. They made their home on the old home place.
where Roddy continues to farm. They had two children, Peter and Laura. Both are married and live in
Prince Albert.
L too. hold many fond memories of our growing
years on the farm. Some of Iny more vivid recollec-

blankets got shoved up against the heater. They must

have smoldered till well into the night before bursting
into flame. At any rate, the next morning. Dad V\'ondered what I'd done with the caboose. Upon closer
inspection. we found nothing left of it but the runner
and some other metal parts.
I felt a bit apprehensive as to just what the future
might hold for me right then. but the ourning of Dad's
caboose left no doubt in my mind that the right time
had come for me to pack my bags and start out on a
new life elsewhere.

tions seem to centre around my early school years.

History of Peter P. am! Helene Barte!

How terribly lonely I felt when on my first day at the
age of five, L together with Roddy and Elsie, started
O~lt on the mile a~d a half walk to school. But our first
teacher. Miss Lena Swystun. soon became like a
second mother to us. On the coldest of winter days,
she walked the three miles from Haynes's (where she
boarded) to school. I can still see her come rushing to
meet each family as they arrived. halffrozen. helped
us get our frozen boots ofC then gathered everyone
around the big old wood furnace where she made us

(submitted bv the children)
Our parents came to Canada from the southern

area of Russia to the Dalmeny, Langham. Sask.
district in the fall of 1925. working there as farm
labourers. The reason for our parents to leave that
country \vas due to the unrest and revolution, \-vhere
many villages were destroyed and personal he longim!s were confiscated.

The C.P.R. made land available further north
where Father bought a quarter of lanel. located 2
miles east and y~ mile north of Glenbllsh. NE
27-49-14-W3. We came to this district in the fall of
1927 by mil with the few belongings Father had
c

do morning exercises before beginning our day"'s

work. She taught at Pine View for three years and not
once can I remember her missing a day because of

sickness or the cold weather.
I married Ken Orr on Jan. 20. 1950. We lived on
Bob Orr's homestead for the first few months of our
marriaGe before moving to the outskirts of North
Battleford to try our hand at pig farming. Upon
failing that. we moveci to Blairmore. Alberta, where
Ken worked as a heavy duty mechanic for West
Canadian Collieries.
Later, we moved to various points in British Columbia and Alberta. We finally settled in High River.
Alberta. where we reside today.
Ken and I have three sons. Don. Keith. and Blair.
Don and Keith are both married now. Don lives in
"

.

already bought such as a team of horses. cattle, and a
\vau:on.

~Our parent's first home \vas a log huilding nffcrcd
to us by our neighbor Jim Gilchrist. living across the
road from us. Within a year Father built a three~room

c

lumber house. Hare! work for our parents. consisteci
of brushing and burning brush. plowing fire guards

and fighting fires. After preparing the land for breaking. a four horse sulky plough was used. Hard work
wasn't the only hardship for our parents. for within
their first year at Glenbush. they buried their 3 month
old daughter. Annie. on Oct. 25, 1928.
In winter Father was a\vay, leaving early in the
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lllorninl:2 and comin~ home late at night. cutting and
haulilW'--loQs tu the ~ll!mber mill. \vhilc fVlother \vas
home ~aril;g for us small children. and looking after
the fc\\' cattle we had.
Mixed fanninv. seemed to he the most prac!ical
approach for our parents. so after enough land \.\:as
cleared by hand for seeding. they began their adventurous career \\-'ith e.reat enthusiasm. Our water SU{Jply \\'(.ts adequate s~eing there \vas a lake across the
road for the cattle. ht)fSes. pigs. chickens. and evell
geese. Iv10thcr alw,l'v's had a large garden and depended on it for our ~\"intcr's food supply. Father \\'as
a jack of many trades. including a trade he had taken
up in the old country. leatherwork. So here in Canada
he made harnesses. shoes and mittens. fV10ther spent
many' hours knitting stockings. socks. mitts and
swe~;ters on the knitting machi~c \vhich she \\'as able
to bring with her from the old country. The long,
cold winters were never a \vaste of time.
Other buildings on the farm. included granaries.
cattle and horse b:lrn. chicken barn. and also a workshop where E,ther spent most of his time during the
day-light hours in the winter repairing and making
new \\·'agnns, and sleighs. dc.
Eve;vone living in'"'ourcommunitv had verv little
of anyth(ng. and ro~ several years we ~vere so g~ateful
for the help from the government in supplying us
with warm clothing and food.
Our closest neighbor. a bachelor. Jim Gilchrist
was the kindest man. treating us with candy. also
giving LIS rides to and from school with his prized
team ~)f horses. Later on it \vas in his touring car that
we had our first car ride, what a treat for us children'
Mother often baked bread. and buns. etc. for him and
he spent many hours at our home. being very patient
in teaching our parents and llS the English language.
Mr. Gilchrist was a very jolly joking type of a man.
attempting to learn the German language from us but
without success.
He owned a cabinet style radio and had me (Erna)
fullv convinced that the man who read the news each
eve~inu was living inside the back of that cabinet.

"

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bartel's first home on Jim Gilchrist farm,
1927.

Entertainment for us \vas of a different nature in
those days, like threshing time. wood cutting days
and slau~htcring davs. For the older folks it was hard
\\':ork no"" doubt:- but those of us \vho were younger
were filled with excitement to feel the touch of freshlv harvested grain or to sec how almost every pan of
ti,e slauglllel~ed animal had a useful purpose. For
such (Ia~s we had permission to miss schoo!. yet it
prllved to be an education away froJ1l school.
Our school was at Glenbush 2V, miles away. In
summer-time we had to walk. in winter we drove in a
one horse cutter. Chirstmas \iy'as a very exciting time
in our one room schoo! \vith al\\iays a great concert
and good participation. Our teachers ought to be
cl)!"J1mended on their patience in trying to keep 30
students in order and. at the same time. learning their
lessons.
Sometirnes fVlr. Henry Zimmerman woulJ volunteer to let us ride on the back of his truck to play soft
bal! against neighbouring schools. The annual sports
day was looked forward to for weeks and at the end of
th~ day all went home satisfied and verv tired. On
such d:,ys we were impressed to learn thai there were
many other students like ourselves learning the same
things \\ie were trvinf2 to learn.
The highlight 'of ~ur vieek was Sunday, \vhen we
would dress up and go to church. When our family
was sm.aller in size. it Vias possible for us to all get in
a buggy and ride to church the 2Y2 miles, but then we
all gre\v and sometimes t\.\/o of us would start out
walking hoping someone 'vvou!d come by who would
have room for us and let us ride with them. Then
Father decided to build a larger bennet \,\/agon - now
\ve rode in the greatest comfort ~""". on rubber tires at
that'
Nothing was more heartbreaking. fur us than having to stay home on a Sunday from church because of
sno\vdrifts or severe cold \veather. That too was overcome by building cabooses on sleighs with small
stoves in them.

~

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bartel, three room house, 1928.
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Although yuu could say' church meetings \\/cre ~l
time of getting together \vith our friends and neigh··
£1ors. it \-vas also a time of learning about (iod our
Creator. Nov,,.. vvhen ,;vt: l:hildren iook hack on the
hardships our parents endured, \vc arC" truly thankful
for their many hard labours. knie. and c(mccrn. on
our behalf. Our parents retired to Saskatoon, SasK. in
Feb. 1059. Father passed away on June .2, 106 7 a~cd
73 years. rVluther pussed away on Dec. ! 9, 197 i at the
age of 79 years.

Elfrieda --- the only one or us children to complete

her [\vc!vc years of schooling at C;!cllbush, lived and
\\'orkcd in SaskatO()ll in a clerical position LinIil her
sudden death (brain hcmorrh~lge) on April 7, ]1)72, at
the age J7 yc:'ars.

The Barr family
by Josephine IBarr) (McNkoli)

We moved to Hillside in ]032 in the spring of the
}'car from the 'Dust Bo\\'1' of south SasKatchevl(.m,

and settled on a quarter section of bnl!. along \\·ith
three other settlers from the 'Dust B{)\vL' namel).' the
Ross Vv'ilsons, the Frank Robinsons and Andrew
Chariton, a bacheior.
None of us stay'ed there long, because we found
times as hanJ as in [he region we had lerr. Instead of
heing blown ouL '0ie were frozen out each year.
f\1y fondest memory is of the good friends \ve
made there: the Brandons. Prices. Stannards. Weibes
and Cantelons, to say nothing Dr the good comradeship we had with the Flohr and C!(,use and Ens families. The warm friendships of our neighbors have
remained with us for all these years.
We had wonderful dances in Ward schooL picnics at Stannard's Lake and were proud of our two
hockey teams of which my husband. Ed Barr. was
generally the one to volunteer to take the teams to
play in other districts. He had the best horses for
travelling and covered the hay rack \vith canvas to
make a tent. put it on the sleigh runners. a little stove
and supply of wood in it. and drove the players to the
other school districts to ·take on' their teams. I do not
remember any other person volunteering to do so nor
to drive a crowd to the dances at Samlwith or Ward
schools.
As there was no future there for our five children,
there was nothing for us to do but move away and
back to the land of our births. ! am happy to say it was
a good move. Our children at last could build a
future. Betty, who had a trip back a few years ago. is
now a nurse and nurses in the Orangeville Hospital.
David. still a young man has retired to a beautiful
home of his own designing. He built his own plane
and has recently returned from a trip to Florida with
it. Louise had two years in Gallandet College in
Washington. D. c.. the only college for the deaf in
the world. There she met Wayne Furlong. a graduate
of the college and they were married in 1947. Alfred
grew to be a big fellow, 6 feet 2V2 inches and around
200 pounds without any fat. He married a deaf girl
frorn Texas, also a gruduate of GaHandet. Arleen
lives in Arizona. Her husband is a teacher. Ait" is in
British Columbia. Between the lot they have given
me twenty-three grandchildren ancl twenty-two
great-grandchildren. of whom! am justly proud.

(Mrs.) Helene and Peter P. Bartel. Standing: L. to R., Elfrieda,
Erna, Henry, Helen, Katie. Taken June, 1954.

The Bartel Children
Hden - married Jake D. Isaak lof the Carrolltlln
school district) on June I L 1950. They farm on the
former David P. Isaak farm. They have - two daughters: Irene and Emily. two sons: married, Bruce and
Martha. Cliff and Karen.
Hellry - married to Melita Loewen lof the Gknbush school district) July 26. 1957. Living in North
Battlcford. Sask .. Henry works at the Saskatchewan
Hospital as a Therapist. and !'vklita is a school teacher. They have a family of four daughters: ChrystL
Roxanne, Carmita and Pamela,
Erna - married George Wiens of Grande Prairie,
Alta. June 10. 1954, later they moved to Vernon.
B. C. George works as a motor mechanic, Erna
works in a bank. They have one son Berry and his
wife is Debbie.
Kalle --- married to John Siemens (of the Marron
School District). Aug. I. ILJ56. They farm on the
fonner Martin Kildaw farm. They have two daughters - Gwen. Donna: one son - Garry.
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\A/hat a change it must have been for this clclerl~:/
coupk to leave the sunny' south and homestead in
nonhwcsI Saskatchcy,'an.
Mr. and 1\'lrs. BtlSS \\'cre unique as both had been
born in s!~lvt.:ry and \vorkcd as slaves, she as a maid
and he as a farm hanel. 1\1r. Bass knew of the hard
\.\·ork of cotton pii...:king and OLlr family remember the
long cotton picking sacks they brought up here \vhen
they CCimc. They had left gro\vn-up children in the
Swtc ofOklahuma and [Virs. Bass missed her family
vcry mudl.
Mr. and \'1rs. Bass werc good living people,
industrious and the best of neighbours.

Ed Barr \vas ',hum', a hard \\/...-)r1\.('1". If there had
been any\\'ay of combating the clements vve may have
sta)/ed in Saskatchewan, but even those who were
there years before us moved away.
Mary Brandon bas visited us several times both
when Ed \VeL living and after I had remarried to my
secund husband. 1 lost him at age ninety-five and a
half on June I), 1979. The happiest time of rny !ife
was with him and when he was gone I itft Mac[ier to
move back to Orangeville. Betty· and Da\;'id arc not
far i.l\vay.

I really appreciate the years we did spend in your
locality for the reason that it gave my children to
value friendship and hard work, if they wish to get
ahead, The friends we had there are still dear in our
memories and talking over experiences there when
we get together enlivens a lot of evenings. Picking
and canning saskatoons, picnicing at the lakes, the
ladies' work club of Ward school where we made and
sold garment.s and held teas to raise money for the
children to have gifts at Christmas, Everyone in the
same boat - enjoying life even when we were lucky
to be able to buy a 3!f postage stamp. \(v'c can't turn
back the clock to those hard happy times but we can
keep them in memory to relive and enjoy whenever
we can meet one of our former neighbors.
Note: Mrs, McNicol! writes fiction and poetry, of
which much as been published, also has had lyrics set
to music and recorded.

l\1rs. Bass was a spotless housekeeper and a good
cook. I can remember her, a short, plump lady in a
dark dress. white apron and dust cap. She was a
cheerful person with a happy laugh,
Mrs, Bass "'us a lllemberofthe first Homemakers
club and they both enjoyed attending picnics and
other gatherings.
While on the homestead Mr, Bass's eyesight began to fail and an operation for cataracts \vas SllCce"fully performed,
Mr Bass passed away in 191R and his body was
taken back to Oklahoma for burial. Mrs, Bass said
she could never bury him in such u cold country, A
son came up to see to selling their few pieces of
furniture and muchinery, Their mules, Hally and
Sally, the first ones seen in our area, were sold to Bill

Mr. and Mrs. Bass

Oxley,

by E, Cassoll
In 1910 M,-, and Mrs, Bass came from Payson,
Oklahoma and homesteaded in the Mcdskad
area.They located on N,W, Y': of Sec, 2~-5()-14-W3,

Before she left our eIistrict the Homemakers Club
presented Mrs, Bass with a lovely, lacy dust cap to
sho\\/ their appreciation to a good friend and neighbour,

Taken in 1917. Homemakers. Back row: Mr Williams, Mr. Bass. unidentified, E. Worsley, F Whitt, G. Gordon. Second row: Mrs.
Williams and girl, Mrs, Bass, Mrs, F, Whitt, Alice Scolt, W Worsley, Mrs, Gordon, Mrs, A, Turnbull, Mrs, E, Scott, Mrs, Worsley, Mrs,
S, Perry, Mrs, G, Starling,
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Fred Bates' house and children. Bill and Lois left, Harvey and Margaret, feeding little pigs from a bottle about 1923.

wrillen by Margaret Stobbe (daughter)
Dad came to Canada around 1909-10 from Minot,
North Dakota, United States of America, with his

THEIR fAMILY
Harvey is retired in Winfield, British Columbia,
He has three boys. and five grandchildren.
Bill retired in Westbank, British Columbia. He

mother and brothers Ray, Lou, and sister Cora, who

has

all returned to the States after a short stay, but Dad

Lois retired in Winfield. She has one girl. one
boy. and six grandchildren.
"-

History of Fred and Lucy Bates ami Family

stayed on and took up a homestead on Section 14,

t\VO

boys and five grandchildren.

Bob is living in Kamloops, and has three boys.

Township 48, Range 14, West of third.
He built a house and other buildings of logs with
sod roofs. He batched for a fc\v years. Then marTice!
Lucy Chatfield.

I and husband Dave Stobbe and daughter Betty
left there in 1945 and \vith another daughter and son

live in Chilliwack. British Columbia. We have three
children and four grandchildren.

Mother came to Canada from England about the

same time, with her father Thomas Chatfield, four
brothers Tom ,Fess, Freel, Charlie, and sister Ethel.
In IlJl3 Dad and Mother were married and raised

Gordon Baugh and Family
by Gordon Baugh
Gordon Baugh and his wife, Mary. came to Glenbush in the Iate 30 's w hen he became the C. N. Agent.
They had two girls, Donna and Christine.

a family of five, most of which were horn in that log

cabin with the help of Nurse Cuthbert and Mrs.
McClure and good neighbors.
The family all attended Bourncmouth School.
The older ones started the day Bournemouth School
first opened.

Excerpts from a letter sent by Gordon.
L of course, was not an old timer nor homesteader. l1Ut Just one or the many wno sure naG "[0
tramp around the country to keep w·orking during the

vVhile on the homestead, Dad farmed and had a

threshing machine and did custom \'lark around the

"dirty thirty" days. even though 1 had seniority

country.

starting in 1923. Glenbush \vas only one of the one

hundred and thirty-nine jobs I worked in, from a few
days to sixteen and one-half years, the last being in
Kinistino.

In 1925 Dad took his family and a few suitcases
and moved back to fv1inot \vhere he learned carpen-

try. He returned back to Bourncmouth again in 1931
\\/here he took up farming on the \\laldrcf place
(McNabb now) and also carried on his carpenter
work.
In 1943 they moved to Vancouver and 1945 retired to Rosedale, British Columbia, where he passed
away in 1969, and Mother in 1972.

The roads weren't v/orth a darn so \ve set our car

up on blocks by the ene! of October and left it there
until the end of April.
One winter night Jack Harrison, Ernie Thompson
and myself set off around mid-night to take my wife,
Mary to hospital. We went up the railroad track to
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to provide chairs in the school for various meetings
that we had in town. We met again a week later. each
one of us \vith a plan for making chairs. The boys
chose mine. lvor Soderberg co-operated so nicely,
making pieces for us om of some ties left over from
his winter work: we finally made two hundred. A
travelling man, a Pool elevator superintendent came
along. saw them, took one around the country with
him and showed them off which we understand resulted in great many others being made. 1 had mine
with me all the time untill was pensioned off in May
1971, and still have it. 1 used it at the office telgraph
desk right up front, it worked just dandy there, with
lots of elbow room. Several times, strangers at the
wicket remarked. I see you have one of those Pool
Elevator chairs' ! sure put them straight on that.
One dark evening in the fall, Wally Carter and I
came in from duck hunting away out east, where we
had waded around up to our hip pockets in muck and
swamp to get two ducks. We stopped near his house
when we got home, debating who should have the
two ducks only to discover that we didn't have them,
we'd left them beside the car when we got in to come
home, did that make us feel bright'
1 remember so well the many weekends, (being
only Sunday those days) when we worked a six-day
week, when we would go down to Jackfish Lake with
Jack and Marg Harrison and family, who had a cottage there.
I also remember the nice times at Edna and Ernie
Thompson's, especially, during wartime, when the
"Airforce boys" used to come up to Glenbush. We
found wonderful fellows among them. ! remember
how Edna used to entice all the chickadees in the
north country to their back yard in winter by setting
out suet for them, the nicest birds you could ask for.
And I also remember the time their house nearly
burned clown.
Another thing that not too many others knew
about was the little phone system we set up in town.
All any town had in those days was one long distance
phone which we had in Doidge's store. Well, some
kids told us about it, and we sent to Edmonton for
some used phones that they were replacing and seIling for a few dollars each. We got six or eight and set
up our own haywire line from the station down main
street. using fence wires, even got down to the elevators. !t was a workable addition to the three phones I
already had in the CN. office, but I fixed it to have
the same ring on all of them. Alll had to do was guess
right which phone had done the ringing.
Back around the late 30's or early 40's the CN.R.
experimented, the only one in Western Canada, with
a truck on rails. It made a loop from North Battleford
to Turtleford, to Glenbush and Speers and back

Mary and Gordon Baugh.

C

Glaslyn and then down to North Battleford. Such a
trip' We slid right down off the embankment once,
got ourselves back up, we went over bridges and
everything. And the doctor, who promised to meet us
in Glaslyn did not make it so we went all the way to
North Battleford. We arrived about 4 a.m. I tell you,
we all, including Mary, had a lot of credit coming.
They moved an elevator from Glenbush to Cater.
and if 1 remember rightly, they tore it down, but first
pulling the cupola section off, all in one piece. They
tied a long rope through the windows and over the
roof and tied the other end of the rope to the draw bar
of a box car, and after knocking off nearly all of the
wall upright 2 x 4's with a couple of pinchbars, they
moved the car slowly away and pulled the cupola part
right off. and it fell all the way to the ground, which
as you can imagine. did not do it any good.
Don't forget the dances in lvor Soderberg's big
barn. 1 remember at one of them, the ladies were
starting to clean up the lunch counter outside behind
the barn, and served a cup of coffee to a man who
almost started a row when he complained it tasted
soapy' And true it was. The ladies had left a container of granulated soap handy which they were

using in cleaning up and this juggins put it in his
coffee because it really did look like sugar.
On Fridays there was a round trip train TO North
Battleford with special weekend fares, it meant that
sometimes the station agent was the only person that
had to stay home all day Friday.
A few of us one night got together to figure how
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As iV1r. Bausmann \,/as a barber by trade, he
found life out in Northern Canada very' diffcrcm and
the task of turning that section or raw land into a
farm. insurmountable. so they.' left and returned to the
United States.
Our good times \-verc over. The Bausrnann boys
left and that fa!! i went to North Battleford to attend

through Denholm to North Battleford. it made very
good time but it \vas not nearly big enough to handle
the business. It never was taken on as part of railnnc!
equipment.

Joe alld Dora Bausmalill and .Family
In 1920 Joe Bausmann purchased the whole of
section 17-50-14 from the C.P.R. In 1921 Joe. his
\vife, Dora. \v'ho \vas an aunt of John Tady. their t\VO
sons Lamond and Llradis moved up to the Medstead
district. They erected a lumber two story house llorth
across the n;ad from the S. Perry farm.
I dOll' t remember Joe and Dora wry well. except
that they were very friendly and liked to dance and
enjoy life.
. But the bovs. who were thirteen and eleven years
old. we. the Perry children. found to be the best
playmates.
Many a game of ball. hide-and-seek ami kickthe-tin we had that sUlllmer'
While they were living in our district we also had
a Sundav school. This Sunday school was held at the
Anglica~1 Church Nursing Home on the quarter south
of where we lived.
The nurse. Miss Burgess. besides her duties as a
nurse, taught the Sunday ~school as well as organizing
a ehildren\ festival wh~re the boys and girls around
the area put on little plays and musicals. travelling
about the district.
One lovely Sunday morning. when the Perry
children were ready for Sunday school. the two
Bausmann boys came over to play.
"We can't play now," we said. "We're going to
Sundav schooL Come with us." we coaxed.
At'first the two boys held back. not knowing what
they were fletting into saying thev had never been to
SU;lday sZhooL Finally atter ;ome coaxing they
came.
We arrived at the Nursing Home and were seated
in a neat row on chairs waiting for Nurse Burgess to
arranue the music on the organ: when Lamond \vith a
troul,Jed look on his face. I~aned over and whispered
to mv sister. Honev. "I've got a chew of tobacco in
mv n;outh. What sl;alll (Io")'~ Honey thought ljuickly.
th~n pushing her handkerchief over to him. whispererd back. "Here. use this." So he did. Ugh' I
We had a lovely litle service and sang some of our
favorite children's -hvmns. Then each o(us received a
pretty little card. decorated with flowers and birds
with a Bible verse on it.
"How did you like Sunday school"" we asked
anxiously as
strolled back hZHne. "It wasn't bad at
all." they said. in surprise.
But 1 don't remember getting them to go with us
ever again.

school and \vork hard l"l)!" room and board: so those
good companions became only a pleasant memcwy.
~. All of the Bausmann family have passeu a\va}'
no\v. iv1rs. Bausmann was kilicd in a car accident and

Joe met his death bv drov/ning.
sumbitted by E. Casson

The E. E. Bayntoll§
Edgar Baymon was born February 2B, 1875 at
Halton~ Ontario of English parents. He came west to
Manitoba in 1904 and after a short stay moved to
twenty-two miles north of Maple Creck.
Saskatchewan.
He married Margaret Dunkie of Wellington. Ontario. June 7.1917. They had one daughter\vho died
in infancy. He was a farmer all his life. mainly sheep
and shorthorn cattle. He kept purebred Shropshire
sheep. winning numerous prizes and medals at stock
shows in Saskatchewan and Alberta. Being a lifelong
sheep rancher Mr. Baynton kncw the value of good
sheep clogs. He raised and trained thcm for sale. Like
thousands of other farmers of Saskatchewan. Mr.
Baynton suffered grievous hardships during the
"Dirty Thirties' when he peddled top-quality beef at
five cents a pound. There was very little money in
circulation. When feed was gone. he saw ranchers
having to shoot fine beef animals to save them from
starvation. It was a heartbreaking life.
ML Bayntoll was always interested in wild bird

c

\ve
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and Mrs. E. E. Baynton.

life, a disciple of JacK Miner. He used to trap and

the children \A/ent to schoo!. The family spent the first

g(}VCIT1-

wInter on the B!oornfieid place (later fanned by C.

menI. He was a crack rifle man.
In 1934 crop failures around ~jIaple Creek drove
him to settle north-west of Rabhit Lake for a short
time. then to Belbutte area on S'vV V.+ 20-50-13-W3rd.
Although thev had no familv of their uwn thev raised
a niece '-and n~phe\v, rYlarga;'et and Milfred B:lynron.
One summer night in the late· 40's at about two in
the morning, Bill Simpson heard a loud knocking on
their door. They hurried out to find Mr. Baynton who
had come to tell them his house was on fire. They
went back with him to the scene of the tragedy and
there stood Mrs. Baynton at the side of the road
watching their home and everything they had in it,
going up in smoke. This was the second time they
had been burned out.
John Schulkowsky, Joe Oster, Bill Simpson, Isaac Bergen, Joe Gatzke and Ed Zimmer helped to
move a house from the Zimmer farm to M ... Baynton's vard. It had been built by Mr. Krahn.
the fall of 1952 M... Baynton decided to go to
Ontario to visit his brother. Mr. Anton HOll1oet did
chores while he was gone and Mrs. Baynton staved
with Hildur and Harold Short in Medstead. M ...
Baynton returned in the early spring and was sad to
learn of the passing of his old friend, Wm. Simpson,
Sr.
As the years passed by they decided to move to a
warmer climate. They had an auction sale and on
October 9, 1955 at the age of eighty two dn.lVc their
well-loaded truck to Canyon, British Columbia.
They took old Scottie, his sheep dog with them
and soon acquired a few sheep. He continued to raise
and train dogs for sale. Their little acreage had a rev\,'
fruit trees and a good garden. Mrs. Baynton really
enjoyed the abundance of fruit and vegetables as she
loved to cook and preserve.
M ... Baynton always had a sharp eye and a keen
ear for a bargain. The Bayntons continued to enjoy
good health for sometime and really appreciated a
visit (i'om j(,lks "back home".
M... Baynton passed away on June 17,1969 at the
age of ninety two. Mrs. Baynton was born February
II, 1890, and celebrated her 90th birthday a few days
ago. She was an excellent cook and her Christmas
dinners were something to remember. She lives in
Creston, British Columbia and enjoys fairly good
health.

C. Churchiil) while buildings \\'cre being built on
their homestead, the N. \/1,". j()-4S-1:+-Vl~rd.
\Vhc:H I Vias about Dine yeLlr:; old. my.' {,:Hhl::r
contracted to pasture cattle from f:lrlllCrS in the North
Battlcforu district for the SUllHllcr, picking them up in
the spring and returning them in the fal!. There \A/ere
about fifty head and some calves.
At that time ulmost all railroad land Vias vac<.!nt
and it \vas the responsihility or my sister Viinnifred.
who \vas nine }'cars older than I \vas. to herd the caule

band the Canada Gouse for the Dominion

on adjacent land during the d~lY and return t11ern to the
corral in the barnyard in the evenint!. it oftell fell to
my iot to help herd the cattle. 1\/1)' mother I,vould send
a lunch v/ith us and \ve \Iy'oltld stay out all cla.y.
returning with the cattle in the evening.
The day that [ remember the best '.vas on Thanksgiving Day. ivly mother had sent llS a special lunch,
\vith pumpkin pie and other Thanksgiving treats.
Now there was one old CllW in the herd that. at
some time in her obscure past. had acquired a fondness for sandwiches and other picnic fare. a fact "iNe
had discovered to our sorrow. Every chance she got
she would raid (lur camp and devour our lunch. This
particular day some of the cattle had strayed away.
WinnifrelL aftercautiol1ing me not to let the "Dinner
Cow" , as we had nicknamed her, get into camp and
cat our lunch, rode away to locate the missing cattle
and bring them back.
However. hefore Winnifrcd got back, I fell asleep
and when she returned to find me sleeping, the cow
hadjust polisheci ot'four lunch. So I was sent home in
disgrace to get some more lunch. 1 started for home
on my pony. She \vas a wiry little cow pony that
could turn on a dime and give you some change. We
al ways rode bareback and also went barefoot all
summer. I stopped to let my pony have a drink from a
slough on the way. The pony was taking her time
about it and, since 1 \Vas not in a cheerful frame of
mind because of my earlier misfortune, I kicked her
violently in the ribs with my heels. Quick !!s a Ilash
she jumped from underneath me and I landed in
about two feet of \vater in the slough. So not oniy was
I in disgrace over the lunch disaster, i also suffered

I,;

the indignity of a good soaking.
It \vas customary for the municipal road work
gang to be made up from those \vho \vished to work

their taxes. When I was ten or cleven, my father put
two four-horse outfits to ",,/ork on the n)ad, driving
one outfit himself and I had the priveiege of driving
the other one.
Each outfit pulled n four-horse scraper called a
fresno, a new type that replaced the older two-horse
slip scraper. Baron Dirgull from south or Hillside

Harmon A. Baxter
by Howard Baxter
The Baxters emigrated from Minot, North Dakota, to the Sanclwith district in 1910. I believe that was
about the time the Hyde Park School was built, where
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Post Office \vas road foreman and Kelly Jacques, a
small wiry rnan fron \,yard School district was the
man whose job it was to load the scraper. This \vas
done by holding the heavy s[eci handle, which \vas
about rive feet long. extending from the back \vhen in
the loading or loaded transport position. at the proper
angle. This could be hazardous if the horses Ilv'ere too
fast or skittish. If the cutting edge struck a solid rock.
or if the cutting edge took too deep a bite in firm
ground [he man holding the Johnson hal'. as the
handle was called, could easily be hurt if he did nor
get out of the INay in time and could possibly' be
thrown up among the horses or further.
That summer. one of the roads we vvorked on \vas
south of Jim Scott's homestead \vhere a large slough
had flooded the road. The foreman instructed a local
blaCKsmith in the construction of a horsepowered
bulldozer. constructed from the rear wheels of a
wagon with a long tongue in it and the blmle mounted
on the front end of the tongue. This was powered by a
team of horses. The neck-yoke straps were adjusted
so that when going ahead, the dozer rested on the
ground. When backing up, the pull on the straps
tended to lift the blade. So with this device we
successfully pushed the grade across the slough,
encountering only one minor incident.
The outside horse of one outfit got a little too
close to the soft loose ground on the edge of the grade
in passing the bulldozer and got stuck in the mud. He
soon got mired down and was unable to get Lip so he
was unhitched, separated from the other horses and
rolled into the slough. This solution would hardly be
practical with the modern earth movers. I'm not sure
whose outfit it was, could have been Bill Smith's. He
lived someplace west of Hyde Park School. Clarence
Hillier may have been the one whose team was on the
bulldozer.
I suppose all of the old-timers remember the early
fall storm that took place around October 6, about
IlJI6 or 1917. The morning was a beautiful warm
sunny day. All us kids went to school barefooted as
usual. About noon it started to snow and by the time
school let out there was about six inches of snow on
the ground. Luckily, our parents sent someone to
pick us up. The snow never went away that fall,
though some days it melted some.
In 1930 another storm came, also abom the fifth
or six th of October. It turned into a real Iy bad blizzard
that lasted three days, much longer in the North
where it was reported that Barren Land caribou were
pushed south into the timber so far that by December
first. some stragglers were sighted as far south as the
north end of Green Lake, not far from where we were
moose hunting at the time.
Horse-trading was a popular sport and some

o)drimcrs \\'cre particularly gifted in this respect.
sometimeS creating some- hiL:trious results.
One of those talt;l1rcd individuu!s \),:''-\s lvh.

('!itlord Barthokmcvv'. \vhn lived a fcl,v miles cast of
Avery' Sd1U01. across frum Harrisons' store, or. as it
was called. Glenbush store. Tlk~ following is a deal
Vv'ith his distinctive touch.
Shonlv. after mv. father moved to the North BattlefonJ district he needed :-.ome more horsepower. so
early in the srring he went up to visit his old friend
Clifford Bartholemew. Clifford told him of a man
\\.'ho had v./inrcrcd in a tent in Spring Coulee. east and
a little south of \vhcre the Sandwith siding is. He had
subcontracted a stretch of the railvv'<.i;": grade running
through Hatherleigh and Sandwith to Gknbush, the
summer before. Having finished his contract he had
his horses for sak.
So Dad and Clifford set out to call on him. He
\Ni.lS a tall, rangy Scandinavian \vhose name. I think.
was Ole Olson. After some bargaining Dad finally
bought a couple of horses. Then Clifford decided he
wanted to buy one that took his fancy but they
couldn't come to terms on a price. After some parleying they finally got within ten dollars of each other
and there they were deadlocked.
"Tell you what." said Clifford, who was a short.
slightly tubby type, ''l'11 run you a race and if 1 win
I'll get the horse at my price. if you win. I'll pay you
yours.
UnKnown to Ole, who did not Know Bartholemew at all, Clifford was quite fleet of foot in
spite of his looks. Ole, sizing up his chubby challenger readily agreed [0 what looked like a cinch. So
they marked out a course of about fifty yards. Dad
\\"as to supervise the race and start them otT
Well sir. much to Ole's surprise. Clifford left him
so far behind that it wasll't even close. Ole lived up to
his word and the deal was closed at Clifford's price.
Dad still laughed about it as he related the incident
\vhen he got home.
Horses played a very important part in the early
development of the West, as their predecessors, the
oxen. had in their time, Horses were a marvelous and
versatile source of farm pm,ver and transportation.
making a goodly contribution to recreation as well,
to wit - horse racing and horse trading. Each had his
or her o\vn personality, ranging from 10yu1 and dependable. to slothful and indifferent, to mean and
dovv'nright vicious, very like the members of the
hUlllan cOlllmunity which he served. Most horses
like their two-footed reiatives, responded favourably
to kindness and considerate treatment. Pioneer society owed a great deal to that wonderful work of
creation, the horse.
I might add a short bit of information on HarTi263

son's srol't.':, \vhich I mentioned. lvIr. Fleming once
operated it ·thuugh 1 am nut sure: if he was the first.
Otis Jones later acyuired it. (Otis later o\""ne£1 North
Batt!eford Cartallc). He installed f\/lr. Harrison as
manager-operato;. ;V'le l'1i.llTison SCHJn hought a half
interest in it and later bou,~hr it all. Vv'c kids wer~;
mighti iy impressed \\' ith Mr. t'larrison's abii ity to add
up three columns of figures at one time. He hud heen
a bank teller.
The Baxter family left the Hyde Park district in
the fa!! of 1925. anout a year hefore the raihva y"came
through Glenbush. They moved to Gibbuns, AlberttL later coming to the tVktropole district near North
Battleford.
Hazel. the olucst of the family, was born in Granite Falls, Minnesota, July 3, IS94. She marricu
Frank Hauser. July 3,1920. They lived at Moose Jaw.
Hazel passcu away in 1975.
Maguerite was burn in Milnor. North Dakota on
September 22, Ig95. She married Allan Ritchie on
August 7, 1916. They lived in Battldoru. later rn
Edmonton. She died in 11)76.
Winnifrcd was born March 2l), IB9l), also 111
Milnor, North Dakota. She married George Vany,
October 2B, 1933, and they live in North Ballieford.

Ruy, born October lJ, 1901. in iVliinor, North
Dakota. He married knnie (Doliy) McNabb in 11)24.
They farmed in the North Battkford area, thcn
moved to Chilli\vaL'i-:.. P.o:v died in July:, 1976.
Vv'illiam, born July 16, !i)U4, in l\,.'linoL North
Dakota, marricu Edith Tolan on February" I!, 10.23.
Edith had taught Hyde Park School in 1921. \Villiam
opcrutcd the Rabbit Lake Pool ckv~ltor before mo'v'ing to Ne\v \Vestminstcr. He died April 16. 1072.
Hov,,'ard \\'41s born in f\.i]inc)[ on /~ugust 3, }0U7.
and married l\1aric Nachtcgak on June 2S, JIJ3J.
i'vlaric \ parents had homesteaded in the Redfield
district in 19()6. They moved to the North Battlcford
d istricL bu y i ng the J. \\,'. 1',,1 i! Jar farm in ll) 1S. Ho\\/ard
<ind lVlarie still farm ncar North Battlcforcl.
Harold (Bud) was born in Minot on April !l),
1910. Bud fanned in the North Battleford district
after he got out of the R. C. A. F, and later went to
ChilliwacK. He now lives Cit Enderby, British Culum-

hia.
Harmon A. Baxter died in Chilliwack in 1961 and
Mrs. Baxter passed on in 1967.

TlJe Cornelius Beiers Family
submitled by Mary Pilo!
My parents came to Canada from Russia in 1926

The Beir Family. Back row, left to right: Dave, Jake, Abe, Cornie, Elmer, Albert. Peter, Mary, Mr. and Mrs. Beir, Elfrieda, Walter.
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with hvo chiidrt:n. Dave, the oldest, and myself
IMary). They farmed west orGlcnbush. We attended
the Avery,' SchuoL Thc y' sold the farm and moved to
British Columbia, all except myself. At first they
lived at A1Jergrove. later my parents moved to Clearbrook, British Columbia. They lived here at the time
or their death.
They had ten children.
Dave ~ employed and lives in Vancouver.
Mary-- IMrs. Pilot) We have five children, four
boys and one girl. Three chiidren arc married. We
have six grandchildren. We live in the to\\'!1 of Battleford.
Cornie - lives in Aldergrove and is also employed in Vancouver.
Peter- is married and has one son. They live in
Mt. Lehman, British Columbia.
Abe - married and had two daughters. Abe
drowned at Cultous Lake, British Columbia.
Jake -"'- married, has one son. They live in Langley, British Columbia.
Albert - married, has four boys. They live at
Mt. Lehman, British Columbia.
Walter - lives in Langley, British Columbia.
Elfrieda -- (Mrs. Gyorgi) lives in Langley, British Columbia.
Elmer- married and has four children, two boys
and two girls. They live at Aldergrove, British Columbia.

was beiDi! built in the area, tic contracts offered the
first real cash but little of it \Vas aBowed to aCCUJ11l.llate '1S equipment and supplies absorbed every dollar.

! was born on September 26, 1918 in a nursing
home in North Battleford,and went horne to the mifi
to join my sisters Eea and Nlariun and brother Jim. A
couple of years later. rny sister rvlary· Jane came along
and as Jim died the following year, she and I \vere
close as vvc grev\,.' up. Life at the mill \vas a very
isolated one for us as wc met fevv children our O\Nn
age. The fev'!' that did come and stay for any length of
time were Indian children from the Cochin or vVitchekan Reserves. Their families travelled back and
forth in tall wagons in summer and sleighs in \vinter.
Winter was the time the Indian families came and
stayed a few months to take OLlt logs for the mili and
we enjoyed the company of the children.
Two I remember in particular were, Pete Northwind and his sister Maria. Pete and I would dig holes
in the side of the sawelust pile anel make a cave. After
you broke through the frozen crust. the sawdust was
damp and warm. We had our sleigh tracks running
right over the face of the cave and while one of us
h~ddlecl in the cave, the other would go thundering
overhead on the sleigh. The one inside would stick
his head out until the last minute, then duck in great fun and much laughter!
Pete's mother fed us bannock and Pete taught me
bad words in Cree and would have me yelling them
from the roof of their cabin. I often wondered why his
mother would come storming out, cautioning me not
to say those words. Pete would be doubled over in
stitches, while I got all the flack. As! remember, the
noor of their cabin was of rough lumber, but Mrs.
Northwind kept it scrubbed until the boards were
white. Pete once traded me an old powderholl1 for
my cap gun and my son now has the powderhorn.
Peter in later years was a cowboy s01l1ewhere in the
U. S. I heard he died in New York a few years ago.

The Bell Story
by Lewis E. Bell
My father, Francis John Bell. was born at Oro
Station, near Barrie, Ontario. His forefathers came
from County Antrim, near Belfast. Ireland.
My mother, Agnes Ausman was born in Newmarket, Ontario, the daughter of Pennsylvania Dutch
parents.
Dad was a school teacher by profession, and
taught school in North Dakota in the early 1900's. He
joined the T Eaton Co. in Winnipeg, Man. and
developed the hardware section of their mail order
catalogue. The ties of inside work didn't appeal to
him so in about 1910 he brought his family to North
Battleford where he opened a machine shop. After
the outbreak of war in 1914, his business failed so he
went into the saw-milling business. First at Meeting
Lake, Sask. and then at a site about two miles cast
and three miles north of Cater Store, which became
known as Bell's Mil!. He was in business there i()r
about twenty years. Dad and mother started there
with 50¢ in cash and like their neighbors, a lot of raw
courage. There was little cash that changed hands in
those days - trade was by barter. Lumber was traded
for beef, pork, potatoes, hay, etc. When the railway

There were many interesting things to do at the
mill. I spent much of my time among the men who
came in to work in the bush. They were from allover
Europe, speaking many strange languages. On winter evenings, I would often go down to the bunkhouse. There were double bunks along either side
filled with straw and straw ticks. Russi:m felt boots
hung on wires down the aisle to dry out for the next
day. The men wore mackinaw shirts and breeks held
up with wide braces, over heavy woolen underwear.
The four-foot long heater at the centre supplied heat
and the air would bring tears to your eyes. 1 could
swear with the best of them but they loved to have me
sing songs to them, and the odd dime would come my
way. Many had good voices themselves and in th"~
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hot iron (held with tongs) on the spit, and hit it with
his hammer. The bang sure made mejump and sparks
flew allover the shop'

spring particularly, they would gather outside, llse a
tub for a drum and break into songs from home,
I often waited on table in the cookhouse, serving
potatoes and meat in long shaJlow black pans. Carrots and cabbage were the vegetables. There was jam
in four pound tins, fresh bread, and dairy butter. Also
prunes and other dried fruits for dessert as well as
apple and raisin pie, and cake with thick fudge icing.
We had a dutch oven in the kitchen in which the cook
would bake 125 loaves of bread per day and then put
in the meat and vegetables. Tea and coffee were made
in large enamelled pitchers, and the plates and cups
were enamelware too.
The bull-cook was kept busy carrying water,
peeling potatoes and washing dishes, pots and pans.!
remember one bull-cook named Eugene who taught
me how not to smoke. One day after dinner, he
produced a tin of Copenhagen (snuff to you uneducated types) and showed me how to lift out a generous helping with my forefinger and pop it into place
between my lower lip and my teeth. Sure tasted good
but quite a bit was swallowed when the saliva got
mixed in and a strange sensation started in the belt
region. What was left, I spat out. Then he brought out
a plug of Big Ben chewing tobacco. I always did like
the smell of the stuff' Now was my chance and such a
good teacher. Out came a knife and before I knew it, a
quid of tobacco was bulging one cheek. The strange
sensation from the snuff was still around but there
was joy in that quid and again a few swallows of dark
brown saliva joined the snuff. The novelty quickly
wore off and the Big Ben quid and all was spat into
the swill bucket (poor pigs). Next my friend had a
long cigar and an Eddy's match in his hand. He bit off
the end, lit it and I found myself learning how to blow
smoke rings. Boy' Just the same as my dad' But the
floor suddenly became unsteady and I needed fresh
air fast. My complexion took on a greenish shade and
! figured l'd die right there and it couldn't happen too
soon. ! will never forget that bull-cook and 1 have
never smoked since.
The blacksmith shop was an interesting place and
at one time I could weld and temper. It was fun
watching horses being shod. The smell of the burning
hoof, the paring of the hoof and the smithy's quick
movement as he sized up the progress, sweat pouring
off his forehead as he heated the shoes. He hammered
them into shape, put in the corks, then cooled them in
a water tank before nailing them on the hoof and
clinching off the end of the nails. All these actions
flowed smoothly while I turned the forge. I liked to
watch two men shaping a spitting, white-hot piece of
iron with sledge hammers, timing their swings so
that the metal was under continual harassment.
Sometimes the smith would spit on the anvil, put his

Vv'e only got to school a few months in the summer in those years, but we joved reading, and books
were our world of interest. At Cn riSlmas there was
the school Christmas tree and concert, with the
schoolhouse filled with parents and kids. There were
recitations, songs, step dances, plays, and choral
groups, allied by hard-working teachers and talented
neighbors. If lucky, there was a piano, if not. a
fiddle, banjo and guitar along with a mouth organ. At
home a huge spruce tree was decorated with popcorn
balls strung on thread, a tinsel star at the top and
stockings filled with many things, but nothing
matched a present of books. Santa left oranges, apples, nuts, and hard candies in stockings. When we
got older he left a piece of kindling and a potato. Darn
his old hide.
We took the Winnipeg Free Press and followed
the Katzenjammer Kids with interest, also Barney
Google and his horse Spark Plug. Our first radio, a
small square box with pointer at the top, brought in
Spokane, Washington and Salt Lake City. We marvelled when everyone in the room could hear when
the set was turned up. A copper wire strung between
two poles outside provided an aerial. The family
loved to sing and greatly enjoyed part singing. Our
organ was hand-made and the maple it was made
from came from my grandfather's woodlot in Ontario.

About 1927 we had great excitement in the mill
one night. The Klu Klux Klan burned a fiery cross at
the edge of the mill yard, then took off. Someone
didn't agree with my father's Liberal politics.
A garden gave us vegetables but frost usually
came early and the potato tops would be black. Wild
raspberries, blueberries, saskatoons and low-bush
cranberries were preserved by hundreds of quarts.
Pinchberries were much sought after since they
"jelled" best. Cows provided milk and we made
butter in a ten pound Roger's syrup pail with a hole in
the lid to let out air. Boy, mother worked hard to get
the whey out and the salt into the butter. In the fall we
had venison and moose roasts. At Christmas a
stuffed goose or turkey was the main dish, and steamed suet pudding with brown sugar sauce was great.
During winter we scraped the hoar frost off the
heads of nails and spikes in the bedrooms. Everyone
kept a sharp watch on the stove pipes as they filled up
with soot and creosote, which would ignite and often
burned down a family's home. We were lucky.
We had many wild pets including a Great Northern Horned Owl, flying squirrel, coyotes, fox, goshawks, and three black bears. We often shrank in
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Beer bottles brought twenty cents a dozen, Seneca
rooL a few cents a pound. I carried water or split
wood for spending money. I remember splitting fourteen cords for Mr. Macintosh for his bakery, for five
dollars and then I piled the works for another two
dollars.
The Rev. E. V. Bird got really upset with llS when
we went to Spiritwood to play baseball on Sundays.
Mr. and Mrs. Bird were my godfather and godmother
and Alan, their son is a great friend. At Alan's house
we read books as Alan's relatives sent him great
books ii'om England. He was pretty good with tools
and he and I and Joe Schmidt built bird hOllses to
enter a contest at the Beaver Lumber yard when Mr.
Baker was manager. Joe won the contest with a really
nice house. We used the wood separators oul of car
batteries for shingles and the acid ruined the paint.
Percy Mark ran the butchers hop in Medstead and
did some threshing in the fall. His son Bob, daughter
Helen and Mary Jane ancll were as thick as thieves.
Mr. and Mrs. Bird raised most of the money to
build the Anglican Church in Medstead. Mrs. Bird
sold a valuable antique pitcher she had brought from
England. The money went to build the church. One
time a bundle wrapped in newspaper and tied with
cord came from England. Inside were bundles of
pound notes for the church. The pulpit was built by
Art Cliftons dad from Spiritwood, as his gift to the
church. He also clonated a good amount of labour.
The Cliftons were early settlers at Belbutte and
opened a hardware store there which burnecl down.
In later years they moved to Spiritwood and did
contracting work. Art was very good at playing the
violin.
Bernard Schmidt and his wife kept a halt~way
house and were one of the first to open a business at
Medstead. They put up meals and were really hospitable people. Emily and Marie, their two daughters,
and Joe, their son, were very musical. We often sang
around their piano. Joe and I played guitars together
and sang. At dances we both played banjos, and even
today I will take my guitar and visit Joe and his
family for a spot of playing and recall old times. We
have had a great friendship Over the years.
Jess Fields was another oldtimer. One time he
came out to the old mill with a horse and buggy. He
brought Joe Schmidt with him and Joe brought me a
green apple which I thought was really great. I don't
think we played much at that time - too shy.
Joe told me he could track Jess anywhere in
Medstead. Jess chewed snuff and his trail was
marked with snuffjuice at regular intervals.
There was great excitement one day when Hallis'
store burned down. The town had a fire engine but it
didn't do much good. I remember one burglar saying

fright from the howls of wolves just back in the bush.
Lynx would often scream at the smell of blood from
butchering. Whiskey lacks (Canada Jays) spent their
days freighting away the garbage from the pig
troughs. My older sisters loved to pick morels after a
rain and fry them in butter to eat.
Then there came the day when we moved to
Medstead so we kids could go to school. We lived
above the lumber yard. School was then held in
Schmirler's Pool Hall building ._. twelve grades in
one room. For kicks we played shinny. There was an
old barn out back with three sides closed and one
open facing the alley. Sides were chosen with one
team inside with sticks and one team outside. The
object was for the guys outside to hit a tin can
(preferably a Carnation Milk can) into the barn and
the guys inside would try to keep it out. I supplied
edgings for sticks and the can would become a jagged
edged missile if it ever hit us. In winter, horses
fUl~nished us with a fine puck to drive back and forth.
The elust in the ham rose in dense clouds as we strove
to keep the can out. Dodging cans and clubs was
great fun. more so when we started using several tins
or horse balls at the same time. We would have loved
to play pool but were warned away from those
places.
About 1933, Percy Mark took the initiative and
built us boys a baseball diamond. He and Harry
Hallis organized us into a team in which I was the
pitcher for several years. Some of the team I remember included: Bob Walker, catcher: Bob Mark, shortstop: Dan Willis, third base: John Truss, left field:
Alan Bird, centre field: Sid Price, right field: with Ed
Price and a few others changing off. The team liked to
get Bob Walker and me mad at one another so we'd
fire the baseball back and forth and the batter had a
hard time.
We had a field meet each year with a parade, and
competitions in broad jump, high jump, 100 yard
dash, the mile etc. Medstead usually made a pretty
good showing. I still have one of the medals given out
for participation. Harry Hallis was very good to us
and gave us a good price on balls and bats. Percy
Mark would load the whole team into his Ford coupe
with rumble scat and off we would go to Turtleford,
Spiritwood, Birch Lake, Robinhood, Glaslyn, Sandwith and other places. There was great rivalry between the communities. Mr. Truss took some of us on
the section man's car (the Jitney) and some of the
team even used the pump car. I have a hunch that Mr.
Price, Mr. Truss and Mr. Walker risked their jobs to
get us to games. Little did we realize then how much
these men put themselves ouL to help LlS fellows
grow up!

Times were tough I A nickel was hard to come by.
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he could pee a better stream than the fire engine:
Harry BaHis had ammunition stocked along the east
wail facing Dickman's garage. When it started to
explode, Jake Dickman got excited, picked LIp the gas
engine to his compressor and carried it clear across
the road. Any' other time it v/oLdd have been a load for
two rn.en.
Fred Boyd kept the livery stable and Mrs. Boyd
kept the telephone office and operated it. Frances
Boyd and! went around together for a time, then she

Anothertime, Dad was filing the big circular saw

in (he mill during dinner hour. He had his arm over
the suw filing each tooth. Someone threw the throttle
on the steamer. The saw started to turn. The saw teeth
caught in dad's sheepskin coat and he was thrown
dear, uninjurec! but he could easily have lost his anD,
Those were the years of Sloan's iinamcnt. Dodd's
Kidney Pills, eucalyptus oiL electric oiL senna
leaves, pine tUf. Friar's Balsam, carbolic soap,
Watkin's products, Renfrew separators, and home

took up \vith that rascal Lyle Stc\Nard, so that was the

brew, sulphur and moiasses kept us in trim, and

end of that. Lyle was a good hockey player and
always played good position. He anel his brother
Hartley, Jeff Mark, anel the Lenton boy formed the
backbone of our hockey team. We made shin guards
out of felt pads from horse collars and strengthened
them with willow sticks.
Another oldtimer was A. V. Osler. His general
store was at the four-mile corner going down to
Glenbush. He carried everything from dried prunes
to Ben-Guay's balm, harness, rope, haywire and
overalls. He would put a gumdrop in the spout of the
coal oil can when the cap went missing. I ate the
gumdrop when we got home, coal oil tlavour and all'
In the early years, Nurse Drayton was Public
Nurse about twenty miles south of the mill at
Medstead. Our nearest doctor was at North Battleford, sixty five miles away.
I often think of the isolation of the early settlers in
relation to medical care. Here are a few examples:
Doug Carmickle (lived in Battleford area) was a
young, seventeen year old man working in the mill.
One day he was helping the engineer tighten a boxing' carrying the main drive shaft of the mill. Doug
reached up and took hold of a narrow belt driving an
emery stone. The shaft was turning. Doug was tosseci
up over the shaft. His ann was torn off at the shOl!ldeL It was the only time I saw my dad run a dash to
the barn to get a hame-strap to use as a tourniquet. An
old Star touring car fortunately started and Doug waS
rushed to Medstead to get morphine from the nurse,
then on to Cochin and North Battleford to doctor and
hospital. ! can still sec mother sterilizing flour sacks
to wrap Doug's shoulder. Blood all over' Sister Male
ion followed the car in a democrat and fast drivers.
The carthrew one tire but they never stopped. Doug's
life was saved.

castor oil moved all obstacleS.
The .J. l. Robinson Co. in Winnipeg boughl my
furs and sold traps. and all kinds of interesting traoper's supplies. As a trapper I shipped the odd ~eas~l,
a big year consisted of two skins. But 'vvhat dreams!
Dr. Bell's (no known relation) Medical Wonder
saved many a horse and Lydia E. Pinkham's for
women was claimed to guarantee a baby from every
bottle. Cheese was sold in cuts from a fifty-pound
round block. Timothy Eaton's catalogue contained
an exciting world of pictures. It was even more exciting when those big parcels arrived by mail, wrapped
in heavy brown paper, and tied with heavy hemp
cord. Mother would always be upset with the substitutions and send them back. Credit slips for change
to be sent back with future orders kept us square with
them.
We were always amused by the story of one new
settler who ordered a set of harness. When the shipment came he wrote Eaton's and asked why they
hadn't sent the team of horses.
There were some interesting personalities around
in the community. Joe Labunski broke the first three
acres of his homestead with a grubhoe. He was said
to live in a straws tack for the first year or so on the
farm.
Ken Brown from Glenbush, was one of the eager
young men who worked in the mill. It was said he
could lift the end of any log on the skid way. Ivor
Soderberg was another powerful man. When the fire
of 1919 came through, lvor was one of the settlers
drafted to fight fire. It was said that Ivor, with his

double-bladed axe, would grab a four-inch tree with
one hand, cut it off with two cuts orhis axe, and hoist
it into the wind row with one hand. He couid go on aiJ

day like that.

Another time, a man vvas hewing ties. He waS

'-

Joe Landry kept his hOllse painted white with
grey trim and cut huge piles of stove wood which
were all neatly piied in his yard.
My uncle, Frank Ausman, cleared ninety acres of
heavy bush by hand from his homestead at Belbutte.
His tools - a cross-cut saw. a swede saw, an axe and
a grubhoe. Some of those trees went three feet on the
stump and every root was grubbed out.

standing on the log, brought the broadaxe down,
missing the log and cut from his big toe through to
the little toe. His family wrapped the foot in a tlanuelette blanket that hadn't been washed for a few
months. Mother had to soak the blanket off in a pail
of Lysol water. Then he was taken to North Battleford
for attention.
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in the district. It had disk wheels and went to beat
hell'

Another neighbor, by the name of Coldiron, went
broke before coming into the area to fanTL He repaid
his debts with home brew and the sleigh loads of oncgallon crocks passed through our mill from Dcbden
enroute to Meota. The jugs were covered with grain
and were dispersed to market through several hands.
The liquor was well distilled, it sold for SIO.OO a
gallon. and would burn a blue flame ifyOLl touched a
match to it. When the last dcbt was paid, he quit
making it.

1 joined the Royal Canadian Navy in t942 and
spent most of 111Y service time on North Atlantic
convoy service as a code and cypher clerk. in 1945 I
returned to Prince Albert with my wife Marjorie (we
married in i 943) and was in business there to 1957.
Our family of three boys and one girl were ali born
there. In 1957 we moved to SaSKatoon, in 1959 to
Winnipeg, and to Kitchener, Ontario in 1965. in 1966
we moved to Edmonton where we set up a tax and
accounting practice which is shU operating today. ~We
have a staff of ten and have our own mini-conlputer.

Then one other still-operator from the GlenbushMedstead area boasted the R.C.M.P. would never
catch him' He was working in the mill one winter to
make a stake. A teamster came in and was hired to
handle the horses. He was around a few weeks and
was a real good teamster. One day he eame up to the
house with the still-operator in tow. He requested
Dad provide him and his prisoner with transportation
to Medstead. It turned out he was an R.C.M.P. officer. He "got his man" when the guy produced a
bottle of home brew for sale.

What do ! think of those early years') I am glad to
have been a partieipant in the struggle. It is true I well
remember the disappointments and the feeling of
helplessness to get ahead. But the lasting value it
gave me was strength of purpose, the win to move on
over life's obstacles with a feeling of wanting to

achieve - come hell or high water! For this lowe a
debt to my parents and to our neighbors, each of
whom formed part of the example. The many acts of
kindness to people in trouble, the people who were
always at church service after driving with horses in
bitter weather, the parcels sent during the war, were
examples of the character of the people.
My mother gave up her home on Birch Lake a few
years after the death of her brother Charlie Ausman
and spent most of her remaining years in Edmonton,
coming back to the lake in the summer. She passed
away in Edmonton in 1959.

The Depression years were hard ones to adjust to.
Money out on the books for lumber to needy settlers
could not be eollected. Butter was selling for IO¢ a
pounds, eggs 9¢ a dozen and there were similar
values for beef and pork. But taxes still had to be
paid, clothes bought. and some semblance of respect
maintained. Only years later did I appreciate the
sacrifice my parents made during those dark years.
Then in 1935 Dad took sick with cancer and left lIS in
1936. Rochester had not been able to remove the
growth. We carried on. My mother carried the whole
load of seeing us get to school, clearing up the
lumber business affairs and, keeping up our courage
and her own.

Sister, Beatrice Fraser raised her nine children on
the farm near Glaslyn and they are now scattered
across Canada. Many of them have their own businesses or hold responsible positions in the oil industry. Bea still lives on the farm with her son Jerry.
Marion spent most of her adult iife in Edmonton,
increasingly disabled by M. S. She died in Calgary in
1974 and is survived by her husband Donald
Livingston. Also by her daughter Sharleen Lenihan,
four grandaughters and three great grandchildren.
Mary Jane got her degree in pharmacy in Toronto
and has practiced there over the years. Her husband,
Mel Tushingham, who was with Bell Telephone,
passed away in 1972. They have three children, two
boys and a girl. Their oldest son has finished univelc
sity and has been working in the construction industry as an estimator and field supervisor. Peter is now

Then 1939 changed things. I was in the first draft
and left Medstead for Prince Albert. enroute to Dundurn for army training. The group of boys who had
played baseball together found themselves scattered
throughout Canada. Most of them never to return
except for brief visits. Some of them never returned
at all.
It was a shock to us when Dan Willis lost his life
on HMS Fraser. Norman MacLean from Birch Lake
was killed in action prior to Dunkirk, and Grant
Fletcher went down with his plane. Our teacher,
Frank Warwick joined the Saskatchewan Machine
Gun regiment and saw action in Europe. He returned
to get his university degree and continue teaching.
Frank taught me eight grades of my ten grades
schooling and is a person I hold in the highest regard.
He was always a student, always active in sport and
always pushing his students to excel. At Birch Lake,
Frank bought one of the first 1927 Chev touring cars

attendina university, working towards an engineering_ dea~e.
Their daughter
Jane lives at
e
c
B.C.

Na~aimo,

Our family is as follows:
Jerome Bell- owns and operates Custom Cycle
Sales and Service Ltd. in Saskatoon. He and his wife
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Barb have two sons. Besides motorcycles. Jerome's
main hobby is parachute jumping.
Philip Bell - After spending nine years on the
Edmonton Police Force, Phil decided to go into business for himself. He owns and operates Taco Grande,
a Mexican fast food outlet in Penticton, B.C. but
plans a move to Vancouver. He and his wife Debbie
have two daughters.
Kevin Bell - is employed by Canadian Press as
an electronic's technician responsible for communication equipment in T. V. stations, radio stations and
newspaper. His work takes him allover Alberta but
his base is Edmonton. Kevin has two sons. He plays a
pretty mean guitar.
Ellen Bell - After finishing university, Ellen
travelled for a year in Europe. She is now a consultant with an Alberta consulting firm doing research work for the travel industry. She too, loves
parachute jumping.

The Stately Trees
by Frank Bell (1930's)
When your heart is sore and heavy, and leaden is the
sky,
When worries by the dozen stop and will not pass you
by
When other people's greed or woe infringes on your
peace
Just stop, and think, and meditate on quiet stately
trees.

Jack and Pat Bell and family, oldest to youngest. Donnie, Terry.

Barbara, Marjorie and Johnnie.

machinery from my brother. Ed. The house we
moved into was a three room log cabin. which had
been L1sed for some time as a granary. Vv'c fixed it lip
to live in. We were two miles from 11 main road and
nine miles from the nearest village~.. Sand with. We
had many friendly neighbors who helped a great deal
in Ollr getting started. Our first visitor \vas Margaret
Price. She brought a little maiden hair fern. which
she had started in a soup can, and which grew into a
very beautiful plant.
We had many hardships. In the first year and a
half we lost a co\v. a calL and two litters of piglets.
The good times, the lovely gardens, all the good
things that happened, far outnumbered the hardships.
The first year on the farm. \ve drove a team and
buggy. The following year we had a Model "T"
Ford. The next year we drove a Model "/\" Ford. Our
first child. a son, Donald Lawrence, was born October 24, 1947. Our second son, Terry Edward, waS
born November 29, 1948. Barbara Helene, our third,
was born February 18, 1950. Marjorie .ludith waS
born February 4,1952. John FredericK, our third SOl],
was born January 3D, 1954.
We lived on Ed Bell's place for the winter of
1953-54. We had bought the Bates' place and in the
spring of 1954 we moved there to be near a better road
and Lost Horse Creek School. where our two oldest
started school in the fall of 1954. We built a house,

The recl squirrel scolds and chatters over troubles of
his own
The Whiskey Jack, in temper, shrieks about some
rotten bone,
The groundhog blinks his lazy eyes and grumbles at
the fleas
But none of them affects the quiet grandeur of the
trees.
So when your heart is heavy and you know not where
to go
To escape the trials ancl worries of people and their
woe

Just treat them like the red squirrel, the groundhog
and the fleas
As is done in wise philosophy by the quiet stately
trees.

Jack Bell Story
In May, 1947, we moved from Batt!eforcl to a
little farm in the Lost Horse Creek district. Why') To
get away from town life and to try our hand at
farming. We were both raised on a farm.
We bought the Tally Baker and Boychuck quarters. We bought a team of horses, a cow, and some
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for the Parks Board as a security officer. Then for a
time for the liquor store in Mission. and lastly for the
Metro co-or at Ruskin. until his retirement in
March !979.

bought other land, leased a quarter of land for graz-

ing, and settled down to mixed farming.
The boy's first teacher was Miss Sorenchuck
from the Hatherliegh district. Their second teacher
was Miss Helen Wiebe. from Glenbush. The year the
boys \verc in grade three, Lost Horse Creek School
was closed down. and the children went to Sandwith
school by bus.
We didn't have to go far for entertainment. We
had wonderful neighbors who visited us often. Some
of our close neighbors, to name a few, \vcre Jim and
Anne Tuck. Maynard and Ruth Dirksen. Martin (Dutchie) Van Zee. Car! and Lorine Jacobson. Art and
Margaret Price. Ben and Betty Kunz. Bob and Irene
Kraft. John and Mildred Kraft. Pete and Doris
Rowley. Art Siemons. Hubert and Cecelia Eberle.
West and Ruby HUllles. and Illany more: all who
were always ready to give a helping hand, when
needed. We met often for picnics and ball games.
There have been many Changes over the years.
We sold our farm to Harold Gates in the spring of
1962. and moved to British Columbia - Siverdale.
five miles west of Mission City. in the Fraser Valley.
We bought a garage and cafe which we ran for eleven
years.
We have been back to visit our many friends in
the Sand with area a few times. and always enjoy
seeing any who comc out our way. Our children are
all married now and have families of their own. They
all live quite near to us so wc can visit often. Don
married Linda Payton. They have two children. Joyce
(twelve). and Steven. (nine). Don is a welder and
mechanic. and will have his helicopter license this
spring. They live at Silverdale. Terry married Audrey
Whistle. They have two children. Theresa (nine). and
Colin (six). Terry is a heavy duty mechanic. ancl
works for the municipality of Mission: they live in
Haney. Barbara married Ted Kerr who is a millwright. They live Hatzic and have a little girl. Starr
who is (two). Marjorie married Stan Roberts. They
live in Mission and have two children. Bryan (nine).
and Sonya (six). Stan has his own business - Mill
Construction and Maintenance. John married Debbie
Kurtz: they live in Mission and have a son David
(six). At the time of writing. Debbie is expecting her
second baby in March. John is a mechanic and
welder. and works for Stan.
We had a fire on December 30. 1970. which
destroyed our house. cafe. office. and gas pumps.
There were no injuries but a great loss. We rebuilt the
office put in new pumps. and sold the business in
1973. We bought a house on an acre of land in
Mission. In 1976 we subdivided and built a new
house. where we now live - 32069 Hillcrest Ave.
Since selling the business, Jack has worked for a time

The l"loyd Bender Story
Mother and Dad were born in Iowa. U.S.A. My
oldest sister was also born there. They moved to
Saskatchewan in 1909. and homesteaded in a little
place fifty-six miles northwest of Moose jaw called
Moa. where I was born.
They started there with nothing. the same as
everyone else. There was no telephone nor power;
they just homesteaded there. They set up a little
house and started fanning. They had hard times to
start with. I remember Mother saying that all they
had for fuel to burn in the summertime were cow
chips. which they picked up in the pasture with
gunny sacks.
Soon times improved and they were able to build
a big barn and increase their stock. At that time they
were considered well off. but the depression came
and they lost everything. In 1929 they left the farm
and began to move around. They came to Medstead
in 1930.
They put everything they had in a boxcar including enough lumber to build a small house. It was
shipped up to Medstead. At that time you could get a
boxcar, make out that you were going north to put up
hay. and that the government would ship the hay back
down to feed the stock on the prairie. but instead of
that. we moved our furniture up north.
We settled down three miles north of Medstead. I
was fifteen years old then. Dad built a little house. as
he did carpenter work as well as farm. In the meantime. while we were building this house. we were
camped in a tent. One night we had an early snow:
three or four inches of heavy white snow settled on
the roof of the tent and crashed the tent down. In the
middle of the night we had to get up and get the snow
off the tent and get it set up again I We had a
cookstove sitting on the ground out in the yard in
order to cook on. as we had no room in the tent or a
place out for the stove pipe. Mother was frying potatoes on the stove and there were a bunch of turkeys
around. When she came outside a big turkey was up
there. eating the potatoes out of the frying pan.
We hact some hardships at that time. however. it
wasn·t as hard for us (since there were only the three
of us) as it was for families that had five or six
children. Dad had worked hard and it wasn't long till
we had the house up. It was really wonderful to get in
the house. It consisted of one ply of lumber with tar
paper on the outside. to keep the wind from blowing
through. It had a tar paper roof which worked out fine
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I remember /\ibcrt Knutson and j hauling bridge
timbers up north to the railroad with wagons. We
hauled these square bridge timbers to the I,eoville or

Junor siding up and dovv'n through the s\vamp~y roads.
i drove a team of mules and we had no martingales or
britchings on them. I often said if it wasn't for the blg
ears! think the collar \vol.dd have gone right over
their heads going dovvn those hills. \Ve'd go down
those hills and hit that corduroy road at the bottom
and we'd break the 'vvagons. \Vc had an iJ\vful time.
Vv'c slept under the wagons at night. 1 got a dollar a
day for 'vvorking at that. which \vas pretty good at that
time, and I was glad to get it.
Dad then built a shack on the homestead up by
Broughton Lake, up north in the bush. Chester Tinnes and Dud cut wood and! hauled it to Medsteud. 1
drove two horses and 1\.VO mules. The wood was so
green and heavy you could only haul t\VO cords at a
time. We got a dollar and one-half per cord for
hauling it to the creamery. Walter fVlasterman \vas
managerofthe creamery at that time. We hauled fifty
cords of wood and it took us most of the winter to get
it there. Feed was very hard to get for the stock.
Albert Knutson and I drove to Meota to get a load of
barley straw at two dollars a load and it was so
slippery you could hardly keep it on the load. and by
the time we got home most of it was scratched off and
all we had was a basketful left. I remember my team
played out somewhere by Robinhood, und we had to
leave the one rack. The next duy Albert went back
with his team for the other load and brought it home.
! tell you it is a pretty tough feeling when you
walk out into the barn and see the cows, and hear the
horses whinny and they want something to eaL and
they are hungry, and you have nothing to give them.
We had straw on the roof of the old log barns and we
had to give that to them. The stock were practically
starving and the government would haul in slough
hay with no food value, for them. They got pretty
thin and hungry and we were glad when spring came.
As the years went by and! got a little older i went
out harvesting. I went threshing for Carl Knutson in

Guyhirne Hornecrafi, (seated) Floyd Bender.

for the winter. When summer time came around we
got a little hail storm along with the rain and it cut
holes through the tar paper and the rain just poured
down in through the inside of the hOllse and washed
off the wall paper that Mother had put on the ceiling.
It made an awful mess. We covered the roof with sod
to try and keep the rain out. You just couldn't buy
shingles even if they were a fraction of the price they
are today. We just didn't have money to buy them.
Anyway we had the farm but we didn't have
anything to farm with. Dad got hold of an old Fordson tractor, but in the stones and the roots and the
rocks it was like a toy, and you just coulcln't do the
farming. The soil wasn't any good and we never
made any money.
In fact we ended up on relief. We got an eightdollar a month relief order which helped us a lot. in
the fall of the year we worked on the road and we got
a work order for thirty-five dollars. We worked on
the road between Medstead and Robinhood. About
four miles west of Robinhood we worked on the road
with four horses and a plow. My dad and! slept under
the 125 bushel grain tank that we had borrowed from
Albert Knutson. We tipped it upside down and it
formed a type of tent and we slept under it at night.
We cooked our meals over an open fire, eggs or
whatever we had for breakfast, and! remember there
was frost in the frying pan. We worked there for a
week or long enough to get the thirty-five dollars for
a clothing order for winter and we were really glad to
get that.
We then went to the bush to cut wood for the
winter and hauled wood into town. I think it was in
the fall of 1931 that the railway went through from
Medstead to Meadow Lake. We got a job clltting
some bush on the railroad down behind our farm. 1
don't remember how much we got, it was so many
dollars an acre for cutting this bush. It sure helped us
a lot as we got enough to bu y groceries and clothes,

the fall and we got $2.25 for a man and a team
pitching bundles. We travelled from farm to farm
threshing. We slept in the granaries at night. We
worked hard and seemed to have a lot of fun anel had
good meals at the farmers house where we were
working. By the end of fall we had made about thirtyfive dollars. One fall with this money I bought a 20 or
25 pound pail of lard, and one hundred pounds of
sugar and! remember Mrs. Knutson and I bought a
few clothes for winter. At that time you didn't buy

any fancy things: you only bought the necessary
things for the winter. You had to, just to keep the
home going, or you would get pretty hungry by

spnng.
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We: had many good neighbours and vvould trade
horses, sleighs, wagons, and so on in order to get by.
We had lots of dances in those days at the schools in
Guyhirne, Cater, Medstcad and the German Hall. We
had a lot of fun. and there \Vere no rough-necks. We
would go to Guyhi111C k)r a dance: and the boys would
bring 25c and the girls would bring lunch. Albert
Knutson and his wife or some other neighbours
would supply the music.
'
I remember at that time they came out witb long
velvet dresses that tbe girls could buy for t(lUr dol,
lars. They were just so~nething wonderful. Not too
many girls could get them because four dollars was a
lot of money at that time. A girl would only get about
eight dollars a month ifshe worked out. Maybe it was
the girls that we thought were so nice, not the dresses.
It was something like having a mink coat today.
In 1939 I got a job working in the store for Leo
Pirot. I got fifteen dollars a month and my board. In
1940 1 married Betty Bowers. My dad and Slim
Gamble put up a little house in Medstead for us. At
that time I was getting forty dollars a month and I
paid Leo ten dollars a month for the lumber I needed
to build the house. We settled in there and I got a new
coal and wood stove at the wholesale price of about
$54.00 from Leo. A few years later we got a gas
washer from Eatons on a monthly payment plan of
$S.O() a month until the $95.()O was paid off. Betty
took in washing, and cooked the dinner meal for
Johnny VetseL who worked at the municipal office,
and Morrison who worked for the Beaver Lumber. In
that way we got by.
In !942 the election came and we were able to
make a little money from extra work we got. as Leo
Pirot was busy electioneering at the time.
At the end of 1942 I went to the coast and spent
the winter out there and worked for British Columbia
Electric Railway Company. I came back to North
Battleford in 1943 and got a job working for Mac,
Leods for four years. After that I worked for Bowers'
hardware for four years. After I left Bowers, I
worked for Simpson Sears and I stayed with them for
twenty,six years and now I have retired.

one looked out of place. In those days rtl] you had was
a pair of pants and shirt or 3 clean pair of bib overalls
and you danced. You diJn't need wax on the danc~
floor because there 'vvas enough sand on the floor so
that your feet would just roll around on the sand.
\Vhcn it started to get tbyJighL then we knew it \vas
time to break up the dance and go home. There \vas a
lot of work for someone to unscrC\iV and take out aU
the desks to make room for the dance.
I rerncmber Tip \Vickv'i'ire and I would go out to
Jack Scottons and roy.,.' out on Birch Lake to Bell's
Point where the big fish were. Everyone would catch
lots of fish, then stop at Scottons for supper, and
home again in the old Bennet buggy, which '>vas
made from an old Model Tear.
I remember one time Mrs. Knutson and a bunch
of young people went to Cochin in the Bennett buggy
to pick berries. We took lunch along and a tent. The
girls slept in the tent and we fellows slept in blankets
on the side hill out by Chatfield's garden. The horses
were tethered out and we got water frorn the lake for
cooking. Mrs. Knutson usually picked the most bel"
ries but there were lots for everyone. It was usually a
three,day trip and a summer holiday for us. We didn't
need money to have a lot of fun.
I remember Bill Miller and 1 were cutting wood
up at Birch Lake siding and someone had a carload of
logs hauled out there beside the boxcar to make a
carload of four, foot wood. Bill Miller ancll got eight
clollars for sawing ancl loading this wood into the
boxcar. It took us two days to get the work done and
we hacl to board ourselves. We went to the little store
there and bought a tin of Rogers Syrup for 55¢. Our
food consisted mostly of pancakes and syrup at that
time because we didn't have much food along.
I remember one Christmas day, Bill ancl I went to
the bush to cut wood because we had no money for
Christmas anyway, and we thought nothing of it. We
could have gotten a little Christmas tree because there
were lots in the bush, but there was nothing to deco,
rate it with except maybe what the girls made from
tinfoil off cigarette packages or tea packages.
Mrs . .Junor had the store there. Bean coffee was
30e a pound: everyone had their own grinder. The
Knutsons always had a coffee pot on, and people
would often stop there to warm up and have coffee.
People also used to stop there to water their horses. It
seemed Agnes was always short of wood and water
because the extra demand on the wood and water by
people stopping in, caused a shortage. They would
buck up some wood, then someone eise wouid come
along and they would stoke up the fire to warm them,
and soon the wood was gone again. but they were
always welcome at Knutsons.
We all had good neighbours and everyone gO!
along well.

Here is one of the funny things that happened at
Medsteac1. I remember Toots, Bill Miller and I came
home from a dance one night to Toot's house and
Albert was sleeping on a cot. His feet were sticking
out from under the covers. I looped a string around
his big toe and tied it to a chair. We had a lot of laughs
doing this. He never did admit to breaking away from
that string.
Nobody had too much. I remember my mother
telling me she wished she could buy me a suit of
clothes so 1 would look nice for the dances. 1 told her
that I didn't want a suit because anyone who wore
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History Of The Isaac Bergen l<amiiy
1933"1960
During the late twenties and early thirties, We

were farming ut Rivcrhurst, Saskatchewan. After a
series of four years of crop failures, we, together with
a number of other famiiies, decided to move to the

northern part of the province where it wasn't so dry.
In the fall of 1933. the Henry Krahn family of
Gilroy and ,,\ie, loaded Ollr household goods on wagons and started on our journey to the .. Promised

Land". which was then the Little Buffalo Post Office
area anci the Carrollton School district.
The women and children travelled in a covered
wagon driven in turns by Mr. Krahn ami his sons;
who also herded the cattle along the way and drove
the other wagons with the goods. I went on ahead
with the threshing outfit whieh we owned jointly: my
bedroom enroute was the little space in the separator
orthreshing machine. It was rather cramped but I \vas
young and slept very well.
When we arrived. we settled into a little log cabin
located on the land we bought from Mr. LeFevre
located northeast of section 18, township 50, west of
the 3rd meridian. North of us lived Sonny Short his

The Bergen Family on their parents Silver Anniversary, 1960,

wife. Hildur. and their son. Evan. Mrs. Short was
then the teacher at Carrollton school and drove there
every day. The Shorts were vcry good neighbors;

Mrs. Short was a great help to uS because every day
she picked up our grade I girls and took them along to
school. The children didn't have a chance to get cold
because Mrs. S. kept them well wrapped in warm
blankets; her own cheeks often looked red and cold
from the 30 degree temperatures we experienced that
winter. The children, Evan and the girls, used to pass
the time playing their own "made up" games.
There was no land cleared on our quarter, so in

the spring I started planning to prepare the Janel this
waS 1934. First of all I'd need tractor fuel. I got ajob
working for Ewald Gatzke for a month with a team of
horses. We earned $27.0D that month which paid for
two drums of tractor fuel.
After this 1 started clearing my land. While doing
so I had the misfortune of losing my wife through an
accident. 1 only broke up ten acres on this quarter.
The following winter the opportunity arose where 1
was able to purchase a quarter of land right next to the
Carrollton School. This land was not as densely

Aerial view of Bergen farm 1954.

\vooded and much easier to clear. This meant starting
from scratch \vith building a hOllse, barn and other

buildings. We erected these in the summer of 1035
and moved in for Christmas. 1 had married again that
spring so \ve were a complete happy family once
more.

The original house was built of logs. an

I~

by 26

foot structure with two bedrooms. Not very big for us

and our four children, but we were comfortable and
happy. As the family grc\v to nine children, we kept
adding onto the house until we had five bedrooms,
living and dining, and even a bathroom. \Ve also
installed our ow';- sewer system and electricity.
Our nei~hbors were Fred Henkes, later Dick
Martens. Wilsons lived a half mile away at Bazeil-

Friends and neighbors of the Bergen's, 1935. On the left Helen
Harder, Mr. and Mrs. Bergen, Mr. and Mrs. John Harder Sr., Mr.
and Mrs. Aron Froese, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Krahn, Mr. and Mrs.
David Isaak, Mr. and Mrs. John Harder, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Dyck.
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3. Lena, Mrs. David Friesen: 15S2-Sibbald Crescent, Prince Albert. David is a former teacher, \vho is
now in sales and district manager for WoridbookChildcraft of Canada.
3. David, and wife. Laurena. nee Harms. formerly of the Avery district. David is a teacher at the
Bethany Bible Institute of Hepburn, Sask. where
they reside. They have two daughters and tV,iO sons.
Address: Box 94, Hepburn, Sask.
4. Henry, and wife. Justina. nee Pauls. formerly
of Artichoke district. reside with their son and three
daughters at 731-Chapparal Place, Karnloops, B.C.
Henry is a building contractor.
5. John and wife. Marina. nee fVlartens. of
Leinan, Sask. John is principal of the Waldeck
School in the Swift Current Unit: and also farms part
time: They and their three boys anei two daughters
reside at their country home north of Swift Current.Address: Box B3S, Swift Current. Sask.
6. Isaac (Ike) and Shirley, nee Andres, of Hepburn, have two sons. Ike is acting principal of the
Bethany Bible Institute of Hepburn. Address: Box
326, Hepburn.
7. Benjamin (Ben) and Dorothy, nee Willms,
have twin sons and two daughters. Ben teaches on the
staff of the Hepburn School.Address: Box 22, Hepburn, Sask.
8. Katherine (Kaye), Mrs. Leo Oates, of Box
283, Chatham, Ontario. Leo is a dentist. They have
one son and one uaughtcr.
9. Agatha (Aggie), Mrs. Ralph Dyck, of 130,
Elgin Drive, Brampton, Ontario. Ralph is an Air
Canada pilot. They have three daughters.
submitted by 1. D. Bergen

tine, the railroad station. Other neighbors were
Borkes and Wienses.
The teachers who taught our children at Carrollton are: Mrs. I!. Short, Mrs. Percy Krake, Miss
Patterson, Miss Novak, Mr. Stillborn, Miss Ruby
Barzeelc (Later Mrs. Jack Wilson). Miss Adeline
Dick, Miss Miriam Jantzen, and Mr. Ed Funk.
At first we attended church services in the homes
and in the school, and later on at Glenbush. There
was not much tirne for recreation in those days of
pioneer fanning, but we had special days that we
enjoyed with our neighbors and friends. In the winter
evenings we often visited our neighbors and played
games.

Once a year everyone came to school for the
annual Christmas program. We had a lot of good
talent among our students and the concerts were
usually excellent. There was hearty singing ofcarols,
plays, drills, pantomimes, and of course the coming
of Santa with all the pomp and show due him: bell~
ringing, that merry "Ho'ho'ho'" of his that scared
some of the little people. And all the grown-ups
would be guessing who it was' Then he would give
out gifts and candy bags to all the children. The
climax came perhaps when he gave the teacher her
presents and kissed her: a kind of symbol of thanks
from everyone for the hard work she and the students
did for their performance.
Another highlight of the year was in May when
all the schools in the area converged at Medstead for
the annual sports day. We practis;d for weeks before:
track and field, baseball, and marching. The latter we
never quite did perfectly I ike some of the other
schools, but we had such a good spirit about that day
that nothing could truly dim our joy - not even the
thought of never winning in the parade. We marched
around the town with all the rest, holding our banner
high like they, and in the end we all reZeived a free
ice-cream cone heaped with tasty iee cream from the
Elk's Club. We children thought those men with their
purple hats and gold tassels looked so elegant and
important' Why the queen couldn't look much

Jacob Bergen Story

1. My wife, Elizabeth, and I live at W5-Ave. T.
North, Saskatoon.
2. Annie, Mrs. Jake Boldt: 2620-Prestol1 Ave.,
Saskatoon. lake is an insurance salesman. They have

My parents Jacob and Katherina Bergen came to
Canada in 1926, with many other immigrants from
Russia. We farmed in Riverhurst, Saskatchewan for
about seven years. The first years were good, but
later the drought. cutworms. strong winds, and
swirling dust left us discouraged and poor. Then
came the year we had no crop at alL and no feed for
the cattle, so loading all our possessions on a freight
car we left for the "promised land of the North", in a
touring car. Arriving in Mullingar we lived on a
rented farm. That winter father had to drive twenty
miles for firewood, cutting and hauling one load a
day (he hauled twenty loads). He also had to see eight
children, his wife, and grandmother through that
year with eighty dollars cash. We traded off our
touring car for four weanlings in 1934. The next
spring we left for Glenbush, to the quarter. one and
one-half miles north of Nelson's lake on the east side
of the road. [f I'm correct it is farmed by Jake Bargen

three married sons and a daughter.

now.

richer~

As the years went by, my family grew up and
chose vocations other than farming. Not even one of
my five boys wanted the farm, so i~l 1960 we decided
~') sell it and move to Saskatoon. The couple who
bought the farm are Mr. and Mrs. Kenny, who still
reside there.
Following is a list of our family'S whereabouts:
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parents were God-fearing people: they attended

church faithfully. Not because father was a minister,
but because they loved the Lord and VI/anted to. They
taught us the way to heaven. and to be good citizens.
'fhe years were not financially successful, and in

the fall of 1939 'vve moved to Redfield. There my
parents farmed for seven ITIOre years. then they
moved to Chilliwack, B.C. in 1949. That winter our
grandmother passed away.
Either passed away in 1973. lvlother who is
eighty-six is still living in Chilliwack.
L Katherine Bergen. known as Tina, married
Cornelius Klassen in 1949. We first lived at the farm
three miles south of where our farm is presently
located. We started from the beginning working
hare!. !n 1949, we moved to A. Petkau farm. There we
lived for twenty-nine years. We have now built a
modern bungalow on the yard which used to be the
Mike Weldon farm. Our family consists of eight
children.
In the beginning years we farmed with eight
horses, then in 1950 the lightning killed our two best
horses. We then bought an A. R. John Deere with
steel wheels. We were really excited about this. Later
of course we purchased the rubber wheel tractor. This
was a step forwarcl. The years have a way of rolling
by, but with hard work and co-operation from our
children we improved our farm. We have enjoyed our
life here in this district.

J. Bergen family.

The farm had fair buildings. The house being
logs, was sturdy and had an upstairs. We added a
lean-to onto it. We went to work mixing the right
amount of whatever is used for mud plaster. All of us
helped tramping the mud, and carrying things, etc.
Father was quite good at the plastering so when it was
finished the walls inside and out were smooth. Mother worked hard helping and whitewashing most of it.
After some !loor covering was put on the floors and
sugar sacks used for curtains, it made a cheerful
home.
We somehow had acquired two spirited horses,
so every time we went somewhere our whole family
would get onto the wagon. Then father would hitch
the horses and jump on, and we were off. These
horses would never let anyone pass us.
In those years fifteen dollars repaired a binder.
Father broke some acres with a team and plough but
the land was very stony. The parents worked hard
with not much results, so we did not stay there long.
Our next move was to the Henry Kroeker farm,
(Gary Bargen lives there now), we rented it. and it
was a great improvement. How happy we all were to
live in a large farm house with enough room for
everyone. Our family numbered thirteen by now,
including our blind grandmother. What happy times
we spent there. During the winter evenings, we
would gather around the warm heater, mother patching, and father would read to us from the Bible. Our

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bergen
In July 1934 we, Me ancl Mrs. Jacob Bergen, and
four children ages fOUl" to fourteen migrated to northern Saskatche;an by horse and wagl;n to the home-

stead S.E. 1-51-14 in the Loch Side School District
5054. We moved north after crop failure due to
drought and then a hail storm took what little there
was. We built a log house and barn: all hard work
done by hanl!. At that time all farm work was done by
horses or oxen. We cut cord wood and haul eel it to
Medsteacl or Belbutte where it was sold to buy groceries. The children dug seneca roots and sold it for
spending money, B}' logging. raising cattle. and
Jacob working out we made a gO of it. We had good
neighbors but far and few between. Evervone'"- \vas
struggling to make a living.
.
When we first came there was no schooL out \ve
were told to go four miles north to Soper's home
where a girl taught school upstairs. That winter they
built a log school house called Loch Side. There were
no built up roads or highways. only trails through the
bush, but about five vears later 55 highway was built.
Most of the work ,;as done by hm:e dr:lwn equipment. Mr. Bergen worked on the building of the
highway. It is now known as higbway 3. Duri~1g those

J. Bergen mowing hay at Buffalo Lake.
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early years, it was interesting to see the indians travel
from the north going to Cochin: five to ten v>/agO!1

Jean and Willis had tWO children, Goldenc and
Merle. who both attcnded Medstead Schoo\.
Goldenc is now Mrs. Joe Feist of S1. Walburg,

loads at a time with the whole family. We had many

Saskatchewan. They have three children: (-".tda,
twelve; Darren, eight: and Gregory, seven. Joe is an

people stop in for a meaL We shared what we had.
In 1948 we bought a 4uarter of land near Belbutte

and built a nice new house and lived there till 1956

elevator agent in St. Walburg.
Merle is presently employed by rhe Co-op Service Center in Spiritwood but farms. and lives in the
Stoke district.
In 1968, he married Faye Schindel and they have

when we bought two lots in Warman. Sask. We built
a house there and retired and rented the farm out.

Then in 1968 Mr. Bergen passed away after having
been in and out of the hospital. The following year I
sold out ami moved to Abbotsford. B.C. where 1 now
live. The family is scattered with Helen in North
Battlcford. Sask .. Kathy and Jake in B.C.. Sam in
Calgary. Alberta. and Dora in Saskatoon. Sask.

one son, Warren.

The Willis Bergs farmecl here until the fall of
1978. when they sold their farm to the Amendt Bros,
and moved to Lloydminster
Willis is employed by Beretta Enterprises and
Jean does voluntary work at the church library. and
works part-time as a desk clerk at a motel.

The Berg Story
Anelrew Berg. one of the first settlers in the
Robinhood area arrived in 1911. He constructed a log
house and his wife. Sophie. step daughters. Emma
and Agnes Flaa, step son, Robert Flaa, and their two
sons. Clarence and Arthur Berg, arrived in 1913 from
Malung, Minnesota. Their house was located about
one-quarter mile west of the Robinhood corner. Mrs.
Berg's brother, Ole Olson had the farm just south of
Berg's farm.
Grandma Berg died in 1915 and is buried in the
Glenbush Municipal Cemetery.
Andrew Berg and two sons Clarence and Arthur.
moved to Lulu Island, B.C. in 1927, where they
constructed a new home which was later destroyed by
fire. Their farm was purchased by Carl Knutson.
Clarence served in the Armed Services in Canada
during World War II while Arthur served in the army
overseas. Both are now living in Sardis, B.C. Grandpa Berg died in 1941 and is buried in Vancouver. B.C
Robert Flaa spent most of his life around Calgary
and is now living in Lethbridge, Alberta.

The Floyd Berg Family
Floyd and Dora came from Laird, Saskatchewan.

In 1955. Floyd had purchased his land in the Stoke
area from Jim Johnson
In 1958, Floyd and Dora were married. They
have two children: Kevin, born in 1959, who is
presently employed in Saskatoon; and Kim, a daughter, born in 1960, who is curently taking her R.N.
course at Kelsey in Saskatoon.
Dora has taught for a number of years in both
Medstead and Spiritwood. Floyd is presently the
minister at Timberland church and continues to farm.
They reside north of highway No.3.

The Merle Berg Family
Merle Came to the Belbutte area with his parents,
Jean and Willis Berg. from Waiclhcim,
Saskatchewan, in 1957.
Merle completed his schooling in Mecistead and
in 1968, acquired his farm land from Henry Hamm.
In June. 1969, he married Faye Schindel. Faye
and Merle have one son, Warren, born November,
1972. Warren attends school in Mecistcad and plays
hockey on the Wee-Mites hockey team.
Merle is employed at the Co-op Service Center in
Spiritwood as well as farming his land.

Emma married Carl Lilja and lived for a time in
Hayter. Alberta and later moved to Grand Centre,
Alta.
Agnes married Albert Knutson. they had two
daughters, Josephine and Ruby.

The Willis Berg Family

Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Billard and Family

Willis and Jean Berg moved to this area in 1957
from Laird.
Willis had been born and raised in Laird. He
married Jean, (the former Jean Janzen of Waldhicm)
in Julv of 1947.
Jean taught school in Laird, Rosthern and Waldhiem. Willis had in the army, and following
his discharge was employed on an elevator repair
crew, so farming was a new venture. Willis served for
four years, 1961-1964 inclusive on the R.M. council.

by Mrs. Ruth Hrynewich
Our father Llewellyn Billard married Mary Silverwood in Moose Jaw in 1927. They farmed in the
Kincaid. Burstall area for a few years. Mother taught
school for awhile. Their oldest son Benjamin was
born there. Then in 1931. Llewellyn came to the Park
Bluff area to homestead. Mary followed in 1932 with
Ben. The farm was located on S.W. 27-48-16-W3. It
was a mixed farm with grain, cattle, and sheep. Our
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dad found them. Some or the teachers \ve rcmcmhcr

were Inez Ferrari. Mrs. Roy Nordstrom, Mrs. Bill
Buvair, Me. Churchill, Miss Burke. Mrs. Canning,
fvirs. 8illard. Church \vas quite far for us to go so
had OLlr Sunday School by post lessons to do.

Vv'C

In 1935 they added a daughter. Ruth, to the family. Another SOIL Stanley, \vns born in 1937 to rnakc
the family of two boys and one girl.

in 194~ mother went back to teaching. Her first
schoo! was Fraternity in the Square Hill district. l
stayed with father and Stan with mother. By this lime
Ben was out vvorking. From there mother taught at

Park Bluff. Green Parle Woodridge. Glaslyn Rural
and finally in Glaslyn.
In 1956 our parents bought the olei Cotton farm
where Stan still farms. A few years later they lost
their home and belongings by fire. They then built a
new house. Then in 1967 our parents bought a house
in Glaslyn. Father passed away in January, 1968.
Mother sold the house ami lived in various places in
North Battleforclthen finally moved into Valley View
Towers until her passing in December. 1979. She had
just returned from a trip to England for 3Y, weeks
where she visited her birthplace, Hoyland Common

Llewellyn and Mary Billard.

near York.

Ben and his wife Betty have seven children Andrea, Lorraine, Gail, Richard, Judy and Debbie
and Darin. Gail is married to Ken Brandt. They have
no children. They all live in Edmonton.
Stan and his wife Barbara have two children,
Eileen and Robert.
Ruth and her husband Peter l-lryncwich have 4
children. Stanley married Marjorie Starycki of Ruddell: they have a daughter Jennifer. They live on the
family farm. Marjorie also works in the Rabbit Lake
Union Hospital. Diane married Les Cookman of
Meadow Lake: they have Grant (twins) Darek and
Darcy, Janice and Ricky. They live in North Battleford. Linda married Wayne Pauls of Rabbit Lake;
they have Kimberly, Kelly and Kerstin. They live on
their farm near Spiritwood where Wayne is the Wheat
Pool elevator agent. Cathy who is the youngest lives
at home and is still attending scholll at Rabbit Lake.

Mary Billard and her first grandchild, Grant Cookman.

home was a two-foom Jog house with sod roof and

dirt l100r for a few years. Later we got a tar paper and
shingle roof and wood noms.
Our main meat source was wild game. such as
rabbits, prairie chicken and deer, but ~lainly rabbit.
Father worked out at harvest time earning $90.00
which had to last all winter.
'
A few of our neighbors that we remember our
parents talking about were Abe Thorton, Jimmy Diamond, Charlie and Reg Marshall families, Jake ami
Ole and Norby and family, John Streber family, the
Payne family, John Weiss family, Jake Elias and
family, the Fred Highton family.
Our school was Park Bluff, although Ben went to
Molewood on several occasions for a ~hort time. On
one of the trips oftaking Bcn to the Molewood school
the team mother was driving ran away on our return
trip. Mother must have had several broken ribs anel
many bruises. She was in bed for several weeks. Stan
and I were thrown clear with no scratches. This
happened a couple of miles from home so we had to
walk. The horses stopped in front of the barn where

W. E. Billingsley
I was born in Ontario in 1906. In 1916, we moved
to southern Saskatchewan, where I grew up. In 1932,
lloaded two wagons and headed north to Medstead. I
had been there the previous year. so when I arrived
there! got in touch with Dr. Lenton, the C. P. R. land
agent. For $25.00 down I got a quarter 'vvest of town.

I built a log house and some other buildings. That
summer I put up hay and in the winter I went up north
and took out ties.
The house! had built had a tar paper roof. One
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'0/ith the neighbors for card parties as there vv'cre no
televisions in those days.
In 1937. I married my wik. Flmence Wilson. We
started to raise cattle and hogs. Then the \var broke
ouL \Vc got S15.00 to $18.00 a hog at the beginning
of the \'v'ar. Towards the end of the vV'ar \ve got up to
l>30.00 for them.
In 1945. we left the C.P.R. land and bought
private land southwest of Robinhood. It was better
land as it was much less stony. We mix-farmed there
for eighteen years. Vie kept forty to sixty head of
cattlc and milked five or six cows. After the war was
over. the pOVicr machinery came and credit \vas more
available. The land really began to open up then.
Our children. George. born in 1939 and Elaine.
born in 1942. went to Canyon School. It was situated
a half mile away. In 1954. William \<vas born and in
1958, Verna came along. We also raised our niece.
Lorraine Wilson. since she was three years of age.
In 1963. we sold the lane! and bought the Dickman store at Cater. We owned and operated it for
seven years. then sold out to Fred Ernst of Rabbit
Lake in 1969.
Today with the family close by us. we are enjoying our retirement. George works in North Battleforcl
and has three boys. Elaine also has three boys and
farms north of Moose Jaw. Bill works in North Battleforci and has a girl and two boys. Verna also lives
and works in North Battleford. Lorraine lives in
Edmonton. She has a boy and a girl. In the SlIlllmer.
we have Ollr garden to tend to. we do some travelling
and enjoy some golfing. During the winter, we have
our howling and carel parties to amuse us, \vhich we
enjoy very much.

Ed Billingsley cultivating with a steel wheel tractor, 1947.

George Bishop l<amily
We arrivecl at Cater from Saskatoon in July. 1934.
Our son Billie. born February 28.1934. was just five
months of age. We owned a Y2 ton Chrysl~r truck.
ancl it was a two day trip. The first night was spent at a
The Ed Billingsley family.

day. after it had rained and hniled. everything in the
hOllse was soaked and the roof was ruined. It took a
week to dry out the mattresses.
My closest neighbors were the Chalks. Randals.
Christisons. Rosnes. and the Conways. One spring. a
bachelor named Joe Lubunski bought a six-week old
pig from me. He said he had no milk for it but he
could raise it any\vay', A \vhile later, when I smv him
again, I ~lskcd henv the pig was. He told me it had
died. I asked him what he was feeding it. "The same
thing I feed myself". he stated.
I broke some land during my batching days. It
was hard and tiresome work. For amusement. we
went to dances and houseparties. We got together

The Gus Bruns, ox team in front of Cater Store. The children
are Pauline and Mary Bruns by the oxen and Billie Bishop near
the wagon.
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'T'hey arc presently residing at Shi!o, Manitoba,
where Ray is an accountant in the services. Bessie
has been nursing in a nursing home in Brandon and is
entering college this faH to obtain her R.N.
In 1958 \\ie opened up a summer resort at Dorc
LUKe, Sask. in partnership with Bert and Ralph Fellows. We sold our place of business to Bill Pilot. In
June of 1958 Billie married I'vli!dred Charottc of
Glaslyn and moved to Dore Lake ane! the Lmlge.
Three children were born to them, one ~irl and t\vins
(a boy and girl). They remaincd with 'lts until their
eldest daughter "vas of school age. They moved to
Shellbrook and Billie worked at a garage in town.
Ralph remaincd with us for two years at Dore,
then moved to Saskatoon and drove for B. & H.
Transport and McCamm. He later worked at Potash,
and then purchased his own truck ano moved mobile
homes across country. In i961 he married Inez Rennie from Glaslyn. Three children were born to them
a girl and two boys. The last six years he has bee~
working at a uranium mine near Wollaston.
Our son Geordie attended school for three years
in Shellbrook, In 1962 he married Eleanor Anderson
from Shell brook . He worked at various jobs in Shellbrook and then managed a service station in Prince
Albert. Three children were born to them, two girls
and one boy. In 1972 they moved to Port Hardy, fl.C.
on Vancouver Island where he has worked for lsland
Copper. In 1973 Billie sold his home in Shellbrook
and moved his family out to Port Hardy where he also
works at Island Copper. Their eldest daughter Debbie
was married in August 1977 to Michael Harrison of
Port Hardy ami they have one son.
We purchased a home in Shell brook in 1960 and
spent the winter months in town. In the fall of 1972
George suffered a heart attack which necessitated
selling our Lodge at Dore Lake. We have retired and
arc living in Shellbrook. We have fourteen grandchildren and one great grandson which we are very
proud of.
In the laIC 30's there were so many transients.
One Sunday morning we were just ready to sit down
to a pancake breakfast 'vvhen a man vvalked in the
front door, sat down to the table, and had his breakfast. When he had finished he got up, picked up his
pack sack, and walked out. He never spoke a word all
rhe time he was there. There were other similiar
instances.

Len Starling moved Bishop's Store onto the site at Cater, on
the south side of the highway.

hotel in North Battleford. We moved north the same
time as J Rooney's and G. Colton's. We lived in a
C.N.R. work car until we could build a small store
and living quarters. Frank Gordon had built a house,
and they were the only residents at the siding. The
first regular train went through in the fall 01' r934.
The following spring, on Mav 22, 1935 our son
Ralph was born. We purchased' two acres of land
from Bill Drurie at the siding"' and Len Starlinoc
moved our buildings onto our property with his
steam engine. In 1937, on February 2nd, our daugh"
ter Bessie was born.
The elevator was built at Cater in 1938, and Joe
McMurphy was the first elevator agent.
Our son Geordie was born o~ November 30,
1940.
We took over the Post Office from George Starling in 1936. Our mail service consisted oft\\~o mails
a week. The train from Meadow Lake to North Battleford and the return trip next day.
Our entertainment consisted largelv of school
dances and card parties at different hO;lle;. Our roads
were blocked with the first snows and remained that
way until the plow opened them in early spring.
In the early 1940's we purchased a building from
Howard Curry, and moved it onto our property, and
turned n into a store. We then used our first building
as living quarters. After we had lathed it inside Gust~
av Bruns and Ted Christen plastered it with mud anci
straw. This made a clean warm buildincr
We sold to Jake Dickman in 1950 :hen three of
our children were ready for high school, and built
and operated a hardwar~ store i~ Glaslyn. Billie and
Ralph worked at various trucking jobs. Bessie
worked in Saskatoon for some time at the Farmer's
Studio, and later as a secretary at Dun and Brad
Street. She later joined the Air Force and was stationed at St. Hubert. Quebec, She took nursing in the
force and worked in service hospitals. In 19~~9 she
married a service man Ray Maisonneuve and they
spent two years in France and Germany. Five children were born to them, three girls and two boys.

William (Billy) Bird
William Bird came to Brandon, Manitoba from
Oxborough, England around lYiO at about eighteen
years of age and made his home with Mr. and Mrs.
George Starling who were also from Oxborough. In
the fall of i911,"hc and the Starlings Came north. Biil
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Dad \\/a-; born August 16, lx7S in HoLme!, Nor\vay. He \\/as one of eight chddrcn and \\:as so small at
birth his father could hold him in [he palm of his hand
- nevertheless he grC\v up to be a big man.
he
\Vhen old enough to '.lttend school in
had to go evcr y' other day! as the classrooll1 \vas too
small to hnlcl all the children, so there \\,-lS school
\vork to be done cit h0111(:, and done it Vv'{lS, as his
father \vas a strict man. \\'hell the ]cssons Viere
finished the bigger ones \vere sent out into th;:: bush
for vVoou to keep the fires going and [his had to be
hrought home on their hacks.
vVhen finished school he had a job herding goats
- 'Alhen he got hungry he \vou!d milk a goat and
drink the milk -" he alv,,'a:;/s said that \\/CiS \vh}' he
grew so big.
Diphtheria struck the family - took his mother
and four of the children so at the age of tvventy-four
he left Norway and settled in Minnesota. U.S.A. !n
1904. he found employment with a farmer. Dad
couldn't speak a word of English but managed to
learn \I,/hat was to be done around the farm. H(: stayed

Harry and Edith Starling at Billy Bird's grave.

filed on the SW-20-51-14 and survived the first winter in a dugout with the Starlings, helping them build
a shack and also one for himself on his homestead.
Early in MayoI' IlJ12, he and a pal decided to go
hunt clucks that they knew were on a slough on the
NE-9-S1-14. While they were walking down a traii
with Bill slightly ahead. they decided to load up their
guns. On closing. the rear gun discharged causing a
wound in the leg that claimed Bill" life within six
and one-half hours.
In the mean time Mrs. Art Oxley. a nurse. and
others gave firS[ aid. Bili Oxley and Sid Jackson
drove a fast team to Finlayson at Scentgrass a distance of about thirty-five miles to telephone Doctor
Jackson in North Battleford. who came as far as
Glenbush by car. then by horses to the place of the
accident. but to no avail.

There was and is. a pine tree on a hillside at
Starlings overlooking Cater Lake that the oxen used
as a rubbing trcc. Bill was always after George Starling to put a fence around it. so they would not
destroy the tree. So when a burial plot was needed it
was decided to bury Bill beside this pine tree and then
George put a fence around it. The tree is still there as
a marker today.
Bill Miller, SE-6-51-14. and William Cowherd.
S-4-51-14. both of whom were ministers. gave Bill a
Christian burial. much to the comfort of his parents
and family in England. They were Methodist and
were afraid Bill would not have a decent funeral in
this heathen country.
Edith and Harry Starling visited with Bill's sister
and family in 1976 and were able to fil! in a lot of
detai!. Harry tells how Bill had built himself a chair
and burnt some odd markings on it and told the
minister who happened along one time that it meant

Chris and Dora Blixrud on their wedding day, 1911.
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here unc yiear and then \},;;,:':nt 10 Nnrth DilLuw, It W~i\
\vhik [l(TC he lllCl and married Dora Koqiu in 10]],
She hl.'!d corne to the Staks from (Jerman;: at the
tender age of fi\;'c along \\'ith her parems and unl>
bruther Chris PeL;rscn. /\ftcr Dad and lv'lom \\'c1'c
married he fikd for II homes'teau, hut times wcre VC1"\
h;:mJ in those :ycm::., \vhen une \vas just starting up.
North Dakot<'l wa~ very dry and Dad had to haul \\'alcr
for the stock nnny milcs. He did this for five years sn
he finally g~l'\/e up ,-md struck out again - this rinl('
for Canada us he had heard hent\" much easier farming
'if./as there than in the Swtes, but hc soon found out.
Su in the spring or lSij-J. 111;' parents Chris and Dor~L
myself Vera, and brother Albert landed in North
Battleford along with their neighbur the late l'v1r.
Philip Kunz, IYhs, Kunz and their family oftvv'o girls,
The tvvo familie~ !ived together in one house in North
Battlcford until the men found some place to live,
They headed north from town. When Dad found all
that water vV'hleh vvas flowin? so freely he wouldn't
look any farther. This crcck happened to be the Lost
Horse Creek in the Moicwood District. Sll Dad tool-;
OLlt a homestead on one quarter and tv1r. Kuru the
other 4uarter next to Dad's. The men got some lumber and put up a couple of shacks so they could bring
their families out from town. They moved in the emly
spring of lY15, They had brought all their belongings
with them from the States, horses, machinery, household things and chickens. In 1914 Dad had eleven
horses, the next year fourteen and fourteen CO\VS,
next year eighteen and six horses. In 1915 he broke
fourteen acres of land and seeded his first crop on this
ilC\V breaking. That year the crop froze to the ground
but came back again to yield a fair crop, This was all
they had to live on until the next crop was harvested.
Each year a few more acres were broken. They continued in this manner until they had a fair number of
acres to be seeded into crop each year. Apparently the
horses they brought from the States got swamp fever

and he lost quite a fc\v. /\ fdio\\i by the: name of Grant
\vho lived up near Glenbush carne clown to see if he
could save the horses, He \\'ould drain about a gallon
of blood from the horse ~md leave it stand for (lvvhiie
~--" after it settled there 'vvoLlld be just a linle blood and
the reSI would be v,'atec, finally they \vould die,
\A/hen rny parents just gm nicely settled in, that
first year on Aug, 10,1915 my brother Cari \\iUS born
v,,!th lv'1rs. Roy fvlacLure as midvv'ifc. She told D~HJ if
he dldn' t get help for the baby' he wouldn't live very
long -,~ he \vas \vhat they cailed a blue baby. so ~\1L
Kunz rode horseback all the \vay to North Battkford
and baCK to get the Joctor out. He gave the bahy a
hlood transfusion and saved hin1.
The men \xorked om a loL the \vomen would not
stay alone - if fvlrS. Kunz could not come over and
stay \\iith rv1om, she vvould go and stay with hirs,
Kunz, I remcrnber one fall the men vvere down south
somewhere for harvest. Mother and ~/hs, Knnz Sa\V
this a\vful smoke coming from the south of us. They
left us older ones to look after the little ones \vhi1c
they \vent out to the pasture and caught tVv'o horses,
harnessed them and hitched thern to a walking plow
and plowed fire guards around the buildings on the
t\VO farms. By that time someone put our the fire but
they \\'ere not taking any chances. My mother could
drive horses as well as any man, She always did the
bindering while Dad did the stooking. One time the
horses ran away on her und the sickle cut her leg quite
badly,
By this time another son was horn, \;ViHiam, in
It) 17, the war years. I can remember during the war it
wa~ ugainst the la\V [0 have I,\/hirc bread in the hOUSe,
"{ou had to mix Bnm or crushed wheat with it. At
mealtime if a knock \\':15 heard at the door the v'>"hite
bread disappeared until the}' found OlH !"vhn \Vas at the
door. The mountics used to corne around on horseback. The).' alvvays had a meal at our house. They
kept a close check on the neighbors south of us,
Dad got some cattle from George Day of Cochin
on shares. This is really how he got into cattle, as
there Vias a lot of prairie woo! (ha:;O to be gotten for
feed. Though it \vas a lot of hard work getting the hay
up in stacks nevertheless the l'attle had to have feed,
The women did their ~hare of \\'ork too in haying
time.
October 1(), Ii) 1S another son \.vus born ~ Norman. Vie were still living in the one room shack. j
remember one day! Norman \vas still a baby in the
carriage and my 'mother had to go help ~iith the
haying over \vhcre Art Kennedy now lives, i \\'as left
home to look after the little ones and Norman threw
his bottle un the floor and broke it, [ had to put some
bread in~! little milk and feed him \vith a spoon. I was
only six. at the 'time,

Chris Blixrud on his 90th birthday.
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By this time some of the children in the district
\vcre getting of school ag.e:. There \vas 1:1\) schuo] '11.)
the: men were getting together anJ ha\ling school
board mei-:tings, the schooi \vas built in 1020. lonly
knc\\' my brother and two ()the!" girls vlhcn f started
school. Dat! built another rOom onto Ihe shack that
fall as another daughter \vas born Scptcrnb~r 25th.
just lOO mdny for the- one room shack.
In the early" 20s there \\'as an outbreak of black
leg among the cattle. some vaccilk \'v'as used hut the
farmers lost a lot of cattle.
tvir. Kunz and n1Y dad vvou!d go aJ1 the vvay up to
fv1cauov/ Lake \vith horse and sleigh or \\,'agon to hunt
moose and deer. This \vould he our meat fur the
winter. One really culd winter \vhik Dad was away
hunting Mom v/as ieft at home \-vith the kids to do the
chores ane! keep the fires going. She had to drag the
big long logs in the house to buck saw into stove
lengths. She usc to send us kids to bed so we could
keep \Varm till the sawing was done. Towards spring,
arounci the end of March, the men would get up wood
and \vhen they figured they had enough a fello\v by
the name of Joe Randal would come around with his
sawing outfit und saw up the pile into stove lengths
with everyone's help. It was amazing how those pot
bellied heaters would do away with that huge pile.
When the wood was all sawed the men vvould go to a
lake and saw big blocks of ice and put them in their
ice houses and use the sa\·vr..!ust from the wood to pack
around the ice to keep it from melting and it \voldd
last until late summer. This was used to keep milk,
cream. butter and meat cold.
Dad \vas a great hunter. this country had a lot of
coyotes and mink roaming around. The hides were a
good price those days - the first year on the homestead he caught enough mink to pay his taxes. Upon
rising in the morning and spotting a coyote on yonder
hill ~~~ off he would go and wouldn '( be seen till
evening oftell with two or three coyotes. One day
while hunting, a storm carne up and Dad lost track of
his directions, of course, he never worried about this
until it was time to head for home. ThIS particular day
he had quite a battle with his saddle horse. Appa!'
ently he was going away' from home all the time, the
horse always tried to turn around and go the opposite
\ivay, so Dad finally gave up and let the reins loose,
and the horse took him straight home.
Mother was quite a hunter too. When first Cllm~
ing to this country she had no place to keep the
chickens so had them in boxes or whatever by the
shack under the kitchen window. One morning in
hroad daylight a coyote came and took a chicken
from one of the hoxes so Ollt came her gun. She
always had a good supply of prairie chicken and
partridge. She had the trap line to check everyday

vVhCll Dad \V<.lS a\vay. often bringing home a coyote or
t\VO that \vas caught the day before:. Us four children
had our O\\/!1 trap lines in the \vinter. We used to catch
mbhits and skin them. I had to do my share of
skinnln~ .~- . . We \VOLdd
fOLlr or five cems a skin.
There was only' school unril Christmas, and it
wouldn't stan again til! spring VI/hen the \\'eathcr got
vvarmc'L so we had lors of time to hunt.
I remember schoo! had just nicely got started this
one spring. I V\iaS about t\velve at the time. I always
sat \vith this one girl at noon hour to eat uur iuneh.
She told me she wasn't feeling too good. That \vas
the last time I sa\\' her. Herc nam.c was Irene David
She had gonen "Diphtheria" and passed !.t\vay. The
school Vi/as closed clO\Vn ror '-lv/hi Ie. A doctor came
out and vaccinated us all. Yfic Sllre \-vere a lot of scared
kids for awhile as that was about the first time some
of us had ever seen a doctor. The neighbors tried to all
help the David family. Dad would catch fish and take
to them, alsu milk and \vhate'/er "Vve could spare at the
time.
The first years were very hard on the hOl11e~
steadcrs .-~ no schools, doctors or stores. The nearest
town was North Battleford. It would take three days
to make the trip to town as it was a forty mile drive
\vith horses and wagon or sleigh. One day to go in,
one day to shop and the next day to make the journey
home again. Enough of everything was bought to last
until fall. Then the trip to town would be made again
[0 bring enough home to last over winter such as
flollr. sugar and whatever \vas needed. Dad would
buy us older kids all the same shoes only different
sizes and some material for a dress or two - one
didn't want to make a trip like this too often.
Between the 1920's and 1930's prairie fires were
very dangerous. After the men had their hay for the
winter put up in stacks yet out in the hay field until
they had more time to haul it home, Iv1r. Kunz wouid
take his t\VO girls. and a few of us and we vvould go
and burn fire guards around the stacks to make sure
they' vv'ere safe.
As we got older ivlother used to iet us play in the
crcek. We would play for hours in the water. It was
quite shallow· by' the foot hridge vv·jth big rocks here
and there. We used to like to move these big rocks
around. One day rv"1r. Kunz came along and said "you
vl/il! have to move these rocks back again as you arc
flooding my hay slough." vVc had no idea it mack
that much difference in the way the water mn. ! can
remember one day \ve had our little sister (Mrs. Earl
Boyd now) with us. She was too sm,lIl to play in the
\-vater so we made her sit on a big rock so she could
watch us play. She fell off and into the water. Brother
Carl quickly came to the rescue - we tooK off her
clothes and laid them on some big rocks to dry. We
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had to wait till they were dry so \NC could put thern
back on her again. I can't remember if Mom ever
found out aboL~t it or not. Another time she was in the
carriage and Mom left her alone for a minute \',...hik
she w~nt to check on a horse that was stuck in the
rilud near the foot bridge. She fell out of the carriage
into deep \vater and the dog ViC had at the tirne
.jumped in and pulled her out to safety.
There used to be school fairs held once g y"car.
Ward. Molewooci. Hyde Park. Devonia and! can't
remember the names of the other schools that took
part. We enjoyed these fairs. all the school work was
judged. We would gather wild flowers and weeds and
we would make little sheaves of all the different
grains and grasses and all the different leaves. Every
~chool took part in the singing, spelling matches and
the different drills. The girls from Molewood had to
wear green ribbons in their hair and have white
blouse'S and 1 can't remember what the boys had to
have.
This led to bigger fairs which were held in Glenbush with livestock, cooking, sewing and other
things. Quite a few ribbons and trophies were
brought home by the Blixrud family. Dad was a lover
of horses and spent many hours grooming and training his saddle horses. One year Dad had this nice
black mare. He thought he should show her at the fair
along with the rest. He got her in, put a halter on her
and tied her to this hayrack stand he had in the yard.
Well, she got scared of something ~ jumping backwards pulled over this stand and tooK off with some
of it attached to her halter shank. She went as fast as
she could go and got so tangled up it threw her on her
back. When Dad finally caught up with her she
looked a real mess. He got her untangled and on her
feet. and she was full of scratches and bruises but he
cleaned her up the best he could and took her to the
fair. He did get a prize but 1 can't remember what it
was. Mother would show baking. butter made from
sweet cream - one can't imagine how many hours
were spent cranking the old handle on that churn
before the butter would come. The kids would gather
garden produce to show. One year they had sunnowers seven or eight feet tall. All this had to be
taken the ten miles to Glenbush by horse and wagon.
By the time you arrived the can of sweet cream that
was to be shown would almost be churned into butter
- bouncing over those prairie tntils. Nevertheless
the trophy for best cream and butter quite often was
won by Mother, to keep one year, and then take back,
to sec who would be the lucky one the next year.
Much hard work and long hours were put into this
preparation to get ready for the fail: Much to the
delight of the family the Agriculture Society would
give a 100 lb, sack of flour to the largest family at the

fair and if all the B!ixrud farllily could be- rounded up
at the specific time the flour vvas to bc given out--

that also would be \von by rhe C. 81ixl'ud family and
certainly \vas put to good usc.
Dad \vas a]vv'ays breaking in horses for other

people. One day he had this horse. he a!\vays hooked
up '.,vith the horse he \A/as breaking in~ and there \-vas
this young fdloliv watching Dad get every/thing
ready.'. \Vhcn he thought everything v',"as ready to go
he said "'Do you mind if 1 ride along vv'ith you'?" Dad
said it was O.K., so they got into the wagon and
started out -"'- \\'elL they ran over part of the vvood
pile. almost tipping them out. Dael thought he would
steer the horses tovvards the house, thinking they
would stop when they got that far. Well. the end oCthe
pole on the wagon went right through the west wall of
the bedroom just missing the window. This young
lad, by the name "vas Niodey Houston, thought that
was quite a ride. He came to the farm quite often as
there was a lot of action around there with all the
horses Dad had and all the boys.
When the crops were poor in the 1930's and feee!
was scarce I can remember my brothers hauling straw
all the way from Prince in the winter viith four horses
hitched to a sleigh with a big rack on. This trip took
three days and a load of stmw ciiliJl '( last very long.
Lots of times the livestock had to wait for their night
feeding until the boys got home with it. They used to
cut eordwood in the winter and haul it to Sandwith
and load it on the boxcars. It was shipped out somewhere, can't remember how much they got a load.
They woulciwork up north in the bush country culting logs and tics. They would take a big load of feed
for the horses and lots of food for themselves. When
they ran out they would come telr another load. On
one sllch trip it was so cold they had to walk behind
the horses and sleigh to keep warm. My brother
Albert was taller then the rest and by the time they
reached the bush his forehead and cheeks were
frozen. but they had to work.
In the surnmer. some of the boys went south to
Shaunavon to find work. as the crops were a little
bener down there and the farmers needed help. Albert worked down south for a couple of years and
then came home and enlisted in the army as we were
in the midst of another war He \vasn't accepted and
got his discharge - something to do with his heart.
He was sick when he was fourteen and it affected his
heart but he was home only for a short time when he
got his call to the army again. He enlisted and was
passed A. L We askel! hi~n if he showed them his
discharge papers and he said he would vvhen he got
tired of the army. Albert Kahl enlisted at the same
time, they took most of their training together but got

separated along the way. Albert Kahl got \vounded
and brother Alben was killed.
In 1915 or 1916 a fellow by the name of Rouk
came to {)Uf hOllse quite often. He lived south of
Dad's. He just dug out the sicle of a hill and used that
for a house.
In the dry y'cars the saskatoon berries vvere so
plentiful that C\ier)' summer when berry picking time
rolled around Dad would take a day' off to take us all
berry picking somewhere west of Murray Lake
School. We would take pails, boxes and our noon
lunch and by night time '0/12 \vould have everything
full. I'll never forget this one time while on a berry
picking expedition us kicis came on to an old Indian
shack. Of course, we coaxed Norman to go down into
the cellar. We could see something down there and
the cellar wasn't very deep. Well when he came up he
was just black with fleas. Mother took off all his
clothes so she could rub the neas off of him. By this
time he was all red bumps anel we were bothered with
fleas at home for a long time after that. Guess we took
a few home with us along with the berries. We never
went ncar any old hOllse when picking berries after
that.
For entertainment in winter, we used to go visiting whoever had a radio. We would all pile in the
sleigh box and cover up with blankets. If very cold
we would put a fairly big sized rock in the oven for
awhile to get good and warm - wrap it up in the
blanket and place it in the sleigh to keep warm. The
parents would play cards and talk and us kids would
just visit with the other kids.
I remember before the 20's many a night the only
light we had was a rag soaked in some grease and lit
- it used to burn like a candle. Forgot to mention
three more boys and another girl were born in the
family to make seven boys and three girls. At that
time the family didn't seem so big but it must have
taken a lot of planning to feed such a large family.
There was a time when the gophers got so numerOllS and were doing so much damage the municipality rayed a bounty on gopher tails. The boys of
the Blixrud family went into the gopher tail business.
quite often they would find gophers without tails.
They had caught them and removed the tail and let
them go again to raise another batch of gophers
(hence more tails).
Dael maintained the roads in Division 6 of Round
Hill Municipality. using six horses on the old grader
for a number of years. He was also a poundkeeper for
Division 6. Mother was janitor for Molewood School
for many years getting about $5.00 a month for all
the work that was involved with keeping the school
clean. She also belonged to the local Homemakers'
Club.

All the years Dad lived on the farm he never
o\vned a car. The family have aU rnarricd and there
are thirty grandchildren, fortv-onc great-grandchildren ~Hld two grem-great-·grz(ndchildren to~-date.
'\/era BHxrud I married Fred Kahl on August JO,
j0J5. \Ve worked around for different peop!;. 1 \vas
working at the tirnc for f'vll'. and lViI'S. Clyde Soule. i
worked off and on for them through the years uf1ril
rhey kfI fur Guelph. Ontario. \\ie stay'cd with Fred's
LIther for about a year. Our first daughter Phy'l!is ;"vas
born November 10. 1'J.l6. We had an early wintenhat
year but by.' the end or November the snov.,' was
melted and the djtches \vere full of water. \;Ve ended
up \vith a lot of snow that yvinter. The spring of 1938
\\ie decided to go up to Meadow Lake and work in a
sH\,vmill northeast of fvkauo\v Lake at Pendergast for
ivIr. V/ahL resu\ving lumber. VV'e each \vorked for
$1. ()() a day and my job was to cook for about ten
men. I had to bake all the bread. cakes. pies and
everything beside doing our washing and ironing.
They sawed lumber for about a month then decided
the lumber was too green so closed down for a
month. so we went home. We started doing other
things so never \vent back when they started up again.
Threshing in the fall was hard work but fun also.
A big crevv would come to your place vvhen the grain
was ready. A lot of the time some of the farmers were
part of the crew that would leave us women home to
do the chores. dig potatoes. milk the cows. It was
hard work but it was enjoyed by all.
About 1939 in tbe spring Mr. and Mrs. SouIe said
they were moving out. I asked her to give us first
chance at the farm. They said someone in Saskatoon
already had it. so we got in touch with them. They
said O. K. So the day of the sale we borrowed some
money from my brother $25.00. We bought an old
milk separator. another bed. a set of harnesses for our
team of horses, and started farming. We soon had a
fc\v cows and with help at harvest we soon got going.
After a few years we were able to buy Mr~. George
Barlow's quaner of land that gave us more pasture for

Vera and Albert Blixrud. when Molewood school was first built
1920.
'
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the covvs. By the summer of 1041 \ve \vere milbng
about five CO\VS. Cream \,.'·/asn't bringing in that much
money. One creanl cheque would he enough to take
us to one sports day at Sanuv/lth. Vic used to raise
pigs for meat and chickens lOO.
Times '0ieren't tlS easy but \ve enjoyed it. There
'vvere ball games on Sundays during: the summer. The
young guys played hockey on the creek or lake in
winter. The women had a Homemakers' Club which I
belonged to before i was rnarried. 1 v/<.dked to many a
meeting. I kept on being a member aft.:!' I was married.
1 remember! yvalked to one rneeting about three
and a half miles carrying our y'Olmgcst about six
months old. I SUfe \-vas glad to get a ride home.
Things went along pretty good. Fred worked out a lot
and the kids and I kept things going here.
\Ve raised t\VO girls and four boys. The youngest
Erwin was killed in a car accident tcn years ago.
Phyllis is in Edmonton and the rest are around here.
When the children wcre old enough {() go to
school at Molewood they walked a lot in the summer
or someone would take them, but they were soon old
enounh to drivc a team of horses then it wasn't too
bad. '"
Alber! Laveme was born November 22.1913 in
North Dakota and was only about a year old when the
folks moved up to the Molewood area. While going
to school he got Saint Vitus dance and he was in the
hospital in North Battleford for a month or more. He
had to have his tonsils out and as there was no money
in those days the teacher that was at Molewood
School at the time paid the bill for the folks.
After finishing school he worked in the sawmill
in Meadow Lake for some years and other places and
when the war broke out joined the services and was
sent overseas. He was killed in action September 17,
1944 and is buried in Belgium.
Carl Blixrud is the second son, third child of a
family often children (seven boys ancl three girls) of
Dora and Christian Blixrud. He attended school at
Molewood in the Sandwith District. Arter leaving
school he worked at farm jobs and also at the mill at
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan and a tie camp north of
Medstead, Saskatchewan. In the early forties he
came south seeking employ.'mcnt. First working in
the coal mines at Estevan and then the Mental Hospital in Weyburn. After this he got farm employment at
Wilcox, Saskatchewan. In 1946 he met Mildred
Bobst. who is the second daughter of a family of
three (two girls and a boy) of David and Lucy Bobst,
Hardy, Saskatchewan. She attended school in Hardy
completing grade eleven then to Ceylon for grade
twelve and graduation in 1947. Then the grades ele-

Carl and Mildred Blixrud's family taken on their 25th wedding
anniversary. 1975. L.to R.. Carl. La Verna, Mildred. Floyd and
Marie.

Carlon Dad's prize horse. Sailor.

ven and t'vvelve \\'ent from Hardy school to Ceylon
school in the fall of 1946.
Carl and Mildred were married at North Battlefore!' Saskatchewan March 31. !950. To their
unicm came three children. Floyd born l\/farch IS,
1954 is married to Betty Thompson, daughter of
Allen and Dorothy Thompson of Ceylon. They live at
Prince Albert where Floyd works for Renewable Resources. They have a girL Renee) born May 25,1975
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is.,fr(~r leaving school in the ear!y" fonies j \"'ent to
southt::rn Sask. tu find \vork. It \vas \vhik here 1 met
Sally t~.iVU!i.l--- before \\'e decided IO get married I gut
my call to go into the army. \Vc got married before I
'vvent a\.vay. \Ve tied the knot September ]0, !0-f:2. I
took my' army tnlining mo:-;tly in B.C', v\,cnt overseas
Jnd \\.'dS in Holland \".'b::n the \\,ar finished, returned
home that )'car for Nev,. Year's .."\ftcc the "val' \ve
returned to Shaumtvon and ht'"iught a fdrnl and suyed
on the farm tijl :;pring 1Jf 1979 \\.'hen We soid the (ann
to a young cuuplc. No\.\' \\'c arc retired and live in
Shaunavon. l-:Ol' entertainment \VC both cur! and
bov·,']. ! always loved huming and fishing and still do
a bit of this when v<c get up to tht: n,lnh country.
For a pastime during the winter I have knit s\vca[crs ~-.,- this one neighhor of mine used to walk a
couple of miles everyday over to our place just to

and a boy, Christoplk:L born June 14. 1970, La
Verne, born lv'larch 24, lY56 is a carpenkL ,,">,'(,rking
for a contractor at Radvi!lc, Saskatchewan. t\ilaric,
born April 2i-L 10Sg is married to Arvon Fdrcs, son
of Allan and Carman Fettes of GiadrmlL Sask. He
vvorks for Sask-Tcl and lives at Ri.ldv!!]c·,
Saskatchcvvan. She \vorked for the Bank of CO!1'l!11en':'t; at Radvilk for [\,;/0 Yl"ar:-, but nov.' :-.tays d

home raising their girl Jennifer.

ht)ffl

july -\-. l07K.

Carl has driven grader cnminuously for the R.[VL
of the Gap No, JSl, Ceylon, S~lskatl'hewan since 1950
except for farming at Hardy, Sask. fur three years and
\vorking for Larsen \ ('nnst. at Radvilk for t\,,/o years
and for the R.rv1. of Brokcnhill No. 61:L Trossachs,
for three years.
He and his i'arnily have made their home at
Hardy, Saskatchc\van the \.vhole time cxcepI for one
)tical' I,..\'hen they lived at Trossachs, Saskatchev·/an.
William Marlin, third son born to Chris and
Dora Bli.xrud on Feb. 20. 1017. Bill is what eVerybody calls me now but \vhile going to school at
J\!lolewooci I was Willie. Like the rest of the young
boys, while going to schooL I got into lots ofrroublt:.
We had one teacher that had to ride horseback to
school as the place she boarcied at was quite far to
walk. So she had this old horse to ride. When she got
to school she always asked one of the boys to put her
horse in the barn for the day and take the saddle off
and feed it some oats or ·whatever. Vvrhen classes were
over we had to saddle up her horse again for her so
she cOllld make the journey homey,;ard. This partiCl!jar night we '(hought \-ve would have a little fun so put
the saddle on backwards. She had trouble getting the
horse to move that night so stopped at the neighbors
to see if he could tell her what the trouble was. Of
course the next day the boys could not explain how
that ever happ~ned.

vvatch me knit.
Norman Wilson born October 10. 1918 nn the
homeslead \ven( to lVlolev/ood School. He was in the
army, took training in B.C \vent overseas but never
got out of England and came back. In 1950 married
Laurel Grasdal from Robinhood and lived in various
places. Sold the farm and retired to North Battlel'orcl.
Viole! Christina arri ved in this fair land on the
homestead September 25. 192(), one sunl1V afternoon. ! happened tocome along right in the n;iddle of
a family of ten. five ahead of me and four after. 'Alhen
old enough I attended J\!lolewood School like the rest
of the family, stayed in school till I finished grade

The Blixrud iamily. 1929. L.lo R .. Dad, Carl, Mom holding
Lester,BIII, Vera with Norman standing in front of her. Albert
with Violet standing in front 01 him. Front row, Edna, and
Raymond, Arnold (insert). Picture taken by Jonathon Jaeger.

eight. In those days when you finished your grade
eight you had to buy your own books und take Con-esponclence Courses for the higher grades. We had nO
money to do this so I went out '0/orking that faB in the
Prince district cooking for a threshing Cfew during
harvest and came home for the winter. \Vhile at
school! was active in all kinds of sports - liked to
play softball the best. I got married to Earl Boyd and
raised a family of four. helped start up the 4-H and
was a leader in se\ving for ten years. For hobbies I
like to sew and knit when I find time.

Bill and Sally Blixrud on their 25th anniversary, September 10,
1967.
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going to \J.,.',-d!op me a goofl one: and 1 jerked rny h~Hld
away and she hit herself on the leg. This brought un
quite a storm so she got one of the bigger b~J~/s to
finish tlk job. 1 ctidn't like this sn decided to quit
school. 1 married the neighbor's uaughter October
10, 1\)44. \/v'c: have three daughters, dl rnanied and
have [en grandchildren. \Ve live in North Battkford

and 1 \vork fur the rvlunicipality.
Edna IV1ade \vas born September l . L 1925 on the
homestead \vith (viI'S. Basil Parkhuusc as milhvife.
V/ent to schuol at Mokv,.'ood for one ;iear and it \vas
so crovv'ded and no room for all the kids so grade one
had to stay home for another year. Belonged to the

Gid Guides along 'vvith Ihc:: other young. girls in the
district. lV1arricd in 1945 and moveu to Victoria,
B.C. She had a family of three sons and one daughter,
all married and living in Victoria. She also has six
grandchildren.
Lester Lawrence (Leslie) was born March 3.
1928 and iike the rest of the famiiy "vent to Molc\vood
school. ! quit school in March 1943 and helped on the
farlll- worked for the neighbors in wintertime. The
neighbors all got together and made a rink on the
creek right by our place and that's where I spent a lot
of my.' time during the vvintec We had a hocke\-' team
and travelled aro~ll1d to other places playing ,~gainst
the other teams. ]n the .SUlllmer we played softball.
! went to Victoria and worked in the sawmill
while here I played ball and was the pitcher for the
team,
When I was eight or nine Mother had t\",O black
cats Fibber and Mo)jy. I made a small sleigh and
harness for the cats - hOOKed the eats to the sleigh
and made them pull it. They didn't think much of this

L. to R .. Joan Blixrud. Doris Anderson. Ruth Dyrland.

Raymond Edward born December 6. 1923 00
the homestead. and attended Molcwood school. Ooe
thing 1 remember about going to school was the clay
the teacher thought I should have the strap. She was

idea but 1 had great fun.

Raymond and Joan BIIxrud, In front, Judy, Eileen and Linda.

Lester and Caroline Blixrud at Xmas time.
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! came back to Saskatche\van to live and found
work around Parkervic\\.' (ncar Yorkwn) and this is
\\i'here i met Caroline. She had a store and the post
office. 'vVe !lot married and later sold the store and
bou~ht one~ in Re!lina. sold it and no\v Caroline
\vorks in the post oflice and 1 \vork in the cemetery.
Arnold Lloyd born ivlarch 3!, 1933 arriving last
of a famdv of ten. I staved on the homestead takim!
o\'er wher~e Dad ieft otT I have enlarged the fan;)
somewhat. I too went tll Moicwooci Schooi. The first
feyV vears the teacher made me sit \\/ith 111'-/ sister
Edn,; as ~he was rhe trans later between the -teacher
and me. Somehow my brother Lester and I acquired a
Ianowwe of our own and not too many could understa;;ct u~ except the ones that were with-us all the time.
So when the teacher askeel me a question! would tell
mv sister the answer and she would pass it on to the
te~cher. It was quite confusing for everybody concerned.
I married Ann Woroch from lffley in July. 1956
and have a family of two. Beverley and Barry. Bev
took her high school in Medstead and after graduation found employment in Conk ins Department Store
in North Battleford. She curls and bowls. also does
her own sewing and does a lot of crocheting. Barry
has followed his granddad's footsteps when it comes
to horses. When Barry was old enough to ride we
bought him a Shetland pony which was suppose to be
a young horse but when Granddad looked in the
horse's mouth and saw the horse's teeth he said that it
was as old as he was and he was over eighty at the
time. Barry has been a member of the 4-H light horse
club and beef. Bev was in 4-H for a number of years
in beef and homecraft.
Ann and I curl at the local rink in the winter for a
pasttime. do a little camping and fishing in the summer.

John B)ogg -

N\V-9-50-13. Immit:rakd frum

England. Paid SllJ.O() homestead fee [\"1ay 12. 1913.
Had been a sapper in the army. Left homestead for
PiiOI Mound. Manitoba. where he farmed.

W. A. Boyds
by Frances Steward
W. A. Boyd moved to Medslead around ILJ27
from Russell. Manitoha accompanied by his \\/ifc
Winnifred and 2 children Frances and Arnold. He
worked fo .lim Rose in the livery stable and dray
business \vhieh he bnught in later years. He \vas on
the counci! as overseer for g years starting in 1031.
tvirs. Boyd took in boarders from the beginning
of their arrival in Medstead: teachers. bank employees. and creamery' personnel until a very revv'
vears before leaving 1m B.C. She was the first to
operate the telephone switchboard. which was in
their home and was taken over by Alex Nelsons.
Arnold Boyd worked with his Dad most of his
years in l'v1cdstead leaving for B.C. the same yiear as
his Dad. He married Rose Roux in late 1930 and had
three children. 2 girls and one buy. Rose lives in
Salmon Arm. B. C.
Frances married Lyle Steward in 19-11. She lived
with her parents while the war was on and worked for
Harry Hallis for four years. After Lyle came back
lrom overseas they moved to B. C. in 1947.
The W. A. Boyds moved to B.c:. in 19-16. Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd lived at Mt. Lehman where they had
bought severa! acres of property. which they later
sold and moved to Chilliwack. B.C. where Frances
and Lyle have lived since 19-1~.
Mr. Buyd died in 1962. Mrs. Boyd at the age of90
years is in good health and lives in Norman Manor in
Chilliwack.
Arnold Boyd passed away after many years of
poor health in 1977.
Frances and Lyic Steward have one daughter Diane. married to Ian Wieber. with two children Sean
W, years and Eun 15 months in this year 1979. They
live in Chilli\vack. Diane is a registered nurse and
\vorks in the local hospital part-time. ian is part
o\vner of a cement business.

W. Eo Boyd and Family
My history started in this part of Saskatchewan
on June 21. 1932 when! arrived in North Battlcford
on the C.P.R. railway. with my father J. M. Boyd and
two box cars of household equipment. machinery,
horses. cattle and pigs. I don't remember if we had
chickens or not. We had no money to buy anything
and we had some food with us. The government had
paid for the box cars but after we had them unloaded
the C.P.R. had to be paid for cleaning and disinfect-

Arnold Blixrud family, L. to R., Arnold, Ann, Beverley and
Barrie.
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got into our hnuse there- were so manv th!n~s to do
and no mone\'. \Ve buill. a barn Ollt of n~)lcs a;:)d str,i\\/
fur the first ~vin[(:r. Dad \vas able to '!:let stnl\\' from
some of the neighbors. TlK first rev," ').:ears we '.,\"erc
here. there- W~lS lots oi" S11O\\'. and very cold \\-'cather.
In the spring of '33 there was a fire \vhich \vent
through our area un ihe 2nd of l\ilay. It hurnt our straw
barn and caml: right ur to the house.
it \vas \,(T)/ hard to get any land broken forquitc a
number of years. VV'e broke soniC vvith a sulky' plo\v
and hurses. and somc \vith oid walking plo\vs. There
\vaS vcry littk chancc to earn all.Y money, but some
\A'ent to the bush in thl~ \vinter. In harvest time' there
\\'as some work stooking the grain that had been cut.
with a binder. and hauling bundles with a tcam
horses. and a rack un (:t \vagon, to the threshing
outfits.
''In 1935 I \\'cnt down to Biggar to thresh for a few
days. In 1<)37 i \vent with some neighbor boys by
riding freight trains to Hartney. tvlanitoba for harvest
and threshing. '"Vc got S! .50 per (h1Y for stooking and
$2.00 per del)' for hauling bundles. We were just
about broke when we got back. Albert McNabb ane! I
spent the winter of ' 37 and' 38 in the bush cutting
cord wood and railway tics. In November 1938 my
sister Ruby was married to Albert McNabb. They
had two girls and two boys and lived un the olel
McNabb farm until the time of their death.
In 1940 I spent a few days working on the airport
near North Battleford, when they were building it ror
the training program they' had. to train airmen from
allied countries for \var service.

or

Left to right: Ruby McNabb, Mrs. J. Boyd. Earl Boyd, Albert
McNabb, J.Boyd. Marion McNabb on barrel, 1941

ing thelll. i had t\\'o little pigs about eight \'leeks old. i
had traded my school books for them when we left
the prairies. I sold them tll Mav 8ms. in North
Battleford. I'm not sure whelt I got'for them but I had
two or three dollars left after \~e paid the C.PR. At
that time there was a bakerv in North Battleliml. thev
had some bread most llfth~ time that was burnt a littl~
and they sold it for five cents a loaf so one or two
dollars would buy quite a few loaves.
The next problem \vas to get Ollr belorl!-2inl!s to
our quarter section of land S.W. 35-4B-IS-W3;'d in
the Moiewood District. Mv dad had driven with a
team of horses and v>/agon {rom the VV'ood Mountain
area a distance of about 350 miles. It took [\\,0 \veeks
to make the trip. he Icft the horses here with a
neighbor and rode the freights back home. The land
he had bought was C.PR. 'laI1l!, they had a deal thev
called a brush land contract. You paid $25. ()(I dow;,
and there were several improvements VOl! had to
make andl think it was S 1.00 an acre. th~ total price.
We made several trips to North Battleford to haul
our belongings Ollt to where \vt had the laneL It
seemed like it vl/oulLl rain every night \vhen \'v'e were
on the road. It was a very w~t s~llllmer. The third
week of July my mother. t\VO sisters and one brother
carne up from the prairies by bus.
There was an empty house on the N. Vv'. of J5 and
we moved in there anc! lived there ti!! November 5th.
Then we moved to a 1m.:. house we built on our own
land.
'
My oidest sister GolJie was married and her
husband had homesteaued in the Big River area. Dad
drove her up to the homestead in A~gust. While Dad
was away my brother Clifford passed away. He had
been sick with heart trouble for sometime. After we

Earl Boyd breaking camp, February, 1938.
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SllO\\' got too deep the R. f'd. sometimes bUlldozed the
snow into huge \'vindrows along the side of the road.
1n the spring the road got quite muddy, in hehveen the
wlndnnvs.
Another sIrange thing about the )030\ \Vas the
fact that [here W(JS SOlllCOlle living on almost every
quarter sCL,ti,)!l or bnd c.\ccpt d sectlon or half sel'rl0n
here '-mel there that \\,'us leased for pasture. There \AiCrC
a lor or children, and young people [11 the district.
The schoob \,vere all t"u 11 ~md there \vt::re lots of \iuung
people fur any public ~atherillg [hat happened tu b~
going OiL \Vc \\'cre living f<.JUf miles from .fv1olc\vood
School. Sand with was our post office and shopping
center about eight miles away. Gknbush \.-vas nine
miles and about the same size. rvledstead \\'as ten
miles and the largest of the four \vith several implement dealers. a drug store. '-l hotel and a creamery.
Cream \.-vas shipped by train and the farmers close
enough would del iver their o\vn crcam. The
Mcds1cad R.M. Office was in Mcdstead. After the
larger school unit started, the Unit Office \vas in
Medstcad.
The area we lived in was located in the R.M. of
Round Hili No. 467 with the municipal office in the
village of Rabbit Lake. A village about the size of
Mcdstead. The Rose Gill Hospital was located in
Rabbit Lake, the closest hospital for about seventeen
miles. North Battleford was about forty miles away.
The I'llacis in the 30's and 4tl's Iel't a lot to be desired.
There \vas very little money to spend on roads and the
only way' to repair mud holes or cut down hills was
with a \valking plovv pulled by four horses and a small
scraper called a fresno - also pulled by four horses.
The farmers came with four horse outfits to pull
the fresno's and plow. !n this way they worked off
most of their taxcs but very often did not move very
much dirt.
!n the late thirties and early forties a trend started,
and it \vas to leave the land and go back to the
prairies. or to the cities as the times starkd to inlprove. Most of the farmers who stayed bought or
rented more land as thc other people moved i;t\vay.
This trend is continuing \vith the change from horses
to tractors. The farms are getting larger 'Vvith many
crmv!cr tractors \vith bulldozers and large disc breaking plows. it is not much of a prohlem to clear and
break the land now.
In the early 50\ the curling bug invaded the
SancJ\vith district. v'lith the result being a curling rink
for the district. Money was ,till not very readily
available, so a bet:: was ortlanized 10 cut and haul logs
to a small sawmill in the area. The logs were mostly
cui along Lost Horse Creek in the Molewoocl District. Several land o\vners along the creek let liS cut
on their land. Some other comlllunity minded neigh-

In June 1941 there \iVaS another \vcdding \\'hell
Violet Blixrud becume Mrs. Earl Boyd. In 1942 June
5th my father died of a heart attack at the age of 6))
years. In 1943 October 12th our first baby was born.
\Vc called her IV]arlene, she is novv marrieD and lives
at Davidson. Saskatche\i\'an and has four children.
Her married name is Mrs. Vli11iam LoyV'.
Audrey and Gerry" \Nere born on May 26. 1046.
Audrey no\v lives in Saskatoon. Gerry married
Shirley Byl in 1971. They have a girl six years old and
a boy three years old. Marlene, Audrey and Gerry
started their education in fvlolevvood, and continued
in Sandwith (Hydeparkl, when Moicwom! closed,
and finished in Glenbush when Hyde Park closed.
In September 10, 1955 Donna was born. She
started her schooling in Sandwith and finished grade
12 in Medstead. She married Michael Boyko on
August 30, 1075 and is teaching school in Meado'vv
Lake now.
In September 1956 mother passed away at the age
of ]X years.
Transportation was quite different in the years
when I \vas growing up. It was almost unbelievable
how much people walked in the 1930's. The young
people had a place where they played ball on Sunday,
nearly all of them would come \valking from every.'
direction, play ball all afternoon am! either go home,
or go home with some of the other kids, and then
probably walk home near midnight. The same thing
went on when they went to the lake --- most all
walked or rode horseback. The years before the 30's,
the cars \\'ere just starting to become fairly common
when most people got so short of money that they
took the cars apart and used the running gear for
Bennet wagons. They put a pole on it and pulled it
with two horses, or sometimes put what we called
shafts on them anci pulled them with one horse.
Many people used two wheels for a cart known as the
Anderson cart. pulled with one or two horses. It was
not until after the war from 1945 on that cars started
to come back into common LlSC. \\/inter travel was in
man>' cases very difficult. Open sleighs 011 !\VO runners cOl1l1llonl~/ kno\\'n as "cutters" vv'cre quite popular till the mid 30's when they started to make closed
in cutters or cabooses as the)' were called. They had
many different kinds of homemade stoves that
burned wood '0 they became just like home. Christmas concerts were quite popular. 'vYc used to try' to go
to as many as possible.
in 1()43 i made a S!H.)\vp!ane with the moh))"
mounted up high on the back with a propeiler on the
motor to push on four skis. I drove it in the vv'inter
until about 1950. About that time we started to plmv
the roads with home made snowplows and drove cars
as long as we could keep the roads open. When the
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bors with good horses hauled the logs to the mill.
This work '--was done in the winter. The logs were
sawn into lumber about 25,O()() feet during the Sllmmer. About !(),()()O feet was sold and the rest was used
for a frame for a t\VO sheet rink. We bought meta!
roofing to cover it ,,',lith and started curling on the 18th
of December the same year -- 1052.
I became a councillor for District No.6 in the
R.M. of Rounci Hill in the late 41),s and continued on
the council until I sold my farm in 107R. Over the
Veal'S I was on the council I saV\' man}' changes, from
;mall horse drmvn maintainers, to big motor graders
with snowplo\vs and wings for clearing the shoulders
of the roads. During that time there were vcry many
different ways of building roads. In the 30's the R.M.
coule! not pay for it and the company took it back. By
the 50's those graded roads were in very poor shape
and full of mudcholes. The government started to give
the R.M.'s grants to spend on certain main market
roads for repairs or gravel. This carrico on till 1956
when the grid road plan was started. By that time the
R.M. had some big road machinery and they built
quite a number of miles of grid road over the next ten
to twelve years. Due to changing times and cO!1clitions the R.M. sold all their machinery and got all
their road building. maintaining and snowplowing
done by contractors.
When the local schools were closed and children
were taken by bus to larger schools in 1957. ! took a
job of getting the first bus and driving it. The first
years the roads were not good. The first winter I built
a snow plow for the front of the bus to help keep the
road open. We formed snowplow clubs to plow the
school bus routes. There were four school districts
with two buses coming to Sandwith. As times
changed Sandwith School was closed and the children were bused to Glenbush. Later on the high
school students were taken to Medstead. This is the
way the school svstem is at present. I drove the bus
until my younge~t daughter finished school in 1972.
In 1978 I sold my farm and built a house in Medstead
and now live there.

The Low family. Christmas at Grandma and Grandpa Boyd's,
L. to R.'will and Marlene with their children, middle, Steven
and Warren, and front, Andrea and Ryan.

years I worked at three diffcrentjobs in Saskatoon till
in July 1960 I married William Low and moved to his
farm fourteen miles east of Kenaston. Saskatchewan
where 1 still reside. To date the Lows have heen
blessed with three sons, Warren, Steven and Ryan
anu one daughter Andrea.

Audrey Boyd
1 was born in 1946 ~ fifteen minutes before my
twin hrother Gerald, in the Rabbit Lake Hospital,
weighing in at 6 Ibs. 5 ounces. The first years were
rough for everyone, they say "one" is hard enollgh
to look after but \vhen they come two at a time it is
double trouble.
At the age of three I went fencing with my dad
and I got tangled up in the barb wire and still have a
big scar to prove my fencing ability.
Gerry and I had a language of our own. our sister
Marlene could understand us and had to translate for

Marlene Boyd (Low)
Marlene Boyd was born in Rabbit Lake Union
Hospital on October 12,1043. I spent the next eighteen vears on mv father's farm. eight miles northwest
of S,;ndwith. I ;taJ·ted school at rvlolewoocl in the fall
of 1950 and received my first seven grades there. In
the fal! of' 59 the schools were centralized and moved
to Sandwith. I took grades 8, 9 and 10 in Sandwith
and then went to Glenbush for grades II and 12.
Graduating in the spring of 1962 I then went to
Saskatoon Business College for the next eleven
months taking a Secretarial Course. Over the next six

our parents.

When we were a little older we used to go hunting
birds' nests. Gerry climbed the trees and one day he
tore a nest down, the nest had rotten eggs in it. The
eggs landed on my head ~~ what a smell ~ after th'-1t
day my nick name was "Egg Head" for some years. I
was usually called "Aud", some of my cousins still
c,lIl me that.
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Audrey Boyd, 1978.

Gerry and Shirley Boyd, Melanie and Desmen, 1979.

After I started school in 19521 was very active in
track and field events. I enjoyed the high jump. and
three legged races. I won many firsts and seconds at
the Unit Field Days held in Medstcad. I was on the
six man ball team at Molewood SchooL and on the
girls' team after going to Sandwith and Glenbush.
In 1956 I joined the Sandwith 4-H Beef Club.
After my calf nicknamed "Archie" dragged me
around in the mud in the show ring. I decided to join
the Homecraft Club the next year. I remained a member until I graduated and left home in 1965 to attend
Saskatoon Business College.
In June 1966 I started working for Federated Cooperatives Limited in the retail accounting department. and still work here.
While in Saskatoon] have been very active in
Square Dancing. Some of the places 1 have travelled
dancing are Prince George. B.C .. Penticton, B.C.,
Jamestown. North Dakota. Willeston. North Dakota.
Winnipeg and Brandon, Manitoba and Calgary, Alberta. On these trips you meet alot of interesting
people from all over the world.

i always had a fascination for taking things apart
and trying to put them back together again so that rail
I decided to enter the Saskatchewan institute of Applied Arts in Saskatoon, now called Kelsey Institute.
I continued there until the spring of 67, and found
employment with Bill Lofts of Glaslyn. In order to
get my mechanic's papers! had to go back to school
for two months every year and this I did until I
received my papers. I drove the twenty-five miles to
and from Glaslyn everyday, as I was staying with the
folks on the farm. I decided to get married and live in
Glaslyn. On May 1st. 1971 Shirley Byl of Robinhood
became Mrs. Gerry Boyd.
That falll bought East Side Service in Medsteacl
and changed the name of it to G. & S. Service. I have
made the garage considerably bigger since taking
over.

A daughter Melanie Lynn was born May 18.
1973. A son Desmen Jantinus came along April 29,
1976 and he already takes a keen interest in what is
going on in the garage,
When the 4-H began in the district I joined- the
first year in the Beef Club, later I did woodwork with
Mr. H. Kiassen of Sandwith as leader. I also was in
the Gun Club with Luther Olson as leader.
In 1971 and '72 1 joined the Stock Car Club in
North Battleford and raced every Sunday at the Fair
Grounds. We were kept busy keeping car "22" 111
shape to race again the next Sunday.

Gerald Boyd
I was born on May 26. 1946 in Rabbit Lake
hospital - fifteen minutes aftcr my twin sister Audrey. weighing in at 6 Ibs. 7 ozs. ! slUrted school at
the age of six at Molewood School in 1952. In the fall
of '57 when the schools were centralized we were
taken to Sandwith by bus. ! continued there until!
reached grade 9, and in 1962 the high school children
were taken to Glenbush by bus. It was here that I
finished my high school and graduatecl in the spring
of 1966.

Donna Boyd (Boyko)
i came along nine years aftcr the twins Oil September 10, 1955 to join the rest of the Boyd family
anel always had a hard time keeping up to the rest of
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one vear and had a \vondcri'u! time. "lou med
lTHtny'

kids your

OV·/l1

After graduation! worked for

Donna and Mike on their wedding day.

the family. I took grades one to eight in Hyde Park
School in Sandwith, and grades nine to twelve in
l'v1edstc(lcL graduating in 1072.
When in grade tVv'o I \/v'as taking part in the "Oratory Contest" which was held in Sandwith Hall. This
particular time Mr. Klippenstein from Glenbush was
one of the judges. I was up on the stage reciting
"Little Orphan Annie" I thought I was uoing real
good, when all of a sudden 1 made a mistake so said
"Oh Boy"' and started from the beginning again and
went through it without any further mistakes - after
all this, I did place first for my grades and came home
with a "crcst".
While attending school 1 was very acrive in the 4H programs for eight years. I went to Camp Rayner

:-;0

age from ail over the province.
~me

y'car at Crest

Craft in Saskatoon, but decided! didn't "vant to do
this all my life, so entered the Colle:ge of Education,
University of Saskatchc1A'an in 1973 iJnd continued
working at Crest Craft aftcr classes and in my ~<.;pare
time. While at Univcr,ity, ! met Michael BOYKO of
Mcadow' Lake and got married August 30, 1975.
/\frcr a "\leek ofho!idays I \\'ent back to Uni'Verslty to
finish the classes and received my bachelor of Education Degree in the spring of J1)77. I began [ctlching at
Jonas Samson Junior High in the fall of 1977 and am
still there at the: present time. The highlight of my
University career \NaS the da:y [ received my degree,
and was given the opportunity to shake hands with
the late Mr. John Dieienbaker.

Jim Boyes
from memories of Howard Baxter
A number of bachelors lived on thcir homesteads
in the vvinter and went Ollt \vorkin:::: in the summer.
Jim, however. was a marned man, v\~ho homesteaded
the S.E.-16-4B-14 and who had a farm at Carnduff.
He spent his winters hatching on his homestead to
prove it up but put in a good deal of time visiting his
neighbours, the Baxters.
There was nothing he enjoyed more than playing
with the Baxter boys sliding downhill on sled and
skis. After getting soaked they would go into tbe
house to dry out und coax some goodies from Mrs.
Baxter to appease their healthy appetites.
Jim Boyes was very little bigger and hardly distinguishable from the boys. His footwear \\'LlS a topic
of conversation for he always vvore whatever size or
type was handy. When anyone asked his size he
would say. 'Anything from a five to a ten~"
In the spring Jim would leave for his home and
family at CarndutT The Baxter boys were sad to see
him go and missed him when he no longer spent his
winters on the homestead.
His land was bought in IlJ22 by A. J Langford.

Tile Brandon Story

In 1978 while Donna and Mike were building on 1heir new
house, out of Meadow Lake, this tornado came straight for
their house, but turned off to an unsettled area.

jim Brandon and his two brothers. Tom and Fred.
sons of Squire Brandon. owner of a large estate, and
a twenty-one room house, migrated to Canada from
Staffordshire, England in IlJIO. Disillusioned with
industrialism and an admirer of the life-style of the
North American Indian, he decided to forsake the rat
race and move to where he could live in harmony
with nature.
Fred thought the country- was too wild and rough
so he went to Vancouver, British Columbia.
~

~

The Brandon Laundromat, water heating unit doubled for
cooking hog feed, butcherings, and heating water at the lake,
for washing clothes.

Mary Brandon, standing behind her mother, Ruth Stannard.

They were not disappoinrcd. accustomed to hardship, they were delighted to find people so friendly
and enjoyed the walking to and from visiting neighbors. Rabbits were plentiful and could be cooked in a
multitude of ways. Potatoes and onion were plentiful
throughout the winter so what more could you want"
On their advice, their sister, Winnifrecl, joined
them a year later, After the war in 1918 they were
joined by their last family member, Frank.
Mary met and married .lim Brandon and settled
down to a busy life.
Mary was called out anytime of the day or night
to dress wounds, set broken bones or deliver a baby.
One stormy winter night. in particular, a team of
horses and sleigh came galloping into the yard. fvlary
was wanted immediately as the man's wife was in
terrible pain. She dressed hurriedly and went with
him. Afterwards she said it was a very difficult birth,
which caused her a great deal of concern, however,
everything turned out \vell. Her payment was a weanling pig. She never expected pay, as there was little
money to spare among the farmers but with the
pooling of talents. and helping each other the community service made life more pleasant.
On another occasion, Bill Cannelly, split his lip
wide open from the nose downward, while out Oil the
skating rink. The closest doctor being thirty miles
away. Mary, with the help of her oldest daughter,
Gwen, cut thin strips of adhesive tape and pulled it
together. it healed without a scar.

The Brandon Jalopi, tires stuffed with rags and all. L. to R.,
Gwen, Jim on ground. Jack in the car.

Jim chose to take up a homestead in the wilds
where hunting and fishing were good. locating on
S.w. Yo-6-48-14, his brother, Tom, settled on N.W.
Yo-6-48-14.
Mary Stannard, born in 1885 in New York, sailed
for England in 1889 then emigrated with her mother,
Ruth Stannard, from London, England, in 1911.
Mary hac! been employed as a nurse in the hospital in
London. Ruth Stannard had been a dress maker.
They took their meager savings. and bought a ticket
on the Duchess of Ireland, sailed for Quebec, filled
with excitement at the prospect of a new life.
They came tojoin their brother and son, Joe, who
had taken up a homestead in the Hillside district, two
years previously. They came in the month of October
and moved into Joe's three-room log and sod shack.
Mary and her mother were pleased with their new
home, neither the long winter, nor the isolation bothered them. They were not sorry to leave behind the
restrictive life of hard work and twelve-hour work
days,
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she had to Ctime down off the roof also to get back
down the ladder.
One by one. they left horne. Elsie going out to be
a JOIl1csric, icaving oniy Audrey at home- until she
and f'viary pulled up stakes and Jeft in 1944.
Years of hard times and what lOOKed like endless
years of the same ahead did not endear the farm to the
children of Mary and Jim. They left when due to the
war. \\lurk \vas available in industry. Not one of them
vvas willing to carryon \vith the family farrn. Instead
they chose to seek their happiness in the industrial
world, that their father and mother had fled some
thirty-'-fivc to forty years before.
The eight children were all born at Hillside and
rcceived their schooling at \A/arc!. Gwen was born in
September, 1913 moved to Vancouver in 1938, is
married 'vvith five children. Jmnes in November, 1914
moved to Ontario in 1939, \vas a member of the
military service from 1945 to '46 when he moved
back to the farm at Hillside, then on the New
Liskeard, Ontario, where he was employed as a telephone technician. He is married and had three children. Jack was born in January, 1917, moved to
Ontario in 1939, then to Vancouver in 1944 where he
became a shipright. He is married with two children.
Dick, born in January, 1919, moved to Ontario in
1939, then to Vancouver in 1945, where he became a
plaster contractor and mine. He has three children
and now lives in Merritt, B.C. Frederick was born in
June, 1922. He moved to Penticton in the late '40's
where he is employed as a carpenter contractor and
has his own ranch, I-Ie is married with two children,
Elsie was born in March, 1924, moved to Vancouver
in 1943 where she became a teacher. She is married
with three children. Audrey born in October 1926
moved to Vancouer in 1944 and became a teacher,
She is married with two children. Jim stayed on the
farm until pom health made living there very hazardous. His family persuaded him to move. In the
late 'SO's still reluctant to leave his beloved homestead where he had lived and farmed for over fifty
years, he moved to British Columbia to live out the
rest of his life at Whonnock.

l\1eanvihilc Jim \\'as getting his Junu under
cultivation. Many people used oxen for ploughing
but Jim. a lover of horses, soon acquired a team.
In the early '20's he purcha,ed a threshing outfit,
which he soon lost to rile creditms, To the end of his
day!s he felt he \vas cheated. On one occasion lVlary
chased the police off with a gun \vhen they came to
take away the equipment.
In 1925 Jim received some money from hi, father's estate, with this he hought three quarters of
land, one with a lake on it, so he moved onto N.E.
36-47-15 and bought a 1917 Dodge convertible. They
travelled in style for a few years but before 1930 the
tires were thin. The depression which hit the farmers
too, had taken its iOlI and the wom-out tires could not
be replaced. Mary, now in her 96th year, remembers
them stuffing the tires with rags in order to make or
complete a journey. The depression spelled doom to
motor transport. The car was turned into a "bennett
buggie", named after the depression Prime Minister.
R. B. Bennett and thereafter drawn with horses.
However, the Brandons and their eight chi Idren
survived. They were often on relief. living on a
cheque of eight dollars per month. This could he
supplemented by working on the roads for one dollar
per day, for a man and a team of horses.
Gwen remembers the mother making shoes for
them out of heavy coats to wear to school and being
so upset at having to wear them. One thing the
depression did for people was to give them leisure
time, especially the young. With no money and nowhere to obtain a job, they had to make their own
entertainment. The Brandon home became a community centre which filled up every weekend. From
there the young people joined forces and built a
skating rink, golf courses , pool halls, ball diamonds,
gymnasiums, etc. They built their own facilities.
Made their own rules and supervised the competition. There was always a prankster in the crowd like
the one who wired the chesterfield springs to a battery, to give a reclining visitor a fearful jolt.
In spite of the freedom, the need to find work and
wages was a fact of life and of utmost concern for the
young men and women. The boys would jump the
freights in the spring and fall to find work in a more
prosperous farming area. Gwen got a job at Mason's
store in 1932 where she served out grocery orders and
gas from the old pump which was pumped by hand.
When money was being raised to build the community hail at Sandwith, Gwen and her mother took
an active part in putting on stage plays. Mary was a
natural in the acting field, a combination of her
English accent and good humor, Gwen also tried to
help shingle the roof of the hall but was so terrified

John and Margaret Brausen
On May 8,1921, John and Margaret Brausen and
family Tony, Victor, Hilda, Laura, and Florence
started out across country from Annaheim,
Saskatchcvv'an driving eighty-five head of cattle and
cleven head of horses. Vv'e ate and slept in a covered
wagon. Tony and Victor being the co\vboys. Vv'e
ferried across the South Saskatchewan River at
Batoche and the North Saskatchewan River at Carlton, arriving on the evening of May 18, 1921 at the
farm of Otto Drews, Stayed abo lit four or five days
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look at the boys. his face turning red frurn \\,'hire, '.,·vith
anger, and say/ing some more '.,\-'ords in French. Later
the boys asked Mr. Brousseau what the \vords meant.
"Oh," he said, '·they pertained to some dogs and our
good Creator among other things. ,.
In 1030 the railroad crossed the homestcnd on its

'vvay from Hamlin to Glenbush. Then SanJv.,:![h \vas
born.

In the first fevv years Tony and Vic played hardball and hockey W11h the Gknbusn teams. Then later
OIL the boys in the V/ard School District formed a
hockey team. They won a fevv garnes, aiso lost a rev/.
[n the summertime they formed a busebull team, also
a softball tcam. In the summertime, Dad. Tony and
Vic would put up hay. Tbny drove two separate teams
on a sixteen foot bucking pole \vith sixteen foot

logging chains sweeping the hay to the haystack. At
the haystack. Dud. Tony and Vic did the capping. In
winter Florence and Laura helped with the chores by

The Brausen Orchestra (1931) L. to R., Tony. violin, Laura,
vocalist, Vic on sax., Florence on accordion. Hilda on mandolin.

cleaning the barn. in the spring Vic and 'Tony '"vent on
hunting and fishing trips. In our old sod roof and log
house we produced the Brausen orchestra. Tony on
violin, Laura vocalist. Vic on saxophone, Florence
on accordion, and Hilda on mandolin. Every spring
another job was branding and dehorning with Tony
on a horse. Vic branding, and Ray Hess assisting. In
1932 Dad Brausen started a store at Sandwith which
he had until 1942. then moved and started a store at
.Jussard. Alberta.
Two more children were born to John and rVlargaret Brausen after their coming to the Sandwith
district. They were two boys. Gilbert. born May 17.
1927. and Leonard. born August IA. 1929. They
attended school at Hyde Park.
On January [9. 1934. '!(ll1Y married Mary
Kobelka. They lived on the ranch until 1941. Then
Tony got a job at the Saskatchewan Hospital. then
became a cook. Jack Fritz. chef. and Tony. the CooK.
prepared aboLlt 110 to 120 turkeys for Christmas and
New Years dinners for about 220() patients and staff.
Tony and Mary have five children. two girls and three
boys.
Vic married Lena Sarcl1ett in J LIne 1941. then they
moved to Surrey British Columbia. Vic and Lena
have one son.
Hilda became a school teacher. later married Bi[l
Rector. Later she moved to JLlssard. A[berta. to
teach.
Laura became a registered nurse. also later became a school teacher. then married James i\yling.

Florence and Laura Brausen help with winter chores.

then moved to the old Wheeler place. Also stayed for
fauror five days while Dad Brausen was bartering for
the Jeddeon Brousseau homestead and ranch. which
we moved onto around the enel of May ! 921. Tony.
Vic. Hilda. and Laura all started to go to the Ward
School. Teaching there at the time was Me Bessie
Jacques. Before he left. Mr. Brousseau gave his
brother-in-law of North Battleford a cow. which he
came to get with a team of horses, wagon and box.
We roped the cow and brought it up to the wagon and
box. Emil. the little Frenchman. got into the box to
tie the lead rope. In the meantime the cow got her
head and shoulders under the center of the box and
lifted the box up. The box began to teeter causing
Emil to slide from one end of the box to the other. All
the while he was shouting some words in French
which we did not understand. Finally the cow calmed
down. Emil wiped his forehead with his sleeve, then
took a handkerchief out of his pocket. opened up his
pants and wiped his bottom. By that time Tony and
Vic were almost rolling with laughter. Emil took one

They have three daughters, and live in Grim"oct. British Columbia.

F10rence went to the U.S.A. in the late 1930s to
help care for her grandparents on Mother's side. She
married Matthew Rokoz. They have three girls and
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one boy and they live in Centralia. Washington,
U.S.A
Gilbert married. and he and his wife Florence.
lived in Dawson Creek. Alberta. three hundred fifty
miles from Ed1T1Onton. Gilhert became a victim of
polio \vhile working there. A mercy t1ight \vas arrnnged and took a portable respirator there from
Edmonton in an effort to help. Ho\vever, Gilbert
passed away' from the disease effects not long after.
Leonard works in Alberta.
On January 19. 1954 John Brausen passed away.
also on June 30, 196! Margaret Brausen passed <:lvvay.

\1/<1S

taken to the lake, stones

\,'v"(;rl;

arranged to hold

the \vash boiler. a fire \\'<1S built undernc:ath. \Vhen the
\\-'ater \,vas hot. \;'lashing began on \-vash boards, of
coursc. To me it Vv'as a rca! picnic bm to my mother
and older sisters a lot oj' hurd \\;'ork. I am sure all the
hm1ily helped in some \.v-ay. Of ('ourse there \\'(1:; Lt
picnic lunch to cnjny. vVe didn't havt.: a great variety
of food those days but aiwcrys had sufficient fouL! and
clothing. My' parents \'vorkcd hard to support thl'tf
large family.
Then came school days in the Birnamwood
School. I al\vays enjoyed school, especially' games
and sports. The teachers I recall are Mr Falkner. Mr.
Knight. Mr. Clark. Miss Crossley. Miss EriCKson.
Miss English. Mrs. llirilbulL and Mrs. Walker. The
Christmas Concerts were alway!s an enjoyable and
exciting event. We \vorked hard to make it a success.
Summertime was picnic time. Every.' community
had its picnics. It was a family affair. Motilers prepared huge lunches for their families. There were
many sports and it' you \.vere a \V inner you could earn
money for treats, fi vc cents for an ice cream cone or
chocolate bar. Baseball games always provided a lot
of excitement. To earn spending money \.ve dug seneca root which we solei at the local store. operated by
Mr. G. A. Doidge. Another SO lice of earning money
was killing gophers. cutting off the tails and the
municipality paid so much a tail. This was a means of
getting rid of gophers.
Church attendance was another part of our community life. Service was held in the school house.
Often in winter the service was held in our house. All
the kids sitting in the balcony. which was the stair

Mrs. Earl Brennan (nee Hattie Perry)
I was born in our farm home in Meclstead. The
eighth child of Sylvester and Jenny Perry. Being fifty
miles from Dr. or Nurse. Mrs. Leonard Wappel
served as midwife. I was the first of the family to be
born in Canada. My parents and seven childrcn emigrated from Wisconsin. U.S.A. in 1908.
The first exciting event I can remember is when L
my mother and baby brother. Newton. went to visit
my mother's parents and relatives in Wisconsin. I
well remember the trip to North Batt1cford by team
and wagon: fifty long miles. I was four years old. I
enjoyed the train ride.
! enjoyed my childhood days in Saskatchewan
especially the summers. We didn't have any great
toys: but played many outdoor games. and rambled
through the woods. finding bird nests and wild
flowers.
! remember the great wash days we had in the
spring at Seventeen Lake. All the washing equipment

The Brennans, taken at Shaughnessy, Alberta, 1942. Back
row: Mrs. A Roberts, Richard and Rita Perry. Centre: A.
Roberts. Honey Brennan. Front row: Joan Brennan, Sharon

Honey and Earl Brennan, taken at Pemberton, B.C. where
their second daughter Joan (Mrs. C. Vander Lee) lives.

Brennan and Mona Brennan.
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stepS. Rc\/crcnd Paul \vas our rninister fur many
years. He travelled through the country holding services in man:y communities.
Another pleasure I remember is when my sister
Iva and t spent a few days holiday at the George
Starling home in Cater. Kathiccn alvy'ays thought of
something: interesting to do. \11"s. Starling must have
had a lot of patience.
In 1026 the C.N. ntilro~ld \vas eXIended from
Nnrth Battleford into our country. iviany changes
came about and tov/ns sprang up here and [here.
IVkdstcad \\'(1S used for the name of our town. Grain
elevators "vert built: no longer did fanners have to
haul their grain fifty miles to North Batt!cford. The
mail came in by train, Nir. And Mrs. Junor managed
the post office.
In ! 92g my parents rented out their farm and
moved into town. hU'J11 \vork was too rnuch for my
mother who was not \vell. She passed away the next
year. I carried on, looking after my Dad and four
brothers: Richard. Newton. Sidney and Wesley.
In 10.11 Earl Brennan and I were married. Earl
had work in the Bank of Nova Scotia in Medstead.
We moved to Alberta. Earl worked at various jobs:
finally getting a job at an oil refinery in Coutts.
Alberta. When the refinery closed we moved to
Shaughnessy, Alberta. Earl operated a garage and
service station. Arcric Sales and Service. Our next
move was Erickson. B.C. There we also had a garage
husiness. Brennan's Garage from 1945 to 1974. We
are retired now and still live in Erickson. We have a
family of four daughters: Mona. Mrs. Harvey Porter.
Spokane. Washington: Jean. Mrs. Can vander Lee.
Pemberton. B.C.. Sharon of Erickson. B.C. and
Holly. Mrs. W McKinney. Prince George. B.C. We
live in a beautiful country but I enjoy going back to
Saskatchewan each slimmer. I have three sisters living there. Mrs. Celia Willis. Mrs. Laura Orr. Mrs.
Evelyn Casson. Saskatchewan is still home to me.
Mrs. E. Brennan (nee Honey Perry)

Isaac Boldt Family
In the year of 1926 we came to Canada from
Russia and arrived at \\/aldheim.
After a year I went to Glenbush alone with two
horses and a covered wagon. with oats for the horses
and a twelve inch wooden beam breaking plow. I
chose a quarter of land, paid $25.00 do\vn and started
to break the soil with two horses. My neighbour. Jim
Hariett. lent Ille one hurse. so I broke up about ten
acres of land and worked it down with a disk. Then
the haying season came and my brother-in-lavl/,
Abram Dick. and! made thirty loads of prairie wool
which was sold the same winter. I went back to
Waldheim for harvest lime. We spent the winter in

Isaac Boldt Family. Back row, leil to right: Walter, Werner, Jake,
tront row: Abe, Mr. Boldt, Helga, Mrs. Boldt. Rudy.

Mr. Isaac Boldt and his first tractor.

Waldheim and on April 10. 1t)2~. we loaded a railroad car jointly with John P. Esaus: with horses. cows
and machinery. I travelled with the animals in the
boxcar. Mr. Esau and his wife. Greta. and two children. along with his wife. Annie. and (\\'0 boys. went
by train to Glenbush. We arrived on April 12. 1928.
via Tunleford. late at night. The next day wc unloaded the car. My family stayed with my brother-inlaw.
'Nc prepared for spring work, \vorked together
and finished seeding. We had plenty of rain and. of
course, plenty of mosquitoes. In July and August we
made plenty of prairie 'vvool again.
In the meantime I rented the Larson farm. north
of Glenbush.
The winter was very cold. many times clown to
sixty degress. \Ve were hauling hay to the sawmills
for tIS.OO a load. so we'd have a little money. Meat
was scarce. so I shot prairie chickens by the dozen.
We didn't care about the law - we had nothing to
eat. We survived the \vinter.
Our barrier \VUS the language - "ve couldn't
speak English. and some people thought we were
crazy. but of eOllrse we weren·t.

\;Ve started to raise sorne crops and we had good
luck, the frost even staying a\vay. But depression
came. We raised crops alright but the price was so
low. For number two Garnet wheat \ve got eighteen
cents a busheL and for oats five cents a bushel.
In the thirties we had no rain and no crops.
Sometimes we barcl\i got the seed back. Then the
government sent pe(;pl; to Glenbush from the big
~ities. They were all on relief. Sometimes four families lived 'on one quarter section. Even we had to
apply for rei ieL So we got S12 a month for a family of
seven. This \vas a great help to us. 'A/hen the depression veal's "vere over. things started to improve slo\vIv. '0/e broke up more land and bought better
j;1achiner\', even a Cockshutt tractor, which turned
out to be'a big headache.
We had six children. five boys. and one girl.
When we think back now over all the years that lie
behind us. we thank God that we lived in the North at
Glenbush where we had the opportunity to bring up
our family. We are thankful for an opportunity to
improve ti,e country. When we arrived on April 12.
1928. there were only a few roads, mostly trails to our
land. We fenced in the land and put the horses and
eattlc inside. The next morning the fence was cut and
all the animals \vere gone.
We are retired now. but we look back and say.
"We have bad times behind us. but we never regret
that we settled as pioneers in that wonderful north
country at Glenbush. and that our children attended
Avery'School where we could hire teachers that
pleased us."
When we drive through that wonderful country
and see all the irnprovel;1cnts - the good grav~l
roads. nevv farm houses. new barns and granaries,
and the big fields the second generation works now;
we think l;ack about fifty vears and marvel about all
this. We were settlers. very poor and had no luxuries.
We thank the almighty God for his grace and love
he bestowed on the Glenbush people. our dear children and friends. May God bless you all.
Is. Boldt

Father Boldt and his sons, from oldest to youngest: Jake.
Werner. Waiter, Rudy. Abe.

Eldon and Bev - live in Regina. Eldon is going
to Bible School and wants to go into the ministry.

The Ray Boldts
Ray started farming with his father. Werner,
Boldt. in 1973 when he purchased the Pete Wiebe
farm two miles south of Glenbush. This now meant
fanning in summer, then back to working in the
sawmiils in British Columbia for the winter months
where he had been working before buying his land.
There is always one thing for certain; when a farmer
works ouL spring never comes too soon.
.
In July of 1977 he married Trudy Fehr 01 Burns
Lake. British Columbia and moved onto hls abandoned farmyard.
We have one daughter. lenelle Lynn. born on July
IS. 1979.

Jake Boldt .Family
Jake Boldt. the oldest son of Mr. Isaac Boldt.
married Annie Bergen. They farmed about two and
one-half miles south. then one mile west and one
mile south again of G!enbush. They have a family of
one virl and three boys. They went to Averv School.
Late~ they moved to 'Saskat(;on.
"
Viola -lives in Saskatoon. works for her brothers at Mr. Print. The boys own a printing press.
Wes and Mary -' I ive in Saskatoon. they have
two boys.
Wilmer and Carol- also of Saskatoon, have one
boy.

July 23, 1977, The Werner Boldi Family at Burns Lake, B.C.
Left to right: Dorie, Burt, Leona, Trudy, Ray, Martha, Werner,
Barrie.
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History of the Werner Boldt Family
Quite a number

or Avery fcllovvs got married to

Carrollton girls, or vice versa, and

\\'C

those couples. L Martha Harder.

\A/as

were one of
married to

Werner Bolclt on October IS. 1950. if the type of
weather you have on your \veLiding day is in un}' \\·'a.y

a prediction of the kind of marriedli!'e you will have.
ours would be a rough one. The day started wirh a

cold rain which later turned to snow as the cold
increased. Ho\vever, \,ve \\'cre young. in love, ambitious. and the future did not frighten us.
Werner had bought a farm one mile 'vvest and one

mile south from Glenbush from Cornie Dyck in
1948. There were enough buildings there to get us
started and we started whole-heartedly. It was a real
mixed farm with horses. milk and beef cows. pigs.
chickens. sheep, turkeys, and geese on shares.
Our house was originally the l.H.C. shop in
Glenbush, owned by Ken Brown (Bea Fonda's father). This was moved to the farm and fashioned into
.an 18' x 24' two roomed house. The house had a
feature floor, half of the noor in the house was one
and one-half inches lower than the other hal f. this
running lengthwise. Other creatures also wishecl to
make this house their horne. We had mice in the
cellar. bats in the attic. ants. spiclers. and nies inside,
with birds and wasps nesting in the walls. Our parents feared that sometime in the winter they might
fincl us all frozen to death.
The barn created a bit of a problem too. The roof,
at one time, had been covered with roofing but had
unedged lumber unclerneath the roofing. The hail and
wincl did their share of damage so that when it rained
ancl we happened to be milking in the barn, it was a
real mess. During the summer we would collect all
the cardboard boxes we could get hold of, to be
opened up and nailed over the barn roof cracks before
the winter snow came. We usually managed to pick
the coldest, most miserable day to do this job. The
barn walls had many cracks which had to be re-closed
every fall.
During the time that we started to farm, farm
methods hac! already begun to change. Although we
always needed horses, the heavy field work was done
with a tractor. In 1953 we went all-out and bought a
new W.D. Allis-Chalmers tractor. the biggest one the
company made at that time. Today this type of tractor
is considered to be a small chore tracto!". This Allis
was also our vehicle for travelling and the "car" that
took us to church.
When power came to the farm in the middle
fifties, it was a great leap forward in progress. Our
oldest son was so excited by lights that could be
switched on ancl off. that he had to be allowed to
switch off the lights for night.

Werner and Marilla Boldl. Oclober '16, '1950. Tile day after our

wedding in front of our new home. Car belonged to John
Harder.

1057 was a memurabk year in a number of ways.

On February 28. Doric at Sibs. and4 ozs. and Barrie
at 7 lbs., 4 oz. were born into our family. This
instantly doubled our family from two boys to four
bovs. and we still lived in our little two-roomecl
house. We really appreciated the electricity and we
had a good second-hand washing machine that was
kept very busy. Our supply of soft water came from a
tin, thirty to forty gallon barrel that stood beside the
cookstove ancl was constantly being refillecl with

Marlha Boldt with Iwin sons. Dorie (left). Barrie (right) standing
in the porch entrance 10 our 18x24 home.
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at that time. so it Hppcarcd that \\'c \\'cn; destined to
stay right \,vhcrc we were.
In i966 things finally \vurKccl nut that we could
X .~O' barn. Rudy Sicrncns sold hi~)
build a new
dairy herd al that time Sl.) \\·c were able to bU\/ his
milking flwchine. Things \vcre heginning to !pu!.,:
brighter.
Although We !l<ld <'1 ';cry pt.lor \vclJ un the: farm
\\ihcn \\'c bough! it. \VC no\\' h,td <-til exceptionally
~nod pne. ;\ good \vcll is not so casy 10 come by in
this district. 0/1ost of them arc dc('p, drilled. and
l:ontain a lut of iron. Our \\e!! I.V:!S dug \\'ill1 spades,
\Nith the help of our neighhor. A -+' .\ -I,' hole \'v'as
started and cribbing ]o\vcred as the hole grc\\.' deeper.
\Vithin a fe\\' day's \\iC hit \vater at .20 feet and a coarse
gn.lvcl \,\'ell bottom. A sand point \VdS jJui In and the
\'\:ell has never been drained. Several times \\\:' forgot
to shut ofr the \A/aier pump before leaving home. On
returning home the pump was pumping a'vvay and '-1
stream of water \vas heading towards the lake.
The time came when uur uldest son. Ray, \vas
tired of \vorking on the farm and left for Brilish
Columbia with somc rriends (0 find ajob. This wa' in
the \,;,!inter of 1972 and Ray began \,vorking in the
sa\Nmdls. Here he started \\iork right at the very
bottom. piling lumber. If he had not been in good
physical shape from hauling bales at home, he probably would have given up. While piling lumber he was
l.'onstantly \yatching for an opening in the mill that
\vas easier \vurK. This worked well for hirn and the
iast years while working in the sawmilis he was
driving the fork-lift.
During this tIme Ray also realized that farming:
had not left his system ane! he would like to farm on
his O\I/n. Secretly he \vished he could buy the former
Arendt fmm, then owncd by Percr Wiebe. Years later
this wish
fulfilled. In IlJ7..r Mr. Wiebe sold part of
the farm to Ray. reminp: out the ren1ftinder to him
with the option to buy when \Viebes v\'oulcl be ready
10 muve mvay. This \vas the beginning of a father and
son farming operation.
lL}7J became a \!ery busy ,-tnd ex.citing year for
me. \Vc v\/oLIlt.! finally be ,-lbk to build the much
needed ne\v hOLlse. For y'cars I had lunged for that
speciai homc in the Nelson Home Catalo!2. 111\,' dream
home and it \vas to come true. \Vc start~d the basement in the end of June afIer moving off our old
house. The nc\,v hou.se \\'ould stand exactly where the
old one had been. By the beginning or November the
same year. Vie moved in, a little sooner than we had
'vvished too. but [he cold drove us in. Running \vater
was also put in. we already.' had it in the dairy barn the
year before. Hmv \'v'e appreciated our rOOllly' comfortable home.
During the summer of 1973 we s\Vitched from

sno"v. The heat of the cookstovc slo\vly melted the
sno\v to nice soft \vater. Although the twins \VC1'(:
reasonably healthy, they both spent several hours
every ua;/ crying, sometimes rutting all their effort
into iL which may have helped to develop strong
lungs and bodies for them, but it gave us little time
for rest. Grandpa Harder \vas so proud. he bought '-l
ne\.\/ Chevrolet car to get the rv·,'ins and my!self home
froln the hospital in Saskaroon.
Financially. 1957 \vas one of our most difficult
years. \Vc had trouble with a number of our cows
aborting and others v\:'ould not stay in calf. After
looking for a cause for our problems it \vas confirmed
that our herd had" Bangs". /\Jter the results from the
tests came back \\ie realized we would have a very,
verv. small herd left. We had built up a promising
herd of milk cows as well as beef cows. Now our
main source of income from shipping cream was CLlt
off. In fact we had to borrow a cow from the parents
so that we had milk for household use. Then too.
with the number of abortions we had had. add to this
that the cows had to be sold before they had calved.
there were very few calves to fall back on. Several
years later. cattle owners who sold "Bangs" affected
CO\VS received compensation.
It was also the year that we experienced one of the
coldest winters. Because of a limited supply of water
in our well. we watered our cattle on the lake. That
winter the lake froze solid right to the bottom ancl we
had to put up with a limited water supply from the
well.
Somehow I feel that we should almost belong to
the pioneers too. Not in respect to the hardships that
they faced and we did not: but in that over two-thirds
of the land we farm, we have brought under cultivation ourselves. Our boys all had an over-dose of
picking roots.
A red-letter day came (or liS \vhen a little girl was
born into our family of boys on October 26. 1059. We
named her Leona Joy. What a delightful change to
have some feminine things come into the huuse.
During the summer \vc had. built an (1clditioll to our
tVv'o-room hOllse which gave us much more space.
but in winter it was just as cold as the older pan. "I()
supply the new addition with electricity. we ran
countless cords from the plugs in the older part of the
house into the ne\ver addition. No inspectors ever
came around or they might have had a heart attack.
For a number of years \A'e were on the look nut to
buv a farm that had good buildinl!s on it. For some
re~~son or another. nothing ever ca~nc of it. Either the
price was out of reach. or someone else was already
dealing on it, etc. We heard of a farm in Manitoba
that was just right for us and it was for sale. Before we
got to inspect the farm. the owner decided not to sell

W'"
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shipping cream to selling industriul milk. /\lthough
\ve had always fought against this change, if proved
to he the right one. Less help \vas needed fur choring
and, oh goody! no cream separator to wash.
In ]c)74 wc \\"Cfe to experience something many
people never meet up \vith. On Saturday, September
rhe sevemh. \\'e were involved in a serious car accident. Ollr cm with \\/erner and myself collided \vith
the car driven hy' Harry Klassen and sister Martha as
passenger. The sandy hill \Nhere the accident occurred acted as sort of a cushion, but it \vas onl~y the
Lord's protecting hand over us that no lives "vere lost,
and no one suffered any seriolls after effeCts. The
church of Saskatoon together \vith our local church
pius many friends wc:re united in prayer on OLlr behalf. God graciously ansvvered ihe prayers and healed
the broken bones. Apparently the Lord wanted us on
carlh for a little while longer. May we fulfill His
purpose for us and live to honor Him. Those days
were very difficult for the children at horne. They
were all there. Ray farming during the sLImmer time,
Bun left his job for a few weeks to help at home, the
rest were attending school. As they gathered around
the prepared table for meals, no one was able to eat.
We rc:main grateful to friends and neighbours who
helped us out at this time.
By the spring of 1976 Burt also decided he was
fed up with working out ancl he wished to start
farming, now it would be a father and sons operation.
In July of 1977 we. as a complete family (but
involving several vehicles), made a trip to Burns
Lake, British Columbia. tll attend the wedding of llur
oldest Slln, Ray, as well as take a bit of a holiday. It
had turned out that Ray had not only been working in
the sawmills but had also spent considerable time
persuading a blonde young lady by! the name of Trudy
Fehr to become his wife. At the close llf the month of
July, a new couple, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Boldt moved
onto the fllrmer Arendt yard to start a new home in
the new house trailer they had bought.
As \ve look back over our farming years. we have
had some very good crops. some vcr).' meager crops
when we v,,'ere thankful just to salvage enough for
feed. Most crops wcre in-between the good and the
fair. This makes us realize that in the business of
farming the Lord is really the most valuable partner
you can havc. During Ollr years farming we have put
in long hours of hard work bm it is all in vain if the
Lord does not bless the labour oj' our hands. The best
of machinery. [he latest knu\vJeJge and use of chemicals are nothing, if God docs not send the rain at the
right time \vith the proper gro\ving weather: keep the
fro;.;t, haiL and bll~s <.lvvay. \Ve feel \ve o\ve a hearty,
"Thank you, " to God for what has been achieved on
this farm to this day.

Our house is empty" again this \vinter except for
Pa and ~/la. Burt is on his \Nintcrjob driving "cat" for
Sterling Contractors whose headquarters are at Grande Prairie, Alberta. Dorie is \\'o!ling in Calgary as
carpenter apprentice: Barrie spenus most of his time
on the road driving for Siemens' Transport of SusKatUOD, At Sask.-Td in Saskatoon you will find Leona
working in the legal department.
Our latest highlight \A.'a:.; a dau~hter born to Ray
and Trudy un July 15, 1979, named Janelle Lynn.
Girls horn into thc' Boldt familic:-. mc speciaL as thcy
are fafe. To sec a pictUft:: of J,-mdle come and ,;ce
Crandma \ Brag Book.

Ann and George Bolen
by Ann Nelson, daughter
My mother Ann Hannan came to Canada from
German;,.' when she \vas approximately (\velve years
old, in 1910.
In 1916 she married William Baginehi, in Spring
Hill. Nova Scotia. My rather had originally come
from Poland and spoke seven languages. They had
four children: the oldest. myself. Ann now of Spiritwood: Lucy of Princeton, B.C.: Velma in Melfort,
Sask: and Fred who resides in Flin Flon, Manitoba.
In 1923 tragedy befell our family as my father was
killed in a mining accident in Spring Hill. ! was five
years old at the time.
In 1927 or 1928 we moved west to Gravelbourg,
Saskatchewan \vhere my mother remarried George
Bolen (a native of Budapest. Hungary) and the father
of five children. His children were Nick, Casper,
Annie, Clara and Lawerance. This made a total family of nine. The four oldest Buginchi and Bolens were
twins ~ almost. and then Lawrence was younger.
In the fall of 1932 the Bolens moved to Sandwith
and we children attended Molew()od School. We thcn
purchased land from Sylvester (Gypl Poor and
moved to that property so the younger children went
to Hvde Park School. The George Bolens also had
five children of their own, namely; Rosie, residing in
Ontario: George. 'v'lho lives near Barrhead. Alberta;
Joe of Estevan: Ed, who died and is buried at Hyde
Park: and Mary of New Westminster, B.C.
In 1936 the Bolen family acquired the last homestead in the Stoke district. This was accomplished by
\vaiting: in linc at lVkado\v Lake. to apply for the
homestead.
Mr. Bolen was fortY'-one years old. at this rime and
his wife 38. With their combinecl families they had
fourteen children, many of whom they were stiil
supporting. The younger children attended Stoke
School. The Bolens farmed here until 1949 when
they retired to Kamloops, B.C. mainly because of
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(l!m~ 19(5)
Christopher Borl< wa\ born in Denmark April .10,
1878. vVhen he vI/as t\ven}'-fivc years of age he married Anna l\.1arie Jensen-Bang. Anna lv'laric vv'as born
January! 26, l685. They vv'ere rnarried April 10, 1903
and left Denmark for Canada that same day.
Their first son, Christian Car! Bork \<,"C1S born
Decemher 4, 1903 in fviontreaL Quebec, Canada.
They came \vest and resided in the Prince Albert
area.
"In 1906, Christopher Borh. applied for and got a
horncstead at Spruce Home. SasKatchc\vul1,
SE-!6-51-26-W2. By the time he applied for and was
granted plltcnt (Feb. 7, 1910) he had four children:
Esther (190S), Bill (1906) llnd Anna (l'-)OX). He
owned two horses, eight cattle and a very comfortahle log house (18' x 22 '). There were two log stables
and a 10 x 14 hen house, a well had heen dug and a
half mile of rail fencing erected. He had broken
sixteen acres and was able to put eleven of it into
crop", (Copied from Saskatchewan /\["chives.)
More and more time had to be spent off the hlrm
in order to make a living; bush work and \vork on the
railroad which meant leaving the family alone. So
they sold the farm and moved into Prince Albert
where Christopher Bork worked for a construction
outfit. Three more children were horn: Eda (1910),
Fredrick (1913) and Anders (1915). The family
moved to Saskatoon where Jean was born (1919),
They bought a farm in the Dalmeny area. In January
1921 Anders contracted pleurisy and bronchial pneumonia. He died on his sixth birthday. Violet was born
on the farm in Dalmeny in July of 1921.
The Christopher Bork family moved to Borden in
the spring of 1923. They rented the Schroeder place

George's hc;alth. George died in 1060 and i\nn in
196'), both in Kamioops.

Christopher Hork

Bolton l!amiiy
In 1931 we took a trip to Cater and bought a
quarter of land in the district. The southern pan of the
provinct; \vhere \ve were living was very dry and
dusty. [\iiany times vve saw covered wagons going
north. In July 1935 We decided to go north and live on
our lane.\. \fic bought lumber from Soderberg's mil!
and built a frame house. Elmer \vorked at Orange's
mil! for lumber for a harn. Loch Side school was
needing a teacher so Elmer was hired there. The
school was built of logs and it ViUS vcry cold. After
Loch Side, Elmer taught at Marron and G!enbush. In
1948 we l1loved to Moose Jaw. Elmer retired in 1964.
He passed away in 1966. Our three daughters are
married. Jean lives at Prince George, B,C. Her husband Cliff Vv'heeler passed a\vay a few years ago.
Rita lives at Kitimat, B,C. Fay lives in Prince Albert. Saskatchewan, My home is in Moose Jaw but!
spend sometime each year \vith the girls and their
families.

Boniface (Joe) and Bertha Rose
In 1947 Joe and Bertha moved from south of
Cochin to the S,W, quarter of 32 which their son,
Charies, had purchased from the rural municipality.
There were so many rabbits around then, that the
boys would often shoot as many as twenty-five of
them before breakfast. and Bertha would can whatever couldn't be eaten that clay,
The winter of 1948 was remembered as the toughest winter, as Joe had to haul hay across Murray Lake
on a toboggan to feed his cattle.
Four of their cleven children attended school in
Lost Horse Creek School. ~ Johnny, Irene, Nancy
and George. They would walk 21'2 miles to school
rain or shine.
The greatest form of entertainment in those days
were the dances which were held in the school or in
people's homes. It seems that everyone could play
one instrument or another. There would often be up to
three dances a week and after the dances a person
would only have to get in his wagon and tell the horse
it was time to go home, ~ little danger of drinking
and driving.
In 1957 Joe, Bertha and the children moved to
their present location, four and one-half miles east of
Cochin, In 1958 Joe passed away, Bertha lives with
her son, Gilbert, and his family. Their children are
Johnny, Ernest, Louise, Irene, Nancy, George,
Gilbert, Pete, Victor, Charles and Elma. At the present time Bertha has fifty-eight grandchildren am!
thirty-four great-grandchildren.

The Bork family. fiftyyears, 1903 to 1953. Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Bork. L. to R., Christian. Esther Anderson, Bill, Anna
McPherson. Eda. Bennett. Fred, Jean Thomson. Violet Hancock, Margaret Read. Celebration in Medstead hall.
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and lived there from 1923-1931. While at Borden.
Anna married John McPherson, Decc-mbcr 1, 1926.
Margaret Bork \vas born at Borden in 1927.
In 1931 the Christopher Bork family moved to
Medstcad. it was cold, spring weather. They moved
with hayracks, wagons and grain tanks. It \vas a long
move, one hundred miles, Christian and Bill Bork
were young men and they had also purchased land in
the Mcdstead area. They travelled to Medsteacl in the
Model T that they called "Emmy". Chris drove it
and kept it in repair. \Vhen the family arrived in

it

\V~b

easier to get

{\VO

dresses alike from the

SaJTle

piece of cloth.

ivlargarct remembers thdt in 1939 King George
VI and Queen Elizabeth from England \verc coming
to Saskatoon. All school children \vere encouraged to

go to sec them. Every child packed a blanket and a
pilluw as the pupils \vere to sleep in schools in Saskatoon. Mr. Alex Nelson drove the children ['torn
Daylight School to Saskatoon in his big old truck.
Violet Bork \vent along. Margaret and Viulet stayed
\\.'ith Eda BorK. Eda \vas \\lurking as a seamstress for
Mrs. M. A. Ells Ladies' Exclusive Ready-to-Wear in

Medstead the)/ lived on the Perry place for three

Saskatoun. in fall of 1929 Violet left ~Acdstead to go
down east to work. Jean left fVledstcad in 1037 and

)/cars. During this time they were busy breaking land
and building log buildings on the E Y'-IS-50-14-3rd.
The land was very different. lots of bush and ayellow
clay soiL Bill and Chris hewed the logs with axes to
build the three log buildings ~ a barn, garage and
pump house. In 1934 they moved and lived in the log
house that was the pump house (so called because
there was a well in the corner). The well served as a
refrigerator. Everything that \vas to be kept cool was
hung in the well; cream w keep sweet, butter, milk
and the fresh meal. The summer of '34 they bui It
their house of northern lumber. The outside was
finished with shingles. It was a fair sized house and
well finished inside.
Bill Bork returned to Borden in the fall of 1931He married Jean MacKenzie, November 19. Jean,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter MacKenzie Sr,
was born June 24,1904. Bill brought her to his farm
in the Carroilton School District, NE-13-S0-14.
While there they had three children; Christopher
William Bork, October II, 1932; Patrick James Bork,
October 30, 1933; Ann Marie (Dolly) Bork, November 8, 1934.
All three children attended Carrollton Schoo\, It
was only a short distance to walk. In 1946 the oldest
was ready to attend high shcool. There were no
school buses. There \vas no way to travel to Mcdstead
everyday. Bill and Jean sold their (arm and moved to
British Columbia.
Esther Bork married Helmar Andersen on
November 10,1932. They came to the Medstcad area
to live.
Christopher Bork was councillor of Division 3
for the R.M. of Medstead No. 897 for eight years,
irom January 7, 1937 to December 1944. The secretary from 1941 to 1943 was Mr. Joe Stakiw. Joe and
hi,,,) wife, Thelma. spent many afternoons visiting at
[he Chrisropher Bark farm h~me.
'

worked in Port Arthur, Ontario. She lTmrried Joe
Thomson April 2(), !938.
Frederick Bork was eighteen years old I},!hen the
family came to Mcdstead. He had finished his
schooling at Borden. He helped \vith the farming. He
worKed in the bush. He went clown east and took a job
in the Sudbury Nickel mines. When the war broke
llut both Fred and Violet joined the air force.
1940 - On September 25, Eda BorK married
Frank Bennett and on December 20, Fred Burk married Florence Huls. When the war wa" over Fred and
Florence moved to the Belbutte area to farm.
Margaret took her grade ten in Daylight SchooL
She took grade eleven by correspondence course at
home. When it was time to write her final exams she
stayed in Medstead with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stakiw.
After completing grade twelve she went to Saskatoon Normal SchooL Her first school was Park Bluff
She came to that school in March 1945 and taught
until the 'end of June.
1946, Jan. 30, Christian Bork married Rosella
Theissen.
1947, May 2], Violet Bork married Churles
Mancock.
1949, July 23, Margaret BOl'l: married Stuart
Reac\.
Me Christopher Bork was known to his family as
.. Pop ". He ahvays used a cigarette holder vvhen
smoking. At the age of eighty years the doctor told
him he should quit smoking. So he did, just like that
and never -.:rnoked again. He lived to be eighty-seven
years old. He could read and speak six languages.
Mrs. Christopher Bork spent her life raising her
family. She was an excellent cook. She did petitpoint
and cross stitch. She knitted and crocheted. She liked
to have a border of crochet on tableciothes, pillowcases and even on the window blinds. Once a
lady was looking for the Bock house. When she was
met at the door she said, "I knew it had to be your
house. I could tell by the 'Crow-shel' on the window
blinds'" Mrs. Bork liked to piece quilt tops. She

Violet. Jean and Margaret attended Davlight

SchooL When they came to Medstead lea;1 ;;as
twelve years old and Violet was ten. Thev were like
twin girls, and Mrs. Bork often dressed (h~m alike as
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maue llElnji quilts from silk patches in the log cabin
design. To this da~y children and grandchildren have
quilts in the log cabin pattern learned from Grandma
Bork.
Me and Mrs. Chrismpher Bork lived in Mcdstead
from 1931-1954. In 1953 they celebrated fifty }'Cars of
married life. All their children \vere home for the
occasion. The anniversary Ineal was held in the Elk's

Hall in fvkdsteacl. An open hOLlse and dance was held
for the community to attend. In the picture the tablecioth was crocheted by Mrs. Bork. The wedding cake
was made and decorated by their daughter Anna.
t Mrs. Anna McPherson). Mr. and Mrs. ChristoDher
Bork arc seated with thcir children standing i~ the
back in order of age: Christian Bork: Mrs. Esther
Andersen, William Bork, Mrs. Anna McPherson,
Mrs. Ed" Bennett, Frederick Bork, Mrs. Jean
Thompson. Mrs. Violet Hancock. Mrs. Margaret

~~.

Fred Bork discing. 1931.

We had no buildings on our land so my dad remed
Sam Perry's farm, three miles east of Medstead for
three years. It had a fine set of JOg buildings on it. On
April I, 1931 my brother Chris ;nd ! arrived at this

place with the first loads of our goods. The machin-

-

ery, etc. which had nol been hauled north and left in

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Bork retired to Saskatoon in 1954. They lived there until their deaths in
1965.

the many trips the summer before and durin!2 the
winter. \A'as loaded into several boxcars and'- was
shipped by freight to G!enbush. My brother Bill was
in charge of this and travelled with the boxcars, as
there were a couple of the cars loaded with cattle.
pigs, and young horses too young to dri ve. A coupk
of days later my dad and mother, with the rest of the

Fred Burk
In the fall of 1929. my clad, my two brothers,
Chris, Bill and myself in the model A. Ford went
north looking for cheap C.P.R. land. After tramping
over numerous sections of land all the way from
Robinhood east to the other side of Mont Nebo we
decided on the Medstead area. My clad bought the
east V, of Sec. 15, my two brothers between then
bought the west half of Sec. I. and! bought the NE!Ii
of Sec. 9. The lancl was all in Twp. 50
My dad still had a large farm ;'ented on the prairies at Borden, Sask. As soon as the crop was in the
following spring my two brothers along with the
hired men and my dad left for the north with the Case
tractor. a caboose and a bunch of the horses to start
breaking land. I was left at home to do the summelC
fallow. In return my brothers broke twenty acres of
land for me on my quarter. When the grain was ready
to be cut in the fall they returned.

family, arrived in the Model A.
it was dark, late at night ano pouring rain when

my brother and [ arrived. Our horses were put in the
barn and fecI. A load oj' chickens, which we had loose
in a grain tank \vith a screen over the top, were also
turned loose in the barn to dry off. Tired. cold, and
wet, my brother and I threv./ some blankets on the
floor in the house and tried to get some sleep. A few
days later when the furniture arrived. and we tried to
get the beds into the upstairs bedroom. the staircase
going up was too steep to get the bed springs, etc. up.
One of the upstairs windows was taken out and the
beds wcre hoisted up and through it. Once moved in
we settied
down to the serious business of gettinn
the
.
~
~
crop 1l1.
Picking roots and stones \vas a never-ending mlStime. The roms were not too bad. Once picked 'y;;u
were rid of them. but the stones you never seemed to
get rid of. After each cuitivation there \vas a fresh
crop to pick.
Unlike the prairies where the drought hit. and the
winds created dust storms so bad the lights had [0 be
on in the daytime, we had pienty of rain in the north.
Our crops and gardens nourished. There was plenty
of wild meat. In the fall prairie chickens wert to be
seen in !locks of a hundred or more. The ducks were
c

so thick in some areas you had to sit in the fields in
the evenings to scare them off. We always had plenty
to eat but when it came to money we had very liule.

A Deluxe Bennet Buggy, 1933.
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Hal1is. the s(()re keeper, $·47.00 that r
o\vcd him for credit he had given me that smnmer.
DUe to the frost it \vas mostly #S \>,,'heat. /\ fe'' '·.'' '
\vccks
hauling it to the elevator the price of
\Vheat dropped and ! \-vas sDkl out. it Vias the last
str::.t\,,'.
horses. skigJ·L \'\/a~on and vvhuh::ver other
stuff 1had, I hauled it to a nt:ighbor vv'ho 'vvas leaving
too and sold it on his ;:;uction sale.
Tv\''"() day:s lder I \V,-lS in Saskatoon. Got ajob vvith
a cunstruction company fifteen cents Wl hour. A
month later \vhen it \vas too cold for construction
\y'urk [ got a job delivering coal for the \Vensley Coal
Co. also hf[ccn cents an hour. This \vas a tough and
dirty job. All the coal had to be packed il~tO the
houses from the streets in hags. Stayed 'vvith it about a
month and then wok a job at Lac Ven cutting Qreen
poplar cordwood for si~ty cents a corel.
~ ..
In i\1arch [ jumped a freight into Saskatoon and
took a job out at Kindersiey, Sask. for a farmer. Got
$5.00 a lTlonth until spring. I "vas batching on the
place in an old shack. There were fifty-t\vO head of
horses on the place, a hunch of cattle and pigs.
Helped him put the crop in and then left to work for
another farmer. Also batched on this place but it \vas
good. No horses or cattle on the place. Just two old
tractors. Stayed with him until the crop was off.
\\/ent into Saskatoon: plenty of \Y'ork around if
you wanted to \vurk for ten or fifteen cents an hour.
Hcard there was a lot of work down east and a few
days later, along with a couple of other fellows, I
jumped a freight out of Saskatoon. About a week
latcr we were in Pon Authur, Ont. (now called
Thunder Bay). Slept in the C.P.R. roundhouse on the
cement under the steam pipes and ate in the Finnish
soup kitchen where you could get all the toasted dry
bread and coffee you wanted for ten cents. It \vas a
month before I got a job freighting on Dog Lake for
Pigeon Timher Co. Worked for them for the next two
years at various camps scattered all over northern
Ontario.
in the spring of '38 ! went to Gerald/on, Ontario
where I got a job working in the gold mine.s. I Vi/ns
shift boss at McCleod Cockshut goldmine in '39
\vhcn \var was declared. Patriotic as the deviL along
with a dozen other miners, we quit and jumped the
freight into Port Arthur. A couple clays later we were
an back at the mines \vorking again. Canada was not
yet mobilized ami they had no place or quarters as yet
for anybody. Not until January 16, 194(l did! get a
cali from the 18th Medium Field Artillery.
On June 16, IlJ4() ! was transferred out of the
army to the R.C.A.F. On December 15, 1945, al'ter
serving six years less one day, I gut an honourable
discharge.
r had been av"iay frOlH l\1edstead for ten years and

At nne tirne our granaries \Vcre full of oats hut there
'.vas no nwrket for {Jats. \Vhcn we "I/·/ere abk [0 sell
some, they \}/CTc on1;,.' worth seven cents a hushel. If
the storekeeper could handle it y'OU could get five
cents a pound for butter and another nichel a dozen
ror your eggs.
I spent four years un the farm at I\'ledstead. \Vintcrs \-vere spent hauling firc\\'ood frLlnl the l't:seCy'C,
cutting and hauling !urnlx:r and tic-logs to [vor Soderberg's mill at Birch Lake. Luuis Christianson and I
spent one \vinter in Bob ()rr's old ranger cabin cutting and hauling tie-logs for twenty cents each. II was
a tough life those first years in the north, but r still
think they were some of the best years of 111;/ life.
Everybody \,-vas in the same boat. and though \v(; had
no money. our social life was far ahead of today's.
Every week there \,-vas at least a dance or f\:\/O to go to
in one of the local school houses. Dancing started
around eight ()' clock and continued until the small
hours of the morning. rvlusic was mostly voluntary.
everybody taking their turn on the accordian, fiddle,
guitar or what have you. The odd school hOLlse had a
piano in it and the loca! ladies would take turns
chording. Admission was twenty-five cents each.
kids free, and those ladies bringing lunch got in free.
A five-gallon cream can of roasted barley coffee
al ways appeared from somewhere, and from sorne
other mysterious source there also seemed to appear
a fairly good supply of liquid entertainment to
strengthen the coffee.
The kids today will never know the fun we had
and what they missed out on. They'll never know the
thrill of going to a dance bareback on a sway-backed
horse with their best girl riding in front. They'll never
knc)\,v the thrill of coming home from a dance in a
buggy or a cutter with a horse that never had to be
driven. We really hac! some wonderful times at
Medstead.
I worked all winter in the bush during the winter
of 1934-35. Saved enough money to buy 125 bus. of
seed oats which the government shipped in at $1. 25 a
bus. Our own oats the previous year had a touch of
frost and wouldn't germinate. Seeded them. on some
new breaking and had a wonderful crop. Just prior to
being ready to harvest they too were frozen. I cut
them with a binder and stooked them. I didnt need
them myself and my neighbour, Ben Nelson agreed
to buy them at 2c a sheaf if I would help him stack
them. I agreed. When the final tally was made I was a
few sheaves short of 5,(lOO. Ben gave me a hundred
dollars for them. Twenty five doliars less than! had
paid for my seed alone.
My wheat crop was good. Between forty ancl
fifty bushels per acrc. ! hauled it all into the elevator
and took a 15¢ advance. I paid the threshing bill and
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from the da:y I left my (Hle ambitlon \vas to go hack
there again, and to go farming. I had my gratuities
coming from the services and V. L. A. agreed to set
me up on a farm. Sonny Short had left his farm to
operate the POSt Office in wkdstcad and he agreed to
rent rne his farrn_ eight miles eust of MCc1stead_ for a
year vlith the option of purchasing it. Shortly after
Ne'vv Years in 1046 my" \vife and [ along V/ilh Hiy two
sons moved onto this farm.
Sonny also had a team of horses and a CO\\' Vv'hich
he had not sold on his auction salt;;. 1 bowzht the cow
from him for one hundred dollars and he gave me the
use of his teum until he had a chance to dispose of
them. Vv'ith my gratuities I bought another three
horses. i had no machinery. My good friend and
neighbour Ed Zimmer lent me the use of his tractor
and machinery to put the crop in that spring.

your livestock and equipment thnt you had

~H

the

tilTH:.':

or the deal.

In the fall of 1046 I moved onto the Ernie Haller
fann. \Vith the babnce of my grant I bought a nev!'!
Vv'4 tractor on ruhber, a six foot tiller and a fe'v\' mOTe
smaller pieces of second-hand cql.lir;rncnt.
There \V:1S ,m old bachelor living across the road
from nlC try the name of Jim Boyson. He had a fc\.v
acres broke on his quarter and the balance \.vas in
spruce. The first year I made a deal vv'ith him to cut
the timheron a stumpage basi~. The l'ollovving year I
purchased the quarrer from him for $1200. After
stripping an the merchantahic timber ofT it I sold it to
Lawrence H.ambo.
A person cou!dn <t make a living on Gnly' a hundred and thirty' acres of cultivated land and 1 had to

find other \vays to supplement my income. Besides
cutting lumber and pulpvv'ood {Jack Heyden used to
set his portable sawmill up at my place each spring,
and he and his boys would sawall the lumber!. I sold
Christmas trees by the thousands. I could get a permit
from the forestry to cut them on the reserve for u cent
each. I got ten cents each for them at the farm. I
remember one semi~truck coming in for a load of
gOOO trees. Besides that! delivered trees myself at
every service station bet\veen Batt!cford and Saskatoon on consignment. I got fifty cents for each tree
they sold. It worked very well. Whether people were
more honest or not. I don't know but I figured I got
paid for 99 c;[' of the trees I delivered.
i named the farm Evergreen Farrn. in the spring
and fall I planted and shipped trees allover
Saskatchewan. Also delivered trees to the nurseries
for planting.
The first brush cutter to be in the district came to
my farm to demonstrate. Most of the farmers in [he
area came to see it work. After that brush cLitters took
over the clearing of the laneL f\Aost of 111Y.' farm ,,vas
cleared and broken by the time! left.
Social life was very good with the dances and
curling. etc. Had a good curiing team. Niyself and
the three Doucette boys: NoeL Robert and Tbny. The
four of us abo started an orchestra. I played the
accordion and the Doucette boys all played guitars
ami fiddle. We called ourselves. "The Cocks of the
North" .
Lviy health had been bothering me for a couple of
years, and though I only had one more year to go to
be rid of V L. A. ami recei vc my free grant. I decided
to kave the farm. Had been to several doctors in
Saskatoon but none or them could find the problem,
except to tcllme ! was full of rheumatism. I coulcln't
stand to ride the tractor any more. so -in the spring of
1955 after the crop was in! paid V.L.A. back alii got

I had contacted V.L.A. and one day their representative drove into the yard. Stepping 1'1'0111 stone to
stone in the fields he took sam.plcs of soil from

between the rocks. He inspected the buildings. Except for the house which was fairly new and built of
logs the rest of the buildings were oflittie or no value.
He left with all his data ancl a few weeks later returned. He told me that VL.A. was very reluctant to
give rne assistance to purchase the farm and he ad~
vised me to try and find something else. After putting
in the crop I had begun to think myself maybe I was
making a mistake about buying the place.
Luck was with me. Ed Zimmer came over one
day and told me about Ernie Hailer, who had purchased an orchard at Vernon, B.C" and that he
wanted to sell his farm at Belbutte. Ernie had two
quarters of land at Belbutte. I went to see Ernie and I
Iikecl the farm. The location was good. The home
quarter was just a half mile west of town. There was a
new lumber house on the farm aiong with a large barn
and shop. plus a few older buildings. There were a
hundred and thirty acres under cultivation and the
rest was in bush. For $4600.00 I could get clear title
to it.
1 contacted V.L.A. and the agent cami? out to
inspect it. They agreed to buy it but would not pay a
cent over $4250.00 and Ernie would not accept a
penny under his original price of $4600.00. In the
end I had to raise the balance myself. I was eligible
for a MOOO. 00 grant from V L. A. This left me a
balance of $ I 750 to purchase a tractor and a few other
items of machinery. This was not a gift from V.L.A.
It was just a loan and had to be paid back with
interest. The only gift you got was if you made your
payments and lived up to the terms of the agreement
for ten years. the tractor and equipment was yours. In
the meantime they held a chattel mortgage against
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from thern and traded the farm to Norman McLeod
for a generai store and post office.
Did very \\!dl in the store, feeling quite well. In
fact so good in the spring of 1957, ! traded it for five
quarters of land at Elkhorn, Manitoba. It \vas a good
farm hut again rny back gave out on me. In 1963, my
eldest son. Clayton, who V,,'<J.S marrier!, came home
and took ovenhe farm. 1 bought nine acres of land on
the outskirts of E!khorn with a large house on the
property. I was going to go into the business of
buying and selling cattle. Instead I started in the farm
plumbing anu trenching business vvith one of my
neighbours. My partner operated the backhoe and I
did the plumbing. (! had a plumbing certificate and
am a licenced plumber).
I stayed with it for two years, my back was no
longer bothering me but my right side was going
dead. The doctors still said it was rhcumtism. Finally
a Chinese doctor found out what was wrong. The
gristle between the discs and the vertebrae in my back
was worn away, and the nerves were being pinched.
In February, 1967 they took a piece of bone from my
hip and grafted three of my vertebrae together. 1 sold
my imerest in the plumbing business and started
selling grease and oil for Southwest Petroleum. Also
sold Allis Chalmers machinery.
With ail the problems I had with my back, my
stomach started kicking up, too. In the spring of 196B
I was sent to Winnipeg by the local doctor. Spent six
weeks in the hospital fattening up before they operated and took half of my stomach out. When it was
over I was told I had a possible five more years to
live. ! decided to go to the Okanagan Valley and
enjoy those few remaining years. In July of '68 I
moved to Vernon, B. C.
I suppose I'm what you call a workaholic. In two
months I was fed lip with being idle. My back was
good and my stomach wasil' t too bad either, except I
had to eat about every two hours, I got a job with a
plumbing outfit. I quit that and went into construction.
In the spring of '72 I was working on the Village
Green Inn when the North Okanagan Regional District asked me if! would be a building inspector for
them. I accepted and stayed with them until I retired
in the spring of '77.
I now live in the city of Enderby, B.C. Stop
working') Never. 1 have a shop in the back yard and
make pine cedar furniture. The people won't let me
stop. They phone every day for something. I enjoy it.
P.S. - Do you know of anybody in the Medstead
area that would like to buy a nice little house, lovely
lot with fruit trees, nice garden, etc. also nice shop
ancl good established home hobby for extra income. I
would like to try something new again.

Getting saw logs for lumber 1932. Chris on lett, Bill on right,
piclure laken by Fred.

Bill and Chris (driving) Bork, coming back from Borden. Chrislmas, 1930.

W. A. Bork Story
We camc to Medstead in 1929 and bought C. P. R.
land. My dad EY2!.', Fred NEY"J. Chris SWY" and!
the NWY4' all in 10-14. In the summer of 1930. Chris
and 1 went to Medstead and broke ISO acres. My dad
and family moved from Borden, Sask. in the spring
of 1931. Dad rented the Sam Perry place for three
years before moving to his own place. Jean and I
were married in 1l)3l and lived for two vears on the
Doidge place. B ill Doidge had a store an:1 Post Office
there before he moved to Glenbush. I then moved to
Sec. I and in 1939 moved to Gus Peterson's place
opposite Carrollton School.
I left Medstead in 1947 for B.C. .lean and I had a
family of three. Chris now in Vancouver. Ann (Dolly) also in Vancouver and Pat who is in Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia. My dad and mother moved to
Saskatchewan in 1956. They both passed on in 1965.

MI'. and Mrs. Henry Born and Family
by William Bom

My personal reflections of those early years are
very positive. As children. it didn't matter to us if we
had to eat dried fish, go barefoot all summer, had lard
sandwiches for school, wellr relief clothes, or if the
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al. 'You received and gave to rneer needs that e:x.isted.
l'vlothcr related to us thtlt one night she felt the urge to
deiiver food to a neighbour. no rest \vas realized until
Dad got up, hitched up the horses and delivered the
produce. The neighbour. ! am told had a light nurn··
~md W,-lS praY'ing about this very need.
Hauling \vater \\i~iS another burden shared by
many carly' settlers, Huoking up t\vo horses to a stone
bout \vith t"l}./O or three barrels, and making a tvv'Omile trek to Long Lake at ](Y" F was no small chore.
Of course \vc had the alternative to melt snow. 'vvhich
meant that the children making a nuisance or IhcH1-

ing

Rudy Born's brothers and sisters, the last seven of a family ot
eleven going to school on a cold IJljinter morning.

selves in the house alv..,iays had a task to do.
During the later years s'pecial trying circum-

stances hit our family. 1 believe that vvithin a few

ur

months five memhers
our family.' \vt:;re hospitalized. Perhaps the most serious illness relates to my
father who remained at hOlllC \,-'lith a ruptured appendix for almost a \veck. Once again a kind neighbuur,
J. J. Krahn. took him to our pioneer physician, Dr.
Storey in Rabbit Lake. During a critical stage of my
Dad's illness the doctor informed my mother that
Dad would probably spend Christmas in heaven.
Mother called all the family together anel everyone
was encouraged to pray. God ans\.A,'cred prayer. Medicare \vas unknown in those days and much of our
hospital debt was paid in the form of eggs. butter and
steers.
lv1eJstcao and District owe much to Dr. Storey for
the cxpert service that he so generously offered. His
principle was "service comes first and ability to pay
can he negotiated". The Born Family pays tribute to
Dr. Storey for the professional skiiis he offered to us.
'\Ale are grateful to the community for their part in
helping to give purpose and direction (0 our family,

The Henry Born family. Back row: Bill, Edwin, John, Louise.
Second row: Elizabeth (mother), Rudy, Annie, Henry (father),
Abe, Tina, Walter, and Art. Youngest member Clara missing.

improvised jeans from !"lour sacks didn't exactly fit.
What stands out in our rninds is the love and warmth
we felt \vithin our o\-\/n home and the community.
Perhaps we might wel! reflect upon those days as
"the greener pastures" in life.
Since I \vas only three years old when my family

Mr. aml Mrs. mH Hova!" and

i'~!mHy

by Mrs. Edna Bovak

arrived at G!enhush. the earlier memories are nor
that vivid. t am told that when my parents arri'veu at
Glenbush in 1932. they received the most gracious
accommodations for several months from D. D.
Loewen. Luter my father settled on a quarrel' of land
owned bv Jack Price. Financiallv. our experiences
here wer~ perhup~ the most trying years of all. Once
again it Vias the kindness of friends and nei~hbour5
that helped us through. Jacob Klassen gave u~ a cow
and bag of tlour to help us throu~h that first \vinter.
rv1v father ovmcd a :22~'rine and s~) ViC did occasionall~y enjoy the specialty of rahbit and prairie chicken
to supplement our diet. I am told that mother mopped
the noo!' with a cloth and once a v'I'cek a kind neighbour would lend her a broom for a more thorough

Bill and I were married in !927 and farmed for a
few yc,lrs ;'It Lucky Lake. Sask. Tht~n came the:
drought and dust sturms and we decided to move
north. \A/e came to the Robinhnod area in the fall of
1931 to lOOK over available lanel. We finally hought
the v/cst half of Section ,2, To\vnship 49. Range 16

\\i'cst of 3rd. rvkridian. Early in January 19J2. Bill
and i and our son Jame~. four years old, moved to
Prince and lived in the farm buildings on the farm of
Peter Romfu. There \\"as plenty of hvestocK feed
availab!e, su we remained here till ncar the end of
April. \Ve then started rOT" our farm \A/iib our settlers
effects loaded on t\VO \\.'agons. I drove the !cad team
\vith the horses hauling the other wagon tied behind.
Bill rode horse hack and herded the cattle. among
them three good milk co\\'s. 'YVe camped one night

cleaning.
I might add that sharing in those tin1t;s \vas mutu310

The Smirl family, 1916. Back. L. 10 R., Edna, Tom, Bessie,
Raymond (baby). Front. L. 10 R.o Dorothy, iVlargaret, Ken.

Bill and Edna and Jim Bovair, on the farm, 1944.

along the "Pig ~I~\il Creek"' and arrived at the farm
April 28.
There were no buildings or improvements of any
kind. so we lived in a tent until a house could be built.
We hired 'Illn] Ranson to build our two-roomed poplar log hOLise for the sum of twelve dollars. Bill had to
put in the door ancl windows. the partition. lay the
noor and put on the roof. The inside was flat plastered with clay mud by Mr. Dmytrynct? and was later
calcimined. To make this plaster. a shailovv hole was
dug ncar by. the top soil removed. praire hay and
water added and all mixed thoroughly by a horse
turnin2, round and round in the mud. More clav,
. hav.
ancl water was added when needed. Outside. the

cracks between the logs were also filled with this
"plaster" .
Bill broke up a garden patch and we had a wonderful garden that year--- no frost till late September.
Buildings and hay for liyestock had to be put Lip for
winter, also a supply of wood for winter fuel. A few
acres of land were broken with horses and \valking
plow. Bill dug a couple of wells by hanel. but didn't
find water. so water for the house \vas hau\c:d from a
neighbour's well. One of these dry wells was used to
store ice ror summer use,
We had brought with us our three milk cows,
thinking the creamery in l'v1edstead \vas opening that
spring. It didn't open until the next year. As the
calves \verc wC<lncd we had to milk our cov/s and
make butter which we sold for ten cents a pCHmd in
trade at the store~ Cream and butter had to be kept in
Ollr icc well to keep cool. I churned butter one day
and made the butter into one pound prints early the
next morning \vhile it was cooler, All summer, we
sold from ninety to a hundred pounds per month. It
paid for a lot of our groceries, Our grocery bill was
101;\/, as most of our food came from the farm, fish,
\vild meat. and most years. \vllcl berries added to our
home gro\vn foods,
We came north planning to raise cattlc. but a few
years later \ve had a very dry year, poor crops, and a
scarcity of feed for our stock. Relief feed was shipped to Glaslyn but people could only get a few bales
of hay at a time, Most of that was needed to keep the
teams in condition to make the tVv'cnty-eight miles or
more trip to and from Glaslyn. After a couple of trips
or so. Bill decided to buy grain to supplement our
own feed supply, and we managed to save our catt1e.

~

Edna and Bill Bovair -

50th Wedding Anniversary.
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A fe\v y'(:ars later another dry year came ~ Our herd
had incl'ea~ed considerably so we had to sell a number of our cattlc and just kept what we had feed for.
We sold a large fat CO\v for tvveive donal's - three
heifers, a two year old, a yearling, and a sucking calf
for twenty-five du!lars. This was very discouraging
and we decided to give up farming.
In spite of everything we enjoyed the farm life.
"Ne \vere able to do a lot of visiting. enjoyed the
school dances, the picnics, and the ball games and
the social gatherings at the ball diamond Sunday
afernoons. Bill spent some time on the local school
board and we were members of the United Farmers
Org. I taught at Park Bluff School for the 1945-46
term and belonged to the Park Bluff Community
Club until we moved to Robinhood.
In the winter of 1945, Mr. and Mrs. john Wilson
decided to retire so we hought their general store in
Robinhood. In April 1946, we had an auction sale
and on May the first, we took over the business. We
handled the groceries, hardware, dry goods, stock
foods, fertilizers and weed sprays, as well as gas01 inc, farm fuel, grease, and oil. We also had the Post
Office, the telephone Toll Station, and Bill was the
Payer for the Searle Grain Company. Jim helped us in
the business till after his marriage, or perhaps we
couldn't have managed. Many things in the grocery
line were sold on a quota basis or were rationed when
we first started, so we found it hard to build lip our
stock. As these restrictions were lifted our business
improved. Though we never made a great deal of
money. we had a good living and enjoyed our work.
We made many new friends and had many faithful
customers, and also have many happy memories or
those years in the store.
I became a member of the Sask. Homemakers
Club in 1946 and am still a member. I also belonged
to the Lutheran Ladies Aid, until it was disbanded.
We were both members of the Community Hall and
scrved on the Board of Directors.
Aftcrcightcen vears in the store. the business was
becoming t'oo mt;ch for us, so Jim and his wife
Pauline, decided to take over the store and we mlJVed
to Medstead the first weck in January 1964. We
slowly settled into retirement. We did some remodelling on our home, and worked part time at
various places for several years. Bill worked part
time at Cater and Glcnbush,post offices, in Medstead
at the Beaver Lumber, at the Hotel. and the Drug
Store. ! did some sub. teaching at the Glenbush and
Medsteacl Schools. and worked part time at Sutley':;
Grocery Store, also at the Drug Store. 1 was a member of the Medstead Homemakers club until it disbanded. We both belonged to the Medsteacl and
District Recreation Assoc. for a few years. We are

nov,," rncrnbers or lV. /\. D. R. A. Leisure i j 1'(; Club (Sr
Cit.) and enjoy: their social acti'v·i(ie~. \Vc arc stili
quite active and enjoy \vorking in our garden and
among our flo\vcrs.

Bill and i have one gmndson, Robert BU'/lar \vho
iives in Prince Albert. one granddaughter. Shirley
BerL<.;cn of North BaulcforLi, one great-grandson,
Bradley Bertsch oj North Battleford.

Jim and Panline Blwair Story
Jim Bovair and Pauline Bruns \A/ere married in the
Lutheran Church in Robinhooci on July 2(), 1951 with
Pastor Tom Hilson officiating. We lived with Jim's
folks for awhile. Shirley May was born May 4, 1952
and a short time later we moved into a small house in
Robinhood. We started out with a small wooden
table, two chairs, stove, beel. chest. small china
cabinet and a chrome table and chairs. Our cupboards were orange crates with red and white gingham for curtains. The house was terribly cold. In
january 1954 Robert was born. In May of 1954 we
moved to Medsteacl and lived in the little house next
to the Legion Hall. The house was small anel cold, so
that everything next to an outsiele wall mildewed and
the finish peeled off the bed and dresser. We had no
power. Jim worked for Ernie Thompson who had the
Esso Agency. We had no car but Mom and Dad and
our neighbors and friends were very good to us.
Approximately a year and a half later we bought the
house where Mom and Dad Bovair now live. We
were fortunate to have the power. Roy Hofso was our
minister and his wife our doctor. Both Shirley and
Robert went to school in Medstead. I was a member
of the Ladies' Aid, Home and School Association
and School Board. In January 1964 we moved back to
Robinhood to work in the store as Mom and Dad
wished to retire. They moved to our house in
Medstead. Shirley and Robert went to school by bus.
Robert Kraft from Medstead drove the bus. While in
Robinhood Jim was active in the Co-op Hall Association, Snow Plough Club and when M.A.D.R.A. was
formed both of us joined. I was still a member of the
Bethel Lutheran Ladies Aid, also a member of
Robinhood Homemakers, the 4-H Club, and Hall
Association. Due to the post office being closed in
Robinhood, Jim again went to work part time for
Ernie Thompson. We had to close the store and in
April 1973 we moved back Io Medsteacl where we
were caretakers of Medstead School for approx.imately three years. Jim went to work for the Spiritwood Co-op and worked there five years. He is
presently employed as Driving Instructor with the
Medstead School Unit. jim is on the Church Board,
and Credit Union Board. 1 belong to Ladies Aid,
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Schoo! Board and both of us are members of
M.A.D. R.i\.
Shirley is a Registered nurse and took her training
at Kelsey Institute, Saskatoon. She is married to Dale
Bertsch and they live in Nurth Battleford. They have
one son Bradley, eight months old.
Robert took a Hair Stylist Course at Kelsey Institute and works at Esquire Barber.~ in Prince Albert,

Glen Bowers and Family
by Mrs. Alldrey Wiebe
William Bowers, my grandfather and family
carne from South Dakota in the year of 1910. anu
started farming at Bournemouth, Susko My mother
(Jean Buick) and her family arrived from Scotland in
1916 and settled in the St. Walburg district. My father
(Glen Bowers) joined the First World War and served
overseas with the 28th Battalion. After Glen got
back. Je;:111 Buick and he were married on May 28,
1920 and settled on a half section three miles north of
Bournemouth.
There were six children. Russell. the oldest. was
born on Sept. 13. 1921. Kenneth. the second eldest.
was born May 11th. 1924. Gordon, the third member
of the family. was born March 11th. 1925. ! . (Audrey) was born January 20th. 1928. the fourth member and the eldest daughter. Norma. the seconddaughter. was born July 9th. 1934. Wilma. the
youngest of the family. was born December 11th.
!936.
We walked two miles north to Artichoke School
every day. In the winter the snow was always pilee!
higher than the fence posts. When it hardened
enough, we would walk on top of it until the spring

Glen Bowers story, 1915-16. L. to R., Lois Fonda (Mrs. Fred
Chatfietd), Glen Bowers, Art Fonda, Alpha Fonda (Mrs. A
Zeller), Mr. Young and children.

tna\v, then ;,vc had to walk in the- f.ields ro bY-IXL'-;S the
water holes in the road and usually ended up \iv'ith >,vet
feet beron.: we got home.
My brother. Russell had a trap line on which he
\vollkl make his rounds after schooL He also took a
22 rine and sling shot along, and we had many a
delicious supper from the prairie chickens Llnd par~·
tridges he happened to shoot on his way home,
In those years rnonc y' \vas scarce, so most of our
Chrisl!l1<.lS presents were hand-made. but \ve didn't
mind and \verejust as happy' \vith them as iflhey \verc:
bought in a store. The exciterncnt of the schoni concerts at Christmas time \\-'CtS a yearly.' eVent not to be:
missed by anyone. and of which both children and
parents tonk part and thoroughly enjoyed,
We also had our card parties \vhich the neighbours took turns at putting on through the winter
months. Many a tillle Dad would pick lip the violin
and playa fe\v tunes aftcr supper when the \vork was
done for the day.
When World War II broke ouL Gordon, (my
brother) joined the army. while Russell worked in the
shipyards in Vancouver for awhile and [hen he also
joined the Merchant navy. Ken IVas unable to join. so
he worked out wherever possible at the time.
V</hen the Vial' ended, Gordon \vas a\vaitin~ his
discharge papers in Regina in May of 19-16 wh~n he
\Vas dro\',med in a hoating mishap on Vv'ascana Lake.
I was married July 31sL 19-18 to Peter Wiebe of
Mullingar district. In the fall of that year my dad took
sick and, as a result. he could no longer do the \vnrk
on the farm. so he sold out his household goods. etc.,
and moved to B.C., while Russell and Kenneth
stayed on the farm. My husband ane! I spent the
winter in B. C. and returned to North Battlcford in the
spring. when we settled down and w·here \Ve arc still
living today. In the year 1950 Russell started work at
the Provincial Hospital in North Battleti)J'd where he
still works. He is married and has two children.
Kenneth stayed on the farm until the fail of 1952,
when he was in a farm accident Vv.'hich rook his life at
the age of twenty-seven.
Both my sisters married in B.C. Norma ([,virs,
Jack Weitzin) lives in Surrey. B.C. and has three
children. Wilma (Mrs. Melvin Olson) moved to
White Horse, YUKon and also has three chiidren.
Mom and Dad melVed back to North Battlcti,nl in
1960 \\/here they resided until their death. tvlom
passed aW~ly in Ma:y of [974 at the age of scventyeight, and Dad in 1978 at the age of eighty-three , 1 am
fortunate to hav·c had them for my mother and dad,

Josei' and Marie Bowers

~amHy

1932-1945
·We packed up our belongings in Saskatuon and

Emma Bower (Riou) and family. Jean and husband, Jim,
Charles and wife, Nila, Germaine, Joanne (top), Emma and
grandchild, Curlis.

Pop and Mum Bowers, twins, Emma and Anne. Taken at
homestead north of Medstead, 1933.

first year while our log cabin was being built on the
homestead.
We had a very small farm operation with a few
cattle, chickens, clucks, geese and turkeys which
furnished us with the good wholesome foods you can
only get from a farm. rv10ther always had a large
garden which helped in those years. Dad cut lumber
out of logs for the community which he enjoyed as
that was his trade in Germany where he came from.
We spent the first year of school in the town of
Medsteau, thcn when we moved out to the farm. we
went to Guyhirne School, which was three miles
from our place. In the winter it was by team and
cutter. Nelson Tesky was the driver most of the time.
Our teachers wcre Miss Lawson. and Dick Prechtl,
who later farmed in the Fielding district. Graue ten
was as far as we could 2.0. so we had to gO to

Bowers Family. Front, L. to R.. Emma (twin), Mary and Anne
(twin). Back: Millie (twin), and Billie Bowers, Louie Christenson, Belty Bowers (twin), and Ted Stearn. 1933.

Saskatoon to further our education.
'
All the pioneers of the district will remember the
famous girls softball team we had that was hard to
beat. We were coached by brother George, who took
us to all the sports days in the community. The first
prize was $15.0(), which we thought was just great
and a lot of money to us at that time. That was our
summertime entertainment along \\"ith a dance and
lunch in the evening.
In winter we would hook up a team of horses and

moved to the town of Mcdstcacl on a government deaJ
for a homestead just I !/, miles norlh of town. We
came by car. Dad had a job at a brick factory just
south of town, along with his brother George. Our
family consisted of Joe, George, Mary, Therese,
twins Ann and Emma, and twins Milly and Betty,
and Billy. We resided in a rented house in town the
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go around to all the cornmunity ('hristmas concerts:
\voldd also take turns having house partics. We had
an accordion, and the dance would start. along \'v'ith
some party games and cards. Lunch would be served

Benders, Evans. 'Ieskeys, and Ted Christen. vv'ho is
ours. The Steinhardts,
still a very deaf friend
MameLj. Drieschners. Voss, \Veser. Pfeifers. and all
our school friends. fv10thcr had many' friends in the
Homemakers Club she belonged to and the Catholic

which consisted of fresh bread, homemade blueberry

Church we attended faithfully,

or Saskatoon berry jam that \vas picked in the districL plus a large cake and cookies. \Ve sure enjoyed
those get-togethers in the neighborhood, There wcrc
the Knutsons, Albert was knO\\'11 for his rea! good
music on his violin. there \ven.: the Millers. Gagnons.

Anne and Emma are idemical [\vins and ah,'./'-l)/s
recall the time 'that ~Ar. Bender spanked Emma twice
on her birthday thinking he had Anne ioo. No one
could tell us apart. not friends. teachers. or even
family"~ It srirred quite a commotion at times.

or

the cold wasn't a barrier. We enjoyed them aiL We

iou seeks r
ByJer!sNi~

of the Star-P!J<lI;enix
So, you think all you have to do to
earn the title of Miss Rodeo Canada
is to look demure and perform all
the standard pageant itinerary.
One Of tile ~ young women
Vying for the honor is 22-year-old
Joanne Riou of Saskatoon and she is
adamant about the nature of this
particular competition,
The first step along the road to the
finals for Riou was Oct 14 at the Canadian semi-finals held in Calgary,
The Canadian winner will be able
to travel the rodeo Circuit with ex~s paid during the year of her
reign, That isn'l only so she can bet-.
ler herself in her sport but more importantly it is for her to give additional exposure to the sport,

cr

In addition to her activ_ 00
the cifelli!, sbll is the only WOmml ill.
Cana~ certified as a judge by .tI:!e
Cal'll:l<:lj;an Cowboys' Associatilm,
which is another significant factor
why s1!e has advanced to the fmals of
the Miss Rodeo Canada competitioo.
Riou'g background with hOfll®S
dates back to when she was 16 yean
old and eventually became involved
in the Saskatoon Pony Club. Her
equestrian expertilie has prover!
beneficial in her rodoo endeavors.

n

"My equestrian background
helped me a lot because it gave Illi!
1!he discipline you need, Really, it's
an art an!!' without self-discipline
you can't e.'qJeCt to discipline your
horse, It requires a lot or dedica-

tion.n

Her actual start in rll'1oos came
three years ago when sbll \1\!as ooe.oy
the :rider~. ill the entoura.l!e wrueh
led in the rodeo. Since tWit time IIi're
has stayed with it b_u.se s!ie
"finds i~ a lot of fUll".

Riou has. been involved in barrel

racin~ for the past two years and in

that tune sI!e has become increasingly active on the circuit throughout Alberta and Saskatchewan,

Of course, you ann'! going to get
far in barrel racing if you don'! have
a top-flight hocse as your compa!!ion, That's were Ri,ou's six-year-old
thoroughored Buclret Fed fils into
the picture.
Riou's seasonlliarts in April :and
extends until October but perhaps
the most important time is spsnt
during the long winter months wilen
she and her horse put in long how-s
of traIning. This year, Riou is hoping to keep Bucket Fed active during the winter by setting up a course
in an indoor arena in tile area,

Joanne B. Riou (Emma Bower's daughter). Rodeo Queen of
Canada, 1980,

3!5

Anne was a nurse, got married to Roy Pappenfus,
and had four girls. who novv have families of their
o\'/n. They owned their own paper company and are
now retired. living in Saskatoon. They go south to
Mexico and California for the winters.
Emrn<:l went into CO!l1merCe, worked for the
Government during the \vaf. got married to tvlarcel
Riou a C.N.R. conductor. residing in Saskatoon.
They have three girls and a boy. all have families of
their own. Emma is stili working at the University of
Saskatchewan and is looking forward to her retirement in a fe\v y"Cars. Her daughter Joanne was
crowned" Rodeo Queen of Canada 1980" at Edmonton. Alberta. George is retired and living in Kelowna, after farming in Wa\vanesa, Manitoba for
many years.
Mary is retired and living in Kelowna after working as a Registered Technician. for many years in
Vancouver. B.C. She has seven children.
Bill is in Grand Caymon Islands. British West
Indies. he retired from the army as a Major, and went
into business in Prince George, B.C. He had three
girls and two boys. Bill stayed horne on the farm with
mother till about 1934 when he joined the army.
Father passed away in 1940, Betty. Milly. Joe and
Therese are deceased.
Then mother was left alone on the farm. she
rented it out for many years. and it was sold. She
lived in North Battleford and was the housekeeper
for Father La Rose till her health gave out and she
moved to Saskatoon to her twin daughters. She lived
on the farm with Milly until Milly's passing at Holbein. Sask. Then she came to Saskatchewan until her
passing in 1977 at the age of93. She had a wonderful
life and was a wonderful mother and friend to all wilo
knew her.

eyes of the \VOrnCll who drove the horses hitched to
the haYTacks. Hayracks loaded with bedding. harro\vs. gang: plov./s, chickens in cages and ali rnanner
of furniture taken from their homes \.vhich they left to
the winds and dust sornewhere in the south.
There I,verc barefoot. ragged children. switches
in hane!. driving loose horses and cattle behind the
wagons. dust rising up behind them, hanging motionless. only to be disturbed by another \vagon loaded with the same follc)\ving hehind. Every time I see a
picture on TV depicting refugees leaving an area of
oppression with all their worldly belongings. 1 think
of these citizens of Saskatcnevvan. They \vere dust
bowi refugees.
The settlement of vacant land by the people of the
Mennonite faith was probably' the greatest social
change that has ever taken place in the Glenbush
area. As a child ! knew the neighbors who lived
arouncius. They spoke only English. I did not know
there was any other way to speak. Suddenly there
were strange people around. \vl1o wore beards and
spoke funny. ! could not understand them, in fact. !
was so fearful of these strangers that I hid under the
bed when they came to our place to buy horses from
my father. Their children started school. learned to
speak English. and we became friends.
Churches sprang up in the community. in [Own or
wherever a group of Mennonites could support one.
Sunday Schools were common in local schools on
Sunday and during the summer Missionaries roamed
the countryside on bicycles. The community was
never the same agai n.
I remember seeing as many as twenty teams and
sleighs. like a freight train going north by our place
on cold frosty mornings. the back sleighs thrown
over the front sleighs. piled with oat sheaves,
blankets and camp out equipment. Seated among all
this would be a body, fur caps pulled low over the
foreheads. flaps down over their ears, and
moustaches and beards white with frost. pant legs
stuffed into large felt boots. A couple of days later
they would be going south again. sleighs loaded with
logs for building, icicles hanging from the horses
noses, and the sleighs creaking and groaning in the
40 below still air. These people, I was told. were the
Russians from the hills south of us. It had an ominous
ring to it. I was later to learn that they too were only
people looking for a place to make a living.
~Ay memories of the good old days are not that
great. The settlement of land by the $300.00 families
must surely be looked upon as a time of disgrace.
Families from the cities, during the ciepression of the
thirties, were put on a quarter section of land, given a
team of horses. a plough. and $]00.00 and were
expected to make a living. They were tradesmen

Russell J. Bowers
My contribution to this community project will
not be about my family. but will be of memories
which have lived with me all these years and I suppose have contributed to making me what! am today,
how I think. and how I react to certain situations.
I remember the railroad being pushed from Glenbush to Rabbit Lake. The rejoicing and elation that
was felt by all the settlers that were there. Soon 1928.
Artichoke School was built, now I would be able to
go to school. It was only two miles north of our place.
The country was moving forward, things looked
good. then the dirty thirties were upon us.
! can still see in my mind's eye. the many wagon
trains of destitute dried out farmers from the south
who stayed at our lake for rest and water in their
escape from the dust bowl of the south. I will never
forget the hopelessness which looked out from the
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from the city, not farmers. iViost of them could not
make a go of it. Relief \vas available, hut it was Do!ed
our by a political healer el( the rate of $16.00 per
month for a family of eight. Clothing allo\vanccs
"vvcre $5.00 each for a y'ear. However. if the relief
recipient could cut cord wood and had a team that
could haul it to the siding, he could get 75 cems or
SI.25 a cord for it. This reduced his need for 'Government rel ief. '
The Government assisted the single unemployed
by paying a farmer 55.00 to hire an unemployed
person. They also gave the unemployed person S5.()O
to work for the farmer.
This was also the time in history when the automobile gave way to the horse. No money for gas
resulted in lllany good Model "T" Fords being converted to horse drawn vehicles called the ., Bennett
Wagon". after R. B. Bennett. who was the Prime
Minister at that time.
Suddenly it was over. The rains came and the war
of 193') started. The S300.00 families left the community. went back to the city. the single men joined
the armed forces. the conscientious objectors were
rounded up and shipped away to work camps. These
people uprooted. most did not return to the community. Many did not corne back from the war. The
community would never know what contribution
these people would have made if things had been
different.
Russell J Bowers

fred Payne farmed in the Robinhood district before rnoving to North Batrleford vvhere he now resides. He has n family or eleven children, one son,
Allan. now lives with his own family south of Robinhood. Fred is \veli remembered for his good dog team
\vhich was often his mode or tnwcl.
Emil O'Donald served ill the Second World War.
Upon his return he brought \vith him his ne\v bride, a
giri from Belgium. They moved from this district
shortly after

Steve and Effie Brock
by E Grani
Steve and Effie came to the Sandwith community
from Golden Prairie. soon after their \vedding in
1923. They bought the S.W. 17-48-14 from the

CP.R.
Steve was a road and railroad construction engineer and he worked at that trade after, as well '--as
before. his coming to Sandwith.
In his start at farming he got some horses and
equipment from Peter Langland, a former neighbour
at Golden Prairie.
At Sandwith he became the dairyman orthe com-

Fredrick George Brid.eil - SE-9-50-I3-W3
- 1914. Immigrated from Salisbury. England where
he had been a labourer. He was married with one
child. Enlisted in April. Ill15. became a private ami
was discharged August 31. 1918. Served in England
and France between 1915 and 1918. Was wounded
twice, llesh wound June 13. 1916 and a shrapnel
wound to his left foot August 20.1917. Became ill in
October. 1918 and spent ten days in a French hospital.
then to England for two months. invalided. to Canada in January. 1919. Last known address 28 Charlotte
St.. Winnipeg. Manitoba. Charles A. Sands acquired
his land.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brisbois
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brisbois and family came to the
Robinhood area during the depression. They first
lived on the S.E. 7-S0-16-W3 and later on the N.W
27 -49-16- W3.
They raised three foster children. Emil
O'Donald, Fred Payne and Anna Oberfeld.
Anna married Roy Hagen in 1936 and for many
years. Anna's brother. John Oberfeld, lived with their
family in the Robinhood area.

Effie and Steve Brock.
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Gedeon Brousseau Story

munity as he delivered and sold milk to the people of
the hamlet.
Steve isn't remembered as a srnoker but he did
uSe tobacco. He went througho or vice \'ersa, a box of
Copenhagen snoose every day.
Steve and Effie sole! out in 1943 and went to
Chilliwack. British Columbia.

Gedeon Brousseau, came from Quebec in 1911
\vith his parents, at the age of fifteen. Other members
of the family were his brother, Roland, and sisters
Lumina. Estelle, and Alice.
In 1013, four young men, namely Gedeon
Brousseau, Kelly Jacques and Ralph Elam settled
into u buggy, with driver. Edwin Fowler, and set out
to look for homesteads in the Hillside district. Gede(m decided that the south half of 32-47-14 would be

Edwin Brown Ii3mily
We. Essie. Edwin and our three children. Lois.
Glen and Bryce came to the Robinhood district in
August. ]962, where Ed\vin was agent for the Searle
Grain Co. Our three ehilden "ttended school in
Medstead. Edwin was transferred to Delisle in April.
1963. where we still reside.
Lois taught school in Macklin and Lioydminster
and now lives in Neilburg where her husband is vice
principal at Neilburg High; they have three children.
Glen is a power engineer and Bryce is a radiographer and both boys are working out of Fox Creek,
Alberta.

suitable for raising cattle and a bit of farrnim::.
His first task was to put up some buildings so he
\vcnt north for iogs, and \\forked vvith 1vor Soderberg.
His parents liked the country so well, thev would
come out and spend the summe;' with Gedeo~, whiie
they built a 16' x 32' log house with a sod roof.
Gedeon's brother. Roland. attended Ward School for
a short time.
Gedeon spent his summers breaking up the land
with horses and breaking plow. until he had thirty
acres broken up, which was the necessary amount of
acres to be put under cultivation in order to prove
your homestead.
He would spend the winters with his parents,
travelling back and forth on horseback. or horse ancl
buggy. On one occasion, Gecl was travelling with
Andy Dubynk, when Gedlit a cigarette and threw the
match away. In an instant, there was a raging fire in
the dry prairie wool. but they managed t(; Pl~t it out.
Prairie fires were always a scourge. destroying all the
grass that the settlers depended on to feed their animals.

The Jack Brown Family
Jack Brown was born in Durham. England, in the
year 1908. came to Canada in 1928 and moved to the
Birch Lake district in or about 1935. They moved on
to a quarter section of land formerly lived on by John
Hunter. He farmed there for about four years.
During his stay at Birch Lake he undertook to
start a Boy Scout Club of which he was the Scout
Master. Jack Brown was instrumental in organizing
this club which had about twenty-five members, one
of which was myself. We were all very disappointed
to learn that Jack had decided to move to Drumheller.
Alberta. to work in a mine. Our club then folded up.
Jack recalls how he hated to leave. Jack Brown and
his wife, Flika. and family now live in Vermilion.
Alberta.
submitted by Rod Barron

L. - R. Nancy, Annie and Ged Brousseau, Bess and Kelly
Jacques in front of Jacques home.

Boy Scouts, 1941. Back row: Allen Sloan, Roddy Barron,
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Money was scarce. Ged and Kelly Jacyues would
search their pockets for nickds and dimes to gather
up twenty-five cents to go to a dance in Ward SchooL
where they \vOLlld dance until day break. then come
home and do their chores. One morning very early,
Kell and Ged were milking Kell's cows. when Kell
fell asleep on the job. the cow waited patiently fur
him to finish. then decided to lie down and rest. Kell
woke up, very disgruntled at such an insult.

Gedeon married Annie Heppner in 1924. they
had five children. Ken. Keith. Gilbert. Annette and
Doreen.
They continued to travel back and forth to [he
homestead. putting in the crops and raising some
cattle. until 1927. when he found employment at the
Saskatchewan Hospital. and solu his land to J
Brausen.
They settled in North Battlcford. where they are
still living. Keith. Gilbert and Doreen are living in
North Battleford. Ken in Calgary and Annette passed
away in December. 1945.

Kenneth Brown
written by Beatrice Fonda (Brown)
My parents. Kenneth Brown. originally from
Rabbit Lake district and Claribel from Alberta lived
on a farm near Bresaylor for their first few years
together. The two older girls were born there: Verna
in August. 1929: Edna in September 1930. They
moved to Glenbllsh in the spring of 1931. My dad
took over the International Harvester Co. Agency
from a fellow named Abe Andres. He also handleu
Quaker State Oil. The shop was across the roau and
west of the elevator. next to the livery barn. ! was born
in November. 1931. and John. or Jack. as we call him.
was born in February. 1933. His birth was of interest
to many because he was such a big baby. weighing
sixteen pounds. The youngest boy Robert - Bobwas born in July. 1934.
The house we lived in was back of the shop and
was quite an old shack. It was diviued in half with a
partition separ~\.ting the small bedroom. from the
living room part. The thing I can remember about it.
is the holes in the roof and how we had to put the pots
and pans Ollt to catch the rain dripping in through the
holes.
My mom helped in the shop. consequently we
had to have help at home. Mary Loewen. who later
married jake Klassen. came to look after the household.
A new shop was built in 1934 and also a new
house over on the north-west part of town. About this
time Mom and Dad took over the North Star Oil
franchise. The new shop seemed so big to me. as

Ken and Claribel Brown.

there was a storage shed to hold the supply of binder
twine.
My dad passed ;J\vay in the spring of 19J7 leaving
Mom to raise five small chiidren. She continued on
with the machine business, learning the machines
and their parts. selling t\vine and gas. She had to
learn to drive the truck and we had some hair-raising
experiences during the process. She \vas able to handle the barrels of gas like a man. Of course. we kids
travelled with her as often as we could when she
delivered gas and oil [0 the farmers. Over the period
of time while she was continuing the business. Mom
had help from her brother. John. from the United
States. Allan Doidge and John Uebel!.
When we needed help. a favorite old lady. Granuma Cassidy, from across the roao came. Her pet
expression for us was "little mutts".
It \vas a hard. long grind. lV10m raised a hig
garden, Gmning and pickling as much as she could.
Meat was another thing, since Vie had no way to keep
it in the summer. We \\'ere part ora ··beefring". Each
family provided one heef Once a \\leek one animal
was butchered and every family got one cut of meat,
giving us a fresh beef each v-icck. '{v'e \vere given a
variety of cuts, but sometirnes 'vve thought we got all
the legs and neck. In the winter we were able to buy it
by the half or quarter and store it in a box G'l the north
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there would be the right kind of people there. I can
remember the day \vhen \;\'C saw two nicel y/ dressed
elderly vvomen in there. both smoking \\.'ith those
long cigarette holders. \V:..": \vere shocked at seeing
grandmas smoking and \VC sure told fvlurn about it.
Over the :Years, as \\ie were grov./ing up, we had
Ollr grandma Bro\vn living with U;;, then Grandpa
Bn)\vn and finally Great Uncle Phil 131'o\\'n. Uncle
Ph!! stayed till he passed a\vay in j0S1. He helped in
the house mahing dinners v;hen \VC \:vcre all at school
and J\.1om in the post office. At anyone tirnc there
was al\vays one of [he thret.' older penplc living \vith
us.
We kids all Went to school in G!enbush School,
first to the one-room schooL then (as it expanded,
inl"luding a high school) to the basement and then to
the church umil the nev.,: tWO-rlJ01Tl school \A/as built.
Then the high school \vas moved back to the original
one-room huilding. "Ne three girls got our grade
t\vclve [here. There \vas no graduation celebmtion in
those days. vVe wTote ali departmental finals in both
grades 11 and 12. w'e hall to 'vvait until August to find
out the results.
After finishing school, Verna and 1 \vorked as
operators in Edmonton at Alberta Government 1'elepilones, Edna worked at odd jobs around Glenbush
and helped Mom, Jack and Bob both worked with the
Departrnent of Highways,
I was the first (barely) to marry, On June 9. 195 I,
I was married to Allan Fonda, Then Edna married
Allan Rink on July 14. 1951. They presently live in
Hinton. Alberta. and have five children: one boy and
four girls. Verna was next. She married a mountie,
Raymond LaValley in April of 1955, They now live
in Yalkyvie\v, Alberta, and have four boys. Jack
married Lillian Milot on the 10th of November. 1956,
They live in Delta. British Columbia and have four
girls and one hoy. Last of all Bob married Vivian
Maksuta in August. 1958. and they live at Watrous,
Saskatchewn. ano have two girls and 1\vo boys,
In January 1967 Mother moved to Delta. British
Columbia to live with my brother. Jack. until she
moved into her o\vn apartment in Itj72. She passed
away in July. 1918,

Claribel Brown and family. Back row, Beatrice, Mrs. Brown,
Edna, Verna, Front, Bob and Jack,

side of the house, It was packed in layers of snow and
if we kids properly shut the box so the dogs couldn't
get in, we would have meut till spring came. Sometimes a 'lv'ann spe!l meant v./e would have to (Flick!)"
can what \vas left.
In 1944 Mom took over the pust office from 1.
l·iarrison. It was necessary for her to provide her own
building so \ve renovateu a garage and moved it to the
location ofrhe old I.H,C. building. having sold it by
then,
Mom had a two-wheel cart made to haul the mail
from the train. It \vas the \vorst thing to steer as it
wandered allover the road. During the winter, it
seemed that Mother spent the best part of her time
over at the station waiting for a train that was held up
because of cold weather or snow banks. There was no
such thing as not being at the train to get the mail.
The trains ran everyday except Sunday. including
Christmas. Our Christmas dinner was arranged
around the time the mail train came in.
At that time. as we had solei our truck long before, the means to get to North Battlcford vvas the
train. It was quire an event to be able to go to North
BattleCord on a Friday, as the train ran there and back
in one day. We were able to miss schooL the only
hitch was that we had to go to the dentist. Mother
would instruct us to eat lunch at the back of York's
Confectionary as it had home-cooked meals and

Guston Hmlls Story
Gustov Bruns im.migrated to Canada from Germany in ~Aav 1928. He worked for almost a veal' in
Southern Sa~katchewan then came to Mcdste'ad and
boarded at Bernard Schmidt's for a short Dcriod. in
the early winter of Int) he startcd \Vorkin~ for Fred
Lemke on his farm north of Robinhood. 'Gretchen Wennekamp. his fiancee came to Canada in June 1929 and on her arrivai they were married
June 13. 1929 at the home of ML and Mrs, Fred
Lemke.
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\vorking for her board. Lily the youngest \\'as born in
1947. Mom was very ill at the time. Dad had to go out
to \\iork again.
in 1950 all except myself. mtlved to Prince Alben
where Mom is still living.
Pauline is married and lives in Medstead. They
have two children.
Mary took a nurses aide course and \vorkeu in the
Holy hnnily Hospital in Prince Albert. She is married to Bill Franks and they have (lne daughter,
Debbie. They live in Duncan. B.C.
rvlargaret and her son Randy live at home vV'ith
Mom. Dad passed away December 10. 1970.

They continued to work on the farm until 1930
when they took residence N.E. of !-5!-15 in the Cater
area. They lived in a small one-room log hOLlse

which had been built for them.
In 1931 their oidest daughter Pauline \vas born.
No land "vas broken so Dad worked out every
spring and fall at a farm at Meota to earn mone:y. They
had oxen and this was their means of transportation.

as well as breaking: the land which was done very
gradually. in hot weather Dad would get up at 4:00
a.m. to break land because when it got hot the nies
became bad and the oxen would just take off and
come home,
in December 1934 another daughter was born.

Ernie, after five years in the Navy. married and is

Dad continued to work out and Mom had to do chores
and lOOK after us. It seemed they weren't able to get
water so the few cattle had to be herded to a slough
across what is now No.3 Highway.
In February 1937 Margaret was born. I started
school at Cater unable to speak a word of English.
Any functions such as showers or dances were held in
the school. We had no church. but a minister came
once in a while and services were held in some of the
larger homes. On that day we would get dressed up in
ollr "Sunday best" and go in the wagon to church.
One of our closest neighbors were "Oppa and
Oma" Voss. To us they were like grandparents as we
had no relatives close. Mom's brother Carl lived near
Lloydminster and he and his family are the only
relatives in Canada. Our neighbors were Mr. and
Mrs. All' Neale. Dad lIsed to cut Mr. Neale's hair.
Frank Kamm and Dad used to cut each other's hair.
Dad loved to play the violin and for a short time gave
lessons to a young boy. Ted Cassons \vere also our
neighbors. They used to have turkeys anc! their old
gobbler always chased me. but not my sisters. when
we crossed their yard to go to school.
Ernie the only boy in the family was born in 1940.
Times were hard and I remember how .. thankful" we
were for "hand-me-downs".
It seemed though. that everyone was happy and
people would gather together for picnics, bundle up
the kids and go to dances. Christmas concerts at the
school were something everyone looked forward to.
We practised for nearly a month. a stage would be
built. the teacher and parents would make costumes
- to mention one the "Alice Blue Gown Drill". The
sports day in Medstead was another annual event
much looked forward to. Each school had a banner
and we marched in the parade. How hard it was to
keep in step!
Mr. and Mrs. George Bishop owned the store at
Cater and many a time we walked there for groceries
if Dad was busy.
When fourteen Pauline went to school in Prince.

living at Karnloops. B.C. They have two childrena boy and a girL
Lily took a photographers course and went to the
United States. She lives in Maryland. is married and
has two girls.

Elmer Bnmsell
I came from Plaza. North Dakota in August. 1931
to look for farm land in the Robinhood al~a. I purchased the N.E. 2S-49-16-W3 from the C.P.R. and
because I came without any settler's effects I cleared
about ten acres of land by hand.
I worked off and on for Mr. Ed Jorgenson until the
year 1934 when I went up to work in tl;e bush north of
Island Lake. We took out ties which were hauled into
Medstead and shipped by rail from there.
I also worked four years for Mr. Olaf Larson

Mrs. Aubrey Julson, Mrs. Eddie Jorgenson and grandchildren.

1965.
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the home t\vo milts north and 011(: mile \\'('st of
Medstead. ! wa" rather \'uung at the time. eleven
ve~!rs old i do believe and ~lbout alII can remember of

the first veal' or so \vas it \vas darn cold in the \..\,'imcr
and so 110t in the summer. 1 l:an rememher in the
summer herding the milk cu\\/s up in \'vlwl \ve called
the Hudson Buy hills. I also looked after Tom
\\.'awzh's envy"s and in the winkr ! remember going up
in th~ bush to cut cord \\'ooeL There \Vas D'-ld, Alan

Carter. and m'y'selL I remcmber. in this cabin \vhere
\vc lived. \'A/e t~!so shared it \vith our horses, nm i may
add, in the same roorn but the same huilding. The
\\.'ork v,'as hard, the duy:-, us long as the SLln \vas out or
from JavliQ.ht to dark. Then hack home in the spring
I,vt start~d the job of rock picking, not on 1,\'(Jgons but
on stone boat's. S~lrlev and Cora vvas the team of
mules that I drove and" l,.\Iurked with for four years. I

Eddie Jorgenson with Elmer Brunsell holding nephews, July
7, 1975.

helping him to break land and in turn was able to
bornnv his six horses and a breaking plo\v to break
the ten acres which 1 had cleared.
In 1939, 1 went back to work for Mr. Ed jorgenson where I continued to work and make my home
until his retirement in 197.1.

still drive them in my sleep today if I am tired. I keep
111V
wife awake with mv
shoutimz
,
,
" and hollering and a
fe\v choice words.
I don't kno\\' if vou rememher the summer I
worked for your dad ~vhen my \vages 'vvcrc $5.00 a
month and 55.00 fur vour dad frLlm the government
for feeding me. It was"S() hot I started to work about 6
in the mOl~ning and worked t1l 10:30 stopped till 3:00
in the afternoon and worked again till about 7:00.
This ploughing in the fields. I can't remember where
you were. I dOld think you were at home at the time,
i think vou \vere with VOllr sister.
Wel'l. Dad didn't "make a heck of a lut out of
farming in Medstead, but he did make one heck of a
lot of good friends. but he was homesick for the last
tvvo v~ars at l\1edstead. He often used to tnlk about
going home and I used to sav that I \vas at home, but
;'111V~ Dad did to Ottawa. Weil. there is nothing the
matter with Ottawa except that it is too close to
Quebec. and as I found out. \vhen we moved in . 39. I
didn't like it at all.
Mr. Mitchell took over the farm for us and he was
going to pay the taxes, etc .. und j was going to go
back to the farm after the war. Well. during the vvar
Mr. Mitchell moved away from the area. The farm I
have been to!d had been sold 1'ur taxes. Bessie \Vent
back on a trip one time but she couldn't get into the
house for the family that Vias living there at the time
wouldn '( let her in. It was a family of skunks. She did
send me a snap of the house and! was sorry that she
did. Whv'? Well, it sure did not compare with what
mv mem"orv \vas of the place, In lSl66 Jack and 1 went
or; a trip h; B.C. On our return \'v'C tossed a coin in
Calgani to see what road we took back to Ottawa.
Hc,-;ds "we would go north. It was tails and we went
south through Sc~ptre and tried to find the ranch
where I was born south of Lemsford. We almost got
to the Ranch House but stopped short as nothing was

During the years. I V·las able to purchase more
farm land, which I looked after until my own retirement in 1976. I am now residing in Glaslyn.

Harold Bryce Story
Harold Bryce was a member of a large family of
nine: five girls and four boys. Their parents, Me. and
Mrs. Herb Bryce, lived in Battleford.
Harold carne to the Medstead area in 1943 and
bought a quarter of land S.E. 26-50-15 for $6.00 an
acre. He also rented other land and cut hay. He had
several cattle which were well cared for.
Harold started in doing bush work, and in spite of

the uncertain weather in our area. you would sec
Harold on his way regularly to and from the bush for
many years.
He and his wife Alice had three children: Tiny
(Alice), Raymond, and Lenore who are all in British
Columbia.
On August 30, 1969, Harold was re-married. He
and his wite Leonie spent ten years at the farm where
they always had a big garden anel kept a beautiful
yard.
Due to ill health and with regret they had to leave
the farm, They had an auction sale on July 15, 1978,
and sold their farm to Vic Adamache, They moved to
Battleford where they bought a home.
On February 26,1980, Harold's dear wife Leonie
passed away in Battleford's Union Hospital. Harold
resides at the Regional Care Centre in Battleford.

The Duncan Buck Story
January 5, 1980
Dear Ruby and Bill:
Well, Ruby, I am sure that Dad will have told you
when we moved from Sceptre in the fall of 1933 up to
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like Ollr memories told us it should have been like.
The places were so small. i mean the towns and the
homcs in them.
I did join the Army when I was t\Nenty years old
and on my 21st birthday I vvas sat in the front end of a
boat on my way to England. I loved the country vV'hen
I got here. and also the people. i got married in '43:
that \vas just some ten months after landing in EnglaneL After staying in the Army a year after the \var
was over I wanted to stay in England but Joan. my
wife. wanted to go to Canada. Well. Joan wouldn't
go \,,'est. I vvoulLin' t stay in the east so after our stay in
Canada vve moved back to England in 1953 where I
started to \vork on the buses and I am still there to this
day.
Not much of a story to tell. or maybe there is a
good story to tell but not the time nor place to tell it.
We have a family of three boys and three girls just like
Dad. We have three married, two are engaged and the
oldest boy, some thirty two years of age says there is
no way he is going to give all to one girl. He is going
to spread himself around to as many as possible. and
this he does.
We will be in Ottawa in June 1981 for Mom and
Dad will be celebrating their 65th wedding anniversary and we hope to have a little "do". like we did on
their 50th and 60th anniversary. They sure are one
great couple. a great example of what life is all about.
the ability to give and take and share everything with
one and another.
Well. Ruby. I must get away to work. so once
again my thanks for your letter and please let me
know when the book is finished.

The John T Buck family. Back row. L. to R.: Nellie Buck.
Duncan Buck, Bill Buck. Front row: Jack Buck. Bessie. Jessie
and Jean Buck, Jack Buck. Senior.

In July of 1933. a group of men wanted to look for
land in northern Saskatchewan. so I took them in the
truck. and we started in Rabbit Lake and Glaslyn
area. I located a V, section three miles north of
Mcdstead so returned home to plan and prepare for
the trip to Mcdstead. Jack. Bill. and some men from
Sceptre werc to take carc of the cattle. horses. machinery ami cook shack. etc.
I hired George Schuttler as a log carpenter and
built a house. barr]. and a placc for the hens. When
the house was finished I hircd Dick Perry to drive the
truck. We had to return to the prairie. It was late in the
fall; the ferries weren't running. so we had to cros:-; by
row boat. and walk fourteen miles home. This also
meant on Ollr return that our furniture and family had
to be transported by' rowboat. It took many trips, and
it was late when the last loau Vias safdy on the
opposite river bank. where we left the truck. I returned to Sceptre while Dick was left to bring the
wife and four children: the three oldest riding on top
of the furniturc. and wrapped in blankets. After
finishing out the terms of the school van contract, I
left for Metlsteml and arrived January 3. 193-1.
During this time the L.lmily had some rough
times. We \vere short of feed for the cattle. and ,>vith a
long cold walk to the 'Alater every day, it was a severe
winter 011 the stock. We lost nearly the entire herd
before spring. The house \vas not warm, and it was
not unusual to get up to find water, milk and bread
frozen. Ho\vever there were some cheer).' sides house parties. '0/e were only.' one and a half miles
from Guyhirne school. where the three kids attended
-Jessie, _Duncan and Jean. \Ve had closer neighbors
than on the prairie. The Millers. where the teacher
boarded. the Assums. Knutsons. Bowers. Teskeys.
Evens, Tinnes. Waalins and I'm sure I can't list them

The John T. Buck Story
I was born in Quebec. November 1. 1892 and
came to Ontario in 1896. We lived in Fitzroy Harbour. Woodlawn area. After I finished grade schooll
worked on river boom, then on a passenger steamboat. I received my engineer's papers in 1914. In 1916
I left for the west and Portreeve. Sask. Once I was
settled. I sent fOrIny fiance. Margaret Eleen Duncan.
The train came to Swift Current. where I met her: we
were married there April. 19th. We farmed for two
years, then went into ranching. which later became
the Lemsford Stockmen's Association. and I was
manager for eight years on salary.
Jackie was born January 29. 1917. Bill on July 28.
1918. Jessie February 27. 1920. Duncan February 3.
1922 and Jean May 21. 1926. The three older children
started school in Sandyview. We moved to Sceptre.
and tried to raise grain crops. Bessie was born May 6,
1928. I drove a school van and farmed: during busy
seasons. Nellie drove the school van. After repeated
erop losses we had to make some changes.
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During the fo!lo'vving vv'imcrs through 0;11's. Bird,

alL Davies', Schmirler, Steinhardt and later Clyde
Mitchells. There were former friends and neighbors
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Waugh. Allan and Lena Caner
who planned a big hOLlse and the building bee \vhen
neighbors all gathered and built u house hJr them,
before the winter overtook them. There was another
family (the Ronsethl who had left for B.C. or I
should say that I took to B.C. in the truck. An old
chum. Bert Burton. his wife Florence. and three
boys bought her place. Nt)\·v that was only about one
mile out of Meclsteacl. Also Frank Shepherd and
family were our good friends.
We attended the Anglican Church in Medstead
with Rev. E. V. Bird. They always seemed to invite
the entire congregation into their home for tea and
crumpets aftc~ service. Some I rcmember: Mr. and
Mrs. Shorty Roberts. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Walker and
their two daughters. the Perrys. Percy Marks' family.
Stewards. Lentons. O'Connors: so many it's hard to
name them all.
We had some wonderful times in Guyhirne
School: dances. Christmas concerts. Before the concerts there was a dance. The money collected was
given to the teacher who then allotted and divided the
money for each class and for each child. so that when
Christmas came each child received. not just a gift,
but something usetlt1: often clothing which was most
helpful.
Once we had survived our first winter. I dug a
well. Augie Miller came up and helped to locate a
spot by witching. I plastered the house inside and
out. ! used willow branches. small ones. in place of
laths. After I was finished. Nellie white washed. The
house was warmer and bright and cheery in spite of
the coal oil lamps.
The years of brushing and picking rocks was a
backbreaking chore - trying to grow gardens until
we were able to clear and break the land. Mr. Miller
gave us ground to plant our garden. Again a big job
- to keep ahead of cutworms. short seasons. spring
frost. early fall frost and the ever present fear of brush
fires.
Money was in very short supply so ! left the
family and went to work in Wilkie. returning home in
late fall. By this time Jack. Bill. and Jessie were all
out working. ! was elected school trustee along with
Tom Davies and Mr. Steinhardt. We met Clyde
Mitchell and his son Lawrence. He and Duncan were
very close friends. Mrs. Topley and her two daughters came to live at Mitchell's: she was a housekeeper.
Wyn and Kay sang and danced and Cecilia played the
piano which was a boon to dances and parties. We
used to load the old organ and haul it out to the school
for dances. etc. Clyde and Cecilia were married and
through our efforts we purchased a piano for the
schoo\.

,)11 three act plays. There \vcrc practice SeSsions to help pass the time and learn our parts. We did
take these plays tu other towns to help raise money.
Sometimes Clyde j\;1itchcll and I 'vvould put on a little
skit like "Over the River Charlie". We had no T. V. 's,
in those days, so we had to entertain ourselves. There
\vas al\.vuys someone to play guitar and sing. Ruby
Knutson and Ruby Evans could be coaxed to stepdance and j \\/ClS able to do a little stepdancing llTvsclf.
in summer besides a Ettk campout m Birch Lake,
\ve also loaded, tent and supplies and family and
headed for Mcadow Lake to pick blueberries. We
picked frorn sun up till sundo\vn. 'INc picked for a
week. then packed lip and went into Medsteml where
we sold them all except abollt thirty Ibs. We stayecl
home for a couple of days and we headed back with
some of the ladies who vvanted berries for cannim!.
Mrs. Teskey. Mrs. Bowers. Mrs. A. Knutson a~d
some others went for another week of berry picking.
I started a swine club which was quite successful.
We also had a girls' softball team, boys' ball team,
and having the truck I was able to take the teams to
different places. We went to Meota. Battleforcl. Livelong. Birch Lake among other places.
Looking back we had some good times with the
bad ones. One winter I made a good toboggan slide.
Duncan was able [0 help me carry water to pour on
the slide which made it good and fast. We had friends
from Meclstead ami all around come out to our toboggan parties. One night Mrs. Mitchell had her knee
badly twisted. but she kept on playing the organ all
night for our sing-song:. Music and singing were part
of our life. anei when the kids were home we hacllots
of music. Jack on the fiddic. Bill on guitar. and kssie

'vVe put

on organ.
One winter jack Davies and I went into the bush
to cut cord v/ood. We did manage to cut several
carloads of wood.
In 1940 Jessie was married to Ralph North of
Belbuttc. That year I decided to look for work in the
east. Even with one hundred twenty acres in crop.
and wheat selling for 55(l a busheL there was no
money to be made here. 'liVe had survived the hard
times, and enjoyed some really good times even if
money was scarce. But the threat of war was a \vorry
to us. Because Jack and Bill were in Ontario. I
returned to the East to look for work. buy a 1m. and
build a house. In the meantime. Nellie. with Duncan.
Jean and Bessie had to handle the sale of the items we
wouldn't be needing: the livestock. and worst of all.
our horses. This \vas the hardest and most heart
breaking part.
The family stayeci with Mitchells until I returned
from Ottawa. There was a party for our 25th wedding,
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anniversary. I didn't make it hack for the 10th, but the
girls had the party for us anyvv'uy. No\\' here \ve are: if
all goes well \hic are now looking forward to our 65th
\vedding anniversary.
Now the old homestead was farmed by Clyde
Mitchell after we left. We have been back to sec it.
Vie hu\'e. among other travels, been to the west on
seven occasions.
At this time of \vriting vve afe both well. We are
still able to care for our o\vn home and gardens. We
have done a great deal of travelling: some fourteen
trips to Nova Scotia. all through every state except
Alaska, been to England, Scotland, Europe, France,
Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and Italy. We still
plan one more trip west and I think r II be ready to
settlc down.
Three of the children are in Ottawa or area; Jack,
Jessie and Jean, and of course their families. Bessie
is in Nova Scotia with her family. She has been there
since she finished her nursing. Duncan returned to
England twenty six years ago. He drives a douhle
decker bus. The only missing link in our family was
Bill. Bill died Nov. 1967. He lived in Creston, B.C.

L. to R .. Mr. C. Delahunt (Jessie Buck's husband). Jack Buck,
Senior, Nellie Buck.

Jackie made Bessie a doll's bed, and a sleigh for Jean.
Poor Mom could scarcely face the day and pretended
it was her day to read. Through the years I came to
know it was to hide her tears.
We often had so called" nail soup" , as the story
goes. Lots of grated vegetables: no meat. I shouldn't
say "Iots" because they were not in abundance, and
were also frozen. Bill \A'as very good at catching
rabbits, and he claimed they were sllre good to eat
(and we did have rabbits). In the spring Dad went
with Augie Miller. I am not sure how many went but
they came home with some fish. A lot offish; we hac!
canned fish, and smoked fish. They wefe tasty, and
we enjoyed them.

The Buck Story
submitted by Jessie
I have been thinking back to those first days in
Medstead, and it is hard to believe so much could
happen in a short time. 1 will not take up too much
time as I am sure Dad has covered pretty well all
changes. 1 do remember that there were times we
were hungry; and I remember our first Christmas. It
was the very first Christmas tree we had ever had. We
made some decorations out of red rose tea wrappers;
we had a tree, but no Santa. Mom managed to make
some homemade fudge. At night when the girls were
in bed we hemmed ami embroidered (used salt bags).

My days in Guyhirne were very short. I did not
attend too long. I had to study by correspondence
course. Miss Lawson was teaching at the time. I
stayed home and helped; stayed with Bessie as Mom
was working with Dad helping to brush. pick rocks.
or \v'hatever had to be done.
The happy times for us I guess were the house
parties ancl the neighbours, while we hope to forget
the cold mornings, the water pail frozen and going
bravely to school with no lunch, because there was
only enough bread for one, and when we had bread,
no butter. Sometimes we had some lard or drippings
with salt and pepper. I can remember when we made
the first pat of fresh butter. We were S(1 anxious to
have that slice of bread and butter. but somehow it
just dicln't taste right for our second slice we were,
back to the old lard and salt.
My second winter I worked for Mrs. Wood Sr. in
Robinhood (5 miles from Medstead). From there I

Jessie Delahunt (Buck).
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husband bought us !\VO COVv'S, and my sister's brotherin-law bought us t\venty-five sheep and a ram.
We met William Henderson who owned the
S.W.-2-47-IS. and agreed to purchase his land for
four dollars per acre, along \:vid1 four horses. a
t\velvc-inch gang plo\v, an eight-foot seed drill, three
sections of harro\vs, a \\iagon, some harness and a
small 16' x IS' shack.
There were about twenty acres broken on the
quarter in three patches. In the spring \VC plowed the
largest field, 'vvhich was about ten acres, and seeded it
to Garnet wheat. On the rented land tllere was about
thirty-rive acres of summerfallow. which we planted
to oats, they yielded seventy-five bushels to the acre
of fine oats. The owner had supplied the seed. so he
took back his seed, and one-third of the crop in tile
fall. Oliver Humphreys did the threshing for six cents
a bushel, we solei nearly all the oats we had for eleven
cents per bushel. Big money' The little bit of wheat
we had. we sold for thirty-five cents per bushel. The
bahll1ce of the cultivated land on 22-47-15 we summerfallowed, and began to clear more land.
The following winter, Me Bates and I heacled
north of Medstead and called on the Forest Ranger,
who suggested an area to the north which had been
burnecl a few years before. We purchased permits and
headed north, and took possession of an old camp.
We stayed the night. and llsed it as a base. The next
clay we went further north, coming to the southwest
side of Birch Lake. where we found the logs we were
looking for to build houses on the land at home.

went to Belbuttc where! worked for Mrs. Art
Clifton. There I met john and Nellie Heyden. Dick
Martin, Ralph North, John and Ray Payne, so many
that i can't recall any more. From there I went to
Spiritwooci where! worked for Mrs. Dumond on a
dairy farm, and I have man,Y memories and happy
ones: from there to the Dixons and Mrs. and Mr.
Cattle .
I was married in 1940 to Ralph North. and moved
to Belbunc. We had two sons. I left Belbutte with the
boys in 1945, where 1 was again employed in housekeeping and kept my boys with me. My divorce came
through and I was remarried in 1948. Since then I
have had four more children. The two older boys are
married and live not too far away. Jim only a mile,
Reg twelve miles. so we keep in touch.
I have not forgotten those friends of yesterday
and I would love to walk into that hall in Medsteacl, if
we could but roll back the pages or time, and! could
talk to Mary and Jack Davies, Ruby Evans. The
Bower girls. Lucy Lenton and Dick: Mrs. Knutson's
reading tea cups. actually coffee cups. Allan Bird,
MaryJane Bell. Ruby Knutson and Rev. and Mrs. E.
V. Bird. I know many have gone. but what a blessing
that we have memories: where no one changes and
none grow old. Meclstead is to me a cherished mcmory and friends I knew. like the old pictures. have
never changed.

The Burgess Family
Hettie and I werc reared in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan respectively, and met in school at the
Battleford Academy in 1917. Years later we met
again in Sidney, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. ancl were married in 1927.
Our plans did not work out to follow our chosen
vocations. Hydrotherapy and Electrotherapy, so in
the early summer of 1929. we left Sidney in an old
Chevrolet car. to seek our fortune back on the praines.

Needless to say, at that time we were not aware of
the fact that we had entered a serious depression. but
with the help of loved ones and friends, we made our
way back to farming, which we were used to as
children.
We went to Prince. Saskatchewan. where two of
my sisters. and their husbands lived. with the help
they gave us we made a start.
Heading out to find cheap land. we arrived in the
Lost Horse Creek district. where we were to settle.
Me and Mrs. Edinger were moving out from the
east half of 28-47-15. so we went to see the owner,
Jim Newhort. and rented the land for two years.
moving in early in the fall. My older sister and

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Burgess and son, Gordon, 1933.
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Armstrong, British Columbia. He has had ministries
in Prince Albert, Brandon, Manitoh'L Quill Lake,
Saskatchewan. and Calgary. Alberta. He has t\'.;'{)
children, Terry and Dorilee.

My 'wife. Hettie. passed away in 1943. I arn now
in my 84th yeaL have remarried and am living in
Peachland, British Columbia.

John Busko
by 1'. Grant after tape interview

Johnny is a little man \.vho \-vas horn in the
Ukraine when that state v,,'as governed by Poland. He
came to Canada in Ivlarch 11.)28 at age t\venty-six
years.
From Halifax, his port or entry, he carne directly
to North Battleford and startecllooking for work. He
went to Rabbit Lake where construction crews were
building the railroad through to Medstead.
People were already standing in the ditches looking for jobs so he was out of luck. A shoemaker with
the railroad, spoke Ukrainian and told him there were
jobs available at Shell Lake on another railroad construction project. John set out on foot on the sixty
mile journey. accompanied by a "Canadian man"
who was a Ukrainian born in Canada, so could speak
both languages.
They travelled on foot. arriving near the Meeting
Lake store toward dusk, the first evening. His companion told John they would wait in the hush until the
store owner was asleep, then they \"Vould get \Vh~lt
they needed from the store and would be all right'
John said, ,,' don't come to this country to stole it. I
come to this country to \vork and make money. not
stole it'"
"You crazy immigrant," was the reply, "if you
not gonna stole it, you gonna die in this country. ,.
Though smaller. Johnny was twenty-six, pretty
chunky, and ready to right. They argued and John
took off alone. Looking back a few minutes later he
smv his crst\vhilc companion following:, carrying 11
stick. He thought that if the other chap would hit him
on the head, "This going to be heck of a mess'"
Alone in the hush on nothing more than an Indian
trail. Johnny thought. "By gosh, no, before he hit
me, I gonna hit heem." So he stopped, hid and
waited. When the other arrived, he confronted him
with, "Why you carry that stick')" and "Two friends
go like that look for work')"
Any\vay they made some sort of uneasy peace.
Johnny was boss, and they went on together. They
slept when they found a small field with a strawpile,
one on each side of the pile. Breakfast was a loaf of
bread Johnny had, and some jam his partner had
probably stolen from the Rabbit Lake camp,
On reaching a better trail they were lucky enough

Herbert Burgess on right and his brother, on the old farm.

I used one team, and Me Bates used four horses
driven tandem. We made a number of trips to our
camp, a distance of about thirty-five or forty miles
from home, then going out about five miles from
camp, returning with small loads, then taking a load
home on weekends, and getting fresh feed, supplies,
axes, and cross-cut saws. Me Bates chose ten-inch to
twelve-inch logs while I cut six-inch to eight-inch
logs. as well as poles and smaller logs.
The next summer I used the smaller logs to put up
a granary and shop, which we lived in for two or three
years, until our house was built. We dug a good
celiar, and lined it with stones. We used stones for the
house foundation, purchased a few windows and
made doors out of cheap but serviceable lumber. The
noor was ungrooved one by t()urs. Later we added a
kitchen made with poplar logs and put a fir floor in it.
We got some more cattle of our own, and kept his
sheep for about twenty years.
We had one son, Wilbert James, of our own, and
soon after that. Hettie had a stroke which paralyzed
her right arm and speech.
We adopted Gordon in 1933, and Esther in 1935.
Jimmie, Gordon and Esther attended Lost Horse
Creek school.
Gordon is married and lives in Edmonton, they
have two children, Walter and Shannon. Esther is
married to Henry Gallant, and lives in Watson,
Saskatchewan. They have five children, two of which
are adopted.
Jimmy is a minister, and married Sharon Smith of
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g.o to S~lshatoon for "H1 operation. Persuaded tU go to
Rochester. \vhere "they had more practice", he got
Gus Egeland to drive him there. They told him he had
no cancer and gave him a prescription to ease the vain
he complained of. Still convinced he was dvin'" of
cancer. he went to Saskatoon yvhere after ma;v n~ore
tests. doctors again assured him that he did n~)t have
cancer. Thirty' .years later. he still has not died of
cancer!
However. the scare convinced Johnnv to change
his ways. He decided to feed himself bet1~r and to ,~)t
work so hard. He sold his farm and for a short while
went into a partnership in a shoe repair shop in
Medstcad. using a skill learned in Poland. This
didn't last because of a difference of opinion about
who did the \vork and who got the money 1
John Busko set up a sh~)e repair sh,;p' in Sandwith. getting his sewing machine from his former
partner. partly to senle a debt. He staved in Sandwith
for several years often using his car t(; "taxi" folks to
and from North Battleford.
John moved to Glenora Park for a few years,
When the city took over modernizing that area, they
made him an offer to purchase his humble horne and
lot. He sold and moved to Valley View Towers.
Since retirement. Johnny ha~ taken trips back to
his homeland in the Ukraine in 1966 and 1969. In
1966 he was free to travel but in '69 he left the tour
group without permission and visited his brother for
three days. He found conditions much better than
when he had left, for his brother drove a car anel had
television and other modern conveniences. though
most people are still yery poor.

to catch a trucK ride to Shel! Lake but there wert no
iobs there.
Then a Ukrainian "guy" told Johnny of a Ukrainian farmer two miles avvav who would let hirn sleep
there. John went and the m'her followed. John Zubia~
next ciav took them to Bob Elliot. who empkwed
them.
offeree! forty cents per hour to cut a;ld i)ile

He

logs.
They \\'ellt w wurk but the other fellow onlv cut
one timber and then sat on it. savimz that nobod;' \\'as
\\.'atching so \vhy work. Johnn)''s '-"friend" sh'o\\,'cd
his colours again \vhen they.' got back to Bob Elliot's
place. He told Bob in En~lish how hard he had
worked while Johnny iust sat around. Johnnv could
not understand Engli'sl; so knew nothing of tlie trick.
Luckily for Johnny. Bob Elliot wasn't completely
fooled. He felt Johnny's Illuscles and sent out a
German fellow to spy next day. The result was that
they were to work for $1. 2S per cord. a wage that
would enable them to make little more than board,
but the German fellow told Johnny secretly that he
was to get forty cents per hour extra. The other fellow
quit and left. Johnny worked for three months at
work he knew from the old country. and made $12().
Many railroad workers quit
harvest time so
Johnny \vcnt back and got a job cutting wood for a
steam shovel. Showing skill and willingness to work,
Johnny soon was give~ easier and bette'-r paying jobs.
He made $400,
Then he came to Sandwith where he knew Bill
and John Royko. They took him in their Model A up
to Meadow Lake where they filed on a bush-covered
homestead each, and each paid his S!O.
They returned and Johnny took a job on the
C.N.R. section gang at Denholm. He also was with
the Medstead gang, and abandoned his Meadow
Lake homestead.
The Round Hill municipal secretary. Joe Stan·
nard, told him of cheap C.P.R. land at Sandwith for
$25 a quarter. But he "had a heck of a time at
Sanc1with". The quarter he got was very stony and
much labour went into digging dry-hole wells, and
hauling water from Hume's Lake. The C.P.R. agent
found him digging a well alone and offered to trade
him a quarter with water. But the next morning, he hit
water and that well lasted for two vears.
Then Bill Royko. wishing to ';lOve out. offered
his quarter which had lots of water. for $25, and
Johnny bought it.
Luck was with him later when through a mistake
in their Calgary office, the C.P.R. sold him another
quarter for $3 instead $6 per acre.
Just when things appeared to be looking up, Johnny got sick. He went to Lamont, Alberta. where the
diagnosis was cancer of the colon, They told him to

,;t

John Busko repairs a shoe at Sandwith.
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in 1960 we bought the George Nelson homestead
from Albin Naslund. Our son. James, now farms
that.

He lives happy and comfortable in his hi-rise
home. Ever a bachelor, he says he was planning to
marry once but that was \-vhen he got sick.

We are now retired from farming, still making

He sho\ved me that he was wearing a fine pair of
shoes he had made for himself.

our home on this place. The originai log house built
by Grandpa Naslund in 1913 is still in use. He had the
year 1913 carved in the logs.
Herb Anderson built an addition on the two-room
shack making it bigger when he lived here. He came

BuUie Brothers Story
Albert and Arthur Buttle, originally from the
district of Dunmow, Essex County, Englund, came to
the Hillside district in 1914, from Manitoba, where
they had been employed on farms, to purchase the
S.E. IX-47-14, from Tom Price.
They enlisted in the army and served overseas,
returning to their homestead. buying three more
quarters of land, adding some new buildings, built
from lumber.
Their gardens were prolific, which they shared
with the neighbors who needed the vegetables. canning a goodly share for themselves. They lived by the
motto, "Early to bed, and early to risc", leading a
very organized life.
Arthur was issued his first driver's license in his
'60s's, when they purchased a truck. their first
motorized unit. Shortly afterwards they retired to
Sandwith, where they lived for several years, until
Arthur was hospitalized due to ill health.
Albert moved to Medstead, to live with the
Eberles. Arthur passed away in Saskatoon, while
Albert lived on until 1975, when he passed away in
the North Battleford hospital at the age of eighty
seven years. He was buried in the Hyde Park Cemetery.

the same time in the 30's staying until the fall of 1941.
We have had the house stuccoed. but otherwise it is
the same.
We raised a family of six children, four girls and
two boys.
Martha started school in Woodridge. later going
to Canyon. She worked in the Glas1yn district and in
Turtleford. In December 9, 1960 she was married to
Pat Hobbs of Midnight Lake. They ranch in the
district. They have a family of four.
Patricia started school in Woodridge, then going
to Canyon. Worked in North Battleford prior to her
marriage to Carl Sankey on June 30,1961. They have
a mixed farm in the Medstead district. They have a
family of three boys.
Klaas, known as K. c., started school in Canyon, later bused to Glaslyn. He worked for the Department of Highways at Glaslyn for a number of
years. He is now a mechanic with the Dept. of
Highways. On July 4, 1970 he was married to Monnie Henry. They have two children. They make their
home in North Battleford.
Shirley started school in Canyon, later bused to
Glaslyn. She graduated from Glaslyn High, worked
for a year as a Nurses Aide at the Sask. Hospital,
North Battleford. On May 1,1971 she was married to
Gerry Boyd. They have a garage business in
Medstead. They have two children.
James started school in Canyon, later being bused to Glaslyn. He worked for L. & M. of Glaslyn,
Beaver Lumber of North Battleford and now with the
Dept. of Highways at Glaslyn. On August 3. 1973 he
was married to Charlotte Moen. They have two children, and live on the farm in the Robinhood district.
Brenda took all her schooling in Glaslyn. She
graduated in 1975. Then she got a job with the
Glaslyn Credit Union, working there for two years,
right up to the time of her marriage to Peter
Gayouski. They have a school bus contract in Mayfair. They make their home in Mayfair and have one
little boy.

Mr. and Mrs. Klaas By! and Family
Klaas Byl and his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jan
Jansen, carne from Zeist. Holland in the spring of
1929. coming first to Cabri, Saskatchewan. then in
1933 to the Robinhood district, settling on the N.E.
quarter 21-49-16 W3.
After his grandparents passed away, he stayed on
at the home place doing odd jobs for farmers in the
area, such as cutting wood for $1.00 a day, cutting
crops for SO cents an acre (in those days with binder
and horses). Some years he went south for spring
work and harvesting. He was lucky to get $30 a
month, except for harvesting, which was a little
extra.
In 1942, he married Alva Naslunds' oldest daughter, Hillevi. They rented the Chris Nelson homestead. farming that for a number of years, finally
buying the Morgan Cassin homestead. Their son K.
C., now farms that.
rarming at that time was done with horses. Milking cows and shipping cream was a somce of living.
In 1949 we got our first tractor, a little Ford.

Co L. Capron
Born in 1877. in Ontario. A big tall man who
apparently worked in lumber camps in his younger
days. It is told that at one such camp they were about
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45 miles from town and close to a railroad, his boss
asked him if he would like to walk to town for the
weekend, by way of the railroad track. They started
out with the boss leading the way to break the wind.
After about 5 miles, Cape asked ifhe coule! lead for a
while but the boss said. '"No. you will only hold us
UD." SO Len stayed behind until he could see the
t~wn a mile awa; He stepped past the boss, walking
as fast as he could, and said, "lfyou are getting tired,
hop on my back and r II carry you in." It could well
be true because Len could straddle a 3-feet rule so his
long legs could step on every other tie.
Len Capron fanned in the Drinkwater area. then
came to the Cater district when the depression of the
'30s drove people north. He was always quite a talker
and entertainer, some of the older people will remember him reciting the works ofDrummoncL poems like
Little Baptiste and Johnnie Courteau at some of the
social gatherings.
One of his most notable habits was rolling cigarettes, not like other people did, with one cigarette
paper and a pinch of tobacco. But instead, Cape
would use two papers and a small handful of tobacco.
He always said he never had a decent smoke with
only one paper.
Cape was a good fanner whose cattle and horses
were always rolling fat. He was the first farmer in the
district to have a hip roof bam with a hayloft and a
cement floor. Mrs. Capron passed away in the later
'40s: shortly after. Cape sold out to Bill Wiens and
moved to Medsteac1.
In his years of retirement his favorite pastime was
cribbage, and he would go down to the hotel and play
anvone who had the time. Of course he got the
crCbbage player's dream, which is the perf~ct '29
hand. But one experience he told of was: One time
while at the hotel he was playing with the proprietor
when the boss was called away for some reason or
other. The boss asked a guest standing by, ifhe would
like to take his hand, so this man said, "Ok"".

So they played the firS! hantL Cape won. The
second hand the guest won, the third hand the guest
skunked him, in the forth hand he double-skunked

him, in the fifth he triple-skunked him: by this time
Cape began to smell ;, rat and saiel so. The fel!ow
laughed and said he was a professional gambier,
travelling from place to place, hustling a card game.
He then put on quite a show of abilities: and for any
who remember the Gambler's Cross Inade from a
deck of cards, that was in the hotel for a number of
years, it was made by the man who triple-skunked
Cape at crihbage.
Len Capron passed away on November 6,1960 at
the age of 83 years.

Ford Caillteloill Story
Ford and Alice Cantelon. set out from Perdue to
come to the Hillside district in 1934 with their two
daughters, Rita and MurieL to settle on N.E.
25-47-15-W3rc1. They built a two-story house and
settled down to farming in a more northerly country.
Muriel attended Ward School while Rita went
into training for a nurse in North Battleford Hospital,
going on to marry Andy Thue.
Alice and Ford were devoted attendants at the
church services at the school. Ford's booming voice
is remembered by his friends as he joined in the
singmg.
They were hospitable people, their door was always open to neighbors to come in and join them in a
meal. Teachers who taught at Ward SchooL boarded
at the Cantelon home. Ford was a great horse fancier,
he raised them, bought them and sold them ane! drove
a mighty fine team.
He moved to Armstrong, British Columbia. in
1942. Rita passed away in 1977, Muriel lives in
Armstrong. Fore! passed away in March. 1966. while
Alice, now ninety years old, is residing at
Willowdale Home in Armstrong, British Columbia.

The William Edward Casson Story
bv Evelyn Casson

~ William Edward Casson was born at Ulpha in
Cumberland, England in the year 1897. As his father
owned slate quarries his home was situated in the
rugged hill country.
~At the age of fifteen Ted was apprenticed as a
fitter and tU;'ner in the shipyards at Broughton-inFurness. As an apprentice the pay was very small
working for Vickers Ltd. During the first year he
receive~1 four shillings per week, in the second year
five shillings per week, six shillings the thIrd year,
seven the fourth year and the fifth and final year he
~ould receive eight shillings per week.

Len Capron standing beside Austin Thompson's team and
wagon at Cater Field day.
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section of land and farmed on his own. In 1927 he
bought the SY, of section 7-S1-14-W3rcl from the
C.P.R. and moved to the Cater area. in 1931 he
married Evelyn Perry. They had one son William
Edward Jr. (Bill).
Now the depression \vas upon us and times were
hard. But we were young and healthy and enjoyed
those days even if the dollars were scarce.
We boarded the school teachers for thirteen
years. did the janitor work at the Cater school, and
did anything we could to make enels meet.
When Bill was about two years old Ted decided to
get a job in Ivor Soderberg's mi II just north.of herc. It
was a bitterly cold winter and when Ted would comc
home for Sunday he often had frost bites on nose and
cheeks.
There was plenty of work for me at home. There
was Bill and the teacher to look after. I had five head
of horses and five head of cattle, a few pigs and a
Hock of chickens to care for. We managed somehow;
but I was very glad when spring came and Ted was
home again.
One winter experience! shall always remember
happened around about 1934 or 35. Christmas was
coming and the teacher and pupils had been working
hard to put on a good concert. Around this time a
numbcr of new settlers had come into the district.
Some found things very strange as they had never
livcd on a farm before and it wasn't easy to adjust.
The night of the Christmas concert finally arrived
and we all attended and enjoyed it immensely. One of
the new settlers left the smaller chilclren at home in
their dad's care. while the mother and three olcler
children came to the concert on a stoneboat drawn by
one horse.
When the concert was over we came out of the
school to find that a storm hacl come up with wind
and blowing snow and very cold. We got home and
just dozeel off to sleep when there was a rap at the
door. Ted went to the claar ancl there stooel the mother
ancl three children nearly frozen and completely lost.
We got them into the house and quickly opened the
clraft on the tin heater and soon thawed them out.
When they were warmed and rested Ted lit the lantern: put on all his warm clothes and the family
climbed on the stone boat and Ted walked ahead ~f
the horse until they finally saw the light in their own
window. Then he ploughed his way home through the
storm; the round trip being about five miles.
When the second world war broke out Ted feIt he
should go. but it was 1941 before he finally enlisted.
He decided to try for the ground crew in the R. C. A. F
This meant he would have to gO to Saskatoon to
enlist. Where to get the rnone~y for a ticket and
expenses to Saskatoon') "Well," we decided, "yve

The Ted Cassons taken in our yard about 1945.

There he worked until war broke out in 1914.
Although only seventeen years of age he managed to
enlist and was well into France b~fore his p7u'ents
knew he hadjoined the army as a signaller. He spent
the next four years in the service of his country, much
of the timc in Egypt. When Armistice was signed in
1918 he was back in France.
~
After the war was over he completed his apprenticeship. receiving his papers as a fitter and turner in
Fcbruary 1920. He continued to work there until
1924 when he decided to immigrate to Canaela. He
came to S1. Boswells. Saskatchewan where he
worked on a farm for Mr. Watson. Later he rented a y,

Evelyn Casson. 1945.
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will dig seneca root to meet these. " This we did and
in July he enlisted and was stationed first at Belleview, Ontario, and then in Quebec. He came home

can't remember the penalty. but 1'm sure there nHlst
have been one, However. George Bishop was Ll good
fe!low and ['m sure he couldn't have been too hard on

in November for a few days embarkation leave and
then was sent overseas as an armOllrer.

me.

He spent the next three and one-half years in
England, France, Holland and Germany: and received honourable discharge in April 1945. We now
went back farming, and as we now had a tractor and
Bill was big enough to help we got along fairly well.
In 1953 I decided to go back teaching: having been
out of the profession for 21 years.
! taught at a number of schools in the arca, three
years at our own school of Cater: then in the
Medstead Central School where I continued to teach
until 1969. I then took a break and went back again
for three years more, the last two teaching kindergarten, a most enjoyable experience.
Ted passed away on November 11th, 1977 at the
age of SO: at our own farm having lived here for 50
years. He had a life membership to the Canadian
Legion. He was a good neighbour, willing to help
anyone when the need arose.
I still live on the farm where we spent so many
years together. I enjoy the growing of flowers and
vegetables and as Bill and family live nearby! can
see them often.

13m ami Louise Casson and Family
In writing a history of one's self, where do you
begin, and what on earth would there be of interest to
anybody else')
This of course, I cannot answer, so the only thing
I can give is what was of interest to me. Therefore,
for what it is worth, I will try to reminisce. "The
Great Depression", and I arrived at about the same
time. It probably doesn't have a date, but mine was
November 9, 1931. I think the Depression is better off
than I, because at least it has someone else to write up
its history.
Of the '30's, I remember very little. However, I
shall never forget the taste of salty cod fish, and of
going barefoot in the summer time. My memory
becomes more clear with the outbreak of World War
E, perhaps because my dadjoined the R.C-A.F. and
was away from '41-' 45. My mother and I stayed on
the farm during this time. It was while the war was on
that I got my first and only bike. We ordered it from
the Eaton's Catalogue. It came in the mail to
Bishop's, who had the post office and the store, with
two hand-operated gas pumps out front. In between
the pumps was a rack of oil botties. Anyway, we
assembled this bike in the store, and in my excitement to try it out, I hurriedly pushed over this rack of
oil bottles, breaking several and spilling the oil. I

Throughout the years I have ahvays been fascinated with the people who lived here, and I still get a
great thrill out of listening to stories told by some
person or other, of the trials anJ joys they have gone

through. trying to make a living in what is probably
one of the toughest environments on earth, people
who had little more than guts and a sense of humor. to
hear a sunburned old "snoose-che\ver" tell a yarn or
two is a great entertainment. Some of those that come
to my mind are Louis Christenson, Carl Johnson,
Len Capron, and Frank Johnson to name just a few:
a1l of whom were beautiful people with hearts of
gold. After the war years my folks usually had Prank
Johnson up for Christmas. One Christmas there was
Frank, Josh Perry and Mop Mawson. That was one of
the most entertaining Christmas Days 1 have ever
spent. Of course all the entertainment did not COlllC
by listening to stories. There were nUlllerous episodes that took place when threshing with Howard
Latimer's outfit that could fill a book in themselves.
One such time we were threshing at George Osborn's
when the outfit broke down, so some of liS went to
town, and of course camc back in great spirits. We
were sleeping in the barn, I believe. However, sleep
was not our intention, except one poor soul. Harry
Smith, who felt sleep was a necessary ingredient if
you planned on working the next day. So every time
Harry would e1rift off to sleep someone (not me of
course) would holler, "Schmidt wake Up'" most all
night long. Fortunately for us, Harry, who was a

Back: L. to R., Mr. Ted Casson. Second row: Jake Reimer, Bill
Casson. Third row: Mrs. Celia Willis, Sandra and Louise Casson. Fourth row: Perry and Earl Casson. Fifth row - Pete and
Tanley Klassen, Mrs. Evelyn Casson.

rocks and roots by nanc.l. at that time. So we "vent to
work in full force from Mother to Earl who was only
about three years old at the time, and finally got it all
cleaned u-p and seeded. So everything was looking
good except there \-vas no rain until the 7th of July. Of
course the rape, having been seeded shallow, didn't
come up until after the rain. When it did, of course it
grew fast and again was a beautiful stand. However,
an early frost said, "Not this year!" and we got the
entire crop in one truck 1oad.
Another yeac on our way to success, Jake Rein1er
and I had a joint pasture when he discovered a dead
calf.
He came over and told me, so we went to look and
found two or three more. We then called Dr. Jim
Bone who came and took specimens to send away to
confirm his suspicions of Blackleg, which is what it
was. Dr. Bone said we should burn all the carcasses
to clean it up. Before we were done we found thirteen
dead calves. l\'ying to dispose of these bodies was a
grisly task neither of us shall forget. But even this
was not without humor. Early one morning when we
Were walking the pasture, which was mostly bush,
looking for calves, we came into a small clearing.
There sunning themselves, were seven coyotes.
Upon seeing us they stood up and stretched and at
first we though they were wolves. Jake said, ''I'll bet
they have filled up on our calves." L still thinking
they were wolves, said, "I sure hope so." They slunk
off into the bush, and we found that they had been
filling up on our calves. We were not the only ones to
encounter Blackleg that fall. I believe about ninety
head were lost in the neighborhood. It did teach us
one thing however, and that was to vaccinate for
Blackleg thereafter.
The year of 1976 would have to be classed as
Tanley's year. She, being our eldest daughter; started
off with a project in 4-H and was also a Junior Leader.
Then in June of '76 she graduated ancl became engaged in the same clay. In November she was married
to Peter Klassen; quite enough for one year, we think.
Sandra, our second girl was also in 4-H for a
oumberofyears. She graduated in June of78. She is
also an avid hockey fan ano played goal for a girl's
hockey team. She worked in Saskatoon in the Colonial Motel for a year, und is presently enrolled in
Reeves Business College in North Battleford.
Perry, number three, is presently a grade ten
student and has been involved in hockey since 1972
which was an exciting experience. He was a Beef 4-H
member for a few years ancl still enjoys working with
cattle. We feel the Industrial Arts room in school has
been one of his greatest interests.
Earl, the youngest boy, presently taking his 8th
grade in M.C.H.S. has been involved in hockey

fairly good-sized cx-policeman, was also very goodnatured. However, I think he probably enjoyed
watching us drag around, trying to keep up pitching
bundles all the next day.
I also remember the lsland Lake fire in 1948,
which encompassed quite a fc\v sections of timber.
There were about fifty men and one bull-dozer. We
were divided into groups of ten or more to patrol the
fire guard. We had \vith us canvas backpacks for
hauling water. These were equipped with hand
pumps that would shoot the water twenty to thirty
feet or so to extinguish a small fire. ! don't recall
putting out many fires but we had a great time blasting away at each other with these pumps.
In 1950 I rented Mop Mawson's farm
SV,-20-51-14 which later we purchased, and we still
reside here.
I also worked on a land clearing outfit owned by
Alex Nelson for a couple years. There were long
hours and sometimes rough work, but we moved to
many places in this part of the country. We had a
bunkhouse with us but ate our meals with the fanners
we worked for. To meet these people, and eat at their
tables, was one of the joys of life I shall always
treasure.
In 19561 married the former Louise Geortzen of
the Spruce Creek district, west of Leoville. To this
union we presented the world with two girls; Tanley
on September 17, 1958; Sandra on March 8, 1960;
and two boys, Perry on March 12, 1964; and Earl on
April 5, 1966.
During these and following years we were trying
our best to become rich and famous, unfortunately
when trying to accomplish this goal in farming you
must take what nature deals out and sometimes this
can be a little unpredictable. I remember one such
year we had done about sixty acres of new breaking. I
had it fairly well-worked down, but not too well
cleaned of rocks and roots so took a chance and
seeded it anyway.
This particular summer we had a fairly good
growing season and the crop looked good, especially
this piece of breaking. ! thought because of the rocks
and roots I would leave this crop, which was barley,
standing for straight combining. 1 believe it was the
last week in September when the weather unleashed
about six inches of wet snow that Hattened the breaking crop. I believe the highest things on the field were
the rocks and roots. I tried to combine later. However,
it was of no use, so the next spring, 1 burned the crop
off.
Well, this was obviously not the way to manage
things so the next time around we had summerfallowed this same sixty acres and in the spring
decided on a rape crop. But first to clean off all the
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seemed to me at a speed of about a hundred and fifty
miles per hour. \-'lith no one to bc seen driving it.

since a little tad. ancl was also in Beef 4-H [()r a
while. His career will have to engulf roOD years if he
is to fulfil all of his boyhood dreams.
We have done a lot of grurnbiing over the years
abom the state of agriculture, the economy the government. the ,,veather and goodness know what all in
ollr search for that elusive fame and fortune. But
when one looks back at the positive things like gooci
health. plenty to cat. clean air. and freedom. I guess
we have had it all along.

Hov.,'cver, as it got closer. there "vas something sitting
on the seaL then \ve hcgan to vvonder. '"\Vili the
tractor come to a stop outside Of \'v'hat '?" The FonJson
Major came to a stop and Bernard Starling got orf of
it \vith a slTlull coal oil can in one hand.

When I was \'lorking for the Joe Vv'ilsons in
1 boarded the C. P R. train to head home to
Penn, Sask. (this is on the C. P. line to h1eadow
~.1cdstead,

Lake). In those clays the train stopped at every station
on route, of course after rvkdstcacL it \\!as Cater.

Louise Casson Story

Anyhow. a small friendly man got on and came

by Louise Casson
Being Bill had mentioned a little about me I'll try
and add a bit. Born on a farm at Rosthern, Sask. on
March 5, 1930 to John and Margaret Geortzen. That
year thunder was heard before I was a week old.
When I was four years old. we moved by rail in a
box car to Chitek, then with all the belongings. onto
the homestead SE 23-54-13 W3rd. With horses and
cows living on the west end of the barn and the six of
us making our home in an 8' x 16' on the opposite
side, while Dad was building a log house.
To see what Dad was doing. often my big brother
and! would have to craw I through a hole under the
bottom log.
School days were not happy ones for me. 1 hated
the going and coming to school, such winding bush
roads and paths. and the bridge over the creek when
too many were on it at one time.
The most frightening episode was when we
walked to school on freshly fallen snow. On our
return a distance of about a quarter of a mile or more
before entering into a heavy bluff of evergreens, we
sawall these dog footprints on our path, and so
many I At first we couldn't figure out why such large
prints, and they hadn't left our path, but turned and
headed back for the bush where we had to go. then it
struck us . . . timber wolves I
The next coming October we saw timber wolves
performing. The cattle were one-half mile north of
the yard grazing on stubble when two dark wolves
started to chase the herd. The cattle then started for
home as fast as they could come with the two dark
wolves in pursuit. then suddenly about forty rods
from the yard a third, light-colored wolf came out of
the edge of the field trying. I believe. to cut off part of
the herd. However. by this time they were so close to
the yard they became aware of the farm site and gave
up the chase.
Shortly after Mr. and Mrs. Dickman had pUle
chased the store at Cater. Of course with them busy in
the store. one visited them there. We happened to
look out the north store window, when we saw a large
tractor coming down the elevator road, which

OVer

to where 1 was sitting and started to talk. A conversation was on. and as he was about to leave, before

the train continued its journey he said, "You be
back." with his French accent- and this was Bili's
great-uncle. Josh Perry.

Mr, ami Mrs, Carl Carlson am! .Family
by Jean Carlson
Carl Carlson was known around Meclstead. Glenbush. Bourllcrnouth (his home) ancl Rabbit Lake. as
a man one would get to buzz up a pile of wood, or to
chop some feed for a month.

Carl Carlson in earlier days. threshing with Ken Brown.

Carl and Jean Carlson, 25th Wedding Anniversary in Glenbush hall, 1962. L. to R., Larry, Aubrey. Jean, Carl, Clayton,
Blaine.
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Larry Eves at Larkin, about halfway between

He married Jean Widdifield in 1937 and bought a
custom working outfit-tractor, one way, disc,'- etc.
and a threshing outfit. in partnership with Dick Harrison. He did that for a few years. Then they moved
into Glenbush in December ancl Carl worked for Jack
Harrison. They now had two boys. Clayton born in
1939 and Dale born in 1941.
Carl joined the army in January of 942. Jean and
the boys lived in Glenbush for awhile. Then moved to
Rabbit Lake to be ncar her mother, who was not in too
good health, but who moved to Toronto. So Jean and
boys stayed on with Margaret (Jean's sister) staying
with them until Carl came home in 1945.
Carl's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bowers,
passed away while Carl was overseas, leaving the
farm to Carl, so Jean, Margaret and the boys moved
onto the farm at Bournemouth. Jean bought a 1929
Model A Ford, and drove it here, there, and all over,
taking Margaret and boys.
Carl came home in October 1945 and they were
all happy, but little Dale passed away in January with
the flu. There were quite few deaths that winter with
flu. Carl farmed a few years, and they had Aubrey
born in 1947, and Elaine born in 1949.
They traded the farm for a service station in
Glenbush, trading with Marvin Schmof. They lived
in the house across the road from the service station.
Larry was born in December of 1950. The service
station wasn't too satisfactory for Carl as he had too
many friends, so he went to work for Jack Harrison in
Medstead at the l.H.C. Then he got work with the
Dept. of Highways and went to North Battleford on
Sunday afternoon or evening and home on Friday
night. Jean was alone all week with the boys and
doing the janitor work at the Glenbush school.
However, everything went fine until 1964, when
Carl's health started to play havoc and he had to quit
the highway job. They rented Art Fonda's farm east
of Glcnbush and bought his machinery. They fanned
for three years, the second year producing wonderful
crops with No. I wheat. Carl was so proud' They had
a wonderful garden out there too, but with hard
work. However, in '66 they decided to go to a warmer
climate for retiring, so moved to Enderby, B.C.
where Jean still lives. Carl passed away November
5th, 1976.
Clayton is married. He and Betty have a lovely
home on ten acres east of Vernon, B.C:. and have a
daughter and a son.
Aubrey is working for Depts. of Highways at
Yorkton, Sask. He is married, and he and Marge
have one son, Dale.
Blaine is married, and he and Jane live in Vernon,
and are expecting their first baby in May. Blaine
works for Crown Zellerback.

Enderby and Vernon. He is working for Okanagan

Mainline rizht now. He and his chum are renting a

mobile hon;e, as they have all their own furnitur~.

Mr. and Mrs. EskH Carlson
I was born at Viskafors. Sweden, on fvbrch :2!
1902: and came to Canada in December 1921.
'
. I ~!rrived at my uncle's place, after travelling hy
tram from New York to North Battleford, and by mail
carrier from Prince, Sask. to Park BiufL and su;pping
over one night at Cochin. The reason for comin~ to
Canada was because of difficult times in Swede; in
1921.
I started to work immediately after Christmas
1921, and worked for $10.00 per month, with room
and board, until April 1922. In April 1922, I went to
Prince looking for work, anel worked on a farm at that
time, receiving $45.00 per month, and very good
peopic to work for, with good meals and good treat-

ment.
While it was difficult for the first year or two,
generally speaking, I suffered no hardship, and people in general were verv kind and understanding.
! worked on farms' until 1927, at which ti~,e I
travelled north to drive a four-horse team hauling fish
from Buffalo Lake, Sask. to Cheecham, Alberta.
The round trip took eight days, we had one clay's rest,
and then another eight day trip. This was guite an
expenence.
[11 1928 I started to work as a salesman in Regina
and moved to Edmonton in 1937, where I hav~ re:
sided ever since. ! was married in December 1932 to
May Spence, and we have one son, whose name is
Lome. He is married to Shirley Wilkinson, and they
have three children, named Robert. Joan, and Linda.
REMARKS:
Canada has been good to us, we have ahvavs managed to have enough , havin{Jz=-.
cOlnfortabl~ livino-equarters and lots to eat: and even during the depression years of 1930- 1939, I was never without work,
although i realize that many others were not so fortunate. After the war ended in 1945, things became
even better. and \ve have nothing but good thoughts
for the conditions, and that applies to my wife, and
my son and grandchildren.
~

~

Gus Carlson Story
Gus Carlson, a bachelor, came to the Hillside
district in 1912, and located on the S .E. -20-47 -14. He
built a log cabin and broke up some land, and farmed
with oxen unti! 1920, when he changed to horses.
He built up quite a large herd of cattle. and had
several work horses. He liked having cats around and
had as many as seventeen at one time
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Gustav Carlson Jr., Gustav Carlson Sr., 1958.
cooked outside. We broke land and tried to raise
\vheat and oats for feed but rnany times the frost got it
first. Our grain had to be hauled all the way to Meota,
by team. It would take two days and many times we
slept under the wagon box and hoped it wouldn '(
ram.

Carl Carlson Sr. Carl Carlson Jr. and their little friend Arthur
Olson, 1935.

My mother Johanna Carlson milked the cows and
planted the garden. She carried all the water for her
washing that was done on the wash board. She baked
bread and cured the pork in salt brine. Everything
was done the hard way. Work was plentiful and
pleasures were few.
My uncle Carl was on the Guyhirne School
board. He was also a weed inspector for the R.M.
during the 1930's. His son JaimeI' passed away in
1921. He died of a heart attack at 18 years old. My
mother passed away in 1948 after a lengthy illness.
My father and I carried on alone for some years. but
we missed the home cooked meals that my mother

He didn't bake bread, but he made bannock, and
the coffee pot was always on the stove for anyone
who happened along.
Gus was a big man, he wore a size twelve shoe,
and had the biggest hands anyone had ever seen, One
day, when his neighbor, Mr Hess, was going to
North Battleford, Gus ordered a new hat, and told
Mr. Hess to get the biggest one he could find, and
then have it stretched. The storekeeper was very
surprised, but did as he was asked, When Mr, Hess
brought the hat home to Gus it fit just right.
Gus would cut and haul wood to Ward School,
and was a trustee on the board for six years, from
1926 to 1932.
Gus passed away in 1944, and was buried in Hyde
Park cemetery.

always made. My uncle Carl passed away in 1935 and

his son Carl.!!'. in 1953. Carl Jr. owned and operated a
threshing machine. He helped his neighbors in any
way he could. Those who knew him will remember.
My father has long since passed on and! am the
last of the Carlson family left. I have seen many
changes over the years, but no change \vas more
welcome than the railway in 1927. In my lifetime
they have gone from oxen drawn wagons to men
walking on the moon, and may i live to see the day
when all the world lives in peace.

The Gustav Carlson Family
My father Gustav Carlson and his brother Carl
left Mascabie Range, Minn. in 1910 to search for
farm land in Saskatchewan. They were both miners
and knew very little about farming and all the hardships of pioneer life. In the spring of 1911 we moved
to what is the Medstead district now. We went as far
as North Battleford by trai'n, and from there it was a
slow motion ride by ox team to our farms. We settled
on NE 2-50-15. Carl was a widower with two young
sons Jahner and Carl.
It took most of the summer to build our two log
homes. They were both two rooms and an attic for
storage space. In the meantime we lived in a tent and

Lawrence Carlson
I was born in Reginu on November 2, 1942. My
grandmother raised me while my mother \vas out
working. We lived on section 6. to\vnship 51, range
15. I started at Birch Lake School in 1952. When I
was fifteen years old I went out to work for dirferent
people as a laborer. During my school years times
were so hard I trapped and picked berries, anything
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to get food. M:y grandmother died in J960. 1 farmed

Their home was the most popular meeting place
in the district on mail days with the list of post office
patrons growing, every time another family moved
into the district.
Thus IN;:tS their way of life, until thev retired to
Sandwith in 1941. Louisa was plagued with ill-health

from 1963 to 1974 then moved to Cater where I still
reside.

Edgar Can Story
Edgar Carr. a carpenter in England, came to

Canada in 1909 or 1910 as far as Manitoba to look
over the country. He returned to England for his wife.
Louisa. and son. Arthur. They then~returned to Canada in 1911 travelling in the company of the Harry
Pnce LlIndy. to settle on N.E. Y4-23-47-IS in the
Hillside district on the next quarter to Louisa's sister
and brother-in-law. Sarah and Harry Price. Arthur
filed on N.E. !4-47-IS-W3rd.
The Hillside post office was installed in their
~ome in 1912 of which Edgar was postmaster. They
rarme.o on a small scale. raised a few cattle and kept a
stoppll1§! house. where a cup of tea. a piece of English
pastry and a warm fire was waiting for passers-by and
a warm barn for their horses. Many of the drivers
stopped on their way from the north with cattle for
market in North Battleford or with grain for Prince or
North Battlcford.
Arthur. their only son. joined the IS8th Overseas
Battalion in 1915. was sent overseas in 1916. He was
killed in action in 1918.

until 1941, when she passed away. Edgar passed H\Vay

in 1951. Both are resting in Hyde Park cemetery.

Gus Carstensen
Gus Carstensen arrived in Canada in i011 and in

1913 he married Mrs. Ida Sankev. mother of William
Sankey. Gus was a stonemason-and bricklayer.
Gus Carstensen and his brother. Chris. also had a
well-digging outfit and a thrcshimz machine and
worked for farmers in the district. ~
In the fall of 19 Jj. the family moved to the homestead located near Glenbush, on NE 19-49-14. Ida
ancl Gus had fOllr children. Peter. Hattie. Jans and
Roy. Pete and Hattie were born in the hOllse on the
homestead. Jans and Roy were born in the Slates. as
the family moved there later on.

Gus Carstensen (Bill Sankey's stepfather) and team consisting of one cow, a pair of oxen, and one horse (Boy is Billy
Burley of Gallivan).

Chris Carstensen
Chris married Anna Sankey (sister of Bill
Sankey) in 1917. in the Lutheran Church in Rabbit
Lake. Chris and Anna lived in the Glenbush district.
In the spring of 1919 they moved to Gallivan.

Chris and Anna Carstensen and their daughters Anna, left,
and Minnie, right.

Edgar and Louisa Carr in front of their home which housed the
Hillside Post Office.
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George Carter Story
George Carter came to Glenbush in 1026 with his
wife and one son W,lIlace. He built the hotel which
fvlrs. Carter operated vv'hile Mr. Carter managed the
Beaver Lumber yard. After his wife passed away Mr.
Carter moved to IVIeota. Wallace went to War. and
after returning, he became a bus driver on the route to

Meadow Lake. He now lives in Prince Albert. The
old Carter hotel was purchased by John Isaak and
moved to their farm north of Glenbush about 1943.
Mr. 1. Bargen now lives there.

George Cassidy.

The Cassidy Family
as remembered by Lily McKee (nee Cassidy)
My father, George William Cassidy, waS born in
Michigan, U.S.A. and came to Canada in his early
years as a professional wrestler. In 1910 he married
Pauline Collins in Meota. Saskatchewan, and settled
in Yawn, Sask., where Mr. Cassidy operated a pool
room and barber shop. They later moved to a farm in
the Cochin District until 1925. A new C.N.R. track
was being built in the north and a new village was
expected to start up. As yet the village survey had not
been completed so Mr. Cassidy rented a portion of
lanel from John Grant and put up a blacksmith shop
and small house. On May 4. 1926 he moved these
buildings onto lots on the new town site which was
later to be named Glenbush. This was the first house
in town. There were buildings being moved in all
summer and also being built. I remember the lumber
yard which was next to our blacksmith shop, it was
owned by a Mr. George Carter. the Carters also had a
small hotel or rooming house. The Doidge's had
moved in a store from four miles north of town and
were about the second house in Glenbush. William
Harrison built a store and living quarters, They had
formerly operated a store across the road from Avery
school which was two and a half miles south of
Glenbush. I recall two large Livery barns. Railway
ties were hauled from the north by team and sleigh to
the railway siding, as this was the most northerly
track at this time. The horses were put up at night in
the livery barns and men spent the night at one of the
hotels.
In 1927 Mr. Cassidy added a garage onto the
blacksmith shop and al~o had the Case Machinery
business and a threshing outfit as well as building a
few roads in the district. By 1928 the village had a

Wallace Carter holding Olive Penner. Mr. and Mrs. George
Carter, June, 1940.

e

Mr. George Carter with his pile 01 wood. Carol Harrison and
Olive Penner, March, 1942.
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population of about one hundred. The children of
school age attended Avery school which became
over-crowded. so school was held in the United
Church in Glenbush until the new school was built in
1930-31. This school was still standing when 1 last
visited the area in 1977. The mail was hauled by
horse and cutter during the winter from North Battleford. Hank Arness was the driver. When the tmck
was completed to Medstead the mail then came by
train. A few years after the C.N.R. track was built
another short line branch was built by the C.P.R.
which came from North Battleford ami joined the
C.N.R. track just east of G1cnbush. It was then
possible to go to North Hattleford and return the
same day which was on Friday. A return ticket cost
65¢ for children or 35¢ one way during the 1930's.
The Cassidy's had seven children. Bill. James.
Jack, Margaret. Mike, Lillian and Josephine. In 1942
Mr. Cassidy moved to New Westminster. B. C. where
he worked as a machinist until his death inl94B at the
age of seventy-six years. Mrs. Cassidy passed away
in 1978 at the age of ninety-four. In 1939 the boys
moved away one by one. James joined the air force.
Mike the army. and Jack worked in the Montreal war
factory where he married and later on was transferred
to B. C. They had two sons. Jack passed away in 1963
at the age of forty-six. Bill married and still resides in
Vancouver where he is retired. James married and
continued his studies in night school receiving severa! degrees. He owned an Industrial Engineering company in Vancouver until his death in 1969 at the age of
fifty-three. Margaret married Reg Durden of Vancouver and lived for a time there until her husband
was transferred to Seattle where shc still resides. She
was widowed in 1977. Mike married and lives in
Surrey. B.C. Lillian left for Ontario in 1940 where
she married Fred McKee of Oxdrif!. they have three
children all are married and live in the Dryden District of Northwestern Ontario. Josephine married Edward Henschel in New Westminster, H.C. They had
two daughters who are both married and reside in
Vancouver.

to see the town. Youth being what it was, they failed
to return in time to catch their ship before it sailed for
Vancouver. B. C. by way of the Horn (around the
southem tip of South America).
This was a very serioLls offence in those days, so
they immediately set out for Vancouver by CPR
railway. The rails were only completed to Calgary.
Alberta. The rest of the way was done by walking the
CPR right of way, getting food and some rides from
the work crews. This took about two months to
complete. but they got to Vancouver in time to join
their ship when it made port in Vancouver. This was
about the year IB85.
He later served seven years in the British Army.
and fought in the Boer War of IB98-1902 putting in
five years service in Egypt.
He married Ada Ann Francis (Nee Tong) of
Rhaydar. Wales in 1908. Frank came to settle in
Canada in June 1912. with his oldcst stepson. Percy
Francis. The rest of the family followed in the spring
of 1913. They consisted of mother Ada Ann, Dora
Francis, Sydney Francis, Jeanette Catlin and May
Catlin.
Frank worked for the CNR in Ontario ancl came
to North Battleford in 1917. He worked as a fireman
for the North Battleford Provincial (Mental) Hospital
until 1922. Then for the CN railway Meota section
until his retirement in 1935.
Frank homesteaded the North East Quarter section 24, Meota Municipality in 1917 and built a
hOllse. He moved the family in the spring of 1918.
They were mother Ada, Syd, Jenny. May and Bert
who was born in Toronto, Ontario on January 2!.
1916. Dora married and moved to B.C. Percy served
in the Canadian Army (World War 1914-1918).
In 1923 Frank let quarter 24 go and homesteaded
the southeast quarter 25 which was originally Percy
Francis' soldier settlement grant. Both quarters in
Meota Municipality bordered the west side of Round
Hill Municipality. He built a house on quarter 25
where the family lived the rest of the years in that
area.
Percy Francis married Yvonne Bedart of North
Battleford. She still resides in that city.
Syd Francis married Rose Dionne of the Lost
Horse Creek District.
Jenny Catlin married Ted Merriam from the
Dalroy District near Calgary. Alberta.
May Catlin married Leo Kosmick of the
Hatherleigh District.
Bert Catlin married Elsie Linkert of the Devonia
District.

A Partial History of the Catlin Family When
They Attended Classes at Lost Horse Creek
School
writtell by Herber! (Bert) Catlill.
Frank Catlin was born in Dublin. Ireland, on
November 18.1866. He joined the British Navy at the
very young age of fourteen years, and sailed over
most parts of the world in sailing ships (windjammers) for seven years. This was the minimum term
for service in those days.
One incident he told of. was making port at
Halifax, Nova Scotia. He and a companion got a pass

The first years of living in the area were much
different than the present day. I remember driving
many times to North Battleford by team. There was
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just a wagon trail fording Lost Horse Creek by the
Leslie-Holmes sheep ranch where the only spruce
tree grew in that area, and passed by the Murray farm
and Peter Letnes farm, and then angled 10 the North
Battleford Trail. All the way there was not OIle mile of
road allowance or graded road right to North Battlefort!. There were very few fences.
Our post office was Hillside in the home of the
Carr family who operated it for many a year. There
was no school in the area. Finally, there were enough
children in the area to justify the necessity of a
school. !n 1920 Lost Horse Creek School was built
and opened the spring of 1921. Some of the families
were the Cassidys, Bayfords, Seamans, Warrens,
Odgers and Catlins. The teacher was Mr. Catlin, as I
recall. He taught for two years, 1921-1922. In the
spring of 1923 at the age of seven, ! started school.
Our teacher was Miss Bellah Reed. She taught two
years 1923-1924. Lost Horse Creek School closed
down that fall due to so many families moving away.
There weren't enough children to open again until
1928 when many families moved into the area.
The two years ! attended Lost Horse Creek
School. I had many pleasant memories. Our teacher
was strict. but very friendly and was guite capable of
administering the three R's for the most benefit of the
pupils. We all liked her very much.
One incident I will never forget; I am very left
handed and of course commenced doing all my writing, etc. with the left hand. For reasons unknown,
this was strictly not allowed. After fair warning, the
punishment was a sharp rap over the left knuckles
with the pointer stick. Result - I cannot write left
handed and do not have good hand writing with my
right hand.
In 1924 the Murray Lake School was opened and
in 1925 we attended there. Several other children
besides ourselves attended Murray Lake School from
Lost Horse Creek School District. They were the
Cassidy, Oelger. and Seaman families.
The years of depression and drought came and in
1936 most of our family moved to British Columbia.
1 now reside with my wife in the District of Abbotsford, B.C. Our children are all married. We
know many people here from the Lost Horse Creek
area that we knew then. We have done very well here,
but still have many fond memories of our childhood
days back home in Saskatchewan.
Herbert (Ben) Catlin

to rent land and they L.'1rmed that for fourteen }'tars.

Finally the dry years got the best of them. They
moved north in the spring of 1933, \vhere they.' had a
C.P.R. quarter in the C'anyon School District hefore
rhe.y moved to S. VVi. quarter 27-49-16-W3 is 1935.
They lived just across frorn Mr. and ['Vlrs. Jan
Jansen.
Mrs. Carol' 'vvas their daughter She took care of
her mother the last fl:V/ months th~lt she lived.
In i942 they moved back somil, firsl to Milier-

dale and ftmilly to Eswn, I,vhere ivirs. CaLor and her
son Nlurray now live. [viurray does alJ the farming.
Mr. Cator passed (1vvay several years ago.
Tlk:ir daughter Jenny married Ben Van de Fiier, a
}'oung Dutchman, who had come out frorn ·Holland.
They live in New York.
Mrs. Cawr lives in the to\vn of Estun.

The Percy Chalk Family
suhmitted hy Ethel Knight
!Viy parents both came from Craydon, County uf
Surrey, EngJand. M'y father's name was Perc:;/, mother's name Ethel. Dad came over to this country in
1912, he was in the East first (Toronto). th,," finding
he didn't like it there. came to North Battleford,
there he delivered water.
My Dad then sent for my Mother. who also eame
in 1912. They were married in Saskatoon on the 4th of
.June, IlJI2 in the old 51. Johns Catheral on the same
spot as the new one stands today. My mother laughed
about the trip on the train to Saskatoon. As a young
\voman not kno\\'ing anything about the country, she
heard the conductor say Next stop, Saskatoon" so
she thought Vv'I1CIl the train stopped she should get
off. oniy to find that she was in a place called Bradwell not far from Saskatoon. There she was \vaiting
on the platform for my dad. \Vhen he: did not arrive.
the station agent saw that she looked worried and
figured out \vhat had happened. It all ended \vell as
H

they found that my Dad was waiting in Saskatoon for
his bricic-to-be; also a worried man. They lived in

Mr, ami MI'§, Gillis Cator
by HiIlcvi Byl
Mrs. and Mr. Cator came from Holland in the
spring of 1928, coming first to Cabri. where they
worked for a farmer for one year. Eventually they got

Arthur Chalk on the iarm, 1935.
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Percy Chalk, third from the left, standing next is Frank Warick,
schoolteacher, 1934.

trip from the farm, Mother had a good garden and did
canning as did everyone in those clays. The land was
cleared and horse and plough was used to turn the
sod, In the fall mv dad would go threshing as far as
Prince, which m~ant my mother was left' with two
small boys and a dog and neighbors, which did help,
My mother was handy with a gun. so she \vould
often have wild meaL partridge, prairie chicken. also

rabbits were used, The birds would sit on the roof of
the house so she would jusr go out and shoot them so
it made a good meal for her and the boys. One time a
prairie fire was near and at that time my Dad was
away threshing and someone told him rhat his family
was gone and his house. He came home a worried
man.
Cards were played at our house, also my Mother
taught Leslie the violin and Arthur had the guitar so
they had music. Later on the radio carne into the
house and that was entertainment. They also went to
dances at Guyhirne. The boys went to school there,
Mrs, Dunser was their reacher. I went to school at
ivledstead. Some of my teachers vvere f'vliss l'v1anning
and Mr. McCallum. In the early days Church was in
Medstead, Rev. Smith being the minister. It was a
little church and Mother played the organ, She also
belonged [0 the W,A, anel as you say my dad was a
layman and a councillor.
In the 1920's my dad had a car, This made things
better for travel. They would have a fair at Glenoush
anel my mother liked to sew and knit and would pur
her work in the fair. Also, North Battlefmel had a fair
and they would go to that.
In the early days the nearest Doctor was North
Battleford so if you were sick you had to look after

Mrs. Ethel Chalk with her grandaughter. Debbie Knight, 1957.

North Battlelcml for awhile and then my Dae! met a
man by the name of Jack Sparling and they came to
look for land near Medstead as it is today. Jack
Sparling built a house on the land next tll ours and
Dad built on ours. They helped each other. Jack
Sparling joined up in the first world war and was
killed. The land was later taken over by Jake Tollefson and he was one of our neighbors until his death.
The house on the farm wa; a log hOllse, not a big
one. but a good house as pan of it still stands today. A
new part was built out of lumber. !t wasn't easy for
my mother at first. She had to helD mv dad with the
haying and also had to learn how [(', set' up stooks and
how to milk cows, They had to go to old Medstcad in
those days for supplies. This was done by horse and
buggy and sleigh or cutter in the winter. It \vas a good
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yourself except for a Gov't nurse who clid travel the
countryside.
In the 1930's the car had to go and was turned into
a Bennett Buggy. Arthur left home to look for work
in Wilkie ancl Leslie stayed to help with the farm.
Arthur later on joined up and was killed Oct. 12,
1944. !n 1945 I left home and went to Saskatoon. !
married and lack and I have two girls. Janet and
Debbie. Janet was born in Saskatoon Dec. 1L 1948
and teaches school in Calgary. Debbie was born in
Saskatoon July 1953 and now is married, lives in
Saskatoon and works for the Wheatland Regional
Library. There arc no grandchildren.
In 1952 due to illness in the family, Mother sold
the farm. I do not know the name of the man that has
the farm, but I did go back to see the old place 4 years
ago and the house and barn still stand but the other
buildings have gone.
Farming today has changed. There is not so 111uch
mixed farming but grain and all machines doing the
work.
Dad passed away in 1950. Mother passed away in
1964. Leslie passed away in 1976. Everything that is
on this paper are the things that my mother ane! dad
told me. I was born in 1926. I don't remember that
much so the early days arc all from Mother and Dad.
I hope this is what you wanted and will look
forward to seeing the book when it is finished.

Lucille Chamberlain with Garth on lap and daughter, Audrey.

noses at human fooc!. She also ventured out in a snow
storm, losing her way, but Guy found her in time.
New family members started arriving with Garth
being born on December g, 1920, starting school at
Ward when he became of age. Audrey was born on
December I, 1923 and Iris, on March 14, 1925.
Another daughter, Janet was born in the U.S.A.
Lucile taught school at Ward for four months in
1923 as well as contributing her time to hand stitch
the school's first flag.
In time, Lucile felt that this country didn't have
much to offer for her children's education so she
moved back to Kirkwood, Missouri, in 1928 with her
family. They all went on to their chosen careers in
life. Garth working in an aerophone plant in SI.
Louis; Iris works as a house parent for disturbed
children in St. Louis county and Audrey teaches
school in Chicago, Illinois. Guy stayed on his homestead. His lifestyle did not change much throughout
the years. He lived off the land, raising cattle, turkeys
and chickens.
His health started failing in 1965 so he returned to
Springfield, Missouri where he passed away in July,
1967. Lucilc passed away in October, 1974.

Andy Chariton
Andy Chariton, a bachelOl~ originally from EnglaneL came from Wood Mountain, near the Montana
border in 1931, with the Robinson family, and located
on a C.P.R. quarter, the N. W. 1-48-15.
He had been a boxer in spite of the fact that he was
deaf. He spoke by notes. and was a great entertainer
and very clever.
After leaving here, it is believed he married and is
living somewhere in the Okanagan Valley in British
Columbia.

The Guy Chamberlain Story

The Chartier Story

Guy Franklin Chamberlain, a veteran from the
navy, having been stationed at the Great Lakes Training -Station, Lake County, Illinois, U. S. A. moved to
C~nada, with his wife, -Lucile, in 1919 to settle on
S.w. 26-47-15. He built a log cabin, then settlee!
down to a strange new life with a few cattle, horses
and a flock of chickens.
He dug a well with a spade, finding water at
fourteen feet, which produced enough water for his
needs and a lot of his neighbors' needs as well.
Lucile, unaccustomed to animals, tried to feed
the cows some bread, but the cows turned up their

Written by Mrs, G, Charlier
in 1924 I graduated as a nurse from the Moose
.Jaw General Hospital. I did private duty nursing in
Moose Jaw for threc years. In 1')28 I went to Rabbit
Lake to nurse in a Red Cross Hospital. Dr. Storey was
the Doctor there. Two years later the hospital was
taken over by the Municipalities. 1 \vas asked to stay
on as matron. It was then named the Rose Gill Hospital. I was there for tweive years. Marion Roebuck
was also a nurse there for five years and then she left
for B.C. She passed away April ''Y7 c, in Vancouver.
In 19401 married George Chartier, a Rabbit Lake
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Fred Chatfield, left, and Frank Young. Logging at SOderberg's
Mill,1936.

House and the smokestack at the Mental Hospital
were built.
Father Tom. brothers Jesse. Tom, and Fred wanted to homestead. They wanted one section in a block.
For this they had to go to Rabbit Lake. They moved to
the homestead in 1911. This fantasy they had of
building a house in the middle of a section so that
each of them could sleep on his own quarter section.
cost them dearly. in hard work picking stones as well
as the frost hazard. They walked across many single
quarter sections that were homesteadable much further south. that had no stones and little frost danger,
to get to their full section. The term "Green Englishmen" always annoyed Jesse. possibly with some
justification. In the early years. besides cleaning
land, picking stone, etc. Jesse hauled wheat to ancl
freight from Battieford with oxen.
After they had been on the homestead for a short
time they decided to send Father Tom back to England to bring the remainder of the family out to
Canada. Charlie and two sisters Lucy and Ethel.
]n 1914 Charlie joined the army and went back to
England. While there he married an English girl and
brought her back to the homestead in 1918. He soon
acquired land on the west side of the coulee and all of
his family was born there, later moved to Sandwith,
then to the coast.

Mr. and Mrs. George Chartier, 1939.

boy. He worked for the C N. R. We went to Moose
Jaw for a year and then George joined the army and
was overseas for almost four years. When George
came back he was still with the CN.R. and we went
to Medstead. After five years there George was
transferred to Young. Sask. where he stayed for
eleven years. then the CN.R. were closing out some
lines and that was one of them. We then moved to
Turtleford where George passed away in 1974. I am
now living in Moose Jaw.

J. Chatfield
Jesse Chatfield. arrived in Canada in 1904. at the
age of sixteen with $12 in his pocket and not knowing
a soul. He came from Tunbridge Wells Kent. England. The oldest son of a family of six.
He spent the first winter in Ontario, working for
his board. The hardest winter he ever spent in his
entire life. working from 4 a.m. till dark. The next
summer he worked and saved his money, which he
sent home to bring his brother Tom out. Together
they worked and continued to save to bring their
father. Fred out. All the time they were working and
bringing family out they were working their way
west. The first place they arrived at in Saskatchewan
was Borden. Finally in 1907 they arrived in BattJeford. They worked with teams hauling gravel to be
used in cement when the Battleford Town Hall. Court

Jesse Chatfield and Mary with two of their chilclren.
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In 1912, a girl by the name of Mary Tbth was
working as a housemaid for a family by the name of
Bradley. Their house caught fire and Mary woke, ran
and called Mr. Bradley who took the baby out. Mary
then jumped out an upstairs window with bare feet
and night dress onto snow-covered ground. Ran to
the chicken house where she knew there was a ladder.
took it back to the house, put it up against the house,
climbed back up and rescued two small girls. The
mother died in the fire. For this Mary got a scroll of
valour and gold brooch inscribed. "Presented to
Mary Tbth by the ladies of Battleford. Heroic act of
saving the two little Bradley girls from a burning
building. November 25, 1912." This story. along
with the scroll and brooch arc going to appear in the
Fred Light Museum in Battleford.
Mary continued to work for others as housemaid
till 1916. The last place she worked being Dr. Goodwm's.
In 1916 Jesse married Mary Toth who with her
family had emigrated from Hungary in 1903. Jesse
and Mary had five children: Jennie (Whitehead).
Santa Maria, California: Frances (Meyers). Millet,
Alherta: Bernice (Hawthorne). Ignace, Ontario now
back residing in Cochin: Jesse Chatfield Jr.. Cochin,
and Thomas Chatfield. Edmonton.
Jesse had brought his bride to the homestead and
they lived with the rest of the family for some years.
Mary cooking and cleaning for all. Their first-born
was young Reggie. but this was not to be, he only
lived two weeks. Next came Jennie.
Things were not all sunshine and what brought
things to a head was: one day when Jesse and Mary
were away, Granddad milked the cows. brought the
milk to separate, spilled it allan the kitchen floor.
Instead of cleaning it up, let the pigs in to clean it up.
Well that was it'
About 1921 they moved to Witchekan Lake to go
ranching. Times were tough and clays were long.
Mary took Jennie to the hayfields and one night when
they got home Jennie got down and kissed the noor.
This venture was not to be. Their cattle had been
bought at a high price and on time. With money still
owing, the young stock got blackleg and died. After
this they decided to move back to the homestead, but
this time built a sod-roof shack on the east side of the
coulee hill. Along with fanning his homestead Jesse
raised horses and did som" freighting. By this time
daughters Frances and Bernice were born. Jesse Jr.
was born in 1928, on Sec. 22-48-12-W3rd. As a
small child, probably one year, the girls were left
home to look after him. They put him in his pram and
pushed it alone down the coulee hill. When it reached
the bottom who should be there but Louie Schwalm.
Did he ever give the girls heck! Rightly so.

After many years of frost Jesse \.vas getting very
discouraged ancl decided to try and get closer to
fvIurray Lake a'vvaj' from the frost. Jesse, Mary" and
Jesse .If. along with Charlie his wife and young
Charije motored do\vn tu Cochin to look at a quarrer
of iand. That day a storm came up and [he car they
were in got hit by lightning. Nothing seriolls happened. In 1030 Jesse Chatfield Sc moved (rom the
homestead to the cast side of fV1LllTay Lake '.vhere
they farmed.
From there they starred to garden. In 1941 the
land at Cochin was purchased. Jesse Chatfield gardened there till 1953. He retired (0 North Batt1cford
and in 1959 he passed (lvva)'. Wife iViary passed on in
1963.
Jesse Jr. gardened his place till 1975. In 1975
Harry Meyers. oldest grandson of old Jesse, bought
the garden and it is no\\/ knO\Vll as Chatfield and
Meyers Market Garden.

The Nick Cherwoniak Family
This item appeared in the News Optimist in May
1977. The couple are now deceased, Nickolas Cherwoniak passed away September 14, 1977, and Mrs.
lowen Cherwoniak, August 16, 1')79.
Couple celebrate 50th anniversary: by Wanda J Ostef.
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Cherwoniak celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary at the home of their son
and daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Norman Nickolas
on May I. Gathered for the family dinner celebrations were their daughter and son-ill-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin (Beryl) Jones of Rabbit Lake: son, Herb
Cherwoniak of Prince Albert with sons Herbie ancI
Gordie (Marlene was unable to attend): son and
daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Don (Helen) Cher-

Nickolas and lowen Cherwoniak celebrate 50th Anniversary
May. 1977.
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woniak and children, Kerry and Stacey and son
William "Woody" Cherwoniak.
Other family members present were their grandSOIL Mr and Mrs. Earl (Vivan) Jones of Rabbit Lake
and granddaughteL Mr. and Mrs. Cliff (Dale) Rempie of Saskatoon. Mr. Chenvoniak's brother and sister-in-law. Mr and Mrs. Steve Chcrwoniak of Ltndis
and their daughter and family, fvh. and Mrs. Bruce
McConnell of Cancio. Also present was ML Cherwoniak's niece, lV'larie Scott of Landis.
In the morning fvtr. and fv1rs. Cherwoniak received a telephllne call from her sisteL May Wood of
Elmira. Ontario. and bouquet of !lowers in honor of
their anniversary. A one tier red rose decorated cake
graced the table with a miniature bridegroom and
bride in a gold elress on top.
Mr. and IV1rs. CherW()l1iak received rings, gifts of
the family.
During the afternoon open house (ca. many
friends and neighbllurs called and on behalf of the
people in the community. Gwen Ledinski presented
them with a tree branch that had gifts of money
hanging from it. Personal gifts were also received
from friends in the community.
Mr and Mrs. Nick Cherwoniak were married 50
years ago on April 22 in Saskatoon and have farmed
in the Medstead district since the mid-1930's.

L. to R.. Pete, Eva. Carl. Mary Chlopan.

tTies and cranberries. I\1ary dried the saskatoons anu
used them Us currants in cakes. She was known as a
very good cook and loved to have people drop in. The
nearest bank was in Glaslyn. They took an old trail
that skirted Birch Lake to get there.
Two children were born to Mary and Peter. CarrolL who lives in Regina and has two boys and two
girls. Eva is Mrs. Ra)'mond Strain, anu lives in
Calgary, and has a boy and a girl.
Mary and Peter were very happy on their farm.
There was a school at Cater and they would drive
down there to dances with a team of horses taking the
two children with them. There were no doctors or
dentists for miles. Bob and Laura Orr were the only
people in the vicinity who had a car and Boh \vas a
good Samaritan to many people.
Howard Curry was their closest neighbor Illr a
while. He used to come on Sundays and hawd dinner. Me. and Mrs. Bert Haynes also came quite often.
In the fall the sheaves were made into a stack until
the threshing machine could come and thresh them.
That was the hardest wait because money was so
badly needed to buy a few things. Grain was very
cheap. Pete took a sleigh load to Medstead and
brought back one sack of flour. a pair of overalls. a
smock which he really needed plus four dollars.
They were so glad. Mary dyed the flour sacks and
made Peter a shirt sewing all day by hand. All the
chiklren's clothes \\·'ere made from hand-me-downs.
There were patches upon patches.
Mary and Peter stayed for four years. They had
two children. one cow and calL five horses. pigs.
chickens. turkeys. (which the coyotes ate) also more
machinery. Peter found it hard to adjust to farming.
One clay they both went out to clear some land with
axes. They cleared two to three acres. They felled the
trees any way they wished to fall, not realizing they
had to be piled and burned. What a terrible job.
In 1936 it was a very dry summer. They sold their

Mary and Peter Chlopan (Chaplin)
In 1928-29 Peter was a cook for the railroad gang
which built the rail line from Ridgedale to Carrot
River Mary met him at that time and they corresponded for two years.
In 1930 or 31 the crew built the railroad from
Medstead to Meadow Lake. which was the Canadian
Pacific Railroad. Peter came along as cook. The boss
of the outfit was Ben '"Shorty" Bickler.
The C.PR. was selling some of their land and
Peter bought the N. W. quarter of section 25-51-15 for
$850.01l cash. There were no roads or ,schools. Peter
cleared some land and Ed Meersman broke it for
him. He started to build a log shack but went back to
Ridgedale where he and Mary were married. They
went to Carrot River and cooked in a lumber camp
but there was no money so they decided to come to
the farm temporarily.
They finished the shack. Mary chinked the cracks
with moss but it was very cold so they filled the
cracks with mud. There were two small rooms which
she calcimined. They bought four horses. a breaking
plow and the bare necessities to start farming. Also
they built a log barn ancl grew their first crop of oats
for the horses. Mary grew a lovely garden but they
had to build smudges around it to keep away the early
frosts. There were plenty of wild saskatoons. raspbe345

farm to Howard Latimer, loaded their belongings in a
scttier's car and moved to a farm at Ridgedale where
they farmed until 1956. Peter's health was failing so
they moved to Saskatoon where Peter passed away in
1962. on Oct. 31st.. ofa heart attack. Mary worked in
a nursing home, finally selling her horne and moving
to Regina. where she worked in a Bi-Rite-Drug Store
for four and a half years also one year in a jewellery

uncomfortable. I arrived in Winnipeg on May 17.
Then it was on to Edmonton. once again by train.
I was lured to Edmonton by' the promise of employment, however. there was none availabie. I found
a job burning. brush and picking roots fourteen miles
from Edmonton at a little French community called
Legal. I was there for two months. We had a language problem and I ended by leaving without any
pay.
I arrived in Saskatoon on August I. It was a frosty
day like! had never seen before. I was very low on
money but I met another Swiss fellow who was able
to direct me to a job on a farm at Dunciurn owned by a
German-American family. I enjoyed the work there
and with the help of the children and the rest of the
family I was able to learn English. I worked for this
family three years.
I worked for one summer for the Joe Bower
family. From there I went to Argo. Saskatchewan. I
did not like it there as it was sandy land. This land
would drift very badly and some of it had to be
seeded three times in the spring. I decided to pull out
as George Bower had talked me into going to
Medstead. In the spring of 1932 I loaded my belongings and moved there. That summer I worked in the

store.

In 1969 Mary married Russell Cockrane and still
lives in Regina.

Theodore Christen
1 was born on March 27. 1906 in Buochs.
Switzerland. I was the first born in a family of twelve
children'. six brothers and five sisters.
Because of poor wages and few jobs I left
Switzerland on April 24. 1927 on the ship "North
German Lloyd" a twenty-seven thousand ton Derflinger. It took ten days to make the journey. the first
three were calm and the last seven very stormy.
I arrived in Halifax. May 13. 1927. From there I
took an immigration train to Winnipeg. Conditions
aboard the train were very unpleasant and

Ted Christen's farm.
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After a while he came back with a hunch of spruce
branches. I asked him "Vhat do you vant mit clem'!"
He replied. "That's our mattress." He broke the
hranches into small bits, laid them abom six inches
deep on our bunk boards. laid a blanket over them
and that was our bed. I did not sleep so good that
nighi but after that it did not matter because 1 was too
tired to knov/ the difference. But believe me it \vas no
water bed. We took the logs to Soderberg's f\ilill at
Birch Lake Siding.
In 19391 helped to built highway No. 55 (as it was
then) from Max Drieschners to Fred Lemkes. Frank
Shepherd had good horses and feee! and I did the
\vork. The pay that we split was five or six dollars for
a twelve hour day. This is a far C1)' from what road
construction is today.
In 1941 I married Alvina Weser. Father Auclair
performed the ceremony. Alfred Miller was best
man. Lillian Arsenault was bridesmaid. Walter
Weser and Jean Shepherd were attendants. On October 24, 1942 our first child, Gertrude Hilda. was born
in Rabbit Lake Hospital.
On Sepmeter 19, 1944 our son Gerhard Alfred
was born. This was an evening that I will never
forget. It had rained for two days. The roads were in
very poor condition because in those days there was
very little gravel on any of the roads. ! had made
arrangements with Erwin Hundt that when the time
came he was to take my wife to the hospital. He was
living with Frank Kamm at that time, but when I
came to call I was informed that he was not home,
that he had gone to visit Herman Voss but would be
home very soon. It was dark by this time and I walked
back to the highway. I saw a light coming from the
east and I hoped it would be Erwin, and it was. He
told me he needed to get gas at Cater before we couid
leave. At this time gas was on ration and after seven
p.m. there were to be no gas sales, but considering
the circumstances George Bishop sold him some. By
now I could see that the time of delivery was coming
near and we were far away from Rabbit Lake so I
asked Adele VO:iS to come with us. Because of the
poor road conditions the car was all over the road but
with luck we arrived at Rabbit Lake and not any too
soon as our bouncing little boy was born about twenty minutes later. Erwin anel I had all the excitement
we need for anyone day.
In the winter of 1949 1 went to the bush with
Erwin Hundt. Gustav Bruns, and Bud Hill. At this
time I could tell that I had to replace the first shacks
on my place so I began to accumulate lumber year
after year.

brickyard east of Medstcad, location S.W. of Sec. 6,
Ed Schulkowsky is the present owner of that land. !
was cooking for fourteen men under very had conditions. The men were working all summer to get their
projects going. They never got any bricks made till
late that fall. As it turned out the bricks were of poor
quality and only a few were sold so there was no
money for any of the rnen that worked there all that
summer. That winter I stayed with the Joe Bower
family in an old log house that was on the lot where
the School Unit Office is now.
In the spring of 1932 I went to work for Frits
Steinhardt. I was there for three years during which
time Fred was born. I bought the N.E. 3-51-15. I did
not realize what a long hard road I had ahead of me.
In 1934 ! built my first log cabin, twelve by sixteen
feet. It had a sad roof and it was okay as long as it elid
not rain too hard. Alfred Miller broke the first twelve
acres of land for me. It was very dry that summer, not
a bit of moisture. The ground was like cement, and
we were in for some very dry years. The next four or
five years the crops were very poor. It finally got so
bad that there was no water to be found in any of the
sloughs and nobody in the whole neighbourhood had
a good well. In the summer we got along somehow,
but in the winter I had to haul water Frank Shepherd
built a water tank and Frank, Dugald McLean and I
took turns once a week to haul water from Birch Lake
at Bogart Bay. That was some job on a cold day.
I bought my first heifer from Dugald McLean. I
had no money but he needed hay so we were able to
make a deal. I got my first mare at an auction sale in
Glenbush from John Wilkenson. She was to be in foal
but was not. The next year she had a lovely filly and
from this mare I raised five colts.
For the next three falls I worked on a threshing
outfit for Joe Randall and for the next four or five
years with Erwin Hundt.
During the winters I would go fishing with Alfred
Miller. We fished in Birch Lake until there were no
more fish in it. We also fished at Cochin in both
lackfish and Murray Lakes. We fished in Chitek
Lake for three winters. Many cold days and nights
were spent there.
After that Alfred and I went to the bush to cut
logs. I remember the day we went to Mud Lake. We
arrived when it was near dark, I had no idea where we
were going until Alfred finally said "We 're there." I
asked Alfred, "Vhere is der camp"" "There it is."
was his reply. It was a shack about ten by twelve feet
and six feet high. with a tlat roof. I said to Alfred,
"Dare ure no vindows." He said we didn't need any
windows because we don't see the camp in the day
time. It was not quite just that way, but almost.
I made something to eat and Alfred went outside.

I was the cook in the camp but we had a rule that
the one who complained about the cooking was to be
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the next cook. It seemed though that 1 was stuck with
the job forever.
!Il the winter of '50-SL Otto Hundt, Helmut
Sommerfeld, Arthur and Walter Roske were the bush
crew, Erwin had erected the sawmill at Diver Lake.
He was not with us that winter as he had injured his
back so Otto was the manager then. We had a lot of
logs to saw but we finally finished in April.
One incident I remember was one cold bright
night when we were listening to ghost stories on the
radio. Haagen Pederson, a neighbouc had come to
visit. I had a pressure cooker on the stove preparing
our dinner for the next day. I was so interested in the
ghost stories that I did not pay any attention to the pot
on the stove. All of a sudden the safety plug let go
with a terrific bang, and the camp was full of steam in
seconds. I never saw anyone move so fast as Haagen
did. In seconds he was outside. My cooker was
empty and my meal was all gone.
In 1951-52 Erwin moved the mill to Island Lake.
Emil Drieschner was with us that winter and we
logged in the biggest poplar I had ever seen.
In the summer of 1950 I started to build a new
bam as myoid one was too small and had started to
cave in. The new bam was thirty four by sixty feet
long and thirty feet high. Willie Guhl was the carpenter and Albert Guhl was my helper. Since we had the
walls up, the ceiling in and the cement noor poured I
decided to barn the cattle in it that winter which was a
great improvement for me. 1 had to go back to the
bush that winter as I didn't have enough lumber to
finish the barn, it took twenty four thousand feet
alone.
After the barn was finished I added onto the
house. I added three times before! had it the way I
wanted it. I would like to mention at this time that all
the buildings on this place are built from lumber that!
had taken from the bush myself.
I was school trustee for the Birch Lake school
district for twenty-five years, twenty-three of them as
chairman. I was member of Central Board in
Medstcad for sixteen years. I was involved with the
Cater-Birch Lake 4-H Beef Club for sixteen years,
fourteen years as leader. I was on the Meclstead
Wheat Pool Committee for nineteen years, seventeen
of those as chairman. These are positions that gave
me great enjoyment and the opportunity to meet
many wonderful people. I would also like to mention
at this time that I have been very lucky to have
wondeli'ul neighbours, that I could call on for help
any time I needed them.
In 1972 I returned to Switzerland for a visit. On
June 12 ! left by air from Saskatoon to Toronto and by
jet to Zurich, Switzerland. Just seven hours of travel
and once again I was united with my family. I was

mer by two brothers, two sisters and some of their
family.
in forty-five years great changes had taken place.
HIther, Mother. four brothers and three sisters had
since passed away. The tiny viHages of the past had
grown trernendously and the roads were now paved
to the farm hOllses and up the mountain side. Roses
wefe in bloom everywhere and the lawns \vere beautifully landscaped. The abundance of rain had made
it a veritable paradise.
I will always fondly remember the excursion
down the beautiful Lake Luzerne by cruiser. I visited
the Swiss Forest in the company of my nephew, a
forester. There were Douglas fir, oak, ash, beech,
elm and spruce. Many trees were marked for cutting,
removed and another planted in its place. The Swiss
government has a reforestation program on a large
scale. The growth of the forest is great. A spruce may
grow nine feet in three years and a full grown fir may
be one hundred and twenty feet high. Acres and acres
of loganberries grow in the Swiss forest.
I admired the Swiss children. They were pleasant, polite and were cordial to strangers. The elderly
people received a pension at the age of sixty. They
carryon their daily tasks happily and carefree. All
the people seem secure in their livelihood. The
young people leave school in the fall secure in the
knowledge that there will be a place for them in their
trade or profession.
One extremely happy event that took place during
my visit was the reunion of my class. The years have
dealt with my classmates, how much they have
changed. ! wonder, have! changed as much?
! managed to visit all my brothers and sisters, two
maternal aunts and uncles, nieces, nephews and
cousins. Although people and places had changed
greatly, conditions had improved. The Swiss government is doing a tremendous job of serving and satisfying the people. The beautiful Lake Luzerne still is
sparkling at the grandeur of the great Alps look down
unchanged all the peaceful valleys below. I brought
back a wealth of stories, photos, and happy memories
of the grandest visit ever. to this hospitable little
country.

The Churchill Family
written by Muriel
Much of this is taken from the memoirs or my
rather which he compiled during the late sixties and
completed only a short time before his death in
November of 1970.E
My great-grandfather Churchill emigrated from
Ireland and took up a homestead in the southern part
of Ontario near St. Thomas. When his son, my
grandfather, was seventeen years old he set (Jut to
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Charlie and Dad Churchill replace horses with new John
Deere AR to cut the crop. Aug, 1940.

signing his position. he left Mother ami my two
brothers in North Battlel'ord with friends while he
came to get settled. Mother followed after two
weeks. coming out with the man who hauled the
mail. He bought four horses. three milk cows. two
pigs and some chickens. With second-hand machinery he was now prepared to farm. He hired a man 10
seed his twenty-two acres to Marquis wheat and it
looked like a bumper crop until that July. 1927. when
a killing frost ruined it. Dad wrote that after one-half
hour of threshing they quit. He stored the frozen
bundles on the sod roof of the old log barn. Some
eleven years later during the terrible drought. he
brought them down to feed his cattle.
While teaching. Dad was accustomed to a light
breakfast of toast and coffee. Farming. however,
meant earlier rising. So often did he stop his horses
by the house for a second breakfast at 9:30. that they
would stop automatically at that time for their morning break.
Losing the first crop was a terrible blow so wben
the neighbor. Mr. Shepherd. who was chairman of
the local school board. offered Dad the school. he
took it gratefully. From tbe $70 a month salary. be
paid a hired man $40 to keep the farm running. It was
during his teaching career at Hyde Park that 1 was
born in 1931 at the nearest hospital at Rabbit Lake and
like so many others of that time. delivered by the
"famous" Dr. Storey.
My only recollection of the doctor was of the
Friday trip to North Battleford by train. People from
Sandwith boarded the train about 9:00 a.m. to arrive
in North Battleford about 11:30 a.m. Time to eat at
the "Gold Leaf". "Dominion" or "Savoy" restaurant. and time to get your business. doctor. or dental
appointment over and catch the train back to Sandwith at about 5:00 p.m. Those trips home were always more boisterous with everYlllle in good humor
and more apt to socialize with others in the coach. Dr.
Storey invariably was in fine voice and kept the coach
alive with his stories.
When I was ready to start school, my father was

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Churchill celebrate their 50th Wedding
Anniversary.

seek his fortune and finally settled in Chicago.
U.S.A. He married. and my father. Charles Coburn
Churchill. was born there. the second of nine children. The family moved back to Ontario to a farm
about a mile from Lake Erie and later to another farm
of about two hundred acres ncar 5t. Thomas to run a
dairy to supply the city with milk. My father came
West to take his teacher training in Saskatchewan
with $300 to pay for his fare. Normal School fees and
board until he found employment. His first employment was at Blaine Lake in 1913 - armed with an
official "Third Class Teaching Certificate".

C

Between the years of 1913-1920 Father's parents
and family followed him West to homestead at
Thackery about ten miles north of Wilkie.
Father and Mother were married in Saskatoon in
1920. Dad continued to teach until 1927 when he left
teaching to farm at Sandwith. In 1926 Dad was advised by his doctor to get outdoors more for his
health. so upon hearing of some cheap land he and
his friend. Harry Thistlethwaite. came to North Battleford where a real estate agent drove them to see
some parkland. Dad bought a quarter section seven
miles south of Glenbush. It was fairly level with
some old log buildings and had been partially cultivated. Dad hired a man to erect a house and barn.
another to plow his twenty-two acres. and went back
to Marcelin to teach until the following spring. Re349

once again advIsed by his doctor to leave teaching for
his heart was troubling him. He did not resume
teaching until I began my grade nine. In these nine
years when \ve were all at home our community had a
warm. vibrant feeling. Our neighbours would share
such things as woodcutting, bam building, threshing. Mother was active with the Homemakers and led
a group of young ladies in the district. Fhther was
appointed the J.P. (Justice of the Peace) and held
"court" in our kitchen. He also took employment
from the Prairie Farm Assistance to earn extra lTlOney
for the ever increasing costs. Charlie and Jim took on
more of the work of the farm - Charlie eventually
buying Slim Elam's land and batching there until he
married Margaret Cotton of Robinhood. My parents
promoted our musical abilities by buying instruments and giving much encouragement. We had a
family orchestra for some time, Charlie on violin,
Jim on banjo and myself on piano. I was quite young
and so grateful for the people who spelled me off for
a dance or two. Arlie Griffin was my favorite "Speller". We would also play with John German and Mike
Zawalsky and I felt like I'd hit the big-time.
Among my early teachers 1 recall Miss Kreick
and Mary Griffin who was followed by Kay Nouch.
Mrs. Nouch brought a sense of the theatre to our
district and the out-of-school young adults would put
on plays and minstrel shows to be taken to neighbouring districts in the winter months. She wrote plays for
us school children and entered us in the drama festival in North Battleford. I can still remember the
play "Eldorado" in which Willie Sankey and I won
best actor and actress awards for the northwestern
region. held in North Battleford.
Another community leader was Mrs. Grant who
organized the first Sandwith pack of Brownies and
later Guides. I vividly remember one treasure-hunt
held at the Grant farm when Mrs. Grant's son, Fred,
laid the trail soon to be followed by a group of
screaming girls. I don't remember what the "treasure" was but Mrs. Grant's caraway seed cookies
were deliciolls.
Father, a reluctant farmer, felt well enough to go
back to teaching, so as soon as his doctor gave him
the go-ahead, he applied for a position. He obtained
one by return mail, and within another week Dad
went to Big Bush School north of S1. Walburg. He
had been kicked by a balky mare and hospitalized for
many weeks with a splinted leg and a severe hernia so
Mother went with him weekends and came back to
help Jim and me during the week. Jim was eighteen
and I thirteen and a bit young to handle some of the
farm duties.
For example, in the fall one of the pigs got out of
the pen and when Jim put it back it fell awkwardly

pulling its leg out of joint. Jim decided we'd better
butcher it and got the pig on a rope out to the yard. [
loaded the 22 rifle. held the rope ami shut my eyes
while the deed was done.
Roland was born to Charlie and Margaret on the
farm one March morning. Thank goodness for wonderful neighbours ~ Later they had another son, Brian,
and this time they were nearer the hospital as Jim
Grant was driving them to North Battleford and
mother \vas delivering the baby on the way.
I took my grades eleven and t\velve in Batt1eford
residing at the United Church School Home. I shared
a room with Betty Steppat of !ffley, Hilda Kuchler
from Bournmouth, Agnes Simpson and Golic Phillips of Richard and Shirley Taylor of Speers. The one
"must" was that whoever got home for the weekend
brought cookies, etc. to share as we were always
hungry after farm cooking. I took my friend Betty
home for a weekend hoping that my brother Jim
would be attracted. He was. but it was to her sister
Mary, whom he married the following year.
Mary and Jim were married in June 1950, the
year I graduated from Teachers' College (Normal
School - Saskatoon). They settled on the family
farm while Mother and Dad. preparing for retirement. bought a home in North Battleford
My first year of teaching was at Lost Horse Creek
and it was a grand year. 1 had a small teacherage
across the schoolyard at the top of the coulee. My
neighbours could be seen across the bridge about a
third of a mile away so although I was alone it was not
lonely. Enrollment was only seventeen but there was
every grade to grade nine and with the Social Studies
course just changed I had all I could do to keep up
with my grade nine student, Ralph Barker. I purchased a 1927 Chev Coupe from Art Seamons and
when a fire got away used the coupe to evacuate all
my students to Hillside. where Art and Margaret
Price had the Post Office.
I moved to Parkdale SchooL ten miles west of
Glaslyn and there met my husband to be, Rudy
Schick. We were married in 1953 and had two
daughers, Susan and Beverly. By this time Jim and
Mary also had two daughters, Maria and Judith to be
followecl by a boy, Jim. Jim and Mary moved to
Scentgrass to a lovely farm across the lake from the
Steppats (Mary's parents). Chariie, Margaret and
their boys had moved to Creston, British Columbia in
1954 so the Churchill family no longer resided in
Sandwith. Father retired from teaching in 1956 and
they moved to 1301 George Street, North Battleford.
Rudy and I moved to Wilkie in 1955. In January
of 1957 Rudy was killed in a house fire. That same
fall Jim took polio so Mary and! were both alone to
raise our families. Jim lived until 1961 and Mary and
3S0

Mom and Dad were all living in Saskatoon to be near
him.
I went back teaching. taking a substitute job at
Forest Hall for Mrs. Jack Peters who had taken ill.
That fall I was asked to teach North Battleforc!'s first
special class for the mentally handicapped and thus
began a ne\v career for me.
Mary raised her family in Saskatoon. Now the
children are all married and have children of their
own. Mary's children live in Saskatoon. Charlie's
boys are both in Fort S1. John, while 1 have one
daughter in Saskatoon and the other in Burnaby.
In 1978l married Harry Selinger of Unity, and in
1979 retired to be with him. PS. by Hyde Park
representative on the history committee.
It is only fitting that a postscript be added to fill in
a heart-warming recent chapter in the story of the
Churchill family, that is only hinted at by Muriel
when she says in her second last paragraph, .. and
thus began a new career for me" .
Having had far more than her fair share of life's
knocks, as can be gathered from the story, Muriel
devoted herself to helping a group of others who were
facing difficult lives, the mentally handicapped children in North Battieford. She started this work at
Alexander School, in 1957, as the first teacher hired
to teach the mentally retarded. She had a class of six.
The work continued and grew. In the words of Mr.
Ernie Gould, general manager of the News Optimist,
"In 1961 when the new Centenial Park School was
built, Muriel, with her students, moved there. Except
for two and one-half years at the Winnifred Stewart
School in Edmonton, Mrs, Selinger served at Centennial Park School as teacher, principal and a loving
sympathetic worker for the care and welfare of retarded children until her retirement in 1979."
The occasion was the North Battlet'ord Citizen of
the Year Award banquet and Muriel, now Mrs. Selinger, was the guest of honour. The city was expressing its appreciation.
In her response, Muriel said something we might
all remember, "It is nice to know that when you help
someone up a hill, you are a little nearer to the top
yourself. "

one in those days beforc stone pickers. better rnachincry and tractors made farming this stony area
more feasible. There were few side jobs available to
help finance starting a farm. Charlie and iv1mgarcr
decided, after a few' years that there had to be beHer
opportunities for them elsc'vvhere.
They sold their farm to Karl Kuchler and held an
auction sale to dispuse of the rest of 'vI/hut \,1,:asn'£
going with them. On August 10, 1951, they and their
two sons, Roland, born March 10. 1947. and Brian
Philip, born May 18, 1949, moved to Creston, British
Columbia.
There have been several moves sinCe then and
several occupations including operating a store. In
October. 1955 they moved to CranlJrooK and in September, 1972 to Canal Flats. Then from November,
1977, to July 1979, their horne was in Alert Bav.
Charlie ;md Margaret no\v reside at Fraser Lake
here Charlie is postmaster. the same position he held
in Alert Bay.
Their son Roland married Dianne Rathwell on
February 9, 1968. Roland and Dianne have three
children: Cameron Ray, born September 2, 1968,
Derek Jason born September 10, 1971, and Marcy
Divina, born October 7, 1974. Roland is a banker at
Fort St. John, British Columbia.
The second son Brian Philip, on June I, 1974,
married Rita Dobrowolski. They have two children:
Arnica Mae, born March 12, 1977, and Silena Ann,
born June 1,1979. Brian works as a wildlife biologist
in Fort St. John, British Columbia.
Charlie and Margaret Churchill returned in April, 1980, from a holiday trip to Australia. They are
making plans to return to the Sandwith community to
renew old memories and see old sights, joining the
community homecoming held in connection with
Saskatchewan's seventy-fifth anniversary as a
provmce.
<

Mrs, Martha Clark (nee Ueland) Story
I taught at Marron School from July till December in 1923. It was a happy experience for me. The
school was located inside a fence! remember. It was a
white building and the windows faced north and east
so it was bright in the morning.
The enrollment was small and only went up to
grade four at the time. Marron has the distinction of
having the best grade one I ever had. All the children
were seven years old and! believe quite rc"dy for
school.
It seemed as though everyone lived a distance
from school. ! drove a horse all the time because the
family where I boarded supplied the school with
water. I boarded with the Schmitz family. They were
German, Mrs. Schmitz had come from Vienna.

Charles and Margaret Churchill
Charles Winston, eldest son of C. C. Churchill of
the Sandwith district, married Margaret Ruth Cotton
of the Robinhood district on June I, 1944.
They took over the Slim Elam farm, the N. W.
21-48-14, and proceeded to have a go at farming. The
location was close and therefore convenient for exchange of help between Charlie's and the home farm
operated by his father and brother, Jim.
Farming conditions were not very good for any351

Thes.:: arc the children as [ remember them fviarie Egeland. her family hau lived at Saskatchel,van
Landing: Harlan Hare, Lily Jones. John Anderson,
Clarence Anderson. Marie and Emily Schrnilz.
Louis Kiidaw. Johnnie Kildaw. Edward Jones. If I
have left out anyone, forgive me.
I enjoyed Marron School very much as there
seemed to be a lot of social !ife at the time. I met the
Roberts family vvho lived on the next quarter section
and they \\'ere very good to me. Mcvie (Roberts)
Robson and I still correspond. Time never stands
still, I have only managed to draw one granddaughter
into the profe:-;sion. though my own three children
have all taught at various levels in times past. i went
back to work when my family was off my hands and I
retired from the profession. In my mind's eye Marron
School still stands inside the fence - always Il1
sunshine.

Pderb()rough hosj.lital and \vas buried in Ro:-.cmount
Memorial Cemetery in Peterborough.
The family presently resides: Edythe in Cut
Knife. SasKatchc\van, \1;:lbd and Beatrice in Toronto, Ontariu and Carncron in Carcross. Yukon.

The Clifton Family
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cliftun and their two chilelren Gladys and Arthur, came 10 North Battleford
from Macclesfield, England, in il)12 or 191.3. tvir.
Clifton worked at the asylum as a brickbyer. Like
many others, he heard of the homesteads in the area,
which later became the Carroi!ton district. He filed
on the NE 30-13-50 W3rd.
Like many other tradesmen. he worked away
frorn home while hi:-; family remained on the homestead to perform the required residential duties, etc.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Clifton served terms (at variOllS times) on the Carrollton School Board. Their
children attended Carrollton school. They, together
with other early pioneers. helped to form the friendly
community of Carrollton, by intense interest and
participation.
After many years of farming. they moved to
Spiritwood. Arthur also sold out and moved to Spiritwood. They built two homes there. Mr. Clifton and
son were engaged in the building trade for a few
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton celebrated their golden
wedding while living in Spiritwood.
Mrs. Clifton passed away in the summer of 1958
at the age of eighty-five. Mr Clifton died in 1962 at
the age of eighty-four.
Arthur Clifton married Gladys Larson (from the
Birnamwood district). They had four sons, Keith.
Vern. Lvle and Dale. Arthur had a hardware store in
Spiritwl~od. He sold out in 1968 and moved to Vic-

John Richard Clayton and Family
as told by Edythe (Clayton) Ferguson
John Clayton was born in Hope township in Durham County. Ontario on March 31. 1388. He and his
brother Harry came to SaSKatchewan in 1908. John
built a log cabin 16' x 14' in 1908 on N.E.Y4 of 8th
section 51 Twp .. 15 Range of 3rd Meridian. He lived
in a tent for a short time and began residence on
December L 1908. His address was Birch Lake P.O.
]n 1912 both brothers made an application for a
homestead. John on the N. E. quarter section of Section 8 as above and Harry on the N. W. yuarter of Sec.
8 as above. By this time they each had built a log
cabin. a stable and a well. They also each had IivestoCK. two oxen and seven cattle. John had ten acres
of crop in 1911 and twenty acres of crop in 1912 with
ten acres of summerfallow.
In North Battleford on November 18. 1914. John
married Christina Jane Fraser, who \\'as born in
Huron County. Ontario. and taught school at Birch
Lake.
The John Clayton family had four children, three
girls and one boy namely: Edythe Laurel. Beatrice
Jane. Cameron Richard. and Mabel !sobel.
A tragedy came to the family upon the death of
their mother in a Saskatoon Hospital on July 29.
1922.
Two sisters of john Clayton came by train from
Ontario and took the family back to Ontario shortly
after the death of their mother.
The father later moved to Ontario and since his
mother had been bereaved of her husband. he bought
a small farm at Fraserville and she lived with him and
the younger children.
John Clayton died on September 29. 1963 in a

L. to R., Arthur Clifton. Gladys (Clifton) Holman, Charles
Holman, Mrs. Jessie Clifton, Mr. Ernest Clifton, boy, Kenneth
Holman, 1929.
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toria, B.C .. where he still resides. His \,vife, Gladys,
died in May, 1976.

The cuuntrv Vi/as
at that time. and crops
\\'ere uncertain. Those \"vho keDt cattk \overe bettt:r
off. It \vas ~lhout forty-five mik~ to North Battkford
and \vas a long trip \.vith h1..11'ses and much lon~er v-ilth
oxen, the latter taking four or five davs. It fru~k quite
a difference to the countrv \vith sm~ll towns spl:in!!ing up here and there. The' first qnfe in the early da~'s
\.vas at Sani.hvith. in the next to\vnshin to the so'mh." it
\vas a lng building o\\,'ncd by lrarn R'aines. L.iter OIL
this store closed and a store and post office started in
Glenbush. across from the Avery SL'hool. Tvv'o of the
O\VlkrS \Vere Billy Doidge and \\/illiam Harrison.
\\;!hen the railroad came. this huildirE! V:clS movc:d to
the railroad station tvv'O and a half m'ilcs nonh. The
school \vas closed sumetime later and a nc\.v one buiit
at Glenbush.
Soon after the C!unas\ arriVed at Glenbush~ l'vlrs.
Clunas' brother from Scotiand arri\'ecl, James Grant
and his \vife and six children. James, Petcr. John.
Elizabeth. Alice and Edith. Alice taught at the Avery
Schoo! for a short time, and as rar as is knovvn, Edith
is the only one living and resides in Vancouver. The
sons took up homesteads and James Grant Sr. acted as
veterinary.' in the community fur some years.
Many local men \vere volunteers in the First
""Torld War. Among them vv'crc Angus CILows, John
and Biliy Roberts, Larson and son, Carl. G. Newman, Dave Sasseen, Ben and George Walker. Ernie
Wells, Tommy Rackett, Gordon an~1 Eric Sheppard
of Sandwith, Bill Kensil and thc Williams hrothers,
Gordon and Chester. and Sam PelT\,' were a fc\v.
In 1918 the home place was' sold to Henry
fVlichea!: Angus farm to Dave Pauls later. and Andrew Jr. 's to Peter Grant in the early 20's. He married
Ada Raines from Sandwith in 1910. and after he sold
that and moved to North Vancouver. later moving
into Vancouver proper and retired. He passed away in
1968 at the age of eighty-six.
Andrew Clunas Sr. passed avvav in Nonh Battleford in 1923 at the age of seventv~
Mrs. Clunas. died at North Battleforci in !943 at
the age of eighty-five.
Edward Clunas died in Gris\vold. rvlan .. aged
nine. Angus Clunas retired from farrninQ in 1945 :ifH.i
moved to North Batt1cford where he Ii;ed for tnany
years. He p~lssed u\vay in !967 at the age of eightyone.

Chmas Story
by Percy Chmas
Andrew Clunas. his wife Marv and their eight
children, immigrated to Canada {rom Scot!and~ in
1901. settling at Griswold. Manitoba, where they
farmed for several years. Names of the children
were. Andrew .If.. Marian. Agnus. Catherine. Margaret. Elizabeth, Netta and Echvard. Tvllo more sons
were born later, John in 1902, and Percy in 1904.
In 1908 the family moved from Manitoba to
Glenbush, Sask .. where Andrew Sr. and .11'. and Angus took up homesteads. One was the N. E.
Yo-I0-49-14 where the parents and some of the family
resided until 1918. By this time the girls had left
home and were on their own. The Clunas girls,
except for Netta did not live at Glenbush. Netta. Jack
and Percy were the only ones to attend school there.
A log shack was built on the Clunas land. N. E.
Yo-I0-49-14, and was replaced two years later by a
hewn spruce log house. The upstairs had three bedrooms, downstairs had one bedroom, a living room
and kitchen. This building is still standing after sixty-nine years.
Some of the other settlers were Sasseens. Jess
Field, All' Clarke. George Gordon, Harry Thompson, the Grants, the Newmans. Kensil brothers,
Chris Halvorson, Jake Tolifson. Henry MicheaL Ed
Schultz, the Wells family, Jimmy Gilchrist, the Reynolds family, Cecil McLaughlin, Alex Duncan,
Dan Henders. George Avery, Gus and Chris Carstinson, Jack Smith, the McGuiness family and Dixon.
Gordon and Chester Williams, and the Haubolds and
Roberts families.
The land was soon all homesteaded around Glenbush and a school was built on the Avery land, and
was named after him. The first teacher was Cecil
McLaughlin, followed by Alice Grant. Miss Norton.
Miss Thompson. Miss Stewart. Julius Schrump,
Miss Gavin, Mrs. Tolan and Mrs. Muirhead. These
teachers taught in the period between the start of the
school and 1918.
The country in the early days was about fifty
percent parkland, with open places covered with
prairie wool. grass that made very good feed for
stock. Horses rustled all winter by pawing the snow
away to get at the grass below. Many sloughs in the
district went dry in the summer ami provided hay
called slough hay. and was considered better for
cattle than for horses.
Ducks, sharp tailed grouse and ruffed grouse of
up to two hundred could be seen 111 early tall. Big
game could be had about ten miles northeast of
Glenbush.

i'vlariZlll (Case) died in Brnndon~ 197 ..L aged nint::-

ty.
p
Catherine (Hammond) died in \'v'inniJ)e
[" ;;:c.
Margaret (Clunas) died in Victoria in I9Sf:, a:.::ed
sixty-six.
~
Elizabeth (Jackson) died in U.S.A.
Netta (Crane) died in Brandon 1972, aged seventy-six.
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John Ciunas sold the farm at North Battleforu in

1945 and moveu with his family to Vuncou\'cr. 1n
1977 he and his wife moved 10 Abbotsford.
Percy Clunas left the farm at BattleforJ and went
to the Peace River country in 1933. vvhere he farmed

for many years. In 1950 the family sold the farm and
moved into Dawson Creek.. In 1976 he and his wife
moved to Kelo\\!na \vhere they no\\' reside.

Frederick Nelson Colley
On the 12th day of July 1933, I and my brother

Roy. along \vith Bill Shinnamon arrived in
Medstead. We had shipped by box car our belongings, a team of horses. a wagon and a COy\" We \vere
sent up from SasKatoon on what they called the
Northern settlement scheme.
I moved onto a quarter of C. P. R. land the S. W. of
13-SI-IS-W3. First thing we did was get busy and cut
down poplar logs and build us a log house with a sod
roof. A week later my wife, Mary and three children
arrived by car with some friends. We hadn't quite
finished the log house yet. so built an 8' x 8' place out
of the tlooring to live in till the house was done. My
wife's comments" What a house' Sod on the roof and
every time it rained outside it rained for two days
after inside. What a mess '" The house was built of
green logs and in winter time it was so cold. When
the fires went out at night you could be sure we had
frozen food in the morning. The first year we had no
garden but did pick a lot of wild fruit. such as saskatoons and raspberries. Canned this without sugar. We
had one cow but when winter came she went dry. Our
neighbours, the Henrys, said we could have milk
from them. They surely meant well, but the kids used
to cal! it "blue milk" as there wasn '( any cream on it.
We did receive the big relief cheque of $$8.00 per
month but there was my wife, three children and a
brother, Ray who was sixteen years old at the time,
plus myself to live off this money. Jobs were not to be
had, that first year. I myself was a fairly good hunter
so we had deer meat. rabbits (which made good
hamburger meat) and fish.
We tanned the deer hides and Mary make moccasins and mitts. Mr. and Mrs. All' Neale brought a
bag of turnips over and we were so pleased to get
them, but my wife felt so bad because she cuuldn't
make them a cup of tea. We had no tea I To help us out
this way we used to brown barley in the oven and
grind it into coffee. I also broke a garden spot up this
first summer, so the foilowing year we had a garden
which made things much better. Also when spring
came I trapped muskrats and received a bit of extra
cash this way. The cow freshened and things looked
better. But during the summer I had gone to Maidstone with a friend. While I was away the cow got in

The Colley family, back row, Louise, Nelson. Mary, Ben, DoraIhy, George and Norman.

Present home of Mr. and Mrs. Nels. Colley. 1976.

the neighbour's crop and he put her in pound. My

wife Mary haun 't rnoney to get her out, but Mr. Paul
Lingle and neighbors collected enough money to get
her out oj' pound. With three horses, an axe and
plough, i managed to break about ten acres our
second summer. And in winter I would be gone all
week, up in the bush logging, so Mary had to feed
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spring. and built our lLU110cr house this summer with
a shingled roof from shingles I had sawn myself. We

finally had a house that did not leak. Mary really
appreciated this even though she sti!! had board
floors to scrub. Our children went to Artichoke
school here and had four miles to walk, so did miss a
lot of school in the ,,'linter. r started doing carrJcnter
work in Medstead sllch as the John Deere building
and I worked on the Catholic church. Pirot's store
and rnany others buildings, in the area. This helped
to make life easier. My wife churned butter from our
surplus cream, printed it in pounds and took it to
Medstead and sold it for l()~ a pound. She always
managed to make the children a shirt or blouse out of
dyed flour sacks. but the kids didn't mimI. The
lunches for school were not too good. Lucky if they
had a cookie or piece of cake and were really rich
when an apple could be put in, but times were getting
better with the purchase of a few more head of livestock and better machinery.
One episode really sticks in Mary's mind and that
is the time son Norman needed a pair of funning
shoes to go to school. So she said to Louise, '''lake
this fifteen dozen crate of eggs to Glenbush and buy
Norman a pair of shoes. " All she got for the eggs was
85 cents. The shoes cost 95 cents, not enough money,
so the storekeeper let her have the shoes with the
understanding that she was to bring the extra dime
next time we came shopping in Glenbush. But we
didn't do much shopping in Glenbush and so the
storekeeper sent us three or four letters asking us for
the ten cents we owed. That was the last time my wife
ever sold eggs in Glenbush. as they were paying me
20 cents per doz. in Medstead. About this time i
decided to invest in some sheep. Springtime meant
shearing them, but it did give us wool for mitts, and
quilts. Mary knit socks and would sell them. We had
good neighbours around us, so that helped to take the
hardness out of our life.
Sundays became a great day for young people to
gather here and play ball, sing, dance and visit.
In the spring of 1955, we left the farm to our son,
George and moved to the .lackfish district. Here we
operated a summer resort. Poplar Cove on lackfish
Lake. for Don Pirot. In 1969 1 had a heart attack and
so had to retire without any notice. My wife and!
have celebmted oLir 50th wedding anniversary bere
and are enjoying life here by taking things as they
come. If any of you are ever by our way do drop in,
our four children are all married so we have ten
grandchildren and four great-grand children to be
proud of.

Nelson, Ann and Walter Colley, building a new home in the
Cater district, 1933,

and water our livestock, with hay we had put up in the
summer mostly with scythe and fork,
In the winter time we did have some good times,
too, I liked playing violin and sang a little, so we did
have house parties which consisted of playing cards
and dancing. Everyone brought a little lunch and
enjoyed themselves. When it came time to go home
blankets and heated logs would be all carried back
out to the sleigh box again for the trip home. 1 did
play for school dances in the area: Cater, Birch Lake,
Pine View. Some of the musicians that accompanied
me were Len Johnson, and Mrs. Harry Derryman on
pIano.

In 1938 our fourth child, Dorothy was born and
so it meant one more mouth to feed. But by this time I
was hauling cord wood to Medstead for $1.00 a cord.
a lot of work but it did give us extra money. We hauled
this wood twenty-two miles to town.
My next step was to obtain an engine and saw and
I started sawing wood. I don't know how many car
loads I sawed but it was in the hundreds. Now we got
$18.00 per box car and I paid six men a dollar each
for car loading, so I was left with $12.00 a car to pay
for gas, oil, and files to sharpen saw blades, but even
clearing approximately $5.00 we thought we were
rich. I did manage to break about ten acres each
summer, which meant more feed for the little livestock we had.
My wife wished many a time that we had stayed
in Saskatoon because they were hard years trying to
keep children clothed and lunches edible. But by this
time I realized we could never make headway on this
quarter of land becallse of large trees, rocks and
drought. so when Paul Lingle and I heard of these
homesteads available in the Glenbush area, we filed
on them. That winter of '39 we took logs out and
sawed them into lumber at Orange's sawmill. In the
spring of '39 we moved onto this homestead east of
Glenbush N.E. Y4 33-49-I3-W3. I was able to rent a
quarter as well, so put in sixty acres of crop this

Dorothy Colley (Hamm)
Dorothy Colley was the youngest daughter of
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to travd forty miles to school. Fanns arc bigger now
and the country \'vherc I lived when a girl has
changed a jot. Where it used to be all trees and bush,
it is now ploughed fields and there's no one living on

Nelson and Mary Colley. To many people that I \vent
to school vvith in the Artichoke schoo! district 1 \vas

Colley Mary.

~;1y

farnily lived in the Cater school

district till I was one year old. Then in . 39 we moved
to the Artichoke school district. moving all the belongings in \vagons. hoping to make a better living
on this nc\v farm land. IVly dad's hOlllestead \vas six
miles straight south of Belbutte. They hac! thirteen
miles to travel to lVkdstead, and I had four miles to
\valk to school \vhen I started. \VelL my dad farmed
and did carrenter work. My mother hauled mail for
the Little Bufl'alo Post Office from Bazentin rail
station every "n!csday afternoon and Friday evening.
This was done with horses and wagon or sleigh,
wintcr and summer. in the winter it would be 50°
below but she had to go thosc ten miles to get that
mail from the train, and bring it back to the post
office at Simpsons.
We had a lot of fun going along with her as
sometimes the horses would run away or the sled
upset in huge snow drifts.
We had fine neighbours around there, but not that
many. Some of them were Lingles, F Jamersons,
Levi Rogers, Denny POOfS, Alex Nelson, Alfred
Neilson, and Hawkins. Many others lived a number
of miles farther away.
I went to Artichoke school for nine years anel
some of the teachers at the time were Doris Mack,
Lorna Seabrook, Miss Unruh, Miss Peters, Miss
Frey, Mr. Thacker, Mr. Paul Kachur, Miss Bergen.
There used to be a few church services at Mike
Osters, that was our nearest Catholic church service.
The changes I have seen are the ways school days
have changed. There's no little school house anymore. The children are picked up at their door by bus

the land, but it is farmed.
Members of my family are Mother Mary Colley,
Euhcr Nelson Colky, sister Louise Haubo!d, brothers, Georgc and Norman Colley. I moved with Mom
and Dad to .lackfish Lake area, where I helped run the
resort. Later I \-vorked for Ferguson Construction as a
cook.
In 1961 I married Roy Hamm from Livelong,
Sask., where we arc farming, catIle being our main
source of income. \Ve have three children, Anita,
sixteen, taking high schoo! in Turtleford, Victor,
fifteen, also taking high school in Turtleforcl, and
Karen who is twelve, and still able to finish her
public schoo! in Livelong. We still travel back to
Glenbllsh every Christmas.

The Norman Colley .Family
I am the second son of Nelson and Mary Col icy,
who lived in Saskatoon at the time when I was born
- July 27, 1932.
My parents moved to the Cater district in 1933. I
started at Cater school in the fall of 1938. In the
spring of 1939, my parents moved to the Artichoke
School district and I attended school there. We lived
four miles from schooL most of the time! walked or
rode horseback. In the winter time we drove a team of
horses. School was not my rrimc object anyway,
noon hour and recesses were.
I went to work for a farmer at Asquith, by the
name of Don McMillan in March. 1949. ! stayed
there until Novemher and came home and did some
trapping in the winter. In 1950, I went to work for W.
C. Wells, driving 11 "cat" and was grade foreman
part time at Three Hills, Alberta. In 1951, while I was
working for W. C. Wells Const., I helped build the
runway at the airport in Saskatoon.
While working for W. C. Wells COl1st. in 1952, I
met with an accident. While I was going to work on
the midnight shift. I was riding in the back of a ton
truck that had c1u,d wheels ancl it ran over a fence
post. The sharpened end came up and hit me in the
face and broke my nose. They rushed me to the City
Hospital where I was hospitalizeci for six weeks as
the doctors couldn't get the bleeding stopped. 1 had
iost a lot of blood, so had to have transfusions. There
was a nose specialist away to the States so they called
him to come back, he rebroke my nose and took out a
blood vessel and reset it again. I came home until i
recovered from that.
I worked for Alex Nelson in Medsteacl in 1953,
from March until October, driving a DC "cat". The

Dorothy (Mary) Colley and her husband Roy and children
Karen, Anita and Victor.
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next year I went back to work for V'/' C. \Vel.!s Const.
again at Kinders!ey. That \vas the year when \ve got a
lot of rain. so I quit and went to work for Ben Cadicu
of Spiritwood to build roads at Leoviile. It started to
rain and rain up here too, so I went home.
I helped IVlom and Dad in i Y55, as they managed
a summer resort at Poplar Cove Beach; also went
back and forth to their farm the next yea1"- put in a bit
of a crop and milked some co\vs.
In 1957. i went to work for Ferguson's Const. in
North Battlcford, and worked for them until the fall
of 1965.
! married Doris Heyden on October ~2, 1958, in
Peace Lutheran Church in Belbutte. Our wedding
dance was in Belbutte Hall. music was supplied by
John German, Bea and Allan Fonda.
Doris Colley:
I was born January 21. 1934, at Prince,
Saskatchewan. My parents moved from Prince to
Belbutte district in June, 1934. 1 went to school at
Loch Side School. Wc lived four miles from school,
sometimes we walked. sometimes in the SU1l1mer we
went by horse and buggy, sometimes in the winter we
elrove a team of horses, and when it was cold we just
stayed at home, We were lucky we had a hill to slide
down at our school in the winter time. In the summer
time we could play baiL
I went to Loch Side School until the school was
built in Belbutte, then I went there, as it was three
miles to walk. I was like Norman, school wasn't my
goal eithcr, and went out working doing odd jobs. I
worked in the cook house for Ferguson's Construction from 1956 to 1961. I now live on the home
farm, so I can always say that, "I never left home,"
We had an infant son born November 3, 1959deceased. We have two children: Allen, born
November 24, 1962 in North Battleford and is at
home: Gail, born October L 1965 in North Battleford, is attending school in Medstead.
In 1965, we bought my father's farm, which is
three miles west of Belbutte. We rented it out until
three years ago. now we farm it ourselves and we all
feel that that's still the best place to live.

George Colley by a pet. Brother Norman beside 111m.

Vivian ami George Colley
I moved from Cater district to Artichoke in the
spring of 1939 and took from grade three to eight in
the Artichoke School, One event that happened that
I'll never forget was in about grade five, 1 think it
was, that Mother always packed our lunches in syrup
pails. Anyway, one day I picked up my pail and offtn
school I went. At lunch hour I opened my pail to start
eating when what should appear before my eyes but
the pail with the syrup in it instead of my lunch. The
other kids were good enough to share their lunches

George and Vivian Colley, Darwin and Deanne, 1978.

with me. After grade eight I stayed on the farm and
helped Dad farm till 1949 when I went to work at
Smiley for the summer then came home and haulecl

pulp \'v'uod for the winter. Then in spring

or 1950.

went to work for Jack Harrison (Imperial Oil) in
Medstead and worked there till 1951 when I went to
work for W. C. Wells Construction and stayed and
worked for three years, In 1954 I went to work for
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L.S. & lVl. Construction \vhere \\le \vorkcd at Salt

farming this rock pile for a short time and then sold it
to nephew, Norman Colley.
Now he moved into Glenbush and built the smal!
house on Main Street that Murdock McAuley later on
had. While Ben lived in Glenbush he took part in
G1cnbush curling that first winter it operated. He
worked out at farm iabour or carpenter \\/ork \\'ith
me, Nelson. Also worked for Leon Pimt in the store
at Medstcad. Mother passed away and Ben got to

Coats, Saskatchewan for about six months. After
coming home from Salt Coats I decided to stay home
and take over the homestead where I batched for two
years. One night in June I went to Art Zimmer's
wedding dance and rnet my future wife. We were
married November 16, 1957. My wifc is the former
Vivian Moline who moved from the Birch Lake
district when one year olel and lived in Medstead and
went to school in Mcdstead till she married and we
lived in the Artichoke district till the spring of 1973.
At that time we moved to the Belbutte district because land was nearer to a main road and where water
and sewer was available. We sold our land in Artichoke to a Klassen and bought land from Frank
Jones.
One other event that my wife and I will always
recall was when we were snowed in for three weeks or
more·"- guess that was in about 1966. The patrol
never plowed out roads in those days and we had to
keep our own roads opened. As it was, Alan Short
came and dug us out as he realized that nobody had
seen us for LJuite some time. By the time he came we
were out ofLJuite a few of the necessities. Things like
salt and coal oil for the lamps. We were eating a very
saltless diet and using diesel fuel in our lamp for a
light. Boy, am I telling you we were surely a happy
couple to see Alan come in around 7:30 or 8:00 that
night. The next day we took off for Meclstead and
filled up our fuel cans and most of all, our cupboards.
La and beholcl' we got home that night and it stormed
and so were isolated for another two or three weeks.
In the spring of 1966 I started work for the R. M.
of Medstead as a patrol operator and I'm still working
for them up to this date. In June of 1977 we adopted
two children, Deanne and Darwin, who are full sister
and brother. Deanne was four and Darwin was two.
They both attend school in Medstead and are very
active in sports. Deanne with her figure skating and
Darwin with his hockey.

kno\v a widovv' in Manitoba. He left Glenbush in '56
and married the widow' "Addie", who had two sons.

They lived in Rosseau River, Man. After being married a year they had one son, George who is now
married to a girl from Jackfish. Darlene L' Heureux.
Ben passed ;way Sept. 28, 1972 from Parkinson's
Disease. He was laid to rest in Senkiw cemetery,
Manitoba.
His wife is in a wheel chair suffering from multiple sclerosis, but still lives at their home Rosseau
River.

Mrs. Alma Smith and Mrs. Colier Stories
bV Marv M, Oster
, Mr. 'Martin Smith, his wife Alma, and Lester
Willard came from Loverna. Saskatchewan in the
early '20's. They settled on the N. V, of 31-40-13.
Lester Willard went to school at Carrollton in 1922.
In the fall of 1938 1 came to do chores for these
two old ladies, Mrs. Alma Smith and Mrs. Colier.
There were two cows, some chickens, also \<\/00<..1 and
water to carry, and washing to do., Mrs. Smith made

great lovely cheeses and dried her own corn. Mrs.
Colier made quilt tops, all by haneL with a tiny needle
and it had to be tiny, a thimble with no top to it and
she was so proud of that thimble. I'm sure everyone
in the district saw it at one time or another. She'd get
this twinkle in her eyes, then show off her timble, her
patches that just matches so and then those teeny
weeny stitches, beautiful quilt tops they were too. I
remember that little old rocker, rocking day after day

Benjamin Colley
by Nelson Colley
I would like to give a little of my brother Ben's
life while he was around the Glenbush area.
He came in the fall of 1940 and stayed with us for
approximately a year. Then he joined the army in
1941. After being in the army, stationed at Maple
Creek, he contacted spinal meningitis and was discharged. He was some time getting his health back in
order to do much of anything for a year and a half.
But in 1944, he and our mother came back and lived
on a quarter of land he purchased four miles east of
Artichoke. It was the N.W. !i. 34-49-13 W3. He tried

Mrs. Collier, the mother, in doorway, Mrs. Smith, spring of
1939.
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\'vith the old lady sc\,ving or singing or both. /\ftcr that
winter 1 \\"ould go often and spend a fcl,v days \vith
them.
Mrs. Colier passed mvay in the early 40's and I
inherited her rocker. so I rocked ~dl 111y' habies in it till

They came to 5\\/-21-51-14 across the road from

Mop Mawson.
These werc city' people. not farmers, bm the
depression }'ears gave them little choice and so they'

tried their hand aI agricuhurt':.
HO\'v'ever. vv'hen things began to improve during
the mid-forties. they sold out and returned to Saskatoon where he was emplu)'cd by rhe city. Ho\,vever. to
those \vho knew them \vhile they lived here, they \vill
be remembered as kind-hearted people I,vho enjoy!ed
a good time.

the rockers \vore out.

lVil's. Smith then moved to G!enbush \vherc she
spent a fe\v years. Several girls from Ollr district
stayed \vith her while they attended High School in

Gknbush. Later. not being able to looK "rter herself.
she I,vent to a Nursing Home in Da!meny,

Both are now deceased.

SasKatchevvan, where she passed a\l,/ay in the earl).-'
part of the 50's. She was in Gknbush un her 72nd
birthday in lY5J.
I could write more ahout l'vil-s. Smith. and her

FranK Connelly
Frank Connelly was a conductor on the C.N.R.
in North Battleforel for many years. In 1'J16 he took a
homestead on S.E. quarte~ ~)f 3-48-15. He built a
house in 1917 and moved his wife and family of four

Mother. but the old timers all went through hard and
good times. ! am sure their story v\"il1 be told over and
over again in the stories or their friends and neighbors.

out. The house was made from cedar lumber \vhich

was hauled from North Battleford with horses. The
house is still standing.
Mr. Connelly still worked at his iob as conductor

Gordon CoHin
Gordon W. Coltin and his wife, Lillian \Toots)
came to the Cater district from Saskatoon in 1934, on
what was known as the Northern Settlement.

-

coming home weekends.

.

Three more children were born later- five girls
and two boys in all.
The homestead has never been sold. It belongs to
the remaining children which are four girls. Nan;ely,
Lorena of Calgary, P'atricia of North BattlcforcL Myrtle of Vancouver. and Marie of Abbotsford, British
Columbia.
C

The Fred Connor Family
by Aileen Pos!ill (nee Conllor)
In 1930 we were living in the small town of
Mankota, Saskatchewan located south of Swift Current and thirty miles from the U.S.A. border.
Drought had hit the southern prairies with the terrible
dust storms that buried farm machinery and piled up
three to four foot elrifts along the fences. Construction work came to a full stop so Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Connor and Graydon trekked northward looking for carpenter work. They travc:1led as far as
Mcadow Lake. stopped in Spiritwood to huild a
hOllse and then came to Medstead. Dad returneci to
rv1ankota in July for me and when we ;:lrrived in

Medsteacl we found Mother and Graydon camped in
a tent on the ridge across the roadway from the Jack
'Ii'uss house.
That full Dad purchased three luts north of the
town. A lumber building 12 x 16 was built for a living
room, kitchen and pamry. A iarge 12 x 16 foot tent
\vas attached onto the back for our slcer.1ing quarters.
The floor and four foot walls of the tent were of
lumber and a second canvas fly was placed over the
roof. !t was a fairly comfortable dwelling, although

Gordon and Toots Coltin.
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cOlllin~ decked out !ll dresses and ladies hat>< a
hilariolls game foilo\\'ed. Vv'e nead\' aJvvavs had a
Srorh Day around lhe 24th uf lVb).' 'which always
pro'v. jded a good time even though the 'v\'e<.lthe:r \vas
s01l1t,timcs vcry uncoopcrati Ve, I ["crncmber one time
of di:.;hing OUt ice cream cones to the children and

wearing my \vlilter coat. '1'h,.:: Anglican -"0/./-\. frequem!y put on mixed programmes and \ve enjOy/cd
prJcti~lng for the variou~ items such as the Kitchen
Band. St. PatriCK \ Chorus linc, the Batchelor's Reverie, the Three Old Maids of Lee and Sll OIL Three
cll.:t plays \verc put on nearly e\'Cry winter \vhich
entaikd a lot of vl/ork and practise but v/cre thoroughly enjoyed. The open air skating rink \},'as popular not only'" for skating but for the boys' hockey
games. the boys played hockey while [he girls stood
on the snllW banks and cheered, The Glee Club,
-lennis Club and Curling Rink all had their enthusiasts and, of course. there \A'ere the Fridav night
dances in the to\vn hall \vhich carried on until the ~!ee
small hours of the following morning.
\Ve had some interesting and amusing experience, while I worked in the I-lallis Store, Two of these
are \vorth mentioning. The Indians trekked throwlh
Mcdstcad during the summer months and usuail y
camped west of tOWll, They dug "Seneca" roots,
which is used for medicinal purposes, and these roots
\vere brnught into the Hallis Store for sale. For final
shipment of the roots had to be dried so those purchased from the Indians were spread out in the SLln to
dry on the top of a fbt shed roof behind the store, One
dav it seemed an unusual amoLlnt of roots was coming
in for trade, Harry hecame u little suspicious so h~
maJe investigations and found that he was re-bU'/inn
his own root~ and the quantity on the shed root-'
somewhat diminished,
It was rather an experience to wait on the Indians
and a clerk needed all kinds of patience, They would
buy one article at a time and pay for that then they
would buy another item and pay for that separately
and in between purchases they frequently had to stop
for a consultation with other members of their family
or the trihe, This was particularlv true in the dry
goods department, no doubt they were discussin~
colors, sizes, etc, While the clerk'stood by and wait~
eeL One day I was temporarily alone in the store when
a group of indians carne in. One asked for vanilla
extract which I sold, after that they all wanted vanilla
until our supply was completely exhausted, !
thought. "My, they must be fond of vanilla flavour in
their cooking," When Harry came back he tolel me
they weren't going to llse it for cooking, they were
drinking it.
There were two major fire experiences during the
30s, One was the evening the Hallis store burned
v

Fred Connor family, standing L, to R" Carey Postill, Aileen
Connor, Graydon Connor, seated, Mr. and Mrs, Fred Connor

on cold winter:,' morning:-. \ve u\\'okc to find each nall
head covered with a little cap of white frost and frost
had rimed the blanKet tops from our breath, However,
a lively fire in the tin heater soon routee! the cold, In
1936 a proper house was built which is still standing
and in excellent condition, It has had several owners,
B. B. Oxley nought it from us and then Jack Harrison
o\vncd it for u\vhile. It \\'as in a niu: location being on
the north \,Iylest corner of the Park Allowance and close

to the town wcll.
During the depression y'ears people turned their
hand to any kind of work that prescnted itself. Dad
and Graydon \\:ere primarily carpenters and they did
a host of jobs both large and small in tvkdstcad and

v

lWd

the near-by district. Among their iarger jobs \\-'as the

building of Bell's Lumber YareI' the Rev, Dahl house,
and a good deal of work for Harry Hallis, They also
supervised the construction or the curling rink, When
there Viasn't any construction \\'ork handy they
peeled railroad ties and helped out at the sawmills,
Graydon was the Village Secretary from 193" to 1940
ror which he received $125,00 per year plus :£,25 ror
each vital statistic.
I worked for a time for !'virs. Junor at the Post

Office on mail day!s. Later! \vent to vvork for Harry
HaHis, my wages being $1.00 per day and that was

considered very good pay. Vie didn't lw\'e much
money, but we had a lot of fun. We had a verv good
ladies soft ball team and one time we challenge~i the
oldcr :men to dress up as \"lomen and play us and of
course we \verc to dress in men's clothes. The men
accepted our challenge and were jolly good sports
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attack in June of 11)53 and Dad folll)\,ved her in Jan. or
1055. Graydon moved in v/ith us and has lived v./ith
us ever since. We kft the acreage in 1965 and are
living in a moderate-sized family home, still in

down. A group of us \vere at the Schmidt Cafe
attending a bridge tournament \vhen someone burst
ill the door crying" Halli.s store is on fire". It happened \vhen \ve were having a dry good sale. Vic used
to string: children's stockings, men's work socks,
gloves, etc. in large bundles and hang them from the
cei ling. The fire jumped along these hanging bundles
and raced from one end of the store to [he other in a
matter of minutes. By morning the store and the
Hal!is' living rooms above 'vvere reduced to a
smouldering heap of ruin.

White Rock.

Ernest Coppock
Ernest Coppock, a railroad engineer, ran the first

C.N.R. train into North Batt!eford, as well as the
first train up the Prince and Meota line.
In 1929 and 193(), the railroad also suffered a
slump, so Ernest brought his wife to Hillside to live
with their daughter. Bessie Jacques, but Mrs. Coppock became ill and had to be hospitalized. Consequently, Ernest drove back and forth from Hillside
to work, on the days when work was available.
Mrs. Coppock passed away in about two years,
while still in the hospital.
Subsequently, Ernest remarried and brought his
wife, Nellie Dorothy, to Hillside to settle on the
S.E.-30-47-14, where they built a comfortable
home.
They lived there until 1942, when they moved to
Sandwith. Ernest passed away in 1952. Dorothy
stayed on for a time, then moved to North Battleford.
She passed away in 1970.

The other was a bush fire north of Birch Lake. In
those days there wasn't any \vater hombers or modern

fire fighting eljuipment. the fire had to be brought
under control by men with shovels, axes and other
hand tools. Able bodied men were conscripted from
the town and district and taken out by truck to the
scene of the fire. It was hot. dirty work and few men
had the proper shoes, clothing or equipment for such
work. Mr. Perry and Dad played an important roll in
this episode. Mr. Perry with an assortment of large
pots and pans was taken out to the base camp anu

there he set up a camp kitchen while Dad with his old
Mode! T Ford made regular trips to take out meat and
grocery supplies. I went with him on one of these
trips and watched while Mr. Perry cooked a very
appetizing meal for the firefighters. On another trip
Dad was cut off by a wing of the fire so he drove out
of the hush onto the edge of an open muskeg and sat
there until the fire burned past.
The Girl Guide organization created an interest
for myself and the younger girls of the town. We had
sOllle wonderful times on our hikes, campfire evenings and camps at Birch Lake. On our camping trips

we coped with bad roads, severe electric and wind
storms and even mischievous mice. but as far as I
kno\v not a girl got horne sick and they were always

ready for the next adventure.
In the fall of 1940 we young people left Medstead
and migrated to 'Irai!. B.C. Dad and Mother continued on until October of 1941 when they had a sale
of their extra household goods and came west to join
us at Trail. The spring of 1942 found us all in Vancouver, B.C. Dad went to work in the Dominion Gun
Plant where Graydon was already working and Carey
went welding in the Bun·ard Shipyards in North Van-

Dorothy and

Ernest Coppock.

Walter and Alphonsine Corbeil Family

couver.

In the spring of 1959 we decided we would sell

Easter of 1949 we all moved out onto five acres at
White Rock, B.C. It had been a part of a farm so was
well equipped with a large family house, other farm
buildings, an orchard and a large garden. We enjoyed
the country living and found it very pleasant after the
noise and activity of the city. The men returned to
carpenter work and as a side line we raised chickens
and strawberries. Mother died of a sudden heart

our farm in Yawn, Saskatchewan, as Ollr two wel!s
were going dry. All that v-/inter we had to haul water

for our cattle, pigs and sheep from the dugout in
Vawn but that too was low so we had to melt snow as
well, to have enough water for our stock. As there
was no more farmland available close by, the best
thing to do was to sell out.
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no income coming in so \Valter bought a TD.9
International Crawler and a ten foot single p!O\V and
with the help of Roland. Raymond. and Clement did
some custom breaking that helped pay some of the
expenses.
We had a family of thirteen children, three of the
oldest \vert alread}' married and three \\.'ere vvorking
out. Raymond and Clement had quit school and were
helping at home. SO \VC still had fi'.JC children of
school age. Roger, Jeannine. Claire, Ernest and
George.
III 1960 Jeannine and Claire went to schooi at the
convent in Jackfish. Saskatchcvvan.
The teachers in Hyde Park School whilt we were
there were: Mr. Fred Grant. Mrs. May Griffin. and
Mr. Erwin Lehman. Mr. Klippenstein also taught
Roger in Glenbush. In the fall of 1l)64 Jeannine went
to school at the convent in Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan and Claire went to school in Glenbush.
Mr. Rudy Schneider and later Me. Norman
Thiessen were the grain buyers then in Sandwith.
Our closest neighbors were: Mr. and Mrs. Albert
McNabb. Mr. and Mrs. Felix Yaskevich. Mr. and
Mrs. James Grant. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Marsh. Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Marsh. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Marsh,
Mr. and Mrs. Reynold Kahl. Mr. and Mrs. Art Kennedy. Mr. and Mrs. Dave Loewen. Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Loewen, Mr. and Mrs. A. Griffin. Mr. ane!
Mrs. Jim McNabb, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kunz. Mr. and

Walter and Alphonsine Corbeil by Sandwith home "1960".

Mrs. LutherOlson. Mr. Roland Marsh. Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Klassen. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Klassen and
Mr. and Mrs. Art Osman.
We owe many thanks to our kind storekeeper. Me
Roland Marsh. and to all our good neighbors who
helped make us feel so welcome in our new surroundings.
We enjoyed attenciing Sandwith's annual sports
day. the school's Christmas concerts and dances.
As the years rolled by we gradually got back into
cattlc. pigs and sheep anci bought one-quarter section
of land from Mr. John Johnson. then one-half section
from Me. Frank Penner and in 1967 bought one-half
section from the C.P.R.
As Walter found farm work harder as the years
went by he decided to buy his mother's house located
at 1142 - 107th Street. North Battlefmd and to
gradually retire, so in November 1968 we moved to
North Battldord and Walter and Roger travelled b<lck
and forth to do the work on the farm. In 1970 Roger
left to go work in Ontario then in British Columbia
and Walter had Ernest and George to help on the
farm.
in May, 1972, we sold our home place. the West

L. to R" George, Ernest, Roger, Clement, Raymond, Homer
and Roland Corbeil in 1960 at Sandwith farm.

So we had an auction sale on April2L 1959. and
sold our half section of land to our neighbDr. Mr
Lucien Nedelec.
Then we had to start loqking for another farm and
this is how we found this half section of land in the
Sandwith district.
In May 1959. we bought Mrs. Anna Zawalskv's
half section W y, of 19-48~14- W3rd. We moved O1;to
our new farm only in July so that the children could
finish their school term in Yawn.
As it was too late to put in a crop in 1959; we had
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halfof 19-4R-!3-W3rd to Mr. Frcd Grant anel the East
half of 30-48-13-W3rel to Mr. Peter Arendt.
In October. 1972. we had an auction sale. sold our
machinery and cattle. Our other land NW
V,-14-48-14-W3rd and the South half of 23-48·14\N3rd we r;.;:nted out as pasture for a fc\v years, then
sold thcm in July 19715 [0 Mr. Dale Grant.
Ten of Ollr children are married. Therese. Homer,

Rosemarie, Raymond and Ernest are all living in
North Battleforci and district. Roland is in lackfish.
Saskatchewan. Clement is in Fort St. John. British
Columbia. Alice and George are in Edmonton. AIbcrta. and Claire is in Leduc. Alberta. Sr. Evelyn and
Sr. Jeannine are with the Sisters of Presentation of
Mary in Prince Albert.
Now \ve are living alone. Waiter had a stroke on
May 13. 1975: He is confined to his wheelchair. as his
right side is paralysed. but he still cnjoys travelling
around on the streets in his wheelchair in summertime and especially enjoys meeting all our former
neighbors ami friends. We both have good souvenirs
of the years we lived in the Sandwith district.

The Reminiscences of a Pioneer, C. Roland
Cotton

Mr. and Mrs. Roland Cotton, 25th Anniversary.

by his wife Dorothy
In 1908. my brother. Kenneth. came to Canada to
learn farming and was apprenticed to a farmer in the
Regina district. In 1910. the government threw open a
tract of land north of North Battleford and west of
Prince Albert for homesteading. So in the fall of
1910. my brother came up to the Robinhoocl area with
a friend and took two homesteads out: one for himself and the other for me. The friend. however.
backed out and as Ken did not want to pass the winter
in this isolated spot he took a trip home to England.
Upon his return. we got our outfits together during
the winter and in April. 1911. set sail for Canada. We
arrived at our homesteads with the snow still on the
ground and camped out in a tent by the corner of
Ken's farm. We decided that as 1 had had no farming
experience. the best thing we could do would be for
us both to go out to work. So we left our belongings
with Frank Kittle who had taken a homestead up here
too. and set out to find ajob. We worked for a month
on a farm out of Battleford. but later in the season
went down to Saskatoon and got jobs at Hanley. two
miles apart. There I learned to drive and harness
horses and to work with the various implements. At
first J thought 1 could never "stick" it. it was so
different hom the life in business to which I had been
accustomed to in England. The farmer's wife. Mrs.
Yates. was very kind to me. and as she knew we were
going to "batch" it on the homestead. on Sundays
she would teach me how to cook. We stayed down at

Hanley until after harvest and threshing. Then we
bought a wagon. a team of oxen and a supply of
groceries and started on the journey back north. It
took us two weeks to get "home". by this time it was
November. We lived in a tent while we were building
a shack on the corner of my land. and it was cold
work. We cut logs for the shack anel barn ancl settled
down for the winter.
There were a number of other settlers who came
in about that time but they were very scattered. The
nearest neighbors were Mr. and Mrs. Bert Binns and
Hubert who lived a mile and a half north. There were
no stores nearer than North Battleford (forty miles)
and Meota (thirty miles) and we had to go nine miles
for our mail to "Old Medstead".
From 1911 on. settlers came into this district in
large numbers. many from the United States, some
from Quebec and Ontario and some from the old
countries. As there were no roads throngh the country except the old Birch Lake trail. we did not become
acquainted with all our neighbors, as each little
group was more or less isolated. John and jim Wilson. Stein Rasmusson and Lukyn all located near
where Robinhood is now. while south in the Park
Bluff district were Oscar ForselL Frank Kittle. Jimmy Hoar. "Ibm Smirl. Webb. the three Lanegraffs and
the three Sernes brothers. North were the Lentons,
McNeils. Clay tons. Roskes. Lockharts and west
there was Naslunds and Johnson Lindberg.
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Then in 1912, Illore came in, Ben and Nels Nelson, Knutsons, Magnus Anderson, Berg, Charlie
Linden, Kingston, Jimmy Moor ancl Morgan Casson. These were followed in 1913 by the three KIlLHson brothers, Henos, Frigstad, Hagens, Joe Randall.
Nordgrens, J unors, and Chapmans, A number of
French Canadians came from Quebec, Lasantes,
Gaudette, Boutin, Boudieaux, Boudain. Duhaime,
Gautier. Then in 1914, Martin and George Nelson
and the Gadsbys. After all Ihese years it is difficult to
be absolutely sure of the exact years and some of the
early settlers may have been missed out especially
those, who only stayed a short time and did not prove
up their homesteads. Our nearest neighbors were Mr.
ancl Mrs. Henry Heno and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Herb Gadsby and family and Ivan Frigstad. Everyone was very friendly and neighborly and we had
some good times visiting around, having a friendly
game of cards or a little dance. We poor bachelors got
very tired of our own cooking and certainly enjoyed a
meal at the homes where there was a woman of the
house.
In a year or two, we began to need stores and a
post office and schools. Mrs. Junor started her store
in 1914 and Roske had a little store and post office at
Birch Lake. There was a post office, too, opened at
Park B luff and the mail was brought out to both these
points by wagon and team from Prince. There was a
school built at Spinney Hill later called Woodridge,
and one at Park Bluff.
In 1914 or '15 my brother, Ken, went home to
England and though he had been turned down for the
army here he joined the Canadian Forces overseas
and was a gunner instructor through the war. He
married and never came back to Canada,
I was then left alone to farm the two quarters.
Although I began with oxen I later got three horses
and then raised a colt to make up another team. In
January, 1923 I married, Dorothy Askurth, who had
come to teach at the local Spinney Hill School. At
first we lived in a log shack but later I built a larger
log house where we raised our family of three children, Margaret Ruth born in 1924, Thomas David
born 1927, and Charles Edward born in 1931.
(The following is a note from Mrs. Cotton.) Before lIef! Saskatchewan, I taught at Moiewood, Canyon. Woodridge and Glasiyn Rural.
Our daughter, Margaret, married Charlie
Churchill of Glenbusl1 in 1934. they have two sons,
Charles Roland and Brian Phillip. all are now living
in B.C. Tom married Hilda Moen in 1947, when she
died he was left with four small children so he moved
to Creston and later to Cranbrook where he married
Eileen Span key. They now live at Yahk, B.C. where
he is raising beef catle. They have five more children.

Roland and I moved to Creston. B.c:. in 1047. Edward came with us. He later married Pat Sanwelson
and they have three children, Rose Marie, Karen and
Ronald.
I now have fourteen grandchildren and eighteen
great-grandchildren as the older grandchildren are

most1y married.
I have been ill and arn still not very chipper. or I
would take timc to write up more 01" my experiences
as an English teacher, wife, and mother of the pioneer
days when we had oil lamps, carried every drop of
water in and out of the hOLlse, dc., etc,
f\1y husband passed away in 1964 and [ am now
living in a senior citizen's complex "The Catalpa" in
Creston. B. C.

The Earle Compton J;'amily
by Alice Compton
Earle Compton born Prince Edward Island May

.1!. 1895 leaving home at 16 years. He told of his first
winter in the lumber mill, in New Hampshire then to
Vancouvcr to work for his Uncie Will Rodgers at
carpenter work. In 1913 he went to Denholm t(, work
for a farmer. There was a wedding at Denholm. The
boys decided on a shivarce. The newlyweds would,,' t
invite the boys in for lunch or coffee so they decided
to go back the second night. They were warned that if
they came back he would shoot. They went back the
third night and the man did shoot through the doOl:
Earle was shot in the back of his knee and spent six
weeks in Notre Dame Hospital. He was discharged
from the hospital and he took up a homestead at
Robinhood in 1913 and soon proved up the homestead. While spending his winters on the homestead
he told of a prank they played on Charlie Linden.
They got Charlie in the cellar and would not let him
up until he sang for them.

Earle Compton family. Earle Compton working on the railroad
near Glenbush, '1926.
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Gordon and Earle came fur us the 2nd of DcccrHber. it started to sno'v\! by the time we got to the hill.
The car could not make the hill so Earle had to :'::0

horne for the team and s1t:igh. The twins were 3 yc;:7rs
old vvhen Vv'C moved into the ncvl/ house "-- 1030,
September 29th.
Lois Beaver!'y! was born and \VCifZhcd 10 lbs
When she was fo'ur years old she gave ~11e a ;erribi~
scare. Earle \vas away so 1 had to "vater the cattle at
the lake. I took Lois '.,vith me. It \vas cold and \\i'indv

and I had to break the ice so the cows coule! drinK.-I
told Lois to stay by the trees out of the wind. She left
and went to the house and when 1 f2:ot to the house I
could not find her! looked all aro~lt1d and! was so
angry but when I found hcrcovcreciup in bee! I was so

Homemakers meeting at Mrs. S. Ketcheson about 1930. Mrs.
Earle Compton, third from left.

glad.

In 1942 we moved into Robinhood and had a
cafe, Mabel Menzie boarded with me. She was Erna
and Earla's first teacher In 1944 we moved to
Medsteae! and had a cafe and rooms. The same year
Earle sold cattle and machinery and went to Cutknife
to work at carpenter work. In 1948 we moved to
North Battleford and bought a small hOllse. We had
our fiftieth anniversary in 1971. In 1973 Earle passed
away. I sold my house in 1979 and moved to Suite
37-5201-42nd Street Lloydminster, Alberta.
When we bought the house in 1948 it had two

He went to Govan where he worked and farmed.
In 1918 he was called into the army where he spent
ten months. After getting out of the army, he did try
to enlist again but he was not A one, His knee and a
poor eye kept him out until conscription came in. He
then sold his grain and came to Watson in 1919.
He and a friend, Ernie Irwin, bought the livery
barn in September 1920. Before the year ended the
barn burned down. Watson was as far as the railroad
went. In 19191 met Earle. I was working for a Mr. and
Mrs. Burdick and Earle was boarding there. My
home was fifteen miles north of Watson. In 1921 we
were married in Humboldt and we went farming nine
miles east of Spalding, Sask., until 1926. We still had
the homestead, so decided we would move to Robinhood. Earle and my brother, Jim Hamilton went
ahead to get ready for Alfred, Lisle and L Alfred was
five years old, Lisle was coming three. Earle met us
at Prince with a team and sleigh. It was a nice day. 1
remember it rained some. If we had waited a few days
till the second of January, a passenger train went
north. So we arrived at a one-room shack with sod
roof. ~ when it rained we were wetter inside than
outside. Earle worked in the bush took out lumber so
we got a lumber roof and a second room. We worked
on the railroad into Glenbush, on the highways south
of Glaslyn. With working out and the~ work on the
homestead Earle was on the council. I was secretarv
for Robinhood School. In 1933 our second daughte~r
was born - 9 Ibs. Alice Joyce. In 1936 twin girls
born in Rabbit Lake Hospital. Erna Louise- SIbs.,
Earla Mae 8!1, Ibs. I was to go to the hospital on the
21st of November. I had a big batch of bread mixed to

small bedrooms, a sitting room and an old kitchen at

the back. In 1957 Earle put a basement suite in and
built another bedroom and sitting room which had
water and electricity. I worked at Notre Dame Hosoital from 1953 to 1970.
'
Alfred Charles left Robinhood in 1941 for B.C.
He married Elaine Walters and lives at Delta. He is a
foreman at Scott Paper in New Westminster. A
daughter Marjorie married Bob Reckneg and they
live at Hundred Mile House. They have 3 girls Cheryl
15, Elaine 12 and Victoria .3 years.
William Earle lives in Calgary and is married to
Donna Rust of Shaunavon. He 'vvorks for an oil company. They have one son Mathew.
Barry Alfred and Lila have one girl Lee Ana, one
son David and they live in Delta,
Laureeta Ig is still in school.
Lisle married Ted TavloL Station Agent at
Smithers, B.C. They have girls. Barbara a'nd Paul
Willis live in Kamloops, B.C. and they have 2 girls.
Glenda married David Syroka ancl they live at Vanderhoof, B. C. David is manager of the Co-op store
there and they have one girl Shenda.
Alice Joyce Craig lives in North Battleford and
works at the Saskatchewan Hospital. She has a son
Brent 20, daughters Judith 18 and Joanna 15, and a
granddaughter Jennifer.
Erna and Frank Haggard live in Lloydminster and

S.c.

i

bake that day. Earle was digging a basement for our

new house, so had to send Alfred to get him. Gordon
Trehearn drove us to the hospital. Lisle had to bake
the breael. The 21st of November was a beautiful
summer day.
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have the Prince Charles IVImor Inn. One son Brian in
Calgary is an accountant Darcy is going to University in September and Dana is still in school.

Our farm und huildings were in a degraded condition. But with the sixty-three-ccnt barley and cattle
as low as sixty-six dollars for a 400-pouncl calf one
year, we surVived and improved our farm and buildings aiong the way. vVe also managed to purchase
more land.
The year 1960, when Earl started school. vve only
Earl would be put on a horse to ricle to the road that
waS close to the present grid road today. When the
school bus arrived, he would dismount and turn his
horse for home. In rainy weather, we met Earl in the
afternoon with the tractor.

Earla and Stanley Charabin live at 13rada. Stanley

is a grain farmer. They have iviichacl at home, lVlurray in school and Christine at home. Earla passed
awa:y at the end of January 1979.
Lois and Dean 13elllivc in Sherwood Park. Alberta. Dean is manager for the Hudson's Bay. Lois
v'lorks for the Bank of Nova Scotia. One daughter
Laurie married Jim. Fried and lives in Edmonton. Son
Hugh is in school as vve!l as Lisle and Dean Jr.
We did have some good times.

The Robin school eli strict started to bus the children to Medsteacl school in 1956. It was one of the
worst wimers for snow. By plowing through ficlds, it
was possible to keep it operating. Norman I-Janson
transported David and Vera Nelson to Robinhood to
meet the bus. The school bus is something! will
always be thankful for. because it gave many children
an opportunity for a better education.

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Craig and -"limBy
Stan arrived from Landis on April 22, 1954 in a
Model A Ford to find that the government snowplow
and farmers armed with D-handled banjos had
opened the road from the highway to Robinhood the
day before. The drifts were as high as the telephone
wires. We were experiencing dust storms in Landis.
Stan drove the car and trailer to Emil Larsons on the
hard, frozen snow drifts, where he left the trailer. He
returned to Bill Seibs, Ethel's father, near the No.4
highway. to borrow a 1938 Maple Leaf truck to bring
his wife, Ethel. one-month old son Earl and their
belongings t(Jthe farm on E-Y,-7-50-1S-W-3 on April
24, Ethel's 24th birthday.
In the year of 1954, it rained almost constantly.
Many a time, implements left in a low area of a field
would be in a slough by morning. The year 1955,
proved to be a dry year. Stan worked for Bill Davis,
the Case dealer in Medstead, to augment our meagre
farm income. That same year. we purchased ten head
of heifers. When they freshened in November, we
milked all of them.
The year of 1956, found Stan working for George
Schmirler in the John Deere Agency in Medstead,
and he did the farming as well. In the spring of 1957,
while Clarence rV1athison went trucking gravel, we
looked after his cattle. That summmer. we milked
sixtcen cows. The cream trucks would come to the
farms to pick LIp the cream and return the empty cans.
That winter, Stan hauled and sawed wood for different homes in Robinhood. He managed to get groceries and saved about eighty dollars to help buy
gasoline to start spring work. The snow was deep,
and it took all day to get a load of poles from the bush
and get them sawed up.
Life wasn't all hard work - we had our social
functions. too. The Robinhood area had a
Saskatchewan Womens institute which met at different homes monthly. Often the men came along and
spent the afternoons "passing the buck". This was
always followed by a delicious lunch served by the
host family.

In 1956, our other child, Donna was born in
Medstead at the home of Pastor and Dr. Halfso.
Pastor Halfso was serving the Lutheran parishes.
Donna is now working in Calgary, Alberta.
We purchased Carrollton school in 1964, to be
remodelled to become our present home.
In June, 1974, our son. EarL married Judy 1mpeys. They had a family of three children, Tammy,
Surrena, and Scott.
In 1969, Stan purchased a moving outfit from E.
Thompson from Shellbrook, Saskatchewan. He
moved about five hundred buildings. In 1978 when
Stan became ill, he rented the business to Earl, and in
1979, Earl rented the farm. This was Earl's occupation until his death in a truck accident in the Mayfair
area on February 9th, 1980.
At the present time there is some indecision as to
what we will be doing. But worry is like interest on a
debt that is never due.

Bel't and Lillian Cl'ashley
I went away from home in the Loch Side District,
to visit my sister, Nelly, who was living in the Ladder
Valley District. east of Big River.
It was there that I met Bert Crash ley who was
home on leave from the Army. We were married in
Medstead in March, 1946, and went to live with
Bert's Aunt and Uncle at Carrivale. Susko
We came back to Loch Side in the Fall of 1946 and
stayed the winter in a small house in Dad's yard. It
was here our first daughter was born in January, 1947.
That summer we moved over to live on Seaman
Knott's farm on the edge of Cater Lake. The following year we moved to the old Miller farm in the Loch
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After a course at the Normal School in Saskatoon

his certificate \,-vas granted for Saskatchewan, and he
got his first school at Meeting Lake. Mother and the

children follo\\'cd a fev,,' months later. They lived at
N1ccting Lake and ncar Rabbit Lake a fc\v years
before the move to Samhvith. Dad continued to teach

a fevv years, then felt his health vvould benefit by
being outside more. So he took. up selling magazines, going from place to place b~/ horse and buggy

in the spring, summeL and fall. In the ','linter he
travelled by train from one small town to anoth~r.
ivlany people remember our clad and his magazine
subscription business.
V/hen the Culy family moved to the Sand with
district they lived for about two years in the Ellsworth
house. They then moved to the N.E. gA8-14. building a house on the west side of the big hill. threcquarters of a mile west of Sandwith. Dee. the oldest
living SOIL tried for three or four years to work a
living from the few cultivated acres on the place.
before they all moved to North Battleford.
Eventually the family had gro\\'n to be a big one
with many mouths to feed: seven sons. and four
daughters. Eight of the eleven are still living. The
three oldest sons. Dale. Dee and Donald are the ones
gone. Dale died at sixteen years of age. in the bad flu
epidemic of 1918. Dee died five years ago. Donald
had married Effie Hess of the Ward School District.
older sister of Mrs. Maynard (Ruth) Dirksen. in
April. 1931. They movecl to Eugene. Oregon. and
had a family of four: two sons. and two daughters.
Don passed' away in June. 1975. Effie still lives in
their same home. near most of their family in Eugene.
Gladys. who taught Hyde Park School in 1926.
later married Jim Shepherd. third or Henry and Minnie Shepherd's four sons. After a short time of far111-'
ing. Jim got a job as truck driver for the Sterling
Hardware and Millwork. "Growing" with the firm.
he became the trusted head shipper ami stayed at it
for thirty-nine years! They have a family of eight: hVD
daughters and three sons born to them. and then three
adopted daughters.
Clare married Ronald Riley (separate story).
Bessie. married Edgar Plaxton in October. 1936.
They have one daughter and two sons. They are
living in North Battleford. Ed \va:-; an employee of the
city of North Battleford for about thirty years and is
now retired.
Nelson and Bessie's fourth son was Cedric. who
later changed his name to Arne Colley. Arne married
Sharen Rieb in October. 1942. They have one son.
Garnet. Arne and Sharen are retired now. living at
Aldergrove. British Columbia. They did have a store
at Edgewater, British Columbia.

The wedding of Bert Crash ley and Lillian Garner. L. to R., Ross
Garner, Bert Whitt, Bert Crashley, Lillian Garner, Nettie Whitt,
Peggy Copra, Jean Boiton, Lyle Garner and George Garner.

Side District. It was here our second daughter. Terry.
was born.
In 1952 Bert went to Moose Jaw to find work. He
found a job with Redi-Mix and the girls and I moved
down in 1953.
Our son was born in 1954 and another daughter
1955.
We are still living in Moose Jaw. along with our
son. Randy. his wife and daughter.
One of our daughters lives at Delisle. Sask .• and
the other two daughters live in Regina.
We have many happy memories of the old days on
the farm and still enjoy going back to visit old
friends.
submitted by Lillian (Garner) Crashley

Nelson and Bessie Culy
by Gladys (Shepherd)
Our family moved to the Sandwith district in
June. 1926. from the Meeting Lake and Rabbit Lake
area. Our dad and mother. Nelson and Bessie Culy.
had originally come from Kansas. U.S.A .. in 1910.
Dad was in search of better healt!! in a cooler more
invigorating climute. Dad came a few months before
Mother and chose a homestead in the Imperial Davidson area. Then Mother followed with the children. three boys and one little girl.
They lived in Saskatoon that first winter. In the
spring of 1911. Mother bravely drove by horse and
buggy with her four small children the hundred
weary miles down to the homestead. A little shack
had been erected and the children eagerly looked
forward to getting "home" where they thought they
I,vould be with all their "aunts and cousins" again~
Poor Dad would never be a farmer. After a few
years he gave up trying to be one and went back to his
first love. the vocation he had been trained for, teaching. He had been a high school teacher in the States.
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Son number five. Lloyd George, became a
school teaciler, married Vera Impey of the Shell Lake

farm north of Daylight School vvhcre we farmed til!

area and still is teaching in Prince Albert. They have
one son and !\VO daughters.
Son nurnber six, Kenneth, has ahvays been frail

where we lived for cleven years hefore moving to

1947. Then we moved to the Village of Meclstcad
Lloydminster where \ve lived for three months. 1 got
a job cooking for Cleaves Construction. bUlkling
roads. So we landed up in Grande Prairie where
vve've been for the iast t\v'cnty-one years. Archie
passed away November 22, 1978 at the age of seventy
eight.
The oldest son Eldred. born on December I,
1925. and wife Dolores have two sons, '!erry and
Neil, and live at Spruce Grove, Edmonton. He is a
truck driver.
Jean, born on October 20. 1926. married Bert
Whitt and is farming in the Medstead area.
Orvilli, born on March 31. 1927, is married is
living in Kamloops, B.C.
Alfred, born on April 10. 1939, and wife Ann
had two sons: Bob passed away in 1977: and Georgie,
is working. Alfred is a truck driver and is living in
Lloydmin~ter.
'
Jim, born on ./uly 19, 1938 in McdsteacL married
Diana in 1962. They have three daughters: Sheila,
Brenda, and Karen, and now live in Vernon. B.C.
Doreen. born on February 15, 1933 is married
and has one son, Wayne. married. and has a haby boy
and three daughters. Donna. Sharon and Heather.
Betty married Art Kamm, they arc separated
now. Betty and family now live in Grande Prairie.
She has seven children: Alfred. Marion, Donna,
Bev, Freddy, Lynn and Ronny.
Donald. born on October 5, 1937 at Rabbit Lake,
Sask. and \vifc Marge have three sons, Lorne.
Ronald, and Lyle. Don works in Regina as a painter.
Florence and Neil are married and have one
daughter, Janice and a son. Georgie. They lived in
Duncan, B.C.
Bill and Arlene are married and have one daughter. Laura Lee. Bill, born February 1, 1942 at Rabbit
Lake, now lives in Grande Prairie where he has
worked on the Herald Tribune for the past fifteen
years.

in health, ancllike Dee, never married.
Son number seven, Calvin, seenlS to love anything to do with trucks and trucking. and still makes
his living: that way. He married a lovely Christian girl
named Elna Fredlund. They have only one son ami
are living in Calgary.

That brings us to daughter numher four, Mary
Eleanor, youngest of the family, a precious jewell
She kept the old home together after Mother's dcath
in 1956. (Dad had died in 1945). She made a home for
the two semi-invalid brothers, Dee and Ken, and
worked full-time to earn a living for them until the
care of Dee became too much for her at home. He
became a resident of the nursing home, where
Eleanor was a graduate nurse, for a couple of years
before he died in October 1974.

The Archie Currie Family
Archie was born on August 18, 1899, and Ethel,
his wife, was born on July 3D, 1907 in Antigo, Wis.,
U.S.A. They were married in Hazcnmore in the year
of 1925 on April 11.
Three children were born, before moving to
Glenbush where we lived for awhile. We then went
on to Frank Johnson's homestead in the Carrollton
School district. Some of the children went to school
there for awhile. before moving to Hamid Short's.
(Dacl's homestead in the Daylight School district),
where the children continued their schooling. In
1942, we moved to Josh Perry's homestead where we
farmed until 1944. We then moved to Bill Ewart's

~
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Knut Dahl
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Knut Dahl was of Scandinavian parentage. He
arrived in the Birnamwood S.D. in 1918 and bought
the Leonard Wappel Homestead on the S. W. V4 of
Section 2D-SO-14. in 1lJ22 he and a partner. Fred
Nordin, bought the N V, of Section 20-50-14. They
did not keep'this piece of land very long.
Knut Dahl was a pleasant fellow. He enjoyed
visiting and was fond of dancing. He was killed when
he wa; working at Bell's saw;;ill in the 1920's. His
team bolted with him and he was dragged to death.

~.
I

Mr. and Mrs. Archie Currie.
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Mr. and Mrs.

nm Danieis and Family

The Daniels came to live in Robini1ood where
Bill was the section foreman from June 4. 1957 until
1960. His wife's name was Florence and they had a
family of seven. George. Roslind. Judy, Verna. Allan. Ricky and Lorna.
Bill is retired now and lives in Saskatoon. Sask.
His wife passed away in 1979.
Edith, Ellen and Alex David. Second homestead at Birch Lake.

The Alex Davids
by Myra McIntosh
My parents came to Canada in 19()9 from EngJanel. and lived in Vancouver for two years. anel in
Alberta for a year. They then took a homestead at
Park Bluff. Section 6-49-15.
I am one of twelve children born to the Davids:
five boys. Alex Jr.. Harold. Fred, Donald and Mervyn: seven girls, Irene, Ellen, Myra. Edith. Hilda.
Lyola and Mina. There are still ten members of the
family living. Irene the eldest passed away in 1924 at
the age of thirteen. Ellen the second eldest passed
away in 1979 at the age of sixty-seven.
I was born in a little two room log cabin with a
sod roof, as were four of my brothers. My family
moved many times. going from Park Bluff to Molewood. Marron. Robinhood and Birch Lake.
My older brothers and sisters started school at
Park Bluff. I started school in Molewood. School for
us was very limited. it being too cold in winter. and
there was not the proper clothing. Many times in the
summer there was no school because of not having a
teacher. as they were very hard to come by at that
time. We always had a school Christmas concert and
every child. even the pre-school children got a
Christmas gift. Often this was our only Christmas
gift as life was pretty tough in a large family. In
summer we had a school picnic. We got a free ice
cream cone and hot dog. If you were good in sports
and won a few races you'd get a bit of spending
money. One summer picnic. they were giving a prize
of one hundred pounds of flour for the largest family.
We tied with a family from Molewood. by the name
of Blixrud.
We never went anywhere as children. except to
school. Our entertainment was, the games we played
by ourselves at home. In the Summer we would swim
in the nearby lakes and ponds. During the winter. in
our early years, we stayed indoors. only the older
ones with the warmer clothes and shoes would go
outdoors. When we grew older we would skate on the
lakes. and ski down the hills with homemade skies,
made from barrel staves.
When I was ten my dad took a second homestead
at Birch Lake, that's where most of the family did our

Neal Johnson, Fred David and Don David on their way to catch

the freight trains.

I had never seen a town untill was about twelve.
Our post office was always in someone's home where
us kids would go to pick up the mail. At Birch Lake
in the early days. some people by the name of
Gadsby had the post office. When the population
grew, we had to go to Glaslyn for our groceries and

mail.
I can always remember the first time 1 went to
Glaslyn. I went with my mother and she let me go to
pick up the mail. I knocked on the door as I had done
at the post office at Gadsbys. Of course no one
answered. so J waited. then a few people went in
without knocking. I also entered and waited to see
how they got their mail (by asking of course).
Being raised in a large family made it hard to
distinguish the difference between hard up and the
depression. To us it was always a depression. I didn'r
learn what the depression was until 1 had grown up.
Most of us left school young. I remember my brothers riding the freights from coast to coast in search of
work, working for five dollars a month in winter for
farmers. and the farmers got five dollars a month for
hiring them.
We had our good times though. We used to go to
the school dances and dance from eight p.m. till six

growmg up.
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Birch Lake. They farmed at Fernwood and Mervyn
drove the school bus Lip till 1960. They are now living
in Edmonton wherc Mervyn works in a lumberyard.
The youngest three girls were Hilda, Lyola and
Mina, 'Hi!da and Lyoia worked in the Glaslyn Hotel,
later going to Vancouver to work as nurse's aides in
the North Vancouver General Hospital. Hilda met a
boy from Speers. Saskatchewan and got married,
Thcy are living in North Vancouver where her husband, Telford NOllles works for the Department of
Highways. Hilda drives for North Vancouver Transportation.
Lyola went back to Birch Lake and married
Claucle Taylor of Fernwood. where they farmed until
Claucle's death in 1975. Lyola is still carrying on
farming with her son Fred.
Mina, went to Vancouver at the age of seventeen
and worked as a waitress. She then married Lea
Summers. who works for the City. They live in West
Vancouver,
The story of our lives often reminds me of the
book "Cheaper by the Dozcn". I remember in the
early thirties, my dad bought an old car. I think it was
a Dodge Touring car, an open car. He had never
driven a car but he decided to take it for a drive. All of
us kids piled in the back and away he went. All the
roads were just wagon trails, when he came to a large
mud hole, and instead of putting his foot on the brake
he put it to the gas. He ran right through the mud and
we were all soaked with mud from head to foot. My
dad never tried driving again.
I often go back to visit. It's hard to believe what it
usecl to be like. Most everyone has electricity, indoor
plumbing, hot and cold running water. It's hard to
find the places we used to live. i get an odd feeling
and a little twinge of homesickness for the things that
used to be, the people I used to know, and the "good
old days".

a,m" then we'd go straight to work when we got
home or did our chores milking cows, cleaning barns
and feeding the stock, whichever the case may be.
There were also box socials for raising money for
Christmas presents for the kids. The girls would take
a boxed lunch all done up fancy with her name on it.
the boys would bid on it. and oh I the excitement of
who you would have for a partner. It was all good
fun, going to these dances in the winter in a heated
caboose driven by a team of horses,
Ellen went to work at Tramping Lake and some
years later married Abb Kuhn. They farmed in that
area till Abb's retirement, then moved to North Battleford where they both passed away.
Alex Jr. workcd on farms in and around Birch
Lake. Later he married a local girl named Lolla
McNeil. They farmed at Fcrnwood till 1960, when
clue to the poor health of Alex, they moved to Victoria, where they both retired in the last few years.
Harold joined the armed forces, and went overseas, returning when the war was over. Later he
married a girl from Birch Lake by the name of Jean
Shepherd. They live in New Westminster and raised a
family. Harold will be retiring this year from P. V.
Plywood Plant where he has worked for the past
thirty years.
I am next in the family. I worked at housework
around North Battleford till 1937 when I went home
for a visit and met and married Narcisse Marleau. He
had moved up from Pambrun, Saskatchewan, in the
early thirties where his family had been dricd out. He
and two brothers brought a herd of cattle and a little
farming equipment to Fairholme where they farmed
until 1937. We moved to Vancouver, then to Port
Mellon where Narcisse worked as a steam engineer
till his retiremcnt in 1972.
Fred joined the armed forces in 1939 and went
overseas in the winter of 1940. When the war was
over hc moved to North Vancouver and met and
married a girl by the name of Mae Bagnall. He now
lives in Coquitlam and is a longshoreman.
Donald went to North Vancouver and worked in
the shipyards. Later he joined the armed forces and
went overseas. He met Edna Fishlack and married
before returning to Canada. He lives in Vancouver,
and is also a longshoreman.
Edith stayed around Birch Lake and married
Willie Lockhart. They ha.d three children, Larry,
Elaine and Tracey.
Mervyn, the youngest boy. stayed at home and
took over the farm when he was quite young. All the
brothers were gone, and Dad had passed away in
1935, leaving Mother alone with the younger children. Mervyn joined the army at age nineteen but
didn't go overseas. He married Norma Kaletky of

James E. Davidson Story
By Marjorie Newman
James E, Davidson, known as Scotty, moved to
Mcdstead in 1934 to SEI4-50-14-W3. He and his
wife moved to Saskatoon from Manitoba. They came
to my mother's (Mrs. Hesse) place looking for a light
housekeeping room. Mother sent them next door
where they found a room. Scotty's wife and mother
became friends. Later she died on the street of a heart
attack. Scotty was alone. and could find no work and
was on relief. Mother had a friend. a Dr. Johannas
who was the Provincial Vet and he came to the
Medstead district on many trips. so he suggested that
Scotty take up land here. Mother loaned him the
money to buy a team of horses, wagon, hay rack and
a cow. Mother gave him dishes, pots and pans, a bed,
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The children attendee! Guyhirne School which at
that time was situated one mile east of the farm across
the road from the August Mi!ler homcstead. In 1932
the school was moved one mile north and one i11iie
west to be in the centre of the school district. I have
recollections of \valking to school on very cold rnornings so bundled up with scarves Ivlother had hrought
from Wales that I could hardly see or by contrast
picking wild strawberries with Johanna Miller and
RlIby Knutson and eating them with our school
lunch. Some
the first teachers were Ella Hagen.
Mrs. (Iverson) ·[llciy. Mia Lehman and Mrs. Woods.

bedding, and a table. He trekked from Saskatoon
trailing his cow to Medstead. He was a happy go
lucky person, always singing or whistling. He played
the violin and mouth organ for dancing at hOllse
parties. and dances in the schools around. Mother
later moved up here to keep house for him. with her
furniture and belongings from a twelve room house.
They built a log house and lived in it until they could
get up more logs and have them sawn into lumbcr,
Duncan George helped them put the roof up on the
lumber house which Louis Warkentin lives in. In
1940 Scotty joined the Regina Rifles and was sta'
tioned in North Battleford for awhile. Mother stayed
on the farm and with the help of Bert Whitt and Cecil
Newman, sowed the land down to grass. Mother and
Scotty were married when he was transfered to Truro,
N,,':a Scotia and she stayed there till Scotty was sent
overseas. He was a mechanic, and went along with
the truck convoys to service them. Mother, now Mrs.
Davidson, moved to Vancouver and worked in the
First Aid Station at the Boeing Aircraft Factory.
When Scotty was discharged after the war he went to
Vancouver and worked as a mechanic in a garage.
Later he bought one of his own, known as the Friend,
ly Service. A Chevron Service Station on 12th Ave.
in Vancouver. He and mother were divorced in 1972
and he sold his service station and retired shortly
after. He died in a boating accident in 1975. Mother
now lives at Seton Villa in North Burnaby. a lovely
Senior Citizen Complex. She will be 88 years old on
March 5th. 1980.

or

"Surprise Parties". whist drives. school dances.
box socials and picnics by the lake near our farm
were part of the social activities. In particular Ire,
member Mrs. Waugh making ice cream for our picnics in the old ice cream maker turned by hand - a
chore my older brother Jack enjoyed because he
could "lick" the ladle. We also swam in the lake and
a few brave souls brought their leaky boats to try their
hand at rowing. In the winter we would slide on it and
1 always remember my father or older brother having
to chop open the watering hole for the stock to drink.
In summertime there was an abundance of wild
berries and our picking sessions usually ended up
with a picnic. Mother canned and made jam (no
freezers in those days). We always had a big garden
and weeding was one of the chores I disliked so I
usually ended up doing housework. I can remember
my mother helping in the harvest fields in the fall
when the men were short of help. She enjoyed work,
ing outside and always enjoyeci good health.
We did nm have a church close at ham!. Some,
times a minister would come for service in the school
and sometimes we made the trip into Medstead to
attend the Anglican Church. My mother greatly
missed having a church near and I could understand
why. When as a member of the Royal Canadian Air
Force Women's Division, I visited her old home in
Wales and the church she had attended as a child.
Most of all she missed the choirs and the singing. Our
mother had a lovely voice.
During the long winters my brothers and Father
would go north into the woods to cut the cord wood to
be shipped to North Battleford. Then Mother and we
three girls would be left to look after the stock. Dad
also hauled freight from North Battleford to the Post
Office for Mrs. JunOI'.
Jack remembers hauling a load of grain to North
Battlcf'ord for Dad when he was only ten years old -_.
some forty or fifty miles with a team of horses.
Tragedy struck our home in 1937 when my broth,
er Llewellyn and Father were both taken to Rabbit
Lake Hospital with pnuemonia. Llewellyn passed
away there - he was 19 years old and is buried in the

The Thomas Davies Family
submitted by Margaret McKellar
Thomas Davies first went to Australia to look at
the country and the job prospects then to Canada
where his first job was pushing a wheelbarrow of
cement to lay the first sidewalks in North Battleford.
He earned enough money for his passage home to
Wales where he married Lily Ashton in the town of
Newtown, Montgomeryshire on June 23rd. 1915.
They sailed from the port of Liverpool and landed
in Halifax taking the train across Canada to North
Battleford where he went into the dairy business with
George Steele as a partner. A year later they took
homestead land four miles northwest of the hamlet of
Medstead.
Their first son Thomas John was born in March
1916. Twins: a son and daughter were born 28th of
Jan. 1918. One of the twins, a boy, died a few weeks
after birth and is buried in a cemetery in North
Battleford. The other twin, a girl, was named Mary
Martha. Richard Llewellyn was born May 21, 1919, a
daughter Margaret in Oct. 1922 and the last child a
girl Elizabeth Olueen born 23rd of Feb. 1927.
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B()\vron and lives in Port Coquitlam. B.C. Father

Glenbush cemetery. When Llewellyn died in Rabbit
Lake Hospital August Miller (.Ir.) made the trip by
horse and sleigh alone to bring his body back for

died in April 1946. Mother died in North 13attleford
Hospital in 1973. She had been living in River
Heights Lodge. Thev arc both buried in Zion
LLltl~eran Cem~tcry Oll~ half mile north of Medsteacl.

buriaL Father recovered but remained a semi-invalid
due to having one lung removed and a tube draining
tluid from the other.

Jack Davies Story

Our father had been active in the community _.

i \vas born on March 23, 1916 on Dad and 1\10ther's dairv farm. North Battleford. One of my carl y
memori~s was about a tramp who stayed overnight.
Before he went to bed. he went to the woodpile and
got the axe. put it beside his bed and said the first
person that cumes through that Joor gets it. We
moved from North Battleford to Hoover's on the NW
section 22-50-15 in the Guvhirne District. That fall
we had no stable room for cattle and horses so we
moved to the Kraley's place for the winter. then back
in the spring:.
.
Then school. I went for eight years. complctlllg:
public school. My teachers were: Mrs. Agnes Knutson. Ella Hagen (Mrs. Ott Dunser). Mrs. Ralph
Wood. Minna Lehman. Mrs. Bill Bovair. Mrs. John
Tady and John Warick. There was no nonsense like
sitting in the trees when Mr. Warick rang the school
bell.
Dad hac! an old Ontario binder and the late summer of 1926. I drove that binder cutting some crop.
Dad was stooking but the binder wouldn't tie the
sheaves very well so after we were finished. Dael
borrowed a team and another grain wagon. loaded up
two loads of wheat and off we went to North Battleford. stopping one night by the shore of Jackrish
Lake and going the rest of the way the next day. That
night we ~tay;d at the Auditoril;m Hotel. The next
day. we went to the Fair where Dad bought a new
binder for $325.00. That fall. I drove a four horse
team on that one. I was ten years old.

heing chairman of the school board for many years
al~so a memoer of the municipal council and doing
a ~reat deal of work for the Wheat Pool. He would
drive M. J. Coldwell around the country when he
came campaigning and I can remember sitting on Mr.
Coldwell's lap while Dad and he discussed the days
activities. Mother was a member of the first Homemaker club in the district. She enjoyed knitting.
embroidery work and crochet.
We had sheep on the farm and I can remember
Mrs. Haagenson from Robinhood coming to show
Mother h(;w to spin and card the wool to make into
soeks. mitts and sweaters. Her summer hobby was
making cheese when we had lots of milk and I can
still se'e the big round cheese with the cheese cloth
wrapped around. then stored in crocks in the basement.

Good and kind neighbors surrounded us. The
August Miller family were to the east. one mile west
liv;d the Knutson brothers Halvor, Alfred and Henry
and their elderly mother who smoked a pipe. To the
west across the road Mr. Mitchell and his son Lawrence. Mr. Mitchell later married Mrs. Toply who
had two daughters Winnifred and Kay. To the south
was the Lars CChristenson family. To the north the Val
Mamer family who hacJ come up from the south in
the 30·s.
Jack married Alwyn Barbara Orr in 1942. They
live in Glaslyn and have four sons. Ken (Pat) Davies
with two sons live in Glaslyn, Glen (Gloria) Davies
with a son and daughter live at Hinton. Alberta.
Michael and Gloria Davies also live in Hinton and
David lives in Saskatoon. Mary married Ray Wilson
until 1963 lived in Prince Albert then moved to
Agassiz. B.C. Mary died in 1968 and is buried in
M~)lJntain Cemetery· near Agassiz. They had one son
Donald \vho is married and has a son and daughter.
He lives at Fort St. John. B.C. Margaret married
Lome McKellar after coming home from overseas.
Thev have rour children 2 sons and 2 daughters.
Ron'ald and Nonie arc in Calgary. Robert and Moira
Jill still at home. Be!!y married Bill Trask in July,
1946 and lived at Harris. They had two sons Barry
(Elva) Trask. They have two children _. a boy and a
girl and resid~ on a farm near Marcelin.
Saskatchewan. Doug and Linda Trask have a son and
own and operate a dairy farm at McBride. B.C. Bill
Trask died in 1972. Betty has since remarried to John

Guyhirne School Boys. Llewellyn Davies. Arthur Chalk, Willie
lehman, leslie Chalk, Jack Davies, Stener Waalen. 1926.
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Summer of 1948 was very dry: we had no crop so
Dought a 1927 international truck on time and
hauled cattle and pigs every week all summer. it paid
for [he truck and our groceries. 1 also helped Joe
Randal! sell at auction sales. That falL I was north of

Birch Lake fighting fires for a month. In November,
we moved to Birch Lake and the next spring. I started
as to\VernlcHl at Birch Lake tOi,A/er and Vv'HS for fOLlr
surnmers the patrolman.
After the fire danger \vas over in summers of "54
and '55. I went with Joe Fournier (Le()viile patrolman) building D.N.R. offices at Glaslyn. 5t. Walburg. Loon Lake. Cold Lake, and camp kitchens at
Dorintosh. Waterhen River and Turtle Lake. In 1959,
my family and Im()vcd to Glaslyn.
From 1965-70. when we were living at Loon
Lake. I worked at different areas: Loon Lake. Canoe
Lake. Chitek Lake and Turtle Lake planning and
overseeing the building of camp sites and many times
in the summers was away from the family two or
three weeks at a time. Finally I got tired of being
away so much so returned to Glaslyn and that fall,
left the D. N. R. after twenty-one years and have
worked at L. & M. Wood Products ever since, where
I am now time keeper and bush foreman with one
more year to go before I retire.

Jack Davies with a load of wood, going six miles to Birch Lake.
Feb., 1947.

I remember going to Medstead when there was
only A. V. Osler's store on the west side and Mrs.
.lunar on the east and in the spring we had to wade
through willows and water to go from one place to the
other.
In the thirties. my brother and l went to the bush
north of Birch Lake to cut and haul wood to Birch
Lake. also to Medstead where wood sold for $1.50
per corl!' We also cut and hauled ties for lvor Soderberg. In the bush camp. there were three other outfits
occupying the same camp we were. One evening we
came in early. had our supper. then did our dishes in a
pot of water that was on the back of the stove. Later.
the next crew came in thinking that was their tea can,
put some tea in it. then remembered it wasll·t. so left
it. Soon the next crew came in and said. "There's our
left-over coffee from breakfast". and they drank it.
It wasn't all work though - during the winters in
the early thirties every Saturday night. as many
neighbors as possible would gather at one place. each
bringing lunch. When the small ones got tired. they
would be put to bed. then the furniture was pushed
back and dancing would go on all night with the
music supplied by Albert Knutson and his violin.
After an early breakfast. the people would go home.
The next week. we' d go to someone else's place. This
ended when the hall was built.
Some winters I worked at Soderberg's mill and
got $.50 a day and board. John Bleckem was cook.
Other winters I cut and hauled ties or wood. and one
winter. I worked for Tom Waugh on that Government
plan when they paid the worker $5.00 a month and
paid the farmer $5.00 for keeping him. Later winters
we got out wood. sawed it into stove lengths and piled
it in box cars.

Alwyn (Orr) Davies
I am fourth in line of the family of Bob and Laura
Orr. My real name is Alwyn Barbara. but [hey tell me
my aunt Iva (Casson) gave me the name Bubbles

when I was about eight months olt! as 1 blew bubbles
all down my chin. ant! the name stayed with me.
One of my earliest memories is when we moved
from the forest ranger cabin to Barney Oxley's (Len
Capron bought the place later and it is now owned by
Walter Orange). When we moved. Mother drove the
car and Chris Parker drove a team with a wagonload
of furniture. I went with Chris, and a lot of the way!
sat in the big door of the kitchen cabinet. I suppose to
get some shade. I was five years old: but I don'[
remember moving from there to where Mother's
house is now.
The next was school and for ten years I went to
Cater School. taking grades nine and ten by correspondence course. My first teacher was Phyliss Paul,
then Bobbe Mann. Laura McLeod. Norma McLeod.
and Delphine Rodenbour (she helped with my studies if and when time permitted). We lived so close to
school that on an especially nice summer day I could
stand on the school steps. take a deep breath and
know Mother was making stew for dinner. The
school year of 1941-42. Jean and I went to high
school in Medstead. We stayed with Pa Perry. He
made the meals, we did the dishes, and many times
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he made macaroni and cheese for dinner. i sure liked
that and have never managed to make it taste the same

two falls, he stayed with Ivlary and Ho\vard and went
to school with Betty and Archie. When Glen had [0
start. I didn't go to the tower. By then, Jack was
prornotecl to patrolman. While at the tov/er, sometimes we took a day off and the day of Bill Oxley's
sale was one. It \vas the first auction sale Ken and
Glen had been to and they \'veren't missing any of it.
The next day at the tower, they held their own sale,
Ken was the auctioneer and Glen did all the buy/ing.
New Year's Eve, 1954, our third son, David
Llewellyn was born and less than two years later.
October '56, fourth son, Michael Brian came along.
Jack was working more and more on the Glaslyn side
of the D.N.R. district so in 1959 we moved to
Glaslyn, and have been here ever since, with the
exception of five years (1965-1970) when we were at
Loon Lake.
Ken married Pat Ozemlowski in JUly, 1965, and
lived in our house until June, 1967 when Glen married Georgia Janzen. So to give Glen a place to live.
Ken and Pat got a trailer. In 1968, a daughter was born
to Glen and Georgia. The next year, they moved to
Hinton, Alberta. They have a son, too, born in July,
1971. In December of the same year. Ken and Pat's
first son was born and three years later their second

Slnce.

One summer. \vhen 1 \vas cleven or twelve, the
gophers were very bud, so Dad said he'd pay me one
cent for every gopher tail I brought in. I trapped
gophers until 1 got ninety-nine enough for a pretty
pale mauve dress I wanted, then I guit l
November 26. 1942 was a big day as ! married
Jack Davies in a quiet ceremony at home with our
families and a few close friends. It was a bitterly cold
day, twenty-five helow zero fahrenhiet at the warmest time of clay.
Our first son John Kennedy, was born in July,
1944 and three years, three months, three days and
thirteen hours later second son, Glen Richard was
here. When Glen was one year old, we moved to
Birch Lake and lived in a two-room slab building
near Soderberg's mill. John and Fedelia Anderson
lived close by, and through the winter. we, Fedelia
and her two children and Ken, Glen and I visited
back and forth so much that one day Joan, (about two
years old) heard us coming and started to cry.
The next spring, Jack was hired as towerman at
Birch Tower starting April tenth, and about a week
later the boys and I moved. There were a lot of fires
that spring and the boys were afraid of the tower. So
late one night, after the boys were sleeping, I climbed
up to see the fires. The sky was red all across the
north and some to the south of us. We spent four
summers there, moving back to Birch Lake in the
fall. Ken hac! to start school so for three springs and

son was born.

Michael moved to Hinton and in May, 1978,
married Gloria Sehnaider.
David moved around quite a bit doing various
kinds of work, but for the last two years he has been
working in Saskatoon. He is still single. And that
brings us back to where we started in 1942, only
somewhat older and hopefully wiser.

Mr. ami Mrs. E. A. C. Davis Story
Eric and Ella (Anderson) Davis were married in
1933. They moved north from the Rosetown district
that fall anc! settled on the SE 12-50-14-W3rd. It was
approximately three quarters of a mile south of the
Carrollton Schoo!.
His folks came from England and her folks from
Scotland.
They did everything together, be it field work,
chores. hauling water or gardening. Their yard and
especially their garden showed great pride and much
work and enjoyment. For a number of years the local
teacher boarded at their place. Eric also served as
school secretary for many years.
Mrs. Davis passed away on July 25, 1957 at the
early age of forty-six. Davis sold out by auction sale
on October 7, 1957, Claude Howatt being the auctioneer. After a brief stay in Medstead, Eric moved to
Saskatoon where he did carpentry work. Eric passed
away November 3, 1976 in a Saskatoon nursing home
at the age of seventy eight.

Jack Davies family. Back l. to R., Ken, Glen. Centre: Jack
Bubbles. Front: David, Michael.
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L. to R., Leo Degner, Andrew Jacobson, Gus Carlson, Mrs.
Degner, Otto Degner, Ford Cantelon, Margaret Jacobson,
Mrs. Fred Degner, Violet Jacobson, Mrs. F. Cantelon, Evelyn
Jacobson, Gretchen Degner, and Carl Jacobson, in lront 01
the Degner home.

hold and the cattle from a mile away. This was an
everyday chore, summer and \vinter.
Bill lost the use of his legs that same year and has
been confined to a wheelchair ever since.
Bill. the courageous one. Even though he could
not walk. he has learned to drive a car. then got
married to a girl from Prince Edward Island who had
a stroke and walks with a leg brace. They have
travelled around a lot, driving as far as Calgary from
Vancouver and flying back to Prince Edward Island.
On one trip, he tells of an embarrassing incident
which we feel was amusing. They had pulled into a
camping site in southern British Columbia. set up
their tent, and as duty calls for everyone, Bill made
his way to the out house. Now most of these will not
allow you to wheel in with the chair. so he swung
himself into the outhouse without first setting the
brake on the chair. Well. the wheelchair took off
down the hill and Bill sitting in the outhouse had to
call the first passerby to retrieve his chair. Bill is now
about sixty years old.
Leo (myself) served three and a half years in the
air force in W.W.II overseas. I returned to Armstrong
to marry a Saskatchewan girl and raise two sons. 1

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. C. Davis at their home, September 10,1950.

Henry Dawson
Henry Dawson ran the International Harvester
agency about 1928. They had two sons. Argyle and
Rupert. Argyle was a cattle buyer at one time and
also bought grain for a short time. Mr. Dawson
passed away while at Glenbush. Argyle worked in
Doidge's store. later marrying Evelyn Doidge ancl
then moved to North Battleford. Rupert's whereabouts is unknown.

Tile Degner Family
by Leo Degner
We came from Macworth, Saskatchewan. twelve
miles from the Montana border. to Hillside in 1932.
We moved our household goods by railway. but my
mother. two brothers and a sister came by covered
wagon. It took a month to travel t,OO miles.
The reason we moved from the south to the north
was that there was a very bad drought, so we couldn't

have done a number of things, logging, truck driv-

make a living.

ing. and for the last twenty years have worked for
Massey Ferguson dealers as a mechanic.
I surely have some fond memories of Hillside,
Ward School and Sandwith. You know. we didn't
need entertainment provided for us back then. we
made our own. ! was only nine years old when we
moved into Ward School district. We had a hard time.
we southerners, until we proved ourselves to the

My father, Otto Degner. located on the N.E.
19-47-14. which was C.P.R. land, then went to work
to clear the land of bush and rocks, so he could farm
it.
We built our four-bedroom house of poplar logs
and clay, which made a very warm house in winter.
and a cool one in the summertime. All our buildings
were made from logs.

northerners. It must have been like an invasion to

<.-

them. from 26 pupils to 52 in one summer. They even
tore out the cloak rooms to make room. What a time
it must have been for the teachers. fifty-two individuals, ten classes in onc room. Now tcachers find it

Our furnace was made from oil barrels. which
were large enough to burn three foot logs in.
My father dug four or five wells, but never found
any water, so we had to haul our water for the house375

hard with more than twenty in onc grade. Our school
games were greaL pump-pump-pull-away. steal
sticks, kick the can. and softball. We worked hard [()
be the best team for the 24rh of May at Sandwith. I
remember the year! was catcher. so much build-up to
that day and we could go by noon, right after we
planted spuds. We won that year. and boy, it was
good' Then we could spend our year's allowance,
10¢-5¢ for a chocolate bar and a 5¢-ice cream cone.
Swimming in the summer, but I never did learn how.
Seasons seemed to be so great when you're a kid.
Winter was great, sleigh riding on our homemade
sleighs, or bob sled that Dad made. The skis made
from birch, hand planed. steamed in Mom's copper
boiler, then taken to the cellar, (we had no basements
in those days). where they were bent over a round
pole to wait and dry. Then the toe straps, and away we
would go, downhilL and cross-country. Then there
was the fun we would havc going visiting. We would
take a long rope ried to the sleigh and slalom on our
skis. One time of the year was really fun, Christmas
concerts. We would travel to all the schools around
the district.

a man. \A/hen it was meal time we rnadc Cl beeline for
the table to gC[ there first, and we were the last ones to
leave, eating full time saying little except, "pass
this", or "pass that". The oider men sure gave us a
hard time about that. We went around about half a
dozen places in Ollr loop. Threshing time was hard for
us boys also. It seems that 4:30 A.M. came early in
those days.
As I say, for me, it was a great piace to be at my
age, for my parents. they often said "We should
never have moved to Hillside," but rather, gone right
to British Columbia. I see their point flOW, for they
were as old as I am now, and I don't think I would
keep up to my dad remembering the work he did.
Father moved to Armstrong, British Coilumbia,
in 1941 to farm for seven years, and retired to Kelowna where he passed away in his 82nd year, on
March 4th, 1960.
Mother, after Dad died, went to Calgary and
passed away in a nursing home in her 81st year.
Two half-brothers, George and Fred. have taken
their own names as they were never adopted. George
served in W.W.ll with the army, married a girl in
Belgium, lived for a few years in Kelowna, British
Columbia, and moved to Toronto, Ontario. He retired and lives in Brampton, Ontario. he is not well.
as he has Parkinson's Disease. He is about 66 or 67
years old and has two sons. Fred was in the army in
Canada. He has lived mostly in British Columbia
since wartime. He is married with fOUl daughters and
two sons. He lives in Prince George. British Columbia, and suffered a stroke two years ago, and cannot
travel anymore.
1 also have a sister, Gretchen. six years younger
than l. She would be about twelve when we left
Hillside. She went to business college, worked in
Calgary, finally married an Alberta farmer. and has
raised a family of two girls and two boys.
Baby brother, Walter was 10 months old when we
made the long trip north in the covered wagon along
with Mom, George, the driver, Gretchen and myself.
There are a good many stories to be tole! of that trip,
too. The year we left Hillside he would be the same
age as I was when we arrived, He married a Calgary
girl. and raised two boys and one girl. He was a bus
driver for many years but has moved up the ladder to
be an inspector for the Calgary Transit System.
I've been back twice, once I brought my thirtecnyear old son with me to roam over the places ane! talk
about what it was like when I was his age.
The old place is gone now. Carl Jacobson lived in
the place for awhile after we left. Since then it has
been incorporated into a community pasture. YOll
can still see where the hOllse was. There is a pile of
rocks that my dad worked hard to arrange for the

I did the janitor work at Ward School for awhile. I
would go early, and light the fires to make it warm
enough by 9 o'clock. Then stay after to clean the
blackboards and brushes, and sweep the floor. This
helped to pay the taxes on our farm. We also took the
school pump organ with the ivory pried off the keys,
and all the knobs gone and the bellows with mice
nests in it. My dad was a great fixer, he would tackle
anything. He and we kids cleaned it up, patched the
bellows, used spools for knobs, and my sister learned
to play on it. I inherited the organ as my sister had
progressed to the piano. I never did get the ivory on
the keys, but my wife played it for awhile. We sold it
to an antique dealer that was going to rebuild it. We
were looking forward to seeing this. when they lost it
and many more valuable pieces in a fire.
Yes, those were memorable times, more so for
the pre-teen boy, even on a farm. The new calf. the
cute colt, and even the little pigs all in a row having
lunch. Then there was lots to do. We all had our
chores to do. and as we grew older to take our turn in
family and community work. I remember one year
on the wood-cutting bee. Each family would take out
wood to be cut up with the "buzz" saw, and when
everyone was ready, we wQuld call the owner-operator of the buzz saw to come. To be able to have help,
one person from each family would make the rounds
to help the other, so he could have hclp on his. The
year that I remember so well, George Price was on
the gang for the Price family, and I was on for the
Degner family. We were both about 15 or 16 years
old, and growing boys had to eat well to grow up to be
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foundation of our house. The rnark of Otto Degner is
all but gone, except for those rocks, which was one of
the hardest jobs, to get them off the fields.

it v.ias a vcry wct summer and living in a tent was
rather damp at times, although it had a lumber 1100r.
Helped Frank build a log barn and shack, moved into
,the shack on Jan. 2, 1932. Needless to say everything
was frozen solid by that time, even the mud chinking
on the log walls, till the camp slOve had puffed and
huffed long enough to thmv it out. then it started to
fall oil I remember buying feed oats tllm fall from
Chris Lildal for 12 cents per bushel.
By 1932, practically all available land had been
taken up. The C.P.R. land settlement scheme was
working IOO'lc and a lot of this land had a settler on
each quarter section. Some of these people came
from the city which made it especially hard for them.
The Government relief they were getting barely
bought the necessities of life. A lot of them only
stayed a year or two and moved out again.
Cash was scarce and trade was a means of exchange. I remember one day a man hy the name of
Wolfe from south of Sandwith drove in the yarcl with
a team of scrawny horses on a wagon with a few trade
goods. The only thing we could deal for was a rooster
he had in a gunny sack, for which I gave him some
flour. We had no hens for the rooster so he went in the
kettle. After hours of cooking we sat clown to a feed
of chicken: the soup was excellent but the meat was
still "wolf bait", never to be forgotten.
In the winter of '33 I hauled fire-killed spruce
logs from north of Barnes Lake for building purposes
on my own place, I was still batching with my brother
Frank. These logs! hewed on one side with a broadaxe: that's when I found out a big Swede could make
money swinging a broadaxe. but a little Frenchman
got a sore back ~ Those logs made up into a reasonably good house for those days and is still standing
solid to this day on N.W. 32-48-15.
In 1935 I married Beatrice Callagham in Meacham, Sask. and brought her to the district. What a
prospect for a bride: a stove, two chairs, a homemade table and a bed, not even a cupboard. But this
was the thirties, had a garden patch broke, but what
the drought didn't kill the frost did. Not enough feed
for the cattle that winter so shipped ten cows for one
cent per pound.
All our close neighbors within one mile were
Alphonse Faucon on S. W. 31-48-15, Bert Faucon
N.W. 31-48-15, Frank Desmarais N.E. 31-48-15,
Stan Vickers S.W. 32-48-15, Armand Desmarais N
v" 32-48-15, Duncan McCuaig N V:-33-48-15 Ivor
Strombery W V:. 4-49-15, Henry Kildaw S.E.
4-49-15, Albin Gresdal N.E. 6-49-15, Ben Gresdal
N. W. 6-49-15.
Neighbors were close and farms were small.
Quite a change with farms nowadays.
In 1936 our first child Lawrence was born in

Mr. amI Mrs. Armand L Desmarais and
'Family
by Armand Desmarais

Arrived in the Robinhood district in June 1931.
Stayed with my brother Frank who was located on
N.E. 31-48-15, and looked at several parcels of land
available. Took a lease with option to purchase on N.
V,-32-48-15 from R.M. Round Hill. Wm. Hume was
councillor for Div. 6 at that time. F. Stannard was
secretary.

Roy, Edwin, Percy, Leo Zeiler. Lawrence, Floyd and Ray
Desmarais.

Beatrice and Armand Desmarais, Christmas, 1979.
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Notre Dame Hospital. North Battkford. Times \vcrc

purchased from the John Faller farnily in the spring of

hard but we were happy. Milked cows and shipped

1966.
Together we \\'orked on [he farm. doing some

cream to Medstcad. it kept us in groceries and necessary clothing. We had a fe\\' more acres broken but
prices for everything we had to sell were very 1m,\,. In
1938 our second son Floyd was born. and in 19)'1
Raymond our youngest son.
In 1939 when the war broke out. jobs became
available and more people moved out. I acquired the
S.W. 32-4g-15 and had more cultivated land to farm.
Prices were better in the forties and thing.s began
to look up.
It didn't take long for the schoo] problem to
develop. Although we lived 2!1e miles from Park
Blurt School we had to send our boys to Molewood.
They drove that 3 !Ie miles for many years. in fact they
acquired their "Bump of Knowledge" at Molewood
school. That's when I became a school trustee and
remained on the school board till after the larger
school unit took over and the school closed. The old
school house still stands at the same location.
The next change in my life came when I bought a
tractor in 19-17 after having one on order for three
years. Also bought S.E. 5-49-IS. Beatrice had not
been well for many years but now. with four of us to
look after. she didn't have time to be sick. Next I
bought N !Ie 33-4B-IS. which has a half mile of Lost
Horse Creek on it. Increased the cattle herd. prices
were better and we thought we were prospering. Also
had a lot of help from the boys. They all showed an
interest in farming and were quite efficient with an
axe. crowhar, operating a tractor or doing hOllse
work. including baking a cake.
Roads were always a problem for us and Jilin't
improve much till after we left the farm. In 1962 we
sold the farm to Floyd & Raymond and moved to
North Battlcford.
The boys are all married now. so we acquired
three daughters. and up till now have nine grandchildren. Also three adopted grandchildren. Laurence and his family are at Henribourg. Sask. He has
been buying grain for Sask. Wheat Pool for twentyone years. Raymond is on our old farm and Floyd
bought land two miles north of that. Glad to say they
are all doing well.
We are retired now. but keep busy doing things
we had only heard of before. We are enjoying our
retirement very much.

hrcaking and some improving in the yard. Also \,ve
began our family. Karen Vias born in the SUm!Tler of
JL)() 7 _Diane in the fall of 1069, then Lisa in the spring
of 1074.
in iY7J, we began to feel the he\veo log "house
on the hill" was due for retirement. After much
planning and \vork \VC moved into our new home
Dec. 1974. The "house on the hill" had been built by
Oscar Forsell in 1916. Though the house is still standing proudly on the hill her skirt is faded. Ah -- if she
could only talk. the stories she could tell! She housed
four families in her life time. Oscar Forsell. Frill
Bowmen. John Faller. and then ourselves. I'm sure
the house could tell many stories of laughter and
perhaps even of a few tears shed in her life time.
Our family is all happy and healthy and growing
with the times. Time has been good to us and we pray
for a good 'tomorrow'.

The Abram and Tina Dick Family
The Abram Dick family came to Glenbush !l1
1926. settling on a quarter section five miles south of
Glenbush. They had at that time three small children:
Abe. Adelina and Jake. A large log house. already
there. served as their dwelling until 1943. Clearing
the land was a laborious task for man and beast. First
the trees. then the roots and rocks. rocks and more
rocks had to be taken off. Though these were hard
years for our parents. we children enjoyed to the full
such exciting events as the coming of the threshing
crew or a butchering bee. Not so pleasant was the
storm that lifted the roof off our house. However. a
building bee organized by friends. resulted in a solid
new roof in a short time.
Our parents were active in the local church. We
children attended Hyde Park School. which was at
that time in the country. Mr. Churchill was my first
teacher. We walked to school when the weather permitted. Since there was no high school in the area at
that time. Abe and I rook all but one year by correspondence. finishing off at B.C.!. Years later a new
school was built in Sandwith. Eventually this became
a teacherage in Rabbit Lake. first occupied by my
husband and me when we taught there in the 60·s.
Abe worked for several years in Harrison's General Store. before enrolling in the University at
Saskatoon and later in Toronto to earn his medical
degree. Except for several years spent in the U.S.A.
on postgraduate studies in surgery. he has practised
medicine in Saskatoon since 1947. For some years he
was Chief Surgeon at the City Hospital there. He and
Agatha (nee Bergen - aiso a former Glenbush resi-

Mr. and Mrs. 'Floyd Desmarais and family
Floyd and Betty Lehman were married in the faJ!
of 1966. We were married in North Battleford. but it
didn·t take long for our roots to go down deep into the
soils of our new home, the home and farm we had
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clem) have five children. The two eldest. Ruth and
Ken are marrieci, living in Saskatoon and Edmonton
respectively. Don and bavid are nearing the completion of their medical training. The youngest, Vir-

:zinia, is in hiuh school.
'- Jake. aftel~ grade g. worked for some time in the
Co-op Creamery in Saskatoon. He then completed
high school and went on to studv medicine at the
U~iversitv of Saskatchewan and the University of

at

Manitoba-. Here he met and married Irene Neufeld.
For the past twenty-five years he has practised medicine in Saskatoon except for some postgraduate studies in the U.S.A. nne! a short term service in Taiwan,
relieving a mission doctor. Theireldest son, Garry. is
ll1arried~and studying architecture at the University
of Saskatchewan. Sharon is studying in Europe. Randy and Heather are both in school.
Adelina spent three years teaching in the Carrollton School. Then worked for some years in
Saskatoon until her marriage to Peter Klippenstein.
He taught in Hepburn and Paynton. prior to coming
to Glenbush to take on the principalship for ten
years. Their family history follows.
Eleanor, the youngest of the Dick family. was
four when our parents retired to Saskatoon in 1943,
due to Dad's ill health. She obtained a Bachelor of
Science degree in nursing and taught in the Schools
of Nursing in Regina and Saskatoon. She married
Reverend Dennis Keith. They have lived in Portage
la Prairie, Kindersley and presently in Sherwood
Park. They have four children. Darlene, Bob, Janet
and Greg, all in school.
Our "father passed away in 1972 after a lengthy
illness. Mother, age 82. lives still in her own home in
Saskatoon.

J. J. Dickman's garage, store and house at Cater.

completed. the old store \vas moveo and renovated
for a Q.arUi2C. The Dickmans served the public from

Cater'---St01~e for t\velve 'y'cars, not only as store mer-

chants bur as a mechanic, service station and
postmaster. They \vorkcd long hours but ahvays enjoyed their contact with the pUblic. It was always
gratifvim:: to see the "regular" customers as \vell as
the v~~cationers who stoI_;ped in every year.
In 1963 the Dickmans sold their business and
returned to Saskatoon where they currently live three
blocks from where they lived after their marriage in
1929. Upon return to S;lskatoon, Dad worked for the
Overhead Door Company and Mom worked in the
Marvel Beauty Salon.
October 27. 1979 marked my parents' Golden
Wedding Anniversarv which was celebrated in the
same to~vn and chllr~h location as their marriage.
Currently they arc retired but illness has certainly
been a f:lctor -in that they can not enjoy life as they
once did.

Histon of the Louis Dionne Family
We left Alberta ncar Hayter in 1927. We travelled
bv sleigh as far as Drllming Creek, then by wagon as
it' was in the spring and the roads had broken up.
We bought a 1!2 section. !/2 of 20-47-15 West of
the Third Meridian. The farm was called Elk Horn
Ranch at that time and had been owned by people
called Sheppards. We were a family of nine and our
eighty-year old grandfather lived with us.
We left Alberta because things had gotten very
poor, no crops and lots of wind and sand storms. But
when we arrived in Saskatchewan things weren't that
good either, Dad tried farming: rmsmg horses for
"

J. J. Dickman
submitted by daughter Gladys
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob (Jake better known as J.J.)
Dickman moved to Medstead, May 5th in 1934 from
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. They were young and ambitious. Jake founded, managed and operated the
Star Garage for eighteen years. I believe my parents
served the community well by their ability to deal
honestly and fairly with their customers. I wish I
knew more about my parents' life in Medstead.
I know Dad was respected for his willingness to
help people in need. Many times his snowplane was
the only means of transportation for the doctOl; policeman or the ill. While in Medstead the Dickmans
had two daughters, Ruth and Gladys.
In 1952 the Dickmans purchased Bishop's store at
Cater. Sask. They saw potential for a successful business so proceeded to build a new store on the north
side of the road. Once the new store and house were

~

Louis Dionne, 1930. Giving the 1ractor a helping hand, going
up hill towards the Rowley's iarm.
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sale, and milking cows for our own use. One year he
raised 70 pigs but couldn't sell them at all. He offered
one family a dressed pig for $S .00 and they wouldn't
take it unless he cut it up first.
Later he bouGht a threshing outfit and did [he
threshin~ around Lost Horse 1'0; years. I'm sending
snaps where they were pulling the threshing outfit up
the hill on Lost Horse Creek on the way to Rowleys.
For entertainment. we would skate on Lost Horse
Creek in winter and have surprise parties at all the
neighbours' homes. Summer was the time for ball
ga~es and swimming in Lost Horse Creek. Also, the
young men around would gather at our place and
round up the horses and cows on a Sunday and have a
rodeo. My mother always cooked for twenty or more
every Sunday.
Ourelosest neighbours were Mr. and Mrs. Shorty
Ackerman and family, Mr. and Mrs. McCauly and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Rowley and family.
We all attended Lost Horse Creek School except
the older children that were out of school already.
Freda Letnes was our first teacher. She was there for a
few years. Then she married Frank Odger, but she
tauaht
for a few years after that. The school wasn't
b
.
even open when we came and Mr. and Mrs. DIOnne
really worked to get it going. There were only six
kids going when it opened.
The following teachers taught at Lost Horse after
1927: Freda Letnes, Anna Letnes, Miss Tuffs, Lydia
Lange, Muriel Churchill, and Mr. Smith (he was
there for a good many years).
At this time schools were a place for all gatherings: church meetings, Christmas concerts, box socials to raise money for the school, and many dances.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Dionne left for B.C. in the
early 1940's.
Mildred (Dionne) Kraft

\Vdliam and Maynard returned to North Dakota
to pick up a carioad of thirty horses and the family
organ,

They moved to the Bournernouth district in 1924,
where they farmed. Being experienced in the running
of big steamers and threshing machines, the boys
were ;lv/ays involved in the h~~'vesting and threshing
operations.
Cornelius Sr., was stricken with a paralysis, and
was confined to bed, 'vvhere he was to remain for
sixteen years.
The family moved to the Glenbush district, on
what was known as the Dixon place. They continued
to work and live together, dearing and breaking two
hundred acres of I:md with horZes, for about five
years, when they moved to a farm that Dave bought at
Robinhood. While there, Cornelius Sr. passed away
in 1939. Meanwhile, the family members were going
out to make homes of their own.
Jacob (Cub) bought a farm in the Robinhood
district, but used to work out as a carpenter, and

The Dirksen Family
Mrs. and Mr. Cornelius Dirksen moved to Canada from the U.S.A., with their family of nine; Annie,
Ben, Dave, Raymond, William, Minnie, Cornelius
Jr., (Knault), Jacob (Cub), and Maynard, leaving
behind a life so entirely different to what would be
their life in the future. That of operating a sugar and
rice plantation in Louisiana, where darkies were employed to work in the fields and home, then moving
to North Dakota to farm a large acreage, mnning a
herd of about fifty horses, including some purebred
stallions, and going out into the harvest fields to do
custom threshing with three threshing machines run
by steam engines.
They travelled by train to North Battleford and
settled on a farm two miles out of town, while Maynard attended King Street School.

Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Dirksen Sr.
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being an accomplished firernan, he \vas ahvays hired
to run the big steamers and latcr tractors, that ran the
threshing outfits in the fall. He returned to the
U.S.A. in the early '4(l<;.
Annie married Bud Tate, and \vent to live on
Cub's farm. While there, two children were born to
them, George ancl Lucille. George started school at
Robinhood. They moved to U.S.A. in the '40's,
accompanied by the lllother, Mrs. Cornelius Dirksen. Another daughter, Vilma, was born to Annie and
Bud in the U.S.A.
Minnie married Ernest Hazzard, who farmcd in
Robinhood. Five children were born to them. Elmer.
William, Beatrice, Thelma and Marge.
Ernie would go out working as a mechanic and
,,·~s thus employed at the Hamlin airport in 1940,
when he was killed by a hydraulic lift. Minnie, then
expecting another child, moved to Bienfait,
Saskatchewan, where another daughter, Bernice, was
born .
Her son, Elmer, went on to start his own automatic transmission business in Regina, then started COmpeting in water skiing, winning all the championships for his age group, some fifty gold medals, then
was entered into the Sports Hall of Fame in 1980.
Her other son, William, enlisted in the navy, then
went to work in Regina. He was always talented in
art, which led to a career in carving lifelike wild
fowl. His exhibits have been shown allover Canada,
and some parts of the U.S.A.
Raymond remained a bachelor, and farmed in
the Molewood district.

Dave moved from Robinhood to the Hatherleigh
district. He married Winnie Stannard. They had four
children: Dolores, Eileen, Edith and Vernon.
Ben married Kathleen Connelly in 1934, and
settled on the S.E.-2-47-IS, later moving to the
N.E.-19-47-14. They had five children: Francis,
Garnet, Campbell, Patsy and Wilma, who attended
Ward School.
Ben was very gifted with his hands. He would
mix up his own clay, then mold it into lifeiike figurines, one of which adorned the desk in Dr. Jackson's
office in North Battleford.
They moved to the west coast, while Garnet
stayed with his aunt, Pat Rector, ancl continued attending Ward School.
Maynard started farming on his own in 1933. He
married Ruth Hess in October, 1934. They lived on
Knault's land for several years.
Being raised among horses, he took great pride in
keeping his horses and harness in show condition. He
was also a great horsehoe enthusiast, and spent many
enjoyable hours playing the game with his visitors.
In 1943, they moved the Dirksen house from
Robinhood, onto the S. W.-30-47-14, and moved
there with their small daughter, Fay, and their weekold son, Lyle.
They bought the N.E.-22-47-JS in 1947 and
moved there, where Fay and Lyle attended Ward and
Lost Horse Creek Schools.
Maynard worked for a year in the Hatherieigh
Community Pasture, then as his son gradually took
over more of the farm work, Maynard turned the old
kitchen into a work shop, where he spent his leisure
time carving miniature teams of horses and sleighs,
making diamond willow lamps, tooled leather belts,
and numerous other articles. True to form he was
following the Dirksen's natural talent for carving
artifacts from little bits of wood.

Cornelius Jr., (Knault), a half brother, married,
and bought a farm in the Hillside district. The two
children from his wife's first marriage, Harold and
Dolores, attended Ward School. They sold out in
1933 and moved to Oregon, U.S.A.

Ruth and Maynard Dirksen, with their two children, Lyle, and
Fay.

Mr. and Mrs. (Cub) Cornelius Dirksen Jr. on the right.
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Fay and Allen Pompu, with their family, L. Sylvia, Clayton, and Stewart.

Lyle Dirksen family L. Vince.

learn to play the organ, \vhich \vas such an enjoynlcnt
to the whole family. In company with Henry Kahl of
MolewoocL they WOUld play for the dances in the
nearby districts.
They moved to Rohinhoud with the family,
where Everett and Lorinc started school at Spinney
Hili
William decided to go farming on his O\Vll in the
early 1940's, so they moved again to the Hatherieigh
district, where they lived in a log cabin with a sod
roof, and a pole floor.
Another daughter, Christine was born, and Annie
started school at Sparrow Hill.
Al! was not drudgery, amusing things did happen, such as the day, their neighbor, Jack Roberts'
horses came galloping into the yard, with Jack hot in
pursllit. After several futile attempts to get the horses
headed back down the road, Jack took off his hat,
stomped it in the manure, and stormed, "By the riproarin', snortin'-eyed Nellie l ", then picked up his
hat. put it back on his head, and proceeded once more
to try to rollnd up his horses.
Nettie enjoyed the beautiful yard and flowers that
had been planted by the former occupant.
They wanted to own their own land, so purchased
N.W.-12-47-1S, from Otto Kuhn, in the Hillside district. Bill broke fifty acres with horses, until in 1952,
he bought his first tractor in partnership with his
brother, Maynard.
Horses were still a part of Bill's life, so he purchased a Clydesdale stallion, which he travelled

R. Carol, Eleanor,

R. Myron, Judy, Lyle, Penny Jo, and

Their daughter, Fay, married Allen Pompu in
1958, and they are now living in Meota with their five
children; Sylvia, Carol, Stuart, Clayton and Eleanor.
Lyle married Judith Blixrud in 1964, He moved a
house into his father's yard, and continued farming,
eventually buying the land and building up a nice
herd of cattle.
They have three children, Myron, Vince and
Penni Jo.
Maynard and Ruth moved to North Battleford in
December, 1974.
William married Nettie Rector in 1930, and continued to live with the family at Glenbush, Three of
their children, Everett, Lorine and Annie were born
to them while living there.
William took time out from his farm work to

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Bill Dirksen family. Back L. - R.
Everett, Lorine, Annie, Chris. Front. Nettie and Bill Dirksen.
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throughout the surrounding districL later hiring. Car!
Blixrud. to tmvel for him. while he carried on with
his farm work.
The family milked twelve cows by hane!. as well
as pulling all the water from the well by pailsful. The
youngsters made a game of this holding on to the
end of the rope. then making a run for it. unti! the
pailful of water came to the top. while one of them
would grab it. and empty it in the trough, before
sending it back down for a refill.
Everett went out threshing at the age ,)i'thirteen
years, doing a full day's work along \\'ith the men, to
help pay the threshing bill. He married Ruth Kennedy in 1958. and started farming and raising cattle
on his own. He purchased the land. S.E.-14-47-IS.
formerly owned by Frank Stannard, ancl built a modern home. They have a family of two girls. Brenda
and Karen, who attended Glenbush and Medstead
Central schools.
Lorine married Carl Jacobson, and settled on the
S.E.-26-47-IS. Their family, Larry, Brian, Dale and
Debbie attended Ward School, Sandwith, Glenbush
ancl Medstead Central schools.
Annie married Jim Tuck of the Lost Horse Creek
district. Their family of four, Leona, Thelma,
Clifford and Jerry attended Sandwith. Glenbush and
Medstead Central schools. Their niece, Amber Tuck,
joinecl their household at two years of age, ancllived
with them until she completed her schooling.

Christine married Theo Omelchenko, settling in
the Hatherleigh district. They have two boys, Rocky
and Ricky.
Bill and Nettie moved to North Battlcford in
1965.
Bill and ?vlaynard arc the only rCfl1aining members of the Dirksen family who immigrated to Canada fifty-seven years ago. Annie. Cub and Knault
passed away in the U.S.A .. Raymond in April, 1962;
Dave in June, 1959; Ben passed away in British
Columbia: and Minnie passed away in Bienfait in
1980.

<

Albert (John) and May Dodd
Marlyn and Annie Dodd
Martyn and Albert (John) Dodd left Durham, England in 1903 and spent a short time near Hamilton,
Ontario. They came West to Saskatoon in 1905 and
then to the Hyde Park district in company with Jack
Sanclwith, and his brother-in-law. Alan Mason.
where they all filed for homesteads on adjoining
quarters.
Martyn married Annie (Nan) Allrighr, Minnie
Shepherd's niece, in 1909. Their son, Keith. was
born in 1910. He received his education in North
Battleford, and joined the Imperial Bank there, retiring in Calgary forty-eight years later.
Annie Dodd died in Victoria in 1936, anel Martyn
died in 1963.

L. - R. Martyn Dodd, Jack Sandwith and Albert (John) Dodd, at their homestead camp in 1906.
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Albert married May Mills in 1913 and their eldest
daughter. Eileen. was born on the Sand with homestead in 1914. Albert Dodd and family returned to
England in 1922. Albert died in the late '50s and May
in 1977. Eileen is widowed and lives near Bedford.
England.
In the early days the Dodds were active in the
affairs of the settlement. assisting in the establishment of the Post o.ffice, named after Jack Sandwith.
building the church, serving on the school board.
organizing the Homemakers' Association. and having a V.o.N. nurse resident in the district.
Telephones and automobiles were unknown in
those days. 1907-1917, and homesteaders' lives were
perhaps lonely but there were numerous social
gatherings, dances in the schoolhouse. and visiting
back and forth. In the early days Martyn Dodds had
the only piano in the settlement. and it was loaded
onto the wagon or sleigh and taken to wherever a
social evening was being held. Music for dances was
provided by Jim Grant and his accordion.

Church services were held periodically by a visiting minister who usually stayed overnight \Nith the
Dodds. I recal! the Reverend Mr. Paul driving a
democrat and team named Sask. and Alta.
In spite of the hardships, those were rev/arcling
times for the early settlers, in the friendships made,
and the sense of achievement in opening up the West.

Doidge Family
"Bill" George Alfred Doidge·- 1880 to 1975
Clara Belle Doidge -- 1885 10 1975
Children: Stanley. Evelyn. Allan, Florence and Bill.
Bill Doidge was born in Lakefield, o.ntario.
where he grew up at a time when the popular slogan
"Go West. Young Man, Go West" was accompanied
by promises of great opportunities of a free land. Bill
was attracted by this propaganda. He applied for and
was accepted for the position of hardware clerk with
the Battleford Trading Company in North Battleford.
He came west in 1907. at the time when the Trading

Member Of Canadian Order Of Foresters for 10 years
Seventy yexo.s a member of the
Canadian Order of Foresters
must indeed be <i record of
achievement. not only in that
specific organization but in any
in this community.
This outstanding milestone in
the long life of George Alfred
Doidge was celebrated Wednesday evening at the party
held at Riverside Special Care
Home. Battleford, where he
and his wife are residents.
George Doidge joined the
Canadian Order of Foresters on
April 29, 1904, Court No. 29, at
Peterborough, Ont. on his 24th
birthday. He has been a
member of the order ever
since.
Fellow members of Court
The Battlefords were on hand
and had brought a festive
lunch. Corsages of carnations
were presented Mrs. Doidge
and her daughter·in·law, Mrs.
Stan Doidge who with Stan
shared head table honors.

Also active in Foresters,
Stan Doidge was presented his
30 year service pin, the presentation made by District Deputy
Holmes.
George Alfred Doidge W~lS
knt uf Lai(;.C:/"d.'ld, Onto April
29, 18S1 ~r:d C[]r>1'" ".,,'"
111
Ncrth Ba!tl:::ford in '1907 whe~e

ile wvrnd at lh!e t.!<J./v!t f),}t·
tI'O'hrd Tra~ling Co. Clara Belle
Hazlett
W<:IS
born at Flint

Michigan July 31, 1885.
T:1CY w::,re marriec! nea, Petp.:-'boroclgh, Ont. in 1909 by
Rev. Thompsoi1. After t'wir
marriage they came west <lnd

moved into a new home at
1351-98th 'street.
In 1913 they moved to Med-

stead where they operoltcu a
stOre and took a homeste8d.
They operated the (;I~'!lIJt!-sh
Red and Wh ite slOre for 14
years.
In 1940 they retllt"ncd to reo
tire in the cit\' ,lll::l now live
less t!wn <:I bl;ck fl"Onl where'
their life togelhel· be:.:an
They had a fmnij ... (q- f:'c
Swnley and Evelyn D'Jl.vson
of the city. AII,ln of Mcadow
Lake, Fl~rence of ,\1(lnu-e,d,
P.Q., ':Inc! Bill of S,: :j.;'I!r)IJ"
Their famllv were ail here for
the celebr~tion
The f,lmiJv
circle incilldes· II gr·:lndchiidrcn a!ld four gr<?Olt-grundc.1il_
drcn
Hl' Iw'~)f~~c;!
10

the

Ld-c'ilC'ld

Bw'd

;1'1(1

liP

coming here was a membet· of
the Nol"th Bauldonl Bunt!,
where he plByed th(, fiu\t, ...\s
well he was a .soloist ctnd
menlbn of the PIT~;bY(CI'i
Church Choir.
Mrs, Doidge W;15 nn ~lcli';c
member of the llolncmak,:I'S
Club.
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their musical talents -,-,. both sang in the Pn:sbytt:rian
choir where Bill was a freyuent solist. Bin also was
the flutist in the North Batt!eford Band.
In 1912 their son. Stanley, \vas bcml and shortly
thereafter they moved te) Glenbush (across the road
from the site of Avery School L \vhere they operated
the store built by the Trading Compan)l, This move
\vas prompted by Bill's accident in \vhich Bill lost an
eye. By thus going into business for themselvt:s Belle
would be ahle to help Bill in his work. This store was
later sold to Fkming Jones \vhen they mo\'ed their

business onto the "Perry Farm" at Ivkdsteuc1. Bill
rnoved again to his homestead ~l mile \vest of Pcrrvs.
Here they continued to run the post office and operate

the general store. Here, also, the children were born.
Dr. Jackson droved from North Battleford to attend to
their births. There were no closer doctors. Pioneers

relied on one another in illness. Clara was frequently
called on for advice and remedies for ailments. She
kept a good stock of drugs supplied by Bill's druggist
brother in Ontario. These drugs with the aid of a big
doctor book took care of emergencies.
Over the years Bill acquired a fairly gLJod command of the Cree language from the indians who
dealt at the store on their annual trek to and from
Pelican Lake (Chitek) and points north.
One stormy night Bill allowed a group of these
migrant indians to sleep in his store overnight. In the
morning, when Bill arrived at the store, all the lmlians 'vvere gone - but not a thing in the store \vas
taken. No wonder Bill ahvays had a special place in
his heart for these people.
One year he had a keg of cider in the store. One
particularly hot sumrncf day some indians stopped at
the store and bought a drink of cider. -ill Bil!'s surprise they returned time after time for more of the
drink, while their spirits became lighter and lighter.
To satisfy his curiosity Bill tasteel the cider and to his
surprise he found he was seiling a potent drinK - the
raisins and fruit in the cider had fermented.
The children attended Daylight school until
1926, when the family moved their business to Glcnbush, a new hamlet. which had sprung up with the
building of the railway.
At Glenbush the Doidgcs took an active part in
the building of the new community. They actively
supported the church, and all the activities ane! organizations of the area. Bill was a member of the
Glenbush School Board. He \vas active in the Canadian Order of Foresters. Belle also \vas active in local
organizations particuhlrly in the ""Homemakers
Club" .
This musical family freely shared their talents
and love of music with the community. Bill
organized the "'lY1instrel ShoviJs" in the community,

"Bill", G. A. Doidge and Clara Belle Doidge, Baby Stanley,
1913.

Delia and Stan Doidge, 1941.

Co. was busy outfitting the settlers who were tlocking into the area.
Clara Belle was born in Michigan in 1885. She
was trained as a secretary and worked for the
Bouchard Cement Co. and later in the law office. She
met Bill when singing in the choir. They were married in 1909, then she accompanied Bill to North
Battleford and moved into the house Bill had built for
her at 1351 - 98th Street. Here again they shared
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Janice Mcintyre, a nurse in Nanalmo, British Colum-

Bel!e played the church organ. Stanley. Florence.
and Bi!1 provided band music for dances and con-

certs. Evelyn vvas a frequent solist on special

bia.

13m completed his

occa~

grade twelve in the Glcnbush
SchooL then attended Saskatoon Normal School ami

sions. The Doidge home was always open to the

young people who enjoyed a musical evening.

taught at Mount Hope School until he joined Ine
R.C.A. F. He married Trudy Mackenzie of Saska-

The "Dirty Thirties" were difficult years for
businesses. Doidge's Red and White Store suffered
as did so many others at that tirne.
In !940 they returned to North Battleford and
ended up less than a block from their first home
there. The last few years they were guests in Riverside Special Care Home in Battleford. It was there
they celebrated their 60th Wedding Anniversary.
Later they were honored by the Canadian Order of
Foresters on the occasion of Bill's seventy years as a
Forester.
Bill shared his musical talents to the end. During
the Christmas Season of 1974 he sang at the nursing
home and attracted the attention of Shelah Osborn,
director of Third Avenue United Church choir. She
invited him to sing at the church. Though confined to
a wheelchair and blind. his voice rang through the
church clear and strong. Eyes glistened with tears at
his rendition of "Softly and Tenderly, Jesus is Calling" and "Ring Ring Them Bells". A few weeks
later Jesus called him at the age of ninety-five. Clara
survived him by but three months. They are buried
side by side in North Battleford cemetery.
Their two daughters Evelyn Dawson and Florence predeceased their parents in 1971 and 1972
respectively.
Evelyn attended B .c.l. and then completed her
high school at Glenbush. She worked in her father's
store until 1943 when she moved to North Battleford
and took a secretarial course and then worked at
Craig's Department Store in North Battleford and
then Vermilion. After she married Argyle Dawson
she worked at Western Grocers until her death. They
have two children. Dona Jane Ried and James of
Saskatoon. After it lengthy illness Evelyn died in
1971 and is buried in Woodlawn Cemetery.

toon. On his return from the war. he completed his
university, then taught at Craik, \A/aclcna, Bedford
Road and Kelsey Institute. They have four children:
Kenneth of Toronto, Raymond of Edmonton. Douglas of Fort McMurray and Audrey Kruger. ill Alberta.
SIan married Delia Heeb in 1941 and moved to
North Battleford where he worked as mechanic. and

service manager in a garage. He then went into
business, operating a music and T. V. shop. Both Stan
and Delia are retired and live in North Battleford.
Their four children are all teachers. Bili and Marion
teach in Swift Currant. Jean and Melvin Kozlowski
teach in Battleford. Cheryl and Kenneth Ferch, farm
at Kipling. Dianne and Dr. Archie Miller live in
Washington, D.C.
We hereby salute the Doidge family. and other
pioneers of the Glenbush area, for their work and
tremendous effort to improve the quality of life for
their children.

Karl Dormuth Story
Karl Dormuth. better known as "Charlie." was
born in 1898 in Hungary, and came to Canada with
his parents in 1')02 when he waS four years old. The
family settled in the Indian Head district of Sask. In
1911 when he was sixteen years old, Karl came to the
Glenbush area to take up a homestead in what became the Artichoke school district. He settled on the
East half of sec. 19-49-13- W3. He bought a log house
for $15.00 and placed it on the south yuarter of his
land. At that time there was no townsite at Glenhush
and the railroad had not been built. He farmed with
horses, cleared his land with an axe. and. when
possible, grubbed the trees out by pulling them with
his team. His grain had to be hauled to North Battleford with a team and wagon. It took (wo days to get
there and one for the return trip. Karl lived on the
south half for ten years.
In the meantime, the Ralph Pushaw family had
moved into the area and settled on the farm across the
roud from Kar1. This farm had later been farmed by
Dick Harrison.
Karl married Evelyn Pushaw in i917. At the time
he moved the log house onto the other quarter. adding
rooms to it at different times. This home became too
small as the family grew. so he built another log home
with two stories. This house stiil stands on Karl's
home farm east of Glenbush.
Karl and Evelyn had eight children, Doris of

Florence completed grade twelve at Glcnbush.
attended Saskatoon Normal School. then taught at
Battle River School, Prongua until she left for
Montreal to become an inspector in the munitions
plant. After the war she was employed by head office
of the Prudeniallnsurance Company - here. shortly
before her death. she was honored by the company
for completion of twenty-five years service with the
company.
Allan served in the R.C.A.F during World War
II. He married Joan Purkis. On his return from the
war he moved to Meadow Lake where he became
manager of Bowman 's (now Acklands). Joan is bookkeeper for the same firm. They have one daughter.
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Ki!ldeer, Sask.: Roland, who presemly lived at
Williams Lake, B.C. is married and has one child:
son Orville died of pneumonia at the age of twentytwo and a half years: William. married and living at
\Villiams Lake has a family of three: Joyce married

Herb Anderson, formerly of the Medstead area. They
have three children and live at Fort St. John: Donald
farms in the Rabbit Lake district and married the
former Nita Stobbe. They have four children. Son
Karl lives at Williams Lake. is married and has two
children: daughter Irene lives at Boulder, Colorado,
was married, is divorced, and has a family of two.

The Dormuth children all attended the Artichoke
school. Their neighbors were Joe Hoffman, Ralph
Pushaw and later Dick Harrison, John Wei be, Sr. and
John Johnson. The family traded in Glenbush.
Mrs. Dormuth passel away on February 4, 1971.
Karl continued to live on the farm until August 1978
when he moved to Medstead, where he is presently
living.

Nurse Drayton at the wheel. 1926.

In 1924 the Dray tons purchased S.W. Y4 of Section 4-50-14 from Sylvester Perry. This quarter had
been Sam Perry's homestead. In 1925 the Dray tons
bought the N y, of Scction IS, now owned by Ed
Schulkowsky, which they also farmed.
Mr. Drayton found that a farmer's life in Canada
was very different to the farmer's way of life in
England. He found the work hard and the cold long
winters difficult to adjust to. His health began to fail
and he passed away in December of 1926. In July of
1927 Don died very suddenly. They are both buried in
the Medstead Municipal Cemetery.
Nurse Drayton held a sale in the fall of 1927, anel
moved out of the district. She remarried and I believe
she later returned to England.
submitted by E. Casson

The Drayton Family
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Drayton and son Donald
emigrated from England to Canada about 1923.
Mr. Drayton had been a farmer in Lincolnshire,
England, was married, and Donald their only son
was born on May 18,1907. Mrs. Drayton died in the
tlu epidemic in 1915 and Don went to live with his
grandparents.

Some time later Mr. Drayton remarried a registered nurse. They decided to leave the farm in England and try their luck in Canada.
They first came to Semans. Saskatchewan. where
Arthur and Don both worked for farmers in the area.
In the fall of 1923 the family moved to the
Medstead district where Mrs. Drayton took on the
position of municipal nurse. There they settled on
S.W. Y4 of Section 20-50-14, which was owned by
Knut Dahl.

Otto ami Helen Drew
by F. Grant with information from Mike Hrabia
and others.
Otto Drew came to Canada about 1912. His move
to the Square Hill district was before the twenties.
Otto had been married previously.
Helen was born in Austria, August 2, 1875, and
came to Canada in 1913 as Mrs. Sankinick. She
married Otto and they lived the life of hardships and
poverty common to the area and time. They had no
children.
Otto cut and sold a lot of prairie woo! hay from
vacant land in his area. It was not an easy way to
make a few dollars. He was, throughout his iife in
Canada, handicapped by an unheahng leg sore. This
constantly draining ulcer was an even greater concern in vvinter, when freezing of the leg, due to wet
bandages, was an added danger, especialiy on long
trips hauling the hay to livery barns in North Battleford.

Donald Drayton taken in 1926 in front of the Knut Dahl house.
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she picked up the boy, the CthV looked at her as if she
thought the boy \\'£1S her baby caiL Also it looked as
though the boy must have been sucking the cov,,', At
night when [he cow would lie dm.vn the hoy must
have bin do\vn close to the cOVv' and kept. \vann, as
some nights \Vcre quite cool."
if it seems strange that the boy, so close to horne,

was not found sooner, ir should be pointed out that the
area involved was very hilly' and much of it covered
by thick tree growth.
Mrs. Drew was always ready to help when help
was needed. She also helped her neighbours for
many years 'vvhenever the services of a michvife were
required.
When Otto and Helen Drew retired from the
farm, they moved into the hamlet of Sandwith, purchasing a modest dwelling from Gus Kennedy. Otto
passed away in 1949 but Helen Drew lived alone at
Sandwith for at least another ten years, working hard
at fixing up her little house and growing flowers and a
big garden.
Helen Drew believed strongly in the goodness of
God. She would always say, in spite of the hard life
she had, "God has been good to me." Her "God
bless you's" were very familiar to anyone who came
to visit her.
Helen's little radio was always tuned to every
religious radio program she could get. When her oldage pension cheque came, the postmaster. Roland
Marsh, always had to cash it and make out money
orders for five dollars each to several different radio
broadcast organizations. Her wil! directed that her
few saved pension dollars should go to the: same
groups.
When less able to care for herself. Mrs. Drew
moved to stay with her sister Mrs. Sklarchuk, in
North Battleford. Her sister passed away in 1972 and
Helen then stayed at the Riverside Special Care
Horne at Battleford, until she tooK sick in 1979 and
died at the age of 105. When visited at Riverside,
several years before her passing, she said, "1 work
hard, now God give me rest. "

Helen and Otto Drew.

In the early twenties, Otto Drew and a neighbor,
brother-in-law, Nick Chomey, had a Stanley-Jones
threshing machine. The machine was pulled from
farm to farm by a team of horses and had a onecylinder big llywheel engine of eight horsepower.
They fed the sheaves to the machine by hand and it
hac! no blower, just a straw carrier. One man had to
take the straw away with a fork and stack it. With
such a slow machine, threshing could not be completed during autumn so the sheaves were usually
gathered from the fields into large stacks in the yard,
for winter threshing when the machine was available.
An amazing story is told by a nephew, Mike
Hrabia. "In 1924, a nephew or Otto and Helen Drew,
little four-year-old Mike Chorney, followed his older
brother and sister when they went looking for the
cows, and got lost. It was in July and that night they
had a very heavy rainstorm. They could not find him
that night. The next day all the people around, including the big kids from Fraternity School, joined
the search. The search was carried on for five days
and there were more heavy rainstorms during that
time so some gave up looking.
But Mrs. Drew did not give up. She kept looking
and so one day in the evening about a week after the
boy was lost, she walked to the creek called Crystal
Creek on section 15-47-14, and one ana one-half
miles from the boy's home. She saw cattle by the
creek ancl a small boy following a cow behind like a
calf So Mrs. Drew quickly went there and it was that
lost boy. She picked him up and carried him horne.
Till this day no one could see how that boy
survived a week in heavy rainstorms. It was thought
by Mrs. Drew and others that the cow the boy followed had saved the boy's life. Mrs. Drew said, when

Max and Clara Driescimer
Max Drieschner was born on August 28, 1897
while Clara was born Clara Schulz on January 29,
1903. Their families were German and lived in Poland which was then under Russian control. Both
German and Russian were taught in the schools when
Clara was in school. But by 1916 when her sisters
went to schoo! the government had changed and
Polish was taught.
An accidental fall on New Year's Eve in her
home. when she was six, resulted in Clara having a
broken leg. There was no doctor in the village, but a
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That y.,.'ink-l'. Max and Clara,

~dong

\'v'ith Olga and

August Weiskopf. \vem t() work in~ a bush ~amp,
cooking for one hundred and [\vcnty five men \;\/ho

The Max Drieschner Family. L. Clara, Holly and Betty.

\vcrc making ties. The \vornen baked bread and pies
every' da:y and the fncn peeled the potatoes and carved
the IDeaL It \\'as hard \vork. breakfast at seven. TiJ
speed up making coffee in the mornim:(s, they would
put a boiler of \.vakr on the stove at niu:l1t and ~)ut coal
in the stove so that in the morning thc""'watcr \,y:ould be
\:varm. To speed the fire in the morning they \vould
use coal oil. One day someone put g,;soiil{C in the
place \-\/here they used to store the coal oil. Clara rose
early to start the fire. She took the gasoline jug.
There \vas a big explosion out of the front of the stove
but Clara was unhurt because. luckily she \vas stand-

R. Wanda, Erma, Max, Emil,

ing to the side of the stove.
They left the job about Christmas time to return

Jew who kept a grocery store came to help. There was
no anesthetic but a man of the village, greatly feared
by all the children, was called in. He stood over her,
glowering, and roared, "Now you keep quiet'" The
leg was set by the Jewish shopkeeper. Then he laid

to the Weiskopf farm at MedsteacL vvhere Erma was

born on January 19, 1929.
The following summer they went back to Meota
to work for a bachelor farmer by the name of Johnny
Davies. Max worked in the fields, while Clara
cooked and did the housework, and lookeci after her
baby daughter.
Max and Clara bought a quarter of land, (Sec, 34,
Tp. 50, Rge 15, W. 3) from a bachelor by the name of
Townsend, They rented the land out for two years
while Max worked at Iversons and Clara washed
clothes with a tub and scrub board, for a railroad
construction crew that was building railroad tracks
from Medstead north. The money they earned was
used to put down on the farm.
Trying to make a start at farming in the early
thirties was not casy. Their first home was a tworoomecllumber house bought from Anton Homoet, a
neighbour, and paid for partly with cash and partly
with cattle, over a period of several years.
There were problems. The first two cows both

strips of fresh bacon, skin out, against the leg, over-

laid this with strips of wood, and bandaged all together snugly. Six weeks of lying still on her back and
the leg was good again, set perfectly.
Clara remembers that during the First World War
there were ten German soldiers billeted in each house
in her village. The soldiers slept on the living room
noor on which they had spread straw. They slept side
by side, like sardines. All slept on their backs, with
their clothes on.
At seventeen years of age, Clara went to Germany to work in the sugar beet fieids. She remembers working one week to make enough money to

buy an apron, six weeks to buy a pair of shoes, and
that wasn't enough for the pair she really wanted.
Clara and Max were married on August 15, 1926,
and came to Canada the following Ja~1llary. Max's
sister and brother-in-law, Olga ancl August Weiskopf.
had come to Canada a few years earlier. They v,'fote
letters back home telling of lots of land being available anclnO! too many people in Canada.
Max and Clara worked for Ivar Iverson of Meota

died after eating poisonous plant roots one spring.

Water was always a problem. Only one of the five
wells dug in the yard, including t;;o dug by hand,
produced \vater. It \vas bored eighty-eight feet deep
by Carl Johnson. But the worst experience \vas feeding the Kipp crew for six weeks in 1948 ami then
being forced to pay one thousand doliars for a COIllpletely dry hole that they had drilled.
To pay for the land, the deal with Townsend
involved paying twenty-five dollars a year, an
amount which was paid with great hanlshiD durin£!
the thirties. In the forties, whe~ more mOlle; becam;
available to payoff the deal, they found [h~mselves
paying most of those payments over again because
proper receipts had not been sent and payment couid
not be proved.
There were precious cents for other needs earned

C

for one year to repay the passage from Germany,

which Ivor had advanced them.
They left the 1versons the end of January to work in a
logging camp. Clara and her sister-in-law, Olga,

cooked for fifteen men, while Max worked in the
bush.

The second year, Max worked at the Iversons for
pay and Clara went to work for Mr. and Mrs. Hole
who owned a butcher shop in Meota. Clara served
breakfast in bed to Mrs. Hole, walked half a mile to
milk a cow, cleaned the butcher shop every morning
and also did all the cooking and housework,
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by sell ing eggs and butter at the store and times when

threshing with before everyone changed to COITlbines.
In the spring of 1959, we bought the Frank Palko
farm, on which we still live. A lot of the land was
covered with bush, so much time \vas spent clearing
and breaking. Emil had a breaking plow that he used
for breaking somc of our land as well as some cllstom
work,
We milked cows, raised pigs, anci whatever else
we could do to make a few "bucks".
During our first few years here, Brian Kuchler,
Emil's nephew, spent all his holidays here helping
Uncle Emil. One of Brian's favorite jobs was feeding
the pigs with two five gallon pai!s, full to the top,
Brian was about eight at the time!
The fall of 1969, a new dream started to take
shape, and we made the basement for our new hOllse
which we moved into early winter 1970, We have a
wonderful water supply here, with two rcal good
wells that are about twelve feet deep.
I spent my younger years going to school at
Carrollton, Artichoke and Medstead CentraL I always enjoyed sports and all things pertaining to being
outside. I loved horseback riding, skiing and bike
riding, [ was in the Glenbush 4-H beef club and
competed in various events at the Glenbush fair. I
attended 4-H farm girls and boys camp at Prince
Albert and North Battleford, several times,
Emil attended school at Guyhirne, He walked to
school in the summer, and drove the horse during the
winter. For excitement the boys had horse races until
someone got caught. After school, Emil stayed at
horne and farmed with his dad.
We have a family offive boys, they go to school at
Medstead Central, The four oldest were members of
the Cater-Birch Lake 4-H Club. They all enjoy
sports, Gary, Lloyd and Wayne play hockey, and
Keith is taking figure-skating. Kelvin is presently
working in Saskatoon and will be married June 14,
1980. Gary is attending Kelsey Institute and works
for a local carpenter, Vern Allen.

these had to be brought back because of oversupply.
Trapping and skinning mllsknlts brought a few
dollars and a funny memory. Erma, left atone while
her mother went to the slough to check the traps.
watched and cried at the window till she vented her
frustration by painting the winciow with syrup, all
that was left in the can!
In the forties another quarter of land adjacent to
the home quarter was purchased from Mr. McLean
and two pasture quarters were bought from the Shepherds.
Clara's reputation for good cooking and hospitality regularly brought the neighbours out for Sunday visits. Their home became the scene of
memorable gatherings of friends young and old and,
of course, the kitchen was the busiest place.
Max and Clara had six children, Erma was born
on January 19, 1929. Shc married Karl Kuchler (Separate story). Elsie was born on May 24, 1930, and
died on May 23, 1931, one day before her first
birthday. Olga (Holly) was born on August 30,1931.
She married Fred Grant (Separate story). Emil was
bomon March 23,1933. He married Kathleen (Kay)
Simpson (Separate story), Elizabeth (Betty) born
June 28, 1936, married Robert Bonsan and they live
in Fort McMurray, Alberta, They have two children,
Cheryl and Kevin. Wanda was born on December
5th, 1948. She married Frank Snorro and they live in
Flin Flon, Manitoba. They have one boy, Ryan,
Getting to school wasn't very easy for 1110st of the
family, They hac! to go approximately three miles to
Guyhirne on foot in the summer and by horse drawn
caboose in the winter. Wanda was more fmtunate in
that centralization had taken place, so she simply
boarded the bus at her door and attended school at
Mcdstead,
Max passed away on September 27,1968. Clara
stayed on the farm for two years, then moved to
North Battleford into a home they had built a few
years earlier and where she still resides at 1042 I09th Street.

Thomas S. Duff 1934 -1941
Mr. Duff came to Sandwith, with his family,
Mrs. Duff (Daisy) who had been born in India while
her father was employed there by the British Government, two sons, Jim and Eric, daughter Una and her
husband, jack Mavin. They moved in with Stuart
Duff. his other son, and spent the winter with him
and wife, Mayme - eight adults in two rooms 12' by
12' and 14' by 16'. Sardines'
Spring of' 35 he took up a C. P.R. homestead onequarter mile southeast of Sandwith and built a house
just across the track and moved in. He had horses,
cattle, pigs, chickens and turkeys, and farm machinery, No crop the first year.

Emil ami Kathleen Driescimer
by Kay Driesdmer
On December 27, 1956, Kathleen G, Simpson
and Emil Drieschner were married in Bethel
Lutheran Church, Medstead, Saskatchewan,
The first year and a half we lived with Emirs
parents on their farm, location, NE 34-50-15. We
then moved onto SE 2-51-15, here we had no power,
not even a welL Drinking water we carried from Max
Drieschner's. Wash water 1 hauled from the dugout in
a five gallon cream can.
Emil had a threshing machine that he did custom
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and after many years of \vork at Canada Packers and
after retirement. both Mr. and Mrs. Duff did a lot of
\vork for the Canadian Legion in hospitals, etc. lVirS.
Duff passed away after having the flu and pneumonia
in 1954. !vir. Duff had an artery transplant in both
legs the follo\.ving ye,lL The operation \vas a SLlccess.
but shortly after he \vas able to get around again, he
had stroke. This put him off his legs again for a l"e\.v
months. He was just managing: to \valk around \lv'hen
he had a second stroke, He didn't l11gke it this time.
He died October), 1958,
Eric Duff \vent into the air force as airframe
mechanic. he never made it out of Canada for the
duration of the war. He married a local Burnaby girl.
They have two boys and a girl. Raymond. Robert and
Karen. she is married and has one child. Eric also
took up electric work and is now electrical inspector
for New Westminster. British Columbia. Their home
is at Langley. British Columbia.
While still in Sandwith. Mr. Dutlwas quite active
in the C.C.E Party. Bill Jackson. Sam Sarchet. and
others worked with him, Mrs. Duff belonged to the
Homemakers Club, Other members were Mrs, Mason, Mrs, German. Una Mavin. Mayme Duff. Mrs.
Worth. Mrs. Brausen, etc, We met at different homes
each month. making layettes for new babies, quilts.
etc, They were busy. pleasant afternoons.
Picnics were one thing nearly everyone had in
common. We had raspberry picnics. fishing picnics.
and Saskatoon berry picnics, They were lots of fun.
and goou crowds.

From L. to R., Mr, and Mrs. Thomas Duff, Eric and Jim.

Una and Jack Mavin moved to their own place
about five miles southeast of Sandwith, They farmed
until 1937 when Jack fell off the stoneboat hauling
water and broke a couple of ribs, He was taken t;
North Battleford Hospital. got pneumonia. and died,
He is buried in Hyde Park Cemetery, Una went back
to stay with her folks until 1939 when she left to stay
with her uncle in Vancouver. British Columbia, She
remained a widow and after losing her uncle quite a
few years ago, moved into an apartment, and has
been alone since, The last two years she has been in a
pensioners' hi-rise. in North Vancouver. She does
house-sitting. cat-sitting for her friends when they go
on vacation, She also makes stulled animals for
selling, She keeps busy,
Mr. and Mrs. Duff stayed on the farm and worked
it with the help of the two boys, Jim made a chopping
and woodsawing outfit. and did chopping for the
farmers. mostly during the winter. He used the motor
of Harry Nicholas' old car. mounted it on a sleigh,
pulled with horses all around the neighborhood. Jim
left Sandwith distict in 1940. and went to Alberta, He
worked in the mine at Vulcan, He and Phyllis Chatfield. from Sandwith district got married and lived at
Vulcan until going to British Columbia in 1943, He
worked as an electrician for the same company for
most of the time since, He turned sixty five years old
last year and retired, They have three grown children, all married, and five grandchildren, all living
in Burnaby. British Columbia.
Mr, and Mrs, Duff and son Eric left Sandwith
district in 1941 to go to British Columbia to be with
their family, As Stuart had a big house they moved in

Stuart M. Duff 1932-1937 (-% mile southwest
of S:mdwith)
Stuart took up his C. p, R. homestead spring of
'32, He and J A. Leduc (Archie) brought two hundred sheep from Lilac. Saskatchewan, They ran the
sheep on Stuart's place. while proving up on property, Archie had also taken up land I y, miles southwest
of Sandwith. He and his mother. two sisters. and two
brothers all stayed with Stuart until the spring of '33.
when Archie moved the family and sheep to his
quarter.
With the help of two horses. borrowed from J
Yaki. Stuart got enough land broken up (mostly
rocks) to plant crop, Not much returns, too rocky, too
dry, Winter of '33. he and J Barker. Robinson (mailman). and Maurice Bugg: hauled logs and lumber for
building their houses. from Meeting Lake. an awful
cold ride across the lake, Stuart also went each fall
working for threshing outfits around Lilac. Denholm
and Ruddell. where he was known through his uncle.
E, Reid,
In 1934 he put in crops again. oats. only good for
feed, Did some work for A, Leduc and also J Yaki in
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n.::alilcd hovv' cold it I,vas and Er!c froze his face. It
was SS des:rccs be!cw,' zero. V./c had a love]",' dinner.
turkey al1l.L.dl the trimmings. and plum pudZiing. Vie
even had a tree. tIna and I got one, a t\\-'o-foot fir,
from the coulee thm ran lhrough our place. I nC\'Cf

sm\-' another one.
Stuart's father and family moved tu their o\vn
quarter, one-quarter mile southeast of Sandwich.
spring of '35. Swart had hauled up logs for our o\vn
house from north of Glcnbush, so during the summer
\ve got it finished. It was 22' x 24' with an 8' veranda
on the west side. All logs except the floor and partitions,
\Ve also had a big garden, both fruits and vegetables. We transplanted wild raspberries. gooseber~
ries. also started mushrooms frorn the \\'ild spawn by
keeping the stems and heeling them into the garden.
Every/thing grew wel! as we got lots of sno\V in our
coulee hut no \vind. We even had a strawberry bed.
For two or three years after we left. our neighbors
made use of the fruit and rnushrooms.
Our first boy, Thomas S. ,-,vas born November 28,
1935. in the home of Stuart's mother. ! had Mrs.
Brandon as mid-wife, also the doctor from Medstcad
or Glenbush. I forget which. at my mother's insis~
tance (Mrs. Mary Leduci. I was glad to have him
even though I had no trouble.
Stuart hauled hay to Soderberg's sawmill all that
\Jy'inter for Mr. Brausen, (store-keeper!. He had taken
it ill as payment for groceries.
In May. 1937. after all that work. thought that he
wasn't getting anywhere very fast, so he decided to
go and see what British Columbia was like. He left
his \\-iife and son on the farm. He roamed around for a
few months. getting work here and there, until he
founu a house and work at Waterloo, Vancouver
Island. British Columbia. He sent a ticket. and lief!
after selling two cows. about $5. and a pile of dry,
stove length wood. $15. to pay my store bill. Two
horses were left at his dad's. For turkeys. and chick~
ens I got a rev,' dollars. Packeu up OLlr persona]
belongings and rny canned fruit. a nour barrel full.
and I had also killed and canned a lot of my hens.
They sure came in handy our first winter in British
Columbia.
'VIle sta.yeu on the island until 1941. Stuart went to
\lancouver and got on at the American Can C .. where
he worked for 36Y, years. We bought a six~room
home in March '42 and have stayed at the same
address ever since.
\Vc bad two more boys, Gerald and Ronald. They
have ali married and we have eleven grandchildren
and one great-granddaughter. We had our 45th wedding anniversary last year. We are both in good health
at time of writing.

Stuart Dull hauled hay in 1935 to Soderbergs Sawmill for
Sandwith storekeeper. J. J. Brausen.

Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Duff and Tommy. 1936.

spring and sumn:er and \vent threshing ill the fall, as
that \vas the only money' coming in for necessities.
On Novemoer 24. 1')34. he and Marietta Leduc
(Mayme) were married in North Battlelord. at end of
threshing, and came hack to Sandwith. During the
summer. his father. Tom Duff. Mother. two brothers.
Jim and Eric. and sister. Una unci her husband 1.
Mavin moved into Stuart's cabin. What a \\'inter.
Eight adults, from sixteen vears to fifties, in two
ro~ms. one 12' x 12' and the'other 14' x 16'. Four of
us. newlyweds. and the two boys in one. and Mom
and Dad in the other. which waS also dining and
family room. We were crowded but also had lots of
fun. Christmas Day the women needecl room to get
dinner ready so the men went for a walk. None of us
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P.S.: Stuart arrived in SanC\with when the elevator was being built and he helped on the building of
the hall in 1932, he still carries the scar he got on his

summer. In 1940 he took the parish of Battlefcml and

Prongua where 1 lived. He buried my mother and
father in the Prongua church yard. He used to tell us
about how he stayed with them twenty-two years
before,
My rather sold his farm to J. Isaac. My mother
passed avvay in October 1940. Dad came and lived
with us at Prongua till he passed away July 1950. llefr
GJcnbush in 1927 to work at Pronglla and was married January 1929 to Allan Waters~ We lived on his
farm from 1929 to 1951. We moved to North B,,[tie ford as Allan was in ill health. He passed away in
February 1955. I was in Regina R.R. 1940 to 1945,
Allan and I had three children, Sid, lives in Edmonton, Emily in Delta, B.C., Jean, her husband is LL
Col. G. Bellavance from Delmar, Sask. of the armed
forces. They are retired in Prongua.
Carl Duncan remembers the prairie fires and the
cyclone. We are not sure of the years but they were
terrible. 1 moved to British Columbia in 1968.

hand, where he got cut.
While we were there trom '33 to '37 the road ran
between our house ~md out-buildings, everyone coming horn the west of us had to go that way to get to
Sandwith. We had lots of company, as most of them
would stop for a cup of tea. Some of them were: the
Enses, Tauses, Yakis, Barkers, Robinsons, etc. Winter was especially good for visiting.
Cards were generally the evening pastime. Saturclay night dances at the hall were much enjoyed by
everyone. Even the babies went and were put to sleep
at the end of the stage, they seemed to like the music,
A cake or a box of sandwiches was the fee and
twenty-five cents for the men, and that was even hard
to find then.

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Duncan
by Mary Waters

The Damsel' Family

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Duncan and their son Carl
came from Scotland in 1907 or 1908. They homesteaded on the S.E. 18-49-14, Neighbors on the same
section were Herbert Schmitz, William Schmitz and
George Reynolds. They grew some grain and raised
cattle.
1 was born in 1910 in a two-roomed sod-roofed
shack with no doctor. I went to Avery School and my
first teacher was Miss Rose Thompson. Carl's first
teacher was Cecil McLachlin. Dances in the school
were our best entertainment in the winter. In summer
the annual picnic at Gordon's Lake, ball games and
the annual rair at Hyde Park.

by Mrs. Magdalella DUilser
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Dunser, Sr. and four of their
children - Louis, Otto, Albert and Alma arrived in
the Medstead district in 1914 from Sulphur,
Oklahoma, U,S,A, The father died one year later
when he froze to death on a trip horne from North
Battleford where he had gone with a team and sleigh
to haul home a supply of flour for his family and
some of the neighbors, This left the three boys who
were nineteen, fifteen and twelve to do the work of
putting up the necessary buildings. breaking land,
taking care of cattle and all the jobs of pioneering,
Their older sister. Amelia. and her husband,
Jesse Hare, and small son came in 1916 from Texas
ane! settled nearby. This family moved back to the
States in 1923,
When the boys were older they acquired a threshing machine and spent many falls doing custom work
for neighbors and settlers many miles from home,
All three also took homesteads of their own, Later

In 1922 Harry Hiver, a young Anglican rninister,
came to Glenbush and surrounding areas for the

Back row: H. Michael, Mrs. Duncan, Mary Duncan, Albert
Thompson, Two girls. right. Hazel and Edith Thompson. Front
row: Mrs. Michael, Mrs. Thompson, John Michael, Far right.
Edgar Thompson.

Louis Dunser, 1928, by Wilson's store in Robinhood.
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Albert DUnser Family, 1979. Left to right: Natalie, Bradley,
Laurie, Alber!.

l. - R. Herb, Magdalena, Albert, Laurie Dunser.

when they dissolved partnership Louis had the
threshing machine and operated it on his own. He
moved to Robinhood and started a blacksmith shop
in 1926.
On September 1,1930, Louis married Magdalena
Rinner who came from Munchen, Germany. Magdalena had come to Canada in February, 1929, on the
Norddeutscher - Lloyd (Koln) ship which sailed
from Bremerhaven harbor to Halifax, Nova Scotia.
They had two sons, Herbert and Albert, who with
their families reside and farm in the Robinhood district.
Otto married a local girl, Ella Hagen, in 1927. He
served the R. M. of Medstead continuously for twenty-five years as Road Foreman, Councillor and
Reeve and farmed the original homestead for fourteen years.
Albert fanned his place near Glenbush. Alma
married Olaf Alsgaard from Midnight Lake. They
and three children - Doreen, Floyd and Lloyd
(twins), lived in Glaslyn for a time and then moved to
B.C.
Grandma, Mrs. Gretchen Dunser, passed away in
her 90th year. The family are now all deceased except
the oldest daughter, Amelia who lives in Spokane,
vYashington.

George and Lawrence Matchee and Gail.

future is undecided. That same year our two foster
boys, Lawrence and George Matchee, came to live
with us, they were twelve and ten years old at the
time. Lawrence married Gail Brown of Elrose in
1969 and they now live in Saskatoon where Lawrence
works at MacDonald's Consolidated. Gail nurses at
St. Paul's Hospital and George is now our hired man.
OUf oldest girl, Natalie, was born October 21,
1963, and Laurie ten years later on October 1sl, both
girls are still attending school in Glaslyn.
Albert has farmed at Robinhood since an early
age and like his father, he enjoys sports, hunting and
fishing.

Mr. ami Mrs. Albert DUllser and Family
Mr. ami Mrs. Herb Damsel' and Family

I moved with my pare,nts to Saskatoon in 1955
after living in Robinhood where my folks owned a

I was born in North Battleford, Sask. and lived in
the hamlet of Robinhood where I attended Robin
Public School. I went to high school in Medstem! and
later to 51. Thomas College in North Bartleford,

genera! store.

On October 20, 1960, Albert and! were married
and we moved to the Sven Naslund farm, formerly
the Steve Morgan place.
Our son, Bradley, was born August 2], 1961 and
he has now completed his high school. At present his

Sask.
After leaving school! worked in North Battleford
where I was employed by the Canadian National
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enough to sign papers so my brother, Jake Dyck,
signed them for me. \Vhen I became of age, twentyone years, the papers were transferred into my name.
I farmed this property and enjoyed it. My mother and
Iny sister Katherine lived with me. Katherine became
Mrs. Henry Loev/en. In 1941 everyone was being
cailed to \var and so was L however I refused to go
because 1 did not bdieve it was right for me to kill
people. The Mennonite Central Committee made
arrangements for a number of boys to go to conscientious objector camps. I was soon sent to Jasper,
Alberta to work. In the spring of 1942 our church
people came together and put in my crop for me. My
mother by this time was alone since Katherine married. My niece and nephew, Henry and Mary
Friesen, my sister Anna's children, came and stayed
the summer holidays with my mother. Henry and
Mary made good use of their time and shingled my
granary for me for the fall crop. I had a bumper crop
that year 1942. The Lord richly blessed us. The crop
yielded forty-five bushels to the acre but I only had
ten acres.
During this time! was still at the conscientious
objector camp helping build roads in Jasper Park,
earning fifty cents a day. With the fifty cents a day!
earned, I was able to send money home to my mother
plus buy a bicycle and a radio for myself! was also
the storekeeper at camp and when I went to Jasper
town I would buy boxes and boxes of chocolate bars

Herb Dunser and family.

Railway as trainman. Later! was transferred to
Hanna, Alberta, and then to Edmonton where!
worked as trainman-conductor. ! spent two years in
Nevada before returning to the Robinhood District to
farm.
! married Linda Frank from Elrose, Sask. in
June, 1976. We have one daughter, Adraine, who was
born April 22, 1977.

Herbert Duvall
Mr. Duvall came to Glenbush in July 1966, to
teach for a year. He had given up his school in Winter
intending to retire, but was told during thc summer
he was nine days short of the retirement requirements
(rules have since changed). After forty-two years in
the class-room. Herb retired in June 1971. but before
he could start any of the few things he had planneci,
ill health started. Herb passed away in August. 1978.
Four of our seven children came to Glenbush with
us. Don who was completing his grade XII, Jack,
Ann ami Ken were in public school.
Don is a carpenter, he and Laurie have two daughters. Sarah and Alexandra. Jack who is a "Welder"
by trade, married Laura Neale, they have two daughters Melynda and Chelsey. Ann is a secretary and is
married to Barry Moen. they live and work in Lloydminster. Ken and Donna McClean are married and
are presently living in Glaslyn. Ken is a "Grain
Buyer". They have a daughter Stephanie. The others
are not known in Gknbush. They too are married and
settled in their own lives.

Cornie Dyck seeding for his brother, Jake.

Cornelius H. Dyck Family
In the spring of 19381 moved to Glenbush where i
bought a quarter section of land from Me. Lynch. I
was still a young fellow at that time and not old

Cornie Dyck in his yard.
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1935. Vve moved b\' train from Kindcrslcy,
Saskatchewan with OUl~ one-year-old son, Eric. also
one CO\;>/' and one horse. \A/hen we arrived in the
Glenbush district we lived at 1. B. isaacs' for about
one month. Afterwards v·.,re moved to homestead NW
of 19. We Jived in a slab shed for the vvintcf, and in
spring moved a house onto the yard. Our second son,
Henry, was born in the shed. and lVlrs. Llchell was

and then sell them to the boys aftcr work to make a
little extra money. Sometime after this. Henry Neufeld. Abe Klassen, Marten Arendt and myself were
sent to Veder Crossing. British Columbia. which is
very close to Chilliwack, British Columbia. 1 was

cook at this camp. Ho\vever, my mind ''vvas not at ease
at this time. I was worried about my mother being
alone on the farm and about the farm itself. Because
of this situation 1 developed stomach ulcers and was
hospitalized for a month in the Chilliwack hospital
following which I was sent home still sick. I had to
pay fifteen dollars a month to stay home from camp
until the war was over.
On August 17. 1946, I got married to a little
sweetheart ['rom Gretna. Ma;itoba. At this time my
mother moved to stay with my sister Anna in Saskatoon. In the following year, May 24, 1947, our first
daughter was born, Dorothy Mary Dyck. The following winter we sold everything and moved to Manitoba as that is where Mary. my wife, came from and
she was homesick and wanted to be close to her
family. sold my farm to Werner Boldt and then
bought a farm in Kane. Manitoba. Our son, Edwin
Cornelius, was born August 21. 1949, 2lbs. 8 oz.: he
was premature and only lived three days. From
Kane, Manitoba we moved to Killarney, Manitoba.
After repeated crop failures due to a form of rust, we
moved into Killarney town. In 1952 our second
daughter, Phyllis Katherine. was born, August 27th.
From Killarney we moved to Winnipeg and in 1966
we left Winnipeg and moved to Vancouver, British
Columbia. I have enjoyed working in Coquitlam
twelve years.
On August 16, 1977, my wife Mary passed away
due to cancer. We had been married one day short of
31 years.
On March 31, 1979, I married Mary Neufeld. It
was too lonesome being single. I have a very good
wife again. The Lord is so good to us.
My mother passed away in 1957 of cancer also.
I have been forced into retirement due to illness.
Over Christmas I was diagnosed as also having cancer, multiple myeloma which is a cancer of the bone.
I have had two treatments and am feeling very good.
We hope and pray that the cancer has been arrested.
We now live in Pitt Meadows and have a brandnew house. We are very happy and serving the Lord
wherever we can. My daughter Dorothy lives in Port
Coquitlam, British Columbia. The other daughter.
Phyllis, married Brian Shrum and they live in Fort S1.
John where Brian teaches school. I have two very
nice grandsons, Daniel and Nathan.

there to help as miclwife.

Jacob vv'orkcd hard clearing land, and I remember
buying a covv on monthly payments. During the \Nar
years, Jacob all)ng with others helped farm Corny

Dyck's laneL who'-\vas on alternate service.
Three more children were born to us 011 homestead NW of 19: Tena in 193tL Herman in !942, and
Rudy in 1945.
On December 20. 1946, Jacob and! were butch-

ering pigs at 1. B. isaacs' \vhcn fire destroyed our
house. Fortunately. the children who were home,

were safe. Our friends and relatives were so good to
us giving us clothing, etc. and the Red Cross sup-

pli~d us ';vith beds aI;d bedding. We lived with Jacob
Krahns till after the New Year. then in Mother's house
on the yard until we purchased the quarter of land
from Jacob Janzens. Very few acres were broken on
this quarter. On this homestead two more children
were born:' Linda in 1947. and Harvey in 1954.
Avery School was located on our quarter NW-J6.
Three Avery teachers that stayed at our place were
Eileen Bandurka, Helmut Becker. Margaret Tessman.
On February 7, 1957 Jacob passed away. Herman
helped out on the fann for awhile. then Henry came
back home to farm and he is presently living on the
homestead.

Eric married Maurine Sawyer. They have five
children: Lawrence. Raymond, Louella. Eugene.
and Richard. At present he is working for Lay's
Transport in Edmonton.
Henrv married Tina Bargen of Glenbush. They
are farming and have two children: Ralph, and Rox-

ane.
Tena married Henry Werstroh of G lenbush. They
are farming and have four boys: Barry. Allan. Randy,
and Murray.
Herma;1 married Linda Gristwood of North Batdeford. He is working for L3Y's Transport in North
Battleford. They have three children: Karen. Cameron, and Brenda.
Rudy married Anita Harms of Glcnbush. They
live in Calgary VI/here Rudy is employed by Canadian
Freightways as rate clerk. The have two children,
Curtis and Coralie.
Linda married John Boehmer of Wowota,
Saskatchewan. They are living in Kenaston t

Jacob and Tina Dyck Family
Jacob and I came to Glenbush in November of
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The Dycks 1977.

Saskatchewan, and have two children; Christopher,
and Tammy.
Harvey is married to Lavonne Graber of South
Dakota. They are fanning in South Dakota, and have

one daughter, Christina.

Mrs. Maria Dyck
Mrs. Maria Dyck and her son Cornie and her
daughter Katherine farmed west of Glenbush. Katherine married Henry Loewen in 1940 and they
moved onto their own farm. Then after Cornie married, Mrs. Maria Dyck lived with her daughter Katherine in the summer and for winter she went to
Saskatoon to stay with her other daughter.
She died in Saskatoon October 16,1957, and was
buried in the General Conference Mennonite Cemetery, Glenbush.

Mrs. Maria Dyck with grandchildren, Wilmer, Shirley and
Robert Loewen.

John Dzialo and Family
John Dzialo, his wife, Brenda, and two sons,
Robert and George, came to Canada from England
by ship to Quebec harbour in July, 1953. From there
they came to Saskatchewan by train to his cousin,

Jacob Dyck's first house 1936.
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Robert and his \il/ifc, fvklvena, are farming in the
Gienbush area. George and his wife. Edith. are farrning in the BapaLlm~ district and E<.h,vard and his
farnily are presently residing in MartensviHe. Henry
is ernployecl in Saskatoon and Larry is fanning with
his parents.

Hellry Dyck Family -

Medstead

,ubmilled by Agnes Gran! (nee Dyd:)
Henry and Helen Dyck moved to Glcnbush from
Mullinga!' in 1948. They left Mullingur because the
Mennonite community there was grm.lually! dispersinn,
e the Glenbush
- IViennonite communitv
. \},Ias thrivmg.

~ They bought a farm from Frank Reinke, one mile
east of Daylight School. Later they moved to the farm
on the corner across from John Epp and John Isaak.
In 1957 they retired to Winnipeg due to ill health,
selling the farm to William Warkentin. In 1959 Henry
Dyck died. Helen Dyck presently lives in Battlefonl.
Daughter Helen taught at Daylight School
1948·49.
Daughter Margaret taught at Bournemouth
School t948-49, Be~llluttc School 1949·50, 50·5!'
Daughter Agnes taught at Avery School (permit)
1951·52, Daylight School 1953·54, 54·55, Medstead
School 1960·61, Glenbush School 1961·62.

Spring time on John Dzialo's iarm.

Mrs. Nellie Skebow, who lives in the Belbuttc dis·
trict. From here they moved to Saskatoon. Three
more sons were born in Saskatoon- Edward, Henry
and Larry. They lived in Saskatoon from 1953 to
1961. John worked on construction as a labourer, but
in the winter of 1956 he was laid off. In the spring of
1957 he obtained employment in the Bessborough
Hotel where he worked 'til 1961. In the spring of 1961
he purchased a farm from Fred Schindel in the Glen·
bush district. They are presently, still farming in the
Glenbush district.
The family attcnds the Roman Catholic Church in
Medstead. The children attended Glenbush elemen·
tary school and later attended Medstead Central
High.

Helen and Henry Dyck, 1946.

Another spring job. John Dzialo.
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·When I, Agnes. Vias teaching at Avery a new
school \vas being built on a new location, but school
had to SIart in Sept. in the old building. I kept asking
the children when the new school would be ready but
kept getting evasive ans\vers. It seemed that we
vvould never get into that new building since, according to the children, no progress seemed to be taking
place. One ivlonday morning in late fall I arrived to
find the old building stripped of desks, books and
without a student in sight. I drove to the new location
to rind every student as weli as trustees J. Harder and
C. Heinrichs there to greet me. Every book, desk and
lunch pail was in place ready to go.
Daughters:
Helen married Hank Giesbrecht of Mullingar
where they are still farming.
Margaret married Jerry Wreggitt, son of Tommy
Wreggitt of Glenbush and later Belbutte. They live at
Fraser Lake, B.C. where Jerry runs a golf course and
Margaret is principal of the elementary school.
Doris married Henry Friesen, son of Issac
Friesen from the Carrollton district. They live in
Winnipeg where Henry is in charge of driver training
for Metro Transit and Doris works as Braille librarian
for CNlB.
Agnes married Garry Grant, son of John Grant,
of Glenbush. They live in Minnedosa where Garry
works as district supervisor for the assessment
branch and Agnes is a professor. Faculty of Education. Brandon University.
Claire married Mike Darvill of Winnipeg. Claire
is an elementary school teacher.

Gust Egeland and Albert Dunser taken in early 20's.

Landing in 1915. He lived there until 1917, when he
moved to the Can wood district. He lived and worked
there with his brother. Halvor, until 1919. In 1919 he
returned to the Saskatchewan Landing, where he
trapped for fur on the South Saskatchewan River. He
also stooked for fanners in that area, one of whom
was an Englishman by the name of Louis Thompson.
In 1921 Gust left the Saskatchewan Landing and
moved to the Medstead area, where he lived with his
brother. Alfred. and his family. He trapped at different times, all the way from Birch Lake to Meadow
Lake and as far east as Big Rivel~
In the fall of 1921 Gust along with two of his
brothers, Ben and Alfred. and a friend by the name of
Martin Knutson, went about twenty miles north of
Birch Lake and built a cabin that became known as
.. Moose Cabin". This cabin became the iJeadquatc
tel'S from which they hunted, trapped and took out
dry building logs. Later on. Gust and Louis Dunscr
and a number of other men had a trapper's cabin on
the Pelican River, northeast of Chitek Lake. When
spring came. Gust and Louis Dunser built two boats
and went down the Pelican River to Meadow Lake,
trapping as they went.
Gust left Meadow Lake and moved to the Molewood district, where he took a homestead. He built a

The Eckel Family
Mrs. Grace Eckel came from North Battleford in
the fall of 1975, with her family, Allen. Dianne,
Terry, Eric, Debbie and Kevin, to settle on
N .E.-2-48-!S, which she had purchased from
Melvin Rector.
The children attended Glenbush and Medstead
Central Schools. except Dianne, who married Bob
Gristwood. and continued to live on the farm. Allen
returned to North Battleford, while the rest of the
family helped look after the livestock and do the fieid
work.
They stayed for a year. then moved to Cudworth,
Saskatchewan. while Dianne and Bob stayed on for
another year before moving back to North Battleford.
The farm was sold to Pete Peterson.

August Egeland
August Egeland, better known as Gust, was born
April 12, 1891, in East Grand Forks, Minnesota,
U.S.A. He carne to Canada to the Saskatchewan
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house there out of logs that he had hauled from the
Moose Cabin area. While he lived at this location he
trapped for furs in the Spring Coulee, east of the
Village of Sandwith. He went north pretty well every
winter to trap.
When he sold this homestead, he bought a
"Moody" threshing machine and a Titan tractor.
With this outfit he did custom threshing for his neighbors for a number of years. He was also a steam
engineer and mechanic at this time. It was during this
period of time that he operated a steam engine for the
McNabb family.
In December of 1931. Gust bought a farm in the
Medstead district. It was here that he built a house
and olltbuildings. Instead of trapping one winter, he
brushed on his farm and sold that wood to his neighbors. In the spring he hired someone to break his
land. This work was done with horses. It was also
around this period of time that he operated a steam
engine for the Soderberg sawmill for a short time.
He lived on this farm until the end of 1948 when
he sold out and moved to the Sandwith area where he
bought another farm that was known as the Dave
Garrow place. He fixed up the existing buildings and
lived there for a short time until he moved into the
village of Sandwith around the year of 1950.
He worked on the farms of various people in this
district, one of whom was Roland Marsh, the wellknown storekeeper and postmaster of Sandwith. He
resumed trapping in the Spring Coulee east of Sandwith and it was here that he trapped until the age of
eighty in the spring of 1970. It was in this same spring
that Gust left the village of Sandwith and moved to
Medstead where he bought a house and lot. He lived
here until he was taken ill and had to be taken to the
North Battleford Union Hospital where he passed
away on September 27,1971. He was buried close to
his father, Nils Egeland, in the Medstead Municipal
Cemetery, north of Glenbush.

Taken at the" home in Saskatchewan about 1921. Lei! to right:
(Hilda's Sister) Anna Skavlebo. Alfred and Hilda Egeland and
Alfred's father, Nils Egeland. Alfred and Hilda's children, Marie
and Noble - a trifle shy.

The Alfred Egeland Family
The following is a short historical account of the
Egeland family. The first Egeland to settle in Canada
was Hulver Egeland who settled in the Canwood
district in 1905. His father, Nils Halverson Egeland,
the grandfather of the present day Noble and Leonard
Egeland, was born on August 23, 1843 in Norway.
He was a sailor in Norway for 35 years before he
came to Red River, Minnesota, U.S.A. in 1886
where he and his son, Thomas, operated a ferry
across the Red River at the present site of the Thompson bridge from 1886 to 1891.
He came to the Canwood district in 1917. He
moved from there to the Saskatchewan Landing in
1919. He later moved from the Saskatchewan Land-

Fred, Helga and Clara Egeland.

ing to the Medstead district in the spring of 1921 and
settled on the northeast quarter of ,ection 28, township 49, range IS, west of the 3rd meridian with his
son, Alfred, and his family.
In 1924 he moved from there and homesteaded on
the southwest quarter of section 34. township 48,
range 15, west of the 3rd meridian for two years with
his son, Alfred, and family.
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scarce. This steam engine was powerfUl enough to
pull more than the two twenty-two-inch breaking
plows they pulled behind it. With this outfit there was
no need to pre brush the land before breaking it up.
After the breaking was done in the fall this steam
engine was loaded onto a flatcar in Glenbush. This
engine was so large that when it had been loaded the
wheels stuck out on both sides of the flatcar. This
engine was then shipped to the village of Neeb where
it was used to power a sawmill.
Through much hard work and many hardships
the farm was improved. It was here that Alfred Egeland lived for the remainder of his life. In the summertime he farmed and in the wintertime he logged
in the bush and also trapped fur, He was also a good
hunter and was well able to supplement the family's
diet with wild meat.
Alfred failed in health for some years before he
passed away on July 28, 1954, in the North Battleford
Hospital at the age of 65, He was buried in the
Lutheran Cemetery at the town of Medstead where he
had been a member of the Lutheran Church. He was
survived by his wife, Hilda and his six children. His
wife and two of his children, Fred and Marie, are
now deceased,
His son, Leonard, is still living on this same
farm. He operated this farm for his mother until she
retired to North Battleford in the fall of 1965,
Leonard then purchased the farm from his mother,
Hilda Egeland lived in North Battleford until she
moved back to the village of Medstead in the spring
of 1975. She lived there until the middle of August
when she took sick and was taken to the Rabbit Lake
Union Hospital where she passed away on August
25, She was buried on August 29th beside her husband, Alfred, and her son, Fred, in the Medstead
Lutheran Cemetery. She had also been a long time
member of the Medstead Lutheran Church and the
Lutheran Ladies' Aid in Medsteacl until she had
moved to North Battleford, Through the earlier years
she had also acted as mid-wife to a number of families.

He passed away at that location on April 10. 1926.
He was buried at the Medstead Municipal Cemetery
north of the Hamlet of Glenbush. His son, Alfred
Egeland, had been born in Fisher, Minnesota,
U,S,A. onJunc 12,1889. He came to Canada in 1908
to the Canwo()d area where he worked for his brother,
Hulver. at hauling water for a steamer which powered

a threshing machine and later a sawmill. Later, he
took a homestead in the Shell River area where he
met Hilda Skavlebo whom he later married aftcr he
had returned to the States,
Hilda Skavlebo had been born in Polk County,
Minnesota, U.S.A. on September 16, 1893. She
came to Canada to Ordale with her parents in 1905,
She returned to the States a few years later where she
later married Alfred Egeland on February 4, 1914 in
Minnesota, U.S.A, They returned to Canada and
lived at the Saskatchewan Landing from 1915 to 1921.
This was where their two eldest children, Marie and
Noble, were born. They moved to the Medstead area
in 1921 and lived on the Littlefield quarter where his
son, Leonard, was born on March 5, 1922,
In the year 1924 Alfred and his family moved to
the Molewood district onto his father Nil's homestead. It was there that his fourth child, Helga, was
born in 1924. At this time the railroad was built with
horsepower. Alfred worked as a railroad contractor at
selling hay to the railroad for their horses and he also
brushed for the railroad. In the winter he trapped furs
and played the violin at dances and old time gettogethers. The method of transportation was team
and sleigh or wagon.
In 1929 they moved to another location known as
the Raffenburgh place. It was at this location that
theirson, Fred, was born on June 18, 1930. It was this
son that died at the early age of 31 years, as a result of
sugar diabetes which he developed at the age of 16.
He was two months short of his 32nd birthday.
In 1931 they moved to another location for a short
while, and then moved to the n['rtheast quarter of
section 14, township 49, range IS, west of the 3rd
meridian where they settled down and raised their
family. It was here that their youngest child, Clara,
was born in 1932, Alfred and Hilda and their family
started their farm by building a log house 14 feet by
16 feet with a smallleanto attached.
They cleared their land in the beginning by cutting down large trees with an axe and small trees with
a team and mower. They had no tractor at this time.
To start with the land was broken with five horses
pulling a wooden beamed brush breaker. Later on
Alfred and his brother, August, borrowed a steam
engine from another brother, Ben Egeland, of Meadow Lake and broke more land for each other. This
was when manpower was plentiful and money was

Noble and Elsie Egeland Story
We got married on May 31. 1946 and had a very
small wedding and had a whole $35.00 to the good,
but on our '0/ay home from Battleford the car broke
down costing $15,00 to fix. so with $20.00 we started down the path of life together.
We stayed in a little house in Noble's folks yard
that first summer, then in October of 1946 we moved
up in the bush twelve miles north of the Birch Lake
siding. Noble's brother Leonard and my brother Rod
came with us. We built a little log cabin. It had a nat
roof, no floor, two windows and a door, a big blanket
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as I never sav/ another
mas. i had to wait for

til! just before Christso the sleighs could be

\\/0111an

5nO\\/

Llsed as the roads were very rough and I was expect··
jng our first child. it finall)' did sno\\/ just before
Christmas and \ve then rnoved down to River Lake

cabin which is five miles north of Birch Lake siding.
On May 5, 1947 our first child was born a seven
and a half 1b baby girl (Janie). Vic \vert both very
proud. That same spring \VC huilt OLlr first real house,
a little four room house one mile north of Birch Lake
siding. Noble continued working in the bush for
another year, hauling saw logs to Slim Robinson's
saw mil!. He later bought a sawmill of his o\vn and he
sawed lumber for many people along with his own
logs.
In the fall of 194') our second child was born a son
(Lavern) just a little six and a half pound feBow but
healthy, lively and every bit a boy.
In the spring of 1950 Noble started working for
the R.M. of Medstead and Spiritwood, the two municipalities owned road equipment together so half
the summer was spent in each R.M, The two kids and
I went with Noble on the road work until Janie started
school. I then batched with the two kids each summer
while Noble continued road work for Spiritwood,
after, Meclstcad and Spiritwood each got their own
equipment.
In the winter Noble was home. He then logged
and trapped and sawed lumber each spring and we
also kept cattle. In the summer the kids and I tried
mighty hard to get enough feee! put up for the cattle.
Life continued in this manner for twenty-nine years,
Noble working for the R. M. and his family supposedly farming.
In 1957 our third child made his appearance also a
healthy happy fellow weighing in at eight and a
quarter Ibs. Ben, In 1964 Janie married Klaas Knot.
They are trying their luck at store keeping and farming. They are making their home in the Birch Lake
district and have two children, Byrle ancl Norman,
In 1966 Lavern married Evelyn Sommerfeld,
Vern works for the Sask. Wheat Pool at Bapaume and
Evelyn works for the Post Office in Spiritwood. They
make their home in Spiritwood and have two children
Jeffery and Shelly.
In 1976 Ben married Debby Starling. Ben continues farming. logs and traps. They make their
home in the Birch Lake district and have one boy -

Ben Egeland holding mink and weasels trapped by Dad, 1960.

Noble and Elsie, Janie and Lavern, 1954.

served as part ions between rooms. It was very warm
and cozy.
The men cut dry fire w,ood which was hauled by
horses to the Birch Lake siding and sawed into
blocks, loaded on box cars and shipped to different
towns. The men also trapped. I remember one night
Noble came home with forty squirrels and a mink
which was considered a fair day.
The three men still say that was the happiest
winter they have ever had, I can't quite say the same

Clinton.

in 1978 Noble got tired of road work and came
home to join his farmer wife, which is what we nre
trying our hands at now.
Just a little more about our little sod hut away up
in the bush - the flat roof has fallen in and it looks
very sad indeed and our boys laugh and joyfully call
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it Honcvmoon Cabin. You kno\v in a \vav I bchcve
~

very' proud and happy with our new daughter and
Jeffrey being eleven years old docs his best to spoil
her. Jeffrey also is a Pee-\Vee hockey player.
Then February, 1980 we took H big plunge and
bought Cater Store where \,ve hope to build a nc"\v
garage.
Even though \ve have had many ups and downs
and those first \'er:y hard years, vve've also had very
many happy times. We have so far. a very happy
adventurous life together. We wouldn't traele it for
the world.

that's v;hat it rcally "vas.

Evelyn and Vern Egeland
by Evelyn Egeland
Vern and I went to Medstead Central School
together and were very good friends through OLlr
school years.
Vern quit school at age sixteen and wok a heavy
duty Mechanic course at Angus in Edmonton, Alber,
tao I continued on to school. Vern's only mean.s of
transportation was his rnotorcvcle, but he came home
nearly every weekend with it: The odd time it broke
clown halfway, then he would have to put it in the
nearest garage and catch the bus. Gradually he graduated to a '61 Ford car which speeded things up
somewhat.
Two years later, on December 31, 1967 I clecided I
had enough education too. so Vern and I were marriecl. We hacl a very nice wedding, reception and
dance in Medstead.
We were both very young. I was seventeen years
old and Vern eighteen. However, we both realized the
only way to make things work was to get jobs and go
to work.
We rented a basement suite in North Battleford.
Vern got work in Cal verts doing garage work. I got a
job at Caplan's Cleaners, lugging around huge Imm,
dry bags for SI.OO per hour. Vern's wages were also a
starter's wage. So we barely made our payments. We
had a car payment, also furniture payments, plus rent
and utilities. However, we did manage to scrape by.
On October 2, 1968 our first child was born, a son
Jeffrey, weighing 6 Ibs. 13 oz. We were both very
proud of this little fellow and decided our hard work
was well repaid. That same fall of 1968, Vern got
work at Spiritwood Holdings at Spiritwood. Sask.
We then moved to Spiritwood where We rented a little
fou,' room house. I hired a babysitter and got a job at
McLeod's Store in Spiritwood, working there for one
and a half years. I retired for one and a half years then
got ajob at a Spiritwood Post Office. This was a very
nice job and I worked there for seven and a half years
quitting in February, 1980.
Vern worked for Spiritwood Holding for nine
years, working his way up to mechanic position. In
1977 Spiritwood Holding was sold to new owners so
Vern got work at Sask. Pool at Bapaume where he
works at the present time.
We spend most of our spare time on Vern's folks
farm where we trap and log and ski,elo. We both
dislike town life so spend as little time in it as possi,
ble.
On November 24, 1979 our second child put in
her appearance a 6V, lb. baby girl, Shelly. We are

Ben and Debby Egeland (nee Starling)
by Debby
Ben ane! I met by accident. I was going east, Ben
was going south and it seems we both '-must have
arrived at the corner at exactly the same moment.
Anyway, we lived through it and after our injuries
were healed, decided to start life together.
On February 12, 1977, We were married in the
Medstead Anglican Church. We had a very nice
wedding and reception, even though the weather was
rather cold for wedding clothes.
We set up camp in the Birch Lake district ancl
proceeded to try to make a living.
Ben worked for the Spiritwood R, M. the first
summer. The last two years we've been farming,
logging and trapping. Ben just loves telling stories of
the hunting, logging and trapping experiences. He
says when the powersaw bucks, it helps a lot to
remember the story his dad tells of having ties at Ross
Rangh's for 12¢ a tie with an axe.
Ben tells of trapping through the Coal Oil Can,
yon. I wondered what in the world Coal Oil Canyon
was. He says it's a big coulee about ten miles north of
Birch lake siding. His dad and mom and his two
uncles, Rod and Leonard, spilt their coal oil there in
1946 and it's been Coal Oil Canyon ever since.
On July 24, 1977, our first child was born. A
seven,pound seven ounce baby boy (Clinton). We are
both proud of our wee man.
In 1978 we decided to open our home for foster,
ing. At the present time we have two boys, age nine
and six. So we have a house full of boys and never a
dull moment.
We hope to continue fostering for some years yet
as it is a very rewarding experience.

Ralph Elam Story
Ralph (Slim) Elam came to the Hillside district in
1913, by horse and buggy, in the company of Edwin
fowler, who was the driver, Harry Jacques and Ged
Brousseau, to look for a homestead. He chose to
locate on the north half of 47,14.
He moved around frequently, staying with the
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tel' of section 215, !O'I,vnship 49, range 15, vvest of the

Mason family of Sandwith, then married Edith Nicholas of Sandwith. He lived at Glenbush for awhile.
then moved onto the quarter of land. now occupied
hy Helen German. in the Sandwith district.
He was mail carrier between Medstead and North
Battleford. serving Hillside post office on the trip.
Edith and Ralph hac! two children. Ralph and
Alice.
They moved to Vancouver in September. 1941.
where Edith passed away that same fall. Ralph
passed away in 1963.

3rd meridian. He first attended school at Mokwood

where his first teacher was Hazel Marlat. The teacher
taught an the grades in the one-rOOlll school house.
Uncle Gust Egeland made a tvi/o-wheeled cart for
the children to drive to schoo~ with a horse as three
miles was quite a distance to \va11(. One day the
children and the teacher were on the way home, when
the horse ran away with the can. Luckily, no one was
hurt but by the time the horse reached home the can

Leonard Egeland

was smashed and there was very little harness left on
the horse. For a pastime the kids trained a calf to ride
and drive. When the calf had to be sold the children

Leonard. the third child of Alfred and Hilda
Egeland, was born March S, 1922 on the N.E. quar-

were very disappointed as they were very attached to
the calf It was here also that Leonard was gi yen his

first horse by his mother. This horse lived to be thirtyone years old.
The family moved to another place in 1929 and
then moved yet again before they settled on the farm
on which Leonard is now living. The children now
attended Marron School. This was aho a oneroomed school where one teacher taught all the

grades. Sometimes, there were as many as forty or
more children in the school. Some of the teachers at
Marron School down through the years that Leonard
attended school were: Miss McCready, Winnifred
Shannon and Robert Felskie.
The modern day game of hockey was in those
days played by knocking a tin can instead of a hockey
puck around with poplar sticks. This was quite risky
as the can developed very sharp corners after having
been knocked around for awhile.
After he left school at the age of fourteen,
Leonard helped with the farm work and also trapped
furs. When his father and his older brother, Noble,
went up north to work in the bush during the winters,
Leonard stayed home with his mother and the
younger members of the family to help run the farm.
In 1940 Leonard started to work in the bush with
his own outfit. At that time. lumber sold for twentyfive dollars per thousand feet. He traded his first six
thousand feet of lumber to Albert McNabb for a team
of horses. These horses served him well for many
years in the bush and on the farm. Leonard was able
to hook this team to a sleigh loaded with two cords of
wood. tie their lines to an axe handle on an axe that
was driven into a log and let them go by themselves,
They hauled the wood for six miles without a driver

Leonard and Phylis Egeland, taken in North Battleford 1966.

as Leonard was foHowing behind with another tearn
and a sleigh loaded with wood. At that time. wood
was solei for eight dollars and twenty-five cents per
cord of blackwood, loaded in a box car. Leonard can
remember when his father solei cord wood for twenty-seven dollars for a 17 -cord box car full. He can
also remember when three cattle, consisting of a

Leonard and Phylis Egeland's children taken in 1979. Left to
right; Byron, Shannon, Vernon.
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The: family consisted of:
John Elias - who married Lena Brown and lived
ami farmed in the Park Bluff area until his death.
Mary Elias - married Herman Peters \vho
farmed at Glaslyn and Robinhood area then moved to
Sv/ift Current where he \\forked for IVkIntyrc r.Aanufacturing.
Katherine Elias -,-- married lsaac Enns in Mexico
and still resides there with her family.
Elizabeth Elias - married John Regier. they
spent their lives at Swift Current. John passed away
in 1979.
Margaret Elias - married Fred Highton and
farmed in the Park Bluff Area. Presently they live at
Lashburn .
Helen Elias-- married Corney Hebert and took
up residence at Nanaimo. After Corney's death she
moved to Lethbridge.
Nettie Elias -- married Joe Bowers of Mannville.
Jake Elias - married Verna Moline. They presently live at Nanaimo.
Harry Elias - married "l1-ace Boutin, they live in
North Battleford where Harry runs the Canadian
Propane Business.
Evelyn Elias -lost her husband, Morris Sprake,
at Cut Knife and now operates a cafe at Turt Ie ford.
Pete Elias - married Marie Gobile and resides in
Swift Current.
Billy Elias - married Marlene King and drives
taxi in North Battleford.
Annie Elias -- married Pete Martin of Swift
Current.

three year old heifer, a yearling: anirnal Hnd a calL
sole! for thirty dollars. Times were quite hard then
and money \vas very scarce.
For severa! years, Leonard worked in the bush
and trapped during the winter, then came home to
help with the farm work in the summer. In [hose
days, nearly everything was done with horses, even
to the moving of buildings. Leonard can recall the
time when he and Eddy Jones moved a church from
Medstead to Sandwich using four horses and two
.sleighs. The pay for this job was seventy-five dollars
which at that time was considered good wages.
After Alfred passed away, Leonard stayed home
with his mother, Hilda, his brother, Fred, and his
sister, Clara, to help run the farm. Leonard remained
on the farm after everyone else had moved away.
In 1963 he met a girl by the name of Phyliss
Baker, the youngest daughter of Peter and Annie
Baker, farmers of the Hillside district. Phyliss was
born on January 15, 1945 in the Notre Dame Hospital
in North Battleford. She lived on her parent's farm
and attended school, first in the Lost Horse Creek
School, next in the Sandwith School and finally in
the Glenbush High School. She left school in 1963
and moved to the North Battleford area where she
lived with her sister for a year. In the year of 1965 she
worked as a psychiatric aide in the Saskatchewan
Hospital. In 1966 she worked for Leo Pirot in Pi rot's
Store in Cochin. She then returned to work as a
psychiatric aide in the Saskatchewan Hospital in 1967
and remained there until her marriage in December
of that year. In December of 1967 Leonard and Phyliss were married in the Rabbit Lake Lutheran
Church.
In August of 1969 their oldest child, a boy by the
name of Byron was born. This child was followed by
another boy by the name of Vernon who was born in
June of 1972. Four years later, in July of 1976 their
youngest child, a girl by the name of Shannon, was
born. These children were all born in the Battleford's
Union Hospital in North Battleford. This short historical account covers the history of Leonard Egeland
and his family up until the present year of 1980.

johanna and jens Eliitsgaard
Johanna and Jens ElIitsgaard: with their two children Donald and Evelyn, came to the Medstead area
in 1940; after living in Regina for about a year. They
had left their farm home in the Ryerson, Sask. area in

Mr. and Mrs. jacob Elias and Family
by daughter Margaret Hightol1
Jacob was born in Manitoba, then settled in the
Swift Current area.
In 1922 he took his family to Mexico, then returned in 1927. In 1933 they moved to the Robinhood
area, on the present farm site of Frank Loewen.
They spent the first summer in a log granary of
Fred Hightons. They built a house of lumber, sawed
right on the site. Mud was mixed with prairie wool to
chink the cracks.

Johanna Ellitsgaard Jens Ellitsgaard and Fred Steinhardt,
1957.
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1939 because of the drought and the Grear Depres-

WiHiam H. Ellsworth

SIon.

I am the only one of rny family born ill Sandvv·ith.
That was August X. 1912.
l\1y grandfather. Vv'illiam Henry Ellsworth,
whose name I bear, vvas born in England, probably' in
rv1ean\vood, Leeds. it is embarrassing: to me not to
know when or exactly \vhere. Before Alex l-hdcy
made llS all consciuLls of nul' roots 1 allnv./cd my
father's generation to die without recording such
irretrievable facts. Pity.
Perforce, rnuch of what rollm.\'s may be inaccurate, depending as it does on my aging memory and
original accuracy of family Jegencls.
1\1y grandfather Ellsworth immigrated to Omaha,
Nebraska, as a young man or boy. There he met and
married my grandmother, Gyda Beatta Thobro. \vho
had emigrated from Norway as a young girl.
I do not know what jobs my grandfather held
during all the years. but his principal work was as
superintendent of Hanscom Park. a large and popular
recreation area on the south side of Omaha. The park
was famous for my grandfather's !lower gardens.
William H. Ellsworth and his Gyda produced
Mary. Olive. Emma. Alfred Henry. Gertrude and
Lee. in that order. My father. Alfred. was born January 21. 1888. (He died in the spring of 1968.)
I am told there was a first-born son named
William Henry who died as an infant. My father said
the rules of primogeniture would have countenanced
naming my father William Henry as well. but that. in
deference to the infant. he was given a different
name. However, my father resumed giving the primogeniture name with my arrival.
Aunt Mary and Aunt Emma became highly
skilled and respected teachers in the Omaha school
system. Aunt Mary taught in Hyde Park School from
January through to September of 1915. It was the
third year the school had operated. She had ten

,lens became a Watkins dealer. travelling the
whole farming area, selling \Vatkins products. He
then joined the Army and was sent overseas \vhere he
became a eook in '(he officer's mess. He \vas dcmobbed in 1945 and returned home to Medstead.
There he lived with his family in the big house on the
corner across the street from the Telephone Office.
From there the Ellitsgaard family moved to the
Sicrne farm. Donald and Evelyn went to school in
Guyhirne for one year. Mrs. Krake was the ieachcr
there at that timc and the Christmas Concert was held
in the Guyhirne Hall.
The Ellitsgaards lost their farm home to fire in the
early spring of 1947. Johanna and .lens stayed with
the Andrew Wilson family of Robinhood. and Donald and Evelyn stayed with the Alfred Knutson
family.
The next three years the children attended the
Robinhood School and then went to Medstead where
Donald attended high school and later Evelyn. A
house was moved onto the pasture quarter from the
section foreman's place out by the dam. They lived
there until 1952. at which time they bought the dray
business from Harvey Jensen and moved into the
house which had years before been the Elks Hall. By
this time Donald had joined the Canadian Air Force
and was stationed in Nova Scotia. Evelyn was working in North Battleford and later moved to Edmonton. Alta.
Donald and June were married in 1955 and Evelyn met and married her husband Nick in 1956. They
now reside in the Leduc area and Donald and his
family reside in the Saskatoon area.
Johanna Ellitsgaard passed away May 5. of this
year. 1979. She was 64. She resided in Sherwood
Park where she was a member of the Senior Citizens
group.

Jens lives in Saskatoon and is retired but still is
very active in caring for a block of suites.
My brother Donald and myself were in Medstead
in July of 1979 and really S<IW a lot of changes as it
had been many years before that we had visited. We
drove around town and tried to name all of the people
living there before. when we were children. Everything is changed and some houses have been torn
down and new ones built in their places. There are
very few people living in Medstead whom we still
know, one was B inret Eithier. who was a great friend
of my mother's anel through who I received news of
the people in myoId home town.
There are many people of whom I have very fond
memories and teachers I also remember but can no
longer name.
Evelyn Denys

Wm. H. and Mrs. Ellsworth.
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pupils, ages 7-14 in foul" grades. Aunt Emma was the
first before me to uttend college, receiving a bachelor's degree from Oberlin College in Ohio. Borh
devoted their lives to their school children and did not
marr:y.
Aunt Olive. a talented artist like her Uncle Alfred
in Leeds. England. spent her life principally as an
illustrator in the advertising department of J. L. Hudson. a Detroit department store. She. likewise. did
not marry nor bestovv progeny upon the land.
Aunt Gertrude. the warmest of the girls. became.
naturally. a nurse. Well beyond normal rnarrying age
for those days, she transferred her affections to a
business man who was to become second in command of a burgeoning construction materials company. That company became one of the SOD largest
industries in the United States and is the company for
which I was counsel for twenty years. Gertrude and
Arthur Jessen prouuced Howard Ellsworth Jessen.
who is himself now second in command of the same
company (in Chicago) and Eleanor Beatta Jessen
Higson, married to an insurance executive in the San
Francisco area.
Uncle Lee. the youngest of that generation. was
employed most of his life by John Deere Plow Company. with which my father started. and was principally manager at Yankton. South Dakota anel at
Sidney. Nebraska. After World War II he worked for
my father. Lee married Alita Johnston of Omaha anel
they produced Richard. a rubber company executive
in Akron. Ohio. and Marilee Martin. married to a
Dow Chemical executive in Midland. Michigan.
In 1906 my grandfather decided to return to the
beloved land and to homestead in Saskatchewan.
My father told me a story about Saskatchewan
that I have trouble putting into focus. Yet it impressed
me so much that I am sure of my recollection. And it
would be unthinkable to accuse my father of fabricating it.
He said that one winter in Sandwith his mother
equipped him with a large container of frozen stew
and he tramped off behind the oxen to hew and bring
back logs. ostensibly for a building. He was gone at
least one night. if not more. and must have been
equipped with some kind of shelter. He said he would
rig the logs on a V-skid behind the oxen the drag them
back to the homestead. I don't know how far he had
to go to find timber.
Now the records at Saskatoon show that my
grandfather obtained entry to the S,E.-18-48-14W3rd. on the 11th of September. 1906. This must be
the year my father was graduated from Omaha Central High School for he was 18 that year. My grandfather reported to the land office that in 1907 he
neither broke nor cropped any acreage but he had two

oxen. Then in 190~ he reportedly broke six acres,
cropped three acres, had two horses, four cattle and
then and thereafter had no oxen.
Ifmy father's story is meshed with the record,~ he

rnl..lst have either accompanlcd grandfather vv'hcn he
entered the land or joined him in 1907: my grandfather must have completed sorne kind of house before vvinter 1907-08, and rny father must have been
getting logs for an addition. indeed. the records
show, though I don't know when it was reported. that
my grandfather's house \vas --14 x 26 feeL \\ilth
addition 10 x 12. logs ancllurnber. value S40()."
I believe I have been tole! that my grandfather
returned to Omaha one or more winters to earn
money. Since my father's story about the logs docs
not mention grandfather. perhaps my father and
grandmother had been left alone in Sanclwith for the
winter. Obviously. they had not made a crop. and how
they subsisted I cannot fathom.
Where the other children were during these years
I do not know. though my Unc!c Lee later homesteaded just north and east of the Sandwith railroad
station and my Aunt Gertrude visited the homestead
of her father at least once.
My father may have hac! one other job after high
schooL but. in any event. without benefit of college.
he began a highly successful career with John Deere
Plow Company.
My mother. Edith Lillian Pratt. was the fifth of
seven children born and raised in Council Bluffs,
Iowa. Omaha's smaller twin city. Their father was an
irresponsible railroad man and. after their mother
diee! of a brain tumor while my mother was in her
teens. the family moved to the Hanscom Park area of
Omaha. Mother's older brother. Harry. (still living at
92) aided later by my father. nurtured the family and
kept them together.
My mother and father met at the Hanscom Park
Methodist Church and were married October 12.
1911. During these times my father was stationed by
John Deer.e in Clarinda or Creston. Iowa. I'm not
sure which.
Apparently the homestead in Sandwith was quite
habitable by the summer of 1912 for my pregnant
mother went there to visit. I presume father was there
earlier in the summer and had exhausted his vacation.
During the first week in August my mother decided
to take her leave since her time was approaching. She
didn't make it.
Now it isn't easy for an Americanjudge. who is a
natural born American and who has no apparent
Canadian ties. to explajn why he was born in a log
cabin in northern Saskatchewan. I usually do it by
taking a deep breath and saying "rvly natural born
American mother was visiting and didn't make it
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back because she had to go THIRTY-FIVE-MILESON-A-B UCK-BOARD-TO-THE-RAIL-ROAD" ,
with my voice staccatoing each bump in the road.
SO - the buckboard turned back and I was born
in the log cabin. ! have always said that my grandmother mid-wifed me, but Fred Grant, the present
owner of the Ellsworth land. thinks that unlikely for
there was a mid-wife in the area. I like my story
better.
Later in the summer Mother undertook a miserable trip to either Omaha or Mitchell. South Dakota.
travelling alone with a yelling collicky baby.
During my early years my father was John Deere
manager at Mitchell and Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
and in 1919 when I was seven, we returned to Omaha
where he became manager for western Iowa. In 1923
my father bought a small company dealing in water
sLlpplies named Briggs Pump Company. My father.
and, after his death, my younger brother John Alfred
(" Jack") have made it one of the large enterprises of
Omaha. Brother Jack was born in Mitchell, South
Dakota, June 25,1918, served as a Lt. Commander in
the Navy and received an engineering degree from
the University of Nebraska.
Growing up in Omaha was pleasant and normally
eventful. J stayed at Omaha Central High School five
years to make up for the social immaturity resulting
from having been pushed a year ahead by ambitious
school teacher aunties.
J went to the State University of Iowa to study
journalism (one professor was George Gallup, who
was to start the Gallup poll) but I turned to pre-law
and drama. I managed a Phi Beta Kappa key. then
had to decide between law and a masters degree in
acting. You can bet my father resolved that dilemma
and I was off to Harvard Law School.
When I was graduated in still-depressed 1937
there was a law job in Kansas City. but not in Omaha.
At Kansas City I got involved in the anti-Pendergast
fight. I was headed for Congress, but the war interrupted. I served five years with the 3rd Infantry
Division, three years in Europe. principally as division staff judge advocate (legal officer) with rank of
Lt. Colonel.
After the war one of Pendergast's proteges had
slipped into the White House. J thought it best not to
return to a resurgent machine in Kansas City, but
became full-time counsel for my uncle's company in
Chicago. then known as Ceco Steel Products Corporation.
After twenty years with the corporation I decided
I was missing the fun of the court room. I began my
own practice, became Public Defender of my suburban county and, among others, defended eight
murder cases over the next few years. In 1971 j

became a judge and for the past j/car have reveled in
the chal1cnge of having Juvenile Court for three
counties having a population of about 40(),()()O.
In 1939 I married a girl from central Massachusetts. Despite producing four beautifui chiidren, we never did quite get East anci Midwest to
mesh and finally decided to recognize the mistake 28
years later. I then married a lovely lady who died in
1973. My present lovely lady, Rae Johns Ellsworth,
was the first to agree to go with me to visit Sandwith.
My father had kept the Sandwith land for me ali
the years from grandfather's death in 1920 until after
World War II. Then his great patriotism and empathy
for veterans overcame his sentimental desire to retain
my birthplace. Veterans were looking for land to
settle and my father sold the homestead to Luther
Olson. Later Fred Grant, the present owner, bought it
from Olson to add to his other holdings.
When my wife and I started to plan our trip to
Sandwith I knew nothing of these names, but through
telephone calls to miraculously helpful and courteous public servants in Saskatchewan I soon had
telephone contact with Fred Grant.
Rae and J came to Sandwith in October of 1976.
The hospitality of the Grants and the Olsons to this
settler returning to his roots was beyond description.
Suffice it to say that as I collected artifacts where my
old birthplace stood. I had trouble seeing them.
But 1 had no trouble seeing the ravine near the
homestead. Then I knew j really did remember, not
fantasize. the time, during a visit when I was three,
when a thunderstorm frightened me as I tried to
follow grandfather, who, because of the storm, had
gone to get the cows without me.
When I first applied for a passport in 1967 !
learned for the first time that I had a birth certificate.
My grandfather had taken the train to Saskatoon or
Regina or wherever to record the birth of his first
grandchild. I also learned to my great delight that 1
still retain my Canadian citizenship. So when we
CELEBRATE SASKATCHEWAN by returning to
Sandwith on June 29th. a trip I am looking forward to
more than I ever have another. my red roadster will
bear on the front grill both an American and a Canadian flag'

Henry Engelhardt Story
On the 27th of August, 1925, Henry Engelhardt,
his wife, Emilie, and daughter Natalie sailed from
Germany to Canada. They arrived in Saskatoon by
train from Quebec. They had very few possessions,
mostly clothing and linens.
With the little money that they had, they rented a
farm near Saskatoon.
Their daughter married Fred Schindel in May,
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lived there til! 1961, when she moved away from
Glenbush with the Schindel family to Saskatoon.
Then in 1964 she moved to Conquest, Sask. Emilie
passed away in September 1965,

Ruth Engstrom nee Dickman
Ruth was born July 14. 1939. She attended school
in Medstead. Cater and Caronport, Saskatchewan.
She trained for a secretary and worked mainly in City
Hall in Saskatoon and Wetaskiwin, Alberta. She is
currently Mrs. Carl Engstrom and resides in Lethbridge, Alberta. Her husband is a school teacher who
majors in Music and French. They have two boys;
Darren Richard. born November 24, 1968 anel Warren Mark. born July 41971.

Henry Engelhardt unloading grain at F. Schindel's.

The Alex Ens Family
by

Mrs, Mary

(EllS)

Zimmer

it seems we just passed through. as \-ve were in
Saskatchewan only 10 years. But to me it seemed
home. for at least 15 years. I really missed my friends
and way of life. When the hydro goes off I'll talk
about the old days, not necessarily the good old days;
some were good and some were pretty tough. But it
helped to build character, sharing, and helping eaeh
other in hard times and good times. So on behalf of
my brothers and sisters I am pleased to relate a few
memones.
I can't remember the old country (southern part
of the Ukrain, U.S.S.R., in the Black Sea area which
was a Low German settlement.) None of us knew the
Russian language but Dad. It seemed it was the
second language in that part.
Alex and Emma Ens and four children. Nick,
Mary. Edward, and Agnes came to Canada as imnligrants in September 1928. There were many reasons
for leaving; there was no freedom. after the revolution properties were taken avv'ay etc., and Canada
looked attractive to them as new land. They came

Rocking horse made in 1936 by Henry Engelhardt.

1926. In 1930 Henry had word that there was land
available in northern Saskatchewan. Once again he
pulled up roots and bought a farm at Glenbush, just
one mile east of John Langes.
As there were no buildings on the land, with the
help of his fathel~in-law, Adolph Zimmer, he built a
log shack with a roof made of sad, This log shack was
later used as an ice house after he finished their home
in 1931.
Henry was a hard worker and a kind man, his
grandchildren remember him as a great story-teller.
He was never at a loss to make up a story that held the
interest of young and old. His hobbies were bees, and
keeping a nower garden. His wife, Emilie, was also a
kind and generous woman. She helped out many of
her relatives by being a midwife, nurse and housekeeper when they were in need.
In 1954 they sold their farm to Henry Bargen and
planned to retire in the town of Glenbush. They
bought a lot west of the school. He never had a
chance to enjoy his retirement as on the day they
moved their house into town, his horse ran away
dragging Henry with it. He was seriously injured and
died a week later on November 10, 1954. Emilie
moved into her new home in the spring of 1955. She

Taken in 1937. Back row: Mary. Agnes. Mrs. Ens, Mrs. Alex
Ens, Nick, Edward. Front: Hilda, Clara, Peter,
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pony.' called Buck, a very balKy' horse. He didn't like
us to ride double so he tried to rub us off against the
trees and big rocks by squeezing us against them. \Ve
were often late for school. Until I got mY balance

r;n

riding horses I'd hang on so tight '-I'd
off the
horses and pull Nick dov,/n with me. 1 sure must have
embarrassed Nick.
Vlhen Echvan:l started school he got Buck and that
was fine, as he didn't mind carrying one person, Dad
shopped for another horse for Nick and l. This one
was a spunky mare named Lence. You could barely
get on her and she was off at a fast trot. I got on a bi (7
~ock in the school yard and Nick got the 'horse fron~
the barn. I had to be ready to jump on rile horse: but
after I got on the horse we were home in no time.
In the winter we had a cutter for the coldest
weather. We had a warm stone at our feet and a big
cow blanket to cover up with. which was great. We
also took along horse feed. usually oat sheaves.
Sorne of the teachers I recall were Miss Augustine. She boarded at Cantlyns north of the school.
The teachers didn't stay long so we had several. Mr.
Hamilton. Miss Hilda Browson. Mr. Hutchson. Mrs.
Price. who was the spare teacher. Some of the neighbours were Konrad and Lena Tauss. Flohr family.
Readers. Rector. Campbell. Mayer. Price. Dirkson.
Standard. Brandon. and the Eberle·s. Mrs. Brandon
was a nurse and was called on to deliver the babies in
the area. including my brother Petec and mv sisters
Hilda and Clara. who were all born while w~ were in
the Ward School District. I don't know how one
teacher could ha\'c managed to teach such a large
number of students as there were 50-60 pupils ranging from grades 1 to ll.
We moved in 1935. We rented land from Mr. Bill
Ewart. about twenty miles North of Sand with. just
north of Daylight School. We were all full of hope
again on getting that bumper crop. \Veather con(iitions were the same. early frost. dry summers and
there was no water on the farm. So in the summer our
drinking water came from the nei£hbours well and
our cattle \ water \vas hauled from'--- the slough close
by. south-east of the school. Some of the nei'ghbours
were Mr. and Mrs. Willis and Lincoln. Johnsons. Joe
Seiclles. Frank Seidlcs. Wutkes. Bergens. Klassens.
Isaacs. Kroekers. Pfiders. Mattocks. Matthews.
Roberts. Gouchcs and Krugers. Dud also v/orked at
Soderberg's Mill two winters. hauling railroad ties.
You never turned anyone away from the door.
One night. while Dad was away hauling tics at Soderberg's wiilL there was a loud knocking at the door.
We were all in bed when an Indian traveller. pretty
cold and hungry was at the door. The boys put his
horse in rhe barn. and Mother fed him and he laid
down by the fire. In the morning he ate and left. He

Taken in 1937 at Edward Ens grave. Front row L. to R .. Agnes
Sergen. Eunice Johnson. Ronnie Wutke. Erlea Isaak. Agnes
Ens, Helen Kroeker, Peter Ens,
Johnson. Back row'
Melvina Redicup. Jake Sergen. Marlon Tady. Louise Pfeifer.
Mary Ens. unidentified. Donald Johnson. Donald Wutke.
Peter Kroeker

from an area that was much like southern Ontario.
After arriving in Canada they were sent to Northern
Saskatchewan. This was the area that the government
wanted settled. We arrived in time for September
harvest and Dad got a job pitching bundles. and
Mother got a job milking cows and helping with the
threshing gang. cooking and also pitching bundles.
Hardships' There were plenty for the folks with
four children to feed. They didn't know the language. They couldn't take any money out of the old
country. actually we were lucky to get out of there.
We also had a severe winter without the proper
clothing. Dad made SOIlle money cUHing trees for
roadways. He also was a good shot and we ate a lot of
rabbits. They may have had a hard time feeding us:
but none of us can remember being hungry. Cold.
yes.
We started farming in the Ward School area.
Homesteads weren't available in the area so I think
Dad had to give a share of the crop. Kriezer Land
Co .. or maybe a Mr. Kriezer owned it. I remember a
couple coming out by car to see how we were doing.
There was not much variety in food until we cropped
so they left money at the Mason Store. (l93(),') for
groceries. People were kind and those who already
were started helped us out. r m sure things would
have been impossible otherwise. Mother would cry
years later when she would tell us how they made do.
But with the kind generous neighbours. letting them
work for them in return for clothing in particular, they
kept their pride and got through those first few years.
Nick and I started school at Ward. It was at least a
three mile walk across Hudson's Bay land. which was
a shorter walk than the roads. We both started the
same day; I was six and Nick was seven. Dad got us a
4W

day tournament. Girls and boy!s were on the same
team. We had a great time and our school picnics
always haci games ami prizes and lots of food, We
also had dances at the school with !ocal musicians.
Joe Scieile played the fiddle, SOlTle guitar. mouth

gave Agnes a little beaded purse, which she still
remembers: but no longer has, The following spring
he came by again and brought us fresh-smoked fish.
The doors were never locked in those days. We
came home from picking Saskatoon berries at Jackfish late on day, and Mother went in the house first.
She came running out saying someone was sleeping
on the couch. It was a neighbour that had been away
for awhile, He was sort of a wanderer. It did startle
her though. He liked to talk Russian with Dad. His
name was Zulichuck (l think), but we all called him
Old Mister ZelL
The folks also cleared some fields and seemed
they were always picking stones or pulling stumps
out of the fields, ! liked school much better at
DaylighL We could speak English by now, spell, do
arithmetic, etc. Our reading was poor, but with only
about 25 to 30 going to school we got more attention
and Miss Amelia McIntyre was a super fine person
and teachee We had her for three years. I don't know
how long she stayed, after we moved. She boarded at
Matthews.
Our Christmas Concerts were the highlight of the
year as far as the community was concerned, We had
plays, dancing, monologues, a real big show. This
was a lot of extra work for the teachel: especially, and
at home mother was sewing. getting us as nice a
possible and sticking the curling tongs into the lamp
chimney, We usually got a hot ear along with the
curls, It was an exciting evening, everyone wenL Our
good trustee, Shorty Roberts, always managed to
raise money for candies, oranges, and apples for all
the children in the school area and sometimes a few
presents, too,
Mr. and Mrs, Roberts also took charge of Sunday
SchooL non-denominational. I can't remember who
all helped, but I think Mrs, Mattock and a few others,
We always went. Our Minister (Lutheran) had to
come by train or wagon from Rabbit Lake, This
wasn't too steady either. We'd have Church in a
school or home. We really depended on local peopie's efforts for our Christian Education. Missionaries were also brought in during the summers from
Alberta. I recall a Miss Epp who had been to China,
Miss Dyck amd two missionaries came one summer,
They played guitars for our singing, We ended up the
two weeks again with family nighL
We had some great Field Days, The Daylight
School had the cup for at least two years. On the
school picture you mentioned, my sister Agnes and
Agnes Bergen are holding the cup and Louise Pfeifer
and I are carrying the banner. We had ball tournaments, and would walk, if we had no other means of
getting there, We played ball at Cater, Glenbush, and
Medstead. We got a truck to go to Glaslyn for an all

organ, accordian, and s(nne also sang. 1 vvas pretty

young to go, but if the folks went. we all went.
The SUIllmer of 1937 was very hot and dry. In the
months of July and August the Polio epidemic hit the
area. Edward got it and died within two weeks. He
was taken to Rabbit Lake, the nearest hospital. Me
Hallis was the store keeper at Medstead and had a car
so he took him to the hospitaL and he also took the
folks back and forth to the hospital. This was the only
time we ever had a doctor. We were really a healthy
bunch.
The folks had friends from the Ward area that had
sons (Martin Mayer and Frank Flohr) who got jobs in
Ontario, Things looked better out there, The folks
gave up on this farm, too, and moved to Ontario in
February 1938, Dad got carried away with some of
the crops the first few years, A lot of hand work such
as hoeing sugar beets, which none of us liked and we
sure missed our friends. It took me years as 1 always
thought of Saskatchewan as my home and birthplace,
We also got into tobacco, dairy, grain, such as beans,
corn, peas, wheal, oats, etc, We mostly worked at
home: but if the tobacco harvest was on we also
worked for neighbours, This work paid the best
wages.
Three more children arrived, Bertha, Freddy,
and Josephine. We are all married but aren't all
farmers. Six of us went into farming stIch as tobacco,
dairy, beans, corn. One went into their own construction business: one went and worked at Timkins
Corp., one at Douglas PoinL Hyelro, Most of us have
eased off and are ready to retire, We didn't get much
eciucation: but the three youngest went to High
School. Our children all went through grade 12 or 13,
and twelve so far have finished University, Others are
in nursing, hairdressing, accounting etc. The oppor-

tunities are here all around us,
My husband Tony comes from Grayson,
Saskatchewan. We have been back three times on our
way to the West CoasL 1 am sorry ! didn't look
anybody up, Maybe we']] start up an old friendship
again.! am sure I have rambled all too much, but if
there is anything of use to you I'm glad to be able to
help,
Parents: Emma (Brodt) Ens Born 1900 - died
January 1948, Alex Ens B0Il11902-diedJu!y 1977,
Children: Nick Ens Born September 27, 1923,
Mary (Ens) Zimmer Born November 14, 1924. Edward Ens Born February 17, 192&-died August 26,
1937, Agnes (Ens) Stickle Born July 30, 1927. Peter
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Ens Born January 2S, 1930 (Hillside, Sask. Ward).
Hilda (Ens) Zimmer Born March 6, 1'132 (Hillside,
Sask. Ward). Clara (Ens) Robinson Born March 20,
1935 (Hillside, Sask, Ward!.
Aylmer, Ontario: Bertha (Ens) Strickland Born
November 21, 1938. Fred Ens Born July 30 1941.
Josophine (Ens) Fenr Born February 26, 1944.

History of the Anm

E!lBS

Family

stlbmitled by Margaret Matihies (nee

EBBS)

On March 4, 193(), we arrived in Glcnbush at
Dad's brother John's place. We were a family of six
children and my parents, the oldest cleven years and
the youngest four months. We received a free resi,
dence in a house across the road from the local
school. Mother got ajob cleaning the school and Dad

went to work for a farmer. Every Monday morning he
would walk to work four miles and return in the same
manner on Saturday night. With the money he
earned, $10 per month, he managed to feed and
clothe his family as well as buy two horses, an old
wagon, and some old harness. This provided a means
of transportation. In time he purchased some land (24
acres). two cows. and two more horses. He borrowed

Aron Enns Silver Wedding, May 30,1943.

his machinery and we were in the fanning business.
There were always lots of stones and roots to pick off
the land, which kept the family busy all summer. It
was not long before we were able to build our own log
cabin, with a sod roof, plastered walls, dirt floors,
very economicaL also warm and cozy.

We found spiritual fellowship with a small group
of the General Conference Mennonites, where my
father was the lay,rninister for several years. After
some years the Lord so led that we joined the Men,
nonite Brethren.
We had by this time purchased a larger farm with
better buildings. Our family now totalled six boys
and four girls. Sickness was also suffered in our
family. Woldimar and Annie were orten troubled
with Rheumatic Fever and needed much care.
In 1943 our parents celebrated their Silver Wed,
ding Anniversary. All the children were present.
They indeed had much to be thankful for. God's
guidance and His provision had been more than they
could ask or th ink of.
In the month of October, 1946, we moved to
Manitoba, spent one year on a dairy farm in Springs,
tein and then took up grain fanning in the Elm Creek
area. My parents retired in the town of Winkler in the
year 1959. Their children are all married but one.
Peter - St. Catherines.
Woldimar - deceased (heart operation) 1954.
Annie - Winnipeg.
Margaret (Mrs. A. Matthies) - Lowe Farm,
Manitoba,

Our means of transportation to and from Artichoke School,
Waldimar and Margaret Enns.

August 1, 1943 Baptism. Back row, left to right: Jake Boldt,
Albert Paetkau, Jake Isaak, Werner Boldt, John Zimmerman,
John Born, Walter Boldt, Peter Enns, Lena Enns, Margaret

Enns, Elsie Paetkau, Annie Bergen, Annie Enns, Mary Isaak,
Agatha Paetkau, Louise Krahn, Elsie Heimicks, Nettie Pauls,
Lena Bergen, Mary Enns.
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iv'lary UVfrs. N. PuetKCr) ...._- Morden.
Black Creek. B~C.
Aron - deceased (Aldergrov·C) 1l)74.
Nick - deceased iN. w.T.) 1956.
Corny (Mrs~ H. Hamm) - Winkler. Manitoba.
In 196X our parents cekbrated their Golden Vleuding Anniversary. 1\\'0 ;riears later on November 14,
1060, ivlother died of a heart attack: on October 14,
1071, Dad died of a mild stroke and heart failure.
J()hn~---

Mr, and Mrs. John Enns
In ling Mr. and Mrs. John Enns came to make
their home at Glenbush. They farmed about t\VO and
one-half miles south of Gknbush~ The children went
to Avery School then to Glenbush for thcir high
school. They had thrce girls and one boy. Later they
sold their farm to Mr. John Harder and moved to Elm
Creek. Manitoba. From there the John Ennses moved
to Vineland. Ontario~
Lena - works at Bethesciia. Vineland. Ontario.
Peter and Nlargarct - live at Carman, Manitoba,
a teacher and farmer, have five children.
Maria and Jake Penner - also in Ontario. have
five children.
Susie and William Klassen - live in Winnipeg.
Manitoba. He is a teacher. they have four children.

John Enns Family. Left to right: Peter and Margaret Enns.
Lena and Mrs. Enns, Maria and Jake Penner, Susie and
William Klassen.

The

l), l),

Epp :Family

Origin
Prior to their move to Glenbush, Diedrich D~
(Dick) Epp. and his wife Helena with their three
month old son. Dick k. had lived on a farm twelve
miles west of Rosthern. Saskatehewan.
D. D. Epp was raised in the Rosthern area and
was one of the first students to attend the Rosthern
Academy. After graduating he took up farming.
He met Helena Neufeld at the Rosthern railroad
station in 1923. the year that a large number of
immigrants arrived from Russia and settled in the
Rosthern area~ Helena and her sister Katherine had
narrowly escaped death from the revolutionists in
Russia. Arriving in Canada vvas a great occasion for
Helena and many others as well. The Canadian Government at that time was in desperate need of farm
workers and had offered advance transportation to
Europeans.
Helena immediately got ajob as a farm worker in
Rosthcrn with the Lukes. and another year at the
McCormicks ncar Saskatoon. Within three years she
had paid her transportation debt to the Canadian
Pacific Railway.
The first meeting of Dick (Sr.) and Helena on the
platform at the Rosthern station culminated on February 14. Valentine's Day. 1925. in marriage. Their
wedding took place in a ney\' granary on the yard of
Helena's oldest brother. Peter Neufeld. who had settled on the Schv.iager farm near Dundurn. From reliable sources it was learned that the weather had been
beastly cold but the mood inside had been warm and
lively~ It was the first wedding in the rural community
of Dundul11.

What a porker! Mr. Arcn Enns and Mr. John Enns.
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Tile Move To Glenbllsll
Having farmed together ncar Rosthern for a few

Tile Thirties Came

years, the Erps decided to pack up their small farm
operation anel move to Glenbush. Crops had been
poor at Rosthern and the adventure of starting up in a

had long time effects on their future farm operations,

new area seemed exciting

(0

For the Epps 1930 brought many changes, which

During the past two years they had built a house. a
barn. several sheds and granaries, dug a good weB,
and had an excellent start in clearing and breaking
land both for crops and a garden. Everything. although somewhat slow, seemed to be progressing
wclluntil the second CNR line came.
As iuck would have it. the surveyors came and
marked off the land where the new rail line and" y"
junction would be built. It came right across the yard
over the well and through the house.
Now, instead of improving the farm operation
and buildings, the summer of 1930 was spent in
moving all the buildings a short ciistance to the south
to make way for the ,.y" junction. In short. it meant
starting all over again.
In retrospect. D. D. Erp said, "The money
($500.00) seemed very lucrative at that time, but
now I realize that it was not. All these years we had
two rail lines that cut through our land which made it
difficult to move our cattle or farm machines across.
And all those gates to open and close each time.
But the worst part of it was that we lost our good
well. We dug several new ones and none of them
yielded any water. Because of this I had to haul water
from Gordon's Lake for all these years." (1930-1941)
It must have been in desperation that D. D. Epp
paid an itinerant "water-witcher" ten dollars to find a
spot where a good well could be dug. Reluctantly, a
start was made in 1938. A nephew came from Rosthem during the winter ancl dug to the depth of thirtyfive feet without any hint of water.
The project was dropped until the winter of 1941
when J. J. Janzen and his son Jake, for the price of half
a side of beef. came to the rescue. They dug down to
sixty-three feet. Mr. Janzen pushed the crowbar
down to loosen the dirt when a mighty force of water
shot up. In a malier of a few minutes the well containeel six feet of good drinking water. To our knowledge the well never dried up. It not only served as
drinking water for the family and the animals but it
also provided enough water to make a skating rink for
the Epp boys for many years thereafter.
It was also in 1930, when the CNR crews were
building the railway through the Errs' yard that
William Harold Epp was born (June 12, 193()).
Mrs. Epp recalls this event very clearly. "It was a
very busy summer. Railway workers and movers
were always around. They were camped near our
yard and came for milk and cream. When the time
came to give birth, my husband had gone to get Dr.
Cameron from Medstead. He arrived and said, 'Oh,
Mrs. Epp, it will take several days yet, l'1I come

the young coupJe.

In April 1928, they loaded all their belongings,
including eight Holstein cows and several horses,
into a CNR boxcar and shipped it off to Glenbush.
The family followed in a Model T, which had been
converted to a small truck. Together with their first
son, Dick, who had been born on September4, 1927,
they set off for GJenbush where they had purchased a
quarter section of land from the CPR.
That first trip by Model l' was an eventful experience. Roads were poor and orten hills too high for the
Ford fore-runner. The riverbank where the Petrofka
Bridge now crosses the North Saskatchewan, was too
steep and the only way to make it to the top was to
back it up the hill. Helena had to put wooden blocks
behind the wheels so that the car would not roll back
down when the clutch was released. Thus, inch by
inch they made it up the grade.
Helena Epp's brother, Henry P. Neufeld, and his
family had already settled at Glenbush and they hosted them for three months.
Of the eight Holsteins that were brought from
Rosthern, four died the first week, supposedly from
the unaccustomed water. One cow was sold and with
this money lumber was purchased to build phase one
of the Epps' house.
It was a small cottage-type structure, 12 feet by 12
feet. Peter Schroeder (Sr.) and Julius Klassen helped
in the construction. They not only helped build the
house, but later, the log barn as well and they also
assisted in digging the first well. As a token of good
will they received a heifer for their help.
Early in July an eight horse team was collected
from several neighbours and hitched to move the
house from the Henry Neufelds' to the land that had
by now been cleared for the Epps' house.
In the meantime, Dave Loewen (Sandwith) had
contracted to break twenty-five acres of land. The
sparsest land was broken first. A greater part of this
was the north-east area of the quarter where mainly
willows grew. Apparently, years ago this whole area
had been lake bottom, but now only a very small
body of water, better known as Gordon's Lake, remained,
Dave Loewen received the Epps' Model T as
remuneration for his work. Next year it was seeded to
oats and the whole crop froze. However, courage to
carryon was maintained and each year a few more
acres were cleared and broken,
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again.' But i insisted he stay. Sure enough in a half
hour we had another boy. About these things a mother knows hetter than a doctor."
Since all this had happened so fast they had not
had time to take three year old Dick to the neighbours, so his father hid a half dozen oranges in the
grain bin and challenged him to find them all before
going into the house. Having found the oranges he
returned to the house to discover he also had a baby
brother.

them one. \ve barely had enough to live on by ourselves. Some of the men had not eaten for days and
they vv'ould ask for something to eat. When my husband was home 'vvc vv'ouid alwa)!s invite then! to SUy
for a meal. He did not like it when they came \vhcn
the children and i \'v\:rc alone:. They \vere often unshaven and dressed very poorly. It \vas somdirnes
frightening to have these strangers come to the door.
During all those )/cars 'vlie never turned anyone (1\vay
\vithoLlt at least some food. Hovv' many came I don't
remember. just that there were many. "
Several times during those early years the trains
derailed near the Epps' yard. Helena Epp vividly
recounts one accident where the locomotive had just
turned around at the "Y" and was backing up when it
derailed.
"We heard this awful noise and ran out to see
what it was. The engine had tipped sideways off the
tracks and the steam pipes must have broken because
there V./LlS steam allover. Soon we heard men screaming. The engineer and fireman had been badly scalded. My husband met them coming down the track to
our house. He then quickly took them to Glenbush
and arranged to have them taken to the hospital in
North Battleford. I don't remember anymore who
took them."

Excerpts From The Thirties
The business of making a living continued. D. D.
Err owned a threshing outfit and each fall would do
custom threshing for farmers around the community.
The threshing season was always a great event. There
was plenty of hard work yet this was overcome by the
camaraderie of the threshing crews and the indulgent
meals that the farm women so diligently prepared for
this occasion.
Cost of repairs. the slow payments for the selC
vice, often in grain or straw, made this venture unprofitable. So in the spring of 1939. the threshing
outfit was sold to a farmer in the Speers district.
The thirties were challenging years for everyone
including the Epps. however. for every difficulty
there was always a solution. The beautiful part about
it was that. to use a trite expression. they were all in
the same boat. Everyone worked together. laughed
together. and shared their sorrows together.
in 1936 the Isaac Friesens moved to Glenbush.
They had purchased a farm about eight or nine miles
north-cast of Glenbush. When they arrived they had
no place to stay and so they lived with the Epps while
they built their house on their yard .
. Logs were hauled in and each log was notched
precisely, and accurately fit together. one layer upon
another until the log house was complete. All done in
less than two weeks. Very often there were at least a
dozen men who came to help the Friesens build their
house. Logs were then marked. then taken down.
loaded on wagons and hauled to the Friesens' farm
where it was assembled into a hOllse. They did an
excellent job of plastering it both inside and outside.
Peter Schroeder. usually became the foreman since
he was known for his expertise in carpentry.
Living at the junction of two railways during the
thirties brought the Epps in somewhat closer connection to the outside world. Mrs. Helena Epp remembers some of the poverty and anxiety of the time.
"All the trains stopped near our home before
going into Glenbush. They had to switch the trains to
the right track before proceeding. In those years there
were often men 'riding the mils' and when the train
stopped. one or two would get off and come to our
place to ask for a job. Of course we couldn't give

The Family Grows
It was in this period of time that the Epps' gained
another son. Peter was born on September 24. 1933.
This time there was no doctor and no oranges. instead, Mrs. Gordon, played the role of "midwife".
She stayed fur a few days and helped along with the
housework that had to be done.
Three years later twins were added to complete
the family. Arthur and Martha were born on January
15.1936, in the middle of winter. Again, no doctor.
but Mrs. Schulkowsky from Medstead delivered the
twins and nursed the proud mother of five to health
and strength again.
"Those were busy years." remembers Helena
Epp, "The children were small. and the twins would
always go in opposite directions. One would climb
on the cupboard. and while I went to get him off. the
other would tip a pail of milk which was waiting to be
separated. Doing the chores was hard too. We always
had to look out for them while we milked the cows or
fed the chickens.
Even when they "vere oldcr there \vere dangerous
episodes. My husband and I were coming home from
a meeting at the church just after Art and Martha had
hitched two horses to the Bennet wagon. They were
only eight or nine years oid at that time. Art \Vas
driving and Martha was on the wagon. We arrived on
the yard just as the team bolted with the wagon and
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land and fvlelfon. He then joined hi~ brother by
branching out a second store, Empire Color Centre:,

children, heading for [he pasture. The horses were
young and the inexperience of the driver had frightened them. By the time my husband got to them the
horses had run into several fences ancl eventually £ot
hung up in some trees. The fences and \vagon ~'~re
badly damaged. but thank God the children survived.
It was a miracle."
Every time a new member was added to the Epp
ramilv an auditon had to be made to their originai 12
foot by 12 foot cottagc. \Vhen William was'- born a
lean-to log kitchen was adeled: followed by a lean-to
bedroom for the parents when Peter was born. aflother living area ,-vas attached to the east side, followed a revv years later when Arthur and Martha were
born. by another lean-to bedroom to the north. By
the time the family was complete. a series of lean-tos
had turned into a somewhat unusual house but a good
home.
At the end of the thirties decade D. D. Epp slowly
moved into the pig breeding business which kept the
family going through the forties and into the early
fifties. His breed was called '1\very" named after the
school his children had attended. This operation later
helped to give at least a high school education to all
their children.
All the children attended the private school in
Rosthern that had been attended by their father.
Dick went on to Normal School and taught for
several years at Northvale. Medstead and North Battleford. Later he attended the University of
Saskatchewan. graduating from the College of Arts
and Science and the College of Education. During
these years he taught at his alma mater. the Rosthern
Junior College (formerly the Academy). at Yellowknife, Northwest Territories and was an elementary
principal in Saskatoon for eighteen years. He is presently co-ordinator of Learning Resources for the
Saskatoon Board of Education.
Bill also attended the Saskatoon Normal School,
the University of Saskatchewan. the University of
Manitoba (Art School!. He also taught a number of
years around Glenbush. taught in Daylight and
Molewood schools. Later also taught at Meota. Bradwell. Hague and Saskatoon. He is now professor of
Art at the University of Saskatchewan.
Peter went into business. Joined Sherwin
Williams in Calgary, became the assistant manager
there: later transferred to York ton and Regina as
manager. He bought Empire Color Centre in Regina
which he managed for a number of years. He switched to real estate and formed the Crown Real Estate
Company of which he is presently president.
The youngest son. Arthur. also leaned toward the
business world. He spent his first years in the lumber
business; managed Beaver Lumber Yards in Luse-

in SVv'ift Current. Saskatchewan. Art then fornlcd the
company' \Vestcrn Carper Sales in Saskatoon,
Arthur's twin. iviartha. 'vvorked as a dental nurse
f.or severa] years prior to her marriage to Harry
Grams. Their firSt years \\'erc spent fanning at Glidden. Later Harry joined the \'\/odd Buok organization
and they lived in Prince /\lbert. Brandon ,mu Saskatoon for a number of years. They presently n.::sidc in

Regina v.:here Harry is division manager of Vv'urid
BOOK.
Mrs. Helena Erp is living in Rosthern.
Saskatchewan, \v1'1e1'e the Epps moved to in 1952
after having sold their quarter of Jand to Jacob
Loewen.

D. D. Epp died of cancer in 1061. During his
years at Glenbush he had taken an active part in
community affairs. He served as a trustee for Avery
School during the early years: \vas on the executive of
the Glenbush Agricultural EliI'. and an active member
of the Mennonite Church which was built on the
north-east corner of his lanel. Although his farming
operation was never in the big league it provided
enough to make a living. He took great pride in
raising purebred pigs and encouraged his boys to be
active members in the 4-H or calf clubs. In his later
years he was a governmcnt weed inspector.
The D. D. Epr family has grown. there arc presently 16 grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. from the small ami intimate community oj'
Glenbush the grandchildren are living in large metropolitan centres in Canada. Some in Vancouver,
Toronto. Quebec City, MontreaL \Vinnipeg. Calgary. Saskatoon and Regina.

The Epp Story
by Elizabeth (Err) Baerwald
MEAT ANYONE'
We butchered our own hogs and beef. This was
an all day even!. if not several days. The men killed
and hung the animaL and did the intiti'-ll cleaning of
the anin;al outside. if it \vas a pigc it v,,'as llsu7111-y
scalded in a barrel of boil ing water. which had bee;1
heated in a . Mea Grope', \vhich is an iron cauldron or
a feed cooker.
While all this was taking place outside. the
women were busy preparing dinner inside. The children also had to be tended to. "Go and play" was
often heard throughout the day.
Soon the tubful of "insides" was brought to the
house. All the fat was removed from the intestines to
be melted down. The "insides" were cleaned and
then used for sausage casings.
After a lot of cutting meat. the 'Mea Grope' was
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heated once more to cook the lard. This kettle had to
be stirred continuaHy, We had a homemade long
wooden paddle which Dad had made especially for
this purpose. As the fat was rendering and nearly all
melled clown, Ihe 'Rep Schpae' (spare ribs) were
added to this kettle of hot lard. The 'Graeva' (cracklings) and the 'Rep Schpae' were removed from Ihe
'Mea Grope' and slowly poured through a colander
to remove all the 'Gracva'. 'Graeva' \verc stored in a
stone crock. The lard was allowed to cool and later
was divided as the top of the container was white
lard, and towards the bottom there were fine pieces of
'Graeva' so it was dark in colour and was called
'Graeva Schmul(.
'Graeva' were later cooked for breakfast. They
were placed in a frying pan and cooked until crisp,
then the lard was drained off and a small amount of
water was added to make the 'Graeva' become soft
again. They were eaten with bread and salt. Everyone
enjoyed them.
'Graeva Schmult' was used as a spread on bread.
and then sprinkled with salt before it was eaten.
However, often there was too much of this dark lard
to be eaten in this way so it was used in baking brown
bread and dark crunchy cookies.
By this time, late afternoon, the men had scraped
the feet. ears, and head: and these were cooked in the
'Mea Grope' together with the tongue and heart.
While this was cooking, the men usually made the
pork and/or pork and beef sausage. Ground meat, salt
and pepper were all the ingredients. These were
smoked with the hams the following day.
Now it was 'Liber Wurst' (liver sausage) time.
'Liber Wurst' consisteciof one part ground raw liver
to four parts sausage meat and cooked rind and trimmings from the neck, with salt and pepper to taste.
This meat mixture was stuffed into large intestines,
and then cooked in water. 'Liber Wurst' needs to be
pierced with a large darning needle or metal knitting
needle to prevent the sausage from bursting.
'Silt Flaesch' (head cheese) was usually the last
item of the day. The cooked head meat was ground
with some cooked rind, jllst for good measure, and
seasoned only with salt and pepper. This mixture was
poured into a large shallow pan and allowed to set.
The following day it was cut in large squares and
together with the feet, ears, heart. and tongue were
placed in a huge stone crock and covered with whey.
This would be ready to be served on cold winter
nights. Just great served with thinly sliced onions and
vinegar accompanied with fried potatoes.
Butchering a hog was a full day's work. Beef was
usually hung to allow it to become more tender, and
the work was distributed over more than one day. We
cannot neglect to mention that most Low German

families prefer to cat pork compared to beef. Few
families had any dietary restrictions. so pork was in.
Times have chunged. but my brothers still butcher in this way, and we all enjoy helping, The food's
great.

Meat. fish, poultry, eggs. and cheese "re an important part of our meals. All these food items must
be cooked at loy\' temperature. to prevent the protein
from becoming tough, and it also decreases the
amount of shrinkage: therefore more edible meat per
pound purchased. There is only one exception to low
temperature cookery in meats, that is beefsteak. it
must be broiled or barbequcd quickly on both sides.

The John Epps
Due to the drought in the southern part of the
province in the 1930s l. my wife, Helen, and son,
Wilhelm decided to leave our home at Swift Current
and move north, heading for the Glenbush area,
where we already had some friends and relatives.
After eight days and one night of travelling with a
horse-drawn wagon. which contained a few of our
belongings we arrived at my sister Helen's (the
George Rempel place) on Oct. 1st, 1936. We stayed
with them until Feb, 1937 when I was able to rent a
quarter oj' land, N, W. 36.
It was nice to have a home of our own: however it
was still rented land, and plans for the future didn't
look all that bright. But in the spring of 1940 there
was more hope. We had the opportunity to purchase
SE Y4 17-50-14 W3rd from Dave Thielmal1. We made
a deal with him. trading one steer and a yearling colt
for his investment in the land and paying the remaining sum of $850 still owing thc C. P. R.
, In 1942 it was time I'l;r our oldest son to start
school. walking one half mile north to the old
Daylight schoolhouse.
There was a lot of hard work, but despite sickness

This was the Epps first home, The lean-to was added later. The
12x12 house was built in the Neufeld's yard.
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Mr. and Mrs. J. Epp taken in 1978.

Nelson. who was the Allis Chalmers dealer in
Medstead. Then a little later in19S3. we were able to
purchase our first motor vehicle. a 1949 half-ton
Mercury truck for $850 from A. V. Haslett of
Medstead.
Not only did the family continue to increase but
so did vario'us other things: A quarter section of land

Back row, left to right: William, D. D. Epp (father), Dick, Mrs.
Epp (Helene). Front row: Arthur, Peter, Martha.

and financial hardship we managed to keep bread and
butter on the table. As time went on things began to
grow easier. Our family grc\v in size and number.
\Ve now began tosee manv changes around us. 1n
1950 a new Daylight schoolh,;use w~s built replacing

was added to the farm and more cattle and pigs were
raised.
Manv will recall the winter '55 - '56: a winter
with ext,:a heavy snowfall combined with wind. leaving many roads"totallY impassable. Among the many
different and interesting things happening, it was
also this winter that the Medstead School Unit board
called a meetin o in the DayliQht School regarding the
closing of the ~chool an'd bussing the ~hildrecn to
Medstead.
But how could such a meeting be possible') My
neighbour. Henrv Dyck. volunteered to take his team
of t;1I black PercherZll1 horses and sleigh, and haul the
representatives to the schooL with myself plus a few
other neighbours '-1lso going. We had to travel
through bush trails and over lund. for the roads were
so he~vy with snow that not even horses could go
along them. With as man v school board members
and parents Ollt to the meeting as possible. it came to
a vote with only a few opposed. Yes. the Daylight
School doors were to be closed and the road that was
presently impassable was to be a school bus route
next year!
In the summer of !959, l. and my wife, Helen.
celebrated our 25th \vedding anniversary. It was a
time of thanksgiving, thanking God for all the blessings He had so richly bestowed upon us.
As time went on certain places around the table

the okl one. A year later we managed to buy our first

tractor, a John' Deere model "M~', and a' four foot
John Deere oneway for the sum of $1 ,300, from Alec

Back row, l. to R., Bill, John (Henry), Helen, Jake. Middle row:
Eliz (Margaret), John Senior, Helen holding Ann, Peter. Front
row: Agnes, Wilbert (Ike),
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that joined us in November 1072, Jake: and his \vifc,
Mary with their son and daughter farm at Park Valley.
Jake also \""orks at the smvmill at Bodmin.
JohrL his \A.'ifc (jermaine. \vith their son and three
dau~hters Jive in Big River \\.'he1'e John is a trucker.
Helen with her husband, Larry Fullerton. and
their son and t\VO daughters jiv(: in Norquay; bet\\'(:en
being a pas toe operating a book store and driving ~l
school bus they are kert busy.'.
Maria and her husband. Jake Bcr~en reside in
Prince Alben v;ith their farnily uf three girls and a
boy. lake works as an assistant ser'vice manager at
Bro\vn rvlotor Company.
Ivlargarct \\"ith her husl.lancL Ai Newton, v·lith
their family of two boys and one girl li've in PonoKa,
Alberta \vhcre Al operates a gas fitting and plumbing
business.
f\1artha, her husband, Ruben Rempel, with their
three girls farm at Borden.
Anna with her husband, Norman Mumma, and
their two girls live in Elida. Ohio. U.S.A. where
Norman is a plumber.
Although the houscgcts rather full at family
gatherings. we arc happy for everyone that's able to

\vere left empty, for UJ)C child after another left home
to start on their o\vn.
In 1965 \Ale 'vvere able to instal! electrIcity.' on our
farm. making changes \V'hich enabled us to use machines to do some of' the \;,.'ork load. In 1067 \.ve
purchased our first combine and later, (leaving be··
hind a 10 foot John Deere binder and 22 inch f'v1cCormick Deering separator) a threshing machine.
Though time blots out a good number of our
memories. there afC others \\'e remember clearer and
dearer. as in the year of 1071 when after a few rnonths
of sickness my wife, Helen. and mother. passed
'-\\vay. There were just five of the family left at home
tu carryon the \vork, vvith t\VO girls stiil in schooi.
After a year and a half I married Aganetha
Giesbrecht. a widow with seven children. We made
our home on the farm until the spring of 1974 when I
and my wife moved to Waldeim to retire. although!
still did odd jobs and also some janitor work for a few
years.
As a tree with many branches, so OLlr family has
spread out in many directions and occupations. My
wire and I still reside at Waldeim. enjoying our
retirement. doing housework, gardening, travelling
and visiting.
Our son. Bill. and wife. Mary manage the
Chevron Service Station in Blue River. B.C.
Helen (Mrs. Bill Bueckert) lives in Waldheim.
Bill drives to Saskatoon daily where he works in a
radiator and air conditioning shop. They have five
children. two girls and three boys.
.lohn (Henry) and his wife. Betty. with their four
bovs. reside in Wadena. where John is manager oftlle
Nl;rth American Lumber Yard and concret~ ReadyMix plant.
Jake farms near Medstcad. Besides raising some
beef cattle he also vvorks at logging and ;a\\!ing
lumber.
Elizabeth (Margaret) and her husband. Greg
Baenvald, live in Winnipeg, IV1anitoba. where Eliz~
abeth works as an instructor in Food Service. Greg is
presently attending the Canadian Mennonite Bible
College.
My youngest two sons. Peter and Wilbert (Ike)
have taken over the family farm. Thev raise a few
pigs and chickens, but mainly beef cattle, as well as
purebred Shorthorns, obtaining the herd name from
the old Birnamwood School (later Daylight) called
then1 Birwood. for short.
Agnes works as a cook at the Highway Host
Restaurant in Rosetown.
Ann is presently helping (Jut at Timber Bay.
where she has worked as a cook at the Montreal Lake
Childrens' Home.
r would also like to mention the part of the family

come.

The Erickson Story
as remembered by Hildl.lr Shorl, daughter
My parents. Frank and Hanna Erickson. my sister, Gorlie and I were born in Heisingfors, (now
Helsinki). Finland.
News of much work in the building trade in the
U.S.A had reached Finland. Since my rather had

Erickson family, 1913. L. to R., Gorlie, Hanna, Eric, Frank and
HHdur.
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application for a homestead, reside on it mlcast six
months per year for three years, and have thirty acres

completcd his seven years apprenticeship in the
building trade. he decided to move where greater
opportunities seemed to be.
After Dad had acquired work in Brainerd. Minnesota, Mother followed in 1903, with two smali
children and unable to speak nor understand English.
What a trip that must have been for her' However. she
made it as did many immigrants from various parts of
El,rope.
My brother. Eric, was born in October. 1904. in
Brainerd. Soon after this event, my lilther fell off a
scaffold and broke and crushed his ankle. That mcant
no work nor wages. Money was a scarce commodity.
Mother took in boarders and thus helped the situation.
Another move was made to Superior. Wisconsin,
where their second son was born in December, 1906.
In 1908, he became very ill with pneumonia and died
at eighteen months of age.
In 1913, North Battleford became a city and was
enjoying a building boom. This news spread to
U.S.A and Europe. Dad was ever ready to see new
fields and, as always, set off by himself for North
Battleford in 1912. Mother followed later with her
family and furniture, to settle in a cottage at the foot
of the hill leading up to the town of Battleford.
Dad worked on the new Provincial Hospital. This
building created jobs for many people. My father
also worked on the Prince home, the Cunningham's
and Senator Champagne's homes and no doubt, on a
few other homes in Battleford.
Land had been opened up for homesteads in what
is now known as the Carrollton district, east of
Medstead, which had been partially settled since
1909. All one had to do, was pay ten dollars with the

under cultivation in that period.
To people from Europe especially. this sounded
fantastic, - to be able to own such a large tract of
lanel, where luscious vegetation grew for animals,
plenty of logs for building shelters, lots of firewood
and water - all this was more or iess, free.
Such stories lured many folks to trek northward
from the Battlefords. Many of these were tradesmen,
laborers, office workers, etc., - not farmers. They
discovered there was much to learn and hardships to
endure before obtaining their land titles and to be
able to eke out a livelihood on their homesteads.
Some gave up the arduous task, others were most
thankful to have a shelter and wood and water for
their families. By hard work and sheer determination, they succeeded in carving out a home and lived
through the years, ever improving their homesteads.
They witnessed great changes in farming methods
and modes of living.
My parents made their first trip from Battleford
to this area on skis, to locate a building site.
They stayed with a bachelor, Chris Goos, who
worked out in the summer and fall. to earn enough to
buy food, etc. to last through the cold weather. He
was a very thrifty person and meted out just enough
food for each day. Mother cooked the meals while
staying there.
By the way, Chris never did any farm work on his
homestead; hired the required work done. He did get
his title. He led quite an easy and free life. He walked
to visit neighbors. He died in 1934, the result of a
severe stroke.
My folks chose a building site. Mother returned
to Battleford (not on skis). Dad stayed to cut and hew
logs for a hOllse, (26' x 22'). He erected the walls,
roof rafters. just the skeleton of a house. In the
summer, Mother came with two hired teams carrying
lumber. which had been nailed together for makeshift walls and roof for a 12' x 16' shack. Later, this
lumber was used for the roof and floor of the house.
The family movecl from North Battlefol'd to the
homestead December 22. 1913. with two hired teams
and wagons, carrying the furniture and food supply,
Flour, sugar. tea, coffee. 25 pound boxes of dried
fruit (prunes. raisins. apples, peaches), dried peas
and beans. rolled oats, one-half side of pork, two
bags of potatoes (which froze). macle up the food
order for the rest of the winter.
We arrived at Carr's at Hillside Post Office and
stayed for the night. It had snowee! during the night,
and it was necessary to transfer the loads to sleighs
before proceeding. After unloading, it took quite a
while to warm the cold house without a ceiling.

Mrs. Hanna Erickson, left, son, Eric and daughter, Gorlie.
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[he Speers country. Mother \vas the cook, Dad was
out with the stook team. I believe this was in the fall
of 1916.
Most of the time my dad tried to get work in his
trade, \vhich meant he was away fron1 home often
from spring to winter. That meant Mother and Eric
had much to do on the hornestead.
Clothing didn't present too many problems then,
since people had just enough for their needs. To have
wann and clean clothes was essential. Mothers were
kept busy, doing for their families, cooking. sewing
and mending. My mother often ripped open old
clothing. washed and pressed the pieces. Then turning the wrong side out, sewed a "new" garment. I
remember. (the year I was fifteen) making boys'
shirts from coat linings. also made woollen mitts
from the tops of men's cashmere socks. Made two
pairs. turned the seamed edges together and had a
pair of warm mitts in a very short time. I felt quite
proud of my sewing accomplishments. Mother was
away working for a threshing outfit - I had to look
after affairs at home. Clothing had to last a long time.
Folks had a "good outfit", a "Sunday-best" and
maybe two or three changes of work clothes. Sunday
meant a day of rest. for people and horses; and
perhaps visiting - always donning our .. Sundaybest" .
Visiting for the most part was between the families who came to the homestead about the time we
did. Often we walked to see our friends. We were
always glad to have visitors. Bachelors enjoyed visiting family friends. the Stolzes'. Cliftons. Heydens,
Ericksons. O'Carrolls and Whitts.
The experiences of the early settlers were very
similar but they made the best of whatever they had or
had to do. No one had too much in a material way:
dic1n't expect too much. only as much as they could
afford. They expected to work for everything they
needed- and work they did - hard physical labour'
Such was the spirit of the pioneers.
My mother and brother worked very hard in those
first years on the homestead. Little by little, more
stock was added. a bit more land cultivated. more
haying had to be done, more buildings required,
gardening. besides getting out a full year's supply of
firewood. It was a heavy work load for Mother and
Eric when Dad was away. There was no other way as
money was needed for so many th ings. - the
longed-for four-horse outfit. walking plow. disc, harrows. mower. - oh. so much was required l
Food for the family ceased to be a major worry,
since a good garden. cows, chickens, and pigs
provided much for the table. It meant work. of

My sister caught a cold which developed into
pneumonia. Mrs. Wilson. our nearest neighbor. sent
over some flaxseed for hot poultices. This. together
with other home remedies and constant care helped
pull Gorlie through a frightening ordeal. The nearest
doctor was in North Battleford. sixty miles away.
At that time we had to buy our own text books.
etc .. with the exception of readers. Every afternoon,
(Monday to Friday). we children sat at the dining
room table to work at lessons of a sort. I was the
teacher. (grade V pupil! but we worked away with the
books we had. No doubt. our parents helped us a bit.
Little did! realize then. that I would spend a large
part of my life in a classroom.
Rabbits were the main source of meat that first
winter. Mother was a good cook and could vary the
ways of preparing rabbits, so we enjoyed the meals.
Thank goodness for rabbits - there are very few
around now. Fresh vegetables were lacking. as well
as many other goods, but we all survived and didn't
go hungry that first winter.
Firewood was gathered and hauled home by the
one old horse we had. It was time-consuming and a
family affair to use the bucksaw or crosscut saw for
the daily supply of wood.
Clearing the land for the first breaking started
long before the snow disappeared. Fire had gone
through this area a few years previous and the bush
was quite den:;e. although there were some large
trees left. All the bush had to be chopped down by
hand. the roots of the larger trees had to be grubbed
out. Then the piling and burning of the trees took
place. ready for the hired breaking plow.
I can remember the harvesting of that first crop.
There were no roads to our homestead at this time.
The road north of the big slough presented many
problems. it was always wet and boggy. A binder
couldn't be hauled on that part of the road. Therefore
Dad cut the grain with a scythe, Mother raked it into
windrows and we children had to help tie the sheaves
with the longest stems we could find. Then we all
helped stook the sheaves. "Oh, what a big field'" we
children thought. When the sheaves were dry. our
horse hauled them to the stack yard. After freeze-up,
the grain was threshed. I can recall my father nailing
a little of the grain.
In those early years, men had to try to get work
away from home to earn money for necessities required on the homesteads. Some obtained work at
harvest time on larger farms in the Speers and Cut
Knife areas and other farms south of here. Work
might last for three to six weeks, maybe more. It all
depended on the weather. In October and November,
it was often cold and the hours long.
My parents spent one fall on a threshing crew in

COUfse.

My father was busy with land work and building
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projects whenever he was home. Mother and Eric
worked at the outdoor jobs whiie my sister did the
household chores. I didn't contribute too much 10
irnprovemcnts on the homestead. I was sent to schoo!
in North Batt!cford and worked for my hoard and
room. This \vas the custom for country students at
that time. 1 had no spending money except for Sun~
day Schoo! collection, didn't get to sho\vs or other
forms of entertainment for two or three years.
However, \ve knew the money situation Ht home and
dicln 't expect much. (How "hum-drum" that kind of
life would seem to children of today.) I finished grade
vm in June, IYI6, in North Battleford.
My father filed on his homestead on December
18, 1912, built the homestead house in the spring of
lY 13, (it still stands there today) - moved his family
out December 22, 1913, - received his naturalization papers in September, 1916. Having fulfilled the
required homestead duties, he obtained the title to his
homestead. Mother, Gorlie and Eric were the mainstay on the homestead, always there tending to the
work required and deserve a lot of the credit in
obtaining the land title.
In 1915, parents and other interested citizens of
the district worked al organizing a school district.
My father was a trustee on the first school board.
They succeeded in getting the school built. The Carrollton School came into being in June, 1916.
My father had listed fOllr children of school age
although he had only three. We had a friend, Jack
Weedon, a widower, who had a small son in an
orphanage in Superior. He asked Mother if she would

staggered, so two concerts could be enjoyed by
many. it was an exciting tirnc, especially for rhe
children \'vho did their utmost to entenain parents and
friends. It meant a lot of work for the teacher and
pupils. All their efforts \vcre appreciated by the au~
c!ience. The concen was follov/ed by a dance.
Many folk were in\'o!vcd in the preparations for
the annual picnic. Then. as no\\/, it required m.uch
vl/ork for a fevv people - but participation rneant
success. Picnic dates were also staggered and friends
frotn far and ncar met. Picnics were usually hele! in
July hefore the haying season. At first, the Carrollton
picnic grounds were one~ha]f mile east of the school
on the DaLbo place, SE 18-50-13, now owned by D.
Kenney. The horse-race truck C') was just south of the
picnic area, which is now Simpson's laneL ivlost
families brought picnic baskets, but there \vas also a
booth and iong tables. I can't remember \vhat was
solei, but most likely one could buy tea, coffee,
sandwiches, cake and homemade ice cream, also real
lemonade. The home folks did what they could with
what they had. to give visitors a good time. Evidently
everyone was pleased because the next year found
them back again for more of the same. The dance
ended the festivities for that event.
Carrollton mothers took great pride in supplying
good and ample refreshments for the dances. At one
function they were worried when it seemed there
weren't enough sand\viches for the breakfast lunch.
So my mother walked home after midnight (3Y,
miles) for more bread. She had baked that day. !
wonder how many today would walk that far for that
reason, - just to uphold the district's good reputation. The people felt a strong loyalty and pride in
their own districts, the same as folks do today.
Rarely, if ever, did families have the o[lpportunity
to visit North Battleford. It was a long, tiresome day
to make the trip one way with a horse or team. It most
often required an overnight stay at a hotel. The rates
weren't high, $1.00 or SI.50 per night, and livery
barn might cost $.25 to $.50. For the early homesteader, it was an expense they COUld ill afford. Stay ..
ing at home was an accepted fact.
There was a store at Glenhush and one at
Medstead which carried only non-perishable foods
and a few sundry articles.
The wild berries filled the fresh fruit part of the
diet. Home canning wasn't done to any great extent
as yet. jams and jellies \vere made if there \-vas sugar
to spare.
During the fall of 19W. the great influenza epi~
demic scourged the countryside. Whole families
were stricken at the same time. A fe\,v were taken to
hospital in North Battleford. Home remedies had to
suffice for rnany. It was a time not to be forgotten.

care for Dick. She agreed and went to Superior to

bring Dick to our home. His dad enlisted in World
War !. Before returning to Canada to get his discharge, he had married a widow with four children.
Dick had been with us for six years. His father took
him home to England in June, 1919.
In spite of the fact that homestead days were
difficult for most of the early pioneers, it wasn't all
work. There were enjoyable times, too. At first, it
was visiting neighbors, mainly on Sundays, then
house parties took place. Here the young folk learned
to dance. After the school was buill, it was used as
the social centre. Dances were enjoyed, from the
youngest to the oldest. Babies and grandparents were
amidst those engaged in any sort of entertainment.
Many came to social functions just to visit neighbors.
Church services were held first in some homes, later
in the school.
There were two important events during the year.
One was the school Christmas concert and the olher,
the annual picnic. The school was filled with a capacity crowd, not only local folks but people from neighboring districts. The Christmas Tree dates were
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easier here than in Los Angeles. She knew my family
and we all unders[Ood her. -We were most thankful we
could help ease her burden somewhat. She lived until
August 22, 1963. She is buried alongside our parents, in Ingkv.:ood Cemetery, Los Angeles.
My brother and his ;vife, Vera, are retired in
Santee, California, fourteen miles from San Diego.
They paid us a visit in 1966·~ the first time Eric had
been back since 1922. He noted many changes ~ and
many more have been wrought in Mcdstcad country
since then. Some of the old landmarks in Carrollton
district were not visible as they were when he was a
boy. Gone was LeFeuvre's "big" gate, the sand hill
{\,vhich caused struggles for many teams pulling:
loads}. had been cut down, the big slough is smaller
~ "our" lake is about the sarne as is Nelson's Lake.
He did enjoy a visit with a few of the "old-timers".
His visit was brief (3 weeks) and therefore, he didn't
get around too much. It was a pity it was late fall ~
mountain travelling was a bit worrisome at that time.

I started teaching at Carroll!on School July 2,
1919. Had a permit to teach ~ valid for six months. !
attended Normal School in 1920. then taught in Birnamwood from March to Christmas, was at Carrollton in 1921. The family moved to Edmonton.
January, 1922, and I finished my Normal School
training in 1923 at Camrose, Alberta. Taught twelve
months at Waugh, Alberta, which was about forty
miles north of Edmonton.
Dad heard of better times in Los An£eles and
decided to go there to work. He had a sale o~ the farm
November 24, 1923, and soon after left for Los
Angeles. He did get ajob there. The rest of the family
followed a little later that wimer. We were there for
Christmas, 1923. The climate was wonderful and
living conditions seemed better than in Edmonton.
Dad and Eric built a home there. For a while Eric
worked with his dad as a carpenter's helper. He
learned the trade and then carried on in general
construction and became a building superintendent
for many years.
Harold and 1 with our baby carne back in May,
1928, and lived in the old homestead house. in the
spring of '29, Dad came back to the homestead to try
farming once again and to be his own boss. However,
he went to Los Angeles every winter until' 33 and' 34
to work at his trade. Before my mother and sister
moved back in the summer of 1934, Harold and my
dad cut logs and built our house on the NW 16-50-13
W3rd. My folks farmed until late fall of 1939, then
went by car to Los Angeles to spend the winter. They
still had their home there. My father met with a car
accident there and died from the injuries in February,
1940. Mother and Gorlie came back to settle affairs
here and left again for Los Angeles.
They enjoyed living in their home for many
years. In 1952, Mother suffered a stroke due to high
blood pressure. She wasn't able to do much, although they did pay us another visit in Medstead.
My brother lived in San Diego and would often
go home to see how they were. After Mother's
stroke, I tried to visit them in the summer holidays.
Made the annual trip for a few years.
In October, 1959, Mother died. My sister, being
deaf since infancy, stayed with my brother in San
Diego. The home in Los Angeles was sold. In January, 1963, she lost her sight and then the doctor
discovered she had an advanced case of cancer. She
was one who seldom complained about hurts or feeling ill. To be deaf was an infliction hard enough to
bear, but to lose her sight as well ~ was a drastic
blow. At times like this, one is apt to wonder
"Why""
I went for her in January, 1963, and brought her
home with me. Access to the doctor and hospital was

Mr. ami Mrs. George Etnofer ami Family
Mr. and Mrs. George Ethofcr homesteaded in the
Birnamwood S.D. on the N.E. y, of Sec. 16-50-14W3.
They had five children. Franees. Helen, Louie,
George and Bertha.
Mr. Ethofer was a man who enjoyed company
and loved to attend hOllse parties, dances, and other
entertainment.

Taken beside the Ethoter house about 1915. Lena Pteifer,
Celia Willis, Girlie Perry, Helen Ethoter, Celia I\Jesselbeck.
Frances Ethoter.
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table and racked it to the ceiling. He urc)'ve a nail into
the ceiling. bent it a little and hung a small pail on it
to catch the water. When the rain was over Dad fixed
the roof. In 1918 we moved 1nto the neVi hOLlse. It was
much bigger and it had shingles on the roof and a
\'v'ooden noor. also rnore \vindovv's.
We all had to work together. In the morning after
milking and chores we'-re done we had to '-drive
the cows out on free range and herd them. We
would bring them back at noon to be watered.
We would have dinner and go out again till evening. We would bring them in again to be watered
and milked. They would stay in a small pasture for
night. This was done only in the summer months.
The roads were also very different then. Prairie
trails would lead you across the country. Our home
was open to all. No one was ever turned away and my
dad would share whatever we had to eat.
In the winter when it stormed you would not go
out in it. The roads would get blocked but you would
drive around the snow drifts. That's about the time
we would run out of coal oil for our lamps. My dad
would make a good fire in the heater and open the
door. We would sit around the stove and watch the
burning fire while Dad would sing songs to us.
Entertainment was also very different. We had no
radios. When we had company in the winter the boys
would play cards. The girls would sing songs. In
summer everyone played baseball or horseshoe. My
brothers both played the violins so we would often
dance in the evenings. We would also go from house
to house and dance. One time my brother went to a
dance. He took me and my sister along: on the road
we pickeciup two more friends. We were travelling in
an Anderson cart. On the way home we had to drive
through a slough. The cart tipped a little. We were
getting wet feet. The horses couldn't pull it any
more. My brother got out to sec what was wrong. The
wheel had broken so we all had to wade across the
slough. We went home on horseback, three on one
horse and two on the other. We came to another
slough that we had to cross. The horse my brother
and sister were riding fell. We were lucky no one was
hun: just wet and muddy. We got home safely. The
next day my brother took a different wheel and got
the cart home. As there were no dry cleaning or
laundromats. we had to wash and press our own
clothes. To wash clothes we had to rub them on a
washboard that was put in a tub of warm water. To
press the clothes we had to heat the iron on top of the
stove. We had to cut wood for the stove to keep the
fire burning so the stove would stay hot. The water
was also heated on the top of the stove.
There were no doctors but when we got sick
Mother knew what to do. It seemed as though we

Some of the Ethofer family taken at their farm near North
Balileford, after they left Medstead. L. to R" George, Frances,
Louie, Bertha in front

One event I shall always remember was when the
Ethofer family were at our place for Christmas with
the Perry family.
In the evening the candles were lighted on the
Christmas tree, and Mr. Ethofer and his two daughters, Frances and Helen sang "Silent Night", in
German. It was lovely. Mr. Ethofer also played the
coronet at concerts, etc.
The Ethofers built a fine house on their homestead. It was a two-story lumber house, nicely lathed,
and plastered and painted white.
Mrs. Ethofer,s health began to fail so the family
moved out of the district about i917.

Amy Reinhart (Evans) Story
My parents Carl and Mary Evans along with his
father Evan Ramstad left Roseau, Minnesota,
U.S.A. in 1910. They came to North Battleford by
train. They loaded their belongings on wagons and
drove to their homesteads. My parents settled on the
N. E. YCr 14-50-15-W3rd. My grandfather settled on
the N.W Y414-50-15-W3rd. He passed away in May
1912. Things were very different then. Even though it
was hard times, everyone was happy and always
ready to help one another when in need. We lived in a
log house with a sad roof and no floor. There was one
small window in each room. Mother would sweep
with a broom she made from willows. To make the
broom she would collect a lot of very fine willow
branches, peel them, then fasten them very firmly to
a stick. She would sprinkle water on the ground. We
all had to sit still till it dried. She sewed all our
clothes, spun yarn, knit our socks and mitts. She
made blankets from wool. She would also make
cheese and soap.
One time Mother was sick and it started to rain
and rain. The sad roof started to leak. It was right
over my mother's bed. Dad took the oil cloth off the
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always got better. l'here were rlnles [ knevv she \Artis
worried. Nly brother and sister were playing and she
had her two fingers cut off by the axe. Mother sewed
them up with needle and thread. With Mother's love
and tender care everything turned out fine.
Vie always looked forward to berry picking tirnc.
We would take the tent and go to Cochin and camp by
the lake. Picking berries and playing in the water was
like a picnic to us.
1 was born August, 1915. 1 had three sisters and
two brothers. We attencied Guyhirnc School. Evan
married Rose Sattler and lives in Edam. Clara married Roy Nelson anci had a family of nine. She is now
Mrs. Eston Anderson and lives in Victoria, B. C.
Irene married Vern Moline and had a family of eight.
She passed away in 1973. Marvel married Viola
Nelson and had a family of four. Wilmer lives in
Creston, B.C. Marilyn lives in Langley, B.C., Ernest in North Battleford. Myrtle passed away in 1951
at the age of ten. Marvel passed away in 1953. Viola
now lives at Red Deer, Alberta. Ruby married Lloyd
Wickwire and lives in B.C. Ruby has three children:
Edythe, Carroll and Stanley.
! married Henry Reinhart. We have a family of
six: Lawrence married Adeline Mussner, Flaxcombe,
Saskatchewan. They have two children Lynda and
Brian. Douglas married Agnes Bucko, Wynyard,
Saskatchewan. Thev have two children Dwayne and
Sherry. Delmer ~larried Jean Clark, Driver,
Saskaichewan and they have three children Dean,
Tanya and Scott. Allan married Pinkie Sekhri from
India. Bruce is still at home. We live on the farm my
grandfather settled on and we also are farming the
land my parents settled on. Allan and Bruce do the
farm work.

Such joyful rncmories come my Viay
When I think of the tunes he used to play
How truly wonderful 1t would be
if one with ancestral strain
Would take and usc his 'violin
And make it live again,

Brian Evans
by Brian Evans
\Vhen one attempts to \\i'Cite his or her history. you
have to decide at vvhich point to start. Aft(;f careful
consideration. I have decided t() start \vith day one. in
my case. in a way this is dav one, as I "vas born on the

fi;'st day of a ·!l1onth i,; 1950. at Kinciers!ey.
Saskatchewan. and attended school at Dc\var Lake,
Bossier, and Marengo. during the days of centralization.

In 1')69 upon graduation from High School. !
clecided to further my education, by enrolling in the
Local Government Administration Program. In connection with this! obtained employment in the Loca!
R. M. Office as Assistant Secretary-'Il'easurer as of
January. 1970. July of that same year, with an eye to
the future, i applied for the position of SecretaryTreasurer of the R. M. of Medsteac! No. 497. On July
20, 1970, luck was on my side, as out of a group of
three, I was the only one to show up for an interview
with the Council. Therefore, ! was hired as acting
Secretary-Treasurer and started to work July 27,
1970.
! would be amiss, if I did not mention the fact of
those arena rafters and the' piles' of lumber. I saw on
mv first visit to Medstead. I thought to myself. 'Boy'
a ~illail community like this and they are building that
big structure'. Well. what 1 didn't realize was that
hidden in all those trees (which were strange to me,
being raised on the prairie) were farmsteads and first
thing I knew, I was out there pounding nails with the
rest ~)f the community. One oj' the otl~er things that I

My Brother's Violin
Written by Ruby Wickwire in Memory 01' brotlier
Marve!
Tucked under the bed, so neatly in place
His violin rests within its case.
Once long ago, it hung on the wall
The music he played was loved by all.
As he drew the bow across the strings
The notes came soft and true
There were so many, many things,
That he could make it do.
He could mimick the birds and animals
Or make it sound like a train
He could make it talk or whistle
Or playa sweet refrain.
His specialty was a lady's chat
All who heard him marveled at that
He hact many antics that were fun to see
He played on his head and under his knee.

Brian Evans at his desk in Medstead R. M. Office, 1980.
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remember getting rnyself involved in. were the trips
north of the highway for fire wood, for the old curling
and skating rink. These trips usually took place on
Saturday: that way we had the whole day to complete

first ten. then they will pass quickly. as happy t,mes
have a habit of doing.

the project ~

Evan Evan's Story

Then there is the 'barbecue pit' for July 1st celebrations each year. In 1971 when MADRA started
planning for the 1971 Homecoming Celebrations, !
continually was hearing talk of the 'Barbecue Pit', so
I asked. "What takes place and how do you cook all
that meal'" Well. on the eve of July 1st, 1971. I had
the secret of cooking meat in a pit barbecue revealed
to me. Those pit sessions have provided for many
interesting and enjoyable memories.
As for reflections on my work, 1 suppose the
most shocking thing for me was the fact that only one
member of council had the telephone when I first
arrived in Meclstead. To contact the Reeve. who was
Walter Harms, I would phone the Post Office in
Glenbush and Mrs. Ncufeld would pass the message
onto Walter when he picked up his mail. I will always
remember the first tour of roads I went on with
Council. and all those roads, which I later termed as
bush trails, and the amount of uncleared land. In the
ten years that I have been here. I have seen big
changes both in roads. and dcveloped land. According to records in the Municipal Office over 10.000
acres have been brought into production in the past
ten years.
Then there was the time Archie Latimer and I
went measuring Grid Road right-ot~ways. We were
on our way to look at the project that passes the Curtis
Larson farmstead. but had decided to go around past
Bergs'. as I had never been over that road. Well. half
way across the north boundary of Sec. 11-51-13-W3.
we ran into a bog hole, and there we sat. We decided
to walk to Curtis Larsons. as he was a Councillor. We
arrived there to find no one at home and no phone.
We decided that we would walk back to Floyd Bergs'
for help. There once again there was no one at home,
but there was a phone (dial had arrived in the area and
phones were becoming more popular by now) and we
made use of it. We phoned Albert Gatzke and he
decided that his best way to get in to pull us was from
the East. You guessed it. we walked back to the truck I
By this time we had walked two miles. and upon
being retrieved from the bog hole by Bert Friesen (we
had to get him with his tractor. Albert couldn't pull us
with the fuel truck) we headed for horne.
WelL in these first ten years I have seen the Arena
completed. a new Hall should be built by the time this
book is published. and there are plans for artificial
ice in the curling rink. The first ten have really been
great. what the next twenty. thirty or so will bring we
cannot foresee, but I am sure if they are as great as the

My parents, Carl and Marie Evans, came from
Roseau County. Minnesota, U.S.A. in the year of
1910. They settled on the N.E. Y" 14-50-15-W3rd. A
couple of years later the few neighbors that were here
hauled logs from the bush to build a school. It was
named Guyhime. The school was built in the
Medstead district. The Meclstead store and post office was operated by Bill Doidge. Our nearest town
was North Battlcford some forty or fifty miles away.
Carl Evans used to haul freight for him and Sylvester
Perry hauled the mail from North Battleford. For
them times were rough. no power, no telephone or
railroads. The railroad finally came through in 1926.

1was born in U.S.A. in 1906. My brother Marvel
also was born there in 1908. My four sisters were
born in Canada. Clara was born in 1911, Irene in
1914, Amy in 1915 and Ruby in 1919.
We all attended Guyhirne School. it was opened
in 1913 with Agnes Flaa as teacher who later married
Albert Knutson. There were no dance halls or
churches so these were held in the school or at
homes. Our first minister was Torn Berg. Every
summer a picnic was held at the school. We played
ball or horseshoe. Everyone brought lunch and it was
served to all.
In 1926 j worked for Louis Schwalm. He was a
cattle buyer or shipper. Anyone who wanted to sell
cattle would contact him. We would gather the cattle
and at Medstead store was a corral, so they were put
into this corral till we had them all in. We had to herd
these cattle to North Battleford. We would leave
early in the morning on horseback and go as far as
McNabbs' where we would spend the night. We
would reach lffley at noon and have dinner with
Charabins. on to Dan Finlaysons' where we would
have supper and spend the night. The next day we
would go as far as Nyhoits' and have dinner there.
Our last stop was North Battleford where the cattle
were loaded and shipped to Winnipeg by train.

! married Rose Sattler from Sandwith and settlecI
in the Glaslyn area. We have a family of four: Dewey.
Carl. Ronald and Myrna. I have eight grandchildren.
My wife and I now live in Edam. Clara and Ruby in
B.C. Marvel passed away in 1953. as a result of a
tractor mishap. Irene passed away in 1973. Amy still
resides in the Guyhirne district on the quarter that
Guyhirne school was built. My father passed away on
August 5, 1946. Mother passed away December 24.
1939.
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The William Ewart Story

c. p, R.

future. We packed Ollr bags and got our passports,
dc. We "vere on our way on the Good Ship Gunnanl

land was selling reasonably cheap in the

Line to our new home. We left our families, friends
and homeland behind, not knovving if \VC would ever

twenties and quite a number of people came up to the
Mcdstead area to invest in this land.
One of these was BiB Ewart. who had been farm-

H~llifax, we took the train
yvest to Saskatoon.
It \-vas in the middle of August that Vv'C arrived.
There \vas no one to meet us, and not being able to
speak the language made it very hard to get lodging
and food. \Ve got a hotel room for a fevv days to rest
up after the long trip, Hnd to see our surroundings.
There was a farmer looking for help, so John wem to
see him and got his first job threshing peas and wheat
at [\1acklin. I went to Edmonton and got a job as a
chamber maid in a hotel, where 1 worked until John
was done threshing. John then came to Edmonton
and we both returned to Saskatoon, We rented a small
place above a second hand store and bought a second
hand coal oil stove, a white iron frame bed and
mattress, There we spent our first winter: it was very
cold and jobs were not to be had,
In the spring we moved to a little house with
another couple. and in the fall we moved to Ave. D.
That winter John set up bowling pins at the bowling
alley and I got a job at Mr. and Mrs. Landa's as a
housekeeper, They were very good to me, and !
worked there until Anne was born in August of 1930,
I had to stay home so ltook in the washing for nine
men. I washed all the clothes by hand on the washboard and ironed them with the sad iron, John would
then take them back, This kept us very busy and with
John setting up bowling pins at night we were able to
get the bare necessities such as sugar, salt, flour, eggs
and the odd bacon and sausage.
Nov, 4 of 1931. Magalena was born, We spent
that winter in Saskatoon, In the spring of 1932, there
was a government plan where anyone \vho would
improve a homestead could have the land. John took
the train to Ronbinhood to file his claim, There were
no more homesteads so we got a C. P R. quarter three
miles south of Robinhood. We packed everything we
had on the train. We got two old horses, a wagon, a
(0\\1 and bought twelve chickens from a farmer and
that was our start.
We arrived in Robinhood in the middle of June,
There were no buildings on this quarter. only bush.
We stayed with a bachelor named Fritz
Schuffenhauer until our shack was built. It was just
big enough for [he stove, our bed, an air tight heater
and the table made of two by foUl'S and rough lumber.
We built a barn with green poles that John chopped
out of the bush, It was shelter for the cow and horses.
but too cold for the chickens. We lost four or five of
them, so we had to bring them into the shack until
spring. It was a lonely, long cold winter, One blessing

see them again. Landing at

ing at Bateman, Sask. in the Regina arca. He held a
sale and in the fall of 1927. he, and Ted Casson. who
had a rented farm at St. Boswells, and Ed Fisher. an
elevator agent in the area, came up to buy lanel.
Bill Ewart bought Sec. 21-50-14 and the NW \/, of
Sec 21-50-14 and in the spring of 1928. he and his
former hired man. Tom Leask, and Ted Casson
moved up into the area with a tractor and land breaking equipment.

They then did ellstom breaking around the area,
They broke a large area for Bill Durie on NY, Sec. 31.
also 80 acres for Bill Morgan on Sec. 1-51-15,
Later he built a house. barn and other farm buildings on the N,W, Y4 of Sec, 21 and settled there with
his wife, the fonner Emma August, and their two
children,
In the early 30's Bill gave up the EY, of 21 and
fanned only the WV,. He also went in for pig raising.
They found the going tough as many of us did in
the dry 30's so about 1935 or 1936 they moved to the
Peace River Country,
They made their home at Dawson Creek, Bill has
now passed away.

Mr. and Mrs. John FaileI' and Family
by Mrs, Eva Faller

In the village of Perimas. Hungary. on May 19,
1902. John f-idler was born.
L Iva Wiener. \vas born in Varias, Romania, on
March 24. IlJ12.
In June of 1928. John and I were married, It was
then that wc decided to go to Canada to seek a better

Mr. and Mrs, John Faller,
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was there W{lS lots of \II/ood to keep llS \\'arrn and \VC
had a coal oil lamp for light. At last. spring came and
the S110\V was gone for another year.
'0/e starkd to clear the three acres along side of

lv1rS. tv1il!er aLu had a store, but \ve dealt mostly 'vv'ith
tile Wilsons.
.
'fhere \\icre dances at the school. 'vvirh IVklvin
Gresdahl and 'I(.mi and Durothv Nordgren nrovidimz
the music. r.1elvin played rhe \~iolin. -roni played th~

the road and break it up. On -iuly 7 in 1933. son John
born. I planted my first garden of potatoes,

JL \Vi.lS

guitar and Dorothy on the piano. \Vhcn sun john was

turnips. onions and carrots, and the~/ came along
vcry nicely and tasted so good. John planted the three
acres by hand and it \vas a very good crop. Fritz came
and cut it with a horse binder and John set LIp swoks
and left them to dry. He haulcLi them over to Fritz's
place to get thcm threshed. \Ve had oats that year. but
we needed more straw. so John got some from I vor
iverson. at Meota. It was a long wa),.' to haul it home,

older flt.: joined the band playing the accordion. Card
parties \vere also a big thing in our area. some at the
schoo! and some in the surroundinQ homes.

We bought our first buggy frOI~l Charlie Linton
and our best horse Toppsy front Geroge Kish. NDw it
only took ten minutes to get to Robinhood. in 1940
\VC bought the farni from Margrett Bowman: there
was a half section that \\ias mostly broken and ready
to farm. There \vas a nice four room hOllse with a
basement and attic. There were also three granaries,
a good well, a harn. hay loft and the land ~as fenced
and cross- fenced. We got more cattle and hogs and
gre\v more \vheat, oats and badey. We were ,;bic to
sell grain and livestock and milked the cows and sold
the cream. Our living was much better now. Every
fail John went threshing with Louie Dunser
Katie started sehoul, they were all in school now.
We rnet more neighbors and friends. Art and Mary
Hovda. Roy and Helen Zeiler. Hogin Hagen. Fred
Withrow. Petersons, Andersons a;d Kild'aws were
some of these friends.
We bought Ollr first car in 194!, a Plymollth.
What a jov to ride in a car! It on Iv took an hour to net
into N(;rth Battleford.·
eIn 1948 on October 15, our Anne got married to
Nicholas Stishenko and went to live at "liTley. We had
no crop that year, because we were dried out. The
next year the crops were better so the follo\villg year

so he brought it across Jackfish Lake aftcr it was
frozen.
That winter John cut logs for our log house that
we would build the following year. Ou;· shack was
just too small. Our log house \vas a kitchen and a
·bedroom. The kitchen' was ahout 14 x 16 with the
door to the west facing the road. and one window in

the middle facing the west. and another towards the
south. The logs were all fitted at the corners and
curved so they would be tight. we used no nails tll put
it together. The roof was done with slabs and tar
paper, anci we made mud to fill in the openings
between the logs and around the doors and \vindows

to make it air tight. When the mud was dry I whitewashed all the w~dls with calcimine. John d;,g a cellar
and put a rough board floor for the kitchen. How nice
it was to have room to walk around. John made the
table bigger. so we could all sit around it and not be
crowded. The floor was put into the bedroom and our
house was complete. We had a good winter.
The next year we cleared more bush and broke up
more land. We then bought two calves for $7 .DO and
Mac Roulston's mother gave us a pig. In 1934 \ve
broke more land so we had ten acres. three CO\Vs to
milk. twenty-two chickcns and our two horses to take

we bought H. Hagen's half section. a tractor and
other machinery. It sure made a difference in farm-

mg.
In January of 1950. Linda Rose was born. On
March 26th 1951, Maggie married Andrew Stishenko
and went to live at lffley. Our family was slowly
leaving us one by one to make their own homes.
In 11)56, we got electric power on the farm. It was
a rcal pleasure to push a button for lights. a piece of
toast. or to pump the water for the livestock. That\
\vhen it vvas a joy to farm.
Our Katie married George Katun on May 18,
1953, and also, went to Iffley 10 make her home. Son
John went to Saskatoon to learn the shoe repair business. When he returned. he sold his farm and moved
to B.C. to make a better future. where Maggie and

care of.

In April of 1936 Katherina was born. In 1937
Anne and Maggie startcd school at Park Bluff. Thev
had a two and a half mile hike to school. It was very
hard for them. they had to learn to speak English. as
well as learn ABC"s and 1.2.3's. They did very well.
and John Jr. joined them the followi;1g year. .
Sorne ofoLJr neighbors and friends \\/ere: Toni and
Dorothy Nordgen. Louie Stieners. the Mcdows.
Melvin and Mary Grcsdahl. Biil and Rose Schnitzler,
Willie Miller. Helmet Richter, Bert and Gena Woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark. ancl Louis and Lani Dunser. Our
storekeepers tvlr. and Mrs. John Wilson, who also
had the post office. were very good to us. We could
get groceries on time and we always paid them back
as soon as we could. Mr. and Mrs. Tarbet and Mr. and

Andrew had moved to earlier.

~

On Mav 6. 1966, we sold our farm to Floyd and
Betty De,,{mrais anclmoved to North Battlefo;·d. We
lived at 1461-102 Street until October of 11)77. We
then moved to 1872-IOlst. where we are close to three
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of the family with the other two in B.C. We have uur
five children. twelve grand-children and nine great
grandchildren.
'We arc very happy in North BattlcCord, Sask.
John enjoys \vorking part-time in the "i'v1arlborough'
and I enjoy my gardening and handi\vork.

Bert Faucon Story
Albert (Bert) Faucon moved to the Park Bluff
district in 1931. He drove a team of horses pulling a
wagon louJed with machinery from 1\1c<1charn,
Sask., east of Saskatoon.
Alphonse and Clara Fallcnn, Bert's parents,
moved to Robinhood in 1933 with their two youngest
daughters, Lillian and Laurette. They resided on their
farm until their passing - Clara, in 1947 and Alphonse in 1971.
They had five children "-- Rose, married to Bennie Gresdahl, was already living in the Park Bluff
district: Blanche, already married to Joe Scheidl and
living in Wakaw, Saskatchewan: and Bert, retired
now and living in Glaslyn, Saskatchewan. Lillian
married Hans Anderson in 1935 ane! Laurette married
Frank Leduc in 1944.
Lill and Hans Anderson farmed in the Park Bluff
area and had two daughters - Janet and Marilyn.
Janet was born in 1939 and Marilyn in 1944. In 1947,
they moved to North Battleford and lived there until
1963, when they moved to Camrose, Alberta. Hans
Anderson passed away in November of 1966 in their
home at Camrose. Lill Anderson still resides in
Camrose and has worked in the Bethany Nursing
Home for the past seventeen years.
The youngest of their daughters, Marilyn, married Jim Charpentier in 1964. They had three children

First crop being threshed on Faueon farm, 1933. Wagon
bought from John Wilson, "Robinhood Store". Raek built from
poles.

- Mona, Todd, and Vincent. All three are still
residing with their parents and are attending school in
Ryley, Alberta, the district they farm in.

The Fen-ies
Murray Lake ami Los, Horse District
submitted by Morris Ferrie
Autumn winds blowing out of North-West Territorial Canada down into eastern North Dakota carried along impulses to arouse the ambitions of
William and Elizabeth towards a planned migration.
The objective was the ability to acquire "free
land" under the provisions of a homestead right
agreement to be entered into by anci with physical
resources of a father, mother and eight of a familY.
Transportation for the hard core of those who would
so travel was by wagon. Some mernbers went on
ahead, others followed with the result that into the
arca east of Murray Lake arrived the ferries.
There was Sam, Bob, William, Andy. Dave,
Cleve, Susie and Beth: ail armed with applications
for homestead land or dedicated to the completion of
their assignment. Three members of the family
(Hen-my, Mary and Etheli were not arounel or had
dropped off emoute. A filing fee of ten dollars which
could leae! to a deed to one hundred sixty acres if and
when the improvements were finished.

Bert Faucon and his father, Alphonse at the dam on their farm,
south of Robinhood. Dam built in 1935.
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The clearing and upgrading of a smnH acreage
would be construed as "proving up". Not all applications attained maturity but there were enough to
establish "The Ferries". It was at the turn of the
century and before Saskatchewan became a orovince
that the migration had been completed: lacking exact
dates but evidentally in 1903-1904.
Arrival into a hostile and new environment presented problems. most of which were immediate.
Shelter. food. sweet water and other necessities of life
were on the basis of everyone for themselves. One
thing to be sure, was that no one was all alone. Good
neighbors were plentiful around Murray Lake and
Lost Horse Creek within a few years. To name a few.
but by no means all was the Mair boys (BIll. Austin
and Norm), The Frank Charabins, The Thomas', The
Tuckers. Harry Johnson. The Millmans, The
Lowerysons. The Mewhorts, Wm. Seamans, The
Murray family. There were others, too. including
Barr colonists, whose names have faded with time.
Mostly everything that happened in the community involved the Ferries one way or another.
Prairie fires were nearly al ways around during May
and October. This would bring most able-bodied
persons to take part in the fight. Mostly in May the
prairie wool would be lush and dry. A fire provided a
rare sight and the destruction of range and food
supplies for livestock was tremendous. It likely could
be correct that the prairie fires were man-made.
May and October were not necessarily lightning
months. Fighting a fire with a wet gunny sack tied to
a stick was a common practice while fireguards were
being plowed. More than one family burned out,
except perhaps, those who lived in "Soddys".
Nature provided much food and many homesteaders may not have made it had it not been for
rabbits, prairie chicken. fish and berries. With a little
organizing a beef-ring was established whereby each
family contributed and were able to select fresh meat.
Several of the Ferrie boys were active with the beefring so that they did pursue the practice into a butcher
shop in later years.
While nature provided much to the newcomers. it
could also be harsh. Many stories are told of the
mosquitoes and some claimed them to be the most
aggressive to be found anywhere. It is said that one
night a horse disappeared only to be found days later
in a hay loft. Only mosquitoes could have done that.
They were "big ones".
Shelter was a need that had to be taken seriously.
Only one soddy is known to have been part of the
Ferries. One was on land that cornered at the turn off
from highway four going east to lftley. This was the
homestead of Bob and Nellie and provided minimum
but lonely shelter during those early years. A two-

day rain outside was good for a three-day drip on the

inside. Water dropping lnto a variety of pens, and
other utensils would eventually become like Ihe tune
to "Ole Black Joe". A soddy was a building built
from the land. Poplar poies vvould bring v!all:; of sods
a foot >"vide, four inches thick and as long as desirc:::d.
The rouf was finished ofr \vith "government shingles" (sous).
Bob proved up his homestead, rnortgaged it and
continued a meat business in North BattlcforcL The
bllsiness carried on until J1)53.
No history of the hornestcaders would be complete without mentioning the winter of Jtj()6-J907. [t
touched upon the well-being of most pioneers and
they suffered. The fall set in early with much snow,
many blizzards and severe cold. There were snowdrifts along sheltered spots into June. Only those
who experienced and survived the winter can tell it as
it was. There were, admittcdiy bad years since but
when it comes to the granddaddy of them aiL 1907
was it. It mattered little if you were in Alberta.
Manitoba or Saskatchewan the story would be the
same. Around Murray Lake it was there too. The
year 1907 was one to remember.
The doctors upon whom all depended for physical ailments were mostly located in the Battlefords
and they were most cooperative and capable. !ncluded would be Doctors Sparling. Blyth. Jackson,
Goodwill. Hamlin. Sweet. HOllse calls or homestead
calls were comrnon and more than one patient was
located by a coal oil lamp hung on a gate post.
Cleve Ferrie helped a great deal by driving cioctors through the scattered communities. many times
involving the whole night. During.... Itjl9 whe;] infiuenza struck it was an extremely anxious time.
By 193(). one at a time. the family members
sought out greener pastures between Peace River and
California. Time and migration took their toll.
Well, the Ferries are long gone now to another
level of reality. Two girls arc J~r't living in California.
From the family of Andy Ferrie arc a granclaughter,
Mona: a great grandaughter, Pat: a great-grandson,
William, and their families also in California.
Out of a family of eleven. eight of whom came to
the Battlefords ancl Murray Lake area onlv Morris
Ferrie remains at this time (1980).
.
Morris is grandson of the original parental pioneers and during the summer lives at a summer
home at Murray Lake. with balance of the year in
Saskatoon or wherever.
Morris and Edith have two sons and a dmwhter
(Wayne. Garth and Bronwen): who also have'two
sons (Kevin and David). and a daughter (Gayiene).
It was not all hardships, there were some humorous times like tbe time when a hired hand arrived
'-
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Those cady years were very difficult and taught
them much - such a change from the confined life in
the city in the old country.

home early. He thought he would help by getting the
stove going. Painstakingly he built the fire and lit it
only to find out later that he had lit it in the OVen.
Then there was the Barr colonist who bought
bacon to feed his hogs - he wanted them to be
"bacon hogs". And there were the box socials where
a lady would bring a pie or cake and the boys would
bid for the right to eat the pie with its donor. She
made too many prune pies and her bids dropped off.

OUf house, barns. granaries and corrals were
built of huge logs, Clit. hewed and dove-tailed at the
corners to fit properly. The roof was made of rough
lumber, the windows were probablv the onlv item
factory-made. It bore little resembl,;nce to th~ ultramodern homes of to-day: but nevertheless it served
us well. We were comfortable and never on relief.
The huildings have long gone and disappeared in
the course of progress of the present times. The land
was gradually cleared and broken up: the remainder
left for pasture. They used horses (the power then) as
well as a plow. their only equipment. They grew
some wheat but mostly oats.
All travelling was clone with a good team of
horses. The journey to the general sto;e. post office
and school was average for most at that time. Groceries and household items were freighted in by horses
and took several arduous days.
! well remember how very proud my folks were
of their chief pride and gems, the Clydes and
Percheron horses. They were very heavy and strong
and could out-pull another team with ease. They had
nice harness anel often sleigh bells. We kids marvelled at the way Father braided up their manes and
tails. It was a thrill on a clear frosty night to hear
sleigh bells ringing in the distance before they turned
in the front gate. Father was considered by most, a
skilled teamster and shrewd dealer. In those early
years he kept a good four and eight-horse out-fit of
well-kept horses and knew the handling and driving
of a four ancl eight-horse out-fit in the fielcls. Some
colts were raised and trained to ride against the odds.
They were tough and wild. You might wonder what
draws men to compete in a business where the rules
are in favor of the animal, but! clon't remember the
men having any great fear of them. They just went
ahead and did the job. It was almost an annual course
with lots of action and excitement taking place. The
men were lucky as they seldom ever had any serious
injuries. They had some humorous incidents and had
many a good laugh about their experiences when they
came in at night after supper. What really counted
was that these young horses became conditioned and
adjusted for the rest of their life. Many of the neighbors used them for riding and for school ponies as
well as for domestic use. Without a question it was
the toughest outdoor job of all.
Some winters were long anc! cold and terrible
snow storms would hit early. The roads were blocked
solid and it was impossible to get through for the rest
of the winter. Roads were never snowplowed. Bush
trails were common and used in all directions and

The Findlay Story 1891·1980
as told by daughter Alice Wood
In the early 1914·s. a young lady. alone. stepped
from a ship that sailed across the rough seas into
Buffalo Port. New York City, U.S.A. from Stockholm. Sweden. The ship was sunk two days later on
its return voyage in the North Sea, by a mine. midst
the out-break of World War l: never did she see her
home-land nor her family again.
Her name was Elise Wilhemina Hulbert. All her
life she had dreamed for the future and in the new
land saw a great future. Little did she realize the
impact it would have on this way of life, the part she
played in pioneer development, and that her descendants would remain in this area for so many, many
years.
Jobs were at a premium then so it was a proud and
happy moment for her when she obtained her first
in Chicano
work - nursing'-' at a '-general hospital
'
b
'
lliinios. There was always someone available to replace you if you could not keep. up and do you work
well. You lost it otherwise. She was ambitious, energetic and very intelligent. She learned to speak the
English language tluently. This fitted her for the
many tasks which were beginning to unfold. Like
everyone else. romance came into her life. She met
and married during the war years. As other did, she
suffered great hardships.
After the war many people were looking for a
better way of life and the lure to Canada began. She
and her husband, Abelson Findlay. and family decided to come west during the early twenties. It was no
uncommon sight to see families on the move, going
north to settle and take up homesteads where there
was a lot of bush land. They were in the area awhile.
They had once considered and tossed the idea around
in their minds about moving out to the Peace River
region, but decided instead that this was a wonderful
place to live and bring up a family. By then they had a
family of six healthy, active children, four sons and
two daughters.
They filed on a homestead in the Robinhood
district and settled down on Sec. 20-49-IS-W3 for
many years. The Ted Johnson's family had prevIOusly lIved there and moved out.
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got good marks. It \vas considered a blessing for all
when schools were consolidated and justice for all.
Our first school w()s Marron, being just on the
line, we paid tuition fees for awhile. The school
board agreed it was more adequate for us to go to
Robin School until the board discovered the enrolment was over-crowded. They then decided early
before the fall term thm we should attend Park Bluff
School as the attendance was small and we filled in
the gap there temporarily. A couple of years later the
school board made a decision with the voice
our
parents, alternatively reached, decided we return to
Robin School until we finished Grade School. It
wasn't an easy matter during those years as we lived
five and one-half miles from Park Bluff. Mother
drove up to school in a horne-made cutter until we
could go by ourselves, but we often walked if weather
conditions were favorable. We were older when we
started school, but had to quit at an early age to go out
to work or find temporary or permanent employ-

or

George Findlay with pet rabbits when a small boy. Louis
Findlay with baby lamb.

ment.

My folks continued to make a living raising hogs
and cattle, mostly milk cows. Cows mamed at will
and had to be found at night for milking time. Later
on, they stayed in corrals during the night. The lead
cow had a bell tied around her neck so we knew
where the cows were. Sometimes they would come
home by themselves with a wee calf following. We
often wondered how those little "critters" could keep
up, but they did. We had a saddle horse, called
'Doll' , and what a doll she was; so quiet and gentle. It
was amazing - she could pick out our cowbell and
take you right to the spot where the cows were. Water
and green grass were plentiful. Those cows were
milkers and milking was done by hand. Cream was
shipped to the Medstead creamery in five gallon
cans. Mother always managed somehow to make
butter and sell eggs and butter to local ladies in town.
This was a way to get some ready cash. Water was
always a shortage and usually had to be hauled by the
barrels from a well on the next quarter.
It was also hard to keep food from spoiling. The
time had come, an element of some sort had to be
made. They decided to dig a deep huge hole in the
ground and make a double lid to fit over it to keep it
dark and cool. During the winter they hauled barrels
of water and packed it partially with straw and filled it
with water until three-quarters full and let it freeze.
This used to last all summer. Milk, cream, butter,
meat kept real well. Mother always referred to it as
the ice house. From the humble beginning it \vasn't
exactly an overnight job, as it was repeated yearly.
Wild fruit was plentiful. We often ate it plain; but
we thrived on it. Occasionally we would have wild
strawberries anel whipped cream in the summer-time,

George Findlay in his boyhood with a four horse outfit, in early
years.

some are still in use today. Usually winter months
were very busy; getting up early, before the crack of
dawn, to do up the chores and challenge the day. The
boys in particular, would trek off to the bush with
their father to cut cord wood. Wood for the stove and
heater had to be cut and hauled, split and piled, from
land cleared for breaking in the spring, In spite oflhe
long cold job, which took most of the day-light
hours, it was a SOllrce of winter employment. They
cut several cords for surrounding schools, besides
the two general stores. They would load a box car to
ship to the southern part of the province, before the
break-up and the ground thawed. Heavy rains sometimes made it impossible to drive through with a
heavy load of wood. At its best, it was vastly different
from the black-top highways of today.
Mother being a fanner's wife was also kept busy
with a growing family to care for. She, too, took her
turn in the fielcls and meadows and became a good
teamster. As some will tell you, she always grew a
good garden and raised lots of chickens, turkeys and
sheep in the summer time. During the winter in her
spare time she cardecl wool and spun it into yarn to
make into socks, mitts, sweaters and guilts. She
taught us with the help of correspondence courses
anel Sunday School by post. These were supplied
mainly be the government. Pencils, books and writing material were bought for us. We all learned to
read and write, spell and do arithmetic. We always
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this was so delicious and a rca! treat. r!l never forget
another hobby the boys had, which offered so little
- trapping weasels. snaring rabbits and gophers.
This required lots ofvvalking and many miles through
the drifting sno\\/. Louie caned this 'his business
tour'. Gopher taiis they cut in half. The municipal
reeve would have a squinty eye on this; but laughed
and told them, "if there's a wilL there's a \vay" , and
the boys thought he was a bit ofC ail right. They
decided there must be an easier way to check their
trap lines so they went to \vork and made home-made
skis and snowshoes to get around on, which were
quite unique,
On one hot and very windy day on i\ugust 28, a
very bad thunder storm came up out of nowhere.
Grain fields were ripe. We were completely hailed
out. slick and clean: such a disappointment and discouragement!
There were no doctors nearby at that time and
sickness was a problem for some. A doctor had a
hard time to travel and very little to fight diseases
with. We were very lucky in our home. Maybe a kind
and loving God spared us. I call remember a couple
of times during our young life that Dr. Storey was
called. That was for more serious reasons. He was a
good doctor and would certainly try. He got lost once
while trying to locate our home and was stuck for
several hours near \vhere the Darling fann was, on a
corduroy and boggy road. Our father had been
kicked by a horse in the barn when attempting to go
between the horses, with a forkful of hay. He was hit
in the chest. His pocket watch was smashed all to
pieces, but he had only two broken ribs. He was
advised to stay in bed for a few days. He felt pretty
sore but didn't stay in bed long - "just long enough
to cool off", he said.
Other than a few bad colds and pneumonia. \ve
were strong. Our mother had a special tonic she used
to make up. This was a rare treat and cure for all ails.
She made up a mixture of the following ingredients:
one large onion chopped real fine, a half cup of sugar
and one cup of vinegar -- let simmer gently until
tender, then cool awhile. She would soak our feet in
very warm water, rub our palms and forehead and
soles of our feet with "Vicks" and goose grease,
maybe a mustard-plaster if needed, tuck us in a warm
quilt and kiss us good-night. Mother seemed to have
such wonderful strength and magic in her hands. She
deserved all that credit.
The community was happy to welcome the Darling family, who came up to the district during the
depression. There was still a lot of need for pioneer
spirit. With them they brought along a radio. As far
as I know Ted had made it. It had many tubes, dial
speaker and head set. It was in their home that we

first heard and sav/ a t<.!diu. '{'he U.S.A. stations
caused a bit of static and interference, but the disturhance faded and vve could hear the B. B. C. nc\vs
directly from London. EnglamL real clear and it \vas
fun for each of us. I cspcciaily x\.:memDcr our old
gramophone and the lot of Scottish records. /\rnoung
them were many' Harry Lauder tunes. F'~lther being
Scottish could sing those songs in the evening: b~/ the
fire side in soothing sty/ie.

I can't remember

J

day we \veren-t happy. Our

amusements \vere rnostly self.rnadc. \Ve never
missed v/hat we ne:ver had. We had good neighbors
and friends, all around us. it wus a pretty sight and
absolutely fascinating to wake up early on a frosty
morning with the sun shining brightly and a thrill to
this day. To look out and see the long piumes of
smoke that hung over the hills and flats near Bensons, Bows, Darlings, Joneses, Andersons, Petersons and over the m.eadows.
The years passed quickly. The family grew up
and \vent their separate ,,val's. VVorld War II broke out
in September. 1939 and one by one, they left for
Regina and enlisted. Harold joined the Royal Canadian Navy and spent most of his service life out at
sea. 1 joined the Royal Canadian Air Force and was
stationed throughout Canada in military hospitals.
Bill and Louis received their call but were declined.
By this time there was a lot of talk of Armistice Day
being close at l1an(1. "The gallant surprise." Armistice was declared and everyvv'here places \-vent \vild
with celebrations. Both served their country until the
conflict was over, both were honorahly discharged
and returned to rebuild their life as civilians.
Harold married the former Alice Larke of Vawn,
Sask. They have five children and live in Battleford
where Harold is em.ploy!ed as a heavy duty mechanic.
His wife is post office mistress there.
Alice married a local Ginslyn boy, Art Wood. Art
is aiso a World War ~ veteran. He earned his military
rank out in the battlc fields of Europe. They own and
operate a mixed farm ileal' Glas!yn. Art has driven a
schOOl bus for the past seventeen years for the
Medstead School Unit. For many years Art. Tony
and Dorothy Nordgren had their own Old Time Orchestra, a favorite at that time. They \von many
amateur hour contests which were so popular then.
Art and Alice have four lovely children, tv,;'o boys
and two girls. Both girls are R.N. 's. Jim married,
lives in Saskatoon and is vv'ltb the trucking business,
His wife, Margaret, is a book-keeper. Their little
son, Tracy is the sUr of the family. Dale lives in
Medicine Hat. Alta. and is going to college there and
works for the Jay-lines Company. He likes to do
carpentry and makes nice ornaments. Debbie is married, she and her husband, Ken Kolberg, farm in the

ton. John \vas in the Real Estate business bur passed
away very suddenly a few years ago. iris is married
and has a small family and Emmie still jives in

Biggar districL Ken trucks for Biggar Transport in
winter time. Deb is on the nursing staff at the Union
Hospital. She works full time along with her sister,
Donna, in the same profession and same hospital.
Donna, in her leisure time, has very interesting hobbies. rug hooking, crocheting and curling.
Bill Findlay married Helen Loewen of Robinhood and raised a fine family. Tradgcdy struck his
family. He lost his loving wife and infant son, leaving
a family of eleven children. He insisted on keeping
his family together and raising them by himself and
has carried on admirably.
Pearl took a hair dressing course in Saskatoon
and had her own beauty shop in Wilkie. She married
Harold Danskin of Calgary, Alta. They now live in
seclusion in Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.
Louis and George moved with mother to the
present location during the war years. Between farming, their interests are centered around livestock.
They have been associated all their life in the Robinhood district. They are hard workers, very independent farmers - even Queenie their pet dog (the free
loader), is proue! and noisy in her praise for her loyal
masters.
Mother knows of trials and sorrow. Her husband
passed away during the war years. Throughout the
years her efforts have been wonderful and she never
complains. Chronic ailments have increased in later
years but her activities never lag.
Despite her taxing physical years, unselfishness
and her great love for her family and friends -- she is
never lonely.

Penticton..

Ullie Jones Fitzgerald

Mr, ami Mrs, John Fischbacker

\A/ith Mrs. Henry Kildav,! 51'. as midwife I "vas
born in a log house on SE1~ of section 4-49-15-west
oj' 3rd on Feoruary 10, 1916. My mother Mrs. Elizabeth Jones had come to the Park Bluff P.O. area the
vear before with ail her belongings loaded on a
vvagnn. She came from the Loverna area.
One of Iny earliest recollections was of myself
sitting on a lumber floor. and when Mother dropped
her thimble! put it down a knot hole. The house was
willo\ved and plastered with mud inside and out then
whitewashed on the inside. The main part of the roof
was covered with a heavy tar paper. The roof over the
bedrooms was made of poles and then sod was placed
over the poles. On rainy days all the pots and pans in
the house were set out to "catch the drips".
We were a family of seven: four boys, Edward,
Roy, Gordon and Albert Jones: three girls. Agnes,
Hazel and myself. Lillie, but found when! received
my Birth Certificate that my name is Lillian.
We learned very young to look after ourselves as
mother had to cJo a lot of chores and be out of the
house a lot.
Eddy and I spent many happy hours playing on
the hills, one day we discovered a huge badger hole.
Eddy climbed down in it. 1 got my patent leather
slippers, a gift from the Homeloving Hearts, full of
dirt, and when I took them off Eddy, being a real
te,lse, put one down the badger hole. Of course we

John farmed at Dundurn. Saskatchewan. A bachelor for many years he decided he was tired of being
chief cook and bottle washer so put an ad in the local
paper for a housekeeper. Emmie Goerke hadn't been
in Canada very long and was looking for work so
answered the ad that John hac! put in. John hired her
but this didn't last for very long. He told her if she
would marry him he would find her a nice big house
to live in. Emmie thought this was a good deal. When
the government wanted to buy John's land to build
on, he sold it and bought Philip Kunz's land which is
right next to Molewood School. They moved up and
w~re married in August right on the farm. Mrs. John
Eberle stood up for them ..
Emmie had a son Horace when she met John but
soon after a daughter Iris came along to join the
family. Horace left Molewood to further his education and later became a teacher, living in Vancouver.
He is married and has three children.
John sold the farm to Mr. M. Forrester who still
farms there. John, Emmie and Iris moved to Pentie-

Family picture taken at Christmas, '1954. L. to R., front: Hazel
Haegenson, Homer Wilson, Agnes Mac Arthur, Lillian
Fitzgerald, Back row: Albert, Gordon, Roy and Edward Jones.
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feather qUilt over us, Enid Hill used to make the best
raisin pic I ever atc. I then \Norked for tvlr. and 1\1[s.
Harry Hallis \\'hen they had a grocery store in
wledstead. Eventually i vvorked in the I\1eota district
:md in 19.17 married Roy Fitzgerald. We have a
family of fOLlL Brian, our son, presently lives in
Victoria. Brazil with his wife. Brian is Assistant
Superintendent on the interoccan Discoverer off.shore from Victoria. Brian has tvv'O ch1ld1'cn, Fabian
and Linda. Our t'0.lin daughters l'vlargaret and rviary
both live in Calgary with their families. fvlargaret has

couldn't reach it and went home to tell mother. She
promised she'd go dov.m with a seneca root digger
and dig it out but she never did. but made me a canvas
slipper to wear.
rv1y parents cleaned grain by holding it up in the
air and pouring it onto a blanket while rhe wind blew
away the chaff. Gordon fell against a red hot heater
one day and mother put molasses on his bum to keep

out the air. Her remedy for a sore throat was two
drops of coal oil on a teaspoon of sugar. A remedy

that we liked for coughs was to boil up sugar, vinegar
and onion till it was like syrup then take a spoonful.
In the summer mother gathered Pensyroyal and peppermint and dried it for tea, fm her bilious days.
We attended Marron school and we walked three
and one half miles to school. We'd eat roseberries on
the way home. When we were big enough we used to

two children, David and Rhonda. Mary and her husband Bryan Ancclet had rWo daughters, Jan and
Joelene. They lost Jan in 1976.
Our daughter Gwen and her family of three live in
MeOla. Gwen's children's names are Gail. Philip and

go seneca root digging as we could scI! it for S5¢ to

December 5, 1979 when Gail Weitzil gave birth to a
haby boy, Jason Charles.
Roy and I will continue to live on our farm as long
as we're able. We like the country life and grow a
garden each year.
We've had several good trips. One trip to Cairo
and one to Malta when son Brian was working there.

Laura Lee. Roy and I became great-grandparents

$1.00 per pound dried at the grocery store. It was
surprising how long it took to dig a pound.
Eddy, Roy and I used to dig wild turnips as we
called them and cat them. One day the Kildaw kids
and we decided to go straight west from Marron
School and follow the creek home. It was winter and
the ice was fun to slide on, but I was unlucky and
broke through with one leg and got my black wool
stockings, moccasins and rubber all wet. I didn't
dare tell mother, so left my wet things behind the
stove all night and next morning put them on wet and
went off to school.
When I was eleven years old we moved off the old
homestead and went to live at the Homer Wilson
farm. My mother and Homer were eventually married, then we only had a mile to go to school. I used to
do the janitor work and we supplied the drinking
water for the school. a cream can full every day and
mother scrubbed the school floor once a month and
got $10.00 a month.
Homer bought us an old sorrel pony from the
Indians and the first time I rode him he threw me otT
We didn't realize he had spur sores on his sides. We
had another pony that didn't like Gordon and one day
when Gordon passed in front of him he reached out
and bit Gordon. Poor Gordon went around with teeth
marks down his back. Another horse we called Dick
didn't like Gordon either and used to chase him
whenever he saw him. When we were very small we
only went to school from the first of April unti I
December. There were no summer holidays.
When! was through school I worked away from
home. The first place was at Roland Hills when his
wife was in the San in Prince Albert. It was a very
cold winter and they had a tiny baby. The baby
(Calvin) slept with me and his bottle of milk used to
freeze on the pillow overnight. Luckily we had a

Alf and Anne Fiaterud
In 1934 All' along with two other families left
Beechy, Sask. in covered hay racks for Meclstead.
Most of their worldly possessions were in those hay
racks. They also herded a small herd of cattle along.
After about three weeks on the road they arrived at
the "promised lam],', which later became the Pine
View district. Homes had to be built. feed gathered
and some land broken before winter set in. Anne and
baby daughter Norma arrived early in Oct. After
much hard work farmsteads were built and a few
acres broken. All' became the first secretary of the
Pine View School and helped in its construction.
Work was hard and cash was scarce but we had many

good times and some fine neighbours. Pete Chapman
lived on the quarter north of us. This land was later
bought by Howard Latimer. Fred Wisner lived to the
south and Henry Flaterud to the east.
In the fall of 1936 we drove to Beechy intending
to come back in the spring but plans were changed
and we rented a farm at Forgan, Sask. instead. This
land we later bought and remained on it until the fali
of 1968 when we sold and retired to Salmon Arm,
B.C. where we now live.

During the time at Forgan a son, Ronald, was
born. Norma attended St. Paul's School of Nursing in
Saskatoon and graduated in 1955. She married Ron
Clark of Rosetown. They and two children moved to
Salmon Arm, B.C. where Norma works in the Medical Clinic. Ronald attended University in Edmonton
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\vherc he got his iVltlstcrs
in Edncatidn and :It
present is councillor at Douglas C'oHcge in Surn.:y,
B.C.

ready for our bean::,> on tklt [rip. \rVe mer a Jot of kind
and helpful people uiong the road and Gur thanks to

Henry and AJke Flaten!!:!

On July the l'8th \Vt arrived at our location (SE
.25-5] -, 15) where the bush \vas so thick We had to clear
it out to pitch our tent and miik the co\vs. The flies
wt.:re so thick we built smudges to keep them mvay.
\Vc livt.~d in a tent for ubout three lTlomhs, \vhile live
cut logs to build a house i2 x 16. This \vas quite an
experience: for greenhorns from the prairies to put a
log house togt:rher, but \vith a j{)[ of hard work \VC got
the poles up and put the sod on the roof and it was
ready to move into. We \verc about a hundred feet
from the lake from \vhich vve carried water. Also we

all who helped us out.

Henry
in June
i934 We left the rv1innie Lake Jistrid in
search of greener pasturss. Vic had bi.;':~~fl dried out
and grasshop[Jcrs had eaten
ing in sight. IVl y
brother AJ fred, AiY'ce's brother Henry, Alyce and our
son and daughter Enid and Anhur. the Jess King
ramiJ y headed north to C. P. 'R. land in the Birch Lake
district. Vv'e vvere nineleen days on the road driving
three v/dgons, lo\tving ;:Ul. old 1::"01'1..1. 'cmd drlV1n~ about
thirty head of cattle. \Ve had a chicken coop built on
the back of the hay rack so had fresh eggs every day.

\verc able to catch a fish once in a while.
The Larson family from Saskatoon moved in

We had problems at times to keep the cattle on the
road, out of grain fields. We used the tfuck to go
ahead and find camping spots. Believe me, 'vve ;"ven.:;

across the Jake, so \vhen we went to visit \ve went by
boat, or on the ice after it \vas frozen. Alfred had land
that joined ours on the west and Chlopans on the
north-west. Jesse Kings stayed on the Hotchkiss farm
fora while. but went on 10 Peace River in OctoiJerof
1934 we buried our infant son which was a sad time
for us in a strange place. The next thing was putting
up it wooel pile li)r winkr. building a barn for the
stock. When it went clown to 63 below we had to
carry water and ice it aJJ over to keep the cattle from
G

freezing.

Alfred. Henry and myself went to work on the
road and \ve got (9) nine dollars a month relief. We

lived high on the "'hog".
On the 6th December, ]935 we drove back home
to Beechy to spend Christmas with our families.
Henry built a covered cabin on a sleigh, \ve had an
airtight heater in it to keep warm, It took us eight
days. we met lllany kind people on our way back and
we appreciated their kindness.
In Avril or' 36 \ve shipped the rest of Our belongings up to I'v1edstead, Alyce, Arthur and I. Enid
stayed v,"ith Grandma and Grandpa Flaterud to go tu

Walter Larson's home. Back row, L. to R, Walter Larson.
Chester Tennis, Henry Flaterud, Mr. Larson, Mrs. Larson,
Harry Larson. Irene Folsom, Lester Folsom. and Alyce
Flaterud, Front row, L. to R.. Arthur Flaterud, ? Enid Flaterud,
and Roger Folsom.

schoo!. That year we helped build the Pine Vic\\'

School and my folks brought her home and she
started school there. We tooK her by boat or horseback after the lake was frozen. We had lots of hardships bllt we made many friends and had lots of good
times. We had parties. played cards. played for
dances at Pine Vicv'i' and C~!tcr Schouls.
We would walk three miles to Church in the
school house on Sunday.
We then moved lip to Birch Lake Siding and

stayed with Chris Parker till \VC got our slab house
built at the saw mill. I worked at the saw mill for
$2.00 per clay with a tC<1111 of horses. Later I worked
for the C .P.R. for the big sum of 25¢ 8n hour, an eight
hour day. ! got bUlllped on the track job so decided to

Henry and Alyce Flaterud·s 50th wedding anniversary. 1978.
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pack up and to go south again. so on July JR, 1939 \ve
left and came back to Beechy/.
Ila and Linda arrived to complete our farnily. 1
got a job that fall for the SaskatchC'vvan Wheat Pool

and worked there for thirty years till! retired. In 1971
\Ve

moved to Saskaton and have lived there since.

Our address is 220-1702 22nd S1. W.
Enid is fv1rs. Laurie Anderson. Born Sept- 28,
1929. Address: J2~ - !~th Avenue, Cranbrook, B.C.
Enid - Laurie have hvo children, Leslie - Fern. Less
married, wife Linda, son Jeff.
Arthur Flaterucl born July 2, 1932. Address: Box
792, Vanderhoof. B.C. Arthur - Lorna have four
children Gary, Glenda, Audrey. Kenneth. Glenda
married - Mrs. Allen Braun, Beechy.
lla is Mrs. L. Robberstad. Born Jan. 2, 1940
Address: Beechy,Sask. !Ia - Laverne have one son
Crai1Z.
Linda is Mrs. A. Fedorowich. Born Nov. 9,1948
Address: Sl9 - 24th Avenue, Cranbrook, B.C. Linda
- Adrian have two children - Son Lyle and daughter
Leigh-Ann.

Trap line at Pelican River, 1925. William ScOB and Art Fonda..

GeOloge Flohr Family
George Flohr, educated in Vienna, had been a
miller in Yugoslavia before coming to Canada. He
moved to the Hillside district in 1928, with his wife
and five children; Frank, Annie, Margaret, Hilda and
Helen.
They farmed with horses, and milked several
cows. Mrs. Flohr could turn a deft hand in the art of
struedal making, and was skilled in water therapy, to
cure her children's colds and bouts with the fiu,
All the girls attended Ward School. and Frank
joined the armed forces at the outbreak of World War
ll, and was stationed in London, Ontario, for basic
training.
They sold out in 1946, and left for Ontario, where
Mrs. Flohr passed away. George remarried and is
living somewhere in the Windsor area.

Back row: Verna Bowers, Lois Fonda, Ruth Carlson. Front
row: Mrs. Alpha Zellars, Austin Zellars, Mr. Edward Fonda,
Mrs. Fonda. Arthur Fonda·s parents, 1918.

working on the Grand Trunk railroad dearing rightof-way toward Cut Knife. I quit the railroad in Feb,
and took ajob on Mr. Dick Rosse's farm, four miles
north of North Battkford, and stayed there till April
1912.

My father and

The Fonda's (Art ami Mildred)

tvv'O sisters arrived in the early

spring of April 1912 from Okla. I and rather went in
search of homestead lands. Looking first for;J homestead in the St. \\/aiburg area. with no success.
walked back to North Banlel'orcl.
While working on the railroad I had met ivlr. Glen
Bovy1crs. he informed me his father had daimed a
homestead in the Rabbit Lake district. So father and I
set out \vaiking for Rabbit Lake country. vVe stopped
at Mr Bower's place O"ver night. Next morning Me
Bovi/crs said he would show us th':: .s. W. Y2 6··49-13w3rd, We looked this iand ovcr, and thought it the
best we had seen. \Ve v/cnt back. to North Battkfonl
and filed for this our first homestead. After filing, I
\vorked in North Battkford as a carpenter till falL

Arthur Fonda (Dutch descent) born in 1891 in
Raymond Ncb. U.S.A. As a baby my parents moved
to Alrena Okla. (western part). Father had walked
eighty-five miles to stake his claim in the homestead
rush. There the family of six were raised.
In 1911, I( Art) and mother came to Canaela on the
Canadian e.:cursion in search of the homestead
lands. Arriving on August 8th 1911. at North Battie ford.
I got a job right away working for Lorne Parks
driving horses on the Edalll-Turtleford Railroad
grading construction, until freeze up, Mother got a
job at the Metropolc Hotel. That winter I got a job
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Then moved to the homestead to start our homestead
duties. Stayed all winter till spring 1913, then went
Ollt to get a job. I worked for W.B. Jones driving a
dray in North Battleford, for that summer.
In the fall I went back to homestead, which I had
to do every six months (father, mother and sisters
lived there).
In the spring of 1914 George Bowers ancl I
walked, and rode the rods, in search of ajob, and had
no success. Then W.B. Jones gave me ajob taking his
four oxen and household belongings from North
Sattldord to Denholm. Out at the farm he hired me
for one dollar a day until harvest. I hired out then to
Bill Ralph for harvest wages. I worked there till
freeze lip, then went back to the homestead.
In the spring of 1915, I went to Denholm, and got
a job with Mr R.J. Wright, for forty five doilars a
month till fall. Then I went back to the homestead.
In the spring of 1916 I went back to Mr. Wrights,
he increased my wages to sixty' five dollars a month
till fall. Again! went back to homestead duties. I
proved up my homestead, and got the certificate of
title that winter. In 1916 when I went back to my
homestead, 1 had rented a farm in the Denholm
district from E. W. Graybiel, for a three year lease. 1
started fanning this land in the spring of 1917. I
farmed this for three years, (all drought years). In the
fall of 1919 I rented it again for another three year
term.

At this time I met Mildred Scott, daughter of John
A. Scott (Irish) who came from Quebec in 1910, with
his wife and six children. They homesteaded in the
Meeting Lake district in about 1912. In the winter
months the men contracted cutting cord wood at
Prince Albert. Women of the family cooked for them
until about two years before Mildred and I got married in December 1921 at North Sattleford.
We lived on anel farmed this land till the spring of
1923. Allan Fonda was born here in October 1922.
We moved then to the Bournemouth district in the
spring of 1923, in the fall of 1923 I worked for E.W.
Graybiel in Provost Alberta, harvesting. At Bourncmouth I had rented the Joseph place from mother
until 1928.
I came from Graybiels' after harvest. and went
trapping: my wife, I and Allan, went up north to
Pelican Lake (Chitek), and stayed till the spring
(March) 1924. That summer I helped with oddjobs.
In June 1924 Everett Fonda was born. During the
winter of 1924, my brother-in-law Bill Scott and I
went trapping up north again. Trapping 'vvas very
good. The wife, two boys, and her mother, stayed
behind on the Joseph place. It was a hard winter.
That summer of 1925 ! was road foreman. In the
fali Bill and I went trapping up north again at Chitek.
We took our ears up, but found nothing up there so we
came home, the snow was getting deep. So 1 trapped
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and socialized more then. I also loved big game

hunting and fishing.
Our family grew up here, and went their own

ways. vVe continued to carryon the farm.
In the spring of 1964 we rented the farm to Carl
Carlson, for three years. We moved to Glenbush, till
spring of 1967 vvhen Carlson had a sale and moved
otT \Ve then once again looked after the farm from
our home in Glenbush, till November 1967, when we
sold the homestead to Stan Moore.
Vvrc bought a teacher3ge, and rnoved it to

The Fonda Family on the homestead. Louis. Alpha. Everett,
Mrs. Fonda, Mr. Fonda and Allan, 1947.

Mcdstcacl on our five acres we purchased there in
1968. We moved into it and worked on rnoving our
home from Glenbush to Medstead to the same location. In October 1970 we moved into this one.
\{y'e had a sale and bought a house in North
Battleford in August, 1974, we moved there and
lived in North Batt1cford one and one-half years,
This was not home to us, so we moved back to
Mec1steac1 on our five acres in 1975, where we reside
today,
Our son Allan married Beatrice Brown of Glenbush in June, 1951 and has resided in Medstead,
having a family of two girls and two boys.
Everett married Shirely Spooner of Glenbush, in
July, 1951 and resided in Ocean Falls, B.C. for a
number of years, now they live in Port Coquitlam,
B.C. having a family of two boys.
Louey married Joyce Knutson of Meclstead in
December, 1953 having a family of five boys and one
girL they now reside in Fort S1. James, E. C.
Alpha (Bubbles) married George Schmirler of
Medstead, in Decmeber 1953, they reside in the
Medstead area, farming. They have a family of two
boys and one girl.
I have lived in Canada sixty-eight years. On the
second homestead I lived thirty-nine years and have
enjoyed it aiL and would do it again. Inow look upon
the community, it has progressed in some respects
but has deteriorated some, in others.

at home till spring, 1926. in February 1926, Louey
Fonda was born.
In the spring of 1926 and 1927, while I went
working, the wife and boys stayed home and raisee!
coyote pups, that I dug out of coulee banks in the
spring. We penned them, fed them, then sold their
fur in the faiL
We filed on our secone! homestead in the fall of
1928, in the Bournemouth district. 1 hauled logs that
wmter for our homestead buildings (chicken house,
barn, little house, and big house), In the spring of
1929, we moved two and one-half miles from
Joseph's place to our homestead. We put up our tent
in the bush and started building. We worked those
days with axes, hand saws and horses. We had four
horses, three cattle, and about two dozen chickens, 1
remember selling a cow for six dollars, also six cows
for thirty six dollars,
We were very active in community activities.
Artichoke school was built in 1928. I helped form
this school district. 1 served on the school board for
seven years. Our children got all their schooling
there.
I was also road foreman for seven years from
1924-1930.
In April, 1933, our daughter Alpha (Bubbles)
was born in the little homestead house. That fall we
moveu into the bigger house. In 1937, I was elected
to the municipal council and served for two years.
We had many good neighbors. As time went on
times changed, we prospered slowly but did progress
from horses to tractors, cars and trucks, From binder
and threshing machine to combine.
Back in the beginning of the late thirties and
forties, people started moving in, there seemed to be
someone living on every quarter of land. Community
life was wonderfuL The wife and I played violins for
school-house dances. and house parties. not for
money but for the fun there was in it. There were
community picnics at the lake with home-made icecream, We had community ball games, Christmas
concerts, and card parties, People were neighborly,

Allan Fonda Story
Allan and Beatrice (nee Brown) were married on
June 9, 1951, in St. Philip's Anglican Church. They
moved into a house rented from George Chartier,
west of the creamery and across the street from the
old curling rink, They later purchased it. Allan
worked for J Harrison, the International Harvester
dealer as a mechanic and also drove the gas truck,
In the fa!! of 1952, Allan and his father, A, E,
Fonda, took over the International Harvester business and operated it until Allan started working for
the Rural Municipality of Mec!stead in 1955, driving
the cat.
In 1959 Allan started his own Road Construction
business, We built municipal roads mainly in the
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M, H, (Mort) Forester
I \vas born in indian Head, Saskatchewan soon
after the turn of the century. second in a family of

eight. Three of the family are now gone, all younger
than myself. At this vvriting my mother is still living
on the old home farm south of Port reeve ,
Saskatchewan, which 'Ji/C rnoved to in April !912
from Regina. where \ve had liVed for about five
years. Prior to moving to the city \ve had lived on [he
homestead south of Indian Head, my faiher teaching
in the country school half-a-mile away. In Regina he
worked for the city in the Public Works Department

Allan Fonda family. Back row, Julie, Laurie, Paul. Front, L. to
R., Allan, Bea, Roger taken December, 1973.

northwest part of the province. Much of it in the
Meadow Lake area.
We have four children, Julie born in March,
1954, Laurie in May, 1956, Paul in ApriL 1958, and
Roger in February, 1963. We built a new house in
1966 and moved in on December 22. Our family are
all around Mec1steacl at the present time.

Sugar break with Bruce. Mr. Forester's horses.

Mr. M. Forester's farm.
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as an inspector for street p,lving and blue prints and
drafting. Leaving as \ve did in April vve missed the
cyclone of that year which hit in July, causing great
destruction and considerable loss of life. We went by
train to Gull Lake and drove from there cross-country
some sixty odd miles to the farm \vherc a three room
shack and sou harn had been thnnvn up the previous
summer. A collie dog, milk CO\V, some hens and a
team of horses \vcre already" there vvith variolls other
items, mostly from Eaton's Catalogue. I believe: ttl
help us survive on the wide. and wild prairie. The
farm is about a mile and a half north of the great
sandhiHs and that \vas a vvoIlderful place for kids to
explore and the only source of wood for fuel and
smaller logs for buildings. The whole country was
completely without fences but thai soon changed.
There were a 1'e\\/ acres of breaking done at the time of
our arrival by a neighbour, Jack Burgess, with three
horses on a single furrow plow. Some 55 years later I
went to an eleva!or in Glenbush for fenilizer and
!here was a son of his running i1. They had left our
diStriCt after a few years but he s!ill remembered
things about i1. Small world'

Before the milking. of course, ! had curried the temn
and heaved the frosty! harness on. Here )/Oll had to
take offyollr mittens in order to buckle the conal' tops
and then the cold ilnd frosty steel harness at the
bottom.
\Ve had a sort of rivalry \vith other vail routes and
took pride in not missing any trips if possible. 40
degrees bc:lo\\! \\-'cather Jid not stop us nor the blizzards. c\cept the zero visibility type \\'hen it v./as too
fierce to even find Y'(Jur \va)/ to the barn. Snrnchow
\Vt survived: but I'm sure it left its mark.
When my older sister and myself had absorbed
all that the local school hlld to otTer Vv'e vv'crc shipped
off to Indian Head again to attend high school. There
vv'e st<:l).'cd at OLlr grandfather's farm five miles south
and again it \,vas drive In t()\vn, \''v'imer and summer.
Tha! big old brick house is still there bUt the present
gcneration farm from tOViD. Maybe as the cost of
motor fuel increases they will consider moving back
to the old farm. bu! I doubt iL ··The old order
changeth". Upon receiving my second class junior
matriculation certificate I returned to Portreeve.
being too young io attend normal school \vhich is
now call !eacher\ college I think.
I \\.'orked for a local farmer the next year at
SOO. DO per month and found you had !o be up at ..}
a.m. and in harvest and threshing you \vorked as late
as possible. The neXt year I scraped together an olltfit
and machinery and rented my folks land. which I
continued !o uo for thirty mid years. Tried my darndest to get rich grov,,'ing wheat but there \vcre too
many things against it. Soil drifting, grasshoppers,
drought. frost and lov,; grain prices. Even the gophers
\vere a real problem on light land in the dry years.
CUtworms also took their illli. /\ whole half section
would corne up green anel then before your eyes the
green \vould gradually disappear.
The 1930\ were the worSt of course. 1933
through 1937 conditions became steadily worsc.
Credit dried up and people started moving ouL With
no money, no credit. machines and knces drifted
over with fine silt. it was no wonder. Everyone also
had one or more mortgages on their laneL Finally
there was nothing for those who stayed bur Government "Relief" \'\/hich of necessity "vas meagre to say
the least. Good heaned people from more fortunate
districts donated carloads of food, c lo!hing. etc. Feed
for livestock was shipped in freight free. Both feed
and seed sparingly supplied by the Government,
through municipal channels. During this period
many of the larger ranchers suffered heavy losses,
some wimers. Most winters in the sandhill country
the cattle can subsist on the nutritious native grasses,
if they can get to them. Snow piov,!s are used at time
!o uncover it. In the winter of 36-37 there was finally

My father taught us at home the firs! year and
then in 1913 a school was buil! about tWO miles south
of Lemsford. We walked cross-country about 3 V,
miles in the summer. I can't remember going in the
winter. Then in 1914 a Consolidated School Dis!rict
was formed in the Portreeve area. From thai time on
we were picked up and hauled to school in town by
vans. These were quite unsuited to the windy conditions on the wide open prairies as they were a heavy
delivery wagon type of vehicle with long padded
scats on both sides. rear entry and a seat up front
facing forward for the driver under a long overhanging extension of the roof. In the winter the squeal of
the s!eel tires could be heard qui!e a long way. Charcoal fOOt warmers were provided and some robes for
coverings. Later on sleighs were used, or covered in
"jumpers". Sometime in the late ·20's cars were used
bu! only in the summer. No winter roads. anti-freeze
was far in the future. We lived a! the end of the south
west van route. as they were called and quite early on
my father got the tender for i1. He was running the
local lumber yard though so the driving of i! fell on
my shoulders. ! still think thai was too much to ask of
a twelve year old. After evening homework was
muddled through and bed time coal oil lamp blown
out i! seemed thai i! hardly had time to cool before my
mother was calling me !o get up. Shake down the self
feeding coal stove with all the small isinglass windows, carry out ashes and carry in coal, light the
lantern and make my way !o the barn in the bitter
cold. Feed the team from the loft. fill a bran bag with
their noon feed, milk the cow and back to the house.
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three feet of snow on the level and nothing l'ould be
done but watch them die. Thai wimer Minor Bros. of
Abbey IOSI nine hundred heael. Andersons severa!
hundred. Dudleys on the river were cleaned oul and

scratching, some luck and a lo[ of determination I
managed to bring a small herd through and in 1938
things got better. From then until the fall of 1949 I
farmed and also ran the Lernsford Co-op Association
Ranch. in return for grazing for rny cattle. Having by
this time a sizeahle herd I moved on to the old Tom
Carr place. This stretched for some eleven miles
along the south side of the river, south of Kinderslcy
and north of Lcmsford. \Vhen you drive off the
Lemsford Ferry. going south. }'OU arc in myoid
place. It is now owned by the Shirrclifr Family. I
broke the lanel alongside the river where the Regional
Park is now located. I kept the ranch for eight years.
with plenty of ups and clowns. A book could be
written about those years and might be thought fiction. even though every word was true. At that time
there \vas no winter road through the river hills and
we were al \vays snovy' bound for at least two months
each winter. The only way out \\'as by saddle horse,
up to the belly in snow. No ski-doos then. No power
lines. telephones or TV. 's and always the chance of
sickness or accident with impassable roads. It was
usually about III degrees colder down in the valley
than up on top but maybe the winds were not so bad.
Anyway. after eight years and with the advent of feed
shortage due to drought I was prevailed upon to sell.
The herd had increased into the hundreds but cattle
prices were very low. One man. north of the river.
took 100 cows at SIOO.OO. Not a cent down and pay
when he could. Even this was almost double the
market value. Another young rancher took 65. corning three year old. heifers at the same figure. same
terms. They both came through later as prices turned
around in about three months time and cows were
then worth $200.00.

Tom Carr whose place! later o\vned lost very heavily.
Vic 'vvere still farming: with horses und lost a lot of
them. With Open Herd Law they foraged where they
could and drifted farther away gradually. Many were
not found until the next spring when the sn()w
melted. Part of the problem turned out to be the
ingestion of soil or dirt particles from close grazing.
Balls of this formed in the stomach and finally killed
them. It \vas altogether a terrible trial for man and
beast. and both had to be tough to survive.
Going back a bit before the depression became
severe the district was quite sports minded. There
were ball teams even in the homesteading period. For
some years Portreeve had the best hockey club on the
Empress Line. Four brothers and myself were on the
team. At one time Sceptre. Prelate. and Leader having failed to overcome us singly decided to pool their
best players and show us how it should be done.
Needless to say they failed. Three of my brothers
were pretty good ball players. Also at one time North
Battleford Pee-Wees or Bantams or Juveniles. whatever. came and played off with Portreeve for the
Provincial Championship. I just happened to have
three nephews playing for Portreeve and one for
North Battleford, with North Battleford winning.
For many years. starting around 1915 we had a
local stampede on the northern edge of the Sandhills.
It came to be the main attraction for a long way
around with the usual events. but always wound up
with a wagon race. These were high-wheeled wagons
with a one deck box tied down and pulled by two
horses. With little or no preparations of the native sod
it was a rather hairy spectacle. "Old John" Minor
was usually one of the judges for the day and I
remember when they were about ready to start the

I left 130 cows and enough bulls to keep them
company with the new owners on shares. After two
years of this arrangement they decided they didn' t

need mine any longer. Not \vishing to dump them on

wagon face hearing him say "Now. you people,

the market for various reasons I went looking for a
sl11all place to hold them over on and in 1959 ran
across the place where I now live. Originally homesteaded about 1914 by Philip Kunz. it was sold about
1951 to Jean Fischbacker from whom I bought it.
Lovely in the summer with wooded hills. interspersed with open meadows, and Lost Horse Creek
meandering through the home quarter. it also loops
into the west section. Strictly a cattle set-up it will
carry about 80 CO\VS with proper rnanagcment and

stand well back. These fellows are crazy' If they
weren't crazy they wouldn't be in this race". Mrs.
Walter Taylor, of the later famous Circle T Ranch at
Broadview was a young woman at the time and
usually rode a running mare for a local man in the
saddle race, This mare was inclined to take the bit in
her teeth at times and run off the track. I remember
seeing them jump over the high part of the shafts of a
single buggy that was a bit too close. Jessie stayed
aboard though. The smaller towns and villages gradually withered on the vine and except for a very few
are now ghost towns. "Alas, all glory is departed'"
Sometime prior to the 30's ! had become disillusioned with grain farming and began putting together
a small herd of cattle from natural increase, By hard

rotation of grazing. There was a good hay meauo\v on
the creek when I first came, never failing. but the
beavers have moved in with their dams and it has not
been possible to harvest for several years. Kunz Lake
is also on the home place. named after a son lost in
the Second World War. It was locally known as
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Next morning on opening the uoor f\.1L Kunz 'vvas
shocked to see a bear hanging by the chain down
through the ladder hole, motionless. He thought to
himself "Good riddance". At just about this moment
the bear opened his eyes, reached up ,,vith one paw
and pulled himself up to case the strain on his necK.
No luck no-ho\v! One or more of the cubs "vere
finally sold to a circus I believe. 1\1r. Blixruu raised a
large famiiy several of \v'hom are still in the district.
A son, Albert. was lost in the Second World War.
! am somewhat surprised at the difference in the
wild life between my fOrIller stamping grounds and
where! now live. Down there you will find plenty of
mule deer and antelope. prairie chicken and ducks by
the thousands I believe. and wild geese in the fall
make it a stop-off place on their migration south.
Songbirds there are much !110re in evidence, most
notably the meadow lark, robin, wild canary or
finch. kingbird, the odd oriole and others. Up here
there are a few scattered whitetail deer, the odd bear,
very odd bush partridge or fool hen anel little else I
can think of at the moment. There are no ravens clown
south, they are seen here in the winter. at times.
There have been great changes in the district in
the twenty years I have spent here. So many have
passed on and others moved away. Sandwith used to
be a gathering place where you could pick up the mail
and supplies of many kind and also deliver your grain
or cattle, chat with your neighbors and see the trains
come and go. Now it is a thing of the past with the
railroad gone. I really miss it. and the people you
used to meet there, many of whom are now on that
"farther shore". Of course twenty years is really a
generation as humans go and great change is to be
expected. It seems so short a time though, until! am
jarred into the realization that" old rockin' chair has
just about got me too". Oh well. See you on the next

Horseshoe Lake, Sarn Moccasin used to come once
or twice each summer to put his net in but finally quit
after encountering an "Ogopogo" one misty early
morning, He never came back again and Sam was no
fool. When I first inquired abo"t the depth of this
lake I was told by some it was "bottomless". others
said 75 feet. When a nephew and I investigated with a
weighted line we discovered it was from t\velve to

fifteen feet except for the possibility of some deeper
holes. So much for legend. The lake is surrounded by
mw.;keg and is unsuitable for swimming. Years ago
many buffalo must have perished in the muskeg and
crashed through the early winter icc as skulls and
bones are still to be found.
The place is made up of several smallcr holdings
of the early years including Kunz. Shorty Petersen,
Reinold Kahl. Basil Parkhouse and Kahl. Sr. People
by the name of Sole are also mentioned. Henry Kahl
also for about ten years on the Parkhouse place. The
old Buffalo Narrows Road or trail can still be seen in
places on the west section, pointed out to me by
Claude Parkhouse, one of my nearest neighbors at the
start. He had many interesting stories of the very
early years here as had also Chris Blixrud, another
close neighbor... Molewood" School is at my gate as
you drive in it is named after Claude's ancestral home
in England. Mrs. Claude Parkhouse was either the
first teacher at Molewood School or one of the very
early ones. Their only daughter, Rachel. is the present Mrs. Clifford Marsh. Chris Blixrud, my nearest
neighbor down stream. was born in Norway. At one
time he was a cavalry man in the Norwegian Army
and was always a fearless rider and hunter. He came
to the United States as a young man and homesteaded
first in the Dakotas. Later on he and Philip Kunz
came to this district. about 1914, and homesteaded
adjoining quarters. Both being inclined to the hunt it
had to happen sooner or later. They discovered a bear
den right cast of Witchekan Lake and set out to
acquire the said bear. With only three cartridges in
Chris' rille they threw gasoline into the opening and
tossed a match. In no time at all mamma bear came
out and in a vile temper. Chris missed with the first
two shots but stayed with it and the third one brought
her down. They discovered three cubs in the den
which they took home. Later on these cubs became
quite a handful. On one occasion the Kunz family.
leaving home for the day, locked the house up and
left them outside. On their return they found that this
had not deterred the cubs for long. They just climbed
onto the porch roof and through the open bedroom
window and ransacked the house. Pillow feathers,
Sunday hats, whatever. it was all grist to their mill. At
another time, before leaving home they put one up in
the loft of the barn tied with a chain around the neck.

go around! ~

The Herman Forry Story
submiUed by Clifford Forry
Grandfather Forry had two brothers, one was a
doctor in Chicago and the other farmed in Illinois,
U.S.A. All the Forrys in Canada and the United
States that I have interviewed can be traced back to
one of the three brothers.
Grandpa raised three daughters and five sons, he
was a Millwright ancl he taught his sons the art of
working with wood, some of them became cabinet
makers, carpenters and builders and although some
of them farmed successfully in southern
Saskatchewan. they all in later years drifted back to
the park lands, and their hearts were more interested
in working with wood.
Dad homesteaded in Herbert, Sask .. in the year
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1904, hut later abandoned this land ami homesteaded
at Bateman, Sask. One of the requirements of proving up a homestead was that .you Wefe required to live
on the land for one year. Dad and his neighbour,
\Vilson Gillott. built a sod shack. half on Dad's land
and half on Wilson's homestead. Dad at night slept
on his land and Wilson slept on his land. thus being
together for company and still abiding by the regulations.
Dad and Nlom were married in the year 1912 and
farmed until 1920. they had an auction sale and after
that they rented the three quarters they had been
farming. The next four years we were more like
gypsies. Dad would leave in the fall. get a job and
then send for the family. We were in places as far
away as California. Oregon and parts of British Columbia. But we would always return in the fall and
Dad would collect his third crop share.
After harvest in the year 1'J2S. Dad loadeclup the
Model "1''' Ford car and with both pockets full of
money \-ve drove up to Grandfather Wreggitt 's homestead in the Carrollton School District. Now we were
seven in all. besides Mom and Dad. we were
Wilfred. myself. Bruce. Donald and Calvin. My
Grandfather's farm and other places in the immediate
area was to be our home for many years.
At least ninety percent of the buildings in this
area were built of logs. On our place grandfather
(known as Harry Wreggitt in the area) had built a
granary and barn, using logs. the construction was
known as the saddle notch. The house was also of
logs. It had a tloor (boards). a bedroom. living room
and kitchen downstairs. The upstairs was open for us
hoys and an extra bed for visitors and travellers.

The neighbours \'.iltnm a mile \\:erc b,j.chelors.
Slim Keller and Freddie NlattocL \vho lived together. Josh Perr;/, Duncan George, a squatter family
named Burgess ~tnd the Lange farnily. To the \vest
'vvas the old Larson place, which was just across the
road frum the John Tad]' place. so \-"iC had lots of
neighbours. 'vie picked up our mail at the Doidge
place, \.\ihich was four and a half mlles north-west.
They also had a store but fcv/ people bought their
groceries there. The Doidge family 'llere not merchants. they moved their store to Glenbush vv'hen the
railroad came in. but after struggling for a numher of
y-'ears they had to give up the ghost. We picked up our
supplies at the Co-operative store a half mile south of
the old Medstcad School house. It was run by "
wonderful man named A. V. Osler. He would give us
the biggest bag of candies for ten cents in the whole
country.
The first winter in the north was the mildest I
have ever seen in the area, vvith practically no sno\v.
Dad bought us an old pony named Chief from Mr.
Gus Gatzke. Will' and I would go for groceries and
the mail riding double on horseback. One day we
made two trips for mail. Mom sent us with ten dollars
to get a money order: most clothes were ordered by
catalogue. [vlr. Doidge only gave us change for five
dollars. so Mom sent us back and we got the other
five dollars. Swearing in the area was practically
non-existent; only in the later years did I hear much
swearing and mostly at unruly horses. Horse abuse
was unheard of: some people treated their horses
better than their families. I have heard people say its a
hard country on men and horses but easy on women
and dogs. The roads in the area were mostly cross
country trails. They would follow the higher land and
the shortest route. They became solid comprising of
two ruts for the \\lagon wheels and for the team to
walk. but if you had a buggy anel one horse. he had to
walk in the middle of the two ruts to keep the wheels
in the trail. The trail to Battleford from Belbu1tc ran
right through our place. They would leave in the
morning with a load of grain or anim.als and make a
stopping place known as the halfway house. the next
day on to North Battlcford. Everyone in the fall
would try to bring back three or four hundred pounds
of nOLII', one hundred pounds of sugar, some rice,
beans and porridge. Sometimes they would have to
make two or three trips to get enough food for the
year, which they vvould store away in the attic. The
rest of the groceries they would buy locally. There
was an outfit known as the freight or mail team. This
outfit would haul passengers. mail and supplies for
the stores from Battleford at regular intervals,
providing the weather and roads were suitable.
Animals were plentiful, some deer and coyotes

The construction of the house was of hewed logs
and a fancier notch known as the dovetail. The house
had shingles on it. but the other buildings had sod
roofs. ifkept in good repair they were warm and shed
most of the rain. Winuows were a scarce item but we
had two downstairs and two upstairs. Some of the
neighbours (bachelors) had fitted clear whiskey or
beer bottles between the logs for windows. some
people had plain dirt tloors.
Our place was forty-six miles pretty well due
north from North Battlcford. it being the closest
railroad at that time. I have heard many of the neighbours talking about breaking land with oxen in the
early days but I never did see a team of oxen in that
area. It was the horse age and stayed that way pretty
well until war broke out. There was an odd tractor
around. but they were used mainly for running the
threshing separator in the fall harvest. Nearly all the
farms cornpriseu of one quarter section (homesteaded) and they had from forty to sixty acres under
cultivation.
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Frec!dic, <.1 small lllan with a round L.lC(:, \,\',:lS very
friendly and our favorite. He taught us hoys all the
card games from gin rummy to four carc! stud poker.
Freddie knew everything about fun and games.
They lived in a log one-room shack \vith a dirt
floor and a sod roof. Vic I,vere ufJ at Freddie \ pbce
(\Vilf and I) one rime and he asked us for dinner. Vv'ili"
and I peeled the potatoes and Freddie sliced them. \ve
\vere sure Freddie was going to cook French fried
potatoes. but he only puured some water un them,
salt and pepper. then he boiled them for a fc\v minutes
and served them on tin piates vvith a hunk of bread.
They' were the bcs[ tasting potatues \Ve had ever
tasted. Often in later years \\'hen rvlom \vas away' \ve
\vould cook ., Freddie rv1attock Potatoes" as \ve called
them at home.
Slim Keller was the story teller and oftcn when he
came for a visit he \vould tell us ghost stories. People
in those days seemed to pay some attention to ghost
and haunted house stories. One story I remember:
Slim was from Ontario and it seemed a neighbour's
wife was stricken with Rheumatism (Arthritis today)
she was finally forced to bed and was bed ridden for a
number of years. One day, one of her children came
running into the house and into the bedroom saying
the chimney was on fire. The stricken woman
jumped out of bed, grabbed a pail of water and was
the first on the roof pouring water down the chimney.
When she got the fire out she never went back to bed
except to rest again. The Rheumatism was only in her
head. We had a lot of story tellers come to our place
in those years, but our favorite was Carl Larson. Carl
had been in the army and had been wounded more
than once in trench fighting. Carl spoke slowly and
plainly and we would listen for every word with
intensity.
All too soon spring came and Dad told us Carrollton School was opening and we must go back to
school. In those days llur school holidays were in the
winter months, February and January as the roads
and weather were generally bad at that time of year.
One of the horses Dad bought from Gus Larson was a
dappled grey gelding, named Nipper. He weighed
eleven hundred pounds, pound for pound I have
never known a better horse. He was seven years old
when Dad bought him and we kept him until he was
nearly thirty years old, when he died. Dad bought us
a cart and Bruce, Wilf and I took off for school at
Carrollton. Nipper was a good driving horse ancl for
his size very strong and always keen. -We drove him
to school ancl other places, but he never became laz.y
or tricky as most school ponies did. When you put the
saddle on Nipper it was a different story. he just loved
to run and run if he could. When you jumped on him
you better be reacly or he would be off like greaseci

(these \vere hunted in the wimer) and lots of rabbits,
\VC \iiould get two cents a skin for rabbits. gophers,
mice and a rev,' garter snakes. One winter day. \vhile
Dad was looking out the \vindo\v to the south, at the
fence line he smv an animal crossing. it looked like a
colt perhaps belonging to Duncan George. A few
minutes later Roy Larson came riding up and said
there \vas a timber "volt' in the area. Dad took old
Chief and they took after the wolf: but did not catch
up to it although they followed it for several miles in
the snow. Prairie chicken in the winter \vere everywhere. They would perch in the poplar trees in the
eDr!y morning and call In each other. Hungarian
partriclge were plentiful as well as the odd whitt
ptarmigan in the winter.
After Christmas Gus Larson came and stayed at
our place for two weeks. He was quite thin and
coughed a lot. If any man was born thirty years too
soon, it was Gus Larson as he had tuberculosis. Now
the disease is practically non-existent. Shortly afterwards he sold his team to Dad and went to the
Saskatoon Sanitorium for Tuberculosis: where he
clied in a few months. Fresh air and good food was the
only known cure at that time. Although some other
members of the Larson family also had spells of
tuberculosis later on, I never did know any other
family in the district to have tuberculosis.
The only lighting at that time was coal oil lamps
for the houses and lanterns for outside work. Local
wood (poplar) was used for heating ami cooking.
People would get up a pile of green logs and a man
with a buzz smv. belt driven with a gasoline motor
would come around. The neighbours would help
each other saw the wood into stove length. Then the
wood was split (it split better in the cold weather) and
piled in large piles.
The main contact with the outside world was the
Free Press Prairie Farmer from Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Other papers werc the Western Producer and the
Farm anJ Ranch Revie\v. Life in these parts \vas
simple, but for us boys each clay was exciting and full
of new experiences. Everyone welcomed the traveller. He would bring news of other places and happenings in his district. In those days people listened
with interest: every news item you learned would be
recited the next day to the neighbours. It was surprising hoy\' fast the news travelled. In contrast of today,
people do not listen and seem to be only waiting until
the other person quits talking so they can stan talking. Often the traveller would stay overnight ancl Dad
would swap stories vV'ith him until mvay into the
night. Slim Keller and Freddie Mattock were our
closest neighbours: less than a half mile to the north.
They would often come down in the evening for a
visit. Slim was a more serious type of pers'On but
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lightning. Later we raced him at Carrollton against
Charlie Holman's race horses. We raced him all over
the country. The only time ! kne\v Nipper to get
beaten in a race was at Glenbush. There were twelve
horses in the race and not enough room for Nipper on
the road. He was forceclto start in the ditch. by the
time Nipper was out of the ditch the other horses were
well ahead. jack Harrison (later M. P.) was the judge
and he said if the race was ten fect farther Nipper
would have won he was gaining so fast.
Prior to our arriving in the Carrollton District.
Freddie Mattock waS riding Nipper at the Carrollton
Picnic. when they came to the end of the race Freddie
could not stop Nipper and he headed into thc brush,
bumping and finally tcaring Freddie off. Thcy finally
caught the horse but Freddie disappeared. Next day
they found him at home in bed covered with bruises
and that was the last time Freddie rode Nipper. Wilf
and I watched Nipper very closely the first week that
we rode him: but we had been riding old Chief all
winter nearly every day so it wasn't long before we
could handle Nipper. In Carrollton school, Miss
Middlemaster was the teacher. The students were:
Rose and Bert Whitt, Billy and Bessie Simpson,
Rhinehardt, Annie and Herbert Gatzke (later Paul
and John) from the Julius Gatzke family, Nellie
Hevden, Alex Stoltz, Lester Smith (adopted), Beverly and Elbridge Heinke, Cyril Vi an and ourselves.
Most everyone drove or rode to school if they lived
any distance away. Carrollton was a one room school
with two anterooms. It had a nice stable and a good
fence (with a gate) around the buildings.
One of the trustees of the school at that time was
lvor Soderberg and he lived along Buffalo Lake. Mr
Soderberg was a huge man, very well built and
strong. Later years he had a sawmill at Birch Lake
Siding. I have seen him walk across the vard with a
greenetie log on his shoulder. A man stopped him and
they started talking. when they finished talking five
minutes later Mr. Soderberg walked away with the tie
log still on his shoulder as though it were a match
stick, In the summer there would be school picnics at
Carrollton. The families would come and play soft
ball, sing songs at the organ and then have a lunch.
Mr. Soderberg had a case of oranges (a very scarce
item) at one picnic and he even gave us children two
each. Our school baseball team would go to the
different school annual picnics and compete in the
ball tournaments. The men also had a baseball team
and they would also compete at the different picnics
and ball tournaments. The highlight for us would be
Nipper the pony we boys drove to school, winning
the horse race.
Fall rolled around, and by this time Dad had
traded the Model "T" Ford to Charlie Hare and

received four milk cows. he also bought five Holstein
heifers from Rabhit Lake, sornc rnorc: horses. a purebred sow. turkeys and chickens. so \ve boy/s had our
hands full of chores. The raihvays staned to come in
that fall. the first line was the Batt1cforci, Rabbit
Lake, Glenbush and on to Mcdsteacl railway. The
town of Glcnbush was three and a half miies due
somh of the Co-op store and the town of Medstead
was three miles west and one mile south of the same
Co-op Store. Arter the grades were built in the fall
the rails were installed and the instal!ing of the rails
was done very quickly. Things were very exciting,
we watched them building the grades ancl slopes on
different occasions. On one particular stretch they
had a machine they called an elevating grader. This
machine cut a furrow along the grade. and then it
elevated the dirt into a dump wagon. The elevating
grader did not have a machine on it but was run or
drawn by twenty-six horses. The machine never
stopped. The dump wagons would get their load and
haul it over to the grade. There were two horses or
sometimes two mules on each dump wagon. The
wagon had a centre dump in the bottom. After the
driver released the dirt. he would drive with one
hand, and with the other pull a lever with a cog and
gear attachment. lift, the bottom back in place for
another load: all the time hurrying back to keep his
turn at the elevating grader.
After the Glenbush-Medsteacl line, they then
built the line from Tbrtleford to Shellbrook, which
went through the town of Bulbutte. The next line was
the C. P. Railway from Battleford to Medstead and on
to Ranger, Leoville and Meadow Lake. It took about
four years to complete all the lines, so the area was
busy with workers and strangers for a nunlber of
years.
The next spring we had about ten cows freshen,
and we began to ship cream. Dad became very busy
at building and he always had a crew of men helping
him erect stores. hotels. houses, garages, cafes and
other buildings in the towns of Medstead and Glenbush. With all the chores, we boys ieamed to milk in
a hurry and we were kept busy in the summer
months.
Among the many accomplishments of Freddie
Mattock, he was also a bit of a fire bug. In the spring
he would have the skies full of smoke from the fires
he had set. The school section to the north of our
place was nearly all open land, except for the odd tree
or willow the fires had missed. To the west he had
cleared a lot of land also. These fires never seemed to
cause any damage, although they rolled along quite
fast. Around the buildings of the different farms
everyone had a sort of fireguard. Where the cattle
grazed in the pasture, the grass was so short that the
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fires did not have enough grass to keep burning so
consequently the fire went out before it reached the
buiidings. The forest reserve was about ten miles to
the north so the fires never reached that area. The
hmd he cleared \V'ouIe! grow good Pruirie \\/001 gE1SS
on the virgin soil and people \vould cut this hay for

ton was often called upon for any sickness or illness,

and to deliver the babies in the district.
About this time iVlom had a nervous disorder and
was in and out of the hospital for long periods of
time. This ailment lasted for several years. then it
cleared up and although iviom lived until she was
eighty it never did reoccur. Uncle Tom and his family
lived at our p!ace for £\\/0 different periods of tiIl1e.
\Vhen dad \V'(lS horne \ve would usually do. the
cook.ing. \vashing and housekeeping ourselves; hut
mostly we had hired girls at our piace.
With the coming of the railways. Bell's sawmill
to the north \vas booming. They \vere located in
different sites on the forest reserve and they would
deliver railroad tics to the closest railway station. At
first it was Glenbush and Medstead. then they delivered ano loaded the ties and cord wood on the railway
cars at Bclbutte as it was the closest railway station to
the forest reserve.
The foremen were the pushers on the railway.
smlle coulu holler loud enough to be heard a half mile
away as in those days there was not the sound of
engines and trucks, just the clang of the wagon
wheels and the horses traces. One man in the area.
working on the railway was known as roaring Jack
McLeod. There was also the silent type foreman.
never saying a word and when he did only a mumble.
The workers said this was the hardest man to work
for. The loud spoken man would have a tone of
dissatisfaction or satisfaction in his voice as to the
progress of the work. but with the silent man there
was no way of telling whether you pleased him or
not.
One of the contractors was known as Bulldog
Red. His hair was red and he was known for his
fighting ability. It seemed he could take a lot of
punishment in a free for all fight. and he had a lot of
staying power and would generally win after the
other man became exhausted. Bulldog Red and his
partner had a contract to build part of the railway
grade between Medstead and Belbutte. They hired a
cook and set up camp and work was started on the
grade. The cook wisely or unwisely divided her
attentions equally between the two partners and word
was arouncl that she was quite sociable with them
both. One day the partner was in the cookhouse with
the cook when Bulldog Red came in. They immediately got into an argument and outside they went to
settle it. They were both big strong men and as the
men were out working on the grade there were no
men around to stop the fight. They fought for hours.
and the only spectator. the cook. thought that Bulldog Red had finally met his match. They were now
nearly exhausted and beaten up so badly they could
not stand, and kept fighting on their knees. Finally

feed.

Dad leased one of the quarters of the school
section for extra pasture. Freddie rv1attock \vas dovv'n
for supper one night and Dad was lamenting the fact

that the fire had burned the grass on half the lease.
Freddie assured him that within a week the nev.i grass
would be up and the cattle woulcl love to feed on it.
Sure enough every time \ve went for the cows on
Nipper in the morning and evening. the cattle would
be feeding on the burned over area. where the new
grass and peavine was growing.
Mr. Vian. another Carrollton neighbour hacl a
good breed of collie dogs. He gave us a pup and this
dog developed into a good cattle dog. In the winter
we always had a pile of oat straw in the barnyard for
the cattle to feed on in the warmer afternoons. now
the winters were bitterly cold. The collie would keep
the stray horses from feeding on the straw. One
morning we got up and a stray horse to our surprise
was feeding away unconcerned. The collie dog was
sitting to one side with a sheepish look on his face.
We urged the dog to chase the horse away from the
feed. but he just seemed to sit lower and would not
move. When we checked the dog over he was unhurt
but every time we urged him to chase the horse he just
whined and would not go near the stray horse. We
were puzzled but went over to chase the horse away
ourselves. The horse only lifted his head from eating
and then we saw that the horse had lost both eyes:
they were completely missing. We petted the dog and
he then seemed to feel better. The horse fed for three
clays before we located the owner. The man came and
picked up the horse. which was in good conclition.
He said he could use the horse on the land with no
trouble but not in the brush. We never learned how
the horse lost its eyes: but it strayed away from his
place and kept following the roads until it came to our
open gate. he came in and made himself at home.
Grandma Larson was an expert at handling raw
wool that had been taken from the local sheep. She
would wash. spin. card and make the wool into yarn
and knit wonderful warm clothing. She would come
to our place in the winter and stay for about two
weeks helping Mom make woolen blankets. We enjoyed her visits very much and she always kept the
bread box full of the best tasting Johnny Cake in the
world. In the area we did not have a doctor. but a
District Registered Nurse by the name of Mrs. Dray-
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the parmer fell over and Bulldog Red stopped beming
on him and crawled into his tent, where he stayed for
three days. Some of the men when they came from

slough oOled and 'v\.iorked its \xay north through the
muskegs and low areas. passed Belbutte, and un
through lhe school section and formed a creek bed
through the BellarllY section of land. and then north
into Crow Lake. Chitck Lake, Chitck River and
north intll ti1c Churchill River system. At Glenbush
from the Lost Horse Lake th\: \vaters n{w/ed south
into the Saskatchewan River into the Nelson River
and on into Hudson Ba:y to form part of the Atlantic
watershed. Not too many' miles north and east of
Belbutk the \/;',-ltcrs flo\\'cd north and east into the
Athabasca River on north into the ivlacKenzie River
and formeu part of the Arctic \\iatershed. So Belbutte
is one of the highest points in Saskatchevvan.
The teachers as I remember them at Carrollton
School were Miss Middlemast. Me. Newcastle from
Cochin. Miss Gilmour and Iva Perry from Medstead.
when I attended Carrollton School.
At the picnics in the summer the Salvation Army
would send out a group and they would relate religious stories and sing hymns. We boys would listen
with the greatest of interest, and it was kind of heartrending especially to see llS boys reach in our pockets
to give our hal'll to come by change when they passed
the tambourines.
While going to Carrollton in the summer months
the different churches would. every summer. send
out a student minister. This man would be in his early
tw·enties. he \vould mostly be given a vacant house to
live in and would batch. sometimes with the school
teacher if the teacher was male. The student would
hold church gatherings at maybe two or three schools
each Sunday. The student would come to the school
and preach to the pupils and receive the greatest
attention and quietness. in the fall the student would
return to school to further his education. They genele
ally borrowed a horse to travel from school to school
on horseback. They \vere not as a rule very good
horsemen. and a borrowed horse in the fall was
generally thin. I remember Duncan George saying
one student had ridden his horse so hard he \vas
broken winded.

working on the grade took the partner to the hospital
in North Battleford where he stayed for three long

munths. He never returned ror his :-;l1arc or belongings. The last i heard of Bulldog was in Edmonton
\xherc he suffered a hean attack on the street and
died.
One spring Dad had an auction sait, by this time
\VC had a large hrrd of cattle. all milk cows. mostly
the Holstein strain as well as a lot of other livestoCK.
Mr. Don MacDonald Ilater M.L.A.I was the auctioneer and it was his first sale. The saie went well. it
was crowded and lasted all day. At the end of the sale
Harry Cireo got in an argument with E\valt Gatzke
and gave him a bloody nose. Ewalt \\'cnt into Glcnbush to lay a charge against Harry eireo but IVIr.
Doiclge had the flu. or some other excuse, and would
not take the cumplaint. Mr. Doidge was the justice of
peace at that time. Dad sold our farm ill Mr. Peter
Walneufor and we then moved into Glenbush for a
few years. We would often go to the Belbutte picnic
to play ball. Belbutte had the best girls softball team
in the country. besides being good ball players they
were all beautiful girls. They were. as I remember
them, Mary. Elva and Merle Bellamy. Nora Kane.
Hazel and Agnes Overgaard. the two Johnson girls.
V/c really enjoyed playing against them and sometimes got beat.
Now the crash of 1920 came and both of Dad's
pockets were now empty. the crops on his south farm
were very poor and things did not get any betteLcash
was very short and scarce. Dad sold his 1928 Chevrolet car. that he paid $850.00 for to Ernie Thompson
for the sum of only $85.00 and we never had a car
again until the year of 1039. In the summer of 1932
Dad traded the house we Llwned in Glenbush to Mr.
Carl Larson for forty acres of land with a log house
on it. We immediately moved onto this parcel of
land. which was only some hundred yards East of a
large butte or hill Known as Bellamy's Butte. This
butte was very high. ! never did climb to the top. it
was cone shaped and had the appearance of being a
small volcanic mountain created millions of years
before. Ti) the North. a few miles in the forest reserve. another butte identical to this one stood. On a
clear day you could see Chitek Lake from the other
Butte known as Pelican Hill. These two hills guarded
the district and town of Belbutte as though they were
put there for that purpose. Later years Wilfrecl Boon
erected a lookout tower on Pelican Hill to spot fires as
he was the forest Ranger.
South of Belbutte several miles there is a slough
known as the Sonny Short slough, water from this

Alfred Forsblom Story
Alfred Forsblom of Sandalen. Sweden. sailed for
Boston, U.S.A. on the Ivernia in 1907.
He Journeyed inland to Eveleth, Minnesota.
where he found employment in a mine. While there
he met Alma Gustafson, whom he married in 1909.
They immigrated to Canada in 1912 with two
small children, Evelyn. aged two. and one-year-old
Walter, to settle on SW 2-50-15. in the Medstead
area.
Alfred built a log house with a sod roof and dirt
l1oor. On Sundays. Alma would spread a carpet over
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Tom Brown. 1932.

!88th Battalion for oVerseas service. but he \vas discharged on compassionate grounds, due to the death
of his father. A short time later he passed away in
Manitoba.

Alfred and Alma Forsblom. Photograph taken in Eveleth, Minnesota in 1909.

the floor to make it more livable. Alma was always
trying to make the best of living in this new lanel.
When the children were a little older, she would pack
a lunch and take them on a picnic in the woods.
Alfred was an avid hunter, fisherman, trapper and
call)enter by trade. By 1913 he had accumulated two
horses, two cows, thirty-three chickens, and had

eight acres under cultivation.
Another daughter, Lillian, was born in 1915.
Then in 1916 Alfred packed up his few belongings
and moved to the Prince district.
While Lillian was attending school at Prince, her
teacher asked her class, "Will all llf you who were
born in Canada, please raise your hands'?", which
the class did. except Lillian. The teacher asked her
"'And \vhere ,-vere you born. Lillian'?", to \vhich she
replied, "I was born in Medstead'"

EdWin Fowler
Edwin Fowler drove out from North Bmtleford
with his horse and buggy, in company with Gee!
Brousseau, Ralph Elam and Kelly Jacques, to look
for a homestead in the Hillside district in 1913.
He only stayed two years, when he joined the

Jane Brown, 1932.
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William ami Wanda Franzen

My mother. Agnes Ausman, and my father.
Frances John Bell. moved to the mill site in 1915 with
the family. We moved with a team of horses and

camped along the trail. I can remember the gophers
coming quite close to the wagon to pick up bits of
bread that we threw to them. Marion \vas five years
old and she "vas afraid of the gophers. William
Charles wasiust twelve months old and mother had to
watch him pretty dose because of the buH dog nics
and deer flies. They sure could bite and the horses
were fighting and kicking at the flies all along the trip
to the mill site. It rained on the second day of the trip
and all the bedding and clothing \vas very wet. The
roads were tough to travel and the horses kept slipping. Soon we reached the mill late on the third day
and Marion and I were put in bib overalls and turned
loose to explore the sloughs and trees. Everything
was new to us. there were so many little birds that we
had never seen before and the loons kept calling,
which frightened us. One of the men told us that a
loon was a large water bird and finally we got over the
fear of their calling.
There was spruce gum to gather off the trees
which tasted real nice after we learned how to chew it
for gum.
I started to school in North Battleford at the age of
seven and got to grade two by the time! was nine.
After that there was no more schooling until I was

Beatrice (Bell) Fraser, ready to attend Birch Lake School.

Marion and Beatrice Bell, 1918.

In the fall of 1946. John and William Franzen left
their home at Laird, Sash. and moved north to the
Medstead area. There they purchased the old Perry
farm. W half of Sec. 8-50-14.

Unfortunately John vvas the victim of many sicknesses. alternating bet\\'cen farm and hospital. In
1952 William married Wanda Harder from Waldheim. Their marriage was blessed with one daughter.

Alma.
William enjoyed rai::.ing. horses and also other
livestock. His health was often poor and he turned to
carving repl icas of the horses he loved when he was
unable to work.
Finally poor health forced him to sellout in May
1970 and the family moved to Rosthern.
Alma married Roy Marchand. They have a family of two girls.
William Franzen passed away on July 4. 1979.

The Beatrice Fraser Story
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eleven when I rode bare back ten miles to school and
ten miles back. At thirteen I went to the Convent of
Notre Dame DeSion in Saskatoon from September
until Easter of that year. When I was fifteen I rode to
the Birch Lake School which was sixteen miles from
where we lived. I only went to school when days
were warm and up until December 1922 when I froze
my legs. That meant no more school again untill was
sixteen. In 1923 at the age of seventeen I married
Frederick Howard Fraser.
Many times I was called on at the age of cleven or
twelve to help saw and plane lumber because dad was
short of help in the summer time. It was my job to see
that the planer was oiled and ready to operate each
day.
One day Dad sent me out on collections. I travelled about sixty miles in the one day only collecting
fifty cents. On my way back late at night a thunder
storm came up and caught me in the middle of it.
There were no roads in those days, only wagon trails,
mostly maclc by Indians. By the time! reached
McNeills, 1 was frightened and soaked to thc hide
and stiff from being cold. I opened McNeill's gate
and when the lightning flashed I could see the bam
and was able to lead my horse to it. I opened the door
and stood on the sill until the rain let up enough that I
could go on home. I still had three miles to go and
could only leave it to the horse to find as I couldn't
see where I was except when the lightning Hashed.
When 1 finally reached the cottage at Birch Lake I
was glad to be home. I tied my horse to a tree where
Mother had feed ready for the horse. I went into the
house around 2:00 a.m. and Mom was still up waiting for me. She got me into dry night clothes and
after hot tea and a snack I was tucked into bed with
extra blankets and hot sadirons at my feet.
Frederick and I settled down at Birch Lake and
lived in a lumber house for the first three or four
years. In 1930-31 Mr. Easpenson from Robinhood
built the large 40 x 40 spruce log house that has been
our home since we moved into it in 1933. The only
heating was a kitchen range and heater, both using
wood fuel. Six years ago we added coal for banking
the kitchen range at night. In 1979 we added a propane heater. This home has always been warm and
cosy even on the coldest days. We used coal oil lamps
and lanterns up until the power came to this part of
the country.
We raised nine children at Birch Lake, who all
received their first schooling at the Birch Lake
School. Some received extra schooling elsewhere.
Francis is with Nowscow of Calgary, a company
dealing with oil drilling and equipment.
Marion lives in Toronto.
James is at Blackfalls, Alberta, and is a safety

Some of the Fraser children, Back. L. - R. Jim. Marion,
Francis, Front. Shirley, Colin, and Beatrice.

supervisor of oil rigs. His work has taken him to
Africa, Egypt, Iran, and different parts of the Far
East. He is now stationed in Canada and travels
Alberta and Saskatchewan.
Beatrice has a resort at Canoe Lake with two
stores and cabins.
Colin also is in the oil rig business and has been in
Singapore, Egypt, Africa, Ireland, Scotland, Spain,
France, and other parts of the world with his work.
Shirley is a "steno" and she and her husband
have a business of their own.
Robert, spent five years in the navy and now bas a
business of his own as well as being an electrician.
Gerald is at home and has been the farmer here
for the past four years. Before that he worked on the
oil rigs, also, as a derrick man in the far north and
Alberta.
Kenneth, the youngest of the family, is a sales
engineer with Magcobar of Alberta.
William Maksymchuk came to join the Fraser
family at the age of sixteen. He took care of the farm
until four years ago when he passed away at the age of
sixty-three.
During the twenties and thirties, everyone enjoyed themselves with ball games and little stampedes, many of which were held here on our home
place which is the SWY, 20-51-15.
Living in the 1930's was a time never to be forgotten. I remember hunting for rabbits and spruce
grouse for soup, taping the birch trees for sap to make
syrup for pancakes, roasting wheat in the oven for
coffee, gathering lambs quarters (pig weeds) for
greens in the summer, getting wild fruit to put down
injars for winter, boiling wheat to be used with cream
and a little sugar. Homemade cheese and curels are
what kept my family going. Do you remember the
salted cod fish the nllmicipa! office handed out to
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those on relief! The fish was so salty that no one
could eat it. One neighhour hung his fish in the
chicken hOllse for the chickens to pick at. Another
farmer threw his fish out ror the children to play with.
Some tried to rnuke sno\v shoes 'I,vith the fish. One
person saiel they used their fish to cover the (oilet hole
(0 keep the tlies out.
My children all have married, except one. There
are twenty-five grandchildren and nine great grandchildren. ! still live on the farm at Birch Lake and
enjoy life with several hobbies and quilting. I still
feel quite young at age seventy four.

The Frase, Story
I left my home in the Loch Side district in 1939 to
stay with my foster sister in the Rapid Bend district
east to Big River. H was there I met and married
Gordon Fraser of the neighbouring district of Ladder
Valley. Gordon and I were married on June 3rcl. 1940
at Rapid Bend in the Big River district.
Gordon started work forthe C.N.R. in Eldred. in
1946. Because of his work on the railroad we moved
from town to town often. In the first fourteen years of
our marriage we lived in Belbutte. Prince Albert.
Ladder Valley. Eldred. Shell Lake and Marcelin. The
best part of those first fourteen years was that our first
five children were born, Brenda, Alex, Karen,
Rodney and Donald.
We moved to Medstead in 1954 where our other
two daughters were born. Debbie was born in 1957
and Tammy was born in 1959.
Gordon's father, Peter Fraser lived with us from
the rime we were married till he died in March 1966 at

Peter "Grandpa" Fraser.

the age of ninety five years. When he died there was a
great hole left in our lives. Our oldest daughter,
Brenda, died in 1957 at rhc age of sixteen years. Our
second oldest daughter died in 1952 at the age of
seven years. ! just thank God lhat he saw fit to blcss
us with two more daughters and in 1967 we adopted
our youngest daughter, Gladys.
Alex was married in 1964 to Carole Heiben of
Moose Jaw. They now live in Whitehorse, Yukon,
with their 1\NO children Brenda and Timmy. Rodney
married Ginette Chase of Regina in 1978 and live in
Grande Prairie, Alberta. Rodney takes after his
grandfather Fraser and \vorks in a large saw 111ilJ in
Grande Prairie. Donald lives in Whit~h()rse. Yukon
anci works for White Pass driving large trucks. Debbie is still single and after getting her Grade Il in
Albena moved back to Mec!stead where she works as
bartender in the Medstead Hotel. Tammy is married
to Dale Masse of Glaslyn and is now living in Battleford with their two children. Melissa m;-d Ryan.
Gladys is now living in North Battleforcl and is attending the Comprehensive High SchooL
Gordon and I were both very active in the community. vVe are members of St. Philips Anglican
Church and we both served on the vestry. Gordon
was also a lay reader of the church for many years. 1

The Gordon Fraser Family. Standing: Alex, Gladys, Bud,
Debbie, Tammie. Seated: Gordon, Granddaughter Brenda,
Nellie.
~S2

have been a member nfthe /\.C.Vvi • since rnoving to
Medstead.
Gordon was a member of the local school board
for nine years. He \vas also an activc member of the
B.PO. Elks fix tVv\.:fHY Oile years and the Mason1c
Lodge for t\ve!ve vears. He was an active curler and
enjo;lcd spending ~Tlany bours on Turtle Lake fishing
after he retired from the C. N. R. in !971. He became
ill a vear later. Although he was ill, he \vas still able to
sper~d much times fishing. In the winter he did \A/ood\vorkim.:: and made knives in different sizes to sell.
Gordm; died on December 9, at the age of seventy
two and after eight months in hospital.
! have been 'a member of the Medstead Homemakers club, Home and School Association, Order
of Royal Purple, the A. C. W., leader in 4H, and have
served on many other committees in the community.
Although we spent a fairly quiet life, we had
Grandpa Fraser to keep us entertained with stories
from the past: when he set up his mills in Ontario,
Manitoba, and the best ones of when he was in Big
River. These are stories the children will never Illrget. anel the happy hours spent listening to their
Grandpa will he with them always.
I hope to be living 1n I\1edstead for many years to
come; here is where my friends and memories are.
Memories of my early years in the Loch Side School
district and memories of the last twenty five in
Meelstead. 1 have made many friends in the past and
these friends cannot be replaced. They are friends to
cherish always.

This is the caboose we moved to Glenbush in 1933. Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Friesen, Mrs. Knelson and Mary.

anvthim!. Then \ve heard that Glcnbush had a good
crc;p Llnd so four men from our area went to Glenbush
to find out. Thev came back and wId us that Glenbu;-.;h had a good ~rop so IS families moved north. We
\verc ·21 chl\;s on the road and there was no crop ail the
way until ~vc came: near Glcnbush. We could graze
nUl: stock all over, and \\'hen we came to a pJace \vhere
\vc found water, Vv'C stopped over night and let the
cattie run loose, and also the horses. except Cl!1e horse
\\/hich \VC kept for rounding up the stock in the
mornin~. VVh.:n we came to Glenbusn we found
shelter ,~t Mr. J. J. Klassen's, and later in an old house.
[ bought a farm from Mr. Doidge, a storekeeper,
one mile west
Glenbush, and I went to the Soderben! Sa\vmill and bought a 10ad of slabs. Mrs.
Kn~!sen had broken down a 1ean-to of her hOLlse in
Gilroy and lent it to peopic tll huild cabooses and they
bou1211t her lumber. vVe built a house fronl that lumber
and ~!abs. \Ve built a barn of straw. i \vas ,"vorking on
the threshinl2 machine to earn a fc\v dollars, in the
\vinter i Cllt ~;ood and hauled it to Glenbush for 3) i .00
a load. \(y'e had a creek running through our farm so i
cut ice and hauled it to Glenbush, selling it for $i.ClO
a load, that pulled us through the winter. I hauled
some lo~s for budding. In the summer, and in spring
\ve dnJ\\~ned out gophers, and the Pv1un!cipality paid
02tt a tail - there \verc a lot of them.
We built a house and barn from logs. \Ve bought a
bushbreakin~ 010\\/ from Nil'. K. Krahn and broke
some land, ~~nd rented some land to seed sornc oats
for feed.

.Frank A, I'"riesens
The Frank A. Frit:sen family l:amC to Gienbush in
the fall of 1933 from Gilrov, Sask. We travelled the
300 miles 'vvith horses. There vv'erc four families in
our group. Each had a caboose. The other families
were - Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dyck, Mr. and Mrs.
Karl Krahn, a widow, Mrs. Knelsen with her daughter. Marv ~ she rode along in our caboose.
Well' now. - why we mllYC[j'> The drought and
grasshoppers started in 1930 and in 193.3 the drought
and grasshopper;.; were so severe that \.vc didn't thresh

or

Frank and Annie Friesen, and son, Melvin.
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Our neighbors were Jake Penner, K. Krahn, and
Henry Waldo. Our school was at Glenbush, and we
attended the Mennonite Brethren Church, Five or six
years went by and everything was improving. !
bought another farm, the price of cattle and grain
went up, We got up to :SlO(),OO dollars for a cow. In
the early years we only got $JS,OO for a cow and
$1.00 for a three gallon can of cream.
Members in our family: Frank S. Friesen- born
Jan. 24, 19()(J, Mrs. Anna Friesen, born December
29, 1897. Children: Our son Melvin born Sept. 2,
1937 and his wife Joan born July 16, 1936 and their
children - Laurie born Jan. 13, 1961. and Melanie
-- born April 14, 1962, and Pamela born June 23,
1966. Melvin and his family live in Burlington, Ontario,
We moved to Horndean, Manitoba in 1949 where
I bought a small farm, Mr, Henry Janzen bought our
home farm, and Mr, Jacob Krahn bought the other
farm. We moved to Manitoba because our relatives
lived there, I must mention that when things improved I bought a Model A Ford from Mr. Wade, the
Elevator man at that time, We drove to Manitoba with
the Model A,

Isaac Friesen Family, 1947.

Isaac Friesen Family

building a house on the land he had chosen, This was
a quarter-section ofC,P,R. land five miles east, and
two miles north of Medstead, The land was covered
with bush and virgin soil that promised great things
to a couple from the steppes of the Ukraine, and the
open prairies of Swift Current,

The Isaac Friesen family arrived in Northern
Saskatchewan in June of 1934. It was a great moment
for us, Our parents, like so many others, had left
Soviet Union in 1926 with little more than the clothes
on their backs. For eight years they and their two
children lived near Swift Current where Mother had
relatives, During that time my sister, Kate, and! were
born in the little house on the wind-swept prairies.
They worked for established farmers, die! odd jobs,
and began a milk delivery business into town. But
land was unavailable, and land is what every Son of
the Soil must have,
So it was that we joined the great trek to the north
where the trees grow in profusion and the grey forest
loam was waiting to share its riches.
Father and ten-year old Ernie (christened Aaron)
went by train, With them were six cows, two horses,
some machinery and the household goods. These
were simple but sufficient. The Schultz brothers
shared in the cost and the filling of the train car.
Mother with eight-year old Mary, six-yew' old Henry
and four year-old Kate, caught a ride in a car with Mr,
Buhler from Mullingar.

Our work was cut out for us. The men got to-

gether and put up a small log house in short order.
John Janzen, Julius Klassen, Peter Penner, Henry
Kaethler, Peter Schroeder and others helped with
this, Being June, the family moved in as soon as
there was a roof to keep off the sun and rain, The
whole family was gloriously involved in chinking the
cracks with wet clay, Spirits were high, Our parents
were full of hope at having their own land at last. We
children enjoyed the wilderness, though there were
fearful moments, too, when cows and the path home
seemed lost forever,
That first month, Me. Heinricks broke ten or
fifteen acres of land for Dad and received a heifer as
payment. We rented a quarter from Roleigh Marshman and later bought another from Joe Landry. One
problem arose and remained with us throughout the
seventeen years of our residence there. There was no
well. Numerous attempts at well-digging always resulted in disappointment. There was a reliable slough
however, so the cattle did not suffer. In winter Father
broke trail and the cattle followed him to the watering
hole like lambs, On the way back they ran ahead of
him, leaving him to battle his way back alone through

We were going to a strange part of the country,

but we were never strangers there, Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Epp of Glenbush were our relatives and received us
with unrivaled hospitality. Their house was small but
there was room and food for everyone, For two
weeks we shared their home while father began
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months. h \\/~s purchased for thirt)/-fivc bl;shcls of

potatoes. Old Henry! Aldrich jukes arc still n:::mcnlbcrcd and passed on to unimpressed children.
Getting. to school \\'as ahvays a chore. \Ve lived

tvv'o miles \\i('st and nne

~trld

one-half miles north of

Carrol!wn School which was a one-room ckmcrHar\'

euul'ationul instiIUlion. Three and a half miles 1;1
winter by cutter or covered caboose \\"ere a hardship
not easily forgotten. Heated bricks placed at Ollr fed
or helel in our mittcned hands helped to ward off frost
bite. Once there. the horses \\'ere housed in ,j barn
\"'hile we enjoyed the wood heater inside. Teachers
such as Mrs. Short. Mrs. Krake and Adeline Dvck
ilater Klippenstein) are remembered with afkcti"on.
Their work frequently went beyond thc call of duty.
They were residents in the area. wives of farmers.
They left their mark un our minds and characters.
The schoo! was the centre of comlllunity activities especiallv in the first years. Sunday services
were helel there e;ccasionallv ,;r tile inullecli"ate neighbors met in homes for SL;nday School. Christ,;,as
concerts were a big event with pageants. plays and
carols. Even!one came. even Santa Claus. whose
identity wa~ betrayed at some time during the
evening. School picnics and field days in spring \vere
attended by the whole community which made the
bill of fare varied and exciting. Homemade ice cream
and lemonade deserve honourable mention. Later the
Mennonite Church was built near Glenbush and this
tied the families together.
The neighbors however. remained very much a
part of the Friesen family's world. When the Andersons sold their place. the Art Janzcns moved in across
the road from LIS. Then it was my turn to supply
emergency transportation for the birth of babies.
The Fred Whitts were our nearest neighbors to
the north. We have good memories of them and their
kindness to us. We played many games of checkers
and they were free \vith !ending reading material and
putting on the tca kettle. So it \vas a ~even; shock and
loss to us when a stray bolt of lightning demolished
them and their hOllse one summer night. Even the
dog perished in the funeral pyre. Yet they are not
forgotten.
In 1951 our parents decided to sell and moved 10
Altona. Manitoba. It \vas ApriL the deep snow \Vas
beginning to melt and the last mile north to our farm
\vas almost impassahle. So it \\/as that people came to
our auction on tractors or \\!ith horses and wagl)!1S.
This \vas a hard time of leave-taking, for ever y1hing
on the land and yard had been built, planted or nursed
with our own hands. Bill Warkentin bought the land.
Mr. Kramer. as auctioneer, helped to make the auction a success in spite of the roads. The foilowing day

The Friesen auction sale, 195"1. Auctioneer was Eiling Kramer.

the cold. One advantage to having a Darren vvell near
the hOllse was that an effective food cooler was
created for y'ear round llSC. Meat, milk, and cream
\vere a!ways fresh and cooled.
The land may have heen virgin but it was not
uninhabited. Many animals roamed the bush and
garter snakes were particularly numerous. One Sunday afternoon a group of boys·decided to make room
for the humans. We decreased the reptile population
by one hundred. Variety was added to the dinner
table during the winters by trapping prairie chickens
and snaring rabbits. Mother's dinner table and hospitality \\'as always generolls. The old cast-iron stove
produced breads ami soups, probably unequaled today.
The garden produce was abundant enough to
share with neighbors and friends. The sauerkraut and
fresh cabbages found their way into Medstead's restaurant. and the Red and White Store as well.
With fields, cattle and gardens producing so well
it is no \vonder that bahies too. should arrive at their
appointed time. One cold January afternoon in 1936,
father drove to Medstead for the doctor. Ernie went to
keep the cows company in the warm barn while we
other three children crossed the road to the Helmer
Anderson's. Grandma Warkentin and young Mrs.
Anderson (nee Bork) presided at the birth of little
Helen. The doctor came later, pronounced everyone
well and collected his fee. Helen added a new eli mension to the family. She remains lively and witty to this
day. In 1942 Vern came along to round out the family.
Bert Whitt transported Mother to the Rabbit Lal;e
Hospital at that time.
In all the pioneering years, no accidents or serious diseases struck us. Mary' though, had to undergo an appendicitis operation, got peritonitis and very
nearly elied. She spent three months in the Notre
Dame Hospital in North Battleford where the Sisters
lavished T.L.c. on her. Her love of nursing grew out
of these experiences.
~ ~
The 1930's were hard times, luxuries were few.
No one felt deprived though, because everyone was
in the same situation. The advent of a battery radio in
-iSS

l"h: also kepI ulitle and shipped hi~ steers. He \\'JS of
(Jerman deSCent and had quite a S<.L\Oll\' i.lCl.:enL In
stormy \\'eatht:rhc used to "Sit cia house in, urn. look

~/kthtc~l(.L it \XLlS placed Ull
the flat C,H of a train to go as far as GJaslyn \\'here it
ViOldd take: to its 0\\'11 wheel again. As 'lYe came. so
\ye JefI.
Lire in /\lwna \\'~i\ easier fur the foiks but dl()
ahyays spoke of Northern Sask~ltche\\,'~U1 a~ home,
Father died in 19(;0 \\"ith IvlothcT at his side. i\'10111 is
presently eighty-une years Gid, living in a comfortable SeniorCitilen\ home in \it/innipcg. She is fairly
v,'eiL has a clem' mind and a ~rcat Joying imerest ill
other'..,.
Ernie joined the Air Force during the \va1". Ht'
!lwrried K<.!y LeBec frp!l1 Toronto. He lns heen an
executive with Kraft ofCanadu for many years. They
lived in !vlontreal and recently moved to Calg~!l·Y. At
present they are building a log house on their spread
near Carciston within vie\\i of the mountains and are
coming to terms \vith coyotes and canle. They huvc
one daughter. Joanne, of l\1ontreal.
fvlary was a practiCed nurse in the Notre Dame
Hospital and later the Misericordia of Winnipeg. Her
husband. Henry Pltnen. formerly ufRabbil Lake. is
employed by the city as an engineering assistant.
They have three sons !lamed Ronald. Arthur and
Harold. Their only daughter Marilyn and husband
Dave Swinerd have Iwo children. Ron and Linda
have one child. Arthur and Susan have not yet contributed to the population.
1 (Henry), went into mining in Sudbury for four
years. then began driving for Vv'innireg Transit. At
the present I head the Instruction Department. Doris
Dyck lof Medstcad) and I were married in 1')51. We
have t\'./o children, Charlotte and Kenneth, and a SOllin-law Da'v'id Collins.
Kate married George [sau and lives in \Vinnipeg
with her family, Stanley and Eleanor. George is employed by the city in the Sanitation Department.
Helen married Edward Dyck of Altona. He is
employed by D. \Iv'. Friesen Printers and Puhlishers
as a printer. They have three children. GelTY. Beverly
ami Carla.
Vern is employed in \V'innipeg at La\\'son Graphics as a salesman. I-k marrieo Carol f\1iJkr of
Hamiota and they have tvvo sons. Cameron and
Carey. Their home is in Selkirk.
All things considered. those years in the
Medstead community lefl an indelible stamp on our
hves. Good or bad, they are part of our heritage.

our Dodge was haukd to

da vinduw out"'

He had a dog L'i.dkd Sheppy and he'd tell his dog,
"Sheppy you brink it me S0I11c' firevood" ,-md Ihe dog
would find a SlicK of wood and bring it in.
Lost Horse ('r,,:eK ran through his place and quite
often you cuuld set: his underwear tied to a string in
the creek \\'l1cre the \\'alc!" ran s\viftly,
His original Sh~lCk \\'a~ built in the sidchi/!. He
kept quite a rc\\' cah and one summer Gus r:gland
he)pL'd him build i.! log grunary and during the midtby mea] he wId Gus to "cEll,(c butter un this ~idc, the
eah have been e~lt!ng off that side!"
The stor\' WL'flt that he had a considerable sum of
muney savcd, \Vllleh he kept in i.l two quart SCHier in a
mcK-pile. He "Ic)wed his fiele! with a sulkv plow.
which \\'as buil! with three wheels and a sear 10 ride
on. One day Jack NikkeL a neighbor, "vho lived
ucross the road. noticed his team standing still for
quite i.l vvhilc so he \vcrlt ovcr and found Bob lying
face down in the ncwly plo\ved soil. He had
smothered. He Vias kn{)\vn to suffer from epileptic
seizures. This \\'as in about J034.
They say.' the rockpilcs on his farm changed
p!aces several times after he died!
Alfred Schluneg~er who was a goou friend of
Bob's made the funeral arrangements. It took pii.lce
right on his homestead.
Bob was a goou neighbor anu was al\,"\:<..\;,'s reauy

to lend a helping hand. He had no kno\vl1 relatives in
this coumry.

The Anm and Kaiherine Froese StOI'Y
hy Annie Ellns
A bit of history' of 1he Aroll and Karherine Froese
family. They moved from Mullingar. SasKatchcvvan
in IYJ5 in the month of July. abullt thirty miles south
from Little Buffaio Pust Office. The C'.N.R. st"tion
\\,'(lS Buzentin and the schuol was Carrollton. \Ve
Ji'ved [\\,0 miles cast of the school on the N. E. :/~
S-50-] 3. VV'hen

We

moved

\Vt:

\verc a family' of eight

children: /\,nnic, John. David, Cornie, Frank. Ben
and Aron vvere l\vins, Katie. George and fvlary were
born \vhile living in the district. I\1ary \vas a baby
\vhen \vc mOVed in the fail of l~US. Elizabeth and
Margaret \vere born at Elm Cn.:ek, P",'lallitoba so \ve
vv'ere a total of seven brothers and five sisters. Dad
boughr the land from Ewald Gatzke, twenty t\vo
acres 'vverc broken. E;.teh year Daddy broke about
t\venty acn.:s more with a breuking plough and eight
horses. Our rather \vGrKed together with some uf the
neighbors. Brother John would ride on one horse and
drive the front four horses. Thut is hov·/ many an acre

The R.obert Fritchie Story
Eddie Jones
Robert Fritchie. a bachelor. homestead the NE y,
22-49-15-\\/3 sometime before !916. He spentsume
time on the Marron School District board of trustees.
He did ail his field work with two vcry large horses.
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The Aron and Katherine Froese Sunday School at Carrollton.
Backrow, L. to R., Peter Dyck, Jake Isaak, Henry Krahn, John
Froese, David Froese. Second row, L. to R, Annie Bergen,
Katie Dyck, Annie Froese, Mary Krahn, Mary Isaak, Lena
Bergen. Front row, L. to R., John Dyck, Henry Dyck, Mr. H.
Krahn, Peter Isaak.

The Aron and Katherine Froese family in front of their new
house built in 1938. Back row, Annie, John, David, Cornie.
Front row, Mrs. Froese with Mary.

was broken. Then there were roots and stones to be
picked. Our land had many stones. In one year my
Father hauled one hundred wagon loads off of twenty
acres. There \\-'cre man)' battles to overcome and a lot
of hard work involved. The yard had only one granary and no well when we moved there. The lake was
une-half mile away where the horses and cattle were
chased tu drink, watched and chased back again. In
winter Daddy would make a hole in the ice, for the
stock to drink at. as like as nut one would slip in to the
ice hole and had to be pulled out.
The houses were built of lugs and the cracks filled
with mud, a sod rooL the walls were sITluothed over
and then white washed. That is how the barns and
other buildings were built too. In winter Daddy
would cut logs for buildings and for fire wood as that
was our only means for heating our homes. The hard
work and crop failures \vere very hard on our parents.
They wanted to give liS a better life. A time I will
never furget was the winter of 1936. Our father was
very sick. No matter what Mother did, he was not
getting better. He had to be taken to a hospital, he was
too sick (0 sit up. ambulances were not available in
those days. We wouldn't have been able to pay for
one. A caboose was offered to us, where a stretcher
was put in and Daddy resting un it. Kind friends and
neighbors helped and our father was brought to the
Rabbit Lake Hospital. When I think back of the travel
and distance to the hospital and Doctor it's suprising
that not many more people died. 1 thought at the time
it was the end for our father, but God through his
mercy saw fit to heal him and he came home after his
recovery and lived a normal life. He had rhuematic
fever.
We as children enjoyed school life and also getting together with the neighboring children: the He-

my Krahn's, lsaac Bergens, Short's. Krake's and
many others that went to school with us.
Mrs. Krake was our first teacher, then Mrs.
Short. We all liked her and especially if we could
catch a ride with her in her car. Going to Little
Buffalo Post Office was always a pleasure we would
get a chance to talk with Mr. and Mrs. Simpson. 1
always looked up to them as lovely people, since we
were never able to know what it meant to have grandparents: they were special to me, and we felt really
happy if we were able to talk to Bessie Simpson.
Sume of the other teachers were Miss Novak,
who left in the early spring because of the death of her
Mother. With no telephones, a telegram was sent to
the Station. The Wilson's lived close to the station so
Jack brought the telegram to school for her. What a
shock to Miss Novak' There was no school for us that
day, and we all went home feeling very sad. Then Mr.
Stillborn came to finish off the year. He was a very
good history teacher. During the summer months
there was always daily Vacation Bible School in the
Carrollton School from the Canadian Sunday School
Mission. In those clays the Lord's prayer was said in
the moming, 0 Canada sung. and then we would
sing a few hymns out of a little red hymn book before
school started. As a group of Mennonites we had our
church services in the school until 1937. In the fall,
when quite a few families moved to B.C" we would
attend Glenbush Church whenever we could.
In the full of 1938 our parents decided to move to
to Manitoba where both had relatives, but
Saskatchewan is still very precious to me as my
school and growing up years were spent there.
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Abe and family jive in Glaslyn \vhere he v/Orks
for Leo Larson. He also does some carpenter work.

Now something about our individual family
members. Our father passed away on October 23.
1956 at the age of sixty one years as a result of a fire
accident. Mother is eighty four years old still very
active and healthy for her age. She is living in an
apartment in Winnipeg busy making afhgans and
other useful articles for her farmily. Margaret and
husband Richard have two daughters and work for
the school board. Beth in Winnipeg works in the
Home Care Program. Mary lives with Mother and
works as a domestic helper. George and wife Verna
have two sons. live in Winnipeg and he works for an
Insurance Company. Kay is on the administrative
staff of Grace Hospital in Winnipeg. Aron and wife
Mary have on daughter and three sons. he works for
Thompson Products and farms on the side line. living
in Ontario. Ben and wife Janet have one daughter and
three sons. they live in Edmonton and he works for a
trucking firm. Frank is in Calgary working as a
labourer. His family one son and two daughters arc in
Ontario. Cornie and wife Elnora have four daughters
three sons and he is a dairy farmer at Killarney.
Manitoba. David and Margaret have two daughters,
live in Winnipeg and are both teachers. John and wife
Jessie have three daughters. four sons live on the
home farm. cattle and grain farming at Elm Creek.
Man. Annie and husband John Enns. have two
daughters, four sons and are farming in the Oakville.
Manitoba area.
Our parents have twelve children and we are all
living and well. There are seven sons and two daughters married. There are three daughters single.
Parents - Mother - I
Children - 12
Inlaws - 9
Grandchildren - 37
In law Grandchildren - 10
Great Grandchildren - 15
Total- 84
Since my Mother is 84 years old she has a family
number for each year.

He is married to the former Erna Shupsky. They have
two children. Beverly ancl Cameron.
Rudy and family live in Glaslyn where he owns
the GuifBulk Station. He is married to Kathy Kessler
of North Battleford. They have fOllfchildren. Cindy,
Karen. Tyler and Corinne.

Eleanor and family live in Los Lunas, New Mexico. She married Robert Edinger. They also have four
children, Brenda. Roberta. Greg and Marlin. Brenda
is married and has one child. Eleanor's husband does
mainly custom farm work but also works part-time
on a dairy farm.
Since 1970. 1 have lived in North Battleford. 1
keep busy with a big garden and still do some babysitting. My husband. John passed away July, 1970.
after a lengthy illness.

The Fugles[:ul Family
The Fuglestad family moved to the Glaslyn district in 1934 on S.w. 13-51-16. Bertha Fi.glestad
came from Norway as a girl of seventeen years, and
lollef came from Norway as a boy of two years. They
met and married at Clearbrook. Minnesota, U.S.A.

John ami Agatha Froese and Family
In 1934, we moved with our son Abe. to the
Robinhood District from Swift Current. Sask. Several other families moved up with us at the time but
most of them have moved back to Swift Current. We
lived on three different faqm in the area during these
years. We did some grain farming and also kept some
cattle.
Rudy and Eleanor were born in the Robinhood
district. Abe started school at Glaslyn Rural school.
Then he and Rudy went to Woodridge for a few years
before changing to Canyon where Eleanor took her
public school; but finished in the Glaslyn school.

Mr. and Mrs. Tolle! Fugelstad, 1912. Selma, five, Torval two
years.
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The Furniss Family
by William .Furniss
Mv arandfather, Charles Furniss, came to Canada
."
;n 1913, from Kent, England, to settle on
S.E.-36-47-IS in the Hillside district, on the west
side of what was know as McCarthy's lake.
My father, John William Furniss, came out in
1914, to locate on N.E.-36-47-15, on the east side of
the lake. My mother, Florence; my brother, Charles,
aged two years, and myself, four years old, emigrated from England a few months later.
We went to live with my grandfather, in a log
house with a sod roof, until our house was built,
about two hundred feet from the lakeshore.
My brother and I attended Ward School for two
years, where we received a lot of harassment from the
other students, but our teacher, Peggy Price, came,to
our rescue, to make our school days more pleasant.
My grandfather kept the pound for several years,
while we farmed with oxen, and hitched them to a
stoneboat, when we had to travel somewhere.
We had two crop failures in a row, one year from
frost, the next year we were hailed out, so we moved
to North Battleford, with the help of William Saul,
and his new McLaughlin car, in 1918, where father
got a job with the C.N.R.
My father passed away in 1947, my brother,
Charlie, passed away a few years ago in North Battleford. My mother is still living at ninety years of

Four Fugelstad children, 1966, L, to R" Emma, Selma,
Leonard, Torva!'

Bertha Fuglestad died in 1966, age eighty-five years,
and lollef in 1953, age sixty-seven years, They had
four children, Selma born 1908, died February 12,
1977. Sorval born 1910, died 1975. Selma married
Lars Einarson in 1927. She had six children, one died
as a small baby. Sorval stayed home to farm always,
and never married. He had heart trouble and pernicious anemia in his later years.
Emma married Walter Pow ling in 1938. They had
two children, Dennis born in 1940 and Shirley in
1943. Walter passed away at the age of forty-one
years of a heart attack in 1953. Emma farmed the
farm, and then married Wyn Vallontgoed and they
had one daughter Debbie. Debbie married Joe
Schneider of Winnipeg, Manitoba. Debbie was born
in 1957. Dennis is married to Marlene Dembinski of
Prince Albert. They have one daughter Elizabeth,
age eleven years. Dennis also has three sons of a
previous marriage. Shirley married Johnston Wells
from Prince Edward Island. They have three boys.
Mrs. Fuglestad spoke her Norwegian language all her
life. She did all her work up to a couple years before
she died, when she suffered a broken hip and had to
go to a nursing home.
Mr. Fuglestad was active in the Lutheran Church,
helping to build the little church at Zion Lutheran
Cemetery, north of Robinhood. Sorval and Mr. and
Mrs. Fuglestad are laid to rest there. Leonard served
in the Second World War as signalman.
He married Jeanne of Winnipeg, Manitoba. They
have no children and live at St. Albert, Alberta.
Emma lives at North Battleford, Sask.

age.

Mr. ami Mrs. Herb Gadsby and Family
by Archie Gadsby
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Gadsby and their two sons,
Jack and Ernie, came to Canada from Liverpool,
England. They left August II, 1910 on a ship named
Allan Lines and landed at the port of Quebec City,
Quebec.
They made their way to Brandon, Manitoba
where they lived fortwo years. Theirthird son, Stan,
was born there.
In 1913, Mr. and Mrs. Gadsby came to homestead
the S.E. 1O-50-16-W3. At that time their mail came
to the Junor, post office. Two sons, Archie and Cecil,
were born on the farm some years later.
Mr. Gadsby retired from farming in 1949 and
passed away in February, 1953. Mrs. Mary Ann
Gadsby continued to live on the farm with her son,
Archie, until her passing in September, 1965. Her
other son, Jack farmed close by on the S. W.
10-SO-16-W3.
Ernie married Rose Huber and they had one girl,
Ruth. They made their home at Red Deer, Alberta.
Cecil is in the Real Estate business in Alberta while
Archie farms his folks' homestead as well as other
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land in the Robinhood area ..Jack and Ernie have both
passed away.

and horses, also helped stook bundles and som.c

years helped haul bundles in threshing time, also
helped hay and do the chores.
As they paid for crows' legs and eggs, and gopher
tails, and as money was scarce in those days: in my
spare time i used to catch crows. gather their eggs,
and drown out gophers and ki II them and take their
tails. Then I would take them to school to sell. ! think
they paid two cents for each of them. 1 guess I was a
real tomboy as ! made a lot of money that way.
In the earlier days there wasn't entertainment like
they have today. Other than the odd dance and sports
day we had to make our own entertainment. A bunch
of us kids woulJ get together and go on hayrides, go
tobogganing and skiing down hills and behind
Leonard Loewens', old Model A car. Sometimes on
moonlight nights we would jllst sit on the haystacks
and talk. My sister and I used to rope the steers and
ride them, we really had a great time until Dad caught
us. We never tried that again. Later on they had
shows in Sandwith once a week and also curling.
Our neighbours were Reynold Kahl south, Albert
McNabb east, and Uncle Milton Kennedy north.
I had two and a half miles to go to school. I went
to Hyde Park Schol from grades one to eight. In the
summertime we walked or rode horseback and in the
wintertime we drove a horse and cutter. Sometimes
the snow was so deep you coulcln't even get through
with horses. My teachers were: Mrs. Nouch, Mrs.
Grant, Mrs. Griffin, ancl Mr. Fast. Then in grade nine
and ten I went to Glenbush by bus. One winter it was
so bad we had to stay in Glenbush for about two or
three weeks. We stayed in the building which now
my father has for a house. My teacher then was Mr.
Hoge. Then in grade eleven they had no bus going to
Glenbush so I had to board at Herb Janzens. Then at
Christmas time the teacher quit so 1 took the rest of
my grade by correspondence, with the help of Mr.
Fred Grant, at times.
Then at the age of seventeen thinking the city was
much better, and I wanted to make money, I went to
North Battleford in July and got ajob keeping house
for a man and two teen-age boys. Being 1 hadn't done
much cooking at home, I sure had quite the time. I
then realized how good I had it at home. Then in
November that year I had applied to go in for psychiatric nursing and was accepted. Two funny experiences happened when I went there. I had heard
people talk about padded cells in mental hospitals so
when I went there I asked about these padded cells.
Everyone just laughed. I finally found out there
wasn't such a thing. Another thing was, they used to
say, "so and so is up the pole today". One day!
looked up every pillar to see if a patient had crawled
up one, I soon learned it was just an expression used

The Jim Gaffney Story
by Eddie Jones

Jim Gaffney", an Irishman from Swan River district in Manitoba lived on the SE !l1-IO-49-1S-W3rcL
from 1919 until about 1'130 when he cI ied at the age of
76.

He \vas a gentleman in every respect, and was a
good friend of Homer Wilson and the Jones family.
:rhey used to invite him over with his fidclle and he'd
play jigs and reels. His favorite expression was -By
Darn'. His nephew from Lessier. Saskatchewan came
up to settle his estate, ancl his fiddle was left to Eddie
Jones who learned to play at age 16. He was quite a
story teller, and one was that years before when he
was young, and at a dance, the fieldler ran out of resin
for his bow. Jim gave him some charcoal and said it
worked good, he tried it. ancl that ended the fiddl in)!
for that night! He lived in the Marron School District.

Jim Gaffeney 192?

Joyce Gagne
1 was born in North Battleford in 1941 and lived
on the SW 25-48-15. We lived in a slanted-roof
house, 14' x32' , made of lumber, then later built on a
piece IO'xI6'. We had no power or running water so
at the age of six I started helping carrying in \Nood
and carrying in snow to melt for washing in the
wintertime. I also helped milk cows and feed chickens. As I got older, being my brother was five years
younger, I helped my father pick rocks with a wagon
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when u patient was very disturbed. In 1961 ! finished
my training and got married. I continued working at
psychiatric nursing and general nursing.
We had three sons: Craig born in December.
llJ6!. Dean born February. 1964. and Sean born
March. 1965.
Then in July. 1965. we moved to Lloydminster
and lived there until May 1968. ! worked two years in
a nursing home there. Then we moved back to North
Battleford and [ continued working at general nursing, psychiatric and geriatric nursing.

In 1970 our youngest son died of a brain tumor
after a lengthy illness.
Then in September. 1975. my two sons and 1
moved back to my father's farm where we still reside.
To make a living we started milking cows. It sure was
great to get back to the guiet. peaceful country living.
I am now working at Rabbit Lake Union Hospital.

The Ole Galland family, 1936.

Mr. ami Mrs. E. Gagnon
The Gagnons came to Medstead in about 1932 in
July. and settled on the N.E.:'<.-23-S0-lS in the
Guyhirne district. They came from Delmas by
wagon. They lived in a tent until they built their log
house. Their lives were very hard during the first
years. They were very hard workers. They had big
gardens but the frost came early and they could only
raise certain vegetables. They also raised turkeys.
chickens and geese.
Fred and Alice were the only ones who carne with
their parents.
Entertainment was the dances. where Fred called
the square dances. and also house parties that usually
lasted until 6 a.m. Lunches consisted of egg sandwiches. and (most of the time), barley coffee.
In 1941 Fred enlisted in the army in active service
and served in England, Italy. and North Africa.
Alice married Harold Bryce, and Fred married
Martha Mamer.

The Galland family. L to R., Back row: Margaret, Dale. Jannette. Front: L to R .• Mom, Connie and Orris.

Ole and Anna Galland and Family
by Orris Galland
The Ole Galland family came to Robinhood in
the middle of May 1928 from Outlook, Montana,
U.S.A. They obtained a half-section one mile west of
Robinhood.
Their family consisted of three boys. Orris. Arnold and Melvin. Later Robert born in 1930. and a
sister Olive born in 1932. completed the family.
Mom and Dad were very interested in community affairs. They helped organize the Lutheran Church
in Robinhood and helped build the church there.
Mom really enjoyed working with the Ladies Aid and
Sunday School. They also were interested in the hall

L. to R .. Robert, Melvin. Mom. Olive. Orris Galland.

as the community needed a place for the young

people's social affairs.
! have a lot of fonel memories. anc! the folks. too.
of building the hall anel Church. one especially -when going to the bush for cutting the hall logs. John
Wilson sat on my double-bitted ax. He got quite a
gash and Ed Huber was doctor. Our only casualty.
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Marron School district. We had Bob Felskie for a
teacher. Then in 1935 we moved to a place one mile
west of Glenbush by Lost Horse Lake. and we went
to Glenbush School. We had Adelia Heeb for our
teacher. and she was a real fine teacher. and! think
she was very well liked by all her pupils. We had a
very nice lot of good neighbours.
We lived in a log and lumber shack which we
heated with two wood stoves. and it kept us busy
cutting wood to keep the house warm.
Money was very scarce, so we VJent in summer
holidays and dug seneca root to help buy things. It
was only worth seventeen cents green and thirty-five
cents if you dried it.
So then in 1942 Dad was offered ajob on a farm at
Biggar: so we decided to move. But wages were only
forty dollars a month at that time. Sure did miss the
people at Glenbush for some time.

Amold retumecl to the States in 1936. Dad returned to the States to take care of his farm there in
1937. The rest of the family followed in fall of 1940.
Arnold was married in 1940. He passed away in
December 1946. His wife now lives in Seattle, Washington. Dad passed away in April 1950. Mother, who
will be 85 this spring. lives in Plentywood. Montana.
Melvin is married. is a tool machinist. has no
children, and lives in Sun Valley. California.
Robert is married and has two sons and two
daughters. The eldest son, Robert. was killed in a car
accident in 1978. He farmed the home place in Outlook. Montana.
Olive is married, has two daughters, and lives in
Billings. Montana. They have a business there.
I enlisted in the army on December 8, 1941. was
married in March 1943, and 1 came out of the army
the fall of 1945.
I farmed at Outlook. Montana until 1952, then
bought an irrigated farm at Fallon, Montana. We
have three daughters and one son. Dale is married. he
has a son. and he also took over our farm.
Janette is married and has two children. She is a
dispatcher for the Police Department at Page, Arizona.
Margaret is married. she has three girls. Her
husband Bill farms, and she runs the Welfare Department for two counties. Connie is a sophomore in high
school. Ellie and I retired on the farm one half mile
from Fallon, Montana.

The Wendell (Slim) Gamble Story
Wendell Borden (Slim) Gamble was born in July
28. 1905 in Castlereigh. Nova Scotia. There were
nine children in the family. two girls and Slim was the
youngest of seven boys. His mother died when he
was a month old. and he went to live with a relative.
Mrs. Collins. His dad died when he was five years
old.
Mr. Gamble spoke of one of the few hardships he
endured when he first carne west about 1919 on a
harvest excursion along with some other men. They
arrived by train to Winnipeg. They ordered something to eat. All went well until he pulled his wallet
from his pocket to pay for the meal only to find his
money had been taken during the night while he was
on the train. His wallet had contained $12.00. One of
the men that knew him could tell by the look on his
face that there was something wrong. Mr. Gamble
told him of his trouble. and the man lent him 55.00 to
pay for the meal. and also to pay the y, cent a mile
that he needed to get the rest of the way to Chamberlain where he was to start work. Mr. Gamble
travelled to various places in southern Saskatchewan,
Hudson Bay. the Barren Lands in the north and to
Maidstone where he got a job.
He "found" Ellen Forest. from Forest Bank
(Waseca). at a school dance. and they were married in
1934. Ellen was the second oldest of six children,
four boys and two girls.
In May. 1935. they came to the Mecistead area
from Forest Bank. Waseca. and purchased C.P.R.
land (S Y2-25-50-15-W3rd) about three miles north of
Medstead, Mr. Gamble came by team and wagon
with hay rack and horses tied behind. He crossed the
ferry and camped for the night where there was
prairie wool. The trip took four days. The last night

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gamble and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wilber (Doc.) Gamble came
to the Medstead district in 1931; with a family of six
children. They were Allan, Raymond, Harriette, Peter, Grant and Margaret. Then in 1935 Paul was born,
and in 1937 Delores was born at Glenbush at the
farm.
We came to Medstead Sask. from Khedive, Sask.
sixty-five miles south of Regina. We left the Khedive
district because of the "dirty thirties" and we wanted
to go somewhere to find a place to live.
Things were so bad on the prairies. There were no
jobs to be had and coal and wood were very scarce.
Coal was down by Estevan forty miles away.
We took a freight train from Khedive along with
some furniture and our livestock in a box car We
were on the train five or six days before we got to
Medstead.
There we lived in a tent for three weeks before we
rented a place from George Mattock northeast of
Medstead. Allan, Raymond and Harriette went to
Daylight School for awhile, Miss Noonan being their
teacher.
Then we moved south of Medstead in 1934 to the
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he camped at Robinhood and stopped at 1'~lrbct 's store
for stove pipes.
Mr. Gamble said he came here because he had
heard it rained a lot but after that it never rained for a
long time. There vvere no crops. stated tvIL Gamble,
except one and that \vas, '",A. good crop of bedbugs".
They had enough to eat for themselves, but there
was no feed for the cattle. He hauled hay from
Waseca with the team and sleigh and this took a
\Neek. In the early years they took out logs and sawed
lumber ilJr his br()thel~in-Iaw's house. they lived in a
tent at Soderberg's mill and the tent was heated with a
tin heater The whiskey-jacks would steal their food.
The first land Mr. Gamble broke was with the
horses. Then Nick Cherwoniak broke about a hundred acres for him with a 15-30 McCormick Deering
tractor Later Bert Whitt broke another ten acres. Mr

Gamble \ first power machinery was a McCormick
Deering tractor and a ten-foot disc. Some of his
machinery was altered to use behind the tractor. Then
with his own breaking plow he broke more lane! ane!
then hired All' Anderson to operate his outfit to complete the hall' section. He later bought another quarter
(NE Y,-26-50-15) All the lanel is now farmed by his
son Gordon.
The Gamble's home was a log hOLlse that had
already been built by Mr. Harte. The logs were hewed
by Gus Lange. Archie Pogue had rented the land
from the e P. R. for that year, but when Mr. Gamble
arrived. Mr. Pogue moved into Medstead and he later
left the district to go to British Columbia.
In the conversation with Mr. Gamble the following names of neighbors were mentioned: Bob Hcnciers. Gil Hagen. Lingle. Gagnons, Elmer Bender
and Hank Arnes. He also mentioned how Bob Henders had walked out from North Battleforcl to Glenbush anellocated a homestead at Avery school. Later
he lived across the road from Gambles.
The Gamble children attended Guyhirne school.
Some of their teachers were M. Roske. l. Krake, Y.
Allard, J. Miller. E. Casson. E. McCarthey. and B.
Lorenz. Mr. Gamble served for several years on the
local school board. He served as councillor of the
Rural Municipality for ten or twelve years. was a
Wheat Pool Delegate and also served as local delegate for the Co-op Creamery that was here at that time.
Mr Gamble was a member of the Elks Lodge and
served as Exalted Ruler. Mrs. Gamble was a charter
member of the Medstead Royal Purple and is still a
member in the Glaslyn Branch. She still docs a lot of
gardening. is an ardent lover of nowers. and does all
her own housework. She also makes most of her own
clothes. and always has some hand work that she
does daily. Mr. Gamble still has a great sense of
humor. and in his day has played his share of tricks.
In later years Mr. and Mrs. Gamble moved to
North Battleford where they both worked for six
years at the R.eM.p. Barracks. he as a guard and
Mrs. Gamble as matron. They made several trips to
Prince Albert and other points accompanying prisoners being moved to other places. Then they returned to Medstead to retire on the farm.
In 1979. their family pleasantly surprised them
with a forty-fifth anniversary party. In recent years,
Mr. and Mrs. Gamble took a trip to Nova Scotia.
They also took a trip to England. where they visited
Mrs. Gamble's half-brother. whom she had never
seen before.
They have a family of five boys and one girl:
Gordon. David. Dick. Genevieve. Johnny and Keith.
David joined the navy in 1955. where he spent
five years. He then worked for the city police in

W. B. Gambte family. Back: L. to R., Dick, Wendell (Father),
Gordon, Dave. Front: Genevieve, John, Keith.

Wendell Gambte. Left, Dolly Gamble (sister-in-law), Ellen
Gamble.
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lold Ii:v Nelly (Garner) Fraser

North Batt1eford for six years. From there he went to
the coast and worked in an oil refinery. Then he \vent
to Prince Rupert to work in a pulp mill as a steam
engineer, and continued this work at the potash mine
by Saskatoon and several points west, working towards obtaining higher class papers. He is novv in
InnisfaiL Alberta, working for Sheli OiL
Dick joined the navy also in 1955, was there for
nine months and was given an honourable discharge
because of medical reasons. He married Lillian 5angrey of Livelong. He worked for a few months in
Weyburl1, then to Calgary for about a year. then to
North Battleford and went into chimney sweep business for a short time. He started \vorking for Lee
Drury in the stucco and plaster business, and is now
in the same work in partnership with his brother,
John, Dick has three girls: Lorraine, Sharon in Calgary and Donna at home.
Genevieve went to school in Guyhirne for eight
years, Schools were then centralized and she went by
bus to Medstead High SchooL She married Russell
Works of Belbutte in 1959, They have three children:
Allan, Joyce, and Margaret (all at home). They live
on a farm north-east of Medstead, The family has
been involved in 4-H for the past ten years with the
Cater-Birch Lake 4-H Club, Allan graduated from
Grade twelve in 1979 and is presently working as cat
operator for Ledinski Brothers,
John went to Guyhirne and Medstead school, He
married Grace Johnson of Birch Lake in 1966. They
have one boy (Neale) and one girl (Michelle). He
lived in North Battldord and worked for his brother
Dick. Later he went to Moose Jaw Technical School
and took a bricklayer's course and then to Lethbridge
to apprentice, He came back to North Battleford and
went into partnership with Dick, stuccoing, plastering and masonry.
Keith also started school in Guyhirne, and then
went to MedsteacL He worked for Dick and John in
North Battleford for a few years. He married Linda
Klassen in Glenbush, July 2nd, 1971, They have two
girls, Tanya, anel Candice, They live in Medstead and
he is in partnership with Robert Klassen in the stucco
business. They were also in partnership in a meat
cutting plant for about two years.
Gordon went to Guyhirne school, then to
Medstead for the last year He worked one winter in
northern Alberta (1956-S7) in a saw mill. The next
year he went on a trip to Mexico, He built a saw mill
which he operated at home and various other places,
In 1968-69 he operated the mill in Glaslyn for L. &
M, and worked there for two and a half years, Gordon moved the mill to Birch Lake, where he does
custom sawing in the winter and in the summer he
farms,

George and Li!c Garner along "vith their three
children, Eric. Lile and NtHy, came to Canada from
Melton Mowbury, England in April 1924, They "'(tled in Saskatoon \vhere Dad's parents lived. \Vhile in
Saskatoon three more children, Freel. Ross and
Lillian were born. A foster daughter, JancL also came
into the fami!y' during this time. Janet \vas married in
1033 and \vcnt to live in Big River.
The family len Saskatoon in fVlay 1934 for
j\;1edsteacL where \ve were to farm in the Loch Side
School district. This \vas to he a trip we \voldd never
forget.
Two other families, rile Tlylors with four children
ancl the Dawes with three children, travelled with us.
My grandparents, Mr. and Mrs, Pat Ryan, and Dad
travelled by car. Mrs, Taylor, Mrs, Dawe, Mom and
all the children travelled in the coach of the train, Mr.
Dawe, Mr. Taylor, my cousin, George Baines, and
my brother, Eric. were to travel in the box car with the
furniture and the stock, We all left Saskatoon on May
21st and were met in North Battleford bv til"

George and Lile Garner, taken by the log house, 1941.
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R. C. tv·!. P., to escort us to a cafc and hotel for an
overnight stay. Next morning the police were at the
hotel to take us tiJ a cafe for an early! breakfast and

supplied by Mike Orange. Willie Guhl and Joe
Young. 111 the summer we had ball games every
Sunday afternoon at the sports ground.
Church was held in the school. The Anglican
tvlinister came out from rvkdstcad on Sunday morning and [vIr. Schalm held his service in the evening.
Some of Ollr bad times \\-'ere \vhen Ross had
pneumonia. I hroke my collar bone. Fred hroke the
cartilage in his knee. Lile had quinsy. and rvlom \vas
real sick for several days. When Dr. Storey came out
he found that it was her tonsils. She went to hospital
for four days and this was the first time she had evcr
been in hospital in her life. Lillian had polio and was
sick for a long time. The hardest time was vihen Dad
went up into the Forest Reserve with Fred to make
hay. On the way home the wagon reach broke anci
scared the horses. They pulled Dad off the load and
he broke his back. Fred tied poles to the front wheels
of the wagon and got Dad on and brought him home.
Dad was in the hospital from the beginning of August
to the end of March. He came home in a full-body
cast and on a stretcher. He was on crutches for almost
a year after that.
In 1939, Eric went overseas and joined the British
Army. After the war he came back and then retumed
to England again where he died at 53 years of age in
1969.
Lile married Jack Young in 1939. They lived in
the Loch Side district for a year. then moved to the
Mervin district. Later they moved to New Westminster and finally to Grande Prairie, Alberta. where
Jack died in 1976. Lile is still in Grande Prairie.
I (Nelly), married Gordon Fraser of the Big River
district.
Fred joined the Army at the age of 16. While
stationed in Regina he met and married Winnifred
Booth and now farms east of Cater.
Ross also joined the army and when the war
ended he moved to New Westminster. B. c., where
he met and married Eileene Walker. They are now
farming in the Loch Side district.
Lillian married Bert Crashley of Big River. After
the army they farmed in the Loch Side district for
awhile then moved to Moose Jaw where they are still
living.
Dad joined the Air Force in 1940 and was discharged in 1945. Mom and Dad moved off the farm
in 1956 and built a house on a small piece of Fred's
land on Highway #3. Dad was sick for several years
and died on June 20, 1966 at the age of 71. They were
able to celebrate their SO years of marriage the year
before Dad died. Mom is still living in the same
house and is now 86 years of age. We hope we will
have her for many more years to come,
We had many hard times during the depression

then on to the train. We were met in Mec!steac! by
Rev. E. Bird of the Anglican Church. A surprise
awaited us on our arri'vai as
did not arrive.

Ollr

furninlre and stock

Rev. Bird took us to the Medstead Hotel and
found us rooms. Dad arrived the next day and after a

few phone calls found out that Mr Taylor and Me
Dawe had unloaded the box car and did nO! have it
reloaded in time for the train so they were a week late
in getting to Meustead.
We stayed a week in the Medstcad Hotel and then
we moved out to Cater There we lived in the Band B
gang cars which were parked on the C.P.R. tracks at
Cater We lived there all summer. travelled by team
and \vagon every day to our farm site. where we built
our house and barn.
Our house was built of peeled logs and was 24 ft.
hy J4 ft. Dad. Eric and cousin George cut the logs
and hauled them to the site of the house, where
Grandma, Grandpa, Mom and the rest of us peeled
logs. Grandma, Mom. and Lilt: took turns staying
back at Cater to do the cooking. My cousin, George,
then went back to Saskatoon so the actual building
was left to Dad, Mom, and us older children. By fall
the house was ready to move into.
Our first year on the farm we went to school at the
home of Mrs. Soper. On thc off chance that anyone of
us took sick or it stormed, or was too cold to go out,
Mrs. Soper always made us feel welcome.
During that first year the men of the district got
together and built us a new school and 54 children
were registered with Mr. Harris Romfo as the teacher.
This was to be my last year in school and also thc year
I won the Bronze medal in track and field.
Living on the farm was a great change for us as
we had always lived in the city with all the modern
conveniences and now we '.vere using wood stoves.
coal oil lamps and worst of all. outdoor bathrooms.
But we adapted and soon found that country living
had a lot of pleasures.
At nights in the winter we all played cards, read
the Books of Knowledge or the Encyclopedias and
listened to records. Weekends there was skating and
broomball on Loch Side Lake.
House parties were something to remember.
Every \veek most of the district gathered at one house
for a dance. All the family went and we had some
good times. There were only four homes large
enough for dances, so they were alternated between
Walter Turnbull and our house on our side of the lake
and Jack Heyden's and Willie Guhl 's on the other side
of the lake. The ladies took lunch and the music was
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but as we werc a small district and everyone was
friendly, we had a lot of enjoyable times too. Having
to make our own entertainment in our own district
made life more interesting and made us appreciate
what little we did have. But as I said, we all enjoyed
ourselves and these are the times we will remember

Fraser Mills. We bought a hOllse out there and Winnie worked as a Nurses' Aide.
Our son, George, was born in 1949 in New Westminster. Then in 1954 we sold our house and came
back to Cater to the farm.
Our first house on the farm burned clown in 1958.
After living in {he garage for several months we built
a home and moved into it before it was finished. We
worked for many years finishing the inside of the
house in Ollr spare time, which we didn't have much
of. as, besides working on the farm, Winnie nursed at
Spiritwood and I worked in garages at Spiritwood.
We also bought Dave Jack's half section of land in
1960, so we had more land to farm.

the most.

Fred and Winnie Garner
1 spent many happy days on the farm during my
school years, before the start of the Second World
War.
I left home in February, 1941, at sixteen years of
age, to join the Canadian Army. After serving in
Canada for two years, ! was sent overseas. There I
was stationed and fought in England, France,
Belgium, Holland andltaly. I was wounded in Italy
in 1945 and finally returned to Canada and was discharged in 1945.
In 1943 while in Regina, I met Lance Corporal
Winnifred Booth and we were married July 4, 1943,
in Saskatoon while we were both on a shore leave.
Winnie joined the Army in 1942 and was stationed in Regina and Dundurn as a Nurses' Aide. She
was discharged in 1944.
Upon her discharge she came to live with Mom
and Lillian who were running the farm alone. Winnie
then bought the half section of land that we now live
on.
Our daughter, Beverly, was born in 1946, in Spiritwood.
In 1948 we moved to New Westminster, B.C.
where my sister Lile was living. I went to work at the

In 1977 Winnie and! took a much needed vacation and went to England for three weeks. The day
after we returned home, Ollr new house burned down
and again we were homeless. Our thanks go out to the
entire communities of Medstead, Cater, Belbutte and
Spiritwood for all the assistance we received from
them.
This time we decided not to build again and
bought a trailer home and had it moved onto the
farm.
Beverly married Frank Buschell and they now
reside in Lundar, Man. where they have a horse
ranch. They have six children, Angel, Chrissy,
Rosey, Pamela, Christopher and Travis. Besides caring for the children, Beverly still finds time for
dressmaking and painting. Beverly and the older
girls have won many trophies with their show horses
and Beverly has painted and sold many pictures of
prize horses.
George joined the Canadian Armed Forces in
1967 and served for one and a half years. He didn't
care for the army. so got his discharge. He worked at
several other jobs as mechanic on heavy machinery.
George married Rosemary Fraser in 1978 and
they now live at Regina Beach, Lumsden. George is
at present a guard at the Regina Jail and is also going
to school studying to be a social worker in the jail.
Winnie and! are still working the farm: but no
longer work in Spiritwood. I find farming enough at
my age. Winnie still nurses at Spiritwood Hospital.
My mother has her house on our home quarter,
just down the highway from us so we are able to see
her and help take care of her in her old age.
My brother. Ross, is still farming just four miles
away and we do a lot of work together in the summer.
We also go to the bush together in the winter, getting
out and sawing logs.

The Fred Garner family reunion. Back: L. to R., Fred, Winnie,
George, Rosemary, (Fred's Mother) Lile Garner, Baby Travis
and Beverly. Front, Pamela, Rosemarie, Christopher, Christina, Angel.

Winnie and I still hope to have many happy years
yet on the farm before we retire.
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David still lives at home and fanns. Kevin and Keny
sti!1 go to school in Meclstead. Kevin is active in the

The Ross and Eileene Garner Stm'y
L Ross, left home in the Loch Side district in the
spring of 1945 to join the Armed Forces. The war
ended a few months later and I was discharged. I

Air Cadets and Kelly is goalie for the Pee Wee
Hockey Team. Eilccne work~ for (he Spiritwood
To\vn Office, as assistant secretary and! am still
farming.
i \vi II alvv'ays have fond memuries of my youth
spent in the Loch Side district. of my days in school,
the baH games in the summer and broornbaH on the
lake in the winter. the hOLlse parties and working for
Jack Heyden on his threshing crew. I wasn't very old
at this time and the work was hard, bm we enjoyed
every minute driving the teams and working for Jack.
Those clays were harei. but they arc days I will always

returned horne and helped Dad on the farm until
Mom and Dad decickd to sell out and go to England

for a year.
In 1947 I went to New Westminster, S.c., where
my sister, Li!e was living. I gOl work at the Alberta
Meat Co. in Vancouver and worked there for six
vcars.

In 1951 ! met Eileene Walker and wc were mate
ried in New Westminster in December, 1951. Eileellc
ami I returned to my farm in the Loch Side district in
1954. Mom and Dad were living on the farm and
taking care of it for me. We lived with them for the
first year. During this year Ollf first son, Douglas was
born in the spring of 1955. We then built a small
house and moved into it. David was born in the fall of
1956.
Shortly after David was born, we traded hOllses
with Mom and Dad. They moved the small house
down onto my brother Fred's land along the highway
where Mom is still living. We moved into the old
house and lived there until 1965. The old house
burned down one morning in November 1965, so it
left us living in the garage for a year.
Our third Son Kevin was born in 1966 while we
lived in the garage. We moved into our new home in
time for Christmas 1966. Our last son Kelly was born
in 1968 giving us four sons.
I bought the Loch Side School barn when the
school closed down and this barn is still in usc on my
farm today. Our oldest son Douglas married Patti
Edwards in 197B and they now reside in Saskatoon.

remember.

Don and Annie Garrow
by F. Grant

Don Garrow came to the Sand with area with his
brother, Dave. In 1913 he took for a homestead the
N.W. 36-48-l5-W3rd.
Don was a councillor for division six of Round
Hill municipality for several years. He was also quite
a horseman.
About 1917, and not long after his brother Dave
had married Mary McNabb, Don married her sister
Annie.
In 1925 Don and Annie were persuaded by the
numerous stones on their homestead, to move to the
Metropole district near North Battleford. The following year they moved their homestead house to
their new farm.
Don was again involved in local government,
being a counciHlor again for several years.

Ross Garner farnily. Back: L. to R., Douglas, Ross, Eileene,
David. Front: Kelly and Kevin.

Don Garrow.
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Don and Annie had several chi!dren but sadly_
none of them survived infancy.

David and Mary Garrow
David Garro\v was born in "Cnlign.Jy" , Inveravon. Scotland in June IgS2. He left there in 1906 for
Sioux City. Iowa. There he worked as a hide buyer
for the S1. Louis Hide and Fur Company. He left
Sioux City to take up homesteading. landing at Sandwith. Saskatchewan in 1912 along with his brother
Donald. They called their ranch "The Lone Star
Ranch". as they only had one cow to start off with.
Dave borrowed a team of oxen from Jack Seeber to
break some land. but as time progressed he obtained
some horses. Times were rough as his crop was
frozen three years in succession and hailed out twice.
Along with farming he \-vas road foreman and operated the grader along with Len Stannard operating
the tractor. They built many roads at Sandwith. Glenbush, Medstead. Rabbit Lake and Spiritwood. He
died in December 1945. leaving his wife Mary
(McNabb) Garrow.
The McNabbs came from Langdon, North Dakota by train. landing at Sandwith in 1907. Their nei <.>:hbars were the H. Shepherds. There wasn't any sch:)ol
until two years after McNabbs arrived and the first
school being Hyde Park. The late Alice Grant was the
first teacher. Early entertainment was schoolhouse
dances, music supplied by the late Jim Grant and the
late Albert Knutsen. There wasn't any church at that
time.
Mary (McNabb) Garrow recalls hardships such
as early frost. hailstorms taking most or all of the
crop they had worked so hard for. She also recalls
raising turkeys and the coyotes sneaking out of the
wooded areas to capture them one by one. until
eventually she had none left. She also recalls another
time she had a flock of turkeys and they all nested
outside and were sitting on their young when a violent hailstorm came up and forced the hens to run for
cover.1eaving the young uncovered. After the storm
Mary took most of the young in and put them in a

Dave Garrow with four horse team on binder, 1938.

\varm oven, but unfortunately onl.Y t\.vo survived out

of her flock.
Mary (McNabb) Garrow left Sand with in 1946 to
commence work at the Pal!iser Hotel in Calgary,
Alberta. She resides in Calgary and is nOlii,' ?:;4. Her
only sister living. Dolly, lives at Chilliwack, British
Columbia.

The Alex Gatzke .Huuily
by Liz McKay (daughter)
Alex Gatzke immigrated from Russia in 1942,
and came to the Stoke district where he lived \vith his

sister Pauline, (Mrs. Julius Gatzke).
In 1926-27 he was a dump foreman on the railroad. In 1928, he filed on his hmnesteaci SW
26-50- i3 W3r.
He helped form the Stoke school district. and was
one of the first trustees. He assisted with the construction of the first log school at Stoke, as did most
of the community.
In 1939, he purchased his first CaJ~ a 1929 Doclge.
In 1942. he bought a 1934 Plymouth for $500.00~
In 1934, he met Julia Jabush of Glenbush. they
were married on April 22. 1935.
Alex played in the church band starting in 1937.
Alex ancl Julia lived in a two-room log house for
two years then built on an addition.
They raised a family of four children.
Elizabeth married Danny McKay. They now live
1I1 Mckenzie, B.C. where Danny is foreman for

Alex Gatzke, Elizabeth and Julia Gatzke.

British Columbia Forest Products. Three children
make up their family: Dale, eighteen years old, currently playing Junior A hockey in Humbolt, Sask.:
Lynn, seventeen: and Jodi-Lynn, five, at home.
Gertrude \vas enlployed by B.C. Tel in Prince
George and is currently going to O.L.B.I. in
Camrose, Alberta. Lloyd married Bev Brown. They
have five children: Stan, Sharon, Debbie, Donald,
and Lome. They live in Mackenzie, B.C. where
Lloyd is a heavy-duty equipment opertO!' for B.C.
Forest Pl'lldllctS.
Allen married Deanna Bjoigan, and they have a
family of two, Colin and Jennifer. Allen works for
Finley Forest Products in Mackenzie, B.C. as a saw
fi ler.
Alex passed away in November, 1946. Julia then
rented her farm to her brother, August Jabush. She
built a new home, the contractor being Rilet Bellamy.
On April 2 1974, she sold the farm to Fred Gatzke
and moved to Mackenzie, B.C. where she resides
with her daughter, Elizabeth McKay.

John W. Gatzke family and home.

Poland in 1927. Her father was a blacksmith by trade.
She had brothers, Carl, Gottlieb, August and a sistcr
Marie. A sister stayed in Germany. Her family settled in the Glenbush area.
John and Martha were married on September 24,
1927, at Medstead, Saskatchewan. To this union four
children were bOl11: William, who lives at Belbutte:
Alice (Eisner) in Edmonton, Alberta: twins·- John
at Midale, Saskatchewan and Johanna Nickel at
North Battleford. John and Ezella (Rinas) have two
hoys, Timothy and Terrance. Paul and Johanna have
three children, Christine, Gerald and Colleen.
Our parents were the early pioneers of the area.
They built a home out of logs, hewn hy hand and put
together with wooden pegs. The house had six rooms
which was divided into two parts creating a "duplex" for two families. They broke the land with
oxen, later on using horses. Hardships were many:
isolation, loneliness, prairie fires, winter storms, and
later on the "depression". Their children attended
Stoke school and later Bel butte had a school. The
children walked to schooL a distance of four miles.
They had "long" holidays in winter and a "short"
summer holiday.
There was a registered nurse, Mrs. Nora Kane
who acted as midwife and delivered the babies in the
area. She delivered my twin bother and I.
My father told or baving to walk the distance
from Belbutte to Battleford for supplies and medical
attention. Grain was also hauled by oxen or horse for
that distance, taking four or five days to make the
trip.
In the Belbutte area there were three families of
Gatzkes all with the first name of John. To make
things easier for the post master they would go by
their middle initial: John 0.: John R.: John W.: then
my twin brother, John, came along, and complicated
matters even more!

The John Wilhelm Gatzke Family
by Johanna Nickel
My grandparents Ephrim and Anna Gatzke and
their family came to Canada in 1912, before the first
World War. They had a family of six: Gustav, Fred,
John, Julius, Mary, and Ida.
My father. John Wilhelm Gatzke was born in
Volhynia, Russia, on December 26, 1898, and died
on December 26, 1960. He was fourteen years old
when he came to Canada. This family settled in the
Bournemouth Rabbit Lake area. A year later they
began proving up a homestead at Bel butte,
Saskatchewan.
My mother, Martha Sellent was born May IS,
1908 and died february 5, 1954. She came from

The John W. Gatzke family. Back row: William, Alice, Martha
and John. Front row: Johanna and John (twins).
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Fred Gatzke Sr.

off. awa~'y! he went. Of course the bag started on fire

as told by Mrs. Ted Wilte (daughter)

and burnt all the wiring on the car.

Amilie and Fredrick Gatzke Sr. came from
Novgorod. Ukraine to Canada in March. 1914 with
their six children: five boys. Fred Jr.. John, Edward,
Joe, August, and one daughtel; Martha. Fred Jr. and
Ed ward are both deceased.
Joe lives in Belbutte. NE 28-50-13 in the same
yard as son Fred and is retired hom active fanning.
August resides in Lac La B iche anel John is retired and living in North Battlcford.
Martha is Mrs. Ted Witte and lives in Saskatoon.
They first came to Rabbit Lake and later that
spring moved to the Carrollton distict where my
father took a homestead, SW 20-50-13, built a house
and barn all in one, where we lived for one year. Then
he built a two-room house, and in 1916 in the SUmmer
we moved into the house which was all built of logs.
Here Joe was born in 1916.
In 1918 the hard times and frost caused us to move
to North Battleford where my father became ill and
was unable to work. My mother went to work doing
housework, and in 1920. during a severe t1u in February where we were all sick in bed, our father passed
away.
This left my mother with seven children, so we
all had to help out - especially the oldest ones.
In 1922 my mother met and married Mr. Gottl ieb
Selent and we moved back to Carrollton - Stoke
districts. Here my mother acted as midwife to over
twenty-five babies. as there were no hospitals or
doctors close by. She died in 1962. Her second husband Gottlieb Selent had predeceased her in 1937.

The Gatzkes remained in the Stoke district until
1949 when he sold the farm to Fred Amend!, and they
movcd to Spruce Grove. Alherta, where Carl elied ill
1952.
In 1953 Carolina returned to Sprit\vood but by
1955 she moved to Saskatoon to the Lutheran Sunset

Home and other senior citizens homes. She di12d in
1969.

Irwin Gatzke
Irwin Gatzke purchased the Jim Herron farm
(SWY,-4-SI-14. EV, 5-51-141 at Caterfrol1l Jake Isaak
in 1960.
Irwin was employed with Leduc Construction as
a mechanic in Swan Hills. Albena. On July 21,1962,
he married Luella Stene, a teacher at Spiritwood,
formerly of the Mayview District. Luella taught
school in Swan Hills until Carla was born. June 21,
1963.
John Heyden fanned this land until March. 1964
when Irwin. Luella and Carla took up residence at
Cater. Isaaks had built onto the original Herron
horne. It had two tiny bedrooms. small living room,
kitchen and porch. Irwin built cupboards and the
power was put in. In the fall. Gatzkes were successful
in finally getting a good water supply. Heron's Drilling dug a good well.
The first year was a dry one. The first rain was
June twenty-first and the oats finally sprouted. Irwin
went to Alberta and bought ten sows and had good
results, Later a few head of cattle were added to the
farm. Rats cleaned out half of our baby chickens the
first year. Though the first year was dry. the crop was
!lot too bad and we sold our original trailer home to

Carl Gatzke
as told by the Ted Wittes
Carl Gatzke and his wife Carolina came to NW
34-50-13 from Germany on June 26. 1926. Carl's
nephew. Ted Witte, came with them.
Carl and Ted built the existing house. He bought
part of another house and added on to make his barn.
Ted and Carl cleared approximately one hundred
acres in the first three and one half years using the axe
and grub hoe - all hand work.
Carl and Caroline had no children of their own
but raised their nephew Ted for three and one half
years.
Many tales are told about Carl and his cars. It
seems he didn't drive too well, but since there was
little or no traffic. his problems were limited.
However, when he built his garage he made a door at
either end - then if he didn't manage to stop he
could just continue on through and try again I
One time he placed a bag over the motor when the
weather was cold - then forgetting to take the bag

Irwin and Carla Gatzke, standing, Terry Turnbull.
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was time the old COy\" died. as it 'vvas tv·/(~nty two-y'Cars
old,
There was no milk for baby Annie so she was
given weak tea with sugar in it.
in summer the family ate smoked fish. f\1artha
\V~t'i so tired of eating smoked fish every day she
would hide it between the logs of the house hoping
Grandma wouldn't catch her. in vvinter Granupa
Juluis would snare rabbits for the family's meat supply.
Off and on Martha would go to >;choo! at Carrollton. She got into grade three. Children vI/ere
needed at homc to help with all the farm work so
coulcln', be allowed the luxury of going to school. It
was a long walk to school. Grandma Pauline would
dye flour sacks to make dresses. In those days flour
came in white cotton sacks, later it came in printed
cotton sacks and today of course, paper. Grandma
Pauline would knit warm wool socks over which
rubbers were worn and a shawl was worn over the
shoulders. They had no coats.
Paul, and John, the twins, Herbert, Edna and
Rudy were born in Canada,
When Edna was a young girl she got polio. She
was taken to hospital in North Battlel'ord and later to
Regina where she was put in a body cast. Martha
found an article in a newspaper about a lady giving
mineral baths which were supposed to cure polio,
Grandma Paul ine took Edna to Edmonton by
stretcher on a train. After 3 weeks of treatment Edna
could walk with a cane, so was taken home. Paul also
got polio but not as severe a case as Edna's had been.
When Martha was eighteen she went to work as a
hired girl for Fred Kissels at Meota. Martha was paid
$25.00 per month but had to turn the money over to
her rather to buy binder twine, Martha, however,
used some of the money to buy herself a new dress
and have her hair cut at the beauty parlor - her first
hair cut. Her parents were very angry at her for
spending the money on herself.
Martha used to haul grain from the Gatzke farm
to North Battleford, the closest elevator, using either
sleigh or wagon depending on the season of the year.
This was a three clay trip with a team of horses. The
first day she would drive to Linkerts or Krafts in the
Iftley area and spend the night, then to North Battleford, scI! the grain and back to Hiley for the night.
The third day she would travel back home again,
Years later an elevator was built in Rabbit Lake so
grain was sold there. This meant the trip was shortcr
but the horses had to eat and rest before returning
home.
The family all married - Ewald to Martha Haller. They farmed near Belbutte for many years and
are now retired anelliving in Vernon, B,C, They had

buy a Super 90 Massey Harris combine and a new
gram auger.
Th" second year Irwin rented Austin Thompson's
farm and a half section from Fred and Winnie Garner.
Irwin was salesman for Smith Roles.
Georgie Garner used to do our chore,') when \"/e
went away. Joe Lavaseur and Mr. Lange helped us
during harvest. Russel Overgard picked rocks for us.
Luella was a member of the Royal Purple and
Irwin and Luella curled at Medsteael and Belbutte.
Gatzke's farm was purchased by Clifford Hagen
in the fall of 1966, They had bought a section of land
at Shellhrook and moved there in March 1967. The
family grew to include Holly, born December 26,
1967,
Presently they are farming seven quarters of land
three miles west of Shellbrook, anel are raising purebred cattle.

Juiuis Gatzke :Family
as lold by Edith Zimmer (granddaughter)
Juluis Gatzkes originated in Russia but moved
and lived in Germany for a year before immigrating
to Canada and the Stoke district in 1913.
Fred Gatzke and wife "Auntie Sillent" had come
to this area earlier and Juiuis hearing times were
better in Canada, came and stayed with his brother.
In 1914 his wife Pauline (nee Gatzke also),
Ewald, Martha, Rhinehardt. and Annie immigrated
to Canada by ship. One other child had died in Russia
at an early age.
They brought only clothing and a few personal
belongings with them. Money for fare had been
borrowed from Fred Gatzke. The Juluis Gatzkes
stayed with Fred's until they had built their own
house.
Grandpa Juluis later built a big house where he
last farmed. Logs were cut and hauled from the bush
with horses. These logs were sawed lengthwise into
four inch planks by hanel.
Times were tough for the Gatzkes even in Canada. Grandpa Juluis worked li)r 35 cents a day grubbing trees for a Mr. Ledwidge. Grandma Pauline and
Ewald dug seneca roots which they sold.
Martha (Mrs, E, Zimmer) had to stay horne ami
do the houseworK and babysit Annie.
One day while Martha was alone with baby Annie the chickens came into the house and took Annie's only nipple, Poor Martha never did find it. A
rag was dipped into milk and Annie would suck the
rag and got her nourishment that way.
The money made from digging seneca roots was
used to buy a cow, but shortly after it died, Mr.
Ledwidge who had sold the Gatzkes the cow said it
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two daughters - Tillie (Mrs. Ogasvera) and Erma
(Mrs. Phil Kruger). both of Vernon.
Martha married Ed Zimmer. They farmed until
1959 in Glenbush. Belbutte and Stoke areas and then
moved to North Battleford where they are now retired. They have three children. Art. Cecil and Edic.
Rhinehardt farms with his wife Mary at Evansburg. Alberta. They have six children all living in the
Edmonton area Trudy. Hilda. Walter. Sammy. Eleanor and Millie.
Annie married Charlie Schinrimin and has lived
in Winnipeg for many years. They had a family of
seven. Shirley lived in Cranbrook. B.c:.. while
Harold. Norman. Marjory. Shirley. Eva. Violet and
Diane all live near Winnipeg. Charlie has passed on.
Herbert married Nettie Jaybush. They had two
children Carol (Mrs. Brian Kuchler) and Donald.
Herbert passed away and Nettie now lives in
Medstead.
Paul married Linda Renz. They farmed near
Belbutte. then moved to Medstead and later to North
Battleford where he did carpenter work for years.
They had one daughter-Margaret (Mrs. Lorne Fox
of Regina). Paul passed away but Linda still lives in
North Battleford.
John married Linda Jaybush. They farmed near
Belbutte. then moved to Medstead and North Batt1eford. They had four chi Idren Leonard, Diane. Laurie and Wayne.
Edna married Fred Miller and they are now retired in Radisson after farming there for many years.
They had three children Donna. Joy and Garry.
Rudy married Lillian Zichel and they had a family of three. Rudy has passed away but Lillian and
children still live in B.C.
Grandpa Juluis passed away June 20. 1950:
Grandma Pauline sold the farm and moved to Radisson where she passed away Dec. 1st. 1957. Grandma
and Grandpa Gatz.ke are both buried at Belbutte.

Edwald Gatzke. First house. first car.

First house on homestead. Edwald Gatzke holding daughter
Tillie, wife Martha and oldest daughter. Irma.

self attended the Carrollton School. Miss Hildur
Erickson. now Mrs. Hildur Short was the teacher.
Being the oldest. much responsibility was mine.
therefore I was unable to attend school regularly.
limiting my education. By 1918 things began improving. my father was able to acquire work more readily.
We purchased work horses. cows. pigs. chickens,
etc. Meanwhile the family kept the homestead going.
! then met Miss Martha Haller. the Haller family
having immigrated to Canada in the year 1924. Miss
Haller ancll were married on November 26. 1926. I
had purchased one hundred sixty acres of lancl as well
as some horses, ancl we started homesteading. We
built a two-room log shack which we lived in for
eight years. Then we purchased an additional one
hundred sixty acres. We built a six room home. a
barn. granaries, machine shed. etc. At this time we
also had some hand and walking machinery.
One daughter was born to us on March 22. 1931
which was situated in the Belbutte district. right next
to our farm. The church was built of hand-sawn logs
by local people.
Besides farming. I was thresherman and livestock buyer for Burns and Company.

Martha am! Ewald Gatzke
Due to poor conditions in Germany my father.
Mr. Julius Gatzke emigrated to Canada in 1913. My
mother, Mrs. Pauline Gatzke with four children followed later, arriving July 14. 1914. by ship.
My father and family settled in the Glenbush
district for a short time. from there father and family
moved to the Belbutte d,istrict and homesteaded
there. We built a log home. hand sawing the logs. We
cleared the land with grub hoe and axe. and then
plowed the land with a sulky plow. Jobs were scarce.
but father worked out wherever a job was available.
My mother and family dug seneca roots, dried them,
and on the weekends took them to the grocery store in
trade for groceries. My brothers and sisters and my472

Brian Kuchler. They have tvv'o chilLlr~;rL Currine and
Colin. Brian \VOrKS for the PooL huying grain. After
the farm was ~ojd at Belbutte we moved to tv1edstead
and this is \vhere I still am. There are all kinds of
amusing and interesting c'v'Cnts going on around
here. There are good neighbours all around me.
Times have changed until it reached the push burton
gadgeb. These are some of the experiences I have

Even though life \vas difficult at limes \ve truly.'
enjoyed the \vondcrful years ViC spent living in
Saskatchev/~m.

In the year ISl47 we sold the farm to Jacob
Amcndt and moved to the sunny Okanagan Valley at
Vernon, British Columbia. We are no\\.' retired and
still residing in Vernon. Both daughters also reside in
Vernon. Both are married, tvhs. Erma Krueger and
tvhs. tvlatilda Ogasawara, as v'i'ell as t\VO grandchildren, Mrs Cindy Thompson of Vaneove .. ,mel
Miss Lauric Ogasawara of Vernon.
Family: Father - Me Julius Gatzke, motherNirs. Pauline Gatzke, sons - fY1r. Ewald Gatzke, Me
Reinhart Gatzke, Mr. Herbert Gatzke - deceased,
Mr. John Gatzke, Mr. Paul Gatzke "" deceased, Mr.
Rudoph Gatzke- deceased, daughters - Miss Mar,
tha Gatzke now Mrs, Ed Zimmer. Miss Annie Gatzke
now Mrs, Annie Schinnimen, Miss Edna Gatzke
now Mrs, Edna Miller.

li'v'ed through.

John R, Gatzke Family
by,l, !{, Gatzke
I was born in Russia un June 24, 1905. [Viy
parents. Fred and Amelia Gatzke, ned from Russia
I.vith their five young children at the beginning of the
First World War We landed in Halifax in February of
1913 and came \vest by raiL disembarking at Rabbit
Lake, Saskatchewan on March II, 1913, There we
lived in an existing log house \vhile father began
\vork on a homestead and built a home of our own for
the family,
The homestead was located on the S,WY,
28,S(),13,W3rd, a mile southwest of where Belbutte
is now, Our family of seven spent the first winter on
this homestead in a small shelter my father quickly
put up. Later he constructed a four'room house of
sawed logs.
The first land cleared was seven acres grubbed by
hamL Seed was broadcast by hand and the crop cut
with a scythe and cradle, The grain was threshed by
Sylvester Poore with a Stanley,Jones hand,fed
threshing machine.
Our family moved to North Battleford in 1918,

Nettie Gaizke Story
This is a short story of my life's history, Nettie
Gatzke, My parents Me and Mrs, Sam Jabush moved
from Manitoba to Saskatchewan in 1909, They set,
tied near Saskatoon, about eighteen miles north east
of Saskatoon, The Bergheim district is where I was
born, and where my childhood years were spent, I
got my education at the Bergheim School which had
an enrollment of fifty to sixty pupils, The teachers
quite often had their hands full, There was no church
for a few years because the membership lVas too
smali, so church services were held in different
homes and some were held in the Bergheim SchooL
Then later the Lutheran Church was built and it still
stands there today, Transportation in those days was
in summer by horse and buggy. and in winter by
horse and cutter or skigh, Land was broken by walk,
ing plough and horses. Harvesting was done by
horses and the binder and the stooking was clone by
hamL Threshing was done by threshing machine and
steam engine. Then through the years time changed
to gas tractors and combine. In 1930, dad got the urge

There my father \vorkcd at the powerhouse until he

passed away with the flu in 192(), ! then wcnt out to
work, I worked on farms for the next two years.
Hours were long and pay was short twenty,five dol,
lars per month. Then i moved north again to prove up
the family homestead. This time breaking was done
with horses and the land was plowed, The crop was
sown with a drill and cut with a six,foot binder.
Unable to make a good living on the homestead, I
sold the farm to my uncle and went out to \vork again
- this time as a carpenter in the North Battldord
district.

to move again. He wanted more land and thought he

found the ideal farm at Glenbush, So all the belong,
ings, stock, and machinery were loaded in box cars
and a tlatcar and we took off to the land where milk
and honey flows. \Ve arrived at G!enbush ano moved
the belongings to the farm. It made it quite hard to
start all over again, bush cutting by hand and breaking with the horses and plough, Those were depres,
sion days and \NC all worked hard. So in 1944 I found
my spouse, Herb Gatzke and made a new start again,
breaking land for grain and pasture. I have two chil,
dren, Donald who works for the Department of High,
ways, and Carol lives at Cut Knife with her husband.

In 1932 I bought hmd east of North Battleford and

fanned there until i 948, I then sold that land and
bought the old Stolze farm ncar Bclbuttc. I served on
the Medstead R,M, Council from 1952,1953,
in 1953 1 purchased the Belbutte Store from Ed
Smith and catered to the needs of the community for
the next seven years, ! sold the Belbutte Store in 196()
in order to build up a business on No, 4 highway
between Glaslyn and Meadow Lake, This I named
Half, Way,House and it catered to the local popula,
tion as weI! as hunters, fishermen and tourists,
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home from :o;awing \\"ood at Ted \'\/itll'~ and to!2dhcr
\ve carried om a librarv of hOOKS. ;\ second bu~i!din!2
was l:onsrructed in th~ same procedure as the first.
All three boys attended schou! here until a school was
buill in Bclhutte.
On our farm at thi:.-1 time we raised abOUt 50
chickens for eggs and meat. a few pigs for meaL 6-E
cows for uur 0\\"11 milk, cheese, butter and cream. Vic
fed thc~;c animals with the barley·, oats and whc2.!t \\it
grew. \A/hcat \vas about 601..' per bushel, \vhile a can {5
gallon) of cream shipped to Medstcad Co-op Creamery gave 52.50 per can.
\Ve rode in a caboose in \vintcr \vhich had a heater
inside and you had to keep the vv'out! on to keep
\\·arm. Our j"iLc..t car \\''-\s bought in lY39. It \ovas a 192B
Oldsmobile, for which I paid SI50.00.
The radio we listened to operated on batteries.
Later I put up " J2 volt power plant, 16 (2 volt)
batteries which I,vere run hv a \vindmill to charge the
batteries up. We had sever:li appliances in the 110use
on this system. Toaster, vacuum cleaner, iron, \\lashing machine. The washing machine being the ,,-;ume
or;e I use today except ch~nged to 110 in 1054 when
SusK. Power came to our area.
Some of the first machinery which wasn't horse
drawn was a 20-30 Wallis tractor on steel wheels and
a threshing machine to go with it. When my harvest
was in I tooK my cre\v and we went around to the
nearby farms and custom threshed. Some of my crew
were: Ted Witte, Herbert Gatzke, Paul Gatzke, John
O. Gatzke, Orv Hubbell, Ed Switzer, Jim Whalinn
Paul Guhl, Mi;lard Witte and Alec Juplec.
c'
Mv first brand new car waS a 1948 Plvmouth. A 6
foot L~asc Clipper and a DC" Case Tra:tor replaced
the fonner outfit. About 300 acres of Qrain was
harvested \vith thls. and as the years went'-on bigger
machinery replaced the former -andmorc land c(,~lid
be looked after.
I retired from farming in 1967 due to crippling
arthritis. At present I am still living on the original
homestead which belonged first to ;11Y mother. ~
Fred and Raymond tooK up farming in the area
while Albert opened a Service Station on Highway
No. 3 at Belbulte. Raymond married Yvonne
Schindel and Albert married Sylvia Overgaard. At
this time Fred is engaged to Marion Johnson.

In 1965 because of the difficLllpi in transl)ortin~
mv son, RavmomL to schooll sold Half-Way-House
al{d bought ~a gas station in Medstead \vl1ich hUd been
established by the late Carl Steinhardt. OYer the next
fr:w }'eurs 1 built up a service station and garage in
Mec!stead. While in Medstcacl I seryed as overseer.
beginning in 1966. That title was changed to "f\1ayor" in 1969 and I continued in this position until I
resigned in 1971. That was the year I sold my business to Gerald Boyd and my \'v'ife, Kathleen. and I
retired to live in the city of North Battleford.
•

•

C

Joe Gatzke
(Father of Fred, Albert and Raymond)
written by Sylvia Gatzke as told by Joe Gatzke
My parents. Fred and Emily Gatzke, immigrated
from Germany with their sons Freel. Jr.. Edward,
John, Ed, August and daughter Martha in 1<)13 to a
homestead I V, miles west and I mile south of
Belbutte, land location N.W. 2~-50-I3-W3rd. I was
born on this homestead on Feb. 2,1916. We moved to
North Battleford for a short time which is where my
father passed away due to a flu epidemic. He was
only 44 years old. I was two years old at the time of
his death. My Mother remarried in 1920 to G. Sellent
and with our stepfather we came back to try again at
the homestead. Probably because of a shortage of
water \\ie moved to another homestead directly east of
the first. N.E. 28-50-I.1-W3rd. I never attended
school because there wasn't a school close enough.
My parents shopped at Doidge's at Glenhush.
My stepfather passed away in 1'137. As a result. I
purchased the farm from my mother and started the
lifelong career of farming. 1\lJ' mother lived on this
farm until her death in October 1962.
The land needed clearing, which was mostly
done with a grub hoc and an axe. In 1930 I hired
Archie McKay with his team of horses, to clear some
land hy pulling trees down with the aid of the horses.
His wage was $1.00 per day. In the 40\, however,
cateq)illars carne into our district. Some of these cat
operators who came and cleared for me \vere: Erwin
Hundt of Medstead, Elmer Bowes of Spiritwood,
Bill McGown of Belbutte.
As my boys became close to school age I wanted
the education for them that I was unable to receive.
Some of my neighbours and myself helped form
Stoke School District. They were the late Elmer
Hubbell, the late Alec Gatzke, Ted Witte, ArnolU
Renz and myself.
Logs were taken out of the bush for a log building. Frank Kerper and John Pipp helped build this
school house which was later tlattened by fire. We
were lucky there weren't any casualties. At the time
of the fire Alec Gatzke and myself were on our way

Albert ami Sylvia Gatzke
L Albert, grew up on my father's farm south of
Bclbutte and attended school at Stoke and Belbutte. I
walked to school. rode a bike in summer. and in
winter we had a toboggan with one horse pulling us.
Some army teachers were Mr. Lottcn. Miss Ogburn,
Mrs. Betty Johnson, Mrs. Haniak and Mr.c Dave
McNeilly.l attended church, as a child, just south of
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the rink at Belbuttc anu go out to spiels at lYkdsrcad
and other surrounding districts.
In April 198(), Albert will have spent 20 years in
business at Belbutte. As far as we can see in the
future this \viB ahvays be home.

our farmyard at the Belbuttc Lutheran Church until a
new building was erected in Belbutte. I finished
school in Belbutte and went working on farms for Mr.
Philip Yolk one summer and for Jim Johnson.
In the fall of 1958, I set up a trapline and trapped
until Christmas. Then, after Christmas, !joined Fred
and Raymond working in a sawmill in Alberta until
spring break-up. We all returned for the summer
work on my dad's farm. I decided to open a service
station business in Belbutte and in April of 1960 this
became a reality. The first customer I delivered fuel
to was Jim Johnson (former Ted Witte farm). The
building for the business and a living quarters was
16ft.x20ft. A portion for an office and a tire changer.
Chocolate bars, cigarettes, pop etc., and a few tires
and small parts filled this area. A small air tight
heater which sat in the living quarters heated this
building quite well in winter. The hours were from
the time the first customer arrived in the Illorning
until the last customer left at night, seven days a
week. My brother Raymond, stayed with me and we
exchanged Saturday nights for our outings.
There were no telephones, only one at the Post
Office, where a public phone was housed, and Mrs.
Larson was the operator. In 1969 a few families in
town did get telephones which worked through the
phone at the Post Office.

Amos and Alice Giesler
by lied Giesler
We came from a farm twelve miles east of North
Battlcford, right alongside the road \Nhich is now
known as No. 40 Highway which nO\\I joins North
Battleforu and Prince Albert.
Reason why we moved I don't know, guess I \vas
too young to know that.
We moved up to Sanelwith in 1933, in June, I
think. We had three teams of horses with Dad driving
the first team, one tied behind, and Mom behind,
with the chickens in a wagonbox with chicKen wire
over the top and every time they laid an egg it broke
anel ran through the cracks in the floor of the wagonbox. Dora and I drove the cows ancl calves behind
and when we came to bridges over creeks they refused to go over but ran under and swam across the
water. I remember we slept near Craig's Creek near
Utley the first night and had the horses tied to trees
and some of the cows.
After a two-day journey we arrived. Home was
two miles west, one and one-half miles north of
Sand with, commonly referred to as Sandwiths'
place. The house was an old log house and had grain
on the !loor and some sprouting out of the walls,
which were plastered with mud. Dora was sure
scared as there were mice in it.
The next few momhs we hael hard work building a
chicken house and barn anel putting up feed. Dad,
who wasn't used to plowing in rocky ground. was
often pitched off the plow in among the horses who
were very well traineel to stop on command.
We had no radio and sometimes went to McNabbs: to listen to Amos and Andy and Grand Ole
Oprey and other programs. Zawalskys, about onehalf mile to the east, were our nearest neighbors ancl
we were soon visiting back and forth. We also became acquainted with other neighbors: Churchills,

In 1962 a shop was built onto the original building. Tractor overhauls, tune-ups, and other work
soon poured in and we found ourselves getting busy.
In 1975 we added a fertilizer business. First of all
we didn't have storage, so farmers met the semitrailer here and helped each other with their orders.
In 1977 we built a quonset to house bulk and bags of
fertilizer. We hired unemployed young men from the
district, and with the help of our families another
dream became a reality.
In 1963 I married Sylvia (nee Overgard). We had
built a house that summer which we were proud of. It
had no running water, we got our water from a town
well. We had a cookstove in the kitchen and an oil
heater in the hallway for heat. However, the next year
we replaced the cookstove with an electric range and
an oil furnace. Our home was warm, although at this
time we had boards on the t100rs and ceilings and
hard board on the wall. The only break in color was
bright curtains. However, soon the noors were covered with plywood and linoleum and walls and ceilings gyproced. It sure looked bright at first.
We have three boys, Trent born November 8,
1964, Barry born January 28, 1966 and Kelly born
June 4,1970. They are interested in hockey, hunting,
fishing and curling, Together with our boys we camp
in summer, water ski and fish. In winter we all curl in

Ted Giesler, stuck with N. Battieford Texaco fuel truck, near
McNabb's house. L. - R, Albert McNabb, Felix Yaskevich.
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Ted, Alice and Amos Giesler, Adam and Dora Meidinger.

Chatfields, Grants, Marshes, Kahls, Johnstons. and
Shepherds.
We had lots of Saskatoon bushes on the farm.
Some years when the yield was good. half the people
in the country would corne over and pick berries.
Seems to me that it was the first summer that we
were there Mom, sister. and I vvent out to pick some
strawberries. I wasn't much interested in picking
berries though, so after a while 1 heard some crows. I
can tell by the sounds that they are making that they
have a nest nearby. ! decided it wmJid be a lot more
interesting looking for them than trying to pick those
little bitty berries, so away I go in their direction.
Well I knew about skunks and that they could smell
real bad, but I had never saw one before. I got into the
middle of a bush. and spent a lot of time looking up
for this crows' nest. Next thing I know I look ahead of
me and what should I see but one of those things that
just had to be a skunk, and not too rar away either. It's
heading my way and wasn't aware that I was even
there. I just stood still. don't think! even dared to
breathe. It kept coming straight tovv'ards me, and
even had to go around my legs to my right. The only
thing that moved on me was my head and it went
around like an owl's, watching this smelly little
beast. When it got a good distance away where I
figured it would no longer be able to shoot me, well, !
just took right off.
Sometime in a year or two some people by the
name of Osmans settled on the farm to the south of
us. There were four o('them. Mother, father. boy and
girl. They came from right down in the dust bowl. It
was strange the way they farmed, as they only farmed
the open spots in-between the bushes, making sure
not to destroy any of the trees. Guess they were sure
right in doing this too after coming from away down
in the South where they came from. Why I say this is
that if they had a dust storm down South the sun
would get blotted (Jut even up where we lived. After
the wind went down there were several days that the
dust just hung up there in the sky.

Evcryonr.:: was hard-up in those days. yes, for
most they \vcrc rca!!;.' poor. There \vas no money to
spend for entertainment or anything like that. What
little money you might be able to get had to go
tov/ards your living. There wasn't enough money to
pay your property taxes so you had to go out and
work on the roads in order to pay them off. Summers
for the most part were hot and dry. Some were so dry
that ifand when it should rain, everyone went out and
stood in the rain, sure felt good on your bare skin too.
One year that I can remember was much worse I
guess. than the rest, and there was some canned
chicken, haddic fish, and dried codfish passed
around. The canned fish wasn't too bad. but that
dried cod: there wasl1't anything thut you could do
with it. I'm sure that it was tougher than shoe leather)
and never did get eaten. A lot of it got hung up in the
trees for the birds to eat, don't think they had much
luck either, think therc is likely still some hanging up
there in the trees.
The only thing that you heated with was wood. In
the wintertime, of course, after you went to bed, the
fire vvould go out and by morning everything in the
house \vould be just like a stone, frozen solid. Remember there was one time that Dad's head was
frozen to the bedpost. guess it \vas because of his
breath going up that vva)'. Course that was before he
lost his hair.
At the school there were some forty kids in ali
grades with just one teacher. In winter it was so cold
sometimes that there \vas ver)' little \vork done till
about noon. The name of the school was Hyde Park.
There \vas one time that we had a iot or butter that
bad, so Dad mixed it with axle grease, and
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greased the \Vagoll i,vith it. Seemed to \vork quite \vell
too, but had every dog in the country fol!o\ving along
wanting to lick the wheel hubs.
When \ve moved to his farm there \vas no \ve!L so
Dad and Mr. johnston dug one by haml. fOllr feet
square, and sorne sixty to eighty feet deep. You
pulled all the water up by rope and a pail. Some

There \-vas the time \vhcn [ \vas quite snlalL and
filled the gas tank on the old f\1oJel T with v/atcL Vic
had a car for y.:ars, but \vhe could afford 10 bu.y gas to
run one, not to mention tires, oiL dc. There \.vas a
preacher by the name of \Voody who showed up in
the arca. He finally' bought the old fvlodel T for
thirty-five dollars, not just sure anout that price but
knov,/ that it wasn't more than that. Ho\vever, even
after sitting idle: for }'ears it ran just greaL better than
a lot or your modern-cla:y cars do. Anyone was able to
\vork on them 'dod make them run.
Sometime in the later years my brother-in-law,
Adam, had an old Ford trucK. Dad and he were going
somewh.:re, Rabbit Lake, I think. They \vere going
<.1o\\'n a hilL and one of the vvheels passed them.
Yes. there were better friendships in those days as
you needed your neighbour and he needed YOLl.
I went to work for Winder's Storage in the fall of
'-J.2, started to drive for them in the spring of '43.
Joined the army December' 44, discharged June '46.
Went baCK to work for Winder's till spring of '47.
Sort of knocked around after that till June 1948, went
to work for 'Texaco until the end of April 1956.
Moved to Alberta, worked for Grimshaw Trucking
until the end of October 1969. Moved to the Yukon,
went to work for White Pass and Yukon Route in
Whitehorse hauling ore concentrates from Anvil
mine. which I am stili eloing at the present time.
Married Daisy Anderson April 14. 1950. Have two
SOIlS. Bill twenty-seven who works for White Pass,
ami Allen twenty-five who also drives for White
Pass.
In 1941 Dad decided to quit farming and had a
sale in September and moved to North Battleford.
where he was first employed by Sterling Millworks
and later at the Provincial Hospital until his death of a
heart attack in May. 1')52. In 1955 Mom moved to
Bluesky. Alberta. to live with Dora and her husband.
She passed away in November. 1060. and was buried
at Fairview, Alherta, six miles from Bluesky.

summers there \vasn't enough water for the stock so
had to haul it with a team and "vagon \vith three or
four barrels on it. Had to go to Humes' lake for it
which was four miles away.
One y'ca[ the army.' \'VOrlllS came. The t:round y,'as
just green \vith them. After they \vere gone the
ground was much !ike summerfallovi.
There \vas one time that 'yve \ven.:: rushing to
Sancl\vith to catch the train to get the cream on it. it
tipped over, and ail the Cfcam \\'Cnt running our the
hack or the "vagon box.
At one time \.vc had a blaCK bitch dog that vvas
meaner than sin: no one could come ncar the place
without it being: after Ihem. However. one \vinter
night Albert McNabb somehow got to the house
without the dog knowing till he was knocking at the
door. Here she come: he wasn't waiting for anyone to
open the door. But Mom had a bath. full of snow. just
inside the door ready to put in the stove's reservoir
Into the tub he fell with the clog right after him.
There was another time when Albert McNabh
came over on horseback in the summertime. He went
into the house. couldn't have tied the horse too well
as after a while it wandered off and went home
without him. When he came out and saw that it was
gone. he took off on foot like you wouldn't believe.
Think he would have quite easily outdistanced any
olympic championship winner.
There was the time when there \vas talk of a bear
around the area. Albert lV1cNabb was out one evening
and coming home about dark. somewhere along the
INay he figured he saw something. Figuring sure it
was the bear, he took off for home in a hurry. When
he came by the window his brother John. who was in
the house, saw something go by the window quickly,
and right avvay thought of the bear. so ran to the door,
ami was holding it shut on the inside. Albert. he's on
the outside trying to open it. sure that the bear is
coming to get him. Finally their mother who \vas
upstairs had to come down and get the mess straightened out.
There was a rime when the municipality paid a
bounty for gopher tails, on.: cent per tail. One year
they even paid two cents per tail. That was real
money. fvIl' sister and I used to go out \vith a horse
and stoneboat with a barrel on it and drovvn them ouL
kill them and CLlt off their tails.
When n1'y sister and Adam rvlcidinger got married. the 'vvage was twenty-five cents per hour \vhcn
and if you work, eVen though you might spend all
day tbere.
When I went to work in 1942. a day was nine
hours long and six days a week. When you went
home Saturday night you had the sum of some nineteen dollars and some change.

Jacob Giesbrecht
The family oj' Jacob Giesbrecht moved to the
Cater district in April, 1952, from Carlton. Sask.
They purchased the farm from Bill Wiens SW
18-51-14 and moved into the log cottage with five of
their six children. Their eldest daughter, Myrtle.
married to Bill Warkentin. had come to live at
Medstead the previous fall. Still living at home were:
Norma (Mrs. Reuben Hepper now). Henry (married
to Sylvia Dibben). Gilbert (Viola Buklin), Wilmer
(Arlene Neretko), Geraldine (Martin Carmelly).
The last three attended school at Cater until the
school was closed and students were transported to
Medstead.
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turned the ice cream freezers with the promise of a
free ice cream cone. A dance followed in the Car1'Ol1ton School. Music was provided by Albert Knutson anc! his violin and Alfred Lehman and the guitar.
Later Arthur Clifton played the violin and Harold
Short played the guitar and autoharp. The Carrollton
Homemakers tried to revive the old community spirit
by holding a picnic on Oster's grass field eluring the
early 40's.
lvir. George took great pride in attending the
"Robbie Burns" celebration:; in North Battleford
every January 25th. This trip was made on horseback
regardless of the cold weather.
He also built the United Church in Glenbush
sometime during the late tvventies. Duncan attended
most of the dances, far and near and delighted in
performing scottish dances. He and Wm. Simpson
danced the sword dance and the highland fling. They
both had taken dancing lessons in "The Old Country" .
Mr. George died in Saskatoon during 1956. Annie Simpson wrote the following poem entitled
"Where the River Orcky Flows" when Duncan
George was in the hospital as this was the way he
used to talk. She sent it to his sistet; Mrs. MacNaughton, who lived at the Bridge ofOrcky in Scotland. She said it was like a farewell letter from
Duncan.

A fairly large chicken barn had been built on the
farm, so they continued to raise chickens for the
purpose of selling eggs. They also milked about
twelve to fifteen cows (by hand) and took the cream
to the Medstead creamery. They tried raising sheep. a
venture not too successful because the hears were too
fond of mutton. They cleared some additional land
and enjoyed farming for tweive years.
By April of 1964 the number of family members
was down to the parents and two children, one of
them graduating from high school that year. It was
then they decided to retire, they sold their farm,
auctioned their equipment and moved to Waldheim,
Susk., where they presently reside.

Duncan George
Mr. D. S. George came to Baicarres, Saskatchewan from Argle, Scotland. He was in the "Scots
Greys" in the Boer War and was wounded there.
He joined the Royal North West Mounted Police
in 1908 and was stationed in the Yorkton area working mainly with the Doukhobor people. He stayed
with this work about a year and a half. He homesteaded on SE 2-50-14 about 1912. He contracted to
build the Carrollton School. He had one of the first
big new threshing outfits in the area.
There were several picnics held on the west side
of the NE 7-50-13 now owned by Bill Simpson.
Duncan George took a very active part as he did in all
community affairs. He and Wm. Simpson Sr. drove
to Glenbush for supplies and helped to build a platform on which people performed. Mr. McAngus and
Mr. McGavin brought the Scottish Dancers out from
North Battleforcl. People came from neighboring
communities to take part in baseball, horse races etc.
Charlie Holman, Cecil Newman and Bill Simpson
were among those who took part in the potato race.
Harold Short. Jack Heyden, Harry Surko and Mr.
Curry took part in a few rounds of boxing. There was
a booth, dinner and supper were served on long tables
which kept the women busy all day. The children

Where the River Orcky Flows
Oh, I'm here in a land 0' plenty
And it's grand and fair to see
But my native land, forever
Will my heart be true to thee
! have kindly friends to cheer me
And l'm thankful, goodness knows
But my heart's tonight in Scotland
Where the river Orcky flows.
When! crossed the broad Atlantic
In search of wealth and fame
'Tis little I thought I'd ne' er return
To my bonnie Heilan home
Oh, the prairie lands are bonnie
Where the stately maple grows
But I'd gae it all for just one day
Where the river Orcky nows.
Oh, rve wandered far 0 'vcr this lovely land
When! was in my prime
And many a happy hour l've spent
In that prairie hame 0' mine
But now the saut tear dims my eye
Like the dew upon the rose,
For the happiest days 0' a' , were spent
Where the river Orcky nows.

L. to R., Ronny Edmunds, Duncan George, Fred Henke, Lester Wilard, Joe Oster, Chester Williams, Frank Brown beside
Dune's tractor, 1926.
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Sac when 111\' Father calls me hellJ1C,
At the cven(ng's gentle close.
I'll say farcwcil to ane an' a',
Guid luck to friends and foes
And I'll take my staff anu gladly gang,
For every true Scot knows
That heaven's blessed \vi' heather hraes.
Where the river Orckv flows.
,
by Annie M. Simpson

Vvrhen a crisis of anv sort arost. neighbours \vere
\vonderfu! in helping~ Because o( th,e many n~~"
tiona!itics present in the area. every tamIly par,took ~n
all community activities and everyone slliueU.
learned. and cnioved ail.

When our sons quit school, they opened more
land and farmed it. They \Norked out us farm hands to
supplement the farm income. Then for two winters in
the earlv forties, \vorkcd in a nickel mine in Sudbury,
Ontari(;, A fc\v years later. they bought a threshing
machine and \vorked the area. In the late forties they
formed a popular elance band known as "The Black
Jacks". They played at countless dances, (speemlly
the Saturday night dances at Shady Bay Beach on
Meeting Lake. We had many happy hours of music at
our home.
John bought grain in the Sanch;vith elevator in
19')1 for abo~lt a'- vear. then resumed farming the
hc;mestead and lat~r the adjoining land north. He
married Helen Krilow in 1950 and had five children.
Prior to his death in November 1977, he drove a
school bus besides farming.
In 1952 Daniel was married to Nellie Freimark.
He worked in Rabbit Lake for a time, then moved to
southern Saskatchewan to the oil fielcls where he was
employed as a mechanic. in the late fifties he I~lOved
to Saskatoon and was employed at Western iractor
Company for over twenty years. After a lengthy
illness, he died in October, 19n.
Ann chose a career as a stenographer and was
employed with the Department of Highw~1Ys in North
Battleford. She married James Bellm 19)6, has three
children and resicles in Victoria. British Columbia.
i'vlanze trained at the Saskatchewan Hospital and married cMelvin Christianson in 1957. She now lives in
Calgary and has a family of seven. Vickie became
Mrs. Vern Thompson in 1954 and has three chlidren.
She is an X -ray technologist and still makes use of
_ .
_
her profession.
Bill and I moved to North Battletord !l1 19)4 and
enioyed a comfortable life. We kept boarders for a
mimber of years. My husband worked for a road
construction firm and later at the Savoy Cafe. He died
suddenly in February 1978. 1 now have eighteen
grandchildren and five great-grandchildren and enjoy them.

WiHiam ami Edith German
bv Edllh
. In March, 1929, Bill, (lur young family of three,
John. age nine, Daniel. seven. and Ann. three, and
mvself travelled by train from Yorkton area to Glenb~sh, then the next elay by team and wagon to the
Sand with district. We came to the Charlie Marsh
farm and enquired as to possible available dwellings.
He directed us to a vacant house about one-quarter
mile from his place. It was a large house and after
cleaning it up, we stayed there for over a year. sharing
it with Bill's cousin's familv, the John Kobelkas.
In 1930, we moved to Ir;nd of our own which was
located one and one-half miles north and east of
Sandwith. We built a log house with the help of
neighbors and opened land to raise our own fooel and
ani;nals. Later, Bill worked on the railroad which
was beine> built from North Battleford to Medstead
for aboutthirty cents an hour - not much but was a
help. The depression hit us very hard, but with some
government aid and doing work in exchange for food
and such, we survived it. We had two more daughters, Vickie in 1930, anel Marge in 1936.
Getting the children to school was difficult. They
skied in the winter when the weather was ttl, otherwise had to be driven by team. In the spring, on
horseback - providing the old mare would cross the
puddles. The girls were often late for school as the
old horse was in command anel just wouldn't move I
Of course, they walked mostly anellater had bikes.
Old Dr. Storey was a real blessing to the community. He untiringly gave his medical services even
though he was twelve miles away. The next nearest
hospital was North Battleford.

C

•

John and Helen German

William (Bill) German family, L. William, Marge and Ann.

bv Helen
. John came to the Sandwith district in 1927 when
he was eight years old with his mom and dad, tvir. and
lVirs. W;11. German. They came from Cal1ora,
Saskatchewan. They lived for awhile with another
familv just west of Sandwith until they built their firS!
one-r;)~m house northeast of Sandwith where John
spent most of his early life.

R. Vickie, Dan. Edith, John,
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L Helen :itill li\,(; on tlw fann \vi[h our

:-;Ofl

BilL

who docs the farnnvork.

James Gilchrist

A visil al John German's farm. Adults, L, - R., Felix
Yaskevich, Don Dormouth, John German, Henry Sankey.
Children, L. - R. Bobby, Marie, and Sheila German, Danny
Sankey, and Billy German,

John went to Hyde Park School till grade eight.
then had to quit to help on the farm, He said whell
they went to school they never had underclothes,
They walked or drove a one-horse sled, One time he
ahVayis recalled. was when it was cold so he put on his
dad's coat. About halfway to school he put his hand
in the pocket and there was a can of snuff in it, so he
and his brother Dan both tasted some and were very
very sick.
He worked hard in the thirties when his dad left
and went North to work. He had to help support the
family of five: his mother, Mrs, Edith German,
brother Dan, and sisters Ann and Vickie.
He started to playa fiddle when he was ten years
old. After that he learned to play most of the instruments and played at many dances: lots of times for
nothing, as he said. lot of times. Drove a team for
many miles to rnake a fC\v CentS to help put food on
the table, and in the summer it \Vas with a bike, and
fiddle on his back.
In 1946-47 he worked in Sudbury mines. Next
winter he worked in the bush at Montreal Lake.
In 1950 he got married to Helen Krilow and
worked in Sand with elevator for two and one-half
years as buyer for Pioneer Grain Company. Then
moved to the farm and in 1960 bought and moved to
the Karl Kuchler farm where he lived till he passed
away.
He played all through those years, as he loved
music. Lot of times on Sunday morning he played for
hours by himself with the children singing. He had a
family of five: Emilyann, who is in Moose Jaw:
Marie, in Calgary: Shieh\' Mrs. Dennis Allchurch,
in North Battleford: Bob, who married Donna
Smith, lives in Saskatoon: ancl Bill on the farm, He
had at the time of his death, two grandchildren,
John passed away on November 4, 1977, at the
age of fifty-eight. His dad passed away on February
3, 1978, and on October 27, 1978 his brother Dan
passed away

1n 1955 the stucit.:nls of Artichoke school curnpilccl a history of Ihis ~m.;a. /-\t the rime, !vir. Jamc:s
Gilchrist and hi~ \Vife V\'tre residing in North Battkford, retired from farming, Vv'hel1 asked by: nlad
for information un th..:: opening of the arca his reply
was as follo\,1;s: J E. Vial), Louis \/ian, Ben \Veils
and i \\'('nt up there and found our homesteads in
NO\'l:mber, i907, hut \VC did not go up to stay until
Dccemher 6. 1907. We sicpt in the wagon box the
first nights till \ve got a place builr. The \veathcr \vas
nice but it was cold at night and a sixty-bushel \vagon
box \\ias not big enough for four men to sleep ill. We
had stoves and a

fe\V

pots and pans. The Vians had

oxen. Bert Wells had a tcam of horses but he found
out that oxen \vere better for breaking land as they
could live on the grass so he traded his horses off for
oxen.
The first evening we held a conference and decid-

ed that Louis Vian would be the COOK, We had two
bags of flour each, lots of baking powder, salt and
pork. Louis got the kettle boiling and mixed up the
flour. baking powder and salt. It looked all right until
he poured the boiling water on it and then it would not
spread out in the frying pan, It looked like the stuff
for hanging wallpapel: so he decided it was the baking powder. Then ,"ve decided not to put baking
pov",'c1er in pancak.es. The next morning we could not
get enough hot water to make the tea so we used cold
water for the pancakes and they were a hundred per
cent better. We wefe learn ing the hard \vay' ~

Long Lake was full of >'\'ater. even thc hay sloughs

Nelson Newbegging, Gust Kennedy and James Gilchrist.

Later )Icars he passed away, his wife rernarried and i~

on the west side of Long Lake (that is where Mrs.
Smith's place was) were full of water. There were
plenty of fish in Long Lake and Artichoke Lake.
We had to go to North Battleforu for OUl' mail
until 1909 and then we got the post office. George
Gristwood hauled the mail and kept the post office.
We called the settlement Glenwood but the Postal
Department either had another place of that name or
did not like it and so changed it to Glenbush I
I think the worst hardship 1 had was trying to eat
Louis Vian\ pancakes. It was pretty lonesome there
then and no place to go nearer than North Battleford.
There were seven livery barns in North Battlet'ord
when I came and they were all doing a big business.
We always went through lffley, only there was just an
lndian trail, which was just about where the road is
now. None of it was graded and it was not so muddy
as it is now. There were no sharp turns. I believe I
went up there in the first motor car. It was an l. H. C.
what they called a road wagon and was driven with a
chain. It looked like a democrat. That was 1910.
Esley Schilts told his mother there was a motor car
coming up the trail. She told him he was crazy - that
a car couldn't come up there. We made fifteen miles
per hour a lot faster than oxen.
The first year I broke twenty acres on my own
place. The cutworms killed the oats and the wheat
froze. Some was not too bad. It was Red Fife and as
there was no machine to thresh it, we fed it to the
oxen and said we would get a better crop next year,
which we did. I had two row barley where the oats
had been and that crop must have gone fifty bushel to
the acre.
In 1911 the Artichoke country was filled. Henry
Michael came that year. Jack McAuley came to
Bournemouth in 1910 and the next year his brothers,
Tom and Roy, came. Bill Young had the place that
Art Fonda has by the lake. McAuley, like myself,
came from Ontario and we were in our early twenties
at the time. I left Ontario when I was nineteen and
thought I was a pretty good man at that time. I could
walk to North Battleford in a day. I wasn't too fat
then.
The fires had kept the bush down but it was all
bush north of Meeting Lake and east of Long Lake. !
think the snow must have been deeper there and the
land did not dry up as fast ane! when the fire came to
the snow in the spring it would stop there. There was
some fine spruce. I think it was as fine as I ever saw
and we wasted it. We were never unemployed as long
as there was timber.
Through the remaining years James Gilchrist was
as excellent a farmer as there was in the area. He did
marry but hadn't any children. Then he sold his land
to Gethyn Grant and retired in North Battleford.

living in Niagara Falls.
Pm;! Giaycon - NW-J6-50-U-vV3. Came in
November 1031 and paid $16.UO homestead fees as

the price had gone up by this time. This quarter was
one of the largest containing 167 acres. He had tl;\,/{)
log houses erected. one l4 x 12 and the other J·l x 16.
He paid $167.00 to have these built. He cancelled his
homestead in August jY33.

Dick and Martha Gliege Story
by Dick Gliege
I bought the SE\C, 9-48-14- W 3rd in the summer of
1931 and broke approximately ten acres that year.
My wife, Martha, and I were married at Laird,
Saskatchewan, November 15, 1931. and arrived by
train in Glenbush, November 17. Big snowstorm that
night so we went to Harrison's store and Jack Harrison agreed to take us to our home, that we rented
from Albert McNabb, in an open truck, half-ton.

Mrs. Harrison then gave Martha a large shawl and
instructed Jack to take us there safely, which he did.
We lived there till February, 1932, and then we
moved to the McLure place, now owned by Jim
McNabb.
I then started to haul logs from north of Glenbush
to build our house, which 1 built in the spring. We
then moved to our quarter section.

Dick and Martha Gliege and son Edward, the house was built

in 1932.
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Our neighbors \ivere the Tom Duffs. Vic Stefiuk,
and Otto Ziegelrmm. To the cast \Vas Louis Schwalm
and to the south Jack BraLlsen, both ranchers.
Money, \\-'e had very little, so i cut cord\vood for
H. E. Mason for $1.25 a cord, delivered, which we
piled in his yard and later Duncan McNabb and I
loaded thi.\ in boxcars for twenty~five cents a cord! I
alsu V\.'orked on [he railroad part of the summer for
twenty-five cents an hour.
\Vc roasted baric\' as a coffee substitute and
ground rye for fiOllr.
lmust say for Harold and Elsie Mason, that they
\vere the kindest people and always friendly when we
came to their store.
In the fall 1 would work threshing for John YOlll
and Dave Loewen, who is now retired in Kelowna.
Had a few head of cattle and horses [orbreaking. The
years were dry and crops turned out very poor, and
the little grain was not worth a lot. The farming is
now changed from horses to modern. In the winter
my brother Bill and myself went up north to Cater
und Birch Lake to cut tie logs for Ivor Soderberg's
mill.
My wife Martha then had the responsibility to
feed the stock at home and water them which was a
big strain on her. However. we survived and she stood
by me and melted snow for water. Our community
had the most sociable and friendly people. Kindness
and return help for cutting wood, etc. was marvelous
and appreciated.
Our social functions, plays and dances were just
about all the recreation there, and were enjoyed by all
and for which Mrs. Harold Mason and Mrs. Joc
Nouch ancl Sahner Olson can be thanked. In the
summer, the 24th of May was Sandwith sports day
and fine they usually turned out.
Our family were all born in that area except Ed.
Our son, Edward Gliegc, was born April 3,1934, at
Waldheim, Saskatchewan and is now living in Penticton, British Columbia. Mabel. our daughter. was
born in Rabbit Lake in 193H on August 3rd. She is in
Quesnel. British Columbia. Katherine, born in
North Battleford, April 10, 1941, is now in Quesnel.
British Columbia. Robert, OUf son, born in Rabbit
Lake. October, 1936, passed away at the age of six
weeks.
We had an auction sale on September 10, 1941,
and we had approximately $600 when we left Sandwith in an olel 1928 Chevrolet sedan. Our quarter
section of land we turned back to the C.PR, for one
dollar and started out lor Laird. There I fixed the
brakes and the woodwork in the 1928 Chevrolet and
took off with the family for Chilliwack, British Columiba.
There I started work on the bridge gang for three

dollars an hour till the spring and then I worked in the
teed mill and later for Boeing Aircraft. The last seven
years I managed a fecd store at Rosedale. British
Columbia.
Our son, Edward, was then fifteen years old and
hated school, so we bought a quarter seeton of land at
Quesnel. British Columbia and moved there in 1950.
There was a lot of timber so we got a smal!
smvmil1 and cut lumber and did some logging and
eventually started to raise cattle.
We stayed there for twenty-three years and had
three hundred twenty head of cattle and two thousand
acres of land and quite a lot of permitted land for
grazing. We did extremely well while there, but as
age came along, we sold the ranch in 1974 and are
now retired in Oliver, British Columbia.

Mr. and Mrs. AI Gossen
In the fall of 1949 we bought the Bill Oxley farm
to make our new home. Coming from B.C. it was a
big change for us. The first year had many hardships
as we did not have much of anything and with three
small children things were not too bright all the time.
But as time went by things began to change and
we made new friends. The children all started their
education in Cater school. The great event of winter
was the Christmas concerts at school which everyone
in the district would attend.
Another highlight of our stay at Cater was when
Stan won first prize in the 4-H calf club with his steer
called" Pete" .
Eight years later we left for Saskatoon where AI
took up barbering and we have been there ever since.
Many good times were had and many friends were
made. We come back several times a year to see how
things change.
Our grandchildren love to come and see where
their dads and mom grew lip and spent their childhood. Wilf and Carol and their children, Sheila and
Dean, live in Sherwood Park, Alberta. Stan and
Marie and children, Christine and Cory, make their
home in Spruce Grove, Alberta. Ron and Judy Messner live in Fort St. John, B.C with their daughter,
Shannon and son, William (Billie).
We all fondly remember our time spent at Cater
for it was home to us for a short time.

Mrs. Ann Graham
Mrs. Ann Graham, a widow, raised her only
child, a son, Howard, who became Medstead's druggist in 1933.
Mrs. Graham lived in Saskatoon lIntil 1935,
when she moved to Victoria, B.C
She developed diabetes in 1943. so returned to
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Saskatchewan, and bought a house in Medstcad,
where she would be dose to her son.
Mrs. Graham \vas a great \valkcr and her constant
companion was "Larky" a black water spanieL who
could be seen everywhere Mrs. Graham was. Many
will recall her walking in her black fur coat with her
black dog.
She suffered a stroke and diee! in May. 1952. She
lies at rest in the Medstead Municipal Cemetery.

improved to such an extent that his mother decided to
stay. Howard attended Nutana Collegiate for about
three \Alecks and "graduated"! This, hovvever, had its
repercussions, as ahout three y"cars after he had sd,tled in Medstead. the Department of Education demanded that his high school certificate be returned.
The reason Vias due 10 his short residency in
Saskatchc\van. Therefore, Howard never did have a
grade XiI certificate but by' this time he had his
degree in Pharmacy!
Howard obtained his pharmacy degree in !93.2.
He apprenticed with Coad's Drugs where he had
\vorkeu while attending University. He received
$]25.00 pcr month plus a Christmas bonus. Following graduation he went to \vork for Pinders and
received only $60.00 per month anel no bonus. He
didn't stay long, but started looking for his own
store.
Two drugstores \vere available in northern
Saskatchewan at this time, one in l'v1eadow Lake and
the other in Medstead.
Howard and a friend, Fred Broadworth, came up
in Freel's car to check out these two prospects. They
camped on the area where Alan Kahl's house stands
today - (this was the highest piece of land in the
village and it was raining heavily at the time). Fred
had first choice as it was his car they were travelling
in. Fred bought the Meadow Lake business and
Howard the Medstead Drug store - which had previously been operated by W. Scott who had died.
Howard opened his drug store in March of 1933.
He often recalled his first day in business - he took
in SO cents and ended up living on porridge all that
week.
I. Phyllis Laycock, was born in Winnipeg. Manitoba. When I was twelve years old my family was to
move to Vancouver, but clue to difficulties in the
transfer of my father's Real Estate business, we settled in Saskatoon. I attended Nutana Collegiate and
then Robertson Business College. Follo\ving graduation I was employed at Ashdown's Hardware.
! met Ho\varcl through a rnutual friend, when four
of LIS went to a show together in 1932. Between this
time and 1939. when we were married, I visited
Medstead several times.
One occasion i won't forget \vas when my sister
Freda and I came for a visit. Vv'e stayed at [he hotel,
\vhich at that time was owned by.' three Chinese gentlemen. Freda had a new tweed coat vvith a beautiful
grey silk lining. It rained and the hotel roof leaked
onto our rose-colored bed covering. Freda soon had
rose-colored stains on the iining of her nev./ coat
which she had tossed on the bed'
Howard and 1 wcre married in July. 1939. As !
had never lived outside a city I had a lew adjllstmcnts

Howard and Phyllis Graham
as told by Phyllis
Howard Graham was born in Kincardine. Ontario. on Lake Huron. His father died when he was
eighteen months old. He developed asthma at two
years of age and it remained a problem all his life.
When he was six years old. he and his mother
came west to Langham, Saskatchewan, where he
lived with an uncle and attended school. He returned
to Eastern Canada at the age of fourteen or fifteen
years and attended high school in London. Ontario.
However, his asthma became steadily worse so they
started out for Arizona. In Saskatoon his condition

Phyllis and Howard Graham in front of their drugstore.
Medstead, July 1968.
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ing in Manitoba in time for harvest. His brothel~
Peter, had a job on a farm there, so he did the same,
working on a farm near GriswokL AJter harvest he
came west to North Battleford and out to Glenbush
where his Uncle Clunas had taken up a homestead,
There he spent the winter, with a large and lively
family. He returned to Manitoba the next year and
worked on a farm, again returning \vest in the faJ]. In
December of 1909 after his eighteenth birthday he
walked down to Battletiml to file on his homestead.
He filed on the S.w. y, 28-49-14-W3rd, his brother,
Peter, later homesteaded the S.E. V" his father, when
he came out, filed on the N. W. V"~ Andy Clunas had
the N. E. V,. Later Peter bought the Andy Clunas farm
and John bought his father's.
Times were hard for the homesteaders in those
early years, The first few years John worked out, first
for Dan Finlayson and at Hepburn, also at Prince
where he drove oxen, breaking the prairie. He
bought his first team of horses, broncos, from Finlayson with his wages. These horses, Billy, a clark bay
and Freddie, a sorrel, he kept till they died of old age,
Billy in 1929 and Fredl'!35. It was while working for
Finlayson that he first started smoking. Dunc Finlayson, a son of Dan Finlayson, gave John a pipe and a
plug of tobacco saying it would pass the time while
he was working on lanel far from home and the
evenings were long.
John spent 1909 or ']() winter with his brother,
James, in Sandwith or Hyde Park district as it was
called, I believe. Then he built a house of spruce or
tamarac logs he had taken out of the bush north of the
settlement. Then he built a log barn and a chicken
house of poles. His parents who had come from
Scotland, now lived with him, his father part time
and the rest of the time on his own homestead.
The house was very cold the first years but by
adding building paper and siding to the outside and
lath and plaster on the inside it was finally a very
comfortable house. However, the first year it had
been so cold that in the morning they would have to
break the ice on the water pail in the kitchen and there
would be frost on the bed clothes in the morning.
Such were some of the hardships the homesteaders
had to contend with. Travel was usually on horseback. Old Freddie being the one, or in winter by bobsleigh, In winter the roads or trails were not SDOWplowed, they were simply kept usable by the traffic
on them, horses and sleighs, By spring the snow on
the road would be so built up and packed that to go off
the "beaten path" meant going in to deep snow or
maybe upsetting the sleigh, a serious thing if you
happened to have a load, When cars finaliy appeared
in the district they were only llsed in the summer and
mud holes might be a problem then,

to make. I was terrified of the gas lamps so ended up
cooking by flashlight for about a month, then decided it was ridiculous and took my chances with the
lamp,
People were very poor at that time: the depression
was in full s\ving. entertainment was self-made bridge, curling, dancing and visiting were the main
social activities.
When Howard anel , were first married we lived
behind the store, then located on Second Street (immediately back of the existing school unit office).
In 1942, we moved the store to the corner of First
Avenue and First Street on a system of rollers called
"a deael man horse". The move took three weeks anel
business went on as usuaJ during this time.
The Beaver Lumber house which had been at our
new location was moved to Second Avenue, a cistern
was built and our Drug Store moved onto this, In
1955-56, we enlarged our living quarters.
Over the years the Drug Store became a source of
first aid and medical advice in the absence of a
resident doctor. Howard had a first aid course, and,
together with Mrs. lenares, the Anglican Minister's
wife, who was an R.N. from Toronto, they taught
first aid classes during my first few years in
Medstead, Over the years we learned to patch people
up at least temporarily
We took few long holidays as it was difficult to
leave the store. In 1954, we enjoyed a beautiful trip to
eastern Canada - had lovely weather all the way,
while back in Saskatchewan it rained almost continuously.
Howard was very interested in photograpy and
took many pictures of the village as it grew over the
years, and of the surrounding area,
We both enjoyed the Elks and Royal Purple
Lodges, also our work in the Anglican Church.
Howard's health began failing in 1973 and he
spent lengthy periods in hospital between then and
his death on November 30, 1975, when he died
suddenly with a heart attack, He is at rest in the
Medstead Municipality Cemetery.
In the spring of 1976, I sold our store and home
and returned to Saskatoon. At present I Iive on the
twelfth floor of the Luther Towers with a magnificent
view of the city I miss our many Medstead friends
and am always pleased to see them whenever they
find time to call.

The Grant Saga
John Grant was the youngest of a family of eight.
His parents were James and Margaret (Rose) Grant.
They lived on a farm of about sixty acres, a part of the
estate of the Earl of Seafield, head of the Clan Grant.
John eame to Canada in September, 1908, arriv484

nently settied he decided to improve the farmstead.
He built a new barn in 1933 or '34, a great improvement on his old one. He got out logs and hired Fred
Sjoberg, Werner Sjoberg and John Austesgrain to
hew them for the walls. They made an excellent job
and affirmed that part of the barn would last for a
hundred years ~ forty-five of those years have already passed and it is still in good condition. The
upper part of the barn was worked 011 by John Deitrech, who did the figuring and cutting and Eric
Neilson who put up the rafters and sheathing.
In 1935 or '36 John decidccl to raise purebred
Shorthorn cattle. He bought a bull and registered
cows, a few years later he bought another two registered cows. From here he built a herd of purebred
cattle keeping on the best heifers for his herd. Some
of the best bull calves were sold for breeding when
the district became a purebred sire area and 1 like to
think they improved the cattle in the district. Prior to
the pure bred sire area most of the farmers had used
"scrub" bulls and there was too much in-breeding.

John Grant, 1955,

He also had an approved flock of chickens started
in about 1932. Hatching eggs were sold in the spring
for a few months from March to Mayor June, the
price around forty-five cents a dozen; eggs at the
stores brought twenty-cents or less. At one time in
the "dirty thirties" the price of eggs in the summer
went down to four cents a dozen at the store in
Glenbush, that was after one customer had taken a
crate of eggs that had apparently been in storage for a
considerable time at warm temperatures.
John had five children, four boys and one girl. It
was necessary to have more living space ane! in 1950
built a new hOllse on the sight of the old one. The
children were still attending school but one friend
told him it was foolish to build a larger house when
the family would soon be gone. However, it was very
convenient to have plenty of rooms when the children, after they had married, came home on visits. It
was well worth it. Now a son and his family live in
the old home.
In 1971 John decided to leave the farm which he
sold to his son, Gethyn. He left in JUly, going to
Medicine Hat. Alberta, not really intending to make
it their permanent home, but time passed and in 1972
after a trip to Kelowna he developed pneumonia and
passed away December 10, 1972. He was buried in
the Sandwith cemetery where his mother and father,
brother and sister were interred, on December 13th
~ his birthday.
Mr. Grant had been a trustee of the Avery school
district for quite a few years, a strong supporter of the
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool and a booster of the Glenbush Agriculture Fair.

Pumpl<ins and marrows. Garden, 1931, Mary Grant.

John's first car was a Model T Ford or was it a
Model A, bought in 1926 or '27. That was a car with
lots of clearance, as there were deep ruts and mud
holes. He had one of the first radios in the district.
George Walker had bought one and after hearing it
John wasn't satisfied till he had a small one with ear
phones, later he bought an Atwater Kent with a loud
speaker.
In 1930 the 1I1ustration Station was started on his
farm, it was an offshoot of the experimental farm at
Scott, plots of different varieties of grains and grasses
were tried out and also the use of fertilizers. The
remuneration for this was very small but the results
were a benefit to the district. In 1960 after thirty years
of operation, it was discontinued, the Agriculture
Department feeling its usefulness was ended.
In 1931 John married Mary PI axton who had
taught in the Avery School. Feeling more perma485

the Lands Branch. on a dairy farm, in a garage, then
back to the farm. Married Maureen Miller, a teachel~
then started farming on his own at Gienbush. When
his father retired, he bought the home-farm which he
still farms. They have four children, Heather. Patti,
Jamie. and .luli who suffers from cerebral-palsy. For
the sake of the children's eciucation, they moved to
North Battleforcl, going to the farm for weekends and
holidays.
Neal Donald - Attended Glenbush Public and
High School. Worked on the farm for one year;
worked in Saskatoon for a machine company, moved
to Prince Albert and worked at Burns Meat Packing
Plant. htrmed at Glenbush for one year then moved
to North Battleford on account of his wife's health.
Worked for Pyramid Homes from the time they
started until they ceased operations in the spring of
1979. Now works for the Saskatchewan Wheat Pool,
Farm Service Centre. I'vlarried Angeline Mackie.
They have two children, Darcy and Bonnie Rae,
students.

The John Grant Family. L. to R.• Lorne, Neale, Margie,
Gethyn, Garry, Mr. and Mrs. John Grant.

John and Mary had a family o!'five and they arc as
follows:
Garry hm-··· Attended Glenbush Public and
High School. Attended the University of
Saskatchewan and obtained a degree in Agriculture.
Worked for the Saskatchewan Dept. of Agriculture
Land's Branch and for Federated Co-op. Married
Agnes Dyck, a teacher. Farmed for a couple of years.
Moved to Winnipeg and then to Minnedosa, Man.
where he has a job as land assessor for the Manitoba
Government. head of Minnedosa Branch. His wife
has continued with her education through Brandon
College. Is interested in the Indian-Metis educational
problems. They had three children, Elaine (Mrs.
Wayne Bradley), Robert, a university student, Nancy, a student, and two adopted children, David, deceased, and Isabelle.
Lome Robert - Attended Glenbush Public and
High School. Fanned for one year with his father.
Took a trip west to see the labour situation. Joined the
Saskatoon City Police Force, advanced to the I.D.
Department. Married Anne Repula. Have one
daughter, a student.
Margaret Riltil - Attended Glenbush Public
and High School. Took nurses' training for about six
months, the first nursing class at the University HospitaL but found she had no affinity for the vocation.
Became a telephone operator for a year at Edmonton,
then attended Teacher's College in Saskatoon. Taught
at Prongua then taught in Medicine Hat for a couple
of years where she met and married Irvine Nowak.
She teaches part time in Medicine Hat and is continuing her education through short courses from
Lethbridge College. They have two daughters,
twins, Jennifer and Carolyn, students.
Gethyn David - Attended Public and High
School in Glenbush. Worked at various jobs - with

James Grant Sr.
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James and Margaret Grant
by f. Grail!
These were the elder Grants, parents of three sons
who homesteaded in this arca, and five daughters,
three of whom spent at least somt of their lives in this
area.

James was born in 1845 and emigrated from
Grantown-on-Spey, Scotland, in 1912, at the age of
sixty-seven, bringing with him his fifty-five-year-old
wife, Margaret. and three daughters, the last of the
family to corne to Canada.
His homestead, the N.W. 2X-49-14 W3rd, had
been previously filed on for him by proxy, by his son
James. When the railway came through, part of his
quarter was taken for the hamlet of Glenbush.
The senior Grants lived in their own cabin for
some time, probably wondering why they had left
their large stonewalled house in Scotland. Anyway, it
wasn't long before they abandoned their homestead
shack, James going to live with their eldest son,
James, at Sandwith and Margaret going to keep
house for their youngest son, John.
James Grant, Senior, had some practical experience in the veterinary trade while farming in Scotland. This experience soon put him in quite a lot of
demand among the early pioneers, many of whom
had little or no experience with animals. Louis Schwalm of the Rabbit Lake district was among those
who learned some of the necessary skills from the old
man. James, Senior, carried on with this work, travelling around by horse and buggy, till he was in his
eighties and his sight was so poor he had to just give
directions for someone else to do the work he
COUldn't do by 'feel' alone.
He always had a strong aversion to people smoking. He is reported to have said that if God had

Margaret Grant with daugthers Elizabeth (Marsh) center and
Edith (Kennedy) right.

wanted people to smoke, he would have put chimneys in the cops of their heads.
His dislike for smoking was matched however. by
his liking for oatmeal porridge or rolled oats as second best. William Simpson recalls going with his
father to the James Grant, junior, homestead where
the old gentleman was staying. They stayed (lVernight. In the morning James, Junior, made a large pot

of porridge. The guests were served first, the elder
Simpson, aiso a Scot who loved his porridge, took a
large serving. Then the elder Grant took what was
still over half the potful. all to himself. leaving none
for the cook I
The three sons of James Grant, Senior: Peter,
James, and John, each have separate stories.

Of the girls, Marion and Rose, the first of the
family to leave Scotland, lived out their lives mostly
in Toronto.
Alice carne to Canada as a teacher and was the
first teacher of Hyde Park School. She later married
Fred Snow and lived in North Battleford while Fred
travelled for Robin Hood Flour Mills. She died in
North Battleford in the late thirties.
Elizabeth (Bessie) became Mrs. Charles Marsh
(separate story).
Edith married Gus Kennedy, then of the G!en-

James Grant family in 1963. Back L. - R. Holly and Fred, and
Laurie Grant, Fred and Lil Luthje. Front. Dale, Carol, Jessie
and Jim Grant. Brenda Luthje, and Jim Luthje. Front inset.
Milchelle Luthje, born 1965.
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James aml Jessie Grant

bush area. She and her daughters Phylis. Dorienne.
Gertrude (Trudy). and Shirley. moved to Toronto
sometime in the thirties. At time of writing she is
well. living in North Vancouver with her daughter
Dorienne. At ninety she is the only living member of
the James Grant. Senior. family.
James Grant. Senior. passed away in 1933 at the
age of eighty-seven and Mrs. Gram died in 1940 at
the age of eighty-nine, having moved after John's
marriage. to livc her last few years with her daughter
Bessie (Marsh) and finally with her son James and his
family.

by fred Grall!
James was born November II til. !881 at the farm
Wester Culfoich. District of Cromdale. Grantownon-Spcy. iVlorayshirc, Scotland. His parents, Jarncs
and ivlargard Gram, 'vvere tenant farmers or the Scafidd Estate. and James Jr., being the eldest son,

heJped on the farm after about eight years of attendance at Cromdale School.
On September 3. J903. he left for Canada. taking
a gift Bible from his sister Bessie. The trip on a cattle
boat took eleven clays. He was met in Halifax by a

LANDS,

DOMINION
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man named McKee and immediately went to vvork

1891, where she becarne orphanl.-::cl at an early age and

helping care for horses on a fair circuit. He spent the
first winter at SL Andrews, New Brunswick.
The next spring he travelled to Montreal in a
boxcar, caring for a load of horses, and thence to
Toronto to visit two sisters, Rose and Marion, who
were older and had emigrated earlier. They were
concerned when he decided to move West. so Marion's husband gave him a revolver for protection.
The harvest excursion brought him as far as
Griswold. Manitoba, and a job stooking in the huge
fields of that area. James spent the winter months in a
lumher camp in the Riding Mountains of Manitoba
and the following summer worked on the farm of
Harry Gray of Oak Lake.
In 1908, turning down an opportunity to get started fanning in Manitoba by renting, James Grant,
who was also looking for land for his father and
brothers, took up the challenge of homesteading. He
carne by train as far as North Battle ford. Following
the advice of land locators, he came to the Sand with
area and filed on the northeast quarter of section 18,
township 48, range 14, W. 3rd.
The first summer was spent in building a shack
and locating homestead quarters for his two brothers.
He filed on the S.E. 28-49-14 for Peter, the S.w.
28-49-14 for John, and later the N.W. 28-29-14 for
his father when it was given up by a Harry
Rowlstone. Money earned while working in Manitoba helped bring the rest of his family to Canada.
In the summer of 1909 he broke forty acres with
oxen. some on his brothers' quarters to help them
"prove up".
Brothers John and Peter came and took up the
homesteads he had found for them in the Glenbush
district. They spent their first winter at their brother's
shack. The senior Grants and two more sisters came
two years later.
As Jim and his fellow homesteaders in the Sandwith area all found out, making <1 farm out of their
.. free" land involved vast amounts of patience, hard
work and determination as they encountered such
adversities as rocks, bush. drought, prairie fires.
frost and snow.
Somewhere Jim acquired some ability to manipulate a button accordion and was therefore called upon
to play for the community dances, usually held in the
school. One spring, he was presented with an eightday mantle clock in appreciation of his otherwise
unpaid services.
On November 26, 1925, the forty-four-year-old
bachelor became a married man when he and Jessie
Moore were joined in matrimony at St. James Church
in Saskatoon.
Miss Moore was born in Eastbourne, England, in

lived with an aunt. She trained as a teacher and taught
at a girls' school in Englanel bef1Jre corning to Canada
in 1921.
The decision to immigrmc to Canucla \'vlas a second choice after a decision to go as a missionary to
Africa was thvvarted by a failed medical ex~unination.

in Canada, after an orientation course at the
Saskatoon Normal SchooL rYliss Jessie fvioore taught
first at Claremont, Alberta, for one year before coming to Molewood and then to Hyde Park School in
1923 and 1924. It was at Hyde Park. of course, that
she met the school secretary-treasurer, James. and
their 1925 marriage came at the end of the 1925
school year at East Hill. near North Battleford.
James and Jessie Grant moved into the new house
built with the aid of James' brother Peter. and other
neighbours, including Duncan George, a plasterer.
The two-storey building had its log construction covered with cedar drop siding outside and lath and
plaster inside. The original cedar shingles have kept
out the rain for fifty-six years.
Two children arrived. Frederick James on February 2.1927, was born in North Battleford, and Lilian
Rose was born on May 12, 1929, in Rose Gill Hospital in Rabbit Lake.
Both Jim and Jessie were constantly active in the
many organizations that made their district a community. Besides putting in many years as school
trustee and secretary, Jim Grant was councillor for
division five of Round Hill Municipality from about
1930 to 1950.
Being an R.M. councillor during the thirties involved a rather different combination of duties than
those of the average 1980 cOllnterpart, and needless
to say was far from dull.
There were no gravelled roads and few graded
ones so there were endless problems and demands.
Supervision of roadwork was a bigger job because
most of his neighbours were involved as they tried to
work off their taxes with hand labour and
or teams of horses. He had to count gopher tails
brought in bags. boxes or tins, for the bounty the R.
M. offered. These were usually burned in the kitchen
stove I On occasion he had to act as undertaker and
once had to follow that up by reading a funeral
service for a destitute, family-less old bachelor. During the thirties the councillor was also responsible for
the distribution of rei ief and deciding who needed it.
a good way to lose friends. Often those who needed
help the most were some of the last to come forward
and ask. He would also issue emergency vouchers
for food to be cashed at the local store. When carloads of relief apples or codfish, etc. came, he was
responsible for its distribution.
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Jirn Grant was also active in community organizations such as the Agricultural Society, the Orange
Lodge, the Community Hall, the Wheat Pool, and
the Sandwith Curling Rink.

dollars a month, I believe, ancl spent some of his time
cutting trees with an axe to clear more land for
breaking. He and my father went North to "the
bush" and got logs to build a new granary. The old
sod roof homesteader shack was torn down and the
new 16' x 20' granary was made well with hewn logs
and with dovetailed corners and included a cedar
shingle roof. Nick made me a fine play barn for
Christmas, out of the wooden sticks that held the
granary shingle bundles together. Nick's handiwork
could also be seen for years in the fancy posts and
gates around our yard. We were sorry to see him
leave when he decided to go back to Poland, his
homeland.

Brought up in Scotland as a Baptist, he retained
through his life a deep sense of the important place
that God must have in our lives and in our community. He was therefore active in the action to re-establish a church life in our community, firstly by
supporting the return of the S1. Philips church building from Medstead.
Mrs. Grant, starting with her life as a teacher,
continued her input into her community with her
participation, and often leadership in the Ladies'
Aid, Homemakers, Sunday School, Brownies. and
Girl Guides. Throughout her life a strong Christian
faith guided and motivated her efforts in the community as welJ as at horne.
Along with the normal run of incidents, funny,
happy or sad, a particularly vivid disaster occurred as
a result of the construction of our house. A lean-to
kitchen was built in the early thirties on the north side
of the high two-storey original structure. The brick
chimney was not high enough and when north winds
carne, the cookstove in that room would smoke us
out. Also, that cookstove was no match for the severe
cold, and the un insulated shell became unlivable at
times in winter. On this particular morning a fire had
been kindled in the kitchen, but only in the livingdining room where the ole! box heater was "putting
out", could we feel at all comfortable. Mother was
bringing a full kettle of boiling water from the kitchen to the dining room when she tripped over the
projecting leg of a fold-down couch that was near the
doorway. The result was dreadful. The boiling water
gave her third degree bums on her legs and one arm.
After a thirteen mile ride in an open sleigh to Rabbit
Lake hospital. and several painful weeks, she bore
the unsightly scars the rest of her life.
Another accident, was less serious. My father, in
gathering eggs one day, encountered a particularly
irritable old hen who repulsed his advances with a
vicious peck on his hand. A day or so later the
wounded finger was infected and Jim Grant found
himself in Rabbit Lake hospital with a case of blood
poison. The infection subsided but he remembers a
small boy, in hospital with a broken leg, ! think,
disdainfully saying, "1 wouldn't go to the hospital if
! just had a sore finger l "
About 1931 an orphan boy whose first name was
Andrew, stayed and helped on the farm for a year or
so. They wanted to adopt him but he decided to go
back to Wales, his homeland.
I remember a Nick Pastuck who worked for us for
a year or so in the early thirties, Nick got thirty

One thing should not be forgotten about the hard
times, namely the help that the community got from
people in England. Mother had let friends in England
know about the plight of people here and they had
responded with large parcels of clothing and blankets
sent to her for distribution. These parcels were eagerly received in the community to the point where
one parcel was even opened at the station.
Partly because, after fifteen tough years, Mrs.
Grant didn't have great faith in the sudden arrival of
prosperity at the farm, and partly to make more
money available for her children's education, she
resumed her teaching career in February, 1941, with a
part-term position at Poplar Dell School, west of
Edam. Subsequently, she taught in Canyon, Glenbush. Sparrow Hill, Molewood, Bournemouth, Park
Bluff and lastly in Hyde Park during the school year
'54-'55.
After Lil and I were out of school, Mother remained teaching to gain funds for a long awaited trip
back to England in 1950. Mother, Lil and I made that
memorable trip that summer, travelling across the
ocean on the Empress of France.
While in England we bought a new 1950 Vanguard four-door sedan and taking delivery in the late
afternoon, I found myself driving Trafalgar Square
traffic at five O'clock, on the "wrong" side of the
street for me. It was a new car but it stalled there due
to water in the carburetor and made this tourist very
embarrassed indeed. The car was imported after our
holiday and we drove it back from Montreal.
It was a wonderful trip for Mother whose three
brothers and three sisters were at that time all in good
health and there were many joyful reunions.
In 1956 they bought 1412-J06th Street in North
Battleford and there followed several rather happy
years of retirement. Mother was finally back in urban
surroundings with the large church and choir and the
modem conveniences which had been a part of her
life thirty-six years before when she lived in East490

bourne. She soon found m.any new friends and organizations to keep herself busy.
In the sixties, Mother found that she had cancer
and after an operation and radiation treatment the
doctors gave her only a year or so to live. She stayed
as active and cheerful as her worsening condition
would permit. She made a last trip to England to see
her brothers and sisters. This time, Father and I went
with her This trip in 1965 was the first time that he
had returned to Grantown-on-Spey since his 1903
departure. Needless to say, it was a great thrill for
him to see again the familiar spots of his childhood,
many of which were changed but little.
On March 6, 1966, Mother passed away in North
Battleford.
After this, Father then spent all his time with us at
the farm where he, aided by more modern, easier to
operate equipment. was able to feel useful for several
more years. He passed away on November 30,1970.
Lil graduated from Battleford Collegiate Institute
and from the Saskatoon Normal School. She taught
school for two years before marrying Freel Luthje on
November I, 1950. They farm at Baldwinton. They
have four children: James, Brenda, Marilyn and
Michelle. In March of 1979 Fred was injured in a fall,
becoming handicapped by the loss of the use of his
legs. He has made great progress in adapting to his
situation.
Fred: (Separate Story)

convinced me to go for more. I enrolled in the Uni··
versity of Saskatchewan School of Agriculture during the winters of '47 and '48 and received the
diploma. I enjoyed nearly every aspect of the two

\vinters, including bO'ivling and an evening

\VOOU-

working course at the Saskatoon Technical Collegiate, but not the mumps. The highlight of my School
of Agriculture days was being the Voc-Ag vvho won
the Agro field Day aggregate award in 1949. The
contest was a variety of competitions in judging or
grading such things as chickens, cream, sheep,
bacon hogs and Thatcher wheat.
My first aeroplane ride came as a result of a late
bus from Saskatoon. My sister Lil was returning
from Saskatoon Normal School on the same bus. We
had missed the Friday night train to Sandwith. Facing
the alternate prospect of Christmas in North Battleford, we came up with the idea of tlying home. We
hired a pilot named Grant Linblad. The small skiequipped plane could carry only one passenger so
made two trips the next morning. landing near our
yard and causing quite a stir.
I spent three months before Christmas 1949,
working as a helper in the St. Walburg Pool elevator.
My School of Agiculture and 4-H experiences got
me involved in judging a few 4-H beef club achievement days around the area.
in 1953, I decided to improve my lot by marrying
a fine young lady, Olga (Holly) Drieschner, second
daughter of Max and Clara Drieschner of Medstead,
on August 11th.
My father's small farm wasn't going to support
him and Mother plus a new family, so Holly and I
decided that I should apply for Teachers' College,
and we moved to Saskatoon in September. Holly
found a job in a grocery store which greatly helped
our meagre resources. The 1954-55 winter was also
spent in Saskatoon as i took one year of university
classes toward the B.Ed. not attained until 1968.
I taught first in Glenbush from 1955-57, in Hyde
Park from 1957 to 1958, then in Medstead from 1968
to 1975.
Those twenty years of teaching were eventful and
memorable. There were those many years of groups
of young people in the classes, with good times, and
times not so good, I suppose, for both them and their
teacher. It was a privilege to work with so many fine
young persons and to watch them developing into
respected citizens.
I gave what help I could to my father on the farm
and eventually bought the place from him. In 1963
Holly and I had a new house built on the farm for our
family of three, and to make it easier for my father to
live with us in summer. It was complete with modern
conveniences and a big step up from our attic apart-

:Fred and Holly Grant
by F. Grant
I grew up in this district with my parents, Jim and
Jessie Grant, attending Hyde Park School until grade
nine was attained in 1941. In 1942, I took grade ten
with correspondence courses at Canyon School,
(west of Park Bluff School) where my mother was
teaching. My only sister also stayed with her, so my
father was left alone to batch.
My grades eleven and twelve were taken at Battleford Collegiate Institute. Mr. 1. C. Rebchook,
Round Hill municipal secretary, played some part in
convincing my father that grade twelve would be
important for me. B.C.!. was chosen because it had a
reputation as a good high school.
While at B. C .1., I was in the Air Cadets but when
! graduated in 1944, World War II was subsiding and
the R.C.A.F. was taking no more recruits. Army
conscription had also ceased so I came home to the
farm to help my father, after attending the Air Cadet
camp at Penhold, Alberta.
I worked for some time for Roland Marsh in the
general store he had recently acquired from Harold
Mason in Sandwith.
An agricultural six week course at the University
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mt.:nt in ,SasKatoon, or the: "shack"

I,A/e

stayed in at

G!enbush.
Our first addition to the family \",as Dale Fred-

erick, \v11o "vas born September 19,1955, during my
j'irst month of leaching at Gknbush. Dale anended
Hyde Park and iv1cdsrcad Schools, graduating in
1073. He has become involved in farming \vith me
and in auto body repair. taking a course at Kelsey
Institute in '77- '78. and working in Saskatoon to\vard his jnurneyman ticket.
Carol Shirley.' arrived on November 5,1957, and
graduated from rvkdstead Central in 1975. She took
three years of university in the College of Education
before marrying Alvin Wiehe, son of George and
Erna \Viebe of the Bournemouth district, on August

II, 1978. That day, being Holly's and my twenty-fifth
anniversary, \vas a big day for everyone. Carol and

Alvin went to Loon Lake for the '78- '79 school year,
\vhere Carol had accepted a grade six teaching: posi-

and enju:;/ed many \Aionderful sights and experiences
and the hospitality of rnan}' people.
Since leaving teaching full-time I have done a
little substitute work vihich keeps me in touch. but
my efforts have become mostl)/ directed at trying to

make farming the pleasant and rewarding life t have
always held that it should be. HolJy has done a great

(leal to make our home yard attractive. vVe are hoping
for many years of enjo:yab1e living in the community
\ve appreciate and respect.

Peter Alexallder Gnmt
by Fred Grall!

Application for entry to his homestead, the S.E.
28-49-14-W3rd was made by his brother James on
October 2(), 1908, and Peter arrived to live with his
brother on November L 1908. He had come from
Grantown-on-Spey, Scotland, earlier in the year and

tion and where Alvin worked out. For '79-'80 year
they have been at Mayfair where Carol has the grade
five room. Alvin has helped me for two years with
farm work and hopes to get himself established farming someday.
Laurie Anne became the third of our family of
three, on June 13, 1961. She graduated from
Medstead Central in 1979 and has since then worked
at the North Battleford Co-op Home Centre. She
plans on continuing her education this fall.
A long awaited family trip to Britain and Europe
was realized in 1974. Besides visiting relatives of
mine in England and those of Holly in Germany, we
toured in a rented camper-van from Scotland to Italy

had taken work at Hillview, Manitoba. Peter spent
the winters of 1908 and 1909 with his brother and
returneci to work in Manitoba for the summers. In
1910 he bought two horses and two cows and stayed
to do his own farming.
He had apprenticeci as a cabinet maker in Scotland, where a skill with hand tools was achieved. In

The F. Grant family. L. Fred and Alvin Wiebe.

Peter Grant with his three sisters. Feb., 1951. L Bessie (MarSh), Peter and Marion.

R. Dale, Laurie, Holly, Carol (Wiebe),

R. Rose,

Canada, he found that hand tools had been replaced
by power tools, so did not follow up the woodworking profession. The skiH did C0111e in handy around
[he farm and home, however. Hyde Park School
records show that he was hired to build cupboards
and tables.
Peter Grant worked hard and built for himself a
respectable home and a farmstead with a good harn
and shelter belt.
Peter's farming was always done with the same
crat'tsmanlikc care that he put into all his actions. His
horses were always well kept and groomed and the
harness clean. His crops went in on time and his
summerfallow was looked after as well as anybody's.
He shipped the first carload of number one wheat out
of Glenbush.
He never married and lived alone, except when
his mother stayed with him after his father passed
away. Living alone didn't mean an untidy house or
careless personal appearance or unpolished shoes.
An almost fatal accident ended his farming career. His team of four Clydesdale horses was startlee!
just as he started to unhitch from his plow. He was
knockecl down amI run over by the ploW. The resulting compound leg fracture convinced him to quit
farming.
He retired to Ke!owna, British Columbia, about
1948, after sell ing h is farm to the father of the present
owner, Peter Loewen. He wasn't retired long or away
from horses long for he was soon working on a r'-lnch
near Kelowna, driving a team, hauling feed to the
cattle.
Some years later he again retired to Kelowna
where he busied himself sitting in the park or cutting
lawns.
Born October 7, 1883, Peter passed away on
April 26, 1973.

Alvina and Arthur Griffin, 1940.

Arthur Grimn Family
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Griffin moved from Michigan, U.S.A. to Golden Prairie, Saskatchewan in
1910. They livecl there until 1925, when they went to
Spokane, Washington, and returned to Golden
Prairie in 1928. They stayed there until they came to
Sandwith in 1932.
Their first home here was on the SE quarter of
Section 17. They moved their house to the same site
as their son's home in 1937.
Al1hur ami his son, Arlie, worked both quarters
together. Mr. Griffin served on Hyde Park School
Board and on Sandwith Community Hall. He was
active in community affairs and interested in sports,
especially baseball.
His wife, Alvina, died Octover 4, 1944, in Saska-

Arthur Griffin and first great grandchild, Wanda Nachtegaele,
October, 1961.

won City Hospital. She had spent the previous six
months in the Cancer Clinic in that city.
In June 1949, Mr. Griffin had his first real illness.
Jim McNabb took him to Rabbit Lake Hospital
where Dr. Storey operated for appendicitis (the appendix had burst). He came home 52 days later and
61 pounds lighter. He soon gained back most or his
weight. When he was 80 years old he had another
serious operation, he recuperated and enjoyed good
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as a house all summer. It was built with lumber
bought at fV1eeting Lake and paid for "vith gravelhauling money.
'On the first trip eight horses, a COiN and a calf
were brought. Four of the horses belonged to Petcr
Langland. In July 1935, Jean. Arlie ~nd Francis
Kipper make a trip to Golden Prairie. It took six days
to go but the rerurn trip took twelve days. The fifteen
head of cattle and fourteen head of horses turned out
to be strange travel fellows. The horses werc brought
ii)r Ed Baynton who settled at Belbuttc.
~
The closest neighbors were Harry Sheppherd and
Charlie Churchill until Steve Brock came in 1933.
Church ills were very helpful by supplying rhubarb to
eat and plant. potatoes, etc. Weanling pigs were
sell ing for 25 cents each.
All farm work was done with horses. Brushing
was done by swinging an axe by hand. Breaking wa~
done with a sulky plow and four horses. Later b~eak
ing was done with a brush breaker and six horses.
The first custom brush breaking for Griffins was
done by Henry Kahl in 1946. Chet Johnston threw the
stones out of the furrow. The next spring Dave
Johnston and Art Griffin hauled the stones off those
twenty acres. There were 210 flat-bottomed waaotlb
loads as well as the big ones that Arlie hauled off with
his brand-new Ford tractor.
As in all families, the Griffin family has been
saddened by death. Jean died in Rabbit Lake Hospital in March 1937. Arlie's mother passed away in
Saskatoon City Hospital in October 1944, Arlie's
filther died in April 1968.
Arlie's second wife, Mary Hagerty, came to
Sandwith to teach in Hyde Park School in 1938. They
were married the next year. Arlie and Mary have four
children:
Arlene, born June 19, 1940. married Maurice
Nachtegaele. They live in North Battlcford and have
five children. Wanda, Maureen. Jim. Glenn and
Jeffi·ey.
Douglas, born February 17, 1942, married
Sharon Swanson of Chauvin, Alberta. They live on a
farm near Marsden, Saskatchewan. Thev have three
daughters, Tracey, Kimberley and Mindy.
Wayne was born August 7, 1943. He married
Gladys Kelunick of Neepawa, Manitoba. Thev live
in Brandon, Manitoba and have one dau~hter

health. He died Easter Monday 1968. at the age of 87.
of a heart attack while he was working with Arlie
picking stones.
C

Arlie Griffin Family
Arlie and his father. Arthur. came to Sandwith
May 5, 1932. They drove from Golden Prairie.
Saskatchewan with three wagons. Peter Wolfe was
the third driver. The trip took fourteen days, having
been delayed at Prelate, Saskatchewan for two day:
because of rain. The Griffins left Golden Prairie
because the soil in that southern area was constantly
on the move so they decided to do likewise.
At that time Sand with consisted of a section
house and the station. Harold Mason moved his store
and house into the hamlet that summer. That fall the
Griffins hauled the gravel for the foundation for the
Western elevator.
Peter Langland camein July by car to look over
his quarter. Arthur's and Arlie's wives, Alvina and
Jean, came with him.ln October their first house was
built on N.E, quarter of Section 17. it was 12 feet by
14 feet plus a 9 foot by 7 foot caboose that had served
C

•

Early transportation for the Griffin family, 1946.

Suzanne.

'-

.

Ernest. born December 9, 1944, married Marge
Waddell of Battleford. They live in Laniga;,
Saskatchewan and thev have a daughter Alisha and
twin sons. Kyle and Chad. Marge h:d three children
by a former marriage, Debbie. Stephen and Brent.
In 1950, because of the large enrollment. a second Hyde Park School was opened. At first, part of

Arlie Griffin family. L. to R., Arlene, Ernie, Wayne and Doug
with Mary and Arlie seated.
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C.N.R., the family's only source of income, making
frequent visits to the homestead. clearing and developing the land.
In 1936, another cabin was built to house Vera's
mother. Mrs. Ruth Sunderland, a widow, and her two
children, Dorothy and Bruce. The two families remained on the developing homestead. until 1942,
when Mrs. Sunderland. with her two children moved
to Vancouver, B. C.
Vera, Frances, and Richard remained ullti11943,
when the ill health of Me Griffiths t()rced a move to
North Battleford. and eventually Vera ancl her two
children joined her mother in Vancouver.
Vera, now Mrs. Allen. resides at 2381 Trinity St.,
Vancouver, B.C. Frances, Now Mrs. Bill Mehan,
resides at 4656 Ravine St., Vancouver. B. C. She and
her husband are the proud grandparents of Wayne,
son of her eldest son. Wayne, and Derek and Lisa,
children of second son, Allen. Richard resides in
Prince George. B.C. with his wife, Diana, and had
three children. Christine of Whitehorse, anel Richard
of Prince George, and Janet, now Mrs. James Duncan, of Whitehorse, Yukon.
Mrs. Sunderland passed away in the surnrner of
1978 at the age of 98 years.
Dorothy Sunderland, now Mrs. Leon Rafferty
resides at 8271, Brownell Road, Richmond, B.C.
with her husband and is the proud grandmother of
Michelle and Troy, children of her daughter, Barbara
Joanne Faye of Kelowna, B.C.
Bruce Mclntosh resides at 17364 I04th St., Surrey, B.C. with his wife Valerie and their three children, Dean, Kim, and Darryl Bruce.

the Sandwith hall was used as a classroom. Mr. Vern
Karolot was the teacher. That same year Griffins
moved their house to its present site near Sanclwith.
From that time on, the Jim McNabb family and Arlie
Griffin family had and still have a very special friendship.
Arlie served on Hyde Park School Board. Sandwith Hall Board and twelve years as a Round Hill
municipal councillor.
In 1932 the social activities were in the hands of
the "Live Wire Club" who were later instrumental in
having the hall built. The ball diamond on the west
side of Hume's Lake was where the action was almost
every Sunday all summer. The local dances were held
in Hyde Park School until Sandwith Hall was Completed. In 1955 when Saskatchewan Power brought
electricity to the community, there were great
changes. Tuesday came to be the "big night", not
only was it the night of the weekly show in the hall
put on by Jerry Feschuk of Meota, many of the
"movie goers" went to Kokotailo's to watch wrestling on T. V. Later Griffins got a T. V.. then they
shared the wrestling fans. Those were the" good old
clays" along with around-the-clock curling at
bon spiel time.
Mrs. Griffin taught school at Bournemouth and
Glenbush as well as Hyde Park for twenty of the years
between 1938-1963. At that time she went to North
Battleford to teach mainly mathematics at the Convent of the Child Jesus. a high school for girls. She
taught there for the next ten years and retired from
teaching in 1973.
Arlie sold all his cattle and moved to North Battleford in 1966, but he kept on farming. October II,
1971 was auction sale day and Arlie sold the farm to
Leonard McNabb in 1972.
Arlie and Mary now live at 1111-111 Street, North
Battlefonj and are enjoying good health, off-shore
fishing, bowling, travelling, visiting their children,
visiting their friends, and having their friends visit
them.

The Grist Family
Percy Grist came to the Glenbush area in 1971 to
teach grade five in the Glenbush School. He was born
in Manitoba, and spent most of his youth in Saskatoon. He went to Mayfair Public School. Bedford
Road Collegiate. and to the University of
Saskatchewan for his degree in Education.
Percy and Margaret were married July II, 1972.
Margaret also went to Mayfair Public School. and
Bedford Road Collegiate in Saskatoon. She graduated from City Hospital School of Nursing in Saskatoon.
Percy and Margaret lived in Rabbit Lake for two
years. Percy taught one more year in Glenbush and
one year in Rabbit Lake during that time. Margaret
has worked in the Rabbit Lake Hospital off and on
since its reopening in 1972.
Rae was born in 1974 and on October of that year
the family moved to Medstead. Robin was born in
March of 1975 and came home to the first house the
family owned. It was purchased from Mrs. Sjoberg.

Griffith and Sunderland Histories
Llewellyn ami Vera Griffiths, and Ruth Sunderland, Dorothy and Bruce
During the lean year of 1934, Llewellyn Samuel
Cyclone Griffiths of Saskatoon, Sask. purchased a
quarter section in the Belbutte area. for $1. 00 per
acre. under the Homestead Act, and proceeded to
clear a site and build a cabin for his family.
In the spring of 1935, when the home was completed, he moved his wife, Vera, son Richard - six
years of age - , and daughter Frances, - four years
of age - from Saskatoon to their new home. Mr.
Griffiths retained his job in Saskatoon with the
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moved to Denholm to work for Mr. George Anderson
for two years.
Then we moved to North Battleforel where Dad
worked at the Cartage Company Delivery. delivering
wood and coal with a team and dray, for three years.
Later he worked in the C. N. R. roundhouse for thirty
years. He passed away June 8. 194i. Mother (Kate)
passed away December 24. 1938.
Members of the family are:
Theoder Proctor Gristwood (Bert). born June 13,
1906. living in Vancouver.
Dora Beatrice Gristwood (Mrs. Alex Millar),
born September 18. 1907. living in Spiritwood.
George McCarthy Gristwood. born April 27.
1909. living in White Court, Alberta.
James Gristw()od. born July 4. 1911. living in
North Battleford.
Violet (Mrs. 0. Petersen), born June 25, 1916,
living in Mission, British Columbia.
Grace (Mrs. Wilbur King). born February 13,
1919. living in North Battleford.
Harold Gristwood. born July 8, 1921. living in
North Battleford.
Jerald Gristwood. born February 22.1928, living
in Edmonton.
Daniel Gristwood. born December S. 1913,
passed away as an infant. buried on the homestead at
Glenbush.
Amy Gristwood. born June 3.1915. passed away
as an infant, buried at Denholm
Freddy Gristwood. born October 3. 1917. passed
away as an infant. buried at North Battleford.
Twin boys. born January 24. 1923. passed away
as infants. buried at North Battleford.

Percy is presently serving as 1Vlcdstead Village
Councillor.

George Gristwood
Dad and Mother and Brother Bert left London.
England in March. 1907. They landed at Halifax and
travelled by train to Minncelosa. Manitoba. where
Dad worked for a bachelor farmer for a year to gain
Canadian farming know-how.
I was born September 18. 1907. A neighbour lady
came to care for Mother. I waS born in a room with a
broken winelow. To keep the snow out they hung a
blanket over the window.
In the spring of 1908 the land agent said there was
good raw land up north in the Glenbush area. Dad
paid the land agent $10.00 for a quarter section of
lanel.
1don·t know the location of the homestead but it
was one mile south of Glenbush and on the south side
of the road. We lived in a small log house with a sod
roof. We were the first ones to have the Glenbush Post
Office. hauling mail from North Battleford with
horse and buggy or cutter once a week.
Mother belonged to the Glenbush Homemakers'
Club. We went to church and dances in the Avery
School and to picnics. Avery School was one mile
south of where we lived and on the north side of the
road with Miss Norton as the teacher. Across the road
from the school was Doidge's General Store and next
door was his house. southeast of the store. Mother
said a pound of seneca would get a pound of tea.
Our neighbours were Thompsons. I seem to think
there was a small lake not far from their place and
people by the name of Mrs. Sasseen and son Dave.
lived by that same lake. There was also Duncans.
Reynolds. Jim and John Grant. George Gordon.
Newmans. Nortons. Perrys and Larsons and Grannie
Gristw()od.
West of our place was Reese's place. 1 think he
was a single man. Dad would go by Reese's place
until he got to Lost Horse Creek. that is where we got
our water. The creek was about two or three miles
from our place; a long way to pack water. This creek
was about eighteen inches deep, clear and cold. it
runs into Murray Lake.
Dad dug a well about ninety feet deep and no
water. He also bought a team of oxen from Mr. Rae at
Prince. Saskatchewan to brfak up the land. One day
Dad was breaking land when the oxen stopped and he
could not get them to go. He went to the front of them
and there was my brother Bert. sound asleep in the
furrow.
We were frozen out five years. The last year we
ate turnips three times a day. ! don't know what Dad
did with the homestead. In the spring of 1915 we

Ida ami Daniel Gustafson
by their daughter Ruth.
Homestead ill Park BlllffNW Q!l' Sec 6-49-15 W3.
My mother Ida Naomi Ecklund and my father
Daniellnor Gustafson were both born in the Province
of Varmland Sweden. Mother was born in 1881 and
Dad in 1879.
After Dad had served two years in the Swedish
Army and had served his apprenticeship as a carpenter in Sweden he decided to leave his homeland and
migrate to the United States. I believe Dad left Sweden in 1897 or lSn.
Dad migrated to S1. Paul. Minnesota in the United States and worked in that area as a carpenter until
1904 when he decided to go West. He went to San
Francisco and signed up on a fishing vessel bound for
Alaska in 1904. After spending a year fishing he
returned to San Francisco. Dad didn't care till' the
west coast and didn't want to live in California. so
came back to S1. Paul in 1905. Dad told me that
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terrible as the big earth quake \vas in San FrancIsco in
il)06 the Barbary Coast needed cleaning up, both
physically and morally, and maybe the earth quake
was the onlv \va\" it could be done.
f\'lv mot-her. ida, \vas ei:::hteen 'y'ears old, and her
broih~r Charlie fourteen vv'hen thei"r father Paul. who

resided in Cloquet. i'viinn. sent them tickets to come

to the United Simes. /\nother brother of Mothers had
migrated to the United Stares a .year or two before and
was abo settled in Cloquet.

Mother and Charlie finally landed in St. PauL
Minn. Charlie continued on to Cloquet to work in the
saw mills with his other brother and his father while
Mother stayed in St. PauL and lived with her aunt
until she had learned sufficient English. and American customs to apply for work. Mother did housework for two different families before being hired by
a Mr. and Mrs. Pierce to do housework and as a
companion to Mrs. Pierce. She received about five
dollars a month in salary, when she first went to
work, but as time went by she received moderate
increases so became quite independent.
Mother and Dad had known each other during
their younger days in Sweden and in 1906 they decided to get married. This was not iong after Dad re-

turnect from San Francisco. Dad continued working
as a carpenter and vegetable farmer in and around SL
Paul until 1910 when he said he was tired of carrying a
lunch bucket to work every day and was going to try
his hand at farming. Free land was being advertised
in North and South Dakota and also in Northern
Saskatchewan. Dad had travelled through the Dakotas on his way to the West coast and was not very

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Gustavson.

when these other luxuries could be added. Our cabin
had the proverbial sod roof and dirt tloor. Mother
later told me how she found the cabin when she
arrived from St. Paul. Mother's brother. Charlie,
came to Park Bluff not long after Dad and Mr. Forsell
arrived. Charlie also took a homestead next to ours,

impressed, so elected to come to Canada. That year

and Charlie and Dad worked together a great deal.

Dad accompanied by Oscar ForselL came to North
Battleford and registered on their Homesteads in the
Park Bluff District. Dad registered on the NW Qtr of
Sec 6-4l)-15W3. I don't remember the registration of
Oscar's quarter. but it was located about a mile east of
our place.
I wonder if it is possible tllr people today to
visualize \\'l1at the homesteaders \vcrc up against
when they first came to the Park Bluff District" It was
wild, raw country, covered with trees and sloughs.
Game was plentiful though, and wild berries abundant. Mosquitoes, deer nies and Bull-dogs, the same
pests of today, but more of them. All the homesteaders were in the same financial position and
building bees were common. Everybody helped one
another and shared in their desires to succeed and

Dad later bought Charlie's homestead when Charlie
left to go into construction work. However, before
Mother arrived, Charlie undertook to plaster Dad's
cabin, that is, plaster the cracks between the logs
with mud and straw. He filled a tub with the mud and
straw mixture and threw hand fulls of mud against the
wall. His aim wasn't bad, but what missed the crack
or didn't stick to the wall fell on the floor. Of course
just having a dirt floor Charlie couldn't see much

'sense in cleaning up the mess after he had finished
the job.
'In the meantime, my mother. with me as a babein-arms, and in company with !VIl's. l'vlaric Forsell
(Oscar's wife) and their daughter Margaret, about

four years old, arrived by train in North Battleford
the same year Dad and Oscar arrived. No one was at
the train to meet them so they went to the Livery

survive.

Log cabins were built with logs cut from the trees
on their homesteads. Very few homesteaders could
afford lumber so most cabins at the beginning had
sod roofs and dirt noors. Time and money decided

stable looking for some means of transportation to

the homestead. The Liveryman gave them a choice of
a team of horses and a democrat or a horseless car-

riage, the price was the same. I believe the horseless
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carriage was an old Model T Ford. They chose the car
thinking: it would get them to their destination quicker. The trai 1 they took was in the general direction of
today's No.4 highway north from North Battleforcl
across the Narrows at Cochin and north through the
Indian Reserve. The entire route was a dirt trail
winding through ravines, around bluffs, through tree
covered areas and the road was full of pot holes filled
with mud and water. They got as far as the entrance to
the Reserve when they got stuck in a mud hole and
the motor stalled.
The driver left us with the car while he went to a
cabin he saw nearby for assistance. Mother said I was
getting hungry anel irritable anel as they had no milk
with them to feed me Aunt Marie took a small container and eased her way up to some cows she saw
nearby. After considerable talking to the cows and
coaxing she managed to milk one of them to get
enough milk to feed me. The driver finally returned
accompanied by Tobias Lenegraff. the homesteader
in the cabin he had gone to. That was our first
meeting with Tobias. He sent us to his cabin to get
something to eat while he helped the driver get the
car out of the mud. I believe Tobias finally took us the
rest of the way with a team of horses and a democrat.
When Mother arrived, and after the greetings were
over, she went into the cabin and let out a yell when
she saw the mess they had made of plastering. She
wasn't too happy, but it wasn't long until Mother had
most of it cleaned up and things got back to normal.
Mother told me that later that fall, while Dad was
away hauling logs or lumber, she went on a cleaning
spree and really cleaned up the cabin. She took a
knife and dug all the mud out from between the logs
and when Dad got home she had everything in tip top
shape. However, with nothing packed in between the
logs, Dad had to do some fast moving to get proper
plastering done before the cold weather set in.
After the settlers had their homes built, and their
barns, corrals, and fences erected, the homesteaders
held a meeting and decided they needed a school. As
a result the Park Bluff school was built, just west of
the trail, and a little northwest of our place. I believe
it was built about 1911 or 1912. The school became
the centre of social life in the Park Bluff District, and
as it was only about a half mile from our home, many
families would stop at our place to visit before going
on to the social evening" or dance at the school
house. There were no baby sitters in those days so the
whole family went together with their babies and
small children. We children must have been a nuisance with our running around the school room playing and then wanting to dance when the music
started. All the bachelors were there, and they would
dance with us. When we were tired we would all be

laid out to slecp on top of all the coats and scarves
pilecl up on the desks. I have some happy memories
of the good rimes we had in the Park Bluff School.
[ be! !eVC the first school teacher at our school was
a Mrs. Weigh. She boarded with the Park Bluff
postmaster ancl his wife Mr. and Mrs. Webb. As their
place was quite a distance from the school Dad built u
small one room frame building for the teacher to
sleep in. The shack was built close to our cabin, and
the teachers had their meals with us. The shack was
heated with a small airtight wood heater and was
quite warm and cozy. Miss Curric followed Mrs.
Weigh and after Miss Currie lei'! Mrs. Smith came.
Mrs. Smith had a small son named Myler, and I was
happy because now I had a playmate. Miss Driscal
followed Mrs. Smith and the last teacher I remember
was Mr. Bulger. I believe Mr. Bulger had an artificial
leg as! can remember he had a limp when he walked.
The Davis family homesteaded south of us, they had
quite a large family, and 1 well remember the first day
their two oldest children started school. They came
to our place crying, and were frightened. Mother
talked to them and then walked over to the school
with them. They felt better by the time they got to
school and after they found how kind Mr. Bulger was
they soon settled down and really enjoyed going to
school. The school term was from late spring or
midsummer until Christmas time.
My cousin Margaret, who was older than!, went
to the Park Bluff school. i still remember seeing
Margaret riding to school on her big white horse.
Margaret rode without a saddle and she would stop at
our place quite often, and take me up behind her for a
ride. I had quite a time hanging on, as I couldn't get
my legs around the horse, and would just hang on to
Margaret, and bounce, hoping I wouldn't fall. The
ground looked a long way down, and pretty hard.
Margaret and I have been close friends throughout
the years and have many a happy time talking about
the old homestead days. Margaret now lives in
Saskatoon.
Forval Olsen, a cousin of my dad's filed on a
homestead in the Park Bluff District, but ! don '(
believe Forval ever proved up on his quarter. There
was another cousin of dad's, Ed Danielson homesteaded there and another man by the name of Herb
Owens. My recollection is that both Mr. Danielson
and Mr. Owens returned to the United States without
proving up on their homesteads.
Oscar Forsell was always so proud of his garden.
He always had the first potatoes and carrots and peas
for the fourth of J lily. Because so many of the homesteaders migrated from the United States, the fourth
of July meant a lot to them, and always called for a
celebration.
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down in bed and be glad I was home safe in a nice
warm place.
We looked forward to Spring when the snow
starteel to melt. The sloughs would fill up and the
creeks start to run. Then bare patches of ground
would show up and I would be out looking for the
first CroCllS to appear. The Crocus was the first
nower in spring and I kept all the dishes I could find
filled with flowers. I was so excited when I found my
first Laely Slipper growing in a moist shady place. I
didn't know what 1 had found, but it was something
special and beautiful to me. Mother said she couldn't
leave an empty dish anYWhere, but that I would fill it
with wild tlowers.
Near our place there was a large ravine with a
fairly steep hill down into it. I had found a nice
smooth board and would slide down the hill when out
playing. One day Mother dressed me up in a nice new
linen dress she had made for me from one of her old
dresses and when I went out to play Mother told me to
be careful and not get my new dress dirty. However, I
had to get my board and slide down my hill. I would
lay on my stomach on the board and down I'd go. I
must have had a good time because when Mother
called me and I came home she took a look at me and
pointed to my dress and asked me what in the world
happened. I looked down and the whole front of my
dress was worn through to the bare skin. I guess
Mother called me at the right time or I would probably have had a skin full of slivers. Another thing!
remember so vividly is the way Mother kept the new
board floor Dad had put in for her. It was white pine
or Popla!: 1 can't remember, but Mother would scrub
it with a scrubbing brush using her home made soap
and lye. It was the whitest noor I think 1 have ever
seen.
Our nearest supply point during the early days
was at The Narrows (Cochin) about twenty miles
from the homestead and during the winter we would
go there for supplies. The trip was made by sleigh.
Dad had a bob sleigh with a box that he filled about
half full of straw. They would bundle me up and wrap
me in blankets and put me down in the straw. The
weather would often be 3D and 4D below zero, and I
would get cold. Dad would have to stop on many
occasions and make me walk behind the sleigh to get
the circulation moving. My feet sometimes felt numb
and when I would walk little needles seemed to be
picking into my feet. One time Forval Olson was with
us and I remember him wrapping me up next to him
in his big buffalo coat. The trip to the Narrows
always seemed a long cold trip to me, and even toelay,
after all these years, going over that road through
"the reserve" seems a long trip to me.
Our homestead days came to an end in 1917. in

During the summer, and whenever possible, during the winter months the homesteaders cleared trees
from their land getting it ready for breaking the
following summer. The trees were cut up for cord
wood and the smaller branches and stumps piled up
and burned. In the spring the sod would be broken
with a team of horses and a one furrow plow. I can
still see my dad walking behind the plow holding the
handles and with the reins tied around his waist
plowing the land that had been cleared the previous
year. I would walk in the furrow behind Dad and I
loved the feel of the fresh turned sod on my bare feet.
After the plowing we would help Dad pick up roots
and small stones.
It was after Christmas that many of the men
would leave their homesteads and look for work in
lumber camps or wherever they could find employment. Dad worked in McMillan Bros Lumber mill at
Whitecourt. Alberta. Mother got employment with
Mr. and Mrs. Spence at Ruddell in the hotel. starting
as a maid and later on as the hotel cook. We spent
quite a few years working on the homestead during
the summer, and working out during the winter. This
was done not only so that Mother and I would not be
left alone on the homestead during the winter months
when Dad was away, but because the additional
money was necessary to see us through the following
year. Dad always went harvesting in the fall, down in
the Springwater and Biggar areas. I remember one
time when he came home with a little soldier doll for
me. I was quite excited because I had never had a doll
before, and I treasured that doll for years, until it was
completely worn out. When I became of school age 1
attended school in Ruddell. The winters seemed
long, but we always seemed to be busy and we could
look forward to spring when we would all return to
the homestead and be together again.
One year on the homestead we had a big bush and
prairie fire across the ravine from our place. The
whole country seemed to be on fire and we were quite
frightened. It looked bad for awhile as many of us
thought we woulel be burned out. However, all the
neighbours came out to fight the fire and they eventually got it under control. In the evenings on the
homestead everything would be so still and quiet.
You could hear a few birds chirping in the trees and
the frogs croaking and then about midnight the
coyotes would start bunching and you would hear
them howl till away on in the morning. I can think of
nothing more lonesome than to listen to a coyote or a
wolf howl on a cold wintery night. One would howl
and when it stopped another would pick it up, like
singing solo and then the whole choir would blend in
and that is when 1 would pull the covers up, snuggle
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1914 Dad became a 'Naturalized Canudian' and received his 'citizenship papers,' That meant he had
completed his proving up on his homestead and we
now owned it. It was a happy day for all of LIS. !n 1917
Dad rented land from a farmer b~v the name of
McMillan at Springwater. abom twenty miles sOllthwest of Biggar. We loaded a hay rack \Vith some
household ccct'fects. calves. chicken. water barre!.
feed and other thinQs we would need on the trip and
while we were dov7n there. We had some covvs tied
behind the hay rack and the spare horses were tied to
the hames of the driving team. Mother and I were in a
buggy hitched to a little black pony. Dad built a small
crate back of the buggy seat \Vhere he put two little
piglets. This was the way we travelled to Springwater.
It took us two nights and three full days. Mother and I
followed behind the hay rack and when the little
piglets got hungry they ~ould start to squeal and we
would have to stop and feed them. It was all very
adventurolls and exciting to me. We were sorry to
leave the homestead. but Mother and I thought we
would come back in the fall and then pick up where
we had left off. However. that was not to be. as Dad
had gone into partnership with his cousin Charlie
Anderson and they purchased a half section of land in
the Prince district. That fall. when we left Springwater. Mother and I went ahead by train and Daclloaded
all our things including the livestock. into a box car
and came back with it to look after the livestock. We
met Dad in North Battleford and aftcr two days.
getting supplies and everything loaded in the rack
and buggy we drove to our new farm at Prince.
Mother and Dad hact many good friends and
some rdatives still living at Park Bluff and during the
intervening years they made frequent trips back to
visit with them. Dad kept and worked the old homestead land for a number of years. but the distance was
too great to keep the work up and he eventually sold
the half section to Mr. Faucon.
Although homesteading in those days was hard.
and we had to put up with many hardships. there was
something about it that was nice and peaceful. We
had fewer friends! suppose than we have now. but we
were more like a big family. Everybody knew his
neighbour and we all helped one another. You never
hac! to lock your doors or be afraid to walk alone at
night. There were principles and honor in the hard
working homesteader that is hard to find today in our
new modern society.

Grandma Guhl, Vera Griffith, Grandpa Guhl.

The first shack was built on the Hudson Bay land.
We had no well. so we melted snow We brought with
us our household articles. chickens. turkeys. and a
dog. We bought a cow at Belbuttc. In the spring We
UW! a well and built another hOLlse at the present
locCation. Another son. Paul. was born and the mosquitoes pretty nearly ate us up that year.
Our closest nei~hhours \vere Mr. Stolze, F.
Gatzke. and John Gatzke. All were two to three miles
away. or more. We had a bush trail over rocks, roots,
and through sloughs.
Willie's father and mother also took up a homestead beside ours and lived with us for many years.
Then a log house was built for them on their own
land.
There \.vas a store, hotel, and a restaurant in
Be1butte when we came. The restaurant "vus run by
Mr. and Mrs. Henrv Richard. There was also a pool
room and a post ol~rice run by Louis Zanatta. Mail
was brought in by Charlie Hare by democrat or
caboose. We would walk to Belbuttc twice a week for
mail and the few groceries we could afford.
William Guhlcworked off taxes for Richard and
Zanatta and we took groceries for the pay. Later \VC
oot regular train service and mail came by train.

William Guill
We came from Mcyronne. in southern Sask. 111
the fall of 1929 and settled on a homestead. SE \I,
8-51-13 at Belbutte. We left Meyronne due to the dry
years. We had one son. Albert. who was nine months
old.

"
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Betty Guhl Wedding. Back: Bill Davis, Ed Smith, Albert Guhl, Edith Starling, Paul Guhl, Bill Harper (minister), Jack Hawkins, Mrs.
Hawkins, Harry Starling. Middle: Rosie Guhl. Willie Guhl, Harold Kercher, Betty, Kay, Wilfred and Grandma Guhl. Front: David and
Charlie.

Willie went working and helped lay the steel from
North Battleford to Hamlin anel on to the St.
Boniface - St. Paul line.
We broke up a few acres for garden, etc; before
that we had our garden at F Gatzkes. Times were
hard, our recreation was playing carels anel house
parties at our house and at Jack Heyden's. Later when
Loch Side School was built we had dances and
Christmas Concerts. Willie played the accordion,
guitar, and mandolin, also the cornet. None of this
music ever rubbed off on his children. He also loved
to curl.
We both belonged to Loch Side Community
Club, and were on the School Board the last years.
When a school was built in Belbutte, we had our
children transferred to the Village School at
Belbutte. There were four left to go to school.
Willie joined the army in 1941 and served three
years here in Canada and was discharged in July,
1944. In those years while he was away, I built up the
farm some more. I bought four horses and four cows,
and a small cream separator. ! started shipping
cream. We increased our herd to 15 or 20 head, and I
milked eight cows. We did more clearing and breaking till we had 100 or more acres. This was very hard
work by hand and horses.
Willie did a lot of carpenter work around Belbutte
and Idylwild in his last years. He passed away in
November of 1954.
I still lived in Belbutte for many years, 44 in ali,
worked out. After the children were older I sold the
farm to our son, Wilfrid.

I moved to Alliance, Alberta and lived there for
three years, and was very comfortable. Then in the
fall of 1975, I married William Hogg of Kerrobert,
and we live in the town and he farms. We are very
happy and content.
The children are scattered and are as follows:
Albert is married he and his wife and two children
live in Bramford, Ontario. He works at Home Hardware in Bramford, Ontario. Paul and his family live
at Hillmond, Sask. He works out and his hobbies or
recreation are chariot and chuckwagon races. Betty
Kercher and her husband have two children and three
grandchildren. They live on a farm near Alliance,
Alberta, where they raise cattle. For recreation. they
enjoy curling, dancing, and chariot races. Wilfrid
and his family of three children, live on the farm at
Belbutte, where they raise cattle. He also does carpenter work, and is active in the 4H, with a Trail
Riders Club in Belbutte. Kay Marlowe and her husband live at Rosthern, and her husband manages the
Co-op Store there, their two girls are married, and
Kay has two grandsons. Their favorite recreation is
attending hockey games. David and family live at
Alliance. Alberta, \vhcrc they have an acreage with
pigs, chickens, two cows, and ponies. David's favor-

ite form of fun is attending chariot races. He vvorks at
the Forestburg power plant. Charlie and family live at
PadclockwoocL Sask., where they run a restaurant
and a garage.

Edith Ellen Guhl Story
Edith Ellen Guhl (nee Overgard) was bom in
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Rabbit Lake Hospital, November 7, 1938. Dr. Storey
and nurse, Edith Pitt were in attendance. Dad rode
his bicycle all the way to Rabbit Lake from north of
Belbutte to see us. When we came home there was a
lot of snow on the ground.
I went to school with Betty Johnson (grade one
teacher). she drove a wild horse (Silver). One morning we had a little run away, did the snowballs every
fly. We didn't get him stopped until we were nearly at
Carl Larson's. I also stayed with Carl and Alice
Larson and went to school as we lived four miles
away.
When I was ten years old, Dad bought me a little
white Arabian pony from Oliver Doucette. It was too
fast for me to drive.
On June 1, 1957 I married Wilfred Guhl and we
went to Williams Lake, B.C., where Wilfred worked
on the railroad. Later we moved back to Belbutte and
bought Mom Guhl's farm in 1959, where we still
live. We have three children. A daughter Brenda.
eighteen years old, married to Ed Allchurch. They
have a little girl. We have two sons, Blaine, fifteen
years old, and Dean, twelve.

Margaret and I were out of school by then. There
were two stores in Robinhood. Mr. Tarbet and Mr.
Wilson each had a general store. Also a church was
built.
People kept coming and there were people living
on most every quarter section. Those were hard
times, with very little money, but we had a good life
anel good neighbors. It was a big job to get a few acres
broke and the stones picked in a year. compared to
what they could do today.

We had a community club and. with the church
and schooL we had many social activities. Eventually a hall was built and it was also used for a high
school.
In 1932, Wanda was born but lived only six
months. Margaret and I went out to work as a "hired
girl" in the fall of 1931. Margaret worked around
Robinhood but I worked mostly in the Meota area
where I met Lee. We got the big sum of 55 to $15 a
month as wages.
In 1935, Margaret married Carl Seime. a neighbor boy who lived two miles north of us and 1 married
Lee Iverson of Meota.
In 1935, Maurice was born and Margaret also had
a son. In fact my mother and Margaret were at Mrs.
Sagen's house at the same time when their babies
were bom. Mrs. Sagen was the mid-wife.
Harry married Flora Bartlett who taught school
in Robinhood. They now live in Denver, as well as
Margaret and Carl.
I live in Meota on a farm and my family are all
nearby. Larry, our eldest son lives and farms on the
home place in the Meota area. He also farms land in
the Robinhood area which he purchased in 1967.
Warren married Elaine Lessard in 1961. They have
three children. twin boys -- Dwight and Dwayne.
born September 20, 1962 and a daughter Pamela,
born May 8. 1966. They arc residents of the Robinhood area where they live on their farm (N .E.
9-49-16-W3) since April 22. 1964. Arlene married
Garry Walker and they have four daughters - Jody,
Tracey. Lana and Charlene. They are farming in the
Meota area. Vernon married Judy Gregorie and they
have four children - Jocelyn, Erin. Christine and
Keith. They are engaged in farming anel Vernon
works for the Dept. of Highways as well.
My brothers, Clifford and Philip joined the
armed forces in 1939. Clifford married a girl from
Denver, Marjorie Benson. and he was manager of the
Goodrich re-tread department. He died in 1974. Philip made the army his career and married Hazel Jones
of Medstead and now lives in Carstairs. Alta.
Florence married Alvin Morton who was killed
in the second world war. She now lives in Cochin,
Sask.

The Ole H.aagenson Family
written by Mrs, Anna Iverson
We arrived in Robinhood on a rainy day in July
from Kyle, Sask. where it was really dry and dusty.
Dad was a farmer and carpenter. We travelled in a
Ford truck and a Chevrolet sedan. There were eleven
of us, Mom, Harry, Margaret, Anna, Clifford, Florence, Philip, Josephine, Orville, Elwood and
Eileen. Dad went with the furniture and livestock by
train. It took us two clays to travel about three hundred miles.
We lived in a vacant log house across the tracks
from our lanc1- S.W. 2-50-lS-W3 for about a year
until we had a house built. The house when we
moved in was only two rooms with sleeping quarters
upstairs. Two log beelrooms and a porch were added.
Also. my grandmother came to live with us so another room was added. She looked after herself anel
did her own cooking, etc. Outbuildings were built as
there were horses, cows, pigs, sheep and chickens
which had to have shelter. The sheep were sheared
and my mother and grandmother washed the wool
and carded anel spun the yarn for all our mitts, socks
and sweaters, and that certainly was a big job as there
were so many of us. Mother also made her own
cheese and it was delicious. We picked Saskatoons
for fruit. also dried them which were used as currants
for cakes and cookies. We also cured our own meat
and. of course, had a garden.
The school was on the south side of Robinhood
where most of the family went to school. Harry,
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Orvil, who is a carpenter, married Sophie
Klimchuck and lives at Hubbies Lake, Alberta.
Elwood joined the forces and drowned in Great
Slave Lake in 1l)4~.

nated two acres of the N. E. corner of his Janel. Dad
also scouted the neighborhood to get enough oarents
to apply for a schoo"1 in the district. This s~h(;ol wa~

known as Spinney Hill until changed to Vloodridge,
now no longer in existence.
The only roads were trails through the bush and
across country, though some of them did follow road
allowances. Later on roacis were built by men with
horses and scrapers. Each settler was alloteci a few
days work and this was a means of paying part ofthei:
land taxes. Homesteads were soon all taken by people who came from the United States and Eastern
Canada, Europe and England. Everybody worked
hard and didn't complain about it. The real hardships
were when sickness struck or accidents happened.
One incident was when our first teacher, Eva Parker. a
young girl from Maymont became suddenly sick
with appendicitis. Dad took her to North Battleford.
a distance of fifty miles from her boarding place. He
hac! a good fast team of horses and got her to the
hospital in five hours where she immediatley had an
operation. Another time two young boys were playig
in their yard wih a "22" rifle, and the older boy, not
realizing it was loaded, fired and shot his little seven
year old brother. He ran to the barn, got on a horse
and galloped away to find his dad who was working
away from home. Mother was there visiting their
mother who was ill in bed. She ran out and picked up
the little boy and did what she could until help came
and he was rushed to the hospital in Edam. He came
home some weeks later but died that fall soon after
his mother did. In our own family my three brothers
were all very sick with the Spanish Int1uenza in 1918,
all at the same time. Mother nursed them day and
night and Dad made many trips to Edam for medicine. It was rationed as there were many sick in every
family. My sister and her husbancllived a mile from
us and they also had the "Flu".
Some of the things we worked with are round
only in museums today. Butter churns, wash boards.
sad irons, scrub brushes, coal oil lamps and lanterns,
gas lamps, wood stoves and heaters. seneca root
diggers. walking plows and harrows, gang plows,
binders, horsedrawn seed drills, hay mowers and
rakes, fanning mills, buck saws etc. This all sounds
hard and it was. but no one minded, and all were
neighborly. We had very enoyable times at our
dances, picnics, Christmas concerts. card parties,
horseback riding. rowing. fishing, berry picking outings and visiting.
There was also our Park Bluff baseball team. The
boys had regular games with nearby teams. Families
and friends attended these games at Robinhood.
Glaslyn, Glenbush, Coehin and Belbutte. Members
of this team were Bert Wood, Martin Knutson, the

The Haayland Family
The Haayland family lived on the S E. i< of
secrion 19.

Mr. ami Mrs. Peter Hagen and Family
by Ella Dllnser (nee Hagen)
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hagen and thcir family of five
children moved to the R.M. of Parkdale in 1912 from
Southern Minnesota, U.S.A. There was no Robinhood at that time. They got their mail at the Park Bluff
Post Office which was kept in the home of the Webb
family and came by mail stage once a week.
There was almost a solid growth of trees on the
homestead and Dad had to clear a space with the axe
so he could put up a house and barn and other
buildings. Most of the settlers were bachelors and a
few families. Our nearest neighbors were Morgan
Cassen and George and Martin Nelson. They were
very good neighbors.
There were three boys in our family. Elmer who
was twenty took a homestead two miles east of present day Robinhood. Roy, who was under sixteen. had
to wait a few years. Carl was only six. There were no
schools near enough for us to attend. until the fall of
1916 when one was built three miles away. It was kept
open until Christmas and in following years for the
summer months, probably six months out of the year.
Mother was often called on to act as midwife in
the early days and would be away for a few days and
sometimes a week. caring for a family of little ones.
She also did a lot of bread baking for our bachelor
neighbors. Dad served on the Council for a number
of years and was instrumental in organizing the
Robinhood cemetery to which Martin Nelson do-

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hagen. Taken sometime before 1920,
probably 1915.
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The Habgaza family grcvv in number to eight
children and survived mostly by fruga1 living and
hard \vor1<. They, like others, received some govern-

three Dunse!" boys: Louis, Ott and Albert, Elmer
Hagen, Jake Wallace, Raug and Tony Nordgren,
John Wilson, Roy Sernes and Shorty Titus and others
played for a time.
All the Hagen children married. lived and farmed
in the area. Anna and her husband and family rnoved
to Oregon in 1926. Elmer's two sons, Clifford and
Dennis. are farming at Cater and Medstead. Some of
Roy's family remain and farm in the vicinity, RonaJd.
Gordon and fViargaret. Ken farms east of North Batdeford. Ruth lives in Idaho, David in B.C. Carl's
daughter's: Pearl lives in Calgary and Carol lives near
Regina. His wife, Nettie, lives in North Bmtleford.
All the family are deceased except one daughter, Ella
who lives in North Battleford. Descendants of Mr.
ami Mrs. Hagen today number twelve grandchildren
and twenty great grandchildren.

ment aid in the hard times of the thirties.

When the Hntherleigh Community Pasture \vas
established, Joe sold his rough farm to the govern-

ment for inclusion in the pasture and he and lVirs.
Halngaza moved into Sandvv'ith on the three-acre plot
which he bought from Mrs. Coppock.

The Halagazas lived in Sand'vvith for several
years through the fifties and sixties. Joe kept himself
occupied by keeping his team of horses and a fe\v
cattle. He continued to use wood for fuel and put it up
by hand himself, using axe and bucksavv'.
Joe and his wife moved to North Battlcford where
he passed away and she still lives.

The Edward Hailer Famiiy
Joe and Polly Halaga:;:a

Edward and Julia J"laller immigrated to the Stoke
district from Russia in 1923. A son. Ernest, had
immigrated a year earlier and they joined him.
They had three children: Ernest: Julianna. (Mrs.
Sam Zwer): and Martha who came with them and
later became Mrs. Ewald Gatzke.
Ernie Haller married Alma Liick (Robert's sis-

by R Grant
Joe Halagaza came to Canada from the Ukraine,
with his wife and son, Bill, in 1927. They moved
onto a C.P.R. quarter about five miles southeast of
Sandwith, across the big coulee.
In those years it was hard for anyone to make a
living from farming in this area, even those who had
been working for over twenty years to get established. Joe's family, like the many Ukrainian families
who came into the area at about the same time, was
used to hardship and knew something about farming
and livestock. However, trying to bring stony, hilly
land into production, in a land where frost and
drought were added problems. must have made some
settlers question their choice of a new homestead.

The Halagaza Family. L. - R. Mary, Bill, Paul, Joe and Mrs.
Halagaza, Anne, Alex, and John. (missing are Peter and
Sophie).

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Holler with grandson, Gary Herman in
B.C, 1952.
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ter). they had six children: Freel. Ed. Arnold. Arthur.
Freda, and Herter: and moved to Vernon, B.C. in
1946.
Edward and Julia came 'vvith ncxt~to-nothing and
experienced the hardships of most pioneers at that
time. The bitterly colJ winter. lack of money. prairie
fires, mosquitoes, and then the depression were a
part of their life. The back breaking task of clearing
the land seemed never ending.
In 1948. they moved to Vernon. B.C.. where
Ernest \vas already Ii ving. Their daughter ivlartha and
family moveu to Vernon at the same time.
They enjoyed their life there lIntii Edward passed
away in 1957. JlIlia died in 1966. Both arc at rest in
Vernon.

two seater \vhose worn wooden wheels had been

replaced by four steel plow wheels running on wooden bushings. In 1955 when Chris was already seventy
seven, his horse was aging, and his buggy, as already
mentioned. vvas \vell worn, Chris-horse-and buggy

were proud entries in the Medstcad parade. The
banner flying over the wagon read: Ductte -.,~. Good
for another 50 years ...
Perhaps the banner was symbolic of this pioneer
for whom the \vords .. gro\,vth", "progress", and

"modernization" were either unknown or unacceptable.
In December 1954 a relative from Minnesota
wrote to Chris: "You'lIjllst have to sell your homestead to the Mennonites. It·s too hard to farm for you
now." It took another eleven years before that actually happened. On December 13, 1965 title to the
quarter was transferred to Walter Martens. But even
after that old cabin remained home for the old pioneer during the summer. But in the Slimmer of 1967
the old cabin waited in vain, for Chris had died in
North Battleford on May 14. 1967. at age eightynine.
Chris left no descendents. He left a piece of quiet
beautiful bush. He left a homestead anei cabin which
perpetuate the simple quiet life that was characteristic
of Christopher Hans Halvorson.

The Halloways
The Halloways lived on the David quarter. owned
by Chris Blixrud, four of their children went to
Molewood School: Beatrice. Pat, Kathleen and Bernard. They left the district in 1935.

Christopher Hans Halvorson
Chris was a tall, lean eccentric. He remained a
confirmed bachelor to his death. While he lived alone
for over fifty years on his homestead he never left the
impression of being lonely.
The isolation physically did not mean ignorance
of events of the world. His radio, books and magazines kept him informed of world events. The large
World War map in his living room was testimony of
his keen interest in current affairs.
While to many he was the quiet eccentric to
others he was a dear old friend. As one such friend
wrote in a letter to Chris in 1953, "We don't forget
old friends. And you were always one of the best."
Chris came to the Glenbush area at age thirty-six
in 1914. He filed on his homestead on January 3, 1914
- NE-2-49-14 W3rd. Home before 1914 had been
Alexandria, Minnesota, U.S.A.
Farming was never a business for this pioneerperhaps more of an exercise essential for survival. He
never expanded beyond his homestead quarter and
broke less than fifty acres of that quarter. His hunting
provided him with much of his winter meat. His
labour for the C.P.R. and farm work such as threshing, stooking etc. provided him with the cash needed
for living.
His winter transportation consisted of an old pair
of homemade skis. Those skis would take him out to
the Henry Neufeld farm where he would catch his
ride for a weekly trip to Glenbush for groceries and
mail.
Summer transportation for this gentleman was a
trusty old horse and a buggy. The buggy was an old

The Henry J. Hamm Family
It was on July 30. 1944. that Henry J. Hamm of
Rosthern. Saskatchewan. and 1. Laura Janzen, of
Waldheim. Saskatchewan. were married in Rosthern
Mennonite Church.
We made our home in Waldheim for seventeen
years where Henry worked for the R.M. of Laird and
the Department of Highways as grader patrolman.
It was here that our four boys were born: Harvey,
1945: Kenneth. 1948: Bill, 1950: and Ronald in 1955.
The three older boys attended the Waldheim Schoo!.
In 1960. Highway 12 was black topped putting
Henry out of work. We decided to try farming.
bought three qllarters of land from Mr. Sam Zwer,
two miles south of Belbutte. In the spring of 1961.
Henry went to put in the crop, the boys and I followed
at the end of June after the boys had finished school.
Our first outing over here was the Belbutte school
picnic which took place the day after we arrived. It
was a good chance for us to get acquainted with the
people and the boys took part in the races and ball
games. Ken. Bill and Ronnie (beginner), were enrolled in this schoo!. Harvey, having finished his
grade ten, had to go to Medstead High Schoo!'
The first years were very dry and the crops poor,
so to make ends meet Henry took on the job as grader
patrolman for the R. M. of Medstead. He also liked
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1471. They ha\'c three daughters and me making lheir
home in Belbutte. He is employed \sith lhe Pioneer
Grain Co.
Bill graduated from school ill ]t)69. ~\lld from
Kelsey Institute, Saskatoon. as journ(·yman plumber
in It)72. He rnarried Debbie KerfooL of /"\.squith, in
fall of 1972, and is \vorking fur Pcerkss Piurnbillg,
Spirit\vood. They have [\\;'0 sons and Jive on a farm
seven miles south cast of Spiritwood.
Ron graduated from schoo! in 197-1.. and \vorked
for Pioneer Grain till 197X. and is now employed
with Oil Pipt~ Lines in L!oydminster. t"'k married
Marilyn Murray! of Provos'L Alberta in 1970, and are
making their home in Lloydminster. Saskatchc\van.
In the winter of 1972. Henry's health began to
faiL losing \veight and suffering "vith pains in back
and hip. The doctors could not find the caLise Iill he
was sent to the University Hospital in June and cancer was Lliagnosed. already· ton far gone for surgery.
His health deteriorated till he passed t.l\VHy! on
November 2B. 1972.
In the spring of 1')73. we sold the trenching
equipment and Ken went to work for the Pioneer
Grain Co.
To be closer to my work I bought a house in
Glenbush. Saskatchewan. and am making my home
here. The people are very friendly and kind for which
I am very grateful. I suppose this shall be my permanent home from now on.

to \vork in the bush during the '>vinter rnonths. In
1964. he had the misfortune of crushing his ankle in
the bush. and had to have surgery in Saskatoon. His
ankle was ahvays weak after that.
In November. 1967. Henry took over the mail
courier route from Glaslyn to Cater servicing nine
post offices east and south of Glaslyn. Abom this
time Mr. Carl Larson. Postmaster at Belbutte. retired
and I was accepted. being sworn in on February 1.
1968. as the new Postmistress. We bought a house in
Belbuttc. remodelled it for a Post Office and living
quarters. moved in at the end of January. Great
changes took place in the Postal Department in 197().
rerouting highway services and closing small post
offices. This affected both Henry and me as the
Belbutte Post Office was closed and his route was
rerouted from North Battleford. This happened in
July. 1970. In !Jecember. of the same year I was
appointed PostrniSl.ess at Glenbush. travelling back
and forth every day. (fifteen miles).
Henry invested in trenching and excavating
equipment with Ken doing the hard work of operating the big machinery.
Changes also took place in our family. Harvey
graduated from school in 1963. worked for a few
years. then married Jeanne Turgeon of Mildred. in
1966. They have a family of two daughters and two
sons. and are making their home in Strome. Alberta.
being in a fertilizer business.
Ken married Doris Anderson of Medstead in

A gathering of neighbors at Martin Hamstead's farm. 1915. Back row: Pete Olson. Carl Evans, Ivan Evans. Marvel Evans, Mr.
Littlefield with a team of oxen. Centre row: Mrs. Lars Christjenson. Mrs. D. Knutson. Jalmer Carlson. Front row: Julia Christ jenson,
Mrs. Carl Evans, Martin Hamstead, holding Clara Evans, Albert Knutson, Gutholm Wahl, Hulver Knutson, Henry Knutson.
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Martin Hams!ad Story

Johnsons, Arthur Christophersons and M iehel Marks
arrived at Robinhood by train with all their belong-

Martin Hamstad came to the lVledstead district in
1012. He se!tled on N.E. IO-50-IS-W3rd where he
farmed until 1929. Then he moved to the East Hill
school district ten miles cast uf Nonh Battkford. He
wa:-; rnarrieu in )L)~9 and had three dau.~htcrs. He
continued to farm until !i.)()2 \vhen due to poor health
he retired and moved to North Battiei'ord. He passed
(lvvay' In jY65 while on vacation in his native laneL

ings to settle and farm in that community. The land
had been purchased from the C. P. R. They had come
from Oslo, Minn.
l.__ and had to be cleared and a hOLlse built, so the
first year we lived \vith a bachelor, Ben Nelson. It
"vas at his home that I was born the following September, 1927.
We moved into our nvo-storcy log home sometime after that, vvhich was located two miles north of
Robinhood,
"1\vo more boys were born into the family, Norman in June, 1931 and James in February, 1933.
in 1931, a severe wind and hail storm, uprooted
the trees in our yard and took the roof off the house,

Nonva)'.

The Henry Hanson Family
by daughter, Hazel Hendrickson
In November, 1926, my parents, Henry and Marie Hansen, their four children, Arthur, Ida, Harvey
and Mervyn along with three other families, John

setting it down by the barn, leaving the occupants of
the hOllse very weL not to mention scared.
The 1930\ were hard for most everyone with the
depression but during the 40's things started up
agall1.

Most of the farming when I was growing up was
done with horses, but of course later, the machines
took over.
Neighbors were qllite close so if we wanted to
visit someone, it wasn't to get in the car and go.
Either we hitched up a team of horses or we walked,
and believe me, 1 did a lot of walking.
The school we were supposed to attend was
Glaslyn Rural but that was too far so we attended
Robin School. Our Sports Days were my big events
to look forward to, year after year. Names of teachers
1 recall were Mrs, Iverson, Flora Bartlett (Haagenson), Eunice Norman (Nordstrom), Miss Ashton,
Miss East. Lloyd Cross, Mr. Prytula, Marie Hoffman, Inez Nordstrom. I'm sure there were others,
too.
Mother was active in Homemakers and also
Ladies Aid. We were members of the Robinhood
Lutheran Church,
Arthur, my oldest brother, moved back to Minnesota in 1934 and in 1937 he married Gladys
Hendrickson, they had two girls, Jane and MaryAnn,
Art died in February, 1972,
Ida moved to Minnesota in 1937 and was married
to Menford Hendrickson (a brother to Gladys') in
October 1938. They have three girls, Marlys, Fern
and Angelene.
Harvey also moved to Minn. in 1037. In June
1948, he married Vida Haulberg, They haven't any
family.
Mervyn was the next one to leave Saskatchewan
and move to Minnesota, that was in 1946 and in 1950
he married Hilda Selyarnson, they have four children, Diane, Daryl, MarIe and Laurie.

L. to R., Henry Hanson, Hazel, Mrs. Marie Hanson, Harvey,
James, and Norman Hanson, 1948.

L. to R., Mrs. Vida Hanson, Ida Hendrikson, Hazel Hendrikson, Alvin Hendrikson, Mervin Hanson, and Harvey Hanson,

1973.
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From 1945 to IY.+9 i lived in MinncsouL
Suskatchcw<lfl and Manitoba. in July 1(41), I rnarricd
Alvin Hendrickson (GJadys' and Mcnford's cousin),
vVe have four children, ivLlUfccll, Susan, Robin and
Lee.
in 1940, ",ie lost the first member of our family
when Huher passed away. 111 J 96], \ve los! Norman,
\A,/ho had alwavs lived in Robinhood com.munitv and
had never flJal:ried. in February J,)67, tVlother p~tssed
away at the Notre Dame Hospital in North Batlleford
after a lengd1V illness.
James Ts ti1c Dnly memher of our family/ who has
remained in Canacli.l. He still farms the same land
Dad broke with horses and a one-furro\\' plo\\-'.
Neighbors there at the time I gre\v up 'vvere: Nels
Nelson, Ben Nelson, Oscar Mathison, Hubers,
Elmer Hagen, John and Andrew Wilson, Aasens,
lohnsons, Jorgcnsons, Kcll i nglons, Randalls and
Rosnes,

home:, empty_ \\-'HS made in one day. They continued
to JiVe on the fann until Tom died in 1{)48. The land
was thc.n sold to Switzers and Jane made her horne in
North Battle-ford for a fe\V years moving buck to
IVkdstead in 1952 vvhere she lived until her death in
1058 ;.ll the age of 83 years.
Hans and i\1argaret Hansen, {Vlrs. FCHvlcr's
dauf.!hter, came to !vkdstcad in 1052, transferred
frOi; KeJvington as iVlanager of the Co-up Creamery.
!vIan:y improvements and more up tn d,lte ct11.lipmcnt
was installed in the first couple of years. !n 1053 [he
tv!cdskaeJ Creamery made 520,f)()() Ibs, of butter. In
1956 the Creamery was the first place in Medstead to
be hooked up to the Saskatchewan Power. During the
sixties cream production in the area declined, due
partly to the larger farm acreages and better crops.
Train service was redUced from t\;venty-one trains a
week to four trains a week. In 1967 the Creamery
closed, the first of thirty-one branches making butter.
Hans was transferred to North Battleford where
he retired in the faJj of 1973. Hans and Margaret have
two children, Carolynn married, and living in Saskatoon, Douglas and family in North Battleford, Hans
and Margaret have three grandchildren.

The Hans ami Mal'gare! Hansen Story
s!lbmiiled by Mrs. Margaret Hansen
My Dad, M. Fowler, bought a half section of land
in the now Loch Side School District in 1'l19, but
Mother and Dad never lived on the lancl. Jane, Mrs.
Fowler's sister and Thomas Brown came to the district in the spring of 1'l22. They lived for a short time
on Dad's land NE Yo 34-50-14 and then bought a
yuartcr across the road to the north from a Mr.
McPherson where they made their home. They came
from Edinburgh, Scotland, so it was indeed a great
chan£.!e for them.
I~ 1922 when Brown's first moved to the
Medstead area, their only store was the Co-op Store
operated by Albert Osler. Their first crops werc
hauled by tcalll and sleigh to North Battleford. It was
a two-day trip ~- on the first day as far as Hoover's
stopping house, north and east of what is now HIley,
and then on to North Battleford the next day. The trip

Albert Harder Story
lief! Waldheim in 1954 and came to the Guyhirne
District and settled on S.E. Yo 22-50-15 which I
bought from August Miller. ! have been farming and
raising some cattle ever s!nce.

Ben ,1.': Harder
bv F. Grall!
. Ben says that he has many pleasant memories of
his first year of teaching, That was in the 1934-35
school year at Hyde Park School. With about forty
pupils in ten grades there would be some experiences
to commemorate one's first year of teaching,
In those clays Hyde Park school was heated in
winter with a large wood heater and smoke pipes
carried the smoke the length of the classroom to the
chimney at the front. The pipes were supported by
several wires but today would be considered hazardous.
Winter recreation was skating and playing
hockey on the pond just north of the school yard,
Hockey sticks were usually homemade, sometimes
from a~ bent tree branch, Skates varied from "modem" tube skates with boots, to blades set in a block of
wood and strapped to one's boots.
Ben remembers boarding at Jim Grants' and sent
a snap of himself posing with Ann Bolen, who was
working at Grants at the time,
After he left Sandwith and Hyde Park, Ben taught
for thirty-seven years in the Rostilern School Unit. In
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1937 he married Miss Susie Goossen, \vho "vas
teaching at a nearby schoo!.
The Harders had two boys and both hecanlc
teachers. The younger of the two died accidentally at
age twenty-seven.
After retiring from teaching in Saskatchewan, the
Harders taught in the Bahamas for three years.
They have now retired in their home town of
Waldheim.

The David F: Harder HamBy
hy Cathy '[timer (d:mghter)
Dave (as he was better known by) Harder bought
land in the Robinhood district prior to the yem 1936,
when he married the former Katherine Siemens.
He broke, and farmed this land, traveling back
and forth in the spring and lilli li'om his home in
Waldheim. In 1946, he moved to the Mec!stead district with his family, onto the old Tolafson homestead, which he rented from Mr. Tolafson.
Dave and his wife, Katherine, had five children,
Cathiline, Doris, Edmond, Mary Lou, am! Robert.
The children all attended school in Medstead.
Cathiline (Cathy) married Bruce Turner from the
Glas!yn district in 1953 and moved to North Battleford. They had five children, four boys and one
girl.
Doris married Ralph Thurn and moved to B. C.
They had two children, a girl and a boy. She later
married Peter Winsby anel had two boys.
Edmond (Ed) married the former Helen Bajak.
They have one boy and one girl and live in Saskatoon.
Mary Lou married Robert Morrison of Quebec
and they resicle in Penticton, B.C. They have two
girls.
Robert (Bob) married the former Lynne Auson,
in B. C. and they have two children, a girl and a boy.
Dave farmed the land until 1953 when he became
ill and was hospitalized. Later he left the district for
B. C. where he worked for the longshoremen, unloading ships. He retired from hisjob in 1970, at the
age of sixty-five, and passed away in 1974. His wife,
Katherine, passed away at North Battleford in 1978,
at the age of sixty-two.

Homestead home of John J. Harder. Walter in wooden wicker
carriage. Ben in dark clothing, Martha holding a big celluloid
doll.

Jolm Harder Family about 1949. John (Dad), Elizabeth (Mom),
Ben, Martha, Walter, Edith, Betty, Lorena, Cornie, Agnes.

south to the north carried 111y' grandparents and parent

along in its tide.
in Gilroy my grandparents had made a dOvvTl
payment on a farm and \vere able to harvest several
good crops. However, when the drought hit ane! continued year after year they '.vere nO[ established
enough to take these losses. since they had only
emigrated to Canada from Russia in 1926. After
much debating it was decided to move north to the
land that had already been inspected, vv'here there
"Yvas green grass and green poplar trees - a sharp
contrast to the dusty fields and parched pastures that
haunted the southern part of the province. Is not

john D. and john j. Harders
submitted by Martha Bold!
The drought of the 1930's hit hard in Southern
Saskatchewan. The expression the "clirty thirties"
was more than just a saying, it was a stark reality
complicating many of the hardships the early settlers
already faced. One of the results of the drought was a
mass movement of people looking for a home and a
place to make a new beginning. This exodus from the

green the cGlor rc.:presenting hope?
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\'vmch those l.)i~ f(:d~ f\ nice set of breech inn
that they \vorc \"./ith their harness sort of dt~(~ssed thel~
up ror their to\I/11 job,
During the SUnlrnci' !Jly' rather had abo rented and
farnlcd some bod. /\ftcr harvesting it he had one bag
of reed, not promising enough to keep on farming
here.

After the decision to move had been mack, the
follo\ving days \\ierc actiun filled, there \V'.!S so much
to get ready. On the top of th" 8' x 12' dray rial cleck,
a little house or caboose '-vas built to hold bedding,
clothing, countless other things, as well as it \vol.lld
be a place to sleep for some. A hayrack was loaded to
capacity as all the p{)ssessions were to be taken along
on the long trip. The cookstove was loaded on a
\vagon box together livith chopped grain to feed the
livestock along the way. One important item they
would have to leave no\\/ to get later \vhen the homes
had been built, was the 1929 Chevrolet car: My
grandparents and parents had bought it jointly as a
new car for the price of $ I, (J()(). The machinery they
had was sent by rail. This consisted of a plow, harrows, drill. anc! a binder:
So it was one day in August of 1933 a caravan left
the familiar home in Gilroy behind and headed northward to the unknown. My father took the lead with
the loaded hayrack driven by four horses. Following
carne the wagon box pulled by it team of horses that
Aunt Lena looked after. My mother and grandmother
took turns driving the Clyde mares pulling the
caboose (our mobile home). Next in line came the
livestock, about a dozen cows and heifers followed
by my grancli'ather on a pony. We must not forget the
colt of one of the mares that foilowed at his own pace
but would be fetched by the dog should he lao too rar
behind.
,~
~

Homestead home of John D. Harder.

1946 - Grandma, Grandpa, Aunt Lena in front of their home
',n Hepburn, Sask. (John D. and Maria Harder).

The journey lasted aboul a month. Ten miles,
more or less, were covered in a day depending on the
strain it had on the livestock and horses. Everv morning and night. chores would have to be done, 'feeding
up and milking the cows. Somewhere, somehoV:,
once a day the livestock and horses would have to be
waterecJ. Water for the household could be carried in
containers. During the night Grandfather and Father
took turns sleeping and keeping watcb.
When Dundurn was reached it was decided to
load the barb wire (enough to fence one quarter of
laml) from the hayrack to the train to be sent by rail,
as the load was too heavy for the horses. Here aiso
they encountered a heavy rain and an abandoned
farmyard became their shelter. At Borden a short
break was taken at the horne of some friends, one of
these days being Sunday.
Sometime in September during the harvest season we arrived at the Abram Friesen farm, two miles

For my grandparents it would be the second major move to start over in less than ten years. There
was a vast difference between the two moves. Here
they were moving in a land of peace and quietness:
behind them was a move from what was a mixture of
soldiers, bloodshed, revolution, burning homes and
death. That was the condition of Russia in 1926.
In this move two families were involved, my
grandparents John D. and Maria Harder with their
daughter Lena, and my own parents John 1. and
Elizabeth Harder with an infant son of two months,
Benny, and myself Martha, then three years old.
Although my parents lived in with my grandparents, my father was the drayman in Gilroy. He had
a flat deck on a wagon pulled by a matched team of
bay Clydesdale mares: Maude and Babe, delivering
freight from the train to the various business places. I
always had a certain sense of awe toward Maude and
Babe. They were so huge and strong, so identical but
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cast and one ;;\11<..1 a hall' miles north ofGknbush. l"-:l.crt;
\Ve spent our first \vintcr \.\lith no home or our own.
The grandparents and Aunt Lena spent the viinter in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Friesen with their sons Ben
and Dave. (!'viany years later this h()use \vas moved
\vest and south or Gienbush and the Leonard Harms
family have lived in it a good number of Years.) fVly
parents, Benny, and Ilivcd in a log cahin \'vith a dirt
floor which was intended [() be a chicken house.
Our homestead was in the Carrollton School District. four miles cast. and t\VO and one-half miles
north of Glcnbush. or almost two miics south of the
Carrollton School.
Preparations \vere made during the vvinter to
build our new homes. Permits were acquired to cut
and haul pine logs from the forest. north of the Bill
Orange sawmill. a distance of about 15 rniles. These
logs were hewn and numbered as \ve!l as notched so
that in summer the houses could quickly be put
together. Ben Friesen helped my father with this job
and in return my father gave Ben a set of brceching
for the harness.
Slabs. unedged lumber and shingles were bought
from Soderberg's sawmill to build a barn. As soon as
weather permitted in spring the barn was put up. The
framework \-vas made of logs or rails. slabs running
up and down closed in the walls. unedged lumber and
shingles finished the roof. The steeper the slope of
the roof. the longer the shingles would last. The size
of the barn was about 28' x 24'. Inside the barn
partitions were made so my grandparents would live
in one part. my parents in the next part. and the rest of
the barn was used for the milk cows and some horses.
Sometime in April we moved into our new barn
home. This arrangement can be very convenient
when it is cold or raining, as you don't have to go
outside to do the chores.
An extremely busy summer followed. The pine
logs prepared and marked during the winter were
made into houses 20' x 24' with three rooms inside.
Two similar houses were built. some distance apart.
with the barn between the houses. Everyone worked
to get the shingles on and the cracks between the logs
plastered from the inside and outside with a mud and
straw mixture. A bonus that came with all the log
houses that was most unwelcome. were the bedbugs. These creatures were tough and the battle to
kill them off was not easily won until D.D.T. came
along. My question was. "Why use pine logs when
there were so many poplar trees around"" "Because
the poplars are too short and crooked. "
While the grandparents were busy building on the
homes my father broke up about twenty acres of land,
fifteeen acres of which had been broken at one time
and the rest was new land. It did not take long to find

out that the lush green grass and poplars hid countless
stones of all sizes that \vould add to the cost and
hurden of farming. Picking stones took a lot of time,
was a backbreaking job and very much shortened the
life of e\'cners and harnesses. But the stones were
there and the pioneers had come to stay, some learned
to live with the stones.
By fall the houses Vv'ere ready far enough so we
could each move into our own hOllse. The floors were
made of uncdged lumber rhat the men edgecl with the
axe.
Thus my' parents and grandparents began to farm.
Each had his own cows and did his own chores. With
no income except from the cream that was shipped,
money was very scarce ami only the absolute necessities were bought. My grandfather had a bit of
money when they left Gilroy. 533.
Grandpa was a cobbler and kept the shoes of the
family mended. He fixed up the shoes for Aunt Lena
who needed a tiny shoe fDr her left foot and a nDrmalsized shoe for her right foot. Therefore. two pairs of
shoes would be bought of the same style but different
sizes for her. The small left shoe of one pair plus the
larger shoe of the other pair became her dress shoes.
The two remaining shoes were taken apart. the soles
turned inside out. Grandpa then resewed the shoes
which became every-day or working shoes.
Aunt Lena became a cripple when polio struck
her as a child. In spite of this handicap she grew up to
be a jolly. lovable person. Grandpa said of her. "If
Lena had not been born with such a cheerful nature.
she never would have survived." When it came to
work. my aunt never stood back. she helped build,
milk cows. and stook sheaves in harvest time.
As well as mending shoes, my grandfather made
harnesses for the horses. He would start with a huge
piece of leather. cut many strips of various widths and
lengths. sew for endless hours and come up with a
complete set of harnesses.
Living on the same yard with your grandparents
had advantages for the grandchildren. Besides the
many stories we (I) begged out of Aunt Lena. those
in-between-meal cookies sure tasted good. My mother had a strict rule ~ no eating between meals: but
grandmas and aunts do not have to obey those rules.
With everyone pitching in on the work, the size of
the farm gradually increased. more buildings and
corrals were built. chickens. pigs. and more cattle
were added.
It was here on the farm that my grandparents
celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary. It was a
great event. all my cousins that could come were
there, many of them we had not met before.
In i 942 my grandparents with Aunt Lena retired
to a small three room house in the town of Hepburn.
5 II

Canada to live. The poverty and hardships of pioneering were nothing at all compared to \vhat faced
their friends and relatives that had stayed behind.
Nov"! and then our parents \vDuld inform us of the
good times they had had in Russia before the Revolution. as w'Cll as the horrors during the Revolution.
Every novv and then ne\v reports are stlJl received
here as to what became or the peopJe they had known
in their y'outh. Canada is a great coumry for them to
live in, the credit goes to God for bring.ing them here.
This may be one reason why the church ha~
always been an important part of our life-stvle. All
around us we see evidence that man lives on this earth
but a short while: therefore the importance of preparing to meet our Creator. nov\/. todav. \,\ihilc we afe
alive and stili able to. The Word of'God is the only
true source that teaches us how to prepare for the life
hereafter. In our churches God's Word is taught and
studied. This is included in our many programs as
well as singing. music. missions. help to the underprivileged. and entertainment. Just one of the man}'
benefits in belonging to a church is that no matter
what happens. you never stand alone. When things
arc going well. others rejoice with you and \vhcn
hardships hit. you are backed up and helped.
With the help of the whole family we now farmed
two farms instead of onlv one. The tractor and better
machinerv allowed us to do so. this was an example
of the tren'd that accelerated later on: largerrarms. but
fewer farmers.
Almost all of my brothers and sisters graduated
frol11 Glenbush High School. After the children had
all left home my parents ti,llowed the pattern started
by their friends. They sold the farm and retired to
Saskatoon in 1967. This is where my parents are
presently enjoying their sunset years and in reasonably good health as well. On July 6. 1979, they had
the privilege of celebrating their 50th Wedding Anni-

Here Grandpa passed mvay at the age of eighty in
1950. Grandma followed two years later at the age of
eighty-two. This left Aunt Lena very much alone in
this big wide world.
The Jay came when there was an opening for my
aunt in the Ro"hern Home for the Aged. It was a
great relief for her to be able to sell the house and
household goods and enter a home where she would
be lOOKed after Being handicapped and alone. life
was quite a burden tel her. In the horne she really
appreciated the comforts and services offered as wei!
as the companionship or other people. There is a
saying "life begins at forty". hut my Aunt Lena had
to wait until she was seventy-three years old. On
March 26.1976. she married a widower. also a guest
at this horne. My aunt became Mrs. Peter Hoeppner.
an instant wife. mother. grandmother, and greatgrandmother. as well as bringing happiness to two
lonely people. Her new family had no trouble accepting her. Now and then they enjoy a visit to their
children that live within driving distance.
Let us go back then to the farm at Glenbush and
life in the 1940's. The size of the farm was gradually
increasing and improvements came along. A 101
Massey tractor replaced the horses. a lean-to had
been added to the house and Mom got a motoNlriven
washing machine. Our family had also increased in
size to five daughters and three sons. the oldest
Martha (myself), Ben. Walter. Edith. Betty, Lorena,
Cornie. and Agnes.
The road from our house to the Carrollton School
became a well-worn path. For ten years I attended
this school. often walking. or by horse-driven buggy
or cutter. My school years were enjoyable ones.
reading storybooks. was my favorite subject. One
problem I had at home in our crowded quarters was to
sneak a storybook into bed with me to be read under
the covers. Even today I am grateful to my parents
that they allowed me to finish my high school whieh I
did by living with my grandparents and Aunt Lena
(of whom I was very fonel) and attending Hepburn
High to complete my grade eleven and twelve.
One thing our farm needed desperately was a new
house. A short water supply was also a problem and
hauling water from the lake was part of the summer
chores. These problems were solved when in 1948
my parents bought the John Enns farm. two and onequarter miles south of Glenbush in the Avery School
District. Here we had a lovely two storey home and
were moved into the centre of civilization. The public
school was three-quarters of a mile away and two
miles from the horne was a high school, the church,
town. and elevators.
My parents have always been extremely grateful
to God for having opened a way for them to come to

versaJ-Y',

With the many good things of this life our family
also had to face tragedy. The shocking news was sent
to us that our sister Edith Phylis White had passed
away very suddenly at the early age of 23 years,
having been married for three months. Christmas
that year was empty without her.
The rest ohhe children are scattered across Canada busy at a variety of occupatlons. I remained at
Glenbush. a farm wife married to Werner Boldt. We
have four sons and one daughter.
Ben and his wife. the former Nettie Sawatsky of
Hepburn, live in Saskatoon. They alsll have four sons
and one daughter. Ben works for the city as a city bus
driver. Nettie is a busy artist. giving classes in her
own home and oil painting. The demand for her
pictures is greater than she can keep up with.
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Walter !!raduated :is an cn!!!nCcf from the University of Saskatche\van. marri~d a nurse. Madeleine
Fll;1k of Rosetown. Thev live on an acreage at Zchrk:r
with their t\VO dallilhte;s. and \Valter daily drives In
\vorl\. to his office i~1 the Sask-Tcl building in Regina.
Betty lives in Wingham. Ontario as Mrs. Ross
Smith. a Baplist minister's wire. The Baptist Church
there is gro\ving as a result of their \vork.
Dr. Larry and Lorena Kehkr live on a mountainside outside of Hope. British Columbia. Lorena
taught school for a number of years but is now kept
bus'-",.' drivinf2: their one daughter and one son to their
vari~ous out '-of school activities while Larry is busy
attending to the ailments of mankind.
Comic. now called Jake. married Lee Walker and
they have one daughter and one son. Jake has been a
pasture manager at Rainer, Alberta. for several years.
Agnes. also with a physician as a husband, Lawrence Olfert. lives in Drumheller. Alberta. They have
two chosen sons. and a daughter born to them on July
I. 1')79.

The Hare children. L. to R" Raymond. Cecil. Horland. Freddie
in centre.

Two of our sons. Raymond born in 1917. and
Cecil in 1919. were born at home attended by a midwife. Fred born in 192\. and Vernon in 1923. were
also born at home but attended by a nurse. My other
children Lucille. Francis. Ronald. and William (Bill)
were born after we returned to the United States.
In 1922. Harlan started school at Marron. some
three miles away. He and Marie Egeland walked
every day: the school year was from April to Christmas.
Our closest neighbors were Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Anuerson and a ba~helor by the name of Mr. Littlefield ilater this land was farmed by Mr. anel Mrs.
Alfred Egeland). Our closest Roman Catholic was at
Cochin. Sask. There were only promises of a railroad
when we left for Oregon in 1923.
i now live in Spokane. Washington. \\'htre three
of mv sons Harlan. Fred. Bill and families also reside.-Raymond. Cecil and V;::rnon have passed away.
Francis -and Ronald and their families live in San
Jose. California. while my daughter. Lucille (Mrs. F.
\lv', Blackwell) and family live in Tucson, Arizona.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hai'e
by Amelia Hare (nee Dl.mser)

I moved with my husband Jesse and son Harlan,
age IV, years. to the'Robinhood District in 1916 from
Wills Point. Texas. We filed our homestead on the
SW 34-49-IS-W3. where we farmed for seven years
before returning to Silverton. Oregon.
We were able to stay with my mother and my
three brothers t()!' the first year while Jesse built our
two room log cabin. The following year we were able
to build our barn which housed three horses. chickens, and some grain.
We purchased our groceries from the General
Store at Glenbush where our Post Office was also
located. Supplies of tlour and sugar were brought in
by team every fall from the town of North Battleford.
some 38 miles away. We hauled our grain to Meota at
that time.

The Harley Family
William Harley grew up in Balmoral. Scotland.
He started working on a mixed farm, milking CO\VS
and delivering milk to Balmoral every morning,
driving one horse with a two-wheeled cart filled with
milk cans.
Wages were very small. bur he wDrked until he
accum~latcd a small amount of money.
Being experienced with cattle. he was offered a
job on a boat. in the cattle car. sailing for Canada In
1903. He came as far as Winnipeg, then in about a
week he got a job at Brandon, looking after cattle

Amelia and Jesse Hare and family.
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William Harley family, R Rae.

L. John, Mary (Smart), Bill and

Rae G. HarJe~y \vas born in Youngs'CO\vn, Alberta,
where his mother had gone to await his arrival. She
came back on the train to Sa:-;katoon. Travelling \vith
three kids must have been a chore,
Wiiliam met them at the train with his team of
oxen and \vagon. They camped in Saskatoon then

Grandpa and Grandma Harley married in 19i1. Picture taken
in 1959.

returned

during the winter, and helped, getting up icc, Since
there were no refrigerators, everyone packed ice
away in their ice houses for the summer
The nexl winter he went back 10 Scotland on a
cattle boat, visited his parents, then returned [0 C;:HWda on another cattie boat,
In 1907, he returned to Scotland. and came back
on another cattle boaL He was accompanied by his
brother. JacK. He met Carol Ethel King who was
coming over with a number of girls who were coming
to work in a whip factory, She travelled with him to
North Battleford. where they were married.
He came north to Hillside in 1911. and located on
the south half of 2·48·15, where he built a log shack
and log barn. and brought his bride to the homestead.
She was very disappointed with this kind of life.
Wiliam had to work out to make some extra
money, and got a job on the Finlayson ranch. It was
very hard for Clara, not having been on a farm
before, and not knowing anything about it. It was
hard I(ll' William. [00, especially when he had to
work away from home.
The three children born to wm iam and Clara on
the homestead were: William H. Harley. born in
1912; Mary Lulizin, born in 1913, and John c., born
ill 1915.

(0

the homestead.

He bought a team of hor.ses, Jo and GeonJy. from
Sandy McNabb. By working out he got about twenty
acres of his lund broken up by his neighbors. which
he sowed to oats. He found out that the Jand \Va:; quite
stuney, then it froze a coup!c of years. making it
tougher.

Mary Lulizia stayed with Mrs. Mary McNabb.
for three summt:rs going to Hyde Park School, until
the Christmas concert, th;.::n she would CDme home
for the winter and go back to school in the spring.
Wjll iam was one of the ne\.\' settlers who Vv'<!S
instrumental in forming the V/aru School district.
They lei'! the district in 192(), and went to the
Millar farm in the Glemose district. where William
Jr. and John started school.
After many moves in the North Battlcford arca,
William staned working at the Saskatchewan Hospi·
tal in 1942, and worked there until he was 68 years of
age. He passed away in 1963, Clara died in 197[).
They are both buried in the Memorial Gardens in
North Battleforci.
Mary Lulizia married Lawrence Smart and lives
in Battleford: William Jr. lives in Battleford: John in
Vernon, British Columbia, and Rae 'n Kelowna,
British Columbia.
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Amo!d and Amm Harms
SllbmiHed by lheir children
Our rather Arnold was the ninth l:hild burn to
David and Eva I-farms. Arnold arrived on February
22, j~l)5 near Medford. OkLthomi.l. He \vas tired of
ranching in Oklahoma. so enjoyed tht~ trHnsfer In
SasKatchc\van as a thirtel:n-YCtlf-O]U bo~v. H.e became
a farmer and rnarried Anna \VilJell1S, on Octtiber 12.
!917, at Brothcrl'ield Church, \\ialdheim. During the
dcpressil,,")!) years ur the 1930's he sought greener
pastures, and moved to Glenbush, Saskatchewan.

Dad \vas very optimistic, Muther. ho\vcvcr, was not
quite as cnthu:-:.iastic but agreed to make prep~irmions
for this venture. The method of transportation \vas ~l
covered wagon dnl\Vn hy two horses and a milk cow
tied behind. Enough food and equipment had to be
taken along for t\VO months. V/ith six children aboard
they set out. travelling was slow. Arter about four
day's of (ravel \ve \vere on the G!cnbush road. AboU(
one-half mile oil the Glenbush road, Dad turned thc
wagon into a field of many trees and tal! grass. This
was our place. No buildings, only bush and high
grass with lots of ants. Our dear mother! Her heart

The Arnold Harrns Family 1940. Leillo righl: Gladys. Waller,
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Harms, Leonard, Viola, sitting Laura,
Myrtie. Reubin.

must have thumped but Dad \\'as jubilant. \Ve set up

camp on our vcry' own piece of laneL The grass was
soon trampled down, our cookstnvc and table set up
under the trees and the picnic hcgan.
Before we left Waldheim we had taken down all
old summer kitehcn. Dad hired Mr. Unruh and they
trucked this lumber to Gknbush. AI! the boards had
been numbered so our shack went up. What a mansion. /\ shingle roof. one-third of the floor \.\'as rough
shiplap and tvv'o-thirds sand. The waHs \vcrc papered
\'lith paper from maguzines and old catalogues, it
even had a partial attic for the kids' sleeping quarters.
Strmv mattresses kept our backs straight and strong.
Dad was u very' good horseman and v,'ith the help of
IV1L Arendt a slab wall shelter \vas put up for the
horses. After two months of hard work we returned to
\\/a!dheim fur the harvest and '.vinter.
The next spring \VC again set out to travel to
Glenbush. After a few davs
travel \'le arrived in
Glcnhush and \verc greeted by our neighbuurs, the
Paul.<..;cs. Boldts. /\rendts, and Ennses. This new farm
5\'/-7-49-14 is about tVv'l! and on~-half miles south of
Glenbush and one-half mile \\!est. it consisted of 160
acres, t\-velve
which \vcre broken land. the rest
required some hard work, chopping bush, picking
:;10nes, roms, and digging "vells. A Lvo-storey log
hOllse 'vvas built anti plastered vvith mud. The mud
plaster had a special recipe (parts c1ay, savv'c!ust or
s[rmv and sand). 'This \vas mixed in a trough and
tramped vlith the bare fcct until it became very sticky.
All the walls were plastered with this sticky mud.
\Vhen the first coar dried another recipe \vas made of
sifted ciay and sand and very carefully put over the
first coat \\'ith a trowel. Usually the \valls Vicrc

Daily chore, hauling water 1945.

or

or

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Harms and family at their Golden Wedding anniversary in 1967
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Walter Harms HunBy

finished with whitewash. The partitions \-vete mack
with slabs, rough slats filled with mud and finished
off the same way as the other wal!s. Other huildings.
barn, chicken barn were put up in the same way.
Much lumber was obtained from Mr. Suderberg's
sawmill. We were often very poor bur never went
hungry. The embarrassing relief money helped to
buy nour, peanut butter, syrup and uther absolute
necessities. God was good. protected us. and
provided our daily needs. The neighbors too were
always helpfuL we couldn't have managed without
them. Dad bought another quarter of lanel and more
machinery. On this farm they raised their family uf
four girls and three hoys. The youngest one, a girL
was born here.

\Valter Leion Harms ~~ oldest child of ivh. and
f'vll's. Arnold Harms \,vas born October 9, !9lt). He
received his education in Brotherficld school, and
moved along \vith his parents, when the}' settled in
the Glenbush area. He also became a farmer. \Vhcr1
the young men were called up for active service
during the Viar of 1941-45. he \VIJS given an E slip. due
to a fonner injury.
He married Agatha Bargen on June 2nd, 1941. As
their family" came along. he became involved in
community services: as school trustee for some tinlc,
also councilor for Di\.'ision H for five .years, then
reeve for R. M. of Medstcad for twenty years. He also
served on the Unit Board of Education for five years.
on the Rahhit Lake Hospita! Board eighteen years
anc! North Battleford Health Region fifteen years.
The family of seven, two girls and five boys. have
all grown up on the farm. They've seen the transition
of euucatiol1 from the little rural school house Avery,
to G[enbush. and to Medstead Central School. They
all experienced the change-over in agriculture from
horses to tractor power: frorn buggies to cars and
trucks. They are a[1 on their own- and we are happy

Gladys. Leonard. Reuben, and Myrtle all obtained their public schooling in Avery School.
As the family grew up and left home. they were
unable to continue on the farm due to ill health. At
the age of 58, Dad bought a [ot from Mr. John Grant.
Glenbush. and there they built their retirement home.
They enjoyed many friends and were able to celebrate their Golden Wedding Anniversary. They also
enjoyed studying Goers Word and Dad was active in
the church. His favorite statement to everyone was,
"Keep looking up." Arnold Harm.s passed away Pebruary 14. 1969. was buried in the Brotherfield cemetery. His wife Anna lived for six more years. She died
December 23 and was buried beside her husband.

to be in sLich a good community.

Their children, seven in number are:
Walter the oldest. a farmer at Glenbush, married
Agatha Bargen. They have seven children and sixteen granchildren.
Viola ~ A school teacher. married Jake Bargen who
was farming in the Glcnbush arca. Together they
farmed for 20 years in the district, then in 1968
moved to Clearbrook, B.C. They have three children.
Gladys~ married Abe Klassen. Farmed at Glenbush
for a number of years. At the present they are living
in North Battleford where Abe is manager of the
Farm Labour Pool. They have six children and five
granchildren.
Leonard ~ a fanner and school bus driver married
Mary Isaak. They have five children and two grandchildren,
Reuben ~ married Sarah Neufeld. They live in
North Battleford. He is a mechanic. They have three
girls.
Laurena _. married David Bergen, he is a Bible
School teacher. They live in Hepburn and have four
children.
Myrtle ~ enjoys life in North Battleford. She is a
Registered Nurse and works in the Union Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Harms 1966. celebrated 25th Anniversary.
Back row. left to right: Wayne. Ervin. Dan. Anita. Susan. Helen
(Mrs.), Mr. Walter Harms, Mrs. Agatha Harms. Bernie. Gerald.
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Our children -._- Anita look Teachers' College in
Saskatoon and then \-vcnt into rcaching for five years,

until she married Rudy' Dyck, also from our community. Two )iears later. after he completed a four
year course in Commerce they! were sent as teachers
III Malaysia for a two year tcrIll by C.U.S.o. They
Ul'.ight in Saboh College-COla Canibula. Before they
came home they became the proud parents of t\vins.
Curtis, and Coralie. A[ present Rudy is accountant
and Anita teaches. They live in Calgary, Alberta.
After attending high school Dan went to Steinbach, Manitoba. There he met Helen Bergen at Bible
School. who became his wii'e. He took a course and
received his journeyman's papers in Major l\1echanics. They have three children. Dwayne, Shauna, and
Karsten, and reside in ~,1artensville. his \vorl\. is in
Saskatoon.
Ervin also lert the province, and during the
course of his further education met and married Mary
Anne Dueck. He taught scilool for awhile and became especially interested in the learning problems
of his students. He wurks as supervisor of teachers in
the Minnedosa, Manitoba, area. They have three
children: Jennifer. Kevin, and Kimberly.
Wayne also met his future \vife in the course of
his studies at Bethany Bible institute, Hepburn. She
was Helen Nikkel of Coaldale. After their marriage
he studied a two year term in Red River College,
Winnipeg. Manitoba. as technician. For six months'
training they were sent to Churchill. Manitoba, after
which they went for two years' service to Big lhlllt
Lake, Ontario. Nllw he is at the airport as radar
technician. They reside in Saskatoon and have three
boys: Jeffrey, Steven, and Matthew.
Susan finished her high school and Bethany Bible Institute and went to work in a bank. She met
Rudy Klassen or Gem, Alberta, while they both
attended school in Hepburn. They were married October 21. 1972. Rudy is now trucking in Edmonton,
Alberta. They live in Leduc - have two girls Barbara and Julie.
Bernie iovcd g!"()\ving up on the farm. He also
met his wife to be, Sharon Dyck from Rapid View,
while they both were attending Nipawin Bible institute. They were married OctDber 25,1975, and arc
fanning the place Harry Thistlethwaite used to have.
They have three boys: David, Mark, ami Timothy.
Gerry the youngest. completed high school at
Medstead, took a three year course at Nipawin Bible
institute. and is at present living and working In
Saskatoon.

Bernie and Sharon Harms with their three children, David,
Mark and Timothy.

Mrs. Maria Dyck feeding chickens. Her grandchildren, Henry
and Mary Friesen shingling the granary.

in Medstead High School. He also went to Bible
school. L Sharon Dyck, grew up in the MeadDw
Lake district and went to Rapid View and Carpenter
High SchDDI at Meadow Lake. 1 also had two years at
Nipawin Bible School.
Bernie bought four quarters of land southwest Df
Glenbush and there was going to farm. We were
married October 25, 1975 and live on the farm. At
first we lived in the Thistlethwaite hOllse because that
is our farm. Two years ago we built a new house.
We have three boys: David Trenton, born November 10, 1976: Mark Jonathon, born May 18, 1978:
Timothy Scott born December 21, 1979.

The Leonard Harms -"amBy
Leonard was born in Waldheim and came to
Glenbush with his parents in 1934. He went to school
in Avery, enjoyed recesses more than studies. The
thirties were hard years and so to start farming was
difficult. in 1949 Leonard married Mary Isaak but

Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Harms
Bernie Harms, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Harms, received his education in Glenbush and later
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The Leonard Harms, for two years lived on the Duncan homestead,1949.

going on honeymoon trips \A/ere not heard of.. \Ve
cleaned out the Duncan homestead. did some painting and moved in, We enjoycu good times but also
had hardships. The Duncan housc was very cold.
The \,-vater would freeze in the cookstove reservoir
overnight. We had a big stove in the middle or the
room and fire \,-vas kept all night. V/e atc, slept and
visited all in this one room.
Our first daughter was born in 1950 and also
survived the winter in this house, In 195.3 we boughr
a house and moved it onto our farm NE Vi of 1-49-14W3rcL A barn was also erected and we had our hopes
up for bettcr times. In 1953 another daughter came to
enjoy life on the farm, Setting up a new yard was lots
of hard work. Bush had to be cleared away for every
building that was to be built. In 1956 another girl
joined thc family. By this time Lconard was starting
to realize he would havc to farm with girls. The girls.
as soon as they \vere old enough, were taught to mi!k
CO\VS, pick stones and roots, also to do some field
work and drive grain trucks. No brother to do the
work. In 1951 \ve purchased our first car, a 1930
Model A Ford coupe. It worked like a eharm and
took us all over the piace. In winter we traveled with
caboose and horses, As time went on rnore land and
machinery was purchased.
in 1963 another daughter joined the family. By
this time we were \\'c:ll prepared to have an all female
family. We worked together as a family, but also \vent
on holidays together in summertime. As a family vv'e
tried to go to different places each summer. British
Columbia was nice, not to miss Radium. and Banrr.
The hot pools were enjoyed loyall. Cypress Hills,
Yellowstone, Blackhills. Watenon National Parks.
ctc.
in 1965 there \vas a great change, A son arrived,
and he is th€ only boy \\'c have. One of the girls. \vhen
she heard she had a brother. sat down and cried. We
wanted an all girl family, but novv bol's are \vell liked,
The chi Idren grow up, time keeps going on.
The oldest girl started school in Avery. When the
school was closed they were transferred to Glenbush.

Leonard Harms Family. Left to right: Clarence, Marilyn, Gloria,
Larry McCoy, Mary and Leonard, Bernice and George Panchyshyn, Edna and Brian Prystupa and son Aaron, 1979,

Shc grauuatcd in Glenbush. Mr. KlipPcllstein was
principaL The rest went to Glcnbush and graduated
in Mcc.!stcad, '1\vo arc still attending school.
Sunday was a standing rule to attend church when
not sick. Lots of visiting and entertaining was done in
the afternoon and evening,

Now there are always more being added to the
family. Edna married Brian Prystupa. a furniture
salesman at Woolworths in North Battleford. She is a
registered nurse working nn children's ward at the
Union Hospital. They have one boy, Aaron JoeL
Bernice married George Panchyshyn, he \vorks on
construction \'-vith Con-Force in Regina, She is a
secretary working for the \lVhcat Pm)j, They have one
girL Shelley Ann, Gioria married Larry l\1cCoy who
works on construction and for fhe Co-op Creamery,
She is a nurse's aide and works at River Heights
Lodge in North Battlerord. Marilyn is in grade eleVeil in Medstead High School. Clarence in grade
nine. He wants to be a fanner. We want to thank God
for having his protecting hand over us and keeping us
as a family.

William am! John Harrison '5 Story
VVilliam and May Harrison came to the old Glenbush district (Avery) in about 1917. William worked
in the store, He became partners '"vith Otis Jones, In

1923 he purchased the store himself. and when the
railroad came to the new Glenbush site he moved his
store and post-office.
They had two children, John (Jack) anJ Gwen,
Jack married I\1argaret 'fhomas on j Llne 3, 1929, Jack
helped his father in the store raking over when the
Senior Harrison and GVv'en went back to England in
the early JOs. lack included in the business a radio
repmr corner,
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Mr. and Mrs. William Harrison, Senior and Jack.

Jack was a very congenial sort of a pe:rson, enjoying and sharing his musical ability, he played in an
orchestra, himself playing the saxaphone. Edna
Thompson on the piano, Art Clifton on violin and
Alex Stolze on the drum. They provided the music
for dances held all over the area.
Mrs. May Harrison came back and lived in Glenbush, eventually moving to Medstead, then to B.C.
where she lived with her daughter Gwen until she
passed away. Gwen became a teacher, married Garvin Ross.
Jack and Marg had four children. Miriam. married and living in the United States: Carol, who
married Gerald Regan, formerly premier of Nova
John H. Harriosn, M.P.

Scotia, where: they live; GaiL married and living in
Ottawa, and J. B. who is an engineer, married also,
and living some\vhere in Ontario.
They had a cottage at Mctinota Beach on .lackfish
Lake. many people had the opportunity to experience their hospitality there.

About 1945 they sold the store [0 Alex Maksuta
ami took over the International Harvester agency in
Medstcad. They lived in Iv1edstead untii 1952 '.Nhen
they moved to Ottawa.
Jack ran for Parliament on the Liberal ticket, his
first election in 1945 resulted in defeat. but in 1949 he
vvon the election and became member of Parliament
for fv1cadow Lake constituency unti! 1958 when he
lost to Bert Caclieu.
Jack passed away on September 24, 1964 at the
age of fifty-six y'ears, and Marg remarried. She is
now Mrs. V. L. Golightly ancllives in Bella, Ontario.

R" E. Harrison

Back row: L. to R., Marg Harrison, Edna Thomspon holding J.
B., Jack Harrison, Miriam. Front, Gail, Carol.

R. E. Harrison to-ok up the homestead \vest half
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farm of his own at Edam. Saskatchewan. He did
custorn threshing and was in need of a cOOK. Through
relatives of Paul's. f\1:,Tlla heard of this job and \V'jlh a
cousin. came to cook for the threshing crew. Thus.
they rnet.
Six and a half years after their wedding, Myrna
and Paul sold their farm at Edam because of poor,
sandy land anu bad !uck. They bought the former
homestead and quarters uf land of Chris Dork. rive
miles east of rViedstcad and make the big move,
hringing \,vith them all they o\vned. including their
cows, a few chickens. machinery.' and feed. They
settied on their new farm in November. 1954. There
was a Christmas party at Carrollton School that year
und that \.vas where they met most of their ne\-\' neighbors.
Over the years they.' \\'orked and farmed their
laml. raised hogs and shipped cream. The work was
hard and the days '"vcre long. \Vatcr had to be hauled
from Nelson's Lake for the cattle in the wintertime.
In the first years. they had no power and no phone
except I'm .12 volt electricity produced by their own
plant. Additional land lVas bought from Alex Nelson
in 1962.
Leo recalls a timc \,vhen he \vas about fourteen
years old und he \vas working summerfallow eight
miles from home when he ran over a deerhorn. puncturing the back tire of the tractor. a WD9. Myrna
remembers when Veroncia \\/<1S horn and the gas line
on their truck froze up on their way to the hospital.
Paul had to walk two miles in the cold to get help
while Myrna waited and worried. Forlunately. they
made it to the hospital in time.
In those years. the family stucK pretty close to
home. They might have gone to a show in to\vn about
once a year. Going to tm,vn usually meant they were
low on supplies or going to church. Social visits wtre
mostly with their neighbors. A lot of these neighbors
have moved but others took their place. The roads
have changed a great deal. There now is a decent grid
past the farm to replace the wagon trail that led to
town. [\.Ilachinery has also changed quite a lot around
the farm. A few examples are the eight foot discer
and drills used for seeeling whieh have been replaced
by a thirty foot vibrashank. and fourteen foot press
drill. Binders used for cutting feed are now replaced
by swather and baler. An eight foot deep tillage to a
thirty foot one. Also the stonepicker made a vast
improvement on picking the stones by hand and with
a front-end loader.
The children are all grown up now and faring for
themselves. except the youngest one. In 1972 Leo
married Claire Bruneau from Leoville. After working in Thompson. Manitoba for a year and a half they
moved back to help on the farm. They have two sons

Dick Harrison's Crew, 1938, Lena and Walter Harrison sitting
on tractor, Mrs. Pushaw on tractor, Dick Harrison at front, and
Carl Carlson at back.

Dick Harrison and Carl Carlson threshing crew, Hartley
Moore, Bill Bowers, Carl, Arch and Stan Pogue, Dick Harrison,
Roy Petty, Hanson Pushaw, Joe Valiance, Don Bartholmew,
Glen Bowers.

Sec.IB.49. 13. W3. in 1922. The story goes that he
lied about his age in the First World War so he could
get in. He was also in the army in the Second World
War.
Married Dorothy Pushaw. who looked after their
four children while "Dick ,. was away. Their children
are Lena. Walter. Arlene and Arthur.
After Dick passed away and the children married.
Dorothy moved to North Battleford. where she is still
living.

Harty Family History
Born at Gull Lake. Saskatchewan on December
29. 1914. Paul James Harty married Myrna Natalie
Anderson on February 3. 1'!48 in the R.C. Church at
Edam. Myrna was born on October 22, 1930 at
Wiseton and later moved to Big River, Born of this
union at North Battleford were four sons and three
daughters: Leo J on August 2.1950. Kathleen M. on
October 4, 1951. Helen E. on September !6. 1953.
Francis J. on September 21, 1954. Vernonica L. on
November IS. 1955. Thomas A. on April 10. 1957
and Paul Jr. on March 18. 1964.
Before his marriage Paul worked for awhile in a
factory in Ontario during the war. He later moved
back home and farmed with his dad for several years
and once he had enough money saved up he bought a
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f took OVer the ~/lassey-Harris Agency,' in
Medstead from Leon Pimt who had the Red and

and one daughter: Vernon, Adrian and fVlonica. The
girls are all married. Kathy is a qualified teacher and
she married Don Benson in 1973. They now live in

White Store. As the \var broke out I bought the dra}'

line from Freel and Arnold Boyd. ! used a truck in
place of horses. In 1940 I became agent for the
British American Oil Company Bulk Sales and they
eventually built the plant \\'hich is still there but under
the new name Gulf. I also operated a school bus and
served the Unit school buses for some 12 years \vhen
the schools had been centralized and children conveyed to the school in fvlcclstcad. I eventually stlld the
dray line and built the town light plant which in time
\vas soid to Etienne Pend who ran it for several yers
vvhen the po\ver corporation came through and took
over. The machine business picked up after the \var
and 1 built a garage on the corner opposite the curEng
rink where I stayed in business until retiring in 1968.
James, our only son, was born 1944. He got his
high school education in Meclsteacl and went on to
university in Saskatoon taking electrical engineering. He received his B.A. and M.A. in Saskatoon
and then moved to Calgary University where he
completed and earned his Doctorate and joined the
academic staff of the University. At the time of writing he is still there and has just received his full
Professorship - one of the youngest in Canada. We
moved to Summerland, B.C. in 1968 and are enjoying retirement in the Okanagan Valley - one of the
beauty spots in Canada and where the winters are
more sublime. Medstead still has a soft spot in our
hearts. Marie was born in Glenbush and I enjoyed all
the years spent in Medstead and the association with
the residents and farmers of the district. We miss

Edmonton. Helen married Sid Pook in Decemher

1972. They have one son Murray and they are farming at Naicarn, Saskatchc\v,w. Veronica trained for a
C.N.A. and is nursing at Sf. Paul's Hospital in Saskatoon. She and her husband, Randy Ruehle are living
at Delisle, Saskatchewan. Frank, the second oldest
son is still in the area and \vorking at L.& M. Wood
Products at Glaslyn. Tom is presently employed at
Vee Tee Feeders at LJoydminster and Paul Jr. is living
with the famiy and is attending the local school.
Yes, things are different around the Harty farm.
In June, 1975 Paul passed away and Myrna moved
into the Village of Medstead. She is presently employed as the school's caretaker. Leo and Tom have
bought the farm and have a dairy operation as well.
Another move is in sight for the Harty clan. Lco and
his family plan to start a new farmstead on the former
Alex Nelson homestead.

A. V. Haslett
! left England in the spring of 1929 and arrived in
Canada as the depression and drought starteel. I spent
a second summer on the prairies but decided that I
would go north where there were at least some green
trees and water. I started fanning in 1931 in the
Glenbush district and st<lyed there until 1939. The
drought caught up to us for a couple of years but we
weathered the depression and poor crop years. I
believe 1937 was our driest year but 1938 and 39 were
much unimproved. Wheat went up to 6()~ per bushel
which was a lot better than 22¢ which we gllt in the
early thirties.
I married Marie Schmidt in 1939 whose parents
homesteaded in the Glenbush area before the first
World War and were living in Medstead.

The Haslett home in Medstead. James Haslett and Sheila
Ethier on the front step, 1958.

Bert Haslett, James Haslett. Marie Haslett. This picture was
taken at their farewell party in Medstead, June, 1968.
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many of the friends \ve left behind, some or whom
have passed on. ·'vVe like to drop back once in a while
and renew old acquaintances and note the [Crrific
improvernents all through the district. After having
living through the drought and depression of the
thirties, it is gratifying to see people reap the rcvvards
of their labour.

Elizabeth and A!ma, folh)\ved, tfk:n his t\vo older
sons, George and Court.
in [he y'car 1909 son Karl came home from a
factor;!, \vhcre hc worked, and said, "They arc open-

ing up Canada's \\/cst." This IlC\VS \vas music to
Clemens Haulbold's ears for he was a man v'v'no loved
to ram.ble. He and his son Karl \vcnt to North BmtkJord and hired a livery \vagon to take them to
Glenhush where they claimed their homesteads.
Clemens staked S.E. y.1-14-49-1J-WJ and Karl
staked N.Vi. 1/,-14-49-!3-W3rd. On these homesteads they built log shacks. in order to claim their
homesteads they had to live on them for six months of
each year for three years. Clemens then went back to
Beaverdam, U.S.A. and left son Karl in Glenbush
after the first six months of their stay.
!n 191 I Clemens brought the rest of his family to
this new land, Glenbush. Saskatchewan. His second
oldest son George stayed in the U. S.A. but son Court
came back here with his clad. Once he had his wife
Anna and family settled in their new home Clemens
went to North Battleford to work on the building of
the asylum. He left his youngest daughter Elizabeth
and son Karl to do the amount of breaking which was
required to keep the homesteads proved up. They
bought four oxen to do the ploughing. Elizabeth
drove the stubborn oxen while Karl held the plough.
In the first years of their new farm life in Glenhush the closest store and post office was Sandwith.
It was merely a log shack which only possessed the
necessities such as tea, coffee. larel, salt and flour.
This store was owned by Reines. The store was
sometimes impossihle to reach because of
Saskatchewan's cokI, stormy! winters. For weeks on
end there would be nothing much to cat except bread,
syrup. potatoes and carrots. They were able to plant
potatoes and carrots in the fire guard \vhich they had
ploughed arounci their property. The meat was wild
prairie chicken and fish. Fishing was good in the
Artichoke and Long Lakes. Son Court only stayed a
short time as he did not like this life style. Being an
excellent gunsmith by trade he moved on to Saskatoon, and later to Vancouver where he had gun shops.
The Haubolds' had not lived here too long before
Elizabeth and Karl were playing for the dances.
Elizabeth played the zither (which is now in Eric
Haubold's home) and Karl played the violin.
In 1915. Karl married Hedwig Walther, who was
from Germany and her father had also taken up land
in the area. Life style was pretty rough but Hedwig
along with her mother-in-law managed to keep the
home a comfy place to live in. Filling oil lamps,
cleaning of lamp chimneys, carrying water in and
out emptying of the wood ashes and a lot of mending
of clothes kept them busy.

Clemens Hal.lbold and Son Karl Hal.lbo!d
In 1902 Clemens left Germany because he
thought he was going bankrupt. He came to Beaverdam, U.S.A. and then back to Germany for his
youngest son, Karl. because he would soon be eighteen and if he stayed in Germany he would have had
to take two to three years of compulsory military
training. Later, his wife Anna and two daughters,

Clemens Haubold washing his own clothes before women
arrived in area, note wooden tub.

Clemens and Anna Haubold in front of their homestead home.
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earn a fevi extra dollars in the fall bY" hauling sheaves
and pitching sheaves into the threshing rnachine. In

the "winter months Karl had a wood cutting outfit and
spent a lot of long hours sawing \NooeL
Years passed on and so Ckmens Haubo!d passed
away in his home in 1940. His wife Anna moved to
the Rabbit Lake area to live the remainder of her
years with her daughter, Eiizabeth. Elizabeth had
married James Ogburn and resided north of Rabbit

Lake for many years. Anna passed away in the 40's
and was laid to rest by her hushand, Clemens in the

Glenbush Mennonite Conference Church Cemetery.
Karl and Hedwig raised their three sons in the
Artichoke district. The sons 'vvere also musical and
they also, like their father, played for many dances in
the area. The oldest son, KarL passed away in 1946
from tuberculosis and Court farms in the Rabbit Lake
area and Eric still farms both his grandfather's and

father's homestead lands.
Karl Haubold Sr. passed away in 1959. His wife
Hedwig is living in the River Heights Hostel Lodge
in North Battleford and is eighty-seven years old.
From the earliest days of settlement in the Glenbush
area the Haubolds, Clemens and Karl Sr. took an
aggressive and active part in the development of this
area.
This story was written by Clemens Haubold's
great-grand-daughter. Lynn Haubold.

Carl Haubold and Hedwig Walther wedding, 1915 or 1916 in
iront of homestead house.

Court H,mbold

Three sons were born to Karl and Hedwig, Karl
Jr., Court Jr., and Eric. These boys started school at
Avery and were unable to speak a word of English as
German was their home language. Not until the boys
went to school did their mother learn to speak English.
In 1926 the railway was built through Karl's

Oldest son of Karl and Hedwig Haubold. began
school in Avery and then onto Artichoke school after
it was opened in Ing. He did not complete high
school due to the losing of his eye at school. After
helping his rather for several years on the farm he

homestead and this was a great boon to the area. In

1928 Karl Haubolcl purchased P. Walnofer's land,
S. W. Y4-19-49-14- W3 so the children would be closer
to the new school of Artichoke. Many teachers
boarded at the Karl Haubold residence with board
and room ranging from eighteen dollars a month,
then twenty dollars and in later years, twenty-five
dollars. The Haubolds did the school janitor work for
a few years at approximately fourteen dollars a
month. it was also at this time that Karl purchased his
first car, a Model T Ford. In 1935 he bought the
S.W.-Y4-14-49-14-W3 from Henderson and built a
new lumber house on it. He hauled all the lumber
from the Rabbit Lake Hardware Store on his Model T
Ford taking many trips to do this. Mr. Ralph Pushaw
was the carpenter hired to build the house.
Karl Haubold and neighbor. John Johnson, purchased a threshing machine and did a lot of custom
threshing. This gave some of the men a chance to

Court Haubold moving Artichoke School barn to Eric's farm,
1958.
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COllrt Haubold, Junior, combining about 1956.

took up farming on his own in the late '40's. He is
living on the N. W. 10-49-13-W 3rd. He has done a lot
of hard work clearing and breaking up his land,
making it into a good producing grain farm. One of
his favorite sports was hunting wild game but now he
prefers a good pool game and in the summer takes in
many horseshoe tournaments and occasionally
comes home a sLlccessful winner.

Eric H:wbold

Eric and Louise Haubold, July 2. 1948. Their car is Chrysler,
1928.

I was born April 24, 1922 anci lived with my dad
and mother and two older brothers Karl and Court in
a log house on my father's homestead for six years.
My brothers and I started school at Avery in 1917. We
attended school there until we moved to a different
land location the following years. We then went to
the new school of Artichoke built in 1928. There the
three of us received all our education.
We were never seriously short of food or clothing
although we did have some pretty skimpy times,
especially during the "dirty thirties". My father was
an ardent hunter and kept us pretty well supplied with
wild meat. He also trapped and hunted for furs such
as coyotes. muskrat. anc! weasel which were guite
plentiful at that time. I can recall the prairie chicken
stew my mother used to make. It was very tasty and
our main staple for many years.
To further bolster our income my father sawcd
stove wood for many neighbors. This was done in the
bitter cold of winter - a gruelling job with not too
much pay. A record was kept of most of the loads of
wood my father sawed: this ran into many thousands
over the years. Sometimes we boys were asked to
come along and help with the sawing as it took a crew
of about five or six mcn. This was generally on a
Saturday - many times after a dance the night before. So one can imagine how popular this job was
for us, never receiving more than one dollar for the
days work.
My brother Court's education was cut short due
to an unfortunate accident in school whereby losing
his right eye playing shinny. He was in grade nine at

the time. Karl went throught grade ten. Later the
school was enlarged and another teacher hired so I
was fortunate enough to get my grade twelve. i was
twenty years old when I finally completed grade
twelve because I was only able to take a partial grade
a year as it was usually October before I would start
high school in the fall.
At the age of sixteen my folks purchased a second
hand piano for me. It cost sixty-five dollars plus ten
dollars in freight charges. This seemed like a lot of
money but they or ! never regretted it. With a few
piano lessons from a teacher that was boarding at our
home at the time, Miss Murill Boskil!. it wasn't long
until I was playing it fairly well by ear. Along with
my brothers and the Fonda fellows. Everett and Allan, we had a fairly good orchestra and played for a
good many dances throughout the years. When I
think of my son-in-law getting three hundred and
more dollars a night playing now, it seems a fortune
to the mere five to seven dollars we played for.
After high school days were over for us Karl had
taken several courses in automobile mechanics. This
was his line of work when he enlisted in the armed
services ancl was later sent overseas. He served in
Europe and Africa. After returning home he was
stricken with tuberculosis due to conditions he went
through overseas. He passed away in the Prince Albert Sanitarium in 1947.
Court went farming on his own. He farms and
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be. "1 wonder if the CO\VS are out in the crop or
garden. Bless them Ii"

lives on the N.W. Y:,-lO-49-13-W3. Due to losing his
eye he was 4-F - (exempt from call to the army).
i received a postponement from the army due to
too much farm work at home for my father to handle.
In 1946 I spent several months in Vancouver
\vorking at Vancouver Engineering Works. { was
called home when Karl passed away and I never
returned to Vancouver.

Ivlarch, 1956 a son was born into our Lunily.
Someone to carryon rhe Haubold name. This was the

Iy'car We had terrific March snow storms. Luckily
Louise had gone to North Battleford via train the
\'leek before to stay with friends, the Elmer Benders',
to await the ne\v arrival. Friday rnorning the boy
decided to be born and if Louise would have been at
home I'd have had to play mid-wife because everything "vas blocked "vith snow for a vleck.
Milking cows started to become quite a chore for
us so we decided to quit milking cows. My wife
worried as to how we would ever manage without the
weekly cream cheques coming through, but we did.
About ten years later we then decided to sell the cattle
right out and once again the first thought was how
will we ever make it without a steer to sell for quick
cash. However. with grain farming and driving
school bus, which I began in 1973, we live quite
comfortably. I find it beats building fences, chasing
cows and putting up feed!
Our community life has always kept us involved
with the public. We had taken a great part in the
Glenbush hall and curling rink while it was operating. In 1962 my wife became involved with getting
the Glenbush 4-H Homecraft Club going and is still
leader of it, eighteen years this year. Myself, ! did
teach 4-H welding projects for three years to a group
of Sandwith-Glenbush 4-H lads.
On July 2, 1973, our children, relatives and
frie(lds surprisecius with a twenty-fifth wedding anniversary party at our home with approximately one
hundred and twenty, five people attending open
house and lawn recreation. Then we decided to go on
our first honeymoon, twenty-five years late, but we
did enjoy our trip to Washington, D.C.
Life style has changed a great deal through the
years. Instead offour horses we have four vehicles on
the place, medium sized machinery and tractors.
Instead of Garnet or Thatcher wheat, we plant Canthatch or Neepawa, instead of Victory oats we plant
Harman, instead of Plush (poor resistance to smut)
we grow Herta and our main cash crop has been rape.
This too is changing. We first planted Arlo rape now
we plant LEAR. Which means Low Erusic Acid
Rape. Now we have electricity which replaced the oil
and gas lamps and the wood burning cook stove; the
oil furnace taking the place of wood and then oil
heaters; telephones installed which makes communication much quicker, and the greatest improvement
my wife says is our farm water works installed in
August, 1974.

In 1948 I became a married man. Louise Coiley, a
girl 1 had gone to school with and! were married on
July 2. 1948. A rainy Friday morning she and I
boarded the Friday morning train and went to North
Battleford. TClOk a taxi to the Battleford courthouse
and were married, returned via train to Glenbush that
evening. We had one of the first wedding dances held
in the Glenbush Hall with John German and Mike
Zalwalsky supplying the music free.
We lived in my grandfather's homestead house
(of course we did a bit of repairing on it prior to
moving in) which had not been lived in since grandfather had passed away. We resided here our first five
years of married life. In the winter we were snowed in
for days at time so sometimes it was rather lonely. In
the summer, transportation was bad after every rain
because it was a very muddy road and our Model A
car liked being stuck, wheels deep in mud.
Having no refrigeration, we kept our cans of
cream hung clown the well until Zimmerman's cream
truck came around to pick it up, usually twice a week.
One time it rained while we had the cream hanging
down in the well and the well filled up with rain water
overnight. Of course, the cream can filled up with
water, too. So we brought it in the house, heated the
cream up to a warm temperature and put it through
the cream separator again. What a job! We really
don't miss the never ending job of washing cream
separator and milk pails.
1941 saw us with our first new tractor, a 2-3 plow
Allis-Chalmers. It was small but we were proud of it
and still have that tractor on the farm today c10ing the
odd small jobs. Then brother Court and I bought one
of the first small pull-type combines that came into
our area. Harvesting brought on a new feeling with
us as we saw the last of pitching bundles into the old
threshing machine. Our two daughters were born
while we lived over here, Sharon in April of 1949 and
Lynn in June of 1953.
About this time my parents decided to retire from
farming and turned their home farm over to us. We
built them a small house on the yard and we moved
into the farm house on November 6, 1954. Here we
still milked cows and were forever fixing fences.
Every time we were away all day the first thought that
would come to our minds as we neared home would

I have taken up oil painting which I enjoy and
have been fortuante in selling some of my works. My
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wife ano I enjoy curling in the '>,\linter and :.;pcnd many
hours on the golf course in the summer time. Life has
been good to us and we have our children plus four
grandchildren to keep us busy. And may the best days
of your past, be [he worse days of your future.

made :yuur stockings look so iumpy on y'our legs, as
"\ie didn't have ~1acks to vvcar for a l'c\v veal'S to cover
up these unsightly lumpy legs.
.
in l'vby 1939, we moved to Articht)ke school
district. I "va:.; completing gr~lllc seven. School \vas
nluch different ht:re, as \7\"e moved into a senlement uf
~/knnonitc people \vhom \ve had never heard of hefore. \Ve found their Jire .. srylc much different than
ours. One thing \vas the fact that the girls would never
cut their hair or v;ear any make-un. Also the'l,.' diLin't
rca!ly approvt: of girLs "and bliY; playing t~)gether.
However, the Lingle family and us kids couldn't
abide by this. as \\'C \,,'ere used to the whole school
mixing, and so bv the end of the term this mlxinf! had
taken place at Artichoke. Going to school here J~eant
walking four miies morninQ and night and so \\ie did
miss a lot of school in \vinter. Lat~r on m.\' dad and
"Pop" Lingle built a caboo:.;e for us, as the boys were
novv older and Vi/ere able to elri ve the horse:.; out of the
school barn from amongst a!l the horses in there.
AnY'A'£1}', this way of going to school proved quitc
interesting, as sometimes the horses \-voldd nm a\vay
and sma:.;h things up, other times the caboose would
upset and there \\'ould be smoke pouring out, as these
cabooses had a small fire stove in them. All in all, it
y.,las a great learning experience.
Our home became a welcome nlace for all young
people in our area who liked to ph;y ball, horse- shoe~
cards, dance and sing.
I received my high school in Artichoke as it was
the first high school in the Medstead-Glenbush area.
When I wrote my grade twelve finals, ! well remember it took my folks' pay cheque that they received
monthly for hauling the mail to Little Buffalo post
office (eight dollars a month). to pay my exam fee.
My greutest dream was to become a school teacher. but my folks didn't have the money to send me off
to Normal School, and so I \vent out working for
eli fferent farm hOil1CS in the area for one dollar {; day.
Homes such as Ed Zimmers, \A:ere vcr),' good to me,
also Gatikes and C. Haubolds. In 1946 ! worked in
Leon Pirot\ store in fvledstead for three months. for
ten dollars a month, six days a vieek, also received
my room and board. That ten doBars looked good to
nle~
In the fall of '47 I took off to Saskatoon to get a
taste of city life. [ vvorked in a confectionery fc~' six
months. b'ut how I missed the country lil·e-stylc.
VVhcn spring came it \vas back to the farm, home for
me, once again. i went back to helping out at farm
homes for small wages, and on July 2, 19-1.S married
Eric Haubold.

Louise Colley Ha!lbolrl StOry

When my rZ)lks moved up frOl~l Saskatoon to the
C.P.R. land nort11\vest of Cater, J \vas seven vears
DILL already having attended [wo years at S1. rviary"s
School in Saskatoon.
1 found quite a difference in going to the country
school of Cater. Having to walk tvI/O ;nd a half mile~s
morning: and night was quite different. But we had
real companionships and fights re:.;ulting from this to
and from school trek every day for five and a half
years. The May 24th Sports Day. that all surrounding
schools tried to attend in Medstead, was one of the
school high-lights. Usually parents had to transport
us there with horses and wagons. My mother for one,
usually hauled a load of LIS to Medstead earlv in the
morning, with fun and singing all the way. There we
would compete for ribbons in activities such as high
jump, relays, sack race, 100 yard dash. All wot~cl
take picnic-style lunches along to have at noon hour.
A free ice cream cone was the big treat of the day
given by the Elks'. For spending money for that clay,
my brother and I wOlild spend many evenings beforehand digging seneca roots and catching gophers.
We got a whole one cent a tail. Big money!
Our home was always a happy place as it seemed
there were always men (mostly) stopping in for a hot
cup of tea. especially in the winter time when men
were hauling logs and wood through our farm yard.
On hot summer days we would think nothing {of
liS all) walking to Broughton Lake about one ';nile
away to have a swim. By the time we trudged back
home the mosquitoes would be out in fLJI force.
Having no screens on our doors and windows they
created a great problem in trying to sleep, with their
persistent buzzing. Manv a night Mom and Dad
would have to n;ake a ~mudg; pail {straw, green
grass, leaves set Oil fire) to create <-l smoke they would
run quickly through the house to try to smoke the
mosquitoes out. or to the windows where we couid
do away with the pests so we could get to sleep.
Berry picking in the sumnlcrtime was another
thing we had to do if there were any berries to be had.
I still love picking berries, but the rest of our fmni!y
grew to hate it. because it was a chore.
Winters wefe long and cold. A good many times
my dad or "Pop" Lingle would trudge ahead of us to
make a trail through SDOW drifts so we wouldn't get
so wet and tired g~)ing to school. One thing 1 really
hated wearing was that long-legged underwear that

Sharoll Ha!lbolrl (Lybeck now)
Sharon rec"i ved all her education in the G!enbush
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Louise I-bubuld and sister Sharon lived, until 1 \vas
two years oleL on my great-grandfather's homeswaci
(Clemens Hauboldl. Then ViC moved to my grandfather's farm only t\\lO and a half miles north.

In 1959 1 started schoo] in Glenbush. Sharon,
Barry and I rode on i'Yir. Cecil

Ne\VmWl \

bus \vhere

rny tvvo girl friends, Violet Klassen and Melita \\/iens
and I sang songs all the \va).' h0111e for our bus Jri vcr.
On stormy vv'inter days tv1r. Newman would walk
doyvn the driveway and help us trudge through the
sno\v drifts to the nice \varm bus. Through my school
years my parents encouraged me to join clubs and
activities in our cOn1l1llmit:-i. i took music lessons
from Mrs. Helen iVIclV1urphy. \vas a member of the
Glenbush 4-H Homecraft Club for eight years and
Sandwith Beef Club for one year. I aiso enjoyee! the
Mecisteaci Twilight Twirlers Square Dance Club. As
soon as I was big enough to push a curling rock I was
a member of the Glenbush Curling Rink and enjoyed
In any evenings of cold sport.
After I completed my grade nine, the Glenbush
High School students were transported by bus (driven by Henry Bargen) to Medstead School in 1968.
High School in Medsteacl was full of activity for me
and most other students. The year I graduated in 1971
the Medstead arena was being bui it. ! even helped
pound a few nails in that building. I regret that it
wasn't built while J still had a few years left in school
but now my children will benefit from it.

Sharon (Haubold) Lybeck, Clint, and children Blake and
Shelly.

school. Her first year of school she travelled with the
Jacob Klassen children so had to walk home from
there. On the day of the first Christmas concert for
her, disaster struck. It was bitter cold and so walking
home from Klassen's and as small as she was, she
forgot to cover her ears well and they were frozen
solid by the time she reached home. They were very
painful and twice their normal size by the time frost
came out, so she had to miss her first Christmas
concert.
Sharon was involved with community action
such as curling which she still enjoys, 4-H club, the
square dance club, along with all school spons.
Music also took up some of her time as she studied
theory and piano through the teaching of Mrs. Helen
McMurphy.
When finished school at Glenbush she ventured
to Saskatoon where she worked as a clerk in the 0. K.
Store. Later on she took a secretary's course in
Saskatoon Business College. Finishing here lead her
into the field of marriage. December 6, 1972 she
married Clinton Lybeck. They now have two children, Blake, eight years and Shel1~/ Rae six years.
They reside in Martinsville and both travel into
Saskatoon to their work. Sharon does office work at
Kindersley Transport and Clinton to his business,
Polar Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. ~l1usic
takes up a good part of their leisure time.

Lynn Hauboid (Kah! now)
l, Lynn Haubold was born and raised in the
Artichoke School District. My parents, Eric and

Barry Haubold on his first and only 4-H horse, Lady Bird.
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Barry Hallbokl

lYIr, and Mrs, Robert Haynes

! completed grade eight in Glenbush and completed grade eleven in Medstead Central High then
worked ten months for Nick Schneider and Wheat
Pool. Then! went to Kelsey InstilUte in Saskatoon for
an eight months welding course. Finishing this I
secured a job in Bradley's Welding. North Battleford. but found welding a strain on the eyes and
since have tried many different jobs. in 1977 I pUle
chased S.W. Y4 13-49-14-W3. for twenty-five thousand dollars. The reason I mention the price is illy
dad could have bought it a fe\N years before for eight
thousand but rented it instead.
Eventually I will probably take up farming my
father's farm which will make four generations on
this farm.
Sports are my big interest and I really enjoy
broom ball. ski-doo riding. good-timers hockey. fastball and even a bit of water skiing.

by Hilda Robb
Nly parents came to Canada from England in
1910. They settled at Wolseley. Sask. Soon after
rVlothcr's arrival she cleaned house and did the \..\'ashing for a worl1an who "vas sick. 'That v/as the start of

her working out. She did the janitor work at the
school until there was a replacement. She \vcnt out by
the day to many places. house cleaning and \vushing

doing this alillfl the wash board. She found her own
hOLlse '.vas being neglected, so gave that up, and
people brought their laundry to her.
Dad \vas a rainier by trade. but couldn't get
enough work to keep his family: so one fall he
decided to go threshing. The crew thought they
would have some fun with this. "Newcomer." so at
dinner time they askeel him to "Pass this," and.
"Pass that," which he did very politely. and when
they were finished eating he had hardly started.
In the winter time he dug graves or cut ice on the
dam. In 1912 he homesteaded at Birch Lake on Section 7-52-14. While he was doing his duties people
by the name of Banburys got Mother to work at their
farm for a couple of months. They. then. suggested
that Mother and Dad should work there. which they
did for 3Y, years. Mrs. Banbury was not strong so
much of the work fell to Mother.
The first year she cooked for twenty-two men at
threshing time: the next year eleven and the next

The Hubert Hawkins Family
Hubert Hawkins was born and raised in the
Belbutte area.
In August, 1955, he married Pearl Swayz. whose
parents farmed north of highway No.3 at that time.
Pearl and Hubert made their home in Saskatoon
where they both worked for a number of years.
In 1966. they purchased the original Herb Gatzke
farm NE 27-50-13 W3rd from Elmer Bergman and
moved to this farmstead. Hubert also had land north
of the highway. Pearl and Hubert farmed here and
were active in community affairs.
They had three children. one girl. Elaine, and
two boys. Allen and Blaine.
Elaine graduated from Medstead Central,
worked for several years and in October, 1975, married Randy Rogers of Smithers, B.C. Elaine and
Randy have a daughter and reside in Smithers.
Allen attended Medstead Central. He was an
ardent sports enthusiast. He had played minor
hockey in Saskatoon prior to coming to this area and
pursued this sport. He played "Junior B" with
Melfort for one year and spent a second year with the
Humbolt Broncos. He is presently living and working in Smithers B.C.
Blaine started school in Medsteacl, and is now
continuing his education iQ Saskatoon.
In October, 1975, Hubert died suddenly of a heart
attack. Pearl worked at Spiritwood Union Hospital
until selling her land to Hubard Lybeck in 1978.
On October 21. 1978. Pearl re-married. She is
now Mrs. A. T. Koteles of Saskatoon. She took
upgrading and is currently completing her C.N.A.
course.

nme.

In the spring of 1CJ20 they decided to move onto
the homestead. Cattle. horses, machinery as well as
household goods were shipped to Meota. There. Dad
rented a summer cottage near Jackfish Lake. When
they left Wolseley there was little snow: but on arrival
at Meota found it knee deep. Mother stayed in Meota
until July while Dad made many trips hauling. Finally they moved onto the homestead and with prairie
chickens plentiful and eggs from their hens they
made out.
Mother did various jobs to help (lut. She was a
mid-wife sometimes, and also when Mr. Soderberg
started a lumber camp she was his first cook.
They attended church at Mr. and Mrs. Starling's
from spring until fall. These services were conducted
by student ministers and guite a good congregation.
Some young fellows, by way of ajoke, pur buttons in the collection plate just for fun: but the students were good sports and said nothing.
Usually on July 1st a picnic was held at Birch
Lake, where table cloths were spreaci and all ate
lunch together like one big family. Mother got a ride
with the Collins from the lake to their place which
was I V, miles from the homestead. She was walking
up a knoll and when she got to the top she saw a bear
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mail. \vhcrt: as. at Birch Lake they' had one and onehalf miles to go.
One time Dad \vas coming home from lY1edstcad.

It

\'V.;1:-;

a cold winter day \vith the \vind blov,.'lng: so he

laid dOvvTl in the bottom of the wagon box on some
straw. All t)f u sudden the team stopped. Dad looked
up and sa\\' a pine tree. He \\/onc1ered \vhere he \vas:
but soon found out he \\'asn't far from the b~lrn.
rviothcr \\';'1:'\11 't so lucky. She had been \/isiting
l\!1rs. B ill Ox ley and had to get out to shut a gate
\Vhen the team hegan to walk. "\Vhoa." she called,
but they didn '1 stop. She hurried to dose the gate then
ran after them. \Vhen they heard her running they

ran, \A/hen she vva!ked they walked, all the

\V<ly

home.

On my 21st birthday the folks decidccl to give a
party. There were no girls my age. so bachelors were
invited. Mother prepared chickens. They had lots of
vegetables and wild fruit. It was like Christmas. A

Hilda Robb at Cater.

square elining room tahle was bOlTO\ved froB1 Uncle:
Stan and he brought his gramophone and records
the first World
War and quite wcll known to the company.

nver. Many of these records were

or

Dad's contribution to the party was his homemade parsnip wine. Thc company arrived for dinner
and during the ai'ternoon they smoked, drank wine,
discllssed politics, religion and the Wheat Pool.
Mother always said there was one thing these men all
had their own ideas: but parted as good friends.
Dad didn't drink much, but enjoyed watching the
others. During one of the conversatiOiv,; Nat !Vlawson
was heard to say. "Open confession is good for the
soul." He was teased many! times about this: but i
\vo!l(kr if he ren1crnbcrcd saying it.
After the party Walter TiJrnbull and Chris Parker
left together. When they arrived at Chris' shack he got
off and Walter drove on home. Chris decided he
\lv'ullle! \va1'm up the shack before going to bcd. He put
paper and kindling in the stove, laid do\vn and finally
v/cnt to sleep. \Vhen he av/okc the place was very
cold so he got up to attend the fire: then he discovered
that he had forgotten to light it. One year a student
minister vvas invited. He came in the afternoon ~!l1d
had a glass of \vine: but corning in from the cold to a
vcry warm room he dozed off. He felt vcr).' badly
about this as he had never met my parents before.

Bert and Mrs. Haynes. Their. log shack in the background.

coming up the other side. She turned aside and walked down thc knoll and around it: and so safely horne.
HawKs were bad in those d"ys and had taken
some of the hens but finally the hens got wise. One

always \vatched, and v.,.'ould give a vvarning signaL
and the others ran for cover.
At first the log shack was just one room, but later
Dad added another room. One year the garden was
very good so a cellar was dug under the shack. the
dirt being hauled away by wheel barrow.
Many newcomers arrived in the district so a
school "vas needed. The men got together and logs
were hauled and Pine View School came into being.
Mother bo"rded the first teacher, Lcna Swystun
(Mrs. Walter Woytiukl for three years. The rail road
came and Mr. and Mrs. A. Coates had the store and
post office, It was a great boon for the people as
before my parents travelled seven miles to get the

The parties \-vert held each y'ear until the depression struck in every.' home. The bachelors enjoyed
these parties and Ivlother felt sorry for [hcm as they
were alone so much from NeVi Yc,Jrs until spring.
Later Dad took sick. The cattle. machinery and
horses \vere disposed of. rv10ther uicd very" suddenly
in March, 1956. Dad moved to Birch Lake siding. He
passed away in 1961.
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Gu:-; homesteaded N ."vV. ~/..\ of Scctlon 6-50-]4 in
the Birnamwood S.D. but did not stay very many
years.

William Heel.! -

William Heeb. a carpenter by trade, left his home
in Rugge1L Liechtenstein (Switzerland) to join his
brother LOll in Alkinson, Nebraska.
In 19! L he and Lou were attracted by the promise
of land in Canada. They planned to settle in the
!-Iumbolt district but were influenced by a land agent,
W. B. Jones, to come to the North Battleford district.
Willie and Lou loaded their herd of horses,
household goods and equipment in box cars, and the
family headed north. They arrived in North Battleford in the spring of 1911 - camped for a time,
then proceeded to their homestead at Glenbush by
horse and wagon.
He filed on the homestead where Artichoke
school was later built. After his death the quarter was
transferred to Adelina !-Ieeb, and iater sold to John
Johnson.
Ever of frail health, the rigors of pioneer life
proved too difficult for him. During winter of 1912-13
he was ill with a rheumatic condition.
May 1913, a pleasant spring day, he walked the
short distance to the lake behind the log cabin in
which they lived. An hour later his sistelcin-Iaw, went
to check on him and found his boat inverted on the
lake. The R.C.M.P. recovered the body by dragging
the lake several days latee He was probably the first
victim of a heart attack in the Glenbush area.
His body was taken to North Battleforcl by horse
and wagon, where he was buried in the Roman Catholic section of the cemetery.

Bill Hazard, 1937. Eighty,four years old, lived in the Artichoke
area. Died in 1943.

Bill Hazzard
Bill was a bachelor who lived on his homestead
-N.E. 17-49-13-W3rd from 1922-1937. The school
children of Artichoke at that time remember him by
his kind and good deeds to them. He was known to
walk to Glenbush and on his way home would stop at
the school with a great treat. Sometimes it would be a
box of gingersnaps or a bag of grapes. He would
come in the school room and stand up in front and
commence to throw these treats to the children.
There is still a pine tree surviving on the old school
yard that he planted. He was known to plant potatoes
in the fire guard that was made around the school.
GIIS

Ul92"19B

Heeb Family
Lndwig Heeb - 1867-1946
Adelina Hceb -lll81-1969
During the 1880's, Liechtenstein, like so many
other European countries, offered few opportunities
to its youth. Everywhere appeared posters and newspaper advertisements which extolled the great opportunities and easy fortunes to be had in America. Lou
Heeb was lured by the propaganda. In 1889 he sailed
for this "Promised Land". He settled on a farm in
Nebraska. During his twenty years in Nebraska he
returned to his homeland twice. In 1889 he brought
hack his parents. In 1910 he brought his bride. the
former Adelina Meier. His brother-in-law Jacob and
brother Willie, completed the foursome who remained together to the end.
When years of drought reduced their land to a
virtual desert, they were attracted to Canada's offer of
free land. On investigation they found in

Hedman

submil!ed by E. Casson
Gus Hedman came into the Medstead area about
1916 along with three other brothers, namely AIL
John, and Harold. They had a well digging outfit and
dug wells in the district. Latcr John, Harold and Gus
took up homesteads.
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The baby born to Adciina and Lou in lv1ay. 1914
was muned \\/i!liam.

The spring of 19lJ brought nevI;' hope. Sawdust
and piles of shavings grevv as work on the two storey
hOLlse progressed under the supervision of Julius
Gatzke. The thick walls of squared logs were draft
proof. Unfortunateiy no one told those men about the
need for storm \vindo\vs and doors, nor were they
told that green lumber shrinks to let in breezes.

In the years that followed many unexpected problems \vere encountered. These were ever met with
realism and courage.

There was the winter 'vvhen early snow storms
prevented the men from getting in sufficenl feed for
the cattle. The animals weak and starving often had
to be lifted to theirfeet. many died. Jacob built a "V"
shaped snow plough to scrape away the snow so the
cattle could get at the hay,
Then there was the year of the early frost which
reduced a fine crop of oats and rye to a useless mass.
Illness of man or animal was dreaded. When
animals did not respond to our men's care, they
would call on Mr. Grant at Sandwith for help. Illness
in humans was treated with simple home remedies
and a rest in bed.
When a widespread prairie fire threatened our
home, neighbors from miles around rallied to beat
out the tlames with wet gunnysacks. Jock Caithness
manned the water tank, In his stuttering voice he kept
his team at a gallop on his way to the lake for more
water. Backfires and plowed fire guards seemed of
little avail in the brisk wincl. Just as we were prepared
to evacuate our home, the wind changed, we were
saved. Nature seemed ever to be the master.
Sundays were special. Neighbors gathered at our
house to visit and for a home cooked meal. Promptly
at 10 A.M, we would all gather in the front room
while mother led us in the prayers of the mass.
Every year during the Easter season, Pather Van
Dan Dale would come by horse and buggy from
North Battleford to hold service at our house. After
mass mother served dinner to all. Some of the congregation came from a distance and would stay all
night.
On one such occasion our chimney caught fire
and tlames leapt into the sky. 1 recall the panic of
some of Ollr guests particularly of an elderly Mrs,
Dunser, Dad calmly removed the stovepipe, some
salt and a few wet gunnysacks stuffed in the chimney
hole soon had the situation under control. No harm
done, only a few eyes smarting from smoke and soot
to scrub away,
In later years Pather Tombu, then Pather Auclaire
came from Leoville. Services were held at our house
until a church was built in Medstead,

L. - R. Lou Heeb, Jacob Meier, (brother of Adelina Heeb),
Adelina Heeb, William Heeb (brother of Lou), as they looked
on their arrival in Canada. 1911.

Saskatchewan a virgin land, lush and green, abounding in lakes and trees, a land well suited to their
purpose of mixed farming.
June, 1910 this foursome arrived in North Battleford by train. Their household goods, equipment
and prized herd of "Kentucky" horses were unloaded in North Battleford, where the family camped
for some weeks before proceeding to their homestead
at Glenbush,
It was an incongruous sight. the fashionably
dressed, fragile appearing young lady in the wagon,
physically ill from being jostled about. as the wagon
rumbled and bumped over rough prairie roads. To
add insult to injury, hordes of mosquitoes and flies
tormented man and animals.
The spirited horses brought them to their destination on the second day, The humble, sod roofed log
cabin was a most welcome sight. This three roomed
log structure had been erected, then abandoned by
some less hardy settler before them.
Adelina soon had this cabin liveable, A Persian
rug on the board floor, a bit of lace at the window, a
fe;;" fur rugs on the beds and covering trunks and
boxes contributed to their comfort.
It was in this cabin, during a mid-Pebruary snowstorm that their first child, Adelia, was born. No
doctor was present. only a local lady, Mrs. Gristwood came and stayed three clays, then Adelina was
on her own,
Mother's stamina was further tested that winter.
Willie was ill and bedridden much of the winter with
a rheumatic condition. In May, 1913 tragedy struck.
Willie suffered a heart attack while boating alone on
the little lake by the cabin. Some days later the
Mounted Police recovered the body, Jacob fashioned
the coffin and the body was taken by wagon to be
buried in North Battleford, He was probably Glenbush's first victim of a heart attack,

C
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Long \vimer evenings found our LJ.mily gathered

the bachelor neighbors who lived alone and v/cre

around a coal oil lamp reading book.';, papers, what-

similarily stricken.

eVer we could gel. Reading material \vas prized and
shared with neighbors. One ncighbor LUll Vine, gencrouslv shared "Punch and Judv" and ., Dai!'./ I\;111"1'01"',' which his relatives in ~England SCD~t him
reguJariv.
~ Hm;lt'TS from [he north (Belbutte, BapauJ11e) frequently stopped overnight when hauling their grain
to North Battkford. 11l".;lurher seemed tu have a ""magic pantry" from I,vhich emerged a hearty meal at any
rime to such travellers. The charge \vas a!v/ays. no
charge. On occasion such a stopper would slip tl coin
into the hands ()f llS children. These \ve \voLJld

Harvesting ,,\lUS exciting. George Gordon's steam
engine seemed like a great beast as it puffed from
farm to farm emitting loud vvhistle blasts to announce
its whereabouts or its need for wood or \vater. The

joviality of the threshing crew was exceeded only by
their appetite. In spite of pitching sheaves from dawn
to dark. those men could always muster the enagy
for practical JOKes and horseplay.
There were no women or children in the district,
only young bachelors. Mother seldom len home as
she disliked the rough rides over bumpy roads.

Hovvever. our house never lacked for company as
neighhors dropped in reguiarly to visit, share a meal

proudly present to our parents. Even at this early age
we had learned to be practical.
!n spring I'!!X two such stoppers drove into our
yard on their way from North Battlcford back to their
ilome. The one Z,fthem who lay very ill in the wagon

or pick up their mail.
We children grew up in a predominantly male,
adult environment. consequently, we had to face a

major adjustment when we started school. Since

box was immediately put to bed and cared for until he

there were few children there was no school in our
district so mother unciertook to drive us daily the four
und a half miles to Avery School. When we were

resumed his journey home. A few days later our
entire family except Jacob. took to our beds with the
1918 flu. Jacob wus left to curc for two delirious
children, two adults, us well us keeping a check on

older, we drove in a buggy or rode horseback.
A succession of teachefs, each of brief stay,
proved an unsatisfactory way to obtain an education.
Our parents moved to North Battleford to be near a
good school and church. They made tremendous
effort and sacrifice to provide us children with an
education. They returned to the farm where Bill
attended Artichoke SchooL Adelia completed her
education in North Battleford, graduating from
Grade XII with the Governor General" Medal for
general proficiency. She then attended Saskatoon
Normal School anellater taught at Zelma, Glenbush
and Shell Lake before marriage. She married Stanley
Doidge in 1941, completed her B.Ed. from the University of Saskatchewan and taught at the North Battleford High School until she retired in 1976, after
twentv ve;rs of teaching'- for the high
school svstem in
'North Battlcford.
At the age of fifteen Bill took on the full responsibility of operating the farm at Glenbush for his
father. Lou was unable to continue farming due to
blindness.
Frequent illness in the family prompted [he family to sell the farm at Glenbush and relocate at Denholm in 1945 where they would be closer to medical
help. Bill moved to North Battleford in 1957 because
of his own poor health. There he worked at the
Saskatchewan Hospital for twenty years until retirement in 1971. He marriecJ the formefCiaire Lavigne.
Thev have five children: Eddie in Vancouvcr, Elaine
Gar~ett and Marilyn Cote of North Battleford, Robert
at schooL Fay Hicki of Surrey, B.C.
Adelia and Stan have four children of all of whom
~

Bill Heeb and his wite, Claire, 1949.
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Delia (Heeb) Doidge, and Stan Doidge on their Silver Wedding Anniversary with their children. 1966. Back. L. - R. Dr.
Archie Miller, Dianne Miller, Bill and Cheryl Doidge. Front.
Stan and Delia Doidge, Mrs. A. Heeb (Delia's mother), and
Jean Doidge.
50th Anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. C. Heimicks, April 9, 1977.

are teachers. Bill and his wife. the former Marion
Mollat. teach in Swift Current. Jean and Melvin
Kozlowski teach in Battleford. Cheryl and Ken Ferch
farm in Kipling. Sask. Dianne and Dr. Archie Miller
live in Washington, D. C.
The children and grandchildren of the pioneer
couple, Lou and Adelina, have contributed to the
educational system in the province. Glenbush School
in the late thirties lost the unique distinction of being
the only school in the province where Grades I to XU
were taught by one teacher in a one-room school. (for
$500.00 a year).
LOll Heeb died in 1946. Jacob Meier in 1945.
Adelina in 1969. All are buried in the North Battleford cemetery.
The Heebs like other pioneer families. were not
urged on by monetary gain. It was simply a harsh
bitter struggle for survival through the degradation of
the thirties followed by failing health and blindness
to the very end. They were sustained only by their
faith in the goodness of their fellowman and the
goodness of their God.

Back row: Henry, John Agatha, Abe, Cornie, Front: Elsie, Mr.
and Mrs. C. Heinricks, Margaret, 1971.

School and moved it across the road from its original
place. It is still there today.
Mr. and Mrs. Heinricks retired to Saskatoon in
1960.
They had three girls and four boys.

MI". and Mrs. COl"!1elill§ Heinricks
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Heinricks came to Glenbush
in 1936. They had four children at that time. Mr.
Heinricks farmed three quarters which were located
two miles south of Glenbush.
After trees had been cleared off the land. he did a
lot of virgin soil ploughing for himself as weI! as for
other farmers. He also owned a threshing machine
which kept him busy in the fall. They also took pride
in having a big garden with fruit trees. He was a
school trustee (Averyl for many years and later also
chairman of the board. He also bought the old Avery

Walter Hendricks Story
Walter Elwood Hendricks came wcst to Winnipeg in 1907. He purchased a wagon and a team of
oxen. driving them out the Red River Trail to start
farming in the Minnedosa area. In 1913 he hitched up
his team of oxen, again moving to a homestead in
Goldberg, Saskatchewan. While there he met and
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Walter Hendricks with his son Wesley in the background.
Ready to leave the Ward district.

Beverly Henke, Odetta Henke, Mrs. Fred Henke, Elbridge
Henke. Rudy Henke. Naomi Henke about 1943.

Senior, son Willie, son Fred and his wife, Lyda with
their sons, Elbridge and Beverley: and Mr. and Mrs.
Henke's son-in-law, Wallingford, his wife and their
children came from Manitoba with quite a few cattle,
four work horses and two saddle horses.
They got lumber from Frank Bell's sawmill and
Mr. McGreevy helped them to build three small
houses on the north side of "Old Man Lake".
Wallingfords only stayed one winter. Henkes
lived there about two years, then moved their houses
just west of Carrollton school, They put two of them
together L-shaped, and later solei the other one.
Marion Bell stayed with them for a while and
went to school at Carrollton.
Me and Mrs. Henke Sr. went out to work on a
farm, and it was while they were at this work that he
died suddenly. It is believed Mrs. Henke Sr. 's name
was Luella,
Fred and Lyda hac! three more children, Rudy,
Odetta and Naomi. Their home served as a stopping
place prior to completion of the Prince Albert-Turtleford railroad line and they boarded the school
teachers for years. They carried mail for Little Buffalo PO. fred worked with D. George for a few years
breaking land for various people, and was involved
in threshing work also, fred died in 1941. Lyda sold
out in the 40's and went to Trail, B.C. Joe Randal was

Walter Hendricks at work in the Sandwith area, with the
threshing outfit he moved from Goldberg.

married Nellie Holland in 1921. Four children were
bOI11 to them: Wesley in 1922, Emery in 1923, Fern in
1923 and Clarence in 1925.
Drought in that area caused Walter to look for
greener pastures so in Inl with the help of his wife,
Nellie, and some neighbors, he loaded up two wagon
loads of tools, a granary, a garage and some grain,
and headed north to the Hillside district. Walter
drove one team and wagon with his young son,
Wesley, only nine years old, driving the other.
They settled on S,E. 30-47-14 one half mile east
of Ward School. In 1932 back at Goldberg he packed
up another two wagon loads with his house hold
goods and a crate of chickens with Walter driving the
tractor, pulling a threshing machine with the family
chasing six cows and a bull, they trekked back to
Hillside to make their home in the garage which they
had moved in the previous year.
The children attended Ward School during the
three years they lived here. Finding the country not to
his liking he moved out to settle in Arrow Lakes,
British Columbia then on to the Okanagan Valley.
Wesley joined the R. C. A. F spending twenty-one
years in the force,
Walter passed away in 1956, while Nellie, aged
eighty-six years, lives in Kelowna, British Columbia.

the auctioneer.

Rudy was a bomber pilot in World War ll. He is
married, and has three children. He worked in immigration council at Vancouver, then in Prince George;
left there and may have gone to Winnipeg.
Elbridge joined the Motor Cycle Brigade in the
War. He came back to B, C. and was planning to be
married when he died suddenly from a heart attack,

The Henkes
by Margaret Simpson
During the summer of 1921 Mr. and Mrs. Henke
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Old timer, Harold Herbert, who homesteaded on S.E. quarter 34-50-14, visited Ivor Soderberg's at the time of a birthday party. Back
row: L. to R., Bertha Lange, Mr. Herbert, Ellen Soderberg, Josephine Cassidy. Second row: L. to R., Frieda Soderberg, Verna
Brown, Miriam Harrison, Edna Brown, Beatrice Brown, Shirley Kennedy, Joyce Wade. Third row: Vern Thompson, Florence Walker,
Carol Harrison, Bob Brown, Jack Brown.

J. and H. Herbert

Edna and Hugo had three children: Doreen, now
Mrs. Doug Lamb of Rabbit Lake: Irene, Mrs. Victor
Skomer of vonda, Saskatchewan: Shirley, Mrs. DeIC
rick Koble of Saskatoon.

In 1922 J. Herbert and his son, Harold, came into
the Birnamwood School district. Mr. Herbert filed on
the SEY" of section 34-50-14 and Harold filed on the
NE Yd4-S0-14.
1. Herbert didn't go out much, so little is known
of him.
Harold loved to attend the dances and other entertainment of those days and all who knew him can
remember how he was often calied on to recite a
poem or sing. His choices of poems and songs were
on the humorous side and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
He was a bachelor when he left our area but
married later.

The Ted Herman Family
Ted Herman emigrated from Poland to the Meeting Lake afca in 1928. Ted \vas of German descent:
his parents had previously immigrated to the iv1ccting
Lake area in 1926.
In 1940, he married Elsie Zwer from the StoKe
district near Belbutte. He sold his homestead at
Meeting Lake and moved to the Stoke district. Some
orthe land had been previously broken by led Witte.
Elsie and Ted had a family of three boys: Edward,
Donald. and Gary.
Ted was a member of the "Bruss Band". which
played at the Peace Lutheran Church ane! at social
functions in the Stoke area.
In 1955, Ted died at the age or forty-two years of a
rare disease kno\\'n as Lupus.
In 1956, Elsie moved to Saskatoon with her three
sons.
In 1957, Elsie re-married Hans Lutz. Hans and
Elsie have three children: Jack, David, and Dianne.

The Hugo Herman Family
Hugo Herman came to the f>.1eeting Lake district
with his parents in 1926.
In 1945, he married Edna Zwor of the StoKe
district. He purchased the NE 36-50-3 W3rd from
Russell Overgaard and he and Edna firS! resided on
this land.
In 1954, they moved to Rabbit Lake and farmed
there until 1973 when they took up residence in
Saskatoon.
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Sask. Hc sold in lS;lJg, then bought E ~i: 5-5 i-14 in the
Cater district. and resided there untii he sold his farrn
to Jake and Hclen Isaak.
Following his farm auction sale in [he spring of
105!, he retired and returned to Tard, Ontario [(~ be
Vv'ilh relatives.

fv1r. Herron raised Clydesdale hGrses ;Jild Shorthurn cattle. During the mid to late thirtic~s he \vas one
of the community organizers ror the field dav held on
the Cater School grounds. Numerous fO"ri.Hze exhibits, baking, scvving. and hancl\vork \verc e'";·ltereJ
in the mini-fair. The young people judged heef cattle
and draft horses. Community fellowship and a dance
in ~h? .eveni.ng \~·e!"e all pan uf the annual field day
actlVltles thiS qUlet man enjoyed.
Jim \vas an excellent livestock man and this was
borne om when looking at any of the animals in his
care. Also his nephew from Owen Sound, Ontario,
tells of ~is success competing in locai plowing
matches 111 the early days. One prize Jim mentions
was a set oj' rock elm doubletrees. He also mentions
that Jim was not one to talk about himself. but on his
birthday he always had a party with a bottle of Scotch
and a huge lunch. It was on these occasions that Jinl
would, after a few drinks, tell a few stories of the
single men, and the parties they used to have at Cater,
although he said jim never mentioned names.
While he livecl here he was also known for his
punctuality. it's said you could set your clock by Jim
Herron. So much as that at a concert in the Carer
school this fellow was doing a monologue, a take-off
of Foster Hewitt broadcasting a hockey game. (of
course the players were all local people, doing the
things, they "vert noted for). and in one Dart of the
play .lim Herron hac! a break-away, stooped at the
blue line, took out his watch, looked at th~ time, then
went in and scored.
Locloe
.He was also a life member of the fViasonic
. .
e '
Unlortunately there are no direct descendants of Jim
Herron. He was a lifelong bachelor. unfortunately,
because the propagation of men Iike him would be a
great asset [0 any lanel.

Ted and Elsie Herman with sons, Edward and Donald.

They reside in Saskatoon where Elsie is an Avon
representative.

Rod Hermance
Bourllemouth
Mr. Hermance was born in Lincoln Neb, U.S.A.
in 1878, he came to Canada in 1914. He farmed on the
S.W. 49-13 W3rd. in Bournemouth district, until he
retired in 1950 and moved to Rabbit Lake where he
resided until his passing in May. 1959.

William James Herron
A bachelor, Mr. Herron was born on Lot 6. Concession 10, Derby township, Grey County, Ontario;
on March 28, 1885. passed away January 2, 1979 in
his 94th year. It is thought he came to West prior to
World War l. He worked on a farm at Belle Plain for
some years. Later he was to buy land at Drinkwater,

The Hess Family
!n the summer of 1911. William Hess came from
Wisconsin, U. S. A. and took up a homestead on the
N.W. quarter of 20-47-14. He built a log house and
returned to Wisconsin. In May 1912, Ile with his
wife, Hattie, and three children. Ray, Efrit.~ and Ruth,
moved back to the homestead.
There wasn't anv school until 1916. George
Strong built Ward school. That same year anoth"er
boy, Bili, was born to the Hess familv.
William Hess broke thirty-five ae;es of land with
a team of horses and a walking plow. Times \V·ere

Jim Herron, splitting wood at Cater.
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they had him put in grade eight, as the education
standard was much higher in Hoiland than in Canada. In Holland children had to start school at five
years of age. They were also taught French as soon as
they went to school.
In !911 the Heyden family moved to Battkford
where the Saskat~hewan Hospital was under construction. Grandpa worked as a bricklayer there for

. , In
. 191".;.,
three years. Dad also got a summer .100
helping in the cook car and in the summer of 1913 got

a job as carpenter apprentice .
. The family went to St. Vital's Schoo! in Battleford. The bank in Battleford stayed open until 10
P. M. on Saturday night so workmen could cash their
cheques after work. then they could have a gay old
time at the bar on Saturday night.
Nell, the baby of the family. was born in Battleford. June 25, 1914, that same year they moved to
their homestead in the Carrollton district.
To earn a little extra money on the homestead they
trapped muskrats and sold the pelts for twenty-five
cents each. Before they had any hens to supply them
with eggs. Dad would go and mark the eggs in a mud
hen's nest and then collect the fresh ones each day tor
grandma to bake with. Grandpa worked away from
home in the summer at bricklaying or carpentry.
In the fall of 1915 Dad took a team. wagon and
bundle rack to go threshing in the Biggar area. It took
three days to g~t there. butthere was 'a'iot of threshing
to do and he earned enough money to buy groceries
for the winter. They took any job that was available to
earn some money. When there wasn't any work. they
worked on the homestead. ---- barns. fences and field
work all had to be done.
In 1918 Dad was old enough to file on a homestead of his own. He got SW V4-30-50-13-W3rd. he
had to break ten acres every year for three years in
order to get his title to the land.
The winter of 1924. Dad worked hauling logs

The Hess family. Ray, William, with Bill in front, Mrs. Hess,
Ruth and Effie, in front of the homestead home.

hard. Lots of meals consisted of pancakes and maybe
rabbit if Ray had any luck getting one.
As years went by they managed to get a few head
of cattle and three or four horses. Mrs. Hess sold
butter in order to get a few groceries.

Mr. Hess. along with most farmers of the district.
would go out threshing each fall to get enough money
for their winter clothes and food.
In 1925 Ray went to British Columbia. then to
Lyle. Washington. where he still resides. In April
1930. Effie married Don Culy and in March 1934
they. with their little son. went to Lyle. Washington.
later moving to Eugene. Oregon. where she still lives
- her husband passed away in June 1975.
In November 1934. Mr. and Mrs. Hess. and son.
Bill. went to Lyle. Washington. Mr. and Mrs. Hess
have passed away. but Bill lives in Springfield.
Oregon.

A. P. Heyden
by Nora Starling
My grandparents. Nellie and John Heyden. came
from Holland where they had owned two apartment
buildings and were building on the third one when
the inte~est rates went up to 12% and they lost everything and there was no more work as people didn't
have the money to build.
On the ad~ice of a brother who had come to
Canada to work two vears before. that there was a
building boom in this' country. Grandpa and Grandma can;e with their five children. Jo. Jack. Marie.
Josina and John to Regina in 1910. Grandpa. who was
a bricklayer by trade, got work in Regina.

The move from rich to poor was quite a change
for Grandmother. who never had to do any work at ali
in Holland. she had a maid do all her work.
The children went to school in Regina where they
had to learn to speak English. Dad recalls that from
the time he started school there. in nine months time

L. to R., back: John. Donald, Norman, Ralph, Raymond
Heyden. Centre: Doris Colley, Nora Starling, Irene Fee. Front:
Jack and Mary Heyden.
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1027 \';/hc1'c Dad did dray vv'urk. Dona!d was born that
year, December 31. 1027.

He traded his homestead in the Ldl of 1927 for a
tractor and separator and went custom threshing in
the North Battle-ford, Prince area, where the farms
vvere bigger and he had a long harvest season. That
following spring he bought a 22-inch fv1assey Harris
breaking plow for two-hundred fifty dollars and did
custom breaking at seven dollars per acrc for a couple

of years. But money \vas very scarce and he

The Heydens, 1935. Back, L. 10 R., Doris, Jack, Mary. Cenlre:
John, Norman, Donald. Nora. Fronl: twins, Ralph and Raymond.

from the bush to Carl Carlson -s farm just south and
west of Medstead (the farm is now owned by Albert
Jones). The logs were then hauled to Cochin and then
across the lake to Meota, where the nearest rail line

was.
Dad married Mary Wappel on May 25_ 1925.
That year they had a restaurant and livery barn in
Medstead and a very busy place it was I The railroad
came in that year and the elevator was in operation.
People wcrc hauling grain from Idylwild_ Witchekan, Spiritwood and Bapaume to the llew elevator in
Medstead, they would have a meal before starting
back home. Mary had her two sisters_ Annie and
Rosie helping her. Dad had the livery barn and it was
always full with the log-hauler teams and also the
farmers- grain-hauling teams_ as they needed a feed
and rest before starting home. Dad also did the draying and had to be there as each train came in because
they loaded directly from the train as there waso -( a
platform then. The end of the rail was Glenbush.
In 1925 and 1926 the residents of Medstead were
Jim Richardson, who ran the Co-op store; Jack Presley~ the meat market~ Louie Romfo, - elevator
agent; Jack and Mary Heyden and Johnny, who was
born March 25,1926. The Bernard Schmidtz moved
in that year.
They lived in North Battleford part of 1926 and.

'Na~-:n't

able to make his last payment for the plow and tile
machine company' claimed the plovv'. He hauled the
plow to North Battleford behind the car. Harry Iverson bought this plo\\i and hired Dad to haul it to his
farm in the Prince area. He \vas in a hurry to get it out
of tOWll_ but the lift lever let go and dropped the share
into the street and he had a real battle to get it lifted
again, but luckily', the police must have been out for
coffee at the time as he got home safely. There was no
money to buy a licence or a car in those tough years
so you didn't go very far from home.
In the winter of 1930 Dad hewed ties for Ivor
Soderberg. The wages for hewing ties was fifteen
cents for no. I and thirteen cents for No.2 ties. On a
good cold day he could make as much as four dollars
a day, but when the v/catner was warmer a person
wasn't able to hew as many logs as the chips don't
chip off as easy as when its cold. He got fOlJ1'cents for
skidding. In the spring of 1930 Ivor Soderberg built a
garage in Meds[ead and he v/orkeu for him as a
mechanic. Then back to the bush in the winter for the
next two years and in the summer time he worked for
farmer in the Prince distriCt for tv/cnty-five dollars
per month.
Mom and the family lived with her parents for
some time after 1927 until they got a log hou~e built
in the \\t'appeJ farm }'anJ DCaI' Prince. while Dad
worked at all the jobs he could pick up. Employment
was very scarce in those years and money was even
scarcer and five more children were added to the
family: Norman_ born July 31. IlJ29; Nora. born
September 13_ 1930; twins_ Ralph and a Raymond_
born June 19. 1932: Doris_ born January 24, 1934.
Dad filed on his homestead, SE 1',-6-S1-13 in
1932. He paid one dollar per acre for it, but sometime
later when the inspector came to check up on the
homesteaders, he gave him his money back. He said
the land wasn-t worth that much. He got it at the
homestead rate of ten dollars per quarter. In 1933 Dad
built a log shack to house the family_ the roof wasn-t
very \\'ater proof and when it rained the oniy dry
place was under the table. The roof was covered with
some boards. heavy paper and sand on top. The next
year he had shingles made and shingled it.
In 1934 we moved up north to the homestead

lumber for the ncvv' house. They' started it in 1941.
Grandpa Wappel, Vi/ilo vvas a stone maSOiL made the
basell1enL the \valls art: about two feet thick. mostly
rocks and some mortar. the house \tvas finished

from Prince. The family, MOlT! and Dad and seven
kids. Ages from one-half year to eight years, came
north in the Whippet Cal', while Uncles Joe and Anton
vVappci were bringing our possessions by teams pulling \vagons with hay racks.
Dad had the use of three ox.en belonging to
Grandpa \Vappcl and the first year Vvre vv'ere on the
homestead there was a pound sale where a little black
unclaimed Indian pony was sold. There were only
two peopie there, Siemon Knot and Dad, Siemon bid
one dollar and Dad bid two dollars and he got the
horse. A good little horse she \vas ~ if you could
catch heL She was hitched up with the three oxen to
pull the breaking plow or whatever implement that
was in use in the field. When she wasn't busy there,
she took the kids to school in the buggy or cutter.
whatever the season. She was also ridden a lot, handy
to get the mail or groceries in Bclbutte.
This oxen and horse outfit was also used on
building some of the first roads in this district as
Lome Uens mentions in his story. Our neighbor,
"old Me. Guhl" used to borrow a team of oxen to do
some of his work but his patience ran out when these
animals would feed on green grass. It was rather a
slippery job hooking up the chain traces, he didn't
speak English but we knew it wasn't poetry he was
reciting I Most of the homesteaders paid their taxes by
doing road building. Some used their horses or oxen,
they got more pay with these, they were used to plow
the dirt loose, then other teams on scrapers would
pull the dirt up on the road and dump it. Some just did
hand labour such as cutting brush to clear the road
allowance, picking rocks and roots while others
filled and emptiecl the scrapers, But all was not dull at
noon hour, the men were always up to something
such as a mini-rodeo. Dad had an ox by the name of
Sam, that they coulcln 't ride, but they all took a tryon
him just to See how long they could stay on him.
The year following our arrival on the homestead
an addition was added to the rear of the house. This
was used for bedrooms. It was partitioned with a
moveable closet, partly across the middle, this addition was also used for local dances. The beds were set
outside and the closet moved against the wall. music
was supplied by local talent. Some I remember were
Willie GuhL who could play several instruments and
Mike Orange played the accordian, John Heyden
played the violin. The ladies all brought lunch and
people would come from miles around by team.
There was no admission as no one had any money to
spare for entertainment. but they enjoyed themselves. The dances would alternate between our
house and the Guhl's house.

enough to move into in j 041.
Dad also v/orked on Higl1\vay 55 vvhcn it v. . as
builL doing some road work and part of one season
\vorking in the cook car which \A/as lucated in our
farm yard.
In 1940 Barney Kutz traded a horse vaiucd [v./cnty-fivc dollars for the seven acres that the highway
cut off the quarter when it \,ovent around Buffa!o Lake.
They built a log house there and some other buildings. They lived there for quite a few years, then sold
it to Irene Ricketts. She sold it to Ernie Stevenson,
who sold it to Mrs. McKnight for five thousand
dollars. This is an example of how the value of
property has changed.
Land \vas changing; more acres getting broken
each year. and on April3ll, 1942, Dad bought the SW
Y1-6-51-13 from our neighbor. FranK Monk, who had
moved to Chili wack, British Columbia, to live out
his last years. He paid eight hundred dollars for the
quarter, payments were two hundred dollars per year
and no interest.
The following years, after the crop was in, Dael
would do carpentry work. !n 1945 and 1946 he
worked in the Prince district. Our baby sister, Irene,
was born July 7, 1945, she had a lot of baby sitters to
see she got a good start.
In 1947, Dad got the contract to build the
Belbutte school: one room with basement for sixteen
hundred dollars. The following year he built Devonia
and Hyde Park schools. In 1949, Dad went to Cumberland House to supervise twenty-four Indian employees who were hired by the government to build a
model modern farm. They built a house, ban). workshop, two-storey chicken house and a hay barn.
While Dad was away doing carpentry work, the
farm work was carried on by the family. They had u
fairly large herd of cattle and quite a lot of land under
cultivation. Every fall Dad did custom threshing and
in the winter, he and the boys took out logs to saw into
lumber on his own mill and sold the lumber they
didn't usc.
Dad and Mom sold the farm in 1965 to Norman
Coiley, their son-in-law, Norman and Doris are still
on the home place and Mom and Dad have built a
house in their yard, where they are semi-retired.
Dad, at the age of eighty, still does odd jobs and is
active in curling. Mother is kept busy with a big
garden each year. They also enjoy fishing trips in our
good northern country.
John Heyden married Elva Gatzke, they have a
son, Randy, and a daughter, Laurie, They farm three

The family was growing up and we needed a new
house, but first Dad had to build a saw mill to saw the
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and one-half lniks Vlest of [he home place on Highway 3.
Donald Heyden married Lorraine McIntosh.
They have a son, Howard, and a cLmghter, Amy. They
Jive in NeVi 'vVestminster where Donald is a longshoreman foreman.
Norman Heyden married Ida Kitner. They have a
son, Calvin, and three daughters. Caroline. Karen
and Brenda Lee. They live in St. Albert where Norrnan has a road construction company.
Nora married James Starling. They have a son,
Barry. and three daughters. Audrey. Patrica. and
Debby and four grandchildren. Shannon. seven;
Chad. four: Clinton, two: Corinne, one. The Starlings farm in the Medstead area.
Ralph Heyden married Mary Walker. He has two
sons, Cameron and Darrell, and he farms near Spiritwood.
Raymond Heyden married Rita Doucette. They
have two sons, Dale and Larry, two daughters,
Heather and Valerie. Raymond is shop foreman for a
black-top outfit.
Doris married Norman Colley. They have a son,
Allen, and a daughter, Gail. They farm in the
Belbutte district.
Irene married Albert Fcc. They have two daughters, Shelly and Sheryl, and live on a farm west of
Spiritwood. Albert works for the R.M. of Spiritwood. Irene works at Simpson Sears, Spiritwood.

always had a fine garden, hoth flo\vcrs and vegetables.
They mOVed away' from this area in the 40's.

Mr. and Mrs, Fred Hightoll and Family
as told to Wal!t!' Pooler
The home ranT"! l,\i[lS the SE ~;:~ of 36-48-16, \Vest
of the Jrd meridian. Fred's stepfather, Hivan Coons,
traded horses to obtain the 1:1 section from Tom Tebay
in the fall ur 1920. Park Bluff School was closed at
that time and Fred rode horsebaCK seven miles to
attend school a[ Robinhood. He reca!!.~ visiting Tony
and Rog Nordgren. \vho farmed along the road he
took to school. They often gO[ him to bring stuff out.
then coaxed him to try it. They teased him often.
Fred took over the home farm and married lVlargaret Elias on Nov. 30, 1935. Margaret's family lived
a Y:I mile away on the present Frank Loe\ven farm
site. Fred's mother Mrs. Lillian Coons lived with

John Heyden
I started school at Fitzergald school in the Prince
district. In June of 1934 my family moved to the SE !l.1
6,51. 14 in the Belbutte area. As there was no school
in the district! didn't attend any school until the Loch
Side School was built in 1935. ! can still remember
my dad hewing logs for the school house.
I purchased the NE !i4, 33, 50, IS and started
clearing the land. ! married Elva Gatzke in 1950, and
we have continued to farm on the same location.
Elva took grades one to ten at Stoke School and
grades eleven and twelve at Spiritwood. We have two
children, who both went to Medstead Central
School.
Randy is at home with us on the farm and Laurie
will graduate in June.

Fred and Margaret Highton.

A. Helbert Story
In 1932, A. Heibert and his son Delmar came imo
the Medstead area at the same time as the Otto Wutke
family. They settled on the N. W. !i4 of section
27-50-14-W3.
In spite of the lack of rain in the 30's Mr. Heibert

The Highton family, 1966.
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The ,10 Po Hildebrand Family

them unti.! she passed away. They! lived on lhe farm
until 1967 when they moved to Lashburn.
Fred recalls attending the stampedes at Birch
Lake and Cochin I,vhen neighbours brought food and
shared it in community suppers. Farmers also used to
stack crops and \vait until a travelling threshing outfit
would come in late fall or early winter. The "Stanley
Jones Threshing Outfi(' was first used. Bundle
strings had to be cut by hand before feeding them into
the machine. The thresher had no blower for straw.
just a conveyor belt. and straw had to be spread by
hand.
Louie Dunscr purchased a more modern type of
machine and travelled the country completing the
harvesting.
Mail was delivered by a stage coach that ran from
Birch Lake to Prince. Park Bluff had a post ofrice
which was about a mile west or the school site.
All the Highton children attended Park Bluff for
ail. or part. of their education.
Lillian Highton - married George Ross of Unity
and presently lives at Campbell River. B.C.
Dorothy Highton --- married Harvey Hartel, who
currently is a seed cleaner at Cornation.
Hazel Highton - married Walter Pooler a school
teacher from neighboring Canyon school. They livc
at Cut Knife.
Fred Highton - married Donna Carruthers of
Swift Current. He is now a brakes man on the B.C.
Hydro Railroad.
Freda Highton --- married Morris Popiel a contractor in the oil fields near Maidstone.
Jim Highton - married Marilyn Harbin and services oil pumps at Lioydminster.
Mary Hightol1 -married Bert Brochnavy a stucco contractor from Calgary and now lives in Sibald.
Judy Highton - married Richard Closen a COle
rections Officer at Saskatoon. They live in Aberdeen.
LJoyd Highton-- married Linda Stapley and he
operates the Cut Knife Coffee Shop and Billiards.
Harvey Highton ~ married and is involved in the
stllccoing trade in Calgary.
Albert Highton - married Shirley Brundige and
operates the Kormer Store in North Battieford.
Harry Highto!] _ .. married Karen Gieger of
Saskatoon and is employed in the Post Office lil
North Battleford.
Diane Highton - marrieci Ben Pischke a Domtar
employee in LJoyc1minster.
Barbara Highto!] - married Lyn Shoaf of
Lashhurn, \\'ho is an oil field contractor.
Darlene Highton - married Wilfred Dumont of
Lashburn who is an oil field driller at Kindersley.
Rose Highton - passed away when she was a
student at Medstead High.

by Jacob Hildehrand
l. Jacob Hildebrand. and my brothers, Dan.
Isaac, Cornelius. my sister Justina, and my mother
Justina Rcdekop. and my sister tvlalvcna Rcdckop.
came to the Mcdstead Daylight schoo! district in the
full of 1933 from Galli,/an, Saskatchc\\ian. \Vc
bought a quarter "fCPR lanel, N.E. quarter D-SOW3. which was all bush. Drm and i built a log hOUse
and moved in for the \vinter. \Vc also built a log barn.
We staned hauling: cordwood and sold it for $1.75
a cord. We sold some to the creamery' and some to the

storekeeper Mr. Harry Hallis for groceries. Vie uho
made and sold cord wood by the freight car load for
$35.00. Later on we raisecl cattle and hogs and
stopped making coruwood.

This picture was taken in Chilliwack. B.C. in 1963. L. to R ..
Jacob and Helen Hildebrand, Don Hildebrand, Margaret and
Isaac Hildebrand and Doris and Cornie Hildebrand.

Silver Wedding Anniverary, 1962. L. to R., Arthur, John,
George. Jacob and Helen Hildebrand and Henry.
S~l

We lived

II

half mile north of Fred Whitt's and

becanlc good friends \vith them.
In the spring of 19]..:~ ViC cieared t\vcnty acres of

bush by hand and broke it with our horses. We had a
good crop the next y'car vvith oats yielding fifty
bushels per acre. The crops were poor after that.

In 1935 I met Heien Giesbrecht and Vie \V'cre
married in the fall of 1937. Our first son Henry was
born in 1938 and Arthur was born in 1941. We \vcrc
unahle to acquire more land and in 1042 \ve mo\'cd to
a farm at Rabbit Lake. 'vVe also got a better house and

were closer to school. We had two more sons, John
and George, born to us at Rabbit Lake.

My mother llnd my brother Dan moved to B.C. in
1942. Mother passed away in 1949 and Dan in 1975.
Isaac lives in Chilliwack, B.C. Isaac married Margaret Peters of Glen bush in 1936 and they have seven
daughters and one son.
Cornelius joined the army in 1941 and served for
twenty years. He married Doris Horosym from Winnipeg in 1948. They live in Clearbrook, B.C. They
have four sons and two daughters.
Malvena married John Schmidt from Arnaud,
Manitoba in 1947. They live in Winnipeg and have
two daughters.
Justina married Ken Peters of Glenbush in 1934.
They live in Birch River, Manitoba. They have four
daughters and two sons.
Our son Henry is living in Saskatoon. Arthur
lives in Leduc, Alberta and John and George have
taken overthe farm. We have built a new home in the
village of Rabbit Lake in 1977.

C. Hillier's family at Golden Wedding in 1965. Standing L. - R.
Jim, June, Marie, Anne, Beatrice, seated Clarence and Mrs.
Hillier.

the farm in 1919. The house we built there was 20
feet by 3D feet and had the shack at the back of it.
Grandfather and i started raising cattle and
horses. The location of the farrn was the northeast

quarter of section 30-4R-14, the same section that the
McNabb family lived on.
My three children started to school then at Hyde
Park School. They were Harry, Jim and Marie. Their
teacher was Miss Moore. She married Jim Grant,
another farmer there at Sandwith.
There used to be dances at the schoo! from
Christmas time till spring. My wife and I and a lot of
the other farmers used to go to the dances. also at
other schools at Glenbush, Hillside, MolewolJd and
Meclstead.
\Ve used to live on prairie chickens in the fall and
winter, and wild ducks in the spring and summer. Vile
all enjoyed it very much when we lived there at
Sandviith. At night the coyotes. (as many as four or
five of them) used to cOllle to the back door of the
house to pick up the bones that the wife threw out.
We used to pick Saskatoon berries in the summer and
preserve them for winter eating. We used to cut ice
C!cW,r11 on the lake across from my home and storeJ it
in a log ice-house.
Bill Smith and Nora, his wife. ran a store on the
Dodd's place. I can't give you any information on the
store as I used to go to Glenbush for most of our

Clarence and Flossie Hillier
Here is some of the history of when I came to the
farm at Sandwith, Saskatchewan. That quarter section was homesteaded by my uncle, Thomas Barnes.
He went out to Saskatchewan around 191 Dand looked
for a homestead and that is where he located. He was
a bachelor: he never was married. He died the summer of 1917, and the body was sent back here to
Ontario.
My grandfather, Thomas Portiss was his stepfather. He had a farm here in Ontario, near Brigden.
When I got married, I lived with him and his wife 011
his farm.
So when Uncle Tom Barnes passed away, the
quarter section he had, went to his step-father,
Thomas Portiss.
So Grandfather Pell'tiss sold his farm here in Ontario and he and I and my wife. Flossie and three
children all moved out to the quarter section at Sandwith.
There was only a small shack on the farm then
and a log stable. Grandfather and I built the house on

wants at that time.
i lived there with my vvifc and family of four

children, ti!1 the fall of 1926. Then! came back here
to Ontario, near Toronto, and bought a farm at
Strcetsvilk, Ontario.
Jim now lives in Scarborough, Ontario.
Harry lives at Orangeville, Ontario.
Marie lives in Peterborough, Ontario, and she is
now tvlrs. Harold Newnham.
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(NOTE: no information on other children subnlitted)

Mr. and Mrs. Roland Hm

c. (Bill) Hm
Roland Hill was born on June 5. 1890. near the
village of Grand Valley, Dufferin Country, Ontarlo.
His parents were George and Annie Hill. His mother
died when he was nine years old and he went to live
with his grandparents. Thomas and Catherine Burns,
in the township of Amaranth, county of Dufferin. in
1899. He attended school at Bates Corners in
Amaranth Township. He had two sisters. Helen and
Catherine, and one brother Fred.
He came west. and in August. 1913. filed on a
homestead one mile west and two miles south of
Medstead. (S.E. V,-34-49-15 W3)
When he arrived, the following neighbours were
already here: Homer Wilson, William Marron, Sam
Anderson. Robert Fritzche. Joseph Schmidt.
Thomas Littlefield. and Albert Norton.

,uumilled by F:

Enid Comer, Rom Comer, Roland Hill and granddaughter
Wendy Comer 1967.

On December 17,1919. Mr. Hill married Amelia
Clayton, who came from Pon Hope, Ontario. She
was the daughter of William 1. Clayton. and Caroline
Watt Clayton. Amelia taught school at Guyhirne,
Birch Lake, Midnight Lake, Marron, and Robin
School Districts.
Roland and Amelia were married at the Methodist parsonage, in North Battlcford by the minister.
William A. Tanton. They had six children, Clayton
(Bill). Enid. Terrence. Allan (Bud), Eileen and Calvin. Mrs. Amelia Hill died in Prince Albert on June
17, 1931. at the age of thirty-four years.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hill of Riverhurst raised the
two youngest children, Eileen and Calvin. The late
Freel T. Hill was a printer and publisher of the
Riverhurst paper and founder of the Fred T. Hill
museum at Rivcrhurst.
Early farming operations consisted of hreaking
seventy acres on the homestead with three horses and
a walking plough.
In the 20's Mr. Hill built a log barn 28' x 24'. The
logs were hauled from Diver Lake by sleigh and
horses: the longer 28' lugs had to be hauled with only
three logs per trip.
Roland Hill along with Thomas Littlefield and
Albert Norton, formed the first school board when
the ~/i.arron district was organized. He served on
board for many years.
Mr. Hill was elected councillor in the Medstead
Rural Municipality in 1919. and served continuously
for eight years.
In 1924. The Saskatchewan Wheat Producers
organized the first Wheat Pool Committee here. with
Carl Carlson Sr., chairman. Roland Hill, secretarY,
and Martin Hamstead and Lars Christensen, mcn;bers of the committee.
Mr. Hill was elected Pool Delegate. a position he
held for fifteen years. He remained a member of the

Roland and Amelia Hill 1919.
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committee and was presented with a service pin
representing twenty-five years with the Pool.
As the years went by Mr. Hill purchased two
more quarters of land and farmed with an LH.C.
15-30 tractor. In 1950. he bought a Fordsoll Major
tractor for 51760.00 less a trade in of the l.H.C.
15-30. valued at S400.00
After the era of the Model T Mr. Hill purchased a
Model A, and then a 1932 Pontiac Coupe. In 1952, he
traded the Pontiac ($125.00) in on a new G.M.C.
truck which at that time cost $2225.00.
In March 1943, he lost his home by fire. A new
house was built the same year, at the same location.
In the fall of 1946, Roland married Mrs. Ivy
Millard, from Glenbush, who died in 1964.
Mr. Hill moved into the village of Medstead, and
rented his land to his son George (Bud) Hill. Later he
returned to farming for a couple of years, and then in
1964 he sold his three quarters of land plus twenty
acres for a sum of 56000.00.
Roland Hill was one of the Western Farm Delegation to go to Ottawa, March 10, 1959, representing
one of the 300,000 signers. He was also sponsored by
the Wheat Pool Committee as Pioneer-of-the-Year to
Pion-era in Saskatoon in 1965.
Mr. Hill took part in the social activities of the
early days, when they had dances, held whist drives,
parties and picnics.
In the later years of his life he enjoyed card
playing with friends. Some of his winters were spent
visiting his daughter Enid, and her husband, Tom
Comer, and granddaughter, Wendy, in Keswick,
Ontario. He was very pleased and impressed with the
speed of the plane trip as compared to the slower
travel of years gone by.
One son, Terrence, was drowned in 3ackfish
Lake, on August 30, 1943, together with Hector
Arsenault.
Roland Hill. pioneer of the Marron District, died
on March 19, 1973, and is buried in the Medstead
Lutheran Cemetery.

George (Bud) Hill Marron district.

Mervin David and Gordon Gadsby were working
there at the same time. I drove a two ton International
truck for awhile and hauled ties to Meadow Lake and
lumber to Glaslyn. We stayed at the camp and John
Blackum was the eook.
After this I went to Cold Lake and worked for
Frank Pollard. Mr. Pollard waS a contractor, so when
he moved to Edson 1 went along and drove a cat. I
was in the bush for three months without coming out.
When we moved up to Edson, everything was moved
by rail. They had three carloads. They unloaded the
skid horses first at the loading platform, then they
used the horses to pull the boxcars up to unload the
rest of his equipment. I worked here from December
to July. Wages were $138.00 a month, board ineluded. There was a $1.25 taken off each clay you
were absent. There was no hospitalization. When the
foreman had pneumonia he lay in the bunkhouse for
months.
When! eame from Edson, I worked for a farmer
at Meota for $50.00 a month.
Norman Cherwoniak and 1 got ajob harvesting at
a little place called Pense between Regina and Moose
Jaw. We went there part way by bus and then hitchhiked. We stopped at one place and thought we would
buy dinner, but it was then 2 p.m. and the Chinaman
said "No dinner". We saw elevators in the distance
and it didn't look too far, so we decided to walk to the
next place. Cars passed us and the elevators on the
open prairie were much farther away than we
thought. Finally we stopped at a place. and knocked
on the door like two bums anel asked for a drink of
water. We explained where we were going to work so
the lady phoned for us. We had told her it was for Dan
Pitman at Zimmer, Saskatchewan but when that

George Allan Hill Story
I was born at home on July 22,1925. When I was
five years old I started school and Miss McCready
(Mrs. Edith Mills) was my first teacher.
We had a dog called Sam, who went to school
with us every day. Once our family went to
Riverhurst on a visit. but our dog (Sam Hill) still
went to school every day and home again at 3:30,
even when we wcren' t there.
When I quit school I did bush work. Cecil
Gadsby had a contract for ties and lumber south of
Meadow Lake. Slim Robinson was foreman. Bert
and Lloyd Wilson, Tommy Cotton, Oliver Roller,
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barn. In a fev,' days she noticed the kitten's eyes were
open, so she couldn't see why it couldn't live at the
house nov/,

Due to multiple sclerosis I had to quit farming, so
I moved into the village of Medstcad about 1970. At
present I am at the Regional Care Centre in Battleford.

The G, A, Hm Family
by Donna Hm
My name is Donna, oldest and oniv daughter of
Erika -and George Hill. I was born in Septe~1ber of
1959 at Spiritwood, Saskatchewan and spent my earSnow· plane driven by Bud Hill owned by J. Dickman.

lier childhood on a farm about eight miles northwest

of Medstead, Saskatchewan. I can stili recal! waking
to the rooster crowing and skipping along as a care~
free child with my mother when we went for the
cows. We enioyed the various !lowers that grew in
abundance iii the bush where all the cow paths took
us. Sometimes I went along with my parents hauling
bales and supervising all other responsibilities of
farm life that my parents did so well.
In the summer of 1964 my brother Robert was
born, also at Spiritwood. ! thought he was the greatest.
In the fall of 1965 I shed my babyhood and
marched out to catch the school bus which took me
into Medstead where I began the first of twelve long
years of schooling. Of the first five years. I think,
grade three sticks out most in my mind. Our leacher
was Mrs. Edith Mills and she was more like a mother
than a teacher. I still remember her telling me that she
also taught my dad when he was the same size as me.
In the latter part of grade five, my family and I
moved into the Village of Meclsteac!. Now I could
walk to school as it was only half a block. In the fall

brought no results. we realized it was Dan Zimmer at
Pitman, Saskatchewan. After the story got straightened out the man whom we were to work for came
and got us. I drove the tractor on the combine and
Norman hauled grain. Wages were $5.00 a day and
they were long days.
When he paid us up we each received a hundred
dollar bill. Norman bought some boots for $7.00. A
few miles down the road, he realized a mistake had
been made. and the boots had cost him $17.00. and
then the boots started to pinch his feet but it was too
far to walk back.
We took a bus to Riverhurst and visited my aunt
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hill. We slept in bunk
beds. I had to take the top bunk as Norman insisted
on the bottom. In Moose Jaw we stayed at a hotel and
the elevator took us a long way up to our room. When
Norman looked out he said'" Let's go down and get a
room closer to the ground."
I came back home to Medstead and purchased
some land from Gustav Jacobs, for about $2200, and
then purchased another quarter from the C.PR. and
farmed the East half of 33-50-15.
I was married in 1948 and we had two children,
Donna who is twenty now and working in Edmonton
and Bobby is at horne in Medstead.
When Bobby was little, my brother Bill brought
him a lamb. The lamb and Bobby grew up together
but the lamb grew faster. Bobby was just learning to
walk, so about the time he got up on his feet to get
going the iamb hit him from behind. The lamb never
hurt him but to a little fellow learning to walk, it
became rather frustrating.
When Donna first started to toddle out to the bam
she found a "nest" of kittens, She came to the house
with one, and the old cat right behind her. Donna set
the kitten down, and the mother cat grabbed the
kitten and ran back to the barn. Donna went after her
saying "Bring me back my kitty." I explained the
kitten couldn't see yet and that it should be left in the

Robert and Donna Hill, 1979.
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of 1970 Bob starteU his first year of school. In June of
1977 I successfully completed twelve years of
schooling. all at Medstead Central High School. Of
the nineteen in our graduating class, there were nine
pupils who went all the way from grade one to grade
twelve together They were Randy Orange. Mervyn
Seidle. Philip Pauls. Kim Chiverton. Kelly
Schneider. Dale Kroeker, my cousin Terrel Hiil,
Connie (Wisner) Price and myself.
In October of the same year I moved to Edmonton. Alberta. where I found work anel have lived here
since that time. I still do not think of myself as a city
girl. when I look back on my childhood. I know I
wouldn't have had it any other way.
Bob is now in Grade ten and hopefully will be
graduating in two years for which I am eagerly looking forward to. After that he will probably leave
home to make his own way in life. Brother Bob and
myself will have many happy memories of our childhood years in our home town of Medstead.

brutllt'L Calvin. to hc:lp raise them. 1 \vas okl enough
to rememher this day vcry clearly.
Lily Jones \\'orked at our place at this tirne, and I
used to tease her more than enough. One day she put
a knife in the dour to keep me out, so I put a board
over the chimney and smoked my sister Enid and Lily
out of the house. My sister Enid. being the oldest girl
was left with a lot of responsibility.
"rie had lots to eat such as potatoes, and salt pork
in the summer, and beef in the \\'inter as it could be:
kept frozen.
My school days were spent at Marron School.
My firs! teacher was Miss Osser who boarded at our
place. On my first day of school she and! went to
school with Topsey and the buggy. That clay one of
the bigger boys spilled my" cocoa. It was alway.'s
understood you had to stick up for yourself so I tried
to punch him but he was bigger and the teacher soon
put a stop to the tussle. We usually walked to school
and were always barefooted in the Sllrnmer time. The
tvvo v/ceks holiday in the summer was no pleasure. as
I had to help Dad put up hay. The only reason I
wanted to go to school was to play ball. and also the
fact that my Dad said I had to go the school until I
passed Grade VI!I. even if it took me until I was
eighty ~
After I finished school I went threshing every
fall. My first yearofthreshing was when I was fifteen
vears old and we put in twenty-eight days. Most of
the threshers drew out money for tobacco etc: but I
saved mine so when threshing was over that fall! had
nearly $100.00. My dad had showed me how to pitch
bundles and I had a good appetite, which all helped
me to survivc the first threshing days.
Then! bought a new sleigh from Barney Oxley.
and a new set of harness from John Wilson a total of
about $l)O.OO for both. My winters were spent working in the bush. We hauled cord wood to the Birch
Lake siding. and ties and logs to Soderberg's mill.
We got $29.00 a car for block wood sawed at the
siding. One year Alfred Miller. Louie Christensen,
and! were in the bush together. Usually the first one
back to camp. cookeJ the meal. When it was my turn,
I put in the meat. carrots. and potatoes for stew. ! also
threw in some beans not realizing they should have
been soaked first. so when we ate the stew. the beans
were still as hard as bullets. Louie told me the germination in them hadn't even been killed yet. There
were always a few far-fetched "bush stories" too,
such as the year spring came so fast they had to gallop
the horses to keep the front "bob" on snow. the hind
"bob" was in mud. and the dog was running behind
kicking up the dust.
When our house burned my Dad was in Regina
and I was home alone. It was a windy day in March

The f. C. Hill Story
submitted by Frederick Clayton (Bill) Hili
I was born on December 14. 1920, the first child
of Roland and Amelia Hill. My early memories are of
life on the farm which was three miles from
Medstead.
One incident I remember is the time I got lost. I
was about four years old. My dad went north across
the coulee to Gus Carlson's to see when the threshing
crew were coming to our place. I followed him but he
didn't see me. When he came home, he found I was
missing, so he went looking and found me walking in
a circle around willow bush and "howling" as Dad
would say.
One of the years when the crops froze so badly,
my dad went to Meota to thresh. I remember him
bringing back the hayrack with plenty of honey and
jam for the winter. As the winter went by I remember
my brother. Terry. checking in the cellar to see how
many" honeys" were left.
Another memory is the hailstorm of 1925. It
knocked the shingles off the house, broke windows,
and it killed all our chickens. I remember having to
sit up on a chair while my mother swept up the glass.
When my brother. George, (Bud) was born. Dad
had brought Nurse Drayton to our place. I went
outside with my dad where he was fixing the binder
and we heard Bud's first cry.
My mother died when I was ten years old and
there were five children younger than I was.
When my sister, Eileen. was in her high chair I
used to put my finger on her nose and her mouth
would pop open. It was a sad day when my Aunt and
Uncle came from Riverhurst to take Eileen and my
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hood homestead by the lake. Like most children, my
early childhood years were spent playing with the
romping, biting puppies, with their eyes sparkling
with mischief. or getting the kittens out from undcr
the buildings. I liked to watch the long-legged birds
along the lake and to listen to the kildeers.
Onc clay when my mother and I were home alonc,
she decided to drive our Model T. She had never
driven before, so she told me to stay a[ the house until
she had driven the car to the top of the hill. and then
she would walk back for me. However, she never
made it to the top. and 1 can remember seeing the car
backing down and it seemed to be coming so fast. It
ended up in the bush besidc the road. To my knowledge she never tried to drive again.
One winter day Mom and I had gone to church in
the Robin School. During the service Dad came in
and told us that our house had burned. A neighbour,
Mr. Christofferson, had seen the smoke and came to
help, but not much was saved. He saw my doll on fire
and threw it out into the snow. I still have this doll
with its scorched head.
Soon after this I remember being at a gathering
and seeing a bulky object in the middle of the floor. It
was a new cook stove that the kind neighbours had
gIven us.
After the fire we moved into a tall gray house near
the railroad track. It was fun to stand by the fence,
watch the train go by, and wave to the conductor who
always acknowledged my greeting. One winter day
while we lived here, a bad storm starteel. The snow
was falling, and the gusty wind was piling the snow
into drifts. Dad was away at Medstead. There wasn't
a very big supply of wood in the house, so Mom and I
went out into the tall dense poplars nearby, and
gathered in the plentiful dry fallen trees to use for
wood. It was hard to see through the fallng snow as
we came in with the last armfuls of wood. We looked
toward the tracks and saw a misty figure approaching. As it came closer we saw it was Dad who had
walked the railroad track from Medstead. We were so
happy to sec him. His mackinaw coat pockets bulged
with a can of food in each pocket. It was a comfortable feeling that evening when we ate hot soup, and
the old cook stove shed a welcome warmth.
When I was about five years old we were visiting
at Comptons. There was snow on the ground but we
were outside playing hide-and-go-seek. 1 hid in the
sleigh box, and as 1 crawled out over the front, I
slipped and fell and broke my arm. Mom and Dad
had to take me by team and sleigh, through drifted
roads, from Robinhood to Rabbit Lake, where Dr.
Storey set my arm. They wanted to get an early start
back home the next day, but they couldn't wake me
up until it was very late in the day. I remember how

and in about twenty minutes the house was gone. I

managed to save Dad's desk with some important
papers, and sume bedding. Homer Wilson and Albert saw the smoke and carne to see if they could
help. During all the excitement I had forgotten aboU[
our house dog and \vas relieved to find her right
behind my heek
During my early farming years. I broke about 50
acres with 6 horses and a 16 inch steel-beam brush
breaker. Then I purchased a Harte Parr tractor from
the south, got a brush breaker and broke 50 more
acres with it.
On November 17, 1948, I was married to Ruby
Knutson. I purchased buildings from JDe Raymond,
three miles south of Medstead and rented the land
from the C.P.R .. Later I bought a half-section in the
same area from George Walker for $600.00, to be
paid for at $100.00 per year.
When my wife and I first farmed we had turkeys,
sheep, chickens, pigs, and milked cows by hand, and
later milked twelve cows with a milking machine and
shipped cream.
One morning early, we looked out the window to
see a coyote take one of the full grown turkeys. Once
some stray dogs killed and mutilated ten or twelve of
our sheep and I had to gather them up on the stoneboat. Then some ofthe chickens, smothered, and one
cold Christmas Eve, three sows all decided to have
their little ones, so "all through the house the creatures were stirring," as SOlne of the piglets had to be
brought in and warmed. I drove a 1928 one and a half
ton Truck. Model A, and it had one door missing.
This sounds like a ., farmer's lament, ,. but there
were many happy occasions to offset the disasters of
the first years of farming. My wife and I always
seemed to be searching our pockets for money for
church collections, groceries, or gas, but times
haven't changed for us in that respect as we still do
that today.
Our son Terrel was born in 1959.
In 1967, I got my leg caught in the power take-off.
and I had to spend several weeks in the hospital. The
kindness of the people in the area was evident, when
many friends came and put in the crop. It is great to
live in a district where the spirit and cooperation of
the pioneers is still in existence.

Ruby K. Hill Story
by Ruby K. Hi!!
On a bitterly cold night in January my dad went
with a team and sleigh to get the nurse, but by the
time he came back, I had already been delivered by
Mrs. Alfred Egeland, a very good friend of the family.
My early memories are of our home at the Robin547

closing: (ht: gales \vithout getting 01'1' the horse. 5arnmy Llsed to shy at the partrid!2es, stones bv the roadside, or he would find any other excuse t;) sh:y if he

were in the mood for it. Sometimes I would falloff
and the horse would keep just rar enough ahead of me

to be exasperating, or eL<::.e he \VOLdd wait until I
caught up to him and then run on again. Other times I
was abic to catch him and he on n1)' way.
The early rnorninf.! trips to school thout!h \iv'ere

Ruby

and

beautiful. Y;)U could ~)fte~ see the white-taTk;! deer
bounding away. hear the meado\v-larks singing from
their perch on the fence posts, and aelmire the beautiful tlowers of spring: the crocuses, the yellow butter.
cups and purple violets.
One of the highlights of the closing of schoo! in
June was the annual picnic and dance. Great plans
took place amid the green poplars across from the
school where we used to eat our noon lunches.
Helmie Miller and I spent weeks looking in the
Eaton's catalogue to find material for new dresses.
We sent for some pale yellow material with brown
flowers. (voile) - 1 believe it was called, and sure
enough, had these "twin" dresses made up for the
dance. They had a rume at the bottom and reached
nearly to our ankles. 1 guess we really thought we
were the" belles" of the ball that night.
My teachers in the Guyhirne School were John
Warick. Muriel Lawson, Richard Prechtl. Esther
McCarthy. Miss Shannon and Clive Dotten.
Medstead School wanted to start a high school and
encouraged grade seven and eight stu~jents to come
into the village school. I didn't want to leave the
country school, but it was one and a half miles closer.
so I spent the next five years in the basement of the
two-room school which is still present on the
Medstead School grounds. My teachers at that time
were Grant Fletcher. and Walter Hoge. The children
from the country would have thei; noon lunch at
school. One day when Mr. Hoge went home for
dinner, Johanna Miller anell played catch by catching
the ball in Mr. Hoge's hat. We heard some quick footsteps coming down the basement stairs and we just
had time to put the crease back in the hat and toss i't on
the shelf, when Mr. Hoge walked in. He had come
back early. We looked very guilty. but he never knew
why - not until he reads about it now!
Those were the days of catching gophers to get
the tails to sell. and I caught my share. My gophercatching playmates vvere boys. Usually, we would
drowned out the gophers and my dog would
"crunch" them when they came out of the hole, or
else you had to use a stick to kill them. Later. Dad
gave me some traps. However. now I was getting a
little older and bit more squeamish about killing
them. My dael wondered why I always came home

Bill Hill.

inelignant I feli when! woke up to find they had cut
the sleeve of my elress to get my arm out to set it. That
spring I was playing tag with the Walter Baker chilelren who lived west of Robinhood. I fell and broke
the same arm again. When Dr. Storey fixed it for me
that time. he told me if I broke it again. he woulel cut
it off. How I protected that arm for months afterwards!
My dad used to butcher cattle and sell meat. In
the summer the meat was wrapped in white sheets
and had to be delivered early in the morning. I
remember going along with him in the Model T on
one trip. We went to where they were building a road
about six miles west of Robinhood and stopped at the
cook shack. The lady gave me a nice cold drink, red
in color, which now I woulel compare with" Kool
Aid". It was my first taste of anything like this, and I
thought it was very delicious. When we got home
from delivering the meat, Mom had to soak all the
sheets in cold water, then wash them on the scrub
board. and get them rcady for the next trip.
Learning to read was a great joy to me, but we had
so very few books in those days. I had one book of
Bible stories and it seemed that! could read it over
and over and never get tired of the same stories.
My school days up to grade seven were spent in
Guyhirne School. It was three miles away, and 1
wouid walk or ride horseback in the summer, and 00
with the horse and cutter in the winter.
C
There were two railroad gates to open and close. I
wasn't very big, so when J rode horseback in the
summer. I had a bad time trying to get back on the
horse. I would lead Sammy over to a rock or fence
and just as I was about to jump on, he would move
away, anell would have to start the procedure all over
again. I finally managed the fete of opening and
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un to the bottom, so '(he \vind \vouldn't blov/ the tent
away. It seemed a long time before the storm abated.
There was ~l lot
screaming going on: almost as
much noise as when the boy!s caught a bunch of frogs

with broken traps and I finally had to tell him, that
when there was a live gopher in the trap I would close
my eyes and throw stones at the trap until the gopher
\vas dead.
Once I was out on the ridge south of our place,
looking for crocuses. when I heard something clipping through the trees and then a whine in the distance. Someone was out shooting gophers, so when I
realized it had been a bullet. my knees were shaky. I
went home on the far side of the ridge. and didn't lose

or

and put them in the tem. Thank goodness it \)vasn't
mice!

Mr. and fvirs. Bender \ver;;:: about the first ones in
our district '(u have a radiu, the car-phone type, !t \,vas
(j

great treat to go up to their place, and each shared an

ear-phone and listen to Anlos and Andy programs.

much time getting out of the firing line.

Mrs. Bender was a lovely lady ami could fry tile
best eggs. 'A/hile I was going to high school. I earned
my first wages working at Benders. I milked the
cows and did a few mher chores. while Mr. Bender
and Floyd went threshing. They gave me ten dollars,
when they got back. i was rich for the first time' With
the money. I hought a'ncvv' coaL tl pair of shoes for rny
seIr and a pair of shoes for nlY mother.
Mr. Bender, like his son, Floyd,. was always ready
for tricks and fun. One day he asked Mom if she
would like a mother cat so she said, "l guess it would
be alright". The next day. he brought in a box,
opened it up, and out came not only the motiler cat
but also five or six kittens. Mom didn't know
whether to laugh or cry. We hardly had enough food
for ourselves, let alone a bunch of cats. but! was
really pleased to have that many kittens to play with
at one time.

In my early teenage years what I liked best was
riding horse-back, playing the guital~ and rafting on
our slough to check on all the bird nests among the
willows. Nearly every year the rusty-breasted robin
had its nest in the binder and that was nice to watch
until the ugly babies came out.
Once some friends and 1 hooked up two gophers
with binder twine and put them in the slough. Could

they ever swim ~
During these years I belonged to the Guyhirne
Homecraft Club, Swine Club, Girl Guides in
Medstead. taught by Aileen Connor, and 1 went to
Sunday School at Guyhirne School.
Have you ever thought you could get attached to
pigs" Well, l did. After feeding them for months, and
scrubbing them until they were pink to get them
ready for Achievement Day, - then having to part
with them, was just too sac!.
One year in Homecraft work I had to sew a dress.
and do some knitting, etc., and hem-stitch a tray
cloth. The hem-stitching was a terrible chore. 1 think
there were more tears than stitches by the time I was
through. However, we had to go to the Farm Girls
camp in North Battleford. and also take part in a
questionaire. Perhaps the work was rewarded, as I
had the high aggregate score, which meant 1 had won
the watch, a book. and a free trip to Saskatoon.
Belonging to clubs meant camping trips at Birch
Lake. A week with the Swine Club members and
another week with the Girl Guides. When we were
with the Guides, each day two girls had to cook,
while the rest went on hikes. The day it was our turn,
Margaret Tricker and I decided to cook rice. We got
the water boiling and put in several cups of rice. La
and behold' the pot got full, and we had to get another
one and "bail" out the half-cooked rice to make
room for the rest. The pot kept getting full, so we had
quite a mess by the time it was done.

Have you ever heard of anyone losing their shirt?
Well, Floyd Bender did just that. A group of young
people who were playing tag around our yard one
evening. grabbed Floyd's shirt, and it was in shreds
by the time the game \vas over.
When I was going to high school in iv1edstead we
had a Hallowe ''en Party in the two-room school.
Upstairs the games were going: on and downstairs
was the Chamber of Horrors. I was one of Bluebeard's Wives. with a box over rny head, with an
opening in front. Someone took the visitors around
and told them the usual horror stories. Whcn they
came to me, I was to flash the light on so they could
see one of his beheaded wives. All went well until out
of the corner of my eye, I smv some legs come dO\\'rl
through the basement windo\v. Everyone screamed
and ran upstairs, but I couldn't get my head out of the
box, and I couldn't navigate with it on. A kind friend
finally came to my rescue, and then we tou, ran
safely up the creaky stairs. We finally found out the
explanation of the invaders. There was a Band B
Gang working on the track in Medstead. Seeing there
was a Hallowe'en party on upstairs, and the basement was dark, they thought they would crash the
party by sneaking in through the basement window. I
think they ended up being as frightened as we were.
When 1 remember Christmas concerts, 1 think of

One day a couple of us went on a hike and came
upon a house in the woods with a little "Goldilocks"
playing outside. Later we found out it was the home
of the Latimers.
On another camping trip we had put our tent on a
hill, and a terrible storm came up. We all had to hang
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the long underwear we used to have to roli up and try
to hide under our dresses. I'm sure everyone could
see these big bulges but anyway we felt better. Some
parents wouldn't let their children roll up their underwear for even one evening, so \.ve thought we were
lucky.
I admire the ones responsible for taking a group
of us by truck to Saskatoon, to see the Queen. The
children rode in the back of the truck which was
covered by a tarp. I was the "Iittlest" and had to miss
the fun of riding with the others and had to sit in the
front. As we neared horne after our long journey, my
feet were hot and tired on the hot truck floor. so I
slipped off my running shoes only to hear someone
say, "Oh, I can smell cranberries". Carefully!
slipped my shoes back on.
A memory that 1 and many others will have is the
hustle and bustle of threshing days. The golden
sheaves were thrown from the loaded racks into the
separator, and in a good year the golden grain poured
into the wagon box. When Mom helped cook for the
threshers at Jake Tollefson's, it was fun to ride with
Jake as he took the loads of grain to the granary. At
supper time there was always the teasing, laughing,
and the clatter of the dishes as thc men sat down to eat
supper amid the glow of the kerosene lamp. Usually
the threshers were at our place about Thanksgiving
time. After they left, my best memory was in having
a mattress of fresh new straw. Mom would make our
beds with the fresh sweet-smelling sheets that she
had put out to dry in the clean-scented country air.
My sister and I would then have a race to see who
would get into bed first. between the clean sheets, on
our "new mattress",
We had brown building paper covering the logs
inside our one-roomed horne. It was a good place for
mice. One day a mouse ran across from the noor. so I
jumped up on the table. I happened to look up, and
there above me was also the beady eyes of a mouse
peaking out at me from behind thc brown paper. That
was it' I left home - just out to the bluff west of our
house. 1 slept on a cot, out under the stars for several
nights. Probably the mice were running on the
ground around me, but I didn't feel as confined as if I
had been enclosed by walls.
On one of my birthdays Mom and Dad gave me
twenty-five cents - a real treat' There was a show in
town that evening and this meant enough money for
one of the Bower girls and I to attend. On another
birthday I received a pair of heavy navy-blue neecelined "bloomers". That was not such a treat.
There was a ball-diamond on the Tinnes farm
yard, across from Waalens, where Reinharts live
now. and we played ball there many times. Those
were fun days, especially the walk home through

., Lovers Lane". which was the road one mile west of
where Millers lived. I had the occasion to go to the
same area this sumrner. As I sat there, I had a very
lonely feeling when! realized the beautiful trees were
cleared away, and lover's !ane was no more.

There are many pleasant memories involved with
the friendships of early years sLlch as staying overnight with the Miller girls, also at the Davies home,
at Langes, and with Wyn and Kay Topley. There was

always fun at Bucks with sing-songs and tobogganing parties, and there is a good feeling of the lasting
friendships of Agnes Waalen. Neola Tinnes, and the
school desk-partners, Alma Steinhardt and Adele
Kamm. Remembrance is one of the happiest joys of

living.
One frosty winter night a group of us went by
team and cutter to a dance at Cater. The cutter kept
falling apart. first the back, then the sides and seat
and finally we were sitting on the "stolle boat" by the
time we got home. There were other school c1ances.
sometimes ten miles or more away. Everyone would
pile in the sleigh box, and quite often Alf or Pat
Anderson would drive their team on those outings.
Ladies Aid at our house was usually a hectic time
in the early days. We had to get rid of the flies, as we
had no screens on the windows of our first log house.
Mom would open the door; then we would get at the
end of our house with towels. I would say. "The
Charge of the Light Brigade I", and we would
swoosh most of the flies out with the towels.
We had a lot of company at our house, and it
always amazed me that Mom could always find
something for lunch. Once I was sure there was
nothing to be made. but she came with hot cocoa,
made from milk. and buttered cinnamon toast which
was really good. Another time I just knew we had
nothing, but Dad had brought home a basket of
grapes. so Mom served a cluster of grapes on each
plate. When Dad went shopping he always brought
home a "slab" of pork. or grapes when in season.

My greatest dislikes are "opening gates" and
"teas". When 1 went to school and also when teaching, it seemed there were always gates to open, ·When
I rode horseback to Marron School. there were three
gates to open; six gates per day for two hundred days.
Ways of transportation would be a history in itself,
such as ploughing mud, having the saddle cinch
come loose, riding on a toboggan behind a tractor
when there was a snowstorm, and the icy road experience of having the 1935 roadster face exactly opposite to the way it should be going, and having it
happen twice in the same morning.
Perhaps the dislike of teas has mellowed a bit. but
they take me back in memory to when Mom and I
used to have to walk nearly two miles carrying our
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miles north of Rabbit Lake, as we had 11() car. Our
neighbour. Marvel Evans. one t)f the kindest people,
and always ready to help, had an open-topped Model
T (~arly tV\/enties) and said he would t<'lke me. It
rained lIuite hard on the \vay there. I had a new
coloured silk scarf with which! tried to protect my
hair. i didn't realize until afterwards that the green.
hlue, and pink colours from the scarf had fun down
the sides of my face. \?I/hen i came into Ogburn's
cozy kitchen warmed by a cook-stove, f received a
very homey welcome. Teachers \-verc scarce {hen,
and they had thought they might not get a teacher. so
they were really pleased to have someone corne.
Marian, with her blonde hair and red out-fit. was
sparkling with energy, and in the three years I was
there, I learned that when the ball started to tap
against the house. it was time for me to go out to play
ball with her. These were the war years, and Mrs.
Ogburn was one of the mothers that knew the heartbreak of seeing her boys go back, after being home
on leave. Grandma Haubold stayed here, too, in her
own little house attached to theirs. She was a nice
Grandma and although she didn't speak much English and my German was limited, we had some great
'conversations when we were alone.
My teaching days included Reserve Lake, Catel~
Belbutte, Marron, and Medstead and substitute
teaching at Park Bluff and Daylight. I was fortunate
to have good boarding places such as Ogburns, Cassons at Cater. and Ruth Heydens and Starlings at
Belbutte, and Egelands and Kishes at Marron when
the roads were bad. Marron was "'home" as we lived
in the district when Bill and I were married. When I
taught at Marron we used to hike down to the creek
for lunch and also go wading. Usually I made sure
that we all went back together, but this especially hot
day, the boys dawdled behind, and the rest of us went
back to the school. Finally it was one o'clock and
they hadn't returned, so ! was rather worried.
However, they arrived shortly. They looked so coo!
and relaxed. I never caught on then, but later! found
out they had gone swimming after we left. After that
I made sure we all travelled back together. One clay
the girls asked if they could have the last period free
from work. I gave in rather reluctantly as it was in the
middle of the week. They had planned a birthday
party for me, cake and ali.
In our early years of farming we had turkeys, and
they would always lay their eggs in the bush and we
couldn't find them. One Saturday I thought I'd watch
the turkey hen again, so when she left, 1 kept a short
distance behind her. It was along a field that Valmont
Arsenault was working at the time. I'm sure Val mont
thought I must have been spying on him as I darted in
and out amongst the trees, but that turkey had fooled

dishes, baking, sandwiches, and sewing, and j always thought we looked like pack horses, and \ve
surely felt like them. Then we got a Model T. but that
was usually worse, because when it didn't start on the
first crank, Dad had to see if each of the four coils
buzzed, then sometimes jack up the hind wheeb. By
the time we found out it wasn't going to start, Dad
was \viping his brow, Mom and I were late. and we
had to hurry to Medstead with our load of tea things.
I guess everyone has to have one thing happen
that looks worse than it rcally is. One beautifulevening in June a girlfriend and I were in Medstead.
Some boys were going to visit a couple of girls who
were going to "camp out" that night south of Robinhood, and they invited us to go along to visit them.
There was a nice campfire when we got there, also
food to eat. but soon it started to rain. It was time for
us to start for home, so we all got in the car. It went a
short distance and stopped. Something was broken in
the transmission and it just wouldn't go. It poured
rain all night and we huddled in a three-walled shack
with a roof until morning. The clay dawned, nice and
sunny, so we walked to Robinhood and phoned
Howatt's garage, and they had to plough mud there
and back to get us home.
We were so worried, wondering what our parents
would be thinking as they hadn't even known where
we had gone. Sunday morning my dad had gone
toward town looking for me and met a man who was
also looking for a lost "person". My sister had been
home visiting that day from Edam hospital. and had
to go back without knowing what had happened. I
guess I looked so weL bedraggled and forlorn when I
finally arrived home that my parents never even
scolded me.
Worst of all that Sunday was to have been my day
to study for two final grade eleven exams on Monday'
I went to North Battleford for grade twelve, and
the loneliness of the first time away from home was
made much less by the many welcome letters from
my mother. My sister. after years of financial struggle, had finished her training and was a registered
nurse, so her letters to me contained some welcome
dollars which made my struggle for an education
much less hard than hers had been.
After teacher's college, my first school was Reserve Lake. I came from Saskatoon and got off the
train at Medstead, but my suitcase didn't. T.he train
went north and wouldn't be back until the middle of
the next week. ! had worn a sombre brown dress for
the train trip and it had to be my only outfit for several
days. ! was to start teaching on Monday, but the
problem was how to get to my boarding place six
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four bOyis and two girls in the family: Bill \ F. C.)

us long enough, so I kept behind her until she came to
her nest.
When I went 10 school on horseback. or horse and
cllrtcr, 1 don't think (ht Siemens boys at fvlarron
school knew ho\v much I appreciated them taking my
horse in the morning and bringing it back to thc
school at night. They always had the horse all "tuned
up" by [he time they got it to the school door in the
evcIllilg.
Grade one must be one of the best grades to teach.
This year I have heard such things as "My dad shoots
cantelopes", and one child watching the snow blower
said, "Oh, look, they arc combining the snow", and
another one said, "My dad said my fore-fathers
made skis", to which a little girl replied, "You can't
have 'four fathers' ".
Of course one of the highlights was the birth of a
son, Terrel Lee, who had his twentieth birthday on
December 6, 1979. His grancima and grandpa Knutson, also Aunty Jo and Uncle Floyd Prosser. played a
great part in his life, as they have helped us raise him,
by looking after him when I was teaching or at
summer school.
We are fortunate that our parents came to this
country in search of a homestead. where it is peaceful. and the air is fresh. Spring will soon be here,
abundant with new life. The ground will be made
ready for new seed - and new hope.

\,\1/10

is presently farming in l\1edstead: Terry, who was
druwned atjackfish Lake in 1942: Bud iAllan) who is
still a resident of I\1edstead: and myself: Enid "vas the
oldest girL [wv,,: fvlrs. Comer of Kesv./ick, Ontario:
and Eiken, no\v I'Vlrs. Hull, \vho \\'ith her husband

Mac, o\\,n and operate the Vial nut Grove Motel in
Kingston, Ontario.
Our mother passed away in 1931 when Eileen was
about two and one half years old and 1 \vas about

cleven months old. My father's brotheL Pred T. Hili,
and his wife Nancye at Riverhurs!. Saskatchewan
arranged to look after us two little ones. and I'Ve
ofteIl heard the story of their trip from Riverhurst to
Mcdstead, during the winter, in a Model A Pord to
take Eileen and I back with them to Riverhurst.
Eileen and I thereafter, were cared for and raised
by Uncle Fred and Aunt Nancye in Riverhurst. It
wasn't really planned thdt \vay at the beginning, but
we became a part of the family in Riverhurst.
I first went back to visit my family in Medstead in
1945. I was fifteen. It seemed strange that Enid, Bill
and Bud were really kinfolk at first. I roele a lumber
wagon. picked rocks, shot crows and had a great
visit. Not many people in Medstead then knew Bill
and Bud had a younger brother. I visited in Medstcad
again, I think in 1947 for awhile. I played third base
on the Riverhurst Baseball 'ream and this kept my
summers busy.
I finished high school at Riverhurst in June
1949.Eileen had finished in 1947 and hadjoined the
Bank of Commerce and lived in Weyburn. I wrote my
enlistment exams for the R.C.M.P. at Elbow on July
2, 1949 and went to Medstead while waiting for the
reply. My dad told me I could get on a threshing crew,
but he didn't know if I was tough enough. I told him
to get me on as if 1 wasn't tough enough I \vould be in
a couple of days, so he got me on a crew with Noble
and Leonard Egeland with a team Dad got me named
Dixon and Nancy. The third working day! renamed
the horses "Crowbait" and "Stupid".
Threshing \vith (his crew is an experience in
Medstead l'1I never forget. I had to follow Leonard
Egeland into the machine. and according to him my
loads were "about half", and according to Noble,
"well better than being late". Harnessing the horses
in the dark, sleeping in haylofts, arms that ached,
back that ached, straw in your underwear -- this was
the toughest experience i ever had. If it wasn't for
Clara Egeland showing up mid aftellloon with lunch
and a chocolate cake and pitching on the load while 1
ate it aiL I probably would not have made it. I was
just getting toughened up when I got a call from the
R,C.M.P telling me to report to Depot for training in
early September, so lief! for an eight months training
(vacation) at Depot in Regina.

The Life and Times of
Terrel Lee Hill
I was born on December 6, 1959 in St. Walburg
and grew up on our farm, a mile south of Medsteacl.
In 1977, I graduated from Medstead High School and
have attended university in the College of Education
in Saskatoon.

Terrel Lee Hill, 1977.

Mr, and Mrs, Roland Calvin Hill
by Calvin Hill
I was born July 13, ]930 at Medstead, the sixth
and last child of Ro]and and Amelia Hill, There were
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INTERNATIONAL INTELLIGENCE (CANADA) LTD.
OFFERS EXPERTISE IN PREVENTIVE SECURITY
Graduale programs in busi· problem.
ness administration rarely in·
One client, a large construcclude even a mention, let alone tion company, came to them
a course, in corporate security. with a problem of shrinkage of
l' !enst r 1
alterna- tools. The solution was not at
tive, '$ug8ests Cal Hill, a 44- first easy to find. The problem
year-old ",,-:!tCMP intelligence differed from any other Hill and
expert, is to call in " fum of his staff of five, all of whom
preventive security consultl\nts. are ex-RCMP officers, had conSince the only such firm in fronted before. There is always
Can"da is International Intelli- a problem of levels of tolerance
gence (Canada) Ltd., better in securily and often there are
known Ill! In!errel, that mearu!' the sensitivities of unions to
calling in Cal Hill and his staff. consider. Hill canvassed InInterre! has operated out of their ternational Intelligence Inc:s
10th lloor offices in the Royal branches throughollt the U.S.
Trust Tower since the company and an acceptable solution was
wu funned foor years ago. found. This team approach,
And their location is not hap- using a family of specialists, is
hazard. They have clients in the the one of which lntertel is
TD Centre and clients in the based.
and
sun-oooding
corporate
Back in the lale Sixties, Hill
finanoial world of King and Bay was loaned by the RCMP to the
street.
U.S. to work with the Buffalo
As preventive security con- Strike Force, a team of specialswtants, emlvin Hill explains, ists sent to Buffalo, N.Y. to
International Intelligence (Can- combat organized crime, and
ada) Ltd., has no security headed by Robert Peloquin, an
guard forces, sells no security official of the U.S. Justice Deequipment. "We don't sell any- partment's Organized Crime and
thing but expertise. We are no! RaCketeering section.
a keyhole-peeping operation."
Peloquin later found International
Intelligence Inc. with
Intertel also does intelligence
eight
of
his Buffalo Strike Force
work on aogllisitioru! and merA
year later Hill retired
team.
gers and investigates stock
ReMP
and set up the
from
the
promotions for its corporate
of Intertel.
Canadian
subsidiary
clients. Sensitive areas of in-

him;,.

ternal control, such as the seemilY of bids and tenders,
which if compromised might
lose a company a million dollar
contract, also come within the
p!lnliew of Calvin Hill and his
staff. Defensive electronic smveys form another part of their
services although, Hill says,
bugging is a mghly-ovetrated

The first big lest of the preventive security concept came

when the Paradise Island gamblina casino in Nassau found
theyD were being stolen blind.
fulertel put in a defensive security system, later organized preVentive security to stop skimming and other thefts from
Howard Hughes' six casinos in
Las Vagas and a seventh in
Reno.
Their staff includes as mallJ'
lawyeJl'!l or accountants as it
does intelligence experts or investigators. Some clients they
completely exclude. liltertel will
not act for political parties or
for politicians themselves, !lor
do they undertake domestic in..
vesligation.
Their place is ill the quiet of
the corporate boardroom, for in
essence, as Cal Hill explains,
"bad s<:curity is only bad rnaIlagemenL~'

i
R. Calvin Hili
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I retired from the R. C M. P. at Toronto in 1971
after completing twenty two years in Alberta, British
Columbia and Ontario. The first cleven years I spent
in C!.B. investigative work and the next eleven
years I spent in the Intelligence Service. In 1967 !
went on loan from the R.CM.P. as a Staff Sergeant
to the U.S. Department of Justice, Organized Crime
and Racketeering Section. I came back in 1970 and
tooK my pension in 1971. I was married in 1958 at
Windsor and have three children: Dave, twenty, Janice. seventeen, and Mark. fourteen.
Eileen married a Riverhurst boy, Mac Hall, who
was a pilot in the R. C, A, F Mac retired two years ago
after thirty years of Hying for the Air Transport
Command. He flew one of the first Comet aircrafts in
the 1960's, then the Boeing 707's with the Y.LP. 's as
passengers for the last few years. They are now in the
motel business in Kingston. They have two children:
Peggy, twenty six and Grant, twenty three.
Enid resides in Keswick, as she has for twenty
five years. She is a grandmother and Tommy is a
grandfather, as they had a daughter Wendy, who is
married to Rick Perkins, and Wendy and Rick have a
little daughter.
After retirement I moved permanently to Mississauga and formed a private company, International
Intelligence (Canada) Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Interte1lnc, of Washington, D,C I made it
back to Medstead with my wife Margaret last July
1979 and I hope we can make it again back home to
Medstead at the Sports Ground on July 1st, 1980.

Sam Hingston, John Hingston, Alice Hingston, Hessie
(Hingston) Peart, Emma (Hingston) Frey, lily (Hingston),
Martz. Front: John Hingston, Junior, Jeanette Hingston.

The John Hingston Family
by Hessie Peart (daughter)
John and Alice Hingston and their five children
came to Canada, from Co. Cork, Ireland in 1921, He
farmed fourteen miles south of Wilkie,
Saskatchewan. Towards the end of the depression
years they move to Freemont, Saskatchewan. He was
a church-going man and missed having a church
which he liked to attend, so moved again a few miles
north of North Battleford. Due to some slip-up in the
land agreement he had to move again in two years,
This was when he moved to the farm east of Cater. 1
think that would be in about 194L By this time three
of us were married and my sister, Winnie, was in the
Prince Albert Sanitarium, so there was only Dad,
Mother, and Sam at home jn Cater.
They went to the church there and made friends
with the members, especially the Conrad Martz family, In 1942, my sister Betty passed away leaving four
children, The two youngest, Conrad and Martha,
went to Cater to their grandparents. They attended
school there for about a year and a half, then went to
stay with my sister at Wilkie.

Sam and lily Hingston's family. Back: Jeanette, John. Front:
Judy, Robbie, Carolyn.

During this time Winnie came home from the
"San," anel after a short time at home she married
Cliff Woodward and moved to Victoria, B.C Apparently she wasH' t cured of T. B., so she was sent back
to Saskatchewan to go back into the San, in Prince
Albert again. En route she stopped off to visit a few
days with the family and to rest after the trip, She
passed away while there and never did get back to the
"San." She was buried on her first wedding anniversary on February 6,1945, in the Medstead Cemetery.
The family were making out all right. Sam did the
farming, and they had cattle, but far away fields
began to look greener once more, so Conrad Martz
and my father went land hunting in Alberta, Me
Martz and his family moved out near Barrhead, and
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Dad and family moved into tbeir house at Cater, a~ it
was larger and closer to school.
They stayed there only a short while and in about
1945, they too moved to Alberta.
in 1947, Sam married Lily Martz, one of the
twins, then shortly after, Sam, Lily and my parents
moved to Mission, B.C.
They had five children. In 1958, Sam died from
chronic appendicitis. Gangrene had set in before he
was operated on. A few years ago his widow remarried. She lives in Vancouver. His chi Idren are all
grown up and married. Jeanette, John and Robbie are
in and around Vancouver. judy is in the U.S.A. and
Carol in Edmonton.
My mother passed away in 1955 and my rather in
1962. They are buried in Haney, B.C.
Stella and Mike Hnatyshyn, 1977.

Mr. Wm. Lee Hlady

Came from Krydor, Saskatchewan. Mike came from
Poland in Europe. We were married in December 27,
1934. We both worked in town for another eight years
at depression wages. In 1942 we bought half a section
of land at Sandwith, the south half of section
16-48-14. We bought one quarter from Olie Olson,
the other from A. J. Langford, a former resident. We
put up a house, barn, etc. Bought some milk cows at
sales, which I milked and sold milk mostly to senior
citizens in the village. Also shipped cream, either by
train or Henry'5 transport. Also raised a lot of pigs
and turkeys. The crops were always a failure so we
had to make a living other ways. Also kept as many
cattle as water would permit. Water was our problem
at Sandwith. Mike worked his land with horses. At
that time Mr. Mason owned the store and post office.
We had good train service. Our neighbours were
Germans: Ziegelmans, Victor Stefiuk. McNabbs,
Griffins, and those that resided in the village at that
time.
In the fall of 1949 we sold our property to Roland
Marsh. He was the owner of Mason's store then.
Mike bought land at Hatherleigh and in 1950 we
moved. There we hac! plenty of water, a creek went
through our home place, also in the pasture.
Mike was on the council at Round Hill Municipality for ten years. In 1974 we sold our property at
Hatherieigh and bought a home in North Battleford.
On December 6, 1978, Mike passed away at age
sixty-nine.
1 am living in our home at 1431-93rd Street.

My name is Wm. Lee (Bill) Hlady. ! was in your
area only very brietly. I completed my last year of the
B. Ed. program at Saskatoon in April of 1954. Your
school superintendent then (who knew me) asked me
to substitute teach at Park Bluff for May and June of
that year.
Briefly the following year I taught at Loon Lake,
then I went to Churchbridge, where I was principal
for five years, then I was appointed the high school
principal at Langenburg, where I taught untill retired
some five years ago.
We still live in Langenburg, Grace, my wife, and
I. I am the chairman of the Potashville School Division, and I have been asked to serve on the Parkland
Community College Board. I must have been reasonably successful as an educator because the Queen
awarded me her 25th Anniversary Medal'
But the important things are certain memories of
Park Bluff that still linger with me though I have not
been there since I left in 1954. 1 recall that grand old
couple that lived next to the school; they were most
kind to Leonard, who was with me, my second son,
then in grade five or six, and me. I recall my class
winning the Legion marching competition at
MedsteaLL or was it Robinhood') Len and I still recall
the "fish spearing" (! presume it was poaching) we
did by lamp light with the young man and his son
(who was about Len's age).
Len (now thirty six) is a spanking 6' I y," tall,
Chief Metallurgist at the Cory Potash Mine near
Saskatoon. And I recall this particular chap and me
being opposing captains of softball teams at a Park
Bluff picnic. Man, what a game'

MI'. and Mrs. James Hoar and Family
by Mearly Kerr
Mead Kerr - Saskatoon, Sask. Born Aug. 2(),
1900.
Evelyn Newhouse - Wilkie, Sask. April 19,
1902.

Mike and Stena Hnatyshyn
by Stella
Mike and! met in North Battleford. I originally
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rniik the CO\v. !o\'l/cr the milk can dO\\if1 in the welL
The cream would risc on the miik. and \-v'c'd use it for
churning butter in a jar.
\Ve had a pulley 'vvith a pail on a rope to \,vind up
the water. Y,/e \vashed \vith a tub and wash hoard. I
\vas sure glad when f\/lother came hOllH:.

[ can remember us kids had a pet pig called
,. Pete" , and when it was ready to Dutcher, a neighbour came to help Dad. And while they were in the
house \-,;'e kids remol./cd some or the poles around the
pen and chased the pig into the bush, So poor pig
didn't get killed that day.
Another time Dad und Mother went to N. Baltleford \vith the oxen and \\'agon. It took three days
return trip. The one day two rnen with a team and
buggy came in the yard and asked me jf I'd make
them dinner. ! was afraid to say no' After they left
awhile, we could smell smoke and could hear there
\vas a bush fire. i tried to light inside OLlr fire guard it
wouldn't burn which was a good thing, So I sent
Evelyn and Orval down to Smirl 's one-hall' mile away
to get help, and Mrs. Smirl came with her baby in her

Evelyn, Mother holding doll, Dad, Pearl and Orval Hoare.

Orval Hoar deceasecl Wilkie, Sask. April 19,
1902.
In the spring of 1911, my father filed on a homestead north of North Battleford in the Park Bluff
district. In November of 1911. we moveJ up from
1LIxford Sask.
My uncle drove us across the valley to catch the
train at Chamberlain and Dad met us at N. Battleford.
It was bitterly cold.
I think, if I remember right. we drove to the
Ernest Webb home, as they were expecting us, before
we went to the log house that Dad anJ the neighbors
had built. Everyone helpeci one another those days. It
was dark, when we arrived and such a cold drive, we
coulclnever forget. in an open sleigh.
Dad had gone before us on the train with a carloaJ of our he longings , and one team of horses etc.
He had sacks of potatoes for the winter and they were
frozen so they kept them outsicie al! winter. Mother
would peel them in cold water to draw out the frost
before cooking them, they were a bit sweet. but we
were glad of them.
In 1912, Park Bluff school was built. and Evelyn,
Orval and I were three of the rirst pupils to attend
school there. We walked three and one-half miles to
school in the summer.
Dad traded the horses off and got a team \Jf oxen,
and he would do custom work for people who hired
to get their land broken up. And in the fall would go
south to \-vork for harvest to keep us in the winter.
There were prairie chickens and partridges, and
we'd snare rabbits. in summer lots of saskatoon berries and wild strawberries, Mother would can and fill
the jars.
Mother went to work for a month at Greenslaids
store at N. Battleford. and took her salary out in
groceries, While she was away, I had to take over as!
was the oldest; I learned to bake bread, etc, I had to

Mr, and Mrs. James Hoare.
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arms, and lit a fire outside the fire guard and when

tvkLaughlin f~tctory in Oshawa, Ont., bei'lnc

the two fires met they died down. Mrs. Carl Nordgren came and stayed all night with us~ there were
fires burning around us all night.
Another thing Evelyn, Orval and I used to dig
bags of "seneca roots". Dad \vould sell them for us.
t was twelve years old \vhen I learned to dance.
Dad used to play his violin at Park Bluff School, and
sometimes there would be a collection taken up and
given him to buy violin strings, dc.
1 can remember a fellow by the name of "Silver
Scrnes" who was the first to take me on the dance
Iloor. and my toes were just touching the floor' But
we had good times as well as sad.
Mrs. Carl Norgren helped me make my first box
for a hox social.
My sister said she could remember a large box of
clothing came from Mother's sister in Oshawa. Ontario one year. We all were so happy; there was warm
clothing for us all. There was a nice brown dress that
just fit her. and she said she was so proud to wear it.
as she was reciting at the Christmas concert. Mother
used to make-over nice clothes for us as she had her
old singer sewing machine. I often wonder who got
it.
Another thing Evelyn said. she could always
remember her first teacher at school there. who used
to go a quarter of a mile for her dinner at the place
where she boarded. and always lock the school door
so they couldn·t get in. One day it starteel to rain and
we all climbed in the windows. When she came back
she saw crumbs on the floor. She used the school
pointer and all went home with swollen hands. So
then there was trouble. I missed that day. was at
home. sick. So they calledmc the teachers' pet'
In 1914. Mother took real sick in the night ami she
sent Evelyn and Orval with a lantern one-half mile to
Magnus Anderson (bachelor). We were always told
wol~es or coyotes wouldn't come ncar a light and
there were plenty of coyotes howling at night. I
stayed with Mother anxiously waiting for them to
return. Magnus came back with them. Then he went
and got one of the neighbour \\/0111CI1 to come. Someone went for Dad. to where he was working. Another
went on horse back to the nearest phone which was
miles away. and phoned a doctor in North Battlcford
who arrived the next day.
He took Mother and us kids back with him. and as
soon as mother could travel. which was a short while.
the doctor recommended a Winnipeg doctor, and we
left on the train for Winnipeg. Manitoba. We stayed
with Mother's sister until Dad could sell things and
come.
Dad got work in the paint factory in Winnipeg: he
had been a painter and decortated for twelve years in

moved

\NCst

\Vc

in !908. They rented a house in East

Kildomm and \ve went to schoo! there.

We \,vere living in \Vinnipeg when the first \Vor!d
Vv'ar broke out. I remember ho\\/ Mother used to knit
socks for the soldiers, and hake and send floxes of

food.
She was a \.\'ondcrful wife and Mother She made
most all of our clothes, etc.
My sister Evelyn Newhouse of Wilkie. Sask. anci
myscl f arc the on!y ones !eft of our immediate family.

William Hoffmann Story
William Hoffmann and Kathleen Striemer were
married August 25.1945. They lived on a farm in the
Artichoke district. and received their mail at Bournemouth Post Office and store.
They farmed the old homestead until 1971 and
had to quit farming on account of poor health and are
now living in North Battleford.
They had two boys named Bob and Lyle who
attended the Artichoke School ancl then to Glenbush
School to complete their grade twelve. The two boys
left home to go on their own.
They adopted a girl in 1957 and they named her
Cheryl Elaine.
They also had three welfare children which they
raised until they went on their own.
The children are all married. Bob and Mary live
in North Battleford where Bob is employed as parts
manager at Boyd's Garage. They have two children.
Lyle ancl Linda are also living in North Battleforcl, Lyle is self-employed ancl Linda is working
as a waitress at the Capri Hotel.

The Bill Hoffmann family. Back row: L. to R .• Uncle Jake, Lyle,
Kay, Bill and Bob, Cheryl. In front: L. to R., three foster children, Bernice, Annebelle, and Florence.
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Standing L. to R., Mr. Benoit, Andrew Hoffmann, Aunt Katie,
Mrs. Benoit, John Hoffman, Mr. Hoffman (Dad), Bill Hoffmann,
Jake Hoilmann. Sitting: Mrs. Hoffmann (Mom). Kneeling: Tony
and Mary Hoffman.

I think these accidents and a frienel, Ben Buck
(wilo was all for going to Canaela and getting 160
acres of land for ten dollars) innucnced Dad. Dad
agrced to go with him and in about April, 1910 they
left.
Dad filed on S,E, 33-48-12. Rabbit Lake was the
Post Office. Our land went right to the shore of
Meeting Lake. Ben Buck homesteadeel the quarter
across the road east, S. W. 34-48-12, Shady Bay
beach resort is there now.
Dael and Mr. Buck each bought two oxen, a
plough, and a few other implements, mower, rake,
etc. They built a log shack with a sod roof. They also
did some breaking.
In lune 1910 MotileI' set out on the journey to
Rabbit Lake. She must have hael a time, since she
was not able to speak English, and Bill had to be
carried. Barbara was a big help as she had attended
school in the U.S.A.
Dad got Louis Schlie mann to bring us out from
North Battleford with his team of horses. The roae!
seemed endless but we finally got to what was to be
our new home,
John and! had a great time in our new surroundings, Our landjoincd on to Meeting Lake, so that was
an aelded bonus, While we kids were enjoying ourselves things were quite different for Mom. On several occasions we found her in tears. When \,-ve asked
what was the matter, she said, "Oh, nothing." I've
realized since that it must have been really hard to get
used to such primitive conditions and also the

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Striemer. Kathleen Hoffmann's mother and
dad from Bournemouth S. D., grandson's, Bob and Lyle.

Orville and Cheryl also live in North Battleford.
Cheryl is employed at McDonalds Restaurant for the
past three years and Orville is a taxi driver. They have
two children.
The foster children are Annabelle and John Bere
ryman now living in Saskatoon and employed as a
men's hair stylist. They have three girls.
Florence is living in Castlegar, British Columbia.
They have two children, a girl ancl a boy born February 24, 1980. Her married name is Mrs. Peter Plotnikoff.
Bernice and her little boy live in Saskatoon.

Joseph Hoffmann Family
hy Jake Hoffmann
My parents, Joseph and Marie Hoffmann, left
Germany in the fall of 1908 with four children. The
oldest was Barbara, nine, next was Katie, seven.
myself, Jake, three and John, eighteen months. I
remember nothing of the sea voyage. I was told later
that John almost died with seasickness. Apparently it
never bothered me.
We arrived in Terre Haute, Indiana, where two of
Dad's older brothers were located. Uncle John and
Bill both worked in the local coal mine,
Brother Bill was born there in October 1909,
I can remember when they brought Uncle Bill
home in a democrat with a broken leg he got in the
mine, Dad and Uncle lohn also suffered injuries on
the job,

thought of never seeing her homeland again.

It helped a lot to have German speaking neighbours. The nearest were the Schneider brmhers,
Louis, Conrad and Gus. None were married at that
time. Among the others were the Kohlmanns, Louis
and Jack, the Helfrichs, Pfeiffers and Scbolties. They
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In the early '20s every man that could get away
from home would take a tearn and rack and wagon,
go south to Denholm. North Battlcford. and
Whitkow to work for someone vv'ith a threshing outfit. For many families this was the winter's "grub
stake" . The usual earnings were one to two hundred
dollars for the season. I did this four or five times and
it certainly was no picnic! We took our bedding along
and slept in straw stacks. haylofts. etc.
In 1923 Mom \ sister, Mrs. Katie Benoit and her
two sons, Andrew and Tony Hoffmann (from a previous marriage) came from France. They homesteaded near Marron School. When the railroad
came in 1926 they moved to Medstead.
In 1925 we had a beautiful crop ruined by hail. It
was a one hundred percent loss with no insurance.
Brother John and I were members of the Glenbush baseball team which was active from 1924 to
1930. We played at the local picnics. Among the
teams playing at that time were Rabbit Lake.
Mullingar, Park Bluff and later Medstead. Others
were Belbutte. Idylwyld, Laventure and Hillside.
The dirt roads made getting around rather slow, especially if it happened to rain. We never really got
stuck as we travelled in two or three cars. If one got
stuck we were all right there to push. The old Model
T's usually made it on their own' The snap was taken
at the Glenbush fair grounds. Fair day, 1927. Brother
John could not be located so was missed.
Glenbush was a busy place after the railroad
came in 1926. Emners from Belbutte and Spiritwood
all hauled their grain here. In the early '30s ties were
hauled here by horse and sleigh. There was quite an
influx of new settlers after 1926. The C.P.R. land was
all taken up on long term contracts.
Then came the ·30s. There was a good crop but
prices dropped. By 1932 the drought hit here, too.
The combination of poor yields and poor prices made
for very hard times.
In April 1934, ! got married after having built a
house on S. W. 17-49-13. which 1 had contracted to
buy from Dad previously. In April 1935. Mmjorie
was born. We struggled along like everyone else in
that era.
1937 was the driest year of all. The farmers were
having a hard time trying to harvest the short crop.
Cattle were sold at giveaway prices. The fodder was
needed to feed the horses with which they all farmed
in those days. "Relief" feed was shipped in by the
Municipality. It was a life saver for many.
It rained enough in 1939 to produce a good crop.
Wheat sold for 39 cents per bushel. so nobody got
rich'ln September of that year the war started. Many
of the local lads joined up. It eased the unemployment situation.

were aU good neighbours and always willing to lend a
hand.
Almost every summer Dad would work in North
Battleford digging ditches. etc. to earn money to live
on, as the farm was not producing any surplus for
sale.
In 1912 the Pleasantsite School was built. This is
where! got what education I have. I started grade
eight but had to drop out and work at home. While we
were attending school. John and I had to stay homc
alternate days to herd cattle as we did not have sufficient pasture.
In May 1914. Mary was born. still in the sodroofed shack. Conrad Schneider rode a bike to North
Battleford to call Dr. Jackson. With the help of a
capable midwife. Mrs. Van Dyke. Mary arrived before the doctor did. We kids were packed off to the
neighbours while this was going on.
I remember an incident which seems humourous
now but not at that time. Sister Barbara. about thirtcen. decided to try her hand at plowing with a hand
plow and two oxen. I was about seven. and willing to
help. After getting them hitched and going, it was my
job with a willow switch to keep them going. I don't
know how it happened, did I switch too vigorously or
was it the nies and mosquitoes') Anyway. the oxen
decided they could take no more so put on a wild
burst of speed and tore loose from the plow and
harness, ending up in a slough up to their bellies in
the water. We gave up on the plowing'
In 1915 Dad built a new "log" house. This was
nearer the lake. This one had a lumber roof' That
year we also got a team of mules. A big improvement
over the oxen'
Only our parents would know how the war affected us. I'm sure it caused many extra hardships.
The 1918 flu epidemic took its toll. I can remember one young man that died. Our family got off
lucky. I don't remember anyone of us being sick with
it.
1919 was a very dry year. There was very poor
wild hay growth. To make matters worse, winter set
in early and spring came late. Hay was at a premium.
Many cattle died of starvation before the new grass
came.
In 1920 Dad sold the homestead to George Dawson and bought the E \/, 18-49-13. Glenbush was our
new post office. This land was part of the estate of
John Klispy, who died on the way to North Battleford
hospital with a burst appendix.
Our new neighbours were Glen and Mrs.
Bowers. the Siedentophs. Feltons. Bill Rink, Charlie
Dormuth. Julius Kluge and others.
We progressed slowly, clearing and breaking a
few acres every year. all with horse and hand power.
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Prices for grain, cattle, hogs, etc. rose slowly.

Many items w~re rationed: sugar, gas for cars, and
rubber, were just a few.
In 1945 I got a half-share in my first tractor. Roy
McAuley ancl I got a two plow Allis Chalmers. Wc
paid $1,165 FO.B. Saskatoon. Farm machinery was
in very short supply. Price control was in force so
prices were kept stable. With the help of the tractor.
farmino- was very much easier.
In AUgust 1949 fate dealt us a cruel blow when
my wife, Pansy passed away leaving Mrlljorie, fourteen. and Edna. eight. and myself to carryon. Somehow we managed. Gradndma Gemmell stayed with
us awhile. He; help was very much appreciated.
On September I. 1949 I broke my ankle in a
tractor acciclent. 1 spent thirty days in hospital. The
neighbours were very helpful in getting my crop off.
Ma~iorie proved to be very capable for a girl her age.
The years went by. In 1957 Marjorie married Art
Zimmer. They have lived in Edmonton since then.
They have two boys and one girl. They arc full-grown
now. Edna married Rudie Witte in 1963. They too
live in Edmonton and have two boys and one girl.
Brother Bill. Mrs. Mary Walker. widow in Vancouver. and myself are the only ones left of my
family. Dad passed away in 1939. Mother in 1948,
Brother John in 1968 in Swift Current. Sister Katie
Hauser of Neuelorf in 1976, Barbara Stoik, North
Battleford in 1979.
I sold my farm to Ernie Janzen in 1971 and retired
to North Battleford in August 1972 where! now live
at 1761 - 97th Street. I look after the lawn. garden
and house chores. Other pastimes are horseshoes.
bowling. some golfing and a little curling with the
Seniors in winter. Whist parties also are an evening
pastime in winter.
During my lifetime I have certainly seen many
changes in the development of the country and improvements in farming methods and equipment.
I can only hope all this progress is for the best.

The Hoge Family out for a walk, Doreen. Jean and George in
the carriage. Walt Hoge, 1942.

19411 took over the Principal's position which I held
until 1943. At that time I joined the Beaver Lumber
Co. as manager which position I held until 1952
when Ray Harvey (Supt. of schools) persuaded me to
return to the profession as Principal of the Pearl S.D.
near Junor. From these I went to Principal of Glenbush S.D. and from there to Senlac where I retired
from teaching in 1969 after 30 years of teaching.

During OLlr stay in Mcdstead our family increased
to four children: Doreen. George and Terry. All of
whom are now married and we are now grandparents
to eight living grandchildren and great-grandparents
to one child.
During our stay in Medstead besides teaching and
managing
the Beaver Lumber I found time to .join
"

.

Hoge History
by Walter Hoge
My wife and I and daughter Jean (age 3) moved to
Medstead in 1937 when I started teaching with Mr.
Grant Fletcher as Principal. Actually Frances Boyd
drew my attention to the vacancy when I was trying to
phone Mr. Ferris (school inspector) to see if any
schools needed teachers. There were only 2 rooms
with the Juniors upstairs and High School in the
basement. My salary was $600.00 per year and the
agreement was signed by Reverend Bird. Anglican
minister for the school board. Our signatures were
witnessed bv Mrs. Jessie Oxley and Mr. Percy Mark.
When Mr. Fletcher joined the armed forces in

Sack row: Reinhard Sellock, Walt Hoge, Eileen Sellock, Dot
Hoge and Jean. Bertha Bellock, Clarence Sellock. 1936.
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Elks Lodge and to work through the offices to eV(:l1tually become the District Deputy Grand Exalted
Ruler: also later I acted as Sccrctary-Treasurer for the;
village of Medstead for some years.
The Elks' Flag Days were outstanding events
with all the rural schools and village schools competing in track and ficld, ball and parade honors. One
cannot forget the praise due to such members as Carl
Larson, Freel Larsen, Howard Graham, Slim Gamble, Homer Wilson and Joe McMurphy just to mention a few. Other Elk activities inc luded their amateur
hours broadcast by CKBl, Prince Albert, their talent
nights and their Saturday night m.ovies(somctimes
the power \vasn't too strong) and their sports days,
etc.
In 1948 the C. P. R. dam would not take all the
water away and Medstead was noDded. Unpleasant
memories of flooded basements, floating wood piles
and in one case a family opened the back and front
doors and let the water flow through their hOllse.
Some old-timers will remember how we tried to
build a hospital. A large sum of money was accumulated by donations, clances, etc. but we could get no
help from the government so the project failed and
donations were returned and the rest of the fund was
put to good use elsewhere for the community. Just a
hole in the ground remained for all the effort.
Medstead was not behind in its war effort with
manpower and war bond support. Several volunteers
did not return from the waf. among them \-vas Grant
Fletcher, former school principal.
My wife Dorothy, our children: Jean (now Mrs.
R. Miller of Wilkie), Doreen (now Mrs. 1. Forbes of
Senlac) and son George (nov..' bank manager at Lucky
Lake) have many happy menlories of Medskad:
friendships, curling, baseball, dances, homemakers
club, school activities (Christmas concerts, Flag
Days, etc.).
At present! have retired from teaching and other
business positions and Dot and 1 live in Wilkie not
too far from any of our family as Terry_ our youngest.
now lives in Unity.
May we extend greetings to all our friends that we
associated with during our stay in the Medstcad area
from 1937 to 1952.

Charlie Holman's car and barn. Son Kenneth in car, Charlie
and Chris Goos.

\vas cattle raising. He had quite a herd at the time of
his sale. Following the sale, the family left for England, to become engaged in farming on the family
farm there. However, Charlie didn't enjoy farm life
in England, so retumed to Canada in 1939.
This time they settled near Mistatim,
Saskatchewan, where they have lived for forty years,
thirty years in their present home. Both sons have
farms in that vicinity. Kenneth lives across the road
from his dad.
Charlie came to Didsbury. Alberta, in 1915, to
ioin his brother. Jack, who had come from Leicester,
England in 1914. In 1916, Charlie came to homestead
in the area, now known as the Carrollton district.
Besides his interests in farming, he was involved
in community activities. At one time. he served as
trustee on the Carrollton School Board. He also was

in the annell services in Vv'orld War L

Jack Holman
submitted by Hildlir E. Short
Jack left England and arrived in Didsbury, Alberta, in 1914. He homesteaded in the region, later
known as Carrollton, in 1915.
He served as a trustee on the Carrollton School
Board for a few years. He was always interested in
community affairs.
He became engaged in raising cattle.
In October. 1916 or 1917, he married Hettie Nettle, who had come out from England. They lived on
the SW 7-50-13 W3rd, anc! farmed here for a few
years. In the 1920\, Jack moved his stock north,
sonlev.. .,here in the Witchekan area, more hay and
pasture land was available there. He remained on this
lease until 192<), when they returned to the homestead in Carrollton, where they continued to farm
until the fall of 1939.
At that time they decided to have a sale and go
back to England where Jack joined his father in

The Charles Holman li3mily
Gladys Clifton, daughter of Ernest and Jessie
Clifton, married Charles Holman in June, 1922.
They built their home on the SE 31-13-50, near Buffalo Lake. They have two sons, Kenneth anel Donald,
who are now married and have families of their own.
Both boys attended Carrollton School. until the time
of Charlie's sale in the fall of 1938.
Charlie's main interest, while on his homestead,
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Ralph Holmes, wood sawing outfit using back axle of truck (or
power supply.

Harold arrived in Winnipeg from Leeds. England
Mr. and Mrs. John Holman, '1937. left right.

m 1903 at five years of age and then 'vvent to a
farmstead near Cutknife in 1906, with his Darents
John and Florence Holmes and two broth~rs. He
served in the Canadian Army during World War I.
and was severely wounded once. and received poison
gas just prior to the war's end.
In August. 1922 Harold and Ethel wcre married

unidentified lady,

fanning operations. Later, he had a government job,
draining lanel.
In 1965. we. (Harold and Hi/dur Short). visited
.lack at his home in Market Harborough. Leicester.
Mrs. Holman was a patient in a nursing home at that
time.
After she passed away. Jack continued to live in
his home until he died in May. 1967. at eighty-seven
years of age.
.
~ -

and had six sons and two daughters.
They started farming in r934 near Triple Lake
School. about half way between Gallivan and
BresaylOl; roughly ten miles ti'om each.
Harold passed away January 3. 1938 after a
lengthy illness.
In 1939. a community pasture was built which
was to include the Holmes farmstead. The family
refused to move because there was no money and nowhere to move to.
As the Holmes' quarter section was right on the
north edge of the pasture. the fence was built around
three sides of it. which effectively cut off access to
water from Big Lake. the normal supply. so water
had to be hauled several miles with horses. They

The Holmes Family (Ethel H.J
Ethel H. (Kerr) Holmes was born in Ottawa.
Canada to William and Martha Kerr. March 7.1901.
the youngest of five children.
At age four she moved with her family to a
homestead near New Ottawa. Saskatchewan: (now
called Speers). She acquired a temporary teaching
certificate and while teaching at Riding Hill School.
near Cutknife in /921, she met Harold Holmes.

managed.
However. when the school was ciosed at Christmas. 1939. something had to be clone. so Ethel reopened negotiations with the authorities. While they
still wouldn't or couldn't pay anything for the land,
claiming that encumbrances against it was equal to

the value, they would give $200.00 for moving expenses if they moved themselves. This was cnou'gh to
buy Joe Walters equity in SE y:, 32-49-13 W3 about
one mile north of Artichoke Schoo/.
In September. 1940 the great trek was on. The
lumber part of the house was loaded on one wagon;
household effects. farm supplies ancl chickens or; the
other wagon; the family and personal effects in the
Bennett buggy. Everyone took turns herding the cattle and horses day and night. The smal! house fel!
apart along the way and only a little lumber from it
reached the new farm. The trip took about a week.
As introduced to the Artichoke district was: the

Ethel Holmes and family at reunion in Radisson, August, 1968,
not In order, but names: Gordon, Don, Glen, Ralph, Eric,
Edwin. Wilma, Mother, Winona.
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ernmenl leases. One year when the local hay crop
was poor. they cut and stacked hay about twenty-five
miles north of the farmstead. This was hauled home
in the winter with four horses hitched to a sleigh and
an extra large hayrack. The trip took about a twenty
hour day if things went ;"velL and a lot longer if the
load upset a time or two.
Times were difficult but spirits were usually high,
and the Holmes' were fortunate that they had few

Mother Ethel H. Holmes. and her family, Donald
sixteen years. Glen fifteen. Gordon fourteen, Ralph

t'vvelvc, vVinona eleven, Eric eight, Wilma six, and
Edwin four.
The neVi farm was located along the south side of
what was called Little Long Lake. which provided
water for the livestock, and a shallow well was dug
near the lake from which water was carried to the
house. Except for about tcn acres of cultivated stony
land, the rest of it was covereci with poplar bush.
which provided pasture and firewood for their own
use as well as to cut and sell. The house had a
combined kitchen-living room. a pantry. two small
bedrooms and a bath. There was no electricity or
telephones in the area.

serious accidents or lHnesscs during their stay in
Artichoke district. On one occasion while Donald
was changing a front spring on a car, the jack slipped
and his hand was caught between the front axle and
the motor. A crowbar was used to pry him loose and
he recovered nicely with few scars.

It was obvious from the start that this farm would
not fully support the whole family, so the older boys
took work away from the farm much of the time
usually farm work in the summer and bush work and

When Glen cut his foot with an axe the rest of the
family tried to apply a tourniquet. as learned at
school. but couldn't get the bleeding stopped. Finally in desperation. direct pressure was applied to
the wound which worked.

logging in the winter. Threshing was always an important source of cash.

On another occasion. when Edwin was about
nine. he developed abdominal pains very suddenly.
His mother was away at the time and his brothers and
sisters diagnosed appendicitis. When it was learned
that the doctor at Rabbit Lake was not available. the
only alternative was to take him to North Battleford.
Fortunately the Model A was in running condition
but it was raining which meant muddy roads. After
some eight hours to travel fifty miles, and everyone
covered with muci. Edwin received emergency sme
gery. A week later he came home and the next morning, his mother was dismayed to see him galloping
down the road on horseback.

As the years went by. the cattle herd was increased. and weekly trips to Mcdstead with the
cream became routine. as a rule with a horse and twowheel cart in the summer, and team and cutter in the
winter. Travel in the spring was always difficult as the
roads were never snowplowed in winter, so the packed snow would build up on the roads as much as four
feet deep. In mild weather the horses would start to
break through or falloff the track. sometimes falling
down. or getting stuck.
An ice house. where ice from the lake was buried
under sawdust. served as a refrigerator for milk.
cream. butter, eggs and meat. This brings to mind the
beef ring. which involved a group of neighbors. Each
week a different neighbor would contribute a beef
animal which was butchered and the meat divided
among all the neighbors. In the mid forties. Holmes'
acquired another quarter of land NE 31-48-13-W3
about five miles south of where they lived. There was
excitement in the district when a trainer aircraft from
North Battlcford Air Force base crashed on this land.
The plane was totally wrecked but the pilot survived.
Farming with horses was the standard practice in
the district until the mid-forties. when the changeover to mechanized farming gradually took place.
The Holmes brothers tried to follow the examples of
their neighbors and a book could be written about old
tractors that were always broken down and old cars
that ran sometimes. so horse-power remained their
chief source of energy. Don. Glen and finally Gordon
all joined the Canadian Armed Forces as they had
reached that magic age.
In addition to the feed they grew on their own
land, wild slough hay was always harvested on gov-

Gordon was discharged in 1945. soon after V. E.
(Victory in Europe) Day and came back to the farm.
Ralph took the opportunity to try his wings and went
to Barrhead. Alberta, where he worked for the winter, returning to the farm for spring work.
Don married Annie Skinner from Aberdeen,
Scotland while overseas. When discharged in 1946,
he came back to the farm where he stayed until his
wife arrived a couple months later. They moved to
Calgary. where they still reside. Don is a backhoe
operator and his wife works for Canada Post Office.
They have one daughter and one granddaughter.
Glen was married to Margaret (Peggie) Stephenson before going overseas. and his wife and baby
lived in Glenbush while he was away. He was
wounded twice while in Europe and was left with
some disability. After his discharge in 1946. his
family moved several times - Alberta. Nipawin,
Carrot River. Glen and Peggie have three sons and
two daughters and seventeen grandchildren. After
they were divorced in the late fifties. Glen married
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Doreen Tremoyne and they have onc SOD. Glen is
presently living in Creston. B.C.
Gordon had taken half of grade seven at Triple
Lake School, then when that school closed he missed
the balance of the term. He then repeated all of grade
seven at Artichoke. He left schoo] then to join the
work force. After the war. Gordon remained in the
district unti! about !95D when he went to Toronto.
where he later had a small sheep and pony ranch near
Eldorado. Ontario. He also worked part-time as a
carpenter for cottage owners in the area. Gordon
never married and died February 19. 1971. He rests in
Lakeview Cemetery, at Madoc, Ontario.
Ralph fibbed to the teacher at Artichoke. that he
had completed grade six at his previous school and
was put into grade seven with Gordon. In grade
eight, Ralph's last year of school. he missed so many
days that Mr. McKay. his teacher. called Ralph the
visitor.
In the mid-forties. Ralph worked with Fraser
Jamerson in a logging and sawmill operation for a
couple of winters. Expenses exceeded income but
that seemed normal at that time and was comparable
to the farming enterprise.
In the fall of 1948 Ralph went to Melfort were he
met Wilma Heard li'om Cabri. Sask. who had been
his pen pal since they were ten years old. They were
married the following September and made their
home in Nipawin where they now have a plumbing
and heating business. They have three daughters.
Winona attended classes at Artichoke for several
years and worked at Weyburn and Saskatoon before
she married Graydon Bryce from Sandwith. They
had three sons. After her divorce from Graydon. she
married Garl'ie Noble in 1956. They have two daughters and two granddaughters: live in Thunder Bay,
Ontario. where Garrie is the Curator for a museum.
Eric also spent several years in Artichoke classes.
He tried and nearly always succeeded in doing everything his older brothers did. both at work and at play.
Shortly after leaving school. Eric also took work in
Nipawin. moving to Alberta abollt a year later. where
he spent several years. In 1958 he married Mable
Hoffman. they have two daughters. They were bulk
agents for an oil company at Radisson. Sask. for
some years. and are now with the same company at
Thompson. Manitoba.
Wilma and Edwin both took all their schooling at
Artichoke and both participated fully in most of the
farm and district activities. In 1950 they went to
Nipawin and both found work. Wilma later moved to
Toronto where she met and married Bill Ginter: they
have three sons, one grandson and one granddaughter. Several years ago Bill and Wilma were divorced
and Wilma married Ken Kerr. She now lives at Oshawa, Ontario.

Edwin soon took up electrical \vork and moved to
Radisson, where he married Darlene Hoffman, a
local girl. in 1956. They lived in Saskatoon. then
moved back to Radisson. They novo/ live at Yellowknife, N.\Y.T. where Ed'win works for the Federal
Government. They haVe a daughter. two sons, and
one granddaughter.
Ethel Holmes, srnali of stature, guided and disciplined her family vvith a wisdom to be marvelled m.

She had a relatiollship with her God that even her
own children didn't understand. In 1950. with several of her family at Nipawin, she was persuaded to sen
out and move there also. Her little home at Nipawin
had all the modern conveniences she had never
known all her life. and she had time to enjoy her
family. !j'iends and church. She passed away in April
of 1969. convinced that she would not only meet her
Creator. but that she would also be reunited with her
husband. who had preceded her by so many years.
As was her wish. she is buried beside her husband,
Harold. in Cutknife cemetery. with an evergreen
growing nearby. Artichoke. Glenbush and Medstcad
are fondly remembered by the Holmes family. Life
was not always easy but it was a good place to grow
and to learn.

Anton Homoet
Anton Homoet arrived in Canada in March 1926.
from Westfalcn. Germany. The first few years he
worked mainly on farms in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan. While in Winnipeg he met Marie
Voss. who had come from Schleswig Holstein. Germany in the summer 102B. After their marriage in
March 1929, they moved to St. Boswell.
Saskatchewan. to be employed on a farm by Mr.
William Morgan.
Mr. Morgan also had some land at Medstead. W
V, 1-51-]3, and part of the summer of '29 was spent
there breaking land and putting up some buildings.
Anton then bought this land and in October he amd
Marie moved into their new home.

Anne and Margaret Homoet.
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lvlarie passed away at Rabbit Lake Hospital February I. 1930. shortly after the birth of their daughter.
Margaret (Maggie). Mr. and Mrs. Charlie \Vhite of
Rabbit Lake cared for the baby until March of that
year, \vhcn l'vlarie's parents arri\'cd from Germany.

Anton passed away in January, 1961. at the age {)f
63, very suddenly from a heart attack, while at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wes Smith in the Birch Luke
School District. Anton never returned to the land of

In the spring of . 30 Anton sold thi:.; farm ro his
father-in-law. Detlcf Voss. and a six-room house was
constructed that sumrner for the Voss Family.

country, "\Vhere a man could stretch out and
breathe. the land of opportunity and freedom".

january 1932. Anton purchased SE V, 2-51-15.
from Bill MacPherson. This was a large quarter172 acres of land. 30 acres was broke and in the
SU111mer of '32 more land was cleared. A hewn log
house was built. which was plastered both on the
inside and outside. This house still stands today.

after a lengthy battle with cancer. She and Gram had
£\\'0 sons and two daughters.

Anton and Magda Voss Wefe married in 1932 and
a daughter. Anna Maric. was born the following year.
In the fall of 1936. Margaret returned to the home
of her (Yoss) grandparents. after Magda and Anne
moved to Frenchman Butte. and attended Cater
School.
September 1937, will long be remembered by
many residents of the Cater School District as the
year that polio (infantile paralysis) hit the school.
Four students were stricken, one life was taken. Margaret was one of the students. and crutches were to be
her lifelong companions.
Most of llS will remember going to Christmas
concerts - but how many have had a Christmas
concert come to them') Christmas '37, Miss Laura
McLeod. teacher. and the students of Cater School
took their concert to Margaret. The Voss living room
was crowded with students who presented their recitations. skits. plays ancl sang carols, much to the
delight of the audience. Miss Laura McLeod. now
Mrs. Coulter resides at Russell, Manitoba.
Else Voss, was IVlargaret's nurse and teacher until
she was able to return to Cater School in 1943, and
complete grade 10. Thanks to the thoughtfulness and
help from students and teachers which made it much
easier to get this education. There are just too HUtny
things to mention all of them. but a few are such
things as "hitchin and unhitchin." the horse. opening gates, carrying books. After Cater School there
were two years at Medstead High School and then on
to Regina to take a business course. and employment.
In 1955. Anton sold his farm and the next few
years were spent with his daughters, Anne, now Mrs.
Grant Baldwin in the Fort Pitt area of Sask., and
Margaret and Roy Stevenson of Calgary. Anton also
worked on a ranch at Cochran. Alberta for about two
years before returning to Medstead to purchase another home from Joe Randall, Lot 13, Block 6 in the
village. This is now the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Anderson.

William and Wanda Herzog
by F. Grant after tape interview

his birth, and never regretted his move to this nc\v

Anne BalciYvin passed away in November, 1960,

Margaret and her husbnncL Comrie Davi<.ic.;on,
live in Saskatoon. Two daughters. Joyce and Sheryl,
also live there.

Willie was born in 1919 in Berlin, Germany.
After apprenticing in a bakery for some time he
joined the army work brigade. or cadets, as he was
too young for the regular army.
In 1939 he was taken into the regular army and
saw service in France, and in Poland's occupation. In
1941 Willie was with the German forces which
pushed deep into Russia, and there he was wounded
twice.
On recovery, back in Germany, he had lost interest in Russia. He volunteered for African duty as a
first aider. After training he went to Africa in 1942.
He says that German tanks, on the point of victory. had to retreat because saboteurs ruined a shipload
of fuel. Soon trapped between British and American
forces. the German forces surrendered on May 13,
1943.
Willie was taken prisoner by the British but
jumped from a moving train with two companions.
When caught by Arabs they said they had escaped
from Americans, with the result that they were
picked up by Americans.
He was soon on a 22.000 ton transport ship
heading for the United States. They were amazed at
the food on board ship. They were fed like kings, they
thought. German army coffee was from barley and
chicory and meat was rarely served.
However, from Gibralter to New York. Willie was
desperately seasick.
For one and one-half years he was a prisoner of
war in Texas. He did some volunteer farm work and
later worked in a hospital for wounded soldiers. He
took a few lessons in English.
In May, 1945, the war was over and he went back
to Germany, caring for wounded, and got his discharge.
In 1940. in Germany, he had met Wanda Schultz,
the daughter of a German family living in Poland.
Willie therefore got a pass to go to the easrern zone.
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Hospital. By carcful saving they no\\, have a very
nice home.
V/il11c Herzog has had many health problems
including a serious ulcer operation and severa! operations to try to remedy a back injury. He is no\\'
convalescing aner a difficult operation in JanuarY",
19BO.
Willie and Wanda have visited Germany.' and
some of their relatives. They are grateful to Canada
for providing them \vith u new homeland and with a
measure of its comforts and prospertty.
Grandmother Schultz passed away in i 962.
Martha Lueder died in 1963 of multipie sclerosis.
Her daughter Regina is nov,,' Mrs. Norman Scib and
thev live with their family in Saskatoon .
. Regina and Ignatz Lux live in North Battleford.
Their ;ons are rn~trricd. Gary lives in Humboldt and
Ed in Montreal.

He found Wanda iiving \vith her mother and {'wo
sisters, Regina and wlartha. Regina had two boy s but
her husband, Ignatz Lux. was still a prisoner of war in
England. Martha's husband had been reported missing. Her little daughter Regina Lueder was with her.
Conditions in Poland were very bad under Russian occupation. They made soup from nettles or
sugar beet leaves.
Clara Drieschncr of MedsteacL a fourth sister.
had applied to have her family come to Canada.
The story of their escape. in small groups. from
East into West Germany is one of danger and desperation. It was successful only because of the clever
planning and nerve of Willie Herzog. not a large man
but full of courage and able to make fast decisions.
Willie organized the getaway. At times hiding in
fields. or wading a river. they disobeyed and outwitted police.
Regina and her boys. Ed and Gary. were sent out
first. Then Martha. her mother and little Regina were
smuggled through the demarcation line.
Things were getting tougher but before they
macle their escape Willie and Wanda managed to get
most of their farm produce sold on the Berlin black
market. Their final escape from East Germany was
more dangerous. involving one escape from a police
station and intimidating a single policeman who
stopped them.
There were delays in West Germany. awaiting a
ship. Martha. daughter Regina. and the grandmother
got to Halifax August 8.1948.
Willie and Wanda and the Lux family did not get
permission to emigrate until Wanda's mother waS
living in Canada and could send for them. They got
married i111948 but didn' t get aboard ship for Canada
until the end of December. 1951.
Their troubles weren't over. A storm damaged the
ship. Water flooded even the dining room and the
ship listed for some time at forty-five degrees. Willie
was seasick all the way. They arrived on January 4th
in Halifax and shivered in their summer clothing.
They set out by train for North Battleford. In
Montreal. still sick. Willie and Gary Lux went to get
a bottle of whiskey. By mostly sign language they
discovered that you had to go to a liquor store. not a
grocery store. Then they had a drink on the street. A
policeman came up so they offered him a drink. He
motioned to them to hide it. Five days from Halifax
they arrived at the Drieschner farm. After three
months Willie got a job in the Medstead HoteL as a
bartender. They bought a house and stayed in
Medstead until 1956.
They then moved to North Battleford and until
1979 Willie worked mostly at the bartender trade and
Wanda found employment at the Battlefords Union

Orrle Hubbell -" NW-33-50-13-W3- 1<)2<).
Came from North Dakota. U.S.A. Bachelor whose
parents lived with him and he worked at Bells Saw
Mill. At one time was lost in the bush for approximately seven clays. the entire district searched for
him. Broke 23 acres in 4 years - built house IR x 22
for $125.00. barn 20 x 26 for $75.00. well for
:SIOO.OO.

Story of Ludwig and Eva Huber Immigrating to Canada from Harvey, North Dakota,
U.S.A.
by Emma Schick (nee Huber)
Mom and Dad Huher with four daughters and
five sons planned on moving to a neVi country \\'herc
land was more plentiful and cheaper. ivlother was
getting: very anxious for her sons. \vho \vcre gnJ\ving
up fast. to own land anel $10 to $20 per acre in North
Dakota was a very high price to pay.
As October 5th or 6th rolled around. in 1926.
Mother. Dad and daughter Catherine with six children. Jake's wife. Martha. with infant son. Reuben.
all came by train fmm Harvey to the new beyond.
Jake. Bill. Rudolph. Rose. lela and Emma (I)
came with two cars. while John. Ed. Clnd son-in-law
Charlie Zielsdorf came by freight train with three
cal'S of settlers' effects. consisting of horses. cattle. (;l
few chickens and I think a couple of pigs. maybe
even a fe\v geese and turkeys. farm implements. :.md
household effects for three families.
We met Ol\!' parents in a hotel in North Battleford.
Sasle on October 10. 1926. The next day we all left
for our new homes in the northern cold wilderness,
located two miles west and two miles north of the
Robinhood corner. No home as yet was built. so the
C.P.R. land agent (so called). Joe Speed. from North
Battleford, t~)()k us to two very "kind neighbors.
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Our !nother \vas born August 1,1870, died Febru-

ary 2.), 1934. Dad was born October 14, 1868, died
February 2. 1957.
The eldest daughter Pauline and family stayed in

North Dakota, \.vhe1';:; her husband was fanning.
The Ziclsdorfs (nee Catherine) and family in later
years moved to EU!T1onton, Alberta horn their home

in Robinhood. They all went to work. the two eldest
boys joined the army, the third one joined the U.S.
Navy. the second eldest daughter, Esther, joined the
Wrens in the arrny.

Jake Huber and family moved to Red Deer, Alberta some time later. Jake vvorked for the city.
Ida married Olaf Stiansen: years later, they also
with the family moved to Calgary, Alberta. Olaf did
carpemry work in the city.
Brother Bill hacl married a girl from southern
Saskatchewan. Helen Krosharr. Their two e1aughters
took schooling in the Glaslyn Rural SchooL In the
late 50's they moved to Chilliwack. B.C. and got
involved in a big dairy. He died February 25. 1968,
was born April3ll. 1913.
Rose was married to Ern Gadsby. later also
moved to Red Deer, Alberta, with an only child.
Ruth. Ern worked at the creamery and drove the milk
truck. He died December I, 1961, was born January
16, 1904.
Rudy went back to the United States. and still
lives there, a confirmed bachelor.
Ed and John were sole home keepers. John died
February 10. 19n, was born September II, 1918.
Back to the Huber home. The boys went up into
the bush the first winter. got logs, Cllt them with the
axe, and hauled them down with horses and sleigh,
and peeled them. During the summer. Mr. Frigstead
from Meota built the new house. There were only
seven to ten acres broken on the half section that Dad
bought. The very arduous task of chopping trees by
hand with an ax. trimming, piling and hauling them
off for fire wood to cook and heat the house (no
electricity). took a lot of hard muscle work, also
walking behind the plow to break the soil. work was
done by horse rather than by tractor. Gradually the
half of one quarter got ready for the seed bed. Later
an outfit with tractor and plow was hired to do the big
job and to cut the brush. I recall a picture of Ed

Ludwig and Eva Huber.

namely Steve Morgan and Olaf Larson. The parents
and YOUl1flCr ones at Morgan '5, older ones at Larson Th; Zielsdorfs, ! believe were settled in a little
house of Larson's across the road where they lived for
a few years.
Our freight was on the very first train that came
into Glaslvn and Robinhood as the tracks were laid,
coming fr;)l11 the west. We lived a half mile east of
Herb Gadsby's for a year or so, until our home was
built. An unfinished log house, was built by Mr.
Frigstead of Meota, Sask., which became the permanent Huber residence until early 1979, when Ed, the
lone occupant. sold it to a friend, Mike Mason, from
the North Battleford district. Ed purchased a new
home in Glaslyn where he now resides.

<.

driving a team of horse. pulling a vcry large chunk of

ice they had cut out on a slough, maybe 2 feet by 6
feet in size. hauled horne two miles on the sleigh.
We soon had a little garden broke up and raised
our own vegetables and potatoes. but corn would not
grow in those days in this country. We do raise our
own eating corn here now. We picked wild Saskatoons for fruit and pies, cranberries for jelly.
Couldn'r afford to buy fruit in those days. likely

Ludwig and Eva Huber with part of their family. White haired
man a friend, 1928. In front of first Canadian home.
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wasn't much shipped in to buy in those days. In a
year's time we had our own pork, beef and chickens
to eat.
In the first year or so sorne of the older ones \vent
to help the two good neighbors for free, just returning
the favor.
As for entertainment, none of us had moncy to go
anywhere. Nly oldest brother Jake. soon started a
little Assembly and a Sunday School in the old Rubin
school. Later there was a town hall built, they asked
us to use it. We also had Gospel meetings on Sunday
evenings. I remember a few winter-time trips in an
open sleigh in thirty to fifty-below weather, we almost froze. We had very good cowhide robes and
quilts, even hot stones at our feet. We very often sang
on our way over the four miles. We got the name,
"The singing band wagon" .
Later years, 1935-1940, after we girls had left
home, the boys built closed-in cutters with tiny heaters in them, very comfortable without robes, even for
forty-below weather. In the 30's, the boys built a two
wheel cart, call "The Anderson cart" after some
politician. For some years no one could afford to
drive cars in the north.
During our first winter we lived one-half mile
east of Herb Gadsby's in an old house, about a mile
north of Steve Morgan's. ! walked down to visit one
day, left while still daylight but darkness fell fast. I
got off my track and getting farther away I had to stop

and listen to find out where Ihe house was. I got there
okay after getting back on my trail. ! was afraid of
spending the night in the snow, as it came up over rny
knee-high boots.
In the 30's, Ed anclBil1 bought a pony from Mr.
John Wilson, the merchant, and they raised a few
colts. Some years later they drove through the streets
ofGlaslyn at quite a speed. A businessman shouted at
them, "You 're going over the speed limit". Needless
to say. these t\VO young fellows "vert tickled, especially Ed.
We all had our schooling in North Dakota, except
Bill, who took his last year in Robinhood. Mrs.
Iverson who was the teacher, had just come from the
U. S. A. I will never forget her husband's name because of what she once told her students. If he didn't
do as she wanted, she would say, "Alright Albert,
under the bed with you tonight". Mr. Iverson died
some years later while Mrs. Iverson returned to the
United States.
Our neighbors to the south were Roland Cotton's,
Herb Gadsby's and Steve Morgan's. Abe
Shapansky's were our neighbors to the west. Their
eldest son later became a shirt-tail relative to us,
marrying the eldest daughter of Zielsdorfs. He said
he had me in mind first, but guess I got away, Jake
was his name.
Christmas, just around the corner, reminds me of
the nice Christmas Concerts we used to go to. Then
too we had Sunday school concerts. The Larson
twins (Emil and Leo) also carne, they were about five
or six years of age: Emil sang, starting half a line or
more behind the rest, but from the beginning he went
right through to the end, no one could throw him off
beat. Quite an applause from the large audience. Hi
boys, I worked for your folks about six weeks, at the
time your mother was in the hospital and came home
with you. Your dad had a bunch of men there, mewing the house onto a foundation. I crawled through a
woven wire fence to take a picture. got my picture but
going back my foot slipped, turned my knee out, so
bed rest and back home. Your first week or more
home was at J. Johnson's near Robinhood. ! think
Emil lives there now.
Community and farming life have changed drastically in the years, all labor done by tractor power
and electricity around the vard. Verv seldom do vou
see a hired n{an anymore.' Even OUl: twelve-year:old
grandson combines by himself, tractor pulled and
another outfit on the same field.
The country school haye all vanished, yellow
school buses streaking down the roads everywhere,
taking the children to school.
(I), Emma, married Alfred Schick, of the Parkdale district on October 23, 1935. My home then

Rose, Emma and Ida Huber. 1929.
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"vas [v>/o miles south and ten miles \Vt:SI of G!as!~/n
until Juiy 1972 \vhen \\'C purl'hased a farm in rhe
Turticford area. five miles out and five miles from
Mervin. We sold our first farm to Dennis Schick.
AIrs nc:phc\v. Our first vv'inkr of married life Vie
spent mostly in the bush. Air doing bush \vork.
cutting and smving lumber and I as cook. \Ve vv'crc
cloin~ mixed fannin!:! until \\'C carne here onl\' doiflO
straight ~min farmi!;g no\v.
' . - .~
\Ve raised four daughters. all took schooling in
Parkdale school, which was later closed, so they were
bused to Glas!yn, also for high school.
Our family are: Marlys, born September 17,
1940, in Edam hospital. married Stan Maess of Tul'tleford district in 1962. A farmer and good 'jack of all
trades'. They have three children, one son 'ferry
t\\!clve. Debbie ten. and Brenda rive. Santa broutd;r
her four days early.
Shirley, born July 12, 1944 in Edalll hospital.
married a Nova Scotian, Frank Drysdale, December
1969. They both work in Calgary and have one son in
grade one.
Betty, the red head, born May 2B, 1946, also in
Edam hospital. a "Quint's" birthday rep. Married
John Dillon, a New Brunswick Westerner. living in
Strathmore, Alberta east of Calgary, both working.
too busy for a family"
Carol, the darker one, was born March 7, 1950 in
Turtleford hospital. Married a Ti.Jrontonian, Calgarv
city constable, during the last year became a 1;lai;l
clothes detective. Have a little girl. 5V, years old.
Reason for our move to Turtleford was: only five
miles from town, doctors, clinic, hospital. better and
more facil ities, \vater and sc\ver on tap. the phone and
only two miles from our only daughter and family in
Saskatchewan.

Sunday School Picnic at Hubers, 1951.

The Hundt Story
by Adele lhmdl
Erwin Hundt's father, Teofil Hundt. came to Canada in 1913. That same fall he went back to Poland for
his family, but the next spring they would not allow
anyone to leave the country, After the war. in 1923.
Teofil came back to the Radisson district where he
was employed as a farm labourer. The following
spring he sent for his family, wife Martha. daughter
Elly, sons Erwin, Reinhold and Otto, One more
daughter, Ann. was born in Canada.
The year after the family arrived.they loaded
their possessions on a hayrack. tied their two cows
behind, and moved to the Meeting Lake district.
They had some very tough years. a lot of hard work
and make-clo-with-what-you-have.
Erwin got his start in the bush at the age of
twelve. He had to help his dad log as they only had

The Schick family. L. to R., Marilyn, Dad and Mom, Carol,
Betty, Shirley.

North in the bush. Our first year of married life. Emma Schick
(Huber).
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Medstcad from J. .i. Dickman. It was located on the
parking lot corner of the now School Unit property.
We moved our hOllse, which is now the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Bovair. into Medstead. They built on
and finished it off making it the lovely house it is
today.
Frank was bom in March 1947.Whcn he was a
year and a half old he caught his hand in the wringer
of the washing machine. Luckily no damage was
done, but, oh, what a scare at the time!
In the spring of 1949, Erwin sold the garage to
John Cheykowsky from Saskatoon. We then moved
to Erwin's father's place in the Cater district. We
bought a D2 Cat. leased a quarter section from Mr.
Drury, just south of the Cater Store and another
quarter section from the C. P. R. just south of that. Mr.
Drury sold his land to Mr. John Allen two years later
so we gave up that half section for a half section of
school land near by. Erwin brushed and broke some
of the school land every year and later purchased the
land.
In 1950, Raymond, was born. That summer Erwin built a small house which we moved into late in
the summer. In 1951 Betty started school at Cater in
the fall. Erwin injured his back in the bush and was
put in a body cast for six weeks. After five weeks he
couldn't stand it any longer and I had to saw the cast
open to get it off. Later he had to have an operation
for a pinched nerve in the backbone which no cast
could have helped.
In the fall of 1951 Erwin's mother passed away so
the next spring Mr. Hundt sold his farm to Erwin. Mr.
Hundt bought our small house and moved it into
Medstead. Later he sold it to Mrs. Lavin (now Mrs.
McGregor) and it is presently owned by Frank Tirk.
From there he moved to North Battleford. where he
passed away in July, 1%1.
In 1953 our son Randy was born, and Frank
started school at Cater in the fall. When centralization took place in 1956, the children were bussed to
Medstead School from which they all later graduated.
Betty took a secretarial course at Saskatoon Business College and worked at Smith Rolls, and later
Reimers Transport, in Regina. Betty and another girl
went up to Whitehorse where she worked as a receptionist in the hospital. while there, she met and
married William Silveli'ox. In 1972 they came to live
with us for a while then moved to Lanigan. Willie
had a job as janitor at the Lanigan Potash Mine where
Betty later got a job as buyer. Willie took a cabinetmaking course at the Technical Institute in Saskatoon
and now is self employed as a cabinetmaker. with [,is
shop located in Watrous, Saskatchewan.
After graduating, Randy worked for Sun Oil of

the cross-cut sm\' and someone had to pullihe other
end. Erwin said sometimes the snow was so deep his
dad had to break trail for him.
Martha told of a frightening experience \vith a
bush fire. It came so close they thought they would
lose everything. They thought they wou!d have to
make a run for it but the back fires they built turned
the flames from their place.
In 1l)38 Erwin came to the Meclstead district and
worked at the Adolph Lange place. also for Dan
Lange. Erwin and I met in IlJ40 and in 1941 we were
married. We rented a half section of Jand in the
Robinhood area and Erwin had a steel wheel McCormick Deering tractor that he used to put his crop in.
After the crop was in he sawed lumber for Ivor
Soderberg. At that time they still had a steam engine
to run the sawmill which was located just east of
Noble Egeland', place. Erwin sawed for Mr. Soderberg the next two winters, then built his own sawmill.
The next year he broke lano for various farmers.
Qur first garden was invaded by army worms and
heaven knows how I hate worms. Luckily Erwin was
home to put straw around the garden, light it and to
hand pick the ones that gllt into the gurden. The next
year we had potato bugs that we hand picked into
containers of coal oil.
In late fall of 1942 we moved to my father's place
(Frank Kamm) where we had more chores to do. The
well was not too good, so we melted snow for the
livestock. We hooked horses to a stoneboat with a
wagonbox on it and filled the box with snow shllVelled by hand. Then it had to be shovelleo off into a
watering trough that had a submerged wood heater in
it. It was a continuous chore, keeping the fire going
and putting more snow on the heater. We used to
ignite the wood in this heater with gas. One day it was
very windy and I bent over the heater so the match
wouldn't blowout. This caught with a bang in my
face and I got my eyebrows and hair singed. I dido't
try that again ~
In the spring Dad got a lamb from Henry
Schmirler. We bottle fed it and he sure grew fast. He
was quite a size when he pulled the nipple off the
bottle and ate it too. If you bumped him on the head it
meant fight. He would back off. licking his chops. If
you held your hands out he would come flying at
you. The first time I tried that I had my hands in front
of me. He also sent me llying.
In 1944 Erwin built a house on a quarter section
just northwest of Dad's place and we moved in that
fall. In April. 1945 our daughter Betty was born. We
had a big dog that was very protective. When I did the
chores I took the baby along and the dog would let
nothing ncar her.
In 1946 Erwin bought the Star Garage in
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Alberta and the next veal' \vorked for Seidle E~roth
ers. In Auuust of 1'!72 he joined the R.C-M.P. and

There \VelT ahvays chores to do, like carrying
wood and water, or feeding livestock. When he was
nine years Old Frank began his career as official
plough-boy. After picking roms anc! rocks by hanll,
being able to drive: the tractor \vas a thrill. But the
novelty soon wore off and it too became a tedious
chore." Sometimes it seemed that puBing the one
furrow plough up and down the field \vould never
end. Eventually. he did finish. only to put that little
Nlasscy fergus"on to work pulling the binder. At the
age of fi fteen he worked in the bush on weekends and
d~ring Easter break canting logs for his father's saw
mill.
In grade twelve he was sports representative for
the S.R.C. and Keith Kraft was presidem. It was
during their term in office that the S.R.C. became
instn~11ental in having the noon hours changed to one
hour and twenty minutes to allow more time for the
organization al;d participation in such noon hour
sports as hockey anc! baseball.
After leaving school Frank worked on road construction until December. During the winter he took
on the position of caretaker for the open air rink in
Medstead. This meant being there seven days a week
usually until nine p.m .. cleaning snow, nooding the
ice with the fire truck for hockey games and noon
hour skating. and keeping the fire going in the
change shack. For this the wage was ninety dollars a
month.
On October 24th. 1967 Frank began training at
Regina with the R. C. M. P. ancl graduated six months
later at Penhold. Alberta. He received the award for
highest pbysical standing in his troop of twenty two
men. He was transferred to Vancouver and worked at
University Detachment, Unit B Freeway and on Vancouver Drug Section until his resignation.
Frank a~d I met in Vancouver~in 1968 and were
married in May. 1970 during apple blossom time in
Vernon. B. C. In 1973 we decided to move to
Medstead. a decision easily made by Frank but for
me it was a little harder. Neither one of us really cared
for city living and farming seemed to be a happier
life.
I had seen Frank's mother working long hours.
baking bread and preparing meals with a cookstove
in the middle of summer in a kitchen so hot you could
hardly breath. washing clothes with water she hac! to
carry from the well. run like the dickens to help chase
the cattle and to top it all off stumble through the dark
to the little-house-ollt-back only to be frightened half
to death Ij'Olll touching some furry animal (probably
a kitten) while trying to find the hole.
Well. let me tell you.l had left all that behind and
I didn·t want any part of hasty decisions back to that
way of life. But "for better or for worse" was the

took his trZtining: at Depot -in Regina. He Vias transferred w B. C. where he met and married Donna
Rhoade. They presently live in Cranbrook. B.C.

Frank ami Linda Hundt
bv L. Hmult
~ The first home Frank can remember was on the
SW y, 6-5!-15 which his parents shared with his
grandparents (Hundt). The house \vas viood framed,
had mud plaster on the inside walls and shingle
exterior. There was no running water and the onl~i
heat was by wood.
Thev lived about two miles from Cater school and
were re~ponsible for their own transportation there.
In the warmer months. his older sister Betty and he
would walk or ride their bikes. In the winter they rode
with whoever they could catch a ride. One winter day
they caught a ride with Garner's horse and cutter. On
the way to school the cutter overturned and everyone
except Frank and Betty tumbled out. The horse raced
on to school and Frank"s knuckles were rubbed raw
from scraping against the snow as he clung to the side
of the cutter. Scared to let go and scared to hold on
they roele till the horse came to a stop in front of the
school as it did every morning. However it only
paused long enough for them to roll out then it made a
beeline to the barn.
Mr. Dickman had the store at Cater during this
time. Frank's parents did a lot of shopping there and
he recalls one time just before Christmas. His parents
had gone to the store for some last minute shopping
and ~xplained that they wouldn'( be long in returning. Well. panic soon overcamc thcm and Frank and
Betty readied themselves and bundled their little
brother Ray in his clothes. and put him in a sleigh. In
the dark of the night they began their journey to the
store to find their parents.

Frank and Linda Hundt. 1970.
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drcn in a drafty old

promise I had made. Besides, deep do\vn in my heart
I was country and knew that's where! wanted to be
and where f wanted to raise our children.
I can remember the impression the comrnunity
made on me. The first time I saw the arena, John
ivliszaniec, who was painting the rink boards at the
time. told Frank and I how the community had gotten
together to construct it. We were amazed and proud
of the spirit of the people involved.
Then the flood in the spring of 1974. That was the
night of the annual hockey supper. Frank phoned to
the farm that the water was backing up fast on the east
side of town and we needed to move the furniture we
had in storage in a shed at his parents place across the
street east of the hall. You could almost see the water
rise. Pcople began to hustle back and forth. The old
timers walking up anel down the road with their hands
in their pockets saying "I remember the llood we hael
in '48 or was that '47. There was the police car with
its lights !lashing and someone desperately trying to
get the officer's authority to blow up the dam. The
;fficer reported that it was the responsibility of the
railway since it was their dam. McMurphy's basement caved in anel Boyd's garage floor was covered
with mud and water. Old Dan Lange was rescued by
Ron Robertson. When Dan stepped off his step the
icy water was up his knees. "Vhat in hell" was his
shocked response to the situation.
People from the center of town were working
desperately to keep the water from crossing the road
to their side, while people from the east side were
saying let it go.
Oh yes - ! remember, and now I smile.
I had successfully applied for the position of
typing teacher at the Medstead school ancl began
work in September 1973. At that time the typing
room was in the olel one room school that still sits in
the Medstead School yarcl today.
Our farming career officially began on January
1st, 1974. Frank hael gone into partnership with his
brother Ray, to continue with the family farm. Many
improvements were made to the farm and more land
was purchascd. Thcn opportunity knocked and
Frank, Ray and their dad took over the Esso Bulk
Station in Medsteael from Ernie Thompson.
Frank and I have three beautiful children;
Joeleen, born July 4th, 1974 and twin boys, Jeffrey
and Jason, born June 18, 1975. At the time the children were born we lived in the old farm house on
SW-6-SI- 14, Its mud plaster walls barely visible from
the many coats of paint anel paper were again fresh
from one more attempt to brighten it up. There was a
cold water tap in the back room that cut the work in
half and Frank put in a sink that drained which meant
no more slop pails. However, raising threc little chil-

hOUSe

\,A/as nut an easy chore. In

1977 we moved to a new house that we built from
lumber we had taken from the bush. No one had ever
lived on the site we chose for this house on
NE-35-50-IS and in a more modern vvay f feel v\ie
experienced some of the same things the early settlers
did.

As a child, my fantasy was to be a pioneer. In

many ways Medstead has given me the opportunity
to live out some of this fantasy.

The Raymond Hundt Story
! was born in North Batt1cforci in 1950, third child
of Erwin and Adele i·lundt. We lived on a farm four
and one-half miles north of Medstcad where I spent
my childhood years. 1 can't recall a great deal of my
preschool years but 1 do remember our lives were
filled with busy hours of hard worK and the odd
comical incident. I can recall one occasion when I
was about three or four years old, Mom and Dad had
left me at Oma ane! Opa Kamms while they went to
work in the fielcl. They said they would pick me up in
the evening when they had finished work. I rcmembel' having supper ancl when they hadn't arrived I
began to worry and thought they had forgotten me in
town. As the evening progressed into darkness I
began to ask Opa where they could have gotten to and
suggested that perhaps during the course of the long
day they had forgotten me. He assured me that they
would not forget me and would soon be here. Well,
time seemed to drag on forever and I was sure my
parents weren't coming so I insisted that Opa should

give me a lantern and i would find my own way
home. I eventually got used to staying at Oma and
Opa's while Mom ancl Dad were at work.
My first year of school was spent at Cater School
where 1 was the one and only first year student
attending along with a number of other kids from
grades t::Vo to ~ight. My favorite rccoliection from
that year is being able 10 put potatoes on top of the olel
wood heatcr for noon lunch and think of nothing else
as the school room filled with the aroma of baking
potatoes. The following year centralization took
place and we were bused into Medstead which
opened up a whole new world for a kid from the
country.
As we became mobilized in late 50's and early
60's a trip to North Battleford became more than a
once-a-year trip in a borrowed vehicle. The 60's also
brought my teen years and time seemed to drag
especially during school hours. After school, work
on the farm was a great eleal more interesting to me.
In the spring of '68 I rented Mr. Harold Bryce's farm
and grew my first crop - wheat. That fall was quite
clamp and we had to dry our grain and it was the first
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;/ear grain was dried on a major scale in our area. The
following year i rented more land and continued to
farm with Dad. In 1970, with encouragement from
our district Ag. Rep. ! enrolled in the School of
Agriculture in Saskatoon. For the first time in my life
I was entirely on my own, on my own in a strange
city, -- what to do" Well it didn't really take long to
become accustomed to this neVil life. Check out the
city and bars where some of the other Voc. Ags hang
out and, of course. where the girls are and YOll 've got
it made.
i returned home most weekends and it was late in
1970 that I met the new assistant at the School Unit
Office, Norma McGowan. She had some different
ideas and as I learned iater, wasn't greatly impressed
with me either. Well, who was to know that about one
and one half years later we would be married') For
sure not her nor me.
In March, 1972, I gained my diploma from the
School of Agriculture and returned home to farm
with the intent of expanding our existing cow herd.
This we did with some success as cattle prices were
reasonably good at this time. In the late summer of
1973 my brother. Frank, resigned from the R.C.M.P.
and we decided to farm together. This meant further
expansion and unfortunately, we chose the beef cattle
route. The cattle prices of 1974 spelled elisaster as a
lot of farmers found out. I'm sure losses of 1974 and
following years will never be regained by beef pro-

vve have a fairly comfortahle home vvhich still needs a
fc\v finishing tOLlches of \vhich i am often reminded.

\Ve are still vvlurking on landscaping around the
house ~md cleaning up the odd mess left from construction. AhoLlt the \vorst clean-up job Vias last
summer v/hen the tent caterpillars started to move,

after completely defoliating the poplar trees mound
the yard. I used to chuckle to myself when someone
told me the worms were so thick they scooped them
up with shovels. Experience made me a believer and
I shudder novv when I recail the sickening stench
involved vvith the clean-up around our yard. I surely
hope we never have to experience that again.
In November 1975 our first child, Christopher
Dray·ton. \vas born. What an experience! Norma \vas
overdue so the doctor put her in the hospital on the
17th and prescribed a dose of castor oil at nine at night
to induce labor. ! guess not too much happened after
midnight. { received a call from the nurse about two
a.m. on the 18th and she assured me I would have lots
of time to get to Spiritwood and accompany Norma to
the delivery room. Talk about nervous, my knees
were shaking and! must have been wbite as a ghost. I
got to Spiritwood about 2:40 a.m. and about half an
hour later 1 was the proud father of a seven pound
eleven ounce baby boy. The doctor almost missed the
show.
The birth of our daughter, Cecil Dana, August
28, 1979 was somewhat less dramatic. probably not
what Norma would tell you. But again she was overdue and this time she took her own prescription of
castor oil against the doctor's better judgment Friday
afternoon. Labor pains started that night so off we
went to Spiritwood. Things progressed to a certain
point and then suddenly came to a grinding halt. I
went home in the morning and Norma followed Monday afternoon. Tuesday morning came and once
again we headed for Spiritwood, this time the real
thing at last. Boy, talk about extended labor I
Well these have been some of my personal experiences and what the future holds for all of liS is
anybody's guess.

ducers.

In 1974 I took over the Imperial Oil Agency in
Medstead to aid our failing farm income. My first
truck was a 1949 Ford two-ton with an 8S0-gallon
cargo tank. It didn't take long for me to decide that
this was not the truck to try and deliver heating oil
with, when temperatures would be touching 40 degrees below F As business expanded the work load
began to increase dramatically anel 1 often felt! was
neglecting one job or the other. I also found out that
dealing, from a middleman's point of view, with a
company as large as Imperial Oil. is no easy task
either. How would you explain a five or six hundredgallon gasoline shortage when allowances have been
made for handling land temperature variations and
the accountant is starting to sound like a broken
record - "Are you sure you invoiced everything""
With good co-operation from my customers I've had
reasonably good success with the agency.
In 1973 Norma and I decided to build a house. We
thought we couldn't afford to hire a carpenter so we
decided we'd do it ourselves. Since the only other
buildings I had worked on were granaries I figured
we better not try and get too fancy. I borrowed fiftynine hundred dollars from the bank to get started and
with the help of Norma's income from the unit office

The Vacant Farm
submitted by V. Norma Hundt (author unknown)
Not a scene from a painter's book
with an aging, tired look
The yare! once a haven and farmer's pride
1hken over by nature in her stride.
A lonely windmill hanging it's head
No longer pumping - just resting instead.
The bam weather-beaten with aching back
Swaying and creaking with each wind attack.
Not a single eye left anywhere.
But broken and shattered through wear and tear.
Just a vacant farm -

sn

Once it housed the farmer's steeds
Ready and waiting for the family needs.

Gone is Bossy with her four bottie, of milk
More important to Mother than bolts of silk
The outhouse with open door and empty chair
Vv'ith an old Eaton's catalogue still hanging there.

Ferne Hume (Waiters)
! was born on April 20, 1926 at Star City,
Saskatchewan. When i was about hvo years old \ve
moved to Southern Saskatchc\van. Vic lived on a
farm about four miles out of town cailed Portrceve.
From there we moved north, when i \vas five years

House Mr. H, Walters built. after coming to Molewood district.

old, to the Molewood District. Our home was half a
mile north and one and a half miles west of Molewood School.
There was my father William Henry (Harry) WaIters, Manha, my mother, brother Bill and sisters
Ruby and Elaine. We all lived together in a granary
for over a veal', while my dad and orother built us a
frame hou~e. It had a ce;nent basement. On the first
floor there was a kitchen, dining area, pantry with
cupboards, separator and table. Even a coffee grinder
on the wall. a living room and one bedroom. Upstairs

Then they moved to British Columbia. and now live
at Dclta,'B.C. They have four children living. They
lost a son Ronnie aged six months. while living at
C~ltknifc. Marjory.' n;arried a Bob Rechnagel and has
three dauuhte;'s, and lives in Forest Grove, B.C.
Their son f3i1k wife Donna and son, live;n Calgary,
Alberta. Barry, Lila his wife. daughter. and son, live
in Delta. B.C:. and Laurette (Laurie) is still at home.
As for myself I married a boy I went to school
with, Robbv L. Hume (Bob), who also lived in the
Molewood District five miles east ancl south of us.
We married in August 1944 and lived there until 1947
when we moved to Penticton. B. C. where we still

there were two bedrooms, a sewing. area and lots of
storage space.
1 started milking cows at the age of nine years.

That was the year mv father died in 1935. My sister
Ruby had jllst been .;larried that April to Ma~ Roulston of the Park Bluff District and Dad died May Li.
They had five children in a matter of a few short
years. Muriel, Robert (Bob) Eleanor, Faye and Glenn
the twins. Muriel married Boo Evans and now lives
at Smithers, British Columbia. Bob is on Vancouver
Island. Eleanor, Faye and Glenn of North Battlcford.
Ruby and Mac alse: live in North Battleford now. Bill
lived on the farm for some years. As my mother

live. Bob started out working as a carpenter. in a

couple of years he and his brother-in-law Fred Bran-,
don started building on their own. After a couple oj
years they each went their own way. Bob was a
buildin!:! contractor until he retired about SlX years
ago.

W~ have a family of four. Dawn was born on

April 1st, 1945 at North Battleford, Lyle on April at
Penticton, B. C., and Virginia on August II. 1959.

remarried to a lllan named Joe Desroches around

1941. we sold out in 1943 and moved to Cutknife,
Saskatchewan. There my mother lived until she died
in 1962 . .Joe then moved to Montreal and died in
December the same year.

Bill lived on the farm with his wife Edna and
three daughters: Shirlev, Lillian and Lorraine. He
then mov~d to Robinho~d and bought a store and he
also ran the elevator there for some years berme
moving his family to Saskatoon. About this time they
had a son Douglas. His children are all married and
live in Saskatoon except Lillian who married Albert
Dunser of Robinhood and they live on a farm a few
miles from there.
My sister Elaine married in August 1943 to an
Alfred Compton of the Robinhood District. but he
was in the R.C.A.F. at the time. They lived in Cutknife a couple of years after his being discharge.

Bob Hume Family. Left to right: Ginny,

Dan.
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Dawn, Ferne, Bob, Lyle,

I often think abuut our old icehouse. It was a hole:
in the ground about X x g x (, feet deep. It had a slab
wood frame o\"(:r it. built like a small house, and

Dawn is married for a second time to Ed Van
Dongen and they live in Merritt, B.C. She had three
children by a former marriage. Her children are
Willie (15) Ray (14) and Desiree (13).
Our son Lyle married Ann Clarke of Penticton
and they live only a block from us with their son
Shawn (13) and daughter Susanne (12). He is an
electrician, and his vvife works at a local meat market.
Son Daniel (Dan) lives in Penticton with his wife
Dianne. They were married in June 1978. He has two
sons by a former marriage also. The oldest boy
Danny (10) lives with his father while the youngest
one Shane (8) lives with his mother. Dan is a roofer
and his wife works at a mobile home plant.
Our youngest daughter Virginia (Ginny) married
last August 26, 1978 to W. James (Jim) Ostoforov.
They live in Penticton. He is a draftsman. They have
no family, and as yet. Ginny has been unable to find
employment.
I remember Molewood best as that's where I
spent my youth. Our closest neighbors were Whalens
on the north, Ransons on the east, and Hyllands on
the south. Ransons used to have a skating rink in their
feed yard most winters, and we went there to skate
sometimes when Bill would come with us.
We used to sing and play music in the winter
evenings for entertainment. Bill played the fiddle,
Edna the piano, and Elaine and I guitars. We even
played for a dance or two.
When we first moved up north, we used to go to
the surprise parties and card parties, as well as
dances. Then a few years before we moved away they
were even showing movies in the halls.
My husband Bob was into sports and I used to go
along to cheer for their team. Hockey, baseball, and
softball. I used to enjoy the Christmas concerts, and
it was fun when we had a elrama club and put on plays
for the festival. Also the singing festivals. Joan Park,
house and 1 even got 1st during our duet one year.
Some of my teachers were Walter Stapleton, Jean
Arkel!' Kay Borisenko, Betty Johnstone, Kay
Henessy, Vivian Tubb, Pat Dunsing and Craig Phy'
lips. I walked to Robinhood (ten miles) or Sandwith
(nine) miles to dances in the summertime. Also, 1
walked to Molewood (two miles), and Park Bluff
(five) miles, and danced all night and walked home
again. At Christmas time I've seen us take in four or
five dances in one week.
My closest school chums were Irene Sattler, Edna
Blixrud, and Joan Parkhollse. ! can still remember
the look on the teacher's face the morning after
Halloween when she opened her desk and she stuck
her fingers in the axle grease the boys had put under
there the night before.

chunks of sod cut and piled ro\v on rOil.,.' on all sides,
except \vhere the door \vas. and it even had a sod roof
They put the blocks of icc in the hole every spring and
covered it \vith sawdust to keep the ice from melting.
I often think of the home made ice cream we made in
the summer months \vith Ollr old icc cream freezer
that \Ve turneu bv hand. There was also a hi[: crock
that :-iat on the ic~ to keep our cream, butter a;'d meat
in. to keep it from spoiling. as there were no electric
fridges in those days.
I hated the thunderstorms in the summer. also the
hail. ! think about the time the Ranson family,
Elaine. and I. went swimming in the creek and a hail
,storm came. All \Ve had on were our s\vim suits. So
\ve had black and blue marks allover from the lanze
hail stones hitting us.
'
One thing! loved were the northern lights, some
nights you could even hear them crackling in the sky.
Even the Milky Way was nice. Spring w,;s my fav,;r,
ite time. When the calves were born and colts and
chicks. You could put in the crops for a new year.

Summary
by J, West Hlime
My recollections of life begin in and around the
years 1925,26. Born in 1919, August 1st. third child
of William Daniel (Billy) and Kathleen (Sadie)
Hume. '[ivin sisters Nora anel June preceeded,bom
March 3, 191B and brother Bob, Roblby Leroy tol,
lowed on April 12, 1921. sister Jeanne Georgina
came along in 1925 on April 6th. She was born in
New York City in the State of New York, U.S.A. The
winter of 1924--25 was spent there and quite a few
memories are still vivid in my mind. The train ride

The Hume house on the homestead. L. to R., June, Nora,
West and Bob, 1925.
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stars glittc~ring in the sky!. Despite the bitter cold. We
felt warm from the anticipation of the coming concert
and the finale \vhen Santa would come tl1rouQh the
door with a rnerrv ho. ho ztnu flIH2in!l his bells. ';-ro the
younger childre; he was very re'-uj, to the older children it was kind of a game to guess. \vhich one of the

parents was inside that uniform'? Somehow the \vinter was shortened bY' this celehration.
Of course the ;ummer was higjl1idHed bv the
locaJ picnic \vhcrc boys
. and c:irls \~oul~l comD~te
, -in
raceso jumps. etc. To win first prize of an icc cream
'-

cone was a big achievement.
Recalling neighbors of that era! think of Ml', and
fVlrs. Fred Soule and dawzhtcr Evelvn, their son
Clyde. his wife Annie (nee Barlow I anil LUllilv, Also

Stooking in harvest time, 1939, l, to R" Me, Hume, West,
bending over, Bob, Jennie, Nora.

east, a visit to Eaton's store in Winnipeg. my first
view of the Atlantic Ocean. seeing the whitecaps on
the waves and first sight of a bicycle,
As near as I can recollect my parents moved into
the Molewood district in 1917. purchasing land from
Harry Strang who had homesteaded in the district
earlier(date not known) the land location being N, W
IS-48-IS-W3rd,
~
,
It was in the house there that I was born with Mrs,
Basil i"drkhouse assisting in the delivery, In the fall of
1928 we moved a half mile south to the lake officially
known as MacGregor Lake named after a man that
homesteaded there (year unavailable), He enlisted in
the first world war and was killed overseas, The main
part of our family life was spent here,
1 should mention where my parents came from,
Dad originated from Prince Edward Island and
moved west early in his teens. working in Manitoba
for awhile (logging camps) before coming to Battlford where he worked in a butcher shop (Ferry's),
He homesteaded north of North Battleford about
thirteen miles. ranched with the Murray Bros, in the
Murray Lake area before moving to the Molewood
district. Cattle were still the main stay there also, The
farms were small in the district with very little land
put to the plow, Most of the land was hilly and stony
with a lot of bush, The farmers of the district that
raised cattle (mainly) seemed to be better off than
others, With most. it was a year to year existence
with hard times prevailing for many, Through these
years horses were the main source of power and were
used on our farm through the years,My parents
farmed until the year 1945 when they moved to
Penticton, British Colubmia,
School days certainly leave an imprint on the
mind, The long cold winters that had to be endured,
the long walk to and from schooL Despite the hardships there are many nostalgic memories that will
always remain, The local Christmas concert being
the highlight of the winter months. the ride in the
open sleigh, a bright moon shining with a million

farming close bv Mr. and Mrs. H. K. HOLlst:m and
their family are also well remembered, Another family Mr. and Mrs, George Barlow lived in the district
for a time, Daughter Wilma attending school at
Molewood, another daughter married . . one of Ollr
school teachers Walter Stapleton, Harry Yale, a Boer
War Veteran, had the local post office for a number of
years, Others well remembered were Mr, and Mrs,
Chris Blixruci who lived closest to the school, Mr.
and Mrs, Philip Kunz and familv also nearby the
school, Claude and Basi I Parkhou;e were a couple of
the early settlers in the district. Claude married Miss
Green who was I believe mv first teacher. Other
teachers I recall were Miss Joh~son. Miss G illanders.
Mrs, Robinson, Mr. Dirkson, Mr. Stapleton, Miss
Marlett. ML Friesen, Miss Jean Arkel!' Miss Sundan. Miss Chambers, Teachers I remember after mv
school days are Miss Hennessy, Inez Ferrari. Bett~
Johnson, Billy Johnston, C~aig Philios. Walte-r
Kokatailo, Mrs, Jim Grant. Alb~rt Rai~he, Willie
Epp, Will try and recall the other families I went to
school with: Kahl family: Charlie, Albert, Vickers:
Alfred, Arthur, Myra, Ranson: Enid, Bob, Tommy,
Jim and Johnny: Walters: Elaine and Ferne, I remember a Margaret Way Ion. Sattler -- Bieschner family.
Reinhardt, Henry. Katie, Dave and Jonathon, the
Jeaverse family,
About my family: sisters and brother. Bob and
wife Ferne reside in Penticton. British Columbia,
Nora lives in Vernon. British Columbia, Jeanne at
Westbridge, British Columbia and June at Creston,
British Columbia, Myself in North BattlefonL The
farm was sold in spring of 1979 to a George Abbott
WilD in turn has sold it 10 a Wallace Bruce of Kindersley,
My parents left the farm in 1945 and settled in
Penticton. British Columbia, On October 29,1945 I
married Ruby Ruth Linker!' We stayed on the home
place for two years then moved to the west coast. Our
first child was born on January 21. 1950 and we
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named him Duane Logan Hume. The Logan part
being my mother's maiden name.
In the spring of 1950 we moved back to
Saskatchewan and the fann, It was very rough getting
started as the swing from horses to tractor power was
well under way and with it came extra expenses. If
not for the cream shipments we would have been hard
pm to survive those first few years. Heather Ann
came along on September 9. 1953.
Duane started his schooling at Molewood but not
for long as the school was closed and the children
bused to Sandwith and it was here Heather started her
schooling. Duane took his high school education at
Glenbush while Heather received her high school
learning at Medstead.
After working out for a year Duane took a year of
University at Saskatoon before deciding he had
enough of education. In the summer of 1978 Duane
married Ruth Huard. They have built a house On an
acreage west of Battleford. where they presently reside. Duane is at present working at the
Saskatchewan Livestock Yards. Ruth works at
Kresge's Department Store.
Heather married P'dul Pylypow in 1973. They
have two boys Jeffrey Paul born in 1975 and Ashley
Steven born in 1978. Heather's husband is presently
employed at Co-op Farm Supply as Manager of that
part. They have also built a new house and reside in
the Riverview area of North Battleford.
In the spring of 1979 we sold our farm and moved
to North Battleford. bought a hOllse at 1541 99th
Street. As for myself I am presently employed at
North Battleford Co-or Petroleum.

Back row, left to right: Laverne. Wayne, Danny, Elrner. Isaac
and Dennis Loewen. Front row: Ruth. Mrs. Isaac (Martha),
Mark, Corny. Glen. Diane. t979.

School I met a beautiful gal from Watrous. Martha
Driediger was her name and in 1951 we \vere married.
As was the case with other young couples we had no
place of our own and no place to live. The only thing
for us to do was rent some C.P.R. land and start
farming.

Dad would let us use some machinery as well as
some of the neighbours shared with us. Walter Harms
had purchased from Dave Sattler a quarter of land
with house and bam on it and they offered it to LIS to
live there without charge. It was here we spent the
first one and a half years of our married life. We
know there were others who shared in helping beginners get started. God bless them all.
I~ 1952 we purchased a half section of land in

Corny Isaac
Born on September 13.1924 in Siberia, Russia at
a time when that nation was being threatened with
insecurity. In 1926 my parents Mr. and Mrs. J B.
Isaac decided that they with many other Mennonite
families would leave that beloved country in search
of a new home in a new land. Canada being their
destiny.
It was at Glidden. Saskatchewan. where I started
to attend public school. At the age of nine my parents
again decided to move to greener pastures. The Glenbush area looked promising and it was here where we
started allover again. (1933).
I can still remember those first days of school at
Marron. Our new neighbors, Alger and Floyd Travis,
were to be my guides as we walked through the bush
trails. up and clown the hills that eventually brought
us to the school. In my growing-up and youth years
we had a close and beautiful community life which
shall never be forgotten.
In due time while attending Rosthem Bible

Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Isaac celebrate 50th Anniversary.
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Bournemouth area. There '.,verc no buildings and 307
acres of bush . One hundred dollars down -- thanks to
the Glcnbush Credit Union and the people wholmst·
ed me for those one hundred ciollars. Again with the
help of neighbours such as Mr. Ben Wiebe, giving of
his time to help dig the cellar and to muve on the
hOLlse. etc. '+A/e soon had a house and barn and in the
fall of 1953 moved onto our own yard.
Those beginnings \vere quite a struggle at times
and yet it was a challenge that kept us going. In the
fall of 1954 we threshed no grain but we got SOllle oat
sheaves for feed. So we decided we could not lose
much by going north for the winter. We had two
children by then, Diane two and a half and Laverne
one and a half. Loading up our ked, a milk cow and
our belongings we took our two horses and headed
north up to Muskeg Lake in the Forest Reserve.
Martha had no small surprise when she saw that old
log shack about 12' x 16'. For it was here she would
be spending the next five months with the two little
ones. We took out a lot of lumber and posts that
winter and we both cons icier that to be an experience
of a lifetime.
In 1959 we moved to Glidden but it wasn't long
before we knew our heart was in the north land. In the
fall of 1964 we moved to the Glenbush area. We
bought the farm where our parents homesteaded on
and this is where we are living to this day N.E.
13-49·15. In our family we have two girls, six boys,
one son-in-law. Dennis and Diane Loewen are living
at L10ydminster where Dennis is a carpenter. Laverne
is farming in the Medstead area. Wayne is working in
the Saskatchewan Hospital in North Battleford. Dan·
ny is in his first year of nurses training at Ponoka,
Alberta. Ruth is working in the General Hospital in
Lioydminster. Elmer is taking his grade twelve in
Meclstead Central High and Mark and Glenn came to
us on November 6, 1978. They are our miracle boys
and a pride and joy not only to their mom and dad but
also to the rest of the family.
In closing could we just say a word of apprecia·
tion to all who made an effort to make this a good
community. But above all we want to thank the Lord
who is alive in the heavens and who loves and is
interested in each of our lives. It is Him we want to
continue to love and serve. God bless you all.

Back row. left to righl: Jacob J. Isaac Family, Mrs. Magda. Mr.
Jake Issac. Marhe's Grandma. seated, Helmut and Margaret.

First camping trip with Grandma and Grandpa lsaac, Jake,
Magda, Margaret. and Helmut

In ]LJS3 we moved onto the Ted Canning place at
Bournemouth, SW 9-49·13·3. There were no useable
buildings on this quarter, so with much work and
very meager means. the yard was gradually built up.
Our family consists of three children (by adop·
tion). Marlies who is married to Henry J. Patkau and
who is presently farming at Hanley, Sask. HeimUl
married Dorcas Hamm of Portage-la-Prairie. Manitoba. Helmut and Dorcas are presently in Quebec
doing Camp Work and Bible Teaching work under
Canadian Sunday School Mission. Margaret. the
youngest. is presently taking her grade twelve at
Rosthern Junior College. Her ambition is to become
a social worker.
Both girls have their grade eight music (piano)
and arc in demand as pianists in churches wherever
they happen to be. Their music teacher was Mrs.

Jacob J, Isaac Family
In 1951 Jacob married Magdalina Friesen who
was a displaced person as a result of World War ll.
We were married in Winnipeg where Magda and
her mother were working at the time. After the wed·
ding, we moved to what was known as the c.P.
Bailey place, three and one half miles north of Glen·
bush.
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Un i~,prd 20 they set out with all their belongings
loaded on a hay rack , pulled hy four horses. \vith a
COl.,," \valking hehind. The load included the parents,

rvkMurphy of lV1cdstead. We appreciate the contribution Mrs. McMurphy has made in the community
by teaching to so many young people. Marlies teaches piano, too.
We afe thankful to be able to Ii ve in this free
country, Canada. Also we are thankful for this community, especially the acceptance and support we
have experienced in the Mennonite Church.

Corny aged eight. Jake, five. and Keltie, eighteen
months. their sleeping quarters as 'vvc!l as uther
household goods. a pen of t\\/enty-fivc chickens.
feed. a disc and a \valking plow.
Jake recalls \'v'hen they had stopped for lUlK·h in
Kinelerslcy. He was sitting on this load with a slice of
hrcad in OJle hand and a piece of ham in tht~ other.
Some children
the to\vn gathered around. looking
at this strange sight.
Viith only five duibrs in his pocket. dad couldn't
possibly afford to have the \\:agon VI/heel fixed \vhen
it broke. Upon hearing of their plight. the blacksmith
at Wilkie offered to fix the wheel free of charge.

Mr. ami Mrs. jacob B. Isaac

or

Dad was born in ICJOI Mom in 1l)()2.
They were farming in the Glidden district. This
land didn't produce well. mainly because there was
so Iittlc rain.
In the wintcr of 1932-1933. Dad along yvith three
neighbors decided to go iooking for greener pastures. The four men set out in a Model T Ford,
heading north. finally arriving in l'vIarlill. Here they
met a friendly Doukhobor who drove them with
horses and a sleigh to the NE Y~-13-4t)-!5. Wading
around in about three ket of snow, dad surveyed his
prospective purchase. The deal was then made, with
a pair of Russian felt boots as payment for the Doukhobor's rights on the CPR quarter. Dad's newly
acquired land contained seven fielcls, which
amounted to twenty cultivated acres altogether.
To\vards spring of 1033 OLlr parents decided to
move to their new home to be. in the Glenbush area.

About halfway to North Baltleford, the cow
didn't want to go anymore. Corny the olclest child,
had to \valk behind and keep her going. His mother
being: in strange territory and not used to all this
bush, feared the Indians would come and snatch him

a\.vay.
When we arrived in North Battleford, it was
snowing. Dad met some friends who paid for a hotel
room for mother and the children. The next two
nights the hote! rooms werc given free. Dad was
allowed to keep the horses and cow at the stockyards,
also free of charge.
After spending a few clays with the Doukhobor
friends at rvlarlin. we set out once more.
Things were going welL and the family was one
half mile from their quarter, when they drove over a
rough svvampy area. A board on the chicken pen
shook loose and the chickens soon scattered about.
After Corny and .lake, assisted by their mother. managed to catch them alL we were soon at our destination.
Across the road allowance was a bachelor,
William Schmitz. He lived in a log shack about
twelve by twenty feet in size. He invited us to share
his horne that first summer. During this time dael
constructed a chvelling for LlS.
Our ne\\' home V/i.lS a dugout three feet underground and three feet above ground. This home measured about twelve by eighteen feet. with one little
winciow to the east. and was covered by a sod roof.
\iI/hen a slldden rain came. the \vater ran down the
steps into our house. sometimes six inches of water
gathered on the floor. That year rabbit stevv' often vv'ns

J. B. Isaac cutting oats in late forties.

on the menu.
For the follovv'ing \'linter the family moved into a
panly built house on the SE Yo of the same section.
!\110m had to plaster this house before we m.oved in.
During that v/inter, Dad went up north to make up
logs for our own house. Dad and Corny built our log

J. B. Isaac, first log house built in 1934.
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house in the spring of 1934. This two roomed house

measured eighteen by twenty-six feeL wIany a winter
evening was spent beside the wann glow of a coal oil
lamp and the cozy warmth of an air tight heater.
In the early years our church was held ill Avery
school. The family walked the two rniles along the
line fence. When the children got tired of \vaJking
they were carried on their parents' shoulders, Highlights of the year were the annual Christmas concert.
and Children's day with the free ice cream which we
all enjoyed,
The Mennonites knew a Jot of Gospel songs as
well as German and Russian folk songs from memory, We still recall driving with horses, while our
parents sang in harmony, one song after the other.
With a family living on every quarter a 1m of
visiting was done. Birthdays were celebrated in a big
way, There was a closely knit community life, If help
was needed, there were always neighbors ready to
lend a hane!.
With the arrival of Susan our family was COJl1plete, We four children got most of our education at
Marron School. located two miles west of our place,
Everyone looked forward to our annual Christmas

The D, P. Isaak farm in 1956 when they sold and moved to
Saskatoon.

severest winter ever In retrospect it is unbelievable
how the family survived, There was a small bunkhouse for Mr Hoepner about 10' x 12', his living
quarters when he came to work the Janel. We set up 11
tent close to the strawstack for sleeping Jake, Mary,
and Peter and myself. Mrs. Isaak, with Annie and
john, slept in that little shack or whatever you cal! it.
Snow was falling early in November. So we built oLir
lodging to take us through the winter. Two by four
rough poplars gave us the studs for a 12' x 14' frame
and also for rafters. Between the studs we nailed
short pieces of poplar The roof was covered with
poplar, the second CLit slab. By this time the ground
was frozen, We then set up a feed cooKer inside to
heat water. We picked the frozen earth, wet it with hot
water and mudded up the walls. A double bunk was
the sleeping place for the children, two boys on the
upper bunk, and the two girls on the lower bunK, My
wife and I had a single bed 39" x 6', the baby in a
cradle. An oildrum converted to a heater gave llS the
means to heat up the room. In the morning everything waS frozen solid, but wood was plentiful which
! hac! to saw by hand each day.
A team of horses and one cow we kept in u
granary. Dave Pauls took one miiking co\v and
Abrams took two for the winter. The rest of the horses
had to fend for themselves, As all this was close to
Henry Pauls, we were permitted to use their well
which was about ~O' deep,
We didn't want to go on relief. That was the main
reason we carne north. In the fall I worked for Mr.
Hoepner but how could you care for a family of five
when I only made one dollar a day by picking rocks,
He paid me ten cents a load Ithat is not ajoke) and he
wanted good loads, By cutting wood for Me Abrams
and hauling it to town 1 made another dollar a day. !
bought the N,EY,-SO-14-W3rd, down payment of
$25, and $9 per acre, So I hauled logs to build a

concert. Much time was spent in practising plays,

recitations and songs for this special night, when the
school would be filled to capacity with an expectant
audience, After June exams, we always enjoyed a
picnic, This consisted 01· ball games, racing, and of
course plenty of ice cream and soft drinks,
Today our parents are retired and living in the
hamlet of Glenbush, Corny, Jake and Katie are still
living in the area, Sue is married to Abe Klassen and
they are living in Saskatoon, The family consists of
Kim aged fifteen and Sandra aged thirteen,

History Of The David Peter Isaak Family
August the 15th, 1933, was a remarkable day in
the life of the family of Dave Isaak's, On that day we
arrived after a long journey of two weeks from Gilroy
to Glenbush, The drought in the south combined
with the dust storms and the plague of grasshoppers
persuaded us to leave our farm. We packed our belongings on a hayrack which we covered with carpet
out of our living room, Mrs, Isaak, as driver, with
five children on board and I on a box wagon loaded
with farm utensils, and a team hitched to a democrat
tied behind, We left the first of August. That trek
would be another story by itself This is supposed to
be our experiences in Glenbush.
From August 15 to November we lived on that
hay rack , I found a job threshing for Mr Hoepner
who had a half section south of Glenbush, without
buildings, He was a farmer from Waldheim, So after
threshing we set up our housing, Here began our
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David P.lsaak Family, 1953. Back row; left to right; Peter, Jacob, John, Helen, David, Leonard Harms, and Peter Arendt. Front row;
Annie (nee Born), Helen (nee Bartel), Mrs. and Mr. Isaak, Mary and daughters, Edna, Bernice, Annie.

house. Mr. Abe Friesen and boys hewed them. as
payment I gave them a steel wheeled wagon. So early
in the morning I bucked enough wood to last a day
and then drove north to get some logs which I dumped off at Friesens' place. The children rode to school
with the Pauls' boys. Thus we were settled for the

started to rain. So in a hurry j gathered the canvases
from the binder, nailed the short ones on the wall and
the platform canvas on the roof. Under such circumstances our daughter was born the 10th of March,
1934. We named her Helen.
In the middle of April we moved to our new
homestead northeast of Glenbush. Somebody had
erected a small shack and a shelter for the animals.
We broke 12 acres that summer. A roof was put on the
house. In 1935 we had a fence for our cattle and
horses. but the hard time was farfro111 over. We didn't
have enough hay for the coming winter. We had two
heifers. two yearlings. and three calves. which I sold
to Jack Harrison for $42 and had to drive them to
Medstead. In 1935. we. together with my Uncle John
Harder Sr. bought a breaking plow for $90. and as
our land joined we hitched our horses (each three)
together and started to work. Our goal- thirty acres
each. As my cousin, John Jr.. was also strict on time,
We reached our goal early in the season and now
began the backbreaking part - picking stones and

winter. May I mention just one experience to show
how tough it was. In the fall there was flour on sale
for $3 per hundred. 1 bought six sacks but the problem was to store it. We set them up beside the tent and
covered them with straw. At that time there was free
range. One morning as we came out, our flour \vas
scattered and one bag torn open. It was a miracle
indeed that all through the winter no one was sick.
not even a cold or cough. only sore feet from not
having warm shoes. Thus we felt the protecting hand
of the Almighty God and it strengthened our faith.
My wife was expecting a child in the beginning of
March. Spring came early that year of 1934. All of a
sudden the sun broke through and the mud on the
south wall started crumbling off, and more trouble, it
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roots. Today i marvel at Ollr perseverance. We had to

were aboLlt thirty-six children and the school \\ias
closed in January' and February in vic'.v of the coid
\vinter and the meagre clothing but that changed after
(,<vo y'curs. The help of the children v\'as needed at
home to care for the younger ones so their mother and
older ones could help in the field.
On Sunday" \ve gathered in the schooL had a
children's class and a short service. f was leading it.
After several years about half of the newcomers left
for British Columbia and as the farms improved \ve
joined the Glenbush church. This church was really
too srnall so an addition was huilt on.
\Ve had vel')' good neighbors. and one of our
closest neighbors for twenty-three years was E. A. C.
Davis. He was school secretary for many years. Let
us not forget all the benefits we have in this land of
ours. Freedom of speech and freedom of raith.

clear the bush first. 'The most heartbreaking was that

my wife had to pile anei burn bush. while the children
sat on the groLlnd and the mosquitos pestered them.
At that time we had no "OFF" or other chemicals.
Besides this worK. we rented Mrs. Smith's land. We
had a shallow well and that went dry the next year.
And for fi freen years! hauled \vater from Long Lake,
two rnilcs. until finally a dugout \-vas made at our own
expense. There was no help or grant. Thc cost \vas
over $300. We tried to dig a well. came to gO'. no
water. gave up. After a couple of years had a \vell
driller come. We set up close to the barn nut at 65' he
hit a big rock and gave up. The vv'ar prevented us frolll
getting dynamite. So he set the rig up over the well
we had and went do\vn about 116'. he had no more
pipe so quit. In the meantime we had nought the Jack
Holman half section and that \vell, 75'. gave somc
water and then went dry. We tried down by the slough
and at 14' he got water. That lastcd for a couple or
years. It is hard to fathom SLlch things as there is now
a well about 160' and supplies all the water for the
cattlc and the house. Our oldest son. Jake. is on the
farm now. He may write some of his experiences
when he took over. In 1939 we bought one-half
section from Jack Holman who moved to England. In
1951 I bought N.WY4-7-50-13 from Irvin Wiens.
Gradually the times improved and when we quit
farming in 1956 we had a debt free farm of four
quarter sections and a nice house. On account of my
wife's arthritis we moved to Saskatoon.

J. D, Isaak Family
I came to this north country from Gilroy,
Saskatchewan with my parents in 193.1 as a ten year
old boy.
We went to school in Avery for approximately
one month then to Hyde Park the winter of 1933-34.
April 12. 1934 my folks settled on the N.E.-1-50-14W3rd one mile south of the Carrollton School. Here I
finished public school. took grades 9 and 10 by
correspondence and grade Xl and grade Xli in Artichoke. the first high school in this area.
I worked for Alex Adler in the store in Glenbush
for a rew years. Then on June II. 1950 married Helen
Bartel of Glenbush. Mr. Adler sold the store in Glenbush so we moved to Mec!steaci for the winter of
I,!SO-51. Helen worKed in Mill's store while I worked
for the I.H.C. owned by J H. Harrisons.
We purchased a farm east of Cater from Jim
Herron and started farming in I'!SI and lived there
until October of 1956. Since Dad had to leave the
farm because of mother's health. they moved to
Saskatoon. We then rented his farm for it number of
years. later purchasing the same. Here we raised our
four children who all attended Medstead Central
School and all or them completing their grade XlI in
this schooL
Helen and I drove the Carrollton school bus to
Medsteacl for twelve years.
Bruce married tvlartha Guenther a Registered
Psychiatric Nurse of Hepburn. Saskatchewan. He
purchased the Joe Seidle farm in 1977 and they are
now residing and farming there.
Irene after completed high school and three years
at Bethany B iblc School is now completing her
fourth year of nursing in the University of
Saskatchewan in Saskatoon.
Clifford married Karen Siemens of Herbert,

We had seven children. They all got their elementary schooling in Carrollton SchooL then some went
to Artichoke. and some to Glenbush for their high
schooling:. Our youngest son is the only one not
married. he is teaching at Fort McMurray. Alberta. at
the present time. The others are enjoying life at
different places. lake is living on the home place, a
good fanner. Mary and Annie are living on farms in
the Glenbush district. Peter. a teacher, his first school
being Artichoke. is living in Saskatoon and teaching
at Walter Murray School. John. also in Saskatoon. is
employed at the lumberyard. Helen. a nursc. is working for V. O. N. in Saskatoon. I have 21 grandchildren
and two great grandchildren. Praise the Lord for our
wonderful family. spiritual anci education. Arounci
the Carrollton School there settled quite a group that
came from the south: George Penners. Peter Dicks.
Henry Krahn, Is~tac Friesens. Isaac Bergens, John
Harders Sf.. John Harders Jr.. Dave Letkc1llan, Aron
Froeses. The distance to the church in Glenbush
prevented us from attending the services, so we
asked the school board to allow us the use of the
schooL As the families were mostly young couples.
we had lots of school children. At that time there
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\Vc ha'v'e four children.
Ken ~.-, attending Bethany Bible institute.
Zelma, Cynthia and Tim gomg to schooi

SasKatchewan. CliffonJ finished tv.,.'u years at Red
River College in \\linnipeg. Karen took her nursing
in Grace Hospitai in Winnipeg. They' are no\V living
in Meadow Lake where Clifford is working as an
accountant and Karen is employ!ed as a nurse.
Emily after completing high school is at present
attending Bethany Sihle institute at Hepburn.

in

Saskatoon.

J. P. Isaak Story
by ,I. P. Isaak

Report for the Heritage Committee -

John D. Isaak

January,

1980
in October 1929, my wife Sara, our daughter and
I arrived in Germany from Russia \\.'i(hout a passport.
The German Consul ga\'c llS a one-year transit visa.
On March 3(), 193(), we arrived in Canada. For one

John Isaak grew up in the Carrollton district. He

later married Margaret Heinricks from the Avery
area. In 1960 we bought Mr. Hcinricks' farm that was
two miles south of Glenbush. We farmed for four
years then sold to Henry Werstroh. We moved to
Saskatoon.

year we lived in Arnaud, rv1anitoba, and then moved
on to Gilroy, in southern Saskatchewan.

During our stay in the Gilroy-Central Butte area,
I worked for a farmer. There were three years of crop
failure, of which 1933 was the worst year. The farmer
I worked for seeded about 6()() acres that spring. That
summer grasshoppers came by the billion. It was dry
and hot every day. The sun mercilessly scorched
almost everything. Whatever was left the grasshoppers finished - including the gardens and finally the
leaves on the trees. It looked like a desert. All wurk
stopped. The suml11erl'allow was black. At this time
we decided to go north to join many other people who

were looking. for greener pastures.
We arrived in Glenbush during the summer of
1<)33, shortly before harvest. Our moving was done
with a borrowed hayrack and a team of horses. All
our earthly possessions \vere loaded and one coy\, was
tied behind the rack. One of the neighbors also
moved SD we travelled together. My boss had an old
Ford car in which he took my wife and two children
to Glenbush, and left them at a friend's house. The
horse-dra\vn wagons arrived eleven days later. During harvest time I got ajob pitching bundles for $3.()()
for a long day. Dave LoC'wen, a man whom I had
known before, had just finished building a chicken
house out of logs. He permitted us to move in free of
charge so we had shelter for the winter. During that
first winter in Glenbush, 1 had a job cutting poplar

Mr. and Mrs. David P. Isaak. John Isaak, Margaret Heimicks,
Mr. and Mrs. Cornie Heinricks.

trees, at

.50 a day plus board. This was for six Jays a

week which gave me $3.00 a week. With this I was
able to purchase 100 pounds of nour.
As time went on 1 looked around to purchase a
quarter of land for myself and family, but money was
scarce. The next year I worked in different placespicking roCKS, cutting brush, trapping gophers for
which I was lucky to get up to $1.00 a day which was
paid by the municipality. One day, my friend Jacob
Klassen (he and his wife later got killed in B.C. in a
car accident), told me that not far from his place, on a
hill was a fox hole. There was a mother fox with six
young ones. Once in a while he had observed them.

Mr. and Mrs. John Isaak, children oldest to youngest: Ken,
Zelma, Cynthia, Tim.
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J. P. Isaak family picture.

started feeding them gophers and bush rabbits. During the night the mother fox came and called the
young ones but to no avail. We decided to catch the
old fox as well. One night we put one of the foxes in
the washtub, set traps around the fox hole. put the
washtub in the centre of the trap area. We secured
everything and left. Early the next morning we went
to find out what had happened. Masterminded fox
must have pulled on the tub and somehow managed
to free her dear baby and then disappeared with it.
Several days later we found another fox hole and
were sure the mother had moved into it. We set a trap,
and to our surprise caught the young fox.
From then on we fed the young foxes until they
were ready to be sold in the fall. We received $75.00
for them. That was a fortune for us. We each got
$37.50, so I was able to purchase my first quarter of
land in Canada - S.E. y, of 9-50-14-3d. The price
was $25.00 down payment and four years free. And
now the battle started - above the ground and under
He suggested that if we caught them, fed them until
fall and then sold them, we could make some money.
I was in agreement. After several hours of digging we
found all six young faxes. three reel ones and three
silverfoxes. We had a washtub ready, put them in and
covered them up. Jake Klassen had a log granary
which was not finished - just seven feet high walls
and the floor were done. We put the faxes in there and

the ground. They were hard years of clearing brush
and picking stones. The first 10 acres one of the
neighbors broke up with a McCormick Deering tractor. I had no money to pay. so to pay the bills of$6.00
per acre it was done with labor cutting brush in the
winter. Time went by and I had the chance to purchase the N.W. y, of 9-50-14. On it was a log house
covered with prairie shingles. not too watertight. and
we moved into our own house. and finally had our
own home. Daylight School waS V, mile from our
place. Slowly our conditions improved. I was able to
purchase a team of horses. In the winter 1 would haul
logs from the forest which was 15 miles north of our
place. At 5:00 o'clock in the morning I Was on the
road. Sometimes it was 35 degees below zero. It
would be dark by the time I arrived home. The next
day I would take the load of logs to town and receive
$4.00.
We had hard times but courage unlimited. Years
went by and crops got better. Our family increased in
size and the children grew up. Pioneer work sounds
nice when you read about it, but to experience it is a
different story. About in 1943 we were able to purchase a house in Glenbush and moved it to the farm
where it still stands. Gradually times improved and I
was able to purchase a threshing machine. so we
could do our threshing. My children have established
themselves in various vocations as foliows: one a
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farmer and reeve of the municipality Walter, one a
bus driver and Elvin a builder, two teachers Dave and
Erika. Dave was killed last year in a car accident.
Helen a nurse, and Victor an engineer.
'0/e sold Ollr farm to Jake Bargen and rnoved to
Saskatoon in May 1965.
We as a family attended the Mennonite Brethren
church in Glenbush.
One time 1 had an Indian man \\'orking for me,
piling brush. One day he approached me and asked if
he could have one of my daughters for his \vife. He
promised to pay taxes on my land for this favor. He
was serious in his request. I told him that my children
were not for sale. He could not understand this and
was disappointed.
Daylight school: Heating - A big barrel served
as the furnace. In the morning everything was ice
cold. It took hours for the school to warm up in the
winter time. For many years Miss MacIntyre was a
faithful, good, efficient teacher. Then various teachers came and went. One teacher found it difficult to
keep order. During the lunch hour the boys would go
chasing bush rabbits and would proceed well into the
afternoon. The marks were according. So the school
was finally closed. Daylight school served to create a
good community spirit. The mothers would take the
children on picnics. The Christmas program was
always a highlight.
When I arrived at Glenbush one of my neighbors
was Mr. Ben Nelson. He was unfriendly at first since
he felt that my cattle would take up some of the
grazing land. I proved to him that I had not corne to
take land away from him and then he became friendly. He planted rows of evergreens around his property. They are still standing today. Mr. Nelson also
made his own furniture.

The Walter Isaak's new horne. built in 1967.

Graduation 1979. Left to righl. Janice. Sharon (graciuate).
Walter. Wilma and Lyndon.

Our family grew, and so the neeo for larger accommodation. Thus \ve began construction on our
new home in 1966. By the time we moved in the
following year, we had three children.
In 1968, Walter was approached and encouraged
to become a candidate for municipal elections amL in
1969, he began his first term as councillor. Years later
reeve H.arms began contemplating retirement and
strongly urged Walter to become candidale for that
position. Thus, since 1978 Walter has served this
municipality as reeve.
Our family also is gro\ving up. Sharon graduated
from Medstead Central in 1979 and is presently in
nurses' training in Winnipeg. Janice and Lyndon are
presently attending Medstead Central in grades 10
and 8 respectively. Our family has really appreciated
being a part of this rural community and feel they
have enjoyed many benefits which arc exclusive to
rural living.
submitted by Wilma lsaak

History of Walter Isaak Family
Walter married Wilma Loewen in August, 1960.
We spent our first winter in Saskatoon, Walter employed as a mechanic and 1. as a psychiatric nurse at
University Hospital. As Walter was determined to
return to the rural community and farming, \ve
moved in the spring to the former Chris Borke farm ( I
mile north and 4 miles east of Medstead). This farm
had been vacated for a number of years and looked
quite desolate. We may not have been true pioneers;
but by today's standards we certainly were pioneers.
Electricity was our only luxury. We kept our threeroomed home warm with heat generated by the consumption of'endless armfuls ofwoocl. Sanitmion also
demanded endless buckets of water to be carried
from the rain barrel. The positive aspect of this life
style. we never had to call a plumber, nor a furnace
repair man.
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My Memories Of Medstead

inu in Vancouver and !~lIcr joined the Navv. He 1111.11"ric'-d a Prince Rupert girL 111::1 Montgomery~ After the

Thelma (Hedman) !sley
in the early days in lY1edstead district \ve had very
little money to spend. especially for entertainment:
so it meant if \VC wanted any interests to help take the,
"depression blues," away it had to be dune on our

war he was employed b}! the B.C. telephone company where h(: has vvorked for 30 years.

[ v'lurked at Essondalc Hospital Yor sorne years
and in 10'-}0 married a prairie boy from Sovereign,
Susk., John isky. '\fie have three children one boY" and
tvvo girls and seven granuchildren.

own initiative. This we did.
Many a good time \ve had sW'imming at Birch

Lake, taken there by my grandfather, S. Perry, in his
truck, each one chipping in 5c or J(k to help to pay
for [he gas.

Henry (Albert) and Liman Iverson
Henry Albert Iverson \vas born in Barnesville,

Then in winter there \vas our make-do skating

Clay County. Minnesota. on April 1.1. Ig82. His
parents, Henry M. and Sarah Iverson, had migrated
to Canada from Norway in around Ig66. Albert
moved to Rouleau. Sask. in 1915 and then to Robinhoocl in 1926 where he farmed on Sec. 2-50-16-W3.
Mr. Iverson passed away in July. 1934. and is buried
in the Robinhood Cemetery.
Mrs. Lillian Iverson, who organized the first
meeting of the Robinhooc1 Homemakers' Club in
1927. was teaching at the Robin School that year. She
also taught the following two years and part of 1930.
She moved from this area after her husband passed
away.

rink which was enjoyed by young and old alikc, with
hockey, broom ball and skating.
There was the fun of getting up "entertainments"
in the Medstead hall. We put on plays. musical
bands, singing. skits, etc.

Many a good ball game we had on the ball field
behind the little first school house.
Thanks go to Miss Aileen Conner. as it was
through her we girls were introduced to the Girl
Guide movement. Aileen was our Captain and Nellie
Walker was our Lieutenant. We met at Conners'
home every Saturday morning.
[n all these things we may not have had uniforms
or money to carryon: but what we lacked there. we
made up in enthusiasm and pure enjoyment.
The Girl Guide spirit still remains in our home.
Both our daughters have earned their Gold Cords. the
highest award in Guiding and they themselves are
both leaders in the movement.
We had some hard times: but I do think the
hardships left us with good values and we learned to
appreciate each other.

I came to Vancouver in 1937 where I joined my
Mother. Mrs. Hedman. and brother Perry. Work was
hard to get at the coast in those days but we got by like
many others from the prairie. Perry took his school-

Henry Albert Iverson.

Lillian Iverson.

Willie Iverson
Willie Iverson bought the SW-18-49-IS from
Helmut Ricter in the spring of 1935. Willie never
lived on this quarter. only used it for a stopping place.
He sold the quarter to Ben Gresdal in 1943.
At present Willie and his wife are living and
fanning at Menta.

Samuei Jabush

L. to R .. back row, Thelma Isley. Mrs. D. Baker. Girlie Hedman.
Mrs. Connor, each holding Medstead Herald. Front row: Bob
and Signe Isley. Aileen Connor's girl. Perry Hedman's wife and
son.

submitted by his family
In 1892 the Jabush family immigrated to Canada
from Russia. They settled in the Rosenfeld. Man586

In 1951 Dad retired from fannin!;;. They spent
their remaining years at Bc!hutte. Saskatchewan
where Inns! of the family !i'\/cd <.It that time. lv'lothcr
suffered a stroke and \\';JS partl:,.' IJara!yzcd the last
fc\\;' .years. She passed d\vay in 1062 and Dad a year
later.
The Jabush family' of seven girls and one boy
t:\/cIHuail y' made Jives or their own. Emi!y' passed

a\va;./ in 11)74. Tillie makes her home at Davidson
lvlanor. North 8att!crord. Julia married Alex Gatzke
in lS>35. After Alex passed avvay she has made her

Samual Jabush home, Glenbush, 1930,

home with her eldest daughter Liz lV1cKay in fV1ackcnzic, B.C. August is retired and lives in North

itoba district. where they farmed till 1900. then
moved to Greenwald. Manitoba. Here they farmed

Battleford. Nettie married Herbert Gatzke. thev
farmed at Belbutte then moved to Meds[cad. Herbert
has passed on. but Nettie still resides there with her
son. Helen rnarried Ernest Hein and they Evied at
BartheL SasKatchewCln. Following his death she
moved to Camrose, Alberta to be ncar her family.
Emma married Jim Marsh and lives at Sandwith.
Linda married John Gatzke. they farmed at Belbutte
then moved to Mcdstead and now reside in North
Battleford.

again but also did a lot of logging.
Here Dad. Samuel Jabush. met Justina Rosenberg and lhey were married in 190~. Four of the
couple's children were born here. In IlJIO. the urge to
move farther west came about so they moved to
Sutherland, Saskatchewan. This was quite a change
from the timbers and swamp lands of Manitoba. Four
more children joined the family. Their farming ex-

periences were much the same as everyone else's at
that time. They had good years and not so good
years. In 1921J Dad decided he needeclmore land so in
the spring at' that year he bought three quarters at
Glenbush. Saskatchewan. He lived on the SiI, of
5-49-14- W3rd. Then in July of 1929 he returned and
broke nineteen acres and put up a small building
which served as a house when all the family moved
there in 1930. That summer a new house was built.
more land was broken. and a lot of other things had to

[lave Jack
Dave Jack. a bachelor from Scotland. born in
1883. came to Canada to the Belle Plaine area near

Regina.
In 1929 he came to the Cater district when the
dust of the 30's drove him north. Dave was a fine man
with a great sense of humor. One of the oldtirncrs who
lived in the south wilh Dave. asked of him after he
had made his first trip to the Cater area in search of
land. '"What was it like in the north"" To which Dave
replied. "It's the hungriest damn country I ever
saw". However, he \,-vas to remain in this hungry
country for the next 36 years.
Dave. who was well known for his fun and

be done. Farming took up a good part of everyone's
time. but always time was found for visiting friends
and neighbors.

Sam and Justina Jabush. Golden Anniversary, 1952.

Dave Jack.
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gamc~, had a famous reply 10 any who spok,; to him
even if he \.vas unaware ()f who they \vcre. if they said
"Hello, Dave", he: \vnuJd. without hutting ml eye in
the best -Scottish brogue, rcpJ:':l, "!vir. Jack to :v'ou."
\Vhile in the Cater district he farmed the cast h~df
section 0-5\- J-t- \V .5rJ. 1-'-Ie tooI.;. ~m active part in
cummunity ailairs and \\"-1S one of th:: best livestock
men in the an-;~L his shorthorn ,-'attk and Clydesdale
horses were it pleasure to behold.
Dave soid to Henry Gossen in ]\)51, retired to Ihe
'v'il]age or tvh::dstead, \vherc he remained until his
death in April of 1965 at the age ur ~2 year.'i.

Gustav Jacobs Sin,]

slibmiHed
Erika Hm
in jlJ30 Gustav Jacobs immigrmcd to Can:.u:.la
from Gerrllany. For the first )"cur he \vorkcd for John
Kraft a farmer in the !ilky district. In 1931 he moved
to his ov/n farm in th..: Ciuyhirnc School DistricL
where he farmed until he retired nlld moved to the
Vjlla~e or Medskad ill 1{)5~. He pCls:)cd a\\'ay at the
age of 73.

Gustav Jacobs homestead, 1931.

The Jacques I<amiiy
Sarah and Henry Jacques lived in Berton-onTrent, England. They had a family of one giri and
three boys, Augustus (Gus). rviargareL Ernest and
Harry (Kelly). Gus. the oldest was a career soldier
and spent considcrahle time in India but the bulk or
his life was spent in the British bles. Sarah and
Henry died a year apart and left Margaret. Ernest and
Harry! orphans. Ernest fourteen years okL fvlargaret
fifteen and Harry' about six years of age. Dad and
Aunt ~Aargaret went to \vork and kept Han y in
school. Those days they worked twelve hour days
and seven days a weck. Vv'hen Dad and Aunt would
arrive home from work Harry wouid often be "missing" and the search would be underway to locate
him. A very popular song at that time was "Has
Anyone Here Seen Kelly" so as the searched con!

Bess and }(elly Jacques with their Model T ford.

tinuCLL Kclly, became his accepted title for the halance of his life.
Dad came to Canada in 1906 and I\1argaret or
Dt)lly as she was called and KeJly came out about
100<). Dad \.vorked for a year or two at Forrest.
Manitoba ncar Brandon and then took up farming
near Morden, Manitoba and after Kelly's arrival
from England he \vorked for Dad and neighboring
farmers until leaving to homestead at Hillside abollt
1912.
Dad went overseas \vith The Lord Strathcona
Horse Regiment from Winnipeg. and arrived hOnle
June, 1919. There were four of LlS in "Ernest's"
family. Mother died June 16. 1910 after an operation
for appendicitis, Dad packed the four of us ofY to
Keliy's homestead.
Aunt f\,1argaret lerr a job in \Vinnipeg. and came
to Hillside to heir care for us: Roy nine, Chuck eight
Eileen six and Nancy four and a half years or age.
Three of us attended Ward School. Friends made at
that time are still in touch frequently. and 1l1utualiy
enjoyed. Peggy Price was our first teacher at Ward
School. ! believe it would be 1920 that she left to have
her first child. Arthur. I think the teaching job was
taken over by Estelle Brousseau for a whde.
The winter of 1920 Dad. Ralph. Elum. Len
Bohrma and Ted Brosseau worked in "the bush".
and Bell,' sawmill at Meclstead. In the spring Dad
\\/cnt to Nc\v \Vestminster. B.C. The four of us followed at the end of September 1920. Dad re-married
September 2{), 1920 and a nc\v phase of our lives
began.

The old homestead was approximately thirty
miles north ofN,lrth Battleforcl.located on the NE V,
30-47-14 which was not easily accessible because of
the deep coulee \vhich rail through the property. but
the bottom of the ravine always provided an abuD-

later had another 'visit \vith Bess \\/hik she \\',,tS at that
iocat!()Jl. Bess visited us about 1075 h.:re at Christina. and niJt too lon.? after that she sC\;lncd to lose

t()uch vvitl! n.::aJiry, and i~ in a care home in B~l.t
deford. Kel! jived his life the \va y he v·/ailted to. the
.old homt:stead 'vvas his \\'orlcL and he envied no man.
i

The Jacobson Story
Pert and Jane Jacobson came to the Bournemouth
district in 1031, along v/ith their scven children,
MabeL lviargare[, Violet- Evelyn, CarL Andre;,v and
Dick.
They began [heir cnclc,:\'v'or i"nHn Shaunavon in :i
covered \\i!.lgon. They had a big tanL heing pulled hv
four hurses, holding their furniture and pcr~onal be~
longings. Behind this \vas a hay rack \'vitb a tent on itpulling a ~/lodd Tear. Follo;';l/ing close behind 'VI/cre
the family CO\\'S. On the side of the covered wagon

The house that Kelly built out of poplar logs, and lived in, with
alterations untii his retirement.

dance of water in a shaBoy\' \Nell which sometimes
was a rare commodity for some of the neighbors
during the elry thirties.
Kell and Bess left the homestead for three years
1926-29 and were near us at the coast. They' returned
to Hillside via Model T. ford. Bess was the chauffeur. Kell sat in the back seat with an old "Klaxen"
horn. which he operated at Bessie's command when
children or pets. etc. were on the roaels as they
approached. They made the long trip mostly on gravel roads without incident. The old car was driven into
the yard by the barn, anel to the best of my knowledge
was never driven again. It sat there for many years
and slowly disintegrated.
The home we shared at Hillside was of poplar
pole construction. and had a sod roof. There was a
fair sized kitchen·- living room area and two small
bedrooms with just curtains separating them from the
living area. At times of heavy rain the roof leaked
badly. and I can recall pots and pans of aii description
set out to catch the water that leaked in. In later years,
lumber and duroid shingles replaced the sad roof,
and a stucco job of sorts was applied to the exterior,
replacing the "cow manure" plasterjobs we did each
fall to chink the spaces between the poplar poles,
Kell was in mixed farming, raising some cattle,
chickens. pigs. etc. and growing feed for same. A
great philosopher and an ardent host to his many
friends. The entertaining of which was lllLlch mort
important to him than agricultural endeavor. Bessie
was chief instigator for entertainment during the pioneer years. Having no family of her own. she became "Aunt Bessie" to all the youth in the district.
being blessed with a genuine interest in all her neighbors' welfare. She worked beside Kell in everything
they did. putting up their hay, caring for their animals, or erecting a building.
They left the homestead I believe in 1967 ancl
moved into a basement suite in North Battlcford. We
visited them there just a couple of weeks before
Kell's death. I flew there for the funeral service and

Pete had printed" fV1eadow Lak.e or Bust. "

Peter Jacobson wilh his life-time papered Percheron stallion.

L. to R., Brian, Carl, Lorine, Dale, Debbie, and Larry Jacobson.
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He also made many.' trips [0 North Batt!erord
hauling wood and hay with a team.
Pete also excelled in leather work, he made liridlcs. harness and saddles. Perhaps his finest craftmanship \\/(:nt into the saddles he rnade for his
grandsons.
The children remember going to a picnic and
winning a bag of flour for having the biggest family
at the picnic.
Petc Jacobson died in 1967. Jane remains in good
health. living by herself in Vancouver.
All of their seven childrcn attended 'A/arc! SchooL
hefore going off on their own.
Mabel married Edgar [\-lluolin. The}' have t\VO
sons and two daughters. Mabel is a nurse at the
Shaumrvon Nursing Homc. l\;largaret married Adam

Carl Jacobson all hooked up to go out and seed his crop.

Travelling with the Jacobsons \vere the Fransons.
It was a long journey. taking three months to get to
Bournemouth. What a trip it must have been with
Pete stopping along the way breaking horses. At Red

Knouoaulk. '(hey h~!d three children, two daughters
and a son, who live in Yancou\'er. lVlargaret passed
away in 1970.

Pheasant, Carl remembers his dad buying him a
white mule.
In 1933. they moved to Ward School district.
Pete was a great horseman. He travelled around
with his Perchel'On stallion. When Carl was six years
old. he remembers sitting on the corral fence watching his dad break horses.
Times were very hare!. Jane took the grain right
out of the field. and ground the wheat by hand for
porridge.
Wool was washecl ancl dried. then Carl would
card it, and 1YIargaret would spin all the raw wool into
yarn to be knitted into socks. mitts. sweaters and
blankets. for everyone. Even the boys learned how to
knit.

Their home was made of logs. \vith a log floor.
Mabel remembers the days she spent haul ing

water with a team and stoneboat from Gus Carlson's
place. All the children took turns splitting wood
before skiing to school.
Pete was well known for his dressed lamb and
wool. selling much of it to Ferrie's butcher shop in
North Battleford.

Mabel Jacobson with new litter.

Margaret Jacobson spinning the wool tor winter clothing.
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his schooling at \,yard School. He v,.'as active in 4-H

Violet \vorked her way through schooL to become a teacher. She married Bill fV1cEvoy and hud
two daughters and a sorL Vi still tC<.lches at the Hutterite Colony ncar Roseto\vn.
Evelyn married Jim Harris. She has three sons.
They all live in Regina.
AndrC\v and his \vife, Doris. have two children.
He has a contracting business \'lith his son in VanCOllver. They have nne daughter, who also lives in
Vancouver.
Dick is a salesman in Winfield, British Columbia. Dick and his v.life. Anne have tV'iO children. a son
and a daughter.
Carl joined the army in 1943, and served umi!
1945, with the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders.
He fought on the front lines in Germanv."When the
war was over Carl came back home and married
Lorine Dirksen in September, 1948.
They started fanning on the old Degner place.
Carl bought section 20, and broke it up with horses
and 1.1 gang plow. Carl also cut and sold wood for
$15.00 a cord. He ran a threshing machine from 1953
to 1963. Both Carl's and Lorine's first car they
learned to drive, was a Model T.
Their winters were fun as they went visiting,
skiing behind a team and sleigh as well as a saddle
horse. They had good times as well as hard times. In
1957, Carl bought the Jack Barker farm, and this is
where they still live today.
Carl and Lorine had four children. Larry started

Beef. He became an uLlctioneer in 1969. Larry is nov/
nlanager of the Spiritvvood stockyards. His biggest
hobby is roping. He \von the C.C.A. championship
in 1977. Larry married Yvonne Godin, and they have
four children, Waele, Greg, Cory and Lori.
Brian went to school at Sandwith, Glenbush, and
Medsteael. Brian was also in 4-H Beef. His hobby is
bareback riding. He became a professional in 1976,
after winning the C.C.A. championship. Brlan became "Rookie of the World" in 1978. Brian married
Pat Godin and they have hvo daughters. Jcnifcr and
Crystal. Brian kept up his interest in cattle and lives
on a ranch ncar Glenbush.
Dale went to schoo! at Sanchvith and Glcnbush.
He was active in the Lighthorse division. Dale's
hobbies are fishing and hunting. He also enjoys
hockey as \vell as farming. Dak married '0lencly
Cross, and they have a baby girl, Jody. Dale farms
with his dad and they live on the home place.
Debbie attended school in Sandwith, Glenbush,
Medslead and graduated fmm Spiritwood High in
1976. Debbie was active in Lighthorse. She was also
a Brownie and Girl Guide. She eniovs skiing and is
an avid rodeo fan. She is now worki~o in R;d Deer
Alberta, at Mitchener Centre Hospital.
'

The Jamerson's
hy Freda (Jamerson) Ellis
First Negro family to homestead near Glenbush
on the S.w. 4-50-13-W3.
Mr. Frazer Jamerson was born in Anderson
County, Texas. He came to North Battleford as a
young man and married Elnora Jackson in 1932. His

Brian Jacobson competing in the Canadian Rodeo linals at
Edmonton in 1978 where he placed fourth in the bareback
riding. That same year he won "Rookie of the World" Award in
the same category.

Freida Jamerson wedding. First colored people's wedding in
Belbutte church.
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only things saved were a revv' mugs and the north \vall
of the building. We \verc graciously taken in by
neighbours as all we had were the clothes on our back
and a few rags. frozen to the clothes-line.
When news of the disaster spread, people carne
from miles around with halves ofbcef, 100 lb. bags of
Hour, sugar, rolled oats, potatoes, boxes of clothes _.enough for everyone as well as Christmas baking and
Christmas presents for everyone.
The neighbour men got together and moved a
donated grain bin onto our farm yard, donated their
time and material and made it a comfortable house
for us for the remainder of the wimer. Three weeks
after the fire we were home again. That's what we cal!
REAL NEIGHBOURS - for a child orjust fourteen
these are things that are hard to forget.
Mr. Jamerson owned and operated his own sawmilL and so the following spring more was added to
the house. And this was the first that the Jamerson
family got to live in a lumber home.
First Negro wedding was Freda, the oldest
daughter, married in the Belbutte Church in 1956 to
Reg Ellis, a negro boy from Provost, Alta. district.
Three children live in North Battleforcl, I am a nurse.
Shortly after this, the Jamerson's moved from the
farm to the town of Glenbush, where they resided till
the death of Me Jamerson in 1958. Orville and
Munroe both own homes in Edmonton, and they own
and operate their own moving and hauling business
in Fort McMurray. Leon owns an acreage near Clear
Water, B.C. and owns and operates his own cedar
shake mill. He trucks his shingles and lumber to all
parts of Saskatchewan. He has brought several loads
to North Battleford, Saskatoon and Regina, and has
more on order.
Oadie, the youngest boy is the only boy married,
common labour man with a wife and five children.
They live in Edmonton,
Doris, the youngest girl, is married with five
children also. She lives in Prince Rupert, B.C. and is
a house-wife.
Mrs. Jamerson re-married shortly after the death
of Frazer. She moved to Edmonton only to finish
raising a family of nine (Fords), some of whom
turned out to be boxers, secretaries and plain old
house-wives.
Her second husband died in 1978 and she remarried for the third time in 1979. She married Mr.
Romeo Dewards and they spent the winters in Los
Angeles, California, and the summers on their farm
home at Athabaska. She enjoys all the conveniences
of a city home on their farm: however they still do a
lot of travelling.
The Jamerson Homestead, S. W. 4-50-13-W3, is
still owned by the Jamerson family. It is the first

Fraser Jamerson's family. Back row: Fraser, wife Ora, Mr.
Ojerielt and a friend, Freida. Middle row: Orville, Munroe.
Front row: Leon, Odie, Doris and unidentified.

oldest daughter, Freda, was born at the Notre Dame
Hospital in North Battleforcl in 1933.
When the depression hit the city and jobs for
young men became impossible to find, Me. Jamerson
and his family moved out and took up a homestead in
the Glenbush area in 1934.
Me and Mrs. Jamerson's oldest son, Orville was
born in the Glenbush district in 1935, with the aid of a
mid-wife called "Nurse Gordon". Mrs. Gordon
hved one mile east and one anc! a half miles south of
what is now known as Glenbush. Her husband's
name was Orville. As the years went on three more
sons and one more daughter were added to the Jamerson family. They were named Munroe, Leon, Oadie
and Doris, all born in Rabbit Lake Hospital. These
children took public school at Artichoke and high
school in Glenbush and Belbutte. Mr. and Mrs. Jamerson were very hard workers but they seemed to
always have time to take an interest in the community
in which they lived.
They cared for foster children, were active in the
Community Rhythm Makers, served on the School
Boare!, were members of Orange Lodge at Sandwith,
Little Buffalo Homemakers, as well as the 4-H Club.
We got our mail at Little Buffalo Post Office till it
closed. The Jamerson's attended church regularly
and were members on the Board at the Belbutte
Church.
Mr. and Mrs, Jamerson's family were very close
and they would often say, that they had to attend
church - this was the only way to keep" Body in
motion and MIND intact."
On December 19, 1945, Mr. and Mrs. Jamerson
attended a Christmas concert at Carrollton School. It
was one of the coldest nights of the year and when
they returned home, fire had taken their log home,
Neighbours had gathered to fight the !lames, but the
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Art farmed \vith horses in the beginning. \ve
milked nine cows, then he would drive the school

homestead to be approved by BLj~CK people in the

Glenbush area and the family still visit the farm each
summer.

bus, return home and start seeding again. Harvest
time was the same.

Mr. and Mrs. Jan Jansen

I would make 20 loaves of bread twice a week.

by Hille'li Byl
~ Me and ~rv1rs. Jan Jansen, and iheir grandson,
Klaas By!, came to the Robinhood district in 1933,
settling on the N.E. V,-21-4lJ-16.
Th~v came from Holland in the spring oj" 1929.
coming' first to Cabri. Sask. then in 1933 to this
district.
fV1r. Jansen \vas a bricklayer in his native Holland:
ho\vcvcr. hy the time he came to Canada, he \vas

There was always lots of v.lashing to do.
Georgia GaiL born October 28, 1948, married

Glenn D;\vies June 3. 1967 in [he Meclstead Elks'
Hall. They have two children. Shannon (eleven), and
Darren (nine). and jjve in Hinton. Alberta. Glenn
works in the bush mound Hinton.
John works in community pastures and so does
Rov.
'John was born September 10. !9S0. Roy on February 15, 1952. Valerie was born December! l. 1952.
and ;vorks in Hinton. Alberta for the past three years.
Connie, born December 20. 1953. married Murray Mann and lives at Pleasantdale. Saskatchewan.
They have three children, Shawn (five) Clay (two),
and Sherri Lvnn (nine months) old. Murray and his
brother own; construction outfit. Arthur Blake was
born Mav 24,1956 and passed away August 14, 1974
in an aut;,mobile accident. Dale was born August 20,
1957, and works for Dietz Oil Drilling of Spiritwood
at present. Judy was born May 1,1959, lives in Prince
Albert with Danielle (four), and Derek (nine) month.
Percy was born May 22, 1961, works for the
C.P.R. in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Denine was born June 12, 1964, lives with Connie , and -goes to school in Pleasantdale, Saskatchcwan.
Art passed away March 6, 1972, so we sold the
farm home to Fred Steinhardt and moved to Spiritwood, Saskatchewan.

retired.

Mr. Jansen passed away in 1934, and Mrs. Jansen
in 1936. They are huried in the Robinhood Municipal
Cemetery.

The Art Janzen .Family
Art and I (Vera RambZ,) were married February
16. 1947. It was a very cold. clear Sunday.
Our first home was a small log building five miles
east and one and one-half miles north of Medstead.
Then we bought and moved to Herman Janzen's
place.
Drieschners lived one mile north of us, along
Highway No.3. Mr. Harder lived south of us. Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Bryce to the east, and a mile west
was Fred Steinhardt.
Art drove the school bus when Georgia started
school in '54 or '55. In the spring the roads were so
bad, Art would have to leave the bus at Slim Gamble's and he and Georgia would ride the horse, back
and forth morning and evening in the spring time.
Geornia
would be so stiff and sore from the rides.
e

Henry Janzen
Henry Janzen and his mother Margaret Janzen
moved from Swift Current to the district in the fall of
1949. They bought the farm from Frank Friesens who
moved to Manitoba.
After a June wedding in 1950 Margaret
ISawatzky) joined them on the farm. Henry went
north to make lumber in 1953 and in the following
year replaced the log house. They have farmed grain
and eattle up to the present time.
In the next thirteen years they had six children,
fi ve boys and one girl.
In November of 1966 they bought Jake Krahn's
farm (who moved to Saskatoon) anel made the move
back to a log house. In 1969 they built another new
hOllse.
Margaret Janzen (Henry's mother) who lived
part-time on the farm passed away in 1973.
At present the oldest three children are married.
Ernie, Lora and children, are living on the Jake

The Art Janzen Family. Back Row. L. - R. John, Dale, Connie,
Judy. Roy. Valerie. Arthur (Jr.). Front Dennine, Vera. Art and
Percy. Missing Georgia.
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Hoffman farm vli'hien they bought. Larry, Sharon,
and son, arc also rarmill~ in the district. Ericka
(Ricky), and \\/ayne, are employed in Saskatoon.
Donald and Roland at present arc ·working in North
BattlcCord. Gordon is attending rV1cdstcad High
School.

\Vt:: have four children listed bclo'vv:
Juiie - August 16, 1947, housewife. married to
Victor Klassen: one daughter, Ronny
2l)6XR Camelot Avenue. Mt. Lehman. H.C.
8ill- January' 2, !050. construction, married [0
Janet Zacharias: t\\/o boy's, Chad Clnd Daryl - 2663
Argyle Avenue, Kamloops, B.C.
Grace -.~ December 26, 1953, hOllsev/ife, married to Dan Hutchinson: two girls, Cherie and Trilla
-_. 326n Bob Cat Drive. Mission. S.c.
James ._.- January' Y. 1057, construction. married
to Doris Buh!": one bu\', Justin - 25Sl3 rVloorland
Street. ClearbroOK. H.C.

Hislm'y of the Jacob J. Janzen .Family
Jacob J Janzen, born May 12. lY23, dnd Tinu y\/.
Reinke. born April 13. 1924. were married August
IC). 1945. and lived Oil the quarter section one and
one-half miles south of Glenbush. I had purchased
this land from Dad. Avery School was situated on the
south vvest corner of this property. \Ve lived there for
almost two years. then sold to Jake Dyck and moved
to British Columbia. We bought twenty acres on
Ross Road and made a little farm out of it. sold that in
1971 and moved onto a lot in Clearbrook. I took on
construction work in 1949. and that is what! am still
doing.

History of Ihe John Janzen Family
submitted by Katie Baerg ami Mary Pare;
John and Justina Janzen (Friesen) found times
very trying in Russia. In May, 1924. they with their
two smal! children, Anna. burn March 19. 1021: and
Jacob. born May 12. 1923; left Russia for Canada.

Tina Janzen in front of their first house.
Filling cracks with mud getting ready for winter.

Left to right: Mrs. Tina Janzen, Jake Janzen, Dorin and
James, Grace and Dan, with their two girls, Irena and Cherie,
Romay beside her mother, Julie and Vic, Janet holding Chad
and Bill standing behind.

Back row: Mary, Clara, Erna, Anna, Jacob, Katie, Mr. and Mrs.
Janzen, George.
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divided into four rooms vv'hich served as bedrooms
and the smaller one \vas used as the kitchen.

They did not know what the future would hold.
Things could not be any worse than the}' \verc in
Russia.
They arrived at Eigenheim in July and found
work at A. Friesens. They were treated as part of the
family. Mr. Janzen helped on the farm and earned
five doliars a month plus room and board. February
17. 1925. Erna was born.
From here they moved to Waldheim and worked
fm Mr. Unger. Here Clara was born August 13. 1927.
In November of 1927 they moved to Glenbush
where the C.PR. was offering land to settlers. There
were a few families there already. At first they lived
together with Julius Klassens. Times were very hare!.
but they were finally able to buy a cow and some
chickens. One of the working horses broke a leg so
they had to kill it. Mrs. Klassen and Mrs. Janzen each
took one of the hind legs for meat. They made one
mealllut of it. but found the meat too sweet for their
liking.

Mr. Janzen bought Jog \vai1s from a widower
whose wife had died before he got to finish the
house. These vv'crc nlovcd to the farm and \vith these

the}' built a five bedroom, t'l/,,'O store}' house. They
moved in, in November. 1942.
A fe\\" years after Janzens moved to G lenbush,
Mr. Janzen's sister and family (Drrvid and Helen
Isaak) also moved to Glenbush. Some of our highlights were spent with them. \Ve vvould alway's get
together at Christmas and Easter. At Easter the Llthers woulcl hide colored Easter eggs while we children were indoors with the mothers. They made sure
nobody pecked out the windows. What fun to see
who could find the most colored eggs,
Every SUIl1mer we tried to spend at least one day
at Meeting Lake. We had a picnic and the men tried
their luck at fishing. We usually went on Wednesday.
In the afternoon. A. Friesens from Rabbit Lake
would join us. He always closed the hardware store
on Wednesday anernoons.
After Mr. Janzen's death. the farm was sold to our

During the winter Mr. Janzen went to cut logs to
build a house of their own. This house was built one
and one-half miles south of Glenbush. It had four
rooms downstairs and two rooms upstairs. Every fall
the cracks had to be filled with mud and straw. The
mattresses were straw filled. which could be very
uncomfortable. They had to be refilled every fall.
The Janzens had three more children; Mary. born
May 24. 1929; George. born September 24. 1931;
and Katie. born December 18. 1934.

good friends and neighbors. Dave Loewens.

Mrs. Janzen. George. and Katie moved to Winnipeg. Erna and Mary were already there.
August. 1945. Jacob married Tina Reinke;
November 1947. Anna married Peter Wiebe and
Clara married Henry Schmidt; August. 1953. Mary
married Horst Parei: June. 1956. Erna married Peter
Janzen; April. 1957. George married Helen JaJ17.en:
September. 1964. Katie married Jacob Baerg.
Mrs. Janzen lived with Kati" until Kati~ 's marriage, She then rented a suite. The last six years \V'cre
spent in a low rental Senior Citizens' H(;me where
she had a very nice suite. On June 6.1977. she died
very suddenly of a heart attack.
The Janzen family is spread quite widely across
Canada. Anna and Jacob in British Columbia. Ern"
in Ontario, Clara in Saskatchewan, Mary, George,
and Katie in rvlanitoha.

Mr. Janzen had to clear the land. The trees were
uprooted by horses. One day a tree swung around and
hit him in the neck. Doctor Storey was called out. He
was sick with the flu but came out anyway. Because
he was ill himself. he lay down in the bed and Mr.
Janzen had to sit on the tloor. Doctor Storey then put
the neck back in place. He said if that had not been
put back. he would have lost his eyesight.
Mr. Janzen learned his English together with
Anna when she started school.
No matter bow tough things were. they always
found time to worship. At first the worship services
were hcld in the homes. but lateran they were held in
Avery School. They were eventually able to build a
church of their own. Mr. Janzen was called into the
ministry. He served the congregation until his death.
He died July 22. 1953. Often there was only one set
of clothing which had to be washed and ironed for
Sunday.
They bought Gordons' place. The house was bigger and also close to the lake. It was just not meant to
be that they should move into that house. It burned to
the ground.
They built two granaries. The bigger one was

The Martin Janzen Family
We arrived in Mccbteaci in mid-March of 1956.
That \vas the winter of heavy sno\.\/ storms and
blocked roads Vv'ith many communities isolated for
weeks at a time. On one of the occasion,s. probably
early April. I recall returning to Medstead by passenger train from North Battleforcl as the only means
of tmvel. In several places the train passed through
cuts in snow banks higher than the train. Also. the
passenger ca[ was an old timer with a coal fired stovt.:
for heat. I was Secretary Treasurer of the Medstead
School Unit until December. 1963, when we moved
to Wilkie.
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In spite of limited general facilities, we very
much enjoyed the social life of the community. They
included involvement in curling, square dancing, the
Legion and Mary's involvement \vith Anglican
Church worK and Sundav School classes.
It may also be of interest that I \vas a "printers
devil" (actually vvorking part time \\'hile taking high
school), working for Ambrose Stock at Mcado\v
Lake when the weekly newspaper "Meusreaci Herald" first began publication in the late 193(),s. Probably about 193R. I also recall that Mr. Waldo Hoge was
the correspondent _._. editor -'" business agent for this
weekly paper at iY1cdstcad. I helieve he \vas manager
of the Beaver Lumber Co. at rv1edslcad at the time.
Since I left printing to join the RCAF in 1942 and
ciidn 't return, I have no idea how long the Mecisread
Herald continueci publication.

Mr. and Mrs. Lenard Jesse and their three sons, Todd, Shawn
and Kent.

Fred W. Jeans - NE-33-50-13. Born in Essex,
England, a butcher by trade. Paid $iO.()() homestead
fee in 1913 but cancelled in July 1922. Enlisted and
became a staff sergeant in the Canadian Armed
Forces, dischar!,ecl June 19, 1919.

farm 10 miles north of Maiclstone in the Devalley
School District where Leonard continued school.
After leaving school he remained on the farm for
several years before taking: employment at various
things at Baldwinton, and Mendham Saskatchewan,
Medicine Hat Alberta, LashbufI1, and Regina,
Saskatchewan.
I (Margaret Surridge) was born at Moosomin,
Saskatchewan. I received my elementary schooling
at Woocileigh school and my high schooling at
Wapella. Saskatchewan. [ graduated from Regina
Grey Nuns School of Nursing (now Pasqua Hospital)
in 1962, and continued to work at the Grey Nuns
Hospital until 1966. Leonard and I were married in
1964. Our first son Shawn was born in 1966, Tbdd in
1969 and Kent in 1972.

George Jennings
Arter the Henry Puffs left the Medsteacl district
George Jennings bought NV, of Sec. 18-50-14 ancl
farmed for a few years.
He seemed to be a shy, quiet fellow, but proved to
be a very good neighbour to the Perry family during
the 1918 flu epidemic. He would come daily to do the
chores and see to things.
He played the mandolin we.ll and one winter the
the neighbours decided to get up a Coon Concert.
I remember George taking part in the concert and
his mandolin music really scored a hit with the au(hence.
He left the Medsteacl area to farm elsewhere.
There he lost an arm in a hunting accident.
He moved back to his same farm at Medstead
some years later.
He passed away here and is buried in the
Medstcad Municipal Cemetery.

Ted and Gladys Jesse and Family
as written by Ted and Gladys
I. Ted Jesse, eldest child of Me and Mrs. lim
Jesse, was born October 24, 1930 at Fox Valley,
Saskatche\van where my father was farming. !n ]934
due to the drought and dust storms the family pulled
up stakes and moved north to Bald'vvintoll o
Saskatchewan. I received most of my education in
Baldwinton vvhcre Dad owned and operated a garage
and blaCKsmith shop. After leaving high school!
spent the next four years working bet\veen farming
and in the gold mines in Ontario and B.C. In 1952 !
moved with the family to a farm north of Maicistone.
Mom and Dad nov," had a family offour boys and rive
girls.
I found employment in a garage in l"viaidstone
where I worKed for three years, then I spent a short
time \vorking in the iumbcr yard before becoming
employed by Campbell Power where! worked till
1957. During this time! met Gladys. In September

Leonard Jesse Story
by Margaret Jesse
Leonard and I (Margaret! Jesse ami our three
sons moved to Medstead in February 1975 from
Regina to join Ted Jesse in his trenching, plumbing
and heating business. Leonard was born at Baldwinton, Saskatchewan in February, 1038. In 1941 he
moved with his family to Geralclton Ontario returning to Baldwinton in 1944. He startee! to school later
that year. In 1950 the Jesse family moved again to a
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in Kinsmen and Kincttcs. \fI/e both worked on the
Silver Lake Re~ional Park \ivhiie it \vas being dc-

\-!eloped. Ted W~-;<..; also on the research commin;e for

Pine Lodge. This project vv'as cornpJdcd after \Vi.: kft
Maidstone. in the spring of 1065 vve decided that ViC
would have to get more land or make a muve. W"ith
land not bein2 too available \ve decided to gO into
another busin~ss. April the 10th, 1965 \ve rn;-de Our

moved to rvledstead where ViC purchased the Luckv
Dollar Store from my uncle Viilf Burkett. YNe lat;r
changed to a Shop Rite Store and Ted started doing
custom meat cutting.
In August 1966 our son Ronald joined the family.
The hOllse We were living in was'vcrv cold so v~'e

decided to build our own hol11c . Novc;nber of 1966
c

Ted Jesse Story. Back row: Jackie and Ronald. Front: Trudy,
Gladys, Ted, Wanda.

saw us moving intG our horne which we had built on

the former Henry Kahllots. By this time Ted was on
town council and they decided that Medstead was
badly in need of water and sewer. On September 19,
1967 after much work and planning the first trench-

19571 returned to the farm and started driving: school
bus and working: with Dad. ! also bought a small
house and had it moved onto Dad's farm.
On November 9, 1957 Imarriecl Gladys Burkett.
second daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Burkett of
Livelong, Saskatchewan.
L Gladys Burkett was born June 19. 1937 on a
farm at Carruthers, Sask. I received most of my
public schooling at Formly a little country school
from which I have many fond memories. During the
school term of 1953-54 I went to school at the Battleford College and took my Grade 9. My parents
boarded me at the United Church rooming house for
girls. in July 1954111Y parents moved to Livelong. Up
to this time my dad had been working for George
McLean at Carruthers but had now bought land of his
own. For the school term of 54-55 I worked for my
room and board at a Cafe in Livelong and took my
Grade 10 in Livelong High. In August 1955 ! went to
Maids tone and for the next two years I was employed
at the Coffee Shop in Maidstone. While working here
I met Ted and we got married in the fall of 1957. We
moved into the two room house Ted had moved onto
his Dad's farm.
In 1958 our first daughter Jacqueline joined us.
Then in 1961 we were blessed with our second daughter Trudy. As the girls grew we found the need to
build onto our little house so we added three rooms
onto it in 1963.
We lived on the farm for seven years. During this
time Ted spent three years driving school bus. We
then bought a V, section of land which we farmed
while working with Ted's dad. Ted also did odd jobs
to help make lanel payments, He drove fuel truck and
backhoe and he also started doing bits of plumbing,
While living on the farm we had made some very
good friends and we spent many a Friday night at one
home or the other playing cards. We were also active

ing was started in town. It was also on this day that

our daughter Wanda decided to join our family and
make it complete, Now with the water and sewer in
town Ted decided to put his previous training to
work. He left me to run the store, bought his first
backhoe, and started plumbing in Medst~ad with the
help of his friend Bob McEwen of Lash burn. He went
to Plumbing School and received his journeyman
papers in 1971. In 1973 we built a plumbing shop in
Medsteacl. Up to this time the store basement had
served this purpose.
I continued to operate the Shop Rite till July 1976
at which time we sold it to Klaas and Jane Knot.
January 1980 sees us still in the plumbing business in
Medstead. ! help in the shop and do the books. Jackie
has completed school and is employed as Secretary at
the Battleford's Provincial Park. The rest of the children are in school in Medstead. We have many
friends in Medstead and area and have enjoyed living
here ami hope to continue to do so.

Alber, and Emmie Johllson
Albert and Emmie Johnson immigrated from
Sweden in 1911 to the Canwoocl district. In 1929 they
filed on S.EY, 24-50-13. Albert built his own house
as well as one for Ernest's widow and family. Albert
worked in Bell's mill 1929-30. They kept cows and
shipped cream. He broke a lot of the surrounding
land, doing: custom clearing and breaking for neighbors. They had two sons Fritz ancl Freeman. Fritz
died while here ancl Freeman married Alice Poore.
They had one son Alvin before they left for Langley,
B.C. and another son Raymond and a daughter Violet later on, Violet married Meinhardt Witle ancl they
have two daughters, While in Langley and later
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Williams Lake they were in the logging business.
Albert. Emmie and Freeman are all buried at

to work in Prince Albert. This we did from ISl08 to
1909. In the spring of 1910 we decided to find a new
location, as the rail way was going to be built from
Prince Albert to Big River. This naturally took away
open range for our stock, and hay lands were getting
taken up. We finally settled 12 miles east of what is
Medstead now. at a little lake known as Cooner Lake.
The nearest neighbor \vas Mr. Perry, nine m'ilcs \vest.
There was just an Indian trail to Witcheknn Lake,
some 25 miles away.
At Witchekan Lake, there were two ranchers Mr.
Dhiel on the east and Mr. Crow on the west side. It
took the rest of the year 1910 to move from Sheilbrook and get buildings and corrals put up.
Settlers began to corne in 1911. In the spring of
1918 my partner Mr. Le Feuvre got married, so we
decided should one of us marry, the other would
move out. We each had our own stock, my brand was
F-J on the left hip.
In the fall of 1918 myoid friend E. W Power

Williams Lake.

Memories of I"nmk Johllsoll
A Story (ill part) as !old to Mrs, lH. Short in 1956
lleft England for Prince Albert, Sask" April 2.
1908, on the Dominion Line, from Liverpool to
Halifax. On arrival in Halifax everything was of
interest. especially the coaches, and engines with
their large bells on the top.
The colonization cars were not toO comfy, \virh
board bunks let down by t\ly'O chains to sleep on at
night. These cars ran as far as Winnipeg. From
Winnipeg to Prince Albert I realized the vastness of
the western prairies. Finally we arrived in Prince
Albert the day before Gooci Friday. I stayed over the
holiday then had to locate the mail driver going out to
the Shellbrook district. my final destination was Le
Feuvre's ranch on Little Goose Lake, almost ten
miles from the present town of Shcllbrook.
There was no bridge across the river at Prince
Albert at that time, and the ferry was not running as it
\vas spring and the ice was not all gone. So the
mailman Mr. Inkester, borrowed a rowboat and
rowed across with his mail. I joined him on his return
trip. The following day Mr. Inkester returned to
Shellbrook Post Office. kept at a farm, run by Mr.
McLaggard. There was a blacksmith Shop, run by
Mr. Pringle, a small store owned by Miss Mcintosh.
This was ShellbrooK in 190~.
I finally got a ride to Le Feuvre's ranch with one
of his neighbors. It was arranged that I should take
care of the ranch in summer and Mr. Le Fellvre went

(Teci) came to see me. He hact come home from the
war that spring. He asked if I would go into partnership with him. He had gone into partnership with
his brother-in-law, Hewson. They had bought out
Charlie Round's ranch 10 miles north of Belbutte. In
Big River forest reserve. they had put up 320 tons of
hay and were ready for winter. When Hewson got a
telegram saying his father was very ilL come home at
once. His father was Hewson of the Woollen Mills in
Truro, Nova Scotia.
So I bought out Hewson's share of hay and machinery also the hay lease. This was 1918. that dreadful year of the flu. Hundreds died, some families lost
2 or 3.

Frank Johnson pioneer and Renfrew Stove Salesman, 1941.
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\Ve needed more cattk so Ted Power and I and his
brother Jack took two saddle horses and a wagon and
started for Battlefon.1 75 miles u\vay. 'Vic bought t\VO
carloads of cattle and got back to North Battleford on
Christmas Eve. \Ve turned the catt1e out on the river
flats, it was a \varm winter no snow till New Year's

also extended to di'v'ining watt.'r \vith a crotchcd
\vil!ow or crov,:bar. and h(: soon became invoivcd in
digging \vatc:r wells. l\·1~1l1).' a \vcl! in the Mcd;;tead,
Catcr. Gknbush area was brought into existence by
Car] Johnson. \V. ller. however rel11uined elusive on
his own farm, ,-1lld even the milk cow hdd to be driven

Eve. We spent Christmas day with the May family
then started to drive the cattle [0 the ranch 75 miles
way. We arrived back New Year's Day.
In the spring we moved our cattle: about 175
head. There was four of us, Ted Power, George Bartrop, Ralph Marchildon and myself with the cattle.
We had a wagon and camping outfit and five saddle
horses. We made camp and had supper, two went on
herd duty. A big wind came up. There had been
smoke in the air all day in the west. Suddenly the
wind changed and blew directly from the west. Then
we could see flames. In 110 time the fire was UpOIlUS.
I don't know how we did it, but somehow we man-

half a mile to drink!
Next he obtained a threshing outfit and spent
many Clutumns ·'bringing in the sheaves', In b(:t\\'een
other activities he farmed and humed.
Life for Car! \\:as all adventure and he !i\icd each

day as it came. Then one spring day in It)6~. he laid
c!tnvn for a nap and peacefu!ly.' passed away.

MI'. ami Mrs, Cad ,Johnson and Familv
by Eunice Warkentin
.
In lY31 \vhcn I was five )/ears old, \Ve mo\'Cd horn
the Eyebrow municipaiity, ollr closest town was Darmody. \'le moved by box car \",ith another Ilian \vho
was bringing a tractor north to do breaking. My dad
rode in the box car.
The reason 1'01' going north wus that \ve heard
stories abollt all the wonderful rain tiley had in the
country'. \Vhcrc we came from \vas dry and no crops.
My mother, my two brothers, Donald and Ralph
and Mr. Elmer Bender (he was the man bringing the
tractor north) drove in a Model T Ford. It was a two
day trip. I remember my Grandmother Johnson
baked LIS a cake to eat on the way, and being kids.
sitting in the back. this tempting cake soon disappeared. When we stopped for IUTlch along the road
there \Iy'as a bit of an uproar when it was discovered
\vhy \ve had been so quiet in the back.
We eventually settled on C.P.R. land SW
Vo-33-S0-14-W 3. Here four more children were born;
ArnokL Elsie, Norma and Howard.
My dad workeel in the bush and later on did
blacksmith work, besides fanning. He died in 1968 at
the age of sixty-three.
Our first hOllse was t\vn rooms of second-cut
slabs covered with tar paper. Mr. Bender had already
moved north and came to help us move. !-Ie Ii vee! on
the farm now occupied by Jake Epp. He lived his last
years in NLlrth Battleford. where his son, Floyd, still
resides. IVly y'oungest brother. Howard lives on my
dad's quarter and the rest of the family have scattered.
My sister, Elsie Ouelette lives in Peace River,
Alta. Norma Turcotte in Fahicr, Alberta and my
brother Arnold in Edmonton.
Donald died when nine years old and Ralph in
1978 at the age of forty eight.
My husband and I lived on a farm SW
Yo-22-50-14 for ten years. It is now farmeci by J.
Bargen. We moved to North Battleford und lived

aged to hold the cattle on a fcvv acres. We fought fire
in turns all night. till it passed us. I never want to see a

fire like that again.
Finally vve got the stock across the river. We sat
on our horses and watched the inferno roaring:

through the bush. The following day we rode to our
winter quarters: nothing left but heaps
ashes. I
don't think anyone spoke for a few minutes.
I had been home to England to see my mother
who was very ill with cancer. She passed away in
1916. I had brought back keepsaKes, various things
my mother gave me. All these were lost in the fire.

or

However. we carried on and like a great many of

LIS,

about all we have left are mernories.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Johnson and Family
Carl Bernard Johnson was born October 31,
1904, on a farm near Mawer. Sask., of Scandinavian
parents. He attended a small country school where he
first !earned to speak English.
In IlJ2S he married Annie Hanna Benson of Darmody, and they lived on the farm ncar Central Butte
until 1931, when the drought anu depression encouraged them to move north to the Medstead district
with their children Eunice, Donald and Ralph.
They spent their first SUmmer living in a blacksmith shop and then moved into a vacant house in the
district. In 1933 Carl purchased S.W. V,-3.' and
moved his family there.
Another

SOIL

Arnold \vas born that ver).-' year and

later Elsie, Norma and Howard joined the family.
Carl spent a few winters working for Soderberg

and Bell in the bush, getting out tics. His home
became a stopping hOllse for men on their \vay to the
forest logging camps.

Carl was an excellent blacksmith and his talents
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there for thirteen years doing various vvork on construction, and vvorking for Standard IVlincral "Vater
Works, better known as Coco Cola.
Now vve have been in Saskatoon for [en years and
111Y husband \vorks at the University Hospital.
\Ve have three gro\vn daughters vvho have rl1arrieL!: so \\-'t arc fortunate to have three sons-in-lav.,.',
also seven grandchildren. I occupy mY" time by having: a seamstress job making can\'as products and
a\\'nll1gs.
I went to Daylight School which was two and one
half miles south of our home. I remember a wonder'
fuJ teacher \ve had for a number of years, Miss
Amelia McIntyre. I still think of her with affection as
she instilled in me a desire to learn new things, and
reading was a pleasure when I could find anything to
read, as reading material vvas scarce.
Our children's married names arc:
I. Dianne De Long three children in Saskatoon
2. Sandra Ray two children in Kamloops
3. Laverne Elias two children in Prince George
I attended Sunday school at Daylight School and
Mrs. D. C. Willis and Mr. and Mrs. A Roberts were
the teac hers.

Ralph and Marion Johnson, with their sheep· dog Lassie.

area to live on the original homesite of one of Cater's
early pioneers.
. the George Starling homestead.
George and Ellen Starling had been Marion's grandparents. and the young couple hoped to revive the
beautiful setting established by Mr. and Mrs. Stale
ling.
They spent the next ten years developing their
farm and establishing a creditable t10ck of sheep.
This venture required a substantial amount of capital
and returns from the developing farm were light, so
Marion began working at Spiritwood Union Hospital
in 1968 and was appoimed as administrator of the
institution in 1975.
However, Ralph had not enjoyed robust health for
some years and passed away in May of 1978. Marion
continued to work at the hospital and lived on the
farm until December of 1979.
Ralph will be well remembered in the district for
his knack of turning his hand to almost anything. . .
be it farming, carpentry or mechanics.
.: for his
willingness to help a neighbor: and for his love of a
good old-fashioned visit spiced with reminiscences
and laughter.

The Ralph Johnson Family
Ralph Edward Johnson was born at Central
Butte, Sask. October II, 1929. The first two years of
his life were spent on a farm near this small
Saskatchewan town. Then in 1931 the drought and
depression encouraged his parents to move north to
the Medstead district with their young family.
Ralph attended Daylight School. Being the eldest
surviving boy in a family of six placed extra responsibilities on his young shoulders. His father was often
working away from home or busy as a blacksmith and
Ralph took on some of the family work.
At sixteen he left school and his early adulthood
was spent helping on the family farm, logging in the
bush at Soderberg's mill, and working for various
farmers in the Medstead and North Battleford area.
Later he turned to the field of road construction,
and operated heavy equipment for Ferguson Construction, Wolfe Construction, and finally for the
Department of Natural Resources. Working with the
D.N.R. brought him into the scope of parks and
recreation, where he enjoyed landscaping golf
courses, beaches, campsite.s. and other recreational
facilities.
In 1961 he married Marion Turnbull of the Cater
district and they made their home in Prince Albert
where Marion had begun a career as an accountant.
Ralph had always wanted to own a farm of his
own and together they purchased land in the Cater
and Medstead districts. In 1967 they returned to that

Fredoiph Johnson's Family
sllbmiiied by Christine Schwan
In October of 1949. we moved from Chitek Lake
to Birch Lake with two daughters. Christine, five and
Grace two years old. We purchased the general store
at Birch lake siding from George Elloway. Here
Helen took charge as post-mistress and general store
duties, as Fredolph was away most of the time working on construction jobs.
The following spring Rita W,lS born and Joanne
arrived five years later. The children went to Pine
View School until 1958 when school buses transported the children to Medstead Central.
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night. and the

neXt

day. helping Dad plout:h the road

to keep it open,

Because Morn and Dad ov./ncc1 the general store,
we girls learned responsibility at an early age, not
only helping in the store, but sharing the household
duties as well. Tuesdays and Wednesdays were al\'lay's busy as those \vere the days the train came
through bringing the mail. gasoline and grocery supplies. "Train days" were when the peopic would
gather at the store and visit while waiting for the mail
and groceries.
Another fond memory of life at Birch Lake were

the dances and box socials v,Ie wouid have at Pine
VieW School. Music was provided by Fred Collins on
the \iiolin. and ~Aary Latimer at the piano, and everyone had a good time. The Christmas concert held at
the schoo! \vas the big event of the year. I remember
how \ve prepared a month ahead. practising our
songs and plays. The little ones would proudly say
their recitations from memory and even if they forgot
a line or two, it didn't really matter. Santa Claus
always arrived to give each child his bag of treats.
The bigger children had fun trying to guess "whose
Dad was Santa Claus this year."
In 1958 the centralization of schools came into
effect and Pine View School was closed. The children of the community were transported by school
bus to Medstead School. It was beneficial as we were
able to attend high school and still live at home, but
the community found it difficult to see the old school
that served its purpose so well. just put aside.
In the wintertime everyone would gather on a
slough (which is known as Lily Lake) near Egelands'. A large patch of ice would be cleared and we
would skate the entire Sunday afternoon. We had our
cars to warm up in when necessary. During the SUillmer months, of course, there was swimming Sunday

Taken in 1965 at Birch Lake siding. L. to R. Christine, Grace,
Rita, Joanne, Helen and Fredolph.

Christine, having completed high school entered
the Holy Family Hospital in Prince Albert for R.N.
training which she completed in 1963. In 1967 she
married Gary Schwan and they still live in Prince
Albert with their two children lillian and Lee
Christopher.
Grace also finished high school in Medstead ami
in 1966 married John Gamble. They also have two
children Neil and Michelle, and are presently residing in North Battleford.
After completing her high school in Glaslyn, Rita
started working in the Battlefords Credit Union in
North Battleford, where she is still working at present.
Joanne took her high school in Glaslyn, and in
1971 married Greg Lofts. They have three children,
Jason. Janelle and Ashlee and are residing on a farm
near Glaslyn.
Fredolph and Helen are presently living in
Glaslyn, where Fredolph works for the village, and
Helen works in Dart's Store.
Following are a few recollections by Christine:
My memories of living at Birch Lake are happy
ones. I now look back on my childhood years and
realize how fortunate we were growing lip in such a
peaceful community. I recall one example of the
community spirit displayed in Birch Lake in March
of 1955 when my youngest sister Joanne was born,
We had terrible snowstorms and the roads became
impassible. The night before Dad was to bring Mom
and the baby home from the hospital it stormed all
night. I remember the neighbors spent the entire

John Blackom, one at our neighbors at his house in the 50·s.
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\Vc.s and hi:, wife. Bernie, no\\' have four lovelv
children, three girls and a bo\'o The last Qirl \VClS hor~1
Fehruary 2. 10g0. They ha'v'c-a nice h()l1;c and \VeS is
\,vorking hard.

afternoons at Birch Lake. At that time Birch Lake
had the best s\vimming beach around the countrv.
The high! ight of the \\'eek v,/as going to town SaturLi;.;v
night. Vle vvould meet our fri~nlls"-at rV1edstead Hail
for the \\,'eckl J movie and afterv,:ards \ve'd Eather at
the cafr.:: for cokes until it \vas rime to !..;o ht;me.
it \vas a sad time for our farnilv \\'!;cn \Vc closed
the store and !eft our friends and nc-ighbors to oevin ()
ne\v life in Glaslyn. But it was tim~ to face th/Yac;
that the days of the countrv store had come to un end.
We will always speak ron~ily of our beloved home in
Birch Lake and its memories hold a special place in
our hearts.
!

Tile Leonard S, Johnson Famih
as told by Florence Johnson
'
Leonard Stanky JiJhnson \",as horn ill London,
(Layton Stone) England, in 190J. He came to Can,lda
\vith his parents. I\VO brothers. and one siSler. in 101.1
to a homestead at Totzke. east of Saskatoon. The\'
stayed with an aunt and unck. NIl'. ,md Mrs. ·!llck,,;·.
until a homt \vas built. fvlv f'lther. bei!l2 the eldest
son, hired out to neiuhourin2 farmers
the atJ:e of
fourteen.
"
,
He left home yvith a cattleman. DaVe Bonnc:r, at
an early age, and \vtl1t to Drumheller, Alberta. \vith
cattle. Here mY' father worked in a coal mine during
the years of tl{e ·tlu' (\vhich came after the war) ~;:l
various jobs. as he was well. and took the olace of
those \Vi10 \vtre sick. He returned home for ~ vear to
help his dad with his farming. He !eft again t~) gO to
the States.
" ,
He talked of Oregon. where he furthered his
education, taking a four-vtar course to obtain a Jiploma in Electrical EngiI;eering. On his waY home,
in the year of 19:::7. he met the seventeen year old
beautiful. talented. Clara Mav Wason in Miller's
Store in Fiske. On November 2. 1929. my dad mal:riee! Clara, a farmtr's daughter from the- Bickleigh
district.
'
Father bought a quarter of C. P. R. bush lane! in the
Cater district and brought his bride bv wagon over
tVi/O hundred miles to set up a home in h~k N~vember.
They spent a month in a tent. while neighbours like
Mop Mawson. Bill Osborn. Chris Park'er. Bert and
Stan Haynes. and others helped erect the little 10Q
shack. The nearest neighhoufs, Mr. and Mrs. Hay~
nes. gave logs: and Mr. and i\1rs. Bil! Oxlcv had n;e
newlyweds over for Christmas, travelling v.,;ith Chris
Parker in the \Vagoll, as no sno\v came i~ the Veal' of
1928 until aftcr Christmas.
'

at

Jim ami Emma Johnson
Jim. Wesley. and myself. Emma Johnson. moved
to the Belbutte district on April :::5.19)0. We moved
from Laird where we were fanninu. VI/c moved to the
Ted \Niue farm. were there for th~ sale, so \\T met a
lot of neighbors and people livin2. in the communit\,.
it is nice country and we enjovcd !ivinu in the count;·\
after living in town for fO{lrtecn vear~.
Belbutte is a very fricndly ~(lmmunity and we
had many happy times [here. \}v'c did not 1;10\,C to a
completely new district. as there were sOllle of OUl'
friends that had moved from Laird. There were the
Bill Bergs and all their family. Dave Ber~ens and
Burton Friesens. also Louis Meier.
"Wes started school in Belhutte with Betty Johnson as his teacher. Then the school was c]OStJ and he
went to Medstead by bus.
We were memb~rs of the Lutheran Church. This
is where Wes was confirmed with Rev. Lovrod as
minister.
There were also very hard and trvim.! times at
Belbutte. as Jim took sick the fall of ·SY.
was not
able to work at times and going to doctors and hospitals frequently. The doctors did not find his trouble
till '63 when he had open heart sur~erv. He was
hospitalized for several months and ne~!tr- did re2ain
his health. We tried to keep on. but finally du~ to
doctor's orders. were told to Qet off the far;]] So in
August. 1967. we had a sal~ and moved to North
Battleford.
We will always be grateful and cannot thank the
neighbors and friends of the district enough for the
kindness and help while .lim was in ihe' flOspital.
Nearly everyone came and picked rocks and also
seeded fifty acres for us. The ladies came \vith food
enough for a feast and cooked the meals. This \-vas
very touching as I had never experienced such kindness before: also the time of the chimney fire when
friends ancl neighbors saved our house while we were
at Laird. May God bless each ami everyone for their
kindness.

He

L. to R., Florence, Len, Clara, Mr. and Mrs. Derryman, Henry
and George Johnson.
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bush by hand v/ith an aXe, and walking behind a
breaking plo\v. He grew t\.vo acres of potatoes that
\VCfC sold for windows and shingles for the new

In the spring, Father took his dad's horses home:
\vorked until fall earning enough to bring his
seven head of cattic, his Ford car. odds and ends of
machinery, plus Nellie, a large purebred Alsatian
dug, all back to the homestead. he tOG}.: the cattle to
DClT;'iJnans from the box car. He bornnved Derryman's horses, and broke ten acres of bush land, and
seven acres for DelTymans 1'01" [he use of the horses.

home.
!n 1937. George Arthur. \J.,/as born at home \-';lith

midwife Laybournc, assisting. in 1939, James Frederl(:K \vas born in Medslead at the Vv'jckwire Nursing
Home. and Dr. Storey' again assisted. [n 1947, ~1ar
garcl Ann \-vas born in Spirit\vo"od.
In 103S1. \\ial" came, and \vith it came the ration
books ror sugar. butter. tea, 1.1nc1, of course, gas.
Henry kft home at age eighteen and \-vent to
Ontario and \Norked in Sudhury in the nickel mines
for some twenty yiears. Then he started his own
construction business, which is in operation at this
time in Ontario.
I, Florence, left home to study nursing in the
Holy family Hospital. Prince Albert. However. !
never finished the course. I married Holger Johnson
of Belbutte. We had three children. Susan
(Kirkham). no\V the prouu parents or my first grandchild. Darcy: Leonard, and Joyce (Lockhart).
George \vorked various places in Canada and
married Muriel Watson and had three children,
Gena, Brad. and Wade. and two stepsons. Randy and
Ronnie.
James lived at home. married Wilma Burdett of
Bapaume. and they have five children.- Christine,
Jerry, Dennis. Richard and Aaron.
Margaret took a business course in Saskatoon,
and married Luther Liick of Belbutte. and they have
two girls. Carla and Sherry, ancllive in Fernie. B.C.
Father was active on the School Board, as a Pool
member, and as a Co-op member. iVlother belonged
to the Cater Homemakers' Club. Father loved fishing
and went as often as he could. for he loved to hear the
call of the loon in the evening.
My grandma, Matilda Wason stayed with Mother
for several years. then she married Andy Osler and
lived at Birch Lake Siding until Andy's passing in
1965. She moved her home beside mother's and lived
there until her passing in 1967.
In 1969. my dad and motherretired from the farm
to Battleford - Dad passed away in July. 1977 at the.
age of seventy four. still active in the cOll1mtmity and
on the farm.

One year later, the Ford car was mack into a Bennett
\vagon, as there was no moncy for gas.
The only Post Office was at Cate1"- with
Postmistress, Nlrs. Starling. a gem of the carly days,
\vith ahvays a welcome

borrow -

Clip

of tea ._._-- a book to

a chat with her daughter. Kathleen. This

\,vas five miles from Dad's homestead. so Mother
travelled by horseback. The nearest store was

Medstead. twelve miles away. where Dad hauled
railroad tics. going into the bush north, about three or
four miles one ciav to get them. and the next day to

haul them to tow,{.
'
.
In those depression years my mother sold bread,
made in a mudded up oven. to the men working in the

bush. and she washed clothes for the men when tile
railroad went through.

Birch Lake was one and a half miles from our
bnn and the fish were plentiful in those early years.
Each family, at that time, were given a blanket,

apples, cheese. and some codfish. Dad also tanned
leather and made the harness for his horses and some
for the neighbours. It was vcry durable and service-

able.
In January of IYJO. Henry Leonard arrived. born

in the Rabbit Lake Hospital. In 1931. Florence May
\Vas born at home vvith Dr. Storey coming by cutter,
on that first day of February, all the way from Rabbit
Lake. Mrs. Haynes assisted him with the delivery.
The years of the depression brought families
from the cities to take up homes on land nearby. Mr.
and Mrs. Coats started a little store and Post Office in
one of those years. as the railroad had come through

in the year 1919. This was named Birch Lake Siding.
In 1936, Pine View School was erected. Mydaddrew
up the plans and all the neighbours worked together
until it was completed. The first teacher was Miss
Lena SwyslUn. who boarded with Mr. and Mrs.
Hayes. paying $15.00 pcr month. from her salary of
clbout $350.00 per year, which is li35.0() per month.
This school was the community centre. where Dad
ofTered freely of his musical talents. Birch Lake was
the centre for the annual picnic.
Dad moved from his first home, to the other
COrner of the quarter. in order to have water for his
cattlc. The water there was plentiful ami still is. Here
he built a sljuared log house.
My dad worked hard clearing and breaking the

John Johnson
John Johnson came into the Artichoke area in
1922. Farmed and lived on the S. W. 30-49-13-W3rd.
John \vas very proud of his cattle. He also was in

partnership with Kari Haubold for a few years with
the threshing machine. Upon retirement he sold his
land to Frank Penner and moved to Medstead. In
1976, not being able to care for himself any longer. he
60J

tonk up residence in the River Heights Hosk~! Lodge
in North Battleford where he passed ,-Hvay in 107E.

did mo::,t or the
early clearIng \Vllh horse and hUild. \k~ithcr une of
the boys attended school in Ihis art.·,!.
in February. 1932. Sally married E:ric i\dson,
and moved to the lvklfurt ~ln;:L and in
1932,
f\1abel married OdiC Bellamy, :md after the birth of
Luella, a ;-.'car Ltler, moved onto their O\V11 place.
I"'bbci visited her mother tv,; icc a \VeCK until her death
by cancer in lvlarch, ]'-).+-1-. Sail): ,It'isited ~lS often as
time and distance permitted.
/\s there was
a need for cash, ~.;h,,,. Johnson boarded the k~H..'her. \vhenever a place \vas
needed. Some of them 'l/v\;1'e Suzanne Bdl'S(.l, Swvc
Gabrysh and Elizabeth [,vI. Campbell. Emmctt made
a carrying case to take the buttkd milk to t<JW]1, and
they delivered milk to the folks in the hamlet for
severa] Yt,::;ars. The hoy's also hauled coruvv'OOc! and
posts evcr~y \vinter, usually' by the carload. They must
have hauled hundreds of cords. After the railroad
went through. they shipped cream to fVIcdsteacl and
sometimes to Parksidc. There would have been slim
pickings \vithnut the cream cheque.

The M. S. Johnson Family
as ,ole! to Belty Johnson
Ernest Ludwig Johanson (latC':r ch;:lll~ed to Johnson) married fVlagclalena Sofia Hansson in Sweden
on December 19. 1909. In 1911. he came wirh H
cousin. Gust Peterson to check out the Unircd States
and Canada as places in which to make a new home.
Following the death of an infant daughteL rv·Jagda
joined him in January. 1'J12. in Canwood. Four children were born there: Sally (February 12. 19!3):
Mabel (Novcmber 8. 1(14): Holger (May IS. 1916)
and Emmett (March 2. 1918). A mid-wife. Miss
Lidstro111. attended all these births at h0111e. Emmett
was born before the mid-wife arrived. so Mrs. Johnson had time to tidy up the place. hop into bed. and be
prepared to remain there for several days after Miss
Lidstrom got there. Those pioneer women I
In 1920. the family moved to Creston. B.C.
where they resided for eleven years. They had a fruit
farm there. and a few cows: while Mr. Johnson
worked in the bush. Magda ami the children did the
chores. When he developed cancer. he had his brother, Albert of BelbuHe. arrange for a homestead out in
the BelbuHe area and for the building of a house for
the family. He died in August of 1930. aged fortyeight and the family came to Belbutte in early May of
1931, to reside on the SE V,35-S0-13 W3rd.
Uncle Albert Johnson. Ernest's twin brother, hac!
the 24 foot by 26 foot house ready. He had the
furniture in it, as it had come ahead of them. Seven
acres had been broken. and a team of horses purchased. All was in readiness for the family that eighteen year old Sally was bringing in a 1927. Model T.
The journey took fOllr clays. and the two black cats
were very bored with the whole procedure. Descenclants or those two cats are still around to this day I At
that time the road crossed the N V, of 33 before
coming to the present highway just west of Belbutte.
Then north from Belbutte. crossing sections 2 and II.
over to the corner of Milt Hawkins NW V, of g, then
south to Overgaards·. All went well until they came

Life v/i.\sn't all worL as there v,'ere dances on
Friday nighis, box socials, picnics, spons days. and
annual concerts to attend. Emmett played ball. and
so \vent to practice on vVednesda;/ and Sunday evenings, whenever possible. Holgcr retained a love for
fishing which stayed with him "II his lifc.
Mabc! had a sccond daughter, Eva (Junc. 1936).
So with Sally and Eric's son. Alla11. (April. 1933).
Nirs. Johnson no\\' had three grandchildren. A!lan
recalls how often he was teased by his uncles. One
tirne \vhen they were digging the umpkenth hole to
see if they could get a decent \A/ell, they gave him a
smooth. \\ihitc stone. and tOld him to take it in to
Grandma nnd ask her to put it in the oven. and sec
yvhcthcr or not a little Chinaman would corne out.
They VI/cre able to pnKc,:d v/ith {he \vell {jigging, as
Allan v./aited patienti y' until \Ven past lunch time for
the "little man" that never came out!
On January 10. 1042. Emmett and Elizabeth (Bet-

Campheli \VC!T married in the United Church
manse in North Battlcford. Holger married Elizabeth
Sanne from Canvv'ood in April of 1942. and in 1043,
they moved down to the John Pipp farm which he had
purchased. Betty continued to teach until June. 1Y4J,
when she resigned to remain at home to help Sally
care for '"1Vinm". until her ckarh in fvbrch, 1944.
ty)

to the muskeg near the railway crossing, and they

were stuck! Grandma Overgard gave them instructions on 110vv' to get to Albert Johnson's and off they
set on foot. for the three miles.
Extra household furniture and clothing, along
with other items. was purchased from the mail-order
catalogue put out by Eawo·s. As it was. the first four
head of horses they had died of swamp fever. and so
they bought four more. plus four cows ... Mom" was
the organizer as Holger. fifteen, and Emmett. thirteen, began their farming venture. They had a garden

Holger and Ellzaheth continued t() farm until
11)51. They had t\VO sons {G~llTY. born in October.
1944) and I Dennis. born in Septcmber. 104B). Following their divorce, Elizabeth married Stuart Neil
of Prince Albert. They have a daughter, Janice. \\'ho
is taking a Medical Rccorus course in Regina. Den604

nlS and
vvork for the city of Calgary. Dennis
and his \V'lfe, Gayk:, haVe a son and a daughter.
Eric and Sa]],Y Nebun have one son. /-\!l<.ln. They
lived in D.1orkdalc. rvklfort. and moved to Regina in
jl)45. making their horne there ever since. 80th of
them wurked until !'I:tiremcni ntne years agCl. They
spend h;.df of their YCi.lr at their cotta~e on Lake
Katepwa, and corne to sec relatives and friends in
Belbutte ever)'" year. They madc three trips to Sweden
to visit relatives. Eric's mother on 1\',10 occasions.
They ha\'c three grandchi!dn':l1, Raymond of Saskatoon, Judy of Reginu. and David at High Schoo!.
Mallei and Orlie Bellamy fanned in Bdbune
Ulltil they sold their farm. rvbhel died April!, !057,
and Or!ie has retired in Kamloops, B.C. Luc]ja
taught for severa] }Icars in Saskatchewan and B.C.
She lives in Victoria with her hus11and, Clarence
Anderson, and t\vo children. Eva lives on a farm \~/ith
her husband. Ciill ScotL in Edson. Alberta. They
have three sons, Dc\.vaYl1c, Randy, and 'vValter.
Emmett's brother, Holgcr. died in August. 1077.
He and his \Vife, Florence had the store in Beihutte
frolll 1960 until 19n. Their daughter. Susan (Keith
Kirkham). is a teacher alld they.' have one son.
Leonard farms the home farm. and lives \vith his
mother. Joyce (Tracy" Lockhart). lives on a farm at
Glaslyn. and she nurses in Turtlefurd.

Back row. L. to R. Sally Nelson, Mabel Bellamy, Orlls Bellamy,
Emmet Johnson, Holger Johnson, Eric Nelson. Front row:
Magda Jo'hnson (mother). Luella and Eva Bellamy. BeHy
Johnson.

and Dad. I completed grade eight in 1933, and did
not return to school until ]937. completing High
School and "Normal School" by June of 1941. On
July 11. 1941. I began to teach in Stoke S.D. 5035.
When June :m rolled around two hundred thirty five
days \vere completed - a very long time it seemed.
That \vas the time of long winter vacation, so
school did not begin until February 8.1942. That had
been a beautiful soft winter. with little or no snow,
until the blizzard on the evening of February 7.
Besides battling the weather, I had fun learning about
farmitH! all over again. I had not been on the farm for
ab,)ut ~ight years: That spring I set turkey hens and
hens. Imagine my surprise when one turkey hen
produced ten little ones from only eight eggs! Then
there \vas the morning I inspected the hen eggs, and
ll!l<c blew up in my ear. because I shook it very gently.
That required a complete clean up. hair and all before
heading oil to school. I had to run all the way, or so I
thought.
l'don', recall if the next story took place in the fall
of 1942 or in the spring of 1943, but it happened.
Three local farmers came to the school one morning,
and asked me to be on the lookout. as a bobcat had
been in the vicinity. They also spoke to the stuciems
aboLlt this cal. Later one of the boys went to the
outside toilet. and when he returned to the classroon1
he scratched the underside of his desk with his fingernails. I was writing on the blackboard at the time, and

The Emmett Johnson Family
as told by Belty Jobnsoi!
! \vas born in Clackmannon. Scotland, and came
to Gibbs. Saskatchewan with my parents (Mr. and
Mrs. William Campbell - a Canadian soldier) in
Apri 1of 191 t), when i was five months old. At the age
of fourteen 1 moved to Carrot River \vith the rest of
my family, two sisters. and three brothers, and Mom

in less time than it takes to tei!, ! was tlattened on the
blackboard, with one arm up and the other arm
down. I would guess there were about thirty pupils
up there and it took some time to convince them to

The Emmet Johnson family, BeHy. Karen, Lloyd. Emmet, Ray·
mond.
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Board fur over t\venty-fi\ic years. Then. of course,
there \vas the Co-op, the Cr<:dit Union, and the
N,D.P. Attending a meeting seemed to give him the
incentive to vv'o1'k and plan on the farm. He never lost
interest in playing ball. and did curL but that 'vvas nut
the same.
Foliov/ing. \ve had a bad accident in June, 1053,

back up, so that I could get free. Anyway. VIC had a
good talk, during which! told them that if a bobcat
came around he wouldn't stand much of a chance in
that stampede. I thought everything was fine. but in

about half an hour. some of the girls began to cry, and
then some more: and no matter \vhat I said. they
would not calm down, ! tried an early lunch, but that
didn't help: so we went over to Mrs. Ed Gatzke's to
get help. Elsie was ready, and hitched up the team to a
wagon, and away she went with some of the pupils.
Somehow. we managed to get them all home very
early that day. That was more tiring than a full day of
schooL with the forty-four pupils that should have
been there.
During the next few years we \vorked at increasing the size of the farm, the herd of cattle, and fixing
up thefarmstead. In 1948, we purchased Sec. 2-51-13
W3rcl. In 1949, we had our first bumper crop. bought
a car. and made a second trip to Vancouver Island to
visit relatives. Lloyd and Raymond (1945 and 1947)
and Emmett's sister went along. In May 1950, Karen
Anne was born. In 195 L there was a good well dug on
"2", one hundred twenty-eight feet deep with lots of
water (still good in 1979), so we moved there in
November of 1951. From then on our here! of thirty
head increased to about two hundred. We stopped
shipping cream in 1962, and concentrated on beef
cattle, and grain farming.
The year we moved I was subbing in the hamlet
school for a teacher who had moved to Manitoba. I
did not teach again until 1956. After Mr. Webb
stopped working with the 4-1-1. I joined in with .lim
Bellamy and we had the club going until there were
too few members to maintain a club. Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Witte were ardent members of this club, and we
had a good time decorating the stalls and thinking of
ideas.
Emmett did a lot of breaking with the rome plow,
and it did not take long to get the section of land into
grain. Later on, he rented five hundred fifty acres
from the Indians on the Witchekan Reserve, fifteen
miles away: broke two hundred fifty acres for them,
and farmed there for several years. That land was free
from stone, and very rich. We had many men to help.
Over the years there were Ray Overgaard, Jack
McKay, John Gates, Fred Baginski, Russel and Lee
Works, Glen and Tony Poore, and many others.
Many Indians from the Reserve picked roots and
stones, and in later years they ran the tractors. There
always seemed to be enough around the table. Even
with all the work he, (Emmett), always managed to
keep interested in the community. He was on the
Medstead Council. a Wheat Pool Committee Member for ovcr thirty years, on the Belbutte Hall Board
for over thirty years, and Chairman of the Hospital

in \,\,ihich Karcn I,vas burned. During one of the nine

operations that i'ol!o\vci..l. there \.\/~h a lack of oxygen
to the brain and Karen was left v/ith brain damage
and l:pilepsy. Thus \xhen she started school in 1956. i
started back to teach. ! kept it lip until June, 1')77.
Fifteen of those years I spent in the Year 1 classroom
in Spiritwood. \iVithout the help of Ellen Overgaard.
Rose Hogg, Dorothy Dagenais and some y'oung girls
around Belbutte, I'd never have been ablc to do it.
When the school in Belbutte was closed, our
sons, Lloyd and Raymond, went to school in
Medsteacl. Upon graduation, they attended the University of Saskatchewan. ah}\luys \vorking on the farm
during the summer. Raymond is the principal at
Craik, where he resides with his wife, Eloise, and
two children, Anita and Ryan. Lloyd and his wife,
Evelyn, took over the farm in 1973. They have two
daughters, Carmen and Raven. As he is the N.D.P.
M.L.A. for TurtleforcL he spends part of his time in
Regina. Karen, attends a \vorkshop in Saskatoon,
and enjoys frequent visits home.
We moved to Spiritwood when Lloyd came to the
farm, and Emmett drove back and forth each clay. For
about fourteen years he had had a variety of Health
problems, of which the most severe was emphysema.
He died on August 31, 1979. He had enjoyed the
summer of 1979 to the fu!lest as he was able to drive a
tractor for the first time in many years. We will miss
him on the farm, at home, ancl in the community.
Life goes un, and we will all continue to take part
in community activities in Belbutte, Spirit\vood. and
in Medstead. One grandchild is on her way every
other clay to kindergarten. . I am busy with Health
Care Auxiliary, United Church, and History Books,
and maybe someday, there might even be another
play like the "Little Clodhopper", that we, the
Belbutte Ladies' Club did in Medsteml about twentytwo years ago.

Samuel Johnston Story
Samuel Johnston came from Saskatoon where he
had a job hauling gravel and ashes [()r McKees. He
got sick with pneumonia and decided to try homesteading. He moved out here in n box car with Ernie
Herman and George Switzer. They loaded their belongings onto a wagon and rack and came to their
homestead.
Sam moved into an empty log building in Fred
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Orange's yard. Later Mr. Soper helped him budd a

Ing in grades one to ten. Since nearly all walked to
schooL there were ahout three kvels in the lc}\ver

log shack before the snow fell. He cleared a fc\v acres
on SW !/2-IS-Si-13 and Mr. SOPer plowed it. Sam
had a winch SlUmp puller but this didn't work very
\vdl so ivir. Soper hooked onto the stUIl1P with horses
and pulkd most of the traces off the harness.
We'll always remember Sarn, as he alvi/ays \V01"C a

grades since the \"leather dictated their attendance.
Mr. Campbell Innes \\ias the superintendent
schools and I found him to be more critical than
helpful.

Ivly salary at that time was three hundred dollars
pcr y'ear, and I waited until 1941 to get the bst
dollars and no interest on that.
During the year I had hought a suit from the
storekeeper in Sandwith and since I had received no
pay by June, he arranged to pay his taxes, and i then
paid for the suit and paid Mrs. Cantelun for I11V board
and room.
In the fall of 1937 the board purchased a space
heater, supposed to be an efficient USCI' of \y"ood.
However, it was an absolute failure as the kid~ could
sit on top of it and not burn. Needless to say it was
replaced with a converted oil drum which roasted the
students beside it bw left those next to the walls

tie no matter \vhat kind of condition his shirt \vas in.
He always had a curved pipe in his mouth cvcn 'vvhen
not smoking it. Another thing \VC remember is his
plug of old Glory Tobacco that he USed to shave off
with ajack knife and rolled it in his rough hands. He
enjoyed playing checkers if he could get someone
into a game with him.
Sam was a very strong Liberal. He said. "Why
shouldn'[ ! vote Liberal" After all. they give me
$4.00 a month for relief and if we had a Conservative
government, they would only give us a 100 Ibs. of

sugar.
Sam Johnston was married and had one daughter.
Mrs. Johnston was not able to cope with the hHrd
homesteaders life. Shc would pick bluebcrries when
in season and sell or traele for groceries. She died in
Rabbit Lake Hospital at a young age.
Their daughter Dorothy was in her teens when
they came out here. She worked out most of the time
if there was a job available. She married a widower in
the early 1950's with a small son. They were living in
a small tar paper covered shack in one of Alberta's oil
areas. One morning about two weeks after they were
married. Dorothy went back to bed after her husband
went to work. She awakened to find the house in
names. She grabbed the little boy and got out of the
house but was so badly burned she died shortly after.
The little boy survived.
The school children would stop to visit Sam on
their way home from schooL He was all for labour
saving ideas. Instead of sawing his wood to stove
wood length. he would put in a long pole into the fire
box and as it burnt off he'd push it into the stove.
After he got his old age pension. living was much
easier for him. He moved into the Marty farm house
after they left. Later he lived for some time in a
private old folks home in North Battleford. Then he
went to live with a brother in Radisson where he died
a few years ago.

freezing.
Some of the families living in the area were the
Brandons. Walter Bates. Bill Tuck. Degners. Prices.
all of whieh ! have since lost touch with.
Entertainment consisted of the Christmas concerts, amateur nights and dances at the school, as
well as ball games in the summer.

Henry Johnson
Although they were among the earliest scttlers in

this area, \ve don't have a great deal of information
about the lives of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson. Both
were born in Ontario. moved to Wisconsin. U.S.A.
where they Illet and married in 1896.
They came to the Bournemouth district in 1908.
with other settlers. A Mr. Zeller. Mrs. Johnson's
brother. also came at the same time, later he \vas
killed in a run-a\\'ay with a wagon. They raised a
family of four boys and two girls. Many times.
through adversity. they found they had to move. For a
time they lived on the Sandwith Place N. E. 24-48-15.
later in the Ward district. They came to Molewood in
1926 and remained there until 1944 when they took
up residence in the Hamlet nf Sandwith. There they

W. Johnston
My term at Ward School district began in Novem1937. and ended in June. 1938.
I boarded with Mr. and Mrs. Ford Cantelon. who
lived about half a mile north of the school. They had
come from the dried out south some years before and
shortly after moved to Courtney, British Columbia.
At that time there were some forty pupils attendbe~

Henry Johnson piling wood in 1930.
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Edith was married and had
in Saskatoon.

i.l

daughter, nnw living

Chester \\'orK(d as a clcrh in Roland Vlarsh's
store in SamJ\vith for several years. He passed m·va)/

in 107-1..
Emil:-i married iVLtrvin /-\ndcrson and raised thrce
daughlers.
Elmer h;ctlmc chief cook, and has helped keep
their home togdheL since his retirement from the

railroad.
Dave also \\'"orkcd in ~/iarsh ':-; store after his return
from overseas. VIi'hile in the arm\' from 1943-46 he
saw actiun in Sicil\'. France. Holland and ltal'!, On

his return to England. the first person he met \vas a
neighbor and friend from home. Norman Blixrud.

Elmer Johnson in 1930.

As a young man he enjoyed sPOrts. playing ball and
curling. In later years he has become a prizc-\vinncr
at Horse Shoe Tournaments.

Mr. ami Mrs. Edward Sydney Jones and
Family
My parents homesteaded the N.E. VI4-49-lS-W3
in the Marron S.D. They moved from Loverna. Sask.
where 1 was born in 1914, They moved to the homestead in about 1916 or 17 after which my three sisters
and brothers were born Lillian. Roy. Gordon. Agnes,
Hazel and Albert.
As we became of age we all started at Marron
School. I started at the age of eight years, The first
event that happened to me at noon hour. shortly after
I started, was how to see "stars" through a coat
sleeve, The bigger boys had me lay on my back in the
porch with a coat over my head. with me looking up
through a sleeve. when down came about a half a cup
of water. Of course there was quite a ruckus. and
when the teacher. Mr. Aubrey Jackson heard it. he
came to see what it was all about. When he found out
he told the boys (though he chuckled) not to do it
agam.
Lily. Roy. and 1 walked three miles to school most
of the time, We joined the Kildaws when we arrived
at their place as it \vas on our way. We had our own
path which was a short cut across Section 15 Ie, P.R.)
One mOll1ing as I was on the path, I saw a snake
and was told before by some big boys that a snake
would not die until after sundown, I thought I'd
experiment with a stick. Needless to say I was late for
school (almost noon) but the snake was dead and I
laid it on the steps to hear the girls scream when they
went out to the toilet. but no one said "boo".
There was a barn at the school and I remember
some planks up which we used to climb onto the barn
roof. One day the bell rang while I was on the roof,
the other boys pulled the planks down and ran to the

celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary. Their
family grew up.
Porter joined the Services and went through the
First War. on his return joined the Mounted Police in
B.C. After being reprimanded for getting married
without permission. he quit. Later he returned to the
U.S.A. where hejoined the peace time army. He had
one daughter.

Left to right: Marvin Anderson family, Bernice, Emily, Marvin,
Beryl and Eileen.
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straVi/ piles dc., during thr(:shin~. On(;
[vir. Strang\, vVflO \VI.lS a OQchdor, he Iud Billie
Humes cooking fc~r him. /\t dinner w{:; ran shon
bread. so Henry Kahl drove to the neighbours for ~l
loaL le~l\!ing some .i"tn1 on his plate. \Vc doctored his
jam \vith salt. \Vhcn he i.:am(: back to finish hi.s dinner
vvith a piece of bread and the jarn. he took a bite and
shook his head and said "Cheez this bread is
He took another bite and said, "V,/hat the h;::!l is the
maHer \vith thm wuman, doesn't she knovv' ho'<:v to
make bread'?" He left the rest em hi:; plate.
I spent \vinters, from tht~ thlrtit'-" on. \'v'drking in
the bush, the forest reserve being about t\vcnty miles
north. i spent one \i>/intcr at a lumber camp cast of
Ivkadovv' Lake. annut five miles from St. C)T, ~HlC!
another v/inter a( Necb cutting cord \\'ood \vith the
Kennedy Bros. from Santhvirh.
About 104-.+ I bought a s<1\vmilL set it up at Diver
Lake. just north of Birch Lake Siding and took out

school leaving me sitting on the rouf. I \vas able to
grab the door tracks under the gable and get down.
In about 11)25 my parents agreed to disagree. and
mothe!' took up housekeeping for a gentleman, 'vvho
lived on Section 14. His name was John Homer
\Vilson.
To take in a woman \Vilh seven kids must have

been the greatest challenge of his life~ 1\10re about
him in this book. \Ve got along quite well at our new
home and seven years later fv10thcr married Homer.
They were both good parents.
As I grew older I got the odd job with some of the
neighbours. ! remember when I was fourteen I was
quite short. I had quite a time getting the sheaves up
to the top of the load. I told him my fork handle was
too short, but he said it was me that was to short.
During the .. 30's" I remember cutting bush for
fifty cents per day, in July too'
But even though times were hard we had lots of
fun, too. We used to go to dances in the country
schools and went to Christmas concerts. too. During
one concert it was quite warm in the school and
young Floyd Trevis, who was about three yrs., srood
up on the desk in front orhis mother and yelled, "Ob
Ma, take these damn rag bags offa me." she had just
made a nice little suit especially for the concert for
him.

During the 30's my pals and I used to ride the
freights a bit. Nob!e Egeland and I tooK a trip to
Meadow Lake about 1936 looking for job. We heard
there were men needed for road building in the north.
However when we got to the unemployment office
they asked us if our parents were on relief and when
we said no, they said no job' So we thought we'd try
Prince Albert. but when we got back to Leoville, we
got kicked off the train, so we walked the track to
Junor and got a job with the storekeeper, Oberne,
who hired us to saw wood at the "spur" which was
between Birch Lake siding and JunO!', We moved into
an empty log cabin, which had a bunk and stove. We
worked there three weeks, ate salt pork, potatoes and
canned beans, This was in July and was the weather
hot'
Finally the mosquitoes and neas chased us out,
so we went back home.
We had fun threshing in the falL going from farm
to farm. One year my brother, Roy and I worked on
Kahrs outfit. I drove our team and Roy drove Me.
Kahi's team, which was a matched team of whitefaced sorrels. One night he tied them on the side of
his hay rack, and in the morning their halter shanks
were crossed, but Roy didn't notice until he had them
harnessed. Me. Kahl noticed right away that they
were on the wrong sides on the wagon.
The men used to sleep in granaries, barns and

Eddie Jones at Diver Lake about four miles north-west 01 Birch
Lake siding. L. to R .. George Zimmerman, Harold Robinson,
Eddie Jones, Gust Egeland, 1944.

Mae and Ed Jones, 1945.
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ties and lumber. Six years later I sold it to john
Ledinski of Birch L"ke.
In 1945 I married Lillian Mae Robinson. We
spent the first winter on my brother's place. In '46 we
moved to S.E. V. 15-49-IS-W3, a C.P.R. quarter
which! had bought. We built a house and barn from
some of the lumber I made the winter before.
In 1946 our daughter. Elizabeth Grace was born.
One night in winter during a blizzard I got up about
midnight to get her a bottle of milk. I had to warm it
on the air tight heater, which had pipes up through the
attic, and before I went back to bed I noticed the yard
outside was all lit up. I went outside and saw the pipes
were on fire, with a name about two feed high and
sparks tlying all over. I woke Mae and we sat up with
pails of water ready in case the ceiling caught fire.
After that we cleaned the pipes regularly.
We had a few head of cattle, and during the winter
months when I worked in the bush, Mae did the
chores. She had to pull water from the well with a
pail. She got so good at it, that when I came home
she'd show me how it was done,
In 1952 our son Elden Sydney was born, He has
become quite a good fiddler and has about a dozen
trophies won at Old Time Fiddlers' contests, and I
also have won a few.
In 1957 Sask. Power came through. and we installed electricity at once. What a great improvement
on the farm.
We moved onto our farm here in Dec. '46, My
brother Albert and I dug a well by hand and struck
water on Dec. 24. Quite a Christmas present' We
now have a well in the yard with an unlimited supply
of water.
Our daughter, Elizabeth Grace married James
Macfarlan in 1967, She has taught school since 1966,
now teaches at Alexander School in North Battleford, and Jim works for McMillan Bros, They live
in North Battleford.
Our son, Elden Sydney is home with us on the
farm.

Betty and Albert Jones. and family. L. to R. Rae Anne. Robert.
Ron. and Randy. 1973.

I went to and passed my grade eight, the year I
quit I went threshing (fourteen years old), I got in

about seven days $2.50 per day and felt guite proud
as I was able to buy all my winter clothes. While
going to school I always wanted to walk home with
the other children but never had a chance as we drove
with a horse taking a can of water and doing the
janitor work after school.
In 1961 I married Betty Kish, in 1962 we lost an
infant daughter, in 1963 twins arrived at our house
April 21 - Randy and Robert. On June 30th, 1965
Ron arrived and then on May 3rd, 1972 Rae-Anne
was born. In August 7,1974 Betty passed away.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jones and Family
by Doris Jones
Albert was born at Stoke-on-Trent, London,
England, came to Canada with the Jones family, and
settled in the Willowmore district southwest of Battleford,
I was born in Grandview, Manitoba and took
most of my schooling in Sapperton, New Westminster, B,C. i came back to Sask. in 1927 when I met
Albert, who was working at the time with my uncle,
Neil Smith and Bert Tatchel, who ran a gas and
vulcanizing business behind the old Presbyterian
church, where Kresge's store is now.
Life in the 30's in Bournemouth: He moved from
North Battleford in 1934 to a farm at BOllmemollth
that was sponsored by the government. A wagon,
team of horses, a cow, a walking plow, and various
other items were issued, Imagine breaking land
among the boulders and willow roots with a walking
plow.
Our home was put up with green logs and we
didn't get the HOOfing in until near Christmas, at

Albert Jones Family
Albert Jones - born July 23, 1925, on the farm
on which I live with my family at this time, I started
school in 1932 with Miss Edith McCready (Mills) as
teacher. At this time we lived in what we thought was
a fairly modern house, 16' x 32', seven children, our
parents and the teacher was boarding here at that
time, I remember we really enjoyed the summer
holidays as our stepfather would take us camping
with a team of horses and covered wagon to Jackfish
and Murray Lake. We would rent a boat for $2.00 per
week. When there was just three of us going to school
we went to Birch Lake and there I caught my first
jackfish,
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attended. Mrs. Freel Chatfield 'vvas the piano player.
One of the Penner girls and teacher. and myself
taught classes. Supplies were sent from churches in
North Bmtleford (Sunday school paper. items for
prizes for lessons learned).
in winter (they seenlcd so long) we would have
house parties once a month at some of the neighbours. We took turns. At these parties everyone
played games and danced and the ladies brought
lunch. It \vas hard in those days to get enough for the
children's Christmas treats and presents. So some of
the folks around and ourselves put on plays. If we
would act out our play and have a dance and lunch,
money went for gifts for the children, and the orchestra. and what was over went to help some project
the different places had. We went to Rabbit Lake,
Gienbush. SanJwith, and once to Medstead. We had
lots of fun and a good time doing this and it helped
keep up our spirits.
We moved back to North Battleford in '40-'41
when Albert went to work at the Irrigation Department at the Saskatchewan Hospital.

History of FranK and Winnie Jones
We were married March 18th. 1937 at Bresaylor;
farmed at Langemead. Edam and Bresaylor. During
these years we rented land which caused the numerous moves.
In 1953 we decided to buy a home of our own,
and after much searching bought a farm at Belbutte
where we lived and raised our family.
We bought this farm from John R. Gatzke, originally it belonged to Alex Stolze who homesteaded it
in 1914.
It was the beauty of the little yard that encircled
the home that caught our eye as well as the location
being close to town and school. We will never forget
the joy we had making our little farm home a beauty
spot with tlowers. etc.
Our farm was located NE Y4-32-50-13-W3. and
SW Y4-12-SI-13-W3rd. We rented a government
lease NW Y4-32-50-13-W3 rei from Axel Linden who
lived on the south side of our quarter. He was a
bachelor and came from Norway. The hard knocks of

Christmas at Albert Jones place. L. to R .. Albert Jones, Rod
Hermance, Ernie and Don Raines, Alex and Bernadine Jones.

Bournemouth School with Sunday School class and Doris
Jones in hat.

which time the branches and green leaves came out
inside the house. so we had a real touch of spring in
midwinter.
We lived two and half miles from Bournemouth
school. The children walked in the nice weather, but
in winter Don Bartholemew, a neighbour, and Albert
would take turns taking the children in the sleigh in
the morning and bringing them back at night.
During the summer we had Sunday School at the
school house. About twenty children and teachers

Frank Jones farm at Belbutte.
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Anglican Church \1v'cre beginning

[0

change, so

"Ve

decided to take our family to the Free IV'1ethodisl
Church where Vv'C felt led b\' God and \ve \vould get
sounder teaching.
'Vlhetner \ve realize it or noL God has a nlan for
each of our lives and as of oo\\" He "vas dr:l\~!in{l me

{Winnie) closer to Himself. 1 used to

\VOndeI:

and

long to know, could a person really know God and

kno\v what 'vvould happen

'Whl-;l1

one dies. Then one

day a dear lady shared John 10:27-30 out of the B ibJe
with me. God gave me His assurance that day'! I;vhen
she read "Once 1 take you into nry hand no man can
pluck you out.:" !twas Jeslls who said this and He
gave me the faith to believe this, my lite has been
completely changed since. The things i once loved to
do I couldn't do anymore, and the things! disliked, i
learned to love. As our dear Lord te~lches us "Therefixe if any man be in Christ he is a new creation, old
things are passed away behold ail things arc become
new". H Corinthians, chapter 5. verse 17. I am so
thankful Jesus came and died for the sins of all men,
John l: 12 says, " But as many as received tliln te)
them gave He power to become Sons of God, even to
them that believe on His name", Isn't it wonderful
God has no favorites: He loves us all and " is not
willing that any should perish",
We were really happy that we moved to Belbutte,
the people were so friendly and madc us so welcome,
We really grew to love them and there was always a
welcome wherever you went. They never hesitated if
anyone needed belp, they were always there to give a
helping hand and make you welcome,
We, as neighbors were from a mile to one half a
mile apart. This we loved and never even missed the
phone which \Vas not on the farm as yet.
The community pasture at Bapaume was a great
help to the farmers of our area as we all hac! cattle. We
had on the average fifty head. We also had pigs and
poultry, The cattle were put in the pasture around the
end of May and taken out in October. This made more
land to farm and less fencing to do, The round-up in
the fall was often real cold with rain or snow and
usually during the harvest. when it WiLS so hard to
find the time to do it.

Terry, Wayne, Garry, the Jones boys.

life had made him very bitter but as we got to know
him, we loved him, and it was a very sad day when he
met with a truck accident which took his life while
out for his daily walk,
We had three sons when we moved to Belbutte:
Terry, eleven, Wayne, seven and Garry, two, We
were very happy with the location of our farm as
there was a four-roomed school in Belbutte which
taught from grades one to twelve: this made it very
convenient as our sons could be at home during their
high school years,
Frank was on the school board as trustee for a
number of years until the school was closed and the
children were bussed to Medstead. It was a real
problem trying to keep our school open, but Regina
finally won out and it was closed.
This was the beginning of our little town'5 disappearance, Next on the list was the grain elevator, we
either had to haul our grain to Bapaume or Spiritwood, Then our post office closed and our mail was
delivered from Spiritwood into mailboxes which
were placed on the street in Belbutte, Then the telephone central closed and we had a real struggle to get
a pay booth, Frank began to investigate and through
Regina a booth was placed at Albert Gatzke's garage,
Next to be moved was [he Lutheran Church to
Spiritwood, and the teacherage to Leoville, Finally
the local store closed, All that is left now is the
garage, Belbutte Church, community hall and some
residential homes,
At first, while at Belbutte, we attended the
Lutheran Church but later decided to go back to the
Anglican Church in Spiritwood, The doctrines of the

Our boys have aU left home now and afe rnarried.
Terry, the oldest, finished high school in Medstead,
and in 1962 he went to Belleville, Ontario, where he
became a photographer. He is married to Doreen
Daley of Belleville and has two children: Todd,
twelve years and Shelley, eleven, In his spare time he
repairs motorcycles and skidoos, They live in the
country so this makes it nice for the children as there

are not so many temptations and influences to do
wrong.
Wayne finished high school in Mcdstead and
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\Ve sold out in 197 J and moved to North Batdeford \vhcrc Frank \vorked V',!ith a carpenter and
then as a machinery set-up man for ~n(vin Rivers and
no\'v' is \vith the IHe agency. This is ,,vnere he'll
probably stay until he is retired.
Altogether life has been real good and I (Frank)
thank the Lord for it all. it \vouldn't have been
possible 'vvithout \Vinnifrcc!' my Ivvife. to help me OUt
in the tough spurs and help keep things going. Our
boys \vere a real joy and a great help to us in all the
Il·/ork \vhilc they were homco and we really missed
them in every \vay \vhen they left.

"vent to Moody Bible institute in Chicago: also attended Calvary and Trinity Bible Colleges to prepare
himself for the rninistry.'. This was always Vv'ayne's
dream to become a minister to teach the work of God.
After he graduated he rnarried Carol V\!eiss, then
came back to Canada where he sec'v'cd as an Evangelical Free rninister in fvkdicine Hat for t\VO years.
After his tvvo :ycars of service here they moved to
Sherbrook, Quebec. \\ihere he and Carol look eight
months of intensive French study. By this time
Wayne could speak French quite fluently so was able
to get this jon of teaching BibJe classes in Bethel
Bible Institute at Sherbrook. Quebec. Wayne and
Carol love their work and arc still serving there. They
have two chiidren. Leane, five ano Shuvv'n. two.
They £111 speak French but are teaching th~ children
English, also.
The teaching in the Bible Institituc is protestant
Sible teaching but has to be taught in the French
language. There are about seventy students, some go
into the ministry and some as n1issionaries.
Garry also finished his high school in Medstcad.
then he went to Prairie Bible Institute in Alberta for
two semesters and Briercrest in Saskatchewan for
four semesters. He tuok a three year course in two
years. He then went to University for two years in
Saskatoon to become a school teacher. He graduated
ancl married Mona Saaken. His first school was at
Gouldtown. Saskatchevv'an, north of Swift Current.
He taught here for two years. At this time he, too,
longed to become a minister, so he applied through
the Alliance church and they took him as a student
minister, to serve at Parry, Saskatchewan, fifty miles
south of Regina. While he served there he took some
more studies and was ordained as an Alhance minister. He really enjoyed serving at this little church.
They loved the people there who were so very good
to them. He was also here for two years, Then he
applied and was accepted at Nipawin Institute as a
Bible teacher This is where he is today on the penl1a!lent staff as a Bible teacher. They have three children: TrinH. five years: Marlin. fOllr years and Baby
Rolna. They are very happy there and Garry really
enjoys his work in the Bible School.
We had lots of good times at Belbutte on the
skating and curling rinks. Everyone helped out each
winter to get them going. Some of the bonspiels ran
around the clock to get them all played off.

George Jones
George Jones came to work on the railroad in
Robinhood in [he middle 40's. He worked there some
t\venty-three years before transferring to work as
section foreman at l\1edstead, Rabbit Lake and Turtlcford.
George was a good neighbor to everyone, always
reudy to lend a helping hand vvhen needed and was
involved in community affairs.
George lost his wife while his daughter, Shirley,
was jllst a tiny baby. She lived with his mother and
brothers in Rabbit Lake until she married. George's
pride andio} were his two grand-children, Penny and
Jill. He passed away in February. 1979.

The Otis Jones Story
(sent in by Vivian Dart, eldest daugll!er)
As Mother and Dacl have passed away we have
vcry little information to give you in regard to Dad's
early days in Medstcad.
Otis Jones came from Southern Arkansas with
"Doc" and Mrs. Lentoll and family in the year 1910.
Hc filed on his homestead which was SE YI-16-50-14W3. He stayed on his homestead nn1il1914 and then
left the district.
While here. hc became well acquainted with his

We broke a lot of land by getting brush cleared
with a "cat", and then burned the windrows. This
land was broken with a big disc. after which we had
to pick roots and rocks before it could be worked and
seeued to crop. it was tough work and no place for the
weaklings. but we enjoyed it and survived to make a
good farm out of it.

Taken at C. Willis' Golden Wedding. 1965. Mary Jones, Curtis
Willis. Cecelia Willis, Otis Jones.
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neighbours and spent much time visiting the Perrys,
Nesselbecks and the bachelors. He and Curtis Willis
became good friends and their friendship continued
until their deaths.
in 1914 Otis Jones secured a position as delivery
boy in Shaw's Grocerys Store in North Battleford. in
1916 Dad bought out his employers and moved the
store to First Avenue in the Craig Block in 1921. At
this time he expanded to ladies' ready to wear. dry
goods and groceries.
In 1929 Dad sold has complete slock to Craig
Bros. This store is till in operation today.
In later years Dad bought the North Battleford
Cartage and started a dairy farm north of the city. He
served seven consecutive years on the City Council
and was President of the Board of Trade in 1939.
On December II, 1915 he married Mary jane
Buick and they had five children: Maurice Edgar,
born July 29,1917 (died December 20, 1975): Vivian
Mae Dart. born April 29, 1919 - lives in Brandon,
Man. 640- 23rd St.: Margaret Mills, born November 6, 1923, #31 - 1401 - 114 St .. North Battleford: Harold Robert. born April 30, 1925,
Assistant Postmaster at Melville, Sask.: Nolys Evelyn Waterhouse, born December 13,1930, R.R, #3
North Battleford, Sask. There are thirteen grandchildren and eleven great grandchildren.
I particularly remember Dad mentioning driving
a team of oxen when he was on the homestead. Hc
was 20 years old when he came to Canada from
Arkansas where he had been attending the University
of Fayetville. Besides the desire to search for adventure he aiso used to mention that he wanted to leave
the South where there was so much T. B. among the
coloured people.
In recent years my husband and I have visited our
relatives in Arkansas. and 1 cun hardly imagine anyone leaving that beautiful State to homestead in
northern Canada, I believe Dad came to Canada with
"Doc" Lenton, Mrs. Lenton and family, Mother
passed away in North Battleford on December 10,
1973. Dad passed away on July 4,1975 also in North
Battleford.

Dad took out a contract for one-half-section of
land - sight unseen - while Ted and I bought a
quarter section together.
We were able to stay with Uncle Ed Jorgenson
until our house was built. It was made of slabs,
hauled by team from Ivor Soderberg's saw-miil at
Birch Lake Siding.
OUf sister, Eldora, and her husband Bennie Nelson came up from Plaza, North Dakota in 1930.
We had managed to bring two box cars of settlers'
effects, including a IS-30 McCormick Deering Tractor, which we used for breaking up the land. 1 remember when we traded it off for horses in the thirties
because we couldn't afford the gasoline. We had
brought our new 192~ Chevrolet car whIch we purchased in the States before we left. We sold it to Mr.
John Wilson because our roads were so POOf and
because we couldn't afford the gasoline to run it
either,
In 1936, after a lot of hard times, Dad paid up the
taxes and handed the contracts back to the C. P. R. He
and M(lther and my brother, Ted, moved to Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, where Dad went to work as a watchman in a saw-mill.
I farmed for seven years, then in 1935, I went to
the Modern United Barber school in Saskatoon. I
came back and set up a barber shop in Robinhood,
"Oh boy, was I going to get rich then". I charged 25
cents a hair cut and 15 cents a shave.
On January I. 1936, I married Grace Walker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker. We moved
that fall of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, where 1 went to
work on the railroad,
We are still residing there, as well as our son,
Ernie, and his wife. Our oldest son, Daryl is in Reno,
while our daughter, Mariam, and her husband and
their two children jive in Spokane, Washington.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Jorgenson am! Family
by Leona Julson
In August of 1928, Eel jorgenson, wife Mabel,
and daughter Leona came to the Robinhood district
from Parshall. North Dakota, after losing their crops
in a hail storm. Mr. Jorgenson had wanted to move to
Canada for some time. as he had relatives at
Camrose, Alberta, In the summer of 1927, on a trip to
Alberta, he liked the land around Robinhood, Sask.
and decided that this was where he'd like to own
land. It reminded him of his home in Minnesota
where he was born,
After being hailed out the next summer. he figured it was a good time to move to Canada.
He contacted the C.P.R. who was selling land in
Canada and bought two quarters north of Robinhood,

The Henry Jorgenson Family
by Harry Jorgenson
My folks, Mr, and Mrs. Henry Jorgenson, along
with my brother, Ted, and I moved into the Robinhood area in 1928 from Plaza, North Dakota.
Approximately fifteen families have been approached in Plaza, North Dakota, by Me Joe Speed,
the C.PR, land agent, from North Battleford, He
urged them to purchase and settle raw land in
Saskatchewan for a price of $6,00 to $8,00 an acre.
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It \vas a beautiful place, trees gro\ving every \vhere,
but nothing broken up that could be farmed.
The family came by car. and their household
goods and machinery came by railroad cars.
He stayed at the 0101' Larson's farm home until a
house could be built and some land cleared on that
property.
Building logs were purchased from Me Larson.
and a large two-story house was built. Me. Stien
Rasmusson, who was a carpenter of log buildings,
along with many neighbors. helped build the house.
So we were able to move in before the cold weather
and snow came, The next spring. land was cleared of
trees and bush with large bush clearing tractors, so
some crops and a garden was planted,
As the years went by Mr, Jorgenson cleared and
broke up more acres and also purchased more land.
After a few years he raised hay for sale. as well as
seed grain, In the early 30's he started raising purebred cattle,
This was their home for 45 years,
In March 1933 Leona married Aubrey Julson.
another North Dakotan who had come to the Robinhood area in 1930. and they farmed south of Robinhood and also helped Mr. Jorgenson with his
farming, Their daughter La Voune was born at Robinhood,
In 1936 they sold their land and returned to Plaza.
North Dakota to farm the land his father had farmed.
Aubrey passed away in 1970 from a heart attack
and Leona continues to live there. The farm is now
being farmed by their oldest son Keith Julson.
Mrs, Jorgenson passed away in May 1969. Mr,
Jorgenson continued to farm and raise registered
cattle until 1973. when he retired and sold the farm to
Harvey McClean. He moved into Glaslyn where he
had purchased a house.
Me. Jorgenson passed away in Dec. 1977 at the
age of 87 years, The house was sold to Elmer Brunsell. who had lived and worked for Mr, Jorgenson
since the early 30·s.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Ed Jorgenson. as well as his
mother Thora Jorgenson. and his sister and brotherin-law Henry and Annie Hauson. are buried in the
cemetery north of Robinhood.
I have a lot of fond memories of our early years at
Robinhood and the wonderful friends we made while
living there:
The trips to town to the John Wilson and Tarbet
stores: The Sunday ball games: and the dances we
attended at Robinhood. Medstead and Birch Lake
school. as well as at houses in the area, We thought
nothing of walking the four miles into town to visit
friends. or to pick up the mail. and sometimes even to
get a few groceries.

Not having a car to drive or e\'cn horses to ride at
our fann, I would walk to Olof Larson's and he would
let me borrow his black racing horse that he had
brought with him from North Dakota when he moved
up here. He was a beautiful horse and high stepping
and I'd really have (0 hold him. as he would jump
fences and gates, if you'd let him.
The Rasmusson girls and I spent many an afternoon riding horseback and visiting other girl friends
in the area, Of course I would have (0 walk the four
miles back home again, after I'd taken care of the
horse.
In time as the roads became better. my mother
and I drove a horse and buggy into to\VI1. or to visit
neighbors. I never drove a car all the years I lived in
Canada. as Dad sold the Ford car we came up in and
bought a pickup truck.
The winters were long and snow plentiful, so
horses and sleds were used. but even then we really
didn't mind getting out if we had some place to godances included,
I have enjoyed the many (rips over the years from
North Dakota to Robinhood and Glaslyn to visit
family and friends.

Some of the Kahl Story
by Fred Kah!
The Kahls came from Russia the first time in
1905 and stayed in Winnipeg for five years then went
back to Russia in 1910, They stayed until the spring of
1912. They were only a litle ways from the Titanic
when it went down, They could hear the horn's blowing, They came back to Winnipeg and stayed until
1916 then moved to North Battleford and stayed a
little while. Mr, Kahl rented a farm at Metrepole and
put in the crop and then came out here to the homestead, The homestead is on SW 26-48-15-W3rd.

Original farm home of David Kahl, Sr, S.w. 26, 48, 15 taken in
1979, was used as a granary for a number of years.
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They 3wycd there une summer \\'hik tvlr. Kahl and
the ulder bOyi~ \\iCre (lut at the hom(,sk~ud putting up
hav. \\.-"'h..::n the\' 0.ot back to the homestead, the thin~s
th~:t they' put irl~rhe attlc "Vefe all gone. They liv~d
there that v,'intcr. That next summer the,Y did some
breaking, and the boys ant! their mother dug scnec~~
roots. Thn raj! !Vir. Kahl I},,',;!H h~lrvt:sting south of
North Battleford. \\/hile he was gone Mrs. Kahl and
the boys asked iv'ir. Seabert, the farmt::T cast of them,
if they could pick all the heads of \\'hcat off his rorty
acre fie:!d after he \vas flnishcd harvesting:. Ht.~ Siclid
they could sn everyday! they \\/ould take a fe\\" bags

and go vvalking up and dO\'\.'ll the field. One day while
they \VCfc out in the field onc of the dogs got into the
house through a vV'inc!c)\v and ate a lot of their flour.
They n;;ver had enough flour to feed themselves, and
l

the dog. so they uecided Ihey had to get rid of the
dog. They hud no gun. so the only way \vas to hang

the dog so they did. Vi/hen fV1r. Kah! got back home he
flailed out the \vheat. tossed it in the \vind to clean it.
They got enough for five big bags of wheat, to seed
their breaking \v'ith, the next spring.
Dave Kahlmade hirnself a thing to thresh out the
grain. It was made of cement and in the shape of a
star. In the fall after the ground was frozen. it was
cleemed ufi. They would hitch u team of horses to this
cement thresher and pull it around on the sheaves
until all the grain was threshed out. One fall they
threshed five hundred bushel of grain. They had big
\vooden rakes to rake the grain into piles, then they
v/oulJ clean it by.'_ tossingc it in the \vine!. Thev_ did this
for about three years from 1920 to 1023.
\Ve helped hUll] the lumber and gravel for Molewood School that was in the year 1920. in i424 my
dad bought a Staniey Jones threshing machine and
used it a few years before he got a different thresher.
I (Fred) remember the beginning of the 1420's.
NIy dad used to freight for Harrison at Glenbush. Mv
da~l bought us som~ shoes and they didn't fit so h~
told us to take the horse and cutter and go up and
exchange them. Y,/e!L we got a little \vays from
home. and (he horse fell over and died. \li/e \vent
home and gOi another horse and away we \\'erH. it \vas
getting late, dark. and very cokL by" the time we were
on our \vav humc. It [0[ so late ourdau came hJokin!2
for us. Vv'~ were verv~cold by.' then. NtV dad got on th~
horse's back and nl~:de it 2o-as fast as -it could. and bv
the time we cgot home we \vere cold. We could hardl~_

Vera and Fred Kahrs wedding picture.

They stayed vvith an old b~!chelor by! the name of
Groff. The same night they 1l1t)V;;::d in \\'ith wi!". Groff
another family moved in as \vell. They \vcrt the
Edingers (Mr. and Mrs.) and two boys. und Mr. Kahl
and two hoy!s Alex and Freel. All of them in one little
shUCK. Mrs. Kahl und four boys were still in Winnipee. After the Kuhls had their shack built Mrs.
Kahl and the four smaller boys came out. After tv.,'o
years their horses died of swamp fever so they put
everything in the attic of their house and went back to
\Vinnipeg. Everyone worked for a while and then
after the war they came back to North Battleford. The
boys herded cattle where the Comprehensive High
School and the Civic Centre now are. There was a big

;,valk to the house. fV]om and Dad took us and rubbed
our hands and feet for a \vhik. There \vere some
huv./ling boys for a whik.

slough there. Thev were mostlv milk cows and the\'

would pick them ~p in the mor~ing - keep them Ol;t
there all day then back into town to their owner's in
the evening. They got" dollar each month for each
cow. They had as many as 125 cows a day, most days.

A few years later my brother Henry and myself
\vent to get the CO\VS home, and Dad had a young bull
\vith the cows. That bu!l charged us. He got me down
and was just pounding nlC \vith his head. Henry
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Dances were and still are popular in SalKl\vith. in
1967 some friends and myself started a dance band
called "The Highligh[s". The members of this orchestra \vere Alvin KahL Don [\1a1'sh, Linda Osman,
Shirley Osman, II'udy Price, myself. and our manager Gerry Boyd. Since then 1'\'12 played \vith several
orchestras, NO'~v !9f)O, the orchestra is cllkd ··Grand
Country" . Its rnembers are scattered across the country side and \)ve travel many rnilcs playing for dances.
The members 2!rC Ruth Sutherland
North Battlcford. Clint Lybeck _. Martensville. Keith 1l1ylor
---- Hatlord. Robert Allen - Robinhoocl and myself
_..- IVkdstcad.
In 1972 ! married Lynn Haubold. We lived in
North Battldorc! and then South Bmtleford from
there ""ve moved to Maidstonc then back to North
Battleford. In 1978 we decided to build a home in
Mec!stead as 1 was going to work for Allen \ Cabinets
in Robinhood. We have two children. Dean, born on
December 25, 1974 and Jacy, born on November 22,

finally caBed the dog and he ChitScd the cattk mNily.'.
By that time my arm \vas broKen. \Vc went h()mc and
my dad set my arm the best he coukL and put it in Cl
sling. It took a long time but iI t:nded u[J O. K. It vvas a
little crooked. but "vito threshing and pitchin.~ bundks ali fall it straightened up pretty good.

Alall D. Kahl Story
1. Alan K;:lhL born in j().+lJ \vas raised in lV'lo!cwont! Schoo! distril't. in 1955 ! started school in
i'l1olcv\iood \vhich was about .2~/~ miles from home. In
the sumrncr rime I'ny sisters and hrothers and i \voldd
walk across country to the lmc roum country schooL
but in the \\'inter time \VC rode in the sleigh. \Alhen I
reached grade three, 1957, 1vloic\\'ood closed its
doors and so ! \vent to Sandv,iith .school. In 1963 !
started high school in G!enbush. Ear! Buyd was the
bus driver for that area throughout my' SChOIJ! years. 1
grauuated from Glenbush High in IlJ68 the laS[ high
school graduation in Glenbush.

1977.

Alex Kahl Family
Alex took a homestead on the N.E. V, of 27 in 1929
and stayed a few years then moved to North Battleford. He married a North Battleford girl and had a
son Eddie. Mrs. Kahl passed away May 18, 1940 at
her home in North Battleford. Eddie came out to the
farm and stayed with his aunt and uncle Vera and
Fred Kahl. He went to school at Molcwood later left
the district with his dad to live in British Columbia.
Alex had passed away and Eddie has married and
lives in British Columbia.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kahl Story

Sandwith Hi-Lites. L. to R., Alvin Kahl. Trudy Price, Shirley
Osman, Linda Osman. Back, L. to R., Alan Kahl, Don Marsh.

Our parents came from North Dakota in April,
1914 when I was only four months old. Our mother,
sister. Lenora and I lived in North Battleforcl for four
months in a house on what is now the 1800 block on
102 Street. in the meantime Mr. Christian Blixruci
and Dad had built little houses for shelter so we all
went to the farm.
The reason for taking up homesteads in that area,
N. W. 21-48-15-W3rd. was that there was lots oUeeu
and water for the livestock. Hopefully this would be
the place to make their fortunes in the years to come.
I am sure, had some of these people been able to
see into the future and known what was in store for
them they would not have settled in that stoney area.
It was quite a time before roads were built. scltool
districts organized and schools built. post offices ancl
stores came into the area. Supplies had to be hauled
from North Battleforcl, a distance of forty miles.
quite a distance when driving horses.
The majority who still live in the area have electricity, telephones, and running water, in their homes

Alan Kahl family, Lynn and Jacy, Alan and Dean, 1978.
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and barns. Many is the time I think of all the water!

carried in my day in two pails sometimes from a
slough a half mile (l\vay to \vash clothes, straining it
to remove the tadpoles and \vigglers. But the sound
of frogs in the spring still brings back fond memories
of the good old day,'s on the farm.
The prairie fires those years were bad. There
\vere no \vide road all()\vances or fields to stop a fire,
the men and \vomcn too, \vould just have to get out
there and "backfire" to stop it. They would burn a
strip so the fire would burn itself out when it got that
far. It was also necessary to have a wide fireguard
around the few buildings one happened to have. They
would contain everything one owned.
Mom and Dad moved to the DaywoocJ place a few
years after on account of water for the livestock.
There was a very shallow stretch of creek there that
the water ran so fast it never froze over in winter time,
almost like a miniature waterfall. This meant a lot,
not having to open the watcr hole for the stock to get a
drink a few times a day.
Our cousin, Bertha, was staying with us at the
time, and she being older than my sister and her
nearly three years older than I, meant that I was the
unwanted little brat, being just five at the time. This!
learned the hard way. There was a big wasp's nest in a
tree, down on the other side of the creek, not too far
from where the cattle drank. After having tried to
knock down this nest repeatedly thcy decided one
morning to do just that, once and for all. With sticks
and stones they did just that and continued on their
way, no doubt looking for more mischief to get into.
I. not looking for trouble, came tripping along behind, and in my bare fcet too, and the saying, "madcler than a hornet" is putting it mildly. They had just
reason to be mad that morning. I was the innocent
victim, who paid for their dirty deed. I was swollen
up so badly I could hardly move or see for a week.
The only thing our mother knew to use to take down
the swelling, was turpentine. It no doubt saved my
life. I did learn that it doesn't pay to follow older
people around as one can come to grief that way, in
more ways than one.
When I was seven we had three and a half miles to
go to school, with old Billy hooked to the single
buggy; when he was in a driving mood that was.
When he wasn't he just laid down and we couldn't do
anything to budge him. One morning Dad decided to
remedy the situation and he used the "black snake"
on him. That was the fastest ride we ever had to
school and also the last time Biliy laid down on the
job, maybe also the morning Dad decided to move
back so we could walk to school, sometimes in snow
up to our waists.
I remember when 1 used to take my shoes and

L. to R. Clara Kahl, Ruth (Johnson) Atree, Molewood teacher
1923, Henry Kahl.

Henry and Clara Kahl's 35th Wedding Anniversary.

Henry and Clara Kahl's family (L. to R.) ELsie, Henry, Jr.,
Geraldine, Caroline, Lyle, Louise, Dianne standing in front.
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stockings off on my \VdY to schoo! and stuff them in (j
gopher hole and then put them on again on the \ivay
home. We \vere not to go barefoot until after the
twenty-fourth of Mayas it wasn't cunsidered that
spring had arrived until after that. Nonetheless. ! had
always hated shoes and it certainly \vas nicer to be
able to go tip-toeing thru' the crocuses and buttercups in bare feet, Maybe the fact that! had to wear
boys' boots until I was eleven had something: to do
with iL
In those days the clothes we did gd had to last.
Maybe! was harder on my clothes than my sister. The
last pair of boys' shoes i got didn't laSt too long. I \vas
happy when I founci out I was to have new shoes,
hoping they'd be girls', When the parcel from Eaton's arrived. my ego \vas deflated in a hurry: anyway
I put them on and went out to the woodpile to split
wood, My mood at the time didn't help and why I
didn't lose at least one or two toes in the process!' II
never know but I didn't have to wear boys' shoes after
thaL
The spring, Jim, my younger brother was born,
we knew nothing about the "birds and the bees" and
when Uncle Phil told us the baby had come floating
out of the water hole when he chopped it open that
morning for the cattle to drink, we believed him, My
sister was nine at the time and now as I think of the
tots of three and four who know everything, I just
wonder are they better for it or not"
The summer we had the hears was interesting as
far as us children were concerned, The work of
caring for them after they were brought home, fell to
our mother, They didn't even have their eyes open
yet, But then mothers have more patience and enduranee than anyone else or a lot of us wouldn't be
here now'
The little cubs, three of them, were brought home
after their mother had been shoc It was not known
until after, that she had babies in the den, The job of
getting up at night, sometimes thee or four times to
feed them, was left to our mother, She tells of the
experience in her story, We sold two of them. Ruby
and Sylvia. to a zoo in Winnipeg when they were
about three or four months old, for $35,()() a piece,
Goldie, our favourite, stayed with us all summer,
When it rained she'd walk up the drain board after
having a dip in the tub which was put there to cateh
the rain water. and parade around on top of the fairly
nat roofed house, Round and round she'd go in a
circle, uttering that bear growl or cry, whatever one
can eall it. It's a soundl'lI never forget. pathetic to
say the least It was a cry for attention and almost a
mad grow L ,
"Why do I have to be out in the rain, when you
are all nice and dry inside'?" No doubt hoping we'd

feel sorry for her ,-md rake her in. Once, after leaving
her at home alone, she got loose. She crawled
through the bedroom \vindow, after having torn Out
the screen and atc ai 1 the flo\A/crs and berries otT
Lenora \ and my ne\v hats. There V\'tb no doubt in our
minds whn the culprit was after seeing the rnudely
footprints on OLlr bedspread.
No douht it was after that we decided to take her
with us ofren. We wok her [() the school fair with us
that :year. h provided an attraction that 110 doubt at
least the children \veren't often able to take advantage of. Circuses weren't brought out to these areas
and a lot or children hadn '{ even seen a bear, let alone
a spoilt brat like that one, No doubt the booth sold
more peanuts that day too, seeing as Goldie had
come to the Fair,
She used to get in the \vater trough and have a
bath, much to Dad's and our dismay, The horses
wouldn't drink the water after, which meant emptying the trough and pumping fresh water for them. In
the busy times Dad wasn't very pleased with this
extrajob. It was our job to keep her out orthe trough
and have fresh water for the horses to drink when Dad
came in from the field, After she had had her dip,
she'd run up to Jim, only two and a half at the time,
hug him, getting him all wet in the process and then
run and scramble up a tree, knowing she'd get
punished if she stayed on the ground within reach,
A fter a few months of these shenanigans Dad
decided she too must go, The Ringling Brothers,
Barnum and Bailey. happened to be in North Battleford at the time and they had made a deal to buy her
Ii)£' $7S,O(), I guess we all breathed a sigh of relief but
missed her as she had become quite a pet, when we
could forgive her for the mischief she got into,
We also had a skunk for a pet for a time that had
been caught in a trap, In the spring the door to the
cage was left open in the day time, For quite a while
she came home every evening, but I guess the call of
nature got the best of her because one evening she
didn't eo me home,

My future brother-in-law caught a magpie in 11
trap, We kept it till its leg healed and then turned it
loose, perhaps a mistake we should never have made,
He no doubt became the daddy. grand-daddy and
great-grand-daddy of all the miserable magpies we
have now, We thought he was beautiful, with his
lovely coloured feathers, How little one realizes what
lies beneath lovely plumage.
1932. the start of the "hungry thirties" or the
"depression" was the year we decided to start up on
our own and get married, We lived in our little log
house, 14' x 18' on the S.E. 34-48-15 W3rd, for three
years, The summer Henry Jr, was a baby, we borrowed a tent hom my clad and lived in it for a tew
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\}/hen the vv'oCH.l sa\vers came. fvh::ntit.ining rneat.
brings w mind the thousand pound steer \ve sold
somctirilc during the hungry thirties for };12.00. Vv'c
would ha'v-c the odd fried chil.'ken on Sundays or run
d(w,'!] an old hen to have --1'ricassicd chicken" for a
birthday supper tJ!' other special occasion.
1 \vill never forgel the year the old Cornish C'I'\):-;s
rooster decided he was boss of our :yard. I was 'the
on!}' one he chased. and always \vhen ! had tvvo pails
of something. milk. \vatcr or siop for the pigs. Nonetheless. 1 am sure if he had KnO\Vn thut [had iLkas of
changing his mind he \-voLdd h,rve minded his o\vn
business one murfling in particular. He'd alwa:ys \II/ait
until 1 had my back turned. the covvard. 1 turned
around and kicked {I muv'ed faster back in those
years than I do no\v). i caught him under the chin and
broke his neck. I yelled for the children to bring the
axe and he was a roast for dinner on Easter Sunday.

weeks, while renovating our lug house. The 111Cn
took the sou roof off the house, took out the north
wall, huilt on another ten fect and put on a shingle

roof after building it higher. ·'vVe no\v had t\\'o 1)t;:c1rooms upstairs.
That rcall~y 1S the onl)' p!,iCL:'j hated to move 1'rom,
since then it really doesn't matter. as long as it's home
and doesn't have a leaking roof l!ke that little hOLlse
liVe had. rvlany" is the night. after it had l'diOed fur a
1'e\-v hours it \l,/ouid start to cirip, so we 't.! just move out
to the little granary we had spent our honeymoon in
w'hile the hOUSt~ \A/as being finished. \VC\1 take our

bag of flour and sugar so it wouldn't get wet and our
becL push the \vood box underthe table. so \-ve \1 have
dry vvone! to cook breakfast with {the table had
oilcloth on it). There we'd stay until it would quit
dripping inside. usual!y a fey\' hours after the sun
started shining outsick.
Those \vere tough years but We al\vays got bYi . 'vVe
al\vays had some garden. so we had vegetables. with
a CO\\/ and a few chickens and vvile! berries we always
had something to cat. We had no well the first year so
that meant haulini! water in a barrel on a stone boat

\Vhy he chose to pick on me I'll never know, he couiJ
have taken advantage of the children, maybe he
thought the bigger the target the bctter!
The following spring vve moved back to the
Molew()oci area only a mile for the children to walk to
school. The place had been the home of F Basil
Parkhouse, S.W. 22-48-15-W3rd. Vie had an agreement on a rental-option-to-buy basis. Henry \-vent
over with the intention of batching until the crop was
in. He only' stayed two nights and came home again,
He said he coulc1n't sleep as there was something in
the attic making too much noise. He couldn't figure
out what it was. After the crop \vas in, we got around
to moving over there. It wasn't too many nights after.
that \\iC found out what the noise in the attic \vas, Buts
had moved in vvhiJe the house \vas empty and as soon
as it got clark, they would start "chattering'". It is
quite a rackct. to say the least. and not a nice racket.
not at all like the frogs I memioned before.
Many times, at daybreak, one or the ~irls \voldd
yell, "Mom, there's a bat in the house I" The bat had

three-quarters of ~ mile. from the neighbours, John
Sattlers. A barre! was also kept in the hOllse to melt
snow, for washing, doing dishes and baths. We al\-vays had lots of 5110\\/ those years. but it \vas a chore
to keep the barrel filled every e\/ening. Looking after
babies, as well as the other chores kept me busy, as
Henry was out working most of the time. In the
winter. he was up in the bush. doing vv'hatcvcr \-\,Iock
he could find to make a litt!e money. in those years
one could buy a lot more for $IO.O() than we Call1l(lW.
But the 51.50 he got for a cord ofwoml was aiso a far
crv from what they !-let now for \\'00(1. In summer
h~' d try to get a f~w--- more acres broken. and what
with cutting and putting up hay and fire\vood for
winter, there was alvvays lots to do.
He would play the vic)lin at dances too. He and

~ome dc)\vn where the stove pipe went through the
ceiiing. as the pipes \vere cooled off by then. 1 \vas
never afraid of them as Vie had then! at home, occasiona!ly onc \,iv'oldd fly around the yard at night. i just
used to prop the screen door open and calmly' herd
them outside. After I had informed the girls the coast
was clear they \.vould pop their heads out from under
the covers again.
At that time Vie had not heard of bats having
rabies like they claim now. i don't believe that bats
\vill bite and its only the varnpirc bat that is supposed
to be dangerous to hmnans and we don't have them
here. They are, according to the encyclopedias, vcry'!
useful creatures. eating their o\\'n \\'cight daily in
insects, so I ',,'vish there were more bats. especially
when the IllOSquitos are plentifuL However. aher

my brother Ben on the guitar provided the music at
$1.50 a night for the dunces the Ball Club put on to
raise money to GUy equipment. There \vas no money
or grants provided for athletic endeavors like they

have now, what they had they acquireci by hard work
in some form or other.
Henry use to cut cord\vood. ties. he had a sm·vmill
for a time, and sold his lumber at $!5.00 a thousand.
Also he built roads for mUllicipalities: Round Hill.
Parkdale, Mayfield, Buffalo Narrows am! Montreal
Lake.
Nil' dad was a hunter and \vould go hunting every
fall and bring home enough moose and deer meat for
our winter supply but my husband, thankfully, was
not a hunter. Meat was something we could do without. We usually just had meat in threshing time or
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we'd been living there for aVv'hik. they all kft. 1
~uess they thought vve were too noisy a bunch!
That \vas the year our L. ylc started schooL with
lV'Iiss Farrari as his teacher. Incidentally, ivl01ewuod
School is the school Henry" and I both attended \vhcn
iNC \vem to school. inez has at one time t)r other
taught SlX of our seven children as either Nliss Farrari
or f'virs. Nordstrorn.
\Ve moved to f\1edstend the summer of 19-+7 due
to the fact that the older children \,vere in the higher
grades and the teacher \.y'c had at l'v1ok\vood \vas nOt
qualified to teach high ,chool. Medstead at that time
had a population of three hundred and ninetecn people. We bought a small house. enlarged it. fixed up
the yare! and planted lots of trees, presently where
Ted Jesse's house is. The house we had, we sold and
it was moved to Fred Kahl's farm, after ,,\ie had
moved to North Bmtlcford at 1702-IOJ Street. There
we lived for fifteen years and now we have been here
in Battleford at 156-25 Street W. for three years. as of
February 1980.
Our family of five girls and two boys. seventeen
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren mean a
lot to us. They are all reasonably well and happy
vvhich means a lot in this day and age when there is so
much unrest in the world.

Frank Kamm, Helene Kamm, 1959. Packing to return home,
from a vacation in U.S.

Frank Kaiser
Mr. and Mrs. Kaiser and their four children. two
boys and two girls. settled in this area S.E.1!4 26-5013 in 1926. They farmed here until 1938 when they
sold their land to Alex Gatzke or Ted Witte'?'?
Adela Hundt, Arthur Kamm, and Erika Hill, 1978.

The Frank ami Helene Kamm family
submitted by Erika H.i11 (daughter)
Our father Frank Kamm left Germany in 1930. to
look for land so he could have a farm of his own. His
travelling companion was Gustav Jacobs, who was
also looking for farm land. They came as far as the
Iffley district where Dad worked for Mr. John Kraft
and Frank Steppat for some time. The next spring in
1931 he sent for Mother and us three children. Adele.
Erica and Arthur. we all lived at Iffley for a year
before coming to the Guyhirne School District where
he bought a quarter section of lan(L N.E. 33-50-15.
There dad and George Schuttler ~ a carpenter ~
built a two story house out of heweellogs. Our home
was heated with a large wooel burning cook stove and
heater.
All farming was done with horses. wells were
dug by hanel, and brush cut with an axe. piled by
ham!, and burnt before the land could be broken.
Hard work. and long hours with very little in return
was the order of the day. Drought and depression hac!
the same effect on everyone.

Our nearest neighbors were the Fritz Steinhardts.
and Henry Schmirlers. Dan Langes and Gus Jacobs.
There were many more neighbors that didn't live
more than two or three miles away that we visited
with. We attended Guyhirne school. Our sociai life
mainly centered around the school too. We had
Christmas concerts, schoo! picnics and the occasional Friday night dance.
In 1950 our father took i!! and had to give up
farming. He sold his home quarter to George Hill,
who still owns it. He also had another quarter of land
in the Cater district that he sold to the Seidle brothers.
In 1953 they bought a house from the \\/a!ter Mastermans and moved into rvledstcad to retire.
In December \971 we lost our father. He passed
mvay after a lengthy illness at the age of73. Mother
carried on alone, making quilts and knitting socks
and mitts for her twelve grandchildren and eight great
grandchildren. She kept herself very busy until she
took sick. and was a patient in the Spiritwood Hospital until she passed away January 24th. 1979.
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Ernie and his wife live in Kindcrsley. Dolores, now

iVlrs. Parks, lives in Grand Prairie, Alberta, with a
daughter: and Linda, now Mrs. Germshide, lives in
FiandeL Saskatchcvv':.m \vith a son and c!aughter.

The Kemnghm Family
by Ruby Nelson
My folks, Mr. and Mrs. David Daniel Kdlington
"vert originally from Oak \Vood, Ontario. I and rive
of my brothers and sisters moved \vest \vith them in
1918. Our mother passed away the following year at
O;:cn. Alberta.

In 1922, my father along with two of my brothers,
Robert Thomas (Bert) and Louis Earl. and myself
moved from Lanfine. Alberta, to take up homestead-

ing in the Robinhood area. Dad took ill during the

Verne and Tena Karolat and their family in 1969 at Kindersley.

trip to Robinhood and passed away in the North
Battleford hospital two weeks after our arrival.
My brother, Bert took over the homestead (SE
12-5CJ-16-W,)) as well as the NE 12-50-16-W3. He
farmed until his death in 1959.
Earl helped Bert to farm until his death in 1950.
In 1926, I married Nels Nelson and we lived on
the S. W. 18-50-15- W3 which Nels homesteaded
about 1913.

Vern and Tena Karolat
submitted by Tena
Vern Karolat was raised on a farm at Rabbit Lake,
Saskatchewan, going to public and high school at the
Reserve Lake SchooL He went on to the University
of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon campus, then to Normal
School obtaining a teaching certificate. He met Miss
Tena Dyck in Saskatoon and they were married in
July of 1950. He applied for ajob with the Medstead
School Unit and was offered Hyde Park No.2 School
in Sand with which had grades one to eight. The
Sand with school at that time was a lean-to erected
hehind the town hall as it was too far to send the
children to Hyde Park No.1 SchooL The teacherage
at that time was two granaries pushed together and
remodeled inside. A salary of $1500 per year was
given and working here, Vern was able to help his
mother with her farm.
In April of 1951 their first son, Garry, was born
and in June of 1952 a second son, Allan, was born. In
1953 the family moved to Bournemouth where Vern
taught in Artichoke, a two-room schooL In November of 1954, a third son, Ernest, was born and in
March of 1955, a daughter, Dolores, was bOrIl. In
August 1955, the family once again moved, this time
to Landis, where Vern took the job of principal of the
four-room school. They lived in Landis for thirteen
years, during which time another daughter, was born,
Linda, in 1957.
In 1967 Vern was appointed Superintendent of
Schools in Kindersley. The family lived there until
1970, when Vern became ill and passed away on
April 25.
Ten" anel her family moved to Saskatoon where
Allen, Ernie, Dolores, and Linda completed high
school and Garry attended university.
Ten" still resides in Saskatoon as does Allen who
is still single and Garry who has a son and a daughter.

The Chester Kellogg Family
by Jean Ledinski
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kellogg came to the Birch
Lake district in 1913. They settled on the southwest
side of the lake. But moved north for the winters,
where they fed between three to four hundred cattle.
Hay was put lip during the summer months on what
was known as Kellogg's R'l11ch.
Chester Kellogg was the first man at Birch Lake
to own a car. He helped many of his neighbors with
transportation to and from hospital in cases of accidents or illness.
The family of ten children attended Birch Lake
School. In 1923 they moved to Midnight Lake.
Two children lost their lives accidentally,
Blanche, their oldest daughter, drowned. Their son,
Melvin, was killed in a hunting accident. He was
only fourteen years old. Both are buried at the Meola
Cemetery.
James (Buster) Kellogg is also deceased. He was
a resident of Terrace, British Columbia.
Allan had made his home at Spruce Lake, Sask.
He is also deceased. buried at Vancouver, B.C.
Lawrence lives at Elliot Lake, Ontario. Alice
(Mrs. Jules Nelson), lives at Kelowna. B.C.
Elwood lives in Edmonton, and Grace, Mrs. John
Ludvikson, lives in North Battleford. Her husband
John, passed away in 1961, he is buried at the Glaslyn
Cemetery.
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Grandchildren of the Kellogg family still reside
in the district, Lome Ludvikson, Bertha Abbott anel
Jean Ledinski.
The Kellogg farm was sold many years ago. Only
a few old-timers remember the" Kellogg Ranch. "

Henry Ketler Story
submitted by Agnes Ketler
Writing up the family history takes time, unfortunatelv. We lived by the lake on the Thompson
place. Our o\vn house stood across the roacL facing
Avery School next to the Harrison Store and Post
Office.
About the only thing! remember was the grinding poverty. !' m sure no one wants to hear about that.
The only good things were the kind little things
Mrs. Wm. Harrison did for us children when we'd
come in with a week's eggs, one-third of them broken, to trade for sugar, oatmeal, baking powder and
other necessities. She was a person with a heart of
pure gold.
Another person who directed my life into my
present work as translator and historian, was Mr.
Julius Klassen. He spent many, many years teaching
languages to us children on Saturdays and over the
winter school holidays. I always enjoyed it thoroughly' He also taught us singing. I'm sure he would
ha~e taught us music too if we had been able to buy
instrumen ts.
There was a great deal of wildlife around the lake
such as birds and squirrels. Flowers abounded, and
since I couldn't keep up with the other boys and girls
due to an old spinal injury, I drifted into bird-watching. It is a favorite hobby of mine to this day.
, We actually pioneered in Swift Current just south
of the town, on the edge of a coulee. The house and
barn are still there today. We moved North in 1926.

Julius Klassen, Jack Haskins, John Janzen, Henry Neufeld,
Henry Ketler.

We moved away in 1941, just when things began
to look up. I would prefer to rcmernber the good
things, but l'm sad to say ! remember the terrible
poverty most of all.
I am living in Steinbach, lYhmiroba 110v\'.

The Hisol'Y of Arthur Kennedy and Family
bv Arthur
, My father, Chris, and mother. Annie, were born
and raised in New Brunswick and got married and
had three children before they came to
Saskatchewan. Dad came out in the spring of 1909
and homesteaded forty-eight miles north of Swift
Current or four miles north of the South
Saskatchewan River. My father stayed with a neighbor until he had a set of buildings built. He bought his
first team of oxen and broke his first thirty acres with
a walking plow that year. During til summer of 1910,
Mother and the three children came out and joined
him.
In the summer of 1910 he hired thirty acres to be
broken as he was doing carpenter work for a farmer
near Moose Jaw. The family went to Swift Current in
the winter of 1910 and my father did carpenter work
until spring. In March of 19111 was born and a month
later we moved back to the homestead. That spring
Dad bought five oxen and broke sixty acres during
the summer.
In 1915 Dad had a bumper crop of flax so, having
no elevators, had to build two one-thousand-bushel
granaries in Cabri. So then Dad sold the oxen and
bought his first team of horses to haul the nax, during
the ~inter, to Cabri. They loaded the grain from th~
granaries to the boxcars. In 1916 Dad built a bigger
house and a hip-roofbarn. The house was twenty-two
by twenty-four feet with a cottage roof and the barn
thirty-four by thirty-six feet.
We drove to school with a horse and buggy which
was five and one-half miles from the homestead. In
the fall of 1917 Dad built a house and a barn in Cabri

L. to R., Back row: Agnes Ketler, Bill Ketler, Henry Neufeld,
Willie Neufeld. Front: Jacob Ketler, Henry Ketler, Peter Neufeld.
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to nwke a shed for the cattle. it vias about the end of
November hy the time: \AiC got the shc:d finish~i..L That
\\.'lntcf \Nt didn't do much except cut f"irc;,vooLL look
after {he cattle, play l:ards in the cvenin~ and go to

where we spent the winters and went to school during
the \vinters until 1923. We had to cross the South
Saskatchewan River by ferry in the snmrner and by
ice in the winter.
In 1021 a railroad came through, north of the
river. Kyle was later built by the railroad and \vas our
closest town. Around the same time. the school was
built two miles from our homestead. By this time I
had an older brother Miiton. and an older sister
Beatrice. I had a sister May who died at eighteen
months. I had four brothers younger: Roy. Gilford
John and Gordon, also, another brother, Walter. but
he died at five and one-half years.
In the fall of 1924. Milton and Dad bought a J.!.
Case separator (22 inches-36 inches) and went in
partnership with a neighbor with a IS-30 Case tractor.
In the spring of 1926 Dad bought an L Case tractor
and a full line of power equipment. The fall of 1926
up to the fall of 1930 we threshed with our own outfit.
In 1931 and 1932 the crop was very short so Roy and 1
worked in with one of the neighbors and used his
barge outfit. It had a twelve-foot cutting bar and the
barge held about three rake loads and we left these
stacks in rows and we threshed them later in the fall.
In the summer of 1931 we decided to take a trip North
as we knew Ben Egland from down South and visited
him. We looked around a little and things looked
pretty rosie up here as there was lots of rain here and
as when we left home, the crops were burning. After
looking around for three days at C.P.R. land around
Medstead and Sandwith, we then went back to North
Battleford and checked at the C.P.R. land around
Medstead and Sandwith. we then went back to North
Battleford and checked at the C. P. R. office. Dad
bought the S. W. quarter and I bought [he N. W.
quarter of 25-48-15-W3rd.
That fall after harvest, my dad. brother Gilford,
and brother-in-law Axel Peterson came North and
built a log shack. twelve feet by twenty-four feet, in a
side hill and also a sad barn for four horses.
My brother-in-law and Dad came back near
spring and Gilford stayed for the summer of 1932.
Ben Egland and family and Gilford put the hay up on
shares in the fall of 1932. After harvest, Dad built a
camp on an eight-foot by sixteen foot rack and covered it with canvas. We had a stove and table ancI a
few utensils. With a team on the covered wagon,
three green-broke saddle horses. twenty-four Hereford cows and one Shorthorn bull, we started on our
way North. Brother Roy drove the wagon team and
did the cooking. Brother John, Haakon Pederson and
myself drove the cattle. For the first one hundred
miles it was difficult to find water. It took us fourteen
days to make the trip.
After we resteel a few days we started to cut logs

dances.
In the spring of 19331 gm a v,'"ooden beam brush
inch J. \Ve HSe:J fuur horses of George
braker (
Boien's and {v/o of mine. The six horses did St)I11C
breaking for Gcorp:e Bolen, Haakon, and m}'self.
Haakon had the quarter northeast and Jack Barlow

had the quancr nortlnvcst or :-;ection 23-4B··i5.
t--laakon and i put the hay up un both of these quarters
for the cattle and horses that wimer.

(Conciusioll by joyce)
In the years 1934-1940 Dad ·worked in the bush at
Birch Lake in the "vinicrs and brushed and broke and
farmed in the summers.
In 1936 he bought the east half of section
25-4g-1S.
Dad got married in 19)8 to rvlarie Sattler.
!n 1941 he moved back to Kyle. taking his family
with him, and farmed there until 1942. He then sold
his farm at Kyle and moved back here to stay.
Dad farmed here with horses until 1949 when he
bought his first tractor and oneway disc.
Dad and mother had five children: Betty
(Loewen). born in 1939, married and living in this
district: Joyce (Gagne), born in 1941 (separate story);
Ralph born in 1946 and farming two miles south of
us; Barry, born in 1952, bought three quarters of
Dad's land in 1977; Garry, born in 1956, married
Donna Hagen on June 16, 1979. They have moved to
North Battleford where Garry is apprenticing in auto
body repair. He is working at Manning Mercury.
In 1955 Dad bought the east half of 26-4B-15. and
bought Grandpa's quarter when he retired and has
lived here ever since.
Grandpa and Grandma then moved to Mcdstead
and from there to North Battleford. Grandpa passed
away in 1959 aml Grandma in 1966.
Dad still has three quarters of lanel and enjoys
getting out in the fresh air to help with chores and
farm work and living in his renovated fann home.
Dad has five brothers: Roy lives in Chilliwack
British Columbia; john is in Langley, British Columbia: Gilford, who farmed for a while in the Sand with
area, now lives at Meadow Lake; Gordon lives at
Lacombe, Alberta; and Milton travels a lot to visit his
family members but is now at Meadow Lake.

Milton ami Bertha Kennedy Family
by Joyce Gagne
Uncle Milton and Aunt Bertha lived, after the
Kcnnec!ys came to the Sandwith area, on the N. W.
62-t

is playing hockey in Nijmcgen, Holland for his

36-48-15. and leased the southwest quarter of the
same section.
Milton and Bertha had ten children: Gloria
(Parks) lives in the United States: Ruth (Dirkseni
lives at Hillside: Florence (Martini lives in Vancouyer: Eileen (Cre\vs) lives in Nova Scotia: Edwin
lives in Kelowna. British Columbia: Herbert lives in
Lacombe, Alberta: Lloyd, Mervin and Wilbert live
in Kelowna: Ivy (Chevalier) lives in the United
States.
Aunt Bertha passed away in 1951 when Ivy was a
baby.
Uncle Milton and family later moved to Lacombe, Alberta, and he sold his quarter to Roy
iverson. He is nov/ living at lVleado\v Lake.

SeC-

ond year. Ronald 1sn't Inarricd.
We have good mem()J'ics of Robinhood: \Ve made
many good friends there. The first spring we lived
there, we \vonderecl ho\\' \vt: \vould get our garden
plo\ved. One day Mr. Oiar Larson came over with his
team of horses and plo\v, and plovved nUl" garden. 'We
hadn't even met hl111 before. He never \vould let us

pay! him for plo\ving our garden, and he did it every
spnng.

Our children remember Q.oini! down to Bill
Bovair's store with -u quarter e~tch
buy gifts. He
alway'S let them look at everything he had for a

to

quarter.
We had good social evenings: bingos, and
dances.
Lionel says he remembers going to Bovairs to
buy work pants. Bill asked him what size he wore,
Lionel said, "1 used to wear size 32." Bill said,
"Yes, I used to wear diapers, tool"

Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Kennedy
We moved to Robinhood in July, 1952. Lionel
was section - foreman on the C. N. R. Three of our
children started school while we lived in RobinhoOlI.
Donna started school in 1952: Ellis Knutson was the
teacher. Dianna started school in 1953. Terry started
school in 1955, the year they started busing the
children to Medstead school. Our son Ronald was
born in May, 1953.
We moved to Edam in April, 1957. From Edam
we moved to Yawn in September, 1962, but only
lived there until December, 1962. Then we moved to
Mistatim. We lived in Mistatirn until July, 1969. We
moved to Carrot River, lived there until December,
1971. We then moved to Odessa where we are living
today. Lionel retired from the railroad in January,
1977.
Donna graduated in June, 1964, married Orville
Lutz October 19,1964. They have two children, Lisa
12 years old and Reagan 8 years old. They live on a
farm at Mistatim.
Dianna graduated in June, 1965: she went to the
University of Saskatchewan for two years, taught
school in Dawson Creek for two years. She married
Bill MacLeod in 1969. They now live in Kimberley,
B.C. Bill teaches school. They have three children,
Duncan 9 years old, Matthew 6 years old, and Jennifer 3 years old.
Terry graduated in June, 1966. They now live in
Mistatim. They had two children, Theresa 7 years
old, Bradley I year old. Terry is assistant Wheat Pool
Agent in Tisdale.
Ronald finished his grade twelve in Carrot River
in 1970. He started playing hockey with North Battleford Bruins in 1969. Then he played with Estevan
Bruins until the team moved to New Westminster. He
graduated from Junior Hockey in 1973, then played
three years in Fort Worth Texas, one year in Nybro,
Sweden, one year in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Now he

Dwain and Margery Kenney Family
We bought the Isaac Bergen farm, 18-S0-13-3rd,
in the spring of 1961, seeded the crop but did not
move here until September, 1961. Formerly, we livcd
five and half miles south of Mildred where we had
farmed for about twenty years. After many years of
rock picking and rough roads, we decided to make a
change.
During one of our visits to Jake Amendt's, they
showed us the Bergen farm which was for sale. We
were pleased with the general appearance of the farm
and surrounding country
There have been changes in the district since 1961
such as land cleared, roads buill. and larger machinery especially stone pickers. Some farms have
changed hands and telephones have come into the
homes.
The SE quarter was our favorite Saskatoon berry

The Kenney family, Beth, Jean, Mrs. Margery Kenney, Mr.
Owain Kenney and son, Lloyd, 1966.
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patch and the bears thought so too. The bush has long
since been cleared. There \verc also Prairie Lilies
growing in the Jovv areas but the lilies di:;uppeared
when the land was cleared mvay. So we \vere vety
surprised and pleased last summer to find some lilies
again growing in the creek which is cut for hay each
year.
We have three children, one boy and two girls,
Lloyd had finished high school in Spiritwood before
we moved to the Carrollton district. Then he attended
School of Agricultural at the University of
Saskatchewan for two years. He worked with the
CO-OP in Spiritwood: Marwayne, Alberta: L1oydminste,~ Sask.: and at Federated Co-operatives in
Saskatoon where he and his wife Carol and daughter
now live. Beth finished high school in Medstead.
Then she and Betty Hundt attended Saskatoon Business College together. After college, Beth workeci
for Palm Dairies and Federated in Saskatoon. then
transferred to Uoydminster CO-OP. Beth and Miek
Golinwoski have four children and farm near
Kitscoty. Alberta. jean received all her schooling but
grade one in Medstead. After graduation. she attended Reeves Business College in North Batileforcl
and after finishing, worked for the Bank of Montreal.
She married Ron Pauls and they moved to L1oyclminster where they both worked for International
harvester for a year. Then they moved to the Glenbush area and bought the old Heyden homestead.
Later they built a house in our yard and rented our
land as well. As a result we arc now semi-retired.

Leonard and Helen Kildaw and Diane Flyer '1938.

Sophie and Martin Kildaw
Sophie Drumheller first came to the Medsteml
area with her folks in the fall of 1918. They brought a
herd of catile, some horses. and machinery for hay
making. The south Morse area was very dry, with
even a shortage of water for stock. Their cattle were
loaded on the train and then driven over lanel to near
Medstead.ln 1920 they sold the cattie and returned to
Morse. Sophie anel Martin Kildaw were married that
fall. and returned in 1921 to take up a homestead in
the same section as Martin's father, southwest of
Marron School.
Everyone had a few cattle and horses to travel
with. Most people broke a field to grow some grain to
feed or trade or sell.
Martin proved up his ho!nestead and built a small
house and barn. In the off-season he would work in
North Baitleford while Sophie stayed on the homestead. Alexander was born in 1923. In 1924 Sophie
left the farm, living in the city for a while before
going back to Morse. There Leonard was born in
1925. They continued fanning on some of the familyowned land. Times and prices were poor. Helen was

Sophie and Martin Kildaw 1940.

born in 1927. They continued to farm until 1921J
when they again came north to the homestead. Alexander who was sick for a time passed (J\vay in December.
In 1930 they again lived on the homestead and
improved the buildings. They used horses to haul
wood for the stove and heater and hall I feed for the
cattle. The dusty thirties became \,vorse. They would
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Leonard Kildaw and Mrs. Louie (Anne) Kildaw, taken 1950.
Mrs. Martin (Elizabeth) Kildaw Sr. 1939.

childhood days with my parents, my sisters and my
brothers, in the Marron School District. and covering
events to clate.
Considering that 1 was only about five months old
when my mother and fathel: my sisters and brothers
moved to North Battlerorcl, and then north ta where
father filed on a homestead, I must say that this is
what I learned from my parents, my sisters and
brothers at a later date when I became old enough to
understand anel remember happenings on my own.
I was born at Arco!a, Saskatchewan. December
25th, 1911. We arrived in North Battleford in the
spring of 1912, from where we would go out to the
homestead to build a house and shelter for farm
animals. Father had three years ta make the required
improvements in oreler to claim title to the land.
Location: N.W. y, 10-49-15-W3, approximately thirty miles north and nine miles east of North Battleford. There were several ather families that maved
into that area that year and some settlers were already
there.
In 1916-17 a school was built on land owned by
Mr. Marron, the school was named Marron School,
and the area became known as the Marron School
District. It was two miles by road allowance to
school. but we walked straight across as the land was
not privately owned then. This was a short-cu!, about
one and a half miles to walk. In those days we didn't
go to school during the winter months, school started
in April or the first of May and would operate until
October. By 1930 schoo1 started in April and closed

trade butter at Hallis's Storc in Medstead for groceries as money was very scarce. Leonard hegan
school in 1931. Mrs. William Mills (nee Miss Mc(:ready) was teaching: then. Miss Shannon taught the
next year.

After 1932 many settlers came up from the south
to take land ncar l\Ilarron and Mcdstead. Some came
by wagon and horses or mules, a fc\v came by car.
They made an old car into a wagon and built a closed
in cuttcr (caboose) to use in winter.
In 1933 Miss Rodgers taught school when times
were still very poor. Mr. R. Felski was thc next
teacher. When school was out the youngsters used to
play at the Lost Horse Creek which !lowcd about a
quarter mile from the hOllse. We picked Saskatoon
berries when they wcre plentiful to can for winter. In
winter they used to slide down the hills on little
sleighs we made,
About 1937 Martin took out logs, to cut into
lumber for a house which was built in 1942. Mr. H.
Bolton was the next teacher. Many pcople in the area
began buying land and the power machinery began to
take over fanning in the forties, but horses were still
used. Helen and Laurence continued their education
in North Battleford and in 1948 Helen went to Moose
Jaw. In 1951 Laurence went to Winnipeg.
In 1953 the homestead was sold to John Siemens
who is farming there now. Martin ancl Sophie lived in
North Battleford until 1957. They moved to Edmonton. Martin and Sophie celebrated their 50th anniversary in 1970. Martin passed away in December 1975
at the age of 75. Sophie continues to live in Edmon-

at Christmas time each year, this may have changed
later an as well.
During the year 1921 there were only three of us
that were of school age left in this district. that was
my sister Lena, who is older than l, and Mary who is
younger. All the other families that had children of

ton.

Louie Kildaw Story
A historic panorama, starting with my early
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school age had sold out and moved south, several or
them going to the United States louking for greener
pastures. \Vith only three of Us to be taught. the
schoo! board decided that i! \voukl be rnore economical to pi-ty us to go 10 Avery' School than to hire a
teacher. Avcrv School \\iLlS al.Jout six miles to the east
of us, but \!vie only went there for the one year. The
follo\ving year other families mO\"cJ into the district
and some of the younger ones became or school age.
in the bll of 1926 f stayed hOJlle to help 11 a n/c;'; ( and I
clidn 't get back to write my exams. In fact that was the
end of my school days. Ho\vever J\'larron School
v/ent into operation again in 11)22 and continued until
the Larger Schoo! Units were started. some time after
the second World War. in the late forties.
Now for a bit of reminiscing. The first t\VO or
three years we lived on the homestead during the
summer months vvhiie rather made some improvements by doing some breaking and gardening. In the
winter months we moved to North Battlcford. where
Dad and Mom would \VOrK out to earn extra money
that was very much needecl to buy food and clothing
for a growing family. 1 shall relate to one episode in
which I \vas the cause for a lot of sorrow and sadness.
This happened when I was about three years old in
North Battleford. One evening after I finished supper
! slipped out of my chair and crept under the table.
After all of them finished. mother went to see what I
was doing but she couldn't find me. We had quite a
large table and in those clays the table cloth was large.
too. It hung c.lo\vn almost to the [1oor, so it wasn't
easy to sec under. and in the excitement they didn't
clean the tabie. they all went looking for me. They
looked everyvv'here hut under the table, they en4uired
at the neighbors and then notified the police. but not a
clue. At breakfast time mother was very tired and
sleepy. but she went about making breakfast. and
then she started to clear the table. The clatter of the
dishes avvakened me and I crept out from under the
table and sat in m}' chair reudy fur my breakfast.

Mother \'V~lS so delighted hm inside she \,vas somt>
what angry, hovvcvcr she cried wilhjoy ,!S she hugged
me saying she \vas glau to sec me alive. Father said if
I had been old enough to understand, he \\.'ould have
WHiled my bide. It \Vi.L'in't umil i.t number of ;/cars
later that i realized the SOlTO\;\i I had caused <Ill or
them. This just goes to show thut one never Knows
what may happen \\:hcn one fails asleep regardles::-i of
what age one rna): be. No matter hov\.' much pleasure
and joy life rn;:IY bring in raising a I"ami!y, life also
hrings some dull moments of despair. These joyful
and dull 1110111cnts must have been experienced many
times over by our parents as \ve \verc a family uf ten
children.
The names of all the family staning with the
oldest: Elizabeth (Ruby!. born AprillJ. 1898: Martin
born. February 24. 1900: Henry born March 12.
19IJ): William (Billl born March 13. 1907: Lena born
fvlarch !7, 1910 and myself (Louie) born Dccernber
25,1011: rviarie born January 14, 19!4: Katie born
May 13. 1915: John born May X. 1917: Fredrick born
February 13, i0l1.). This adds up to rour girls and six
boys, a family often children and rVium and Dad for a
(owl of twelve.
In those days \ve lived off the land. 'vVe grew our
own vegetables, heeL pork, mutton, chickens anc!
eggs. We milked cows, which supplied us \vith fresh
milk. We made our butter and sold some as well. ancl
shipped cream. vvhich brought extra cash to buy salt.
sugar, tea, coffee and cereals as \.vdi tlS some flour.
Sometimes we used a substitute for corfee by roasting wheat or barley. The homestead v\-'asn't suitable
to grovv wheat. so \\iC raised more livestock and father
being an experienced butcher, slaughtered a lot of
animals. We were ahlt to supply the farmers in the
area and some butcher shops and restaurants in North
Battleford as well. We also traded beer. pork. Illutton, or young pigs for wheat. \vhich father hauled to
the flour mill and had it milled into flour, sometimes
enough to do us for one year. In those days the farrllc1"
\vas able to produce over ninety-five percent or c\/erything thm \vas required for hini and his family tt)
live on. Small \.vollJer that those rimes are referred to
as ""the good old days. '"
In 1926 the CNR completed the rail line from
North Battleford through Rabbit LaKe. Clenbllsh.
MedsteacL Robini1omL Glaslyn. Livelong. Turrleford and back to North Battleford. This caUSed the
movement of country stores and Post Offices "(0 the
radv/ay sidings, follc)\,vcd by restaurants. hotels,
garages with gas pumps and even livery stables.
Father built a sma!! hotel and butcher shu).! in Robinhood which he moved to Glenbush in 1929. i stayed
on the farm till February 1925, then i \vent north and
stayed in a bush camp until the later pan of Apri 1.

Taken Sept. 6, 1941. J. M. Kildaw. front centre. Girls left to right:
Katie. Elizabeth (Ruby). Mary and Lena. Boys left to right:
Louie. Fred. Henry. John. Bill. Martin. (Kildaw family).
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drying glasses in clt:an, I,.\'arm 1,.1,;'atcf vv'lth no soap. all
glasses that had a bit of grease OIl thcm \\,/ent with the
dishes to the kitchen.
Arter i.i fcv.,' \-\leeKs of cleaning
and taking
disheS off the tabks \\'hen thc customers finished
their meals, 1 learned hovv· to C~ilT}.' dishes, then I

lilell 1 \vem looking fur a job. 1 found work at
Gallivan on the farm \\i'hcre I stayed most of the
summer and in the fall I hired on a threshing crc\v.
The first ["(;\''1' days [ did some stooking, and then I got
in about t\venty day.'s or rhrcshin2!. Afll:f that j Vv'cl1t
home for {\ visit and father asked me to stay" and help
him put up some ice that wimer, vv'hich ! did.
in iV'larch 1\.)29 i went south to Prince where my
sisler Ruby.' \Vas keeping hOllse for a farmer by the
name or Fred Forcstbloom. Fred only fanned <l qumtel' section ~J! Prince und he also took contracts cutting
railroad ties. this is \vhat he \vas doing at this time.
1\1}" sister informed me, that if I \\"cnt to Livelong I'd
get lil/ork as a helper hauling ties. and there was a train
going through Prince to Livelong the following day.
Since J dido 't have any money, I got onto the tail end
of the train on the rear of the caboose. When the
conductor saw me he said: "Where do you think your

practiced taking orders from the CLlsto111ers and giving them Service as \vell. After the stock market crash
in 1929, prices
everything came fumbling dOVY'fl

ur

and ]11)/ \vages dicln't go up over thirty dollars a
month all through the ]O's. I was quite satisfied to
have a job, there \,vere many unemploYClL and the
government opened soup kitchens to feed the tran-

going'!" I introduced myself and also to!d him that I
was broke and had ajob \vaiting for me at Livelong.
He hesitated ttlr a minute. then he said. "Your story
hctter be true," and told I"ne to stay by the railing and
watch the rails wiggle from side to side. Which I was
only too happy to do. In a little while the Road
Master who had been sleeping in the upper bunk got
up and the conductor explained how come I was
there. He just laughed and asked me to come in and
play cards with him.
My sister had told me that Fred and his son Walter
were using the CNR bunk house for their living
quarters, so I went there and began work at once. [
\ovas paid a dollar a day and my room and board. We
worked t\VO shifts a day, ten hours each, one week.
nights and the next week the day shift. Fred was a big
husky fellow. he did one shift by himself. his son
Walter. who was about my age. and I worked the
other shift. The only time off we got is when the truck
broke clown. Otherwise we even workeel Sundays. as
we had to get the ties off the lake before the ice went.

Taken in 1923. From left to right: Mary Kildaw. Katie Kildaw,
Louie Kildaw, John Gatzke. Lena Kildaw, Richard Fennig.

After we finished hauling ties I went to North
Battlcford where i got a job at a garage looking after
gas sales. but this job only paid seven dollars a week
and my meal ticket cost seven dollars a week. As I
was able to stay at my brother-in-Iaws place. my
room didn't cost anything. I decided to take the job
until something better turned up. By that weekend
my mother and rather came to town. Father askeel me
to go and see Mr. Burgess, the manager of the Savoy
Cafe. as he was inquiring about me. 1 went to see him
immediately and he offered me ajob saying he would
pay twenty-five dollars a month and board the first
month. If things worked out satisfactory for both he
would pay thirty a month and board after that. With
that! said: "When do I starf)" He put an apron on me
and said. "Right now," and! started out washing and

Left to right: Mary Kildaw, Bill (Wm.) Kildaw, Miss Nellie Fairbrother (teacher), Lena Kildaw, Henry Kildaw. Louie Kildaw.
Taken in 1926.
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sients. The city handed the unemployed t\vent:v-fi'v"l~
cent mea] tickets and instructed them to use them
about one hour befort.: the care"s regular paying customers came for their meals. We served hundreds of
them every day' for sC\ieral years, that is \vhat made
me realize ho\-v fortunate one \.-vas to have a ,job,
especially' where there \vas lots to eat at any \vage.
In the winter of '30 and '31 things \vere very
quiet. so the boss had to layoff some of us at the end
of February 1931. ! knew of a dining room at Indian
Head that needed an experienced waiter so I went
there in March, ! worked there for about four months
and things got very bad by the1L The farmers knew
for sure that there \veren 't going to be any' crops that
year as their fields \.verc blo\vn away. Somc day/s the
air was so fu!! of dust one couldn't see the SLIn.
Everything was blown in with dust. Implements thar
were left in the field were buried in dust. There
wasn't any money around. so found myself out or
work again.
I came back to North Battleford once again, ami
found things much better here than in the south. This
was just before the fair in North Battleforcl and I went
back to work again in the Savoy Cafe, but only until
December 15th. This time I was asked to come back
to work the following May, and for the winter 1 went
back to Sandwith to my sister Mary and her husband
Louie Schwalms ranch, and helped him feed about
eighty head of cattle and did other chores as well.
There was no money involved here. It was just a place
where I could say that I earned my keep. It wasn't
hard work and I enjoyed staying there.
In May I went back to work in the Savoy Cafe. By
this time there were more waitresses \.vorking in the
cafes and not too many waiters and the labor board
brought about new regulations. Six days a week and
an eight-hour day. this was quite a change from the
ten hour day and seven days a week, and many times
the ten hour day had turned into fifteen and sixteen
hours with no overtime pay. I worked again until the
end of the year until things slowed down, Then I went
to help the Schwalm's at Sandwith again, this time
until the 1st of March, when brother Bill and I went
trapping rats, We packed a lot of food, sleeping bags
and blankets, skis, a tent. and plenty of warm
clothes. Our traps and axes, 22 rifles and shells, rat
skin stretchers, everything a trapper needed.
Brother Henry took us up north of Medstead
about twenty miles to the green timbers along side a
lake that was called Muddy Lake. Here in a sheltered
spot we cleared away the snow and sct up a tent. We
sct up an air-tight heater, cut some firewood and
started a fire to warm the topsoil up a bit, then we cut
a lot of spruce boughs and made a beel. This was as
comfortable as any posture-pedic mattress, When

everything \vas made comfortable v/c had lunch and
Henry went on homc, not to come back to get us until
after the first of [,vlay.
The next day We gathered up a lot of \\'ooel,
enough to do us for about t\VO \\'ceKs, just in case \ve
canle home late from our trarlinc \A/hl':n it would be
too dark to look for \NOtKl. There \'.iLlS a store at Birch
Lake Siding just oUIside the timber belt, abom a nine
mile walle \Ve on1;/ had to \.valk to this store about
three tirnes while \VC \vcrc there, or until the trapping
season closed and Henry carne to get us. El::lch or us
had about fifty doilars worth of rat fUL \vhich we sold
at [Vkdstead and I rcrurned tu North Battleford.
This time 1 went to work at the Club Cafe. Again
this job only lasted unld the end of December. At that
time the Fuller Brush Company's field man was looking for salesmen. Since I had nothing to lose I
decided to give it a try. He took two or LIS to Saskatoon, vvhere they gave demonstrations on selling.
There were quite a number from other areas around
Saskatoon. The company \ men gave us the demonstration to show what we had learned about the product and how to sell it. After that we all went home
ready to go to work. This wasn't ruo satisfactory,
because 1 had to have a car to get around to the
country people. All I could make was a living and
travelling expenses but not enough to make car payments. I realized this after making my deliveries and
new orders dropped off because only a very few
farmers had any cash.
At that time I saw a poster advertising a sports
day at Medstead and my brother Bill happened to be
in North Battleford, so \Vi: decided to get a concession to sell hot dogs, coffee and cold drinks on the
sports grounds, I inquired and they informed me that
they only aJlo\i\'cd two eating concessions on the
grounds, that they had one and I was welcome to the
second one. i paid for it in advance and then Bill and I
purchased everything Vie required to keep us going
for the day. and \ve also got permission to move our
booths closer to the dance hall that night and by
midnight we were sold oul. We packed up and went
home.
I still had the Fuller Brush sample case which!
\vanted to return, as I decided to quit selling for them.
I packed up and took it back to Saskatoon, picked up
my credit slip for the return of the sample case and
went downtown to the business center. There \Vere
exhibition posters everywhere and the follovv'ing day
was the opening day. this gave me an idea. The cafes
usuaily hired extra help during exhibition \\'cek. I had
heard about the Elite Cafe taking on help so I went
there for dinner. I met the manager and asked him if
he needed a waiter. He asked what experience I had, !
told him how many years I had worked us a waiter
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\\.'ord from a frienLl that i \'vas \vanted in Saskatoon to
go to 'vvork in the Ureka Cafe. Anne had a sister in
Saskatoon, so she decided to go to Saskatoon, too,
and possibl~/ get a job. I \''lurked until fVlarch and
ihings got so slack, the Ureka had to close up. Anne
went io \Nork in l'v1arch for a dentist's wife doing
housework again. and 1 took a job as handyman at a
young couple's horne vvhile the;/ were both \vorking.
! only' earned my 1'oorn and board at (his job and it
gave me tirne to find another job.
Another job turned up on the first of May at
Campbe!l"s Cafe and! stayed with this young couple
and helped lhem \'lith whatever I had tirne after 1 did
my.' day's work at the cafe and my meals were sup~
plied by the cafe as well. On the 19th of May, Anne
and 1 \vcrc married, we didn't tel! anyone until it was
allover and we both continued to work. However, I
quit Campbell's at the end or August and went back to
North Battldord.
I stopped in at the Savoy Cafe, Mr. Burgess sat
down to talk with mc, the first thing he saiel was "1
heard you got marrieo". I said, "Yes, I did". Then
he asked what I was doing and I said that I was
looking for work. He said he needed someone and
that he would pay me $10,00 a month more, now that
I had a wife to support. which was $40.00 per month.
I agreed to this and went to find a home to rent. 1
found a little hOllse about two doors south of my
sister Lena's home. I rented this ancllet Anne know
she had to give two weeks' notice where she worked,
then she came to our new home.
In 1940, April 19th. we had an addition to Ollr
family, the first. a baby boy, we named him after the
street we lived on which was Richard and Mr. Burgess raised my wages by $5.00 to $45.00 per month.
In .June 1942 I developed hay-fever and had to quit
serving meals as food and hay~fcver just don't go
together. After that I did part-time carpenter work
and I also worked part-time at the CNR freight sheds.
\Vhilc do\vntov,/I1 one da)' I met a man, who carTle
out of the employment office and who stopped Clnc:
talked to me. I told him that I was looking for steady
employmellI, he said that is the type of a person he
was lookimg for. He wanted a man to work in a
lumber yard and hardware store at Scott,
Saskatchewan. He also asked me where I had been
\iy'orking before and aboLlt my family. ho'vv' long I had
been married, and did I know some of the businessmen in the City. He told me that he managed the yard
at Scott and also did supervisory work part-time and I
told him that l"cllike that kind of work. He then said
that he was on his way north to check on a yard at
Loon Lake, and on his way back, I should be ready
and he would take me along to Scott for a two-week
try-out. His name was Fred Johnson.

and \vhcrc. He said come to vvork in the murning at 8
A.M. This I did, and after the six days of exhibition
ended he paid me for the six days and then asked if 1
wuuld stay un ror another month as some or his
steady help wanted to wke some: rirnc of I so I swyed
un until his help came btlck.
B,tck to Nonh Battlcford once mor~; and again!
\vcnt to \\lork at the Club Cafe, onl:y this time for a
different manager and the cafe \\'as completely re~
modeled. 1 wurked here until the spring of F>-17. !
had made some inquiries U!.iOU[ the di rrerent piul'cS or
villages that \vere having spurts days and stamredes
that summer and booked five day'S: tv,,'o m rVkdsteac.i,
one at G!cnbush and tWO at Paradise HilL !r the
weather \vas co~opertivc I CDulcl take in as much as I
ean1cd \vorking in a cafe for six months. The sports
days at ivledstcad and Glenbush \vere very good. the
first day of thc stampedc at Paradise Hill \vas partly
rained out but the second day \A'tlS very' successful.
Then I applied for a concession at the North Battlcford Fair Grounds, but they were bookeJ lip.
I heard about a place located south of the west
bridge on the Battic River I had a look at this place
and there \\/as a large sandy beach and an ideal
swimming area and i \vas told that on Sundays quite
large cnnvds carnc there. This vI/as on the first Satur~
day in August and a number of young teen~agers
Vi/ere arriving to go swimming. I then went to sec the
Battleford town council. to get permission or even
pay for a concession. I located the Mayor and tolJ
him \vhat I had planned and that I \vanted an ansvv'cr
as soon as possible that day. His reply was that he
thought he cuuld arrange this and he made a fevv
pilone calls. In half an hour i had paid for a COilcession which ga'v'e me the sole right to operate on the
Battlc River Beach for the balance or that season. All
I needed was the co~operation of the \ve(lrher fnan.
When the young folks, mostly high school boys
and girls, found out there was a place to eat they
sometimes kept me occupied in the evening until
bedtime. On Sundays and some Saturdays the beach
was quite crowded. ! had my bed roll with me and I
stayed there all the time, until about the 15th of
September. The nights were too cold so I packed up
and started to look for work. Caplan's Dry Cleaners
were looking for a driver for delivery services. I took
the job which lasted until December 15th. At Christmas time I went to visit Mom and DacL who lived
about thirty~five miles north on 4 highway at \'lhat is
referred to as the Robinhooci Junction.
/\nnc, my girlfriend then. \vcnt home for Christmas too, her folks lived three miles south of my
folks. She had been doing housework for Dr.
Hamlin's wife in North Battleford. I stayed with
f\1om and Dad until after New Years \vhcn I received
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That first year ,,\ie served oniy cold sandwiches. coffee. cold drinks und an assortment of ice cream
dishes. In the dance hail 1 installed an amplifier. a
record player and an assortment of dance records,
some old time music and some modern. i set up the

Fred called on me as he said he would and /\nnc
and i thought this was what may be a good move, 1
\A'aS ready to go when he called. The tvvo weeks \vcnt
by very quickly, 1 liked the work and Fred was wei!
satisfied with my work, the pay was S8D.()O per
month. Fred spoke to the local elevator man that had
a one and a half ton truck with a box on it that I
considered big enough to carryall our household

records so that it \vGuld be easy to pick them up and
numbered them and made up a iist of dances to be
played for that one night. Each dance \-vas announced

belongings. Bill Brown was the name or the elevator
man with the truck. Vv'e left one morning and that
evening we moved into our home at Scott and I went

according to the prearranged list. and any record that
didn't go over very good we discarded and added
new ones for the following dance night. We played
two or three different waltz records for each waltz
and two or three different records with fox trot time
for a fox trot and sO on.
1 was able to run dances charging only fifty cents
each and not having to play an orchestra and I made
improvements each year. I did hire an orchestra two
or three times a year, but on percentage basis only. If
they drew a crowd then they made money and left me
some, too. If they c1idn't draw a crowd then neither
one of us made money, but I clicln 't have to payout of
my pocket and they couldn't blame the dance noor
because I had one of the best in the country. Ninety
percent of the Saturday nights the hall was packed
and overflowing with crowds, the only orchestra that
packed the hall like this was Gaby Haas from Edmonton. He did this once a year and he would play two
nights in a row. By now the lunch counter business
increased considerably and we hired two extra helpers on the nights we helcl dances.
We carried this on until in 1966 my legs were
giving me a lot of trouble. It was then that I decided to
sellout. All the children had their grade twelve ancl
were out on their own. A young couple came along
that wanted a summer resort business, ancl after looking it over, and I gave them a price. They said they
would come back that evening and let me know. They
came back, we macle a deal. and on September first
they were in business and I went to North Battleford
to find something else to do.
To fill in more past events and obituaries of my
parents and brothers and sisters. Mother passed away
September 3, !941 at the age of 61. Father passed
away Apri19th, 1952 at the age of7S. My oldest sister
Ruby was married but didn't have a family: she
passed away July 25, 1975. Martin was married, he
passed away December 1st. 1975. He is survived by
his wife Sofie, two sons and one daughter, several
grandchildren as weil. Henry married, had four sons
and seven daughters and I've heard him say they had
over thirty grandchildren. One of his daughters was a
fatal victim of a car accident. Henry is the only one of
the Kildaw family still living in the Marron School
District. Bill was married; he passed away December
13th, 1965. He is survived by his wife Edith and four

to work at my new job. This was August, 1042 and by
June 1st. 1943, the Beaver Lumber Company gave
me a promotion. which was yard manager, and Fred
was promoted to full time superintendent for northwest Saskatchewan. My pay was a basic \vage plus
commission vvhich was more than double my
monthly pay.
In March, 1944 the Beaver Lumber transferred
me to Loon Lake, Saskatchewan. I wasn't much in
favor of this move but all arrangements had been
made, so I decided to go up there and sec what it
would be like. They paid for the moving so I was
nothing out. After the lakes opened up and the
weather turned warm, we were able to go swimming.
boating and fishing every week end and in the evenings, too. We had fresh fish whenever we wanted to eat fish and plenty of wild fruit as well.
Business was much better there, especially when the
boys carne back from overseas, this increased my
commission cheque each month.
In ApriL 1943 our second son was born while we
were still at Scott, we named him Albert. In 1945, a
baby daughter was born on September 12th, we
named her Lorna; and in April. 1949 another boy was
born, we named him Robert Lanny. Since there were
a lot of Roberts up there at that time we called him by
his second name, Lanny, and he still goes by that
name today. In the spring of 1949 the DNR surveyed
some resort property at Jumbo Lake, and I applied
for two business lots and sent in my building plans to
Regina. I waS granted permission to build and !
started to build a dance hall and lunch counter. I also
handed in my resignation to the Beaver Lumber
Company and by the lSth of June I was checked out.
Then I was able to put in full time helping the carpenters to finish the dance hall by the 1st of JUly. I left the
building of the lunch counter until 19S0.
The'DNR dido 't open the streets that year which
left very little parking area and I had hired an orchestra that was quite good, but we didn't get the
crowds that first year, so the orchestra made all the
money. But I got a lot of experience that year.
The next spring we finished the lunch counter and
put in a small stock of groceries and confectioneries.
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daughters. He had fi Ve daughters but one \\'(1S the
fenal victim of a car accident. The four girls arc
rnarried and have families urtheir 0\\'11. F~dith lives in
Outlook. Lena lives in Claresi1olm, Alberta by herself. She Vias married, has two sons and one daughtCL who are cdl married and have children of their
{Win. IV1arie also lives in Clarcshoim. \v<.lS married
but her husband passed away in October 1071. She
has one son, onc daughkr. and several grandchildren. also t\VO great-grandchildren. Katie Jives in
Saskatoon: she has three daughters. [\\'0 sons and
several grandchildren. John and his \vife Elsie live in
North Battleford: they are semi-retired. They have
t\VO sons and one daughter and several grandchildren. Fred and his wife Vicky live in Edmonton.
Alberta. They didn't have any children. fred had a
seriolls accident \vhile operating a cat on highvvay
construction: a tree fell across the cat pinning him
under and it broke his back, he has now been in a
wheel chair for over twelve years.
In 1055 our oldest son Richard was ready to take
his grade ten. There \vasn't a high school in Loon
Lake at that lime and no teachers to teach grade ten.
so we decided to sell our home im Loon Lake and we
moved to Edmonton. We didn't have sale for the
Dine and Dance Hall at that time, so I came back in
May each year and the family came to the beach as
well during the school holidays. The tourist season
always ended on Labor Day weekend and then we
went back to Edmonton in time for school. We did
this for three years. until Richard finished high
school. We then moved to North Battleford, as it
wasn't as far to go to carryon the business at Jumbo
Beach. Our other three children finished their school
here in North Battleford.
Richard worked for two years while taking a
short course on radio and TV by correspondence and
in 1960 he went to the University in Edmonton, as he
had earned a small bursary which he could make use
of whenever he decided to go to University in Alberta. He took three years and got his Masters degree. In
June 1963 he worked for Alberta Telephones and he
married Ellen in September, 1964. They had met
while they were both going to University. Richard
worked for the telephones for three years. then he
went back to university again. This time he earned a
degree in Electrical Engineering and then Westinghouse lltTered him ajob which he accepted. Westinghouse then transferred his fmniiy to Burlington,
Ontario in 1969. By then they had a daughter and a
son, and in December. 1970 they adopted a baby girl
at Burlington. The climate in the east didn't agree
with them and the smog didn'( help either. However,
he was offered a job to work for an electrical company in Calgary which he accepted and that company

moved him back \vest

W

Calgary, Alberta in !971.

There was something about this job he didn't like and
\,vhile visiting Ellen's mOihcr at \Vanham, Alherta,
Ilihich is north of Grande Prairie, he ~topped at
Grande Prairie to talk to the Procter and Gamble
people that were building the pulp milL about getting
the job of supervising the installmion of the computer

equipment for their mill operation. They made inquiries about his experience and KJl{)\V ledge , then
told him they \vere interested and said the y \vould
i

notify him at a later date. In three weeks they phoned
him and told him that he had the job and for him to
come as soon as he was able to. They located a house
for his family and him and they financed his move.

Richanl completed the job and the company kept
him on steady. In ApriL 1979 he went into partnership v./ith a computer accounting firm in Grande
Prairie and that is what he is doing now. Oh, yes, they
did have another son born November 29th, 1976, so
they.' now have t\VO sons and two daughters.
Our second son, Albert went to Ottawa and took a
course \vith the weather bureau, Environment Canada in June, 1964. Karen, Albert's girl friend then.
finished her course and became a psychiatric nurse.
She \vent to Onawa and they were married on August

the 8th. 1964. Albert was stationed in Saskatoon, had
several transfers and is now stationed in Prince Albert where he has lived for the last six or seven years.
Albert and Karen have one daughter and two sons.
Lorna married Verne Sadoway in 1966, the same

day as her birthday, September 12th. Verne works as
a radio operator for Environment Canada and Lorna
has been working for the Saskatchewan Motor Club.
She continued to work there lIntil Verne was transferred to Thompson, Manitoba in ApriL 1967 and in
1971 Verne was transferred to Yorkton,
Saskatchewan. That is \vhere they arc li·ving now.
They have one son and one daughter. both born at
Thompson. Manitoba.
Lanny. that's our youngest. finished his grade

twelve in 1967 and went to work for National Cash
Registers for about

tV,iO

years. Then he went to Fort

Saskatchewan to work for Dow Chemical. In 1070.
July 19th. he married Loraine, they now have one son
and three daughters. the last two girls \vere twins.
Lanny still works for Dow Chemical and they have a
nice new home in Fort Saskatchevvan.
After we sold the business at Jumbo Beach we
came back to North Battleford. Anne worked at
Conkin's in the shoe department and did some sewing as well. She worked there until she retired in
ApriL 1978. ! decided to do carpenter work. To do
this I needed a half ton truck and my 1955 Chev was
ready for the used parts department. ! had a good deal
on a Fargo truck which! accepted. Carpenter jobs
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\,\,'crcn't Ioo plentIful at thai rime ~u 1 did a bit 01
thinking. 1 had the opportunity to save the freight on
this truck by going to \\/indsoL Ontario ~!lld pid:.in.s it
up myself. I decided to do this and take a trip to sec ~l
bit of North America at the ."'-lllK time.
Anne said she didn'! like tnl\'elling '-mel hesides
she clidn '( want to quit her job, so! v. . ·ent alone. 1 \\'ClH
as far as \\/innipeg. by bu:-:.. from there I went to
\A/incIsor. got the [ruck serviced tlnd !cft for Burlington \'vhe]\.' I visited a cousin that 1 had ncver me!
before, FruJl1 there [ \vent to Ni,-tgan.l F:alls. hired a
sight-seeing taxi and had a look at thc falls, ! \\"alked
right under the falls and abo visited i.l museum. This
\\'as an interesting experience and somewhat CdUCltiona! too. 1 stay'ed at Niagara that night and the ne.\t
r!loming 1 crossed the border intu the state of New
York and cast to SYT<.lCllse. FrDm there south to ·the
southern part of Pennsylvania, then VI/est through
seven tunnels under the mountains. Then I travelleJ
about four hundreu miles each day. about ten hours
including stops and lunch time.

hadll't scen her aunt\, (thaI is nn,' mothcr) 1'01' man V
years. I told her lhat ;11:-' parents r;~tJ p{),~scd away il~;~l
ht.'i" parents \\'(,l"(, no lunger alive either.
! left home on [he seuwd di:l\' t)[" Nuv(J1"Ibcr and i
call.l.C hnme on the second or December. ! found very
little \\[(H"K. then. in February Lorna told me that hcr
boss at the tvlotnr Cluh \\.'as lunking for a saksrn~!!1 so
I \\\;nt to 'Stt': him. t'le hJld inc what the ueal \va:-:- and
asked me III go with hillllO Unity and 1\! gCI an idea
\\'hat 1'cl h,-l\"C to do. Bc:-.ides signing up llc\',' memhers there \\"~l\ 'clllxa:'s 'ci li\l or renewal:-; to ca!1 un.
This \\-'as uuitc
intcrcstil1i2
,
, {jnd I said I'd Il"V it. I
worked at this for a few months '-mel I thought it \vas
quite gOOD. but ;;lftcr ,\, yedr {!l1d d few months I
reali/ell that 1 \Vas wearing out my car and I \\,/aSll '(
earning enou~h to replace a car so. at the end of 196K,
I gave up thi\ job,
1 Jid small jobs of carpellIer work until September. !970. I heard un allnounu.::rJlent on {he radio: a
cmpentcr \Vi.liltcd at the Sheltercd \-Vork Shop. ! applied for this at once and \vcnt to work on the j-J.th of
September. I worked as supervisor in the \\ioodwurk
area until Apri!. 1976 when 1 had my hearing
checked. The ear specialist advised me to get away
frOlll what ever was making the noise that caused my
loss of hearing and I had to leave the Work Shop.
I worked at one more joh that slimmer and that
was building round grain bins for Co-pp Lumber. In
December! reached the a~e of retirement and with all
the unemployed. Ithollght it woulu be best to let the
younger one:, fi.t2ht for the jobs that may" become
available. Anne reached the age of retirement in thc
'pring of IlJ7X.
\\/e no\\' spend a lot or time visiting our grandch't!dren. \Ale have four families ofgrandchiluren ano
the.y come and vi:-.it us \\'henever they can. Anne
looks ~lfter a sma]! area or lawn and her fhn.ver beds in
the summer time. and she docs SOllie sc\\·ing. for the
grandchildren and herself. She also reads a lot of
story hooks and docs the hOUSe\\"orL which keeps
her hopping \vhenevcr one or t\\·o or the families
come to visit.
i shovel sno\\" in the winter time ana sweep 1he
silk~\valks. ana do a lot of wulking. 1 ahvays dry the
dishes. rl/iy hobby is reading and \'\Titing. I write
letters to the editors of the local papers and others. I
do a Jut of reading to keep abreast with technolugical
progress, what effect this has on our jiving. and hoy\,"'
the pressure of events is causing changes in the vI/a}'
of doing things. It depends a lot on what \,ve do today
as to \vha! the future will hold for our y"ouths or
tomorrow.
'

I stopped at BeyarLL Nebraska for dinner. I had an
address for a cousin by the name of Henry,' Kildaw in
this area. I asked the \vaitress if she KIlC\\, of any
Kildaws living here. She answered v.lith a surprised
look: 'T III a Kildaw. who or which Kildaw are you
looking for"" I told her ami she saiel. "That is my
husband's uncle." and gave me his phone number. J
phoned him and he came in to direct me to his home
on the farm. \vhcre he had a large horne. His family
\vcre all gn. )\vn up and his wife had passed <.lvvay
several years ago. 1 stayed there overnight and the
next day he sho\ved me somt' of the country and \,\/e
visited two of his brothers. They told me that onc or
tvv'O of m:y cousins on Mother's side lived !l1
ScotsblufL which was about eighty miles west of
there.
After visiting the Kildaws for three clays. I went
to locate my cousins at ScotsblutT This was cousin
Eve. who was married to Adam Bartle. There neighhors referred to them as "Adam and Eve". In a short
while I found their home ami knocked on the door.
Adam answered and asked who! was. I told him I
was a Kilda\v from Canada. H.e reached for my hand
and said that any Kildmv is welcome in this hOllse
even if he is from Canada. As I entered the doorway
Eve came nut of the kitchen and for a momenI 1 \vas
startled as it appeared I was seeing IVlother again.
Cousin Eve \vas the picture of my mother and they
were so happy that I came to visit them. They tooK me
out the next day to sec the country and to meet some
of their sons 011 the farms. About four days later as !
was ready to go home. cousin Eve said she was
pleased and very happy to see one of her aunties
children. She was sixty-nine years of age and she

Mr. ami Mrs. John KHdaw and Family
My parents homesteaded in the Marron School
District in 1912. after my father and his uncle had
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gone in searl'll of a horncstead together. Al"lcr finding
the two quarters. they nipped a coin to decide \vhich
part cach \vou!d get. tv'ly dad got the N.\II/, 10-40-!5\\/3. his uncle got the quarter that the Darling brothers lived on.
The nearest store and post office \\'as at GkIl5~l.~ miles east. The
nearest trading arca \.vas North BattlefortL sonK 31)
miles south. There were a few bachelor neighbors in
the area. (As this vvas before my' time, I only kno\\'
\vhat ! \\'(JS told about those days).

bush, \vhl("11 at that tinle \vas

I was born during the First World War. the vear
the big flu epidemic \A/as on. For some reasun all my
parents. brothers and sisters survived. ;\ lot of the
people \vere not that fortunate. I started IVbrron
Schoo! in !922, at the age of five. I \valkecl tv"IO miles
to school vvith some of the older rnembers of the
family. We had three different teachers in the first
scason. The first was Mr. Jackson. then Ivy Perry for
a short time. then followed by Mrs. R. Hill. Some of
my other teacher~ at Marron Schoo! were: Miss
Smith. Miss Uland. Miss Francis. Mrs. Morgan and
Nellie Fair.brother.

Pete Flyer and some of the crew while building telephone lines
in the Glenbush area. 1929.

fourteen years old to help on the farm as I was the

only one left. M~y younger brother meanwhile had
gone to Regina to live with my sister and to attend

During 1026, the railroad \va:-, being bui!t into

lin. I\1iss Kindlin could not cornplctt: her term as

school there. After my parents moved back to the
farm. my father kept up the hutcher business for the
area - a business that also supplied the Savoy Cafe
of North Battlel'ord with beef and vea!' One trip a
week was made to North Battleford with horses. and
another team was used to supply meat to the regular
weekly customers from Glenbush to Robinhood. and
back south to the Moicwood District. In 1927. a new
Model "T" Ford was purchased from Calvert Motors
in North Battleford, so instead of a three day trip to
Nurth Battleford and back the trip Vv'(;lS made in a few
hours with enough time to supply even some of the
local customers the same day.
In 1931. the depression brought abollt a big
change in the area. Families that were sent out from
the cities or who came from the dried-out sonth
settled on every qnarter section. Most of the land was
owned by the C.P.R. and each family had to pay
$25.00 down. The people that were sent out from the
cities \\/C1'e given a team of horses. some CO\VS and
chickens. a bit of machinery, a clothing order once a
year and a small amount of script every month (script
Vias a piece of paper to take to the store instead of
money). Just think of how good an Energy Certificate

teacher.

while they were looking for another teach-

based on the productive capacity of our country

er. my younger brother Fred and I went back to

\VGulll work for everyone today. (Just a cornmenti.
In those years. money was very scarce and cattle
and hogs were not \vorth rnuch. My dad and 1 were
still able to supply meat once a week to the people of
the area. being that people received the scr-ipt to
exchange for food. We were able to trade meat for
most of the groceries that we needed to live on.

Robinhoocl from Turtleford. My parents moved to
Robinhood. where they took over the cafe busines.s
from my dad's sister. Mrs. Mary Toll. Later they also
set up a butcher shop. With the railroad and three
grain elevators being: builL the cafe business was
good. At that timc. there were t\VO general stores. a
blacksmith shop ane! three or four other homes in
Robinhood. My clad built a small dance hall which
also did a good ousincss. Albert Knutson and Tony
Nordgren supplied the music.
I went to the Robin School for onc season (19271.
at which time rVirs. Albert iverson \ivas my teacher.
After the elevators had been constructed and the
railroad completed and fenced. the cafe business
dropped off. The railway was slo\ivly moving eastward toward Medstead and Glenbush. so the cafc and
butcher shop were also moved to Glcnbush. There
was no schoo! at G lcnbush. so that meant a very cold
walk in the winter months to Avery School about 2\"
miles south. My first teacher there was Edna Smith.
now Mrs. E. Thompson of Medstead. I also had Miss
Flaxton who is now Mrs. John Grant and Miss KindSll

Marron District and stayed with relatives. While
taking our schooling there OLlr teacher Vias Mrs. W.
Mills (nee Edith McCready). a former Meustead
resident. She taught for three terms straight.
My parents quit the cafe business in 1930. and
moved back to the farm. ! quit school when I was
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During those early thirties, there were up to 65
children attending Marron School with grades one to
eight and only one teacher I,vith wages of :530.00 per
rnomh. W'e had a lot of school house dances those
days, "vith a 25ft admission. \vhich was hard to find at
times. There were a lot of house parties, sLlch as card
parties and dances and also Christmas concerts
\vhich always dre"v a bigger cruwd than the schools
could hold. School picnics were always held every
summer at the end of June.
Our business carried un until 1034. My parents
then made one more move to a place that was six
miles south of Glaslyn at the Robinhood corner.
a service station. Gasoline at
There. they started
that time sold at three gallons for $1.0() and sometimes less.

up

I remained on the farm and helped some of the
neighbors in order to get enough to eat. The follol,ving~ year I worked in the bush~ north of Birch Lake
clltting cord wood. and in the spring peeled ties
which we loaded into box cars that were to be shipped
to the Creosote Plant at Princc Albert. After thm.
work was hard to find. During the summer of 1936. a
hot dry summer. ! was recruited to fight fires in the
woods northeast of Birch Lake. The work lasted
three weeks: a twelve hours day at lSI! per hour. plus
meals - and that was a lot of money! After getting
back home it was harvest time but there were no crops
to harvest in this area. Edward Jones ane! I then
started out to look for work. We travelled by box car
as far as Humboldt before we saw any crop. We
stopped there ami got enough to make about $200.
After harvest was finished we returned home. I put a
down payment of $j()0 on the old home. which in the
meantime had been taken over by a mortgage company. After that I always had a place to "hang my hat".
1 rented out the farm and started raking on any kind of
work I could get - from farming to working at the
saw mill. After making enough money to buy a team
of horses. I stayed on the farm and put up cord wood
during the winter. I went to work for a farmer at
Meot;l from the spring of i940 until the fall of 1943.
On December 24. 1942 I married Elsie Robinson.
We moved back to the Marron District in the fall of
1943. I left the farm rented out because I expected to
get into the service as the war was on. However. I
:.vent to Regina in the winter of 1941 and was rejected
from service. Now, 1 was ahle to settle down and get
to work. so I spent the summer of 1944 doing carpenter work with Frank Taylor and Mr. Bender at 75<1 per
hour plus board which was good money. After that I
was able to start farming on my own. By that time we
had six milk cows and I was able to buy a tractor but
unable to get enough land to keep me busy on the
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farm. I did carrcntcr \\;'ork in the area bct\vccn busy
periods.
By this time most of the people that had cume to
the area during the 30's had moved out again or those
that did not. transferred their quarrel' section for a
better one. so rrlOl'C land \vas hard to find. I \vas abie
to rent more acres hy 1947 and 1048.
We had one child ready to start school in 1949, so
instead of ha'v'ing to drive children to school, 1 had
someone take over the farming and vv'c moved into
lVledstead in the .spring of 1950. Two of our children
started schoo! together. [ went to work for Leon PiroL
the John Deere dealer at the time. The following year
the third child started school. After nearly three
y-'ears, Leon Pirot decided to sell his business, so we
solei our house and moved back to the farm. By then
the children had a good start in schoo! and were able
to look after themselves a bit better. and away they
went back to f'vlarron.
A year or two passed and there was still no land
available so in the fall of 1955. we bought a one-half
section of land from Carl Knutson of Robinhood.
That same fall I was able to purchase another adjoining quarter from Nels Gustafson.
The fall of 1955 was the first year that some of the
schools closed and the worst winter for snow storms
we ever had. The storms started early in October and
lasted into late April. There was no one responsible
for opening roads for the school buses. Some of the
local farmers managed to open roads on the fields to
get the traffic moving. It was impossible to get down
the road allowances. In late Apri! and early May the
municipalities finally got the cats and dozers out and
took the snow off the roads. By that time the fields
were too soft to drive on. The following year there
was a snow plow club formed at Robinhood. one of
the best in the area. The R.M. of Medstead also
decided to clear school bus routes. so we hac! no more
winter road problems. Our children were able to get
their grade twelve at Medstead.
In 1957. I sold the quarter of land in the Marron
arCa to Carl Sankey ane! I bought another quarter
from George Siep of Robinhood and that gave me a
full section with plenty of work to look after. There
was still another 225 acres to clear and break and that
was a big job in itselr. but it paid well for itself in a
short time.
Besides farming there were community responsibilities sllch as secretary of the Co-op hall from the
fall of 1955-1970. and president of the local Wheat
Pool Committee from 1955-1971. and secretary of the
Snow Plow Club from 1956-1971. Those were all
interesting undertakings and showed good rewards
communitv-wise.
There ~ere a lot of changes in the district with the

C.P.R. sel!ing some of their land. It was cleared and
broken. The Robinl1ood grain delivery' point had a
larger acreage than Glaslyn or Medstead and yet the
point \vas closed to lTlake way for progress. Now the
area has sornc of the hest roads in the province, a
great change from 1955.
The Rohin School was located next to our farm
yard but it was also one of the firSI schools closed and
\I/as moved out in 1956. t'\::-; our children finished
school, they all put their minds to something easier
than farming. Ouro!dcst son. Glenn. 36 years oleL is
married and has a little girl six years old. They live at
Swii't Current. He is a plumber with the SasK. Wheat
Pool and is in charge of the south-west quarter of the
province \ farm area. Our daughter. Gloria. is 35
years old. is a lab technician, and is married to a
geologist \Nho vvorks for Petro Canada. They have
one boy six years old and live in Calgary. Our next
son, Graden, 34 years old, lives at Campbell River,
B. C. He is a lumber grader with MacMillan- Bloedel.
is married and has one girl nearly three years old and
one boy two years old.
This is now 1980, and because of poor health we
sold the farm at Robinhood to Doug Allan in the
spring of 1971. We then mOVed to North Battleford
and retired. The home quarter at Robinhood is the
N.E. 36-49-16-W3, the site where the first store and
post office was situated before the railway was built.

Louis and Marie Kish, 1937.

Molewood every Sunday. In the winter I played some
hockey with such notables as Jack Harrison, Ernie
Thompson. Robert, Garry and Bernard Lynch, Bill
and .lim Cassidy, Allan Doidge, Wallace Carter,
Robcrt ane! Jack Brown and Russel Travis. We had
lots of fun anyway. Dancing \vas another pastime we
had - going to dances in l\;lar1"on, Park Bluff, Molew()oci :md l-zobinhood. We travelled by team those
days.
Marie and! were married in June, 1937. We had
two children, Betty and Gwen, just a little more than
a year between their ages. They took their schooling
in Marron and attended high school in Meclsteac!,
graduating from grade twelve in 1958. They both
went out working then, Betty at the Saskatchewan
Hospital at North Battlcford and Gwen went training
for a Lab, Technician at the Univerisity Hospital)
Sasbtoon. Betty worked for about two years at the
hospital and then about a year and a half at the North
Battleford Medical Clinic, then she married Albert
Jones in October. 1961. Gwen graduated as a registered technologist in 1960 and then went to the University Hospital in Edmonton. She married Arnold
.lohnson in February, 1961, and they have two children. Joanne and Ed\vard. Gwen continued in her
profession and in March, 1963, was promoted to
senior technologist II. In 1966 she received another
promotion to Supervisor in Biochemistry. She was
now in charge of fifteen juniors and three senior

Louis Kish
I was born and raised on a farm in the Rural
Municipality of Viscount. Our town and post office
was the Village of Young, where I attended high
school. After high school I worked the home farm
together with my two younger brothers for three
years. In the fall of 1931 my oldest brother, George,
was going north to look for new land and! decided to
go with him. He bought a quarter in the Park Bluff
school district and I bought the N.W.!!4 of 13-49-15W3rd, in the Marron district. The following summer
after putting in the crop at home I drove up in a
Bennett wagon, leaving a team behind. Lived in a
tent that summer while! did some breaking with the
sulky plow I brought along. I had to replace the
rolling coulter with a fin because of the stones. I went
back home for harvest, returning to George's in
November. After Christmas we went to work for a
homesteader at Nieeting Lake, cutting sawIogs for
board and 100 board feet of lumber a day. Rough
lumberthose days was worth ten dollars a thousand. !
used some of it for the roof on the log shack I built
and sold some of it. My first crop froze in the
blossom so that all! got was feed. Went out threshing
in the fall to make a few dollars.
For recreation we played baseball at Manon or
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Council. [\'larie \vas secretary for a time and [ have:
heen 'treasurer since 1973. i als{) served a fe\\i icrms as
a trustee on the Marron schou! board and Vv'US secretary-treasurer from 1939 to 1953,
in 1968 \\ie moved to IY1edstead, dGing the farming from there. Sewer and \V<.lter had been inswl1ed in
the house in town and I got the plumbing done so that
ViC had it a lot better than on the farrn. Our dation \-vas
destined to be shurt-lived for in December. 1070,
rv1arie passed mvay after a long fight against cancer.
in 1973 i sold all the cattle and in 1976 I retired frorn
farming. rented the farm to Albert and the boys. f
also resigned from the IVledstcad \Vhcat Pool committee where I had served as secretary-treasurer since
1947. Now I am involved only in the church and the
senior citizens organization in IvkdstcacL we call it
the Leisure Life Club.

The Cliff Kitchen Fami!y
as told by Kathleen Tricker Kitchen
My own family, the Trickers. left Dinsmore,
Sask., early in July of IlJ33, and arrived in the north
country, east of Cater, along the correction line as it
was later called.
During this perioci, "the hungry thirties", as it
\-vas cal led, the Government decided to move families from towns and cities in the south and place
them on broken land in the north. It was "survival of
the littest".

My dad was of English origin and didn't kno\v
anything about farming. He was good at sharpening

Confirmation Class. Gwen Kish, Ellen Voss. Betty Kish, Liz
Drieschner.

technologists. Since 1971 she has been sharing the
responsibility with another supervisor. Tbgether they
supervise twenty-five juniors, six seniors and four
lab. aides. Gwen has been very active, being a member of the Canadian Society of Laboratory Technologists, both at the national and local levels. She was on
the executive of the Local Edmonton Academy for
four and one-half years, being president for the term
1971 anel '72. She has also served on several committees of the Edmonton Academy and was elected to
the Economic Welfare Committee of the Alberta
Branch, where she was chosen to the wage negotiating team and bargained with the Alberta Hospital
Association, She has been a delegate to the Annual
Conventions of the R.L.T. which has taken her to
every province in Canada. Arnold has been working
for R. Angus. the Caterpillar Distributor for northern
Alberta. He started as a mechanic in 1960 anc! has
had different jobs in the shop and out in the field.
Now he works in the shop, checking out machines as
they are repaired.
We were members of the Bethel Lutheran congregation in Medstead and served on the Church

CHit Kitchen with his three sons, Clifford, Junior, lei!. Gerald
and Floyd, center.
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I had become interested in <l It.)Cli vuung fc!io\l.:
by the !ldme of Cliff Kitchen (tvlr. Soper I,vas his steprathcr). so 1 remained in the Loch ,Side District to
I,vork for his folks. C!in and 1 were married tvlay l).
]Y3S and \I;'C wok up a homestead four miles \veSt of
Loch Side schuoL in the Cater District. The hnmc."read \,vas the North V/est I/:~ nf St:ction l), TO\,I;nship
51, Range 1-1.. \Vest of the 3rt'!' one mile eaSt and.2
miles north of Cater Storc. Here \\'c live:::l und farmc-d
for almos! tWl:ntv Y'''cars.
\\'e had four children Dorn in the Cater District.
GerakL lHlr ollle",t SOI1 \'ViJS born in !<.)39 on the farm,
Then \Y"C had I:WO more son:;. Clifford Jr. ill 10.:..~3 and
Floyd. '1\\'0 years hcfore we left the farm our only
daughter. Colleen. V",:<.b Durn in North Bwtkford Hospital.
Cliff \\'as active in alll·omml.mit y.' affairs: acti\!c
on thc School R()arci at one tinlc ~!nd leader of the -t- H
club in the district until \\'c moved to Alberta in
March of 1957.

Kathleen Kitchen with her niece, Thelma Orange. Right, Colleen Kitchen.

an aXe. but really! diun't kno\,v the correct \\,'ay to usc
it.
We see TV shows like. "Little House on the
Prairie": but believe me. it is nothing like the condition people had to cope with to huild a log house in
the bush countr~/. There was lots of material to \\'orK
with but seldom the right form of it.
When we arrived in the north country there
wasn't even a school in that area. I had three brothers
and fOUl" sisters. and five of them stil1 needed to go to
school. I had just completed my Grade Xl and there
was no Grade XII in Meustead at that time, and \liC

The Jacoh .I. Klassen Family
The Jacob J Klassen family was living at Waldheim. Saskatchewan (present home of Sno-Pro) in
the Brothcrfidd area. Dad was renting a sandy soil
farm. Those crops \vcre very slim. so he was looking
for some place we could cull our own.
It was early spring of 1927 when Dad met the
C.P.R. agent who took him to sec available land in
what is no\v the G lcnbush area. He settled for two
quarters. one of which (N W VHlf Sec. 25. '!\vshp. -IS.
Rge. 14. W of -,rd MI became our home place.
This same year. after seeding, Dad. Jake, and I
went there to build a tentative shelter 1'or the family
and to do as much breaking as possible.
To get there we didn't travel by trucK. train. or
trailer. but it \vas haYTack, wagon, and eight horses. It
tooK about two days and a night in the open. As !
remember it vv'as late afternoon when we got to \vhat

were in no financial state for me to go farther away.
Several other families had moved into the district and
so through the winter some of the men formed a
committee and Loch Side School District #5054
came into being on March 20. 1934.
Prior to that i had been asked to teach in an
upstairs room at the V. B. Soper residence. three and
half miles north of where my family had settled.
Some twenty students came to be taught reading,
writing. and arithmetic. Some o!'these hadn' t been to
school for awhile. and so were too old to start in the
lower grades, and yet. had never learned to read or
write properly. I was then granted a "Provisional
Certificate" to teach until June of 1934. After that
time the School District was required to hire a fully
qualified teacher.
While teaching I received the Government Grant.
This totaled $1(JO.OO for the ten months I taught. One
hundred of this went towards my room and board and
I had :£IOO.(JO to show for my ten months of service.
We lived about six miles from Belbutte. but we
did our shopping in Meclstead. We received a
monthly staples check. called" Relief". It was barely enough to keep body and soui together. My family
found it very hard and they did not remain on their
land or homestead - just a couple of years - and
then Illoved into Medstead.

Jacob J. Klassen and the young Mr. and Mrs. Abram Paetkau
and little daughter.
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There \\'ere no tight hour days - it \\,:as \\'C}fK l'arly
ancllatc. ""ie moved into the house long bcfprc it \,1,.'as
finished. for there \vas much \\'"ork. other thun house
building, There also was very little moncy. so what
\vas done had to be done by our o\\'n hands.
Sunda;,.'s \.verc day",'; of rest for man and oeast. Our
parents aJ\xays stressed the spiritual side of life. So
church services \vert:: held as circumstances permitted. For some time services \'vcrc held in the AVt~ry
School. Later the Gienbush United Church graciously permitted us to use their facilities and services were held in their church (l understand the
building is still existing in the Santhvirh areaL Pioneer \vork is hard work. but it's a grcat education.

to be our "new home". it \vas nothing but solid
bush. Dad went to s.;(: about :-;ome shelter for ourselves. An old log sh~tCk \vas made availahk to us on
the "Old Kennedy Place" inow owned by C. J.
Klassen). Its air-conditioning consisted of numerous
cracks bCI\\'ccn logs.
Dad and Jake went to vV'ork and built our shelter
(10 x 12 shack!. They also dug a shallow well in the
noni1east corner of the home quarter It provided
good water for ourselves and the horses. Hovvcver, in
later years it dried up.
After these most pressing chores \\;'ere ftnished,
Dad and Jake set about breaking the" least bushy"
parts of the virgin land. '0/e did not have heavy
machinery to do the breaking. but a bush plow and
six horses hitched tandem fashion. It was tough
work. Lots of stones and large trees had to be
wrestled with. Jake went ahead of the plOW and cut
down as much of the larger growth as possible. then
Dael followed with the plow. The horses learned to
stop on their own. when they heard the grinding
noise of plow shares against rocks. It was very hard
work for both man and beast. Forty acres were broken in this manner. Later Dad had twenty acres broken by Phil Renould who used a 10-20 McCormick
tractor.
The above work took all our time umil harves!'
when we went back home to garner in our small crop
(on rented land) at Brotherfield.
Early in the spring of 1928, before the snow left.
our cattle and machinery were loaded into a box car
to be sent to Glcnbush. Jake travelled with them.
Since the railroad was not coming'-- straiaht
throuoh
to
t'
:::Glenbush, they hael to travel via Turtleford.
Dad, Mother, and "us young ones" travelled with
several teams (sleighs) across snowy roads, icy hills,
and frozen lakes from Brotherfield (Waldheim) to
Glenbush. As I remember iL travel by day, in spite of
brilliant sun, blinding snow, and chilling winds was
not too bad. It had its interesting mom~nts. At one
icy hill four horses had to be hitched to each sleigh in
turn to get lip. We spent one night in a schooL where
the janitor was concerned, but he let us stay the night.
However. the second night it was cold for we did not
have much shelter. So we had to make the best of
what we had. Some of us were sick, some just feverish. Have you ever felt cold and hot at the same time')
It's indescribable' No, it was not a pleasant outing,
shack - home - such as it was. They built another
similar bin, added it to the first and this was our home
until later in the year our house was built.
That house too was pioneer work. It was built of
unedged lumber. Every edge was straightened manually. The basement was lined with stones and a claymixture. It meant lots of work, and work we did.

Vv'JS

Abe Klassen Family
Abrarn Klassen, youngest son of Jacob J.
Klassen. and Gladys Harms. daughter of Amokl
Harms. were married on July 4. 1943. Abe and I
lived in a cabin on the farm of Jacob Klassens and
moved to our own farm in 1944 (SW 35-49-14W3rd I. We fanned here in the Glcnbush area until
1966 then moved [0 Saskatoon. Abe attended university for three years. He then taught school for a
number of years and is at present manager of Canada
Farm Labor Pool in North Battleford.
Six children were born to us.
Bertha - a piano teacher. studying in Toronto.
Pearl - secretary. mother of three children. married to Dave BlocK, now in Lioydminster.
Ruby - secretary. interior decorator, mother of
two boys, married to Orlan Ensz in North Battleford.
Carol - studying in Waterloo University.
Darlene - training and working as a mechanic.
Tim ~ finishing high schooL specializing in
electronics.

Abe Klassen Family 1980. Back row, left to right: Orlan Ensz,
Tim, Bertha, Carol. Dave Block, Darlene. Front: Ruby, Gregory, Mrs. Gladys Klassen, Mr. Abe Klassen, Pearl and three
children, James, Keith and Lisa.
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could go to church in the morning and get a good

supply of spiritual food and in the afternooon the
much needed rest. As time \\'cnt on and the little ones
came along, \i\/C had a iot of fun "Vvith them and also
much \'-vork. All four of them grc\v up to he useful
sons and daughters. They are now ali married and

have prest::nted us \\'ith tvv'c1ve grandchildren.

Ben and Betty Klassen
Ben, the oldest son uf Cornc1uis Klassen's ei~ht
children V-las born and raised in the Carrollton dis-

trict. !n 196B, he went west to Burns Lake, B.C.,
where he worked as a trucker for variolls firms including Fraser Lake mining, Dept. of Higll\vays and
the B. C. forestry.
In 1971 he met Betty Currie, " native of
Saskatchewan. Betty had been born in Saskatoon and
had moyed to Burns Lake with her parents in 1965. In
1973 Ben and Betty were married in Burns Lake
where they continued to live until March, 1974 when
they returned to Sasktchewan. First they lived with
Ben's parents for a few months then they moved a
small house trailer onto N. W. 10-50-13-W3rd. Here,
they lived without benefit of power for over a year.
Their water also had to be hauled as there was no well
on the property. !n 1975 the power was installed. In
1976 they moved to Bill Rempel's farm S.W.
14-50-I3-W3rd where they stayed for two years before returning to their original house site in the spring
of 197X. In 1978 they dug a successful well with an
adequate water supply. !979 smv them start a new
home which is now complete and ready to move into.
They have been very busy with their livestock,
both cattle and pigs, as well as doing a great deal of
brushing and clearing. Two children now make up
their family, Theresa born on Feb. 16, 1976 and
Donald in Sept. 1978. They hope to raise their family
and make their permanent home here.

JacobA. Klassen and family, Wilfred, Arthur, Rosella and baby

Verna.

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob A. Klassen and Family
by Mary Loewen
After clearing much of his father's land Jacob A.
Klassen bought a quarter of land from the C.P.R., SE
23-49-14 W3, for himself. Then began the difficult
task of clearing his own land. A few years later he
built a small house and married me, Mary Loewen. It
was a beautiful sunny morning in June of 1935. our
wedding day (a very dry year). At about 2:00 p.m. the
wedding ceremony began, and almost at the same
time a heavy shower came down. There was a great
deal of rejoicing for the wedding and seemingly even
more for the rain.
Wedding presents were different in those days,
but I must say very useful and much needed. From
Jacob's folks we received a bag of 100 pounds of
flour, a pail of lard, and a big ham. From my brother
Abe, two piglets. From my mother some hens and a
rooster to wake us in the morning. The hens kept us
in eggs; we also traded eggs in for the necessary
groceries. such as sugar, salt, baking powder, ancl so
on. The day after the wedding, yes, our honeymoon
trip, we loaded my few belongings in the box wagon
and we were off to Jake's farm. There we unloaded,
arranged our few things in our nice new home, and
the honeymoon was over.
Now more work. but it was getting better. Jake
hired a tractor to do some of the breaking of land, the
crops were not too bad and we made headway.
Sunday was the best day of the week, when we

The John Klassen l<amily
submitted by John Klassen
Just a few words about my folks, Julius and
Helena Klassen. Mother is still with us, Dad passed
on in 1967 at age 73. Niother is 82 now and doing
fine. They found it extra hard as pioneers because
neither came from a farming hackground. Dad was a
teacher before coming here. They farmed on C.P.R.
land in a small way. Dad was a Sunday school teacher

and choir director for many years. He also helped out
as minister in his later years, tho' not ordained. They
had six children - Martha died at two months of age,
The remaining were myself. Anne, Betty, Mary anc!
Katie.
I married Katie Rempel in 1947. We live on the
old Nash farm beside Gordon's Lake in the Glen641

bush-Avery district. I started farming in 1l)-i6 \\"ith
Dad's help. We farmed together until he retired. \Vc
had five children in our rnarriatle. The oldest son.
Robert, married Audrey Starling. their t\'v'O children
are Shunnon and Chad. Our second son. Ken, married Irene \Visner, they have one son, Trevor. r~'red
married Susan Vargo. they h;:we two children. Lisa
and Harky. Our daughter, Linda, married Kei[h
Gamble. they have t\VO girls, Tanya and Candice.
Leo, our youngest son. married Linda \\-'hitt. they
also have two girls, Sherry and Shelly.
Among the varied occupations in the family arc
rneat cutting, farming, stucco and dry \",i.llling. mechanics and carpentry.

School \\'here we and Ketler:.; lived together. Each

Mrs. J. H. Klassen (Helen)

cultivation than virgin lanel.

We and Henry Ketlers arrived in Glenbush in the
beginning of May, 1926.
There was a red house across the road from Avery

That year we grew a garden and had enough
vegetables for the winter.
Having come from Swift Current where mostly
wheat \-vas grovvn \;ve also grev/ wheat in our first year.
It froze to nothing (we hadn't realized ho\v far north
we vvere). So after that we grew mostly oats and feed
for awhile.
The first fall the men Jeff the slooking to us
women. They left for Speers to thresh, trying to earn
a little money to Jive on. Having come from a family
of non-farmers YOll can imagine \vhat stooking acrop
was to me. My husband, Julius, wasn't a fanner
either. he was 'd school teacher in the old country.
Well the sheaves wouldn't stand for me. So I would
drag the sheaves together while Mrs. Ketler (who
was a fanner's daughter) set them up. With the children hollering, .. Let 's ~o home, \ve \vant to eaL" \.ve
finally struggled to a finish.
The railroad from Speers was also started in 1926
and finished in 1928. All construction work was done
with horses. This created a demand for feed. Our
men would cut hay (prairie wool) which was plentiful
in those days. They eould sell all they could make
which help~d to f~ed us. They also ;sked me if I
would come to cook for them, that is the railroad
\vorkers. They promised a separate tent for me and
my children. I declined. But later I washed clothes
for them. It was hard work without a washing machine, but we needed the money to live. After the
railroad was finished I also washed for other local
people. Among these were Willie Harrisons, Carters, Chester Williams, and another bachelor.
Harrisons' store, which later became part of
Glcnbush. \vas located t\VO miles south of its present
site. Close to the store was the hOllse we lived in, also
Harrisons' house, Avery School and a combination
blacksmith shop and machine agency owned by Pruetts.
After the Glenbush site was cleared and broken,

had two sma)! room:-,.
There Vv'efe scVerallTlCn frorn Rabbit Lake. \,\:·ho

together with my husband and tv1r. Ketler. drove
around looking for land.
Mr. Ketler and lli y" husband drew lots un the
sectiun of land \vhc[( we lived and the lu1 fell in felvor
of [\;lr. Ketler. So ll1)' husband had to look further for a

farm. He picked a quarter of land (which he didn't
Keep) but was latcr taken by John Arendt.
After being informed by an old-timer. he Jet the
above mentioned land go and chose a quartcl' of land
further cast. It \Vas previously owned by a man
named Hamilton. He had broken up forty acres
which had gone back. It was still easier to bring under

Mrs. Julius Klassen in front of her home with Annie and John.

Julius Klassen Family 1945.
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j--Iarri:-;ons' Store \Vas 1110vcd there. Later Kildav/s
built a hotel. Doidges built a store. Later still a school
:md church ",vert built. Kildaws' hotel \vas destroyed
by fire.
I-huT)' Thistlethwaite \ parcms mO'led back to
England for the winter ami asked llS to live in their
house, vvhich \ve did. The family, John janzcns. also

shared this dwelling with us. In spring both we and
Janzens started buiiding our neVi homes. VJhi1e our
hnuse (of logs) was under construction \ve moved
into Mr. Henry! f\1ichaels' granary across thL: road. It
was buill of logs with a sod roof. ''v\le had tu share it
\vith gophers and mice, oil. it vvas horrible~
One rainy" morning 'Ne moved out. The sod roof
was leaking and our ne\\' home \vasn't read:;.' but at
least it had a ne\v shingle roof. There ViC spent many'
years.
The country was wide and open. Our cattk
roamed all o\'er. We could cut across countrv to
Glenbush without running into any' fences.
Later on more settlers came including Abram

The Klassens arrive in the Sandwith community on April 24,
1954.

farming as our way of life. Land was getting expensive in that district and really there was little future
for a young farmer so we went looking for land in a
dillcr~nt a(ea. We had a cousin. Ed KI[;ssen, living in
the Rabbit Lake district and this is par! of the reaSOn
why we came this way looking for a farm.
On March of 1954 my brother Edgar and I bought
the farm of C.C. Churchill just north of Sandwith.
After that we started moving and getting ready for
spring seeding. Most of the moving was done with a
small pickup truck. including a few head of cattle. It

DicKs, Isaac Boldts, H. Paulses, 1. Kroekers, Nick
Paulses, latcr Friesens, Bartels. Ellnses.
The first \vinter \ve had church services together
with the Mennonite Brethren in Avery School. Later
the Brethren held services in the Glenbllsh Church.
These are some of the memories we have of the
carly years.

was a cold spring. We had brought some oat sheaves

along with us I()r the two milk cows. By this time it
was May and still cold. We had only about a dozen
sheaves left. when, on a Sunday afternoon, some of
the neighbor's cattle came ami ate all that was there.
That same year, I believe it was in the falL I was at

The Herman Klassen Story
Pauline and Herman Klassen. with six·week·old
son, Ronald. arrived in the Sandwith district on April
24. 1954.
\Vc both grew up near Rosthern. Saskatchewan.
We wefe married in the fall of 1952. Having gro\vn up
on the farm, is probably the reason why we chose

Marsh's store in Sandwith and I \vas ready to go
home, when a -man came to me and told me that we

had paid far !DO much for the lanel'
Edgar and his family stayed at Rosthern that
summer farming land we had rented there. In the hill
of 1954. he and his family moved here also. We
partitioned the house and both families lived in the
Churchill I'armhollse for two years.
in 1956 we started a new farmstead on
N\V-16-48-14-'N3rcL building a house and granary,
and moving <1 barn which we had purchased, being

the fonner Daylight School barn.
In the years that followed, four more sons joined
our family: Timothy, Robert, David and Lloyd. All
enjoyed the farm life, attending school here and all
thought Sandwith was the best place to live.

Years went by quickly.
On August L 1973, a tragedy took. place in

Ollr

family. Timothy died in a drowning accident at Meet·
ing Lake.
In June 1975, Ron was married to Darlene Wiens
from Tofield, Alberta. They have two children, Re·

The Herman Klassen family. L. - R. Lloyd, Tim, Pauline, Ron,
Herman, Robert and David.
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nee Dawn and lVlichaG\ Timothy. They are presently
the only' people living in \vhat is ieff or Sandwith.
They are farming and Ron also does construction
work.
Robert married Sharon Lcpp from Rosemary.
Alberta in September. lS0i). Robert did carpenter
work last year. This year they afC \vorking in the
United States \vith Mennonite Disaster Service.

David is farming with us in the summer and \'v'orking
at a job in winter.
Lloyd, being the youngest, is stili attending
school.

Ron Klassen Family. L. thy, and Darlene.

R. Rene Dawn, Ron, Michael Timo-

Ron and Darlene Klassen
i was born in Rosthern and came to the Sandwith
area in 1954 with my parents, Herman and Pauline
Klassen. In the next few years I was given some
brothers for playmates.
I started attending school in Sandwith where I
spent eight years, recess and noon hours being tbe
most enjoyable. After they closed down Hyde Park
School I went to school in Medstcad.
In 1973 I attended Swift Current Bible Institute.
There I met Darlene Wiens from Tofield, Alberta. In
1975 we were married. and moved into the Pioneer
house in Sandwith and became Sanclwith 's only residents.
In 1978 we had a daughter, Renee. ancl in 1980 a
son, Michael.
In the fall of 1979 we built a hog-finishing barn.
Over the last several years I have taken contracts for
the construction of several houses and other buildings. I have also purchased a cement mixer truck.
Carpentry and concrete work are helping me get
established in farming.

Edgar and Heien Klassen
We, Edgar and Helen Klassen, moved to the
Sandwith area in the fa]] of 1954 from the Laird and

The Edgar Klassen family. L Edgar, Ruth and LaVerne.

R. Marlene, Peter, Helen,

Rosthern district. We bought the Charles Churchill
Yarnl one and one-half miles north of Sand with in the
spring of 1054. Due to the fact that our farming
methods were different at Rosthern. it took us a
number of years [0 adjust to rocks and clay soil.
At that time Sand with was a booming town and
every Friday we would go to the local store to buy
groceries and visit WIth our neighbours. An OUf
children went to school at Hyde Park in Sandwilh,
from there they went to Glenbush and for high school
they attended school at Medstead.
As we look back over the years we realize that
although we had many struggles we had a lot of
happy times and macle many good friends in this
community. We have watched our children grow up
and now find them all working at dfferent jobs. Our
oldest son, LaVern. was married to Eileen Dyck in
November 1973. They now have two small chlidren
(Rosanne ancl Randy) and live at Rosemary, Alberta
'vvhere LaVern is a building contractor. Marlene is
presently living in Saskatoon where she is training
for C. N. A. Peter married Tanley Casson in November 1976. They now live on our farm with their
daughter Dawn. where they plan on farming together
with us. Ruth is presently employed as a secretary at
the medical clinic in Rabbit Lake and will be married
to Allen Walker from Be1butte on April 5, 1980.

Albert Klavins Story
submitted bv Ed Seidie
Born May 5, 1915 in Kaluga, Russia of Latvian
parentage. He lost both his parents at a very early
age. The Revolution may have been the cause of this
- something he never wanted to talk about. Some of
his relatives'in Lativia took Albert into their care.
Here he apprenticed with a blacksmith when just a
young boy and learned the trade. At eighteen years of
age he was drafted into the infantry and was assigned
duties according to the trade he practised as a boy.
He married Elza Puima on February 22, 1943. A
daughter Skaiclrite. was born to them on July 23,
1944. An holtr after their daughter was born, Albert

Conservation ()fficcr. Alben learned the v~!rious du··
ties requin-::d of hirn as a tovvcnnan. In BilL Albert

found a tfUe and loyal friend \vl;-ich he needed \/e1')'
much. Being a uw/crman suited Albert's \vay' or life.
He enj\)ycd the peace and solitude that went vvith his
\vork. He had time to enjoY" SOTne of the: fine music
that he \\!~lS colkcting and the eql.lipmcm to record
and play it. In the years clhead S01TlC of this \tv'as the

finest that nl0nCy" could buy and brought him many
hours of cnjoyrncnr. His colkc·tion or rccurded music, cornpkte \Norks of sorne of the great masters and
pieces from many different lands became one of the

The snowfall in 1956 was three men high. Here is Albert
Klavins, who was the Birch Lake tower man tor many years,
examining a small bank.

largest.
Latc in 1956 Albl:rt received the first mal! from
his wife since his capture in 1044. it \",'as his wife's
sister \.v110 somehovv' \.vas able to trace vvhere Alhert
was and established contact \"lith him. Iviany times
Albert mentioned that he could never go back to his
homeland but never made it known why. His overwhelming fear or the Russian pO\\le1' may have been
the reason.
During the fall of 1957 Albert moved a small
cabin he had purchased while at Fairholme into the
farm yard of SeicHe Bros. Here he was abJe to work
part time during the winter as a chore man. He liked
cattle and remarked many times that he could "talk"
their language. This gave him something to do and
plenty of spare time for music and some travel. There
was always an open road, electricity for his e4uipment and other t~lCilities to make life more enjoyable.
When spring came he aI-Nays had his job back at the

visited them briefly. This was the first and onlv time
he would ever see them and marked the begin,{ing of
many years of hardship and loneliness.
Albert was taken prisoner on the day his daughter
was born and he and his countrymen were put to hard
labor in the occupationul camps. The last occupational camp was in Germany. After the war ended he
was granted a certificate of discharge by Capt. D. M.
Grant, Allied Discharging Officer, dated March 17,
1946. On February 22,1947 he was issued a passport
to England by the Control Commission for Germany
(British Zone) and was moved to Hanover, England,
in September of 1948 as a displaced person.
On December 29, 1948, Albert was granted employment as a coal miner at the Hmnstead Colliery,
Birmingham. Here he learned a new trade as well as' a
new language. English was taught at night classes to
all who came over from Europe as displaced persons.
During this time he placed his name on the iist for
immigration to Canada. Late in September, 1950,
Albert received word that he could leave for Canada.
He accepted and the necessary arrangements were
made for his departure. S. W. Whitehorse, training
officer for Hamstead Colliery, presented Albert with
a very good letter of recommendation stating that he
was an honest, reliable and conscientious workman.
On September 24, 1950 be hoarded the ship, Canberra. and sailed out of Southampton for Canada and
new adventures!
Upon arrival in Canada he: continued on west to
the farm of Ian Rennie of Fairholme. This was all
arranged before ever leaving England. At the Rennie's he did various farm work. When this slacked
off. Albert took up general maintenance work at
Feduniak's General Store and later at Pilot's garage.
Whiie in Glaslyn it was suggested that he apply lC)"
work with the Dept. of Natural Resources as a towerman. By the spring of 1952 there was an opening at
Birch Lake tower, Under the able and helpful directorship of Bill Crothers, who was then' the local

to\ver.

As finances became available, he purchased a
V. W. sports car. During his earlier years in Canada he
o\vned a number of different cars including two or
three Ford Model "A's".
Albert worked for the DNR until November of
1976. During the late part of 1976 he became seriously' in, had a major operation at St. Paul's Hospital in SasKatoon, was moved back. to Spiritwood
Union Huspital and \vhile there passed ,nvay on
rAarch 16, 1077. Ser\'ices for him \.vere hdd in the
Medsteacl Lutheran Church and he was laid to rest in
the Medstead T\1unicipal Cemetery. Most of the people Albert worked for and many acquaintances paid
their last respects on that day.
He \villcd his belongings to be sold by auction
and whatever proceeds were sent to his wife who then
\vas living at Baldonc in Latvia. This was accomplished with the help of various competent lawyers
\vho were able to do this \\-'ithout most of the money
being lost to customs, etc.
During the fajJ of 1977 the AII' Kabzems of Prince
Albert Latvians, who ,vere friends of Albert's, vis-

ited their hon1eland in Lmvia and were able to
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briefly with Albert \ \vife nne! offered their sympathy
and consolations.

The P. Klippenslein Story
The Peter KJippenstcins moved imo lhe Glcnbush area from Paynton in 1958. rvIr. Klippcnstein
acceptcd the principaiship of the Glenhush School
and began farming the quarter section which had
been the homestead of his wife, Adelina's parents,
the Abram Dicks. About this time, the Sanciwith
High School closed and transferred their students to
Glenbush. From 1953 to 1968, due to strung support
of parents from both communities. and enthusiasm
on the part of the students, the high school enjoyed
achievements in academics as wel! as athletics.
Three-act plays were performed annually with repeat
perfurmances in surrounding areas as far as North
Battleford. Mr. Klippenstein regards his greatest dramatic achievement the staging of the complete play
"Abraham Lincoln". Many tcachers, some doctors,
lawyers. engineers and other professions have emanated out of this area both from these years and those
preceding, Both Glenbush and Sandwith can bc
proud of the achievements of their young people.
One community development during this time
was the building of the Glenbush Rural Telephone
Company - the first publ icly owned telephone company in Northwestern Saskatchcwan, owned by the
members of the community from Sandwith to
Medstead.
As centralization pressures continued, the Unit
Board decided on the closing of the high school.
Stucients wcre transported to Meclstead and the Klippcnsteins moved to Rabbit Lake in 196R. Their family had grown from two children, Les and Kathy, to
four with tbe arrival in 1962 and 1964 of Donald and
Keith.
Leslie is with the Yamaha Musicentre in Saska«lon. He is well-known in the area as a pianist and
organist. Kathy is presently singing for the American
troops in Europe under the sponsorship of the American Chaplain's Corps. Donald and Keith are still at
home with their parents in North Battleford attending
high school. Their main interest at present is skiing,
both having been on the Battlefords ski race team
which operated from Table Mountain.
The Klippensteins, after teaching in Rabbit take
and Glaslyn, moved to Paynton for a second time, to
again take on the principalship- Mr. Klippenstcin's
first and last. They have retired from teaching as of
June 1979 and hOPe to spend their retirement on their
farm at Maymont.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kipper al Sandwith.

carne to Sandwith in 1933 from Biggar. He set up a
blacksmith shop and skillfully performed the tasks of
that tradc in Sandwith for ten years. Examples of his
handiwork can still be found around some farms.
Jack was vcry active in helping with the building
of the Sand with Community Hall.He was always
willing to give a hand in all community affairs.
iV1rs. Kipper passed away in the late thirties.
Jack Kipper left Sandwith in October. 1943, anel
went with Steve and Effie Brock to British Colu11lhia, where they \vorked the first winter in a peat bog.
Jack died in British Columbia, His son, Francis,
lives in Zurid, Ontario.

Reinhard Kluger -- NE-23-51-jJ-WJ; came
from Germany. 33 years old. single, papers signed

un homestead iVlarch 16. J933. 1st witness: Fritz
Albert Johnson. 2nd Witness; Harry Bjur.

Edward Kluge Sr. Story
Born in lSX6 in Germany. he came to the U.S.A.
in the early 1900\, then moved to Canada ill 1912 to
homestca~l near Bournemouth. After workng the
farm for a number of years, he went to the Leader
area of south-west SaskatdlC\V~l1l where he \vorked as

a carpenter building country grain elevators.
\Vhile at Leader he married Christina Stock in
April of 1923. Two children \vere horn here. George

Albert in i924 and Julius Emil in 1425.
They" moved to Vancouver. B.C. for

t\VO

y.'cu.rs

\vhere he worked in construction. then back to the

Jack Kipper

farm at Bournemouth in 1916.
He worked as a carpenter for years after this in

Jack Kipper with his wife and one son, Francis,
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\vard and Christina Kluge. She \\.'(1.S born on a farm
near Bourncmouth. She attended puhlic and high

school at ArtichoKe School until 1'.148.
'
In 1050 she moved to Regina to vi/ork in a printing
shop for five and une hair years. She: married 8ruc~
Petzel in 1954 and raised three daw:::nkrs. Lorna Janet
\\'(1S

born in 1957. Sharon loan \v;:;") born in 1'150 and

Gale kan was born in 1961.
Ida v,lorKed for Scars for eight and one hall' vears,
and is presently employed \vith Pioneer Life. "Lorna
married Lorin Rubbert in !97S and is living on it farm
ncar Akmcda, Sash:. Sharon and Gale hoth arc livimz

mhome.

-

Earl Kluge Story
Earl is the youngest son of a family of six children. He \vas born in 10JS on a fLlrn-l ncar BournemoLlth, to Edward Kluge and mother. Christina.

Ed Kluge family, 1938. Edward and Christina with children
George, Julius, Edward, Ida, Curt, Earl.
'

the Rabbit Lake area. \vhik \vorkinu the farm

He grew up on the farm and got all his schooling
at Artichoke School.
,
After leaving school and spending several more
years on the farm, he went to sOllthern Saskatche\v;:m
( Regina).
He married in 1961 to Jeanette Henrv of Regina,
the youngest girl in a family of four ~hildrel~, all
girls.
They now have lhree children. Two daughters,
Roxanne Lynn born in 1963, Janice Dawn born in
1964 and one son, Darcy Allen Miles. born in 1967.
Earl worked for several different companies in
Regina as an appliance service technician. during the
19511's and early 1960's.
'
For the last sixteen years he has owned and oper·
ated an appliance store, and service centre in Regina.

a~

well. Some of the builJings he hclpe~1 10 construct
include Rose Gill Hospital in Rabbit Lake. Artichoke
School. Clarksdale School. Reserve Lake School
and the Elks Hall in Medstead.
Four more children were born on the farm. Ed·
ward in 1928. Ida IlJJI. Curt 1933. and Earl in IlJ35.
Two of the sons died. Julius in 1946 drowned in the
Qu'Appelle River at Lumsden, and Curt died of
accidental poisoning in 1954 in the Swift Current
area.
Edward Kluge died on December 28. 1961 and
was taken to Regina to be buried. The farm was sold
to John Wiebe who is presently living on it. His
house is situated at almost the spot \vhere the original
log house was built by Edward Kluge.
Christina Kluge ;l1oved to the'- Regina area in
1962, and is presently living in a self.ca~·e unit at the
Regina Lutheran Home.

George Kluge Story
I was born on January 22,1924 at Prelate, Sask. I
attended Artichoke School in 1931. lIef! school after
completing my grade eight in hme of 1939. I remained at home on the farm untill was eighteen years
old. In April of 1941 ! left home and went to work for
Walter Schielman on the farm near Rabbit Lake,
Sask. 1 remained there until MayoI' 1942. From there
I went to work for Mr. W. E. Kidd on the farm at
Hanley, Sask. 1remained there until November 1944.
After that I took several months of holidays visiting
relatives in different parts of Saskatchewan. In Feb':.
ruary 1945 I ventured to Manitoba where I stayed for
ten years working on construction. I also worked in
bush camps cutting logs and pulp wood. 1 also
worked on sawmills. and for the Manitoba Telephone
System for quite a number of years as a ground man
and lineman.
I returned again to Sask. in December of 1955. In
1956 ! started working for the Dept. of Highways for

Edward Otto Kluge
Edward is the third son of Edward and Christina
Kluge. He was born in 1928 at Bournemouth on a
farm and attended the Artichoke School. He stayed
on the farm until 1948. then moved to Lumsden
Sask. He worked in a garage in Lumsden until 1961:
In January 1961. he started his own business. He still
owns and operates the garage there,
In 1961 he was married t; Frances Schissler. They
have three sons all adopted. Darrel Allan is twenty·
two years old. Garth 13cob is twenty years old a~d
Grant Peter is seventeen. Darrel and Garth are both
employed at their father's garage.

Ida Petzel (nee Kluge)
She was the only daughter in the family of Ed·
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several years. After being hit by a truck on thaI job. i
quit and went to work on building projects in Regina.
In January 1960 j started at Dominion Briuge Co. as a
bender operator until October 1973. Then I started to
work in a garage at Lumsuen, SasK. I also bought my
own little place out here m Lumsden. \vhere I still am
today.

[vir. Jake Dickman had a store. post office and
garage ahout hair a mile (ll,v'-t:/ from the elevator site.
He gave the people in rhe district good service. The
community I,\.:as great. The people in the area were
mostly" farmers and very friendly. Entertainment was
limiled, except Sunday get-togethers. We attended
some \\'eJdings and dances. Playing cards in the
evenings V"/<lS common. There 'Nefe a lot of good
fishing holes in the area. Baby-sitters \verc scarce,
but \ve could ahvays depend on the faithful late Josh
Perry.
! joined the Elks Lodge in McListcad four miles
away" and therefore met a lot of people. f also met a lot
of farmers in the elevator business. It \vas kind of
lonesume at times for the \\life because she didn't
come in contact with as many people as I did.
The Cater schooi \<vas about one and hal f miks
north of the elevator. and our church V/ZlS at
fvleJqead, four miles mvay.
In ]052 some farmers in the Cater district were
still farming vvith horses and small tractors. Grain
was delivered to the elevator with horses, tractor and
wa~on and half-ton trucks. A lot of oats and barley
vI/as grown in this area. Threshing machines were still
common. Things have changed since: more land has
been cleared and broken, increasing acreage. Bigger
tractors. machinery. combines and trucks arc quitt
common now.
In 1955 still a grain buyer I was transferred to
Richard. Saskatchewan.Mr. john Zaratsky followed
me as a grain huyer to Cater. In 1958 I \vas transferred
to Leask, my home to\vn, as a grain buyer and
remained there until 1966. That year I got a promotion v./ith the Canadian \Vheat Board as their Inspector. Time to rnove again, so we packed up and moved
to Weyburn Saskatchewan. We resided in Weyburn
until 1970 and then were transferred by the Canadian
Wheat Board to North Battleford. We still reside in
North Battleford and I'm still working as an Inspector for the Canadian Wheat Board, supervising all the
grain companies in the North Battlefof(l area including the Medstead and Cater districts. I found quite a
change in the Cater and Medstead districts after
being absent for about t\venty years. l\1ost of the bush
is Cllt dov-/D, bigger farms, modem rnachinery and
new homes have sprung up. The smaller lei\VnS
haven't changed much, they are still about the same
size. Indications are that the trend is to the larger
cities.
\;'/e had three children when we arrived in Cater
Saskatche\van: Douglas: born December 17, 1946:
attended Cater scho~)1 for two years with Mrs. Ted
Casson as his teacher. Douglas is married to Margaret Salt formerlv of Uovdminster. Thev arc both
;chool teachers a;1d resid~ and teach in -Rosthern.

J lliius Kluge Story
submitted by Ed Kluge
Julius Kluge, my.' uncle, \vas born in lSS2. He
came from Germany in lSl02. He spent some time in
the U. S. A. , then moved into Canada to ht)mestead at
Bournemouth in 1912. He farmed here until about the
early 1040\. Then he moved to Bapaume to another
farm. He never married. He lived the rest of his life at
Bapaume on his farm until his death in 1952.

Herbert KilO!! Story
Herbert Knoll and family came to Cater
Saskatchewan in the spring of 1952 from the LeaSK.
Saskatchewan district. We were moved by the Searle
Grain Co, as I was a junior elevator manager and my
job was to buy grain at Cater Saskatchewan for the
Searle Grain Co. We (myself, my wife Wanda and
three children Douglas. Sharon and Verda) moved
into a small four 1'00111 hOllse which was located in a
slough near the elevator. We had no telephone. electricity. or plumbing. Coal-oil lamps were common.
A well was away from the house. and when it rained
the cellar was full 01" water.

L. to R., back: Knoll family, Cynthia (baby), Wanda, Herb.
Front, l. to R., Sharon, Verda, Douglas.
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Saskatchewan. They have two children Krisrcn. six

were. Of course I knc\\/ nothing of those things. She
was dressed very pretty with white socks and slippers. She stucK by me and that's all that cOllnted, I'll

years and Brett. t'AiO years.
Sharon: horn Novcrnbcr 21. 1048: \vas married
and is a t;'lpe-seucr. She lives in SasKatoon and has
one son Deems, seven years.
Verda: born Octoher 16, 1950: is marrled tu Rod
TondevolcL and lives on a fann north of Ogema,
SasktacheIJ./un. She is a schoo! teacher. They have
three children. Ryan, six years: Todd and ~f~i!cr
\tvvins). tl,VO :vears.

never forget her and my high buttoned boots.

Klaas Knot Family
Klaas and Jane Knot - Vie began our married
life on July 16, 1965, living in a rented hOllse in
Glaslyn. Late that fall we moved into Josh Perry's
littie house at Cater (that house has since been demol-

Cynthia: bllrn at Catcr, July 14, 1954, is married
to Mike McDonald. She is a school teacher ancl
stenographer. They have no children. Mike is in the
entertainment field. They live in Regina.

ished to enable the rebuilding of Highway No.3). !n
spring of 1966 we decided to try the "Golden
Streets" of British Columbia for awhile. However we

Lorna: born June 16. 1964: she is a chosen daughter and li\'es at home.

long and the following spring we ended up in North
Battleford where we stayed for nine years, Klaas
being employed with Sterling Distributors (until its
closing) then Pyramid Homes and myself with the
Co-op, In spring of 1976 we bought the Shop-Rite
store in Medstcad, enabling us to move our family
onto our little farm ill the Birch Lake area.
We have, at this point in history, been blessed
with two children - a girl and a boy, Byrle and
Norman. Presently Byrle is in grade nine and Norman in grade three in Medstead Central School.

missed dear old Saskatchewan too rnuch to stay there

Blomiina Knot Story
My 'High Buttoned Bools
I started with the name Dr Meersman and ended
up with Knot. My Dad callle from Belgium in 1911
and settled in the Baljennie district. In a year or two
he went to England - married my mother, and they
came to Canada on their honeymoon to continue

farming. We all moved toCater in 1928 there! started
school again and got into grade six then we moved to
Birch Lake to the woods and sticks. When 1 was
nineteen I stumbled into marriage and changed my

The Knlltson History
We came to Canada from Pine Creek,
Minn.,U.S,A. In the spring on March 2(), 1911 we
left our home. On our way' we stayed at our sister's
place in Pine Creek, Minn, overnight. Mrs. Ed.
Benson, then her husband, took us to Pine, Minn"

name to KnoL We raised three strong boys and they

will continue to make this world go round. Now back
to where I was born.
We lived in Baljennie district about four miles
from school and in those days they were not compelled to take children living so far away, but anyhow
they said my brother and 1 could go. I was only nine
years old and starting school for the first time, We
only went one month anel they said the school was
croweled. In that one month! had my foundation set
for life. My mother was English and 1 was dressed in
her tradition. High buttoned boots and pantalool1sthey almost connected but I was blessed with a long
dress, not too long, 1 could still see my high buttoned
boots and those 1 really was proud of. We set out the
first morning - my brother and 1- with one horse
and a two wheeled cart, happy as larks we were. The
teacher said we all had to learn to write our names.
Well, my name I think was the longest in school. We
had to write our name on paper before we could go to
the bathroom, in other words the little house at the
back, I waited till the last minute then jumped up and
scribbled my name. Already 1 was getting damp and

where they loaded a car load of cows, four oxen,

chickens, a saddle pony and household goods. We
arrived in North Battleford by train. We stayed at the

such a long way to go, but I went, and by then I might

as well have never written my name. I onlv had one
friend at school, whenever -we talked, she always
asked where 1 got my clothes, and what price they

The Knutson Family: William, Martin. Annie, Doris, Melvin and
Joyce, 1942,
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passed i-l\vay Dec. 2..:k 1939 at the age of 56. tvly
brother Ha!vor passed a\vay on July 21. 1043 a[ 56

years. Henry passed ;J\vay June 16. 1948 at 63 years.
Alfred passed mvay June 21. 1950~70 years old.
[VI)' husband tvlartin Anton Knutson came frorn
Hcnrulll. Minn., in the fall of !lJI6, Ha!vor. my
brother. brought fvlanin 10 our home ft)r a visiL as he
was neVi in the district. \Vhcn 1 first met Martin, it
\\-'as love at first sight. \Ve courted for two }'cars. Vv c
\VCfC married fvlarch \), IgIg bv Rev. Tanberu at
North Batrleford.
c
7

Arter v/c \-\'ere married \ve filed a homcskd on
section four in thc Medstead area. \Vc 1110Vcd in the

spring of 1920 and lived there until 1925, Wc then
decided we would like to live in Robinhood so we
bought a house. We livccl there until 1932. then
moved to a farm south of f'vlarron school district.
When \ve icft there \VC came to Medstead to live in
1943.

Annie and Martin Knutson's 50th Wedding Anniversary March
9, 1968,

immigration hall for 10 days until Carl Evans, our
brother-in-law. came to North Battleford with a
wagon and horses to help move us to Medstcad,
Saskatchewan which took 3 days, My brothers Henry. Halvor and Alfred kept a bonfire going to help
keep us warm. We slept on branches on top of the
snow between North Battlcford and Medstead,
My dad and my brothers filed a homestead on
section 20. My brothers built a two room log house.
which was our home until the spring of 1914, Then
we moved to section 16 and built a larger home,
My dad passed away July 20.1912, he had asthma. my mother passed away November 19. 193 L
When we were al! settled in our new area we
started looking for neighbors and friends which
\veren't hard to find. Everyone else was in the same
situation. We were members of the Lutheran Church,
For entertainment we had Ollr own instruments. 1
liked playing the accordion and Alfred the mouth
organ. We liked going to dances which "vere mostly
at neighbours' homes. During the summer we all got
together for an old time picnic with neighbors and
friends, We had great times together until late hours
in the morning. We also got together and met at
Junor's Post Office and Store. which was located
north of Robinhood in the Medstead Municipality, to
play tennis, Mrs, Junor always served homemade
biscuits and coffee after our tennis game,
The first summer on our homestead we broke ten
acres \vith the walking plough. Lena drove the oxen,
Anna led the bull by the qridle and Alfred held the
plough, It was seeded to oats, This procedure was
necessary as we had to prove the homestead, To get
our main groceries we had to drive to North B~lt
tleford with oxen for the first two years, Then Me.
Roske from Birch Lake started a store and post office
which made our burden lighter,
As years went on. our sister. Mrs, Mary Evans.

We had four children, Doris Jean - born Feb.
12. 1919, She is now Doris Stella living in Calgary,
Alberta, William Kenneth born April 25.1920 married to Bertha Laterneau ane! lived in New Westminster. B,C. He drowned in Chilliwllck Channel in
B.C. Sept. 19. 1953 at the age of 33 years, Melvin
Andrew born August 21. 1924. He lives in Surrev
B,C. .married to Elizabeth Edwards, Joyce lone bo;~
September 14, 1936 married to Luther Fonda lives in
Fort St. James. B.C.
My husband sllwed wood for neighbors in the
country. to earn money for the family. Also he was a
\Vatkins dealer for a fevv years. He was very active in
baseball and basketball in his early years, He won a
prize at Birch Lake School dance for the best waltz in
1928, He enjoyed all the old time dances as his
brother, Albert, played the violin at all the dances,
which we attended often, That was our pride andjoj.
Martin enjoyed playing the accordion which he
brought from the States.
In the spring of 1935. Martin took sick while he
was \vorking on a farm. He fell on a plough and hurt
his back, Later years he developed Parkinson's disease which left him wheelchair ridden in the year of
1961. Even though he was a wheelchair patient. we
travelled a lot. I nursed him at home for 41 years then
he had to go to Riverside Home at Battleford. I vvent
every day to help care for him until he passed on.
November 25. 1978 at Battleford. SasK,
We celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary at
Medsteaci, Sask, in 1968 and our 60th anniversary in
1978.
The Knutson name became a (fad) popular name:
My husband's mother was Julia Knutson and she
married Knut Knutson, Martin"s brother Carl mar650

ricd Ella Knutson and myself being a Knutson. !narried rvlartin Knutson (none \vcre related).

The Carl Knutson Family
I was born in 1891, and in 1913 I came from
Hendrum, i'Ainncsota. to file on a homestead in \vhat
was known as the Park Bluff District at that time, It
was on the N. E. 32-'+9-15- W3 but I lived with my
brother, Albert. and his wife, Agnes, who were living near by. After proving up my homestead I went to
work for a farmer by the name of Jack Magwood at
Radisson, Sask. in the spring of 1916.
On December 17, 1917, I married Ella Knutson
(she never changed her name), she \-vas from Minnesota but we :vere married in North Battleford,
Sask. While we livecl at Radisson, three of our children were born, Clarice in 1922, Donald in 192.+ and
Eileen in 1926.
After spending cleven years at Radisson, I moved
my family to the Robinhood area in the spring of
1927. We purchased the Andrew Berg homestead
which was just south of the newly formed hamlet
(N .E. 36-49-16- W3). Two years later my wife passed
away when our fourth child, Ellis, was born. That
same vear our home hurnt but thank goodness no one
was i~ it at the time. 1 lived in the old store on the
corner then and later had a house just north of the
school yard.
The farms were small in those days with people
breaking enough land to prove up their homesteads.
1 can remember when during the Christmas season of 1918, my brother, Albert. played his violin at
seven dances in seven nights. The nearest school that
vear was Park Bluff. One time on our way to a dance
;It Molewood school, I remember Agnes Knutson
throwing her baby over her head into the snow when
our sleigh tipped over and the baby didn't even wake
up. The neighbors were all friendly and dancing was
our amusement then. At that time our Lutheran mrnister came up from North Battleford.
My oldest daughter, Clarice (Jahr) lives at HitterclaL Minn. She has four children. Donald is at Sudbury, Ontario where he works for a mining co., they

Carl Knutson family. Back row, Donald and Ellis. Front, Clar*
ice, Carl Knutson, and Eileen.

have two children. Eileen (Mathiason) lives in Minneapolis, Minn., she has a family of four. Ellis and
Lorraine live in Mayfair, Sask. where he is principal
of the school, they have a family of three, Beverly,
Wayne and Barry. Altogether! have thirteen grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.

The Agnes Knutson Story
written bv Ruby Hill
Arrivi;lg in North Battleford in August 1913 from
Roseau. Minnesota. U.S.A., Agnes Flaa, travelled
with a team and democrat from North Battleford to a
farm near what is now Robinhoocl. With her were her
mother Sophie Flaa (Berg). sister Emma, and brothers. Robert Clarence and Arthur. Her step-dad. Andrew Berg, had built a house and this was to become
their hnm~ and a cenfre for many community gatherll1gs.

That first fall the men went out threshing near
Wilkie about one hundred miles away. Thcre were no
close neighbors for the women to visit so they just
staved at home.
-This was a land of prairie. with only trails for
roads and no fences.
That fall several bachelors arrived to take lip
homesteads, and after they had a house built, some of
them sent for their sisters to keep house.
The Guyhirne School opened on March 30.1914,
and Agnes Fleta was the first teacher. She travelled by
horse 7mci huggy, through all kinds of weather. frorn
Robinhood to Guvhirne School. There were six families represented the first clay. Most of them were in
Grade 1 or II and ranged in age from fi ve to fourteen
veal's. There were n~) holicl~vs in the summer, but
they had one day in October :md went to a picnic at
Mrs. Junor's. (That day Superintendent W. H.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Knutson.
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Taken at the Hagen's, January 1, 1918. Back row'. L. to R., Ivor Lykken, Albert Knutson, Roy Sernes, Stone Rasmussen, Dad
Hagen, John Wilson, Gill Sernes, Roy Hagen.

Magee had come out from North Battleford to visit
the school.)
On December 16, 1914, Agnes was married to
Albert Knutson in North Battleford, They settled
down in their little log house by the lake.
On Sundays the early settlers would visit with
one another or drive up to Little Loon Lake. When
Mrs . .lunor started the store and Post Office about
four miles north of Rooini1ood. they useel to go there
to play tennis, croqueL and horse shoe. This was

retary for twenty-one years. She was supervisor of
the Guyhirne Homecraft Club and served as secretary and president of the District Homemakers. Mrs.
Knutson also served as secretary of the Lutheran
Congregation, and she was secretary of the Ladies
Aid for over twenty years. Mrs. Knutson was secretary of the School Trustee Association, Jubilee Committee. a charter member of the Medstead Home and
School and correspondent for the News Optimist.
For a time Mrs. Knutson worked at Pirot's store in
Medstead and also at the Co-op Store.
In October, 1957, Mrs. Knutson attended the
First National Convention of the Federated Women's
Institute of Canada. at the Chateau Laurier in Ottawa.
While in Ottawa she enjoyed a visit with Freda and
Bert Hanmer. who used to live in Medstead. Bert was
Unit Secretary. She also enjoyed a tour of the Parliament Buildings, directed by a good friend, Jack Harrison.
In 1958 a Life Membership was awarded to
Agnes Knutson. from the Homemakers. The beautiful citation ended with the following words: "We
present you with this life membership as a small
token of gratitude from your fellow Homemakers and
friends, for our contributions to OUT community life.
May you wear this pin and look back on this day with
pleasure. as you travel through your book of memories. May Gocrs Blessing go with you".
In 1964 Agnes Knutson was presented with a Life
Membership in the Medstead Bethel Lutheran Ladies
Aid.
Due to ill health Mrs. Knutson's last years were

usually on Saturdays.

There were no phones but there was a telegraph
station about four miles north of Glaslyn. In the early
years when someone was very ill they would take
them to North Battleford, a fifty-mile trip with
horses.
Agnes Knutson \ mother, Sophie Berg, died in
August. 1915. Anglican Student Hallam happened to
be at Hyde Park at that time. and a neighbor drove
over there and asked if he would come to the
Medstead cemetery. This was Haliam's first funeral
service. He later became Bishop Hallam.
While in the Robinhood district Mrs. Knutson
helped organize the Lutheran Ladics Aid in 1916,
also a Young People" Club and she was secretary of
the Robin School hoard.
In 1930 Mrs. Knutson and family moveci to the
Guyhirne Di:-;trict.
In 1932 she became secretary of the Guyhirne
S.D., and served over twenty years, until the school
was closed. Mrs. Knutson helped organize the
Guyhirne Homemakers Club, of which she was sec652

not as active and she had time to write letters to
friends and relatives and to spend time reading stories to her grandson. Terre! L~e. They enjoyed ~valks

together looking for interesting rocks, picking strawberries and enj~ying the t1ow~rs of sp~ing. 'Time has some-vv'hat ,~oftened the edges of grleL
but to her husband Albert and daughters, Josephine

- Rubv and families, it \vas a loss almost too great to
bear w'hen Agnes Knutson died at age 74~in St.
Walburg hospital on February 10. 1969.

The Albert Knutson Story
written am! submitted by Ruby K.

Hm

Albert Knutson was born in Ada, Minnesota.
U.S.A., on November 15,1888, and was raised at
Hendrum, Minnesota. He was the eldest child of
Knute and Julia Knutson. He had five brothers: Carl,
Martin. Rudolph, William and Norman, and three
sisters: Clara. Emma and Alice.
As a boy his greatest wish was to have a violin.
Each year for several years he would tell his dad,
"You promised me a fiddle for Christmas." and
finally he received the instrument he had wished for,
and which became an important part of his life.
[n 1913 he came to Saskatchewan anci filed on a
homestead (S.W. 32-49-15) two miles from Robinhood.
He worked in North Battleford on the subway
when it was being built. He told of a fellow worker
who lost his rubber boot in the cement where it must
still be embedded. One of the other workers made the
shape of a derby hat on the outside of the cement.
Albert broke land with the oxen. His first crop
was threshed in 1915. What excitement and good
feelings there must have been to see the first golden

Agnes and Albert Knutson 40trl Anniversary 1954.

Whitt's farm (N.W. V, 24-50-!51 joining the quarter
he owned at Medstead.
For a time he maintained the h12hwav \vith four
horses and maintainer.
'-Albert always spoke of going back to the States
for a visit. but there never seemed to be enough

grain!

money. Finally in the early 1950's. he sold one of his
horseso and by helping with a carload of horses being
shipped to Winnipeg. he was able to visit his h()m~
after nearly forty years.
In 1964 Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knutson celebrated
their Golden wedding.
His wife, Agnes, passed away in 1969.
Albert played for Me and Mrs. AIr Neale's wedding dance and fifty years later he played the opening
waltz for Neale's Golden Wedding anniversary party.
In 1974 Albert was presented with a plaque recognizing fifty years of belonging to the Wheat Pool.
Once Albert borrowed his daughter's roadster. in
which one of the hens always liked to lay her egg. He

In 1916 he threshed with his own outfit. a StanleyJones separator. The oxen pullecl the threshing machine when it had to be moved. The engine was also
on a wagon pulled by the ox.
Albert was one of the first officers of the Lutheran
Congregation formed in 1915.
Albert, his brother Martin, and Alfred Knutson.
took a team and rac k to go threshing at Radisson. The
team (Fannie and Lizzie) had been purchased for the
sum of $425.00.
In 1920, Albert and Agnes, and their daughters.
Josephine and Ruby, moved to a farm (S. W. V, of
24-50-15) one and one-half miles north of Medstead,
in the Guyhirne District. The homestead at Robinhood was used as pasture. Just when a herd of about
thirty cattle had been built up, there was a feed
shortage and the cattle had to be sold. Albert sold the
homestead to Jack Wallace ,md later bought Fred

Albert
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Knutson.

took his wife, Agnes, and some mhc:r ladies to (j
Ladies Aid mceting at Egelands. After the ladies got
Ollt of the car, out jumped the chicken that usually
!aiel her egg in the car. Albert said '"Oh, \vel!. \v'hat's
one' Hen' more or less, " The hen spent the rest of her
life at Egelands and raised several bahies each year.
Albert's quiet pcrsonality was intercepted many
times by a t\vinkle in his Cy"C and a humorous rcmark,
He believed in education and in the progressivc
ideas of the present day. Albert didn't go out much in
his life but he was very pleased when visitors came.
Onc of the last visits he was able to enjoy was with
Ole Swensen. who spent the afternoon with him,
reminiscing of days gone by,
Albert Knutson passed away in St. Walburg
Union Hospital in 1975. five days before his ~7th
birthday.

Gknbush: unloaded the two boxL'ars of our persona!
belongings: t\\'o CO\\'S, six horses. rnachlJ1cry. household, and furnitun::;, etc. Arrived at Sanlhvith on [\\'0
\vagonS)hlt \\/as shnv moving and \vith the co\\:::-; tied
to the back ur [he \\,'agoll. 'The children. older ones,
\valked pan of the way just to kill the boredom or the
ordeaL It \\:as evening \\'l1c]1 \ve arrived on the
Ellsworth place un top of the hill. cast of Charlie
lVlarsh's. Those vv'crc the first peopk we mel. vVe
started unpacking and setting up the cook stove to get
something cooked in a hurry'. Time was or the essence. it \V(:isn 't till iate aftcr mitlnighi 'vvhen all 'vvere
bedded dovvn on the floor Cor the night. \vhat \'>/as left
of it. VV'oke up early and started to put things into
some sort of order. Cleaning up ihe place \vas the first
step _. that was hard work. We had tWlJ other families who stayed \vith llS for t\vo \VeeKS, Everything
\vas so cramped, almost unbelievable. but \ve alJ
managed the best \vay possible, Once settled to a
routine, things \vere a little betteL Edl got ajobon the
railroad that \vas being put in through to l\1eadow
Lake. The groundwork was done by horses. That was
a help money-wise. L Mary. went to work for Mrs.
Fred Price for a h:\v days. with their spring \vork.
They wanted their house plastered. 1 knew how to
work the clay and we muddcd betwecn the logs. That
'.vas something! The little boys. Arthur and George
got into the clay with their feet and couldn't get out.
They sat in it and "vhat a mess to dean! But I had a
good laugh in spite of it aB.
After a couple of weeks I made a big batch of
hread, The little darlings came in after school,
Arthur rushed in with George behind. knocked 01'1'
three loaves in the rising stages onto the floor and
their mother. Mrs. Price, ran after. caught George
and he got what Arthur should of got. ! enjoyed my
stay' there and came home once again.
Our mother and Nellie took in washing for the
crewmen of the railway that was in the grading
stages. Dad was on the farm. our C. P.R. land one
mile south. a half section that \Vas being prepared for
breaking.
That was summer. and finally \vlntercrept in, \Ve
took in some dances at Hyde Park School. and Molc\vood and Christmas concerts, That was all the recreation we had besides tobogganing on the hills. fVlary
went back to Yorkton after Christmas. The rest orthe
family did their usual duties. Bill was working farther from home and came only periodically. Spring
and summer \vcrc busy' times at home and on September 29th. 1930. came a sad blow. Our mother died in
Rabbit Lake Hospital after a gall bladder operation.
Then. L Mary had to come home once more. That
\vas after the big snowstorm in October, Mary was
stranded in North Battleford for three days and three

John Kobelka and Family
Told by Mary
March 27th. John Kobelka. his wife Dokia. and
their children Mary. William (Bill). Nellie. Michoal
(Mike), ane! Irene arrived. We came from Gorlitz.
Saskatchewan near Yorktoll, the larger business centre of the farming community, vVe arrived by rail at

John Kobelka family. Back row: L. to R.. Nellie, Bill, Mary
centre, Dokia and John. Front row: Irene and Mike.
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\vas the hardest day'\ \,vork when :YOll had not rnuch
sleep the night before.
Vv'c moved into our O\\'n house, December i.),
llJ.l3. It 'vVDs a little nicer for us, no more strangers
popping in for c1 handout. a free 111cal and sornctlmes
\Vt put them up for the night. !\nother rOllnd of
Christmas partics and dances. Vic really enjoyed
thcrn. The \\iinter \vas so nice in December. but
Januar}', !934. \vas hcasr!y cold and lots or snow. L
Mary, got married tu Anthony Joseph Brausen.
Nellie came home and took over where [ left off.
Nellie, Bill, tv1ikc !rene and Dad carried on that
spring. Nellie planted a big garden, and there '>vert
lots of potatoes and carrots. The cabbage: \vere just
huge. They were not going to starve no\v, and then
that \vasn't all \vork and no pia;/.
Just after harvest there \vas a dance in Hyde Park
SchooL Nellie was so excited going to the dance she
forgot to put on her dress! She danced with her coat
on when she found out she just had her slip on. She
had to live that down for quite a while!
Three years passed. Nellie went to Detroit to her
oldest brother's, got a job later. In the rail of Il).l~
Nellie got married to Frank Stoyka ancl they live in
Detroit, Michigan.
March 11th. 1939. Dad. Bill. Mike and Irene
loaded two railway boxcars and moved to Birch
Lake, Manitoba. where they farmed half a section of
Janel. Bill was drafted and went to war. Mike \vas
alone with Dad. Irene was away to school. May 16th.
1944. Dad had a severe heart attack and died sucidenly. Mike was all alone fanning till Bill came
home after the war. In 1946 he sold the farm, moved
to Toronto and got married to Violet Hunt. Bill has no
family. Mike got married to June Ford, they have two
children, Ll son and daughter. (rene got married and
she has a family of two daughters. Irene is a dietician
in St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Toronto. Nellie has two
sons and one daughter.
Mike's wife died six years ago. in 1974. Bill's
wife died in October. 1979. l. Mary, have five children, two daughters and three sons. And this is the
story of this era for this family.

days in I\1cdsteacL Dad got word from the mailman,
Slim Elam, that Mary was in Medstead. Dad brought
me home in a sleigh and the rest of the family were
happy to see me. Nellie \"iaS in bed with pneumonia. I
took care of Nellie plus all the work that had to be
done. Days dragged: we \vere missing our mother
vcry much. The routine of wor:Z \vas awful, mending
clothes, darning socks was the worst I had to cope
with. We had our share of hard times. 1932 was dry
and we had a time to keep the wolf from the door.
Peopk kept popping in for a meal. even strangers, we
never saw so many. But our dad never turned anyone
away without being fed. that was one of his golden
rules.
Then in 1932 Dad got married again and that
dicln't work out too well. She left with her two
children after a few months. I was working for Mr.
and Mrs. George Halliday, near Meota for 55 a
month. I was there seven months when I was recalled
back home again. Irene started school in September
1932 and she was in a Christmas pageant. That was a
proud moment for the rest of our family. The concert
was enjoyed very much. Nellie went to Yorkton and
was with our oldest sister. helping her out. The time
passed by. Mike and Irene going to school. Bill and
Dad did the breaking and building a log house on the
C.P.R. land. The payments were harder to meet.
Spring came and things seemed brighter. Grass came
out green ancllush. This particular morning L f\1ary,
went to get the cow. She was in the slough, feeding. I
brought her home and went to the house to get the
milk pail. irene followed me around as usual. We got
to the corral. The cow lay down, Irene gave the cow a
nudge with her foot from behind. The cow got up and
coughed. All over, Irene's dress was brown-green
runny cow dung. Irene was so shocked she pulled the
dress off and dropped it on the ground and ran back to
the house. llaughcd so hard I could hardly milk the
cow. That was good for laughs for quite some time.
The dress was taken to the slough and we rinsed the
dung otT Washing the dress was not such a good idea:
Irene never wore the dress again~
We plastered the house. got some help and the job
was done in a couple of day!s. Dad got some lime and
I whitewashed the house. We spent one more winter
in the Ellsworths' house and spring came and busy as
usual. Vv'e spent as much time on our own place as
possible. The well had to be dug and cribbing had to
be done and lowered down the well. The garden was
a little better than the year before. We had finished
harvesting and were slo\v in moving from here to
there. Took in a harvest dance in Moiewood. That
was fun, only there wasn't enough night left to rest.
Dad got me and Bill up early anel the worels were, ''If
you can dance all night you can work all day I" That

Frank and Dorothv Kozloski Familv

;!

Re: Carrollton Scll ... District
'
In early MayoI' 1964, Frank and Dorothy
Kozloski and son Les, took up farming on the former
Eric A. C. Davis farm three quarters of a mile south
of the Carrollton Sehllol site. Formerly from a mixed
farm nine miles \'v'cst of Biggar, Sask., they continued
with a mixed farming operation of grain and beef.
First impressions of getting to the Medstead farm
were the miles and miles of curving roads lined with
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bushes. Now roads arc dy'C set, and much of the bush
has been cleared growing rape and barley.
The Carrollton School \vas a landmark in reaching their place but by the end of July 1964. it was
moved.
Les attended high school at Medstcad CentraL
graduating 1965 and was a memher of the Cater- Birch
Lakc 4-H beef club and Sandwith 4-J-! beef club.
Electricity was in and the telphoncs camc to the
community in 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. Kozloski moved to the village of
Medstcad July 1973, and one ycar later moved to
Glaslyn where they now reside. Mrs. Kozloski is a
tax consultant.
Their son Les and his wife Pat (Olesko), took ovcr
the family farm in July 1973, and still reside there
with their four daughters, Pat is a registered nurse and
formerly of Prince Albert.
Their daughter Wanda, working away from
home, married Jim Oster of the Carrollton district in
1967. They reside in the district still and havc two
sons.

The John and Katherine Kraft Story
This first part of the John Kraft story was compiled from old minute books and documents from
Saskatchewan Archives.
They lived on the S. W. quarter, 14-50-14 before
Carrollton School district was formed. Hc was on the
committce that petitioned the Dept. of Education for
the formation of a school district. His name also
appears on the first voters list of the Carrollton
School district. The remainder of this history was
contributed by their daughter, Lillian (Mrs. Hcnry
Schmirler> who now lives in Saskatoon,
My dad sneaked out of Russia somewhere (in the
Volga area) about 1906. He went to an uncle at
Herrington, Kansas, U.S.A. where he worked on the
railroad. About a year later he sent for my mother and
his brother Dave. All went well: Uncle Davc found a
wife. A couple of years later they decided to move,
landing at Arcola, Sask. By that time there were two
little bundles myself. Lillian, and my brother, John
who now lives in Abbotsford, B.C.
Dad was still not settled; after some time, they
and Uncle Dave arrived at North Battleford where
they worked at the mental hospital.
Then thcy went to h011)esteads, Dad in the Carrollton area and Uncle Dave in the Marron district. 1
clo not remember very much of the place, Dael built a
two-room shack, By this time we were four children,
Wc didn't stay there very long as there was no scl1ool.
So in 1916 we moved to Uncle Dave's where we
attended Marron School. If I remember right our
teachers were Mrs, Roberts and Mr, Harrison,

John and Catherine Krafi. baby Lillian taken at Herrington,
Kansas, U.S.A.. 1908.

After that Dad got another place near Philip
Knnz' place close to Lost Horse Creek. We were
there a few years, then we moved once more, this
time to the Scottsbluff. Nebraska, U.S.A. area,
where we all worked on sugar beet farms. U nele
Dave and family moved there too. They arc still
there.
With all the moving my parents did, we children
were never hungry at any time. I have to wonder
about that myself.

Mildred and John Kratt, breaking land on their farm.
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'1913,10-20 Mc Cormick

tractor.

My mom and dad ended up with nine children. ail
alive ami healthy, all with families of (heir own.
In 1920 my dad homesteaded again in the lfflcy

Elk HOllse

Ranch.

area and bought a quarter section from a John Black

\vith the intension of farming and ranching. The
f2rass \vas knee hiuh and (here \-vas lots or vacant land
~lt that time. \Vc ~lscd to drive or ride for miles and

where we put up all our hay and hay for the other
Krafts also,
We all travelled by sleighs in winter, and buggies
and wagons in summer. Entertainment was playing
ball and picnicking in summer. We also had many
dances at our neighbours, always a surprise and everyone brought lunch,
Box socials in the fall were the big event and
people went to a lot of trouble to make the nicest box
so as to bring in the best price. Proceeds went to the
school for the children's Christmas concerts. We also
had pie socials and pic shoots to make money for the
schooL
Late in the 1940's the schools ,,;ere slowly closed
and u larger school unit was organized. But Lost
Horse stayed open for quite a number of years and \vc
hauled the children from Hillside area to Lost Horse
Creek by car in summer and a c1osed-in-cutter in
winter drawn by a team of horses.
We left for B. C after nearly twenty years of

never see a fence. He got started in cattle and about

the time things wefe getting pretty good. the dirty
thirties came along and inside of eighteen months
there Vias no more vacant land and no open range.
But there were lots of neighbours, and lois of fences
and gates.

My parents farmed in the lffley district until
1945. He then sold out and bought a big building in
Medstead and opened up a pool room which he
tended until his health gave out. He said the hours
were too

IOfH!.

My parer;ts then solei the pool room and bought a
home in MetisteacL and retired there until they passed
away, Dad on March 27, IY5S. at the age of seventy,
and Mother on May 12, 1962, at the age of seventy
three.

History of Mr. ana Mrs. John Kraft

farming.

(nee Mildred Dionne)
We were married in the year 1933, We first
bought half a section of land, South 1/2 of 21-47-15
West of the Third Meridian which was about one mile
from Lost Horse Creek School. Later we bought a
quarter section right next to our school. North 114 of
21-47-15 West of the Third Meridian. Our children
walked to school and were able to be home for lunch.
Our close neighbours were Mr. and Mrs. Bill Tuck
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Hank Carter and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Bates and family, Mr. and Mrs, Charlie
Dyer and family, Mr. and Mrs, Roy Murray and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Theo Rowley and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Gida and family, Mr. Hank Kosmicki,
We mix farmed, We also had large hay meadows

John Kraft

History of the Jacob Krahn Family
The family of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Krahn left
Kindersley and came to Glcnbush, November 30.
1935, by train, along with two othcr families, Hcnry
Waldes and Jacob Dycks. In April they moved onto
their own farm, six miles east ot' Glenbush beside
Artichoke Lake. After the se\'erc \vinter the t\\/O
cows were not able to walk the last mile and were tied
to poplar trees for the night. The next morning
lVlacle!ine and Louise began attending Artichoke
School and were warmly greeted by the teacher. Miss
Paterson.
Their home was a bigger two-storey log house, so
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ht:ing started in l.-old \\'(':utherJ. lv!orc hmd \\'as l.'PU~hl

from Aron PC"(I:.:rs and also from Frank Fricsens, and
shipping cream \vas still a good and steady irh. .'Omi..::.
[mpn)\'cments \vcrc made. a motor \\'(Jshing machine. new rurnilun:, a nc\\' Pontiac, j455, c!ectricity, a milking mell.'hin;.; in 145X.
Deciding to retirc, October 29,1966, everything
they coukln't use in the
\'v'as sold at Ihe auction

sale. The farm had been sold to Henry Janzen.
Mr. and fvlrs. Krahn and Louise moved to Saskatoon. Madeline and iamily live in British Columbia,

Alvin and family' in Lanigan. Ernie and family in
Saskatoon, and Irene and family in Ohio. lJ.S.;\.
July.', !97S, \\-'LTc 1WO great and \-'ery \vondcrful
da)/s when the C!en!)ush ivknnonite Brethren Church
celchrmed their 50th anniversary, People cnme from
many parts of Canada. The handshaking and the joy
at greeting old dear friends and the wonderful worship service \vill never be forgotten. The greatest
milestone of all.
'

Mrs. Krahn filling the cream can ready for shipping about t955.

Mrs. KatiHlI'ina Krahn
[\;lrs. Katharina Krahn and her son Armin, seventeen years old came to Glenbush in about 1937 from
Kinderslcy. Mrs. Krahn must have been about fifty-

Not conserving energy. but the dollar. Vehicle used by JacoD
Krahns in the 1940·s.

cold winter mornings the ehddren said they couldn'!
tell if the floor was cold or hot.
The first years were filled with hard work, little
or no money. Still they had happy timcs visiting their
friends the Borns, Padkaus, Isaaks, and their relatives, Dycks, Waldes, and Grandma Krahn, and
Uncle Armin. Sunday was the highlight of the week.
Dress in good clothes and go to church. in winter.
first check the thermometer, 2U' below Fahrenheit
\Vas too hard on the horses for the six. miles. \Vht:11
father said. "'\Ve'rc going." everybody was happy.
When the famdy grew up, sometimes it was a
problem for Louise to get to choir practice. The
faithful team pulling the big caboose always stayed
on the road. Driving up Johns"n 's hili one night, she
saw a little cutter and hors,c passing her in the deep
snow.
November, 1944, the family moved to the Ben
Peters' farm, one mile south of Glenbush. The two
cows had increased to a herd and they also had a
10-20 McCormick Deering tractor. The new home

was an improvement and they \vere only one mile to

Mrs. Katharina Krahn with granddaughter Irene Krahn, in front
of her home in the fall of 1941.

church. A car was bought (a Nash which didn't en.i0Y
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the railroad to come so !crt the district
later for the Dundurn, Sask. area.

d

fev'\, Y'cars

The John Kroeker Famiiy
hy IVIary - daughter
Vv'e moved to fvkdsrcad in September 19~8.
Uncle Henry!, \\/ho \\'as at the time living on Perry's
fann, had rented the old Doidge place 1'01' us 'to live in
until Dad could build on his O\\/n homestead on senne
C.P.R. land he had contracted to huy" nearer G1enbush. Abc Vias fouc I \\-'as t\VO, and Adina \vas fi'i/c
months old. [ don't rememher the train trip from
Lehrer nor ho\v \ve moved in, but [ remember Dad
brin~in!! home our first horse, Ton,;/, and a bifl black
and ~'hTte CO\V he called Bossy. H~ placed ,~be and
me on the horse's back in turn and led it around the
yard. J seemed to be a long \vay from up there to the
ground. The CO\~/ had a bel! around her neck and
looked so fierce, she scared me half 10 death.
The house \vhich had been used for a granary for
some years was very dilapidated and cold. We used
only a few of the dov.mstairs rooms and spent all our

Mr. Isaac Friesen, Mr. and Mrs. George Rempel, Mrs. Tina
Krahn, Mrs. Helena Epp, Mrs. Jake Dyck, Mrs. Isaac Friesen.

seven years old. They farmed just north of Soderberg's for about foul' vears. There was a poor log
hOl~se but they replac~d that with a better lumber
house. On October 25, 194 L Armin passed away
after an appendix operation. Then the machinery and
most animals were sold and Mrs. Krahn went to live
with her children, spending time in HersheL Kindersley, and Gknbush. Her house was moved to her
daughter's yard, the Jacob Dycks.
She passed away in May 1949 a .• eI was burieel
beside her son, Armin, in the cemetery of the General Conference Church of Glcnbush.
Given by Louise Krahn

The Knliey Family
Mr. and Mrs. J Kraley and their three sons, J
Kraley "Jr.", Valtine and Andrew, came to the
Medstead area in the early 1900's,
Jake "Jr" and his wife and family homesteaded
N. W. V4 or Section 30-50-14 W 33rd and built a goodsized house there.
Like so many others they grew tired of waiting for

Mary Kroeker's parents, the John Kroeker's farm home, note
the woodpile.

Taken about 1916 or 1917. L. to R., Valentine Kraley on horseback. Bunny Perry holding Trixie, S. Perry holding Sid on her
back.

The John Kroeker family, 1938,
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waking hours in the kitchen because it was heated by
the kitchen stO\/e. The barn and other farm buiidings
too were very tumbled-down. The land which had
been neglected by various renters was full of weeds
and \vild oats. Soon after \Ne arrived we "i;vere visited
by a neighbor \vho spoke Russian to my parents and
brought us fish and berries. He WOfe rags \vrapped
about his feet and I never knc\v if this was an ethnic
custom or if he couldn't afford shoes.
During the winter Dad and other men hauled logs
from the b'ush some twelve miles north. According ~o
Uncle, it waS the only time they could gct them out.
They used bob sleighs and horses. Often they
brought home jackfish 'vvhich they had caught
through a hole in the ice with their barc hands. They
tasted good fried or smoked and we almost lived on
them for weeks at a time.
The Doidges ran the Reel and White Store in old
Medstead at the time and later in Glenbush. We
shopped there for years, before it closed.
After ploughing and seeding the rented land in
spring. Dad went to work on his own quarter section.
He would camp on it all week and come home for the
weekend. Uncle, who had worked on his own place
since the spring of 1927, lent him machinery ancl
helped him as much as he could. In one of his letters
Uncle hac! described the C.P.R, land as having much
bush and many stones on it. But there were also
clearings with good prairie grass for pasture and he
wished he could buy more cows, Butter was thirtyfive cents a pound and cream sold well too, anel if he
had about ten cows, he figured he could make a
living. Dad was more interested in grain and in
clearing as much land as possible for it.
We soon met othcr neighbors such as the Boldts
and Dicks, the Paules, Ennses, Arendts, Bartels,
Friesens, Loewens, Klassens, Abrams, etc" as well
as our cousins. There was a great deal more visiting
in those days and there was always the church, which
was Ollr main social centre as well as our place of
worship. There were lakes where we had baptisms
and picnics. Often there were communal dinners at
the church for Thanksgiving and weddings, Then
there were the Christmas concerts, which were the
big events of the year.
Our log cabin was ready to move into in December of 1930. It had three rooms and the chinks between the logs had been plastered with a mixture of
mud and straw, then whitewashed, There was a big
stand of trees behind it and a garden. The remainder
of the land on the south side of the tracks was stili
pasture. The grain fields were on the north side and
Dad had to open two gates and cross the railway to go
to work. We moved in on December 20, my fifth
birthday. I remember telling my Sunday school

teacher, tv1rs. Dick. about it. \Vhat impressed me the
most at the time \/I/as the white, unpainted floors and
h(w/ fast they were tracked up. 1 had reason to \-vorry

because I soon became responsible for keeping thCI11
clean.
lohnic \vas born on February 2, 193J, while Abe
nne! ! had been bundled off to stay with the Abraham
Friesens for a few days. Abe was delighted to have a
brother at last and wanted him to be called David. We
\vere told an angel had brought him and for a while
believed it. He was so blond and blue-eyed and had
such a sunny disposition that the older girls at church
came to ask Mother for turns to hold him. Our new
church building which had been build entirely by
volunteer labor of local materiaL was dedicated in
June of that year.
In August I got lost. rambling through three quarters and proving a theory that! used to think was only
a myth. i was chasing cattle out to pasture one morning when! was attracted by some white water lilies
that grew near the southern boundary oj' our property.
Always fascinated by flowers, especially wild ones, I
started iJicking thern. Seeing even prettier ones on
the other side of the fence, I crawled under it and
continued picking. until I came to soggy ground near
a slough. I turned around ancl went back to the fence,
crawlec! back onto our land anc! started down a trail
which I thought would lead to our farm. But it didn't.
I had no idea where I was but I kept going.
Aflerwhat seemed hours, I came to the railway. It
must have been lUllch time because I was hungry. I
could have followed the tracks to our place but I
didn't dare. Just then a train came vvhistling along
and I took off in the opposite direction. All at (Jnce I
found myself near an old homestead. I found no one
there but there were some ripe raspberries which I ate
and somc old magazines I looked at. I don't believe I
had ever secn anything like them before. Later. !
learned it was the one time Haubold homestead.
I continued on a trail leading through the bush
until I came to another deserted ~abin. In it I saw a
moose head with antlers pinned to a wall. ! left in a
hurry. running toward a lake or slough which had a
lot of reeds growing around it. The ground was soggy
and I was afraid of sinking into it. Just then! saw two
men on the other side v/aving to me. Not recognizing
them as Dad anel Uncle, I started to run, but they
caught up with me. It was almost evening when we
got home and I waS exhausted. They had been looking for me since lunch time when they came home
from the fields. Without realizing it, I had travelled
in a circle, ending up at the same slough on the
Michael property only on the other side of it. ! never
found the cabin with the moose head again.
Abe started school in September, the first of our
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For years my three brothers pretended they I,vcrc
bearded old men vvhn spoke nothing but 10\\/ German
b:y the hour. 1 was usually the teacher \,ii/hen \VC played
school.
Every season of the year was different and exciting, though. the \\-'inters \vcrc sometimes hard to take
'lA/hen the temperatures dropped to thirty, forty_ or
fifty below (flOur own wood-heater couldn't keep
up ""vith it even when it \vas red-hot and "ve wer~
afraid it would burn the house down. Driving to
school in an open cutter was gruelling. Bur, 1 have
never seen sLlch hoar-frost anywhere else as we had
there during the cold spells. It covered the trees and
fences and houses and it glittered in the sunlightlasting for days at a time. Sometimes. when the drifts
became hard-crusted enough we would run across the
fields to school. Sometimes, the teachers closed it
because of the cold.
Spring used to come rather suddenly. One day, all
was rather cold and hard, the next it had turned mild
and the snow was melting with Iittle rivulets of waterflowing into the ditches or into the sloughs. We uscd
to have great times changing or directing their
course. Soon there were pasque flowers everywhere
and light green leaves on the trees. The frogs were
croaking in the sloughs and the grass was starting to
grow. About that time we would start building a raft
so we could paddle about on the water.
The ground had to he just right for cultivating and
sowing, not too wet nor too cold. It seemed to vary
from year to year and 1 never knew how the farmers
decided when it was time. When it arrived there was
always a sense of urgency about it. Things grew so
much more quickly there as in all cold climates
where the summer season is short. It was the same
with the flowers as with the grain. Soon there were
violets, buttercups, daisies, buffalo beans, bluebells,
ladyslippers and tiger lilies. wild roses, brown-eyed
Susans, etc. We knew it was really summer when we
looked out of the school windows and saw wagons
full of colorfully-dressed Indians passing by. They
moved north, we were told, to fish and dig seneca
roots. 'We envied them. Sometimes they camped on
Mr. Zimmer's land. The boys dug up some old pemmican one day and some arrowheads. We also dug up
seneca roots and sold it at the local stores. They said
it was used for medicine.
The great events of the school year were the final
exams, the receiving of reports and the end-oY-term
picnic at Artichoke Lake. We would each bring
something - sandwiches, cookies, cakes, fruit. The
Haubolds always took care of the home-made icecream because they had a freezer. We would wade or
swim in the lake and have races under the pines. They
had very prickly necelles. Uncomfortable to sit on.

family to attend Artichoke or any school in Canada.
Dad had arranged for him to walk to the next intersection of roads, wait for his cousins and ride the
remainder of the way with them. At first, he was
afraid to walk the half miie alone and Dad or Motiler
or I had to accompany him. One day, Mr. Zimmer,
our neighbor who also owned the quarter next to ours
though he didn't live on it, made sorne insulting
remark to him in German. After that Abe walked by
himself. I couldn't wait to start school. I spent hours
pouring over his books, trying to figure out what they
said. ! soon learned English from him and the others
whom wc associated with.
When! started school in 1932, I didn't find it as
pleasant as J had anticipated. There was a great deal
of bullying of the younger children by the older ones
and I found myself constantly in tears. Abe did his
best to protect me but he wasn't much older than I, so
couldn't do too much about things. The situation
definitely improved with the arrival of Miss Patterson, who soon put the bullies in their places and
established law and order. How she did it, I don't
know. She was such a tiny woman, but she had those
!lashing brown eyes and a quick temper. Not very
much that went on escaped her.
Even after all these years, ! remember what an
amazing teacher she was. She taught us everything:
to wash, brush our teeth, comb our hair, read, write,
figure, set a table, plan a balanced meal, wear the
right clothing for the season, and to sew and stuff
little toy animals. She must have considered us rather
uncouth but she never let on. Often there were thirtyfive to forty pupils in the one-room school and they
ranged from grades one to twelve, some of them on
correspondence courses which she supervised.
We had good crops in the early thirties if we could
harvest them before the frosts came. The land was
fresh and there was enough moisture at the right time.
Some years we had a yield of forty bushels to the
acre, which was considered good. If the price had
been better, we could have been rich in a few years.
However, the situation became gradually worse,
what with the droughts and the depression. We fertilized the land with manure if available but never used
chemical fertilizers. Dad farmed with horses until he
left.
Neil was born in June 1933. He was dark as
10hnie was fair and very different in every way. Yet
the two were inseparable. They shared everything
and played together by the hour without fighting,
building castles of sand, steam engines and railroads.
We all had great imaginations in those days. We
created a whole imaginary family and play-acted a
great deal. Each had his or her little tree house. If we
heard an unusual name of story, we used it somehow.
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fvlost
the summer Vv'C \,,/e1'e as free as the
breeze. 'vie helped at home or picked \vi!d strawberries, bathed at Thompson's Lake, herded the canic: on
the road <:t!lov\iances \vhere there was more grass.
drove them for water durin,u the dry.' }'cars and \\:<:\ndercd along trails picking up \vhitc buffalo bones
which \VC could sell during the earlier years. Late\",
the boys snared gophers and sold their rails. Sometimes there were summer vacation Bible classes
\vhich \\ie attended.
One summer we had a tornado. It uprooted trees
and overturneu some buildings. I believe. It crossed
our yard and we \vert' afraid, but it didn't harm the
house or barn or granary. It uprooted a big poplar or
cottonwood that stood in the middle of the yard.
Harvesi time was always busy as \ve cut our 2.Zrain
with a bindec slooked it and threshed it. Uncle Henry
had the threshing outfit for a number of years and
Dad usually worked on his crew. When they came to
do the crop. it meant preparing a huge meai. i learned
to cook borscht and make roasts at a very' young age.
Also, I learned to bake. I always suspected Mother
wanted to make a maid of me and eventually I rebelled.
I remember the death of King George V early in
1935. \Vc were attending German classes at Avery
School during the winter vacation. Mr. Julius
Klassen was our teacher. The Klassens hac! one of the
first radios in the community and \-ve 'v'loule! sneak
there to listen to it whenever we could. Then there
was the news of the Prince Edward-Wally Simpson
affair and his abdication. Princess Elizabeth and
Margaret were often in the news, especially after
their father became king.
Our 1935 crop was one of the best ones we had
had so far. There was a great deal of rejoicing and
optimism that fall. It meant people could pay their
bills, build, buy machinery and order the things they
needed through the Eaton's catalogue. Nineteen thirty-six was the last good year for us. Thirty-seven was
very dryas \,,'ere the next four years. The Henry
Kroekers sold out and moved to D.C. in 1936. Uncle
had always found the cold winters hard to take andl
don't believe he was very well even then. It was too
bad because he had prospered in the years he spent
there and built a solid home which after more than
fifty years is still being used. I don't bciieve there are
mall v others like it left.
Uncle loved machines, as did john Toews. They
spent hours on the tractor and the threshing machine.
Uncle drove one of the first cars in the community'.
and he had a succession of models after that.
Tina was born on August 27, 1937. I remember
running across the field to Dave Pauls to ask him to
get Mrs. Thic!mann, the local midwife. Tina was

sma!! and cLlte and \\'c' loved her on sight. She had
bro\vn eyes and blond hair and \vas like a hale doll.
[\/lother was orten sick aftcr her birth and I often had
to stay..' home from schoo! to help her.
During th\~ thirteen :y(;tl.rs \ve lived ill the area we
sa\'.,' h.lfni!ics Clime und go. At school there \Ve1"(; the
Oldhavcrs, the Ogburns and the: \Vuters \vholeft Lrst.
Then our dear old friend. I'v'h. Hassard, who liked to
visit the sd"lOoi and bring us trc;'llS, moved to B.C.to die. as he told us. He was going to the Okanagan
Valley'. The Borns and Friescns arrived. from Alberta. ! think. hut the latter soon left agdin. The Bergens
rented Uncle's place fur a \-\/hile when cousin John
Toews returned to live with his nev,,· vvifc.
But the greatest m(}Vell1ent of people took place
after 1937 \\.'hc1"1 a numher of families came frnm the
drought-plagued parts of southern Saskatchewan.
There \verc the Krahns. Harms. Hartters. Isaacs,
Bargcns, etc. As many of them had marriageable
children there soon were a number of \vcddings. The
young people sav/ each other for a few \'leeks or
months at church and SOOIl the}' v"/ere engaged. There
was little flirting or going steady. Arter a fC\\' ~/ears.
many of them moved on to B. C.
By 103~. \{ve \vere really· beginning to feel the
effects of the depression. if the crops weren't reduced by the drought they were hy the grasshoppers.
Soon many families were on relief or receiving help
sent by the government from the east. Carloads of
apples, salted cod, canned foods, shoes, sweaters
and other clothing \verc distributed by \velfare agencies. \Ve were glad to receive them, though after
going hare footed all summer. it was hard to vv'ear
shoes again.
The Colleys and Lingels arrived in 1t)3~ ami
Louise Colley provided the stiffest competition I had
faccd so far. She beat me in grade seven and i beat her
in grade eight, receiving the highest average I ever
had. ! really worked thm year. The King ami Queen
visited Canada in 193Y and \ve received mcmorial
medals I,vhich we were very proud of. rViiss Patterson,
whu \vas vcrs..' patriotic. had us !earn a number of
English songs and poems. in those days \ve used to
line up outside the school and salute the flag before

gomg 1l1.
I remember the day in September when Canada
declared war. \lv'c had expected iI for some time but it
\vas still a shock \vhen it came. There \vas a great deal
of speculation and talk and soon young men began to
join the forces, some thinking it \vould be a great
adventure or opportunity to sec the \\-'orld. By 104(),
Dad and Mother had decided to move to B. C. They
sa'vv little future there for a growing fnmiiy. iVly
youngest sister. Inningard, \Vas born in June of 1941.
but she died a year later in B.C.
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Vvle kft in the fall of 104!. arriving at Abbotsford
rn October. The first nc\vs \Vf: heard was that the
Japanese had bombeu Pearl Harhor. The Japanese, as
\vell as the Germans, \'v'ere our enemies and had to be
moved mvav from the coast. it seemed '0/C had eXchanged onve set of prob!erns for another and COn1_e
ciose~' than before te_; the theatre of war.

sides. That same spring we bought a quarter of land
from the C.P.R .. SW-9-50-i4-W3 (where hke
Kroeker now resides). The first }'car \\'e broke 15

acres. The follovv'ing spring \\'C
SE-~-50-14-\\,.'.3. \vhich vVe later hought

le~!::;cd
~H1d

{he
lived on

for the next seventeen y'cars. Here \liC experienced
many hardships, for example, to purL'iElse illy first
bread mixing pan. j trapped gopher:; and sold the
tails fur ! cent '-l piece. Thi:-; hread pan \vas used
constant!v until mv auction sale in 147x.
On F~bruary (tL 1036, our daughter Betty \vas
born. On October 25. 193X. Jake was born Clnd on
Novemher lX, 1941, Mary our youngest child vv'as
born in the Rabnit Lake Hospital.
In 1943 we built a hip wofbarn on SW-9-50-14\J,/J and in 195! we built ~l ne\v house. The children
attended school in the Daylight SchooL and \\it attended church in the Mennonite Brethren Church in
Gicnbush.
In 1964 we celebrated our 40th Wedeling Anniversary. Mv husband suffereel from Rheumatism which
left hin; \-vith a lame leg, in later years he had Sugar
Diabetes and a vV'cak hcart. He could not do the
farming anv more so we sold the fann to Jake in 1965
and bo~,gh; a house in Glenbush where we retired.
On the 17th or September. 1972 my husband
passed away. !Iived in Glenbush
another six years
until 1978 then I sold the house to Mrs. L. Ha111111 and
had an Auction Saie. 1 moved to Chilliwack. B.C.
and have been living here with my daughter Helen
and husband. Henry Braun. So far the Lord had
helped me and I arfl thankful for it.

Peter Kroeker Sr. Family Slory
by Mrs. Annie Kroeker
1\1\' husband and L and our oldest daughter.
Helen'. left Russia. or the Ukraine. for Lcttland
\vherc we boarded a ship for Southampton. England.
Then from England we sailed on a ship by the name
of f\1elitta to Canada. It took us seven clays to sail
from England to Canada. arriving on November 2,
1926. Fn~m there \ve travelled by train to Blumenhof.
Saskatchewan and lived with Henry Reimers till the
end of January. 1927. Then we moved to Gilroy.
Saskatchevvan "\vhere we worked on a farm for t\VO
years. That is -vvhefc our son Peter I,.vas born on
November 3. 1927.
In 192R we bought a farm at Gilroy. There were a
lot of hardships and prices for farm products were
very' loy\,: for instance. eggs \vere !2<: a dozen and a
can of cream \\'as worth $1.25.
The first couple years of farming the grasshoppers took our crops. In 19.30 our daughter Margaret
was born on the 22ml of October. After three lllore
crop failures \\'e decided to leave. \Ve put all Ollr
belorHlings into a covered wagon and the rev.: head of
cattle ~we ~had were driyen by the children on foot. It
took us thirteen days to move to Glenbush.
SasKalChe\van. Vv'e arrived at Ben Friescns (the quarter west of Duncan George's) -vvherc we lived in a
small shack for the first winter.
In the spring \ve moved to another log shack on

ror

Peter Kroeker Jr. Family
I \vas born in Gilrov, Saskatchewan and moved to
the Medstead area i~ 1933. 1 starteel schoo1 in
Daylight with Miss Mcintyre as my teacher for the
fil<t six years. She \vas a v~ry good teacher as wel! as
being good in sports. She taught us how to box, and
to curl. \Vc ITlade ice east of the school and \\'e rnade
our o\\.'n curling rocks out of good sized blocks
wood which I,.ve planed as smooth as possible, then
on lop we drove in a big spikc for the handle; \ve did
have a problem keeping the ice smooth.
Miss Mclntvre also had LlS do physical tri:lining a
lot. Dlus drilli,{g us until she had a top noteh ball
tean;. When Mi~" McIntyre left. discipline seemed
to falter in school. We had a lot of fun but dicl!,', learn
much. i remember catching as many as eleven rabbits
in one forenoon in the bush next to the school in the
deep snow. and then \ve used to skin them in the
school porch, \vhi1e our teacher \voldd sit and knit

the NW-9-50-14- W3. where hke Bargen now rc-

or

s\veaters.
In the last three years. in public schooL lmissed a
lot of school because Dad had a lame leg \vhich gave

Margaret, Helen. Mrs. Kroeker holding Mary. Mr. P. Kroeker,
Pete. Front row: Betty and Jake Kroeker.
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him a lot or pain, so a lot of {he 'vvork \vas left for me
to do. Although a few years later [ had the opportunity to take a couple years of high school in Glcnbush.
Our family lived on the SF Y,-8-50-14-W3rd,

-which \lve called the Scott p1ace, for seventeen years,
then in 1951 when they sold the farm to Jake Kroeker
and retiree! in Glcnbush.
In 1955 our School Unit stance! to centralize the
rural schools and I started to drive the Robinhood
Bus Route, which was Park Bluff and Robin
School Districts. ! drove that route for nine years,
then I drove a unit-owned bus for six years in the
Bclbutte District, after that I contracted the MarronGuyhime Route, which I have been driving for the
last ten years.
In 1956 I bought a quarter of land from Dan
Friesen, the SE-3-50-15. I met Marie Armstrong in
1957, who was at that time the assistant secretary in
the Medstead School Unit Office. Marie was born
and attended school in the Meadow Lake area. We
were married August 19, 1958 in the S1. Philips
Anglican Church in Medstead.
We lived in Medstead for the first year and a half.
Our first son, Dale Bryan was born August 15, 1959.
In the spring of 1960, after the power lines were
completed to our farm, we moved to the farm. On
January 25, 1961, our second son, Kelly Peter was
born.
On Marie's birthday we were blessed with a
daughter, Debra Ann, born September 14, 1963.
Bradley Scott was born November 10, 1965 to complete our family.
The kids all attended Medstead Central School,
riding on the school bus every day. Dale graduated
from high school in 1977 and then took a two year
course in Architectural Engineering Technology at
Moose Jaw. He is now working in Saskatoon designing houses for Commercial Drafting. Kelly graduated in 1979 and is still living at home. Debbie will
graduate this year (1980). Bradley is in grade nine.
They have all been active in 4-H and sports, and we
have been kept busy driving them to 4-H meetings,
hockey and curling, besides finding time to curl
oursel ves.
Anyone who says there is nothing to do in a small
town should follow the footsteps of an active, growing family around Medstead, where we feci very
fortunate to stay home one night a week.

Jal<e Kroeker family. Kim, Jake, Fern, Kirby, and Donnalea,
1974.

Following my grade eight. I spent the next few
years vvorking on my parents' farm as my dad had a
lame leg and needed help. At the age of eighlcen I
obtained work in Alberta as a car operator. taking
time off to come back to the farm for seeding and
harvest time.
'
In 19631 retullled to Medstead and worked in the
Medstead Co-operative Creamery for one year. Tht,
winter of 1964 ! returned to Alberta to work at Slave
Lake. That spring when I returned home I worked for
Bud Houle, electrician in Spiritwood.
On October 22, 1965 I married Fern Martin.

Fern Kroeker (nee Martin)
On August 16. 1944, L Fern Lois Martin was
born in the Rabbit Lake Hospital with Doctor Storey
as the physician.

I began my education in 1950 at the as::e of six at

Carrollton School. Here I attended school ~l!ltil it was
closed in 1956 and we were then bussed to Medstead.
In 1957 my parents had an auction sale and bought a

Jake Kroeker

home in Medsteud, Here I continued mv education

On October 25,1938 I was born on SF-8-511-14W3rd brought into this world with the aid of a midwife. In 1944 I started school at Daylight where I
completed my grade eight. We only had one mile to
walk. I attended the Glenbush 4-H beef club.

untill graduated from Grade Xll in 1962. 'During this
time I helped in my parents' grocery store after
school and on weekends.

Following graduation I spent half a year working
for Simpsons Scars of Canada in Regina. In february
66~

Donnaka Ann vv'as born. That same: \'vinter Jake
\vorked in the Arctic once more. In 1975 he v/orkcd
in Fort Nelson. British Columbia for three months.
Since then Jake has stayed home during the winters,
and i was asked to come hack to work. uncr ten years
of rest. to the Spirihvood Union HospitaL

of 1963 1 began my training for tl Certified Nursing
Assistant in Saskatoon. I took four months of theory
here and \vas sent to S1. Theresa hospital, Tisdale,
Saskatchewan to complete the clinical part of my
training. In the middle of my training. September l,
1963. I had the great misfortune of losing a very dear
and loved mother.
On December 16, 1963 I completed my training
and graduated as a Certified Nursing Assistant.
In January of 1964 I was employed ai the Notre
Dame Hospital. North Battlcford and worked on the
children \ ward until October 1965, when I moved
back to Medstead to marry Jake Kroeker.
On October 22, 1965 we were married in
Medstead in S1. Phillips Anglican Church. We
bought the family farm where we still reside. The
first year we were married, jake worked for an elee·
trician in Spiritwood and I worked in the Spiritwood
Union Hospital.
In 1967 Jake worked in the potash mines near
Saskatoon, returning home for spring work. Brian
Martin, my brother. lived with us and went to school
in Medstead by bus. 1968 was a big year for us as our
first child was born, a daughter, Kim Shelene, born
May 25, 1968.
In 1970 another big event took place, our first and
only son, Kirby Dean was born on January 3rd.
Three weeks after the birth of our second child,
Jake once more left to obtain work. This time he
worked on McKenzie King Island in the Arctic. He
worked five weeks stretches and then home for one
week. The next two winters he spent in the north and
farming in the summer.
On December 16, 1972 our youngest daughter,

The Ernie Knlger .Family
The Krugers came to the Stoke district in lY33 to
SW 36·5()·3 W3rd.
They had a Lundy of five children two boys and
three girLs.
Both sons were killed accidentally. Albert was
killed in a traffic accident while on his honeymoon
and Arthur in a brush clearing accident.
The three girls are all married with families of
their own and live in California.
Ernie and Tina are retired. They lived in Spiritwood for some time, then moved to Saskatoon where
they now reside. At present they are spending the
winter of 1980 with their daughters in California.

John Knlger Family
as told by Milamia (Kruger) Richter
We came to Glenbush from Germany in June,
1927. We lived with Mom's brother, John Lange, for
three weeks. We were not at all impressed with this
wilderness and mosquitoes, as we had no mosquitoes
in Germany. After three weeks we moved to my
mother's uncle, Dan Lange, who lived six or seven
miles north·west of Medstead on a farm.
We began our schooling in Guyhirne School. Of
course we had to learn to speak English while trying
to do school work. We found the winter vcry cold

Robert and Milanda (Kruger) Richter's Wedding and Guests. Extreme left. Mr. and Mrs. John Kruger. On Groom's left. Dorothea
Kruger.
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\,vith a lot of sno\v, vefy'" different from the old country. After nine months. \.ve buught a farm four miles
east of Mcustead ane! lived there umil 193').
We dilin't have any form of entertainment in
those days, so we had fun riding every animal big
enough to hoid us hvilh the exception of a pig). Also
while \VC lived at fvledstead we \\;'orked very hard. Vv'e
picked enough stones. It seemed that that \vas a
yearly chore which never failed. "0/e had only onequarter :mile to go tu school as it \vas builr on one
corner of our land. Our education stopped there as
our parents didn't believe in education. only in work.
So the years passed. After \VC got older, our main
entertainment \\';;tS playing softball, and \NC were al~
lowed to go to dances. which I enjoyed very much.
In 1939 we bought land five miles west of
Belbutte. which was much better land and had fewer
stones. 1 made many new friends and thank them all
for being so friendly and nice.
In June, 19411 got married and moved tD Leask.
We also farmed there. My brother, Herman and fam~
ily moved to Williams Lake, B.C. Also my sister.
Dorothea and husband. Lloyd Soper anci girls moved
to Williams Lake. They are still residing there. In
April. 1960 my mother passed away which was a
great loss to us all. In December, 1960. Dad married
again and moved to Mossbank. Sask. He sold his
farm at Belbutte a year later. He still resides at
Mossbank and will be 83 years old on April 25. 1980.
Lately his health has not been too good.
Robert. !, and our two wonderful children moved
to Saskatoon in 1967. We own our own home and
Robert is still working. although he could have re~
tired last October. My son. Ken is bank manager in
Bruno. He is married and has a t\vo-year old daughter, Lindsay Dawn. Elva, our daughter is secretary at
Many Life Insurance in Saskatoon. and lives at
home. So life goes on, and I've never been anything
but an ordinary housewife. which I enjoy.

Otto Krueger helping combining on L. Olson farm. 1954.

a living by clearing ditches of\villow brush along the
roaus. He also helped put in a new hardwood dancc
flollr in the Sandwith Community Hall during the
same years.
He left in August. 1954 and went to North Bat~
ticford and worked as a bricklayer, his chief trade
being bricklaying. He also served a few years in the
Canadian Army.
He has returned to Sandwith area for visits on
numerous occasions. The Krueger family returned
for the home-coming celebrations in 1971.
On October 20, 1967 Otto married Anna Leier.
originally from Allan. Saskatchewan. They reside in
Saskatoon. Saskatchewan. They have five children.
They are Sharon. Shelley. Sheila. Charlene and
Jeffrey, all presently living at home and going to
school.

Otto Krueger

Kad alld Erma Kuchler

On .I une 17, 1953. Otto Krueger came to Canada
from HanDver. West Germany and settled as a farm
apprentice for one year in Sandwith area. Alone. in a
strange country. unfamiliar with the English lan~
guage, he soon made a few long~lasting friendships
with people around the area. He lived a short while in
Sand with on his own. working a rented quarter sec~
tion of land. While living in Sandwith he built brick
chimneys for the Pioneer Grain Company and helped
build an annex in Sandwith and in Rabbit Lake. He
looked after the flooding of the curling rink in the
winter of 1954 and 55. He helped dig a 4' by 4' well
in search of water to flood the curling rink but this
was unsuccessful due to spring Hoods. He also made

Karl Kuchler, son of the late Theodore and Ka~
therine Kuchler. was bam July 28,1926 at Rosthem,
Saskatchewan. He was the eldest of a family of six.
Moved with his parents, at the age of six. to the
Bournemouth district in 1932.
On J lily 22, 1949. Karl married Erma Drieschner.
eldest of a family of five. Erma was born January 19,
1929. at Medstead, daughter of the late Max Drie~
schner of Medsteac! and Clara Drieschner, now re~
sidiing in North Battleford.
They have four children. Brian, Gordon, Linda
and Karen. May 20. 197].. Brian married Carol
Gatzke of Medstead. They have two children. Cor~
rine and Colin. and live in Cut Knife. Gordon lives in
666

Karl Kuchler family 1955. Karl and Erma, L. Gordon, Linda, and Karen.

were our very good neighhors. During the 1450's
when my husband George and 1 \vcre on our own and
raising OLJr family, sometimes! don't kno\v ho\v we
would have managed without Hannah and Otto.
Hannah was ahvays there when i needed her, as a
baby-sitter, friend or for any other reason.
Otto \vas such a special person. he had SLlch a
great sense of humor and was so kind-hearted. He
and George were sLlch great friends and always
helped each other. Anyone that has ever lived on a
farm knows that you need that kind of a neighbor.
All the years that they lived on the farm next to
us, Otto hauled their drinking water from our place,
as they only had a dugout for water. During those
years, quite often in the winter the roads were snowblocked so everyone used a tearn of horses. So about
every other day you could see Otto with his team of
horses hitched to a stoneboat. trotting across the field
to get his barrel of water.
When our kids were small they sure looked forward to seeing Otto come. for he was known as "the
man with the peppermints." He always had some in
his pocket, and every time he came each kid got one,
which they thought was just great. We all missed the
Kuhn family very much when they left our district.
The family also included two girls, Freda and Marion, they were also great favorites of ours.
Otto Kuhn came to the Medstead area around
1946 on the SW 32-50-15, later moving to W
Y2-I-SI-IS-W3rd, in the Cater School Distri~t.

R. Brian,

Edmonton, Alberta. On August 5, 1972, Linda married Daniel Hritzuk of St. Walburg. They have three
children, Mischa, Larisa, and Devan, and live on
their farm in St. Walburg district. On September 4,
1976, Karen married Kim Funk of Swift Current and
lives in Wetaskewin, Alberta.
Karl and Erma purchased the farm formerly
owned by Charles and Margaret Churchill in the
Sandwith district. In October 1957, they sold the
farm to John and Helen German and moved to Rabbit
Lake where he was employed with the I.H.C. dealer.
In May, 1959, they moved to Cater where he was
employed with Searle Grain Company.
In September, 1960, they moved to St. Walburg,
and Karl was again employed with the grain comp;ny until January, 1975.
They are presently living in Kelvington where
Karl has been employed as service centre manager
"
for East-Central Co-op since January, 1975.
Erma is also employed as a nurses' aid at'the
Kelvington Hospital.

Ben ami Elizabeth Kunz
My wife (nee Elizabeth Anne Johnstone) and I
were married on July 16, 1941, in the little southeastern town of Carlyle, Saskatchewan. After our
honeymoon we moved to our farm in the Park Bluff
School district. During the three and one-half years
that we lived there, our first daughter, Carol was born
in Rabbit Lake on March 27, 1943 and the doctor was
Dr. J. H. Storey.
As my brother, .lim, was killed overseas on July
13, 1943. my father wanted to quit farming so we

OUo Kuhn
by Donna Neale
For approximately fifteen years the Kuhn family

Carol and Jean Kunz on their way to Lost Horse School. 2%
miles.
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Her :->01"1- \V.0.2 llmes Jonathan KU11Z, RC'AE
died in his country's s(:rvice July 14. l0-J.J in the
invasion of Sicily during \r\/orld \Var [i. He had joined
up in 1941 Llnd lost his life at the age of 22 yc-ms.
iY1rs. KUllL who wll! celebrate her B4th birthdav
November 15, \\'as born in Russia, imnligrmcd t~)
Nurth Dakota and in 1014 came to C,l1l<lcb \vith her
husband, Philip, and their two daughters to settle in
the Sand with districL
She and Philip retired [0 North Batlleford in
1952. A widow since his death in 1953. Mrs. Kunz

resided in her own home until lL)75 \vhen she moved
to Davidson l'vlanor. She continues to grow prize
vvinning vegetables. rends a variety of house plants
and makes a good number of quiits each year.

Carol Kunz on her way to school. She had seven gates to open
in 2% miles.

A Tale

moved down in the fall of 1944 and rented the farm.
But after two years, my father decided that he would
like to sell out so we bought the Moore place just four
miles south. On April L IlJ47, we moved onto the
Moore place and lived there until 1956.
Carol started school at Lost Horse Creek in the
fall term of \lJ49. She had two and one-half miles to
go to school with seven gates to go through. She had
many means of transportation. We hauled her with
the car, bob-sleigh and tractor. She walked and she
went with the horse and cutter. dog and toboggan,
skis and bicycle.
Our second daughter, Jean, was born in Rabbit
Lake on October 2, IlJ47, and started her school days
at Lost Horse Creek School. Our third daughter,
Beverly, was born in North Battleford on November
23, 1953.
When centralization carne in, our girls would
have had two miles to walk out to the main road so we
bought the Gus Kennedy place just one-half mile
from Sandwith, Our girls completed their schooling
in Glenbush and Medstead.
Now Carol is married to Larry Dyck and they are
living in Meota with their three children. Jean is
married to Bruce McNabb and they are living in the
Rabbit Lake district with their family of three children. Beverly is married to Norman Bergeron ane!
they are living in Herschel. They have one child. So
we are left all alone to while our hours away in the
summer playing horse-shoes and in the winter-time I
spend half of my time at the curling rink,

by Mrs. Philip Kmu
We moved back to the homestead at N. W,
21-48-15 W3rd in 1922. In 1923 Philip and Christian
Blixrud went up north I'or some logs and happened to
find a mother bear hibernating in her den. They
startee! to dig and found the bear was really in the
den, they shot into it and killed the mother bear. After

The Philip Kunz Family. Left to right: Mr. Philip Kunz. James.
Ben, Leonara, Clara, Mrs. Kunz.

Silver Cross Mother
Mrs. Carolina Knnz, North Battleford, is one of
two women to lay the wreath on behalf of all mothers
who lost sons in'the service of their country, Thursday at the Remembrance Day Service in Sharp Auditorium.

Loaded, ready to leave for the farm. Irom North Battleford.
April. 1914. Philip Kunz. Chris Blixrud. Shorty Peterson. Jim
Heride,
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they pulled the mother bear out they.' found they had
alsu killed nne of the cubs. The uther three \Verc
alright hut wert: tiny and didn't even hay'e their eyes
oren y'Ct. They kept them \varm by putting them in
their bosoms and took them back to camp. The next
day they came home \vith a load of logs and the little
female orphan cubs \Nrapped up in the bedrol!. \Vhat
to do \vith these little creatures was left ror me to
decide. \\lith my old \\:ashtuh, some straw and some
old hlankets to keep them \\,/a1'111 , when the firc died
down in the old tin heater. I had no way' to feed them
except to dip my" fingers in the vv'armed milk and then
let them suck my fingers. After they" opened their
eyes and started to get teeth it \vas a different story, so

I had to suak bread in the milk anei kcd them with a
spoon. This was a tiresome job as they had to be
changed every day at least once and they had to he
kept warm day and night. As soon as they got cold
they would make an awful noise. They had to be fed
evcry few hours.
I sure was glad when spring came and we put
them up in the hayloft of the barn. but that meant
climbing up there three times a day (0 feed them.
They wouldn' t be content with eating out of the same
dish so I had to have a dish for each bear. After they
werc full they would crawl into the hay and go to
sleep. They grew quickly. no doubt faster than if they
had been with their mother as they may have had to
settle for less food. They surely wouldn't have had
bread with their milk for one thing. If the men would
have had to feed them no doubt they would have been
destroyed but I felt so sorry for the little things.
When they were about five months old we decided to try ami sell lWlJ of them as it was just too much
work. We had written to a zoo in Winnipeg \vl1o \vere
willing to buy them for $35.00 each. We kept Goldie
all summer and she was lJuite a peL but did get into
lots of mischief at times too.

Bob Klitz family. L. to R.. Lynn, Donna, Carl, Dale. Seated:
Jean and BOb.

scared than hurt. Aunt Iva finally told me to quit
crying or she would quit reading.
I have a feeling kids survive by luck and the grace
of God. We climbed trees as soon as we could walk. I
think. looking for birds nests and chasing squirrels.
\VC never fell out of a tree but Olive had a scare when
a squirrel ran over her head and down her back to get
away.
After we moved to Cater. our tree climbing came
10 an end but 1 still looked for birds' nests and I was
lucky enough to find a wee humming bini's nest
which I still have. One summer Mother drove Mary,
Olive and myself up to the bush to pick blueberries.
We had a mosquito netting with a canvas top that
huoked to a tree. it covered our hed. We did our
cooking over a campfire. which drew the yellow
jacket wasps. We would fill our plates. craw! under
the netting and sit cross-legged on OUl' bed to eat free
of the wasps. One day Olive was in the shelter eating
then Mary went in and sat down cross-legged as
usual. then letting out a scream. she defied the laws
of gravity by lifting straight up crossed-legs. plate
and all. Shc had sat on a wasp which had promptly
stung her. lVlary didn't think it was very funny but
Olive and I sure did.
In 19421 went East and did war work in Toronto. I
returned home in the fall of 1945. In February of 1946

Jean (Orr) Kut;;:
I am the third child of Bob and Laura Orr. our
Grandmother Ma Perry delivered me at their farm
home. east of Medstead where the lilacs still bloom
that Ma planted so many years ago. Ma did not like to
deliver her own grandchildren. but I guess I was in
such a hurry to enter this world there was no time for
Pa (Grandad) to fetch the neighbor lady. My first bed
was the oven door of the wood bUl11ing cook stove in
lVla's kitchen. Mary and Olive \vcre upstairs sleeping
with our young Aunts.
!Vly firsi memory wu:) fal1ing duwn stairs at the
cabin, when J was two years old. Aunt Iva was
reading to Mary and Olive when I fell. she picked me
up. of course ! was screaming my head off, more
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1 married Bob Kutz of Belbutte. We lllade our home
in Spirit'vvood where Boh 'vvorked as a mechanic.
Three of our children were born there. We left
Saskatchewan for Alberta where the \vages were better, in 1952. Our youngest daughter was born in Cold
Lake, Alberta. Bob had a grave! truck on a haul there
for a whik. From there we moved to the Peace River
country. We made our home in Grande Prairie for
nearly twenty years. Dale. Lynn. Car! and Donna
grew up and married there.
Dale and Connie have a boy.' and a girt and live in
Drumheller.
Lynn and her two girls and son live in Grande
Prairie. Carl and Ramona with their boy and girl also
make their home in Grande Prairie. Donna and Chris
with their son and daughter live in Okotoks.
In 1975 Mother gave Bob and I the old home
place. We have made the old place home.

harness and riding himself The first crops '.vere
seeded by! hane!. then disccd imo the ground.
George passed away in 192B on the homestead,
where he had lived with his son.
The family was joined by Samuel Tucker, a brother to Mrs. Lambert. who had been a coal carrier in
England. which left him with a perpetual stoop. In
spite of this, he carried the household water for onehalf mile, and raised prolific gardens.
In the early' 30\, Reginald bought a Model T
Ford car. but it wasn't until the early '40's that he
bought a Wallace tractor. which he used for his heavier work, he continued to use his horses for lighter
work.
'
Mrs. Lambert passed away in 1944, Samuel
Tucker passed away in 1969, but Reginald, at the age
of 77. still lives on the homestead, where he still
raises horses and does some farming.

Mr. and Mrs, E. Lamontagne and K,mily

Joseph Labunski Story

by Mrs. E. Lamontagne
This is a little history of our three year stay in the
Medstead district. (Emile and Lilly Lamontage and
our three children. Judy, Allen and Dale).
We arrived in Medstead on a cold December day
1963. Before that we lived one year in North Battleford and ten years at Lake Cowichan. B. C. We
rented the Adolf Lange farm and farmed there for
three years. Our three children Judy, Allen and Dale
started school there. Art Janzen was the school bus
driver. We lived in a big log house, which is still
standing there.
We have many warm memories of Ollr three years
there; some of them very amusing, like the time
Emile decided to clean the chimney. He got on the
roof and lowered a rope with a sack tied to it, and told
me to pull it though from the bottom. I did' I think I
still have soot in my hair; or the time we were hauling
bales and he lost me with a half a load of bales and
didn't know it till he got home, which was at least a
mile away.
Our nearest neighbour was Art and Freddie
Roske. We saw Art almost every day. as he stopped
for coffee before he went to town to his job at
Haslett's Garage. He was a very good neighbour.
Jake and Edna Reimer were our neighbours too.
We never had any phones then. almost no traffic went
by. The road going to Robinhood was not very good,
so not many used it. There was lots of bush around
then.
After we left there, we bought a farm six miles
north of Shell Lake. We still live here. Our children
finished school here . .ludy is a registered nurse and
was married to Bruce Tipton in 1979 and they are
living in North Battleford. Allen is trucking for Tri-

Birnamwood district
In 1919 Joe Labunski came into the Medstead
area and took up a homestead on SE !(, of section
6-50-14. He farmed there for some years. In 1939 he
traded quarters with Joe Randall and moved farther
west. Joseph was originally a Lithuanian. Lithuania
is a republic in the West Soviet Union.
When he retired from fanning he moved into the
village of Medstead. There he had a number of kind
neighbors who saw to his needs as he got older. He
passed away on December 9,1964 at the age of 86.
He is buried in the Lutheran Cemetery north of
Medstead.

The Lambert Family
George Lambert was a printer in Lynne. England. He received a11 his education before the age of
eleven years old. He became a printer involving two
languages, French and English.
He immigrated to Canada in 1903, with his wife.
and five-months old. Reginald, born on February
4th.
He worked as a printer in Montreal for a few
years, then moved to Portage La Prairie, Manitoba,
where he continued his work.
He moved west with the Barr Colonists to the
Lloydminster area, where he took up a homestead.
then moving to the lffley district settling on the
N .W.-5-47-15, where George taught school in his log
shack, which was the only education that Reginald
received, but his father !aught him well.
Reginald located on a homestead of his own. on
S.W.-14-47-15, on August 4. 1923. He broke his
land, using horses, which he raised, and broke to
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mac in Saskawon. Dale is at horne and farming: \vith
his dad.
"
Our stay was short in Medstead, bur has many
good memories for us. and \vas a sad clav for LlS alL
\vhen we moved away.'.
-

Viilson, Ed Barr and /\ndy Charlton, to settle on
section 1-47 -15, \vhich they sharecL one quarter each.

There \vas a cornC'r of a lake. ccil:::ing on the
Robinson Janel. vvhere the children lean;ed to s\vim.
Leola, at the age of fifteen had never been in \vater
ueeper than her knees. She learned to skate. and the
hockey team needed an extra plaver to It:nd goal and
play defense. Leola says, "The:": put rne in the net, I
\vas so broad, I helped block the shots on goal~"
The family enjoyed the lovely vege"~blcs and
potatoes from the garden, inciuding st!·;l\vberries.
Leola and f\1ostyn \vere marri~d in North Battleforo in 1936. Jack and Emily Barker vV'itnessed the

Mostyn Lancaster Family
Mosryn Lancaster was born in 1919. in Charerton, Ontario. At the age of eighteen, he left to gO to
work for his uncle. Bill Rose. who had a lar£e ;hear
farm at Girvin, Saskatchevvan.
~
In 1931. he started ridirlQ the rails between Ontario and Sasktatche\van, ha;vesting in (he \vest and
doing odo jobs throughout the winter and spring in
Ontario. Finally in 1934. he rode the coal tender into
Sandwith. Black with coal dust. he asked Mr. Robinson. the mail carrier fora ride. Mr. Robinson looked
him over. hesitated for a while. until Mostyn told him
he was going to Bill Rose's place.
He met Leola Robinson. the eldest daughter of
Frank and Duel" Robinson. She had recently moved
into the district with her parents in 1932. from Wood
Mountain. about twenty-four miles from the Montana border. where they had Ii ved on a farm that was
quite flat with a few knolls. behind which a child.
cow. or horse could hide behind so anyone at the
house could not see them. When the wind blew. snow
or dirt really travelled far and fast. then it got so dry
there was nothing but Russian thistle for the hail to
hammer into the ground.
The Robinsons had travelled north with Ross

ceremony.

They built a log house on Bill Rose's farm and
farmed on shares with him.
Their son, Douglas. \,-vas born on November
20th. 1936. at Mrs. Robinson's home. with Mary
Brandon attending. A daughter. Marguerite Rose,
was born on December 30th. 1937. in the North
Battleford Hospital
The dry years had moved in. in 1938. nearly
everyone was hauling water from the lakes. but they
were shrinking too. Mostyn. Eldon Robinson and
Laurie Hislop went south to Girvin to work in the
harvest fields in 1939. Kay Wiebe came to stay with
Leola. and went to school from there. while the men
were away.
When Canada entered the war. Mostyn decided
that Ontario was the place to be. so he left with Eldon
Robinson. driving Laurie Hislop's 1928 Chev going
by Bernidji. U.S.A. Leola left on December 2"6. by
tnlln tor Trenton. Ontario. with three-year-old Douglas. and two-year-old Marguerite.
Mostyn worked with heavy equipment on construction projects. spending five months in Nova
Scotia, and now at the age of seventy-one years. he
stil1 runs a grader around Toronto. When winter
comes he takes a small trailer to Florida. and flies
across to the island of Jamaica for the best weather.
Douglas lives in Peterborough. is married with
four children. Cenia. Christa. D:111a and Vena.
I'vlarguerite Rose lives in rVliami. Florida. is married with three daughters. Vanessa. Carla and Annalisa.
Another daughter. CaroL born in Ontario. rn
1946. is married with one daughter. Theressa.
Leola lives in an apartment in Peterborough.

Mr. Joe Landry

L. -

by Bert Whit!
Joe and his brother. George homesteaded in the
Birnamwood S.D. between 1908 and 1910. Joe's
homestead was situated on the N.E. )/, of Section
22-50-14 W 3rd. These brothers were of French

R. Marguerite, Leola. Douglas, Mostyn and Carol Lan-

caster.
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Canadian parentage and believed to come from Nova
Scotia.
Joe stayed on the homestead and proved it up. He
built a house of hewed logs with nicely dove-tailed
corners. He was very good at this kind of vv'ork. He
was also 'd good carpenter and very particular in his
work. He built his 0\\'0 tables and chairs from sea~
soned birch.
He usually! \vorkeu out in the summer months.
then in the winter he trapped and cut cord wood to
sell. For this he would get 5i 1.50 to $1.0) for a cord of
wood cut, split and delivered.
In 1934 he bought a team of horses and a \va!king
plow. He broke up around fifty acres of land. He had
a neighbor sow it and take it off in the fall. In the late
thirties he bought a cow and calf for $10.00, quite a
difference from these days. In the 1940's he sold his
land to Bill Warkentin and moved to Salmon Arm,
B.C. to retire.

Mr. Joe Landry
by Louise (Pfeifer) Garland
When our family arrived in the Birnamwood
district in 1911, Joe Landry gave up his nice little one
roomed log house for our family to live in while Dad
was building our house. He was very kind to us and
when Dad was away threshing in the fall Joe w(lUld
come over to check to see that all was well with the
family. He would split a wood supply and make sure
they could cope with life in general.
Joe was a great outdoors man and would think
nothing of strapping on a pair of snowshoes and
walking across country to North Battleford or wherever he needed to go.
Joe was a very good violinist: but being a shy.
retiring fellow he rarely played to others. But on a
warm evening he would sit on his doorstep and play
and his music sounded very lovely to those close
enough to hear
George Landry did not stay on his homestead
very long. Hedid return in the '30's. I remember one
afternoon he came to see us, but have heard no more
of him.

Victor Percy Lane, World War 1,1918.

The Victor Lane Family Story
as told by Irene Lenton (nee Lane)
To get to the beginning of the Lane story, I must
go back to the First World War 1914-1918. My father
Victor Lane was born February 8th, 1887 at Churchtaunton, Somerset. England. He had immigrated to
Canada and was living at Loverna, Sask. when the
war broke out. He and ten others joined the army and
were the first contingent to go overseas. Dad eventually found footing in and around Ypres, West Flanders, Belgium. It was there at Poperinge that as a

Mrs. Maria Lane, 1915.
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added insult to injury another time hy removing the
seat from 1v11'. Vicker's pams. I'm sure that some \vlll
still remember that l"ihm and Jeff learn.
Some of our c loses! friends were Elscnc, Harry
and Grant Temple. [ also recall they had a younger
brother Clark. There \vas also Joe Schmitz, Hazel
Truss. Johnnie Truss, Sid Perry and Lucy and Eric
lenton. For awhile \-Vt used to ail rag alon~ together
to Guyhirne Schoo!. Some of our favorite pustimes
\\'ere skating. playing Run-Sheep-Run. Ki(,K the can,
Nimhle sticks or spending holidays and \\icck-ends m
Victoria Beach which is still known as Lane's Beach
at Birch LaKe. I understand my dad o\vncd that pan
of the hcach and the l1ume came from my dad \ name
Victor and my" third name Victoria. i can recall many
happy days spent there. I also recall trips across the

lake by hoat to visit with Frank Bell. whom I seem to
remember had some bear cubs at one time. i recall
one of them standing up to reach at my haby sister
who was scared to death. We found the attraction to
be a stick of gum vvhich she \vas carrying in her
pocket.
Old-timers will rememher Frank Strittich who
came out form Austria to \vork for us, also his wife
and small daughter who followed at a later date.
Frank was a wonderfully talented v',ol;n;st and accompanied by his wife on the piano was perfection. I
can still remember Frank at Birch Lake weekends.
He'd go out on the lake in the canoe after sundown
and play his violin. holding everyone spell-hound.
He would alsll pedal around on Joe Schmitz's bicycle. using his hands to play the violin rather than to
steer the bicycle. Those were the good old days!
Saturday night \vas usualiy movie night. that is
silent movies. We'd go real early so we could sit up
front. We enjoyed Tarzan. Tom Mix. Rin Tin Tin.
Charlie Chaplin. etc .. etc.
Friday night was often dance night. My brother
Maurice and 1 would be up at the crack of dawn next

The Lane children: Irene, Aubel!, Yvonne, Maurice. Taken on
Medstead's Main Street in 1930.

Sergeant-Major. he met. fell in love with and married
my mother. Maria Meersman.
it was also at Waterloo. Belgium. that my older
brother Maurice was born in May of 1918. After the
war was over the trio came back to Canada to farm at

Loverna. Sask. It was there too. that I was born in
February. 1920. My younger brother Aubell was
born in January of 1922. It must have been about
1923-24 when we left Loverna to farm for a short
while at Birch Lake. There Maurice began his first
year of school. Some old neighbors would likely
remember my mother with her black horse Birdie. At
a sign from her he would rear up and walk towards

her on his hind legs.
In 1925. we were on the move again. to Maymont. Sask .. where my rather had a store and also a
butcher shop at Sonningdale. 1 started my schooling
there and also acquired two new sisters. Yvonne in
November. 1925 and Doreen in August. 1927. In
1928 we left Maymont for Medstead. where my most
pleasant childhood memories are. There again my
father had the Red and White store and eventually the
Liquor store. I remember the school being almost
next door to us and a Mr. Vickers being our teacher.
Mr. Vickers stands out in my memory because of his
confrontations with our two dogs. Bruno. a huge St.
Bernard and Cutie. a Toy Poodle. What slands out [he
most in my mind is Mr. Vickers fake-boxing with
Maurice and Bruno giving a helping paw much to Mr.
Vickers surprise. Bruno place his huge paws on our
teacher's shoulders. looked him straight in the eyes
and gave one warning growl which quickly ended the
boxing match. From the big to the little ... Cutie

day, collecting beer bott!es \vhich

\VC

sold hack to my

father's store at a cent a hottk. ! can still hear Joe
Schmitz lamenting that no matter yvhat time he \-vas
lip and around. irene and l'vluurice Lane hau been
ahead of him.
Then came 1931. and all the plans made for a trip
overseas. We would leave my father behind. because

of the store. while my mother would travel with us
five children to Belgium to meet kinfolk who till now
had only been names. In late January of 1931 after sad
farewells to my father and friends. we vvcrc on our
way. ! recall the school children and Mr. Vickers all

broke class to see us off. Never did we realize that we
would never see our father again. I s[ill have his
letters telling me he had a prosepective buyer for the
store. and he hoped to soon be with us all over there.
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/\ sad fate claimed his life /\ugust 2~[h. !lj.~l. \\it::

soldiers took shots at the planes, they in l';;turn vvere
machine gunning us. Luckily!, not too much harm
was done. I recall that one soldier had a finger injury.
As soon as that scare \vas over. \Ve were all
quickly loaded into lorries again and taken to StOmer. As we pulled out of Hazebrouck and were un
our \-vay, \Vt soon realiz.ed \vh y the Germans hadn't
used bZ1l11bs on us three hund;'ed British. They had
released their bombs on a Red Cross train minutes
before. l\1any terrible sights met our eyes at that
scene.
When we reached 51. Omer. we were all given
room in an old vacated castle. once again on straw
and bare floors. We faced another terror on awakenin&! next morning. All British War Graves Workers
and families had been iss lieu a gas mask. \ve had not ~
That morning. we received warning to keep our gas
musks close at hand at all times. We were to keep
damp towels at hand I Luckily, there was no need for
either. Five days after our departure from Ypres, we
got to Calais (usually this trip would take approximately four hOLlrs) where we noticed more dangers
of war. houses bombed and some yet on fire.
Before going on, I must take you back to our
departure from 51. Omer. To allow for the children"
safety and speed, it was decided upon to put them in
separate lorries from the adults. and to load the
luggage and belongings also in separate lorries. So it
was that Doreen (12) and f\ureIH9), my younger
brother born in Belgium shortly after our arrival
there, were separated from us. We had some frightful
moments while waiting for their arrival at Calais.
Anything could have happened and we feared the
worst. We were relieved to have them turn up safe
and unharmed a couple hours later. I think that my
poor mother aged ten y'cars that day. We did not get
much chance to rejoice though, before we were
rushed onto a destroyer. We were advised to forget
about the luggage, the soldiers would see to it being
put on board. However. time must have been too
short. When we got to Dover, vv'e were to discover we
had nothing left but the clothes on our backs. We
learned later that we had had to make a quick exit,
that by that time Calais was surrounded. There were
alarming moments out at sea too. When we \\/ere out
in the channel the ship would come to a full stop,

never returned to Canada. although I'v1aurice and [
ahvavs \,-'owed that some dav \'v:e \vou!d.
Vihen \vc arrived in Ypr~s. Belgium, \ve children
did not know a \vord of flemish. vic attended school
soon after our arrival never-the-less. Other children
would gather around us \vonderingly. Vv'e might as
well have been something frGm Durer space. More
often than not. we Vicrc called the ·jam-pots'. a name
they often tagged onto the English. It wasn't long
though before \\'e understood what \Ile wanted to
understand. Sometimes lA'e conveniently pretended
not to. In a matter of a fc\\' months we didn't have
much of a problem making ourselves understood.
in 1933 we suffered a new loss. i\1y younger
brother AubelL eleven years old, died of septicemia
(blood poisoning!. We continued to live at Ypres for
another seven years when once again our lives were
to be uprooted by the Second World War. We woke
up early one morning to the unusual activity of
planes. It didn't take long to be informed that the
Germans had invaded Belgium. \Var there began in
May, 1940. At that time we operated the British
Legion Club. There were about three hundred British
in and around Ypres, mostly working for the British
War Graves Commission. We were warned it could
be dangerous for British people to remain there. So
. May 18th, we were on our way, with only what
we could carry, consisting of some clothing and our
most preciolls belongings. We were fortunate in that
we had our mother's kinfolk there. They gathered
what they could and stored it for us till war's end.
To get back to our departure from Ypres. As we
departed "\ie experienced Ollr first terror of war. a
German plane swooped down on us. Luckily, it was
shot down before harm was done. We continued our
Ilight but only got a short way into France. We spent
our first night under an open school yard verandah,
sleeping on straw. On our second day as refugees, we
were aliloacied in British Army Lorries and driven as
far as Hazebrouck. We were then divided into two
lots and taken to shelter at two different farms. There
again we slept on straw but this time in cow sheds. It
was there that it was decided upon that each family
should be given army rations. To sort out families we
were all to line up alphabetically in a clear field
across from the buildings. All went well, until a
plane was heard approaching. After the incident just
outside Ypres. we panicked and were about to flee
for shelter, but it turned out to be one of our own. We
relaxed again, but suddenly, we became aware offive
German planes in pursuit. We scurried for shelter
wherever it presented itself. I was somehow unaware
of the next few seconds, while preventing a little girl
from running out to seek her mommie. The British

!

we'd hear an explosion, and we'd be on our way

again and. . there was one mine less.
'- I forgot to mention earlier that '.vhile \,-vomen and
children and some not able to make their own way
were being transferred by lorries, the able bodied
men traveled the journey on bicycles. My brother
Maurice was one of them. He spent time in ditches
and shelters too because of machine-gunning. Oddly,
when we got to Dover, his belongings were on board,
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one of fe\..\'. We were fortunate enough though to have
relations on my father's side in England. The family
was split up once again with uncles and aunts in and
around "Ihunton, Somerset. Eventually'. we travelled

1 cannot give the legal description of our land
there, but i understand it was ncar the Park Bluff

to the midlands, Shrewsbury, Shropshire. There by

\\'cre our nt.~ighbors there as they v,,'erc in the Prince

mother bought a house and vve finally settled down

district.

~chool.

I understand that the Tcbays and the Gustafsons

again as a family. fv1aurice \vurked at Sha\vbury Airport, \vhere soon Y\'onne and I worked too, assembling airplanes. My job there was to put in the sliding
rooL the port and starhoard \vindovv's and aerials on
Blcnhein Bombers. I quit that job in 1942 clue to back

I believe that Dad so!c! the holdings there in 1917
to a Mr. Roulston.

I v\'ould like to add more to this, hut at the age of
t\;VO

or three years old al! 1 kno\\' is what I have been

told.

problems and married a Canadian Sergeant. Vv'ilfrid

Mr. and Mrs. Adolf Lange

Lenton, originally from Birch Lake and Mcdstead,

by Lydia Hagen
Ado!f and Elizabeth Lange came to Canada in

Mrs. Lenton had sent Wilfrid oLlr address and \ve
began corresponding. He spent his leaves with us so
it was that we were married in December of 1942.
Our wedding day was also a reunion of old friends.

1929 from Wollinien, Russia later known as Poland,
They came to the home of Daniel Lange, Adolf's
uncle who had come to Canada some years before.

Wilfrid's brother Dick was there, also Sid Perry ancl
Joe Schmitz and my brother Maurice who was also in
the army. Later, we also enjoyed visits from Fred
Fraser on his leaves whom I believe was also orig-

inally from Birch Lake.
So .

. I came back to Canada after an absence of

fifteen years, My brother, Maurice, also came back
in 1959, and my youngest brother. AurelL in the
1970's.
Maurice, his wife Connie, and Aurell have three
stores in Gallivan, Cutknife anci Neilburg,
Saskatchewan. Maurice and Connie have two daugh-

ters and a son. Aurell isn't married. I myself have
three sons and two daughters.

Doreen and Yvonne still live in England, They
are both married and both have two daughters.
My mother died in England, September of 1969
due to a heart ailment. Before her death, my mother
was able to make a few trips back to Saskatchewan

Ausum children in 1935. Back row: Donald, Mabel, Ray, Emerald, Irvin. Front row: Kenneth, Vernon.

and was able to renew old acquaintances throughout
the area. Doreen also has been back several times.

For old times sake we have all visited Victoria Beach
at Birch Lake where we all took a dip and thought
about times gone by.

Lenard Lanegraff
L Lenard Lanegraff. was born at Park Bluff in
1915 and our family left in 1917. ! was the only
Lanegraff born at Park Bluff.
My mother came from Norway, emigrated to the
United States, to North Dakota, from there to Robinhood district. because her sister Mrs. S, Rasmusson
lived there at the time. This was appro x , 1911 or 1912,
Dad. Tom LanegrafL was born in Minnesota. He
came to Canada in 1909 and homesteaded in the
Landis area and later moved to the Park Bluff district.
along with brothers Olaus and Tobias, in approx.
year 1912,

Adolph Lange Family. L. to R., Ema, Dorothy, Robert, Herbert,
Gottlieb, Lydia and Emma.
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gary, Alberta and have

fUll!"

children: Bruce. Brian,

Joanne, and Torn.

Kathcrina married Bernard Klemp. They live in
Mayerathorpe. Alberta and have three children; .kn-

nifer. Mark and Connie.

The Lange Story
John Lange carne to Sask. <mel the !Ykdstcad
district from Langdon, North Dakotl, and filed on
the N.E. V, Sec. 34. TWP 49. RGE 14, W3rd. at
North Battleford on .iuly 2. 1912.

Ray Ausum farm in Guyhirne District 1936.

He returned to North Dakota fur several years to
work on a farm there during the summer. and after
several years remained on the homestead.

He built a log shack sixteen fect by twenty-four
feet to jive in. The roof boards \vere rough cut and
Vicre covered with tar paper. Later sod was laid over
the paper on the wot'. He also built a small barn and a

L. to R., Adolph Lange, Walter Mamer.

They had four children with them on the ocean
voyage: Erna, Robert. Herbert and Gottlieb. Four
children were born in Canada: Lydia, Emma, DOle
othea and Katherina. Their home was a half mile west
of Guyhirne School.
Adolf Lange passed away in 1959 and Daniel
Lange passed away in 1975. Elizabeth Lange moved
to Grande Prairie, Alberta.
Erna married the late Ernie Voss. They have two
children - Betty ancl Rudy - and moved to Grande
Prairie, Alberta. Erna now lives in Kelowna, British
Columbia.
Robert married Vera Antonia. They have scven
children: Dorothy. Bill. Daniel. Ernie. Henry,
Robert and Joey. They live on a farm near Grande
Prairie. Alberta.
Herbert married Pat Davies and lives near Cartwright. Manitoba.
Gottlieb married Helen Kozak. They live ncar
Saskatoon. Sask. and have three children: Linda.
Terry and Robert.
Lydia married Dennis Hagen. They have three
girls; Donna. Arlene and Karen. They live on the
farm of Elmer Hagen in the Robinhood district.
Emma married Lyall Marshall and has three children; Brian. Cathy and Mark. They live in Edmonton, Alberta.
Dorothea married John Dryer. They live in Cal-

Mr. and Mrs. John Lange, Ernie, Edwin, Bertha, Alma, Missing
Melinda.

John and Caroline Lange's log house on the homestead in
1928.
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small granary. An were built with logs \vith roles for
a roof covered vI/ith hay or strav·/,

Mcclstcad Central High for a further -4 years and
graduated in June 1079. Dehbie is presently \vorking

He acquired a yoke of oxen \vith vvhich he broke
the required thiny acres necessary to obtain the Patent for the hornestead.
Any produce from the land had to be hauled by
uxen ur horses to North Battleford. A distance of
fifty miles or more.

in North Battlei'ord. Their only son. David was born
on April 1.J. 1963. he attendee! Glenbush School for
the first eight years of school and is presently in 19BO
taking his Grade Eleven in Meclstead Central High.
Their ),'oungest daughter.

j\'larlene,

was born Sept.

30. 1964. Marlene went to Glenbush School for
seven years anci is presently studying in Medstcad.

In February of 1l)!6 he married Caroline Pfeifer at

Haultain. Sask., returning to the homestead shortly
after.
Early in 1917 after the birth of the oldest son
Ernest they moveci south of S,lSkatoon to farm for
eight yea:·s. and while there two daughters. Malinda
and Alma werc born.
In April 1925 they moved back to the homestead
at Mcclstead. and their address became Glenbush.
because a Post Office was opened in the W. H.
Harrison store two miles south of the present hamlet
of Glenbush. anel directly across the road from the
Avery School.
Another daughter Bertha. and a son. Edwin were
born between 1926 and 1931. They remained on the

Frank G. Larkins Family
Frank Larkins. a professional painter, moved into

the Cater district about 1913 and homesteaded the
N.E. quarter of 8-51-14-W3rd.
His wife. Annie, accompanied him and thev had
four children, Charlie, Frank. Wilfred and Phyllis.
The story has it that Mr. Larkins had among his
possessions two cases of shot gun shells. However. it
was necessary for him to work away from home a

good deal of the time. Hence. Mrs. Larkins made a
deal with the Starlings whereby she gave them a
shotgun shell for every duck or chicken they would

farm, slowly clearing brush and breaking more land
every year. Another quarter section of lanel adjoining
the homestead to the south was bought from Ernest
Wells in 1926.
With the advent or the Turtleford-Speers railway
line. produce did not have to be hauled as far. Thus
less hardships. and shorter hauls, particularly in the
winter.
In 1929 a new house was buill. and other buildings followed from year to year.
Throughout the following years they farmed the
original homestead plus more acquired lanel.
At the time of his passing on May 29, 1961 John
Lange was serving as councillor for the Rural Municipality of Meclsteml. His wife, Caroline passed away
on May 25. 1972.

Ed Lange and Family
In 1953 Ed left home and moved to Bapau111c
where he rented land for three years. While there. he
bought some land south of Bapaume - he still farms
this lanel. During the winters from 1954-1955 and
1956 he \vent to \vork for an Oil Company in Northern Alberta in order to have the money to seed another crop in the spring.
In 1956 Ed returned to the Lange Homestead to
farm - Ed and his family still are farming this Janel.

On July 4. 1960 he married Mary Van-derHaegen from the Denholm District. Their oldest
daughter - Debbie was born on August 17. 1961.
Debbie attended Glenbush School for the first eight
years of school. she continued her education at

Mrs. Frank larkin holding a lynx shot by Harry Starling at

Cater Lake.
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get for her family. This enabled the Starlings, vl/ho

father's ---- La!':> SVv'cnson and Dad's~· Olof Larson.

enjoyed hunting, to bag game for her and themselves

Sometimes the rncmbers of Olle family.' had different
SUlT!an1CS, i kno\v of hvo instances \vhere Stein
Rasmusson's brother "vas narned Olo1' Steinson and
Haivor Ulteveit"s brother \\'as named Oscar Neilson.
After serving three years in the S\\/cdish army
Dad worked out \vith his father doing: custom threshing \-vith a flail for '"four ore" a da)/ which is equivalent to about forty cents in Canadian money. Times
were hard and after corresponding with a cousin in
North DaKota. U.S.A. Dad and another cousin in
Sweden recci'vcd two tickets to corne to the United
States. The tvvo l,vent across to Copenhagen, Denmark and left from there in order to avoid the Swedish Immigration. Vlhile stopping over in England and
waiting for a ship to New York there was some
confusion. and Dad being as punctual as he always
was, boarded the first of two ships which turned out
to be the wrong ship. It sailed for Halifax. Nova
Scotia rather than New York. His cousin who remained on shore rnanaged to signal by means of
"semaphore" (flag signals) where the ship was headed and that he would meet Olof in North Dakota.
After arriving in North Dakota. he and his cousin
worked on their~ relative's farm for a while. Eventually Dad made his way to Harvey, North Dakota
where he worked for three years on a dray business.
In November, 1915, he married Amolia Hegney
at Harvey, North Dakota. They rented a farm in that
area and after farming for six years with nothing but
very poor crops due to grasshoppers and drought, he
decided to go and file for a homestead at Havre,
Montana. Af'ter filing Of] it he went back to Harvey,
N. D. for his wife but upon his arrival he met a C. P.R.
land agent from North Battleford who soon convinced him of the great opportunities that northwestern Saskatchewan had to offer. Dad has told LIS of
how this agent showed him pictures of prosperous
farms with hip-roof barns and how he was told that
these farmers would be his neighbors. As it turned
out these were farms in the Prince and Meota District, some thirty-five miles away with only trails to
travel on. Dad did come up, however. and after looking over the land decided to put a down payment on
it.
In the fall of 1921, he came up with Mom's
brother, Gaylord Hegney, and Eston Anderson. They
came bv C.N.R. as far as Prince. When they came
across the border, Eston and Gaylord were riding in
the boxcar to look after Dad's six horses, A year or
two later when Gavlord decided to return to the
U.S.A. the Custom 'Authorities wouldn't allow him
entry as they had no record of him leaving. They kept
him at North Portal until his father arrived from the
States with some identification,

as well.
It "vas on one such excursion that Harry Starling,
creeping up on s(nne duck::; by Cater Lake, discovered a lynx who "vas also creeping. up OIl the
ducks. What to do') Take the lynx and waste the shells
or take the clucks. Mrs. Larkins ended up holding the
lynx and having her picture taken.
After two or three years of homesteading in the
Cater district, they moved to !illey where they lived
for several years. Frank pursued his trade as a painter
and their home became sornewhm of an inn for travellers enroute from the north to the Battlefords. with
Annie serving meals and providing overnight accommodation when required.
During the thirties the family moved to Winnipeg. Wilfred married Grace Archibald of Iffley and
operated a business in North Battleford for some
years. They had two daughters. Sandra and Joyce,
and one son. and have now moved to Victoria, British Columbia.
Mrs. Annie Larkins is still living in Winnipeg
with her daughter Phyllis, and Frank and Charlie are
there as well.

The 010£ Larson Story
by Emil Larson (SOil)
0101' Larson. born July 21, 1889 originally came
from a farm near Malmo, Sweden. The Scandinavian
custom in naming the children was for the son or
daughter's surname to begin with the father's first
name and end with "son". For example my greatgrandfather's name was Swen Anderson, my grand-

Mr. and Mrs. Olaf Larson with grandchildren, 1964, Roger,
Leona, Carol, Beverly, Dale, Terrel and Raymond.
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V-/hcn Dad finished paying the C.N.R. for the
cost of his trip up he had five cents left in his pocket.
The three men loaded their settlers' effects onto their
wagons and headed for the Robinhood area. Dad first
rented land from Nels Gustafson (S. W. 6-S0-IS- W3)
while Nels was carpentering in North Battleford.
Here there was some land already broken and a house
to live in, while he proceeded to break his own land.
He was able to rent other land in the area from George
and Martin Nelson. Dad had brought with him a
mold-board brush breaker (16" bottom) which was
used to break over five hundred acres of land in this
area. It was pulled by six horses and the men walked
behind. Within a year after Dad arrived five of the six
horses that he had brought with him died of swamp
fever. He gradually bought more until at one time he
owned up to 30 head of horses. It was quite common
for him to have two outfits in the field at once, six
horses on one outfit and eight on the other as well as
two more teams on the wagons used for picking
stones.
Dad spent some time north of Birch Lake in the
bush where he, Eston and Gaylord worked for Bell's
Mill in order to procure lumber. A few years later he
worked for Brown's Mill up by Helene Lake. He also
spent some time freighting, he once hauled a steam
engine up to one of the mills. I remember him telling
about hauling fish from Flotten Lake and Green Lake
down to the Wilkie area (these were quite big loads in
a 6 x 14 grain box on a bob sleigh drawn by four
horses).
Many trips were made to North Battleford for
supplies using his double seater Democrat pulled by
a team of horses. Due to better grades for his grain
Dad would haul to Bishop's Milling in North Battleford rather than to Prince or Meota.
Mom came to Robinhood in the spring of 1922. It
was about the next year that Dad and Mom lived in a
granary which Dad had built. until their house was
completed the following year. Leo and I came along
on May 13, 1929. Mom was always a hard worker but
she had to work that much harder after we arrived,
Dad always had hired men besides, so Mom usually
had to have a hired girl.
When the Pool elevator was rebuilt after the fire,
Mom boarded a lot of the construction crew men and
some of the men also roomed at our place. There
would be up to fourteen extra men who would sit
down to eat and only with the help of our hardworking hired girl, Ida Hanson, could Mom have
managed all the work.
I remember some of the old-timers, one was a
bachelor by the name of Emil Ogren. He invited our
whole family down one year for Christmas. It was a
dinner to be envied by many. Emil spent his last years

in his little house \vhich had been moved onto our
land. Another hache lor. Eugene Turner. lived in this
same house S0111e )!ears later. 1 remember more oldtimers, Stein Rasmusson and Gus \A/ahl vV'ho put up
many log and lumber huiidings in this area \vhiJe
Nels Gustaf:-;on \vas a vcry good finishing carpentc:r.
Also a Claude Driver who dug bored \velis for severa!
farmers. I.fie used [0 go with E!mer Brunsell to visit a
bachclorby the name orCari Brevick who lived north
of Ed Jorgensons. Leo and i used to enjoy going v/itn
another good friend Ted Halverson (a brother to l\/hs.
Stein Rasmussonl. to Earl and Bert Keilington's
place. Mr. Tinney, who was their uncle, had [he
longeSt whitest heard and \,ve al\vays thought \Ne \Vt!'C
going to see Santa Claus. T\vo men \vho Llsed to work
for Dad were Herman Elsig and Aubrey Julson. Until
the age of four, Leo and I ahvays thought they \vere
our older brothers. We'll never forget Elmer Brunsell, the hours he used to spend teaching llS about
hunting and my first lessons about the threshing
machine. Once in mvhile he would even entertain us
with his mouth organ.
Although Mom often went back to the States to
visit her brothers and sisters. Dad never retumed. He
made one trip back to Sweden in 1949. some thirtynine years after he had left.
We lost our mom in June. 1965 at the age of
seventy years and Dad passed six years later at the
age of eighty-two years.

Mr. and Mrs. Emil Larson and family
lien school in 1944 to help Dad on the farm. On
April l7, 195(), I married Laura Seib and now we
have a family of six children plus one foster boy.

Back Row L. - R. Leona McLean, Laura Larson, David Hettinger. Emil and Raymond Larson. Seated. Wayne McLean,
Sandra, Eric, and Mrs. Leanne Larson. Front. Treena McLean,
and the Larson twins, Keith and Kevin. 1980.
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Our oldest girl. Leona was born Oct. 26. 19S'+.
She is presently married to Wayne McClean. they
have two girls. Trina and eamlis. They are no',,\' living
in Glaslyn.
Raymonc! 'Vvas born Oct. ! 7. 1055. He rnarricd
Leanna .Hill of Vv'ain\\Tight. Alta .. they have one son.
Gregory', and they reside in the Robinhood area.
Foster son, David Hettinger. was born July 5.
1950. He came to li\:e vvith us when he was nine years
old.
Sandra was born Dec. 24. 1')64. and Eric two
years later on Dec. 2B, 1<)66. They are still living at
home with us.
Our twin boys, Keith and Kevin. were born April
1. 1973. All the children have attended school III
Medstead.
Over the years I have served on the R.M. of
Medstead in Division 4 since the fall of 1964 and
have been on the North Battleford Hospital Board
since it was a steering committee in 1965.

Leo Larson Family, Roger. Lucille, holding Beverly, Leo holding Dale and Carol, Terrell in front, 1964.
Lillian lverson.

Lucille taught at Robin School from 195D to
1952. then at the Glaslyn Central School from 196~ to
1972. returning there again in 1976 where she is
presently teaching.
Leo farmed for twenty-five years in the Robinhood District and from 196~ to 1972 he served on the
R.M. Council of Parkdale.
For the next four years he worked as a Training
f---"arm Manager for the Provincial Government. Since
IlJ76. he has had the Imperia! Oil Bulk business in
Glaslyn. Sask.
Their oldest son. 'lerrelL is now a Systems Analyst with Lynes United Services Ltd. of Calgary,
Alberta. He married Bonnie Lensedel of that city in
1976 and they have one daughter, Lisa.
Roger is a Field Supervisor for Shell Oil in
Dauphin. Manitoba.
In 1978. Carol married Cecil Andrew of Macrorie. they have one son. Curtis.
Dale ;li1d Beverly are still living at horne, Bev is
completing her grade tV'ielve this year.

Mr. ami Mrs. Leo Larson and Family
Leo married Lucille Mireau. July I L IlJ51.
They have a family of five children: TerrelL born
September 5.1952. Roger. born November 24.1955.
CaroL born November 3D. 1959. Dale. born August
16. 1961. Beverly. born September 26. 1962.

The Larson Story
written by Alice Larson
The Larson family came to the Medstead Glenbush area in January 1910 and homesteaded on
the N.W. Vo of Sec. 4-5i-14-W3rd. They came from
North Dakota where they have lived at a number of
different locations. Walcott. Valley City and Farman

and L,eonard. Their family' consisted of fvir. and Mrs.
Larson and five children. CarL Roy. Gust. Lilly and
Luella. another daughter Gladys was born later in
Dec. 19!2.
Times were hard. as they were for all the early

The Olaf Larson Twins, February 1930, no snow.
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arm and in the jayv in 1918, so spent two years in
hospital. He was in England for a short time. He livas

later sent back to Canada, and was hospitalized in
S\vift Current and Regina. He 'vvas discharged in
1920,
The Larson children all attended school in what
\vas then called B irnamvv'ood - for most of their
school years. Carl and Roy moved to Belbutte later.
where they took up land, Gust passed away in Jan,
1927 at the Sanatorium in Saskatoon and Roy in 1940
at Prince Albert. Carl stayed on the homestead until
1949, when he was appointed Postmaster at Belbutte,
he retired from that office in 1968 and passed away
October 1975, Lilly and Luella are retired, Lilly in a
Rest Home in Edmonton and Luella at new Westminster. Gladys passed away in 1976,
The old homestead was sold to Ben Soderberg:

John Grant, Art Marshman, L. Larson, Carl Larson, S, Perry,
hunting Irip, 1913,

but no one has re,"lided there since Mrs. Larson

moved to Belbutte, She lived until 1954, She will be
well remembered by the services she rendered to her
neighbours in the early days and by the quilts she
helped make - I'm sure they would number into the
hundreds,
In December 1912 John Grant. Art Marshman,
Lawrence Parson, Carl Larson and S, Perry went up
north to hunt moose, When up there Mrs, Larson
realized the new baby (Gladys) was on the way, She
asked Roliegh Marshman to go up and bring Mr.
Larson home. Riding up through the woods on

horseback Roliegh was hit ill the eye by a twig
causing the loss of one eye.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Larson

Taken al Glenbush slation, March, 1945, Dennis Newman,
Marjorie Newman and Lilly Wreggitt (nee Larson) bid the Taciy
iamily good-bye, as they leave ior Iheir new home al Denholm,

by Fred Larson
! came to Medstead in the first part of August
1931. I was transferred there by the Liquor Board to
take over the beer store, 1 remained working there for
seven years, Prior to this, the vendor, at the beer
store, Victor Lane, was in a right with a civil engi-

settlers, Prairie chickens and rabbits were plentiful,
which helped out with feeding a growing family, Mr.
Larson was a great hunter. and woodsman and would
guide hunters. v/ho came north for the hunting sea-

neer (name unkno\vn) and Mr. Lane vvas accidentally

son, They explored all the nl)rth country - for game,
For a time he hauled the mail from North Battie ford to Medstead and in that way he met a lot of the
prospective homesteaders, many of whom he helped
locate homesteads in the Belbutte area, While hauling the mai I, the first death in the district occurred,
There was no cemetery in the Medstead area so Mr.
Larson donated land for a cemetery on the northvv'cst
corner of his homestead, This cemetery is still in use,
called the Medstead Municipal Cemetery, In fact the
donor and his wife are buried therc, as are his two
sons Carl and Roy,
Early in the first World War Mr. Larson enlisted
and served for two years, as a sniper, Carl joined up
in 1916 served in France and was wounded in the len

killed, This is how 1 happened to get the job there, At
that time the store was located in what is now the pool
hall, (I think I. 1then owned a four room lumber home
in Medstead located next to the blacksmith shop, The
house was later moved to Sandwith,
Entertainment in those days was quite limited,
They had dances, whist drives (which you could go
to for ,25cl. An open skating rink was available for
the young folks, In 1931 I instigated the building of
the Legion Hall in Medsteacl with the help of Legion
officers from Mervin. Saskatchc\\!an.

In the spring of 1932 the first !lood came to
Medstead from the railroad dam i/, mile out of
Medstead, The plank sidewalks were all broken from
the tlood and the kids were using them j()[ rafts ane! ,
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Wilfred Larsoll Story
submilled by Harry Larson
In !Vlay, 1934, two men, Wilfred Larson and Wm.
irvine left Saskatoon tn seek land in the Birch Lake

area. Neither had farming experience but the icreasing pressures of ci(y life vvith its lack of promise for
the future in the "hungrv thirties': convinced them
that rural life offered t~ ~ecurity thut [he city could
not.
Whi Ie in the district they \vere Q:ucsis of Frank
Collins and his family - a ~hospitality they greatly
appreciated. The Collins had moved up from Maymont the preceding year. On foot they covered the
area - north of Cater and boundeci by Birch Lake to
the west and the Big River Forest Reserve on the
north and east. Wilfred Larson chose a quarter section of land owned by the C. P. R. - the NE V4 15-5 I
while Wm. Irvine settled east of Birch Lake siding.
The conversion from urban to country Iivi;g
required a drastic change in life-style for th~ Larso;l
family. As there would be no buildi~gs of any kind on
their chosen bush country land, and no accommodations available, it was decided to swap their furniture
for more practical items. Anna (my mother) was
dismayed at having to part with her black walnut
dining room suite complete with beautiful sideboard,
as well as other treasures.
Shipping out of Saskatoon was anything but enjoyable. The box car was crammed with what was
commonly known as "settlers effects" which of
course included a team of horses and a cow. Between
North Battleford and Medstead the engineer decided
to show his disdain for ~- would be settlers - by
slamming the car back and forth at every siding along
the way, My father and I had come along in the box
car and we were deeply concerned for the animals.
We were really thankful to come to that last jarring
stop at the Medstead loading platform. We were
joined there by my motiler and my younger brother
Walter.
We arrived at our destination with our first wagon
load of supplies on June 1st. a day I will never for~et.
A cold drizzle out of a dark grey sky lasted all day :llld
all night. Because we had no shelter, not even a tent
we were forced to spend tha first night rolled up in
blankets under our loaded wagon.
Next morning a quick trip to Soderberg's sawmill
at Birch Lake siding for lumber and then a hastv
erection of a makeshift shelter of boards, lapped lik~
shingles to provide protection for ourselves and the

Winners of the first "Bonspiel" held in Medstead. Percy Mark
'
Stefina Baart, Myra Presly, Fred Larson, early 1930's.

noating lip the main street. The damage wasn't that
great except for flooded basements. Later the whole
town donated time and effort to builciinQ the curlinQ
rink in the' 30's. People from the sU]"[(lLtnding town~
would come to Medstead to curl once a week. About
the same time they started forming the Elk's Lodge,
which turned out to be quite a success in the years to
come.
In the 1930's Medstead was a roaring town. There
were two sections crews, two station agents, one
night watchman, a coal dock man and twenty-one
trains per week went through the town. Mr. Hallis
who ran one of the grocery stores was quite an
athlete. He participated in boxing, hockey and was a
real sportsman.
My wife, Helen and I were never blessed with
children but we had enough nieces and nepbews to
compensate. I was called Uncle by most everyone
whether we were related or not.
In 1938, I also ran the beer parlor in Medstead for
George Dick until 1941 when I joined the army and
served in it for five years. i was discharged and came
home in 1946 and went to work at the same hotel in
Medstead then operated by Ben Miller. In the meantime Ben Miller sold out to a man namecllvan Kozak.
I remained working for Mr. Kozak until 1948. I left
Medstead in 1948 to wOl:k for W. C. Wells Construction leaving my wife, Helen behind to sell our
home in Medstead.
I purchased a small home in North Battleford in
19S0 and remained there until my wife, Helen passed
away in 1979. I will be eighty-six years young on
September ISth and reside with my niece in Prince
Albert, Sask,

supplies from the constant cold drizzle.
My first impressions -- the quietness broken
only by the insistant dripping of the trees - the chill
and the multitudes of bush rabbits. They were everywhere that year. Whenever any of us emerged from
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the shelter they scattered in all directions. The cry of

the cabin. Not being a nervous woman, she said she

the loons down on the lake frightened my mother at
first. She insisted they sounded like a woman wailing. To us the night seemed bitterly cold. A few days
after arriv.ing our neighbor to the west asked me if 1
would like to go with them to a dance down at Cater
School. Peter Chop han (or Chaplin as he was called
locally) and his wife Mary both insisted that I take

asked my dad where the well was so she could have a

cup of tea.
My dad farmed with three oxen and a buH for a
while, then finally had horses. He said many times he
rode his bic)/cie from town ahead of a prairie fire, to
backfire to save the buildings.
Thev built a farm house five miles from Fielding.
In 1912' my brother Fred was born. and myself Tn
19!5.
In 1916 a school was built named Calais. This is
where we went to school. We lived there until the
ciepression years.
In 1930 my dad and brother Fred came north to
look for land. They got a C.P.R. quarter in the Cater
district, and in 1933 we loacled all Our belongings on
a hayrack, tied the cows behind and started north for
the Cater district.
People were moving all over then and would ask
LIS where we came from and where we were going. It
took us five days on the road, ancl we finally arrived
on the 1st of July. As we reached our place I think
every mosquito and bug in the country were there to
welcome us.
We were lucky in one way as my dad and brother
had done some breaking, so we had some grain: and
built a house. We made a lot of new friends and had
many a good time at the Cater dances and picnics.
Later my dad bought a quarter of land in the Birch
Lake district and we moved there.

along an overcoat or mackinaw for the trip home. I
was sure they were pulling my leg. Ridiculous
though it seemed to me I was thankful for the warm
coat at four a.m. on a June morning. It Inade the
return trip bearable. The colel was bone chilling.
Later that summer the Flateruel brothers, Henry
and Alfred and their families moved up from Beechy,
Saskatchewan and settled across the small lake from
us. They proved to be excellent neighbors and a
welcome addition to the growing community. The
Henry Flateruds and ourselves began a Christmas
and New Year routine. Christmas at our place, New
Years at theirs. Next year the order was reversed.
Time passed and our period of trial and error
gradually came to an end. Our family settled into the
swing and custom of the country. Land was cleared
and broken for crops. Barb wire replaced the rail
fences and livestock increased. A few years later!
purchased the N. Finlayson place NE Y4 of 14 and
later, Walter after returning from the army, bought
the quarter in between from E. Fedevspiel.
Walter married Edith, daughter of Frank Collins
who had been such a gracious host to Wilfred Larson
and Wm. irvine during their search for land. Edith
and children June and Glen still reside in the area.
Mother passed away in 1960. Walter five years later.
Wilfred after living in a number of localities moved
to Kelowna, B.C. to be with me in 1974. His passing
three years later left me the sole remaining member
of the family that had moved up into the north country in 1934.

On June 4th, 1944, during the war years, I was
married to Walter Larson. The Larson family came
from Saskatoon in June, the year after we came,
1934. In 1946 our daughter, June, was born and in
1949 our son, Glenn. They were both born in the
Rose Gill Hospital in Rabbit Lake, which is now the
clinic.
in 1952 we moved to our own place and the
children went to Pine View School until grades six
ancl hmr, when the school buses came in, then they
went to Medstead Central School.
In 1964 my husband Walter passed away, which
was a very sad time for all of us.
In 1966 my daughter June was married to Roell'
Knot of this district: Roelf works for L & M Wood
Products in Glaslyn and cloes some farming too.
Glenn, our son, went to Technical School in
Saskatoon and received his Auto Body papers. He
also worked in Edmonton where he met Rika Roo
and they were married in 1971.
June and Roelf have one daughter, Cheryl, born
on August 8, 1967, two sons, Rick, born August II,
1970, and Greg, born May 4, 1972. In 1972 Glenn
and Rika's daughter Crystal was born on December

Zig Lars()n
Zig Larson was a bachelor and lived on the N.B.
Y4 of section 27 for a few years in the 40's.

Mrs. Edith Larson
My parents (Mrs. and Mrs. Frank Collins) came
from England. My dad came in 1905 and my mother
in 1910. They settled in the Fielding district.
When my mother came, my dad went to meet her
with an ox and buggy. When they arrived home there
was a little cabin sitting on the prairie. One window
was broken Ollt, and I imagine it must have looked
very lonely. My dad had to return the ox and buggy to
a neighbor a few miles away, and as he only had a
bicycle to come back with, my mother had to stay at
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29, then in 1974 on July 9th their son, Dustin, was
born.

My brother Free! is retiree! now, and Glenn is
farming his land and also lives there, Glenn is bullding his own body shop. Myself I am living from day
to day, enjoying my five grandchildren.

The Latimers
Written by Mary (Orr) Latimer
I am the oldest daughter of Bob and Laura Orr,
was born in a North Battleford nursing home on April
19, 1920. As some of my sisters and brothers have
written about our lives when our dad was a forest
ranger and we lived at the cabin I won't dwell on that.
only to say those summers were the happiest times of
my life; even though 1 was only nine when we left.
No school to go to and so many interesting things for
a child to do. One incident I must relate because it has
a bit of humor to it along with the bad part. My dad
had a homestead about four miles west of the cabin,
As we had some livestock. feed had to be provided.
One summer he cut hay and stacked it inside the
homestead fence. Later on from the cabin he could
see smoke rising from the west. He ancl I went to
investigate, a prairie fire was in progress, burning
right towards the haystack even though it was still
about a half a mile away. My dad thought if he lit a
back fire around the stack it would save the hay. The
next day we went back, The prairie fire didn't come
near the hay stack but the back fire burnt the stack of
hay.
The only part of school I liked was recess and
noon hour because I eould play ball in the summer
time. 1 would still like to play ball if I wasn't so old
and fat. Horseback riding was a great joy to me, I

Howard Latimer family. Archie, Howard, Mary and Betty.

learned to ride even before we left the cabin. My
sister, Jean. and I went many miles on horseback with
or without a saddle didn't matter to us. I would still
ride but we have no horses.
I quit school in the fall of 1937 and married
Howard Latimer on December 29, 1937. Howard
came from Ontario a few years prior to our marriage
and stayed with his uncle. Howard Curry. In 1936 he
bought the NW Yr-25-15-51-W3rd from the previous
owners. Pete and Mary Chaplin. This is where we
reside now and will as long as we can drag one foot
after the other.
Betty was born on January 28, !939, She is marlied to Nick Schneider, elevator agent in Medstead.
They have one son, Kelly, who is attending university in Saskatoon to become a teacher,
Archie was born on July 7, 1943. He lives with
us, At one time he worked for the R.M. of Medstead
clearing land and building roads, also worked for the
Ledinski Brothers. He has four quarters of land so
now he farms in the summer time and does some
bush work in the winter.
Times were very tough for quite a few years but
nothing to compare with those of the gallant pioneers
who came before my time. We had lots to cal even
though there wasn't much of a variety. We lived'
mostly on eggs and potatoes or potatoes and eggs.
Needless to say I do not care too much for eggs.
Howard spent some years in the bush getti;g out
cord wood in the winter time for $1.15 a cord, It was
hard work and not much for one's labor. We had a few

head of livestock and I did the chores. As times got
better Howard did carpenter work for people, also
worked for the government on their crop failure and
grass land programs.

l. to R., Howard Latimer, Pete holding Carl, Howard Curry.
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cable onto trees and pulling thCll1 down yvith an old

tractor. then we piled them by hand and burnt them.
Howard then broke the land with the tractor and onefurrow breaking plow. This \Vas very slov\' progress.
We had tried to break some with horses but in this
bush and stones it was not a fit job for man nor beasts.
Howard had gotten one of his unde's quarters of
land and my dad, bless his soul, left me one of his
homestead quarters. When Archie got big enough
he. along with others. c1eareclland on all three quarters for us. He also bought a D 2 caterpillar. Howard
bought a small breaking plow anel ! broke land.
When! was coming Mother said that there was no
thought in her mind but that! would be a boy. Well,
something happened and I'm not although all my
interests are outside, especially working the land.
To me it has been a good life. Possibly for some
people it would be very dull, but when there were
country schools, we had those grand old time dances,
when we were able to afford a truck we went to a
show in Medstead very often on a Saturday night. We
had picnics at Birch Lake. kind good neighbors to
visit, lots of relatives' shoulders to cry on. What more
do we need?
In closing I wish to pay tribute to all those fine
people who made this book possible. It was no easy
task. When we cross that Great Divide we will be
gone but not forgotten.

L. to R., Annie Marzowski, Mrs. Coates, Mr. Coates, Jean
Kowal in front. At Coates store.

We finally had enough cows to ship a bit of cream
and I mean a bit. The first cream cheque was fortynine cents. I loved "store bought" marshmallow
cookies so ! bought a pound of these for twenty-five
cents and ate them all on the way home. We lived
three miles from the store and travelled with horses
so it took me a while to get there. You guessed right. I
was sick, a real glutton. The same thing happened
when I ate a can of creamed corn by myself.
Our first light was a coal oil lamp then we came
up a notch and had a gas lamp which hung trom the
ceiling. It was a very good light when it was working.
One day 1 bought a bag of flour and a gallon of high
test gas. I was dumb enough to set the gas too close to
the flour. The next time I mixed bread there was the
aroma of gas rising from the dough. Needless to say
my ten loaves did not get baked. 1 gave them to Betty
and Archie who set them up on fence posts. This was
in the spring when the days were warm and sunny.
The bread rose beautifully.
Howard's mother, dad, two brothers and his sister
also came here from Ontario. His parents lived in
different places but never very far from us. His
mother and I travelled many miles together by
horses. She was the nicest person anyone could wish
for. No mother-in-law problems whatsoever. I still
miss her. Mr. Latimer died in January, 1950. In the
fall of 1955, Mrs. Latimer married Andy Oastler but
they were not to have a very long time together.
Eleven days later she passed away. There are some
people who should never have to die and she was one
of them. Howard's brother, Sidney, lived in British
Columbia and passed away a number of years ago.
His sister, Julia and brother, Walter, live in Alberta.
Through the years we cleared land by hooking a

Tom Leask
by E. Casson
Tom Leask came from Scotland anel worked for a
farmer named Bill Ewart in the Bateman district. In
the fall of 1927. Tom purchased the W V, 15-50-14
W3rd .. from the C.P.R. and in the .spring of 1928 he
moved to his land and started farming in the
Medstead district.
In 1940 he enlisted in the Canadian army. After
the war he did not return to this area and no more is
known of him.

Taken in early 40's. J. Tady, C. Newman, Tom Leask, Billy
Doidge, Tom Wreggitt.
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Ignus and Kathleen Ledinski
!gnus Ledinski and his wife, Kathleen, came
10 Saskatoon
by train with their five children. It's unknown how
they got as far as North Battleford where they reglstered their homestead in the Birch Lake area. Leaving their children in North Battleford, Ignus and
K~thleen travelled on foot to their new farm. They
spent their first night in this new area in a straw stack
on a neighbouring farm. The next mornlllg they
viewed what was t~ be their new home, a very small
old log shack. They walked back to North Battleford
to collect their children and other needs to start a new
life.
The children: Pauline, Jenny, John, Fay and Margaret were the ones who came here with them. Jim
;nd Mary were born here. A bigger and better home
was built in 1931 or '32. This one-and-a-hali-storey
home is still standing on the homestead.
!gnus was a mason before coming here to take up
farmin o . Land was cheap so it likely was one of the
reason~ for this big move. Thc biggest majority of the
farming consisted of cattle and horses. All the boys
were "~owboys" of sorts at one time or another..
The children went to Birch Lake School whIch
was built in 1912. Frank Warwick was one of the
teachers. To get there they walked across country.
Their nearest neighbours were Joe Newsbummer,
Richard Fennig and John Keller. The entertainment
was of a very inexpensive variety. The families would
all gather at one home or the other, wIth lood, musIcal instruments, good voices and lots of energy to
dance.
The only surviving members of this family are
Jenny, who lives in California and Margret, who
lives in Rossland, B.C.

from~ Arkansas in 1914. They travelled

Howard. Edna, Ralph, Lloyd, Ray, Kathy and Gordon
Ledinski.

Kathy went to University in Saskatoon anad became a teacher. Harold took one year of University,
veal's later he took a course in Computers and works
;,t that now. Edna, the oldest. lives at Youbou, B.C.
with her husband who is retired from the Army, they
have a boy anc! a girl. Ralph lives in Medstead and
has three girls. Howard works for the railroad and
lives at Smithers, B.C. Roy also is with the railroad.
He anc! his wife have two boys and live at Prince
George, B.C. Roy and Howard went to work on the
railroad in B.C. in the spring of 1956. They worked
as brakemen and are still on the same jobs. Lloyd
went to Billings, Montana, the fall of 1961 and took
an Auctioneer Course. He also sells real estate, and
he owns a half section of land five and a half miles
east of Glaslyn that he farms. He and his wife live in
North Battleford, Sask. Gordon taught school at
Shell brook after Mayfair. Teaching mostly music,
then he taught in Calgary, Alberta and now has his
own home in Kelowna, B.C. and teaches there. Kathy also teaches in Kelowna and has bought her own
home. Harold lives in Saskatoon and works at the

John Ledinski and Family
John and I had our first home that he built on N .E.
V,-36-50-16-W3rd, six miles east of Glaslyn. We
farmed there for several years, then moved across the
road east where there was a smail lake with good
water for the stock. By that time five of the children
were in school at Birch Lake. As we got more stock
we moved to Birch Lake Post Office, and Pine View
School District - it was much closer for the children
to gO to school.
~ Edna and Ralph had finished going by then. Edna
went to Glaslyn to work for Mrs. Wyatt in the Post
Office, and Ralph helped his father work in the bush,
later they ran a small saw mill. It was November 21st,
1947 when we moved to Birch Lake, and Howard,
Roy, and Lloyd, finished their schooling at Pine
View. Gordon, Kathy, Harold and Judy all started at
Pine View and finished in Medstead.

Thanksgiving day, 1970. Gordon, Harold, Lloyd, Judy, Kathy, John and Edith Ledinski.
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Potash Plant thirty miles south west of Saskatoon.

Judy and husband have two boys and a girl and live in
Kelowna. B.C.
Like most large families \ve had lots of hardships,
bur the family all worked anci helped each other and
by milking lots of cows, raising a large garden,
having our chickens, turke)/s :mcl our own meat we
managed. The first summers at Birch Lake I found
the mosquitos very bad. and the last years there. the
bears hothered the cattle and sheep. John had to kill
several bears.
When John. Ralph and Howard were at the bush
camp a bear kept coming to the oat box and would
cause the horses to break loose. On coming in from
work one day the window in the cook shack was
broken. the table. dishes etc. were broken and all
over the floor. the jam and syrup pails were as clean
as if washed and the window and one bed in the bunk
house were broken. They finally shot the bear and
skinned the hide off and nailed it to the north side of
the bunk house to dry. They came home for the
Sunday. worked all day Monday and went to bed but
couldn't sleep for something itching them. When
they lit the lamp the bed was full of fleas that had
come through the wall from the bear hide.
I moved to North Battlcford after John passed
away in 1971. two years later I sold our farm to the
Land Bank. The land location was N. W. y, of
4-52-14-W3rd. I rent a suite in the Senior Citizen's
building at Davidson Manor.

Gail Ledinski. 4-H Light Horse Show, won the Princess Trophy
in 1977.

The Ralph Ledinski Family
by Jean Ledinski (Ludviksen)
Ralph lived in the Birch Lake district and attended the rural school there. My parents Grace and
John Ludviksen farmed north of Glaslyn so I went to

Gwen, Roxanne and Gail Ledinski. 1970.

school at Helene Lake and Midnight Lake. We were
married October 25. 1963 at the Lutheran Church in
Medstead and moved into the village. October 28th.
Ralph is presently employed at L & M Wood
Products in Glaslyn. and also farms a quarter of land
SE 32-S0-14-W3rd. We have three girls - Gail. the
oldest, belongs to Luther League, takes figure skating and also attends confirmation classes. Roxanne is
a member of the 4-H Club and also is taking confirmation classes. Gwen is taking figure skating and
attends Lutheran Sunday School. The girls feel very
fortunate to have both their grandmothers living in
North Battleford --- Mrs. Edith Ledinski and Mrs.
Grace Ludviksen.

Gordon Ledinski History
by Islae Johnson

Receives KEd. Degree
Among those receiving their Bachelor of Educa-

Ralph and Jean Ledinski with their first baby, Gail, 1965.
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degrees at the faH cOl1"vocation, Uni\.'ersiry of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon Campus, \vas Gordon L.

Fay and Dorothy Ledinski

tioD

Doroth}''s fatheL Tom Lockhart came from Ireland in 1009. He stopped in Ontario and \vorked on

Ledinski of Mayfair Central School teaching staff.
Mr. Ledinski took his elementary schooling at Pine
View School in the Medstead district. taking grade 9
and 10 by correspondence, He completed his high
school education at Medstead Central High, attended
the Saskatoon 1eachers' Collegc 1960-61, and taught
for three years at Rabbit Lake before coming to
Mayfair, Mr. Ledinski taught from 1965 to '67 at
Mayfair then attended University on Sabbatical
leave, By taking two half classes, Mr. Ledinski completed his third year of university during the year

the railroad. He rnarried Maria Stevenson in 1{jIO.
Three years later the family moved to northern

SasKatchcvv'cin and took up horncsteading in the Fern\vood area,

They had four hoys. David, Dick and Jim and
Roy {the tvvins) and three daughters, iv1ary, Dorothy,
and Ivy
rv1aria passed avvay in !047. Later Torn moved to
Aldcrgrove, B.C. and started a tree and plant nursery. Tom remarried to f',,1ary Bush. He passed i:l\vay

'67-'68.
Mr, Ledinski resumed his teaching duties at Mayfair in the fall of 1968 and during the ensuing two
years has completed four classes by attending summer school sessions and two winter sessions on Saturdays in North Battleford.
Though Mr, Ledinski majored in history he also
took classes in art and music and specialized in both
fields to the point where Mayfair students have developed a real nair for art. As well, Mr, Ledinski is
very active in sports and has been largely responsible
for the keen interest in volleyball at Mayfair where he
is presently home room teacher for grade 10.

Fay Ledinski amel Dorothy Lockhart were married in 1934 and lived in a small house on the farm of
Fay's parents, 19nus and Kathleen Ledinski.
Fay bought a L.A. Case tractor in 1935 and did n
lot of custom breaking with it for several years. After
getting the tractor he started it up and told Ignus to try
driving it. The boys didn't bother to tell him how to
stop it." "of course'", Off Ignus went hollering

Ignus and Kathleen Ledinski.

Fay and Dorothy Ledinski.

in 1966,
Roy and Mary are still in the nursery business and
Jim and Dorothy remained in Saskatchewan, Dick
and Ivy are also in B. C.
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around 3:0() p.m. they got to the bush. By this time
Raymond was frozen and starved. The men built a
fire and threw a fe\N cans of sardines and beans into

·'Whoa. Whoa'" until Fay caught up with him and
showed him how to stop it.
Fay also bought a Red River Special threshing
machine and did custom work with it for quite some
time. Dave McNeil was the separator man.

the flame to thaw out. Raymond never did like sardines but that panicuiar meal was one of the best he'd
ever had.
F3Y had one of the first mode! T's in the area
\vhich was a newer and faster method of travel.
Their new home, insulated with shavings. was
built in 1946. This was a one and a half story home

Ravmond was born in June, 1935 before thev
moved'to their own farm at Birch Lake in 1938. They
bought the SWY, 16,51,15 from Joe Brown. Their
first home there consisted of two tiny bedrooms and a
main room which was the kitchen and living room
combined.
Fay set up a grainery to chop grain for the neighbours. He did this custom chopping one clay a week
one dollar a wagon box. The chopper was bought
from McCleods and is still in use by Darrel Siklenka.
Dorothy spent one year in the San in Prince
Albert and was home only a short time before spend,
ing another year in the San at Fort Qu' Appelle where
later that year their daughter Lillian was born.
Raymond stayed at his grandparents place and
was looked after by his aunt Margret during his
mothers illness.
By this time Fay was into the logging business.
He sawed logs on his farm for others. Raymond
recalls one day in particular. At the age of eight he
decided to go to the bush with his dad and uncles. It
was very early in the morning when they left old
Ledinski's to cross Helena Lake. With runners under
the front wheels of the L.A. Case for easy man,
oeuvering they plowed a road across the lake. Finally

\vhich is still standing and was very much jived in
until 1978. They had to travel to the U.S.A. for the
windows and cement for the foundation as there was
still a shortage after the war.
Fay passed away in November, 1946, leaving his
wife whom was expecting their fourth child, Ray,
mond. eleven years old. Lillian, seven years old. and
Rich, four years old. The burden was heavy but
together with a will to survive and a lot of hard work
they were able to continue to make a living on the
farm.
Lillian went to school at Birch Lake until graele
eleven. She had to board at a private home in
Medstead to take grade eleven. The following year
the Birch Lake School bus started, allowing Lillian
to live at home and take her grade twelve. ~
Lillian belonged to the Cater Birch Lake 4,H
Beef Club the first two years after it was formed.
Lillian went to Prince Albert to take a secretarial
course and upon its completion she went to work in
Calgary. While there she met and married Maurice
Dubuc. They now live in Victoria. B.C. with their
two sons. Errol ancl Micheal and one daughter Sand··
ra.
Bernice was born in ApriL 1947. five months
after her father had passed away. She took her first
years of schooling at Birch Lake and took an active
part in the Cater,Birch Lake 4,H Beef Club from
1957 to 1963.
In 1957 Dorothy married John Siklenka who was
the only father Bernice ever knew. Bernice rode her
brother Raymond's bus to Medstead School for one
year then was bussed to Glaslyn where she COI11'
pleted her grade twelve. After graduation she worked
at the Saskatchewan Hospital in North Bmtleford.
While there she met and married Ernie Bodner from
Alvina, Saskatchewan.
Now residing in Saskatoon, Bernice works for
the Federated Co,op and Ernie works for the Work,
men's Compensation Board.

Raymond and Evelyn Ledinski
From the time Raymond was five years old he
remembers sitting on his father's knee to drive the
two ton truck. When he was six years he drove the

L. - R. Richard, Raymond, Bernice, Lillian, Fronl. Dorothy
Ledinski.
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L.A. Case tractor. pulling a threshing machine,

became rnuch more modernized by being able to play
on an open air hockey rink. Later he played for the
Medstead Royals Sr. Team and coached that same

home from a job. When he was ten he was trusted to

drive a brand new TD9 International Cat from Lofts
in Giaslyn to his grandfather's farm. His dad had
bought that ·Cat' to work in the sa\vmill operation he

team for

years after he stopped playing.

Lake. Some'times this meant a little high stepping to

had going at the time.
The first year Raymond attended the Birch Lake
School "under protest". His uncle Jim told him all
the bad things teachers did to little boys so his mom
really had to force him to go. He took grade one to
ten there with Mr. Woytowich as one of his teachers.
He continued grade eleven and twelve and one year
of mechanics in the Technical Institute in Saskatoon.

avoid the obstacles dropped by rhe previolls occu-

pants of the field. Eventually he played for a tearl1
with real uniforms and they got to play their games on
baseball diamonds in school yards and sports

grounds. Rich is still very much in the svving of both
baseball and hockey with a little golfing and curling
thrown in on the side.
In the year 1961, he spent the winter with the
George Neale family to milk their cows while
George was in the bush taking out logs. He started
out milking six cows but by spring he had that cut
clown to two. Much easier'
Some days during his stay with Neales he would
go to the bush with George. One day in particular
stands out in his memory. George had a beautiful
team of fast-moving black horses. The horses had
stooci all day and were rather cold and in a hurry to
get home. George helped Rich hook them to a stoneboat which was hooked ahead of a sleigh. George
then told Rich to drive this outfit to Sommerfeld's.
Seated on a bale of hay. Rich and outfit took off at top
speed. It wasn't long when the horses came up behind lake Reimer's tractor and load of logs. Rich
thought the horses would slow down, but no such
luck. They just swerved out and squeezed around
passing Reimer as though he was standing still. Still
on a dead gallop they passed Bill Casson's tractor and
load at Birch Lake Siding. Rich, horses, stoneboat
and sleigh arrived at Sommerfelds' ten minutes before George and Helmut who were travelling by
truck.
Rich purchased the west half of 1-5 I-IS from Otto
Kuhns in 1962. He married Eileen Olkanych from
Quill Lake and they lived in the house originally built
by Herman Voss. Though no longer occupied this old
building still stands and is well protected by Eileen's
sentimental feelings for her first home.
Rich and Eileen have two girls, Lori and Teresa.

He spent one \vinter working in Hinton, Alberta, on
building the pulp mills.
Mechanics was always his favorite work but
farming became necessary after the death of his father in 1946.
In 1957 Raymond tradecl his 1952 car on his first
school bus which he used to bus the Birch Lake
students to Medstead School.
Raymond had the electricity put into the farm
house in 1957. What a vast improvement that began
to make. The only electrical appliances they had for
the first years were a toaster. hot plate and iron.
In 1959, Raymond married Evelyn Woods. from
the Penn district. He then purchased the home farm
and machinery from his mother. Ray and Evelyn
started their family in 1961 when Larry was born.
Diane was born in 1962, Cindy in 1964 and Sharon in
1969. Larry completed his grade twelve in 1979 and
is now working towards a carpenter and cabinetmaking paper. He eventually intends to farm as well. The
three girls are still in school.
The whole family is involved in the Cater Birch
Lake 4-H Club, hockey, curling and figure skating. It
makes for a very busy life.
Raymond and his brother Rich started into the
brushing and breaking business with a D7 Cat. in
1963. This has now progressed to three Cats, and two
ploughs. The farming consists of cattle and grain.
The machinery is much improved and a lot bigger
than twenty years ago.
Raymond built a new house in 1978 and Larry has
converted the old farm house into his carpentry
workshop.

Richard lind Eileen

t\VO

He played baseball in Ro,ke's pasture near Birch

The Leduc Family
Archie Leduc took up his C.P.R. homestead in
1932, didn't do any work on it, but helped to get
Stuart Duff's place ready for occupancy. as they had
driven two hundred sheep to the Duff place. belonging to Mr. E. Reid, Stuart's uncle. They were to
winter the sheep at Duffs. When Archie decided to
start out for himself, instead of wages for some years'
work, he got the sheep. So spring of 1933 he moved
them to his land one and one-half miles southeast of

L~din§ki

Rich went to school at Birch Lake from grade one
to eight. In 1957 he started school in Medstead.
commuting by bus. Rose Klassen was his grade nine
and ten teacher and Elton Phillips was the principal as
well as his grade eleven and grade twelve teacher.
Rich loved sports! His hockey education began
on the slough near home. In high school, hockey
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Sheila Leduc in her Girl Guide uniform and her sister Norma.

ters, then came back to Sand with and married Stuart
Duff.
Archie's dael, Mack, came to Sandwith in 1933
but left again to go to lVleeting Lake to cut logs at
Johnson Scott's place. Archie, Stuart anci Tom Duff
hauled the logs to Sandwith for their buildings. Mr.
Leduc became ill and settled at home, at SaI~dwith,
until his death in August of 1937. He was in hospital
at Rabbit Lake and is buried in the cemeterY there.
Daisy finished school and married Bill'Closen,
from Denholm, in 1936. They moved to Denholm,
later to North Battleford. They raised three boys,
Garth, RIchard and Stewart. Two of them are in
North Battlcford and Richard is. in Aberdeen ,

Joan and Archie Leduc.

Sandwith. He had moved his mother, Mary, two
sisters Marietta (Mayme), and Daisy, also two brothers, Frank and Leonard, from Denholm. His father,
Mack, was still working there and didn't come to
Sandwith until later. The family moved into Stuart's
for the winter in 1932, then they moved to Archie's in
1933.
Daisy, Frank and Leonard went to Ward School.
Mayme was in grade eight and Ward school wasn't
teaching grade eight so she would have had to go to
Hyde Park, which was too far to walk, so school was
out. There was plenty of work on the farm anyway for
two or more women.
The fall of 1934 Mayme went to Denholm, to her
grandparents to help with the cooking for the harves-

Leo Leduc at his studies.

Mrs. Mary Leduc and her son, Leonard.
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Saskatchewan. Her husband. 8ill, died in 1961, She
remarried in 1963 to Pete Cockburn of North Battleford. They moved to Hafford and farmed until
1972. They weren't in very good health so sold the
farm and moved back into to\\/l1. Daisy had a stroke
and died in March. 1975. Her husband still lives in
North Battlcford.
Archie kept the sheep for some years. He broke
up land and planted crops. He married a local girl,
Joan Osman in 1943. They have four children: two
girls, Sheila and Norma: and two boys. Leo and

be a conductor for the C.N.R. No. 9637 but came
back to this land in 1923. Last records sho\v he
moved to North Battlcford in 194] \vhere he passed

mvay.

Mr. Edmund LeFeuvre
About 1907 LeFeuvre had a ranch established at
Little Goose Lake about ten miles from Shcllbrook.
Saskatchewan. Frank Johnson joined him there and
they became partners with the understanding that
Johnson would care for the ranch in summer while
LcFcllvre went to work in Prince Albert. He \vas a
plasterer by trade. This they did for 1905 and IYOC).
The railway and a large settlenlent from the United States came to that area so the).' decided it \vas
becoming a bit too crowded for ranching. They
looked over a lot of country and finally settled twelve
miles east of what is now Medstead. by Cooper Lake
now known as Short's Lake. This move was made in
1910. Their nearest neigbbor was Mr. Perry.
LeFeuvre filed on the E ii, of 17-S0-I3-W3rcl on
June 12. 1911. He purchased the W ii, of 17-50-13W3rd from a nursing sister Margaret C. fVlacDonald
of Halifax through the South African Boer War Script
as he had served in the Boer War.
During the winter oj' 1917 Ernie Thompson
helped Frank Johnson do chores while LeFeuvrc
went east to Ontario.
LeFeuvre and Johnson continued to raise horses
and cattle and were the first ones to winter cattle
outside in this area.
Frank Erickson built a lumber house for
LeFeuvre who went east again in 1918 and married a
girl from Ottawa. She had been a secretary in the
parliament buildings. They had twCl ciaughters. Mrs.
LeFeuvre became tired of the lonely life on the
ranch. She and the girls went to Vancouver the winter
of 1924. While she was away their house burned
clown. She came back and they lived in a little log
house that had been there before the lumber house
was built. They sold their livestock and machinery
anel rented the land to Wm. Simpson, Sr. They left
and were gone a few years. He came back and sold a
half section to Mr. Krahn and a quarter section to Mr.
Isaac Bergen. LeFeuvre built a shack and barn on the
remaining quarter and lived there alone for about a
year. The above land deals fell through and LeFeuvre
sold the complete section to Dr. McDonald of Saskatoon. He left here and went to Vancouver in March of
1938.

Philip. Both boys took up engineering. and both have
their own businesses in Prince Albert. Sheila is married to a teacher in Saskatoon. Norma and her mother
are living in Prince Albert. since the death of Archie
in July, 1975, after a long illness.
With the exception of about one year Archie
spent all his years from age nineteen to sixty-two at
Sandwith. He took his family to British Columbia for
one year but he couldn't stand the rain, so they
headed for Sandwith.
I'd better not forget the two younger boys: Frank
married Laurette Faucon from Robinhood. He had
left the farm before that anel workeci in North Bmtleford. In 1954 they went to British Columbia, at the
same time as Archie anel family. They stayed a year
longer than Archie. anel then came back to North
Battleford. They raiseel two giris and a boy, Loris,
Dale and Maxine. Frank didn't live to see anv of
them married. He died ofiung cancer when they ~ere
still quite young. Laurette remarried a few years later
and now lives in the U.S.A.
Leonard stayed with Archie until he took over his
own homestead, the quarter that had been Pete
Wolfe's. three-quarters of a mile south of Sandwith.
His mother, Mrs. Leduc. moved in with him to keep
house. In 1942. when he turned eighteen he went into
the army. He was wounded and sent home, one of the
lucky ones. He married Lillian Gagne, from North
Battleford in 1950, I think. They li;ed in town for a
few years then went farming at Oscar Lake and
Hafford for some years. They moved back to North
Battleford until the five children were through
school, except the youngest girl, Brenda.
He bought the Castle home, built in 1916, and
renovated the inside. That was three years ago. So
he's back farming again at Mayfair, in a completely
modern home. The three oldest children are married
and there are seven grandchildren. Brenda is still at
school, and the youngest boy, Larry, is working in
North Battleford.

The Lehmann Shli"Y
Written by Mrs. Joseph Iverson (Emma
Lehmann)
Alfred. Ernst and OUo Lehmani! families

Jack Ledwidge
Jack homesteaded on S.E. vel 21-49-13-W3rd in
1914. According to R.M. records he sold in 1917 to

There were three Lehmann brothers who immi-
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Five Generation picture. Otto Lehmann sitting at right. his
daughter Emma Iverson, standing at left; Emma's son, Robert
Iverson. standing at right, Robert's daughter, Deborah Neville,
with son Jason.

they decided to get married on Christmas eve. They
were to meet in Fort William, Ontario.
From Winnipeg their work took them to Superior
Junction where Alfred bought a three room shack.

Left, Otto Lehmann, right, Alfred Lehmann.

grated to Canada. Alfred, Ernst and Otto. They came
from a family of seven boys and one girl. All born in
Kothen, Germany where their father worked with
horses on a farm. That does not mean a big farm, like
in Canada. A farm in Germany is very small and
compact. All the boys learned a trade.
Alfred, the first to land in Canada, left schoo!
when he was thirteen and served three years apprenticeship with a blacksmith. When his time was up, he
began his wanderlust and for a number of years he
roamed all over the world. He had quite an adventurous life both on land and sea working at almost
any kind of job between adventures.
While in San Francisco he received a letter from
home telling him that his brother Ernst was working
in Brooklyn, New York. Alfred decided tojoin him.
Of course he did not just buy a ticket and go by train.
No, that was no fun. He hoboed his way, working a
few days here and there and bumming his way on the
train, finally, arriving in Brooklyn, he managed to
find his brother Ernst. This was in 1907.
After spending some time together each went his

own way. Several years later they met again in Detroit. where they played for a wedding dance, Alfred
played the guitar and Ernst the violin. The next
morning they left for Canada where they had contracts to build bridges in Winnipeg. This is where
Alfred met Bessie Christianson, who would later
become his wife. After seeing each other all summer

The Otto Lehmann Family. L. to R. Minna, Gerdie, Willie, Otto,
Emma, and Louise (Mrs. Otto Lehmann).
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had gone yvith the settlers' effects to Saskatche'vvan to

Ernst \vas signalman for the derrick car. Just three
days before Christmas it happened. Ernst ran ahead
to throw the switch. Next thing a man \vas signalling
that something was wrong. Running around the car.
they found Erns[ under it. his foot cut off over his
one-buckle overshoe. \Vhat really happened they
never found out. Ernst \vouid nevcr discuss it.
They tooK him by special train to Fort William,
the nearest hospital. The accident happened about 9
A. M. and it was 10: 30 P. fvL vvhcn they got to Fort
William hospital. By that time Ernest was too weak
to be operated on, so thc}' gave him plasma.
The second day after the accident Alfred remembered he was to be married that day, as it was Christmas eve. Finding out the train from Winnipcg was in,
he hurried to the station to meet Bessie. Bessie and
her sister Lissie were just getting off the train and he
reached for their suitcases. They stuck up their noses
for they did not recognize him in dirty overalls, no
haircut and a three week growth of whiskers, but
when he started talking they recognized him. When
he told them about the accident. Lissie took it harel,
as she and Ernst \verc going together.
They stayed with Ernst till evening, then Alfred
and Bessie \vent for a walk talking things over. While
strolling along, 'trying to figure things out, Bessie
looked up ane! saw a minister's shingle and said,
"Shall we do i1"'''. Alfred pointed out that he didn't
have enough money to pay the preacher. Bessie saiel,
"I guess I have that much." They explained things to
the preacher and he saiel it was alright. Alfred, in his
whiskers and dirty clothes, had the preacher's wife
and neighbor lady for witnesses. Between them they
had enough money to rent a room for the night and
for a cup of coffee and piece of pie in the morning.
Lissie got a job in the boarding house in Fort
William.
Bessie and Alfred left 011 the 8 A. M. train back to
the camp where Alfred had been working. Work diel
not start till after New Year. Bessie earned money by
washing anel mending for the men in the camp. Ernst
came back in February anel lived with Alfred and
Bessie. The doctor h,ld tried to save his knee but after
three operations had to take the knee.
By May they had saved up $600.00 and Bessie
said. "Now we arc going to have a honeymoon."
The boss gave them the fare to Walkersville, where
they stayed, loafing and fishing for two weeks. Then
they took a trip to Bessie's home, a farm in Minnesota. or course they took Ernst with them. They
had a real good time and stayed a couple of months
visiting all of Bessie's relatives and friends.
One day they met Bessie's sister, Mrs. Lars Christianson and her children: two girls and three boys.
Her husband had sold their place in Minnesota and

settle on a homestead. His family was to meet him on
a certain day in North Battleford. Now Mrs. Christianson and her children could only speak Norwegian
and they had never travelled. She \vas afraid in a
strange country and hadly needed 50rneone to travel
with her. So iT was decided Alfred \vould go with her
and Bessie and Ernst would stay in Minnesota till
Alfred knevv' VI/hat he \vas going to do.
After getting the Christiansons settled and gdting Bessie's permission, Alfred filed on a homestead: the southeast of sixteen and also filed on one
for Ernst: the northeast of the same section, so they
could be close together. This was IYI2.
Soon after this Alfred went to Edmonton to work
and had Bessie and Ernst meet him there. Later in the
year Bessie suggested they go to the homestead.
Arriving in North Battleford with 65.0() dollars in
cash, bedding, utensils, axe, rifle, etc. They bought
seven dollars worth of second hand lumber and
enough nour, sugar, salt and other supplies to last the
winter.
When they got to the homestead Alfred got busy
cutting the largest poplar logs he could find on the
place, but could not move them alone so hired a
neighbor with a team of oxen. and inside of two days
had a two story house up, and moved in, though there
were still large chinks open to the weather. Ernst
could not help and Bessie was busy shooting prairie
chicken, partridges and snaring rabbits.
A neighbor asked Alfred to help him thresh if
Bessie would cOOK for the men. Alfred had never
\vorked on a farm before. The neighbor hircd a small
Stanley Jones with strav/ carrier and gave Alfred the
job of bucking straw.
They bought a dozen chickens as there were no
eggs in the country. All the settlers were ncw. They
would come from ten to fifteen miles to get a dozen
eggs. wanting to bake cakes to take to dances. Usually they only got one or two eggs. They'd buy them
for a nickel apiece, \vhich \vas big money in those
days for eggs. Much later they sold them for seven
cents a dozen.
Before winter Alfred built a barn, then went
twenty-five miles with the oxen to buy lumber which
he did not get as it was all sa\ved on Government
permit. so he bought a load of slabs for a dollar and
used them to roof the barn. Later he bought an Indian
pony, a t'\\'O year old mare, a secondhand buggy and a
cow. which \vas to freshen in the spring.
After Ernst came out of the hospital the Ja\vyer
advised him to sue the bridge company for tenthousand dollars. The company offered him a lifetime job in their plant in Walkersville, but he de-
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c!ined. The company sent him U)()O.()() dollars
which Ernst cashed in North Battlcforc!.

Before moving into the nc\v hOl..lse, Uncle Ern:.;L

vV'ith his team and "vagon. took Father to North Bnt-

He then went in business with Lars Christianson.

tleford where they collected our trunks. which had IO
he left behind [he day we arrived. Also yve needed
groceries, !lour, salt, sugar. etc. They amounted to
fifty dollars worth.

They bought a team of broncos and intended to go out
breaking land for five dollars an acre. Settlers had to

break ten acres the first year. seed it the second year
and break another ten. The third year they had to seed

The road had not improved any. Vv'ater still c()ven~d a good portion of it and it Vias rather tricky

twemy' acres and break another ten acres. They then
received title and they would have "proved up"' their
land. Lars started breaking on his own place. about
thirty acres. Then he broke about two acres on Ernst's
place. By that time Ernst was broke.
My father. Otto, had apprenticed for four years to
become a (Mobe! Schreiner) cabinet maker and carpenter. had married Luise Berghouser, and by this
time they had two daughters Emma and Minna. Alfred and Ernst had written glowing letters to Germany about a new wonderful Canada where land
could be had by proving it up. 1 am sure that had a lot
to do with my parents deciding to go to Canada,
besides mv father was feeling the effects of the dust
from his c·arpenter work in the factory, all that fresh
air sounded good to him.
April 28th, 1913 was the day Otto, wife Luise and
two uaughters Emma four and hal f and Minna three
and a half years old left from Hamburg, Germany on
the ship Barcelona. After seventeen days at sea we
landed at Quebec. Then there were seven days by
train through the United States and Western Canada,

maneuvering \vith a loaded \vagon. Father knew
nothing about driving horses, so Ernst did the driv-

ing, and at a had spot in the road the \i</~lgon tipped
over spilling the groceries into the water. Ernst >,vith
only one leg and an artificial one, that he \vas nm tou
\vell accustomed to, \vas quite \\-'ell able to drive. but
not so good at walking and rescuing things from the
water So Huher first fished out the groceries, carrying them to dry' ground. Then in order to get the
wagon out he had to take it apart and carry it. piece
by piece, out of the water. and then put it ali together
again. This happened several times before they
reacheel home.
Mother and we girls had stayed with uncle Alfred
anel aunt Bessie until they got back. Aunt Bessie kept
her house very nice and neal. but with Mother not
being able to talk with her. she was so afraid that her
girls would touch something they should not. Bessie
had taken us to visit her sister and family (Mr and
Mrs. Lars Christianson) who lived just a short distance away. This was a shock to Mother The family
of five children were all croweled into srnall quarters.
Altogether Mother was very glad to be able to move
into our new hOllse. even though it was small and had
just onc room. At least it was home for the time
being. She even tried to milk Ernst's cow, but the cow
had other ideas. probably never having seen a \voman
before. She promptly sent the pail flying. I do not
remember how long it took Mother to learn to milk.
but knowing Mother it did not take long. and in the
years to come she milked a good many CO\Vs. and was
able to handle some pretty ornery ones.
Furnishing the ne\.v house: Father must have gotten a stove somewhere. He made bunk heds one
above the other. thus saving space. and in those days
many groceries came in wooden boxes. Some of

arriving at North Battlcford. Saskatchevvan.
At North Battleford, Otto, hired a team and rig
from the Jones livery stable with a driver to take us t(,
where his brothers Alfred and Ernst had their homesteads, about fifty miles north of North Battleford.
The rig was a light wagon or democrat with two
spring seats. The driver said he knew where to go,
but he go lost. The road such as it was, ambled across
the prairie, and a good part of it was under water. It
had been a late spring and there was water everywhere.
We finally arrived at Uncle Alfred's place rather
late on May 15th. Aunt Bessie could not speak German, that made it rather lonesome for mv mother.
Father left Mother and us two girls with Alfred and
Bessie and went to Ernst's place. which was only a
short distance away. The only building Ernst had ~as
a stable made of shiplap. It held a stall for a team of
horses, also a cow, a plank for a bed and a big box
filled with oats on which Father slept.
The day after we arrived, Hllher started building
a house 011 uncle Ernst's place. It was built of popl,;;'
logs cut right on Ernst's place, and took Father just
two days to build. It stood among the poplar tree~ on
the shore of a beautiful little lake referred to as
Dipper Lake.

these made cupboards. Flour or sugar bags could be
opened up and perhaps dyed. These made curtains
across the front of cupboards. Stools and tables also
had to be made from odds and enels llsing poplar
wherever possible. As these arrangements \.vere only
for the summer vv'e made out all right.
Father had taken up a homestead just a mile from
Ernst's place southeast section 22-50-15. He chose
this quarter section because it was just across the
corner from where thev were going to build the
~
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school. The house would be built across the corner
frorn the school, so the girls would not have far to go.
Still in the spring of 1913 Father cut the logs for
the house right on the homestead. While he was
\vorking at this. he woke up one morning and told us
he had dreamed that he had lost all his money. And
sure enough. several days later he lost his purse with
all his money in it. about sixty dollars. He had been
fixing the roof of the barn on Ernst's place. and
[hough he searched everywhere. it could not be
found.
So now with no Jlloney. Father had to find work.
H was decided he and Alfred would go to Edmonton.
Alfred who was used to hoboing it on the train said.
as Otto (my Fathen had no money they would bum
their way on the train. He hid Father in a box ear and
joined him just as the train was pulling out. Father
said he had never had such a miserable ride. He was
very frightened of being caught. Some men even
searched the box car he was in but did not find him.
Alfred just laughed at him and even got out and
strolled around at train stops talking to the train men.
Father said never again would he ride this way.
Father found work on the railroad in Alberta till
harvest time. Then he went east. past North Battleford. where he stooked and then farther east where
he also helped with the threshing until Ernst wrote
him saying he had better come home as he had been
gone six months and would lose his homestead if he
did not come back. By then he had approximately
one-hundred dollars.
Coming home. Father got a ride from North Battleford with Mr. Gordon. who lived at Glenbush. east
of our place. Mr. Gordon was hauling the mail from
North Battleford. They arrived at Gordon's home
after dark and Mr. Gordon told Father to stay the
night. But Father. wanting to get home. started out
walking. He thought he was in Medstead. and went
north. Instead he should have gone west. Father ended up at Marshman's place. where he knew he had
gone wrong. No one was home. but the house was
not locked. so he slept in the house for the rest of the
night. Next morning he went north to Seib's place.
He had no breakfast and no supper the night before.
Mrs. Seib sent him west. She said there was a
Lehmann's place on a slough on 22 but there was no
road. Still walking Father came to another home.
Fenig·s. this time only the children were home and
they said there was no road only bush. so on again.
This time Father ended up at Faust's place. From there
he knew the way to Ernst's place. and got home just
as it was getting dark. He had had nothing to eat for
one night and one day. but he said he was not hungry
any more.
Back home once more, Father lost no time. He

went right to vvork building our nc\v hOLlse from the
logs he had cut in the spring. On the roof he Llsed sod
that was already frozen. He had taken it from the fire
guard that had been plowed around the school.
The school Vv'us being built at the same time just
across the corner. The quarter section the school was
built on had been homesteaded by Knutson and when
he died it went back and was homesteaded by Tom
Bemon \vho came from Guyhirne, England. He \vas
the first secretary for the school. So the school was
named Guyhirne. Charlie Carlson did the stone work
foundation. Fritz Lawrence, Martin H amstead,
Halver Ultveit. Gertrum Wall and many others
helped with the logs. Married men and Uncle Ernst
did the haUling. Everybody helped build. Hither and
Mr. Forsblum did the finishing work.
I do not recall ho\v large our house was, but it was
just one long room no partitions as yet. !t was plastered with mud and whitewashed insicle.
Next we had to have furniture. Here is where our
neighbours to the south came in handy. They were
two Norwegian bachelors Halver Ultveit and Oscar
Nelson. living about one and a half miles south of us.
Halver had a saw that could be used to make lumber
from logs. That's how they managed to get lumber
for table tops. sides of beds. chair seats. etc. I remember the bed Father made for us girls. It had head
and foot ends made from spokes Father had peeled
and polished himself from small poplars. He was
very proud of that bed. The bed Mothcr and Father
slept in was not quite that fancy. It had head and foot
boards of lumber. They also managed to get some
paint which they used sparingly. For mattresses ancl
springs. Mother got some ticking and made large nat
bags which we filled with hay. For covers there were
big tluffy feather ticks. These made very comfortable beds.
Money was scarce. We had to make every penny
count. So the humble little rabbit was a big help.
Rabbits were plentiful. and Mother would invent
several ways of serv ing it. For a change of diet Father
occasionally managed to get a prairie chicken. which
was a treat indeed.
Father. always handy where wood was concerned. was forever making something that was
needed even if he had to lite;ally carve it out of the
poplar logs. Of course he had to put up wood and cut
it into stove lengths all by hand. He also made himself a pair of shoes. He carved out the wooden soles,
then used leather for the toe caps. Mother knit. not
only Father's socks. but ours and hers as well. The
winter was not a severe one so we managed alright.
Later. that first winter. a neighbour ca';ne with his
team and sleigh and asked Father to come with him
fishing. Father hesitated at first as he had only his
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wooden shoes. but the weather \vas nice and fish
sounded good, so off they went. When they got to the
creek Father started walking on the ice and was not
aware or some underground springs where the icc
was very thin. He got the shock of his life when he
went through the ice into the water (lver his head. He
managed t~ get out all right. No\v there was nothing
they could do but get home as fast as possible. Father
had to try and keep warm, so he ran behind the sleigh
in his wooden slippers, approximately eight miles.
He said by the time he got home he was a sheet of ice,
but not overly cold. His cap was frozen to his hair.
In the spring of 1914 they again went fishing.
Water was running in the creek this time and the fish
were going down stream. They carne home with the
wagon box full offish. All the neighbours were given
fish, I don't think any were wasted. In those days
folks had very few sealers but every jar that could be
sealed was used. Some fish were salted or cured and
smoked. I can still remember how good those
smoked fish tasted.
Earlier that spring Father had dreamt that he
found the money he had lost in the fall under some
furniture. Several days later Father went to Ernst's
place to take the sod off the building they had put it on
in the fall intending to raise the walls, and in the
second row of sods he found his purse intact with
money and wedding ring. When he came home
Mother asked why he was home so early, Father said
it was a holiday and showed her his ring, saying this
money is going to buy a cow,
The only place possible to get a cow was from a
rancher Mr. Kellog. So uncle Ernst and Father went
to buy a cow, Me Kellog said he could have his pick.
Father picked out a beautiful young white faced
heifer with long horns. She was to freshen in several
months, This cow was a ranch cow and had never
been tied. Nevertheless she was caught and tied behind the sleigh, There was still snow. She pulled the
sleigh and horses backwards and when they finally
got started she lay down and slid on the snow all the
way across the lake about six miles, Then they managed to pull her on the sleigh with a chain and things
went better.
The summer of 1914 must have been a hard one.
Father said there was no money to be made. They had
to ask for help. They managed to get 100 marks from
Either's folks and 100 marks from Mother's folks in
Germany, The two together added up to fifty dollars.
This hlther was able to pay back in 1915.
1914 was the beginning of several things. We had
our first garden and the barn was buill. We bought
twelve hens from Evans, very good layers. I must
say, as they layed twelve eggs a day and one day we
got thirteen, Also pigs were bought. These things I

01111 sure helped greatly in the food situation the following wimer.
The Guyhirne School opened the fall of 1914 with

Miss Agnes Flaa as teacher. It was her first teaching
job. She must have had quite a time as very few
pupils could speak English. There were Germans,
Russians. Norwegians and Swedes. ! \vas one of her
first pupils. That same year. in December. Agnes
Flaa married Albert Knutson.
[Vi)' sister Minna, or Mia as \ve called her. was not
old enough to go to school. She came over at recess
time to play with the children, and after schoo! !
would bring my reader home. Everyone was interested in the English reader and the first lines in the
book, apples, apples, fine red apples, soon were
memorized and so on to other pages. One day the
teacher said if Mia would sit quietly in a desk with me
she could stay, And when we were called up in class
she went also, standing in line with us. We each took
turns to read the lesson. Teacher had given Mia a
reader to look at and when she was next in line she
confidently read the lesson. Teacher came and
looked at her book, then took it and turned it right
side up. Mia had read it up side down. She had
memorized it perfectly,
That first Christmas tree, I think, was held in the
afternoon. I still remember the recitation! said in the
little concert we had. It was, "I am a little girl, just so
high, I came to say my piece but you make me so
excited that I guess I will take my seat". Mia was also
in the concert. She was trying to spell cat. I remember her saying. "If KAT does not spell cat what does
KAT spell')"
In 1915 there was a new teacher coming. While
Mrs. Knutson was teaching she stayed with relatives
and after she got married she drove from her own
home in Robinhood,
The new teacher. Miss. Stewart. had just recently
come from England. She was to start teaching in the
fall of 1915 and had to have a place to stay. As no one
had any more room than was necessary for their own
use, we were asked if we would consider boarding
the school teacher. My parents decided the money
this would bring in would be very welcome. So
Father went to work to make it possible.
Our house was still one room, so first a room for
the teacher. There was no lumber but Father had a
large pile of poplar logs piled up which he was
sawing by hand in stove lengths. He hewed these logs
so they fit tightly together with no cracks, These were
used for a partition, He made a small table, fastened
to the wall under the window with a shelf above, A
corner was made into a clothes closet with some
shelves and a curtain. He also made a wash stand and
a bed, Father had only one board left which he used
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for the front of the bed. A chair was a major achievement \vhich Father \-vas proud of. It's easy enough to
make a chair ifYOll have the mmeriaL but try' making
it from firewood that's a different story. The board on
the bed. the table and the wash stand were painted. It
was almost time for [he teacher to arrive. and paint in
those clays took a long time to dry. Mother was very
worriecl it would not be dry in time. When the teacher
arrived everything was ready for her.
Early in the spring of 1l)16. befme the frost was
out of the £round, httherbuilt an addition to the north
end of theChouse. This made a large kitchen. Then he
left to find work. After hrther left Miss Stewart and
Mother decided that they would trv and talk Emdish
for one week and Germ:rn the next. In that way !vI iss
Stewart would learn to speak German and Mother
woulcllearn English. Later that spring Miss Stewart
was in the kitchen doinf.! somethin£ on the sto\'e
wh~n the roof caved in. L~ckily she w:as not hurt. but
she was penned in and had to be helped out. Next day
our good neighbours to the south Halver Ultveit and
Osc;r NelsOl~ came, and in no time had the roof back
in place.
Miss Stewart paid Mother fifteen dollars a month
for room and board, including her washing and ironing, and by the time Father got home in the fall
M:)ther had bought two heif~rs. The first heifer
bought from Kellog was still wild. Mother would put
two ropes on her and tie onc rope to a tree, then take
the other and tie it to another tree and so on till she got
her where she wanted her.
We had acquired a horse, Molly, I can't remeIllbel' where. She was a nice quiet animal. The fall of
1916 he went threshing with the oxen. Before coming
home he traded them in for a team of horses. What a
team they were I They lost no time on the road and did
not believe in walking. I'm sorry to say by spring
both horses were dead. After that Molly was hitched
up with an ox. That worked pretty well for awhile.
Later on EIther bought a team, Goldie and Nellie.

the pound. Catching gophers and selling their tails
\V'd~ another \\'uy for children to make a little money.
After Miss Jones, Mrs. Albert Knutson again
taught the Guyhirne School. By that tirne [\1r. and
Mrs. Knurson had a small daughter Josephine. They"
nick-named her Tootsie. Sometimes her mother
would bring her along and leave her at OLlr place.
Tootsie and \Villie would have a great tirTle, especially with Mia and my dolls.
Albert Knutson and Uncle Alfred played for all
the dances around. Albert played the violin ami Alfred the guitar. The Guyhime School was a favorite
place for dances. Everyone vvould go and bring their
whole family. Baby sitters were unheard of. Children
learned to dance at a very early age. Little Josephine,
\vhen she was two or three years old, used to come
'i.vith her parents. Sometimes, during the evening,
she would entertain the crowd by doing ajig. She was
very good at it and the folks loved it.
About this time Elther hauled logs from the north
in the winter and in the following summer built the
new house. This house is still standing and in use this
year of 1t)150. 1 can remember trying to get the big
timbers in place. Mother and us girls would sit on one
end of a big log which was over a tressel to lift the
other timber into place. This house had much more
room in it. thus giving us the opportunity to have
parties, even dances. Our house became a popular
place to meet and we had some wonderful times in it.
In those days folks would travel as far as ten miles
with team and sleigh or cutter to neighbours' homes.
There would be heated stones among the blankets in
the sleigh to keep warm and generally we did not get
home till daylight. There were no cars in the district
in those days. I remember when Uncle Ernest got his
first car.
Prairie fires were a great hazard. so \\fell plowed
fireguards were a must. With so much bush and weli
grassed prairies, they did a lot of damage. Everybody
would get out to fight the fire. One neighbour had his
barn burn. While they were trying to keep the fire
from the house the little girl somehow was sutlocated. She was found dead in the house. At night you
would see the glow in the sky and sometimes you
could hear the roar for miles.
In 1923 my sister Gerdie was born. By this time
brother Willie was seven years old and going to
school. When he came home after school and heard
he had a sister he would not even look at her. He said
he did not want a girl. He wanted a boy. The next day
he happened to come in when the neighbour lady
Mrs. Fritz Steinhart was bathing the baby and he saw
her He was so surprised at her small hands and feet
and found her quitc fascinating. After that. whenever
he was in the house, he could not stay away from her.

1916 was the year brother Alfred William was
born. We called him Willie. Miss Wilmetta Jones
started teaching the Guyhirne School the same fall.
She also boarded at our place and was certainly great
to help out. while Mother was sick and two small
girls seven and eight underfoot. That I am sure had a
lot to do with brother being called William. In the
early years, when Father was away working most of
the summer, he made each of us, Mia and 1. a little
sort of spade. The blade about two inches on one end
of a handle with a cross piece on it that we could use
to put our foot on to make the blade go into the
ground. During the summer we used these to dig
seneca roots. We would dry the roots and sell them by
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By this time we had acquired quite a herd of cattle
and severa! horses. Vv'e \vcre milking eight to ten
cows and sent our cream to North Battleford vvith the
mail man. We alway's seemed to have a large garden.
[ hated potato planting and digging. I still do. Herding cattle was orten m;/ job. This \vas a job i rather
liked. Sometimes 1 \vas \'lith the cattle ail day. taking
my dinner with me. rV1aking hay was a big job,
alrnost like harvest no\v-a-days. One year \.\ie had a
iarge crop of potatoes and were in a hurry to get them
in. We got them all dug and Mother got the school
children to come and pick them up while she prepared a pancake meal for them. They thought it was
lots of fun. At this time we were still in the old house
and there was just a cellar under it. not a basement.
but it was quite a size. They just poured [he potatoes
in it, filled it right up and still had some potatoes in
the corner of the house. These potatoes were all used,
a lot of them sold and the rest fed to the cows.
Father was kept bus}' during the summer trying to
break a little more land, which probably had tll be
brushed first and then finally broken. There was
always a large crop of stones to pick. He said you
took your life in your hands trying to ride on the
machinery. You Vv'ould hit a rock and away you went.
So often walking behind was the best way. He still
\vent harvesting in the fall, sometimes leaving his
own sheaves in the field so Mother and I would haul
them in and stack them.
Uncle Alfred hired most of his farming done. He
would sooner work at something else. and often
played for dances t\\/O to four times a week. going
quite a distance to some of them. so he did not have
too much time for fanning. Uncle Ernst did a lot or
the blacksmith work for the community. With so
many rocks in the fields plow shares had to be sharpened often.
I remember one long hard winter with a very' late
spring. 1 can't remember what year it was. Horses
seemed to fare better. They were able to pmv in the
bushes for grass. Mia and I would take our cattie till
v'le found a patch of prairie and \vitll garden rakes \ve
raked the hard snow. The cattle would follow our
rakes and get the grass. At home Niother \vould cut
up so many pails of potatoes and turnips ever~y day
anel feed them to the stock -sparingly. We even emptied all our strav.,.' mattresses and fed that to the cattle.
We managed to save all our stock.
Mia went to high school in Nonh Battleford ami
later to normal school in Saskatoon to learn to be a
teacher. After she acquired her certificate she taught
in the Guyhirne School.
In about 1927 Uncle Alfred and Aunt Bessie's
house burned down. So they got a neighbour to look
after the stock and Aunt Bessie wem to stay with her

sister in \Vinnipeg. Alfred \\'ent om harvesting. After
harvest they talked things over and decided to sell the
farm. After the farm \vas sold they bought ,\ rooming
house in \Virmipeg and every raIl /-\!fred \\-'tnt out
harvesting.
In the spring uj' 102Y Alfred took i.t job on ~i
Governrnent boat that \vas stranded on the Hudson
B~lY. They \\iere to put her afloaL repair her :llld take
her ur to Churchill.
That fail when Alfred got b,tck to Vv'innipeg Bessie vvas complaining 1.11' a bad cold. She did not want
to go to SeC a doctor because it \vas only.' a cold, but
things kept getting worse and they finally Vv'd1t to a
doctor. Alfred put her in the hospital. Her goiter was
pressing on her windpipe, making her cough and her
heart 1.A/itS in very bad condition. At the end of the
year she passed mvay at the age of forty five.
After that Alfred said he was through roaming
around and bought a tv/enty-room rooming house for
transient trade in Winnipeg and led a quiet life.
Some time in the 1920's Uncle Ernst bought and
ran a store at Robinhood for several years. He passed
away in Rabbit Lake hospital in 1930.
In 192X my parents sold their farm at Medstead to
August Miller Sr. and l110ved to their new farm in the
McMillan district ncar Prince. By this time Emma
v.,.'as married and Mia living in l\1edstead and teaching Guyhirne SchooL so only Willie and Gerclie were
home. Falher bought his first car, a Model T Ford in
1930. Some time later they acquired a tractor.
Mia marrieci in 1928. Her husband passed away
in 1932 and severell years afterthat she went to live in
Vancouver.
In 1945 Father ami Mother sold the farm at
McMillan ancl went to Vancouver, B.C. and bought a
new home there. It was not long before folks there
found out Father was a carpenter and kept him busy.
Uncle Alfred sold his rooming house in the fall or
1947 and \\icnt to Vancouver where he had several
diiTerent jobs. In 1951 his health began to deteriorate
so he moved in \vith my father and mother. Iv1othcr's
health had been failing for several y'cars. She entered
hospital in November I')51. She passed away on
January 30th, 1952. Uncle Alfred stayed with Father
for several months before entering a nursing horne
for the elderly and passed away in General Hospital.
Elther. always an active rnan, joined a senior
citizen group in Vancouver and became an ardent
bowler. He \vas active in all their activities. He sold
his home in 1976 and in the fall went to live with his
daughter Gerdie at Eikford, B.C. In early IlJ7LJ he
entered hospital and passed away on May ~, 1979 at
the age of 94.
Father had always loved to fashion things from
wood and in the early days he had built n kitchen
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cubinet from apple boxes, it is still about. His greatgrandchildren at one time bragged about their great-

grandfather who would stand on his head for them.
Father.. a true pioneer. defeating the hard times

and enjoying the spoils of his labours.
Otto Lehmann \ family.
Emma the eldest married Joseph Iverson in
November 1927 and went to live on the farm in
Ivleota. They had two sons; both arc married and gave
them seven grandchildren and as of 1979 four greatgrandchildren. We still occasionally go back to
Medstead. Robinhood and Cater to visit or attend
some function. One such pleasant and memorial
affair was when he attended the Golden wedding
anniversay of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knutson on December 20th. of 1964. I was the only one present at
that affair who had been among Mrs. Knutson's first
pupils attending at the new Guyhirne School when
she started her teaching carcer.
Minna (Mia) married Mathieu Rovenich 1928.
He passed away in 1932. In 1938 she married Will'
Jackson and they moved to Vancouver. B.C. Wilfhad
a son and daughter by a previolls marriage. Wilf and
Mia had two sons both married. One son drowned at
age twenty five. Wilf passed away in 1968. Mia has
eleven grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
She is still living in Vancouver as of 1980.
Alfred William (Willie) married Gladys Beatch
in 1942. They live in the McMillan district. have two
married daughters and two sons. One married March
1st. 1980 and one is not married. Willie and Gladys
have six grandchildren.
Gerdie married Robert Sutherland in 1943.
Robert passed away in June 1976. They had six
children. The four daughters are married and gave
them six grandchildren. The son and adopted daughter are not married.

Mrs. Olga Lemke with her son Fred, and daughter Florence
with her children Ronald and Melode.

the process met my future mother, Olga, in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
She had been born in Prezecleze, Poland in 1900
but was of German descent. Her parents came to the
U.S.A. when she was pretty young but because they
didn't like it, they returned to Europe. The First
World War began and their home town was soon
taken over by the Russians. The whole family was
then put in jail. When they got out her dad wanted to
return to the States but her mother asked if they could
go and visit some friends. They ended up staying for
the War and after that were unable to leave. My
mother and two of her brothers left Germany around
1924-26. She and one brother went to Canada while
the other brother came to the States.
Mother and Dad were married October I, 1928.
They had two children: Florence. born July 7, 1929
and Freel. born November 9, 1930.
Our farm buildings were on the north side of
Pancake Lake some five or six miles north of Robinhood. The first house was fairly small and if I remember correctly the house was put up one room at a
time whenever there was time to spare from field
work. I remember Dad telling of shingling when it
was -50 degrees F.
I guess the thirties were pretty rough with
drought and poor prices but I was young and didn't
know any different. I do remember. however, that
there was less under the Christmas tree as each year
went by.
Our closest neighbours were the John Ledinski
family and the Henry Jorgenson family. We never
went to school that much as Birch Lake school was
four miles away and that was a long walk for young
kids. Our mother helped us at home with correspon-

The Fhd Lemke Family
by Fred Lemke, Jr.
My dad. Fred Lemke. was bom in Grand Forks,
North Dakota in 1882. He had farmed around
Brocket, North Dakota with his brother in the early
1900's. Later he went to work for the Rumley Co.
selling tractors. etc., and became one of the top
salesmen. He also homesteaded in Montana near
Fort Benton with his first wife who went home to
have her first child in Alabama and never came back
to the wilds of Montana. He had also done some
logging in Wisconsin.
Dad had been farming with his brother in the
Cando area of North Dakota before he went to settle
at Robinhood in November, 1927. He left with two
carloads of horses and machinery. He probably made
several trips back to the states to settle affairs and in
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dence courses. The first time I went to school was in
the third grade and my sister in the fifth grade. !
remember in 1941 when we got a pony and cutler and
we would pick up Ralph, Howard and Edna
Ledinski. What wild trips we would have going to
schooL tossing each other off the cutler. Our small
circle of acquaintances enlarged somewhat when a
church was built a couple of miles south of us. Mother taught Sunday School for a while when it wasn't
seeding or harvest time.
We moved back to North Dakota in March, 1942,
when Dad's brother passed away. The six quarters of
land that Dad farmed near Robinhood were just
turned back to the C.P.R. as the back taxes were more
than the land was worth. After we moved back here
the C.P.R. gave Dad a pretty good offer but he
decided to stay as the soil was better here for grain
farming.
Dad passed away in 1945 and Mother died in
1969.
A World War I veteran by the name of Bill Quick
farmed the SE V, of Section 6 west of Dad's place and
when he died around 1937-38 he willed the land to
me; which I still own.
I hadn't been back to Robinhood for thirty two
years when I drove up in 1974 and I remember the
strange feeling it gave me returning to the old home
place. A lot of land had been cleared since I left but
what surprised me the most was the distances I used
to walk as a young boy seemed shorter and the hills
not as high as 1 had remembered them, the trees,
however, seemed just as tall. The people seemed
more neighbourly than they are here in the States.
l, a bachelor, am farming Dad's old place now,
which is situated south east of Cando, North Dakota
where my grandfather was a pioneer in 1883.
My sister Florence, a former school teacher, lives
in Rolla, North Dakota where her husband Ronald
Smith, has the Ford Agency. They havc two children,
who are both going to college.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Lenton. This picture was taken in Win-

nipeg,1916.

An old-timer pointed out the above noted office
which was still in use. f>rther's name was also noted at
the local Anglican Church.
He left this area (date unknown) to take up a
position offered him by the state of Arkansas,
U.S.A., as State Veterinarian at a salary of SI200.0()
per annum. Afkr he married my mother. Eva
Gertrude Besso October 9, 1907 his salary was increased to $ISOO.OO per annum.
In 191 () my father wanted to farm and so advised
his employers. They offered him $ISOO.OO per annum if he would stay on as state veterinarian. However, Dad moved to Saskatchewan and filed on
NW8-SI-15 W3rd mer.
During their stay in the U.S.A., two children
were born to my parents. Myself, Wilfrid Drummond
born August 23, 1908 and my sister Ethel Rebecca
born April 24th, 1910.
Dad moved into a shack he built or logs and poles
growing neaf at haDel. The poles served as a roof
~lpon w~hich was laid layers or sad. Lack of experience I imagine was responsible for a leaking roof.
When it rained, our parents would put Ethel and me
along with the bag of nour under the kitchen table.

Wilfrid Lellton Family
by Cecilia Parkinson (nee Lenton)
Re-Wilfrid Lenton, old-time resident of Birch
Lake and Medstead Districts situated with-in the
confines of RM 497.
Wilfrid Lenton was born at Oundle, Northampton, England on October IS, 1878. He immigrated to Canada, working as a farm-hand for a short
period of time. He later enrolled in the Ontario VetcrinaJ)! College, graduating as a Veterinary Surgeon
on March 13, 1905 at the age of 27 years. He settled
in Belmont. Manitoba where he opened an office to
conduct his professional business. It may be of interest to mention that! drove through Belmont in 1958.
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\Vc thought this was hilarious! f\'lom and Dad would
put cans under the leaks and it put us ill mind of a
band badly out of tUllc. However there I,vas little
inclination to dance. There is one other rncmory tl1<!t
C01TleS to mind. \Ve had a \vhitc Jeghorn rooster th~it
Dad had taught to n~ht. He u:-;ed to fly at Dad \Nho
\vore !cather leggings :-;0 no harm W<lS done. HoweVer this horrid creature was feared by" Ethe! and me.
It \vould spy us across the :vard and attack at full
speed, running up behind one of us. he \vOLdd jump
on our backs, knoek us down and then jump allover
us napping his wings. Mum would have to rescue llS.
One day it was decided we could do without him and
it was our turn to chase and catch him. We \vere two
happy kids to see the last of our enelny.
Dad served in the Boer War in Africa and was
discharged with the rank of Lieutenant. Little is
known of his experiences in Africa. He rarely mentioned anything about that war.
In 1914 Dad volunteered for overseas duty with
the Veterinary Corps. The family now consisted of
Richard Roderick (Dick), Eric Kenneth and Lucy
Gertrude (LUi in addition to Ethel and myself. The
three younger children were all born in Sask. When
Dad left for the war, Mother and the family were
moved back to Belmont. Manitoba where my mother's parents lived. There we stayed until the war
ended. Dad was discharged in 1919 with the rank of
Captain. He was awarded the Military Cross. We
have a Christmas roem sent to us by our father. It was
written in 1916 and sent us from France. A copy is
attached and marked appendix A.
At the end of the war we returned to
Saskatchewan and our log shack. This served until
we were able to ouild a better home. After the
1914-1919 War ended, the Government provided the
Soldiers Settlement Board which was to assist the
rehabilitation of our returned men. Dad applied for
this to make improvements on his homestead.

In i926 D<'H.i appiicd ("or the position of Secretary

Treasurer to the R. M. of Mcdstead No. -+07. He took
over these duties in 1027. His officl' was l,)Cated near
the site or the first Co··up store in that dl"Ca. located 3
1/2 miles north of the Viliage ofG!enbush. At this time
rV1r. ;-\. V. Osler was the manager of the e'o-op. Dad
pUrdl<.lScc.\ .2 aCl\;S of land in North-c(l:;t rv1cdslcad
locuted opposite the Creamery in It)27. He built a
two-story" house \vith a basement under it. After
f'v'lother passed on. the place \vas sold to a Mr. Sattler.
8y the time Dad tooK over his position as SecretaryTreasurer- the homestead had becume a farm und the
acquisition of cattle was suhstantial. The farm \vas
turned over to me on a share basis.
Dad stayed with the R. M. until his health gave
out. He resigned in 1940-41. Dad died after a iellgthy
illness on September 6,1943. He was interred in the
Veterans' Plot in the cemetery at North Battleford,
Sask. Sallow'S and Boy"cJ Funeral Home \vas in charge
of arrangements. Funera! services \\iere held from St.
Paul's Anglican Church of Wednesday, September
8th, 11)43 at two 0' clock, Padre Lancaster conducting
the service. It was a military funeral. Members of the
Royal Canadian Legion, North Battleforcl Branch
attended the funeral in a body and at the graveside.
Comrade John Gould read the Legion Ritual. Dad
was 64 years old.
We boys (Will' and Dick) missed the funeral because we were in Italy. We joined the Saskatoon Light
Infantry on September 17,1939. We were both discharged in 1945. I had the rank or Sergeant on discharge, Eric our younger brother \vas terribly
disappointed when he was rejected for war duty
because of" dclective hip suffered in an accilient. I
\vOLdd like to mention here that Medstead gave us a
send-ol'fwhich is fondly remembered hy all. In 194X,
Eva Gertrude our mother. died after a siege of cancer.
Her last days were spent in torment. Buth of her
daughters were with her until the end. Both Ethel and
I were living in iv1cadow Lake, Sask. at that time.
Although the news of Mother's death was a shuck. we
all felt that relief from her pain had finally been
grallted. Mother was 59 years old. She was buried
from the Anglican Church and interred in the
MeListead Cemetery. Later, we placed a headstone at
the head of her grave. The incumbent at the Anglican
Church in Medstead dedicated the marker to her. We
v.,'ere grateful to those residents VldlO stood by us at
that sad time in our lives. both at the graveside and
also at the dedication of the marker. Thank-you to all
and may God Bless and ever guide ~yoLlr lives.
L Wilfrid Lenton worked for the Dept. of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development until 197) when I
retired. after 19 years and 57 days of service. After
that time I sold insurance for alivhile and finally ended

Three Lenton brothers, October, 1966, Wilfred, Eric, Dick.
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up in Prince George, British Columbia, where I am
starting my 5th year of employment at Clear Lake
Sawmills, j have three boys and two girls, they have
given me eight grandchildren, My wife, Irene Lenton (nee' Lane) lives in Saskatoon, Sask. My sister
Ethel Meise lives on Tony Road, Prince George,

B.C. She has three sons anu two daughters. They
have given her fourteen grandchildren. Richard
(Dick) Lenton is on his own and lives at Fort
Qu·Appelle. Sask. Eric Lenton and his wife live on
Montreal Street, Regina. Sask. They have three
daughters and two sons anu five grandchildren. Lucy
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MalvaI'd and Olive Liebeck

(Lu) Rowat our youngest sister is a widow and lives
in Ogema. Sask. She has two sons and one grandchild.
1. the eldest daughter of Wilfrili who put this
article together. typed this for my father. It is of a type
of life that is now gone. I was never lucky enough to
know my grandfather. He died before! was born. !
wish that I could have known him. I can remember
my grandmother and I treasure that memory. I hope
that my children treasure memories of their past
when they are older and we are all gone. Cecilia
Parkinson (nee Lenton).
~
Appendix A Attached

Hubbard Liebeck immigrated from Norway in
1927 to the Eagle Creek district near Asquith,
Saskatchewan. L originally Olive Risdale. came
from England in the 1920's with my parents to settle
near Asquith. where! aHended school.
Hubbard and I met in Asquith and were married
there in 1946. We have five children, three girls and
two boys who were all away from home before our
venture to this area. We farmed in Asquith until 1955
when we moved to the Brada district near North
Battleford. In 1977 in an attempt to improve our
farming opportunities with a larger acreage we came
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to the Stoke district. We are nev-i comers to this area

On January 6. l059, Robert died. Margaret
muved into Spiritwood in November, 1959. Osv;ald
took over the farm following his dischan.:c from the

but are enjo}'ing the beauty of the countryside and
looking forward to community life here.

air force, but left 'vvith his wrfe. a Germar~ 'war bride,
to pursue a career in Reai Estate in Sask3toon. Arthur
still farms rhe lami.
Robert and Margarer had six children: Arthur,
Erna (Mrs. John Poore). Oswald. Luther. Haroid and
Alvin.
In 1966, Margaret married Ruldon Holm. They
novv reside in Spirit\vood and are enjoying their re-

Agnes Lightlmm Story
Agnes was born in ApriL 1922, growing up on

the farm near Buffalo Lake. She attended Carrollton.
Daylight. and Glenbush Schools. In 1940 Agnes
married Harry Lightburn. formerly of the Bou'memouth district. They went to Jaffray. B.C. where they
made their home. Harry bought an acreage where he
had hay land and raised cattle. He wo~ked at the
Galloway Sawmill and Pole Plant for many years.
Agnes and Harry had a family of twelve. seven sons
and five daughters. Most of their family live in the
Jaffray area. Harry passed away in November of
1979. Agnes continues to live at Jaffray, B.C.

tirement.

The Arthur LUck Family
Arthur Liick was born in 1931. the oldest of six
children. He recalls there was always lots of hard
work on the homestead. He still has the axe his father

The Robert Liick Family

owned and rcfaced many times while they cleared the

by Margaret (Liick) Holm
Robert Liick came to the Stoke district in the fall
of 1927. when he filed on NW 24-50-13 W3rd. He
had emigrated from Russia but had served in the
Polish Army when he was eighteen years old.
The first two years he worked for a Mr.
McKenley near Biggar. to earn some money to purchase a few necessities for homesteading. such as a
horse and plow. etc.
Margaret Beck emigrated from Poland in 1929
with her family to the Biggar area. Here she met
Robert Liick and they were married in November,
1930.
Margaret recalls their first few years on the
homestead. Robert had cleared about twenty-five
acres before they were married and had two horses
and a mule. Margaret brought a cow and calf with her
from her parent's home.
Their first home was a log shack with a sod roof.
and Robert said, "1 guarantee you one thing. it will
never rain on your head." This guarantee didn't hold
up. however, as one night mud fell from the roof onto
Margaret·s chest while she was in bed - the roof was
leaking' The rain had begun very slowly and had
soaked the sod, and, as the rain continued, the sad
seeped through the tar paper and slabs beneath. They
moved the beds about attempting to find dry spots:
the baby's cradle ended up under the kitchen tablethe one place that was certain to stay dry'
When Robert purchased the SW 24-50-13 W3rd
from Frank Strittich in 1937. the family moved to the
'lumber' house that Mr. Strittich had built on that
property. This house burnt on Arthur's seventh birthday in 1938. The Liicks stayed with their neighbors.
the S. Poores and the G. Rachels, until they could
move their original log home to the" Strittich" quarter. In 1945, they built a 'new' log house.

land by ham!.
Schooling was rather sporadic at Stoke school as
help was needed at home.
He recalls herding cattle during the \Vaf years. a
job he didn't enjoy but then barbeu wire was unattainable for fencing.
His seventh birthday was one he won't forget as
their home was destroyed by fire that day. Apparently
mice had chewed the matches. The family stayed
between Rackel's ancl Poor's until G new home could
be built.
In November. 1948. Arthur left home and began
working for a neighbor J 1. Amende then he moved
to North Battleforcl and worKeci for Ed North.
In 1950. he joined the army and was part of a
"Special Force" sent to Korea. In 1952. he returned
to Regina where he met his future wife Velma Ostopowich - a native of Sheho. Saskatchewan. They
were married in 1954 and continued to live in Regina
until 1957 when Brandon. Manitoba. became their
home. In 1960, following his discharge they returned
to farm the east half of 14-50-13 W3rd.
In 1966, Arthur joined the Corps Commissionaires at Dundurn and

<1

year later became em-

ployed by the Post Office in 1969, and has been a
member of the North Battleford postal stall since that
time.
Velma and Art have three children: Brenda. who
was born in Regina ancl is now married and living at
Wynyard: Brian. born in Brandon. Manitoba. living
at home: and Brent who was born in Spiritwood also
lives at home.
Arthur still farms the land in the Stoke district. as
he says. "a good place to escape to". Velma works
part-time at the River Heights Lodge in North Battleford. They still enjoy coming back to the farmstead each summer.
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Hllrold Liick I<amily
Harold Liick was a twin, the youngest of SlX
children born to Margaret and Robert Liick on their
homestead. He attended Stoke and Belbutte Schools
and eventually finished high school, graduating from
University in 1969 with a B.A., B.Ed. and is presently teaching English at Swift Current Comprehensive High School.
His recollections include the struggles of cutting
bush, and picking roOlS by hand as the land was
cleared. His parents ran a herd of approximately
thirty cattle, with 5-8 milk cows. The cream cheque
being the chief source of income until after harvest.
Groceries were purchased at Belbutte at what was
successively, Starling's, Smith's and Gatzke's store.
The family had little importeci entertainment. Art
learned to play the guitar, Irma the violin and after
1950, the accordion. Harold also learned to play the
accordion and recalls almost driving Elnora Berg
around the bend teaching himself the rudiments of
piano at school. Music was part of the family and one
way the family entertained themselves.
Their home was a three room log house, really
quite spacious and accommodated them well. In
1947, a "new" house was built. it had no running
water or electricity but boasted three bedrooms and a
bathroom on the main floor.
Poor roads were a greater inconvenience than
lack of modern housing. Mud in summer and snow in
winter kept them from the benefits of civilization.
The Liick children walked to school four and a half
miles as that mode of transportation was least affected by the weather and road conditions. School
buses were only read about in text books.
School offered little choice in curriculum, eight
subjects were offered and required. Harold graduated
in 1959 but did poorly in departmental examinations.
He worked for four years as an orderly, a psychiatric
nurse and in an emergency department before returning to school in Spiritwood, to complete his grade
twelve.
Presently, Harold is married, has threee sons ages
4-9 years and lives in Swift Current.

The Flaa's. Agnes Knutson, Robert Flaa, Emma Lilja.

Waiting for the North Battleford train through Turtleford, 1926
at Robinhood siding. A minister, a boy, Ole Olson, Albert
Knutson, holding Ruby, Arthur Berg, Tarbet and Compton, R.
Nordgren and Mrs. Nordgren.

at Grandpa's. After that Mother went out working
again while we children stayed with aunts and
uncles.
In July 1906, my mother married Andrew Berg,
whom she had met while cooking in a lumber camp.
We lived in Warroad, Minnesota at Berg's house until
April, 1907, when we moved to Mother's homestead
at Malung, Minnesota.
In 1911. Berg came out to the Park Bluffdistrict to
homestead where Uncle Carl Evans, Uncle Ole
Olson and Grandpa Even Ramstad, had come au!
earlier.
Grandpa passed away in May, 1912, and was
buried on his homestead. We were all going to come
out in the fall of 1912, but my mother had a stroke so
we were unable to come until August, 1913. Berg
came back to the States for the winters then. My
sister. Agnes, brother, Robert. and half brothers,
Clarence and Arthur, and myself made the trip by
train with our mother from Malung, Minnesota to
North Battleford in Aug. 1913.
Agnes by now, had finished her teacher training

Mrs. Emmll Liljll (nee Emmll Fillll)
My dad, Rasmus Flaa, was killed in Molung,
Minnesota U.S.A. in an accident with a plow and
horses in Sept. 1898. My sister, Agnes, was four
years old. I was two and my brother, Robert, was
born in April 1899 - seven months after my dad's
death.
My mother went out working while we stayed
with her parents for awhile. Then Grandma passed
away, so Mother kept house for Grandpa until one of
her brothers married and then he and his wife stayed
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Axel Linden

and because of previous arrangements, she had a
teaching position in the Park Bluff district at
Guyhirne school, as soon as it was built and opened
in March 1914.
Two brothers, Carl and Albert Knutson, had
come out from the States about the same time as we
clid and homesteaded about two miles from Bergs.
We had not known them in the Slates, but Alb~rt
married Agnes Flaa in Dec. 16,1914. Albert, being a
great fiddler. played for his own wedding dance.
Our house was not very big but we always had
room for dances.
Two organizational meetings were held to organize for arrangements to get Lutheran services to the
area. One meeting was held May 17, 1914, on a hill
by Albert Knutson's place and a second meeting was
held July 4, 1915, at Berg's place. Mother was not
able to do any work for the July 4 meeting but she
helped to organize it. In August, 1915, she passed
away.
In the spring of 1916 two Lutheran ministers
arrived in the area. One from Outlook Sask., who
had been asked by I versons of Meota to come and the
second one came because he had heard of the Scandinavian settlement. These two ministers met on the
train as they were both on their way to Park Bluff. A
minister from Outlook Sask. and Tandberg from
North Battleford were both at the first service at
Berg's where four children were baptized. They were
the two Farden children and Amy and Irene Evans.
Tandberg remained on as minister for about ten
years.
After my mother's death I stayed home until the
spring of 19]6 and helped Berg and the boys. After
that I came home for the winter until! went to the
Hayter, Alta. area where i met Carl Lilja and we were
married on June 16, 1922.
Berg sold his homestead in 1927 when he and
Clarence and Arthur moved to Vancouver, B. C. Berg
passed away there in 1941. Clarence and Arthur as
bachelors have retired at Sardis, B.C.
After working in numerous places in southern
Alberta, Robert Flaa, a bachelor was retired in Lethbridge, Alberta.
Carl and I farmed in the Hayter, Alta. area until
the fall of 1960 when we moved to Grand Centre,
Alta. to retire where our daughter, Selma, and family
live. We have two sons, Robert and family residing in
Regina, Sask. and Adolph, a bachelor, living in Edmonton, Alta. I have eight grandchildren and two
great -grandchildren.
My husband, Carl, passed away Dec. 22, 1974. I
will be eighty-four years old Mar. 10, 1980 and still
live by myself in my own home in Grande Centre.

Axel \Vas a teamster who came from Astergot-

land, Sweden and was a British subject by naturalization. He filed S.EY, 32-50-13 in 1913. He built his
home there and homesteaded from then until 1919 . He
was a teamster for a doctor in southern Saskatchewan
for a time then returned to his farm. As he had had
heart trouble he was a great walker and was a common sight in his rubber boots and dark glasses. He
was a very slight man and would walk for twelve
miles on several cups of sugared tea. He seldom
partook of food at anyone's place . _. _. just sugared tea.

He kept to himself mainly. He died ~ne day when he
became confused while out walking and walked into
the path of an oncoming car at the age of 88.

The Pmd Lingel Story
Caler District in the Dirty Thirties
Times in Saskatoon too were fast becoming hard.
My husband Paul was working as a blacksmith for
R.B. MacLeod, a road and building contractor. Soon
most men had few hours of work therefore not much
money.
The government at that time was encouraging the
people to leave the cities and look for farm land.
After obtaining a poor team, wagon and a cow, we
decided to leave Saskatoon. Paul and the eldest son
Ray, came to the Cater district and built a green log
house 16 ft. x 24 ft. on C.P.R. land V4 Section NW
7-51-14. While building the house they stayed at the
neighbours, (Weisers). Once the house was completed Paul returned to Saskatoon to his family and in
October 1932 we all piled into our 1926 Essex and left
for our new home and life.
This also was the last journey for this car, as times
became even harder so there was no money for gas.
Our house. because it was made of green logs,
was very cold that first winter, there was frost all over
the walls during the night. The house was only one
room partitioned off for a bedroom by curtains the
couple of years. Our furniture consisted of two double beds, a cot. table. chairs, wooden benches, one
dresser. a wash stand and a stove. Orange boxes were
used for cupboards.
It wasn't long until we knew all the close neighbors, Weisers. Caprons, Oxleys, Cassons, Orrs,
Neales, and Bruns. Dances were held in Cater school
where everyone went including the babes in anns,
which were usually put to sleep on desks. The teachers during our stay here were, Miss Mann (who I
spoke to three years ago as she was teaching here in
the Kelowna School District), Miss Laura MacLeod
and Miss Norma MacLeod.
During our first winter at Cater, Paul fixed up a
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jellu for dessert no matter where you went. The men
would usually play horseshoes, then when they were
done the kids and parents would play ball. a stick for
a bat and a bal1 made of rags either sewed or tied to
resemble a ball. We had no church of our faith in our
area, except sometimes a passing priest would have
church in Medstead Hall, which was usually on a
week cIay as the priest came and went by tmin.
Meat was a scarcity unless you shot some wild
birds in summer, or deer in winter. a slei~h box of
rabbits was easily obtained as they wer~ so very
plentiful. so in the winter everybody was eating rabbit stew.
Often the men had no tobacco so the kids were
sent out to gather red willows, peel off the bark, bake
it in the oven until dry, then this was used for tobacco
with brown store paper for cigarette papers.
I can remember when we got our first radio, a
shelf style Admiral. Paul and George decided to cut
and haul woocI to buy it. What a thrill it was until the
batteries needed recharging. In those days the radio
had soap operas too. Most women took time out to
listen to "Ma Perkins" after dinner.
The land was all clearecI by hand. Paul, myself
and the children would go out after supper and pile
and burn the brush. Those were hard years, but I
think families were much closer and happier in those
cIays.
By 1937 times were starting to get a little better,
and it was about this time we decided to take up a
homestead in the Artichoke School District.

Back row, L. to R., Helen Lingle, Helen Neale, Louise Colley.
Front row: Josephine Thorne, Lorraine Lingle, Holt sisters.

Life In The Artichoke School District
In July 1937 we were once again on the move.
This time to a homestead in the Artichoke District.
We now settled on SW 33-49-13 W3rcI., one mile
north ancI one and one-half miles east of Artichoke
school. My dad was fifty-seven when he took his
homestead and had to start all over again, brushing
and clearing the land by hancl. On this homestead we
built a lumber house 20ft. x 24 ft. ,(three bedrooms,
a living room, and a kitchen). Harold and I shingled
the outer walls and roof of this house while dad went
back to Cater to harvest.
Here are the years of my life I remember and
treasure the most. The happy carefree years of school
ancI growing up. Our closest neighbours were Colleys, Jamersons, and Picklers. Oh what a happy day
when we got our first tractor, Of course then it was a
steel wheeled one. No rubber tired ones yet. Then in
a couple of years we got a threshing machine. Times
were starting to get better. The war was on and
George was over in Scotland with the Forestry Regiment. In winter after supper no matter how cold,
when the moon was shining bright and northern

L. to R.: Harold, Mrs. Lingle, Paul, Helen and Marcella Lingle.

blacksmith shop, Neighbours came from near and
far, many times on foot to get a plough share sharpened or a wagon wheel rim put on. Sometimes they
came for nothing, as we didn't have money to buy a
bag of coal for the forge.
The north west part of our quarter section was
broke up by a neighbor who had mules. Some days
we accomplished much, other days naught, as these
mules lived true to their name.
On Sundays if you didn't have company you went
visiting. Sunday summer suppers usually consisted
of potato salad, lettuce salad, homemade bread and
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lights were whipping across the sky, we kids would
go Ollt and climb on the sheaf and hay stacks and slide
down them. Other nights we would set snares by the
sheaf stacks and catch rabbits and sometimes prairie
chickens.
We used to have house parties in the winter at
some of the neighbors and our place. Also there were
card parties and dancing about every second week at
Artichoke School. Around Christmas time most
schools had concerts followed by dances which we
tried to take in if possible. Also every fair-sized town
had an amateur night hosted by the P.A. radio station.
Everyone that cOllld play or sing took part, and the
winners from each town competed in the final amateur night in the spring. Most people had their radios
tuned to P.A. on Saturday nights. Over one of these
amateur hours in 1946 we heard them announcing for
my dad to get in touch with the hospital in P.A. There
was a real blizzard that night but many neighbours
drove over to tell dad about the announcement in case
he hadn't heard it. After driving to Glenbush to the
nearest phone, we got the sad news that Lorraine, my
sister, had died that evening.
Several years later Colleys and we bought two old
phones from Winnipeg, and Harold and George
strung a wire on trees from our place to theirs. Those
were the first two phones in the country for quite
some years to come. That phone is in good condition
to this day and still hangs on our kitchen wall here in
Kelowna.
Once I was married, my husband and I left the
Artichoke District in 1955 and moved to North Battleford for three years, then in 1958 we moved to
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan. At this time Harold
was tired of farming so he came to Meadow Lake too
and became a mechanic with Massey Ferguson, married there, and remains there still. Also in October
1958 we moved Mom and Dad to Meadow Lake. At
that time we burnt many valuable things that we
thought then were of no value, and left half of the

stuff on the farm. The blacksmith shop was left as
though he was coming back the next day.
In 1969 we went back to have a look at the old
place. We could hardly find it as the main roads and
so much of the country was no longer bush. At that
time the shop was still standing with much of its stuff
still in it. Oh what a haul there was to an antique
collector.
The next time we went back was in 1974 and
everything was bulldozed under. The land was ail
broken and grain was growing where our house had
once stood. That was the end of our life and home in
the Artichoke School District. Now all that's left of
twenty years of living there is our memories.
Ray Lingel: born September 24, 1909: is now
retired and resides in Kelowna, B.C.
Ella (Lingel) Oranst: born February 13, 1911: is
now retired and resides in Kelowna, B.C.
Clarence Lingel: born November 22, 1912: went
to Kelowna, B.C. in 1934: and died on May 10, 1975.
George Lingel: born December 19, 1914: now
resides in Kaslo, B.C.
Mabel: born February 6, 1917: now resides in
Kelowna, B.C.
Helen (Lingel) Bjur: born September 27, 1926:
resides in Kelowna, B.C.
Harold Lingel: born April 9, 1928: now resides in
Meadow Lake, Sask.
Lorraine Ungel: born May 4, 1929: died and
buried at Glenbush, 1946.
Marcella (Ungel) Day: resides in Kelowna, B.C.
P-dul Lingel: born February, 1880: died and buried
July 1965 at Meadow Lake Saskatchewan.
Mrs. Susan Ungel: born September 25, 1894:
now resides in Kelowna, B. C.

William J, Lloyd
William J. Lloyd (Billy) as he was better known,
was born in 1874 in London, England. He came to
Brandon, Manitoba in the early 1900's. He was a
veteran of World War I with the Forestry Corp. In
1913 he came north with Freddie Mattock and the
Mawsons taking up NW-16-51-14, beside Cater
Lake.
Billy was unique in that he had very poor eyesight, so the challenge he faced must have been a bit
frightening. Harry Starling tells of his family who
lived at the south end of Cater Lake and Billy who
lived close to two miles up the lake and didn't have
any oxen or horses.

The road to the bush in winter was, of course, the
lake, the north end of which was section 26 and 27
where the logs for building or fuel were cut to be
hauled.
So Starlings and Billy worked out a system, so

L. to R., Mrs. Susie Lingle, Helen and Glen Bjur, Paul lingle.
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speer and admiration for this little man was held by
all who knew him until his death in 1948 at the age of
seventy-four.

j. Locke Story
Mr. J Locke bought S.E. 16 in 1918. This land
had been the G. Ethorer homestead.
In 1019 Mrs. Locke and son Ernest moveci up and
Ernest. age about nine or ten years old. attended the
Birnan1\vood School. \Ve enjoyeJ having this happy
little fellow in our school and were sorry when they
left at the end of the year.
We seemed to lose track of the familv until three
or four years ago. when Ernest's picture -appeared in
the North Battleford News-Optimist with an article
requesting information regarding the site of the ole!
Birnamwood School. He had hoped to visit this spot
while he and hi.s family were touring the west.

Billy Lloyd and his dog, Buddy in foreground.

that he could use the oxen when Starlings were not.
Starlings would hitch the oxen to the sletgh and head
them for the bush, and B illy who couldn't see well
enough to catch the team when they came by would
put out some hay on the trail. Of course the oxen
would never venture off the built up trail and would
stop to enjoy the lunch. Billy would get on the sleigh
and carryon to the bush, get his load and come back,
unload and send the team on home down the lake.
In his later years his most faithful companion was
his dog, "Buddy", a sort of selftrained seeing-eye
dog and a great comfort to Billy. Jake Reimer tells of
the time Billy and his dogs were visiting at the
neighbours and while there, had gone for a drive with
the team and caboose (a covered in sleigh). They
returned horne and Billy came back 10 his shack, only
to discover his dog had not come along with him. Nor
did he turn up the next day or the next. It was about
six days later that Jake was to haul grain for this same
neighbour, so he asked Billy if he would like to come
along, and he did, While there he had brought along
his mouth organ and was playing it for the neighbour's little girl when a dog began to howl. Upon
investigating, they discovered to their amazement
Billy's dog, Buddy, still in the caboose where he had
been left six days before, never complaining until he
heard his master's mouth organ. Buddy was gaunt
and weak but soon recovered.
Billy and Jake were believed to be the first in this
area to have a fence line telephone, which simply is
the top wire of a barb wire fence, between their
houses, a distance of about three quarters of a mile.
Billy also took a course in a form of braille called
"Moon Type", taught by a Mrs. Liggett who stayed
with the Rooneys while teaching him. Jake also tells
how Billy in later years could clear land of brush
mostly on his hands and knees and cleared it of everY
twig so he would not trip over them.
.
Billy sold his land to Jake in 194 I, reserving a
piece of ground to live on by his beloved lake. Re-

John and Hertha Lockhart and Family
hy John L. Lockhart
My mother was the former Hertha (Hattie)
Roske. She was born at Liberal, Kansas, U.S.A. in
1897 and came to the Birch Lake area in 1910 with her
parents Mr, and Mrs. Arthur Roske. She was the
eldest of eleven children though not all were born at
that time. Some of the younger children were born at
Birch Lake, They lived on the south shore of Birch
Lake on the S.E. V, of Sec. 20-51-15, one mile north
of the Birch Lake school house. Her father ran a store
and started the Birch Lake Post Office.
My father, John Lockhart, was born in Scotland
in 1879 and came to Canada with his parents about

John Lockhart wedding. L. - R. John Lockhart, Hattie Lockhart, Laura Perry, Guy Witcher.
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1881. They settled in Balmorai. Manitoba, where my
father grew up. He took up a homestead in the
Milden, Zealandia area of Saskatchewan in 1903. In
1911 he came to the Birch Lake area and setiled south
of where the Pine View School was later built. He
brought two South African Scripts which entilled
him to a half section of land. A South African Script

known as Birkensee Post Office. They also built a
dance hall. had a bali field, boats on the beach and a
camp ground. There were many picnics. spons days
and ball tournaments held here for a few years. The
German-Canadian Club used to have their "barbeque" here and pcople would comc for miles to attend. There were many dances held in the hall. The
hall was burned down at Christmas time in 1937.
The Birch Lake School was built in 1912 and is
still standing. It was well used by the community for
such things as Sunday schooL church services
dances and parties. My mother went to school there
when it was first opened and all of us children got our
education there. When I started school the teacher
was Mr. Knight. an elderly gentleman. Frank Bell. of
BelJ's MilL also taught for a short time. I think he
finished the term of a young lady who Icft in the
spring. She was Doris England, later Mrs, Perry and
lived in Glaslyn.
Before the railroad came, people in the area did
what they had to do to make a living. They raised
what they could to satisfy their needs. Most people
kept some cattle and many milked cows and sold
cream which was picked up by truck in the summer.
In the winter you had to take it to the railway after the
railway was built. When the creamery was opened in
Medstead it was better.
In earlier years many of the people went to the
farming areas in the south for work, especially at
harvest time. In the winter, some found work in the
saw mills, logging camps and tie camps operated by
Frank BelL Ivor Soderberg, Bill Lofts and others.
When the railroad came more people moved in,
buying C.P.R. land. The old timers and the new
settlers started clearing more land and many got into
mixed farming. During the dry years of the '30's
more people moved to the area and it was a busy
place. In comparison to the those years. to me, there
are very few people around now.

was a paper given by the government to veterans of
the Boer War which entitled them to one-quarter

section of vacant Jand in certain areas of
Saskatchewan, perhaps other provinces as well. I
don't know.
My parents were married on January IS, 1914 and
their wedding dance was held in the Birch Lake
School. My mother's bridesmaid was Laura Perry,
later Mrs. Bob Orr. The best man was Guy Witcher.
They lived on the "Script" for a time and were
living there when I was born in October. 1914. Later
they moved to the S. E. V. of Sec. 22-51-15. by a small
lake. (l hear the lake is now referred to as Lockhart
Lake.) This is where my sister. Christina (Teenie).
was born in 1916. They lived here until 192(), when
they moved on to my grandfather's place. Arthur
Roske and his family had moved back to the U.S.A.
ancl the house was vacant. It was closer to schooL
too.
My three brothers were all born here: William, in
1920: David in 1922: and Allan in 1929. William and
David still live in the Birch Lake area. Allan now
lives near Mayfair. My sister lives in Aldergrove.
B.C and 1 live in Powell River. B.C where I've been
Sll1ce.

In 1933 we moved once more, this time to NE V4
18-51-IS. The land was purchased from Watson Guy
and had been Ted Lenton's homestead. He was a
brother of Wilfred Lenton, Sr. We built a new log
house there and it is still standing. William's youngest son, Tracy, lives on the place now.
My mother and father left Birch Lake in the
spring of 1952 and came to Powell River, B.C to
live. Allan was living here, too, at that time and Dave
and his wife moved here with Mom and Dad. My
parents have both passed on now. My father died in
1961 at the age of eighty one and my mother died in
1963, aged sixty-six. David and Allan have both
moved back to Saskatchewan.
The Birch Lake Post Office was run by J W
Gadsby for a number of years. He lived on the S. W.
V4 of 30-S1-15. The post office was moved to the
Birch Lake siding when the railway was built.
My grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Roske,
moved back on the old place at Birch Lake in 1933
with some of the younger members of the family,
Rudy, Dave, Alice and Walter. They built a new
house and started a store and another post office

History of Jacob Loewe!! Family
by W. Isaak
Our parents, Jacob Loewen and Katherine Wiebe
were born in what is now known as the U.S.S.R. It
was shortly after World War I, when mother went to
stay with an aunt in another village, that she met our
father. They were married in 1922. Because of the
disruption caused by revolutionary bands, the Wiebe
family were unsettled and began to look elsewhere
to make their home. Eventually Canada was their
destiny and since mother did not want to be separated
from the large family she cherished, she and father
left in 1923 via Germany for the beautiful unknown
country namely Canada.
They arrived in Manitoba, for a brief stay with
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became almost too hcav~y hut always her faith carried
her through.
The family.' did eventually grow up and go out to
their various vocations in life. Jake continued farming, married in 1951 and settled not far from home.
Their family - Gerald presently of North Battleford, Lorna and Karen arc attending school m
Rosthern.
tv1c!ita taught schooL married Henry Bartel
(1957) and settled in North Battlcford. They have
four daughters.
John, after \-'lurking as a mechanic, continued on
to training at the Provincia! Hospital. He married
(1956) but continued his education. They now live in
Regina where he is an instructor m W.I.A.A.S. They
have three daughters and a son.
Wilma, also pursued a career in psychiatric nursing for a number of years. She married Walter Isaak
(I96() and settled in the Medstead area, where they
farm. Their furnily
Sharon is in nurses training in
Winnipeg. and Janice and Lyndon arc completing
their education at Medstead Central School.
Werner and Hedy both proceeded on to Teachers'
College. Werner married in 1963 but also continued
his ed:lcation. He and his wife, both teachers, live in
S1. Albert, Alberta, they have three sons.
Heely after teaching a few years married in 1965
to a local boy (as elid her sisters) Art Klassen. They
are living on an acreage on the outskirts of Langham.
Her husl)and coml1ll7tes to Saskatoon where he is
employed. They are the parents of two sons.
Peter remained home, married in 1966 and settled
on the home place. They have three small children.
Mother left the farm at this point and is contentedly spending her twilight years in the comforts
of Davidson Manor in North Battleford.

J. Loewen family, 1943. Hedwig, Mr. Loewen, John, Jake,
Melita, Peter, Werner, Wilma and Mrs. Loewen.

friends, and continued on to Hague, Sask .. where
they were employed by a farmer. In 1925, they continued west to Macklin, Sask., where they had purchased a farm of their own. In 1927, their first son.
Jacob (Jr.) was born followed by Melita, John,
Wilma, and Peter.
In the years that followed several families, (including mothers' parents) moved to Northern Sask.
In 1936 our parents loaded their few belongings on
the train ami travelled northeast. spending the night
in North Battleford and then on to a little hamlet
called Bournemouth. Just east of the hamlet they
began the task of making a living. and this was made
more difficult by the many rocks littering the cultivated acres. It was here in a little country school
called Clarksdale, that most of us got our first education. Every day, irregardless of heat or severe cold,
we trudged the mile and one half to school. When the
snow became too deep we used skis. Severe winters
necessitated longer Christmas vacations and therefore less summer holidays. Weekly worship services
in a little log church just north of the hamlet of
Bournemouth encouraged us to keep faith.
As time passed, two children Werner and Hedy
were added to the family, and we almost outgrew our
three-roomed cabin! Once again an exodus from the
community, unsettled our parents also. Mother's parents had in the meantime passed away and so in 1945
our family once more packed their few earthly possessions, this time the move was short and being in
March, it was made by sleigh. Our destiny was the
Peter Grant farm just east of Glenbush. Shortly after
the move, in 1946 our father was suddenly taken by a
heart attack. Mother was left with seven children, the
oldest still a teen-ager. Having no alternatives. she
bravely carried on, coaching her young son in the
various tasks of farming. Many times the burden

Jacob T. Loewen Family
"Jakie" as Jacob and Tina Loewen called their
first-born, had his beginnings on a three-quartersection grain farm ncar Mackl in, Saskatchewan on
the Saskatchewan-Alberta border, in December of
1927.
My parents had migrated from Russia only a few
years earlier and were slowly mastering the English
language, consequently, when 1 started school 1
could only laugh and cry in English. But learning
was fun and soon my younger sister, Melita, wanted
to accompany me to school. One morning she managed to sneak away with me in her nightgown. Fortunately, Father with his Model T Ford caught up to
us before we got to school.
In the meantime the "crash" of 1929 caught up
with us and soon the terrible depression of the '30's
settled over us. People began to move north. Many of
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our relatives had settled around Bournemouth and so
in the spring of' 36 we also moved 'there. This was a
terrible ·'lct-down". At Macklin we had a hip-roof
barn that reached right into the sky and a house that
had a basement. a first floor and an upstairs. Here we
.moved into a little 12 x 20 two-room log shack, with
tiny peek holes for windows and a roof that let the
stars shine in at night. At least the stars \vere the
same.

some relatives, when they came to visit, had to sleep
under the table, because of space.
That first winter our car, a '37 Chevy, stood on
f(JUr blOCKS behind the house. If we could not get a
ride we walked .
I purchased the liHle Ford from Motiler and it
became many things for us. It pulled a two-bottom
plow or a few sections of diamond harrows, a four
and a half-foot oneway or a seven-foot cultivator, a
ten-foot seed drill or a stone wagon.
In 1949 we began to use herbicides, 2-4-D Ester
was our first venture. [n 1947 we began to use fertilizer and in 1949 we had our first good response. This
is also the year Cliff Thoveson helped me build our
first swather, this was a right hand cut. My neighbors
shook their heads that fall, "that stuff will never dry"
but the little six-foot Gleaner-Baldwin combine we
purchased at this time slowly picked up the swath and
put the grain into a little overhead hopper.
In 1954 we purchased the D. D. Erp farm on
which we are still farming.

We had a lot of neighbors at Bourncmouth, a
family on every quarter section. There was a lot of
visiting, but I missed going by car. Our 1926 Chevy
stood on four blocks of wood waiting for a better day.
Ironic as it seems, shortly after the beginning of
World War II our fortune began to turn and our car
got back on its wheels. People began to move to
British Columbia and so more land became available. We needed something more efficient that a
four-horse hitch so in the fall of 1941 Father purchased a 9N Ford tractor on rubber tires. He became
the laughing stock of his peers and I became the envy
of mine. The older people said those tires would be
cut to shreds by the stones, mine said, "What a neat
thing to drive!" I still have that tractor. It brings back
many memones.

In 1955 our SOil. Gerald, came to brighten our
home. Some days later on June 26, Therese and 1
stood before the congregation together with Corny
and Martha Isaac, when Corny and I were ordained
into the ministry. This work has brought it trials but
more important, many blessings and spiritual rewards.
In 1960 a beautiful tiny little sprite, Lorna, joined
our family. In 1962 our lovely youngest daughter,
Karen, completed our family.
Our children all attended school in Glenbush,
then Medstead. Gerald is now apprenticing as auto
body mechanic and Lorna and Karen are taking
grade twelve in Rosthern Junior College.

In 1937 a church was built three-quarters of a mile
north of Bournemouth. It became our Mennonite
Church. I was terribly proud of that building. I was
the caretaker for the huge salary of about seventy five
cents per year.
In 1944 Father purchased the Peter Grant farm
just east of Glenbush where Peter Loewen now lives.
In the spring of '45 we moved in. We hauled all our
belongings with horses and bob sleigh. The day we
moved the cattle Mr. Neufeld came with his team and
bundle rack, we loaded some oat sheaves and then he
led the way, the cattle followed and I made sure they
did not turn back.
Things went well at Glenbush for a while. Then
suddenly on October 6, 1946, Father died of a heartattack. For awhile things were quite hard especially
for Mother. She had seven children, the oldest eighteen and the youngest only four. But time heals
wounds and courage and ambition soon returned.
Mother wanted a better house, one in which she
was boss and not the bedbugs. So in the spring of '48
we began to build and by the time winter arrived we
moved in. The Pete Loewens now call it home.
At about this time at Rev. Janzen's silver wedding
! saw a young lady thattook my fancy. In 1951 I got to
know her better and on October 17th, of that year she,
Therese Siemens, became my bride. I had built a
little 16' x 20' cottage on Mother's farm and this
became our love-nest. We still get teased because

Over the years as we were able and as needed, we
built up our farmyard. !n 1957 we enlarged the little
16 x 20 cottage, it now has four bedrooms and is fully
modern. In the early sixties we built up a well-paying
hog operation. In 1976 we lost it by fire. We would
have lost much more except for the many neighbors
who came to fight the blaze. We did not rebuild, but
did put up a metal quonset, a section of which is
insulated and now houses a fairly modern repair
shop.
In 1962 the need for telephones became more
apparent. I was chosen to help organize and work at
constructing this utility. Together with a few others
we worked many days at this and by Christmas of
1963 we had a one-party line with seventeen or eighteen subscribers. No gossiping on that line' The next
year we added another circuit and also more subscribers. The thing "caught on" and many more
people wanted phones, more thall we were able to
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hold goods, hauled by horses and hayrack, all arrived
in useable condition despite the treacherous road
conditions of early spring. On the day the final trip
was made, the liveslOck also made the journey, with
brother John and John McAuley, a Bourncmouth
neighbor, riding herd.
Dad enjoyed the new farm for only ODe and Orlehalf years. Shortly before eight o'clock on the Sunday morning of October 6, 1946, he made his final
journey. He died of a heart attack. For me, an elevenyear-old, it was a traumatic cxperience - a tremendous lossl
My first day of school at Glenbush remains
firmly entrenched in my mind. I had no sooner made
my appearance than I was compelled to fight with
Walter Harrison. I believe it ended in a draw. This
experience, however, motivated each of us to continue fighting on our way. Walter later joined the
army while I joined the struggle of farming.
Dad and Mother had been ever thankful for the
opportunity of starting a new life in Canada. Dad's
sister, then in Germany, had lost her husband in
Russia. During his last years, Dad had been saving
money in order to pay passage to Canada for her and
her three sons. In 1947, unable to come to Canada
and fearful of remaining in Germany, they chose to
go to Paraguay. Consequently, when Dad passed
away there was a bit of money around that could be
invested. Jake suggested to Mother that it be spent on
either a new car or a new house. Mother, well aware
of what a new car can do for a twenty-year-old, had
no choice but to opt for the house.
So it was that in 1948 we started building. Without Dad to give leadership it was certainly a major
undertaking, requiring concerted effort by the whole
family. When completed, our home was also electrified using an Onan light plant as a power source. It
would start automatically whenever a light switch
was turned on.
Now after buying a threshing machine, another
Ford tractor and a sweep, we were threshing on our
own. 10hn hauled bundles with the one Ford, Jake
spike-pitched and ran the machine, while I was either
helping put some bundles onto the sweep or helping
Jake pitch into the machine. The sweep was loaded
by driving along a row of stooks with the long teeth
sliding along the ground. When loaded, the bundles
were hauled to the machine and dumped. We had to
hurry to keep up. Mother and Melita shoveled the
grain which was hauled home with the Ford. On one
occasion they even managed to push the empty
wagon back to the field. 1 don't remember Werner's
involvement in threshing, but I do recall how when
having to pick rocks, he invariably complained of
suffering from a "rupture". Being younger, he man-

service. Suddenly Sask. le1. saw the potential to
absorb our company. This finally happened.
Over the years we have been involved in many
church and community efforts. These have been
satisfying.and rewarding experiences, far too numerous to record in a community history book.
However, October 17 of 1976, was an outstanding
highlight in our lives when with many friends and
relatives we were able to celebrate our 25th wedding
anniversary in our new church, which had just been
completed. To God be the gloryJ

Peter Loewen Family
On a stormy morning of October, 1935, l, Peter
Loewen, the fifth child of Jacob 1. and Katherine
Loewen, was born in our Macklin farm home. In later
years two more siblings were to join our family.
I was but a few months old when my parents
decided to leave their community and move to an
area where they could build on a more solid foundation. The trees and rocks of Bournemouth helped us
young Loewens to get fit at an early age.
Mother's parents, the Peter A. Wiebes, had
moved there earlier. They spent their last years living
with their youngest son and his family, John P.
Wiebes. Grandmother died in August of 1940;
Grandfather a year later in October of 1941.
In 1941 Dad bought his first tractor, a rubber-tired
Ford. Because he was the first in the area to purchase
one, he got it on a special deal. Payment consisted of
two horses plus some cash. This tractor is still in the
possession of my oldest brother, .lake. At this time,
Mother got a hand-operated washing machine. If
Dad needed a tractor, she insisted, she definitely
needed something better than a scrub-board to do the
family laundry. My youngest sister, Hedy, was soon
to be born.
My schooling started at Clarksdale. Then in the
spring of 1945, when I was in grade three, we moved
to Glenbush where Dad had purchased the
EV,-28-49-14 farm from Mr. Pete Grant. I will never
forget how grateful my parents were, and how impressed by Mr. Grant's integrity. Although Dad had
only a verbal agreement to purchase the farm for
$4500.00, Mr. Grant kept that agreement in spite of
several other substantially higher offers. When Dad
discussed the matter with him, realizing that Mr.
Grant was not obligated to sell to him, Mr. Grant, in
essence, responded, "Keeping my word is more
important to me than getting additional money."
This move to Glenbush was different from the
previous one in that we moved to a farmyard that had
a comparatively nice house, a good barn, and several
good granaries, but what seemed like the longest
driveway in the world. Feed, machinery and house7!5

aged to retain his credibility even though he never
complained about the roughness of riding in the
wagon. Because our second Ford tractor had fluid in
the rear tires, it was put to work pulling heavy loads,
such as the threshing machine. We dubbed it "the
L.A." after Mr. Ivor Soderberg's big L.A. Case.
As Jake got married in the fall of 1951 and John
went to work in British Columbia, it was my responsibility to continue the operation of the family farm in
1952. Due to my inexperience, working with the
unfamiliar power machinery produced many frustrating moments. 1 still remember my first repairjob, the
power lift on a Cockshutt press drill. It seemed so
complicated I
In school I had finished only grade nine but the
idea of continuing my education, while farming, was
out of the question. It wasn't until 1974 that I received my grade twelve diploma by writing Government Equivalency Examinations.
In 1955 I left for the city life, working at the
Saskatchewan Hospital during the summer but going
home to harvest. In 1957 I rented the farm from my
mother and in 1958 I bought the land from her. I had
made my decision to go fanning.
1961 was a dry year. As feed would be scarce,
Henry Werstroh, brother Jake and I went to Green
Lake to make hay. After a three inch rain one night,
we went home rejoicing. But at home it was dry and
dusty, so it was back to the muskeg from which we
managed to haul several thousand bales.
In 1963 I started work on helping construct a rural
telephone system. My main job was climbing poles.
The new poles were good; however, I made several
unintentional descents because of the old rotten ones.
For three years, freeze-up to the end of December
was spent on telephone construction. I usually had a
partner to assist in putting up cross-arms and tying in
the lines. Ernie Klippenstein, Johnny Schulkowsky,
Eddy Zimmerman and Ron Price were a few who
helped in that capacity.
Brother Jake and I were linemen for the first few
years. After his resignation it became my responsibility to look after the maintenance of our rural
telephone company. Jake G. Bargen then became my
assistant for the last few years before Sask-Tel assimilated the company on December 9, 1970.
On July 16, 1966, I married Amy Ens of Waldheim, Saskatchewan. At this time, Mother, who had
lived with me on the farm until then, moved to North
Battleford. She is presently living at Davidson Man-

The next two years were spent out of the classroom, but now a ncw teaching experience, that within the home, was to begin. On October 6, 1973,
Kevin, our first chosen son, was born. He arrived in
our home just nine days later. Having recently
finished complete renovations of the hOllse, '>,ve were
ready for the new little member of the family.
The summer of 1974 will undoubtedly always
stand out as a high point in our lives. For one month
Amy and I visited the countries of Israel, Egypt,
Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Greece, Turkey and Jordan. It
was a most enjoyable as well as educational experience. To see the poverty and hunger in the world
could hardly leave one unchanged. Consequently,
when the Mennonite Central Committee Food Bank
was organized in October of 1976, I accepted the
position of district representative. It has not been as
easy to promote as I had hoped it would be. I suppose
the affluence of our day has clouded our vision of
those in need. We seem to take food for granted.
Shortly after we returned home from our tour of
the Middle East, we were informed that our second
son had been born on July 22. Ryan arrived at our
home on October 3, 1974.
In 1975 I was elected Wheat Pool delegate for
District 16-8, replacing Frank Seidle who had resigned. It was a real challenge considering the calibre
of the former delegate. I really enjoyed the work, the
opportunity of personal input and the wealth of
knowledge gained by these efforts. Basically I had a
two-fold objective. One was to put oreler back into
the marketing of grain and other farm produce, and
the other was to promote the co-operative principles,
which I feel are vital to the betterment of agriculture
and the vitality of the family farm.
Seemingly inevitable changes in the grain handling system have been harsh and controversial. As
Wheat Pool delegate 1 closed down three Wheat Pool
committees, Glenbush, Fairholme and Livelong,
along with their respective elevators, five in total. In
contrast, the December, 1979 opening of a new Pool
elevator at Glaslyn was a happy occasion, indicative
of developing trends and progress. (Official opening
- March, 1980). Another change that has taken
place effective April 1, 1980, is the new
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool boundary map which will
place Rabbit Lake into District 16-8. My involvement in drawing up the new map created in me the
awareness of the amount of effort required in making
changes as well as the constant need for change in an
ever-changing world.
On September 15, 1977, our daughter Stacey was
born into our family. Now, at the age of three, she is
already looking forward to going to school and riding
the bus to Glenbush School as Kevin and Ryan do.

or.

Amy taught grades six to eight in Glenbush one
year. She then taught in Medstead, one year in grade
seven and the following three years in grades seven to
eleven, mainly in the English department.
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My greatest joys and satisfactions have their origin in my immediate family. As history finds its meaning only in the presence of change, I cannot help but
think of the tremendous changes and challenges that
still lie bcl'ore us.

Ben were not around so the outfit had to turn around
and go back for them. After this everyone stayed near
the outfit. Another incident was when then arrived at
the Saskatchewan River Landing about midday. They
stopped for lunch and while everyone was busy the
chickens disappeared. They were unable to proceed
on the journey until evening when the chickens returned. There was no bridge or ferry at that time and
the crossing was made by making the animals swim
across the river pulling the wagon, loaded with belongings and the family. The trip lasted two weeks,
and when the family arrived on the land south of
Glaslyn a log and lumber house was quickly erected.
Trees were partially cut about three feet high then
fallen in line to form a fence to keep the horses and
cow near home.
There were hard times and living was very frugal.
Dael was unable to make the land payments as agreed
to with the municipality, consequently the family
were forced to move. Dad arranged to lease a quarter
section of land from the C.P.R. and in 1935 the
family was moved onto the S.W. "'1-23-48-16ew-3rcl, which is located approximately five miles
south west of Park Bluff School.
Dad and the bigger boys make several trips to
move everything to the new farmstead. There were
no buildings and the first shelter was a sod house.
Mother was expecting the next addition to the family
any day, and therefore had to stay at Mr. and Mrs.
John Froese's while the move took place. On September 23, 1935 Arnold was born with Mrs. Froese
as the midwife. A few days later Dad brought Mom
and baby Arnold home. The sod house served a
shelter until the house from Glaslyn could be dismantled and re-erected on the new land. This house
was part lumber and part log construction.
With the team of horses and walking plow, one
acre of land was broken up the first year. !n 1936 the
cultivated land was increased to two acres, and in
1937 a further five acres were cleared and broken,
still with a walking plow.
Here Frank was born at home on February 14,
1937. Abe, the first to be born in a hospital was born
on June 4, 1938 in the Rabbit Lake Hospital. Anna
was born on September 23, 1939 in Rabbit Lake, also
Edward on July 3 L 1941. Mary, the youngest of the
Loewen family was born on April 25, 1947 in the
Notre Dame Hospital, North Battleforcl. For Mary's
birth Mother was rushed to North Battleford by
Charlie Marshal with his first one ton Ford truck.
During the early years in Saskatchewan the basic
food necessities were home-grown and any additional items were purchased from the John Wilson
Red and White Store in Robinhood with the $8.00
per month relief received from the government.

History of Mr. ami MI'§. Isaac Loewen and
Family
Writtell by Abe Lnewell witb illformation accumulated durillg a family gatherillg 011 December 9.1979.
Isaac Loewen was born in Osler, Saskatchewan
on February 25, 1903. Unknowingly to Isaac at this
time his future wife Anna Fehr was born, also, in
Osler, on July 10, 1904. During these years people of
Mennonite Religion relocated in groups, and as children with their parents, they moved to Wymark,
Saskatchewan, (south of Swift Current) in 1915. Here
both parents fanned, until 1922 when the group relocated to Mexico in the Mennonite settlement at
Choutemoc. Chihuahua.
In 1923 at the age of twenty Isaac married a
neighbor girl. Anna Fehr, who was nineteen. Isaac
and Anna's first home was made near their parents in
the same village. Mr. Loewen's occupation was
school teacher. The requirements for being a teacher
at that time was to study the complete Bible, thoroughly, three times and know reading, writing and
arithmetic. Their first child was a son, John, born on
July 10, 1924. Ben was born on October 10, 1926 and
Isaac on September 4, 1928 - all in Mexico. In June
1929 the Loewens moved back to Wymark,
Saskatchewan where Dad worked as a farm hand in
the neighborhood. Here Henry was born on June 30,
1930, Helen on Frebruary 18, 1932 and Jake on
March 16, 1934.
In June 1934 the Loewen's loaded all their belongings, which consisted of basically, clothing,
cooking utensils, bedding, tools, scanty furniture,
and twelve chickens, into a wooden wheeled covered
wagon drawn by two bay horses, named Fanny and
Queen, one cow was led behind the wagon, and
moved to the Glaslyn district where they purchased a
quarter section of land from the Municipality. This
land was located on Section 17, Township 50, Range
16, West of the 3rd meridian, which is approximately
four and one-half miles south of Glaslyn. The journey from Wymark to Glaslyn was not without incident. At one point John and Ben decided to walk
behind the wagon. As they were following along they
noticed a bush of Saskatoon berries On the roadside.
They stopped to pick and eat the berries which were
so good they did not notice how far ahead the wagon
was. After several miles Dad noticed that John and
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except for threshing time. Fall and harvesting of the
crops in the 40's anc! 50's was always an exciting
time. The nostalgic memories of neighbors working
together in the race to get the crops into the granaries
before the first snow fall is an experience and simple
riches which our modern generation \viH not be eXDc,
ncncing.
The first automobile was a 1927 Star car converted into a truck. The old Star was purchased in 1948
and was replaced in 1950 with a 1949 Vanguard
truck, The experiences with the first car are the most
memorable. It had wooden spoke wheels and often as
we drove along the road. at a speed of at least 25
M.P.H .. a wheel would fall apart. Dad would spend
about one-half hour to an hour putting the wheel
together. then we continued on our way. The wheel
episodes were complimented by the normal problems an automobile has when it is completely worn
out. The Vanguard was purchased as a demonstrator
from Leo Pirot in Medstead. and served very well for
travel and light haUling.
In 1963 our parents sold the family farm to Frank
and moved to North Battleford where they lived for
nine years. In 1972 they moved to the Jubilee Home
in Lloydminster. July 1973 was the celebration of
Mom and Dad's 50th Wedding Anniversary. The
celebration was in North Battleford where relatives.
friends and neighbors gathered to extend their congratulations and wish them the best in the future. Dad
passed away in the Lloydminster Hospital on September 25. 1973 at the age of seventy. For two years
Mother lived in the L10ydminster Auxilliary Hospital
where she passed away on September 22.1975.
Our grandparents and most of our uncles and
aunts remained in Mexico. resulting in Mom and Dad
making four trips to Mexico to visit relatives. The
first trip was make by Mother. and Henry travelling
by Greyhound Bus in 1952, In 1953-54 Mother, Dad,
John. Isaac and Mary visited relatives in Mexico
travelling with a 1953 Ford half ton truck. In 1957-58
Mom. Dad. Jake and Frank journeyed to Mexico
with a 1955 Ford car and in 1966-67 Mom. Dad.
Arnold. Helmay and Ed made the trip with a 1959
Ford car.
The eldest son, John. left home in 1941 to work
for John Wilson. In 1944 he worked for John Leith in
Glamis near Rosetown and continued with vaJious
farm jobs until 1946 when he commenced employment with the C.P.R. as sectionman. This employment took John to variolls Saskatchewan locations
until resigning from the C.P.R, in 1972. After which,
he was employed with various firms such as rural
municipalities. and the Provincial Government as
maintenance man. He presently owns and operates a
taxi cab in North Battleford. John was married on
.~

The Loewen iamily. L. to R., John, Ben, Isaac, Henry, Jake,
Arnold, Frank, Abe and Ed. Second row: Anne, Mrs. Anne
Loewen, Mr. Isaac Loewen and Mary.

Helen Loewen.

There were many times when our parents would not
eat the regular meal until all us children had filled our
tummies. then if there was still food left they would
eat. Everyone pitched in to get the chores done
before and after school, The chores consisted of
feeding and watering the livestock. cleaning barns.
bringing in the firewood. milking cows. hauling
water. etc.
All twelve of us kids received our public school
education in Park Bluff School.
Dad's first attempt at automation was the purchase of a Titan tractor in 1947. It used distillate for
fuel. I'm sure tile old Titan was completely worn out
because Dad spent more time trying to get it to run
than it would have taken to do the work with horses.,
The Titan was replaced with a 15-30 McCormack
Deering tractor purchased from Mr. Mac Rolsotol1 in
1948. This unit worked much better. and although it
required considerable mechanical attention. it was
the start of the replacement of horses for the basic
agricultural power. In 1952 a Farmall H International
tractor was purchased from a farmer in the Lloydminster area. This modern rubber tired unit dealt the
final death blow to working with horses in the fields.
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November 9. 1957 to Marge Domer of Wilkie. They
have three sons, l"Ienry, Richard, and Edwin.
In 1942 Ben left home to work as a farmhand near
Rosetown. In May 1947 Ben started working for the

construction company and service station in Lloydminster. In 1964 he commenced employment as
maintenance man at the Lloydminster HospitaL and
is presently supervisor of the rnaintcnce department

ing there. Jake was married to Velma BradvveU on
April 27, 1961. They have three children, Lori.
Lome, and Dean.
The Sidney Roofing Company in LJoydminster
was Arnold's first job as a iaborcr in 1956 - then,
muintenance operator and in 1979 he resigned to
open up "'The Hair Loft"" (Barber Shop and Hairstyling) in the C!erritorial Place, Co-op Shopping Mall, in
North BattleforcL Arnold married Helmay Kildaw on
June 20, 1959. They have three children, Wendy,

as well as a certified Ambulance Driver and Atten-

Edward, and Lorna.

clant for the LloyJminster Hospital. On November 8,
1949, Ben married Louise Hartel of Rivercourse,
Alberta. Ben and Louise have four daughters, Anna,
Leona, Brenda and Della, and six grandchildren.
Isaac worked for Reg. Marshall in 1943, and in
1944 left home to work as a farm hand for George
Leigh in the Rosetown district. In 1945 he worked for
Tom Wiese of Sovereign, and started work as sectionman for the CP.R. in 1946, at Rivercourse Alberta. Isaac resigned his job with the CPR. in 1965 to
accept employment as maintenance man with the
School Unit in Marsden. In January 1974 Isaac
moved to Uoydminster as Maintenance Supervisor
for the Lloydminster Public School Division, where
he is presently employed. Isaac was married to Beatrice Clark of Lonerock on June .14, 1957., Isaac and
Beatrice have three children, Karen, Larry and
James.
A logging camp near Kelowna, B.C was Henry's first job away from home, in 1947. In May of
1950 Henry started working as a section man for the
CPR. at Northminster. With this job he moved to a

When Frank first left home he got njoh on it farm
at Perdue. Next job was in Lloydminstcr at the Sidney
Roofing Company from 1956 -- 1963. One winter.
while unemployed for a few months, Frank went to
Edmonton and took a six week course in mechanics.
Another time he went to Ocean Falls for a job in a
pulp and paper mill for a few months in winter.
Frank resigned from the Sidney Roofing Company in 1963 to farm in the Park Bluff area. His
parents retired from the farm and went to live in
North BattleforcL Then Frank bought from his father
one quarter of land, some machinery and sonle cattle. He leased five quarters of land from the CPR.,
ami one quarter from his brother Henry.
On July 31, 1964 Frank married Marilyn
McGown of Belbutte.
During the next few years social events such as
card parties and dances were much enjoyed in Park
Bluff SchooL

C.P.R. in Rivercourse, Alberta, as sGctionman. In
1963 he resigned from the C.PR. and worked for a

number of locations in Saskatchewan. was promoted

to first man in 1952 and foreman in 1967. Henry has
worked for several summers as relieving roadmaster
but presently is foreman in Lioydminster. Henry married May Halvorson of Macklin on July 2, 1955.
Henry and May have four children, Isaac, Connie,
Maryann and Harvey. and have one grandson.
Helen started working for W. l Walters at the
store in Robinhood in 1950, Helen married Bill Findlay on October 25,1952 anc! started farming one mile
east of Park Bluff SchooL Bill and Helen have eleven
children, - twins William and Hubert. Fern, twins
Hal and Sandra, Farley, Lee, Eldred, Pearl, Dean and
Nadine. There are two grandchildren. Helen passed
away suddenly, on April 7,1976 and was laid to rest
in the Robinhood Cemetery.
1952 was the year Jake left home to work as
section man for the CP.R. in LJoydminster area. He
was transferred to various centres in Saskatchewan.

In 1963 he resigned to take up employment with the
Seed Cleaning Plant in Edgerton. Alberta. In 1975 he
purchased a farm at Edgerton and is presently farm-

Frank and
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Marilyn Loewen,

November, 1975.

In 1970 Frank and tvlarilyn built a new home quite

different from the old one, changing from wood
stove and heaters, to electric stove and oil furnace.
Later came the telephone, and running water and
sewer.
In 1972 f\1arilynjoineu the vV.L, Frank became a
Pool committee rnembcr and became a Rohinhood

I-ial! Board member.
Then came the first year known that a bad hailstorm ever hit that particular farm. The hailstorm
came in suddenly with wicked wincl which broke
windows in the chicken house. damaged the new
paint job on the house. anel wiped out IOO'1c of the
crop. That \vas a tough year, with no crop insurance at
all.
Another year while the family were all outside
picking weeds out of the lawn. a black twister could
be seen and heard coming towards the yard. The
wind got worse so after experiencing a few wind
storms before everyone rushed into the house just in
time. All that could be seen through the window was
black with lots of noise being heard. When it was
over, everyone saw what was left of a log building.
The roof and top rows of logs were carried away and
laid all through the tops of the maple trees some
distance away. Fortunately the new house a few yards
away was not damaged. nor was the family hurt.
In the fall of 1973 Frank purchased a 48 passenger school bus from Bob Kraft of Medstead. He
contracted the Park Bluff to Robinhood to Medstead
bus route with Marilyn as a substitute driver. Frank
became a member of the Medstead Central School
Board. representing Park Bluff area.
In 1975 Mary Lynn and Becky began taking
piano lessons. and later, also enjoyed singing for
talent nights. church and other social events. Then
Alvin also started piano lessons and began playing
hockey. At the age of nine. Alvin bought his first set
of drums. and after a lot of practice. together with his
mother on the piano. he began 'drumming' for Old
Time Dances in North Battleford and surrounding
area.
Beginning in 1976 Mary Lynn was in 4-H several

Mary Lyn, Becky, Alvin Loewen, December, 1972.

On August 10. 1965 their first daughter Mary
Lynn was born. Then Becky Lea was born on June
29.1967. On Septmeber IS. 1968 a son. Alvin Frank
was born,
After Frank farmed for a few years he purchased
one section of land from the C.P.R. Later he bought
two quarters of land from his brother Henry.
New machinery was accumulated over the. years.
Frank also had about 400 acres of brushing and
breaking done to increase cultivated acreage.
One of many experiences on the farm included a
cow which fell into the well head first while the cows
were being watered by means of a rope. pulley and
bucket. With the help of neighbors she was hoisted
out again. which took time. but she was saved.
Another unusual experience was when Frank was
hauling straw bales from the neighbors with a tractor
and tlat rack. A spark from .the tractor exhaust started
a fire directly behind him on the load of bales. It
spread so fast he rambled the load across the ditch
into a field. then unhitched and drove away the tractor. Only a few of the burning bales tumbled off so the
remaining bales burned and so clid the rack and
wagon. The fire had been stopped from spreading
through the dry ditches into the bush.

years. She took "Let's Entertain". "Two years of
sewing" and "One year in the horse club."
Marilyn was sewing leader in Robinhooc! 4-H for
two years.
Becky also took Sewing for two years. and LightHorse one year, and Al vin took Carpentry one year
and Light-Horse one year.
Other activities over the past years include
swinrnming lessons. skating, curling and dancing.
Though a busy schedule of work and enjoyment.
the family does everything together.
Although Abe was slated to continue working on
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In November. 1928, I married Margaret E1St at
Foxwarren and took a job for Sam Faloon for five

the home farm his destiny was changed by contracting the Rheumatic Fever Virus twice by the age
of seventeen. after which he continued his education
and received his high school diploma from the North
Battlcford Collegiate Institute in 1960. In June or that
year he started working as an office clerk for Macdonalds Consolidated Limited in North Battleford.
In 1964 Abe moved to Colonsay. Saskatchewan as
accountant for the Colonsay Co-operatives and \vas
transferred to Outlook in 1965 as accountant for the
Co-operative therc. In 1966 he was promoted to Office IVlanager and in 1970 to General Manager of the
Riverbend Co-operative in Outlook. In March of
1974 Abe was transferred to Federated Co-operatives
Limited in Saskatoon as Project Supervisor for the
Retail Development Department where he is presently employed. Abe married Marie Beloin of Delmas on June 3. 1961. Abe and Marie have three
children. Sheryl. Daryl and David.
Anna left home and started her first job in 1958 in
the Dominion Cafe in North Battleford. She married
Joe Reinbolt on November 22, 1958 and settled on
the Reinbolt horne farm ten miles north of Cutknife.
where they reside presently. Joe and Anne have six
children. Joanne. Debra. Darrell. Arlen. Lynnal and
Melanie.
Edward worked the family farm until 1964 when
he took up employemt with Master Builders Construction in the North Battleford area. From 1965 to
1967 Ed worked at Finlay's Garage in Cutknife after
which he started employment with Standard Mineral
Waterworks Limited in North Battleford where he is
presently employed. Ed married Eleanor Morgan of
Baldwinton on January 7 .. 1967. Ed and Eleanor
have three children. Darcy. Shelly and Danny.
Mary completed her high school at the North
Battleford Collegiate Institute in 1965 then worked at
Macdonalds Consolidated from 1966 to 1969. Mary
was married to Leonard Desjarlais of Battleford on
April 22. 1967. They moved to Saskaoon where
Leonard completed his journeyman carpenter
course. and in 1971 moved to Regina where they
presently reside. Mary and Leonard have three children. Terry. Tyler. and Trevor.

hundred dol1ars a year on his farm.
In 1929, my wife and I moved to LnGlassc,
Alberta, yvhere \VC intended to take up a homestead.
These plans did not \vork out as the homestead land
was fifty miles from the nearest store or post office. !
rented land for one year and sold oats for seven cents
per bushel and wheat for twenty-nine cents per bushel. and it had to be hauled twenty-one miles with
horses and vvagon to Sexsnlith.
I soon founcll could not make a living with these
low prices so we took a job for a bachelor by the name
of Siamon Baxter. for fifty dollars a month; my wife
did the cooking and housework and I did farm work.
I felt there still must be something better for us
somewhere else.
In 1931 we moved to Glenbush. where I bought a
quarter section of C.PR. land and started farming.
Peter Wiens and I went North and pitched our tent
at thirty-one degrees below zero on frozen ground.
We cut logs all week for my house and his; then!
hewed the logs. and with the help of Pete Schroeder
we built my house on my C.PR. land.
In 1932 Jake Issac and I started breaking land. We
each had three horses. We hooked them together on a
brush breaking plow. We broke ten acres for each that
summer.
In the thirties I took the agency for the International Harvester Company and gasoline sales at
Glenbush, which 1 ran for two years.
At that time the head office amalgamated Glenbush and Medstead and by so doing. the sales office
went to Medstead and Barney Oxley took the business over.
I was also a school trustee for Avery School with
Mr. Gordon and Dick Morris. At that time we had
forty children in a one-room school taught by one
teacher with a salary of five hundred dollars per year.
After I gave up the International dealership. !
spent a couple of summers doing cllstom breaking
ancl threshing with a McCormick Deering IS-3~ tracto ... Later. I rented Harry Shepherd's farm at Sandwith. i rented for a few years and then I purchased it.
and farmed there until 1957.
At that time I moved to North Battleford. I continued to farm at Sandwith but lived in North Battieford.
I left North Battieford in the spring of i 961 and
came to Kelowna, British Columbia, where I retired
at 841 Rose Avenue.
We had three children, two girls and one boy.
Our oldest daughter, Ester. born July 1L 1930,
died in 1964.
Our other daughter, Manda. born February 20,

David and Margaret Loewen
I left Russian Siberia from the town of Slavgerod
in the fall of 1926.
I landed at S1. John. New Brunswick. November
18. 1926. and travelled by train to Swift Current
where I met my relatives. The spring of 1927 I
worked at Blumenhof. Saskatchewan. on a farm for
two months.
In July. 1922. I moved with my parents to Foxwarren, Manitoba.
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1938, is married to Ron Moffatt 'livho farms at Denholm. Thev have four children. Manda is employee!
at the Saskatchewan Hospital at North Bnttleford.
Leonard, born April 19, 1936, is farming on our
home place \!./hich he purchased horn me in 1961.

the morning and I would get up and keep going as \Vc
only had one iviassey 4-'\' tractor to seed w1th. He was
getting sixty cents per hour, \vhich \\'as the going
wage at that time.
in 1967 { purchased a caterpillar and went into
custom brushing and breaking. \Vith only myself
and brother-in-law, Ralph Kennedy, as crev/, "vc
would work twelve-hour shifts. The going \vages

Leonard ami Betty Loewen
We werc married in 1960. We have four children
now. Two girls. Cheryl, born April g. 1964. and
Darla. b()rn~March 28.1966. arc attending Medsteacl
Central School. Two boys. Darcy. born January 2().
1970. and .lason. born February 2. 1973. are attending Glenbush School. Our first child. Darrel. was
bc;rn October 20. 1961. but became ill and passed
away in July, 1964.
in 1961 I purchased three quarters of land from
my dad. and all his machinery. which didn't consist
of verv much. He had one 44 Massey. a Case selfpropelled combine, a disc and a few other essentials
to get started in farming.
~Our house was built in the early 1900's by Mr. H.
Shepherd and we had no power or running water.
I hired Erwin Lehman to work part-time on the
farm after school. He would work till two ()' clock in

\ivcre one dollar per hour.

I also spent one year in road construction but
found out that there vvere too many headaches involved in this, so went back (0 working for farmers.
There were many adventures in the "cat" business. One winter night, while crossing a slough, the
cat went throught the icc into approximately four and
onc-half feet of water. We worked till five o'clock in
the morning to free the cat with the aid of another
crawler. The next day we worked all day to clean
water out of all the compartments. No serious
damage waS done to the caterpillar.
In 1972 ! was elected councillor for division five
in the rural municipality of Round Hill. and have
been in that position since that time.
Many changes have taken place on the farm. The
only original building left standing is the barn. The
others have been replaced with new ones.

Henry Loewen Family

My first step, at trying to be a big farmer eight years old. 1944.

Henrv Loewen married Katherine Dyck on October 17,1940. They lived with his mothe; on the farm
until 1942. when Henry took over the family farm.
From June to October, 1941. Henry served in the
C. O. Camp near Prince Albert.
Thev had four children: Wilmer. Shirley. Robert,
and Di~na. They attendee! Avery and Glenbush
Schools. Their mode of transportation to school progressed from walking to buggy, sleigh and caboose,
to eventually the yellow school bus. Homework was
done by the coal-oil lamp.
They had a small mixed farm and sometimes it
was difficult going. The children worked hard to help
with clearing the land of stones and roots. It seemed

Leonard Loewen,

One generation later, Jason Loewen stands in front of his
Henry Loewen and Cornie Dyck on the Dyck farm, 1942.

father's new (four-wheel·drive) Versatile. 1978.
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He subsequent!y taught schoo! a few years. He married MarilY'n Unger of S\vift Current. They have
three chilJren and are presently directing the \vork of
C.S.S.M. in Quebec and livin!2 neur tvlarw2.
Shirley after high school at Glcnbusl" :,([cncicd
Bethany Bible institute, attended Saskatoon Busi-

ness College, then attended K. 1. A.A. S .. and is now
\vorking as a Registered Nurse at Saskatoon Citv
Hospital.
Rohe!'! after high school at Glenbush, attended
Bethany Bible Institute, then moved to Vineland,
Ontario, where he met and married Ruth Sommer.
They have two Jaughters. Robert works in an assembly plam.
Diana after high school in Saskatoon, attended
Pambrun Bible School, and married Lome Hamm.
They Iive in Saskatoon anel have two children. Lome
works with Boychuk Carpets.

Left to right Mr. and Mrs. Henry Loewen, Diane, Robert,
Shirley, Wilmer, 1957.

as if we lived on a stone pile. In harvest they helped
with stooking and threshing. We were almost selfsufficient for food with a large garden, chickens and
cattle. In summer wc picked wild strawberries and
raspberries, anel these wcre then canned for winter
use.
For a time the muskrats in the nearby lake were
trapped, skinned and their furs sold for added income.
The children enjoyed the out-ot~doors - skiing
off a straw stack, skating on the small lake at the end
of the garden, swimming, etc. One winter, the lake
skating rink became the scene of a weekly hockey
game ~- with friends coming each Sunday after-

The Loewens
(Mrs, Maria Loewen)
In the fall of 1930 we moved from Foxwarrcn,
Manitoba to Glcnbush, Saskatchewan (SE 7-49-14
WJrcl). We came to my cousins, Dave Loewen, who
lived in a small three room log cabin. We moved in
with him. My mother, Mrs. Maria Loewen. my
brothers, Abe, and Henry and myself, Mary. All
winter Abe was busy buying cheap oats hauling it to
the sawmill, and trading in lumber. In spring we built
a house with the help of kind people who lived here
already.

noon.

We enjoyedlifc even though we didn't have electricity. water and sewer systerns. and other modern

conveniences. The family often spent the long winter
evenings playing games around the kitchen table.
A telephone system set up along the fence to the
Thistlethwaites provided needed contact, ancl the
housewives enjoyed long evening visits over the telephone. Also" Butch", the roving cocker spaniel,
carried messages to and from the Thistlethwaites.
We enjoyed having Grandmother Dyek spend the
summers with us.
The church and the school provided the main
social outlets, and we enjoyed these even when it
meant a long sleigh ride to a Christmas concert or,
"building a fire," under the old Chevrolet car to get
it started at 40-50° below Fahrenheit.
In 1966, Henry, Katherine, and Diana, who was
still at horne. sold the farm and moved to Saskatoon.
Henry is no\\' working as a caretaker at the University
of Saskatchewan.
Wilmer after high school at Glenbush, attended
Bethany Bible Institute, attended University of
Saskatchewan in Saskatoon where he got his B.Ed.

Abe, Mary and Henry with Mrs. Marie Loewen.
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Now the day came to rnove In. It was a beautiful,
sunnv. warm day. We loaded the hayrack with furniture 'bedding, s;)me crates with chickens and ducks,
and' we wer~ off to our new two room house. We
woulci make two more rooms upstairs later. MotileI'
staved back to pack dishes, clothing, and odds and
ends ~ whatever was left. Abe drove the hayrack up
to the house, unhitched the horses and went back to
get Mother. while Henry and I unloaded our belongings. We were almost finished unloadll1g when dark
cl;uds formed and the storm started. The rain came
down like I have never seen before. trees uprooted,
and roofs were lifted off buildings. The water was
coming higher and higher in our cellar. The house
creaked, the windows made funny noises, I thought
any minute now the house would come down. Henry
and I prayed, God answered our prayer, spared our
house and us. It was late before Mother and Abe
arrived. They had to clear trees out of the way that
had fallen across the road so they could drive.
Now the hard work began, clearing land. Abe cut
down trees with the axe, Henry and I piled branches
to be burnt later. The trees were used for fire wood in

The Loewen Family, 1975.

freedom and opportunity. For two years I worked on
farms in the Waldheim area, saving my earnings for
the day when I could begin my own farm. In 1928 I
moved to Glenbush along with three families.
At Glenbush, I purc~hasecl a quarter section of
land from the C.P.R. with a twenty-five dollar down
payment and four years before interest and payments
would begin. On this quarter, located two and onehalf miles southeast of Glenbush, I built a small two

winter.

The time came when our money ran out. So it was
decided that I find work and earn some. I was fortunate to find housework at the W. Harrisons for $15 .00
a month. It was a good wage and enough to keep us
all going.
~The~highlioht
of the week was always Sunday
e
.
when we could gO to church, hear the word 01 God,
sing in the choir~ get together with the young people
in the afternoon and play games, or sing and play the
instruments. such as guitars, violins, and even the

room log cabin.

This~cabin was shared with five families and one
bachelor at different times over a period of years as
people came to Glenbush from drought-stricken
southern Saskatchewan. As soon as each family had
purchased land and built a house they moved out.
During this time of insecurity, when most of us had
few possessions. we willingly shared what we had.
Wages for farm work around 1928 were from
seventy- five cents to one dollar per day. This meant a
nine to ten hour day of hard physical work. Carpenters worked for ten cents an hour, but their meals
were provided.
In 1934, I married Anna Klippenstein. My wife
carne to Canada from Russia without her family at
the age of 18. She worked in Winnipeg for a few years
before we got married. Our wedding was the first
wedding in the Glenbush Mennonite Brethren
Church.~and our reception was held in a new house!
had built on my quarter of land.
We farmed for many years at Glenbush and raised
our six children there. We now enjoy a comfortable
retirement in Saskatoon. but we enjoy corning back
to our farm at Glenbush, and we like to meet our
friends from the Glenbush and Medstead area.

mouthorgan,

As ti~e went on wages went down instead of up.
The W. Harrisons moved away and I would have been
without a job if it had not been for the 1. Harrisons
offering me ajob, now wages were $10.00 a month.
A few years later I worked for the Browns also for
$10.00 a month. It was here I learned to take care of
children ~ they had four and the fifth arrived while I
was there. I loved the little ones, it was fun. Now a
young man by the name of Jacob Klassen came along
~ we were married in 1935 and are still living in the
Glenbush area. My brother Abe married Eleanor
Peters and soon moved to British Columbia. Mother
also moved to British Columbia. Henry married Katherine Dyck and fanned the homestead for some
years and then moved to Saskatoon. The land was
then sold to Leonard Harms who is still fanning it.

Melvin Loftus Storv
David D. Loewen

Melvin Loftus built a house on the S. W. V,
23-50-15, just north of the first Guyhirne school.
This house was later sold to Stan Vanhereweigh.

In 1926, at the age of 22, I left my family in
Russia and boarded a ship for Canada, a land of
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When Stan left the Guyhirne district the house was
sold to Gus Carlson.

The community store was owned and operated by
George Bishop.
Two trains a week passed through Cater (every
Tuesday and Wednesday).
Entertainment consisted of dances at the school,
and whist drives during the winter months. In summer the various sports clays put on by the surrounding
~
towns or districts were attended.
The Medstead School District sports day was a
big event. All surrounding schools attended and participated in the sporting events. I recall Cater school,
although very small. won their share of prizes.
We moved from Cater in July 1946 to Prince,
Sask., where Tom became the elevator agent for the
National Grain Company. The children were getting
older and better school facilities were a factor in our
move.
In February 1967. Tom retired from the National
Grain Company, at Wetaskiwin. Alberta and we
moved to Edmonton, Alberta.
Tom passed away in June, 1969.
My daughter. Shirley, graduated from nursing in
Edmonton in 1956. She is presently married and
living in Los Angeles, California.
My son, Harry. is working for Alberta Government Telephones in Edmonton, is married with two
children.

Ray Ludwig Pioneer Agent
On August l, 1973 Mr. Burgess retired after
twenty-two years of service with the Pioneer Grain
Company in Glenbush. As Ray Ludwig had asked
for a transfer at that time, from Baldwinton.
Saskatchewan, he chose to take Glenbush.
We had done quite a lot of moving around. as Ray
was getting started in the grain business. Glenbush
seemed like a place we could settle and stay put for a
few years. We had a family of three and the fourth
one was about to arrive, moving was beginning to be
a hasse!.
Our first day in Glenbush found the district in a
sad upheave!. As we were busy unpacking with many
things strewn all over the yard, a funeral procession
went by. After coming back from the cemetery Mr.
Peter Klippenstein stopped to introduce himself and
to tell us of Tim Klassen's death.
We found the elevator in Glenbush maybe not as
modern as some but Mr. Burgess told us when he first
bought grain here some farmers came with a bag full
at a time. Then the pace increased to a wagon load at
a time. So, even though we're still not completely up
to date we do have tandom trucks and the metric
system has been introduced.
When we came to Glenbush there were two elevator companies operating but the fall of 1978 the
Wheat Pool decided to close its doors. In November
of 1979 Pioneer Grain bought the old Pool and reopened it as a second pioneer in Glenbush.
The community life in Glenbush for our family
centers around the community arena in Medstead.
Our boys, all three have started their first years of
hockey there. Lynn enjoys the figure skating and
both Ray and I get in some curling.
Broomball was a great interest to Ray for a few
years as weI!. Even though the trains don't run as
often as we would like in winter months we manage
to keep busy.

hoI' Lykken
Ivor Lykken homesteaded the N. W. 36-49-16W3, probably around 1914. He left during the' 20's to
farm west of Battleford where he married and settled
clown. In later years they farmed at McKague, Sask.
until he retired. The last we heard. he was living in a
Senior Citizen's home in Tisdale, Sask. and is now in
his nineties. His wife is no longer living.

The John Magnuson Family
by Donald Magnuson
We left Lunds Valley. South Dakota in June. 1930
because of the drought. Our Dad, John Magnuson.
had previously made a trip to Robinhood in response
to a land promotion drive. We moved by train. taking
cattle and four horses with llS. We went to bare land
where we lived in a tent till a frame house was built.
In addition to usual farming our parents incubated
eggs and sold chicks. Dad fixed violins, gun stocks

Lundy
Tom and Gladys Lundy moved to Cater in July,
1941, from Loon Forks, Sask., (near Meadow Lake).
We had two children, Shirley (Aug. 12, 1935) and
Harry (April IS, 1937).
Tom Lundy and Gladys Lanegraff were both
raised in the Prince district near North Battleford. We
married in 1935 and homesteaded at Loon Forks,
Sask., until moving to Cater where Tom became the
elevator agent for the Searle Grain Company.
The children attended Cater school which was
about one and a half miles away.

and made caskets.

We were active in community affairs. Dad was on
the Hall committee, and mother (Myrtle) served on
the school board. I recall one teacher namecl Mr.
Haave. He was from Prince Albert. Saskatchewan.
Our neighbors were the Comptons. Engelbrechls
and Nordgrens.
[ herded cattle a great deal during our last years
there.
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held nightly services in town one summer. They \verc
all scated in the back ro\v singing a hymn. then

Due to the depression we left in October. J035 to

take up farming at Bagley, 1Vlinncsota. i bciic\!e our
land returned to the C. P. R. Our sale \,\,'as W havc been
September 22. but due to a heavy sno'vv stonYl it was

decided to sneak out under the tent and leave vValtcr
Harrison sitting alone singing "Al1e1uliah "!
Sorne of our first neighbors included: Cliff and

cancelled till October Xth.
John lViagnllSOll moved to Bagley, Njilln. thcn to
Barnum, in later vears to live \vith his son Donald
and family. Hc di~cl in 1965 at the age of '67 years.
Mynle l\1agnuson moved to Bagley, wlinn., died in
1945 when 52 years old.
James Philip (older son). lives in Nt"v Brighton.
Minn.
! Donald, moved from Bagley to Duluth Minn.
where! worked in the Kleartlax Rug Cu. until called
to the Army in 1942. 1 served in 'lhlnsportation C01VS
in Australi"a. i \vas discharged in January. 1946.
In 1947 I married Vcra Backstrom of Barnum,
Minnesota where we still reside. We raised:2 daughtcrs~one living at Barnum and the other in Miltona,
Minn.
Over the years I've held the following jobs: drove
school bus, did carpentering and was Assistant Mortician for one employer. I worked on D.M.I.R. Ore
docks in Duluth and during their winter shut-down
was at the Diamond Tool Co. Now for 16 years I have
been heavy equipIllent operator and truck driver for
our Carlton County Highway Department.
My schooling in Canada started in a little school
house, but later was in the COIllmunity Hall which
also served as 11 church.

l'Viabe1 Thoveson, Ernie and Edna Thompson, Jean
and Car! Carlson. Norman and Peg Bigharn, Claribel
Bn)\,vn. Cecil and tvla(jol'ic Newman. Fred and
Natalie SchindeL Walt and Dot Hoge, ancl Harry and
Win Thistlethwaile.

Our son Alvin Kenneth \vas 10 ~/ears old Clnd our
LhuQhter
Vivian Ellen
\vas 9 "/ears
oid \vhcn \,\/c
"
fl10ved to Glenbush. 'They \vere both active in sports
and community activities. Both completed their high
~

school education at Glenbush High. AI went un to
work \vith Sask. HigJ1\vays and then with the C.N.R.
Vivian attended Teachers' College in Saskatoon for a
vear. taught school in the Medstead Unit for two
y'cars, n~arried the !ocal postmistress's son Bob
Brown. They now reside in Watrous, Sask. with their
family.
We left Glcnbush in August 1960. Sold ollr business to Bill and Anne Neufeld, and bought a grocery
business in Naicam, Sask. Alex passed away in Regina in Mav of 1075. the result of a heart attack. 1 now
;eside in Watrous with our AI. next door to Viv and
Bob.

The Mark Family
In May of 192'), Percy Mark and his wife Loli
(Florence) moved to Medstead. Although there were
five children in the i'amily, only the two youngest,
Robert and Helen, moved with them. Jeff and Florence were left behind in North Battleford to continue their schooling, and Donald had already left

Alex Maksuta Family
We arrived in Glenbush on November ll), 1945
from Alticanc, Sask. We moved to Glenbush because
there was no sehuol in Altieane. We bought Jack
Harrison's General Store Business. Sold groceries,
meats, hardware. dry goods, charged radio batteries,
sharpened skates, sold car licenses and gov't inslllc
ance, handled Pool and Pioneer Grain Monies.
The community people gathered together to repair and finish the hall ~ build a curling rink which
burned down and had to be rebuilt. The highlight of
the winter months were the Saturday night socials
which included carel games, dancing and lunch. The
4-H Club was a very active and eclucational project
under the leadership of Marjorie Newman. The Glenbush Hockey team was a source of much entertainment and a good pastime for our young boys. Thanks
to Ernie Thompson. Weekly shows took the
humdrum out of a work week. Lively dances were
held ever\"' two weeks which were a good money
making project for the community as weil as a
healthy form of entertainment.
A funny anecdote which comes to mind is the
time our youngsters visited the Church Tent which

Seated: Percy and Lola Mark, 1975. Left to right: Bob. Helen,
Don, Vera, Murray, Connie, Jeff, Florence, Ray and Carol.
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came in the form of barter. He also lxcarne the loc~d
auctioneer and "Sales" were a big boost to the famit.Y
coffers.
The farnily home \\ii1S moved one block further
north. A bascn1t;;nt v/as dug antl "j large kitchen
added. Shingling starkd to keep out {har cold. but it
\vas a slow process as it took <.1\vhile to save 75c to get
another bundle of shingks and cuntinue the job.
Florence had finished school and \vorked at '-Htrbct's
Genera! Store in Robinhoud. Jdl also spent some
time in Medstc'Kl. He comributed to the family income by! \\lorking for Doc. Cameron. errand boy' for
the drugstore anu peeling raihvay tieS, Bob \-"lurked
part time for Dan Baker at the Beaver LumbeL Helen
had her clients fix finger-\vuvcs. Mrs, Oxiey and
Mrs. Price. It cost ISc each time or 2 for a quarter.
Everyone contributed. everyone pitched in and it
was a happy home. Dad was the town Constable. He
also served on Council vvhen Mcdstead became a
village. Teaming up with Shorty Saunders in 1937,
Percy built and operated a Meat Market vvhich was
close to the original home site. Bob took an active
part in this business which they operated until leaving
Medstead in 1940.
The trek from Mec!stead to Ontario for the family
started with Jeff leaving to work on his uncle's farms.
He subsequently had the opportunity to get a business training at a college in Quebec, Helen \vas
offered this same chance in 1939, and Bob followed
in 1940. The family sold out and moved with him.
Don. who was married. and Flo follo\\'ed in the next
two years.
Percy and Loli Mark celebrated their Silver Wedding Anniversary in Mcdstead in 1935, it \\las a great
occasion~ They were looKing forvvard to the family
all being home for their 65th in December of 197),
but the first break in the family came when Loli
watched her beloved "John Dicfenbaker's 80th
Birthday Party", \vent to bed and was stricken with a
stroke from which she did not recover. She died on
September 26, 1975, Percy did not seem to have the
will to continue 'vvithout his matc. gradually lost
ground until he passed away on November 17, 1978.
Donald, born April 6, 1913 _.- was married to
Connie Martensen ofTurtleforci. They have a son and
daughter, Don ane! Connie live half the year 11l
Qualicum, B.C., and the other half on a farm in
McLaughlin, Alberta.
Florence, was born on November 17,1914 - she
married Ray Sheppard from Rllbinhood. They have
two sons and a daughter. Ray passed away in February, 1978. Flo is a victim of Parkinson 's Disease, but
fllifilled her life by becoming a teacher and teaching
until her retirement in 1976.
Jeff. born August 19, 1916 - married Carol

Percy Mark and Charlie Saunders Meat Market at Medstead,

1938.

Left to right: Gordon Presly, Ed Price, Ray Price, Florence
Mark,ldriving), Helmie Miller, Hazel Truss, Mary Tarbet. Helen
Mark, and Bill (7). The high building in the background was
Mrs. Benoits "Cafe and Rooms' about 1936.

home and v.,.'as working in Turtleford in a hardware
store, he was the ripe old age of 16 at this time.
Percy had been back and forth to Mcdstead since
the fall of 1928, at which time he and Frank Boon had
bought a building and started the first garage which
was across the street from the Bank of Nova Scotia.
The Mark family llloved into an old log hOllse on the
main street bllt shortly moved to their own little home
next to the bank.
Fond memories of this little home incillde that
first winter when Bob and Helen had to sleep on the
kitchen table while Ollr parents hac! to move their bed
in beside llS. The 40- 50 degree below weather was
barely stopped by the 2 x 4's with siding, and cardboard box sheeting. The advertising hardly showed
through the calcimine!
Tragedy struck the family in October that year
when the garage burned down. and Percy had to turn
to other means to support his family. He acquired a
Lawson tractor and Dion threshing machine and travelled extensively during the threshing season - bllt
payment for this was difficult to collect and often
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Maybee from Cameron, Ontario. They have two

daughters and a son. jeff and Carol live in Toronto.
He Cretireci from business in 1975 but keeps very

active in

selJin~

and travelling across Canada at least

'twice each year.

Roben, born August 17, 1920 - married Vera
Slioh from Toronto. They have one son and one
daL~ghter. Bob is in the farm equipment business and
c

car ~ales, and lives in Lindsay, Ontario.

Helen, born May 30, 1923 - married Murray
Knowles from Saskatoon. They have two daughters.
Helen and Murray run an Accounting Practice in
North Vancouver, B.C.

The Marner Story
submitted by Leo Mamer

Mrs. Marner, Mr. Marner, Walter and Helen Marner. Isa and
Leigh Mamer, Marion and Phil Edinger.

We left Humboldt in August of 1932 with all our
personal possessions in a Model T Ford and drove to
Medstead. A box car loaded with our furniture, a
cow and team of horses followed shortly. We had
acquired a quarter of C.P.R. land directly south of
Guyhirne school which had nothing broken on It or
any buildings. We pitched a tent and built alog h?use
aproximately 18' x 30'. We got the poplar logs from
the Knutson Bros. land about two miles from our
place. My mother and father and youngest sister
Martha were the first to arrive. My sister Marion and
brother Walter came later in the fall. Times were
pretty tough as we had no money, except a $10.00 per
month relief allowance. Some of the neighbors were
kind enough
to give us vegetables that first year: also
c
some [eed for the stock.
About the only work available was bush work, so
we went up to Birch Lake siding and took out jackpine cordwood. We got $1.60 per cord loaded on the
car. Later in the spring I teamed up WIth Augle Miller
and trapped muskrats in the Birch Lake area. We got
one hundred thirty that year which we shipped to

Prince Albert. We got 2B¢ each. We also baled straw,
threshed and work';,d in the bush with Joe Randall.
We had a lot of house parties during the winter of
those earlier days. Music was provided by Albert
Knutson and myself, sometimes a song or two by my
sister Marion and 1. A bottle of wine made us sing
much better'
In the spring of 1933 I broke ten acres with the
team and a walking plow. We worked it down and
seeded it the same year. It gave us enough feeel to do
the following winter. About 1934 the Mitchells,
Waughs and George Schmirler Sf. moved onto the
sam; section we were on. They were just as wealthy

as we were but at least we had company in our misery.
In the spring of the year we always went to Fred
Wisner's at Birch Lake to get a load of fish when the
creek started 10 run. They were mostly suckers and a
few jackfish. We canned them and smoked them.
Late;~ Joe Randall, Augie Miller and L tried commercial fishing for whitefish. It was a disaster. It was rhe
only year ;ny commerciai fishing was done on Birch
Lake (about 1938).
Sister Marioo married Phil Edinger in i'.l36 and
moved to a farm in the Battleford district. Phil died in
1974 and Marion still lives in Battleford. Manila
married Fred Gagnon and both are living in Lloydminster at present. Fred and I joined the army in june
1941 and both served overseas. While I was on leave
in Belfast N. Ireland I met Isa Sweeney whom!
married and brought over to Canada. We live in
Langham and have three sons.
Brother Walter passed away in May 1977. He had
been married to Helen Millard. They had two girls

and a boy: Frances. Marian and John.
Our family is grown. Shaun is the youngest at
eiuhteen, Val ~is tv7entv six and is working in Trin-

id~d, West Indies as ~ivil engineer and Leigh the
oldest thirty one, is a machinist in Saskatoon.

Annie and Ole Swenson, Mrs. Val Marner, Leo Marner, Frank
and George Schmirler.
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[\1y mother passed a\vuy in 1<)59 and my father in
1')64. When! think back on tho,,, times in the early
thirties! often \l.'!onder "vhat the pn::scm generation
\Nould do to cope. I'm afraid they would revolt.
Last October we ceiebrateu Augie Miller's 65th
birthday at a gathering of (Jld friends in Saskatoon.
We recalled the time he andl got A!frCLI Miller to take
us to Helene Lake to trap muskrats. He dropped us
oil in the bush and returned to Medsteacl with the
team. This \\'as in March. That night it turned cold. I
would think about -40 degrees. We built two fires and
slept between them to keep from freezing. The next
day. we built a small cabin out of lugs. After we were
settled in we went to ,et our traps but found that
someone had \vinter trapped and there wus no fur to
be had. Now we were faced with the prospect of
returning to Medstead on foot. We decided to go
south through the bush to Birch Lake. as it was a
shorter route than back by Midnight Lake and
Glaslyn. We left long before daylight on our homemade skis ancl after travelling for a couple of hours I
climbed a tal! spruce tree and got another bearing on
Birch Lake. We finally made it to the Lake and had
our lunch of syrup and peanut butter sandwiches
before we went on to our farm. It took us between
eight or nine hours to make the journey of about
thirty miles.
In spite of the hardships we endured I know that I
enjoyed the companionship of those times with all
our neighbors and friends and. I hope they remember
me in the same way.

Walter Mamer and children. Marian. John. Francis.

The Walter Mamer Family
Walter Marner. son of Mary ano Valentine
Marner. was born in Bruno. Saskatchewan. in 1')10.
Helen Millard. daughter of Lillian and Archie
Millard. was born in Angiia, Saskatchewan, near
Rosetown. in 1')22.
Helen served in the Air Force in the Second
World War.
Walter and Helen first met at Pirot's in Cochin.
then Walter worked for Archie Millard on his farm
for a time.
In January. 1')48. Helen and Walter were married.
They had three children: Francis. Mrs. Havel of
Prince Albert: Marian. Mrs. Bill Rempel of Belbutte:
and John. a son who is still single and working in the
construction industry.
When first married they lived with Walter's parents for a short while. They moved about a good deal
throughout the four western provinces due to Walter's
work on the road construction crews. Highway #55
(now #3). between Glaslyn and Spiritwood was one
of many roads on which he worked.
In 1962. while residing in Medstead. Helen died

Helen Marner holding daughter. Francis, Roland Hill, lillian
Hill holding granddaughter. Marian.

suddenly at her home with a heart attack. Walter was
left with three smal! children ages two. ten, and
twelve. A. Y. Haslett employed Walter in Medstead
for some time fol!owing Helen's death. Then Walter
worked at Langham where he met and re-married a
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widow. Mrs. Tillie Schultz. who hau five children of
her own. The family moved to Langham. Tillie died
of a hearl attack in IlJ70.
Walter returneu to Spiritwood. His health had
failed over the years. In !975. he had ODe leg ampulated due to diabetes. He died in 1977.

business h(; sold in 192-1- to Harold I'Aason, thus
getting that gentleman imo an alternate life to farrnmg.

Alfmovcd, then, to North Battleford in J924. For
several years he was dri"vcr for the North Star Oil
Company. About 1940 he took over rnanaging the
North Star Service Station, renaming it the Ivlarsh

Ser'v'ice Station. As such it became successful and
";.,!ide!y known due to his genial personality! and good
business mcrhods.
He retired in North Batt!eford after selling tbe
business to ROll HilL a former employee.

John Manning Story
John ManninQ. Fred Kerr and another bachelor
built a 10£ shack (;n the S. W. y, 23-50-15. just north of
the first ~ Guyhirne school site. This building was
unique as the floor was dug do\vn several feet so you
would not hit your head on the ceiling. You had to
step down on entering the door. They Ii ved here for
only a short time.

Charles James Grant (Jim) Marsh
I was born in 1914 at Sandwith. In !Y11 I started
school at Hyde Park which had an enrollment of six
students. By the end of the year there were only three
of us left. so in 1022 there was nu schoo!. Classes
resumed in 1923 \,,"ith tviiss Tolan as [he teacher.
I was a member of the Sandwith Grain Club
which was organized by Clyde Souie in the 1930's. I
served on the school board for twenty-six years for
Sandwith, Glcnbush, and Medstead. In the 70's! was
a 4-H beef leader for four years.
In 1941 I started working for my uncle, Mr. All'
Marsh. who operated a garage on I02nu Street. I

joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1943. i was
married to Emma Jabush in 1945 and after my discharge from the airforcc

\\iC

started farming on N. VI.

7-48-14-W3rd. where we still live today.
In our family there were five children. Sandra
(Helmeczi) lives at Esterhazy. She is a graduate oftbe
Regina Business College. Gwen (Doig) lives in
Saskatoon. She is a graduate of the Kelsey institute
and has been a Sask. -Tel employee for many years.
LcaAnne (Jacob) lives a Fort Qu'Appelle. She is a
graduate of the Regina School Of Nursing. Karen is a

John Manning and Fred Kerr.

AU Marsh
by Fred Grant

AIL and his brother. Charlie, came from London,
England, to homestead in the Sandwith area in 1906.
They were good examples of "green Englishmen",
as they knew nothing about farming or horses or
oxen. The experiences they had were nearly as funny
for them as for their neighbours.
Anyway, having good dispositions and senses of
humor, plus a lot of determination, made up the
difference.
Alf and his brother, Charlie, batched together for
a few years. One very hot Summer afternoon, young
Jim Shepherd paid them a visit and found them
making a gallon of ice-cream, using pure cream.
Having no method of preserving the ice-cream, the
three fellows kept eating steadily until it was all
gone. By this time they were so chilled that they had
10 light a fire in the kitchen stove to warm up'
Alf married Hilda Snow. They had two children,
both of whom died at early ages.
Alf Marsh operated a small store on his homestead, the S.W 18-48-14, for a few years. This store

The C. J. G. Marsh iamily. L. - R. Craig, Gwen, Emma, Lea
Anne, Jim, Sandra and Karen.
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1980 graduate of the Collci2c of Education from the
Univ~~'sity of Saskatchc\va~l. As for Craig, farming
has always been his n:lain interest and he is farming in
partnership with mc.
There are also six gnmdchildrcn.
For tv.,'entv-one \-'ears our familv \\las active in 4H. Thev wer~ members of the Beer' Club. the Homecraft C·lub. the Gun Club. ami Junior Sportsman.
Thev 'yvere members of the First Sandwith Bro\vnie
Pack and some went on to Girl Guides.
We have lived here nearly all our lives and \VC
hope to be able to continue being among our friends
an~i just being a part or the community.
The Charlie Marsh family. L. and Roland.

Charles alld Elizabeth Marsh
by Margarete Olson
Charles Weslev Marsh with his brother. AIL
came to Canada frc;m Feiixstowe. England. in 1903.
They spent three years working in Manitoba and
returned to England for Christmas and a few months
holidays.
In the spring of 1906 they came back to Canada.
going to North Battlcford. On the 29th of May. 1906.
he filed on the N.W. 18-48-14 W3rd. Alffiled on the
S.w. 18-48-14 W3rd. He built a log house twelve by
fourteen on the N.W. 18 valued at twenty-five dollars. made other improvements and on February 23.
1910. applied for homestead entry.
Mother (Elizabeth Grant) came from Grantownon-Spey. Scotland. with her parents in 1910. They
staved at Mother's sister Marion's place in Toronto.
On'tario. In 1911 she followed her parents and brothers Jim. John. and Peter out West to the Sandwith
district.
Mother and Dad were married on November IS.
1913. Theirs was the first wedding solemnized in the
new Knox Church. North Battlcford. The Reverend

R. Jim, Clifford, Margarete,

Munro was the minister. Peter Grant and Lillian
Raines were the attendants. It was such beautiful
weather they were able to drive to North Battleford
bv horse and buggy.
, They had a f:'~11ilv of four. Jim lives at Sandwith
and far;lls the homc- place, Roland and Margarete
live in North Battleford. and Clifford farms in Meadow Lake.
In 1919 the family moved to the Jack Sandwith
homestead (S.E. 24-48-15 W3rd) which they rented.
Here they operated a store and post office for a
number of years. Their home was a stopping place
for many people. Dad hauled freight from North
Battleford to Glenbush for a few years using horses
and wagon or sleigh.
Lif~ was hard ;;'ith few luxuries. On one occasion
in the winter of 1928 when one of their children took
ill. Mother and Dad drove him to Rabbit Lake in an
open sleigh only to find when they got there. the
doctor had to leave to see his sister as she was ill. so
he was not able to operate. By Friday he was getting
much worse. so he and Mother were put on the train
for North Battleford via Mec1stead and 111rtleford.
The conductor only picked up passengers and express, leaving all freight cars on the route as he
realized this was an emergency. He was in trouble
with the C.N.R. for doing this. When the train arrived in Turtleford. Dr. Ga;rioch was calleel on board
and told Mother her son would never reach North
Battleforc1 alive. Dr. Garrioch took them to the Turtleford Hospital and operated at once.
On November 24. 1924. they moved to the S. W.
18-48-14 W3rc1. which was to be their permanent
home.
In 1930 when the railroad came to Sandwith. Dad
helped haul bridge timbers. When the hamiet of
Sandwith was formed in 1932. Mother and Dad
!lUlled the post office over to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mason. who had moved their store into Sandwith.

Charles and Elizabeth Marsh at their 50th Wedding Anniversary. Brother-in-law Jim Grant is at the right.
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in the wimer of 1<)40, with the help of the family,
logs were cur and sawed at Orange's mill, north of
Be1butte, and a ne\v house was built on the farm.

children, Donak!. Sheila, Keith, and Neil. Clifford
was a 4-H leader for nine years at Sandwith. In 1969
in search of better land, they moved to Meadow Lake
to fanT! and ranch.
A brief account on each of their chiidren follows.
Donald Clifford Marsh, born June 20, 1949, attended school in Sanclwith and Glenbush. He was in
rhe last ciass that graduated from the Glenbush High
School. He was a 4-H member and in 4-H worK for
ten years. Donald was a graduate of the Schoo! .of
Agriculture, University of Saskatchewan in 1970,
and is ranching at Meadow Lake. Donald married
Lois Scansen of Cadillac, Saskatchewan. They have
three children, Kim Julie, now in grade one, Connie
Roseanne and Grant Donald.
Sheila Margaret Marsh was born October 22,
1951 and attended school at Sandwith, Glenbush,
Medstead and Meadow Lake, where she graduated
from Carpenter High SchooL Sheila was a pianD
student of Mrs. McMurphy, and was a 4-H member
for nine years. She is a graduate of Reeves Business
Co liege in North BattlefDrd. Sheila married David
Peel and they now live in Windsor, Ontario. They
have two children, Carrie LeaAnne, and Christine
Jennifer.
Keith Gordon Marsh was bDrn March 16, 1956.
He went to school at Sandwith and tooK grade seven
eluring the final year of the operation of that school.
Keith completed his education in Meadow Lake, and
was a 4-H member and leader for eleven years. He is
now ranching.
Neil Eric John Marsh was born March 5, 1965.
He is in grade nine attending Jonas Samson Junior
High SchoDI in Meadow Lake. He is also in his fifth
year of 4-H membership.

Dad \vas active in many community affairs. He
was on the school boarel, han board chairman for a
number of years, helped manage a ball team and the
May 24th picnic. and curled for many years. He
farmed til! 1971 when ill health forced him to retire,
being unable to drive the tractor. He moved to North
Battleford living with his son until he went to the
nursing home, passing away there on July 7th, 1975.
Mother was postmistress for many years, active
in the Sandwith Homemakers' Club, with home and
family her main interest. She passed away at age
eighty-five, at home, on December 8, 1964.

lVlargarete Olson

Clifford and Rachel Marsh
Clifford Raymond Marsh was born March 2L
1922, during a blil.z(lrCL on the Jack Sand with quarter. The attending midwife was Mrs. Sandy McNabb.
He attended school at Hyde Parie Clifford joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force in 1940 ami served .overseas in EnglancL Sicily, Italy and Austna untIl the
end .of the war in 1945. Afterwards he farmed at
Sandwith, living on the SEV,-Sec-13-48-lS. He married Rachel Parkhouse in 1948, and they have four

Roland Stuart Marsh
I bought the store from Harold Mason on November l, 1945. This was a general store, selling groceries, hardware, dry goods, gas, oi!. etc. The post
office and telephone switchboard were also included
in the same building.
After a few years, more tractors became used and
a delivery truck was bought to deliver gas and diesel
to the farms.
One morning when! came to the store I found the
safe had been taken during the night. As I was payer
for the Pioneer Grain Company there usually was
quite a lot of money in the safe, but it just happened
that the cheques had been deposited and money requisition wasn't due to come in for a few days. This
left about seven hundred doli aI'S in the safe. Some .of
this belonged to the hall and had been put in there for
safekeeping. The safe and the mDney were never
found, although the R.C.M,P. knew who tooK it.

Clifford and Ray Marsh on their wedding day.
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Roland Marsh and Chester Johnson at Marsh's Store, Sandwith, 1949,

As reeve of the R,M, of Round Hill from 1957 to
1969, I met many people and got to know of the many
problems of the ratepayers and the municipality, The
first year of the grid road system was 1957, and the
R, M, contracted four miles north ofWhitkow to John
MacDonald at four thousand dollars per mile for a
total of sixteen thousand dollars, Later on we used
our own machinery to build grid roads, After a few
years the machines were sold, and we contracted out
the building of roads, Later on we sold the patrol and
contracted the road maintenance and snowplowing to
Cliff Spence of Speers,
The grid we built from Rabbit Lake to Whitkow is
now oiled and taken into the provincial highway
system,
On July 1st, 1969, I sold the store and am now
living in North Battleford,

W. J. (Billie) Marron. Dorothy and Mrs. Marron. December 11,
1936.

went back to the U.S. His cultivated acreage "went
back" and he later rented his quarter to Homer Wilson who used it for pasture for quite a few years
before Albert Jones bought it.
Bill Marron never came baCK but his wife and
ciauuhter Dorothv were up to visit the area twice
while he still ow~ecl the homestead.

The Marshal! Family
Jack and Jennie MarshalL and their four children.
Owen, CeciL Ena anel Medclinc, of StrensalL York,
England, sailed for Canada in 1913, on the Virginia
Cu~ard White Star, arriving in Halifax on May 17th.
They travelled as far as North Battleford where

The W. J. Marron Story
W, J "Bill" Marron came from the U.S.A. and
homesteaded the N.WY. section of 14-49-15-W3rd,
in about 1912. In about 1914-15 a school district was
proposed and Bill offered to give a site for the school
on his quarter, however, the site was not suitable and a
site on P.R. section 23 next to his homestead was
chosen but the Marron name was still chosen for the
school.
He was an engineer by trade. Homer Wilson who
homesteaded the quarter to the south helped him
break up the necessary thirty acres required by law to
"prove up" his homestead. It has been said quite
often that the homesteaders acres were very small
acres'
After he proved up his homestead and got title he

L. to R.. CeCil. Ena, Jack, Jennie, Madeline, and Owen Marshall. Proud owners of a new car.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Marshall with daughters, Ena and Madeline
in front of their house, complete with rain barrels.

Jack's brother, Ernie, was living. There was a lot of
building going on, so Jack worked as a carpenter with
his brother for about four years. Then he decided to
buy a homestead in the Hillside district.
Jack built a lumber house, and the family moved
in. A few years later, they moved onto S. W.
36-47-15. with a nice lake on it.
Jack built a larger home on this lane!, as well as
doing his farming, looking after his livestock, and
building schools around the countryside,
The children attended Ware! School, and Sunday
School was taught by May Henley. who later married
Canon Pauls,
The Marshalls looked forward to the church services held in the school, where Jennie would play the
school organ, and Jack looked after the offering,
When Rev. Hines ancl Rev, Harrison would come to
conduct the service. they would stay overnight with
the Marshalls, who enjoyed having them,
They enjoyed the visiting with their neighbours;
the singsongs with Jennie Marshall playing their
piano; the school dances and the Durgan music,
Owen took up a homestead of his own in 1919, his
father built a new house on it, which mysteriously
burnt down before the famil y ever moved in, Then in
1923. Owen suffered heart failure, while swimming
in the lake, and drowned. What a large funeral for;
small district I The neighbours were just wonderful.
The family moved back to North Battleford in
1924, Ena passed away in November, 1935; Jack W
Marshall in March, 1963. and Jennie Marshall in
January, 1971.
Cecil lives in Langley, British Columbia, and
Madeline, now Mrs, Lowling. lives in Vancouver.

1914, L, to R" Mrs, Erickson, Mrs. O'Carroll, Henry Marshman, Raleigh Marshman and O'Carroll children,

Art Marshman homesteaded on S,E, V, of Section R-SO-14, This land is now owned by Jake
Kroeker.
Marjorie attended the Birnamwood School. The
family did not stay long and, according to the school
register, was gone back to the States by 1916, They
moved to Stockton. California.
After the Art Marshmans returned to the United
States a son. Harold. was born to them.
The family returned to Medstead after Raleigh"s
death for a wilile, Marjorie passed away SOOIl al;er,
submitted by E, Casson

The Art Marshman Story
The Marshman family consisting of Grandma
,Marshman, sons Henry, Raleigh. and Art with his
wife and daughter, Marjorie, emigrated from the
United States in 1911.

Taken in front of old Post Office in Medstead. L. to R., Mrs, A.
Marshman, Mrs. H. Short, Mrs. H, Marshman, Alan Short
Marjorie Marshman at back,
'
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Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Martens and six oldest children, Helen,
Judy, Abe, Cornie, John, Walter.

The Abram Martens Family
Abram and Anna Martens, ami their children,
Helen, Abe, Cornie, John, Walter and Anita came to
Glenbush in 1937, to settle on the S.E, 10-49-14W3rd purchased from Mr John Lange, They had
started farming at Manley, but due to the drought,
moved north to Rabbit Lake in 1933, to settle in the
Reserve Lake district. The move to Glcnbush was
prompted by the search for better farmland and also
brought us closer to the church where Father served
as minister. This quarter is now part of the farm
where John and Evelyn live with their three children,
Walter and Rosella Martens and family, also farm in
the Avery district.
For Our parents, 1937 \vas a difficult year. Father
put in the crop at Reserve Lake, and also on the
Lange quarter. Driving back and forth with the
horses, moving the implements, was hard work and
time consuming. During one of Father's absences, a
red measles epidemic broke out and all of us became
very ill. Mother took care of seven sick children and
the ever-present chores, Our dear sister Judith,
whose frail little body could not withstand the measles, died that July, at the age of twelve years,
With the help of friends and neighbors, a new iog
house was built at Glenbush. Being the oldest, I
stayed with Father and cooked for him part of the
time, The night before Mother. my brothers and little
sister were to come, we moved the furniture out onto
the varnished floor made of narrow boards. There
was a double window facing south for the hOllse
plants, and we thought the house was quite grand,
even though it wasn't finished.
That fall we started school at Avery, Mr Fish was
our teacher. There was a high enrollment in the elementary grades and sometimes students taking
grades nine and ten by correspondence. The teacher
was kept very busy instructing all subjects in all
grades, and supervising the activities of all the

Mrs. Art Marshman and son, Harold,

Marjorie Marshman and husband, The Lees.
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youngsters. There v/cre never enough textbooks 't\)
go around, so lessons had to be prepared and eXercises put on [he blackboard before nine o'clock.
After school, many long hours \A/ere spent correcting
books and planning for the next day. On the whole,
the students were very co-operative, learning to
study and research fur themselves. The older students sometimes helped to teach the younger ones,
and also during recesses eVeryone joined in the
games, outdoors \vhencver possible. Softball \vas the
favorite, but any other games \vere enjoyed by children of all ages: pom pom pull away, llying Dutchman, pick up sticks, drop the handkerchief, kick the
can, last couple out, only to name a fc\v.
The Mcdstead sports day was a highlight in
spring. A great deal of planning and practice preceded the event, our own mini~ olympics. In December, the annllal Chirstmas concert was greatly
enjoyed by the students and teacher, who put it on in
spite of the tense moments, and also by the people
who came to see it, often driving for miles on a frosty
winter's night.
Everyone in the family helped in the house and
with the chores, in the garden and with the farm
work. In summer we spent what seemed a lot of time
hoeing the potatoes and turnips which were cut up on
winter evenings to feed the cows. Picking Saskatoons was a I;;ore pleasurable pastime. Sometimes
Mother would go out into the woods, taking the
younger children with her. She always returned with
a bucket full of berries and a bouquet of wild flowers
besides.
In 1947, Father purchased the N.W. 10-49-14W3rd from the estate of Mrs. L. S. Sasseen. Consequently, another farmstead was built near the south
end of Gordon's lake ancl the family which now
included Hertha, Henry and Peter, living here until
1948. At this time Father rented Theodore Klassen's
farm at Rabbit Lake, and the boys started farming m
Glenbush.
In 1952 Abe and Cornie remained on the Klassen
farm ane! our parents moved back to Glenbush where
they residee! until their retirement to Saskatoon in
1960. Here Henry ane! Peter completed their education. Many friends and relatives went in and out of
their house on First Street East. Henry passed away
in June, 1974. After eighteen years in Sakatoon, our
parents built a house in Rabbit Lake, near the hospital, on the edge of town. Here Father died on May 15,
1979, at the age of seventy-nine years. Mother lives
in her house. close to her sons, Abe and Margaret
Martens, Cornie and Marlene Martens and their families.
Anita and Art Froese who have three children
farm near Hanley, Hertha and Ervin Friesen also have

a familv of three and live near Laird, Peter and Terry
and th~ir baby daughter make their home in North
Battleford. S,~m an:! Helen Bergen farmed at Luseland for ten years, and then at Lacombe, Alberta.
Thev h~rv'e three sons and three daughters. The
you~gcst son \Vilfreu is still at horne \vith them in
Naramnta, British Columbia.
Submitted by"' Helen Bergen

Histo!"v of the Walter Martens .i<amHy
In 1960 Walter and John purchased their father's
farm, previous to this they had been renting his land.
In 1968 Walter purchased the Jake Bargen "luarter
(SW 17-49-14-W3rd), and set up a yard of his own.
While he was visiting Farm Credit Corporation, he
met me (I Vias a secretary in the adjacent office).
Anvviav we enjoved each others company and
thought- a perm,;nent partnership was a good idea.
We were married on November B, 1969.
The first winter was spent in North Bartleford.
Walter took the position of interim pastor in the
General Conference Church, and I continued working at the Department of Highways. These were very
enjoyable months for us. However, the warmer the
sun shone, and the more the snow melted: the more
Walter paced and looked out the window. There was
no question as to where our future would be ~ on the

farm.
In March we loaded our half ton and moved onto
the farm. The hOllse was in poor repair. anel quite
drab so it was most fortunate thar I was able to work at
the Medstead Unit Office. Not only was my work
verv enjovable, but it also provided an escape from
the 'fall i-ng mud plaster and the mice that had decided
to share our home.

Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Martens.
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caught up \vith the idea of bigger and beHer. because
he tipped the scales at 10 ibs. 4 oz. With a boy that
siZe t::ntering OLlr home it seemed a good time to push
out some logs and add a good-sized piece to the
house. We now enjoy another bedroom and hair bath,
as \vell as a family room.
Church life plays a vital role in our family's life,
and \\'e seek to ernphasize its importance.
School also has opened a nev./ dimension for our

family. It has also given us a new appreciation for our
community and the many people who seek to make it
a pleasant, meaningful place to live.
Walter sums up our family's history in a poem.
In '60 I began farming,
With a few cattle and some land,
Then went to Farm Credit
So I could expand
Now going down to that office
Just changed my whole life.

That pleasant young secretary
Became my good wife.
The house we moved into
Was a bit run-down and olel,
In summer the roof leaked,
And in winter 'twas cold.

Walter and Rosella Martens, Charlotte, Theodore, Valerie,
Myron.

The walls were a bit dreary
Pink plaster and green,
Soon all was forgotten
Charlotte arrived on the scene.

In December, 1970, I took up homemaking fulltime. Just before Christmas our house lost a great
deal of its drabness - we placed a little cradle in the
living room. and a beautiful daughter. Charlotte.
hrightened our home.
That spr'mg Ted Jesse moved omo our yard with
his backhoe. A tap with cold running water was a
luxury indeed.
The following spring, 1972, more personality
was added to our home, Theodore arrived. Lucky for
l11e he was a fairly contented little fellow. The round
of diapers was enelless. By this time we had had more
luxuries added: hot and cold running water. tlush
toilet and clothes dryer. My brother graciously re-

She moved from her cradle
Before she was thru,
Because Theo by now
Had made his debut.
Our Valerie was born
In the late busy fall.
She cried and she fussed
And objected to all.

And Myron was bigger.
This one thing we knew
We would be too crowded
The house we'll make bigger too.

paired a used automatic washer for us. and Walter

We're proud of our land,
And this way of life we hold dear.
May we not take this for granted
As long as we're here.

replaced floors and windows in our house. We con-

tinued buying pancHing and ceiling tiles. and our log
shack was getting to be rather cosy.
In 1974 Valerie came on the scene. She arrived in
September anci somehow seemed to object to the
business and pressures of this season. A year and a
half later she decided to discover for herself what
could make her father's life so hectic. so she took a
walk in the direction that her father always went. It
ended in meeting a neighbor instead.
Over the years things kept on improving. In February, 1977, Myron arrived, He must have been

The cracks in the plaster,
And the holes from the mice,
Are now filled with memories,
And most of them nice.

History of John Martens Family
My parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Martens, and
four of mother's sisters, ancl Grandmother came to
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John, Helen, Abe, Walter, Cornie, Anita, Hertha, Henry, Mr.
and Mrs. Martens and Peter, 1946.

John and Evelyn Martens and children, Sylvan, Darlene,
Sharon.

Canada from the Ukraine in 1927 and purchased a
small farm in the Hanley district. This is where three
boys were added to the family. My birth certificate
only gives a land description. We stayed here until
1933. The drought and a series of crop failures caused
us to move north to the Rabbit Lake district. We
settled on a quarter section that is now part of the
Reserve Lake Grazing Co-op. To add to the hardships, twelve year old sister Judith passed away during thi~ time. Here again, the land was not suitable
for farming, so the next move \-vas to Glcnbush. Dad
had purchased a quarter of land from Mr John Lange. There was a little log harn on it and another small
shack that we still have on our present farm. A log
house was built here and we lived here from
1937-1947.
Our school was three miles away and the trips to
and from school bring back some memories. In winter our school bus was a one horse sleigh drawn by a
horse named '"Fan" (I'm a bit suspicious v./h)' the
previous owner gave her that name ~). She was a
spirited horse. One evening when we were just gliding along she started running too fast, before we
knew it we were going at a full gallop. Ahead were
two gates we usually had to open, but we sailed
through both of them. When we got to a field we
turned the horse into some deep sno\.-v and were able
to slow down. We went back to the gates to repair
them and were home at the usual time. too. The
broken runner on the sleigh had to be accounted for.
In summer we would walk to schooL the further
down the road we went the more company we got, so
these were usually pleasant walks,

Seeing we were a large family of three girls and
six boys we needed very little company to make a ball
team. We also enjoy'ed some good ski slopes near this
farmyard. I think the main drawback was no water.
The cattle and horses had to be driven to a spring one
mile Cl\Vay. Drinking water was hauled or carried
from the Henry Micheals.
We moved to our present location NW-IO-4'J-14
ill 1947. Here we were closer to schooL church. and
town. There \.-vas also a good \vater supply with
Gordon's Lake just across the road. \Ve enjoyed
many schooL church, and family picnics around the
lake until it flooded its sandy shores.
The first resident of this locution wns Mr. David
Sasseen who took a homestead here in 1907. He
carne to Glenbush with his wife ancl two children in
lS}(H). We only got to kno"v Mrs. Sasseen.
My parents farmed here until 1960 when they
retired to Saskatoon. Walter and I bought the horne
farm anu got a little experience batching for one year.
My brothers Henry and Peter went with the folks to
continue their cduciltion. Our family! experienced a
deep sellse of loss when Henrv died of cancer in 1974
at the age of 31. lVly three sisters were teachers and
married farmers. At present Helen and Sam Bergen
live at Naramata, B.C., Anita anu Art Froese, Hanley: Hertha and Ervin Friesen, Laird: Abe and Margaret (Neufeld) Martens, and Cornie and Marlene
(Heinrichs) Martens. farm at Rabbit Lake: Walter
and Rosella (Klassen) f\1artcns farm at Glenbush,
and Pekr and Terry {Innis) f\ lartens live in North
Battleford.
In the spring of 197B Dad and fvlom maue one
l
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more move back to Rahbit Lake. They hardly got
settled in their nc\'v' home \\/})en Dad died uf cancer in
May of 1079. Mom is still there.
Evelyn Remre! and i \-vere married in !1)61.
f"lome to her v/as a farm, one and one-quarter miles
cast or the "town or Glenbush. She and hcr tvvin
bruther Jake were the )"olmgest in a family of fi've
boys and three girls. Her schooling was received in
the same school that ourchi!drcil have in more recent
years also attended. \Ve arc presently living on my
h()111e farm ,"vith our three children. Sylvan, at l7, is
attending Rosthern Junior College for grade 12.
Darlene. 13. is attending iVledstead Central Schoo!.
Sharon. 9. is attending Gicnbush where Grades I-I>
are tauf:ht.
We enjoy thc rural life. Our neighbors have always been much appreciated. Many changes have
taken place even in the few years that we have been
farming. The mouernization of the homes and farms
is very convenient but for some reason, we seem to
need more hours of work to make a living as years go
by.

one. in fviarc:h of i952 VIC returned to Gknbush,
During the next seven years I attended the (then)
"nev.,'" Avery School.
In 1957 our country school was closed and \VC
began to attend school in the town of G1enbush, rviy
late brother. Henry. was then in grade ten and I '.vas in
grade eight. Jack (John) Klassen's boys were just
beginning school at this time. ML Julius Klassen's
old Queenie took us to school daily in our buggy.
Queen \vas not a race horse, hut if she felt challenged
she could move at a fairly.' good clip (this \\'as ~lgainst
the owner's orders, she was not to come home
sweaty. )
In 1960 my mother and father retired to live in
Saskatoon. Henry and I \-vent to school in Rosthern at
the Junior College.
After several .years of working,
,
and studying. I obtainec1 my teaching certificate. In
the fall of 1969. I began teaching in the Medstead
School where I stayed for two years.
In February of 1973. I received a call from the
Department of Indian Affairs - they needed a
teacher/principal for a school at Canoe Lake, I was to
teach twenty-nine students who hac1n't been in school
since the previous November. With apprehension. I
accepted the position. consoling myself that anything was bearable for five months. I thoroughly
enjoyed the students. the native community and the
North in general. In late May. a small plane landed on

Peter and Ten'), Martens
I was born in Rabbit Lake in the winter of 1944.
At this time my parents were living in the Glenbush
area. Several years later we moved to Rabbit Lake. 1
attended sch(;ol in Rabbit Lake for most of grade

Mr. A. A. Martens. his sister, Mrs. Tessman, Mrs. A. Martens,
and Peter. 1951.

Terry, Peter and Gabrielle Martens, 1979.
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the lake and brought the school superintendent to our
school. He wanted to know if! wished to continue for

srores, the rink, the haJi and many of the pioneers
who supported them.

the following year. I was uncertain of what to do so
decided to resign as principal but stay on as a teacher.
This is when and where I met my wife, Terry. We
both enjoyed the North and the outdoors. We were
married in Halifax, Nova Scotia in the summer of
1974. We returned to teach in Canoe Lake for another

Richard Martin'5 History
Richard G. Nlartin carne to the 8dbuttc ciistrict in
1035 \vorklng for Jack North, Junior, and later for
Cklriie Holman. In this area he met Nellie Heyden
and in 1939 they were married.
Their first home was on Charlie Holman's ianll.
In 1940 while they were at a picnic at Carrollton their
home burnt to the ground. They then lived in a
granary for a couple of years. In 1941 they had the
misfortune of losing their first child, a daughter,
Donna. Then they moved to the Turnbull place where
they were bestowed with their first son, a girl, and
another boy.
In 1946 they bought a farm formerly owned by
the Henke family. On this farm they were bestowed
with two more boys, making a family of five children. Here they did mixed farming and Dick operc
ated the municipal grader part time.
In 1956 they moved to the village of Medstead
where they bought a store from Harry Hallis and
operated it until July I, 1963, retiring due to ill
health. In September, 1963, Nellie passed away in the
University Hospital.
Theiroldestchild, Don, born January 17, 1943, is
now married and has two children and is residing in
Calgary. Alberta. He is a sergeant in the R.C.M.P.
Fern, their only daughter, born August 16, 1944,
is married to lake Kroeker. With three children, they
are now farming in the Daylight District.
Terry, the third child, born January 13. 1945, is
now married with three boys and lives in Sicamous,
British Columbia. He is a miner.
Lome, born February 13, 1946, lives in Kamloops, B. C. and works in a plywood mill running a
lathe.

year. We met some wonderful friends during our time
at Canoe Lake and frequently share our Northern
memories with them.
After our second year at Canoe we became restless and applied to teach in the N.W.T We received
positions at Clyde River, N.W.T for the 1974-75
school year. Clyde River is a small Inuit community
on Baffin Island, 7()' North. We had scheduled
Nordair nights weekly, however, the weather was so
unpredictable that frequently we would not see a
plane or the mail for two to three weeks.
We wanted to come back closer to civilization, so
we ended up at Frog Lake, Alberta. We stayed here
two years and once again acquired some wonderful
friends (as well as others I).
Finally we thought we should turn to a more
sedentary form of life. I accepted the principalship of
the Glenbush School in the fall of 1979. We had
purchased a house in North Battleford and I batched"
in the "Elias" house in Glenbush. An oil stove, wood
range and outdoor biffy made me feel right at home.
The winter was extremely cold. Terry frequently
came out during the week and baked, cooked ancl
cleaned for me. On February 3, 1979, a lovely little
baby girl became a part of our family. Terry had been
out to visit me and we drove to North Battlerord after
school. Terry scrubbed and baked as we were to have
company for the week-end. Early Saturday morning
she woke me and told me she was feeling "differently" and inquired if I had plugged in a vehicle. I
jumped out of bed and hastily dressed and plugged in
the truck. An hour later we were off to the Union
Hospital for a new adventure. At 6 p.m. our little
daughter, Gabrielle Dawn, was ushered into this
world.
Ten weeks later, our ten month old Dalmatian felt
she had to pull the same stunt. I was thankful I had
been through this business before.
Presently, Terry is keeping house and looking
after our daughter and dog in North Battleford. ! am
still teaching in Glenbush.
Glenbush is a far cry from what it was in my
boyhood days. We were equal to any community in
the district, however time has brought many
changes, most of which have been to the detriment of
Glenbush. However, there are many staunch loyalists
who help to keep Glenbush alive. Gone are the

The Martin children, 1956. Lorne, Terry, Fern, Don and Brian.
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he graduated from grade twelve. When in grade nine
his parents sold the farm and moved into Mcdstead

thus eliminating Don's daily busing into school.
While in Medstead Don's mother worked for Hallis
and Adler. and eventually ended up owning and running the store. After graduation Don worked for his
parents at the General Store, but only! for a short
period of time before moving to Regina to work for
Ncw Holland Machine Company and Shcrwood Coop.
On September 5. 1962. he joined the R.C.M.P.
and was stationed at "N" Division Rockcliffe, Ontario, where he underwent basic training. At completion of training he was posted temporarily on loan
from British Columbia to the Headquarters Division.
On October 2S, 1963, he moved to Vancouver, being
posted at Vancouver Town Station. On September 5,
1964. he was posted to North Vancouver Detachment.

Approximately three years later. on January 3,
1967, he was posted to Fort St. John Detachment.
Things must have been rough for Don up there because eighteen days later on January 21. 1967. he was
married to Norma Joan Macdonald (born October 18,
1941) in North Vancouver. Norma is a Registered
Nurse originally from Eyebrow. Saskatchewan and
she was employed in Fort St. John at the local hospital.
On May 30. 1968, Don and Norma were on their
way to Headquarters Ottawa (Adjutants Branch).
Don changed duties in 1969 going_to the Staffing anel
Personnel Branch.
! 969 was an importam year for Don and his wife
as their first child. Quinn Richard Bruce Martin was
born on September 24. And then a mere two years
later on June 24. 1971. a daughter. Kayanne Macdonald Martin was born.
Don and his family were posted to Winnipeg on
August 2(), 1974, and this is where Quinn started
kindergarten.
On"October L 1975, the Martin family was on the
move again but this time to Fredericton, New
Brunswi~k where he was Staffing and Personnel Interviewer and Staffing and Personnel NCO. Quinn
was now in grade on~ ancl Kayanne started kindelc
garten the next year.
Now the Martins are in the west again. here in
Calgary as of August 25. 1979. Don is now a Staffing
and Personnel NCO Interviewer for the Alberta
South Region. Norma is a housewife. utilizing her
nursing o~ her two children and husband. Quinn is in
orade five now and Kayanne in "grade three,
c

Richard and Nellie Martin, 1938.

Brian. their youngest child. born March 13.
1952. is married and has one child and is now living
in Kamloops. B.C. He works in the Kamloops pulp
mill.
In ApriL 1966. Richard Martin remarried to
Alma Lange. In the spring of 1972 they moved to
Scott. Sas'katchewan. then moved to North Battleford in the fall of the same year. where they still
reside.

Don Martin Story
January 17. 1943. Don Richard Martin was born
at the Rabbit Lake Hospital. His first home was on
the "Turnbull Place" between Cater and Belbutte. At
about four years of age Don moved to his second
home when his parents purchased the Hankey farm
across from the Carrollton School. Don started Carrollton School at the age of five where he attended
until grade seven when the school was closed. Education was continued at the Medstead School where

Melvin G. Martin Story
We came to Medstead in July 1959.
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i worked with the Medstcml School Unit as the
Superintendent of Schools from July \9)9 to July
1972 - 13 years.
We were residents in ivkdstcad from July llJSY to
July 1962 when we moved to North Battleford. I
continued to serve the IVkdstcad Area for the next 10
years. finany becoming Superintendent of the North
Battleford School Unit.
Family: Wife - Irene
Children ....- Hugh - born in Sept. of 1948,
attending University in Saskatoon: Beryl - born in
April 1951- married and living in Calgary - married name is Fisher -- one child named David: Gwen
- attending Business School in Saskatoon - born
in November 1961.
Recollections of: Harrisons - Jack and his Mother: we lived in Jack's house for three years.
Bovairs, Fondas, Shorts, Me M 1I rphys,
Grahams, Thompsons,

I think the idea of a historv book is so v~ry
interesting. in fact it's a famusti~ idea. I have OftC~1
thought of a trip back, hut have never made it. At
present I am living in Burnaby', I had rive children,
four of whom are married, and they have four grandchildren. I turned out to be a shoe saleswoman,
having my o\,vn business in 1959. Then circum··
stances made me rnove to Burnaby, and r clerk in a
Bay store here.
Tv,'o years ago, my farher passed away at the age
of 8]. My mother is well and still lives in Kclowna.
Carllivcs close to Kciowna, also. Most of my broth·
ers and sisters live in B.C. now. They are all doing
well. When Daddy passed away, very suddenly, with
a stroke, there \verc 413 grandchildren and 12 greatgrandchildren.

Harold ami Elsie Mason
hy Elsie May (price) Dulley
My grandparents, Henry William Price, born
January, lB68, and Sarah Ann (Cox), born June II,
1867, came from Kilburn, London, England to
homestead at Hillside, Saskatchewan with their two
sons, Frederick Henry Price and Henry George Price
(Dick), having laid to rest a three-year-old daughter,
LOllisa May Price in England. Edgar and LOllisa
(sister to Sarah Ann) Carr and their son, Arthur, also
came to homestead at Hillside, possible date 1911.
World War I came in 1914, and Henry George,
then a young man, joined the Saskatoon Light Infantry, as a soldier was sent to France and was wounded.
He was sent to London, England, for treatment and
having known my mother, Elsie Fussey, in childhood
and teens, wrote a note, for old-times sake, to sec if
she would like to visit him at the hospital.
New friendship was established and wedding
plans began. With six months sick leave, they were
married and by the time my father went back to

The Conrad Martz Family
hy Dorotllea Jeske (nee Martz)
Me and Mrs. Conrad Martz moved from Regina
in the year 1933, (in the fall), with six children, Carl,
Ernest, Dorothea and Lily (the twins), Hilda and
Lydia. On the homestead the family increased by
three more, John, Heady and Rebecca. Now we were
a family of nine.
Me Martz was a very kind-hearted man who had
his home open to anyone and everyone. We took in
working men for a night's lodging while they were on
their way to the reserve getting firewood.
As they lived close to the school, they were given
the job of caretakers. In the year of 1943, in the
spring, they left for sunny Alberta.

France, I was expected.
I, Elsie May (Price) Dulley, was born July I, 1918

Conrad Martz family. Back L to R., Ernest, Lily, Carl, Dorothy.
Second row: Hilda. Third row: Lydia, Conrad, Johnny, Mrs.
Martz. Front: Becky and Hedy.

House in Motion. Moving to Sandwith in 1933, pulled by '18
horses.
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this store, for \vhich a small bedroom was fcmoddlcJ to accommodate it. Later a separate build-

ing \vas built.
Ahout 192B, the railroad line \vas put through
frorn North Battkf(wcl to Gknbush with a siding at
SamJ\'iith. a spot aboU't tViO and one-half miles east of
OLlr homestead. Along v/ith this came the building of
a grain elevator.
My.' parents had to make a big decision in which
to give up the farm and move to the siding, vvhich
they did. Evcryth~ng \vas ll1nved. it \vas a great
event. Phillip Kunl. and Frank Shepherd engineered
the moving the buildings across country, up and
down dale.
This hamlet acquired severa! businesses and residents. A blacksmith shop. a Chinese restaurant,a
grain elevator, the post office was included in the
store, a butcher shop, c! garage and another store.
With the depression, some of these businesses
closed.
After the trains \vert running regularly, one evening a train wreck occurred and we had pigs running
all over the country as they escaped.
Except for dances in the schoolhouses. entertainment \vas very iimitecL so a group decided to put on
plays and usc the proceeds to start to budd a community hall - hence the Live Wire Club, and the
start of a hall.
Two years of my teen !ife Vlere spent in North
Battleford where I attended the North Battleforcl Collegiate. On returning, I worked with my parents in
their new store until I was twenty-one. Then! attended Robertson's Secretarial School in Saskatoon,
In 1941 the Co-op Creamery in North Battleford
took me in their employ and in 1942 I married an
R.A,F airman, Frederick George Dulley, from
Golders Green, London, England. (Golders Green is
not far from Kilburn, where I was born).
After one and one-half years my husband was
drafted back to England, and 1. now expecting our
first child, went to stay with my parents in Sandwith,
where I presented them with a grandson, Derek
George Duliey, August 29, 1944.
My parents felt the time hud come to make a
move, the winters being severe for my mother's arthritis. In 1945 Roland Marsh purchased the store and
hOllse from my folks and they moved to North Vancouver in November, 1945. I moved with [hem,
going later in May, 1946, to England with Derek, our
son, to be with my husband. Here we stayed for nine
months, returning to North Vancouver and moving to
Victoria in 1947. A daughter, Wendy May, was bom
to us April 27, 1948, in Victllria.
In 1952 we moved baek to North Vancouver,
\vhere "ve stili are, now retired.

Elsie Mason and her daughter, May, with her teddy bear.

in Kilburn, London, England whilst my father was at
the war. He was killed in action September 3, 1918
and buried at Ypres, Belgium.
After a year my mother felt she would like to visit
my father's parents at Hillside for awhile, so they
could see me.
A young bachelor, Harold Edward Mason, born
1888 in Burton-on-Trent, England, came to Canada
to homestead around 1906, first arriving in Carberry,
Manitoba, with an older brother, Rex, who married
Jennie Bolds from Carberry, Manitoba. These young
men then came to Sandwith to homestead.
Harold Edward Mason and Elsie (Fussey) Price
met and after some time decided to marry, about
1921.
Our first house, as I remember, was the
"Ellsworth" house in which we lived while "Pop"
built the house, which stood in Sandwith until 1979,
on his homestead.
When I was five, a son was born into this family.
Henry Walter (Ben) Mason, 1923. One of my first big
recollections I
Neighbours to the north, Alfred and Hilda
Marsh, had a small store in their home. They decided
to move to North Battleford and my parents bought
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Pop was cailed to higher services April 26. 1961
and Mom was called March 18, 1965.
We have two grandsons. David Trevor DuJley,
born May 29, 197 i. our son's, and Stoke Gabriel
T{)nne, born November i8. 197(), our daughter's.

Rex Mason Story
Rex i\1ason cume from Burton on Th~nt. Englanu
to Canada ill September 1905. He worked for J A.
Boles at Carberry. Manitoba. In 190<) he moved to
the Hillside district and took up homesteading on
N. W. 2-48-15 with a team of oxen. Pat and Mike.
Mary Jane Bales came to North Battleford in
December 1910. On January 4. 19! I Rex and Jeanie
were married at St. Paul's Church by Rev. A. D.
Wrenshall. The ceremony was witnessed by Alf
Marsh and Harold Mason, Rex's brother.
They lived on the homestead but went to North
Battleford for the birth of their daughter, Elizabeth
(Beth) on December 22. 1911. In January 1912 they
started from North Battlcfonl by team to go home.
The temperature was so cold. that the team played
out. They had to change horses at Duncan Finlaysons. who kept a stopping house. so they could go

Beth and Ursula Mason. Note the gramophone in the background, 1924.

mile south of Gordon Shepherd. Their second daughter. Ursula was born on December 29, 1920.
Beth and Ursula were baptized by the late Canon
W. E. 1. Pauls on January Ii. 1921.
One very stormy winter night, while Rex was on
the homestead alone. he heard a noise at his cabin
door. Upon opening the door. an elderly Indian almost fell in. Rex helped him to the fire and got some
warm food for him. then he passed the old gentleman
some tobacco to fill his pipe. After smoking for a few
minutes. the old fellow looked at a picture of the
Battle of Trafalgar hanging on the wall, then he said
"That was quite a battle I" Rex was very surprised to
learn the Indian had been taught English at the Mission. When he retired f,'r the night. the old fellow
just rolled up in his blanket ami laid down beside the
stove. When Rex awoke next morning the Indian was
gone. A few days later there was a rap at the door,
upon opening it there was no one there but several
freshly cleaned fish were left for him.
While working at Prince. in 1924, Rex caught

on.

They returned to North Battleford in 1913 where
Rex worked in the Imperial Bank fortwo years. They
returned to the Hillside district to live on the N. E.
2-48-15, formerly occupied by TB. Gale. one half

Rex and Jeanie Mason, with their team of ox~en, Pat and Mike.

typhoid fever. Beth. just a girl of twelve or thirteen
years of age had to go alone to North BauJeford for

medicine for Rex. She took tile mail car at Carr's Post
Office. stayed overnight in North Battleforu. then
came back with the mail car the next day. Quite a trip

for a young girl who had never been away from
home. She contracted the disease shortly afterwards.
The fami Iy moved to Carberry. Manitoba that
year, After regaining his health Rex took up barbering. living at Mather, lVlanitoba frum 1926 until December 1944 when they moved to Winnipeg. Rex
passed away in July 1960. Jeannie stayed in Winnipeg and passed away in December 1976.

Rex Mason at his log cabin, 1910.
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The rail line really was the big factor in oPening

that arc:a up even though the depression was underway.

Money was pretty scarce but trade was conducted
',;'lith sLlch items as furs, Dutter, eggs, coru'vvood, fish,
livestock. etc. Everybody seemed to have senne hogs
and chickens. I remember the

COyV

my dad and Jack

Kipper, the blacksmith. owned between them. because I had to pump the ,\Nater for her. And that well

was sure deer ~
! think the name. Sandwith. was for an (lid-time
nionecL I'm not slire though. It was the name of the
l)ost office which moved to the railway and was in
Mason's store. The telephone was another step of
progress for it made emergencies, like calling doctor
Storey at Rabbit Lake, much easier. Pop Mason had
one of the first automobiles in the country. a model
"T" Ford truck, right-hand drive. ex-army. solid
rubber tires, which carried many, many different
loads inclUding humans. as an ambulance.
L. -

Living in the early Sandwith area was not all that
bad for us kids because we did not know the weather
could be better other places. However. I sure recoliect some chiliy mornings at Hyde Park School
where "central heat" was a forty-five-gallon oil barrel stove started early by Mike Zawalsky. We got
there by horse or by "shank's mare". i.e. on foot'
Modern city kids can hardly visualize it.
Lots of nice memories came to mind ~ the huge
five cent home-made ice-cream cones at the cafe'
built between Olsen brothers' garage anci Kippers'
house ~ the skating on Brandon's lake after the snow
was shovelled off - the Christmas parties at the
school ~ the May 24th sports day at McNabb's
pasture when Bournemouth, Ward (Hillside), Molewooel. and all the locals competed ~ the sound of
meadow-larks in the summer _. myoid collie dog
(every boy in the country should have one) ~ melting snow in the old copper boiler and then having to
take the Saturday night bath. A person could go on
and on -" we all remember life in Sandwith in different ways.
I took high schoo! at North Battleford Collegiate
and worked at Western Grocers (Red & White Stores'
wholesaler) and Dominion Fruit Company until the
war broke out.
I joined the army but got kicked out for being

R. Ben Mason, Harold, and Elsie Mason and May Price.

1933.

Henry Walter (Ben) Mason
I was born June 22. 1923. to Harold Edward
Mason and Elsie. who lived on a farm. Section 12,
Township 48. Range IS, West 3rd Meridian, about
two or three miles west of Sandwith. My birth certificate reads that way and often amuses "city folks".
My father was born in Burton-on,Trent, nea!'
Birmingham, England. in 1888 and came to Canada
as a greenhorn homesteader about 1906.
My mother was born in Kilburn. London, England and came to Canada as a waf wielow of a Canadian soldier. Dick Price. bringing her daughter May
to see her grandparents about 1919.
They met and married. to live in the house of a
former settler. Ellsworth, while Pop built the woodframe house later moved to Sandwith. The bedroom
in the front of this house became the first "Mason's
General Store'" Incidentally. it was the very room in
which ! had been born. The original stock (!lour.
sugar, tea. salt. etc.) came from a store AII' and Hilda

Marsh had started earlier.
When the railway was extended, somewhere
around 1930 p). Pop Mason bought ten acres of
farmland from Otto Ziegeiman. right across the road
from the station. That ended the farming venture
when we moved the entire horne across the countryside to the new Sandwith. Nothing was there but
the railway tracks. stockyards and station. but shortly
after, a grain elevator was built. ! remember this very
we11 because it fascinated me as a young boy, that it
was made of 2" x 4" lumber on the nat'

underage so went to Saskatoon and joined the navy as

a signalman _. served on H.M.C.S. Napanee. a
corvette on ocean escort, North Atlantic Convoy,
until the end of the war 1945 ~ took my demobilization discharge in Vancouver where my parents had
moved after seiling the general store in Sandwith to
Roland Marsh.
I worked at grocery, then at bakery delivery for a
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short rifne, then started at Dominion Bridge Company. steel fabricators. and stayed there for thirty years
until they closed down in 1975. Now i am working
for the Federal Government and expect to stay with
them until! retire.
Oldest son. Brian. born 1944. now a lawyer in
VancouveL has two girls, one boy (last male of Ivlason name). Young son, Douglas born 1947, single
businessnlan living in North Vancouver.
In 1972 I married Betty. mother of three girls:
Theresa. recently married. working Dominion Life
Insurance: Vicki, single, club mana~eres.~: Ingrid,
single, completing university for teachers' degree.
We own a hOLlse in Bellingharn, Washington,
where we spend weekends but rent an apartment in
West Encl. Vancouver. during the week. I had a heart
attack in 1979 (fully recovered now) so am able to
walk to and from work. Driving is not much fun in
this city.

Since he left the Sandwith area. no reports on
George Matechuk have been received.

Mr, and Mrs, Robert Mathews and .Family
In 1933. tvh-. and 1\11"s. Robert Ivbthc\vs moved
from Ruddell and bought the S. Perry farm S1,
8-S0-14.
The family fixed up the old Perry house inside
and painted it freshly outside, and it iooked so nice
that it was a pleasure to see it that way.
There was just Robert ancl his wife Naomi and
their son. Occasionally their daughter Naida, who
taught school at Ruddell. would be home for a visit.
While they lived here they boarded the Daylight
School teacher; and Mr. Mathews acted as a trustee
on the school board.
They decided to leave the are,~. so in the spring of
1940. they held a sale and moved away. All who knew
them were sorry to see such fine neighbours leave the
district.

Walter Masterman Story
We moved to Medstead in 1935. my husband
Walter Masterman was manager of Burns Creamery,
situated just north of the town hall and since torn
clown.
He was manager of Burns Creamery until 1946
when the Sask. Co-op Creamery bought them out.
He stayed on as Co-op manager unti! we wer.c transfelTed to Tisdale in 1952 where we I!ved untli 1966.
when Walter had to retire due to his health. We move
to Delta. B.C. where Walter passed away in 1970.

Mr. ami Mrs. Oscar Mathison and Family
by Ida Mathison
We had heard such glowing reports of rich farm
land in Saskatchewan. ami the wonderful crops you
could raise. and how cheap the land prices were.
They forgot to tell us about the cold winters and
the rocks.
So in the spring of 193(). we left Harvey. North
Dakota, and moved to Saskatchewan, vvorked in
North Battleford for a time. then on to Robinhood.
We stayed at the 0101' Larson farm and helped with
the fidd \-\lork. Our main ambition of course, was to
own a farm.
Our first baby. Harry arrived in September 193().
We then moved to John Johnson's farm where we
both worked for a time. before moving to Chris
Johnson's to help with summer and fall work.
From there we moved to Mrs. 1. A. Junor's farm
in time for spring seeding. Mrs. Junor had moved to
Medstead where she was postmistress for many

years.
Our daughrer Inez was born in August that year.
Oscar worked in logging camps during the winter
months. We stayed there for two years.
Then we moved again to the iVbrk farm, there our
son Maurice was born in December. We stayed on the
!Viark farm until harvest was over.
Finally in 19-Hl we were able to settle on Ollr own
homestead. It was there our daughter iViyrtk arrived.
We also rented the Andrew Jenson farm so \ve could
have more culti vated land.
Our third son Clarence, was born in May, so,
with a family of five children to support. Oscar

Medstead Creamery Staff. 1942: Frank Schmirler, Joe McMurphy. Kay Topley. Bernice Lynn, Fred Ethier and Walter Masterman. manager.

Geol"!~e

Matechuk

George came to the Sand with area in 1933 and
made his abode on the S.E. 16-48-14. He lived there
until about 1938.
George. at that time, was a young bachelor who
loved dancing.
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what we called Oard's Lake, the large skmgh on the
left side of the road sOllth of Robin Schoo!.
-- Girl Guides - The highlight being the summer camps at Birch Lake and later at Pv1eota. At one
camp, wirs. Cotton managed to keep twelve of us

would work at Ivor Soderberg's mill during the wjnter. The family looked after the stock at home.
The school in Robinhood was three ancl a half
miles u\vay. So rain or shine even the youngest had to
walk, carrying thcir lunch in the familiar small tin
pail.
The winters were more severe then. a cold snap
could last for five weeks at a time. There was one
blessing. the school let the pupils have a month off
during the coldest part of the season but that meant
less holidays during the summer months.
In 1955. we had four weddings in the family. First
Harry married Idella Moline. and Maurice married
Evelyn Moline. Our daughter Inez married Hugh
Tarbet from Robinhood. and Myrtle married John
Vargo.
So that left only one son at home. Clarence.
In 1957 we lost our first member of the family:
Oscar Mathison passed away suddenly. of a heart
attack. That left Clarence to take over the farm work
and carryon to the best of his ability.
In 1963 Clarence married Selma Moline from
Saskatoon and they went to live on their own farm in
the Robinhood district.
I worked in North Battleford for many years.
until I retired and now live in my own house. but in
the same yard as Clarence and Selma.
I now enjoy visits from my grandchildren and
neighbors in a district that has been home for fifty
years.

happy in one tent while it rained for a full vveek ~
- The Friday Night Dances - II' not in the hall
then in a school house somewhere in the district. Jack
Harrison's five picce orchestra \voulJ somdirncs
come from Glenbush and play for five hours for the
price of $10.00.
Tony and Dorothy Nordgren. with a violinist,
provided music for many happy hours of dancing.
- The time Dr. Storey of Rabbit Lake set up a
hospital in the hall to remove tonsils and adenoids·1 stayed out of sight in case they'd get mine too!
- The day the elevators burned - we were let
out of school and those that lived in town went home
to help pour water on our roofs and watch for sparks.
The other children patrolled the fields and bush putting out spot fires. Mrs. Wilhelm pulled the town
well dry that day'
- The card parties held in different homes - no
one ever heard of babysitters. we kids all went and
had a great time.
-~The Lutheran Ladies Aid Thanksgiving suppers - all that delicious food .- we looked forward
to it from one year to the next.
- The quilting parties.
- And above all the wonderful friendly people.
Robinhood was a good place to grow up'

Mary Remembers Robinhood
by Mary Tarbet MaWson

Fred MaUock Story

My first recollection of Robinhood is of the tents
of the C.N.R. gang engaged in construction of the
railroad and of their cook - he gave me his cat when
they left. Old Winnie. whom we had for years.
! remember: Mr. .John Tinney. Bert Kellington \
uncle. He had such a lovely white beard. I was sure
he was Santa Claus! He lived with Bert and Earl until
his demise .
.__.- Huber's Sunday School- We loved it and our
Christmas COllcerts. Our candy bags always had a
popcorn ball. all made by Mrs. C. Zeilsdorf.
- Sleigh riding. at "Larson's Hill." the temperature being _20' or colder and it didn't dampen
our enthusiasm.
- Skating on a nearby slough especially when
the big boys. Rusty, Lawrence and Fred Young.
Donald Oarcl. Grant Christopherson. Alfred Compton. Donald and Philip Magmuson and many others
had cleared off the snow and built a fire. We would
make hot chocolate from snow we melted. Someone
would bring cookies, usually they were frozen by the
time we were ready to eat them! We often skated on

Fred Mattock emigrated from England in the
early 1900s. ancl took the S.E. quarter sec. lU tor a
homestead. He and George were twin brothers. but
certainly not identical twins as George was quite a
tall man. while Freel was quite short.

George Mattock and All (Shorty) Roberts taken in 1961, at the
Roberts home at Canyon, B.C.
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and got a letter asking me to come. There were [V1r.
and Mrs. Doidge and four children, Stanley, Girlie

(Evelyn), Allen and Florence, who was three months
old. I stayed there until July 1920 and liked it fine. I
met many folks around there. Mr. and Mr,. Frank
Be!l had a cottage at Birch Lake and \;ve LlsLlaJiy went

there SL!nda~:ls, during the sumn1cr. \vhich was a nice
change. 1 never learned to swim though and [ don't
know how yet.
! went to the Old Country in 1920 and stayed until
July bt. 1922. I returnee! to Medstead and worked
again for the Doidges. It wasn't so strange this time
and the children were older and required less care.
By now there were five children as another boy had
been born in 1920.
While I was working there 1 met George Mattock,
who had emigrated from England some years before
and had homesteaded S.E. Yo 28-50-RI4-W3rd later
moving to N. W. 20-50-14-W3rd. We got friendly
and in February 28th, 1924 were married in North
Battlel'ord.
While I worked at Doidges we had church seIC
vices. A student from the College in Saskatoon came
up for the weekend and also took services at Cater. 1
heard he was giving a service in Cree over the radio
after he was ordained.
After I was married I went to live on George's
farm about a mile north of Doidges. (This was the old
George Seib homestead). I think Mr. Dahl lived on
the quarter south: (This was originally the Leonard
WappcI homestead) but he was killed in a bush accident in 1925. I think Mr. and Mrs. Drayton took over.
In 1925 Eddie was born, but I had to go to the
hospital. I was SlIre glad to have the nurse. Mrs.
Drayton was a nurse and as Eddie was only 4lbs. ]()
OZ., he needed quite a lot of care for awhile. Forc
tunately, I could nurse him so no bother with suitable
food or bottles. He sure came along and got very
good at running away and as that was bush country, 1
had a time finding him. I decided to put a string of
bells on him, so I could hear them when he moved
and that was all the time.
Harold was born in 1927 and no trouble. It
seemed to keep Eddie home more too. I didn't think
much of farming myself. but learned guite a bit of it
before we finished. The boys went to Daylight
School: but don't remember much about the teachers. One was a Miss McIntyre and she took some of
them to Saskatoon when the King and Queen came in
1939. Another was a man but they don't remember
his name. Mrs. Tady llsed to teach there occasionally
so stayed friendly with her for many years and corresponded with her until she died. I also became
friendly with Mr. and Mrs. Percy Chalk, and corresponded with her until she died, then with Queenie

Eddie Mattock and his wife Margaret, 1970,

Some of Harold Mattock's family. Back row: Dale. Kathy,
Blaine. Next row: Harold, his wife Helen, Jill. Edith Mattock
and Connie. Fronl row: The twins, Tracy and Paula.

Fred joined the army in the First World War and
returned to the Medstead area when Armistice was
signed. Besides farming on his homestead, Fred did
various jobs about the district such as hauling freight
for the Medstead Co-op Store.
In 1930 he acquired a partner namely Jack Killer.
They farmed together on Fred's land, In later years
they moved to Brooks, Alberta where Fred worked
on a sheep ranch. He passed away in that area.

The George MaUock Story
Compiled by Mrs, Edith Mattock
I went to Medstcad in March 1919 from Henley,
Susk., near Regina. I met George Jennings there and
he told me about Doidges needing help. I wrote them
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(their daughter) for a time. We used to attend the
Christmas parties at the school and AIr Roberts and
his wife, who also came to live at Medstead took
Sunday School for a few summers.
When. Eddie was 5 years old we moved on to a
place where we had water. In winter time the youngsters played hockey so it wasn't so lonely. In 1939
when the war was on we became acquainted with two
bachelors, south of us. As they wanted to join up they
made some arrangement with George to take over
their place and we did, thinking they would take it
again when they came back. But though they both
came back they did not come to Medstead; but went
to B.C. One was Ossie Bellam who still lives at
Creston, the other Cary Postill who went [() Vancouver.

. Neither of our boys wanted to farm so after stay1l1g a year or two and quitting school they found other
work. Eddie became a welder and Harold an electricIan. Eddie married Mr. and Mrs. Joe Raymond's
daughter. We quit the farm in 1946 and went to
Winfield, Alberta. Eddie and his girl friend came
with us and were married there. Eddie soon got ajob
m SWIft Current as a welcler. He finally took up pipe
welding and settled in Leduc. They have one boy.
Harold married a teacher's daughter in Winfield; but
went to Edmonton to live. They have 13 children.
Four are married and two have finished university.
The gIrl IS a teacher and the boy is an electrical

L. - R. Maynard and Ruth Dicksen with Una and Jack Mavin.

He married Una Duff of Sandwith. They fanned
with horses, had a few cattle and some chickens.
They were close neighbors of Ruth and Maynard
Dirksen. so they set up what may be called a horseshoe telegraph. When Maynard decided it was time
for a game of horseshoe in the evening, he would
clang the horseshoes together, then Jack and Una
would come over for a game, sometimes playing
until it was so dusk, they had to put tin cans on the
pegs so they could see where they were.
Jack met with disaster, when he was riding with
Frank Robinson. the mail carrier. He stepped aboare!
the rig, consisting of a platform nailed onto the front
bobs of a sleigh. A loose board with a nail in it flew
up, and hit him in the chest, piercing his lung. Maynard Dirksen drove him to the hospital with a team of
horses and caboose, but .Jack only lived three or four
days. He was buried in Hyde Park Cemetery.
Una left for Vancouver, to make her home with
her uncle.

engineer. Two more are going to university.

We lived in Winfield until 1950 then moved to
B.C. We were there five years and came back to
Winfield as George was old enough for his pension. I
used to babysit and we got along fine and felt a lot
better too. George passed away i~ 1968 at the age of
82 so had lived a long life. The grandchildren often
come down for the weekend. We had a big garden so
they could always share. Now 1 have fourteen grandchildren and five great-grandchildren as three~()f the
oldest girls and one boy are married. I often see them
and it's quite a family gathering when we all get
together. Harold has a cottage at Pidgeon Lake so
they come for me weekends and we have a nice visit
there.
t came to Planeview Manor, Leduc. Alta. in 1969
so have been here nearly 10 years. I am 88 so can't fly
around like I used to. I knit and read and Maroaret
(Eddies wife) takes me shopping. ! still get ar~LJnd
under my own steam, but rather slowly.
Mrs. Edith A. Mattock

Nicholson Mawson
The first of three Mawson brothers to come to
Canada was born in 1883 in St. Bees Cumberland,
England. He came to the Brandon, l'vlanitoba area
and worked as a farm laborer, later renting a farm. in
1912 he moved north to take up a hO'~lestead on
8-51-i4-W3rd. Soon after World War I broke out.
Nat, as he was known. enlisted in a Scottish Regi-

Jack Mavin
Jack Mavin emigrated from England, then came
to the Hillside district in the '30s, to settle on the
N.W. 25-47-15.
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of the cloth and whipped it out from uncler all of those
beautiful dishes \'\/ithollt disturbing a single dish!
Needless to say. IVlrs. Haynes must have almost
fainted.
In the '50's Nat rnoved to the viHage of fv1edstead

where he and his Ivlode! A Ford car puttered around
until his passing in Deccrnber of 1962 at the age of
seventy-nine.

Mossop Mawson
Mop Mawson was born on September 29,1887 at
St. Bees Cumberland. EnglnncL of parents vvho were
market gardeners. He sailed the Atlantic to Canada
shortly after the sinking of the Titanic (April is,
1912i.
That summer and fall were spent with his brother
Nat at Rapid City (ncar Brandon), and in February,
1913 he arrived at Cater to start a homestead on
NE-16-51-14, staying with the Starlings until his log
shack was built.
World War I broke out and in January 1915, Mop
walked to North Battleford to enlist with the Canadian Mounted Rifles. In the battlefields of Northern
France, now Belgium, an eye wound on June 2, 1916
hospitalized him for nearly a year in England. He
returned to Cater to farm, taking over SE-20-SI-14
from George Bunting. In 1926 he added
SW-20-S1-14. Mop was one of the original charter
members in the Canadian Legion branch 179,
Medstcacl. He holds a life membership. He was also a
school trustee at Cater from 1928 to 194i.
In 1957 he sold his farm to Bill Casson and retired
to Medstead. In November of 1979 at the age of 92 he
became a resident of the Iclylwild Lodge, Spiritwood.

Nat Mawson, Mrs. D. Latimer, Billy Lloyd, Andy Osler and Mrs.
Latimer's granddaughter, Alice Spicer.

mellt. and was a victim of a gas attack, during the war

that left him with a nervous condition for the rest of
his life. However, after the war he returned to the
homestead at Cater to farm. lIe also owned the NE-g
and SE-16. Later he sold 16 to Jack Robb. In the fall
of 1939 he had a sale, sold his equipment and livestock but rented out his land and continued to live on
it for a number of years.
!t was during this time that Nat was the brunt of a
few Halloweens. In his condition we felt he would be
a prime target. Nat's house on the farm was located
on top of a ridge with a good slope all around so we
would rattle his windows or door and scoot down the
hill with Nat in hot pursuit, and we thought we really
had him going until one time one boy tripped and fell
at the bottom of the hill with Nat not so far behind. It
looked as though things were over for this would be
goblin: however, at the last moment Nat veered off
and took after someone else. So we suspected Nat
had as much or more fun than we did.
Nat. who was always a gentleman on the surface.
nevertheless was not above a bit of mischief, and the
old timers tell of a house party at Haynes where it is
said the parsnip wine was of fine quality and irresistible flavour.
And so it was that Mrs. Haynes had the table set
with all her finest dishes from England on a linen
table cloth. Nat. braced with a few shots of parsnip
wine, walked up to the table, took hold of one corner

Mossop Mawson. 1950.
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of seed grain. A pig he had butchered before he left
for England still hung in one corner of the home,
frozen solid. With a small stove and table, this was
home for awhile. Hovvever, they' erected a house later.
But as the children Came so fast, it soon became
too small. So they hired a carpenter to build a bigger
nne. But it was too cold to live in so back to the smali
one we all \venL All eight of us were born there and
my mother only had a doctor for the last one, Clementine. A neighbor lady always came and looked
after Mother and stayed for ten days.
My folks workecl very hare! there. My mother.
besides having all these children. worked in the fields
and milked cows. too. As each of us children got old
enough. we had our turn at that job. They tried
farming there till 1928, then moved to Cater. Sask.

The Edward Meersman Story
by Fedelia Anderson (nee Meersman)

While in Belgium recently. ! discovered that my
father came to the U. S.A. in I') 10. Shortly after thaL
he came to Canada and purchased land at Baljennic,
Sask. In 1915 he \rvent to England and married 111)/
mother and six weeks later they were in Canada again
on Dad's quarter section. They lived in a 10' x 12'
shack there and under their bunk were sixty bushels

Jacob Meier -187601945
A stone mason by trade. Jacob Meier. also operated a "Swiss'" lace making machine in his native
Liechtenstein (Switzerland). when in 1910 he accepted the invitation of the Lou !-Ieeb family to join them
on their farm in Nebraska in 1909.
In 1911. because of drought and repeated crop
failure. he, LOll and Willie headed North to Canada,
attracted by the offer of free land.
On arrival in North Battleford. he ami Lou
worked for the city on the installation of water mains,
He filed on a homestead "kitty corner" to the
Heeb's. Here he built a two-storey house of squared
logs in which he lived the required time "to improve" the homestead. He then moved ancllived with
the !-Ieebs. With them he moved to a farm at Denholm. He died in 1939 and is buried in the Roman
Catholic section of North Battlel'ord ccmetry.

Mrs, John Anderson's (nee Meersman), father Ed Meersman
on his homestead, 2V2 miles east of Birch Lake siding, ready to
leave to haul ties to SOderberg's Mill, 1937.

Twelve year old George Starling left and Rene Meersman
grinding wheat to be mixed with flour for the Meersman's,
1934. At Len Starlings with a steam engine.

Judy Messner (nee Gossen)

The Ed Meersman family. Standing, L. to R .• Blondine, Marie
(twins), Mrs. Elizabeth Meersman, Edward Meersman and
Alfonse. Sitting, L. to R., Fedelia, Clementine, Domien and
Rene. Frank took picture.

The Merediths

Since leaving Cater, we lived in Saskatoon until I got
married. I am sorry I cannot give you dates on when
we moved and so OIL My parents will have to fill the
dates in. I married Ron Messner. We have a daughter,
Shannon and a son. William (Billy). Due to my
husband's job we move a iot but enjoy it very much.
We are now in Fort S1. John. B.C.
I have many memories from the farm but cannot
pin down anyone. The three of us kids talk about the
farm often: the old pot belly stove hold many memories. V·le would gather around it on Sundays with a
bowl of pop corn to listen to our mother read Danny
Odis stories. The visiting between the neighbors
stands out in my mind, and the willingness to help
one another.
Francis (Frank) Meredith and his family immigrated to Canada from Manchester, England in 1901.
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L. to R., Minnie Meredith (Mother), Jim McNabb (grandson),
Mrs. Tom Price (neighbor), Edith McNabb (daughter), Jack
Meredith (son), Frank Meredith (Father), Tom Price, and Duncan McNabb (son-in-law).

He was a Welshman and his wife (nee Minnie
Groom) was English. They settled in Ottawa where
he was employed by the city. They had a family of
three boys and two girls.
The Merediths left Ottawa to homestead in the
Hillside district in December, 1912. Three children,
Edith, Jack and Gordon came west with their parents,
while Flo and Harold chose to stay in Ottawa.
The Meredith's homestead was the NE-12-47-15
W3d. After seven years of struggle, Frank gave up
farming as a career and moved to North Battleford.
He took ajob as baggage-master for the CNR, which
he held until the time of his death. Francis Meredith
died on May 5, 1935 at the age of sixty-six years.
His wife, Minnie Meredith, pre-deceased him in
1929 at sixty-two years of age.
Edith Meredith married Duncan McNabb in
1916. She was widowed in 1966, and now lives in the
Valley View Towers in North Battleford. The only
surviving member of the Meredith family, she still
enjoys life and her family at the age of eighty-two
years.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Michael and Rena, on their way home from
church. The service had been held at Heeb's house in Glenbush.

was mllch bustling. Men came in late at night and
rose early in the morning to get an early start for their
journey north seeking homesteads. Homesteads were
all taken up near North Battleford. Now men wandered further north seeking land.
Mother made beds, dusted, washed floors,
cieemed lamp chimneys. The black chimneys had to
be cleaned first with paper, then a cloth to shine
them. She filled all the lamps with kerosene. She
carried all the slop down the hall and put it in two
large pails. A boy would carry the pails down a night
of steps ami out a back door to the water closet. At
eleven A. M. Mother would rush to the washroom put
on a clean dress and COYer her head with a white cap.
Then she would dash to the dining room where men
waited for her to take their orders for dinner.
Dad found winters cold in Saskatchewan. He
thought farming would be easier than holding nails
until his fingers grew numb with the cold. Mother
agreed and by this time she knew she would be a
mother and could not work at the hotel any more. The
men coming in from the North told her there was a
homestead with a slough on it which was not taken. It
was fifty miles from North Battleford to Glenbush.
It was late fall, but no snow had fallen when my
parents' covered wagon drawn by two large white
oxen began to roll north toward their homestead. !
was four months old and smali enough to be laid on a
pillow in a clothes basket. The oxen walked their
slow way along the trail which led them winding
around bush through poplar tree groves and up and
down ravines. At dusk they played out.
Fortunately they callle to a straw stack where my
parents camped for the night. There was no room in

The Hem'Y Michael famiiy
bv Rella Baker
• My father Henry Michael was born in 1877 the
oldest of the family of five living children.
He went to work in Michigan, U.S.A. Catherine
Kramer was born in Ontario from a family of ten
children in 1883. She went to babysit the children
where her sister worked when she was twelve years
old later she went to work in Michigan. There she
met Henry Michael. She married him four or five
years later.
In 1910 my dad, Henry Michael heard about free
homesteads. He came to North Battleford,
Saskatchewan, the heart of homestead land. Mother
Catherine Michael got work in the hotel where there
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the wagon box to lie dovv'n because there was a year's
suppl}'~ of groceries, also a cook stove an~l hcatcL
bcd. crib. cupboard and many other small thmgs. All
three of us slept in the straw stack.
When it was daylight we were all on the move
auain. /\t dusk we arrived at the log cabin with a sod
n;of and the log barn which Dad had built during the
summer months. My parents hurried to get the supplies in before dark. The first they brought in :vas the
\\-'ood burning cook stove and pipes. Soon a tnc was
crackling. D~d had plastered the shack well inside
and out. Therefore the little cook stove soon heated
the nine foot by nineteen shack. The frost which had
formed on th~ rails began to melt and drip dovv'n.
Mother put me under the table to keep me dry.
Mary Michael my sister was born July 12th. 1919
in a sh~;ck with a sl;d roof. She passed away from
diphtheria in our hOJlle in Glenbush with no nurse to
care for her. on May 15. 1925. My brother, John. was
born in North Battleford on March 25. 1922. At the
age of 18 he joined the Navy and was killed June 10.
1945 in an 'accident aboard ship. Mr. and Mrs.
Michael spent the last of their lives in North Battleford. My dad passed away in 1<)65 and M()ther
passed away in February. 1970.

Bill Millard. Jack Tady and Norman Wreggitt going to Daylight
school.

Arch. nassed away in the fall of 1942. Harry was
killed ove;·seas on J:lly 8, 1943. Lillian moved to
Medstead in 1945 with Harold and Don. She married
Roland Hill in 1947. Bill moved to Hamilton, Ontario in 1949 and was killed in a car accident in 1954.
Helen married Walter Mamer. and they had three
children. Francis. Marian and John. Helen passed
awav in the spring of 1962. Lillian passed away in the
spri;lg of 1964. Harold passed away in April 1979 in
the citv of Saskatoon. Don is a memberofthc armcd
forces: he married the former June Scheffer of Selkirk. Ontario. in June 1960. They now reside in
Winnipeg, Manitoba with their three children. Mayne, Ken and Sharon.

The Archie Millard History
The Millard family left Rosetown. Sask.. and
took a homestead one and one-half miles north ancl
one-half mile east of Glenbush. in the fall of 1936.
The family consisted of Arch .• Lillian. four boys
and one girl. (Harry, Bill, Helen. Harold ami Don).

Alex Millar
Alex J Millar was born August 20. 1904 on his
father's farm six miles north ~)f North Battleford
(North West Territories). May 17. 1930. he married
me, Dora Gristwood. We lived on Alex's homestead.
the NE-4-52-12. In 1931-32 we sawed logs near Pelican Hill for two winters and one winter at Belbutte.
returning to Alex's folks to do the farming in the
summer~ besides coming back to clear land and start
farming here. We moved here to stay in 1935, log-

The Millard family. Back, Helen. Harry. Lillian, Archie. Front,
William, Donald, Harold.

Alex Miller family, 1948. Alex. Dora. Doreen. David, Alwin.
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ging and sawing in the winter and fanning in the
summer.
Our family: Doreen married Bill Baynes of
Leoville and farm at Bapaume. they had four children. Debbie. married Larry Howdle and lives at
North Battleford: Eric. [da, Roger, who passed
away in 1979, are at home. David remarried Fern
Lonoway of Yorkton 'Inc! they live with their children
Wesly, Kathy. Sherry, Gordon, Gary anel Christine.
David drove caterpillars and heavy road equipment
but is now working in a cement plant. Alwin married
Esther Amundson of Park Valley, and with their children, Connie, Byron. twins. Debra and Darren, and
Jennifer live on the same section as \ve. They arc now
building a new home on his land a quarter of a mile
south of our place.

Joe Randall, Alfred Miller, Ted Christen, fishing at Birch Lake.
1937.

1930 was the first winter Alfred worked in the
timber between Chitek and Green Lake. Marvel
Evans and Alfred were the first to build camp along
the Debden - Meadow Lake right-of-way for the
railroad. Alfred worked for 15 winters in the timber
and farmed during the summer months.
Ted Christen and Alfred became fishing partners
in 1939. They fished on Chitek, Murray and Jackfish
lakes. Alfred commercial fished for 6 winters.
Along with other members of the community,
Alfred helped to build the Medstead Catholic Church
in 1939-40. On October 7th, in 1941 Lillian Arsenault
(daughter of Oscar and Ida) and Alfred were the first
couple married in that church. Before their marriage,
Lillian lived on the r,ml1 that is now owned by her
brother, Val mont Arsenault.
In 1941 Alfred built a farmstead on southeast of
section 3, township SO - range 15. In 1943 Alfred
and Lillian's first child Hector was born and was the
first baptized in the Medstead Catholic Church.
.Ioe Randall and Alfred ran a threshing machine
together for 5 years, then Alfred ran his own from
1942-51. In 1952 he bought his first combine (a
Case).
By 1952 Alfred and Lillian had 3 children: Hector, Dwight and Linda. It was that year they decided
to move. They moved to Springwater, Sask. because
it was there that they could get a greater quantity of
iand in one area. Prior to their move, they sold their
land to Friesens.
By 1965 Alfred and Liilian's family consisted of
7 children.
In 1966 they lost their 2nd eldest son, Dwight. At
present they have 3 girls married - Mrs. Linda
Wenman and Mrs. Iris Dennis. both of Regina and
Mrs. Darlene Marchewko of North Battleford. Their
eldest son Hector, is married and farms with Alfred.
The two youngest. Denise and Connie are still attending school in Biggar, Susko

History of Alfred Miller and Family
On October 3rcl. 1912 Alfred, the eldest son of
Marie and August. was born in Wolseley,
Saskatchewan. He lived there for his first year and
then moved by train to North Battlcford, where his
father worked for the city. After a year in North
Battlel'ord, August obtained a homestead northwest
of 32, township 50, range 15, where they moved to in
1914. It was there that they lived in a two room log
house.
Alfred hel ped his father break land with the
horses and they used oxen till 1927. Alfred received
his education at Birch Lake School. His school teachers were Mr. Desmarais, Mr. Knight, Miss England.
Mr. Ed May and Mr. Frank Warwick.
In 1928 they moved to a four room house, southeast o['n, township 50, range 15 known as Guyhirne
School District. It was also in 1928 that they bought
their first tractor - an 1836 Hart Parr For their
entertainment in the 1920's they attended the annual
rodeos and sports days at Birch Lake. Alfred was the
back catcher for the Birch Lake and Guyhirnc ball
teams. During the winter months, they attended
school dances and house socials.

End of the threshing season, 1935. Alfred Miller third from the
left with his crew.
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music vvas provided by Alfred Lehman {guitar) and

Birthdates of Children:
Hector - July 6, 1943
Linda . .~ . March 27, 1952
Iris -~ December 2, 1958
Connie - January 28, 1965
Dwight - Feb. 25, 1947
Darlene - August 6, 1953
Denise - May 3, 1963

Albert Knutson (violinl.

iviost church services \vere also held in private
homes. The clergy

\VOLJiJ

come from distant points

such as Winnipeg to baptize and confirm the children. During the severe \vinters many had to do
without the services of the clergy, even in trying
times.
Each year we progressed a step further. Horses
replaced the oxen which made the work lighter and
travel faster.
In October 1916, our son Louis was born on our
home place. Our eldest son, Alfred attemlee! Birch
Lake School. Mr. Knight was his first teacher. followed by Miss England, Mr. Frank Bell and Mr.
Frank Warwick. Our sons August. William and
Louis also attended Birch Lake School for several
years. The school was built by the Flemming Brothers in 1912.
In 1928 we moved to Lehmann's place, located
near the Guyhirne School. Our daughters, Helmie
and Johanna and our son Walter attended the
Guyhirne School. Their teachers were Miss Minna
Lehman, Mrs. Gladys Woods, John Warwick,
Muriel Lawson, Eichare! Prechtl and Clive Dotten.
Our daughter, Johanna also taught for a period of
three years in the Guyhirne School.
In 1950 we took up residence in Saskatoon where
our children resided. Our eldest daughter now lives
in Victoria, B.C. My husband August. departed
from this life in 1962. We often think of Medstead
with fond memories.

The August Miller (SR.) Story
submitted by Marie Miller
On the 10th of November, 1914 we left our home
in North Battlcford with all our personal possessions
and moved northward. We took up residence on our
homestead and began to encounter the hardships of
pioneer life. Our sons, Alfred, age two, and August.
two months old, accompanied us to our new horne.
Rain and snow were Ollr companions. We arrived at
old Medstead (now known as Daylight) where we
stayed overnight at the home of Henry Pull The

following: morning my husband. August and my
brother continued the journey to our new land where
they prepared the home: windows were set in and a
stove with pipes was set up. Fortunately, we brought a
cow with us which provided our children with milk.
We soon became acquainted with Ollr neighbours, in whom we found much friendship, faith and
trust. Without them our community would never
have prospered.
During the first winter there was much to encounter. Food consisted mainly offish and wild life. In the
spring, the land was broken and seeded. Also a
garden was planted. There was little to earn, nor did
we receive a good harvest. My husband travelled to
Fielding and Radisson by oxen to harvest. This adventure of travel encountered many hardships.
In the same year Agnes and Albert Knutson were
married. The wedding was held in the Park Bluff
School. Many dances were held in the homes. The

Bert, Pearl and Norman Millar
In the late spring of 1936. Cuthbert Joseph Millar,
son of Mr. and Mrs. David Millar of rural North
Battleford, began the building of a hardware store in
Robinhoocl. Most of the lumb'er used had been cut by
Bert and his brother. Alex, who had a sawmill north

of Bapaume, one winter previous. Later a gas pump
was installed; then groceries and some clothing \vere
added. Millars became the payers for the Sask.
Wheat Pool.
.July 20, 1932, Bert married Agnes Anna Pearl.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Forrest of North
Battleford. Pearl was born at Tuxford, Sask,: moved
to Moose ,Jaw where she attended Business College
and then Central Collegiate. She accompanied her
parents to their farm at North Battleforcl. Later she
attended Normal School at Moose Jaw ancl Saskatoon, returning to North Battleford to teach a Aspenshaw School.
Both Pearl and Bert enjoyed being quite active in
all community affairs. They transported school children in their truck to musical festivals and sports day

The Miller family. L. to R.. Helmie. Alfred. August. William.
Louis, Johanna, Mrs. Miller, Walter, Mr. August Miller, Senior.
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Bert Vias kept busy charging batteries for all the
battery powered radios of the day, Then there was the
skating rink to be kept clear of snow, He enjoyed the
lake, skating and hunting. There were the dances in
the cornmunity hall that were ahvays a pleasure to
attend,
Does anyone remember the two plays that \vere
staged in Robinhooci and then off to Medstead cold - caboose - stove ~
In Novcrnber 1941. they closed rhe store and
returned to North Battleford to begin farming again,
Both their fathers had passed away during the year.
Eventually the building was sold, It was moved to
Medstead to become their Lutheran Church, Congratulations to those who did the renovating, Though
the Millars moved to the city every winter, it was in
1948 that they bought their home at 1491 - 99th S1.,
North Battleford, Sask, Bert continued fanning until
he passed away in August, 1970,
Pearl, after teaching on the city staff for several
years and farming, has now retired and is still living
in North Battleford, and continues to be actively
involved in the various organizations,
Norman Forrest Millar, Barrister and Solicitol;
who was a small baby when his parents arrived in
Robinhoocl, has had his own law firm in North Battleford for several years, which is now located at
1501-IOOth SL He attended public school and collegiate here in the city, he was a member of the City
Kinsman Band for several years, He attended the
University of Sask" graduating from the College of
Engineering and then Law, He also received his
pilot's licence about the same time, He married Mylc
na, daughter of Dr. and Mrs, Wm, J Nikiforuk of
North Battleford, They have two daughters, Heather
Susan and Rhonda Cathleen, Norman spends some
of his time working on his own farm,

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Millar and son, Norman in front of their
Robinhood Hardware Store,

Fred Miller
He and his wife came to the Artichoke area in
approximately the year 1928 to homestead on the
S,W 13-49-14-W3rd, They had two children, Elsie
and Ewald, who went to school at Artichoke, In the
early '40's Millers sold this farm to the Bowers and
bought land in the Rabbit Lake area and a few years
after this farm life they moved into Rabbit Lake,
They operated the Rabbit Lake Hotel for a number of
years then sold out to retire in Rabbit Lake, Ewald
married Marion Ogburn, He had the Massey Ferguson dealership along with a garage business, They
have two boys, Jerry and Mark, Now Ewald and
Marion are residing in North Battleford but continue
a farming operation in Rabbit Lake, Elsie Miller
married Oscar Fenner who had a hardware store in

School children with arrow marking Norman Millar.

events: also to North Battleford Fair where camps
were held, Remember the trips to pick blueberries'
They attended the United Church services and
were actively involved in the Lutheran Church, Pearl
was a member of the Lutheran Ladies Aid and played
the organ for the church services, When president of
the Homemakers she took handicraft displays to the
North Battleford Agricultural Fair two years in succession which won the much cherished first prize,
What happy times! Those delicious fowl suppers I
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The Mills Family

Rabbit Lake. In 1975 Oscar sold his business and
Elsie and he and their children moved to Saskatoon.

William H. Mills (Bi!i) was born in the beaut ful
Midlands of England- Nuneaton. Warwicksh re.

Nearby is Astley Castle and estate where once lived
Mary Ann Evans. the daughter of the Overseer. Anyone who has read English Literature knows her as the

Edna Gatzke Miller
L Edna Gatzke, was born October 7. 192], the
second youngest of eight children. My parents julius
and l"auline Gatzke had emigrated to Canada in 19n
and 1914 respectively, and homesteaded in the Ca;rollton district; NE 20-50-13.
Our home was a big old house, which had been
built by my father, a carpenter, of four-inch square
planks and stands to this day. Father had a sawmill of
his own so many loggers stopped at our farm.
Our entertainment consisted of going to dances at
Belbutte or one of the schools. There were also sleigh
rides, Christmas concerts and in the summer, picnics. These picnics were always fun with races, ball
games and lots of homemake ice cream. My brother
John and Uncle Alex played the clarinet and I took
organ lessons.
Times were hard - we lived on fish and wild
meat mainly when I was young. My mother, Ewald
and Martha dug seneca root which they sold so we
could buy food and clothing.
When the railway came through, in 1928, I believe, we would haul our cream to Belbutte instead of
Glenbush or Medstead. We would travel by buggy or
cutter every few days, as we milked up to eleven
cows by this time. There were always li'iendly people
around and you knew everyone, so time was taken
for a visit.
We had daily train service to Prince Albert except
Sunday and Monday and on Friday you could go to
Prince Albert and back the same day.
When I was fourteen years old I had polio and did
not walk of almost two years. 1 was in a cast from
under my arms to my toes for over six months, but at
least! was straight.
In 1946 I married Fred Miller of Radisson. I was
married in our big farm house, where I had been born
and raised, just two miles south of the highway 55
(now highway 3).
Fred and I have three children, two girls and a
boy. They are all grown-up and married. Our oldest
daughter is a school counsellor in Spruce Grove,
Alberta. Our second daughter is a nursing instructor
in Prince Albert. and our son is an R. N. who works in
the operating room at University Hospital in Saskatoon.
We are now retired and living in Radisson. ! had
worked for a number of years at a cafe, but now I find
I tire easily, and many times feel! may end up in a
wheelchair. However, I am up and going again and
have much to be thankful for.

author of the "Mill un the Floss" _ . George Eliot.

In 1926 Bill immigrated to Canada ex~changing

the beautiful climate of England for the harsh ()~e (A'
Saskatchewan. Arter a year or so in Saskatoon. Bill
arrived in the Battleford area, Ihen to Mcadow Lake,
Green Lake. and eventually to Park Blutf where he
bought the NW!l1 of 1-49-16 west of 3. Here he took
up residence, broke the land and made his home until
the spring oj' 1941.
In 1934 Bill married the former Edith McCready
who had come to teach in the Marron School in the
Medstead area.
Edith McCready was born in Aldfreck, Ballycarry A. Antrim, Ireland in the parish of
Magheramourne, the daughter of Mr and Mrs. McCready. Her father was the principal of Black Hill
School. Their country home was situated on 20Y,

acres of land, looking down on Larne Lough, an arm
of the sea. A brother and sister were also in the
family.
At this time and for some time after, there was
great publicity about the Great Canadian West. Canada, the Promised Land and all the rest of the garbage. My father got caught up in the fever ;nd
resigning his position. he bade a fond farewell to a
stunned neighborhood and left on "The Corsican."
We took up a homestead in the Rabbit Lake area on
the SE !II 5-48-12.
My sister, brother and I attended school at Armadale and had Mrs. Brown for our teacher I always
remember her. Father became Secretary Treasurer of
the school and councillor of the Rural Municipality.
Then after repeated crop failures we decided to leave
for another area. For several years father taught the
winter schools of the Danzig. and Carmen in the
Waldheim district. Here we found the Mennonite
people - the very salt of the earth. the kindest, most

generous people. We lived amongst them four years
and warm hearts still remember. Then we spent a
summer at Mistawasis where children were all Nor-

wegian. No permanent living quarters were available
so we ended our wanderings at Bresay!or. Here we all
grew up. another brother joined us and we began
farming.

In 1930 Edith, now a teacher. went to Medstead to
teach at the Marron SchooL This was much like the
Rabbit Lake area. Hills, dales, coulees, creeks, and
friendly intelligent children were found here. and
most are still my friends although many are gone.
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made it possible to get better and larger machinery.
Tractors replaced horses mOSt ofthc lime. \Vork got a
bit easier.
In 1049 the 1r. room in fVkdstcad was short or a
teacher so 1 went there. Gr:.HJCS one to fOllL thirtythree pupils. Very pleasant! As i \vrite ! can think of
Edmonton teachers last year complaining: ur split
grades!
Then drastic changes took place. I\;1r. Pirot \vas
forced to sell the store, heaith and eyesight hael faiicc!
and he persuaded us, it \vasjust vl,"hat \\'c needed. \Vt::
took over in A pri] 1950. Vic soon discovered it w,isn' t
a job, it was a wa;,! of life.
By this time our family Cllnsisteci of three daughters and in 1953 a son was added. There was nothing
of note during the next few vears- "the daily round,
the common task." Many new friends to make. old
friends to meet again.
There \vere some memorable things as times
when trains couldn't get through. In February, 1956.
when trains became stranded and rood had to be
packed and sent on the .SilOW plow to feee! the hungry
passengers.
The children grew up and on completion of
school. Kathleen to Teachers College in Saskatoon
and to schools in various places eventually Prince
Albert. There she met and married Hugh Critchley.
They now reside in Edmonton where they have two
children, Richard in Grade eight and Shannon in
grade five. Kathleen has her B. Ed. degree and is on
the stall of Sir Alexander MacKenzie School, where
she teaches all children with reading difficulties. She
spent 1962-1963 in Germany.
Marian went to Saskatoon on completion of her
grade twelve and clHered Saskatoon Business College. She became a secretary and several years later
married Morris Zuk, now a Saskatoon business man.
She has two children, Tracy in grade four and Tim in
kindergarten.
Maureen completed her grade twelve in Prince
Albert and entered Saskatoon Teachers College. She
moved to Edmonton where she married John
Bezzanno. They' have one daughter, Kerry, and reside
at Fort McMurray.
In 1965 Bill suffered a stroke and he was not able
to carry so much \vork. One farm was sold in
1964-1965 and the store in 1966. We moved into the
house formerly oy,med by the Harrison family.
Alan completed his grade twelve and left for
Edmonton where he joined the C. N. R. He \vas transferred to the Transcona yards in Manitoba where he
worKed some time. Then left it for mechanics. He
joined the staff of Marion Motors where he still
works. His home is an acreage on the Red River
where he lived happily until this spring when he was
forced to leave temporarily due to the dreadful flood.

in 1934 Edith married Biil Mills and then began
pioneer farming again. The depression was at its
height. then followed years of farming, gardening,
and all the other farm chores - how wearying.
In !939 there was a teacher shortage. Edith went
back tcaching to the Acton School cast of North
Battlerord. A delightrullittle school set in the midst
ofrhe Hatherleigh Hills with clever friendly children
and friendly parents. English was not their native
language, but a smile anci a hanciclasp are the same in
all languages. One outstanding memory was June 3,
1939. We went by truck to Saskatoon for the Royal
Visit. Our lovely King and Queen I Who can forget
that marvelous lady with her warm and lovely smile.
Follo\ving Acton. were a year and a half at Park
Blurf. It was a small school but we managed to fit
forty-one pupils, grades one to ten in it quite well.
Then in the spring of 1941. Bill bought the farm of
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dunser in the Marron eli strict as
we were short of pasture and water.
There at the Dunser farm we had a delightful
farm. Abundance of feed, water and work, but there
was also a lot of pleasure in the wild life that lived
there too. All the song birds that nested in the nearby
bushes. The slough had dozens and dozens of ducks.
Deer carne shyly down to drink or came in the early
dawn to lick the salt. All wild life was welcome to
come and nothing was ever disturbed. No guns ~
The war years were harel. little help, the desperate
news broadcasts, death or loved one across the sea'
So many local boys gone to far away places.
1942 found me back again at Marron School. A
little daughter accompanied me. That winter was
cruelly cold. I remember going down to road on
horseback at 53° below zero on a February morning
in 1943.
Bii1 joined the Prairie ~arm Assistance in 1942
which necessitated his being away for several months
each falL corning home weekends. He was always
home for winter. Marron School was old, heating
POlll", but we managed, moving our desks nearer the
heater. We had hot cocoa at lunch which cheered us
up a bit especially when the pot boiled over at spelling time. But then too, 011 a lovely June day we could
take our lunch to the creek, just a short distance and
have a picnic.
In 1946 Robin School had no teacherSl) happily, I
started off again. A happy sociable group of children
attended this school. The year passed all too fast.
Though the winter \vas severe, the school was \varm
and our spirits were never dimmed when the roads
were impassable with snow. I rode on horseback up
the track. The train wouldn't be coming so one was
safe.
Better crops, better prices for cattle and hogs,
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In the meantime Bill's health had been failing so
he sold the remaining farm to Albert Jones in the
spring of 1973. In t'vlay - June of the sanK year he
left for his home in England after an absence of 47
years. He enjoyed it thoroughly visiting his sisters
and their ramilies.
September I\l6 7 found Ihe Medsteml grade three
room without a teacher. There I found t\Venty-eight
cheerful children. Many of whom I had known from
babvho"d. Thev were a briQht willinu Qroup. They
\ve1;1 chcerful!); at their \),/o~'k regardtes~') of what it
was. Also on the playing field they were full of
enthusiasm. l\1any a happ)' noon hour was spent at
softball. Nine years latcr i gladly packed my bags and
went back to their graduation. In 1968 due to the
shortage I went back again to grade seven and (his
was the end of teaching except for the odd day when a
substitute was required.
I suffered minor injuries in a car accident which
plagued me for two years. however. that is past.
In 1974 Bill suffered a severe paralytic stroke anci
heart attack in the University Hospital. After three
months he was permitted to leave hospital and go
\vhere he would be near a specialist so we left for
Edmonton. The Medstead home was sold. We are
near Ollr son-ill-law and daughter and family. Life is
quiet, we arc conveniently located.
Each June 30th sees us packed and ready for the
cottage on Jaekfish Lake and ready for July 1st at
Medstead where we enjoy meeting the old friends,
neighbors and former customers. and partake of the
barbecue supper. It is a day to remember and with
that we must be content.

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Mitchell at their farm home, 1938.

Clyde S. Mitchell Story

on the prairies can easily believe what we all went
through. No tall tales are needed. The truth is much
stranger than fiction could possibly be.
Clyde built a two room house of slabs obtained
from a mill further north and he put up a sod barn for
his mules. He baked his own bread and was an
excellent cook, he even baked cakes, but never mastered the art to pic, or pastry making.
The Tom Davies family, their nearest neighbors,

submitted by Cecilia B. Mitchell
Clyde S. Mitchell and his youngest son Lawrence
moved from Saskatoon to Medstead in 1933. They
moved there by mule team transportation. Mr.
Mitchell. a contractor and builder by trade had suffered extreme losses during the drought years and
during this period his beloved wife Julia was very ill.
After several years of illness she died leaving Clyde
and their five children: Leverne, Leonard, Leslie,
Claretta ami Lawrence. Claretta only fourteen years
and Lawrence then only six years old. Lawrence Was
about twelve when they moved north. They had a hay
rack with a little shelter built on the front half and
their belongings piled on the other half. It was drawn
by a team of big black mules.
Clyde's sons, Lee and Bud (as the older boys
V\'ere known) came later and brought a few more
things for their dad in an old truck. They have some
almost unbelieveable stories that they tell about that
trip both to Medstead and return. However, any
Saskatchewan fanner that lived through those years

Lawrence Mitchell, Lee Mitchell and Clyde Mitchell. Taken at
their first home in Medstead, 1933.
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keting boarct Their daughter is in the north country
married to a teacher at Lac La Ronge.
1 try to visit my step children each }'car -- miss
sometimes but try to get this added joy as often as
possible .

were great neighbors. They supplied Clyde and Lawrence with milk and fresh garden vegetables until the
Mitchell's had their own cow and garden. In spite of
the great responsiblity of establishing a new home
and being both Father and Mother to his family Clyde
found time to take an active interest in the community affairs and entertainments. He was a born entertainer so entered very freely into community life, ane!
always was a great helper in times of sickness or
bereavement.
In 1936, a long time close family friend Ceclia
Tapley and her two daughters, Winnifred and Kay
twelve and eleven years of age, came to live at
Mitchells to keep house. Clyde had built on four
more rooms to accommodate this move. In 1938 the
parents decided to be married much to the delight of
their youngsters and! believed their friends.

CeCelia Mitchell Story
5ubmitied by eeL Ml1tlldl
In August 1936 my' two daughters \Vinnifred Alice, Kay Marie, and L moved to [he Guyhirnc school
district from Mak'-.;v(:l. Saskatchewan \vherc I and the
girls had been for about a year. I was nursing my very
iii mother at the home of Mother and my youngest
brother. Mother died, ancl my brother was planning to
be married, so I arranged with an old and much loved
friend Clyde Mitchell to keep house for him and his
son Lawrence on their farm north west of Medstead.
Barney Oxley moved our things from Makwa to
Clyde's farm. ! remember Clyde and Winnifred (then
twelve years old) mele in the back of Barney's truck
sitting up on top of our piano. All the way out to
Meadow Lake, then on to Medstead. Kay and I rode
in the cab with Barney. Later Clyde and Winnifred
went back up to Paul's farm for our cow and her calf
and a team of horses (Shady anel Dusky). Clyde had
bought them from my brother Herald. Shady had a
colt. They put the calf in a crate in the Whoapee
wagon or (Bennett Buggy) actually a spring wagon.
They lec! the cow, ancl the colt just followed her
mother. The folks slept under the stars one or two
nights. Travelling was slow leading poor little Bossy
cow. The last night out, they slept in the office of the
livery barn in Glaslyn, and were glad to get inside.
The nights were pretty coolon in August.
Clyde had added four nice rooms to his house
when we arranged to go there. The outside was built
of slabs but the inside was finished nicely with
gyproc. Clyde was an excellent carpenter so fixed a
good horne for us. In 1938 we decided to get married
and were surely a happy family.
Water for house use was a problem, it had to be
hauled two miles. The lake on the comer of his V2 was
fine for the stock and washing also for watering the
garden, which was a huge one. We raised all kinds of
vegetables and either canned, or stored them for
winter use. I raised hundreds of chickens. ! butchered many of them for sale and canned lots for our
own use. We also raised from thirty to seventy-five
turkeys each year for sale. We had sheep, cattle, hogs
and bees so had our own honey. Milked ten cows and
made butter for sale. Of course we had horses for
farming work and driving, as wen as good saddle
stock. We were all riders. Later on we were able to
have a car. but 1 still preferred to saddle my horse and
go when it was feasible.

Clydes Family, Leveme (Lee) married Phyllis
and they have three children, Donna married Walter a
dry wall plaster, Deanna married Jack Gray of the
Canada Air Forces and is now living in Ottawa. They
have three daughters. Donald in P. A. Radio work.
Leonard(8ud) married Dorothy Trimble (Bud ami
Dot) had a son, and a daughter, Marvin and Gale both
married. Gale is a farmer's wife now. The folks have
lived in Saskatoon for many years. Marvin lost his
life in a water accident a few years ago. Leslie (Slu)
married Connie and they live on a farm east of
Saskatoon in the Blucher district. They have four
sons and one daughter- all married. Garetta (Sis)
married Less '[hmble and they have two sons, one of
whom is in Saskatoon. and the other in Toronto, both
are business men. Sis and Les farmed several years,
then purchased the Elstow Hotel and opeElted it a
number of years, before retiring in Saskatoon. Lawrence never married. He works for his brother. Slu's
and son, on the farm during the summer and spends
his winter in Saskatoon.
Lee worked for Palm Dairies for many years. He
is now an amputee having had to lose both legs a few
years ago. He is well and has retained his marvellous
sense of humor. A truly great guy.
Bud also had leg trouble earlier in life and came
out of years of hospitalization with a badly scarred,
stiff leg and foot. He too kept that great sense of
humor and carried on. He was dispatcher for Grey
Cab Co. in Saskatoon many years, but is now retired.
I must add a word here of ihe stability both of these
chaps' wives provided through all these hardships
and suffering.
Slu has always fanned east of Saskatoon. He and
Connie raised their family on the farm. The eldesl
and youngest became farmers. Their secone! son
Doug is in Winnipeg with the poultry and egg male
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I'm not sure of rhe sectioo number Clyde's quarter was on but it was the S. E. V, _ .. I mile south of the
Guyhirne School which was the scene of many enjoyable evenings. Especially the school Christmas
Concerts which were excellent.
One year the Sunday School group got up the
play "The Lasting Glory". Clyde and Jack Buck
built props - I rigged up lighting \\lith car batteries,
Nellie Buck and 1 made so many costumes and directed the play which was presented on Christmas
Eve to a packed house. The youngsters did a superb
job, and a choral group from Medstead came out to
sing the Christmas hymns, \vhich were a part of the
play. Beautiful memories for us and I'm sure for

came in tu just spend a \vhik \vith me if 1 had to be
alone or to gi\/c a hand jf my young girls needed heip
\'llth butter making or \vhutever. An through April,
['viay and June. By the middle of June f became so
proficient on crutches i could rnanage most iobs, but
1 surely thanked God for such 1!fcat neighb~)rs.
LllrcL La\vrcncc, \\/innifre:l and K~av attended
schtJol in lvkdstcad and still lakr on 'both girls
\vorked at the creamerv. L,-l\vrence \-\lorked for H~HTV
Hallis in his general 'store, and the girls 'vvent r;)
Saskatoon to work at the University. ~
In /\ugust lLJ42 \Vinnifrcd \vas married tt) Norman McLcan. Norm \-vas from the Birch Lake district. He enlisted in the Army Signal Corp. They were
[ogrher \vhik Norman \-vas in Regina hut \Vinnifred
couldn't be \vith him when he was sent east so she
came back to Medstead. On Sept. 20.1943 theirhahy
girl Cecelia was born. One week after Norn1an had
landed in England, he \vas stationed here for neady a
'lear before being sent to France, where he gave his
iife for his country. Members of our famUY have
visited France and have taken pictures of Norman's
grave which is in a beautifully careel-for cemetery
near Beni Sur Mer.
Four years later Winnifred married Frank
Schmirler a neighbor boy and former school mate.
Frank was the buttermaker in Meelstead Creamery
for some time and \-vas the youngest buttermaker in
Canada. The Medstead Creamery took top prize with
their hutter at the provincial level. Frank quit school
before finishing his Grade 12, to go to work. but later
011 in life he attended night school and got his diploma. He \vent on studying and working for first class
credentials in several fields, including IVlechanics.
Frank and Winnifred live in Quesnel~ S.c. where
Wyn works in a jewellery store and Frank is a Supt.
for a lumber mill. They have four children: Wayne of
Magrath, Alberta. Shirley Ann (Borowshy) of
McDowell. Sask. Winnifred Elaine (McDevitt)
Quesnel. B.C .. Marion Ruth (Gunderson) Quesnel.

many others.

We had excellent neighbours - the Thas Davies
family right across the [O:IU, Mamers adjoining us on
the north. our dear friends the Bucks a mile across
beyond Davies to the east and a bit north. Millers.
Schmirlers. Langes. Knutsons all good friendly folk.
so many different nationalities, religions etc .. but all
neighbors and friends.
Nellie Buck and I started a Sunday School for all
the children in the Guyhirne School District. Children of all ages and denominations came. We had
over forty youngsters most Sundavs. We just taught
the Script~res ;nd had lots of m~,sic - ' chorus~s,
rounds and children's hymns. How they lovee! ir. and
looking back I often think about how quietly the
youngsters came in, and how very weH they attended. Many were young teenager:s. ! hope those
lessons helped each one along the way. Two summers
Rev. Titley. a United Church pastor from Meadow
Lake drove down. I believe it was ever\' second
Sunday and he held services in the Guyhirn~ School.
Again all denominations came together to \vorship
and the singing led by that great pastor was really
great. The school was always full of people. After
church the young folks would perhaps choose up
sides and have a cgame of l1<l1l before heading for
home and chores. The older folks would ill~t s',t
around and have a good visit. There were no telephones so about all t'-he visiting we got in was at such
gatherings.
I suffered a badly broken leg and disjointed knee
in a tobogganing accident at Bucks \vhile we were
helping to celebrated Jessis Buck's 17th birthday one
Feb. evening. A week was spent in bed at home
waiting for a special train the next Thursday into
North Battleford to get to where a doctor was'. That
was when! found out definitely the meaning of good
neighbors. The women all came at different times to
lend a hand - always with some baking to help my
family. Later when I got back home in a heavy cast
from hip to toes all of our neighbors young and old

B.C.

Kay Marie married a fine young man from Ontario in 1947 .lames McLandress. a mill worker. They
still live in Espuno!a, Ontario. They.' have five children. Three arc married. Sharon 'Elaine (Myles).
Allen James in Sudbury. Bonnie Sue (Clement) they
have two children Jennifer and Jayson. Gerald, an
engineer at Eddy Forest Mill and Dawna Marie at Sue
St. Marie College.
After selling our hotel in Nebraska. Clyde and [
moved to Webbv/oocL Ontario. \Ve bOuflht a garage
and built a cafc and operated both for; few'--vea;s.
Meanwhile ViC got a beautifUl property ancl \vere
building 3 ten unit motel and two cottages, also a
service station, \Mhen Clyde died. I sold the ganwc
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anci restaurant. My brother, Herald Maze, and I
finished the motei and service station. We operated
the motel for a number of years but I sold the service
station to Frank Schmider and WinnifrelL who laler
sold it and moved back west. My brother and I retired
in the mid '60's due to failing health. We travelled
quite a lot and saw much of the beauty the Lord has
provided across this continent for our enjoyment.
My brother died in 1973, then! lost my sister
Jessie, who also lived with us, in April of 1975. So J
live alone now. I sold my home and have a lovely
apartment close to the business section of Espanolo,
and only three blocks from Kay and Jim. I still make
many quilts pieced, appligued or painted ~ crochet
afgans etc. and do a lot of sewing. I play for the
Church Service at Webbwood United Church. We
have a lovely "Hammond Organ" there. Also I have
a large hammond in my home. a great source of

comfort and pleasure. I still drive my own car so can
get around easily. I'm a member of Mizpah Rehekah
Lodge 207. My daughter Kay also is a member and
this past summer was an officer for the Ontario Rebekah Assembly in Toronto. My one granddaughter
Bonnie is also a past grand of our lodge.
We have been abundantly blessed. As I am finishing this off I am making plans to drive to Ottawa next
week to visit a niece. also Jack and Nellie Buck.
Jim and Kay spent a few weeks in Europe, and
England and Scotland this year. They visited Duncan
Buck, the Buck's youngest son, his wife and family
in Manchester, England. They report having had a
great time recalling Medstead days.

The Andrew Moen family. L. to R.. Back row, Ole, Arne, Hilda,
Annie. Centre. Emma, Gertrude, Edgar, Ruth, Kenneth,
William, miSSing is Glen.

applied for my Canadian citizenship but had not yet
received it when I was called into service.
In the spring of 1947. my father and two of my
sisters. Hilda and Ruth, and four of my brothers,
Edgar. Kenneth, William and Glen settled on a farm
2 miles west and lV, miles south of Robinhood (SE
n-49-16-W3).
Three members of our family had already left
home: my oldest sister Anna was married to Arthur
Cranston and they were living at Wilkie. Sask. She
now lives in Saskatoon along with their daughter

The John Miszaniec Family
by John Miszaniec
I came to Medstead in 1951 to work for the
Canadian National Railroad.
1 married Yvette Perret in 1955. We have three
children. Terry the eldest is twenty-two and works in
Edmonton as a Chartered Accountant. Donna is
nineteen and is presently attending University.
Richard is taking his grade twelve at our local high
school.

Lorraine.

Emma married Hugh Strain. They now farm near
North Battleford. They have four children ~ Joyce
(Mrs. Keith Weston), Linda (Mrs. Ron Saul). one son
David and Doreen (Mrs. Kenneth Hagen). Doreen
and Ken and their three children ~ Brian, Hugh, and
Shelly, are living on their farm in the North Batdeford area.
Ole and Jean farmed in the Scent Grass area until
the fall of 1947 when they moved to Robinhood and
later to Meota. They had four children ~ CaroL
Diane, Ken and Sylvia (Mrs. Harry Wilson of
Medstead).
In the spring of 1947, i rented a farm from Nels
Gustafson. In the fall of 1949, I married Vioia Helen
McClean and we lived on the Gustafson farm until
1949 when I was able to buy a farm through the
Y.L.A., the NE 26-49-16-W3 where we are still
living.

The Moen Family
by Arnie Moen
I was nine years old when I came to Canada with
my folks, four sisters and one brother from Bra.
Telemark County. Norway in 1927. We came to
Landis, Sask. and later moved to the Prince district.
In 1939, our sister Gertrude died from pneumonia at the age of eleven years, and then in August,
1942 our mother passed away.
I was called into the Canadian Norwegian Allied
Forces in 1942 where I served until 1945. I had
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-We have two children, Barry and Donna. OUf son
married Anna Duvall and they are now living in
Uoydminster. Donna married Richard Neufeld and
(hey and their two daughters, Crystal and Ttlnl have
moved to POllee Coupe, B. C.
I have seen some big changes in farming. I staned
farming here with horses. cut the crop with a binder,
then stooked it and threshed the grain. I cut hay with
a horse mower, then rakeel it and stacked it onto a
wagon anel hayrack with a pitch fork.
As for changes in the home, we now have power
and sewer and vvater and other conveniences. When
we started here we had to use coal oil lamps and
lanterns and wood for cooking and heating. We had
to carry water from the well which we pulled up with
a rope and pail.
As for transportation, we had neither a car nor a
truck. When we were snowed in during the winter
months we used the team and sleigh, so we didn't
travel very far.
As for the rest of my family, Hilda married Tom
Cotton, they had four children, Judy, Dennis, Larry
and Bernie. Hilda passed away in 1954.
Ruth married Gordon Durand, they have a family
of six - Marilyn lives in Robinhood, Raymond and
Marilyn have one son Lance, age seven years: Arlys
and her husband, Ben, live in Calgary: Debbie works
in North Battleford while Dale, Sandra and Gayla
live at home on the farm in the Glaslyn rural area.
Edgar married Isobel Butler, they had two children, Charlotte and Bernie. Charlotte is married to
James Byl and they and their two children, Robin and
Darci live on their farm near Robinhood. Bernie lives
in North Battleford, Sask. Edgar passed away in
1971.
Kenneth is married to Fern Kildaw and they and
their two children, Christine and Dennis live on their
farm south of Robinhood.
William and Marlene lived in Calgary, they had
three boys, Tim, Bruce and Bud. William died in
19n.
Glen and his wife, Mae are living in Calgary.

Back row: Vivian, Evelyn, Marvel, Lawrence, Verna and Mrs.
Freda Moline. Joan, Vern, Irene, Idella. The Vern Moline Family, 1972.

Medstead School for many years. Due to failing
health I was forced to retire.
We had seven children: Verna, Lawrence, Idella
and Clarice made their homes in British Columbia;
Joan lives at Chitek Lake: Vivian, Evelyn and Marvel
live on farms in the Medstead District. After a
lengthy illness Irene passed away November 13,
1973. Now, my brother, Melvin Moline lives with me
as he is retired as well.

William Hartley Moore Family
BOlIl'nemoll!h District
September 1931~· Hartley came from Central Butte,
Saskatchewan to live and farm in the Bourncmouth district.
December 1933 _.- Hartley married Florence Karolina Bowers, also of the Bournemouth district. She and her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William Bowers had moved from South Dakota
to a farm at Bournemouth in 1910.
Hartley had three brothers who formerly resided
in this area at one time.
Ken - a member of the Regina Rifles for approximately four years was posted overseas during
World War II and killed in action in France.
Walter - a member of the Queen's Own Rilles for
approximately four years. He was posted overseas with the service core during World War !I.
He later re-enlisted with the army and served
overseas in Korea during the Korean War. He
now resides in Calgary, Alberta.
Don - was enlisted with the army during World War
ll, but remained stationed in Canada.

The Vern Moline Family
by Vem Moline
! left Saskatoon in 1924 to try my luck at homesteading in the Birch Lake district. In 1929 I married
Irene Evans and we settled on my farm. We spent the
depression years on my homestead, sometimes even
hope was in short supply. When the war came in 1939
we decided to move into Medstead. I joined the army
in 1941 and stayed in the service until 1945. On my
return to civilian life, I worked as a carpenter for the
School Unit. Then I took over the job of janitor at the
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profession for about fifteen years ill British
Columbia. He presently reside.s in Terrace,
British Columbia \\lith his \vife Jean and daughitr Yvonne. He is presen'tly employed \"lith
Quadra Air Travel.
\Va y!l1c _ .. served \Nith the Royal Canadian Army for
three years us a private. He \v'as with the
Queen's Own RineS in Regina and Calgary, and
spent some time in Germany as well. Upon
release, he lived in Australia for three years
where he met his wife Angela. Together with
their small SOf], Ashley, they now reside in
Vernon, British Columbia. where Wayne is in
the car dealership business. vVayne also has a
daughter, Kim, from a former marriage, \vho
resides in KitimaL British Columbia.
Garry - married to Margaret, nee McConnell, from
Glaslyn. who taught several years in Rabbit
Lake School. They reside in Kitimat, British
Columbia with their three sons: Blake, Breck
and Blaine. Garry is shop foreman of a garage
and Margaret still teaches.
Jim - spent five years with the Royal Canadian Air
Force, and is now employed with the Bell Teiephone in Toronto. He lives in Mississauga with
wife, Jann, two sons, Kevin and Craig and one
daughter, Wendy.
Rodney - spent three years with the Royal Canadian
Navy and was assigned to H.M.C.S. St. Croix
in Victoria. Upon release, he spent four years
working in the C.P.R. shops in Winnipeg. Rod,
wife Gwen and son, Derek, now live and farm
in the Rabbit Lake District.
Bradley - single, lives with his parents amI farms.

Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Moore on the occasion of Iheir 40th
Anniversary, celebrated August, 1973. L. to R., Stanley, Wayne, Hartley, Bradley, Florence, Rodney, Cecil and Garry. Missing from the picture is Jim of Ontario. There were two girls,
deceased in childhood.

Florence had five brothers and two sisters formerly living in this area.

Earl Bowers - enlisted with the 28th Battalion,
served overseas during World War ! am! was
wounded in action. Now deceased.
Glen Bowers - enlisted with 2Xth Battalion, served
overseas during Workl War I and now resides in
North Battlcford.
George Bowers -- a gunner with the 28th Battalion,
served overseas during World \Var I. Now deceased.
Frank Bowers - drafted during World War I, but
remained in Canada. Now deceased.
Carl Carlson - enlisted with the army service core
during World War !l, served in Canada as well

Richard James !IlIon-is Family
Richard James Morris came from Sberopshire,
England. 1909. Resided at Broadview, Saskatchewan
and served in the First War, with the Canadian Army.
He married Margaret Theresa Brugger of Minllcclosa, Manitoba. He came to the Glenbush and
Avery district in 1928, and farmed there until his
retirement in 1951.
Hilda Margaret Morris, Mrs. Henry Schappert,
IS Bertram Street, S1. Catharincs, Ontario, three
sons: Solomon, Samuel. Daniel, all married, one
daughter: Virginia, five grandchildren.
William (Bill) Frederick Morris - passed away
January 1973. His wife, Elia Morris, 301 Hemlock
Street, Sudbury, Ontario, one son: Dr. Richard James
Morris, two grandchildren.
James (Jim) Ernest Morris - wife Ada, 2376
Bancroft Drive, Sudbury, Ontario, six children:
Sandra. Blain, Elwin, Donna, Larry, Brenda, five
grandchildren.

as overseas. Cad is no\,-v retired and residing in

Enderby, British Columbia, with wife Jean, nee
Widdiefield of Park Royal District.
Verna Bowers ~. - married Art Tolan, no\v deceased,
but formerly of Rabbit take district. Verna now
lives in White Rock. British Columbia.
Ruth Carlson ~- spent several years here, then returned to the United States. She is married and
presently residing in Montana.
Hartley and Florence Moore raised seven boys
who attended Clarksdale, ArtichOKe and Rabbit
Lake schools.
Stanley -- married to Rose, nee Carpenter of Rabbit
Lake, they have two children, Crystal ane! Troy,
and farm in the Rabbit Lake district.
Cecil- trainee! for a station agent with the C.N. R. at
Findlater, after high school, and worked at this
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cnts. because our:-; \A/as a t!eneration that rc~d!y
needed ii.
In J925 fAmher just could not rnanagc any longer
and \\'ith six and
hdfchildren U\!hcn \vas born ~l
few months later) and a rev,' !i';./cstock moved over to
keep house for Homer Vv!ilson, \vho bter becamc our
stepfather. \\lhat a change in lire
that arrangement must have meant for him, 1 do bclil:ve that uur
move brol!!!ht him a ~!()od deal of hapPlness so 1
suppose tb:;t \\'ould hd1) to even th(; score and he did
live unti! \vcll into his eighties so ! v/ou!d say he
thrived on his ready-made family. He was a very
good father ._.._. a lot of patience fur a man vv'ho had
been a bachelor for so man;/ }'cars.
In some respects \,ve ~;oulcL no doubt, have been
considered poor, after alL a quarter section of land
providing for nine people, but liVC alv./a;/s had plenty
of. not fancv, but nutritious fotxl to caL such as
home-[:roun~i wheat porridge. fVlotber's special:
boiled :linnc1's - beef and v/tVJle vegetables.
We Ixcrc all quite healthy -~ nothing much other
than the flu, common cokL and a fevv childhood
diseases. Mother haJ a home remedy for everything.
Sulphur and molasses to clear the blood in the spring,
cough medicine: COOKed onions, brown sugar and a
little vinegar, bread and milk poultice, goose grease
for sore throat, moist tea leaves for eye infection. I
could go on and on.
W; each had OLlr turn from the eldest to the
youngest at doing the janitor \vork for the school.
The same work today I believe would be called

Sinclair D. Morris (.lacK), wife Gisel, 4473 Park
StreeL Burnaby, British Columbia. two children:
Gail, Ernest.
Dorothy Ellen Morris, Mrs. Herman Anders,
1004 Bel Aire Drive S. w., Calgary, Alberta, five
children: Alan, Jarnes. Carol, Jason, Shelley.

one

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Muirhead
Mr. and Mrs. Muirhead came from Scotland
about 1914 and settled in this district. He was a baker
by trade. Florence was born in England and had bcen
a governess in France. He served in the Boer War.
They homesteaded ncar Duncan George and then
wem to S.W. 5-50-13 then moved across the road to
the place where Joe Oster now lives. They had no
family.
Bob Muirhead was school trustee in 1917, '18 and
'19. Was municipal councillor in 1923, '24 and '25
and reeve in 1926.
Mr. Muirhead died in North Battleford the fall of
1926. Mrs. Muirhead had a sale and Rev. Bains
helped her to fix up the house on the Fraser place
(where John Oster now lives). She stayed there a
short time and then went to British Columbia.

William H. Myres
William Myres, an Englishman, lived north-east
of Bapaume, but owned the SW 36-50-13-W3rd from
1930 until 1935, when Russell Overgaard purchased
this quarter from him.
William married Agnes Overgaard and they had
two children, a boy and a girl. They moved to B.C. in
1936. William is deceased. Agnes still resides in
B.C.

Reminiscences
by Aggie MacArthur (nee Jones)
I was born in 1921 in an old log shanty in the
Marron School district, one of a family of seven
Joneses.
Mother's life was anything but easy, with no
conveniences whatsoever. and very little money in
those years. Our father would be away from home
much of the time, working where be could, to belp
provide us witb the necessities of life. Our bedding
and a lot of our clothing were made from large flour
bags. Some of our mattresses were made by filling
large cotton bags (bed size) with straw. Each fall they
would be freshly stuffed with new straw.
There was no welfare in tbose days, it wasn't
because it wasn't needed, we had to be independent
of governments or anyone. Family allowances were
not heard of until the next generation. What a difference that allowance would have made to our par-

Aggie and Howard lViacArthur, 1950.
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maintenance engineering. Vie girls had the sweeping. dusting. cleaning the blackboards and the boys
chores consisted of carrying the wood in and the
ashes out, cleaning the toilet (outside) also the bam,
also shovelling snow in wint~r. We had to drive with
horse and buggy, in order to haul the cream can of
fresh water daily. Some of the children had to walk
from two to four miles to school so we should have
considered ourselves very fortunate. but we did envy
them a bit - they didn't have to come to school as
early and could leave for home immediately after
school was out. The pay for janitor work in those
days would have been about five dollars a month and
was our contribution to our folks.
Other projects we had for making extra money
was digging and selling seneca roots. which was a
good price, - the problem - it took so many roots
to make up a pound. Then, too, the municipal office
bought gopher tails. My brothers caught animals in
the winter and sold the furs. It wasn't uncommon in
our house to see a half dozen or more pelts hanging
on lines against the wall, drying ready for market.
Our means of transportation at home was by
team. Saturday was shopping day in Medstead for
our parents, that was quite an outing for my mother.
She had several places she would visit (not all on the
same Saturday) generally, taking a jar of cream or
some homemade butter, and she would have tea with
them. They always brought us home a nickel or
dimes worth of candy, which was a fair amount in
those days, of course, that was to do us for a week.
Summer holidays would sometimes mean a
camping trip to Cochin or Birch Lake and what a
good time we hact especially when we had Miss
McCready and Bert Hazlett with us. We had a large
tent and slept on the ground - really ronghing it'
Such appetites we had. Mother generally stayed
home and looked after chores and then she would
have her outing at berry time when they would go to
Cochin for a couple of days. She loved picking berries and of course we weren,t able to buy much fruit
in the thirties.
In the early and mid-thirties several families
moved into the district from the dried-out south. The
government helped them locate on farms and relief
money was quite a common income for some of
them. Several families moved back south during the
war years when times were better and the rains came.
For several years though, our little Marron School
was fairly bulging at the seams. It was built to accommodate from twenty-five to thirty-five students, and
at one time I'm sure there were over sixty attending.
Three pupils to a double seat was not uncommon.
The teachers in those years had quite a challenge, all
those pupils, grades one to eight, and one teacher.

They really deserved a lot of credit for keeping such
good discipline and having few grade failures and for
very little pay. When times were really at their worst
the teachers accepted less wages and boarded around
at the different homes for a month or two at each
place. One advantage of that arrangement for the
teacher Vias there \vOLlld be a greater variety of meals
and company. One funny little episode at school was
when one of the little boys didn't understand English
too well, when the teacher reprimanded him about
something and he smiled and the teacher became
angry and said "Cecil, you wipe that grin off your
face"; Cecil immediately got up, went to the wash
basin and washed his face.
In those days the teacher was allowed to use the
strap at school, you could look forward to a repeat
performance at home. I do believe it was a deterrent
to misbehaving, although we were not little saints by
any means. In those early years and for many years
following, the school teacher was invited into many
of the homes for supper and the evening. It was a
benefit to the teacher, parents and pupils, a chance to
get to know and understand the situation more clearly
in the different environments.
Entertainment was mainly dances, card parties.
ball games, sports days, picnics and the annual
Christmas concert always brought a packed house.
Box socials were also a lot of fun, especially if word
got out to some of the fellows on whose box was up
for auction - the competition was sometimes pretty
keen, and prices would really soar until the most
persistent admirer won out. Poor brother Roy really
was jipped one time. Someone gave him the wrong
description of the box and he ended up buying a
middle-aged lady's box and there was coal oil on the
sandwiches. He was a good sport though and ate
supper with her which was the cllstom.
I think all our family loved to be in the plays.
They didn't have baby sitters in those days. Parents
took their children along at all ages. Several little
bundles would be wrapped in blankets and coats,
sound asleep on the desks. During the supper hour at
the dances it was the custom to call on different ones
to sing. do the jig or whatever talents they might
have. Sister Hazel and I were quite often asked to
sing. We sang harmony and played the guitar. A far
cry from the Lennon sisters but our public must not
have been too particular in those days. A Hoor manager was always a "must" in those clays and they
certainly kept the evening lively. My sisters and!
were very fortunate to always. have our brothers
escort us in our early teens to the dances. I don'l
think there was much drinking, there just wasn't
much money and very few considered it a necessity.
The little drinking that did take place at our school
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dance was if a bootlegger had some wine or moon-

be biting so hard. It must huvc: been a good old car as
Gordon had it for several years and with so nlClny

shine out behind the barn. Some orthe young fellows
would chip in on a bottle, ! think it would cost them
about twenty-five cents each.
Sports were not officially organized as they are
today. We organized our own and had some good ball
teams for the sports days. Sundays would often be
practise sessions. Medstead had some very good
hockey teams as well. And all learned their skills on
an open rink outdoors.
Few mothers ever went to the hospital to have
their babies. Mother was a mid-wife in our area and
many many times she would be awakened during the
night to find an anxious expectant father at the door to
take her back home for the delivery. That happened
quite frequently too, even though the depression was
on, most families were quite large. Sometimes Mother would stay for a couple of days depending on the
situation. Other times she would go back in a day or
two to check on mother and babe, and generally she
would take the family a large kettle of homemade
soup. Most babies arrived in the night, or so it
seemed. Mid-wives were never paid for their services and did not expect any remuneration, it was
considered just another of the old fashioned good
neighbor policies.
When the Mennonite Church was established at
Glenbush in the early thirties they would hold Sunday school and a hymn sing in Marron School. We
used to attend that quite regularly and enjoyed it.
Mother was Anglican and occasionally the minister
from Medstead held services in our school, she
faithfully attended those services.
Homer, as everyone called him, used to work as a
blacksmith in the bush camps during the winter and
as my brothers grew older they worked in the saw
mills as well. Brother Gordon had a very severe
accident when he was nineteen years old, a tree fell
on him and crushed one arm, which kept him hospitalized for several months, and then off and on for
several years, leaving him with only partial use of his
arm. He continues to farm, regardless of this and
other handicaps.
My other brothers also cleared land for breaking
by hand with the trusty old "swede saw" and axes.
There were no chain saws in those days so the physical aspect of preparing land for cropping was far
different than it is today.
In 1944 Gordon bought himself a 1926 Buick. He
was good enough to let us all learn to drive with it.
My, how we enjoyed that. It was the first car Homer
ever drove, and the only one, I think. It had the gear
shift opposite to the average car and I don't think he
ever drove out of second gear, and his pipe stem
would almost be rubbing against his nose, he would

greenhorns at the wheel - it stood lip well.
In 1939 war was declared and life was much
different for the next few years for many of liS. A lot
of ollr friends, boys and girls, were away in the
services. They were greatly missed in the community. rvIany of us sent parcels overseas to loved ones and
dear friends. Some parcels were lost, or went astray
en route, but the majority of them reached their
destination and I'm sure were much appreciated.
Different foods were rationed also gasoline and liquor during the war years. For those of us at home
this was small sacrifice. In all probability the rationing of sugar and liquor would have been a benefit to
everyone.
I was married in October, 1943, to Jim Wood
from Glaslyn, who was in the service. We moved
around from one army base to another, as did a lot of
others. We were stationed at Shilo, but I was living in
Brandon when in January, 1944, Mother died quite
suddenly at age 59, after a short illness. It left us all
in a state, first of shock, then sadness, as she had not
let any of her family know that she had cancer of the
liver. That was the beginning of a very bad year. Jim
went overseas shortly after Mother's funeral and was
sent to Italy shortly thereafter. Brother Roy was severely injured in Italy that same winter. It was terribly
hard to listen to the war news and hear the names of
the different units and knowing that some of our boys
were in the front lines and so in the thick of it. Then in
December, 1944, I recei ved word that .I im was" m issing in action and presumed dead". It was a prctty
rough winter, as brother Roy was again injured while
in action in Italy. The following May, 1945 when
Canadian prisoners were liberated in Germany and
official word came out that Jim had been killed in
Italy and the boys who were taken prisoner were
made to bury their own comrades. In May, 1945, the
war ended and what a tremendous relief that was. The
boys (men) now, as most of them had to grow up in a
hurry in those war years, started returning home in
1945 and 1946.
May, 1944 brought another surprise to most of us,
pleasant to some and unpleasant to others. A provincial election was held and the C. C. F. government
was elected. The first of its kind ever, Canadian
Commonwealth Federation. This government
brought in hospitalization in 1947, and the following
few years Saskatchewan Power was distributed
throughout the province to all the villages and farms
throughout the country. What a change in lifestyle
power made to many people. Refrigerators replaced
the ice house or well for keeping cream, milk and
meat etc. cool. Deep freezes made it possible to
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S.E.-16-49-IYW3n.l in 19i'f. but left the arca to
return again a few years later. He and his \'life had one
son, Steve, '0/ho \vent to school at Artichoke. Tc)m
and his vlife passed ;1\'lay in 1972 and 1973. Steve
\vho had his own farm moved back 10 his parents'
home '.\ihere he is residing today.

discontinue the tedioLls job (..}1' canning meat. vegetables. etc. These items taking at least three hours
processing time, and the process of keeping salt pork
in brine became a thing of the past.
Electric lights and electrical appliances inside the
home and out \\'ClS certainly" a thrilling experience for
all. \,A/hat a wonderful improvement. \Ve often \vondel' htH\" \\'c ever managed \vithout these con··
veniences which \'v'e take so much for granted now.
The sale of these appliances etc. must have meant a
tremendous boon to the business men vvho handled
these items.
In 1947. ! met Howard MacArthur when he was
buying grain at Meota after returning from overseas
service. Howard was raised at Marshall, Sask. We
were married in March 19. 1948. and have lived in
Meota ever since. We have a horne overlooking Jackfish Lake where we enjoy life very much. Howard
has been retired from the grain busincs~ for several
years. Vo./e are very fortunate in that we have many of
the same interests sllch as a love for garoening,
flowers, plants and the great outdoors in general. We
are very fond of sports. especially golfing. dancing.
music and reading. We <llso enjoy a quiet evening at
home. We think that Saskatchewan summers arc
great and especially here at the lake where we have
few dull moments. We're sorry to say that we have
come to the stage \vhere our curling is done behind
the glass but find pretty tough competition there as
well.

Jim and Grace Macfarlane, December, 1979.

Elizabeth Grace Macfariane (Jones)
James Ernest Madarhme
In . S2 I started grade one at Marron SchooL
Forthree years Ruby Hill taught me the Golden Rule.
Then our little country schoolhouse was closed

10m McAuley

do\vn.

Tom McAuley took up the homestead

For the next nine yeiJrs i was bused to town.
Graduated from Medstead High School in '64,
Vv'cnt to University.' to learn sorne more.
Teaching seemed a good field to choose,
One year of training stretched into two.
1966 found me Cut Knife bound.
To teach grade two in that fair little town.
The local barher was a guy named Jim,
'Twas the foilowing year I married him.
\Ve settled and lived there seven years more,
Then moved to Kamloops to sec what was in store.
Missing family'. sno\v, cold and friends.
vvlle moved back to Saskatchewan again.
North Battldord we decided would be just right.
Bought a cuk iittle house of brown and white,
Today you will find us well, happy and fit.
Grace in the classroom. Jim in the gravel pit.

Tom McCauley's son,

Steve.

The MacLe:ms
by Evelyn Casson
Here is a little happening that! thought would
show what kind of people the Mac Leans were and
what good neighbours they were.
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This little incident happened sometime during

the hungry thirties. Ted and I wefe doing the janitor
work for the Cater school. During the Easter holidays

we went over for a clay to give the school a thorough
cleaning, floors, windovv"s and wood \vork.
While I was polishing one of the doors a huge
sliver got under my thumb nail and it 'vvent right to my
knuckle. \Ve were afraid to try to take it out as it
might break off The pain \vas quite severe and there

was no sleep for me that night.
The next day we decided to go to sec l'virs. i'v'hlCLean as she would probably have proper tweezers to
remove it. but when we arrived at their home Mrs.
MacLean was polling clerk at an election at the
school and Dougal was home alone.
"Well." said Dougal. "let me have a look at that
sliver." He examined the very sore thumb and then in
his very cautious Scotch way said, "1 think maybe I
can take that sliver out. Shall 1 try-)" By that time I
was ready to let anyone try so I replied, "Go ahead
and see what you can do."
Dougal pulled his jack knife out of his pocket and
very carefully began to sharpen it. The sharper it got
the more fearfull became. ·'What was he going to do
with the knife')"
Finally he was satisfied with its sharpness so he
said quietly, "Let me see that thumb. " With the knife
he began to carefully shave the top of the nail. slowly
taking off thin nakes until he had exposed the tip of
that horrible sliver. all of a quaner of an inch wide.
"Now" he said "we will see if we can find a
tweezer wide enough to catch the width of that
sliver." Looking through Mrs. MacLean's nursing
supplies he found just what he wanted. Very care,
fully he caught the end of that sliver and slowly
pulled and out it came intact. What a relief' So! had
all asprin. We had tea and cake and went happily on
uur way.
One of the nice remembrances 1 have of Dougal
MacLean.

Mary and Dugald Maclean of Birch lake.

Martin McLean from Birch
Lake area.

years. Why were they there') I don't know. Why were
any of those good people from far off lands in Cana,

Mary ami Dugald Maclean

da'?

by Eileen Schaefer
My parents, Dugald and Mary MacLean came to
Birch Lake in the spring of the 1925.1 was four years
old and my brother Norman, was seven. They
orginally came from the Isle of Skye, Scotland, but
just prior to coming to Birch Lake they had lived in
Scott. Saskatchewan, where my father was employed
on the Government Experimental Farm. My father's
brothers. both bachelors, Peter and Martin MacLean,
were living in Birch Lake district when we arrived.
Fortunately, they had built a temporary log house for
us, and they had another log house for themselves.
This was my family's home for the next nineteen

My father farmed a quarter of section thirty five
but we continued to live on the adjoining quarter.
In those early years our neighbours were: Mr. and
Mrs. George McPherson, their family, Mary. lan,
A!lan and Niell and Mr. McPherson's brother Bill;
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips and Ronald, Newell, Vera,
Leatha, Irma, Elton and Allison: Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Clayton and Caroline, Billy and Laureline; Clay tons
left the community about a year after we arrived.
Closer to the lake there was the Fred Frazer family,
the Frank Bell family, Jack Lockharts, Taylors,
Gadsbys, McNeills, Lentons and Wheelers. We were
about two miles from any neighbour. Millers lived
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Davie lV1cNeill made an excellent Santa Claus }'car

ncar Phillips' place. then moved to Guyhirnc and
were replaced by WeiSKopf's.

after year.
Mv brother married Winnifred Toplcy in 1942
and h~ died in France in July 1944. They hac! one

Gradually and partly clue to the Colonization

Department of the C.P.R., the community gre\v to

daughter.
My parents left the farm in April 1044 because of

include Rowans, Scottons, Pavkas, Zmvadkcs. PalKOS Ithey replaced McPhersons who moved to B.C.),
Ted Christen, Wes Smith, Leons, Smiths, Davids,
Shepherds. Derrymans. Roskes. Pattisons and

Minarz (\vho sta:yed only a few years).
Mr. and Mrs. Junor ran a rural store and

mv fathers health. Drieschners bought his quarter of

se~·tion thirty-five. My father died in Victoria in
January 1951. My mother died in Victoria in November 1958. My uncles left Birch Lake when I was
thirteen. Uncle Peter worked lTlost of his days for a
rancher at LeDuc, Albena, and died in Victoria in
1976. Uncle Martin was a lighthouse keeper off the

POS[

office in the Birch Lake district before the railway

went through. Mr. Junor brought the mail and

SLlD-

plies (mail;ly food staples) f;)m North Battlefo;'d
with a team and wagon. Any other shopping had to
be directed to one of three catalogues, Eatons, Simpsons or the Army and Navy. (! still like a catologue).
Their business was eventually moved to Medstead.

coast of Vancouver island near Campbell River. He
died in Campbell River in 1956.
I married Vic Schaefer in 1949 and have lived in
Victoria since. We have four grown up children:

Linda. Brian, Susan and Catherine.

The first seven years I attended Birch Lake
School the teacher was Mr. Frank Warwick. This

In the early years of the community my mother
was the only nurse available and the nearest Doctor
was in Rabbit Lake. She rendered first aid and delivered babies when called upon. My father was everyone's moral booster, he could smile ancl joke through
anything. He possessed that rare ability to make
those around him feel that everything was quite alright, whether it was or not.
~ In spite of everything. those years were good.
The food was excellent, the house was warm, and the
community was friendly and helpful. Without the aid
of telephones or even cars. news travelled quickly
and if anyone needed help it was on the way I

man was organized, so well in fact, that everyone was
busy. he had complete control and if you didn't learn
it was your own fault. In the school he was strict and
efficient but at recess and noon hour he was one of the
boys. There were more boys than girls in the school
so -he orgnaized the boys sports and didn't bother
with the girls. He had a baseball team, a soccer team
and a cricket team and he particpated in all practices.
It didn't take the kids long to cat lunch and he would
run down the hill to the ball diamond with asandwich
in one hand and a hard boiled egg in the other. Even

in winter he had games going and he participated in
all of them. The next teacher was M iss Helen 0' mara
who was also an efficient. hard working teacher and
well liked in the community. She was my last teacher.
I finished high school by correspondence.

The McCarty :Family
The McCarty family resided on the S. E. Y'I of Section
35 in the 30's. They didn't stay very long before they
moved back south again.

The school was used as a Sunday school. Church
and dance hall. The first Sunday School was summers only and taught by Mrs. Wheeler Sr. known to
all as Grandma Wheeler. She was a truly beautiful
person with the face of saint and we all loved her. She
was joined later by my mother and Mr. Scotton who
also taught Sunday School. Church was summers
only and the minister came from Meadow Lake.

Things :I Remember about Merlstearl from
1934-1936
bv Audrev (Steward) McCmme!
I' Drawing drinking water from the lown well.
2. A farmer coming to sell and deliver milk in three
or five pound pails for jOe a pail (quart).
3. Walking Ollt to the "dam" as teenagers. to svvim in
the murky water full of bloodsuckers. It was the only
place to cool off when we couldn't get to Birch Lake.
4. Skating the "New Year" in on an outdoor rink at
30 - 45 degrees below zero.
S. Once a week movie in the hail. funny old projec-

The dances were seldom, but lasted from about
eioht till five in the morning or dawn whichevercame
fi~t. The school has to be ';.;ell built or it would have
crumbled during a square dance. The music was
provided by local talent which wasn't hard to find.
The McNeill family were all musicians and singers.
The big night of the year was the school concert and
dance at Christmas time. Every child in the community received a gift. The community raised money
for the school children and my mother persuaded
Eatons to donate gifts to those under school age.

tor.

6. Piling in a sleigh on the straw with all the teenagers
and all the blankets we could pile on. snuggling to
keep warm. as we drove to Robinhood or other small
towns to a Saturday night dance.
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Ellen V. McClean and children, first house in Robinhood district.

Ernie Steward, far right, taking a group of young people to 24th
of May Sports Day, 1934.

Viola married Arne Mocn of Robinbood and they
have two children, Barry and Donna.
Leslie and his wife, Marian, and their two sons,
Dale and Gregg, all live in Edmonton. Les is in the
roofing business.
Dorothy married Bob Blake, they had four children, Michael. Terry Lynn, Robbie and Heather.
Bob died in a car accident in 1978. Dorothy now lives
in Vermilion, Alberta.
Lorraine married Joe Kurylyk. They have two
children and are living in Saskatoon. Their daughter,
Gail. is a lab technician in the Edmonton University
Hospital while Don is working in Saskatoon.
Harvey married Kaye Cline of Zelma, Sask.
They have six children - Wayne who is married to
Leona (nee Larson). They have two girls, Trina and
Candis. Ronnie and Bonnie live at Zelma. Sask.
where Ronnie works in the Allen Potash mine. They
have one son, Ryan. David and Caroline live at
Meadow Lake, where David drives for Lay's Transport. They have one son, Christopher. Faye married
Bill Gruhlke and they live at Kindersley, Sask. Marion and Bemic live at home on the family farm in the
Robinhood area. Kaye and Harvey have recently
taken over the Frontier Cafe in Glaslyn.
Lawrence and Joan are living at Drayton VaHey,
Alberta; They have onc boy, Shawn, age seven years.
Lawrence is also in tbe roofing business. His daughter, Donna Ellen, is married to Ken Duvali who is
presently working for the Sask. Wheat Pool in
Glaslyn, Sask. They have one girl. Stephanie, born
in 1979.
Ed\\'ard and his vvife. Lorraine, are living in
Drayton Valley, Alberta. They have Olle boy, Todd,
age ten years. Edward's three green houses provide
him with a fuJi-time occupation.
Margaret married Tom Lysons. They have three
children, Murray, Delmar and Joyce, Tom is a member of the Alberta Legislature and they live in Vermilion, Alta.

1. Hoedowns in the hall. best fun of all. Marion Bell
used to p13y her guitar and sing cowboy songs. There

was always at least one fight, which my father, Ernie
Steward, had to subdue, he being the" noor manager" .

8, Big wood piles, which everyone had, as that was
our only source of heat.
9. Melting snow in a boiler on the stove for washday.
Ironing with sad irons heated on the top of the stove.
10. House parties where we played games like
"wink" and "post office".
II. Mrs Boyd had the telephone office and if someone
had no phone and few did have, she would have to
send a messenger to bring that person to her office to
take the call.
12. Going into North Battleford to get a "perm".
13. Washing ceilings and walls for local ladies at
twenty-five cents and hour, the going wage then.
14. Card parties, bridge or whist at Mrs. Benoit's
little hall on Main Street.

Mr, ami Mrs. Stan McClean ami 'Family
hy Mrs. Ellen McClean
We came with our family of five, Delmar, Viola,
Leslie, Dorothy and Lorraine, to the Robinhood area
in June, 1932 from Saskatoon, Sask.
Two other families who came were the Harry
Walkers who settled near us and the John Lundbergs
who went to live near Medstead. We settled on
C.P.R. land (N.W. 25-49-16-W3) and had to break
land with horses.
Our son, Harvey, was born that fall in November,
Lawrence arrived in 1933, Edward in 1935 and Margaret in 1939.
Delmarjoined the army in 1941. He was driver of
an ammunition truck while overseas and lost his life
while there in 1945.
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Miss Annie McIntosh
Lochside Schoo! 1943-44
This was my first school after a brief stay in
Teachers' College, so needless to say. it was a chalienge. It '.,vas a log: school but by the time I arrived it
had siding on it. It was heated b:y a \vood stove made
of a 4S-gallon drum.
In those days the schoolhouse \vas a community
centre, where fowl suppc:rs, box socials, Christmas
concerts and Friday night dances were held.
One humorous incident i recall, was at our

Christmas concert. We had a young brother and sister
singing "Your Are Nly Sunshine". As you may remember, it has several verses. The}" sang: and sang,
finally, the brother turned [0 his sister and said .
. ; How many more verses arc you going to sing'?"
That was the highlight of the evening. You should
have heard the audience roar.
One of the interesting events of the summer was
our district field clay. Each schoo! that entered, made
a hanncr and we had a parade. Of course a banner had
to be made. Not being much of a seamstress, 1
proceeded to make a banner. So with a few yards of
cloth, a square (no less) instead of a tape measure and
some letter patterns, we finally came up with a banner. I can't recall who won the prize but it wasn't us.
I am sure many of the younger generations never
heard of a "'box social". In those days lunch at the
dances was frec, the ladies brought it. But on certain
occasions it was a money-making deal. The night of
the box social, the ladies would pack a lunch for two
people, hopefully for herself and her husband or
boyfriend. These lunches were put in boxes that were
decorated, then they were auctioned ollto the highest
bidder. The young fellows tried to find out which
girls made the different boxes, so they could bid
against the girl's boyfriend and make him pay a big
price to eat supper with her.
I have many fond memories of my first teaching
year as that is where I met my husband.

The steel rails of Cater's C.P.R. Railway. fall prey to the end of
an era.

Searle grain elevator at Cater in 1939. Helen McMurphy is at
the door.

pioneers, among them: Starlings, Orrs, Cassons,
Neales, and Oxleys, to mention a few. The districts
nearest us were Birch Lake, Guyhirne and Loch Side
and these people became our friends and neighbors,
too.
Since there were very small acreages of broken
land and with late springs and early frosts the elevator
business wasn't too brisk.
Cater had a store run by George and Vera Bishop
who also had the Post Office.
In 1940 a second store was built by David Roske
and his wife. The C.P.R. train came through Cater on
Tuesdays emoute to North Battleford and back again
on \Vednesdays. Themai! was ahvays welcome and
especially so when the roads were blocked in the

W, J. MeMnrphy
In 1938, Helen and I moved from Mervin to Cater
where! opened the new Searle elevator, jllst constructed.
The company had built a two-roomed hOllse for
us to live in. It had a smal! pantry and clothes closet
taken from the two main rooms.
We had been married in 1935 and our new location \vas very different from the older more settled
area of Mervin and district.
Most of the people were newcomers from the
South of the province which was known as the "Dust
Bowl" in those days.
However there \vere quite a nun1ber of sturdy

\"linter.

Helen had a few music pupils and every Friday
she walked to the school to have an afternoons'
singing with the children. We had several very good
concerts.
We had a good radio and \ve had many favorite
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programs to enjuy. in those day's people 'visited onc
another so much oftener. We got to be \vel! ac··
Ljuainted \vith rv1edstead young people and they often
came to our little house in Cater. 'vie played games
and had musical evenings.
Joe had a curling team and they curled in
Medstead and Glaslyn when roads permitted the old
Model A to get them there.
Our years at Cater. \ve remember, were very
happy ones: even though material things \vere very
scarce and the Second World War broke out a year
after we moved to Cater.
In the spring of 1941 the Seark Company lllllvc;d
us to Turtlerord \vhcrc we spent a happy year among
old friencls and Grandpa ancl Grandma McMurphy.
who lived at Mervin.
In the spring of 1942 we moved to Medstead
where I worked for the B urns Creamery. 1 continued
to work there after it was taken over by the Co·
operative Creameries spending ten years altogether.
When we moved to Meclstead it was a divisional
point for the C. P. R. ancl C. N. R. and there were
twenty·one trains a week. On Fridays there was daily
train service to North Battleford.
There were good days for Meclsteacl. There were
two department stores. The Beaver Lumber Compa·
ny had a large store with lumber, hardware and groceries and Mr. Howard Graham, a pioneer, druggist in
Medstead. had a very good drugstore. Doctor Storey
(a legend in these parts) came every Tuesday and
Wednesday to attend his patients. There was a good
hotel. two bulk oil companies. two garages, t\VO
machine shops. a Pool elevator. a livery stahle. a
curling rink. outdoor skating rink. and three
churches. The school had two rooms at the time. So
for a rather new community iv1cc1stcad was thriving.
In 1944 we started to build our present home.
moving into it when our first son, Joseph, was a year
old. Our second son. Drake. was born in 1947.
In 1953. I started to work for Mr. E. Thompson.
Imperial Oil agent. I rebuilt their present home while
I was working for them.
in 1955 I became manager of the Beaver Lumber
store where I worked until my retirement in 1970.
When our sons were older. Helen became very
involved in teaching music. going to GJaslyn one day
a week and to Glenbush another clay of the week. As
the communit)/ gre\v older more pianos came into the
district.
Now I am retired and still living in Medstead and
enjoying our community life.
We look forward to the celebrating of
Saskatchewan's 75th birthday. One of the many pro·
jects wil! be books like this one, to honor those

piunC'ers \I,'ho have gone before and kft us a heritage
to revere and a present and future to cn.iuy.

Alexander and Mary McNabb
by Bruce am! Lawrence McNabb
Alexander McNabb (1853·1916) and Mary
ivlcGregor (1863-1937) \vere married in Luckno\v,
Bruce County. Ontario. from there they moved in
1896 to Loma. North Dakota. where their family
DUllcan. Alex. John. Mary. Annie. Albert and Janet.
bettcr known as Doll. were born.
\Vhen Alexander. usually known as Sandy. carne
Nonh in 1007, they.' brought some furniture. four
horses. and ten CO\Vs \.'lith them. Some of the boys
rode in the railroad car 'vvith the settler's effects and
the rest came in the coach.
He homesteaded on S.E. 30-48·1-+·W3rd which
he filed for on November 5, 1906. h1ary homesteaded on S. W. 22-48·14 in 1916. The family spent
most of the summer of 1907 in a hOLlse just north of
Batt!efonJ owned by i.l Mr. Halterman while a house
was being built on the homestead by a fellow named
Dan McNclli. Mr. McNclli was living near Meota at
that time but he hacl been a friencl of theirs back in
North Dakota. Upon completion of the house he
stayed with the McNabbs for awhiie before returning
to North Dakota.

The McNabb house. visitors. Marshes and Grants. and John
McNabb. with his Overland Whippet.

Alex McNabb Jr.
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left in the threshing machine after repairing. When
the machine was started it went into the straw blower
breaking off all the blades.
Sandy McNabb 'vvas instrumental in the organization of a municipality and served as the first councillor of division five. Mary McNabb, iater and
affectionately known as Grandma McNabb, served
as a midwife to many in the community_

The family and the community were shocked and
saddened by the untimely passing of Sandy l\'lcNabb
clue to an accident in 1916.
The seven children of Sandy and Mary McNabb
were as follows:
Duncan, 1886-1966, has a separate story. Junior,
was born in 1890. He filed on a homestead on N. W.
30-48-14-W 3rd in 1907 when he became eighteen. In
1919 he died of typhoid fever.
John Henry was born in Ig93 on St. Patrick's Day.
He filed on his homestead. the S.w. 28-48-14-W3rd
in 1911. He farmed from the home farm for some time
before moving into his own house. His house still
stands as a machinery shelter for Eelgar Klassen.
Like most bachelors of his day he enjoyed community life especially if it meant some home baking.
His bay team and later his Case tractor were a familiar
sight in the Sandwith district. His last few years were
spent in retirement at Medstead. He passed away at
the age of seventy-six. John is remembered for his
fiddle when he played" Big John McNeil".
Annie, 1897-1961, married Don Garrow. (separate story)
Albert. (separate story)
Mary, 1894, married Dave Garrow. (separate
storyl
Janet "Doll", 1902, married Roy Baxter who had
recently moved from Sandwith to the Metropole
area. They had two daughters, Eileen and Eunice.
Doll is widowed and resides in Chilliwack, British
Columbia.

Mary and Alex 'Sandy" McNabb.

This house, which still remains straight and tall,
was a stopping house on the Witchekan Trail for
many years. The trail passed through between the
house and barn and all who travelled from Witchekan
Lake to Battleford were welcome to stop. The only
other stopping house on the trail was Harry Johnson's
place.
Among the problems faced were large swarms of
mosquitoes. Another was no fences. If your neighbour's animals wished to snack in your fields you
could not do anything except chase them out. A
fellow named Raggedy Dan used a gun to remove a
horse from his field and received a two-year sentence
for doing so. The law pertaining to putting up slough
hay was simply, the first man to make a round could
put up the hay.
In 1909 Mr. Jack Sandwith managed to establish
the Sandwith Post Office, at McNabbs, to permit
easier communication for the first time. About this
time a Local Improvement District was organized for
the first local government. Sandy McNabb represented division five.
The brothers farmed together in the early days.
Having one of the first steam threshing outfits, they
threshed for many of the neighbours. One of their
regular customers was Steve Rogers who farmed on
N.W. 24-48-14-W3rd. Moving to Rogers' required
crossing Spring Coulee, a treacherous road in those
days. On one occasion Duncan was moving their
portable Case steamer when the pole broke near the
top of the couiee, probably when one front wheel
struck a stone. Without a pole hooked in the neckyoke the horses had no way of holding the outfit
back. The machine was not fitted with brakes and the
only means of avoiding a disaster was for Duncan to
jump down between the horses onto the broken pole
forcing it into the roac! and stopping the machine.
Breakdowns meant long trips to Battleford for
repairs. Imagine the frustration when a chisel was

Duncan McNabb
Duncan McNabb came from North Dakota with
his family and filed on the S. W. 30-48-14, November
5, 1906.
In 1917 he married Edith Meredith ofthe Hillside
district.
After twenty years of hard work, the I.H.C. and
Credit Foncier decided they needed the homestead
more than he did. So in 1927 he moved to North
Battleford with wife and son, four horses anel a
wagon loaded with their sTllali amount of furniture.
After eight years of town life, mostly in the dray
business, plus the fact that in September of 1934 he
and his horses had made the grand total of forty-four
dollars, he decided to try farming again. They rented
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seven years old \vhcn he arrived with his parent.;,

lived in the original house until his passing in 1973.
Over this period oftimc he sav,,' many changes including a rise and fall in the rural population, the railroad
buiit and abandoned, and the local school built. rebuilL and closed. He sa,,\, trees grow to cover the
prairie. only to be cleared mvay fur cultivation of the
iand.

His school days began when the Hyde Park
School was organized in 1911. He continued schoo!
for five years. As a boy. he played along the Witchekan Trai I, south of the farm. Once. near a large
slough, he was approached by a wagon load of Indians. Endeavoring to remain unnoticed, he crawled

off into the bush on hands and knees. When the
wagon stopped, and he realized he had been mistaken for a \vild animal. the sight of their raised guns

made him realize lying tlat and still was best for his
health. After what seemed like a long wait. the
wagon moved on.

Waiting for his eighteenth birthday to claim a
homestead was difficult and when his chance came
he rode his pony to Battleford to reach the claims
office at opening time. The homestead he chose was
S.E. 36-48-15-W3rd, one of the few left at that time.

Dunc and Edith McNabb. July, 1944.

Cyclones were not uncommon and one cyclone

completely dismantled a drive-through granary and
spread it over a two-acre field. Only enough could be
salvaged to build an average-sized bin. Another one

removed the roof of the barn and placed it gently in
the pasture. Mr. England was hired to replace it. Yet
another found Albert home alone with a porch door
that had to be held shut in the high wind. While
holding it. he suddenly realized the porch roof had
disappeared. When the wind died down Albert located the roof and packed it home on his back.
Ruby Boyd (I'll! -1971) started working for Mrs.
McNabb shortly after the Boyds had moved North.
During this time she belonged to Hyde Park Homemakers and taught the local Sunday School. On
November II, 1938, Albert and Ruby were married.
Ruby was very thankful that Felix Yaskevich
dropped a hint about the surprise party the neighbours had planned for the newlyweds.
Even though the house was no longer a stopping
house, it was still open to all their neighbours. Preparing tea several times a day was not uncommon for
Ruby. in 1955 the house was the centre of a reunion to
ce!ebrate fifty years as a province.
Marion Dora was born on November 3(), 1939,
the first child of their family. Clifford Neil arrived on
May 14, 1941, followed by Alice Margaret on June
10, 1943. Last but not least was Bruce Melbourne on
May 25, 1945.
Albert was a casual hunter, both of necessity anu

Dunc McNabb's outfit - Case Portable Steamer and Case
Thresher. Bought in 1912, hand fed, strings hand cut, water
hauled by John McNabb.

the E. yo, of 8-48-14 from Mrs. Mabel McClure and
later purchased it.
That fall (1934) he purchased four milk cows at
the W. Hess sale for the sum of nine dollars each.
This was the start of the .. cream chcque" era that
kept the wolf away from the door.
Due to ill health, he was forced to retire from
farming in 1958. They moved into Sandwith, where
he was janitor of schools for several years.
He passed away at Rabbit Lake in January, 1966,
at the age of eighty.
Edith lives in one of the lovely apartments of the
North Battleford's high-rise for senior citizens.

Albert and Ruby McNabb Family
submitted by Bruce
Albert Neil McNabb (1900-1973), being only
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of sportsmanship. HOVv'CVcL he often questiol1eJ
whether a person should cat a prairie chicken or not
because, "anything that had \'vings and stayed here
o'v'cr \-vinter may.' not be fit to eat". \Vhen the curling
rink \I.,'as builL Alben found winter was slightly more
enjoyable. Sunduy mornings almost ahvays found
McNabbs in chul'c'h. Ruby loved her garden and
ahvays planted fjcw/ers so she could take them to
church. Another or Albert's interests \vas his herd of
Herefords. His violin \,vas ahvays kept wned and
used in his spare tirne.
A rev\' additions to the old house, along \'vith
electricity and plumbing, allowed Alben and Ruby
to remain on the farm all their lives.
fV1arion bc:longed IO 4-H Beef and Homecraft
clubs. She loved country music and horseback riding. Being the oldest in the family she did much
outside work including riding the binder and stooking which was greatly appreciated by Albert,
Marion graduated from Glenbush in 1957. After
spending one year at the University of Saskatche\van
in Saskatoon, taking home economics, she returned
to North Battleford where she worked at the
Saskatchewan Hospital and the Royal Bank.
In November. 1960. she married Rene Cramatte
and now lives in North Battleford. They have four
children. Maureen. Alben. Marilyn. and Karen.
Alice also belonged to the 4-H Beef and Homecraft. Alice preferred bicycles to horses. She graduated from Glenbush in 1960 and spent her first year in
the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce in North
Battleford. The following year found her in Teachers'
College in Saskatoon.
In 1965 she married Peter Gradauer. After moving to Lioydminster to farm. in 1970. Alice completed her Bachelor of Education degree. They have
two girls. Geraldine and Adrienne.
(Clifford and Bruce ,- separate stories)

Jean and Bruce McNabb with Sandy (left) Laura and Robert.

proved to be the only train ride of my life to date. We
switched back to Sandwith when Hyde Park No.2
centralized. only to return to Glenbush again for
grades ten. eleven and twelve which were not taught
in Hyde Park. After spending twelve years at school]
pursued the mechanical trade acquiring my journeyman"s status in 1970.
In 1968. looking for a place to spend money!
didn't have.] bought the S,w. 24-48-14 W3rd.
In 1969 Jean Kunz and 1 were married at North
Battleford. Jean is the daughter of Ben and Betty
Kunz and had taught school in Glaslyn before our
marriage. After one year in Saskatoon we decided we
would rather be country people so we bought a house
from August Egeland and moved it to our land in
April. 1970.
In 1971 ! completed my shop where I do mechanical work as a business. Our first daughter also arrived in 1971. Laura Jean. Sandi Lea was born in
1972. 1974 brought a new house to replace the
crowded 16' x 24' house we started in. Robert Bruce
was born in 1975. which brings our family up to date.

BnJlce Melbourne McNabb
Although my main interests were machines. I
belonged to the 4-H Beef Club a few years. Among
my sllccessful projects was a motorized bicycle.
My schooling began at Hyde Park No. I until it
closed in 1955. The' 55-' 56 term began by riding to
Glenbush in the back of Reynold Kahrs truck. A
school bus was produced before it got too cold.
By mid-winter road conditions required a twenty-five mile trip through Medstead but after Easter
break that route proved impossible also. The Sunday
before school resumed found most of us making the
trip to Glenbush by team and sleigh to board and
room in a rented building in Glenbush until spring.
Mrs. Art Kennedy and Mrs. Bill Sankey cooked for
us during our stay. Return to Sandwith by train

Clifford and Cathy McNabb
by Cathy
Clifford McNabb was born May 14. 1941. first
son of Albert and Ruby McNabb. at Battlefords'
Union Hospital. He grew upon the farm at Sandwith.
He went to Hyde Park School until grade six. He took
grade seven and eight in Glenbush. riding on Reynold Kahrs bus.
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The Clifford McNabb Family, L. ray and Clifford.

R. Charmaine, Cathy, Mur-

Lawrence, Shirley, Marjorie, and Leonard McNabb.

By now they had four children, Lmvrence and
Leonard. twin boys, and Mmjorie and Shirley.
They all received their education at Hyde Park
School and high school at Glenbush.
Lawrence attended university. received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Agriculture. He now works
for PER.A, and is stationed in North Battleford. He
married Doreen Pylypow of Glaslyn in 1965. They
have four children: Fran, Dawn, Camille and Aaron.

He started farming in 1959 and bought his first
quarter of land from his aunt, Mary Garrow. Clifford
farmed with his dad until his dad passed away in
1973.
When my parents, Pete and Mary Slibida, were
living in Howell School district, L Kathy, was born.
In 1956 I took grade one at Hatherleigh School because Howell was closee!. Then my family moved to
the Dan Finlayson farm and I attended Devonia
School until my grade eight.
Clifford and! got married August 6, 1966. We
bought a house at Meota from Vic Eischen and
moved it to Clifford's dad's farm in 1967. We moved
over to his dad's house in 1974.
We are still farming at McNabb's home hlrm in
the Sandwith district, and are living in the house built
for Clifford's grandparents, the Alexander (Sandy)
McNabbs.
We have two children, a boy and a girl. Murray
Neil McNabb was born November 24,1967. Murray
started school in the fall of 1973 at the Glenbush
School. He is now in grade five. He has been in the
Prince 4-H Beef Club for three years now.
Shanllon Elaine McNabb w," born March 16,
1976. She enjoys animals.

Frallcis James alld Florence McNabb
Jim McNabb and Florence Barker were married
in 1940, lived in Medstead the summer of 1941,
where Jirn worked on C.N.R. section.
In the spring of 1942 they moved onto the Duff
farm, section nine C.P.R. laneL and later purchased
what was known as the McClure place (N.E.
3-48-14) moving there in 1946,
Jim drove rural mail route from December, 1943,
until May, 1972,
He was secrdary of the Community Hall for
twenty-five years,

Jim and Florence McNabb in 1940.
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Leonard worked on road construction until he
bought the Griffin farm in 1972 and started farming.
In 1965 he married Margaret Hagen of Robinhood
district. They have three children, Janice, Joanne and
Curtis.
Mariorie went to Teachers' College in Saskatoon,
taught school for eight years, married Dwight Gilliland in 1970 and they have two girls, Carrie and
Wendy.
Shirley attended business college in Saskatoon,
worked for Massey Ferguson and Gasgoine and
Swanson. She married Bob Price in 1965. They now
reside on a farm in Rabbit Lake district.

Leonard and Margaret McNabb
Leonard and Margaret McNabb moved to the
Sandwith district in 1972 after purchasing the Arlie
Griffin farm. Previously they were employed in
North Battleford. Margaret at the Bank of Nova
Scotia, Leonard for Ferguson Construction. Margaret is a daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Hagen of the Robinhood area.
Married in Edam on December 4, 1965, they
have three children, Janice, Joanne and Curtis.

James McNeill with a team brought from Black Hills, U.S.A.
1932.

built of logs. plastered with lime and sand. Mr. Roske
who came the same time as Dad. built a live kiln and
together they gathered limestone . a shaley. sedimentary rock from around the lake, and burned enough
lime to plaster their houses.
We had many ups and downs, more ups than
downs, when I look back on the years. I'm glad I
lived then.
We had fishing, boating. dancing. plenty of card
parties and home talent plays. In the summer there
were picnics and ball games and there were always
many good friends to spene! your time with.
Our place was a home away from home for all
who came along. There was enough to eat and always
a place to sleep, even if us kids did have the Boor at
times.
Dad was in the army for a year or more, as was
one brother Clifford. Mom and three older giris knit
socks for the soldiers as a pastime.
By this time, we had many neighbours. A few to
mention were, Lentons. Leons, Zimmermans,
Ledinskis. Schumulands, Clay tons, Phillips',
Mohatt. Junor, Chapman, Wheeler und many more
names we may have forgotten.
Two more children were born before the twenties,
making it eleven mouths to feed. Our family consisted of seven girls and four boys: Claude, of Pentietion. B.C., deceased 1057: Clifford, of Sydney,
Nova Scotia. deceased 1974: Ruby Bethel, ofCo!fax.
California: lrene Larson of Whitehorse, Y.T. de-

The McNeill Family
by Hazel Dewan
Mr. 1. McNeill came from Linen County, South
Dakota in the summer of 1909. We came in covered
wagons as far as Portal. where we crossed the line.
There Dad loaded his wagon and horses and shipped
them on the train as far as North Battleford.
There were nine of us, Dad. Mom and kids. In the
fall of 1910, twin girls were added to the family. We
moved to Birch Lake in the spring of 1911.
Dad had settled on a homestead, SW 8-51-15.
two and a half miles from Birch Lake. Our house was

Mrs. Martha Mc Neill with daughter Pat.
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ceased 1964: Hazel (Mrs. Dennis Dewan) of Midnight Lake, Saskatchewan; Elizabeth, (Mrs. T.
D;wanJ of Westlock, Alberta. Her husband died in
1944; and later she married Warren Harwood who
died in 1979: Davie!, of Cold Lake, Alberta. deceased
1965: Armina (Mina). married Ned Crocker of
Glaslyn. Sask; Almira (Lalla) married Alex David of
Victoria, B.C.: Floyd. of Canoe. B.C., died in 1976;
Patricia (Mrs. Jim Humphrey) of Cold Lake, Albertao
Church was only held for a few Sundays in the
summertime when a student minister visited there,
and had church service in the Birch Lake School. I
remember one, by the name of Mr. Sage. He came on
horseback.
Our family was fairly active within the community as mother was very handy with the sick. did
sewing, and was very musical, as was the rest of the
family. Dad was a good neighbour, always willing to
help all. I don't know how they did it, and I know it
was hard, but they were the best Dad and Mom in the
world, I'm sure. God bless them'
Those years were a great experience and I look
back at them with pleasure. We had a beautiful home
in our old log house. The stories of those days I tell to
my grandchildren really pleases and excites them for
they are different from story books.

George and his family continue to enjoy their
farm life, they are also active in 4-H, curling and
community events.

Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Naslund And Family
Jonas Naslund and his son John left their home in
Sweden late in 1909 or early 1910. They came first to
the United States where they planned to find work,
and. as soon as they would have enough money. they
were going to send for the rest of the family.
A;'oun~! 1912 they came to Canada, where they
worked at carpentry and also in the bush cutting logs.
Eventually Jonas Naslund got a homestead in
what later became the Robinhood district. He settled
on SE!/, 32-49-16 W3 around 1912.
Finally in May 1914 his wife and three children
arrived. Alva who was ten, Albin seven and Sven
four years old.
Two daughters still remained in Sweden. (Anna
came in 192 t and the other daughter had married and
stayed in Sweden.)
However, when the family arrived in Battleford,
after a long tiresome journey, they still had to come to
the homestead by wagon pulled by oxen.
Things were good for a few years, the children
attended school at Spinney Hill. which was many
years later renamed Woodridge.
However in 1919, Mr. Naslund passed away at the
age of 54.

George Nacbtegaele
George Nachtegaele was born in North Battlet'ord in 1937. He spent his early years on his
parents' (Oscar and Celina Nachtegaele) farm. located nine miles north-east of North Battleford.
George attended school at Metropole.
The land where George now lives, was purchased
Irom Clyde Clark, along with 154 registered Angus
cattle.
Other lands purchased were S.w. Y.-19-47-1S
from Jack Odgers. In 1970 the E Y,-17-47-IS from
Judson Archib~lld. In 1973 the S. W. Y.-8-47-1S from
Frank Wielga and N. W. !/,-20-47-1S from the Debenture Company of Canada.
In January. 1966, George married Muriel Shepherd who was employed in Saskatoon at that time.
They have two girls: Tammy born November 11, 1966
and Jody born March 22, 1969
George, through the years. won many awards
with his Angus cattle. Two of the most important
were: the winning of the Grand Champion Female
and Reserve Gra~d Champion Female at the 1973
Royal Winter Fair in Toronto. Also in 1973 at the
Canadian Western Agribition in Regina, a heifer won
the Grand Champion Female. The herd was sold to
Black Browe Cattle Company, Red Deer, Alberta, in
November, 1978.

Then things were hard for a widow in a strange
country. She could not speak the language. however
this was her home. Although she often talked about
her homeland, she did not want to go back.
After her daughter Anna came, the two girls went
to Alberta. where they married and made their
homes.
Anna passed away in 1924 leaving a baby son
behind. The daughter in Sweden passed away in
1933.
John continued to work as a carpenter and in the
bush cutting logs for many farmers. He helped build
many a big barn in his day also houses.
As Albin and Sven grew up they started farming,
first breaking up the homestead and then in later
years they acquired more land: the George Nelson
homestead and the Steve Morgan C.P.R. section.
None of the three sons married.
Mrs. Naslund passed away in 19S0 at the age of
82. She was still a very active person, right to the
very last.
John passed away in 1960. Sven in 1963 and
Albin and his sister Alva in 1965.
Jim Byl and his family are now living on Albin's
home quarter S.E.Y. 4-S0-16 W.3.
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The Neale Family of Cater, Saskatchewan
as told by Mrs. Fh;rencc Hardy of CuI Knile
My family consisted of Mother, Mary Jane Neale
and Father, George Henry Neale, and four children,
George Donald, Florence and Alfred. We left Forest
Gate: L~lfldon, England in 1907 and sailed for Canada. We spent the first three years in Killarney, rV1anitoba, Alfred going to school there. The men \vere
discontented there, finding only temporary \vork.
My dad \vas an ex-sailor and jc\vcller by tn.llie.
We made many friends in Killarney. My brother
Donald sang in the Anglican Church choir. The COUlltry around there was nice. They had a very picturesque lake. We liked it there, so it was quite a change
in OLlr lives when Dad and George decided to come to
the Cater district and take up homesteads.
I was just on the homestead for a short time, and
then I decided 1 should go out to work for a while, sol
found employment in Battleford for a few years. I
often wonder how my parents managed in those early
years. The boys did help on the land, cutting brush,
etc. and in the fall would go out to work to get 1l1oney
for supplies Jilr the winter What hardships they had'
Besides all the other hardships they had to contend
with, the pioneers also had bush fires, which were
terrific and never gave one much warning.
Ours was the first log and sod-roofed shack in the
district. We had wonderful neighbors, like the Starling family that moved in. In those days they really
had the pioneer spirit. everyone helping everyone
else. We owe much to our parcnts who labored to
make a better place for us to live. 1 think families
were happier in those days, working together. After
my parents passed away, All' and Josina stayed on the
farm.
For mv own history, I was married in 1914 to
Herbert Henry Hardy ~)f the Gallivan district. We
adeled four children to our union, Ethel. Albert,
Alma and Dorothy. We farmed in Gallivan,
Saskatchewan for so~me years until we retired and
moved into Cut Knife. My husband passed away in
1973. My family and grandchildren all liYe around
the district where I still reside.

L. to R., Mrs. George Neale and sons, Don, Alfred, George
and Mr. George Neale.
dau~hter Florence, left Forest Gate, Essex, a suburb
of LConcion, England on April 2, 1907. They travelled
across the ocean on the ship S.S. Canada andlancled
in Halifax. During their trip, while at sea, there was a
terrific storm. AIL then a young child, remembers
fish being washed up on the dcck of the ship. The
family lived for a time in Killarney, Manitoba and
then came on west. They travelled by train and as
they came by Brandon, Manitoba, the Mental Hospital was burning down. AlL then approximately eleven years old, remembers vividly the flames filling
the night as the train went by. They came as far as
North CBattleforu by train and -then hired a driver with
a team of horses and a democrat to bring them from
North Ballieford out to thc homestead at Cater.
Great-grandpa had come out ahead of the family
during the spring of 1910 and had filed on a homestead located at N.W. 12-SJ-15-W3. The first log
house was built in the Cater district at this location.
Great-grandpa had worked hard on this. He borrowed an ox from a man named Dave Brown of the
Birch Lake district. With this animal they skidded
logs (Jut of the bush and erected a dwelling 32' x 14'.
The house \vas warm and comfortable fOl~ the family
in which to spend their first winter. It was while he
was building his house that Great-grandpa became
lost. He ha(i gone hunting for some fresh meat one
dav when he became turned around. It was very easy
to ~do as the country \vas a complete wilderness in
those days. Great-grandpa wandered around until he
came to the homestead of a man named Mr. Miller
who lived on Section 6-51-14. He was given directions by Mr. Miller how to get to Section 12-51-14
instead' of 12-51-15, so he Ileaded east six miles
instead of west. He was lost for nearly two weeks
before he found his way back home again. During
this time he lived on wild berries and whatever else

George Henry Neale i'<amily
by Donna Neale
Great-grandpa Neale was a sailor in his younger
clays. He could spin many a yarn about his sea-going
adventures. He knew how to dance all the old sailor
dances. which he did on some lively occasions.
Great-grandma Neale helped out as mid-wife at the
birth of many of the local babies, when doctors and
hospitals wel:e almost unheard of in the north, back in
the early days. Great-grandpa along with his wife
Mary, three sons George, Don and Alfred and one

he could find to eat.

During the first winter the family was at the
homestead, Florence left for North Battleford to seek
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employment. She later married and settled in the Cut
Knife area. When World War One broke out in 1914.
the two older boys. Don and George joined the 188th
Battalion. a Prince Albert regiment. They were sent
overseas and by coincidence they sailed on the same
ship. the 5.5. Canada on which they had come over
to Canada seven years earlier. The boys were killed
within two months of each other during the spring of
1917.
Great-grandma was the only mother in the district
to receive two Mother's Crosses. For years. Greatgrandma was called on to place the wreath at the
Legion Memorial services held on November 11th.
Great-grandma and Great-grandpa Neale built a
second house on the same section of land. They lived
in the new house until Great-grandpa's death in 1945.
Great-grandma then moved to a little house in son
Alfs yard and lived there until her death in 1948.
Great-grandma and Great-grandpa Neale celebrated
their Golclen Wedding on August 8.1937. A lot of the
old-timers in the district recall attending the event.
held outdoors in All' and Josina's yard.
The All Neale family. L. to R., Josina, Alf, George, and Helen
(centre front).

Josina ami Alfred Neale :Family
hy Donna Neale
Alfred Neale was bOI11 in London. England in
1899. He attended school in England for one year. In
1907 the family moved to Canada. They lived for a
time in Manitoba. In 1910 they moved to the Cater
district and livecl in the first log house built in the
Cater area. All' grew up a son of pioneers. in a wild.
untamed country. As he grew into his teens. he
worked at various jobs. including mail hauling.
Josina Heyden was born in Holland. She was five
years old when her family moved to Canada. They
lived for a time in Regina and then moved on to live
in Old Battleford. Her dad was employed as it builder
when the Mental Hospital was being constructed. He

worked as a bricklayer on the high chimney stack that
still stands as a landmark at the old hospital sight.
Josina remembers the family living in Old Batt1eford
at the time the ship Titanic sank in 1912. They SOOIl
moved to the Belbutte district.
All' and Josina met at a community oicnic at
Daylight School in 1923. They were married in October 1924 in North Battleford. They lived with Airs
parents the first winter. and spent tl~e winter trapping
coyotes. foxes ancl muskrats. They built their first
home in the spring of 1925 on S. W. 12-51-15. Times
were hard and no one had any mooey. All' soleI his
saddle to get enough money to buy w!l1dows tor the
house. Their first cook stove was an old-timer given
to them by a good neighbor of the district named Sid
Jackson. In spite of its age. it worked well. Their first
table was homemade and is still serving as a bench in
the workshop. AI!' played the violin at all the old time
dances for miles around. The people all got together
at a local dance and took up a coilection and presented the money to All' and Josina as a wedding gift.
With this money they were able to buy some furniture
for their new house.
All' and .Iosina had two children. a girl. Helen
Maric and a boy. George Donald. both born at home,
as most babies \vcre during the earlier years, Helen
went all the way through school and became a school
teacher. She married Oscar Reid from Big River in
1947 and has lived in the Big River area e'ver since.

Alf Neale maintained highway 55 with a four horse outfit for
many years.
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She had three boys and adopted a boy and a girl.
George was married to Donna Burt in 1950 and had
four children, three boys and one girl. He lived and
worked on the farm his entire lifetime. He passed
away in April. 1979 at the age of 50 years. All'
worked on Highway 55 as it \vas being constructed
from one mile east of Cater to what is known as the
Robinhood road. He also used four horses hitched to
the maintainer, then later switched to tractor power.
He kept that piece of highway in repair for nearly 16
years. He worked on the C.P.R. railroad fencing
crew from Cater up into the forest reserve while the
railroad was being constructed.
During 1941 AI!" and Josina built a two-storey
frame house on the S. W. 12-51-15. Alf went up to the
forest and hauled out the logs and had the lumber for
the house sawed at Ivor Soderberg's mill at Birch
Lake Siding. The house is still standing. Air joined
the Air Force in 1943 and served for three years. He
was stationed in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. While
he was away, the burden of looking after the farm was
left to Josina and young George, who was only 14
years old at the time. He quit school to help his
mother. At that time they had only horse machinery
to work with. There was crop to put in, haying ancl
harvesting to do: a lot or hard work. Alf and Josina
moved to Calgary in 195 I where they have resided
ever since. They often come back to visit around the
district ancl renew old acquaintances. On October 13,
1974 Alf and Josina celebrated their Golden Wedding
in the Medstead Community Hall.

L. to R., Donna and George Neale, Laura, Ken, Norman and
Roger.

Big River. The first year they lived in a little shack in
the yard on S.w. 12. The following year All' and
Josina moved to Calgary and then George and Donna
moved into the hOllse that was built in 1941. They
spent the 28Y, years of their married life on that same
location and raised four children, Kenneth, Laura,
Roger and Norman. At the time of this writing Ken
and Laura are married and each have two children, so
there are four grandchildren.
In the fifties and early sixties everyone milked a
few cows and kept a few chickens and a few pigs,
George and Donna were no exception. They milked
cows and hauled cans of cream and crates of eggs into
the Creamery in Medstead. Everyone in the area was
sorry when the creamery went out of operation and
was eventually torn down. Another thing out of the
past.
The young Neale family all belonged to the CatelcBirch Lake 4-H club. They all were bussed to
school in Medstead. The years Ilew by so fast that
when one looks back you wonder where the time
went. If one could only slow down the sands of time.
When George and Donna first got married they
drove a team of horses to town for the first while,
then it was an old car. then a half ton and George went
into the trucking business in a small way. He got
himself a big truck and hauled cattle to the stockyard
and grain to the elevator for a lot of the neighbors. He
also became what was sort of jokingly called the

George and Donna Neale
by Donna Neale
George Donald Neale was born on March 5,
1929, the only son and second child of Alf and Josina
Neale. A daughter Helen was older. George was born
in the log house that the family had built and lived in
on S.W. 12-51-15. There was a real March blizzard
raging the night George was born and as he came
unexpectedly early there was no doctor in attendance. But back in pioneering days this was a common occurrence. As a baby and a young child
George was always quite sickly. At one time he was
in the hospital in Rabbit Lake for several months and
old Doc Storey told George '5 Mom that he would not
live to grow up. But he fooled them all and fought off
the sickness that he had then.
George took what schooling he had at Cater
school. He quit school young to work on the farm as
his dad had joined the Air Force during World War ll.
George loved horses and was an ex.cellent rider. He
always had a team of horses to drive and was a natural
born horse trader. He loved to dicker and deal. On
September 7, 1950 George married Donna Burt from
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went out custom trenching for people that "vert putting in the \vater and Sewer. At first Ken had brother
Roger helping out and later hired David Newman as a
helper.
Ken and Sharon moved to a farm ahout three
miles S.E. of Spiritwood. He did not have time to
farm and run the backhoe as well. so he sold it. Son
Don was born the second year Ken and Sharon 1i ved
at Spiritwood. During the fall of 1978 they sold their
farm, had an auction sale and moved to Saskatoon,
where Ken is employed by the city. Son Chris was
born during the spring of 1979. Ken and Sharon have
bought a house in Saskatoon where they live with
their two boys. There is such a terrific building boom
going on in Saskatoon now and their new house is
right in the middle of one of these new housing
developments. Ken still owns land in this area. The
S.E. 13-51-15 is his guarter section.

"Locai Vet" to all the clOSt'; neighbors (and sometimes fairl>' distant ones). A good many times "Doc"
Neale was called out in the middle urthe night to help
at the delivery of a baby calf. He really enjoyed doing
this and never turned c!ov,:n anyone \vhen they called
on him. They went from milking CU\VS to building up
a fair-sized herd of beef cattle. Land owned includes
S.w. 12-51-15. N.W. and S.E. II and land leased is
N.E. II all in 51-15. George and the Ledinski Bros.
ran their herds of cattle together for years on the old
DerrYl11an place down toward Broughton Lake.
Around Christmas time during the vvintcr of
1979, George took ill. His illness vvas diagnosed in
the University Hospital. Saskatoon. as cancer of the
liver. On April I L 1979 at the age 50 years and one
month he passed away and is buried in the Medstead
Lutheran Cemetery. Donna is still living on the farm
along \vith son. Roger who has taken over the farming operation.
As for me. Donna Neale. I was born in Turtleford. Sask. in the old hospital. on October 22.
1929. I was christened Donalda Marie Burt and was
the oldest of a family of eight children. When! was
five years old my family moved from the Turtleford
area to Big River. This was during the hungry thirties
and times were rough and money scarce. Now I know
how hard it was for my poor parents to manage. but
they always had enough food on the table (my mother
worked magic and my dad worked hard). My mother
had friends in Saskatoon who sent her clothes that she
made over into clothes for the kids to wear. So we
were always fed and clothed and that was all that
mattered in those growing up days. We were poor,
but so were all our friends and nieghbours. That was
what the depression was all about I

Laura Diane Neale (Duvall)
Laura was born in May. 1953 in Notre Dame
Hospital in North Battleford. the second child and
only daughter of George and Donna Neale. She took
all her schooling in Medstead. went through Grade
12. graduated in 1971. She was a Cater-Birch Lake 4H member. Laura worked for almost two years as a
dietary aid in the hospital in Spiritwood. driving back
and forth to work. a 25 mile drive one-way. or a total
of 50 miles a day. She liked the work and enjoyed her
job. In Oct. 1974 she married Jack Duvall and they
lived in North Battleford until the spring of 1979
when they purchased a house in Old Battleford where
they still live. Laura has two very lively little daughters. Melynda and Chelsey. Jack is employed at WyLee a business that manufactures horse trailers in
North Battleforcl.

Roger Neale

Ken and Sharon Neale

Roger was born in Jan. 1955. the second son of
Donna and George. He was also born in Notre Dame
Hospital in North Battleford. He took his schooling
by being bussed into Medstead. He was also a CaterBirch Lake 4-H member. Roger's main interest was
always farming. He always said that was all he wanted to do. While the Medstead arena was under construction Roger was a member of the shingling crew.
He also worked for a few months all a cattle feed lot
near Green Lake during the winter of 1973. Roger is
renting Sec. N. E. 12-51-15 from the auctioneer Lloyd
Ledinski. He is also purchasing S.W. 13-51-15 from
his brother Ken. When Roger's Dad passed away he
left him S.E. II quarter section. He lives on the home
place with his mother and does the farming and looks
after the cattle.

Ken was born in October. 1951. in what was then
known as the Notre Dame Hospital in North Battleford. He took all his schooling to Grade 10 in
Medstead. He was a 4-H member in the Cater-Birch
Lake Club. During the winter of 1969-70 he went to
Calgary to work in a fertilizer manufacturing plant
for several months. He stayed with Grandma and
Grandpa Neale. During the spring of 1970 he began
working in George Johnson's garage. He drove the
fuel truck and delivered fuel for about 10 months. For
a while he worked for Ted Jesse as an assistant. Then
he decided to go further afield. so he headed for the
west coast. He spent some time out there working in
various mills at Pon Alberni. While living in Port
Alberni he met and married Sharon Mould.
Ken and Sharon moved back to Medstead and
lived for several months in Bill and Ruby Hill's yard
in their old house. Ken had purchased a backhoe and

Norman Neale
Norman was born in Aug. 1957 in the old hospital
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in Spirit\NOod. Dr. Harry \vas practicing there at that
time. He took his schooling right through Grade !'2 in
Medstead and graduated. He v. !as also a Cater-Birch
Lake 4-H member. Norman always liked to travel.
He would \vorL save his money and then take a {rip
somewhere. He has worked at various jobs, for
Ledinski Bros. He worked on the cre\v that took. up
the railroad track through Cater. He \vorked for
Novak Construction when the:v \vere building on No.
3 highway. and then for \Varner Construction \vhen
they completeci the highway to Spiritwood during the
summer of 1979.
During the vvinter of !07R Norman took a trip to
Australia. He spent 4 months down under. He found
it a very enjoyable country to be in at various jobs.
When his time was up he hated to leave over therc.
When Norman's Dad passed away he !eft him
quarter S.W. 12-51-15. This quarter of land has been
in the Neale family since Great-grandpa Neale filed
on it in 1910.

1960. they live at Deiw. B.C. and have (\Vo daughters.
Ken \l,/cnt to \vork in Thorflpson. ivianitoba in
1962 and in 19()5 rnanicd Su:zanoc Pilon. The}' have
two sons and Ll daughter ~ll1d sti l! reside in Thompson.
Ferne married Ken Simrson in 1064, they have
three daughters. and live in the r.1ec.btcad area,
Boh is in Red Deer and is married to Rose
Cooper. they have [\VO daughters.
Shirky married a Spirit\NOod boy, Larry Hubjcr.
they.' have two sons and live ncar Outlook.
Larry. our twenty-one year old is employed by
Bctkin Construction as a gravel crusher.
The years have simply flown by and life has heen
good to us. ! worked at Spiritwood Hospital for five
years after we moved here. but now \-\iC are retired
and busy still with our hobbies and enjoying our
retirement very much.

Alex Nelson Family
We had friends -Ida and Percy Krake, who had
homesteaded in the bush, ten miles east of Medstead.
They told us about a quarter section near them which
waS I'or sale. It belonged to Carl Selent, it had a fiveroom unfinished frame house on it, a barn and large
granary. Things were bad at that time, no jobs etc.,
but with the help of a distant relative, Alex managed
to secure the land and we moved from North Battlcforc1 in November, 1937.
We had an old Dodge 4 sedan, Alex had made a
truck out of, with a semi-trailer behind. On it were
our household effects, a cow, water trough, bob
sleigh. cutter. and harness for one team of horses. ·We
had two children. Joan five years. Bill fOLl!" years,
50¢ in cash and half a tank of gas. On reaching
Cochin, Alex decided to spent the fifty cents on gas.
Mr. Pirot Sr. asked if that was all the cash he had,
where we were going, etc. Then he asked how much
Alex wanted for the cow. She was only worth about

Aim and Alex Nelson
by Ann Nelson
The Alex Nelson family came to Medstead from
Rabbit Lake in July 1959. I, Ann (Baginci1i)
Boresenko had previously been married to Paul
Borescnko (in 1(36) and had lived in Mullingar. A
tractor accident claimed Paul's life in 1956 and left
me with our six children.
In 1057 I married Alex Nelson of Rabbit Lake.
Alex, of Swedish parentage had farmed in Rabbit
Lake from 1939 to 1953, when he went to work for a
contractor building schools and tcacherages.
Belbutte schoo!, being one he helped construct. In
1954 he began working for the C. N. R. where he was
employed when we were married in 1957. We had
one boy, Larry, who was one year old the day we
moved to Medstead. Margaret the oldest daughter
had already married Ralph Salisbury of Mullinger
but Ron, Ken, Ferne, Bob, and Shirley all came to
Medstead with us.
Alex bought the dray business from Paul and
Linda Gatzke and also bought their house. We lived
in Medstead for seven years. During that time we ran
the dray business for five years then sold it to Walter
Mamer. Alex went to "vork on the hridge creyv. Department of Highways, where he worked until August 1973 before retiring.
We built onto the house in Medstead and in 1966
we moved to Spiritwood - house and all. We lived
in our cabin at Poplar Cove tiil our home was settled
on its foundation, just in time for Ollr three youngest
to start school in a new (own.
Ron our oldest son married Brenda Jensen in

Alex Nelson taking a rink to Spiritwood. Joe Schmitz, Fred
Ethier, unknown, Alex Nelson, 1949.
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six doliars in the market but Alex told hirn tV'h.::ntyifive. Mr. Pirnt bought her which \\i;;1S a bjessin? for

in the fall he hauled them avvay to the road east of his
place.

us. Alex got the usc of the horses from a relativc, for

When we moved to the area in 1933 and purchased the S. EY, of 9-50-14, Bell waSil' 1 too happy,
because it was a ti:me v/nen there Vias free range and
he llsed that land in the spring and fall for pasture.
But after a while we became good friends.

breaking

thcrll.

He got out wood and sold it and

\Vt;';

got hy.

People visited a lot and we had card partics and
dances in homes that \vere large cnough. Everyone
brought lunch,
The children vv'ent to school at Stokc until thc
school burnt down, then they went to Carmllton. The
Pust Office \vas at W. Simpson's farm and \..vas called
Little Buffalo,
Alex v/orked out most summers at whatever and
\vherever he could find emr!oyment.
In 1946 we bought Fred Boyd's piggery, hOllse
and telephone office ill Medstcad, IViargaret operated
the switch board for seventeen years, Sold the house
from the farm to John Gatzke and eventually sold the
land to Paul Harty, Alex sold the piggcry to Herman
Janzen in 1951 and bought a cal. clearing land for
farmers, power lines and telephone lines. Later he
bought more equipment and went into road construction. He sold out to Allan Fonda in 1959.
The children grew up. Joan worked in Adler's
Store, then in North Battleford and Saskatoon. She
married in Saskatoon, and eventually moved to Calgary. Now she lives in Richmond, B.C. Bill worked
with his father, and on other construction jobs. and
finally ended up working on the Alaskan Highway.
He lived at Mile 245 ano got married. Now he lives at
WynndeL B.C.
We sold the house and telephone office to Herb
Gatzke in 1963, and moved to Creston, B. C.

Rernarkable on Ben's yard 'were the huge ever-

green trees on the east, north and west. They must
have been planted as soon as the Nelsons settled there
because they are about fifty feet high and four rows to
give a fine shelter.
It must be a tradition or habit of emigrants from
Norway and Sweden to plant evergreens wherever
they settle OIl the land. You notice that also on N, wy,
on -50-14 where Selmar Haaland used to live there is
a fine stand of evergreens which he planted.
All the furniture in the Nelson house was handmade by Ben. Table, chairs, rocking chair and a yoke
to carry water from the lake. Ben was also a Inaster in
building log houses. His one-room log house still
stands on the farm, The way he joined the comers
was remarkable, almost airtight.
Mrs, Nelson was a hard-working person who
kept her little house neat and very clean. She was a
good cook and loved to have someone come to share
a meal with them, She passed away very suddenly in
the spring of 1948,
After her death Ben was very lonely and frelJuently visited us, He liked to come in the fall when
we purchased corn on the cob and he helped the
children remove the corn from the cob, The kids sure
liked that: and he told them all kinds of stories from
long ago.
Later he decided to move to British Columbia.
He sold the farm to me and years later we had a letter
to say he had passed away.
submitted by 1. P. Isaak

The Ben Nelson Story
Mr. and Mrs, Ben Nelson were originally from
Norway- They had gone to the United States in the
early 1900's. In i918 they decided to come to Canada
so they settled on the S,E,\!4 of Section 16-50-14
W3rd. This homestead had been first occupied by
Otis Jones.

Mr. and Mrs, Bennie J, Nelson aml Iiamily
by wife Eldora
We moved to Robini1ood, October 1930 from
Plaza, North Dakota, My parents, Henry Jorgensons', brothers, Ted and Harry, and Uncle Ed Jorgenson had moved up the year before, We bought C.P.R.
land ODe mile north of town and built a small house
vvhich vve later moved into to\vn 'lV'hen Bennie got the
job at the Searle elevator. While on the farm Ollr
nearest neighbors were the Rasmussol1s, Larsons,
Aasens and Kellingtons. The first ones that we met
were the John Wilsons who had a store and post
office. When we went in for mail and groceries we
often had to stay for supper and they sure made us
feel welcome, also the Tarbets as they operated a
store. I wii! never forget a sister of the Kellington's

Ben was a good man with cattle. He owned a
small but excellent herd of shorthorns. He rented a
half section of a school section one mile east of his
place for pasture. His wife always chased the cattle
there in the morning and back at night as there \vas no

water on that land. The cattle were brought home to
be watered as there was 3 good lake near the house
which is now known as Nelson's Lake.
Ben was very particular with his lando COllceming weeds and stones. During the summer while
plowing summerfallow (of course with horses) every
time he hit a stone deeper than the plow could turn
out, he marked the place with a small stick, then late
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fact regular meals. Our church services were in
homes, until the "Tbwn Hall" was built. Our Pastor
lived in Medstead. Our two oldest boys remember
some things like carving their initials on the SChOOl
desk., but our second son was caught in the act by the
teacher, Mr. Cross, so was grounded for some time.
Another time Bennie overheard him calling his lady
tcacher fat. so he marched him up and made him
apologize so that cured him. Whenever he did something he shouldn't he got caught. Another time he
and Daryl, Neil Nordstrom and the Trehorne boy
were painting the roof of their house and Marlys and
the girls were pbying down below and they upset a
pail of green paint on Marlys' head and she had blond
hair so you can imagine the mess. That's just one of
the pranks little boys will do.
We went fishing at some big lake up north which
was beautiful and caught such good fish. Some
friends of ours lived there so we brought food and
fried fish and really had a good time. I only wish I
could remember everything but that was forty-five to
fi fty years ago.
In the fall of 1937 we decided to move back to the
States as Bennie's health wasn't too good as he had to
have surgery and wanted to go to the Veteran's Hospital in Fargo, North Dakota. He went to the hospital in
January and had to stay for three months. The children and I lived in Makoti, North Dakota his home
town. In the fall of 1938 we moved to Bottineau
where he managed the Farmers' Elevator for fourteen
years and then at Newburg, N.D. for eight years and
at age of sixty-five he had a stroke ane! he passed
away in 1976.
I have my home here so llive alone but our oldest
son. Daryl, is postmaster here and he has three sons.
Our second son Bernyl lives in Aberdeen, South
Dakota and he is in the machinery business and has
four children. Our only daughter. Marlys, lives in
Mandan, North Dakota and she had six children.
Larry, our youngest son lives in Minneapolis, Mn.
works for a Savings and Loan Company and has
three sons.
My parents, the Henry Jorgensons, brothers Ted
and Harry moved to Coeur'D'Alene Idaho in 1936.
My mother passed away in 1953 and my father in
1954. Ted and Emerald live at 15723-E-Sprague,
Veradale, Wa. 99037. Harry and Grace live at 701 W.
Walnut, Apt. 309, Couer'D'Alene, ldaho. 83814.
We enjoyed our seven years up there and had
many friends and sllch good times. There's something about a new community, everyone is so friendly and helpful and we sure appreciated that. We
would love to come up and visit with some of the old
timers.

The Ben Nelson's.

who was a nurse as our son Bernyl (two years old) got
pneumonia and the nearest doctor was at Glaslyn.
Bennie went over and asked her if she would come
and help us. I didn't know what to do except the old
remedy of mustard plasters. which really helped but
she had other medicine and due to her skill and
knowledge and God's help, she saved our son. Her
brothers were very helpful too and Bennie exchanged
work with them.
Olaf Larsons were w,onderful neighbors and
friends, also the Rasmussons and Aasens. Huldis
Rasmusson worked for us when our youngest son,
Larry, was born. I would love to get her address as I
haven't heard from her since she moved to the States.
I belonged to Ladies Aid and Homemaker's and
we met in the homes, husbands and children were
included at Ladies Aid so always had big lunches, in
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Mr. and Mrs. Chris Nelson
Mr. and Mrs, Chris Nelson lived on the S,W,
34-49-16-W3, they had four children, Hilda, Oscar,
Clara and Selmer, All have passed away except Clara
who is now Mrs, Flack and who resides in Seattle,
Washington.
George and Martin Nelson were brothers to Chris
and they lived just north of him on the N, W,
34-49-16-W4,

The Nels Nelson Family
by Ruby Nelsoll
Nels Nelson came from the United States in about
1913 to homestead in the Robinhood area on the SW
IS-50-15-W3,
In February 1926 he married Ruby Kellington,
They had eight children, six sons and two daughters,
Stailley - now living on the Kellington farm,
Frallk - living at home,
Harold - died 1953,
Edith - married and living at Lowe Farm, Manitoba,
Walter - at Mississauga, Ontario,
Joseph Leroy - died 1946,
David - living at home,
Vera - at Edmonton, Alberta,
Nels passed away in 1967,
Mrs, Nelson still resides on the family farm,

Mr, and Mrs, Peter Neufeld, daughter Donna and Albert
Klassen, and their girl, Cora, and daughter Debbie,

In 1962, we moved our house onto the present
location, the former William Schmitz place, which is
five miles southwest of Glenbush. The barn was also
put up that first year and other buildings followed,
Several years later a living room was added bringing
the house up to the present size,
Our yard was started in the middle of a summerfallow field with no shelter of any kind, Trees were
planted and gradually grew up to give us some shelter
from the weather.
Donna and Debbie both went to public school in
Glenbush, and high school in Medstead, where they
also graduated, Me Cecil Newman was their bus
driver the first years ancllater Mr. Leonard Harms,
Donna married Albert Klassen on September 7,
1974, They lived in North Battleford for nine
months, while Albert was trucking, Latcr they
moved to the Glenbush area where they are farming,
In 1975 they built a house on the farm, A daughter,
Cora Lynn, was born on June 3(), 1977,
Debbie is presently living in North Battleford,
She is working as receptionist and bookkeeper for
Gateway Electric,

The Peter Nenfeld Family
Peter Neufeld and Katie Isaac were married on
July 14, 1955.
We moved into a little two-roomed shack on the
H, p, Neufeld farm, With two quarters of land and
five head of cattle we started to farm, Two milk cows
provided cream cheques for grocery money.
On April 28, 1956, our first daughter, Donna,
was born.

The following year we moved onto the J B. Isaac
farm, and a year later started to build a small twobedroom house there,
Debbie was born January 21. 1959,

Mr. allid Mrs. G. Nesselbeck and Family
The Nesselbeck family emigrated from Colton,
Wash" U,S,A, to Canada on March 8,1906, There

Peter Neufeld's home,
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Celia and Charlie Bachelar on their wedding day in the 20's.

Barbara Cron (nee Nesselbeck) at her work table in Vancouver, B.C., 1979.

were three children then in the family and they settled
in Battleford. In August of that year our fourth child,
Barbara, was b0111 having the honor of being the first
white child baptized in Battler-ord.
Mr. Nesselbeck got work with the C. N .R. about
this time, but he also homesteaded in the Medsteacl
area about 1909 or 1910 taking S. W. V,-sec. 16-T 50R.14 W3.
They put up a set of log buildings and parl of the
time the family lived in North Battleford and part of
the time on the homestead. Their buildings were
situated on the west side of a lovely little lake, known
at that time as Nesselbeck's Lake but now known as
Nelson's Lake. This is a marvellous lake clear and
good water and it never goes dry or even lowers. We
often wonder if it is fed from underground springs.
Even during the 'dry thirties' it kept the same level.
As time went on the Nesselbeck family increased in
number until there were Celia, Alfred, Reynold,
Barbara, Agatha, Arthur, and Florence.
Since Mr, Nesselbeck worked away from home
we did't get to know him very well. I remember him
as a kindly man who loved to play baseball, and he
was a good ball player. We knew Mrs. Nesselbeck
and the children well and often went there to play;
something we always enjoyed. Mrs. Nesselbeck was
jolly and liked to see everyone enjoying themselves.

I recall one winter day we decided to play hideand-seek in their house. When the counter began to
count, everyone scrambled to find a good hiding
place. My brother was frantically looking for somewhere to hide. Mrs. Nesselbeck was sitting on a chair
knitting and she motioned to him to creep under her
big skirts that touched the floor, a mighty fine hiding
place for a small person: as she was a good-sized lady
with an ample skin.
They often held card parties and dances in their
house and everyone was vvelcomc.
But our best fun was playing in Nesselbeck's
Lake. We didn't know how to swim; but that didn't
stop us. We waded and splashed and often came out
of the water to find blood suckers clinging to legs and
body. These had to be pulled off. It really took quite a
tug to make them let go. Near by was "Bert Broad's
Pimple," an enormous hilL almost a mountain I Now
I look at it and somehow it doesn't seem so high; in
fact just a httle knoll.
Mrs. Nesselbeck was a good neighbour and
helped out in time of sickness. She was a member of
the first Homemakers Club in the district.
The Nesselbeck family moved away from the
Medstead area about 1917 ancl obtained a farm nearer
North Battleford.
Celia married Charlie Batchelor in 1923. Charlie
worked at the Sask. Hospital for many years. They
had a family of four girls. Alfred returned to the
U.S.A. and joined the air force in World War!!' He
was stationed in Oak Harbour, Whidby Island. He
received an injury to lois arm while tbere working as

wondered why Pop took a homestead so far away,
'\vhen he could have had good land near N, Bat-

maintenance man for a heavy duty equipment. He
passed away one year after retirement on Nov. 16,
1965.
Reynold married Ernestine Rickle and they had
nine children. He worked at the Provincial Hospital
and passed away on March 22. 1961.
Barbara married Jim Cron in 1936. Their family
consisted of two boys. For some time they tried
dairying, shipping milk to North Battleford. They
were doing well until the dry years came, then they
couldn't grow their own feed so they sold out and Jim
worked for a dairy in North Battleford. pasteurizing
milk. In 1951, they moved to Vancouver.
Agatha is single. She is a nurse and nursed until
her retirement in 1963. She lives in a beautiful log
cabin in White Rock, B.C.
Arthur married Lizzie Puff, the daughter of another of our first homesteaders. They had a family of
two boys and one girl. After farming near North
Battleford for awhile they moved to Calgary, where
Arthur worked for an oil company. After his wife
Lizzie passed away, Arthur went to the Yukon and
took a job as maintenance man at Keno Hill mine.
His heart acted up so bact in the cold country he had to
leave. He stayed with Barbara and Jim until his death
on Nov. 27,1971.
Florence married Bruno Jentsch and they had two
girls. The eldest, Linda, was born blind. She is a very
clever girl and in spite of her handicap, she attended
university. She is a marvellous pianist, and now, at
the age of twenty-four has given many concerts. She
teaches piano and has forty pupils (two of them
blind). Rita the other girl is married. Florence and her
husband took another blind girl and raised her from
the age of two years. She is now thirteen and has won
trophies for swimming. Florence took her to Austria
to compete in the Handicaps sports and she did very
well.
Mr. Nesselbeck passed away April 18, 1961 and
Mrs. Nesselbeck passed away Sept., 1962.
Me Nesselbeck had worked for the C.N.R.
faithfully for many years, retiring in 1941.
Barbara Cron writes: As far as remembering
much of Medstead life I'm afraid that's hopeless.
Seems we were either packing up to go to North
Battleford or packing up to go to Medstead.

tleford. 'They were young and nev.,I to the coumry so

learned from their mistakes.
Now [enjoy my hobbies, lapidary and soap stone
carving. I teach two nights a week. I love the work
and meet rnany interesting people.
"vVe held our Big Genl Show \vhere all Rock
Hound Clubs in Vancouver are to take part. We met a
man from Brazil at this show. ! bought a lovely
soapstone Madonna from him. When we packed up
t{) come home he presented us with fourteen pounds
of Brazi!lian soapstone: nmch softer than ours here in
Canada.

l{,Jlph Neste
Raiph Neste was a young lad who helped drive
John Barker's livestOCK from Shaunavon, Sask. to
Hillside in October. 1932.
He stayed on with the Barkers through the winter.
The following summer, while swimming in Middle
Lake. just two miles north-west of the Barker farm,
he was drowned.
The funeral was helel at the Barker home. Mr. and
Mrs. Degner bringing a portable organ, planks were
put up for scats. The body was taken to the cemetery
in the back of a democrat buggy.

History Of The Henry P. Neufeld Family
sllbmilied by the children
We came to the Glenbush district in the spring of
1927 from Rosthern. The trip was made with three
horses pulling a wagon and al! our possessions loaded on the hayrack.

! know one time Mom and we kids travelled alone
(Pop was working in North Battleford and couldn't
get time off to help). It was quite an undertaking,
loading the wagon and driving the oxen those long
miles. For the night Mom bedded us kids in the
wagon and tied each ox to a wheel. Then she slept on
the ground between the two oxen, that's pioneering!
Of course, for the young ones, this was fun; we
didn't have the responsibility our folks had. We often

Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Neufeld.
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H. P. Neufelds and relatives, 1928.

The family consisted of the parents, Henry and
Maria, Henry (junior), aged seven; William, six:
Peter, three. We settled on the SWYo-15-49-14. The
first summer was spent with Mother's sister and family, the Henry Ketlers, who lived in the red house,
across from Avery School.
Our first log shack was built on an open prairie
patch. This house had a sod roof. When it rained for
more than three days the roof would leak. Then we'd
put our sugar and our !lour under the table and head
for Ketlers, because they had a shingled roof.
When harvest time came, Dad left for the Speers
area to work on a threshing outfit. Mom plastered the
house for the winter, hauled water with one horse
from the neighbor's slough and bucked wood for the
cookstove.
In the next year or two, a kitchen was added and
the roof was shingled. A barn and a chicken house
were built as well.
Tinajoined the family in 1928, Margaret in 1931,
and Cornie in 1934.
The neighbors included Clifford Bartholemews,
Henry Michaels, Julius Klassens, ane! Mrs. Sasseen.
In 1966 they sole! the farm to their son Peter and
the following year retired to North Battleford.
Mother passed away in November, 1970 and Dad
in May, 1974.

Kate Newman, 1947.

George Newman, 1919.

George ami Kate Newman
George and Kate Newman left London, England
in 1907 to make a new home in Canada. After spending a year at Wilcox, Saskatchewan they movee! onto
their homestead S.E. 32-49-14-W3rd in 1908. They
travelled from North Battleford in a wagon with their
precious belongings drawn by two horses. Their
family consisted of five children: May who stayed in
England, Mmjorie who stayed in Wilcox, Isabel,
Philip and Cecil who came with them to the homestead.
Their life and training hardly prepared them for a

Newman's first home in Canada.
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of her enjoyable jobs was making clothes for the dolls
and dressing them. These were given to the girls.
This was a time of great excitement for the children
and none of them were ever overlooked. They didn't
get much but they all got something and if was highly
prized by the recipient. George was sure he had
raised some great musicians and spent hours trying to
teach his children to play the violin. They woule! have
to stand for ten minutes at a time with the violin under
their chin without ever using the bow, as it was a must
that you learn to hold the violin before you learn to
play. None of the family remember if they learned to
hold the violin or not but they sure never learned to
play it. There still must be a lot of music in them for it
never came out. The family all have a great love for
violin music and never forget the classical pieces
their father played.
George joined the Army in the First World War.
He was in the 232nd Battalion. He was put into the
medical corps as his knowledge of medicine was
quite extensive. He never came back to work on the
homestead after the war but went to work at the
Saskatchewan Hospital in Battleford. He was in
charge of the drug department, making prescriptions
for the patients and photographed and developed
pictures of the patients who were admitted. George
worked there till he passed away in 1920 at the age of
fifty-five.
Kate lived on the farm until her death in 1953 at
the age of eighty-three. She was always proud of the
fact she never had to wear glasses and could read and
sew without them LIp to the time of her death.
This is a smail part of the history of George and
Kate Newman.
N.E. 16-49-14 - George Gordon was one of the
first settlers in Avery school district. I believe he
eame in 1906. He helped many of the homesteaders
who came later. He worked hard at the organization
of the Avery school district which was done in 1909.
He also was involved in the setting up of the R.M. of
Medstead. He was Justice of the Peace and was the
first man to haul the mail from North Battleford. He
had one son George.
N.W. 10-49-14 - D. Sassen moved in from the
U.S.A. He was one of the first blacksmiths in the
country. Passed away quite early in life. His wife
carried on for years doing the farming by herself.
They had one daughter Edna and a son Dave who was
a veteran of World War L Mrs. Sassen's mother came
here and bought the S.W. 15-49-14, her name was
Mrs. Nash.
S.w. 10-49-14 - F Clark had one son Tony. He
only stayed a few years. He dug the well at Avery
School.
S.E. 10-49-14 - Jesse Fields was a bachelor. He

life of homesteading. They were born and raised in
the city of London and their training was suited to life
there. George was a chemist (druggist), concert violinist, photographer and artist. The son of a gold
smith and stain glass window designer of which some
are still in use in buildings around London and some
of the buildings were bombed during World War
Two. George received his certificate of music in
violin playing from the London Academy of music
July 19, 1980.
Kate's life was fairly easy with servants to do
most of the work. Her father was tailor to the Admiralty and Kate was a milliner before she was married.
Kate had some skill on the piano and organ and often
accompanied George when he played.
This was a time of great change for them, if you
wanted water you hauled it from a slough, lake or
creek; wood was cut with the homesteader's violin
(bucksaw) and the washing in a wash tub on a scrub
board.
Supplies were fifty miles away and if you forgot
something you did without till next time. That trip
with oxen took about a week. One of their team of
horses succumbed to swamp fever, the other was
traded for a team of oxen which were not susceptible
to that disease.
Their first house was built of logs completed with
a sad roof. It dripped inside for three days after it had
stopped raining outside.
Kate turned into a pretty good homesteader. She
learned to make something out of almost nothing,
whether it was something to eat or clothes to wear or
toys for the children. She also became a pro at cooking game, prairie chicken, rabbit, ruffed grouse and
fish. Once in a while a chunk of deer or moose meat
as well. Making patch work quilts was another art she
mastered. They were made out of any scraps of
material that were left over from making clothes. She
had one on the go all the time. She called it her
"Waiting Quilt" - she would work on this when the
boys didn't come home for meals on time. The food
was pushed to the back of the cook stove to keep
warm and out came the quilt which was kept by her
favorite rocking chair in front of a window where she
could watch the road. This quilt was all shapes of
patches and each piece was feather stitched around.
The quilt was never finished, it just was added to.
Kate was a member of the first Homemakers Club
in the area which carried on for many years and they
really worked to make things better for a lot of
people. She was also involved in the Anglican
Church and many services were held in their home.
She was always involved with the Christmas Trees in
the early days and all the work that was put into that
both at home and in the school after it was built. One
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buiit the Avery School, later on moved to Bell's old
mill and set up a saw mill. He then moved to
Medstead where he had a blacksmith shop for a short
time.
S.w. 22-49-14 EYi 17-49-14-· The Hazlett family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Hazlett, two sons
George and Dave, their daughter \vas married to Bill
Doidge and they all came to this country together and
built a store and house across the road from Avery
School in 1911. George anci his parents didn't stay too
long but Dave lived with the Doidge family for some
time. Later he moved to North Battleford where he
worked for years for John Deere. He married Jessie
Spratt from Saskatoon. He moved to Winnipeg about
1950 where their son David and daughter Kathleen
live. Dave died and is buried in Winnipeg about
1975.
N .E. 22-49-14 - Ed Schultz stayecllong enough
to prove up his homestead. He had two daughters
who went to Avery School.
N.W. 4-49-14 - R. Henders proved up his
homestead, later moved two miles north of Mcdstead
where he lived for many years. He was a bachelor.
N.W. 6-49-14 - A. McGinnes proved up his
homestead and left. He was not interested in farming.
S. W. 6-49-14 - Jack Smith proved up his homestead, then left for greener pastures.
S.w. 6-49-14 - H. W. Dixon the man who
figured out how long it would take for him to level his
homestead with a wheelbarrow and a shovel. He was
the first secretary of the Medstead Municpality. He
moved to North Battleford and was secretary for the
city there.
Clifford Barthoiemew - Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Bartholemew lived two ancl a half miles south and
about two and a half miles east of Glenbush. He was a
farmer but also a painter and interior decorator. He
was known as Dock to everyone. It was a great place
for the young people to gather. They had three children; Donald, Bob, Helen. Later they moved to British Columbia. Donald married a girl called Leona
and they had one girl Carman. He also farmed. He
was very humorous and liked to pull jokes. He
helped his dad with painting and decorating. They
sold out and went back to the States.

Cecil Newman family, 1976. L. to R., David, Raymond, Dennis,
and Cecil, Marjorie and Ruby.

Cecil Newman breaking, 1929.

about one and a half years older than myself so
together we kept fairly well occupied travelling
around with traps and guns.
All good things must come to an end and school
became the next step in my education. ,lfe lived three
miles from Avery School and our only means of
getting there was by walking. The school year was
short. from spring until fall, as winter roads and
weather were too tough for walking. My first teacher
was Miss Norton, who later married George Walker,
our neighbor to the north. When I go into the schools
today and sec the sports equipment the children have,
! can't help but remember what we had. We made our
skis by boiling the ends of two boareis in water for
twelve hours, or until soft enough to be pliable. We
would then bend the boards up to the desired curve
and fasten them firmly to hold and then let them dry.
A bat was made from a poplar tree of the right
dimensions and a handle formed by whittling one
end. A ball was made by winding yards aDd yards of

Cedi Edward Newman
! was less than two years old when! arrived on the
homestead in 1908 so I didn't have very much input
into the homesteading for a few years. As time went
by I slowly became acquainted with the trapping and
snaring of gophers and rabbits and then muskrats,
weasels and coyotes which gave us kids a few dollars
for the finer things in life. My brother Philip was
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string or strips of cloth tightly into a ball and sevving
some pieces of leathcr from an old mitt around this.
In those days if you were fortunate enough to own
a pair of skates, you vvent to the lake and shovelled
the snow off. I must say today's children have it pretty
nice, cornpared to my time, but this is what we
\vantcd and worked for.
When the First World War broke out my father
joined up and never came back to the homestead to
work. My mother. brother Philip and myself lived on
the old homestead unti! I was fourteen ~years of age
when my father passed avvay. I had to go out to \,vork
and spent two years on a farm at Ranfurly. Alberta. I
then came back and worked two years for Dan
Finlayson and his son Dune.
Those were interesting years, Dan Finlayson was
the first M.L.A. for this area. It was common to
come in for dinner and find the house half full of
Indians. They were fine honest people and true
friends of the Finlayson family. Will Finlayson was
home when I worked there and he could speak severallndian languages. He had worked for the Hudson
Bay Company for years and told many interesting
stories about his years in the far north.
One of the highlights of my stay there was meeting the Stoney squaw who had saved the Finlayson
family at the time of the Indian uprising. About a
year before, her baby had been very sick and Mrs.
Finlayson nursed the child back to health. She had a
debt to pay and she would pay it with her life if
necessary.
The Indian woman knew when and where the
Indians were going so she travelled all night, hid
Mrs. Finlayson and family and saved their lives.
Their house and ail their other buildings were burned
to the ground. Had this Indian woman been caught,
she would have been killed and whenever she came
for a visit she got the rcd carpet treatment. She was an
honored guest as the Finlayson's never forgot the
great service she had performed for them.
During these years, Phil stayed on the homestead
with Mother, broke a few more acres of land and put
up feed for the small herd of cattle that we had. 1came
home after working at FinlaysoDS and never went out
to work again except for harvest, stooking and
threshing.
One fall Tom Wreggit and myself took our teams
and racks and travelled about three hundred miles to
Bateman, a town in southern Saskatchewan. to
thresh. We put in thirty-two days threshing that fall
for the princely sum of eight dollars a day and privilege of working twelve hours a day to get it.
In those days all of the big outfits were steam and
the crew consisted of a fireman, engineer, separator
man, water tank man, also eight men hauling bundles

plus the spike pitchers. There \VOLlld also he a cuok. a
cook car and a bunk house and this outfiI \\/ould move
from farm to farm all fall. There \vas a favorite saying
amongst thr.:: fanners regarding the threshing CfeV-i.
,. \Vc arc glad [0 sec you comc but -A'e are tv/ice as
glad to see you go!"

That \-vas the fall of 1925, prohibition was in
Canada and liquor V.,i(lS smuggkd across the United
States border. These \\.:ere sornc rather Vii)lent times,

betvveen bootleggers themselves. and also bootleggers and the police. The people \\/110 die! the trans-porting "vere called" Rum Runners". A ior of thc
transporting was clone by cur and the boys figured out
some rather ingenious \VEl)"S of doing it. Sorne of 1he
methods \\"ere: an extra gas tank, one for gas and one
for liquor. filling up the spare tire. sometimes mounting a ful! spare tire on the front of the car. also taking
the springs out of the scats and putting tanks in with a
thin covering over {hem.
The railroad boys also got into the act, they would
load liquor into a box car and if word came about a
police check they would leave the box car on a side
track about twenty miles from where it was billed for.
There was one thing which you learned in a hurry if
you valued your life: you never saw anything. heard
anything or said anything. There were too many
people involved.
When we were finally raising a few bushels of
grain, the only elevators were several miles away. We
coule! either haul to North Battleford or Prince. [
always hauled to North Battleford. then I could haul a
load of freight home from the local stores. The elevators had a good thing going in those days, aftcr you
had a load pulled in they would take a look at it and
say "That's pretty fair grain but I'm sorry to say 1
only have room for number six or feed today". They
knew we weren't going to haul our load the fifty
miles back home again.
It makes me wonder what people are thinking of
when I hear talk today about how bad the Pool is and
doing away with the Wheat Board. I lived and
worked in that glorious time when we tried to live
with that wonderful open market. The only time the
price of grain went up was after the farmers had sold
every bushel they had.
There was another inconvenience living fifty
miles from the railroad and that \vas driving cattle to
market. The cattle buyers would come out and buy a
few head from any settler who wanted to sell. Each
farmer would drive his own cattle to one common
corral and two or three riders would start for North
Battleford with the herd. That was tough riding as
every cow had it's own idea of which
to go a~d it
took a considerable amount of persuasion to change
their minds. There were some great saddle horses at

way
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that time, they knew as much about handling cattle as
the riders. The old say:ing "A man \ best friend is his
dog" may be true but I would take a horse anytime.
in case anyone may think that this was a!l fun and
games let me correct you. "Ve lived \-\lith that herd for
about four days and nights, fighring flies, misquitoes, in rain or ::.ino\\, until \ve got them to the
North Battleford stockyards. The cattle were Ihen
loaded in stock cars to be shipped to St. Boniface,
Manitoba and one man \vould go along as they \\lould
have to be unloaded once for \vater and feed. Some of
the buyer's names 1 can recall arc Caplans of North
Battlel'lmL Louis Schwalam and later on MacDonalLl
and Werb,
Our mail was hauled from North Battleford in the
early days. The first post office was at George Grist·
wood's house, then moved to Bob Grant's and on to
Bill Doidge's store where it remained until the rail·
road came in 1926. The mail haulers were George
Gordon 1910·14, Curt Willis 1914·15, Sil Perry
1916·19, Lawrence Larson 1920, Sil Perry again in
1921 and Dave Hazlett 1922·26 and then the mail
came by train. These men performed a wonderful
service for the pioneers, they not only hauled mail
they also carried passengers, medicine and other
small items not available locally. The mail always
came through, regardless of the weather, much
sooner than it comes now with all our modern day
conveniences.
In 1912 the Hazletts and Bill Doidge built a store
on NE 17-49·14·W3rcl. This store cflanged hands
several rimes. Bill Doidge sold it to Ferby and Flem·
ing, then to Ferby anci Jones and onto Jones and
Harrison. Harrisons carried on the business for a
number of years and moved the store 10 Glenbush
when the railroad came.
In the early days doctors were not too available,
so home remedies were relied on. Watkin's Red Lini·
ment was llsed extensively, rubbed on externally or a
spoonful or two in a cup of hot wmer and taken
internally. Sloan's Liniment also, was used for
sprains, bumps and bruises. Painkiller was very
effective, it gave such a lift and you couldn't feel
pain for some time. It was good for halitosis, in·
grown toe nails, dandruff and fallen arches.
As a spring tonic a tablespoon of sulphur and
molasses got you going, we figured it was dangerous
at forty yards' Sulphur was also sprinkled on a hot
stove to purify the air. It burned with a nice blue
flame and the kids would like to watch but the aroma
was never too great. There was also the bread poultice for infection, mustard plaster for chest colds, and
also goose grease with a little turpentine mixed in to
be rubbed on the chest. And of course we had wet tea
leaves for a burn and coal oil for frost bite,

1 think every home had \Vatkin's Carhoiic Salve
on hand and it 'vvas used on humans and animals
alike. There was also Rawlcigh's Mentholated Oint·
rnent for colds, burns, bites and stings and of course
the dreaded Castor Oil \vhen things vvere not going
quite right! If j'OU liv·ed aftcr the full treatment you
\vere too tuugh to die.

At times our diet v\'ou!d not be very varied as
either the frost or "the pigs \vould ruin the garden. I
remember one v,/inter \vell VI/hen turnips would often
be on the menu. We ate turnip soup, turnip pie, turnip
jam and also baked and boiled turnips. After that
\"linter I could hardly look at turnips again. in fact it
was after I was married before I liked them again.
Rhubarb was common and easily grown but iet's
not forget "C.P.R. strawberries," they were bought
in twenty·five pound boxes and kept very well. They
were actually dried prunes but that name was seldom
used. Dried apples were socially acceptabie and they
tasted a bit different but not much and some years we
had saskatoons and wild strawberries.
In 1926 the construction crews moved in to build
a grade for the railroad and a camp was set up less
than half a mile from our place. The contractor's
names were Grant and Dutton and their outfit con·
sisted of two elevating graders, dump wagons and
one fresno gang. This same outfit also had a contract
near Bournemouth. A lot of horses were needed to
haul the dirt and horses needed hay. My brother and I
were able to get the job of supplying them with hay
for the summer. It took two loads of hay a day, seven
days a week, rain or shine so it kept us pretty busy
that summer.
In the fall the rails were laid and material for the
elevators was shipped in. Phil and I talked to the
foreman and got a job on elevator construction and
we worked on this until nearly Christmas. Two of the
elevators are still in use, the Pool elevator in Glen·
bush now taken over by Pioneer and the old Pool
elevator in Medstead. When I look back and remember how badly the settlers needed rail transportation
and the move today to tear up the lines, I wonder who
is thinking about the welfare of our country. I was
here and saw the railroads being built. and now I am
watching miles of line being abandoned. Is this pro·
gress?
In the winter of 1926, 1927 the first tie camps
were set up and brother Phil and I had our initiation in
hauling ties. The first ties were ail hewed wirh a broad
axe and to put it politely they were a little heavy.
During the winter of 1927·1928 we camped in
Medstead at Jim Gardner's and hauled ties from
Birch Lake. The contractors, Bill and Jack Thain
hauled the ties out of the bush and unloaded at the
present site of Birch Lake SchooL number two. Per·
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/-\nderson carts, very few could afford to run cars so
they were converted. A Bennett buggy was a car with
a motor and body removed and a pole attached in
front to hook the horses to. The odd person ieft the

cy Clunas, brother Phil and myself would haul them
to Medstead,
Later on Frank Bell and ivor Soderberg were
contracting. One \vimer I'll always remember was
when I was hauling from Birch Lake for Ivor Soderberg. I would feed my horses at noon at the livery
barn in Medstead where a fellow by the name of Jim
Rose ran the place. He hac! kept track of the temperature and wid me afterwards that the thermometer had
never risen above thirty degrees below Fahrenheit for
six weeks straight. That was one cold winter and I

body on but many built a !ov\" box on the chassi with
one, two or three seats. This' \vas much better than
riding in a lumber vvagon because of the rubber tires.
This vehicle vvas named. after R. B. Bennet, the

Prime Minister at that time. An Anderson Cart was
made with two wheels of a car, a box and seat
mounted, and most had shafts attached to the front
and could be pulled by one horse, Th" cart was
named after the Premier of Saskatchewan at that

wouldn't say we got rich but we made a fe\v dollars. I
hauled ties for hveive \vlnters straight and never went

time.

back.
In the spring of 1928 Phil headed for the Peace
River country as he was tired of this land of rocks and
gophers. He was married by this time to Alice Scott.
and so we split up what little we had in the line of
horses and machinery, loaded and shipped his share
by box car to Spirit River in Alberta. Their belongings were then loaded into a wagon and they travelled
overland to the British Columbia, Alberta border. to
the community of Pouce Coupe where they still
reside.

My memories of the thirties would not be complete without mentioning the boys who rode on the
freight trains. They were called bums and hoboes as
there was neither work nor money for them. Soon
war was declared, money flowed like water, and they
were given uniforms, guns, tanks, and airplanes.
People wavecl flags and cheered them on, the same
people who had kicked them out of every city and
town and had told them to move on.
We had many of these boys corne to our place
hungry and worn out. The railroad went through our
land and as the train approached town it would always slow down. As the boys were chased out of
most towns, they would get off the train at the outskirts and walk in. If they were caught without any
money they were charged as vagrants and thrown in
jail.

The summer of 1928 was my first year working
for the Rural Municipality of Medstead as road foreman. This was the beginning of many years of involvement with the municipality as road foreman,
grader operator, councillor and seven years as reeve.
After my brother Phil left 1 kept on farming and
slowly acquired more land and equipment. Things
started going pretty well until the dirty thirties and
then they lowered the boom on everyone. We weren't
affected by drought to the same extent as the farmers
further south, but the economics sure put the squeeze
on, Wheat was thirty cents a bushel, oats were ten
cents and in 1934 you were lucky to get a cent a
pound for cattle. I knew more than one man who
would get a bill for freight after shipping cattle,
One fall! had ten - two year old heifers that I
wanted to keep to build up my herd, I had scraped up
every bit of feed that I could find but just didn't have
enough. ! sure hated to sell those heifers but if I
couldn't get more feed I would have to. So I came to
see a Relief Officer in Medstead, a man by the name
of Wiens , to see if! could get some feed. He told me I
had too many cattle and that! would have to sell some
and then 1 could get feed, This made me rather mad
so! told him what he could do with his feed, for ,f 1
sold my heifers I would no longer need the feed, !
went home and sold my ten two year old heifers and!
received one hundred dollars for the whole lot. As
they averaged a thousand pounds each 1 was paid one
cent a pound.
Those were the days of Bennett buggies and

We never turned any of them away. One I remember in particular came one evening and asked for
something to eat and he was prepared to work for it.
As it was near supper I asked him in but he insisted on
going down to the well first to wash up. He would not
sleep in the house when offered a bed but said he had
a blanket and would sleep in the granary if it was
alright. 1 carried in a bunch of prairie wool hay and
helped him make a beel and that man slept for twenty
four hours. He had supper with llS again so I told him
he had best stay another night. After I did the chores
we sat down and had a long talk, It turned out he was
a civil engineer and designed bridges and he had
worked on many of the big ones. This was his third
trip cross the country from coast to coast looking for
work of any kind. One of the hoboes') No, he was
never that. ! think Canada should be ashamed of the
history of disgrace and degradation committed to
these men. They never left my place hungry and if
they would accept, they left with a sandwich ortwo in
their pocket. There was a poem written about the
boys who rode the box cars, I think it is worthwhile
writing down.
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"vas the beef ring \VC organized in 1942. Our first
butcher 'vvas John Schulkowsky and when it was your
turn, you took your animal to his place and he would
butcher it. The next morning, bright and early, he
would cut it up so that ail the members would get an
equal amount of meat. He would then wrap and name
each parcel of meat and it \vas your job ro deliver the
meat to the mcrnbers. Each member \vould have a
turn every summer. John carried on for two years and
then Isaac Boldt took over for quite ;w/hile and Peter
\Viens took over until the power came through. This
fresh meat was certainly a treat after so much canned
and cured meaL
lYLujorie and I have three sons: Dennis born in
1939 is married, has three sons and is employed with
B.C. Rail in Prince George. British Columbia. Ray·
mane!, born in 1950 is married to the former Maureen
Smith. He works with Seismic mostly in Alberta and
resides in Medstead. David. born in 1953 lives in
Saskatoon and drives a semi for Trimac at the time of
writing. He likes to travel and see the world.
When the power carne it was another big step to
advancement and a real boon on the farm as it meant
no more lanterns ami lamps. We hac! fridges, deep
freezes. electric stoves and electric motors for pump·
ing water. This was something we had dreamed
about, but we never thought the day would come
when the north would have electricity. The nice thing
about it was everyone paid the same regardless of
how far you lived from the main line.
In 1956 I was involved with the laying out of the
Grid Road Program. That was an interesting time, for
we were a low asset Rural Municipality of less than
one million. and we could never have built roads of a
high enough standard to take care of todays traffic.
The Grid Road Program was the building of all·
weather roads connecting towns in the province.
These joined up with roads in adjoining mun·
cipalities and continuous to the main highway.
The Provincial Government paid the largest share
of the cost and the municipalities paid the remainder.
With this arrangement the municipalities were able to
make money and were then in a position to buy their
own heavy road building equipment.
In 1957 the School Unit decided to close the rural
schools. centralize. and transport the children by
bus. I got a contract delivering the Artichoke and
Avery students to Glcnbush. At this time the Grid
Road Program was not fully completed and to say the
roads were bad would be an understatement of the
truth.
We always had snow in the winter and mud in the
summer. There was always more on the roads than
anywhere else. so the scoop shovel would be put to
good use on many occasions. In summer there would

The S.ide Door Puliman Tribe
Nothing to cat in the land of wheal',
The best that the \vndd can grow.
Idle hands, despairing heans
Over the rails they go.
Sornc of them dirty and ragged,
All of thern lean and thin.
Everyone a h1othcr's son
Somebodies kith and kin.
The Government of the day carne up \'vith a rcal
solution for the unemployment situation. The farmer
could hire a man and the Government \vould pay the
man five dollars a month and also pay the farmer five
dollars for feeding the man. I guess this method was
cheaper than keeping the men in Government Relief
Camps.
I think there should be some mention made of the
men who helped maintain the health of the livestock
in the early days. They have all performed it great
service to the people of this area. The first ones!
remember were james Grant, Doc Lenton and then
John Schulkowsky who travelled miles and spent
hours of his time helping people in trouble. He had
great ability, would help anyone with a sick animal
and very seldom lost one if he arrived soon enough.
Another man was George Neale who unselfishly
gave his time helping his neighbors. Ted Christen
also was ready to help whenever asked. There is still
one of these men remaining on the job and that is Bill
Hill. who goes allover the country where needed.
This work was not done for the money but for the
sake of helping a neighbor.
There is a little story I would like to tell about
going to John ScilUlkowsky's one night and we had a
rather bad time with his cow. she was stretched out
and didn't seem to have much interest in life. John
thought we should give her something so away he
went and came back with a forty ounce of home·
steader's special. "There is some for us and some for
the cow but we come first," so in that order the
medicine was taken. The result was highly satisfacto·
ry and that cow was ready to lick her weight in
wildcats five minutes after receiving her medicine.
Needless to say she made a complete recovery.
In 1938 I took a big step and got married to
Marjorie Hess. We had some pretty hard times to
make ends meet those first few years. Marjorie had
been raised on a farm at Zealandia. Saskatchewan
until she was twelve. then moved to Saskatoon and
on up to this land of rocks and gophers. We met at
John Lange's barn dance which he put on when he
built a new barn. Marjorie was really impressed with
the trees, coming up from the prairies and hated to
see one chopped down.
One of the really good things I helped get started
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make a better life for themselves. \Ve sailed on tvlay
:;1\.1, 1907 from Liv'erpool on the "Empress of Ireland". landed at Sr. John and then proceeded by
Colunist car to \Vinnipt:g. then on to Regina,
Saskatchcvv'(HL The first year \Vt lived 011 a farm not
far from \Vilcox. \Ve "vert:: "Fdrm pupils". There Vias
not too much fanning done on the St. John farm. The
hind was rented out and they were engaged in a farm
land husincss. A CO\\' and chickens. \vith a horse for
the buggy. 'v\'ere all the livestock "JliC encountered.

be mud whenever it rained and it seemed to do that
fairly often.
I drove school bus for t wel ve years and I \vas able
to get the children to school on time with few excep[lons. I don 't think the chlidren learned very much on
the school bus but it certainly broadened my educa-

tion.

Another step for\vard \vas when the
Saskatchevvan Government gave grants and technical

assistance to farmers and srnall to\vns to set up a
running water system. You could buy your materials
from the Government at a lower cost as they hought
in large quantities. When we were planning on putting a water system into our old house. we decided
that it could not be done without considerable costly
renovating and we still wouldn't have what \\ie wanted. We then had a new house built in 1965 by Abe
Pauls with running water installed.
What a treat that was to come in from the field
tired and dirty. turn on the tap and sink into a tub of
hot water' It was just about the next best thing to
heaven. your aches and pains disappeared and you
were just ready to give it another go.
The beauty of it all was that you didn't have to
carry the water out again afterwards. The boys used
to get a little annoyed with their mother. they said that
whenever they came within sight she would be standing at the door with a pail either to be filled or
emptied. There was a lot of appreciation on their part
for the running water.
When the boys finished school they were not
interested in farming and left for greener pastures.
Marjorie and I carried on until 1972 and in April of
that year we had an auction sale and rented the farm
to the Schulkowsky Brothers.
During that year we looked at several different
places trying to decide where we would retire. I had
never lived in a city and knew I could never be happy
in one. A year later. we sold the farm and built a
house in Medstead where we coulcJ be amongst our
friends and neighbors.
Marjorie still has her green thumb and spends
many hours with her flowers and her garden. In the
winter she curls and plays badmimon.
In the summer I go fishing. shoot a few gophers
and play golf and in the winter time I watch curling
and hockey at [he arena. I seem to be involved in
community affairs to the extent that time doesn't
seem to hang heavy on my hands.

The foJluVv'ing !viay

deford.

\\'C

journeyed to North Bat-

father filed on a homestead, which he
found \vith thc help of a "locator"', one Charlie
Rush. [ must say that i do not think highly' of this
man. Viith so much good land available, why did we
settle on a quarter-section containing enough stones
to at Icast build u fence and very light soil'? No doubt
the "'Green Eng1ishman" \vas considered fair game.
At an.Y rate the S. E. quarter of Section 32. Township -+9. W. of the .lrd Meridian became our home.
On this land a log shack was erected. My father
thought the rustic appearance very artistic and would
not CLlt off the ends of the ridge poles. The shack had
a sod roof and a shiplap noor. a long window at each
end and a smaller one by the only door. The chinks in
the logs were plastered with soil which. being of
sandy nature. did not have very adhesive qualities.
When the shack was finished. we moved in. The
familv at that time consisted of mv father and mother,
myseif. a girl of nine and two sl;1all brothers Philip
and Cecil aged three years and eighteen months
respectively.
To me. a city-bred. child. this was a beautiful
country. The sloughs looked like small lakes and.
with no school. I could wander around and pick the
abundant wild flllwers. A lovely country it was until
the June rains came. "Ve weathered a few normal
rains with no more than the odd pan to catch the
drips; but then came a three clay deluge. to which we
afterwards alluded as "the time we were drowned
out". The roof sods were just too porous.
Our suppiies for several months \vere in the kitchen end of the shack and I can remember being seated
on a hundred pound sack of sugar to keep it dry, and
getting very wet in the process. The little boys were
wrapped in blankets and did not suffer too much. My
father wrapped his precious violin in the only raincoat we possessed. After the first night Dad walked
about three miles to a neighbour's house which
boasted a shingled roof, and Vie were later taken there
fed and dried out.
Our shack and its contents looked rather different
after the ordeal. The roof had to be supported by
Poplar poles and as the nom was only shiplap depressions occurred, which, although they might seem

Homesteading in Saskatchewan
hy Isabel Johnson (nee Newmall)
My parents. George and Kate Newman emIgrated to Canada. with their family. from London.
England. I suppose their reason foremigrming was to
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needs were nt.){ forgotwn. C'anon PauL 1,\.'00 lived in
Menta, drove ovcr vvhcn able and celebrated the rites
of the Anglican Church. Our shack was often the

interesting, 'welT a nuisance when cleaning day
rolled round. The metal trunks and contents survived
quite well but what little furniture we had became
very warped and it took days to dry the mattresses.
In the fall we had our second encounter with the
unknown. A bachelor neighbour. William Yonge.
had been up to inspect his lane.!, had built a cooking
fire outside and had failed to properly extinguish it.
The result was a prairie fire of rather alarming proportions. This neighbour's shack was of rather original
design. The only means of access was through a hole
in the roof. It boasted no chimney or stove.
We had at that time about five acres of land
broken in front of the house and on this Sunday
afternoon, when we saw the fire approaching from
the west, as many of our household goods as possible
were dragged out there. Some blankets were
provided to wrap my little brothers in and I was left in
charge. My mother said, as she left with my father to
fight the fire, "Isabel don't be frightened, but the
little ones are your responsibility." By means of
back-firing and wet sacks our place was saved, including the stacks of hay, which were the winter food
for our few head of livestock.
We started our homesteading with a team of
horses, but they did not withstand the rigors of the
life too well. Slough hay and a cold barn did for old
"Bill" and his mate was traded in the Spring for a
team of oxen. My father christened them "Alpha"
und "Omega" but they frequently rejoiced in other,
less classical, names. All' was black with spreading
horns: Om a blue ox with his horns downturned. This
gave them a look of patient suffering. They were
broken to drive with bridle and bit, but a little poplar
stick was a useful adjunct.
At first our water supply came from the sloughs,
but in time the water became brackish and my mother
started agitating for a well to be dug. George Reynolds and his son came to help and all was proceeding well until the men noticed glittering metal in the
slones they had dug up. That ended well digging.
They were certain that they had struck gold and
returned to the shack for tea and plans. Everyone was
to go to North Battleford the next day to take claims.
Excitement ran high on that Saskatchewan homestead. Alas, an older and wiser neighbour came by
and explained about "Foors Gold". Saskatchewan
Gold Fever died right there. You know we never did
finish that well and we started hauling water from
"Lost Horse Creek", over a mile away. This was a
damp experience for the hauler as the equipment
consisted of a stone boat on which was set a barrel,
covered with an old wash tub. The water splashed
considerably.
Although we were homesteaders. our spiritual

locale, as there \vas no public building at that time. I
remember. in fine \vcather. picking wild roses and
honeysuckle so that there v/oldd be tlo\vers for the
service. Niy mother \,vould reserve a special loaf (..'If
bread for the Communion. We also had [he services
of a student from Emmanuel C()l1ege in the summer
months, who rode round his district on horseback.
The one I rcrnember best \vas a !vir. Canham. Later a
little church was built at Sandwith, with a churchyard
and many of the pioneers, including my own parents,
are buried there. When schools were built later, we
had services there. We had ODe church service!
remember particularly. it happened in very cold
weather. We had had to bring a new calf into the
house to save its life. He was put into the dugout
cellar, with the door left partly open for air. He
mooed quite strongly during the hymns and seemed
particularly encouraged by the accompaniment
played by my father on his violin. He also obliged
with some sound effects during the sermon.
~
Providing food for a family was one of the probiems shared by most homesteaders. One of the staple
articles of diet was wild rabbit, very good as long as
the rabbits were healthy. There was also an abundance of small game - clucks and prairie chicken.
The praire chickens were so numerous that they almost destroyed our garden and we set snares in self
defence.
Our nearest neighbours, at that time were the
Walker brothers, George and Ben. They came over to
our house quite often for a cup of tea, a game of cards
and a chat. George was very kind in helping me with
my Algebra. Don't think I would have made it on my
OW11.

By 1910 there were a considerable number of
children in the district and it was time to consider
their education. The first school was built at
Medstcad, followed by the Avery school to serve the
Gienbush area. The schools were always frame
buildings, painted white. There were three large (and
drafty) windows on each side with a little porch in the
front. This porch held hooks for the coats with a
stanel for the water bucket and wash basin. There was
also a roller towel. Heating was provided by two
large, \voocl-burning box heaters. !fone's seat was on
the stove side it was sometimes uncomfortably warm;
on the other side it was freezing. School dicl not open
until spring and closed on November 1st. It was just
too cold.
With the Avery School ready to open, there was
difficulty in obtaining a teacher. Our first teacher was
Cecil McLaughlin, one of the homesteaders, The
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the meal (ahout 3.5 cents 1. The babies slept the night
'-1\vay on piles or cuats placed on the back of [he desks.
(No baby-sitters in those days. i Supper \vas served
before midnight. after which dancing \vas resumed.
The affair neVer broke up until daylight. It \vas to\)
cold and the roads too uncertain for night time travel"·
ling. Any leftovr...:rs from the supper. plus fresh cuffee
\,vere served for breakfast. The llknbush people \\'ere
very fortunate in h~i'v"ing Mr. I.lnd lVIrS. Thompson to
cater for the dances. He had heen a baker before he
tried homesteading and much delicious food was
produced for the dance. He mack and decoratccl my
\vcdding cake \\ihen that delicacy \\'as required.

next year Alice Grant came Out frum Scotland to join
her family'. She presided and was a very good teacher.
The following year Elsie Norton, wlm later became
[ViI'S. George \\lalker. tuok up the task of teaching. I
remember \\Titing my Departmental exams that year
and being very excited one Sunday. when someone
brought a newspaper to church and Ill).-' name \vas in
it.

By this time \ve had a mail service to North
Battleford. still our nearest town. I believe George
Gordon originated it. but I well remember Me Perry,
who drove his democrat to and fro, transporting
passengers vvho \vishcd to go to town and bringing
the mail back. George Gristwoou and his wife looked
after the Glenbush Post Office for some time, We
also now had a general store, run by Iram Raines, It
was about six miles from our place, an all day trip
with the oxen, and, when the mosquitoes were bad,
not an enjoyable one,
In the beginning recreation was largely a matter
of neighbours visiting for perhaps a game of cards
and a cup of tea. Nlagazines were passed on, precious
books lent. but. when we had a really cold spell of
winter weather (40-50 below F) we more or less dug
in for the duration,
The first public gathering I can remember was the
Glenbush picnic held in 1910 near the site of the
Avery SchooL There was a large turnout from Glenbush and Medstead, The ladies were resplendent in
the large hats of the period, Everyone brought food
and there were the usual races, tugs-or-war and other
exhibits of skill and strength, Josh Perry obligeci with
some step-ciancing, at which he was very nimble. By
early evening the picnic broke up, It was time to
return home and do the chores,
With the advent of neighbourhood schools the
picture changed, The weekly, Friday night dance
became the favourite winter amusement. The dances
were usually held on alternating weeks at different
schools, When the weather hit 40 degrees below
getting to the dance was a matter of survival. A
wagon box filled with straw was the favourite conveyance, Mounted on bob sleds and drawn by a team
of horses a fairly large number of people could be
accommodated, We occasionally travelled by oxteam which wasn't much fun,
When we arrived the school had been swept. the
desks pushed back and two roaring fires buill. Later
on, one stove would be allowed to die clown but the
other held a wash boiler of water which was later
made into coffee,
The music varied, it might be a mouth organ, or
an accordion, I remember a brother ancl sister who
played for several winters, A collection was taken up
for the musicians and a small charge was made for

Sometimes. to vary the program. a group vv'ollld
produce an amateur play. Offen at supper time different people would oblige \vith a song. a dance or a
recitation. One occasion I remember being rather
embarrassed. My mother was taking a principal part
in a play that was being presented that week and she
lost her voice, Home remedies, even "Painkiller",
proved of no avail. i had practiced with her and knew
the part but I \A'as only a half gnwm teen-ager with no
stage presence. However. '"The Play must go on"
and somehovv' we managed it.
Each district held its own Christmas party, The
school children usually had it program of songs and
recitations. A large Christmas tree decoratecl one
corner of the hall and there was a small gift for each
child and a bag of candy, Eaton's Mail Order Department did a rushing business. After that vvc danced
and some special treat aJ\\-'ays appeared for supper.
So the homesteading years went by.
I was married (in the Avery School) during the
1<)14-1918 war. My husband, Christopher Johnson
had a homestead in the Carrollton area, He decided
to enlist in the 232nd Saskatchewan Battalion, we
moved to North Battleforcl and the homestead knew
us no more.
Eventually, in 1925, we moved to Edmonton,
Alberta where I have since always lived, My husband
died in 1940, My children are grown up, married and
have children and grandchildren of their own, I have
just completed my severance from the soil. having
sold my home and moved into an apartment.
My brother Philip still lives on his farm (which he
homesteaded) near Pouce Coupe, B,C with his wife
Alice. Her father, Edwin Scott also hacl a homestead
in the Medstead district.
Iviy brother Cecil and his wife Marjorie retired
from farming and now live in Medstead, Across the
street from him live Ernie Thompson and his wife. !
see a few of the old-timers when I pay my family a
visit.
They were a hardy breed those homesteaders and
they had to be, As one of them sLlccintly put it to my
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mother. "Home,qcading a'im no picnic." To the
rising generation the life of the homesteader is unthinkable - no electricity", no cars, no telephones,
no radio. no TV. What did they do'.'
At least they opened up the coumry and in their
wake came roads. schools. railroads and all the paraphcnwlia of civilization.

immigration office to report in and inquire about
homestead land avai !able.
At that rime Dunc Finlayson \vaS doing the locating of settlers for fifteen uoJlars. He had just located
two brothers, Jim and Alec Scott. in township 48,
range 1'+, \Vest 3rd. There \vas land near them, the
S.\V of section 34. This \vas approximately five
miles northeast of \\'here Sund\vith hamlet later developed.
Now on tile long trek to the homestead, the first
night \vas spent \vith a family by the name of Scott,
\\/hose homestead Vi/as on the way to \vhat was to be
the Nicholas homestead. The horses \vert tied for the
night and they skpt on the groul1cL \Vhen morning
came, they decided to help the Scotts out for letting
them stay there, so they would fetch water for the
house and horses. Being they had been to the creek
the night before. it would be no problem going again,
but no such luck. They found the creek okay, only all
the trees looked the same' They triecl to find their way
back, but found it only when they heard the Scotts
calling them, real izing what had happened. When
asked if they were lost. the reply was. "No, we were
on our way back'" They recall many good times
spent with the Scotts.
After locating his homestead Harry did enough to
"prove up" while working, hauling water for the
town of North Battleford and the railroad. He also
worked on Sandy Thompson's farm (now the airport). It was here where Harry met his wife, Alice
Bourne. They were married June 22, 1909. Harry
still reminices of hauling water. the teams escaping.
the chore of hauling water in the winter and also.
getting drenched by upset barrels of water,
Harry and Alice's first daughter. Edith, was born
in North Battleford. They talk of finding a doctor or
mid-wife to be there to help Alice. and alsooffinding
the money.
Louis Nicholas, llarry's brother. also homesteaded in 1906, on the northwest of the same scction. Louis' cabin was the first built and Harry and
AI ice and daughter stayed with Louis until their cabin
was built. They moved into their finished cabin. on
their homestead in 1910.
The first year, food was scarce, living on rabbits,
prairie chicken. and deer meat if possible. Remember. all were green at the farming game, but with
patience. small fields were broken with oxen and
some horses. Small fields were planted, hoping everything would go right. small crops were harvested
by hand. later small pieces of machinery made life
eaSIer.
The winters seemed long and cold. To prepare for
them. the sod houses were remudded to keep out the
cold winds and wood was cut and piled up to ensure

Howard Neuman
Howard Neuman wa:-, born ~'!brch 2. ](,\U2 in
North Bay, Ontario. Howard passed away Septeillber
is, 1076. in the Robinhood District.
Howard caille to Robinhoou in 1'12LJ. with the
Jack Barclays, from Young, Sask. Hov·:ard homesteaded his place in 1932. His first place was somhwest of Robin. south of the old Streiber place, NW.
24-4g-16. Howard spent a happy carefree life in anci
around (he Mcdstead area. Howard was always looked upon as a good neighbor, aiways ready to give a
helping hand when he could.

Harry and Alice Nicholas
submitted by Doris
Harry Nicholas and his brother Louis were the
youngest of fourteen children born at Peldon, Essex
County, England. Times were hard. and although
they both had jobs. they felt that somewhere. somehow. there must be a better life - a more viable
future.
W, 1. T. Barnardo. world-famous social reformer,
made the necessary arrangements for Harry and
Louis to journey to Canada, the land that was then
known as "the land of milk and honey and fiowinQ
with golden wheat fields." It certainly ~ounded mor~
promising than what they had, so they decided to
immigrate to Canada.
They journeyed to London and on to Li vernool
where they boarded the ship. It is believed they
docked near Montreal in AU[lust of 1902.
Their first stop after docking was to go to the
immigration office to apply for work, Their first job
was to be on a farm, as they had arrived in the haying,
harvesting season. Being neither had any farm experience, it must have been quite a challenge. Their pay
was two dollars per day.
Due to sickness, Louis returned to Englund in
two years time. He later returned to Canada to rejoin
his brother in their bids to seek homesteads.
Harry, alone. then joined a harvest excursion
truin and caille West to Deloraine, Manitoba. Here he
met Jim Brandon and they worked together, doing
harvesting for two dollars per day. When the harvest
season ended, the boys ventured on West again,
arriving in North Battleford in 1906. Again to the
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Harry and Alice Nicholas, nearing seventy years 01 married life
together. 60th Anniversary.

Harry and Alice \vill celebrate their 7lst 'vvedding
anniversary on June 22, 19EO.
The depression of the 30's changed this '23 Dodge touring car
of H, Nicholas into a Bennet buggy, The motor powered the
wood-sawing, grain-chopping outfit, set up by Jim Duff, it was
laler owned by F, J. McNabb.

Peter Nickel :Family

heat for the winter months ahead. The winters were
spent visiting neighbours and enjoying small COill-

Our parents Pder and Katharina Nickel moved to
Rabbit Lake in 1927 from Borden, Sask. In May
1930 they moved to the Glenbush area.
The\' left the area in 1937 and moved to Yarrow
where they lived about ten months. They bought

munity get-togethers.

some acreage south of Abbotsford and moved there

The Nicholas- second daughter, Jessie, was born
in 1912 on the homestead, and the third daughter.
Doris, in 1915. The girls attended school at Hyde
Park, Bournemouth and Avery. Travel to and from
school was by horse.
Another brother, Sidney, came to Canada in 1912
and homesteaded on section 20, southeast quarter.
He farmed by himself but lived most of the time with
Harry and Alice. He returned to England in 1934.
Louis worked his homestead and fanned until his
death in 1944.
Harry had one of the first cars in the community,
a Dodge touring car purchased in 1925. The Nicholases also built a large, then modern, home on the
homestead in 1935. They lived here and farmed until
they moved to North Battleford in 1969, where they
now reside at the River Heights Lodge. Harry and
Alice's daughter Edith married Slim E!am. The
Elams moved to British Columbia in 1941. They had
two children, Ralph and Alice.
Daughter Jessie married Bert Doherty and they
also moved to British Columbia in 1942-43.
Daughter Doris married Joe Vallance, who purchased the Nicholas homestead on which they now
live. They have one daughter, Sharon (Ricketts) living in North Battleford.

in the spring of llJ3B. They attended the south Abbotsford rvknnonite Brethren Church, all their children were baptized there.
III 1050 the parenis moved into Clearbrook. Fa-

ther passed a\vay in June 1063 and lvl0ther in Aprii
1970. The following is a list of their children and
where they live.
Henry married Frieda Siemens. they have six
children and live on \vhat \vas their parents' farm in
.A. bbotsford.
Abe married Sue Wiebe, and they live in Vancouver. He is employed in construction \vorK. and
they have five children.
Alma married John Klassen. they live in Calgary
\vhere John \vorks for the city. They havre nine children.

Hulda is single and lives in Clearbrook. She is
employ'co there as a nurse.
Tena married Jake \Viens a \\'ido\ver \vith four
children. and they had three more. They live in
Vancouver vvnert Jake is a real estate salesman.
Don married Anne Regier and they had three
children. Anne passed avvay in 1957. john \vas remarried to her sister Stella. they had one child together.
John passed away in 1965 as a result of a train-truck
accident. He \\ras employed in a sawmdL
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Jake married Helen Block. they have three children, and live in Clearbrook. They wcrt missionaries
in Zaire for a number of years. Jake is employed by
the town of Abbotsford.
Peter married Frieda SiebuL they have six children, anu live in the Sardis area. Peter is a teacher in
the Chilliwack district.

Jacob and Ole Norby
\rie arrived out on our farm on June 1. 1932 after
we had lived in B.C'. for fOLlr years. We travelled by
cal' ami a one ton truck. The location was the S.E. y~
of 24-4g-16- W 3rd. There were only six acres broken
but there was lots of prairie wool to be cut. There was
a two-roomed log Of pole house on the quarter.
We got our close neighhor Mr. Payne to come and
work the few acres up. then we seeded oats on it. and
had lots of green oat bundles for the two cows and
one team of horses we brought with us. The men
drove to North Battleford with the horses. to buy a
mower and rake. so we had lots of hay too. We also
bought a pig and some hens from the people that were
living there.
We had a family lOf three: Glen. Lesl ie and June.
The rest of our family were born on the farm. They
reside in so many different places. Glen and his
family live at St. Paul. Alberta. Leslie lives at
Houston. B.C. June and family live on their farm at
Sonningciale. Saskatchewan. Vemon and family live
at Whitehorse. Yukon. Abe and family live at Terrace. B.C'. Esther and family live in St. Albert.
Alberta. Ulell ami tamily live in Saskatoon.
Saskatchewan.
We spent thirty-eight years on the farm. We only
had the one quarter of land but leased three quarters
of land from the C.PR. for hay and pasture. We kept
a lot of cattle. We milked eighteen cows by hand. We
had a Co-or cream truck that came twice a week from
Medstead. Saskatchewan. We were always busy with
feeding calves. pigs and chickens.
There were a few dances at the country schools.
There were card parties in the winter. and in summer
they had a community ball park. ball games and

L. to R., Ole Norby and Harry Acherman seeding crop in the
40·s.

The Norby children on their way to Molewood school. L. to R.,
Glen. Leslie, June. Abe, and Esther.

pIClllCS.

Our oldest children went to Park Bluff SchooL
four miles away. Park Bluff was over-crowded with
pupils and Molewood only had a few pupils so we
were asked if the families living on the south side
would send their children to Molew()od School.
There were ourselves. Charlie Marshall family. John
Wisse family and Lou Billard family. Our family
walked to school in the summertime. but in the
winter we had to drive them. which was two trips. It
kept one person busy. It was three and a half miles so
it was fourteen miles a day for the team. When the
children were old enough they could handle the

Fred Highton, Jake Norby, Ollie Norby.
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horses themselves. About that time the closed in
cabooses came into use. Everyone had them, with
small stoves in them to keep warm. V./c were nine
miles from Robinhood, and eight miles from Cochin.
We had to haul our grain to Robinhood and ViC
shipped cattle and pigs to Prince Albert. We sent our
Cream on the train from Robinhood to Medstead in
the wintertime. In the early years \ve got our mail at
Robinhood. Whoever went to tovvn vv'olJid bring all
the mail to their place. The worst part of that was we
never kne\v who had been in to bring it out. It was
much nicer when the Illail routes came illtO being.
We all got mail boxes and the mail \vas delivered
three times a week from Sandwith. Saskatchewan.
Our mail-men had lots of hard long trips with horses.
The roads would be blocked after storms. I can
remember when they walked a mile to get the Illail to
the boxes.
The same year we moved in, so many people
Came in too. Some stayed on and others moved out
again. Our closest neighbors were Charlie Marshall.
and Jim Dimond on the west. The north side was H.
Coons, the Wisner family. and the Faucon family: on
the east side was W. Walters, Phillip Kunz, C. Blixruds, C. Parkhouse, and the Henry and Fred Kahl
families. We had the Moosomin Indian Reserve to
the south. The only church was the Lutheran one in
Robinhood.
In the first years groceries were very cheap if
people had a little money to buy with. Eggs were 5¢ a
dozen, butter 10¢ a pound. coffee 45q, cured pork 6,
a pound and flour was $1.50 a 100 pound bag.
Things were much easier when the tractor and
better machinery came along. The power came in
1960 which helped a lot of people. The phones came
in too. but we never got one in, as we had to quit
farming. We sold out in 1970. We sold our farm to
Robert Allan from Robinhood and it changed hands
twice after that. Grandma Norby passed away in
1946. Ole Norby passed away in 1968, and Jacob
passed away in 1970.
We had some good years, and some were pretty
hard. Still we look back and miss our old home, and
all our good neighbors.

a chance to sec the grandchildren and 1'01' us to find
another job and a place to live. \Vc found a hOUSe in
Medsteac!. It belonged to Mrs. Mills who ran the
store and \vho \-vas at one time a teacher at Park Blufr,
I believe.
Coming from the city, Victoria, B.C. life had a
strange turn of events ror me. Glen found u job a[
Speers with the Linnell Brothers - Suddenly we
were parted and I had strangers around me. I fnet
dear, little Mrs. Sieme \vho lived across the road
alone and took to one of our t\vin daughters, Emily.
She'd neVer say much - just COfT1C over and sit \vhile
I continued to \vork. She'd put \vooc! in my stove or
she'd i.lppear \vhen thunder and lightning came. I was
terrified of it and she knew it. She became Grandma
Sieme to LIS all. Dear fvlrs. Kahl she kne\N the Norbey
family growing up. She \vas such a help - showed
me how to make bread and helped with little problems. Mr. and Mrs. Vern Moline were great people.
They never were too busy not to have a card party or
Homemakers' meeting, - the children were ahvays
included. They slept wherevcr they found a spot. We
all took something and had a grand time. Occasionally we all went to the movie film that was showing in
the Hall. It was cold and hac! hard seats. Ye Gods. I
used to often wonder if it was all worth it. ! sang in
the Church choir. They had these 3 ladies who traveled like a caravan to the different churches. ! loved
to sing and I stood in awe as the beautiful grey-headed
lady sang a solo _.- I think her husband ran the
lumber yard. Her voice was absolutely golden - I
felt so privileged to be part of that funny little choir. It
was for Easter and Christmas. We met Walter and
Helen iVlal11er. They were so concerned. Walter saw!
had lots of fuel. I needed wood for winter coming on
and with 5 children believe me it was work from
morning to night. Also we had a school problem with
our son Dennis who had cerebral palsy. The teachers
werc very pleasant anc! tried really hard to help us and
Dennis. Buddy Kahl was then a teacher and he
helped us get the things we needed.
On our first Christmas, we had a funny branch ali
sprayed gold and we strung cranberrries and popcorn. Glen cut cardboard and made a big Santa for
the roof. His fingers were raw from the razor blade.
We also made a Nativity scene. Medstead Council
were giving a prize of $5.00 for the best decorated
house. My. did we fight to win that $5.00 and WE
DID. We couldn't believe it. The happiest moment of
our lives. Dear Mrs. Martin. she supplied lights and
ideas. She really was a brick, that \Vornan. I got all
the children things there. I couldn't go to North
Battleford to shop. 1 knitted and sewed tilll couldn't
see. ! remember Glen and I had an invitation to go to
a big wedding dance at Sandwith. It took me a week

The Glen Norbey :Family
How we got to Medstead -

1957

We had left Victoria after our son Malcolm was
born May 27th, 1957. He was 3 weeks old at the time.
Glen had a job offer with West Coast Transmission
Pipe Line, Cdu Betchel Co. We lived on the Parsnip
River until summer was almost over. I was worried
the children would be sick with colds, etc. living in a
tent. so we packed up our old 52 Buick and eame to
the Norbey farm, Glen's parents' place. It gave them
803

!!vin~ ~{)uth

of Rohillhood \yhcrc Jake :md Vera had a

fanlil~l

of :-.;t:VCfi children ------ Glen, Leslie, Vernon,
Abc, June, Esther and Ellen also his [Viother and
brother Ok. Jake play'cd <.\ violin in orchestras at !ocal
dance~. The children 1.,valked 4 miks (0 Park Bluff. a
one rourn school ,mel IVlo1t'wood schools, only! in the
SUiW11cr~,,·,·-,,· in the \\:'1nkr r!',xvdling \\iaS difficult \.vith
Si'HhV and !ht: blizzards su they \vcrc taken in a
caboose \:\"ith d stove to heep them \.varm, It must have
looked !'unn:i to sec the smoke curling out of the

chimmey. Everyone played a part in comnwnity affairs, softhal! at the Park Bluff diamond, Jackfish
Lake fur picnics and surtb~t1L blueberry picking on a
trip to I'v1eudo\\' Lake, occasinnally, if money' pennitted, to the fa!r in Nunh Datdef'ord.
it \vas a hard life but tht.'Y all managed, raised
hogs, chickens. turKeys, mixed grain farming and
:-ielllng cream to (he iVkdstcad creamery'. l\h. Zim!llcCman took it.
All that stands now is the land as Ole and .lake

Glen and jackie Norbys Family: Malcom, Lynett, Emily, Carrie
Andrea, Jackie.

to make my dress. I sc\\/cd every inch by.' hanei. in
those days you weren't paid much as a farm laborer.

passed mvay and Vera moved to a comfortable plaCe

believe me. What a wonderful time we had. My very
first prairie wedding dance.
Our daughter Carrie \vas Ollr onl),' accident in
Medsteacl that I couldn't handle. She tipped off the

after it was all :-iole.!. to be near her daughter Ellen in
Saskatoon.
I hope this is a help. I really feel that it was a good

chair. struck her forehead and got a nasty gash. i
rushed her up to Mr. Graham's. the druggist. who

very promptly fixed it all up and to this day at 24
years you can only sec a faint white line. I was so
thankful to all tile people who helped me. I was a real
greenhorn but when we left for a job in lVlanitoba i

knew I was much better for the experience.
The funniest things - Ann Jackson let me use her
mother's rocker washer. Can YOll imagine the \vork it
did and really kept my kids busy rocking the darn
thing') The stupid backhouse, with its old drafty
hole, blew over one night and poor old George Fahrick of the Cafe came and fixed it for me. Wc laughed
and laughed over the silly thing. Also the day Alex
Nelson tried to show mc how to curl and I went down
the alley on my stomach. The rock was heavy and I
never let go, Yc Gods. i was so embarrassed,
The most thrilling experience in tvledstcad for us
was having our three children christened in the Bethel Lutheran Church, Nov. 10,1957 by the Rev. H. W.
Martin. Mrs. E. Sieme and Mrs. H. Kah! were the
sponsors. Our twin daughters Corrie and Emily. :2
years and (0 months anci Malcolm age 6 months. The
church was packed -'" I never thought so many people came to church. The twins were so good bur

Malcolm screamed. Then f\Ars. Kahl and Mrs. Sicme
had a big tea at Mrs. Kahrs house. What can you say
about people like that"
There you are - that was Ollr experience in
Medstead BUT the Norbey family were pioneers

Jake and Vera Norbys. Sons: Les, Glen, Abe, and Vern.
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experience, J.lllcast interesting,

'Than~

you f()r ldting

I \vcnt out to \vnrk and my three )/uunger sisters
went to school at Brooks School in the Traynor district. The first place 1 worked at. the huuse burnt
do\vn cadv in tl-;e m{Jrning. i lost aU I had as it "vas
uDstairs ~l1;d that \vas where the fire Started. It was on
tl~e 10th 0[: fvlarch and 'vcry cold. I 'vvorkcd at different
nlaccs and then vvhen the V./i.1[ broke out l11}' brother
~nlistcd and \i\'as stationed in f.:<~dmonton so I "vent
then.:: and staved \\"ith a married sister. i got vV'ork at a
!.!urment fact~H"v. I Kne\V nothing about po\\'er sewing
;-;1Llchines and less about overalls so the first \iveek i
made 7Si: making suspenders. I paid 53.00 a week
board so 1 didn't get ~·ich. 1 then went over to the

us be a little part of your history.
Our last child 'v'.las born 1062 in Duncan, 13.C'. /\t

17 years old she Sa\I; iv1cdstead last sumrner and the:
house we lived in.

Mr. ami Mrs. Rallg Nonlrgen and Fhmily
bv Grace Nordgren (nee Wood)

~ I came from En21and to Canada on the Empress
of Briton in April, 1913, with Iny' parents, !Vir. and
[virs. ,\Vm. Hubert vVood. ~!nd my/ four sisters. \Nt~
landed at 51. John, Nc\v BrunswiCK, and came by
train to \Vinnipeg where vve stayed over and \verc
taken to "Eatons" to order things 'Ne needed for our
new home. (v,/hich was in the Traynor district). Vv'c
met mv tvvo brothers and one slster in VI/innipeg. The
bovs c-ame \vest with us. Our family coming at this
tin;e were Mother and Dad, sisters -~,,- Emmie,

C.VI.G. factory <'1~1d got union wages, 59.00 per
\.vhethcr VOL! made it or not. but }'OU soon got
llsed to the rml~hinc and \vork and could make rea1!:y

'vvcck

QO~)(! Vv'i.H!es.

'-

I ma;ried Hja!mar Nordgren in May, 1920. \;Ve
had unc daughter. Olive, born in Canmore, Alta.
\V'hile mv flL7sband \vas vv'orking at the mines. the
miners v,;ent on strike so we C:::llT!e back to the Park

Blanche. Marjorie. Gladys and me. One sister. May
and Hubert a"nd Fred carne to Canada three years

before we did. We landed by rail at Traynor where we

Bluff district where my folks farmed. The night we
home. there was a dance in Park Bluff School so

stayed in the coaches till our goods arrived. We vvere

got

then taken bv team to the farm where we were to
make our hOl-;e. We were here about two weeks when
four of us girls got sick, three v'lith measles and one
with diphtheria~ The doctor drove eight miles every
day. Mother and Mmjorie were kept in one bedroom
and food and such were passed to them through the
window.
Dad bought horses. Thev looked so nice but three
out of four died before we had them very long. The
farm we came to was a C.P.R. ready-made farm,

~/e \vent. When we got there Nil'. HO!ller Wiison took

the baby and by the time 1 got into the school he, was
trying to auction her ofr. No one knew whose baoy 1t
\V~lS till I came in.
We went to \vork in Radisson and that fall the

Dunscr boys were threshing for my dad. They had
trouble with the outfit and were working on it late
when! saw tlames and heard the men call. A fire had
started in the stacks and it burnt all the crop anel forty
loads of hay. ! pulled a lot of pails of water that night.
The boys. Otto and Louis. were very good, however,

house and barn and fenced. \'-vith some crop put in.

'f./e were there three years when Dad thought it \vas

they gave Dad grain and feed. so we were lucky

going to take a long time to pay for it so he and two

anYw;y. My husband came home a few clays later. He
and my brother. Bert Wooel. startecl diggmg a well
and th~n Hjalmar got sick and passed away in North
Battldord hospital.

~lOrZ that travelled over with us went to Belbutte and
got a homestead. My brothers wouldn't go up there
~o Dad bought a quarter section in the Park Bluff
district and transferred his homestead at Bt:lhuttc to a
man on the same section. He farmed there till he
retired and went to Vancouver.

Some 'leafS later i rnarried his brother, Raugnar,

anel we h'acl a daughter. Elaine. now Mrs. Ken
Crocker \vho lives in Saskatoun. She has been \vorkinl2. in the Eaton store for :years and has t\vo daughte;s, Lvnn and Connie. Lynn teaches in Saskatoon
and Co~nie is still in school. Elaine's husband drives
a transit bus in Saskatoon. He just received his twentv-five vear \vatch.
"' Vic"' farmed near Robinhood for awhile then

moved to the Canyon district where the girls went to
school. Olive, Mrs. Fred Pawliw, has one son,
Rodney. who is very interested in ball. They live near
us, Rodnev attended school in Medstcad and then If]
Glaslyn. Fred is away a lot as he takes contracts on
the higrnvay,
W~ celebrated our Golden Wedding in Robin-

Raug Nordgren and John Anderson, all ready to go, 1924.
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hood Hall in 1975. Before that rhe commumiy surprised us and gave us a lovely set of Golden Wedding
dishes. They brought lunch and made it a very memorable evening. We have retired but still live on the
brm. I have been a member of the W.l. (Home-

makers) for a good number of years and still enjoy the
meetings and the lovely lunches. ! remember when
the girls had their double \vcdding it so happened that
it vvas the Minister's 'A/edding Anniversary as welL
My mother anel dad, both brothers and two sisters
have passed on, the others live in Vancouver and
Blanche in the States.
We have lived here a long tirnc and have reai good
neighbors. Olive's house burnt down and you are
sure surprised how many friends you have at a time
like that.
We useo to have open range and you fenced your
crops. Each night you rode allover the country
looking for cattle. We milked eight cows and sold
cream. Cream was about $2.50 for 5 gallons,·testing table, other grades were less. Things are so
different to what it was when we started to farm, In
the years we farmed grain was cheap. We sold wheat
for 23¢ a bushel. It froze early and the grain was
poor. My husband butchered a pig, about 200
pounds, and took it to North Battleford. He got
$10.00 for it at the butcher shop. We remember these
things, but sometimes I don't think the young people
can believe it. Things have changed so much. In
1936, my husband and J went north to the bush, we
worked for some neighbors who had contracts to take
out railway ties. I cooked, washed and mended for
six men for 512.00 a month. My husband hauled the
ties six miles to the highway, ~ he got $18,00 a
month. It was hard work for a little money.

Grace and Raug Nordgren on their 50th Wedding Anniversary.

Carl Nordgren and

Robinhood w.1. at the home of Marilyn Loewen 1977. Back. L.
- R. Linda Dunser, Lin Dunser, Edna Bovair, Carol
Desmarias, Marilyn Loewen. Middle. Bernice Allen, Olive
Pawliw, Betty Desmerias, Laurel Blixrud, Grace Nordgren.
Front. Hillivie Byle, Evelyn Sannerud, Irene Allen, Hattie
Wisner.

SOilS

by Roug Nordgren
Carl Nordgren came to the Park Bluff district
from Minnesota in 1912 to take up a homestead on
S.w. 24-49-16. After spending a year on the homestead, Carl went back to the 'States' to bring his
family up. In the spring, Carl's brother, Gus and
Carl's three sons, Hjalmer, eighteen years of age,
LeiI' Rallgnar (Rollg), then sixteen, and Torgny
(Tony) aged fourteen shipped up in a boxcar to North
Battleford, bringing their furniture with them. Mother Hulda also came with them.
The first six miles of the trip, from North Battleford to Park Bluffwas made with team and wagon,
then the load was transferred to sleighs for the rest of
the trip. The first night of the trek to Park Bluff was
spent at Cochin, then called "the Narrows". Here
Mother got her first taste of "roughing it", also her
first taste of black tea. We spent that night with Nap

Robinhood Homemakers Hobo Party at Mrs. Ellitsgaards in
Medstead.1953.
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(as anything forgotten or \vhat

Delorme, who ran il stopping place in those days.
Next day we made it to the "bachelor shack". Mother "vas so lonesome, she spent most of her time
crying. The roof ofIhe shack \,.vas made of mud and as
she would cook, bits of the mud would fall into her
pots. At least there \\/as never a shortage of meat.
Mother would throw the potatoes out of the door.
later the rabbits would be so thick you juS! had to
throw a club among them and you \voldd have a nice
fat rabbit for your supper.
In 1913 Roug filed on N.W. 30-49-16: Tony
homesteaded N.E.16-49-16 in 1918, and Hjalmcr
homesteaded on Sec. 4-50-16.
Dad felt that if we boys all lived at home we could
share the same oxen power.
If a young fellow wanted to live at home, with his
folks, he could do his duties' on his homestead by
breaking up fifty acres a year.
In the fall of 1914, we bought three oxen in
Radisson paying $240 for the three of them. We also
bought a wagon for $25.00 and two cows for $55 .00.
Mother and Tony stayed in Radisson to work. We
made it to North Battleford in a day and a half, where
we stocked up on groceries and coal oil. Of course
Uncle Gus had to have his jug of whiskey. After
carefully filling our supply list in North Battleford,

\\.'C

ran sh.ort on V-ie had

to walk to Glenbush and carry home)' we hit for
home on the Birch Lake traii. As \'/e neared the
Hepburn place, the oxen sputted a ditch of water and
dccidcu it \vas time for a drink, so off rhey \vent into
the ditch leaving the vv'agon at a rather precarious
angle. No\\'! 110\\/ \\!crc they/ going to get the '.'lagon
and oXen out': The old gent felt that if ViC just pulled,
the axlt: \vmlld hreak spilling potatoes (about 35
bushels), groceries, and the whole bit into the ditch.
So Uncle Gus, who had a few samples from his jug
by this time, thought that he could hold the front pole
while the rest of us pushed from behind. As the
\vagon came out the pole s\vung around knocking
Uncle Gus on his backside into the water. However,
he had dry clothes along, so spent no time in stripping down and getting into something dry~
Until \ve got our 0\\'0 oxen power we hired neighbours to do the breaking for us. Magnus Anderson
did ours for us, charging three dollars an acre. Fortunately there were not too many big trees t1n our
land, as we didn't have a brush hook. We had to use
an axe and dig around the root, and that was mighty
hard work.
When we had our own oxen power Dad would do
the plowing while we boys walked behind digging
out stones. If we got five acres a season cleared that
was doing good.
Dad planted wheat on the breaking and took off a
good crop, going about forty bushels per acre. Magnus Anderson cut the first crop, then we hauleel it into
the yard, and had the Dunser boys come and thresh it
in the winter. The wheat '"vas hauled to North Battleford with oxen and a load of supplies pickeciup.
In 1916-17 we hauled oats to a man named
Chisholm, who had the land office, for eighty-five
cents per bushel. We'd leave home at five in the
morning and get to North Battleford about ten that
evening. We'd stop there overnight. pick up supplies, and return the next day.

Wood sawing at Nordgren·s.

Our first horses were bought in Landis in 1916,
from a fanner there. We paid $250.00 for the team.
Dad felt we couldn'r use the horses for breaking, but
must stick to the oxen that were slow and steady.
Winters were long and lonely, but we did dance,
sometimes three times a week at Park Bluff. We'd
leave home about 7:30 in the evening, then about
11:00 we'd drink a boiler of coffee and eat the lunch
the ladies had brought. There was never a shortage of
music. A collection was taken for a few cents to
divide among the musicians. No onc \vanted to head
for home in the dark, so we would dance till morn-

ing!
We did three or four days' work on the road to pay
our taxes. Also at this time there was a weed inspec-

Mrs. Carl Nordgren washing, 1928 with granddaughter, Olive
(Nordgren) Pawliw's help.
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\\'e,-lthcr \",i.jS \'('1':; mud) like D(TembcL lY79, \vith
good rOdds and no snow. or course 11 \\-'as pn.lirie

tor. lfyou had. t"urexdrnplc, thistles, yuu had to clean
them up, or else they \vould bring someone in to do it
and charge :you for the job.
Grief \ovas to strike our family in 19.~-+. First \vith
the passing or Hjalmer in January, thci1 Dud that

rrtlils to North Battkl"ord then, nu highw~lY, just [he
straight and flLtlTO\\' roads, Our \'vedding dance was in
Park Bluff SChZh")j. As Tliny played \vith f'\lbc:rt Knutson ]"01' all dances around here. he alsu piayed for our
dance, but he \\'~lS ,d!owcd to have the fir;..;! dance. \\'c
\,;'em there with horse) ,md wagon.
VV'e lived on the S.\V. 1/1-2-1-·--1-0-l6-\\/3 \vith
Tony',-, !1KHhcr. j\/lrs. Carl I'\ordgcll. She p~\sscd away
in i957.
Our rClTemion was d,-ll1e,:s and card partics in
\\'intcr, and ball games and picnics in the summer.
Tony was the pitcher for Pmk Bluff.
Vv'c broke up lund, picked stones, and brushed
\\'ith:t horse to pull down th(' trees. Tony would cut
around the roots of the tn:;: and chain it. and! would
drive the horse. 1always liked outside worL 1 used to
rlde horseback (J lot. \Ve also milkt:d cows and! drove
the hinder with horses \vhilc Tony stooked. ! pretty
well did everything outside with him. pitching hay.
picking stones and so on. 1 did llly' work in the house

winter.

During the~e years! had stayed on the homestead
breaking up some laneL I did go out to work in tht: fall
though.
In 1025 (iraee and I were nnrriet.i. For the first
t\\'o years of married life \\'c lived at home \\'ith my
mother. Vv'e moved to rile homestead in 1027. Elaine
\vas born there in !917.
After (i'):ing unsucccs:-Ju!]y to find wuter, \ve
traded homesteads with Tony. Grace and I moved
some of the buildings from the homestead to our
present home. About this time we \\"Cfc able to hire
indians to help vvith the hreaking, so \\'ith their help
and Grace \vorking like a man, \ve were able to clear
up to sixteen acres a year.
We farmed with horses until 19S(), when we
bought our first tractor. a little hmllall. We unly kert
this tractor a year then traded to O"rt for a John
Deere.
'\Ale no longer farm actively!, but arc stili verv
interested in \xatching others farrn.

too.

Tt)!):.' pa~sed away June 13,
seventy-nine }'ears.
\Ve \voulJ have celebrated
Anniversary in December, 1978.
had lots oj' fun. I am still on the

Dorothy ami TOllY Nonlg!'!;1l
Dorothy Albiston was born in rvlanchester. En~
land, 1905< My l1)uther was \vidowed in !<)U~ and we
came to Canada to il1:Y uncle's to Ii\'e in North BattlcfonJ area. He had a littk shack or one r()um. Later
on. a log building of one large room was built for us.
Our transportation \vas by oxen. Many times we
drove it single ox on the bugg y/.
I gre\v up and got my cuucation at the little old
school hOllse. in 19~5, I came to Robinhood and
worked for Tarbet's in their genera! s{pre. There 1 met
Tcmy Nordgren and we were married December 10,
192H. \Vc \overc marrled in North Battlcfon.L and \vc
\-vent from here in a buggy with a team of horses. The

1077 at the age of

our 50th \VccJding
\Vc \vere happy and
farm.

The Nordstrom Story
by Ellen Rollinson
"Papa Nordstrom" as he was known to most of

the Rooinhood kids came to Robinhood in 1930. He
Vias Robinhood's first section-foreman, and he and
his wife, "Mum Nordstrom", and their family
moved into the nev\" section house.
There \vcrc seven of us kids, Clarence. {Vlary.
Ruth, Roy, Ellen, Ina and NeiL sO the little tl1reebedroom section house was \ve!l filled.
Times were tough in the 3D's, but we were happy.
fv1U1l1 was a great cook. and we ahvay's had plenty to
f:at. She aJ\\.'ays had a meal to spare for the guys who
were \valking the tracks. There 'were quite a few of
them. Men looking for \vork. riding the boxcar, or
just walking with their packs on their hacks. Papa
would bring them up to the section house and Mum
would feed them. We kids wcre half scared of them
anel always called them bums, but most of them were
nice gUy'S and some told some pretty' sad stories,
None of us were artists but \ve all thought \Ve

could sing and play. We had a piano, a guitar, banjo,
violin and a saxaphone. So many times the old section hOllse would rock. How Mum stood it all I'll
never KnO\\-',

Raug, Hjalmar, Tony. Nordgren's, 1916.
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Every once in awhile the: choir \voldJ practice at
our house. \Ve all enjoyed them. They v,'crc a good
bund) of singers and I think I remember most of
them. There \-\iCiT the Sienlc boys, Carl and Henry:
Clifford Aasen: Clara "md Huldis Rasmussen: ivlargarct and /\nna Haagenson: l\iIm)"' and Ruth Nordstrom. The teachers at the timc ahvay's helped and
Joseph Hauve. Flor~\ Bart!ett and Eunice Norman
\Vel"C some of them.
Mum \\,'-1S a good church worker and was a life
member of the Lutheran Ladies /\id. rVian)" times
rvlum would cook and bake for Ladies Aid suppers,
\vhich in those days "vere held in the hall hasernent.
Everyone looked for\vard to thern. The food >,vas
really great and many" \vill remember the Nor\vegian
Lcfsc. especially. Many 'ivill also rememher rvlum\
Swedish dumplings (Svenska Kropkakorl. No one
could ever make them taste as good as she did.
Christmas \ovas a 'V\/onderful time when \VC \-vert:
all together with friends and the big feeds of Imefish,
dumplings. etc.
Papa retired in 1946 from the Railroad. He had
ridden the old speeder between Glaslyn and Robinhood and Robinhood to Medstead for sixteen years.

Mr. and Mrs. Nordstrom on their 60th Anniversary.

It \-vas against rules and regulations, but many people
had rieles with him when the roads were blocked with
snow. I remember quite a few times. even in the
middle of the night. when he would go for good old
Dr. Coghlan and bring him back to see someone who
was sick, or to go and bring a minister in for a church
service or funeral.
In 1951 Papa and Mum moved into North Battleford and lived there until they passed away, Papa in
1969 and Mum in 1971.
Mary (Mrs. Ruben Wilson), our oldest sister. also
passed away in July, 1979. She was a wonderful
person. She worked very hard during the depression
years. but always had tim.e to do for others.
She will be lovecl and remembered by her many
Robinhood friends,
The rest of us are scattered around, Clarence in
North Battleforcl, Roy and Neil in Terrace, British
Columbia, Ruth (Mrs. Gordon Blight), in Hamilton,
Ontario, Ina (Mrs, Walter Duhnyk), in North Batrleford, and l, (Mrs. George Robinson), in North
Battleford.
I think for all of us "Robinhood" was our
"happy" years and \vill always s(:em like home.
Ellen Robinson

Clarence Nordstrom Family

l. Ruth Nordstrom. -

Pelting rain and impossible roads was my introduction to the community of Robinhood in August,
1943. Fresh out of normal school. I arrived to take up
my duties as teacher of Park Bluff School District.
No one had bothered to inform me [ was to stay in the
leacherage. Totally unprepared, I borrowed bedding
from Mr. and Mrs. S. Tarbet. local merchants at
Robinhood. The next morning Mr. 'Thrbet drove me
to the teacherage about six miles away and over roads

Unidentified.
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forty-six ye,lrs with the C.N.R. along rail lines in the
north-\vest portion of the province until his retirement in 1972.
Follovving our rnarriage in 1948, we made our
home at Robinhood for a period of three years,
moved [() Medstead and lived there until 1962 when
we moved to Meota. North Battleforc1 has been our
horne since 1964.
Our three children. Darrell. Gregory and Wendy,
began school at lVkdstead. Darrell is a graduate of StThomas College. North Battleford, and obtained a
Bachelor of Education degree from the University of
Saskatchewan. He taught for seven years thenjoined
Canada Life, Saskatoon office. Married to the former Gail Penley. they have two children and make
their home at Warman. Greg is married to the former
Wanda Davies and they have two daughters. They
make their home in North Battleford where Greg is
employed with the Department of Highways. We,;dy,
a graduate of N.B.C.H.S .. married Wayne Bender
and they live in Edmonton. A registered nurse. she is
on staff of Miserecordia Hospital and her husband is
loans manager with a Credit Union branch.
Shortly after our family moved to Meota !
entered the work force. Mr. and Mrs. John Dart hired
me as clerk in their store and in 1963 I went to work
in North Battleford at a department store. The past
cleven years! have been with the North Battleford
News-Optimist. ! have kept my ties with communities in the north through editing news of country
correspondents. Clarence works part time as com-

L. to R., Roy Nordstrom, Clarence Nordstrom, Ruben Wilson,
Alice Wilson, Mary Nordstrom (Wilson), Clara Rasmussen.

so deep in mud that I swear it took us three hours to
reach our destination.
I had fifty-seven students from grades one to ten
- the older students studying by correspondence. It
was not unusual to have big boys in the same class as
the seven year olds. Some families were five or six
miles from school and attendance was sporadic as the
lads were needed on the farm at peak seasons.
The following year I moved to the neighboring
schooL Molewood, where I spent two years. I remember lazy days of summer eating our lunches
seated on the rocks watching the creek, close to the
school, rippling over the water lilies. ! taught the
elementary school grades at Medstead from 1946-47
and after my marriage. 1953-54. ! taught at Parkdale
1947-48. famous for nature hikes, a fantastic Christmas concert. Arbor Day weiner roast and my first
and last experience in theatre. Father Leo Auclair was
director and the play was titled "The Little Clodhopper"
Medstead is remembered for "Citizens' Forum,"
a weekly gathering where we listened to a radio
program and discussed matters of profound interest
and as I was secretary, it was my job to send in reports
of our deliberations. It was a thrill to hear our group
mentioned on the program. ! taught Sunday School,
was president of the Altar Society the year S1. Rita's
Church was moved onto its new foundation, managed to serve on the local school board and became a
charter member of the Medstead Royal Purple
Lodge.
Clarence and I met while I was teaching at
Medstead. Section foreman at Robinhood, he had
returned from overseas where he spent three years
with the Royal Canadian Engineers. He was to serve

mISSIonmre.

Joe ami Kathleen NOl!ch
as told by Kathleen
We lived in Sandwith from 1938 to 1949. Joe
bought grain in the Western Grain elevator. later
Pioneer, for ten years. Our three children, Joseph Jr.
and Kathleen Jr. went to Hyde Park School, and
Veryl, a boy, was born in 1944.
I taught school in Glenbush for one month, either
the Christmas of 1938 or 1939. I can't remember the
exact date because the regular teacher quit in a hurry.
Then I taught at Hyde Park School for several years,
then at Bournemouth for three years.
We left for Birsay, Saskatchewan, in 1949 but the
company called back my husband to Sandwith in
1950 to buy one of the bumper crops of that area. At
that time I taught in the Rabbit Lake School under
Mr. C. Orvedahl.
During our ten years at Sandwith we organiz.ed
the Sand with Dramatic Society that! think should be
mentioned in your history. We were helped by Mr.
and Mrs. H. Mason, storekeepers in Sandwith, Mary
Brandon and her family, Ward School Winnie Park810

house and her family of Molewood School District;
Roland and Margarete Marsh, now Mrs. L. Olson, of
North Battleford; Jim Scott: .lim Kunz who was killed overseas; Mary and Arlie Griffin; Johnnie German: Ed Bell: Miss T. Burnett; Miss Phillips; Slim
Elam; May Price, now Mrs. F Dulley, British Columbia; Marg. Price. As! am now seventy-one years
old, I'm liable to have forgotten someone. A Mr. H.
Price, an elderly gentleman who was an artist, did
most of our scenery for us. We travelled three-act
plays all over, like to Medstead, Robinhood, Meota,
Rabbit Lake, etc. We also competed in one act play
festivais in North Battleford. This drama club was
unique for parkland country. We even went so far as
to hold a "Class B" drama festival in Sandwith Hall
with Professor K. Gordon, of the University of
Saskatchewan as the adjudicator. We produced
quality plays, suitable for festivals.
I also organized the first Medstead School Unit
Drama Festival. Also, I am the founder of Saskatoon
Ageless Players Theatre, by and for retired people,
here in Saskatoon, and am still producing plays. I
spoke at the North Battleford library in April and
produced a scene from a play with my husband and
another lady of our Ageless Players.

sold raspberries to bring in some extra cash. The

c1'o\,\/11 land \vas sold to a company and in 1976 the
homestead was sold to Ernmctt lohnsons. The:
O'Briens then purchased a nevv' truck and rnoved into
Belbutte where they still reside.

Alfred Odgers
Alfred Odgers was born 18fll in Little Par. Corn ..
wall, England. He married Charlotte Eccles who was
born in 1964 in Selby York, England.
Alfred carne to Canada two years after his family
had arrived. He had tmuble disposing of their assets.
namely the Brunswick Hotel in Liverpool, England,
(due to the poverty of the country after World War I).
Alfred, known aboard ship as the "Cribbage King",
arrived in Canada in 1921. on the Dominion Line
Steamship ··Cornishman··.
He joined his wife, Charlotte, and family who
were living with son Frank in the Lost Horse Creek
District. Charlotte had come to Canada in 1919 with
three of their daughters. Jessie (Mrs. Warnkin, her
son Adam) born 1885 in Tramere. Cheshire, England: Nell, born 1902 in Liverpool, England, and
Ruth, born 1905, in Stockport, England.
After Alfred's arrival. he and son Frank built a
second house on Frank's land. This one was warmer
and more comfortable. It served as a suitable home
for his family.
In 1923 Alfred and Charlotte bought the N. W.
V"-30-48-IS. Alfred brushed this quarter with an axe,
Frank did the breaking. It was mentioned about the
strong team of horses that Frank owned were hard to
handle. but quite reliable for the work they had to do.
The three daughters were all married. Jessie became Mrs. Edward Turner of Prince. Nell became
Mrs. Frank Reddick of Eagle Hills and Ruth married
Eric Shepherd of the Lost Horse Creek District.
Alfred passed away in 1930. Charlotte stayed
with son Frank until he married. She moved to her
daughter'S, Jessie, to be near a doctor and passed
away in 1932.

Morgan O'Brien
Morgan O'Brien was born in North Portal,
Saskatchewan in 1902. In 1933 he came to the
Belbutte area and filed on N.W. 12-S0-13-W3rd in an
attempt to escape the drought conditions in southern,
Saskatchewan.
The homestead was solid bush with no road to it.
The land was cleared with an axe and grub hoe, with
horses pulling out the roots. In 1939 a second quarter
was purchased from the crown S .W. 12-S0-13-W3rd.
This land also had a lot of big black poplar trees on it.
The horses and logging chains were used to pull
down the trees, then they were cut and hauled off.
Morgan spent some years in the Saskatchewan
Hospital, North Battleford where he met his wife
Olive (Reynolds) Smith originally from the Glenbush area. His brother, from Prince George signed
his release from the hospital so Olive and he went to
Prince George, B.C. where they were married. Morgan worked in the pulp mills there.
They returned to Saskatchewan first to Purdue
and then to Belbutte in 1961. They worked hard on
his land here using homemade wooden hay rakes to
get all available hay into the coils. The water supply
was a spring from which water had to be hauled abollt
a mile to the house -later he dug a well in the yard.
Many times the old truck wouldn't work so they
walked to Belbutte for groceries. They had a large
garden with vegetables and beautiful !lowers. Olive

George Odgers
George Odgers was born in Tramere, Cheshire,
England in 1883.
On arriving in Canada in 1910, he settled on lanel
in the Lost Horse Creek and Murray Lake District.
George married Mary Poitras in 1914. They had
five children. Jessie (Mrs. Sam Landry) of Paradise
Valley, Alberta; Madelaine (Mrs. Ernest Poitras) of
North Battleford; Joe of Calgary; Jack of Cold Lake,
Alberta and Mildred (Mrs. Fred Quong) of Grande
Prairie, Alberta.
George passed away in 1936. Mary lived with her
family until her passing in 1975.
SII

FranK Odgers

Social evenings plus active participation in 4-H. Boy
Scouts and Girl Guides. Luther was a member of rhe
\Vheat Pool, an Orangeman, served on ]ucal and unit
school boards, secrdary-managcr of the rV1cdstead
Feeding Co-up_ president of the Glcnbush /\gricultufal Society', presidt:nt of the Glenbush Rural Tek·phone Cornpany, and member of the Community
Hall Board. Luther and rvlargarerc \overt both ~~-H
leaders. Margarete a BrovvTl OVv'! and both \.\iere assistant postmasters, helrJing out at f\Aarsh's General
Store, the po.st office and government telephone office.
The family all attended the University of
Saskatchc\\ian in Saskatoon. Eileen took nursing and
is no\\,' married \vith t\\/O small boys, Robert anu
Graeme and. with her husband Freel Purdy!, lives at
Rocky Mountain House. Albena.
Betty chose the teaching profession, is now married with two small boys. Dustin and Michael and
with her husband. Ben Wiebe. lives at Vegreville.
Alberta.
Brad first took welding at Kelsey Institute in
Saskatoon, then entered university taking engineering. He is currently employed by the Canadian
Steamship Company out of Vancouver. British Columbia.
Debbie chose nursing and is with the Regina
Plains Centre Hospital. Debbie has also become a
pilot. has her commercial pilot's license plus her
instructor's license.
Because of back injury! and consequent surgery,

Frank Odgers was born in Liverpool, England. in
1899.
l"le arrived in Canada in 1915 joining his brother
George, vvho farmed in the Murray Lake and Lost
Horse Creek District. Frank worked for threshing
outfits and did any odd jobs available.
In 191~. he settled on S.E. !l1.17-47-15. The fo!hnving year Frank was joined by his mother,

Charlotte. sister. Jessie (Mrs. Warnkin. son Adam)
Nell and Ruth. Frank's father. Alfred. joined his
family in 1921.
Lost Horse Creek School had been closed for
lack of pupils. !t re-opened in 1928 with Freela Lemes
as the teacher. 'Frank was secretary of the School
Board.
In 1931. he married Freda Letnes. formerly o{the
Scentgrass area.

They purchased S. W. !II 31-47-15 shortly after
they were married. Frank also helped farm the quarter section that his parents owned.
They have one daughter. Frances. (Mrs. Harvey
Tatlow) of Melfort. Sask. Their two children are Guy
ami Beverl y.
Frank left for Prince Albert in 1941 where he
worked for M and C Aviation. Later he was employed
by the C.N .R. from 1945 until his retirement in 1964.
Preda and daughter. Frances. joined Frank in
1942 when accomodations were found.
Frank passed away in July 1978. Freda lives in
their home in Prince Albert.

Luther and Margarete Olson
Luther. with his brother John. came to the Sandwith district in 1934. where his brother Salmar had
been teaching Hyde Park School. He worked for
several years for farmers in summer and sometimes
cutting cordwood in the ]unor - Birch Lake area in
winter.
Luther Olson was originally from lnvcrmay.
Saskatchewan where he was born and received his
elementary and high school education. He returned
to the Salldwith district after five and one-half years
with the armed forces in World War 1I. and married
Margarete Marsh. July 8.1945. They lived in the
hamlet of Sandwith until .July. 1946. when they
moved to the S.W. Y"-17-4B-14-W3rd. This had been
the former Steve Broch farm. which was later owned
by Ed Bell.
With a family of four: Eileen. Betty. Brad and
Debbie. they were soon involved in such friendy gettogethers as the Farm Radio Program and weekly
meetings at the different homes, as well as meetings
to choose the movies for the weekly shows held in
Sandwith Hall. There were sports days. curling, and

Luther and Margarete Olson on their wedding day in 1945.
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injuries frOITl a run-a'v\/ay \'lith his team, lV11'. Olson
remained in the hospital in North Battleford until he
passed away,

Sal me, and Violet O!son
Sal mer Olson came from InveflTlay)
Saskatchewan, to accept a teaching position in 1932
at Hyde Park School No. 2830. He also opened the
first garage and poolroom in Sandwith with his
brother John, Being weil known as a violin player, he
had his own orchestra with brothers Luther anel John,
Later he played with John German, Mike Zawalsky
and Alex Garrow - only a few of the many violin
students he taught to play, In 1939 he married Violet
Dionne of the Lost Horse district, later moving to
Abbotsford, British Columbia, where he passed
away in June, 1979, leaving a family of two boys, one
girl and several grandchildren.

The Luther Olson's first car. their "One-Way-Essex', it invariably blew its top when they got to someone's place, requiring a
fill up from a ditch, etc,

Luther was advised to give up farming and in 1969
the family moved to North BattlefoHL

Robert K. Orr

Ole Olson

Written by Olive (On) Steen
Bob Orr was born near Arthur, Ontario in 1885.
He first ventured west in 1909 to Barkerville, B,c' to
work at a gold mining site called Little Valley,
After the South African War ended, returning
soldiers were granted a 320 acre "script", SOIl1C
were not interested in becoming farmers so sold their
land, Bob bought a "script" and filed for possession,
The same duties were required as on a homestead:the
building of a residence, living on the land for six
months of each year, and making required improvements in order to cam title to the land,
In April 1912 Bob filed for a homestead on an
adjoining quarter in the same section of Janet This
necessitated the building of another cabin and meeting the aforesaid requirements, However one well
and one barn were sufficient, The two cabins wcre
only about two long city blocks apart. The homestead cabin was a one room home built of pine logs
with two windows and Olle door. Bob was now a year
round homesteader, (East half of section 36-51-15
and also the northwest quarter of the same section.)
This same year Bob bought three oxen, a wagon,
a sleigh, a plow amI some household equipment. For
four years the oxen were used to make the required
improvements to the land and most of his living was
made breaking land for his neighhors who \A'ere settlers and homesteaders like himself
In these early years supplies came from North
Battleford, 60 miles away, Some times supplies became very scant. Transportation \vas by sleigh or
wagon. Later there was a store at Meustead, t\ve!ve
miles away, and a post office at Cater just g miks
away,
Some of the early homesteaders along with Bob

Ole came to the Sandwith district in 1'J31 as a
contractor in the building of the railroad, He came
from Lacombe, Alberta, with a complete outfit, including four four-horse outfits, equipment, and a
crew of about a dozen men, His contract included
building the roadbed north of Sandwith, Ole's working camp was alongside Raines' lake. one mile west
of the rail line about three miles north of Sandwith
siding.
After the completion of his contract, Ole Olson
stayed in the area, He toughed the first winter in a
tent, on the S,W, 16-48-14, just north of Sandwith
(not in the big coulee as suggested in the Baxter
Story), He later built a log shack on the same site,
Ole built the first livery barn in Sanciwith, thus
providing a much needed service in the new hamlet,
He later moved to the Tom Brandon place and
lived there for a few years before moving to the S,E,
5-48-14. There he farmed until he sold it to retire into
Sandwith and bought Otto Krueger's former home,
Ole Olson was very resourceful and very skillful
with his hands, His skill in working with leather was
shown when he maclc a full set of harness for Albert
McNabb, He was also a blacksmith and could make
and temper tools to serve his needs,
in later years he assembled a well-made sawmill,
manufacturing many of the parts himself
He read a lot and was well informed on a variety
of topics, Ole remained in Sandwith, a bachelor
throughout his life, until his death,

Pete Olson
Pete Olson, a bachelor, lived acmss from John
Seime's on the N,E, 18-50-15-W3, After receiving

S!3

telephone line hroke he drove to Big River, if he had
to. to fix it.

Bob married Laura Perry on July 2, 1919 and
whether their horne \vas the forestry cabin or when
they moved to Cater, it \,I,/ilS a home "awa y! from
home" to many people. The road to Pelican wem by
the cabin and whether it be Indian or white man they
stayed over night or rested for a while.
When they moved to Cater Bob bought a car and
made many trips for people. One time he was taking
a lady to Rabbit Lake Hospital to have a baby but the
baby did not want to wait that long and \vas born at

Bernard Schmidt's home in Medsteacl.
He quit the ranger job in 1931 or 32 and farmed
until his death in 1972.
Bob was a friend to all who wished to "tarry" for
a while. When peopie moved to the Pelican area he
befriencled many ancl they never forgot him. One
Christmas a card came addressed to "Mr. Bob", he

Bob and Laura Orr, on their honeymoon trip to Big River in
1919

got it.

In 1927 or 28 he and Bill Osborne surveyed for
the town of Medstead.
As the years go by, one by one, those that helped
pioneer this country must leave. It is nice to know
their names will be forever with us in the books that
are being printed in this great land of ours.

Lam"a Orr
On July 2, 19191 changed my named from Laura
Perry to Laura Orr when Robert Kenncley Orr and I
were married. This was a double celebration since it
was also my clad anci mother's 25th Wedding Anniversary. Our honeymoon \vas a trip by team and
wagon to Big River where Bob was to help rebuild
the ranger station which had been destroyed by a
huge forest fire that spring. Bob's sister Olive Orr
was with us. We were nearly a week on the trail.
Once, crossing a muskeg, the horses sanK, they were
quickly unhitched and by the time we got them out
one horse was up to its neck in the muck. After the
rebuilding had been finished in Big River. we moved
to the Birch Ranger cabin where Bob was the forest
ranger.
In April of 1920 Mary was born in a nursing home
in North Battleford. It was a long way from home
with a new baby.
Our closest neighbors were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
liJrnbull and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Osborne. They lived
east ancl west of us.
Everyone had a garden. ours was quite the thing.
When it rained you got stuck in the clay and when it
was dry the surface was as hard as a board. But we
were able to grow most of our vegetables.
Olive came along in February of 1922. At that
time we had a municipal nurse, and "Nurse Burgess"

Bob and Laura Orr family. Back row: L. to R., Dave, Laura,
Bob, Ken. Front: L. to R., Alwyn, Olive, Mary and Jean.

were Howard Curry, Guy Witcher, Chris and Felix
Parker, Ken Wetherby, Bill and Barney Oxley.
In 1917 Bob relieved the Birch Lake Forest
Ranger for three weeks while he took his annual
leave, his name being John Fisher. He never returned
and Bob continued as ranger for over 16 years. He
helped build a two story log cabin where he and his
wife and six children lived until 1929. The ranger
cabin was 5 miles east of the homestead.
In 1928 a look-out tower was built east and north
of the cabin where in dry summer days Bob drove
with horses to watch for fires that might start up in the
forest reserve. A telephone line was also built from
Big River to the cabin.
In the winter Bob inspected saw mills, issued log
permits, in summer he manned the tower or if the
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you doing on these roads with that kind of car'?"
What a trip! I "vas glad to get home again.
In March of 1927. in a nursing home 111 North
Battleford. our first son, Ken 'vvas born. Then in
March of 1929 our second son, David was born, the
only one vvho \lv'as born in a hospitaL the Notre Dame
in North Battlcford. With six children our lives were
very busy. \Ve had the usual \vorries with \vhooping
cough, cuts. bumps and bruises that all chiidren seem
to have.

had her nursing station not far from Pa and Ma's
farm. It was so cold Nurse Burgess hung a blanket
over the window to keep out the cold but the wind
came through anyway. There was an indoor toilet
which had a pail inside it. This pail and contents
would freeze solid and had to sit beside the stove until
it thawed out enough to empty it. We would often
have Indian families stop at the cabin. In the winter
time they would come in and thaw their bannock on
the kitchen stove. In the summer time they would
camp outside the fence ncar the well. Our ~hildren
and the Indian children didn't need languaoe
when
e
they played together.
One of the Indian families who stopped in the
winter had a small baby. This was the first time I saw
a moss bag. This moss bag had a hard back and was
covered with buckskin with the front of the bao laced
up tight. clean dry moss taking the place of diapers.
With these bags laced up tight around the baby. the
mother could then carrv the babv on her back leav.
ing her hands free for ;ther things.
Jean was born in May of 1923 with Ma as my
midwife. and Alwyn (Bubbles) arrived in November
01 1924 with Nurse Drayton to help me.
Bob was away a good deal of the time carrying
out his duties as homestead inspector. looking after
the hay leases as well as his fire duties. so I always
had someone who stayed with me while Bob was
away.
The cabin was a stop-over place for the people
from the north who had to make the long trips to
North Battleford as well as new settlers moving in.
They carried their own bedding and food. We al;;"ays
enjoyed having these people come in for they always
had news for us, as well as bringing our mail.
In 1924 Bob bought a Dart car from lohn Tadv
along with a wrecked Dart for parts. From the fram~
and wheels of the wrecked car Bob made a Bennet
buggy. One day a traveller came driving over the
rough rutty roads and into the yard. Getting out of the
car he saw the Bennet buggy and disgustedly said.
"That's the damned thing I've been following".
In 1925 Bob had to gO to a convention in Big
River for a week. I we~nt with him. I had Mrs~.
Osborne come and stay with Mary and Olive. and
took Jean and Alwyn with us. We did fine over the
rough trail the first day as far as George McKenzies
who were at the Witchekan ranger station. The next
clay. miles from nowhere, Bob hit a rock, putting a
hole in the oil pan. We managed to catch most of the
oil. then the pan had to be taken off. patched with
washers and a bolt and nut to hold the patch together.
then put the pan back on. lust as Bob was finishing
up the job. someone came chugging along in the
Model "T" Ford and kindly said "What the - are

In ! 92E we boug:ht our first radio. a Thermiodine

with the big trumpet shaped speaker. We got the radio
just in time to listen to the great Tunny and Dempsey
boxing match. AI! the men who were working on
building the steel fire tower were there to listen.
sitting on the edges of their chairs till the punch had
been thrown. Our grandson. Don Orr has the old
radio and it still works.
In July of 1929 the school opened at Cater. We
were eight miles away with Mary. Olive and Jean of
school age. so every morning I loaded all six kids in
the car. my sister Iva and myself and headed for
school. The old car would run like a charm going. but
on the way home it would get as balky as a mule. Iva
would have to get out and push the darned thing up
every little hill. It seemed we would just get home,
then turn around and go back for the girls. After a

~

me nth of driving over rough roads and through rain

and mud I had llad enough. We moved to Barney
Oxley's place about a mile from school. Bob leased
three acres of land from Len Starling for pasture for
the cow. Ed Meersman witched a well for us. The
men only dug clown thirty-two feet when the water
gushed in. nearly trapping Nat Mawson down the
well. He was pulled up so fast he dropped his shovel.
it is still in the well to this day. We had so much water
we were never able to pump it dry. Now with the well
Bob bought the land from Len in 1930. In December
of 1929 we moved into the log house that Bob and the
neighbors had put up. across the road from the
school. We were close to school now. but the kids had
to take a short cut across the corner of Len Starling's
field and through two barbed wire fences.

c

Bob continued with the forestry until 1932 when
he took up farming full time. We -raised ollr family
here. The kids all attended Catcr School and took
some or theIr l!1gn scnOOl ny correspondence
courses. 1937 was a bad year. especially in the fall
when polio hit the district. Everyone watched their
children very closely. most of the families were lucky
but a few had the heartbreaking experience of coping
with a polio victim. Our family was very lucky. the
polio didn't tOllch us.
I have always loved trees. so with the kids help we
hauled and planted the spruce trees that frame our
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place. i don'!. kno\v ho\v many We hauled home and
planted. It W~),S a lut of work but when 1 look at those
beautiful stately' treeS no\v, it \vas worth all the vI/OrK.
Our home was still the stopping place for the
people from the north. When the sawmili started at
Birch Lake, the men who hauled the loads of ties to
i'vlcdstead, vvould water their horses at our \velJ every
morning and again on their way back to the mili at
night. The sleighs \-vou!e! be lined up for half a mile
\\/airing for their turn for water.
Those days are gone forever now. Bob and i
celebrated our 50th Wedding Anniversary in July.
1969. Bob passed away in June. 1972 in his 86th year.
We had a lot of good years together. Now I stay with
.lean and her husband. Bob. in their home in the old
yard. The old house is still standing and still used as it
has been for fi fty years. I remember the good times
we had. the evenings we al! sang around the old piano
in the warmth of the family and the yellow light of the
coal oil lamps: but times change and only the memorieS rernam.
Published in Local Happenings of News Optimist

David Orr family. L. to R .. Allen. Marjorie. David. Beverly. Front:
Carol.

father was raised and where the majority of the Orr
relatives lived. For two years I worked in a number of
industries until the SUlTlmer of 1950 I returned to
Cater to help out with farming. I worked in the
district and fanned until May 1956 when I started
employment with the Department of Natural Re-

1919-

An interesting double event took place at
Medstead on Wednesday. July 2. 1919.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Perry celebrated their silver
wedding and on the same day Mr. Robert Orr of Birch
Lake claimed their daughter. Laura for his bride.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. D. Munro
at J P. M. The interval between the wedding and the
supper was passed happily with music and singing.
Miss Mary Crossley presided at the piano. Songs
were rendered by the bride. Mrs. R. Orr and her
sister Mrs. H. Hedman. Miss O. Orr. Mrs. W. Harrison of Glenbush. Mrs. Maginess of N. Battleford and
Messers J and W. Short. The reception took place at
50·c1ock.
Supper was served to 100 guests at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Perry. The tables were beautifully decorated. The cakes were ornamented with appropriate
mottoes in icing. The presents were both numerous
and handsome.

souces Construction Division as a bulldozer operator

at the Buffalo Narrows road. I worked for 10 years
with the construction division in numerous northern
areas of the province and in two Provincial Parks. In
April 1966! accepted a permanent position as Maintenance Supervisor with the parks Jivision of the
Department of Natural Resources and we were IDeated at Duck Mountain Provincial Park. Since that
time, we have resided in a number of provincial
parks. and districts in the province. and at the present
time, we have returned to Duck Mountain where I arn
now the Park Superintendent.
Marjorie Taylor completed grade twelve at
Medstead High School. attended business college at
Saskatoon, and vvas employed at Sask. Government
Airways at Prince Albert. On November 29, ]<,)58,
MaI~jorie and I were marrieD in tv1edsteau and purchased a hOllse in Prince Albert where we started
raising our famiiy. At this writing. Allan aged eighteen, has completed his grade t\velve and is planning
on a career in Resources. Beverly is fifteen and in
grade ten at Kamsack, Carol is hvelve and in grade
seven. We look forward to the future with expcct\tion and amicipation for our family and ourselves.

A. David Orr
A. David Orr -- born March 5. 1929
Married: Marjorie Taylor - November 29, 1958.
Children: Sharon Laura - May 14. 1960. deceased
July 1968.
.
Allan Murray - October 2. 1961.
Beverly Marie - July 9. 1964.
Carol Barbara .~. June 3.1967.
I took all my schooling at Cater school. .lust across
the road from home. In June, 1948. I travelled to
Ottawa Valley to work on a farm for the summer.
After harvest. I went to western Ontario where my

Fn~d

Orange

Fredrick Orange was the oldest of nine children
born to Nickolai and Axemia Haranga. He \vas born
gl6

there. another uncle, Harry Ycchcnko. took them to

V/ilkie, found Fred ajob digging ditches for the tOVv'I!
\vater, and Tena ajob doing housework. !t took all the
monc).' that both could earn to buy food and clothing,

Eventually. with the help of Uncle Harry. they saved
enough to bltv a 1m and huild a house. The next s(:v(:n
months they 'worked for a local farmer for SSU per
month. They bought six milk cows, rented pasture
for them, then sold the milk to the [(lwn folk. They
traveikd by horse and buggy.
Later Fred had the opportunity to buy ~l dairy
business. This dair)"' did \vell. The milk \vas bottled
and dcli\/ered. Mure immigrants \vere coming to our
area. and. as the names were similar and difficult to

spell. the local storekeeper asked Fred to change his
name to Orange. When the government inspector
The Fred Orange family. L.-R. Bill. Lil, Anne, Tina (Mrs. 0.),
Nettie, Walter, John, and Henry. July 7. 1979.

checked the dairy and tested the milk cows for T. B ..
it was found that the herd had a reaction. and had to
be disposed of. They could not afford to replace the
cows so they decided to sell the farm and move to
R.C.
In Trail. B.C. Fred worked in a smelter for two
years. Before moving on to Fernie they hau their
second child, Nettie, on April 20. i91S. Fred worked
in the coal mine in Fernie. On November 12. 1919,
John was bom. Because of the danger involved in
underground mining, Fred decided to move back to
Wilkie. There he worked on the railroad as a steam
engine cleaner, later as brakeman. For several years
he workecl in the little towns in the area. Anne was
born on October. 1924. Fred purchased a pool hall in
North Battleford. and the family lived there for four
years. 1\\'0 sons \vere born there: Peter. on Mav 3L
1926, and William on November 6.1929. Each'year
things seemed to get tougher. and so they sold their
property there.
Word was out that the government 'vvas letting out
homesteads so Fred and Michael filed on a homestead in the Junor district. JunoI' became a Ukrainian
settlement. Fred got a job working for the railroad,
laying track at Junor. Ranger. Lellville. where the
new sidings for the rai1road beds \vere to go in. The
family moved to their homestead and built a cabin.
They bought some cattlc and sheep. and added a few
more buildings. \Vith the railroad near completion,
Fred obtained a job at Bell's Mill. in the Loch Side
District, not too far from Belbutte. He travelled hack

October 8. 1890, in the village of Sotnykow, in the
province of Blahodarynski, Russia. Although the
family lived in the village, they also owned a farm.
Because he was the eldest son, Fred was busily engaged in farming, and so had no opportunity to go to

school. Much of the farm work was done by hand
with the help of horses and oxen. The tedium of daily
work was broken by the spontaniety of the young folk
who gathered in the streets. and played, danced, and
sang the evening away.

When Fred was eighteen, his parents chose (as
the custom then was) a dark-eyed, fair-skinned girl
by the name of YOl!stimea (known as Tena) Borowsenko. She came from a family of two sisters and
three brothers. She played the accordian and, ncedless to say, was popular at social gatherings. She was
a hard-working young woman, making bricks and
doing field work for the wage of 25¢ a day.
Tena was seventeen when a meeting was arranged
between the parents and the young couple. To their
surprise, and the parents pleasure the alliance was

satisfactory. The wedding took place on October 10,
1910. two days after Fred turned nineteen. They were
married in the Greek Orthodox Church and the festivities lasted for a week. They lived with Fred's
parents, and they all worked together. Their first son,
Michael. was born on October 26, 1911. There was
some unrest in the country. and political changes
took place, so that Fred would not be able to hand
down the family farm to his Son. Talk circled in the
village of a new. wonderful country called Canada.
1\Vo uncles had already emigrated. and the temptation to leave was strong. So they sold their share of

and forth to the homestead, bringing groceries and
checking on the v/clfare of the family. Nettie \vas
attending school in Norih Battleford. Michaei was
working out. and the y'ounger children \VC1T at home

the farm, sailed in May 1912 from Hawre, Russia.
and in nine days reached Canada.
From Quebec. they took a train to Sutherland,
near Saskatoon, where an uncle was living. From

with Tena. Everyone had to do his share as money
was scarce, and just keeping the children fed and
clothed seemeu to be a big task. Some breaking \vas
done on the new land. Hay was put up for the live817

Lake Area and helped. J\ number of sawmill operations went broke, including Fred's. The government
rut in a Timber Board man to run the operation, but
he also ran it into the "red". The government then
gave them a chance to get out of the hole by logging

stock. The children attended Edward Lake School
for a short while. l\1ichael came hom(~ and also went
to work at Bell's Mill.
In order to start a family business. Fred bought
Bell's sawmill. He moved it to JunoI' where there was
a good stand of timber and a ready saie to the nearby
settlers. One day. Michael fell into the saw and lost
most of the fingers of his right hand. He was rushed to
Medstead by team and cutter. There he was attended
to by Dr. Storey and Dr. Cameron. Hc was left with
only a thumb. but it did not slow him down. and he
carried on with his work. He learned to play the
button accordian very well and could be heard at
social events in the community.
Later the sawmill was moved back to its original
site. Michael met and married Doris Kitchen. They
moved onto the homestead at Junor. While the Orange family lived at Junor. Henry. Walter and Lillian
were born. Also Nettie. now aged seventeen. got
married to a young farmer. George Solanik. and they
settled in the Ranger area. Fred moved the family
permanently to the mill site in the Belbutte District.
There the children attencled Loch S ide School. Their
immediate neighbours were Soper. Schalm. Switzer.
Griffiths. Swierz. and others. The mill had been in
operation for a number of years. and the railroad ties
were cut at the mill. hauled to Belbutte. and shipped
out by train. Supplies and mail were picked up in
Belbutte. occasionally in Medstead. The younger
children attencled school. but the older ones had to
work at the sawmill. Various people were employed
at the mill: John Woytowich; Larson: Joe and Mary
Swierz; and others.
When World War l! broke out. John was called
into the army. He was missed very much by the
family. Everyone was afraid he would have to go
overseas for active duty. but. just before his troop
was assigned to go, the war ended. He came home
and worked in the sawmill. His job was to run the
steamer. At one of his visits to his sister Nettie and
JunO!'. John met a polite school teacher by the name
of Vera Hawryluk. who at that time was boarding at
Solanik·s. A year later they were married and moved
in with the rest of the family. Meanwhile, Annie. age
seventeen went to Vernon. B.C. and worked there for
several years. then went on to Vancouver and married
in 1947.
The CCF government ~ame into power and took
control of all forest products. Because the forest was
thinning OLit here. the mill was moved to Sled Lake in
the Big River area. Fred and the boys thought they
could "make it big" logging for the government.
They purchased a large truck for hauling lumber and
logs to Big River. a distance of sixty miles. Peter and
his wife, Nora, along with her son. settled in the Sled

for themselves, but they \vere paid \vagcs. It did not

change things much so the mill was moved back
again. A number of operators sued the government.
but Fred \vas paid some cornpcllsation so he did not
sue.
When the business went in the hole. John and
Vera moved to Maidstone where John became a
garage mechanic and Vera did a lot of custom sewing. Both their children. Linda and Jeanne were born
there.
Henry. Walter and myself (Lillian). were the only
children left at home with our parents. William (Bill)
married Margaret Ski 11 iter at Big River in May. 1952.
Walter left home to work for John Pearsons in 1951.
Later the two boys and I returned home to start up rhe
sawmill operation again. We still had around two
hundred sheep and some cattle. including milk cows.
Henry and I went and enjoyed many a dance in the
Belbutte Hall. My father donated the shingles for the
hall roof in December 1940.
Michael passed away on June. 1953. Ken and I
were married on November 20. 1953. We worked for
Ray Garrison of the Bapaume District. then later
moved to Eston where we worked for Carl RelVey for
six years. Walter worked there for awhile. too. but
later he went to Maidstone where he married Joyce
Gerbig. They still reside there with their children.
Penny and Ron.
Henry stayed home on the home place. My parents retired and moved into a new home on Bill's
yard. Peter became ill with rheumatic fever and
passed away at the age of thirty two.
While we were working. my father used to telius
what he wished we would purchase land near
Belbutte. Cindy was born in September. 1955. and in
1956 we bought the George Switzer farm. We were
able also to buy a second quarter adjoining our land.
We brought with us cattle and hogs to start our
farming operation. By this time our only son. Allen.
was born. We remodelled the house. put in power.
and got things in shape for farming. We milked cows
and shipped cream for grocery money. Bill. Henry.
and Ken did some logging and the saw mill was
humming once more. Some lumber was sold to help
out with the finances. We worked together and
helped each other out when necessary. Wanda was
born on March 23. 1964. Cindy started school in
Belbutte with Ken as the bus driver. Later they closed
the school and bused the children to Meclstead. We
now shop mainly in Medstead anel get our mail there.
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getting late in the afternoon, therefore my parents
were concerned about arriving home before dark. At
one point my mother thought she heard a voice,
saying it sounded like someone calling, and she
insisted that we turn in the direction it was coming
from. Turning the horses, we drove awhde then
stopped to listen. Sometimes they were greeted by
utter silence. and then again. the sound faintly in the
distance. Not sure if it was imagination or noL they
drove on again. Stopping once more, they heard
unmistakeably a voice. Clucking to the horses. my
father urged them on. alternately stopping. to listen,
and moving on. Sure enough they soon came to a spot
they knew and shortly the wagon tracks became quite
plain. and we were in sight of the shack. There stood
my older brother, Frank, on the top of the shack. with
the horn from the gramophone in his ham!. He figured we were lost and decided his voice would carry
much further. if he used the horn.
Another recollection! have of that time. is of
following my brother. Harry. behind a single furrow
plow. to which was hitched a horse named Sandy and
an oxen called Pete. The space being plowed looked
so small, 1 think it was one furrow. then! think my
mother called from the shack door.
Six years later in 1918, my family was residing at
Wolsley. Saskatchewan. my place of birth. It appeared two homesteads had been applied for at Birch
Lake. hence the previous interlude. and frequent
conversations ensued regarding the same. I presume
this had been a proving-up session. My parents were
originally from Leicester. England, where they had
owned two fruit stores. The great campaign to have
British people migrate to Canada. accompanied by
huge posters of waving fields of golden grain. and
four-horse teams. all for fifteen dollars a quarter
section, proved to be too enticing. This persuaded

Our clear father passed away in January, 1968.

We've also lost our sister-in-law, Margaret, in a car
accident in July 1978. Ken and I celebrated our 25th
Wedding Anniversary on November 20. 1978. Many
friends joined us.
Our family held a reunion on July 7. 1979. with
about eighty five family members present. The reunion vvas highlighted with a wedding of a niece,
Charmaine Fichman to David Carpowich of Corpus
Christi, Texas. It \vas a great time of renewing acquaintances and having sing-songs and fUll.
In summing up the Orange story. ! would like to
bring you up-to-date on the family members. Doris
resides at Chilliwack. B.C. She had ten children. The
oldest girl was killed in a car accident. Most of her
family resides in various parts of B.C. Nettie and
George live in North Battleford. They have four
children. Nettie has been employed for a number of
years at Eaton ·s. John and Vera have settled in
Weyburn along with their daughters and sons-in-law.
Anne and Clarence are living in Poway. California.
Her son. Gary is a medic in the armed forces and will
be leaving for Turkey shortly. Bill lives in our area,
with his two sons. His three daughters Mary Ann.
Barb. and Connie are married. Besides farming. Bill
has also ventured in to the trucking business, hauling
pulpwood to the Prince Albert Pulp Mill. Henry and
Sal still farm. Henry recently underwent brain surgery and came out of it successfully. Their children,
Randy and Shannon. are grown-up. Shannon is married. Walter and Joyce still reside at Maidstone. Waiter works for a road construction outfit. and Joyce is a
clerk. Ken and I took in foster children for a few
years. One boy. Murray. stayed with us and has taken
on our surname. Our daughter Cindy works for
CJNB Radio station as a bookkeeper. Allen and his
fiance. Ruth Klassen plan to get married in April
1980.
I would like to dedicate this history of our family
to my dear mom. who celebrated her 86th birthday
on June 2. 1979. She is still active and in good health.

Ellen and William Osborn and Family
submitted by Mrs. Marion Taylor
My earliest recollection of homestead life must
have been around the year 1912. ! was then three
years old and a specific happening occurred which!
remember well. For some reason my mother. youngest brother George. and I were down around Birch
Lake. in a low wagon. I don·t know what we were
doing there. maybe we were picking berries. My
father was driving. and we were lost. ! remember
them driving around and around. trying to figure out
how to get back to the log shack which they figured
mllst be a mile and a half. to two miles away. It was

Taken during World war I. L. to R., Osborn family. Harry, Mr.
William Osborn, Frank, Bill. Front. Marion, George.
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a mid-wife in England and she soon became knovvn
to the tvI/O doctors in Wolsky. 1 remember them very
wel!, as I was plagued \\/ith nUlllerOllS sore throats,
\ivhich resulted in \Neekly visits to Dr. Elliott. At this

time my father worked in a brickyard and did gardening for the t()\vn people. He became well-known
because of his reputation as an extremely hard worker. He and another Englishman, by the name of Jack
White, also dug wells by hane!, and later on, Mr.
'Alhite lost his life in a well: he was overcome by gas.
By doing these jobs the family was supported, and
had increased to five. The courage, determination
and undaunted spirit of these early pioneers, \\'ho left
comfortable homes in other countries and faced unbelievable odds in the early days in Canada, has
never been fully understood or appreciated. Looking
at the soft, spoiled people of today one wonders
greatly and shudders.
I remember well when the First World War was
declared in 1914. We were on our way to church, and
the conversation of ail the adults was centered on
this. My second oldest brother, BilL enlisted in the
navy and aged two years the day he did so, being only
sixteen at the time. My oldest brother, Harry, was
rejected bccause of poor eyesight. In my mind, as
clearly as though it was yesterday, was the dreadful
news of the sinking of the "Titanic", also the great
fear my parents experienced each time a ship was hit,
because B ill was on a minesweeper, somewhere on
the ocean.
I remember well the horrible 'flu, whole families died and doctors just couldn't get to them, My
youngest brother. George, and I \vere stricken, and it
was days before Dr. Elliott came, George remained
in a deep sleep all the time and had to be wakened for
medication. I suffered terrible headaches and severe
nosebleeds, profuse and constant. If! moved it started and went on (mel on into one of those items found
in every bedroom at that time. The rest of the family
escaped. Bill came home on furlough, and in spite of
warnings sneaked upstairs to see us.
My parents had sold their house, preparing to
move to the homestead entirely, and were renting a
house. They had invested in four thoroughbred
Perc heron mares, also two purebred Holstein cows,
plus chickens, tools and harness. Bill arrived home
in critical condition. I believe it was in February and
very cold, so plans were changed. I think now, looking back, he had rheumatic fever. 1 do know he was
nat on his back as stiff as a board and had to be fed
and cared for like a baby. It was decided that my
mother, my youngest brother, George, and I would
stay in Wolsley until Bill was able to travel. My
father, Harry and Frank would take the stock and
supplies, etc., and leave for the homestead.

Marion and Angus Taylor in September, 1929. Taken at their
home at Bresaylor, Sask.

my father that a man with three sons could not do
better, and should jump at the invitation. The stores
were disposed of as were many household items. In
1905, my mother said "'Good-bye" to her father who
grieved that he wouldn't see her again if they were
going so far away to a strange land, My mother
promised she would return in five years. Fifty years
later she did return.
My parents landed in Canada and were persuaded
to go west, where there was lots of work, My father
was, amongst other things, a bricklayer and a gardener, The first place of work was on a farm a few
miles out from Wolsley. My father worked in the
fields and my mother worked in the farm house
cooking for men. They received the princely sum of
fifteen dollars per month. The farmer charged them
for every cup of milk and every stalk of rhubarb.
When they decided they couldn't exist on that and
fecd their family, to say nothing of clothing, they
found, when they settled up with the farmer [hey
owed him, and he woulcln't even take them into
town. Fortunately, a nearby neighbour was not so
hard-hearted, unci helped them gather up their few
belongings and drove them to town, My mother was
820

Everything seellled to be taken care of, all plans
"Go", when a terrible thing happened, Late one
evening someone discovered a fire in the barn, where
all the animals and supplies were. Somehow the men
got the stock out, and some harness. etc,. with the
help of neighbours. The fire \vagon arrived, but \vas
too late to save the chickens and feed, etc. I was
petrified and remained standing at the baCK door of
the house. shaking. I don't think anyone discovered
the cause of the fire. but they suspected combustion
because of the loft full of feed. 1 believe a near
neighbour offered space in a barn for the animals. It
seemed shortly afterwards. that my father and brothers left for the homestead. I think they travelled in the
railroad car with the stock to water. feed. ancilllore or
less keep an eye on them.
Very little is clear in my mind about the following
months. 1 know Bill improved slowly and that neighbours brought soup and pudding for him. I know we
had borrowed some beds. and a few dishes when it
was decided we would have to stay behind. In late
spring the doctor said Bill could be moved, and was
carried on the train, and was carried off again at
North Battleford. We travelled by wagon. with Bill
on a mattress to Birch Lake, and he was again in bed
for quite awhile. The log shack was small so we had
to use homemade bunks. a small table, and a little old
cookstove. There may have been a couple of chairs,
but I also remember benches, so I think what fumiture they had must have been left in Dart's store in
Meota.
Near the lake we had neighbours, in the persons
of a band of Chippewa Indians. As a child! was very
much afraid of Indians. During the time of Bill's
convalescence, one morning early. our door opened
and in walked two young Indian men, practically
naked. Without a word they walked over to where
Bill was lying, sat down on a box or bench. saying
nothing at all. When evening came they got up just as
silently and left. returning the next day and sat by the
bed as they had done the previous day and left in the
same fashion. Harry had had some acquaintance
with them before as he did considerable trapping
when he had been on the homestead alone. and said
they were" Medicine Men".
We had some funny experiences with them and I
was scared to death of them. They seemed to have
some intuition as to butter-making time. The door
would open and in came Rooster Jim. so named
because he wore a hat made from a Plymouth Rock
rooster. It appeared to have bcen cut off at the base of
the body where the thighs joined, reamed out and
lined with a piece of grey blanket. He usually had two
or three ladies in attendance. and all proceeded to sit
on the noor close to the stove waiting. They loved

buttermilk as vvdl as huner. Ooe day, either tired of

yvaiting or just plain curious, Rooster Jim sidled up to
the table and \vatched intently as my' rnother worked

the Dutter. Suddenly, vvithout warning he lifted the
hat off his head and quickly set it on my mother's
head. I can sti!! remember her face. At this date, I
certainiy have to admire her courage and aplomb.
\Vithout as much as a flicker of an cyielash she

vvurked mvay, for a fc\v minutes, then she filled ajam
can \vith buttermilk. and handed it to him. Then she
ca!rn!y lifted the hat and gave it back saying, "Too
vvarm". One never was quite sure how much English
they understood, nor what they might do. They came
quite often to our place wanting tea, sugar, baking
poweler. matches and nour which they neVer paid for
in cash, but sooner or later [hey returned \-'lith fresh
deer, moose meat or fish. Our doors were never
locked. and one could return from a trip to find they
had been in the house and helped themselves to these
articles and later returned something.
The winter was cold and the sno\-\, was almost as
deep as the height of the shack. Harry carried on with
his trapline. and shortly after. the ceiling was hung
with muskrat. weasel. and coyote skins. Those of
you who think skunk odor is terrible should try
sitting in a small shack. not far from a stove, and
savor the weasel odor. which is as raunchy as skunk
any day. Add to that forty or fifty rat skins. a coyote
skin. wood drying in the oven. snow melting on the
stove and you have a combination never to be forgotten. The skins were turned frequently and fat scraped
off. frames adjusted and re-hung. When properly
dried they were taken to the nearest store or sometimes a dealer came along and if the price was reasonable a trip was saved. Muskrat skins if prime would
bring anywhere from SI.OO to 53.75. A coyote skin
was worth anywhere from $1 () .00 to $20. ~O. A prime
fox red or cross black and reci was worth from $20.0()
to S30.00. Moose. deer and fish were the main meats
with a few prairie chicken or partridge. The winter
fish were obtained by chopping a hole in the ice and
putting in lines or nets.
After the second winter, logs were cut. hauled
and peeled. then piled to dry. Later on in the year a
log house separate from my brother's was started. 1
didn't mind peeling the logs. but it seemed as though
there would never be enough. Finally there were. and
the big house was on its way. They had to be slabbed
and corner notched so as to stay put. anel the higher
the wall got the more difficult the job. I think some
neighbours helped. The walls had to be chinked with
a mixture of mud and straw. so small thin strips had to
be nailed in place in between the logs first. then filled
with a trowel. The roof consisted of small tamarack
poles laid on a slant, covered with a layer of tar paper,
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some ribs_ and she \vas destroyed. Writing this down
callses me some grief and 1 realize what a bard time
my parents had,' with really no one to help. The
horses were funning out, and I think it was that
follo\ving year, they lost two mares and colts that had
eaten poison weed. The next winter my father was
out lookinQ for horses and froze his feeL one hed
quite badly, in fact it became decomposed. Things
were very bad financially then.
There wasn't a school nearby for us to go to, so
my mother found a place at Medstcad with a Swedish
family for George to stay, and it was not too far a\vay
from a school. My mother found a place in Alberta to
go to as a housekeeper, so she and I went to Hayter to
stay with a family by the name of Goodman. Me
Goodman's wife had passed away not long before.
He was left with three children and an aged mother.
My mother worked there for a part of a year; then as
my father became quite ill, she went home.
My father passed away, and after finishing out the
year housekeeping for the Goodmans, mother went
home after finding a place for me with an English
couple about a mile away from Goodmans, so I could
go to school. My mother had been able to send some
money home and was also going to pay SOIne for
room and board for me. My brother, Bill, wasn't too
happy about mother working out. Today people do
not realize what a hard time parents had in those
clays, trying to find places to leave children so as to
give them a chance at school, Most of my school life !
;"'alked three to three and a half miles to school
winter and summer, besides working for my room
and board. When I stayed with the English family I
was on the road at 6 A.M., as 1 undertook to sweep
the school floor and have the furnace lit and school
warmed by 8 A. M. I was around eleven and found
the waist high drifts and howling of the coyotes a
shivery challenge. I never missed a day of school. At
twenty-five cents a day I saved up enough to buy a
coat-style sweater in the spring, feeling very proud
because my mother would not have to get it. Looking
back, I have many unhappy thoughts regarding the
English people I stayed with, very English, very
polite, very good food but entirely clueless in regard
to children, The card game '500' was all the rage
then, These people used to be ready to go playing
cards as soon as I arrived home from school, at
Hayter, which was five miles away, They locked the
cloor, left me sitting there and off they went, not
coming home until one-thirtv or two A.M, A meal
was left on the table, so I ate: washed the dishes, set
the table for morning and sat doing my homework
over and over, redoing it, petrified if the phone rang
and every minute expecting to see a coyote looking in
the window or trying to come in the door, While! am

then fresh cut sod tightly joined, grass side up. Eventually the grass roots spread and made a tight roof as
long as the gophers clidn 't decide to rnakc their home
in it. The housc had a full-sizeu cellar, which in one
sense was a mistake as the cellar walls were too close
to the outside of the house and when the bad weather
came and the cOld was severe,all the vegetables
froze. We ate frozen spuds, carrots and beets all winter with wild meat. The house hadn't been banked
so there was nothing to keep the cold out. If you
haven't tried frozen vegetables you have missed an
experience. This problem was solved before another
winter by banking the house all around, high, with
straw and earth. Frozen water pails and milk wcren't
such an upsetting thing. The partitions were made
from hanging heavy rugs brought from the former
home. There were three bedrooms, a large kitchen,
living rOom and porch. As soon as there was time to
break and clear a plot of land a large garden was put
in also. Later on we had a small plot of wheat and one
of oats which my mother, George and 1 cut with
butcher knives, piled to dry, and I think later used for
chicken feed or maybe seed for the next year, In the
summer we dug seneca root. Flour bags or sugar
sacks were tied ~lf(lUnd the waist with a cord, a veeshaped shovel was slung over our shoulders, and off
we went, sometimes walking, if the spot was (jUlte far
we went with horses and wagon. The horses would be
unhitched as soon as we found a good spot. We
carried water and lunch and usually spent the whole
day out. The seneca root could be sold green or dry.
If we decided to sell it dry it was washed, spread out
to dry in the sun and turned frequently, until it was
sufficiently dry. We received twice as much for it
when dry, but then you lost a great deal of weight, so
as my mother used to say, "It was six of one and hall a
dozen of the other". It also was usually taken to the
store unless a dealer came along. I believe the stores
preferred having it delivered to them, because they
made some on it then, and I suppose made more
when they sold it. It was a valuable source of money
for homesteaders, All it required was a little elbow
grease. We children always had our own money from
diaoino
my favorite items, cocoa,
ee e and I bought
___
pineapple, or tapioca, If we were lucky and had some
money left it went towards an item of clothing. At this
period in our lives we were the owners of underwear
made from bleached flour and sugar bags. One could
hardly wait to tryout the shirts that slipped off the
shoulders and what the heck, maybe the underpants
were a bit bulky arollnd the waist, but who could see
that? They were new weren't they?
Soon after the hOllse was finished a barn was put
up, We lost one of the cows. Supposedly she had been
left tied too long and the other one got over and broke
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no longer afraid of them and haven't been for many
years, coyote calls carry me back to that time, and the
eerie chill I remember so well.
One of my duties after school was to walk about
half a mile down a field and hand rump water for
around sixty head of cattlc.
My mother stayed home after that and did some
mid-wifery service around the district. My brothers
went out harvesting and by now there were more
cattle, horses, pigs, and chickens. as well as a huge
garden. Land was broken, stumps pulled and the
rocks loaded and hauled off to one side of the land.
Returns from these homesteads were poor, as the
breaking and clearing of heavily treed ground was
very time-consuming, especially if one had to travel
several miles to begin. Once the land was cleared,
feed crops were the main crop. Bill acquired another
quarter. no easier to prepare, The manual labor involved could never be recompensed. Lunch was
packed, feed for noon taken for the horses, and a
long summer day would be spent trying to conquer
the wilderness. I believe Frank also acquired another
quarter, which was mostly for hay, Time marches on,
Bill sold his land and left home to find work at the
coast. to carryon tinsmithing, a job he had previously worked at. Eventually, during the war, Bill
went east to work in an aeroplane factory. My
mother. meanwhile set up a small eating place next to
a large co-operative store near the farm of the
Baileys, Sometime later this store moved to
Medstead proper a few miles to the west. ! think the
move was due to the railroad. My mother moved
there also, and kept roomers. Medstead was booming at the time. More people were coming in, lumber
was big, lanel seekers were numerous, etc. My mother married again, a gentleman by the name of Jack
Mawson, who later was known to my family as
Grandpa Jack. They were married on my birthday,
July 19th, 1928, Later they moved to Bapaume where
she again took in roomers, mostly schoolteachers,
which was not financially rewarding as money was
scarce, and some places they worked for room and
board, even changing places from month to month,
but this had to be accepted. They stayed in Bapaume
for a few years, then moved back to my mother's old
homestead, where they built a new small house, in a
fashion, retiring from business life, content to
garden and take part in the community life. In
Bapaume, Grandpa Jack had a barber shop, so was
kept busy anyway, he was never backward about
giving someone a trim. I am sure they took part in
community interests as well.
To my great sorrow 1 was not able to see as much
of them as I wanted to, as my husband was not well
and I was working, trying to keep my own household

together. We hael sold our farm near North Battleford, Saskatchewan, and moved to Sanctuary,
Saskatchewan, and invested in a store. My husband
was not able to cope with the heavy work on the farm
and was very disillusioned with the world, grain anel
cattle prices were so poor, dependable help was not to
be had in cattle care. We carried on a large operation
alone, hand-milking sixteen to eighteen CO\VS, feeding the calves, and handling twenty-five purebred
sows and their progeny, twenty purebred Narragansett turkey hens, plus a huge garden, We hauled water
eight miles up a river hill to water the cattle, garden,
and other animals, as most \vells had gone dry. Besides our real friends we suddenly acquired many
acquaintances who just marvelled at our "lovely
garden" which they envied as they sat on their chairs
waiting for the relief check to come in. We stayed
some time in Sanctuary, five to six years, but as my
husband said, "It took a lot of prune selling to make
much money" , so we sold the business ane! moved to

Saskatoon.
My mother had planned a trip to England finally,
but Grandpa Jack had a stroke, so she was very
reluctant to go, As she had never been back Grandpa
Jack was most upset and it disturbed him sufficiently
that she at last agreed to go, Her only remaining close
relative, a sister, the person she really was going to
see, died of a heart attack two weeks before she left,
and Grandpa lack died about two weeks before she
returned, so that was a rather sad time for her
Frank remained at what we then called Birch
Lake, raising cattle, producing feee!, ane! living in the
same yard as my mother, who, when she returned
started making meals for him also, and he is still
there. Bill had met a widowed lady, while in the east.
he married anulived in Montreal. He worked for the
Seven-Up Bottling Co. for sixteen or seventeen
years, and then he retired, The company later asked
him to go back as he was very well thought of. was
dependable, anci a hard worker. so he was their loading superintendent for a number of years, and never
did return to his home or province, although we
begged him to do so many times. He passed away in
the latter part of February, 1978. 1 was away in Hawaii
on holidays and did not know of it until my return,
Harry had been away from home many years and
passed away on January 22nd, 1970. George was
married and had two sons. His whereabouts is unknown to me. My mother was aging and celebrated
her ninetieth birthday, with a party given by those
very good friends and neighbours around. Again this
is a very sad thing for me to contemplate as I was not
able to be there or see her often as my husband was
pretty well bed-ridden and I had to push myself hard
to keep things going. I was still working and had four
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A relative in England by the name of John Sherrare!' has been tracing our family in England. My
grandfather Sherrard hornestcaded near Cater in the
days of long ago. I ha\'c heard he vvas very vvelllikcd,
and as he died when I V/aS quite young! didn't know
hirn well. Apparently tht name of Sherrard \vill die
out because my father took his second name \,vhen he
came to this countrY", because as I heard he \vas upset
with some of the family in England and the family
here is registered under the name of Osborn. PreSLlIllably part of the family in Australia haVe onl).' daughters or no family.
In 1910 an incident comes to mind. One day
mother, George anel I were outside Harry's shack
cleaning prairie chickens which one of the men had
shot. Meat was scarce. I think it was summer. oready
fall. All at once a car was seen bumping along toward
us. Mother quickly put away the birds, we gathered
up what feathers we could. and surely stood wondering who was coming. The men were away and no one
we knew had a car. When the car was as close as it
could come, out stepped two mounties. They questioned my mother closely. ! imagine we thought they
had come to get us, because even we kids had heard
something about "out of season". They were looking for deserters.
The same year or a year later, we experienced a
forest fire. We could see the smoke of the fire for
clays before it got to us. The air was thick with it and
at night we watched the flames running up the fir
trees.
One day the forest ranger, (it may have been Bob
Orr) came to get all the men to go fire-fighting;
taking shovels and sacks, etc. Thcy hadn't been gone
long when the fire reached our place. The three of us
were sitting in the middle of the garden patch with
pails of water and wet sheets, towels, etc., over our
faces as the smoke was suffocating. Animals of all
kinds were ahead of the fire running for the lake.
After it passed many prairie chicken, partridge, ancl
other bird nests, were found destroyed.

Mrs. Ellen Mawson. celebrates her 90th birthday.

Indian, high school students as well. My mother later
had surgery for cancer, and I was not told anything
about it until she waS in the hospital in Edmonton.
She survived the operation quite well. I left for Edmonton late at night arrived in Edmonton and was at
the hospital just after she returned to her room. Dr.
Quehl was not happy at her decision to go to her own
home in the fall so soon after the surgery, but she
wanted to be in her own place, even though she knew
we would have been happy to have her. Spring came
and she decided to visit George and myself. She
never did get to my place and I did not know she was
not very well at all until she had been taken to the
hospital and passed away. 1was extremely hurt at the
lack of consideration shown to me, as my hope had
always been to be with her when this happened. !
must have been extremely upset about it all, because
today I cannot pinpoint the exact date of her death,
nor find any account of it.
A very great lady and a wonderful person left us
at that time and I am still deeply grateful to the people
who were so kind and considerate to her, who helped
her by their friendship and thoughtfulness.
My husband passed away on January 31st, 1968.
My three sons married, and there are nine grandchildren, three boys and six girls. My oldest son was
with the R.C.M.P. for some time, he was planning to
get married, and due to the restrictions then applicable, this meant leaving the Force. He then spent
eighteen years with the Edmonton City Police. He
left, and run a service station in Cam rose for some
time and is now managing a firm by the name of
Sunset Builders in Edmonton. Second son, Keith,
became a dentist in Calgary, and is now living in
British Columbia. My youngest son, Lance, is a
psychologist who works for the Department of Mental Health in Calgary.

Albert Victor Osler
A. V. Osler came to Canada from Scotland and
finally to the Medstead area in the eariy 1900's. In the
early twenties he purchased the SEV. section
28-50-14. This had been George Mattocks's homestead originally.
In 1920 Mr. Osler became the secretary-treasurer
ofthe Medstead municipality, a position he held until
the year 1926.
In the early twenties Mr. Osler helped to organize
the Medstead Farmers Co-opertive Association. A
store building was constructed on the south-west
corner of SWV. of section 16-50-14 and Mr. Osler
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became the manager of this Co-op store and also the
post office.
This corner became a very busy one; with the
store and post office and a little restaurant run by
Mrs. E. Osborn just east of the store. Then on the
north side of the store corrals were erected.
Cattle were brought in from all around the country and put in these holding corrals and then the next
day drivers would take them on to North Battleford.
In 1924 the Medstead Co-operative Association
decided to disband. Mr. Osler and a Mr. Webb from
Meota carried on in the hamlet of Medstead. The
store was then called the Northern Trading Co.
Later on Mr. Osler moved to Bapaume and
opened a store there. He passed away while still
running the store at Bapaume.

A few years later they moved two and one-half
miles to the Ward School district, settling on S.E.
V4-1-48-15, formerly occupied by the Barr family.
Arthur Jr., helped his father with the farming then
spent some time working with the section gang on the
railroad at Hatherleigh and at rvlason's store at Sandwith. Joan helped out at home and worked as a
domestic at Meota.
Joan married Archie Leduc in November, 1943,
moving to his farm one-half miles east from home.
Arthur Jr. married Leona Barker in 1968 moving
across the road from his father's home. Helen suffered a stroke on her 75th birthday, spending several
months in the hospital in North Battieford. She returned to her son's home to recuperate until she was
able to return to her own home, where she passed
away in 1959 and was interred in the North Battleford
cemetery. Arthur Henry passed away in 1962 being
buried in Spiritwood cemetery.

Arthur Osmon Sr. Story
Arthur Henry, his wife, Helen Marie, his son,
Arthur Joseph, aged eighteen years, and daughter,
Joan Marie, aged sixteen years, moved to the Sandwith district in 1933 leaving the dust and drought of
Golden Prairie, Saskatchewan where Arthur Sr. had
beeh postmaster at Cliftonville and had hauled mail
and freight from Maple Creek as far north as Richmond and Fox Valley.

The Arthur Osmon Junior Story
Leona Irene Barker and Arthur Joseph Osmon
were married in October, 1944 and settled on SW
6-48-14 in a three-roomed log house. Their sole
assets being a cow, a calf and a yearling heifer, with
very little cash.
The first winter. Arthur cut and sold wood for

L. to R., Arthur H. Osman, Leonard Leduc, Arthur J. Osman,
Frank Leduc, Joan Osman and Archie Leduc.

Helen and Arthur H. Osman with grandchildren, Donald and
Linda Osman.
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Arthur passed away on December 31st, 1965, at a
New Year's Eve dance at Medstead, of a heart attack.
He was buried in the North Battleford cemetery.
Previously, we had purchased Lost Horse Creek
schooL and had been preparing for a home, only heat
remained to be put in by Mr. Klassen, and other
neighbors. With the furnace working, and Fred Gram
doing the moving operations, the family moved in.
The neighbors were wonderful, so many acts of kindness, wood was hauled, the feed lot filled with hay,
along with other kind gestures.
Donald, Linda and Shirley attended high school
at Glenbush. After graduation, Donald attended law
school in Saskatoon. Upon graduating from law
school, he moved to a law office in Moosomin, Sask.
He married Donna Cory and has two children,
Sheena Dawn and Kelvin Arthur.
In 1968, Leona married Donald Cory a farmer,
near Virden, Manitoba.
Linda and Shirley completed their high school
education in Virden Collegiate.
Linda returned to Saskatoon to attend teacher's
college. She married Larry Liddell of Rabbit Lake.
After graduating she taught school for a few years at
Rabbit Lake, where her husband farms. They have
one little girl, Christy Lee.
Shirley took a three-year nursing course at the
Saskatchewan Hospital in North Battleford, graduated with honours, then married Constable Gerry
Barkhouse, who is now stationed at Leader, Sask.
They have three children, Janelle, and twins, Trevor
and Tanea.
Leona and Donald have sold their farm at Virden,
- by July they will be moving into a house on the
outskirts of Virden.
The Osmon farm at Hillside was sold to Harold
Geates.

grocery money. Needless to say. Leona spent a lot of
time patching his one and only pair of overalls. Their
meat consisted of prairie chickens. which were plentiful at that time.
A year later, Carole Jean arrived, then over the
years. along came Donald John, Linda Marie and
Shirley Ann.
Farming operations were done with his father-inlaw Osmon's machinery, in return, Arthur worked
his father's land.
Carole started school at Ward School, later Donald started there as well. With the coming of the
centralization of schools. and with bus routes started
to the Central School at Sandwith, all the children
attended there. Arthur and Leona both had turns on
the School Board. the Home and School Organizations. and as leaders of the 4-H Club.
In 1952 they purchased their first car. which was a
real treat, after the lumber wagon. or shank ponies.
The family joined the Medstead square dance
club. with Gordon Turnbill as caller. We enjoyed
many happy hours at these gatherings.
By this time we had bought the quarter section
next to us from Ollie Olson, and rented more land,
thus farming operations became larger. Crops were
harvested. and threshed with a grain separator, and
tractor, along with a big crew of men. Arthur operated the threshing machine for his father-in-law, Jack
Barker. Later, they bought a combine between them.
Carole Jean won $700 in scholarships at her
graduation, which started her in the University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, to train for a teacher. A
year later, she married Raymond Corbeil. After completion of her course at Teacher's College. she started
teaching at St. Joseph School's in North Battleford,
where she is still teaching. They have four children,
Brenda, Laura, Alan and Jason.

Michael and Mary Oster Family
Michael and Mary Oster. both natives of what is
now Yugoslavia immigrated to the U.S.A. in the
early years of the twentieth century. met and married
in Omaha. Nebraska. In 1922 they and five children
came to Canada and settled in the Glenbush Medstead district.
The first year they lived on the John Lange homestead. The following year they rented and lived on
the E. Wells farm until 1927. They rented the Henry
Marshman farm for one year. then moved to the Jack
Power farm where their youngest son still resides.
Michael passed away in 1960 at the age of eightythree and Mary died in 1967 at age eighty-five.
Of the children. Martin the eldest. his present
whereabouts is unknown.
John served in the army and on his return from

Back row: Carole and Donald. Front row: Linda and Shirley
Osman.
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Michael and Mary Oster 1946.

Arthur Follmer family, Arthur, Arthur Jr., and Mary.

The Laurent Lafreniere family, Carol, Alfred, Laurent, Ann and
Marie. Front row, Leo, Donna and Bob.

John P. Oster family, Nicky, Joey, Mom, Frances, Louise, Mary.
Front row, Chris, Dad, Helen, October, 1979.

overseas married Mary Schulkowsky. They still reside in the community.
The eldest daughter Mary Follmer returned to the
states in 1938 and now lives in Florida.
Anne Lafreniere resides in Quebec.
In 1936 Joe married Elizabeth Simpson. They
have six children. The eldest James married Wanda
Kozloski they have two sons and farm in the community. Joan taught school before she married Ed
Seidle. They have three sons and one daughter and

they also farm in the area. John, their youngest son
chose education as his field of endeavor. He achieved
his B .Ed., B. A. and M. Ed. at the University of
Saskatchewan in Saskatoon and his Ph. D. at the
University of Alberta, Edmonton. He married Beverly Sadler of Saskatoon. They have two daughters
and live in Edmonton, Alberta where he is an Associate Professor at the U. of Alberta. Mary Ann married
Andy Lavoie. They have two sons and two daughters
and live in Spiritwood, Saskatchewan. Patricia mar827

Club members. Farm jobs also involved the improving of bUildings. corrals, grain bins, farm machinery
and the breaking up of new land.
Community involvement has been varied. A past
member of the Medstead branch of Mistikwa community college board, Jim has held the R.M. of
Medstead division three councillor's position since
January, 1977, is a member of the Medstead community hall building committee. He has been on the
Medstead agricultural committee continously since
February, 1955.
Wanda has held positions of President and Secretary-Treasurer of the Medstead Ladies Altar Society.
In March of 1976 she accepted the position of
Medstead correspondent for the North Battleford
News Optimist newspaper and in January, 1979 was
appointed the R.M. of Medstead delegate to the
Lakeland Library Regional Board and the Medstead
Library Board.
In the early 1970's two sons were born, Gregory
and Douglas. They attend Medstead Central School.
Gregory is a Knight of the Altar at St. Rita's Roman
Catholic Church, Medstead.

The Joe Oster family. back row, John, Pat, Joan, Tess, Mary
Ann, Jim, and Elizabeth and Joe Oster.

ried James Exley of Saskatoon and at present both are
teaching school in the Wilkie School Unit. Theresa,
the youngest of the family married Gary Kenny of
Saskatoon. They have one son and reside in Saskatoon.
These children all received their primary and
secondary education at Carrollton rural and
Medstead Central School.
John came home from World War II in 1914. In
November of the same year he married Mary. They
bought and lived in a log house built in 1913 on S.E.
V4 7-50-13-W3rd. There they raised seven daughters:
Frances Ann married Melvin Edwards, live in
Saskatoon and have two daughters and a son. Mary
Elizabeth married Robert Neal Hoffmann. They have
a daughter and son and live in North Battleford.
Helen Jean married Alfred Munday, they live in
Whitecourt, Alberta and have three sons. Louise
Edith works in North Battleford. Christine Jeanette
lives in Saskatoon, Josephine Shirley lives in Saskatoon as well. Monica Lillian works in Slave Lake,
Alberta.

William Oxley Fanlily
My father, Mr. William George Alexander Oxley
(1879-1968) was born in Canfield, Ontario on May
II, 1879. came west in 1902 to the Portage La Prairie
region of Manitoba, then homesteaded in the Hanley
district of Saskatchewan in 1903. In 1911, tired of the
windy prairie he set out with horses and wagon to
find another homestead. He scouted the North Batlleford - LloydOlinster area, and finally found his
way to what became the Cater district, finally settling
on the east half of section 18, township 51, range 14,
west of the 3rd meridian. Here he built a cabin of logs
with a sad roof, ranching and farming until his retirement in 1949 when he sold the farm and moved to
Canyon. B.C.
A.T. Oxley - I have very little information, but
this is probably either my father's brother Mr. Arthur
(Art) Oxley or his wife Mrs. Annie Oxley. Art Oxley
purchased the NWV2 of Sec. 18, Tp. 51, probably
prior to the first World War. I do not think he ever
lived on the property, but went to work as an engineer
on a steam boat on Okanagan Lake in B.C. where he
died a few years later. Mrs. Annie Oxley owned the
land, which my father farmed, until 1949 when it was
sold, I believe to the same man who purchased my
father's farm. I am not sure of the buyer's name, but
believe it was a Mr. Gossen. !vIrs. Annie Oxley lived
in Penticton, B.C., for many years, but I expect has
passed on by now.
Mr. Byron Baxter Oxley (Barney) my father's
younger brother came to the Cater district about 1919

Wanda and Jim Oster Family
The second centennial project in the Carrollton
school district was the marriage of Jim Oster and
Wanda Kozloski on August 26,1967. A former clerk
typist and IBM key punch operator in the Research
Department of the North Battleford Saskatchewan
Hospital, Wanda was raised as a farmerette at Prince
George, B.C. and Biggar, Saskatchewan.
Jim was raised on the farm and farmed with his
Dad Joe Oster. His own farmstead was started and a
home built in the summer of 1967. The home quarter
fringes the north shore of Scandinavian Lake, eight
miles east of Medstead.
The Jim Oster farming operations included cereal
grain and alfalfa hay crops and a herd of Aberdeen
Angus cattle. Jim and Wanda are former 4-H Beef
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/\gCfll'Y.

The following year he married the first

Cater school teacher. Miss Jessie W. Lyster. Barney

Oxley retired from business in 1946, selling his business to ivlr. Jack Harrison, and moved to Canyon,
13.C. where Mrs. Oxley stil! lives. Mr. B, B. Oxley
died in Canyon in 1975.

On the maternal side of my family, my mother
(nee M iss Mary C. Parker) was born in London,
England in 1886 and migrated to Canada in 1920,
along with her sister Miss Isabel Parker. They were
precedcc1 by two brothers who came to Canada prior
to the first war, Felix and Christopher Parker. They
homesteaded in the Birch Lake district. Felix Parker
joined the Canadian arrny during WW I and was
killed in France. Chris Parker continued to live on his
homestead until retiring in the early 1960s to a retirement home in Spiritwood where he died in ]969 or
1970. Isobel Parker married a Mr. Mac Fraser and
lived in southern Saskatchewan until her death shortly after. Mother passed away in Canyon, B.C. in
1961.
My mother lived for awhile with Chris Parker and
worked for awhile in a country Co-op Store on the
southwest corner of 16-50-14-W3. She and my father
were married in November of 1922 in Meota. ! often
think of how c1ifficult it must have been for her on
arrival in the district. as she was born ancl grew up in
the city of London, and outside of one or two short
visits to a farm in England. had never lived on a farm
before. Chris and Felix Parker must have hacl some
interesting experiences during their first attempts at

Mary Oxley (nee Parker). Immigrated to Canada from London,
England in 1920.

farming also.
In 1911 when my father came to the Cater district,
~.'ater and Mcdstead did not exist. nor were there any
roads or raihvays. The settlers travelled over trails to
the town of North Battlcford with horses or oxen to
get supplies, the return trip requiring three or four
days.
Father served as councillor on the Rural Municipality of Mcclstead for 36 years, the last 20 as deputy

reeve. An account of this service \vas printed in the
Saskatchewan Municipal Record of November 1949.
As with most farms of the time, the farming was
done \vith horses, very few using tractors until after
the 39-45 war. Harvesting was done with binders,
sheaves stooked until dry, then threshing erews
would travel from farm to farm doing the threshing.
Bill Oxley, councillor, for thirty-six years.

The Oxley Story

where he homesteaded on the SWVr of Section 18,
thereby keeping the whole section in the family. He
and my father ranched and farmed until 1929 when
Barney went into business in Medstead, starting the
Imperial Oil Agency and the Intemational Harvester

L Jessie Lyster. came to the Medstead area in
1929 from Kennedy, Sask. My application for the
position of teacher at Cater school was accepted by
the trustees and I \vas the first teacher in this new
school. There were 13 pupils ranging in age from 5 to
14 years. Only a few of the older ones had any
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a play sometime in late fall or early VI/inter. The first
one was "What Happened to Jones." We usually
took our plays to Robinhood and Cater as well as

performing in Mcdstcad. It was a lot of work but fun
as well. People taking part in these plays were Aileen
ane! Graydon Connor. Mrs. Presly. Mrs. Baker, some
of the Lcntons and others \vnose names I can't recall.
The curling rink was built in the late 30's and
while we were there most of the rinks were mixed
rather than fnen or women playing separately. It was
the men who got together to go bonspieling.
! remember the Whist Drives we used to have

during the war. The prizes were "War Saving
Stamps." The Elks Lodge was formed in 1935. Barney was a charter member and in the 40's he held the
office of Exalted Ruler for several terms.

He was a member of the village council for one or
two years and was involved in the formation of the
first Credit Union in Medstead.

Byron Oxley
I was born in the original log cabin on July 6,
1924. attended Cater School from 1929 to 1939, and
Medstead School from 1939 to 1942. In 19421 enlisted in the R.C.A.F. served in various parts of
Canada and England, returning home in July '46.
After working in the Saskatchewan Co-op Creamery
in Medstead for the summer of 1947, I re-enlisted in
the R.C.A.F in November of that year. Since then!
have served in the R.C.A.F and Canadian Armed
Forces in Clinton. Ont.. Whitehorse, Yukon,
Quebec, Chatham, N.B .. France. Germany and Ottawa, retiring from the Armed Forces in October,
1978. In December. 1978 I joined the Federal Public
Service where I am still employed in the Communi ..
cations Branch of the Department of National Defence.
Some of the other pupils at Cater School were the
Orrs. Starlings. George and Helen Neale, the Meersmans, Laurel, Melvin and Lucille Wickwire,
Georgina Thorne, Ernest and Elsie Voss. Harvey and
Roy Laybourne.
At Medstead School my first teacher was a Mr.
Grant Fletcher (killed in the war). then Mr. Walter
l-loge. who later became manager of the Beaver
Lumber Company store in Medstead. After school
hours I worked in Mr. Harry l-lallis' general store, the
Beaver Lumber Co. store. and for my uncle in his
Imperial Oil and l.l-l.c. agencies.

Jessie Oxley, Mrs. Oxley Sr., Barney Oxley, 1935.

previolls schooling so it was a new and interesting
experience to see how the different age groups progressed over the year. The older ones were ready for
Grade IV by June 1930 while the 5 year olds just
made the one grade. In those days kindergarten was
not part of the rural school system.
In June 1930 I married Byron B. Oxley (better
known as Barney) who had homesteaded at Cater in
1911. l-le took over the Imperial Oil Agency in
Medstead from .lim Rose in Mayor June 1930 and
also became the agent for the Internationall-larvester
Co. about the same time. He continued in this business until Feb. 1946 when we sold to Jack Harrison of
Glenbush.
We moved to a 10 acre fruit farm in Canyon. B.C.
Canyon is a rural district in the Creston Valley. In
1947 we sold the farm and bought a small sto~e in
Canyon dealing mostly in groceries but gradually
adding a few hardware items and livestock feed:
there was also a gas pump. In 195 j we sold the store to
l-larry and Edith Starling who were former residents
ofth~ Cater and Beibutt; areas. We continued to live
in Canyon on the 10 acre lot adjoining the store
property. After many years of poor health Barney
passed away in June 1975.
Things! remember about Medstead:
For several years during the 30's we used to have

Russell John Overgaard
Dyre and Ronda Overgaard came to Canada from
Norway in May 1912, to the Ruddell area. Russell
John was born there on May 14. 1912 - two days
after their arrival.
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In 1923, when Russell was eleven years old they
moved to the Be1butte district and homesteaded by
what has become known locally as "Overgard's
Lake".
Russell worked out for various farmers, mainly
Carl Larson.
Russell ancl his brother Raymond started homesteading together They cleared the land by hand and
broke it with horses, eventually using as many as six
horses.
In 1935, Russell purchased the SE 36-50-13W3rd from William Myers.
In 1942, Russell married Lola Gates from
Bapaume. Lola had come with her parents to homestead south of Bapaume in 1935. Lola and Russell
met at local dances about 1938.
Neata, their daughter, was born in 1947. She is
now Mrs. Bill Wingerter, of Mildred, where she and
her husband operate a store. They have two children,
a girl and a boy.
Russ and Lola resided in the Village of Belbutte
until 1967 when they purchased a quarter section of
land just west of Spiritwood.
In 1968, Lola began working at the Senior Citizens Idylwild Lodge, and became matron there in
1974.
Russell works for the R.M, of Spiritwood. He
also keeps a few horses on his farm which he has
seeded to grass,

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Palko's Golden Wedding Anniversary.
Back. L. - R. Don, Greg, Donna, and Bill Hastings, and Frank
Palko Jr. Front. Mary (Palko) Hastings, Geoffrey, Frank, Anna,
Kevin, and Mary Palko.

up the walls, roof and install the windows. For this
Me Schutler charged him twenty-five dollars. The
house had a kitchen, pantry, living-dining room, and
two bedrooms. The outside was shingled and painted
green with white trim.
In the winter of 1932 times were difficult. most
people were on relief One day Me "Singer" Smith
came to the door to sell us an old sewing machine.
Dad said he needed other things more than a sewing
machine, so Me Smith offered to sell him three
cows. He asked ten dollars each for them and five
dollars for the machine. Dad only had thirty-one
dollars so Mr. Smith decided to make the deal at thaL
Mothers sewing machine only cost one dollar.
I started school in spring 1932 as it was too cold
for me to start in October when we arrived from
Czechoslovakia. I walked to Birch Lake school
which was three and a half miles away. When I was in
grade four my dad paid extra school taxes and transferred me to Guyhirne school which was only two
and a half miles away.
In 1939 the Second World War broke out. and

The Frank Palko Family
by Mary Hastings
My dad, Frank Palko, came from Czechoslovakia in 1928. He worked for a fanner in Alberta for a
year, and in 1929 he rode a freight train to British
Columbia where he worked as a night watchman on
the railway. In July, 1932 he came to Medstead looking for a farm. He chose a quarter section SW 2-51-15
with an old log cabin and tumbled down barn and a
bit of cultivated land. This farm belonged to Mr.
George McPherson, In October, 1932 my mother and
I arrived from Czechoslovakia.
Mother and Dad worked hard clearing land,
chopping the trees down with an axe, then plowing
with a hand held breaking plow and six horses. They
also had a few cattle and pigs also a large vegetable
garden. We grew cabbage for sauerkraut, had lots of
potatoes and turnips, also peas and beans which we
preserved for the winter. We had lots of food as we
had our own meat, milk, and butter and saskatoon
berry jam.
Our log cabin was old and small so Dad drove his
team many miles to cut down spruce logs to build a
new house. When he had enough logs he hired Mr.
George Schutler to help him hew the logs and to put

there were many great changes. As a result of the \\'a1',

prices went up, people went into the armed forces,
others bought more land and worked with tractors
instead of horses. Most people drove cars. Dad
bought 1928 Pontiac which had a habit of stalling
many miles from home. Dad would walk home for
the horses while Mom, my little brother and! waited
in the car. Dad would drive the horses and I would
steer the car horne - I really enjoyed that'
There were two children in our family:
I (Mary) born August 5, 1926. ! left the farm in
1948 and worked in Toronto. 1 married Don Hastings
in 1954 and have lived in Toromo ever since. We have
three children, Donna, Bill and Greg.
Frank Jr. was born on July 24, 1941. He graduated
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district until 191!. It had been arranged that \vhen m)/
time \vas up in April I should go west and look for
land and get a house set up for the rest of the family
vv'ho \\'cre to come- out that summer. Then on(; day" in
the middk of March we got a Jetter from Vv'innipcg
saying that the family \vcrc already there and on their
\vay to Prince Albert, and for me to come in ami tell
them what to do.
There \verc four of them, m.Y mother and father
(in their 60's) my brut her Oscar and sister Joyce. and
about a do?en huge boxes of settlers effects. THE
FARMER I lA/as \vorking for let me go right a\\i(lyr, so
we sent the family on to P. A. and I headed west. They
had met a Canadian in England who had recommended BATTLEFORD as a good place to locate.
and he waS to be there early in April to help me
!ocate. so I headed for Battleford. but I never did find
him.
i took up residence in the immigration hall,
'0/hich \vas a huge building set up to accommodate
immigrants while looking for lanel. There was a large
kitchen and dining room and the rest of the building
was divided into small bedrooms with beds. if you
did not have bedding you could rent some.
The building was crowded with people of all
kinds. all looking for land. and I got friendly with
two very nice chaps from the southern states. We
decided to work together. they were George and John
Barnum. Vv'e \vent to the land office and got maps of
certain townships we hau been told about on which
the quarters open for filing were marked. Then we
hired a part Indian guiue and his democrat to dri've us
out and look them over. This chap was the noted John
Todd. who had been rewarded by the government for
his help during the Rebellion. as guide and dispatch
rider. and he knew the country very well.
With ollr bed rolls. a big load of grub, feed for the
horses and the fourofus. we were quite a load when
we set out to look for land south of Batt!eford. We
looked at lots of land but we did not like the country.
We were south of Red Pheasant when a blizzard hit us
- a real humdinger! After driving for hours we were
nearly frozen when we finally ran into a sod shack
and barn - but nobody home. We put the team in,
cooked our supper. made a bed of hay in the barn and
fell asleep.
During the niQht while the blizzard was still raging the owner tur~ecl up, put his team in and invit;d
us to breakfast in the morning. We could not do
anything for several days. Could not sec anything we
liked - ali too nat and no trees. so we went back to
Battleford where we got more maDS and started east
Here all the nice land was taken ~p or else was CPR
land as they had reserved every odd numbered section. We got maps for the north cOllntry where they

from University of Saskatchewan as a Civil Engineer
and has been living in Edmonton for many years.
Frank married Mary Kovc in !965 and they had two
children, ]coffery and Kevin.
Dad sold the farm to Emil Drieschner in 1959 as
Mom became ill and Dad was not able to run the farm
alone. They moved to Saskatoon where Dad is living
to this day. Mom passed away on October 5, 1976.

The Parkhouse .Family IlfMoiewoll!Ji
by H. C. Parkhollse
THE BEG!NNING OF MOLEWOOD
Some 60 years ago the Parkhouse family left their
spacious home called Molew()od in Plymouth, England where they had three acres of land devoted to a
beautiful garden. chickens and bees. They cmssed
the Atlantic. and eventually made their vv'ay to a
district ncar North Battlcford '.vhere they began the
arduous life of homesteading. Their experiences
were so varied, yet so typical of what many' of our
settlers went through. that we feel impelled to relate
the following true tale as written by Mr. H. C. ParkhOllse back in 1955 when Saskatchewan celebrated
her 50th birthday.
Chapter One
In August 1907, just as harvest was starting. I
arrived and began work on a farm at ROSSER. abollt
30 miles west of Winnipeg. The next year I got my
brother Norman out ano we worked on farms in the

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Parkhouse.
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told us the railroad wus about to go in. There \vere
just a few cottages at Cochin at that time and you had

had a small house and some hreakin" - all these
men were [l\vay \\/orking, lht:y had filed in 1908.

On our \\'ay" to look at this land out west \ve came

to ford the creek right where the concrete bridge is
now. then go north to the foot of the hills and then
turn N.E. on the old Jackfish to Buffalo trail across
the Indian reserve.
After driving for about an hour and a half old

to the Big Canvon Coulee and could not find a \vay

across, so \ve unhooked the horses and took them
down sepamtely', put a pole through the \\ihcels jJfthe
democrat and let it do\vn by hane!. then hooked up the
horses and pushed them and the democrat up the
opposite side. Once before vvhen we carne to a creek

Todd told us to keep watching for a blaze line running
east and west. He told us the Indians had only recently been moved onto this reserve so there was
bound to be a fresh blaze line showing the bound-

we had to unhook the horses. two of us rode them
across. then we hooked them to a long rope and
pushed and pulled the rig across.

aries. and pretty soon we came to it so \ve got out and

By this time \Vc seemed to have lost all interest in
land hunting and our only wish \vas to get back and
file before someone else got ahead of us. Vv'hcnever
we met another land party \NC \vere almost ready to
shoot them in case they got to the land office before

started following it until we finally came to the marking mounds. that told us this was the N.E. corner of
section 13. twsp. 48, range 16. W3 and our map was
for "AI the blaze line and we followed. From now on
old Todd followed along in the democrat. Whenever
he called to us we could be sure he had found another
mound. The N.E. of 19 was close to the old trail. but
it turned out to be CPR land. so we went on to 20 and
made camp near the creek. While we looked after the
horses. old Tixld started cooking. We lived on chicken and duck. but that night while we were looking
over the land, Todd caught a fish so we had that for
breakfast.

we did and filed on the land we wanted.
We finally made it. Nobody had beaten us to it
and I filed on four yuarters- section 20. and the
Barnums got the north half of 32. We bet the government 10 dollars against the land that we could live on
it for six months out of each of the next three years
and break 30 acres on each quarter during that time.
We could then apply for an inspector to see the land
and if everything was okay, we'd each become the
owners of 160 acres of land. I had signed on the N.E.
quarter for Oscar. N.W. for Norman. S.E. for father
and the S. W. for myself - first bridge crossed. Now
started the hunt for oxen. machinery. etc.
We got five oxen from one man - BARNUMS
would have three and I would have two. We figured
they would be easier to handle when turned out
together if they were used to each other. We each
bought a semi truck wagon for $54.00, 1 got a new
Chatham disk for S28.00, a two-bottom plow for
$22.00 and three section harrows for $31.00. Barnum got a disc. lumber for door and window sills,

After four years on the flat prairie this land
looked good to me. The lovely little creek called Lost
Horse Creek. lakes everywhere. lots of slough hay.
plenty of wood for fuel. posts and rails. all kinds of
big trees for buildings, and prairie wool hay - knee
high. The soil was better than lots we had seen but we
intended to raise cattle and horses rather than grain.
and unless we found something better. I decidecl this
was IT
We were beginning to get fed up with this driving
around and time was going. so we decided to settle
for these lands unless we saw better on our way back
to Battleford. We had one more map N. W. of here
and would go that way on our way back.
While looking over Barnum's land we saw some
buildings west on 33 and found that Frank Cavwood
had filed the fall before. He'd brought some horses
and had left a haltbreed there for the winter to put up
some buildings. (Frank had married a girl from
Hatherieigh and had one small son).
From there we followed a trail that led to Ed
Paynes on Sec. N. E. 30. There we met his sister and
little girl. Mrs. Warmouth and Jean. they had filed in
1909, had some buildings and 20 acres broken. We
learned from her that Bill Voltier had filed on S.E. 30
in 1907, he had a bunch of horses and lots of machinery. He had about 30 acres broken ancl was an elderly
American bachelor. Also that Jack Mucholloch was
settled on the N.E. of 30 and Percy Foster on the
S.w, 30. Mucholloch was a bachelor from Ireland.

axes. crowbar. chains. small tools. cookstove, nails.
doors. and windows, plus grub for a month. While

waiting I got several yards of 8 oz. duck and one of
the women at the immigration hall had a sewing
machine which she let me use to make a tent to keep
ourselves and stores dry while building our house.
Finally everything was ready. we loaded up our
wagons and started out. Our loads were all the oxen
could handle after doing nothing all winter. Going
through North Battleford was a fright - everybody
was waiting for us. They would rush out to sell us
implements. lumber. cattle Of horses. The bank
thought we should borrow money to get a good start.
Nobody seemed to need cash. all we had to do waS
sign the little notes. It would be interesting to know
how many settlers lost everything on their first trip
out through signing those little notes.
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We only gllllO Nolan school the first day.lllnled
the oxen !oose with bells on and s!cpr under our
vvagons. Next day at noon \VC arrived at the Kikns. U
very nice Nor\\'.'cgian family \V110 made us most welcome and gave us quite a few good tips. w'e struck up
quite a friendship \vith them during. the next fev,,:

parenLe:, \vhcn the)' found they \vcre straight from
England and going homesteading. \A/hen they found
that Mother was good at the piano they sent the kids

running ali over to feIch the neighbors and \ve had a
regular party with singing and music. Among the
good singers I,\':as an Englishman called Iv1orton \\/ho
i met se'v'cral years later in the army.
it \vas very hard [0 get away in the rnorning and
\ve onl;,! got as far as Ki lans' \'/110 \vould not hear of us
going any further that day. An elderly couple. \ve11
into their 60's going homesteading was sornething
almost unheard of
We had a Ime dinner at ('ochin at Nat Delorme's.
then decided we \\,Iould keep going until we reached
home. which we did at two o'clocK in the morning.
The mosquitos were very bad and we walked off and
OIl. quite a bit of the way. It was a beautiful morning,
the prairie larks were singing from every tree stump
to welcome us.
The house was very damp when we opened the
door. what with the wet plaster. green logs. dirt floor,
and having becn shut up for a weck in very warm
weather it \vas just like a green house in there.
We dragged some dead trees out of the bluff. and
father found that he could handle the buck saw quite
nicely. so he took on the job of kceping the fire going.
He turned out to be pretty handy putting up shelves
and making cupboards out of huge wooden cases that
they had brought with them.
Our first beds were just bunk beds made out of
poles. but they had brought several mattresses and
blankets so it was not too bad for a start.
Next prohiem \vas to get water. so I made a
stoneboat. hitched the oxcn ancl hauled water from
the creek. One of our biggest worries at that time was
keeping track of the oxcn. They had bells on but
when the heel flies and mosquitos got after them they
would travel quite a ways. and always seemed to be
heading for North Battleford. One time. after searching for two clays. I found them near eochin.
Bread making was a ne\v and challenging chore
for Mother. Mrs. Warmouth was down to visit in the
first few days and gave mother lots of help and
pointers on how to do things. One of the Barnum
boys had cookcd in camp. and between them it was
nOt long before they had mother making really good
bread. As soon as I had things pretty well settled and
could leave the folks. I went up to Barnums' nearly
every day to help them with their breaking.
About this time the rains started. That was wonderful for our breaking. but not so good for our sod
roof and it started leaking in pluces. After a day of
heavy rain the only really dry place in our house was
under the riclge pole that ran down the middle. so at
night mother slept on an extension wicker basket

'y'cars.

Next night we camped somev,'here near Cochin
- \ve had to double up on our loads several times
coming across the reserve, on the hills and wet spots.
\Vhtn we were two or three miles from home \.ve ran
into black land .. a prairie fire had been through and
had burned a huge tract of land - including most of
mine. All my love!y prairie wool was gone and some
of the land looked like a checkerboard as the black
land was dotted with white stones which we had not
seen before.

\Ve arrived on my land in the afternoon. unhooked the oxen and turned them loose with bells on.
We put up the tent. got some wood handy and spent
the rest of the day looking for a building site. and
good logs to build the house with.
The Barnum" had kindly offered to help me
build my house in exchange for me helping them
with their breaking. as I \-vas in a hurry to gct the
family out. and they were anxious to get as much
breaking done as possible that summer and then go
out to work until the following spring.
My father's land was the roughest for fanning so
we decided to build the house on his land as near the
centre of the section as possible. then we could live
together while proving up our homesteads.
We cut and hauled the logs and built the walls
\vith green iogs. fitted them as snugly as possible and
any large cracks we filled with whittled down pieces.
notched the corners. filled the doors and windows.
For the roof we used long thin rails nailed up and
clown to the ridge pole. We plowed a fair sized patch
close by and took what sod we needed to put on the
roof like shingles. The rest we disced up and planted
to potatoes. We found some wonderful clay that dried
like cement and plastered all the cracks inside and out
-- and Molewood was ready for the family. with the
exception of a floor which would have to be just
packed dirt until fall.
The Barnuns' now packed up the tent and went to
start breaking their land. while I headed for town to
fetch mother and dad who had come down to Battlcford with all their goods. Joyce and Oscar were
both working in Prince Albert.
My parents had made so many friends it was hard
to get them out of North Battleforcl.
The first night we only got as far as Nolan school
where we stayed with some people from Ontario
called McFarlane. They made quite a fuss over my
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chair with an umbreiia - just in cast. Next came the
table \vith the nOllr, .')ugar and salt under it then
father and I made up a bed next to that - ali righ;
down the middle of the house.
'
One night. after a day ofheav)/ rain. i came horne
to find my parents walking up and ck)\vn outside the
house and quite upset because the rains had made the
sod [oof so heavy the ridge pole and cross logs had
come right clov-m inside the hOllse, and they! \vert
afraid to go in. in case it came down some m(;re and
buried them. We had to get the axe and cut dow!' half
a dozen trees, saw then~ oil at different len2th~ and
jam them up under the broken logs inside, That night
we had to dodge around five o~' six poles, but ~ve
managed okay.
The next day the Barnuills' came over and we
took off the old roof and l)ut in a stronger
ridge
Dole
,
"
and cross logs, taking a little more care laying the sod
this time, It was not so bad after that.
Anothernight we had the fright of our lives, Long
before I got home I could he;r this strange nois~
, a regular beat pom - pom, pom-l;om, and
awful yells, When I got home my folks had been
listening to it too but could not make out what it was,
We finally decided it was the Indians on the war path,
and remembering all the stories we had heard, we
were sure we would all be scalpecl in our beds before
morning,
The rythmnic beat of tomtoms muted the sound
of Indian voices and lulled the Parkhouse familv to
sleep, They awoke the following morning to the s;une
steady beat. but were relieved'to learn they had not
had visitors in the night. Investigation shZ,wed that
the Indians were eng,weu 1n their ceremonial Sun
Dance.
' ,
The Sun Dance is a religious ceremonv helll
every year One band of Indi:ll1s acts as ho;ts ami
sends out invitations to all the bands over a large
area, They come with their families, horses, do~s
and all, and pitch their tents in a large circle with the
main tent or building in the centre. It is built in a
circle of poles and c~lVered with branches from the
trees with all the leaves on. All around inside is a kind
of gallery where they dance or bob up and down,
blowing little reed whistles for three days and nights
without food, so I am told, But we noticed someti;nes
they bobbed right down and have a little nap while
someone else takes over.
The music goes on all the time and the Chiefs sit
around in a circle and smoke longstemmed peace
pipes, Someone is on duty all the time to keep the
pipes going, and lights them hom embers from the
fire that burns steadily,
The Parkhouse family, along with other settlers,
soon learned to know the Indians and their ways and

to live harmoniously.' in the same I.,.>ommlmitv, though
even at that time the Indians were on a RESERVl:L
Our younger people \\;'jjJ no doubt be fascinated
hy the foll(Hving description of shopping trips ~ it
hardly' seems possible th<.lt ,st) nmch change has taken
nhce
in •j'l'S",
he)
'
!
<
l.
"
•\!'-~:l"S
"'-' __ , . .
Those trips to to\vn "vert: quite an institution. \Ve
\Verc one mile from the old Buffalo trail and two

miles from the ne\vcr traii that came from the Birch
Lake country through RobinhoocL and \,-ve v\ioulJ
rarely reuch those trails, but \ve would sec someone
dsc just coming. ur just ahead and we used to close
up and travel together, riding on each others vVl.l2:ons.
One met all kincb of people and heard all the'local
nc\.\'s and stories. Vic got to know some very nice
people in this way. Those with horses would travel
together. We useel to camp at Cochin together or the
south end of .lack Fish Lake. By the ti'me we were
ready to move on our numbers would be doubled and
we \vould be a regular cavalcade by the time we
reached North Battleford,
We generally left our wagons on the outskirts of
the town and walked on in to do our business. The
oxen were too tired to move very far from the big
slough that was just north of town. In nice weather we
sometimes tried to sleep under our wagons, but the
lllos<.juitoes were pretty bad and we generally dl)[Jbled up in a hotel. Those trips were not nearly so
tiring when we had good company.
One Sunday Eel Payne came up to sec ifhis family
\vas okay and brought them up groceries and came to
visit us, bringing six eggs and some garden stull. He
also sold us six hens which we kept in a lean-to on the
side of the house "til the licc got through the logs into
one of our bunk beds,
Another day the Cay woods arrived and we began
visiting \vith them, another earlY visitor was Martyn
Dodd with a petition for us to sign to make ourselv'es
into a Municipality.
Mail came to Sal1llwith once a week and the
settlers took turns going to McNabb's Post Otlice to
pick it up. They had to ford the creek at Caywood's
and the trail \vas vcry rough, but the mail. bringing
with it letters from the homeland, most welcome,
The Reverend Paul. visiteel the Parkhouse family
one day and asked if he could holel services at their
home. They readily agreed and he held services there
every second Sunday. - ""He used to come summer
or ,,\-.'inter and never missed a service. He turned UD in
thunder storms and some of the \vorst bEzza;ds,
having let his horses have their head while he walked
behind the cutter to keep from freezing,"
On one occasion we had had a party and most of
our visitors decided it was much to stormy to go
home, We hadjust got sorted out with all the ladies in
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not find a doctor or an undertaker so finaUy went to
the Vicarage and the Vicar fixed things up by phone.
Among others. the Vicar phoned Reverend Mr. Jones
in the old town and he came over at once and took
charge of everything. Vv'e buried father the next day
in the North Battleford cemctery. Several of his
friends from the Old Town came over for the funeral.
Early' in January we signed a contract with the
council to build the first bridge over Lost Horse
Creek for J;80.00. We started cuning logs and poles
and hauling them to the site which was close to where
Molewood School now is. Everyhody helped and we
had it finished by spring. As soon as the bridge was
finished nobody wanted to usc the rough ford anymore and all traffic came by this route.
Norman went off to work on a fara"! and Oscar got
a job on the new sidewalks and water mains in North
B·anleford. In April my brother Basil arrived from
England and filed on SW 22-48-IS-W3rd.
John Mucholloch took our team and his own and
hired a seeder from Baptiste Whitecap on the reserve
at $1.50 a day. He seeded our ten acres and his own as
well as several others at 50 cents per acre. We sowed
Marquis wheat and oats on April 26. The Government had a plan to supply new settlers with good
clean seed so we could begin right on our new land.
We went in to get enough for our land. Had to go to
an official in town and sign a blank note against OLlr
land before we could sec the grain. A time was fixed
for us to go down and load up from the box car. Our
horses were scared stiff in town and we had quite a
job to handle them. and when we got to the cars there
were dozens of teams waiting. Engines kept going by
and sending up clouds of black smoke and making
lots of noise. and teams were running in all directions. We had to finally dash in. back up to the car.
some men would throw in so many sacks and we were
otl When we had a chance to look them over we
found they were full of weed seeds and we had no
idea about weights. There was no comeback as we
had signed notes. so we just had to take them. They
froze anyway. but we got some sheaves for feed.
We bought a team of real big oxen from Dodd's
for $225 with harness. and Basil and I started breaking on Oscar's and Norman's land with two outfits.
Did quite a few acres on our own and some for others
at $5.00 per acre.
In July I was appointed Post Master and our first
mail came in from Sandwitb once a week. We got
$35.00 a year for the Post Office. plus commission
on stamps and postal notes. There were no money
orders at that time. ! also got a contract 10 carry the
mail to and from McNabbs Post Office once a week
for $100.00 per year.
When we applied for the Post Office we had to

one room and the men in another, we pretty "veli
covered both floors, when there was a knock at the
door and in came the Reverend fVIL Pau!. \\le got his
hed roll in and put his horses L\\.I,'ay, then got him some
supper and he spread out \-'lith the rest of us on the
floor for the night.
About this time the st:ttlers decided it was time
they had their own Post Office as they were tired of
the long rough trip to Sandwith, they got together and
sent a plea to the Posul Department. They also got
after councillor Johnnie Dodd to see if they could get
a bridge across the creek.
Tobias Lanegraf who had a homestead ncar Park
Bluff used to travel around trading with the Indians
and settlers. He carried cases of cheap jewelry. tomh
stones. Bibles and home brew. He had heard we
wanted a light team and ended up selling us a nice
little mare and a gelding that was a first class cow
pony. and very nice to ride. He also sold us a cow
about to freshen and a good ox.
We used to water the oxen when we went to haul
water from the creek each day. and we decided it
would be easier to lead the cow to the water than haul
it to her. so father would lead the cow and follow me
with the oxen. She was always willing to go down to
the creek. but not so happy to be led back to her
tether. One day the heel llies got after her and she
bolted. leaving father dragging at the end of the lariat
which he refused to drop. The old cow dragged him
for quite a ways before I came to the rescue.
When Joyce. Oscar and Norman came home that
fall we got lumber to put a floor in the house. Cut logs
for a barn and an extra room on the house. also lots of
dry wood which we sawed by hand for firing. and got
a small barn up before it turned too cold.
On Christmas day several of our neighbors joined
us and we decided to do things up right. Everybody
brought something for the feast and just as we were
about to sit down to dinner. Old Moose. the Indian
and his family turned up with three fish. My father
would not let us bring out the bottle. so the pudding
and raisins could not come in on fire as we wished.
On New Year's Day. father died suddenly. Mrs.
Warmouth came down and helped look after him.
The Caywoods' took mother and Joyce to their place.
We put hay in the box and built a lumber cover and
Oscar and I took father's body to North Battleford the
next day. Payne stayed with Norman until we got
back.
There was a lot of snow and no real trail so it was
heavy going and we did not reach North Battleford
until after dark. It was very cold and the horses were
all in. but we could not unhook until we found some
place to put father's body. What a nightmare I Everyone was still celebrating the New Year and we could
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\'i,,/e did not dig right a\VHY', and about {I,\ln rnonths
later another man claimed he could find \vater. He
covered the same ground as the indian had done and
told us that t'Vv'{) springs crossed each other at a certain
spot - The exact spot where the indian had said We
should find water. VV'e finally' dug the well and got aU
the Vv'ater \ve \\'anted - at just a little more than 30
feet.
Also with the Sandwith people \ve organized into
the Hyde Park Horse Breeders Association, and the
government !ent us a registered Clydesdale stallion
to improve the class of horses. This stallion was
called McGregor of vVillowdale and Jim Grant looked after and travelled him each year.
That fall Captain Mottley from Murray Lake
brought up a Stanley Jones threshing machine and
threshed our stacked sheaves, It was a very heavy
crop, but some of it was frosted, The Barnums' who
were going out \vorking for the winter, threshed their
whole crop into their house - filled it to the rooL
When they came back in the spring it was a solid
mass, Must have been tough and heated,
Nora Ridewood (later Mrs. Bill Smith) came to
help mother in the house, New settlers were J Riggins, 1. Stewart Chapman, Ede, East and Trudgeon,
When Norman came home in the fall he brought a
Registered Shorthorn bull calf. and we have used
nothing but Shorthorns ever since, l was elected
councillor for division six and helel the job until
drafted into the army,
1914:
We got three colts and ten calves, shippecl58 cans
of cream via Prince to the Saskatoon Pure Milk Co"
besides selling butter locally, When Nora left. Violet
Chapman from Park Bluff came to help in the house,
What with council v/ork, hauling cream and general visiting, we now needed something better to get
around in so we got a new democrat for $124. Bv this
time we were using horses as \vel1 as oxen for {'arming. It \vas hard on the mares to work aH day and raise
colts, so we fed the colts cow's milk out at' pails each
day. They got so used to it that they'd follow us right
into the hOllse if we weren't careful.
We already had several sows, and as pigs were a
good price we decided to get more. We built a large
hog house with ten bedrooms and their own runs as
\vel1 as a passage way inside to make it easier loading. \Ne had good sows and real beginners luck as
th~y all had big litters, Had a very h~avy crop again
that year but it froze so badly we only threshed 250
bushels of oats and 60 of barley so had nothing to feed
the pigs, Everyone else seemed to have pigs too so
we cauIcin't give them away, and could not get feed
for them - they died by the dozens,
Had another surprise party that fall, only this

submit six names for them to choose from, and they
chose I\1ole\vood \vhich was the: name of my mother's
home in England. I carried the rnail for several years
and Sandy McNabb carried it one year. then it was
changed. Mr. Beno from Robinhood used to carry
the mail direct from North Battlerord to Cochin,
MolewoocL Park Bluff. Robinhood and Birch Lake
and back again once each week.
Mr. Heno was a most obliging man and people
used to run out for him to fetch this or that and he
never wrote it down and neverforpot anything. Some
requests \vere most unreasonable but I never heard
him saying" No. "
As soon as we got the Post Office we applied for.
and got a travelling library. That same year also, my
mother; as a widow was entitled to file on a homestead of her own, so we got the SW of 28 for the hay
that was on it.
Basil and 1 started building an addition to the
house, The original was 20 x 18 and we built on
another 20 feet. When Oscar and Norman got home
in the fall we finished it in a hurry and that fall the
neighbors gave us our first surprise party. A huge
crowd turned up from all over and we had a wonderful time, Albert Knutson and Lehman supplied the
music, helped out by Jim Grant. the Prices and others.
Jack Sparling and Bill McGregor came home
with the boys in the fall and we helped McGregor put
up a house on his own homestead,
By this time we had several more cows and some
pigs so we made plans for a large barn. building a
smaller one that fall to be used later for a hen house,
That fall we also got an 19 foot boat and did a lot of
fishing. We used to carry a 22 rille and as the country
was full of chickens and partridges we often stopped
to shoot some, The oxen got so used to this that they
often stopped themselves before we saw the chickens.
That Christmas we had a big gathering at Dodd's,
The Barnums', McGregor and Sparling went along
with us, then everyone came out to the house for New
Year's Day, Sparling was a huge, well educated Englishman who played the piano and had a beautiful
voice, and lived in a dug-out in the side of a hill boarded up in front about 10 x 10 feet square, right
near where lVledstead 110\,V stands.
The winter of 1913 we took out logs for our own
barn and started building it 44 bv 30 feet wide with a
driveway through the ce~tre, W~ had already dug two
dry wells so when an Indian offered to witch a well
for us we took him on, He walked all over the place
with his willow fork and finally drove a stake in the
ground where he was sure we'd get water at about 30
feet.
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renting some homesteader's shack and sending up a
man to stay in it.
It was also the fall or '14 that the big ranchers
around Regina got the idea of turning all the land
north of t{w/llship 44 into an open range area, and
were trying to get the government to pass a bylaw to
1bm effect. Naturally' they were hoping to expand
their industry and take advantage of the high price of
cattle on account of the war.
When we heard about this the whole country
\vent wild and we had huge indignation meetings aU
over the north country, and got up a petition with
1,000 names on it. protesting against this act. IT
WORKED'
Molewood Happenings. 1915-16
In 1915 we built an extra L shaped room onto our
house. and several granaries to put the grain into at
threshing time. We'd haul it to Meota after the lake
froze ovcr in the winter. Everyone was anxious to get
their grain out as soon as the trail was good enough,
There would he long lines of us all going down
together.
In order to make the trip in one day we had to get
loaded at night and start out before daybreak next
morning. You can't tell what kind of a day it's going
to be that early. ancl we often got caught in pretty bad
blizzards which were awful when we hit the lake.
Every winter Jackfish Lake heaves up and cracks
the full length of the lake. When the two sides heave
up and pull apart it leaves 10 to 15 feet of open water.
This water freezes again in a few days, but it was
quite a hazardous crossing with a load of grain. The
horses hated it and many a load was dumped and had
to be shovelled on again.
When we finally arrived at the elevator, the agent
never had room for the top grades. but always
seemed to have room for number four or five wheat,
which of course we had to take or haul our loads
home again. Then there was a hurried meal at the
Chinaman's Cafe and we'd start for home again,
riding with each other while we exchanged yarns.
Jim Stewart. both Barnum" Howard Moore. and
Norman all enlisted. Stewart hauled his shack down
here for safety. New settlers were !vor Strongberg,
Tom Tebay, Gilbert Rasmussen and fami ly. Hilda
Buckman, just out from England came to help in the
house.
In 1916 Basil married Winnie Stannard and we
built a cottage close by and he worked his land from
here. A Co-op Creamery was organized in N.B. and
we took out shares in it. but had to cut down on the
milking because of the other farm work.
Up to now the butchers from North Battleford,
Chas May ancl Ferris used to go around buying up
cattle, then have some men come and dri ve the lot of

tinlC the}' pulled a neyY' dance on us, Once again
Knmson and Lehman as \vell as other volunteers,
provided the music. I forgO[ how the first part of the
new fangled dance ",vent- but to\vards the end all the
girls got in the middle while the men danced around
them. Then the men had to ~ct in the middle. facing
the center of the circle. while the giris danced around
the outside. Suddenly the rnusic stopped and I,vhen
we turned around there wasn't a girl in sight. They
had all gOlle to hide and We had to find them. Some
hid under the heds, some in the rigs under the
blankets. others in the barn and so on ... It \vas hilarious.
The new settlers this year wcre the Blixruds. P
Kunz. Petersoll. Harry Strang. Seebers. Chas.
Moore, Barlows and G. Strong. The rirst car turned
up this summer with a Mounty, a Government Vet
from Regina, a haltbreed as a guide and a man to
drive. Somebody had reported we had a horse with
glanders and the Mounty and vet had come to see that
it was properly shot and huricd. It turned out to be a
bad tooth.
The next car camc from !.H.C. whcn a fieldman
came to fix up our new binder that we'd hauled out in
a wagon. W. E. Plumb was a pretty regular visitor
from North Battleford and often had with him Mr.
Dixson who was city clerk and Mark Cadwell. a city
engineer who came up for the hunting and fishing.
They'd often get stuck in a mud hole and walk the last
ways in. then we'd hitch up a team and go pull them
out. I think it was this year that Glenbush. Sandwith
and Molewood started the Orange Lodge Meetings at
Hydc Park School. The ladies of Hillside, Molewooeland Sandwith organized the first Homemaker's
Club and met at various homes.
War W£lS Declared

Sparling, McGregor and Oscar had all had military training at home so they enlisted immediately
and left North Battleford ar once without coming
home to say good-bye.
We never saw any of them again. The first we
heard they were all in the PP..G. L.1. in France.
McGregor and Sparling were killed almost at once.
Oscar was wounded several times and transferred to
the Imperials, saw service in Gallipoli and died of the
Flu in England after the war was all over, he was a
Lieutenant in a Devon Regiment.
We were having so much trouble with cattle
damaging our crop that we had to have a "Pound"
and Blixrud was appointed Pound Keeper. The large
ranchers in the south were sending their cattle, horses
and sheep up into our country and they were eating us
out. The council passed a law making it illegal for
outsiders to clo this, but they got around this by
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is, to put halters on and tic their heads together ~

them into the city. Then ouyers started coming
around. they'd buy the cattle. but wc'd have to deliver them.
At one time Blixrud, Kunz and \VC had about 25
head which were to be delivered to Cochin. Several
neighbors had takcn a few odd ones 10 Kunl., and wc
\vcre to take them along \vith his o\vn \vhiL'l) \vere
really wild. We each had Ollr own bunches corralled
overnight and intended to uet an earl v start on account of the heel flies. The plan was te; urive Kunz's
cattle over to Blixrucls. then on to us and finallv hit
forCochin. The cattlc didn't like the pole bridg~ and
we had an a\vfu! time trvini! to i!et them over. then
hold the ones \vt got acrc~ss ~vhil~ we chased allover
after the ones that had got av,,'ay and scattered. vVe lost
two or three before we really got started and by the
time we got to our place they were really excited. and
the heel flies had started on them. We had to fight
them all the way. and when we finally got to Coctlin
we were six or seven shy. and they had to be delivered
the next day.
We found three big steers on our wav home and
put them in our corral to be ready for the- next morning. Someone had told us that the easiest way to drive
a small bunch like this was to tie them together with a
lariat on each side to be carried by two riclers, behind.
and kind of drive them. holding them back on the side
we wanted to make them turn. Shortie. Basil and 1
were to take the steers. and Blixrud had a team and
democrat with cream can, eggs and ollr lunches
loaded on.
We got the steers all tied together and the long
lariat already and Blixrud put his team and democrat
across the trail outside the gate. hoping to turn them
the right way to start off. But alas. each one wanted to
go a different way. which kept them going straight
whether they wanted to or not. and they crashed right
into the side of the democrat. turni~g it over ,;nd
scattering cream. eggs and lunches all over the place.
We were just lucky to prevent a runaway with the
upset rig.

\'v'C

had just tied ropes around their necks.)"-

Another time Biixrud had quite an experience
wking a big bunch of cattle to North Battlefo~·d. They
\,',,'C1'(: IHtl(1t:: up of small numbers from various cattkmc:n and they \\'ouldn't stay' together at all. it took
him three da>!s to drive thel;) In~ But the rcal excitement came \vhen they' finally' got to to\vn. Thev had
to go through the outskirts 01' North Battleforc! get
to the stock y'<.mJs, and as soon as the,/ Q.ot among the
houses, people, dogs etc .. the sight~ ano so~mds
scared the cattle stiff and they sta{11peded in every
din.:ctiot1, tearing do\vn fences, trampling gardens
and running \vilJ allover to\vn. Thev must have run
off pounds, and since thev \vere soicl bv \\'eight. this
was quite a loss to the fa~'lllers.
Molewood 1917-1921
in IYI7 the government built the bridge across the
creek on 28. This altered the trails ai!ain'-and no\v the
main road follo\\'ed the road allowm;ce, more or less,
to Sandwith. It was a very big job builuing the
corduroy road across the muskeg east of the bridge
with the small equipment we had in those days.
This year the draft came in and 1 got mv cail to the
army. When ! went to be examil;ed l'met Rou"
Nordgren. Louis Dunser and Len Moore. all on th~
same mission. One chap had heard that if vou
smoked lots of cigars it would make it appear you had
a had heart so he spent the night smoking one cigar
after the other - it didn't work. But Len Moore was
let out. Nordgren was later in a special guard of honor
for the Duke of Devonshire who came and inspected
us. The Duke said they were the finest bunch of men
he had inspected in Canada.
I was put in the pay office and stayed there until a
year after the war was over. We had moved mother
into North Battleford where Mrs. Mills of the Mills
hotel gave her a very nice room next to their own and
looked after her for the duration.
When the Duke of Devonshire came to North
Battleford one of his duties was to shake hands with
the mothers' of service men. As my mother was the
only one they could find \vl1o had t\ve sons and tvv'o
sons-in-law in uniform. they were bound she go up.
She got the impression his lordship was a bit fuddled
and did not seem to know what he was doing. but I
guess shaking thousands of hands clav after day
would make anyone that way.
-'
(We had sole! off quik a few cattlc and Basil
moved into the old home place and kent things going
as well as he could while the rest of l;S wer~ a~ay.)
In 1918 Elmer Rallenburg turned up on file 34.
He had a bunch of standard bred horses and two
stallions. Norman was married in Scotland and came
home late in the year. they stayed at the old house

to
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We finally got them straightened out and got
started again, but there was no driving them - they
dragged us. And every lonely odd tree between here
and Cochin. they ran into and got tangled up. We tied
their tails together. hoping to keep them from turning
around. but eventually the middle steer had three
tails and the outside ones had none. At last someone
had the idea to put tobacco in their eyes and it worked
like a charm. They cried so much they forgot about
running away and we arrived with three weeping
steers - one with three tails and two with none.
(The chap who told us to tie the three together had
forgotten to tell us the most important thing - that
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\vas about to calve. but was so sick we could see she
wasn't going to make it. Someone sUfuzested that
perhaps we could save the caiL so witl~thc help of
about 20 CPR chaps \Vt performed a Caesarian seclion. Vv'e got the calf okay and look him in the hou<.;c
to keep him warm. He Web a plucky little kliow and
we fed him from a bottle every few hours. He had
followed liS arollnd the kitchen ilfter his bottle for two
lll' three days. then sllddenly died.
It was about that time thar Olaf Steinsel1. Alec
Sattler. John Sattler. Ellller Houston. the Reinhardt
family and the Kahl family came in and took lip
home'steads.
.
In 1921 Miss Winnifred Green came to teach
Molewood school. The government built a bridge
over the creek sOllth of the school. this altered the
trails again. and the old bridge finally oot carried
' - . l;away in'- a flood.
So much land was taken up by this time. and
everyone was breaking lip their land and putting Lip
fences that old trails could not be used any more and
we were forced to stay on the road allowa~ces. While
the old trails used to dodge around hills. bluffs and
sloughs. the new road allowance had to go straight
through. Ever since then \ve have been \vo~kinQ ofr a
large portion of our taxes, cutting down or filling up
these bad spots.
"In 1921 we and the Sandwith people started the
school fair in connection with the Agricultural fair
and kept it going for several years. Th~se fairs were a
great success and included all kinds of competitions.
Officers for the first years were President - Mr. W.
B. Neale-Bubb: First Vice President - Mr. 1. Grant:
Second Vice President - Mr. S. Bostock: Secretary
Treasurer - Mr. W. Smith of the Sandwith Po;t
Office. Our M.L.A .. Mr. D.M. Finlavson was Hon'
orary President.
The School Program consisted of a parade. oral
spelling: contest. singing contests, physical drill contest and public speaking as well as numerous displays.
In 1922 Stein Rasmussen built a barn on my new
builJing site. It was made of nine to tweive incil logs
left round and built Norwegian style. with the lo~s
tongued and grooved and fitted tightly with moss in
between. The corners were all dove-tailed and it had
a thatched roof.
In 1923 Stein built Kunz's and my new hOllses.
Both built the same way as the barn ~xcept the logs
were larger and hewed to a six inch thickness. This
left a nice surface for finishing. We iater finished the
'nside with plaster board and the outside with insui brick siding. whieh makes the warmest of houses.
Later Olaf Steinson built on a glassed-in verandah.
In 1922 cars and radios began to invade the dis-

while getting their own bUlklings up. The Soldier
Settlement Board buil! him a nice house and barn.
dug a well and so!d him a hiS! team of mares, also
some cows. The price of all n{ese thin~s v/us a L:reat
deal too high and after a couple of poor ;rops, an~l the
depression that followed. and the SSB began to put
the squeeze on. he got disgusted and threw up the
whole thing. Norman went into Battleford then and
got a job as janitor at a school in the oid town.
I came home in 1919 and brought mother back to
the farm. Basil bought Johnny Dl;dd's house and we
moved it from Sandwith. Stein Rasmussen bossed
the moving job and put two rounds of logs on the
bottom u.s the original ones were not sound -" a
wonderful piece of work.
We got the house raised and repaired and fixed on
four sleighs and started off with 16 horses. Everyone
wanted to drive their own horses and all went different ways and we broke two sleighs before we got it
off the cellar.
Next day we decided eight horses would be plenty with one man driving. Shortv Peterson got the
driver's job. We held our breathe' when it wa; going
down the first coulee. but everything held and';;e g;t
it in its place that day.
The summer of 1920 we decided we needed a
school. had our first meeting in the fall and got things
moving. There was a lot of correspondence duril;g
the winter. in the spring. before we knew anything
about It, the Waterbury people got inside information
that it had been confirmed at Regina and sent out
their man to get the contract to build. also the debentures for $4.200. which he did.
With only one mail a week. no phone and spring
work underway. we were wondering when they were
going to start work. Then someone sent word that the
lumber for our school was all in a ditch down at
Prince. The cars had been there so long without
anybody unloading them that the railway people finally dumped the lumber in the ditch. We went right
away, got all the teams we could and hauled it up.
As the district is L shaped rather than square,
there was quite an argument as to where the school
should be built. The council finally decided it should
be on Blixrud's land and Jack Marshall. with the help
of George Strong did the building. So Molewood
school was ready for summer classes and Miss
Schaefer of Meota served as first teacher.
In 1919 the CPR survey camp stayed at our place
for a couple of weeks surveying for a railway on the
west side of the creek from Murray Lake right on
through to Park Bluff and Rabinhood.
That winter was one of the worst we had as we had
been unable to put up much feed. the cattle. were
pretty poor by spring. We had a very nice cow that
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a new log house. She had never made bread or done
much cooking and was very unprepared for the

trict - I think Coons was the first to own a car,
followed by Kunz and my brother Basil.
About 1926 the government was getting worried
about all the land they had on their hands, and someone thought up the 3,000 family plan, Under this
scheme they would bring out from England, some
3,000 families and place them on farms they got from
the World War One Veterans. In 1927 they put Ransom and family on Norman's old homestead.
Around 1933 quite a lot of new people came in,
among them were the Marshall brothers Demarais
brothers, Walters, Whalen, Thornton, Vickers,
Faucon and Diamond.

homesteading life, but was always willing to do the
best with what shc had. She helped farm, through the
years and at various times helped with the Molewood
Junior Red Cross, Girl Guides, and the Homemakers
Club. She taught Sunday School for a few years in
the school and then her home, She and her husband
were pleased to see rural mail delivery brought to
their area: they always supported the Glenbush Fair
and other community happenings, and they worked
hard for what they believed to be for the betterment of
their community, province and country. Their hobby
was the growing and caring for flowers ail around
their house in the summertime,
Margaret Rachel Parkhouse, born November 19,
1923 in the homestead shack with Mrs. McClure as
midwife, attending my mother. 1 salute all mothers
who had long labours and gave birth under difficult
conditions, Early memories \vere almost all of country life: horse and buggy days, wood fires, coal oil
lamps and one room school companions. Our first
radio sometimes worked and we could get stations
like Denver and Des Moines. We looked forward to
the Lux Radio Theatre, Major Bowes, Jack Benny,
Foster Hewitt and many others, School classes were
usually taught only up to Grade 8, after that correspondence courses were available from Regina, That

The Parkhouse Story
by Rachel Marsh
Winifred Dora Green born August 8, 1889 in

Birmingham, England immigrated to Canada in
1920, She attended normal school in Saskatoon, staying at the Teachers' Hostel.
Her first school was at Molewood, late in 1921.
Claude Parkhouse, Chairman of the school board,
met her in North Battleford with a team and buggy
and drove her forty miles to board with his brother
and sister-in-law Norman and Mina Parkhouse. Miss
Green did the school janitoring and was responsible
for getting the fire going in the winter. She married
Claude Parkhouse in May, 1922 and in 1924 they built
84!

was how I took Grades 9. 10 and j I. 1 was lucky
enough to attend Battleford Cotlegiatc to take my
Grade 12. I married ClifUv!arsh in 1948 and we lived
at Sandwith until we moved to Meadow Lake in
1969.

Parkhollse
The Parkhouse family emigrated from Plymouth.
England. After arriving in Canada. and a summers
homestead experiences Edward Parkhouse (father of
family) died suddenly, New Years morning 1812.
Granny Parkhouse, as she became known, remained
a widow on the farm with her Sons.

Several years after the family had taken up farming, son Bertrand came from England, and took her
to live with him in Norrh Battlcford. She developed
Cancer so they moved to Victoria. B. C. and then on
to Sausalito, California, where she was finally laid to
rest. Bertrand. a deaf mute, from the age of four,
established and carried on the family business there
as long as he was able.
Joyce married Wilfred Plumb. had a son and
daughter Beryl; Barbara was born of a later marriage.
Norman married Mina Thompson and had Ted,
Norma and Margaret. He stayed on the homestead
Granny Parkhouse and grandaughter, 1917.

for a while, then became janitor at the North Battleford Collegiate and other schools. Several years
later he moved to Victoria and was gardener at the
Legislative Buildings before retiring to Grenada.
Joyce's tw in, Derry, and Elsie never came to Canada.

Further Chapters of the Parkhollse Story
by Doris Anderson
"I wish Mum would come back". "She's been
gone a long time, I can' t think of anything to do, - !
don't want my toys, - sit on a chair and wait, - Oh,
hum' I'm so sleepy, should get on my bed. - don't
want to go behind that curtain. it's dark in that room
and lonely. guess I'll crawl under the carpet" - "Is
that someone calling·) - Oh. happy day' Mum's
back. guess I must have been asleep".
I can't have been very old when this happened, as
my parents always took me with them. Mum told me
how frightened she was, when she came back in the
house and got no ans\ver from me. finally finding me
asleep under the carpet.
My father, Frederick Basil Parkhouse, arrived in
Canada in April. 1912. joining the family on the
homestead at Molcwood. For a time he helped in
construction of some of the first buildings in North
Battleforcl. It was beginning to be a centre of trade at
the time.
My mother, Winifred Stannard, arrived in Cana-

Parkhouse brothers, left to right: Norman, Bertrand and Basil.
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referred to 1l1ts of people as I gre\v up as .. Her
Babics"', she had helped bring them into the world.
As a small child! recall spending time in strange
homes while Mum nursed thc occupants back to
health after a bout of typhoid, measles or perhaps flu.
They fanned at Mnlewood until 1944. thcn
moved to North Vancouver, B.C. Dad was employed
by Burrard Shipyards for a while, then bccame carctaker of some of the beautiful gardens in North Vancouver. tvlU111 followed her profession at North
Vancouver General Hospital. She became "'Special
on Call'" for accident victims anel later privately.
After retirement she again took up her hobby of
water-color and oil painting.
There are many happy memories of my childhood, !leeting though they are. Joy at a new pair of
shoes, made by Mum out of a piece of old coat, and
as I got more active, out of the backs of old leather
mitts. Sometimes only the soles were made out of
leather. These were sewn on a second-hand sewing
machine, bought at s0111eone's sale, when they left
the district. As I got older my clothes were made
from grown-ups discarded things. Mum's "nurses
cloak'" turned into a dress for me. When I was twelve
I had a coat made from an old soldier's coat with
black fur collar and cuffs and a band of black fur
around the bottom. The fur came from Mum's old
coat.
Some of the first clothing the early settlers acquired usually included a fur coat. Dad's was grey
and called a goat-skin, it seemed to last forever. The
men then graduated to what they called "sheepskins"
for outer wear. These had the hide with the wool
inside for the lining and a cotton drill-like cloth for
the outer cover. They hac! a wide collar that could be
turned up to protect the men's faces from the wind
and cold in the winter. Later they wore denim
smocks, similar to the jean jackets of today. Under
the smocks they wore jumbo sweaters, which were
thick coarse wool in a ribbed pattern, and the inevitable "bib-overalls".
On a lovely summer's day, joy of joys, I was to go
with Uncle Claude to the Narrows (Cochin). We
could buy supplies there, mostly groceries. I was not
yet old enough to go to school. i began when I was
six, but going from Dad's homestead (SW 22-48-15W3rd) which we had moved onto in 1920. Uncle was
driving an Indian pony and an ox. The ox trotted
along with the pony quite nicely. They were hooked
to a democrat. This democrat was like a buggy only
more heavily built, larger and longer. It had double
seats that were removeable, so that it could be used
for hauling light loads. It was equipped with springs
which a lumber wagon did not have. When we got to
the hills on the north side of Cochin, I was very

Mrs. Basil Parkhouse in her nurses uniform in North Vancouver.

da in 1914 from Hythe, Kent, England. She joined
her mother, Ruth Stannard, and brother, Joseph, who
lived on a farm at Hillside, Sask,
Their wedding in May, 1916 was the first in the
tiny church at Hyde Park. This church now (1979)
stands in the hamlet of Sandwith, still in use. Dad
was a member of the Orange Lodge at Hyde Park as
the years went by, also one of the early trustees of
Molewood school. For many years he was active in
the Glenbush Agricultural Society as secretary-treasurer.

Mum. who was a graduate nurse of St. George's
Hospital in London, England, found her services
always in demand during the pioneer years, She and
her sister, Mary Brandon, now ninety-five in North
Vancouver, who was also a nurse, helped many with
new babies and when someone was hurt or ill. Mum
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frightened as U DC le stopped the team and scouted
ahead to learn the best way to cross the swampy bank.
To get to the store \ve hac! to ford the creek near where
the concrete bridge now stands. The ox sunk deeply
in the 111ud one or two places and ! was afraid of
getting stuck. \Ve finally' made it across and as I don '£
remember the return trip, it must have been made
without incident.
In the mid~twenties a neighbor's daughter died
with diphtheria. so a Dr. Jackson came form North
Battleford (by carl to vaccinate ail of us at school to
prevent an epidemic. Her name was Irene David. I
don't remember any other cases. Otl',er epidemics
sLich as pink-eye the winter ()r 1926-27 ()ccLirred,
nearly ail the school children had it. There were
mumps and chicken pox, too, and the inevitable flu
and colds. Each wimer brought some sickness.
The houses were mostly made of round logs,
plastered. with moss to fill the cracks. The doors
were iii-fitting also the windows which would get
thick with frost and ice at night. during the cold
weather. In the day time as the fire warmed the
rooms, the ice at the top of the panes started to melt
and ran clown to the bottom making it thicker. It was
fun to write names in the frost.
The fuel used \vas wood. It was one of a farmer's
winter tasks. to cut down enough trees haul them
home and get a sawing outfit to come and cut them
into stove-wo()d lengths, enough to last until the
following winter. Somebody had to get up once or
twice at night to "stoke up". Many a morning the
blankets had frost on them from our breath.
When Johnnie Dodd sold out. Dad bought his
house which was in the Hyde Park area. Using horses
and sleighs and with the help of neighbors, the house
was moved to his homestead in the spring. As the
snow was melting they had a great cleal of trouble
crossing bare patches of ground. Finally on top of a
smail hili. they got stuck. so rather than raise the
house onto wagons. they decided to leave it where it
\vas. Although unoccupied no\v, it is in the same
place toclay. My parents plastered it inside and out
with clay that had chaff and ch()ppeci-up straw mixed
with it for a binder. The logs were stripped with
willow sapling up and down, the same idea as using
wire when stucco is put on a building today. The
strips of willow helped to hold the plaster in place.
When the clay dried it got very hard. As the years
went by continual driving rain in slimmer sometimes
loosened patches anci they fell off. then it would have
to be replaced. Eventually it got a lime-wash on the
outside. 1 think they mixed unslack lime with the
clay, added water to a consistency of thin paint and
using a wiele coarse brush. painted it allover. I don't
recail any patches coming off after that. Insiele was

plas[ered smooth and painted with white-wash,
which rubbed offwhen anyone leaned against it. The
whitewash was a powder, purchased in boxes and
mixed with \vatcr. Some bright soul discovered it
eould be mixed with skim-milk (milk with all the
cream removed). To make a very nice white they
added washing-blueing. This mixture did not rub off
as easily. Following this came calcimine (in colors).
After the initial plain color was allowed to dry a
second and somctincs a third color was used for
stippling.
Some enterprising young people painted their
home" front-room" a deep blue, then taking a turkey
foot, found outside from the Xmas turkey, proceeded
to put turkey tracks in white allover the walls in ail
directions.
Tom and Neil Purdy came to live with us. They
were straight from Scotland. Mom and Dad moved
anel built partitions in the house to make a second
bedroom, which took in part of the kitchen and front
room. They were a young couple who stayed for a
while and then moved on. encling up in North Vancouver. This second bedroom was also used by Miss
W. R. Johnson. who boarded with us for a year, when
she came from England to teach at Molewood School
in 1923. After that a young cousin, Stanley Parkhouse, was sent from England for Dad to make "a
man" of. He also was given the spare bedroom until
he decided to move on. Eventually one wall was
taken down anci moved making a small bedroom for
me at the end of he kitchen, the other wall had a door
way cut into it making an entrance into the front
room. At the same time a "dumb waiter" was added
to the kitchen cupboard. This was a small upright
cupboard suspended from a pulley by a rope. On the
other end of the rope was a weight. allowing us to
raise or lower the cupboarci into the cellar (basement). We put foods that needed to be kept cool in
this. such as butter and milk and cream, etc. There
were no such things as ice boxes or refrigerators or
freezers in those days.
At a later date an ice house was built. When the
ice got fifteen or twenty inches deep on the lake, the
men had a "bee" putting up ice. Several neighbors
gathered, chopped a hole in the ice and then using a
long saw \\.'ith coarse teeth, made for the purpose,
proceeded to cut out blocks. These they loadecl on
sleighs and hauled home. Large tongs were used to
handle the block. When they reached their destinations the ice was dropped into a hole in the ground
under a building ami surrounded by about three feet
of sawdust. When it was all in piace. pails of water
were thrown over it. With the thermometer many
degrees below zero Fahrenheit it was soon a solid
block. Then the top was also covered with sawdust.
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The nour sacks were put through a lengthy process of bleaching to get the letters and other colouring
out. Each housewife had her own special tricks.
Robin Hood was a popular nour. It had a very colourful figure on one side of the bag with printing. Many
beds were covered with sheets made from flour
sacks. usually the ones the colour didn't all come (Jut
of. It took five bags to make one sheet. The fifth one
being split in half and added at the bottom for extra
length. Until the forties the flour bags made the bulk
of the women's and children's underclothing. At that
time, sugar also came in 100 pound cotton bags.
These were sturdier and white, the printing being on
a strip of paper wrapped around the outside. Sugar
bags were usually used for pillow cases. very often
with pretty designs stamped and embroidered on
them. During the thirties and later the nour was put
into print bags with no lettering on them. The problem then was to collect enough bags of one design to
make a dress. They were one yard wide by one and a
quarter yard long. a dress needed three. When we
had one odd bag in a desired pattern it was turned into
a blouse or a dress for a little girl, unless required for
something else.
A breaking plough was useel to break up the
prairie sod. followed by a discing. Usually the farmer
walked behind. driving the horses and holding the
plow handles to balance it. The discs chipped up the
sod, turned over by the plow. Then the roots and
rocks were picked by hand, placed in a wagon with a
low box, made for the purpose from planks and

In the summer time after separating the cream from
the milk. the icc-house was an excellent place to keep
it sweet and fresh.
The creamery paid two or three cents more a
pound butter-fat for sweet cream. When making butter on the farm. the cream had to be removed from the
ice about 24 hours before churning: if at a too-cold
temperature it sometimes took nearly all day to turn
into butter. Needless to say. the job of churning was
often mine. The advent of the "cream truck" in the
30's relieved us of that buroen. Most of us sold our
cream and bought butter on the return trip. There was
a Burns Creamery in North Battleford and Medstead.
finally the Co-op owned both and manufactured butter for sale.
In the very early days of farming butter was made
at home from the surplus. This and the eggs gathered
were traded at the store for groceries. The sale of
butter and eggs became a farmer's wife's spending
money. As the population grew so did the market.
Before the stores sprang up locally with the coming of the railroads our mail and supplies were
"freighted" from North Battleford. Often the "mail
man" was not careful enough and a sack of !lour
would get too close to a can of coal oil (kerosene).
consequently getting tainted. The flour was put into
100 pound bags. Most often the cend-oil cans had a
small potato stuck over the spout or rolled up piece of
newspaper made into a cork. because the cap had
been lost. Thus the problem of t,tinted groceries in
the load.
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hauled to the fence line or at least the edge of the
field. Then the ground was floated and harrowed to
level it for the seed. Before the seeder was invented,
the grain, usually wheat and oats was broadcast by
hane!. Once again the land had to be harrowed to
cover the seed. Some pioneers not having a set or
harrows, dragged brush over the ground instead. The
brush would be the tops of willows and poplar. A
sulky plough was used for reworking the soil after the
crop had been taken off, or the following spring
before seeding. Following the sulky plough was the
gang plough which made two or three furrows at a
time covering more ground in each trip up the field.
In mid-summer "prairie wool" and slough hay
were cut. allowed to dry, then raked and stacked with
a s\veep.
One day riding on the sweep, I lost my balance
and fell into the hay getting rolled around and
scratched, I was more scared than hurt, by the time
my parents got the teams stopped. This sweep was
about fifteen to twenty feet long, made of two heavy
long logs, held together with cross pieces (see illustration). The ends had two short logs, one joined
to each top and bottom and coming to a point to
which double trees were fastened, for hooking the
horses onto. The ends were made to swivel either
way so that when the bunch of hay was swept up to
the previous load, the horses could not be brought
around and returned back in the opposite direction.
As I grew older and stronger, I took Mum's place
helping Dad and becoming the "chore boy" when I
wasn't in school. By this time she was busy with my
two sisters, Joan and Ruth. They are ten and twelve
years younger than I.
I learned to drive the horses, to harrow with a
four horse outfit, ancl to rake hay in the summer
holidays. At harvest time I learned how to stook the
sheaves, that came from the binder, even to using a
fork when we grew barley. Later in the fall I helped
pitch the bundles from the rack, while Dad stacked
them for feed for the animals in the winter. For a few
years we grew suntlowers, which we chopped with a
hand-run feedcutter, into a silage pit. I took my turn
on the handle of that too. I tried putting a "roof" on a
stack a few times, but diehl't place the sheaves just
right. so was relieved of the task.
When the snow was deep in the winter, the wild
prairie-chicken and partridge would land on the
stacks of sheaves to get the grain for food. Consequently traps were set and I learned how to wring
their necks to kill them. They gave us a change of
meat. from beef and pork. The animals were butchered early in the winter, cut up and stored in a barrel,
covered with snow for use on the table. Never part of
my job, "thank goodness".

Tovv'ard spring when the \veather \varmed and
everything began to melt. any meat that was left, \vas
cut into small pieces. put into glass jars and boiled in
a wash boiler for three hours, to seal. The jars of mcat
were used as summer meat. As supplies becamc
morc easily' obtained, the hams and bacon \vcrc dry
salted and cured for summer use.
During the hungry thirties we cleaned our o\\/n
v/heat and ground it for porridge. Putting it through a
small hand grinder, t\\/o or three times to make it nice
and fine. By sifting ow the coarsest granules we \vere
able to use some of it with white flour for brown
bread.
This reminds me. that I was told, during the Firs!
World War (1914-1918) flour was rationed and for
every 100 pound sack of white nour used, they were
compelled to use 20 pounds (not rolled) of oatmeal
for baking bread. This made a fairly heavy and substantial loaf of good f1avm.
Our school year began in March and ended with a
concert two or three days before Christmas. The last
month was spent in preparation and practise for the
event. We all thoroughly enjoyed it as rules were
relaxed. We were allowed to move around and help
one another make decorations. learn parts in plays,
etc.
Mr. Kunz and Mr. 81ixrud always brought a big
spruce tree, to be set up and decorated. The decorating was usually done the night befme the concert by
some parents and the teacher. The tree usually reached nearly to the ceiling. One year the tree was too
high to stand up in the school r00111 so Mr. Jaeger ami
Mr. Kunz had to cut a piece off the bottom, before
nailing it to the floor. The school board supplied the
nuts, candy and oranges, they were bagged before
the arrival of Santa Claus, which was always the
highlight of the event. Sometimes the concert was
followed by a dance. Each year brought a different
Santa arranged beforehand. We felt very old and
wise when some little tot remembered Santa wasn't
so fat last year and was taller, too.
Money to buy the candies, etc. was raised by
holding dances. masquerades or box socials. At a
box social the ladies made fancy baskets filled with
"goodies" for lunch. They were auctioned off to the
highest bidder. Many a young man paid a high price
for his lady-friend's basket rather than let another
have "supper" with her. Bids were "run up" purposely sometimes for spite orjealousy orjust to raise
money.
At all the dances the sponsoring group supplied
the coffee, usually made by Mrs. Blixrud, because
she lived close to the school. it was someone's responsibility to go to her house and pick it up just
before midnight when lunch was served. She kept it
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sev,!ing. run as an Extension course from the Unj'l./cl'siry of Saskatchewan. 'This was also government

on the back of her stove to keep it hot until needeu.
The ladies' admission to the dances was a contribution to the lunch. Thc men all paid 25 ccnts.
Beforc Moicw()od school was built parties and
dances \vere held in people's homes. They "vere not
money raising affairs, just a form of entertainment
and an excuse for a visit and get together. On a given
night. furniture \vas moved out of the front room. or
the largest r00111 in the house, sometimes put outside:
rugs werc rolled up and the neighbors all gathered.
lVlusic for uancing was a fiddle and guitar with sorneone re!ieving \vith an accordion or mouth organ.
Very often the parties lasted all night with a second
lunch being served about 5 a.m. As it started to get
daylight the children were awakened. They were
always put to sleep on top of coats on the beds or the
1100r. cupboards or anywhere the space was availahle. When they arrived home the men went to the
barn to take care of the horses they had been driving
ancl do the morning chores. The women. meanwhile.
put the children to bed. usually still in their outdoor
clothes. lighting fires and getting ready for the day
ahead.
I finished my grade eight in 1931. that year we
had departmental examinations in a few selected
centers. I had never written an exam before. We were
always promoted to the next grade when we had
completed the curriculum ancl knew what we were
meant to. I had to go the Glenbush and stay with
friends for a week or so. Eventually 1 received my
diploma. There was no possible way then. for me to
go to high-school. The only boarding school was in
Battleford and being the beginning of the "hungry
thirties" money was not available. Dad's wheat that
year was worth as little as 16 cents a bushel at the
lowest. eggs 5 or 6 cents a dozen. less than S2.()0 for
a 5-gallon can of cream. As a result no high-school
education for me. By 1934 I was able to obtain
second-hand books and a used correspondence
course by going to school and follo\ving the course 1
was able to complete my grade nine. The teacher was
not to teach me but could supervise and help after
school hours if I was stuck. The ratepayers felt she
would be neglecting the public school students if she
helped us (Jim Kunz was also doing correspondence)
during regular hours. The winter of 1936-37 once
again a corresponcience course: I tried to complete
my grade ten but without help. This finally fizzled
out as I couldn't keep up doing the lessons at home.
That year the Government gave a farmer $5.00 a
month to board an unemployed person and that person. $5.00 a month to help the farmer. This scheme
lasted each winter until War broke out in 1939. The
unemployed then joined the services.
In November I'J3g I was accepted for a course in

sponsored. So for five months .l learned to se'vv. do
handicrafts and had physical training at the Lutheran
College in Outlook. Sask. There were fifty of us.
Twenty-five learnt to cook and the rest learnt dressmaking. We slept t\VO to a room in the college dormitory, on the third floor. The pranks \A/ere many and

varied.
In the spring I returned home to help vvith farm
work, until I \vas married to \Villiam Anderson in
November !940.

More Parkhouse History
by Joan Biixrud
One warm summer day 1934, Dad came into the
house. and said he was going to Mason's store in
Sandvvith. Mum was to get her store list ready. "Can
I gO too')". I asked. Dad didn't hear Ille on his way
o~t the door. so I ran aftcr him. calling. "Can! go
too')" In my haste. I fell over the chopping block at
the wood pi Ie. breaking my right arm ncar the elbow.
I was seven when that happened. Mother. being a
nurse. put my arm in a sling. Oh. how it hurt. when I
dressed or undressed. I missed six weeks of school.
durino which time the familv tried to teach me to
write "'with my left hanel. bl;t to no avail. I don't
remember anything before that.
I do remember. one Christmas day when Mother,
Dad. my two sisters. Doris and Ruth and L dressed in
our warmest coats. toques. and mitts. that Mother
had knit for us. piled into the sleigh box. It was halffilled with straw which we covered with a horse
blanket. then sat down and covered up with another
horse blanket. Dad started the team and we were off.
eight miles to our cousin's house at Hillside. for
Christmas dinner. In places the snow was too deep for
the horses. so Dae! unhitched the team. drove them
through the drifts to make a road. then hitched them
to the~ sleigh again. Then they coule! pull the sleigh
and us through the big deep snow drifts. We arrived
in time for dinner. too.
While there. we usually went skating or sleigh
riding (they only had one home-made wooden
sleigh) using large pieces of cardboard. or anything
that would slide down the hill. At home. Ruth and I
had an old oval enamel bath tub that went round and
round down the hill. after we had a hard-beaten track
for it. (Editor's note) Incidentally the tub was the one
they were bathed in as babies. My sister and I shared
a pair of skates, also a pair of skis.
On warm winter nights I sometimes walked the
mile to the creek. ncar Molewood School and skated
there. or later on a rink the men and youths had made
where they had hockey games and skating on Sun847

order to have some money to spend at the picnic The

Municipality paid a bounty of one cent for gopher
tails. We took the C1'O\V5 and magpie eggs and legs to
school where the teacher paid the bounty. She then
threvv" the legs into the large, wood-burning barrel
hemer. Some urthe boy!s. seeing that the stove \vasn't
burning, vvouJd sneak the legs out while the teacher
was out of the room. and re-seU them again. It \vasn't
long until the teacher caught on to this. After that the
legs were burned.
If we had 25 cents on picnic day. we were
wealthy. We ran races. jumped and competed for icc
cream or some other treat. After a bal! game. in
which everyone took part. the picnic ended with
coffee and lunch.
t learned to dance at about tv./clve at home parties. That's another thing the cousins taught me.
In the summer months student ministers held
Sunday school services in Molewood School: Ruth
and I usually attended.
1 learned to swim at an early age. There were two
lakes between our horne and my cousins at Hillside.
We walked in the summer. Since it was shorter to go
across country, we sometimes swam the lakes, crossing at the shallowest part. One or two would walk
around the lake. and carry the shoes and clothes. The
rest swam across and waited on the other side for the
walkers. We then put on our shoes and walked to the
next lake. which was close to Brandon's house. the

Left to right: Mrs. Basil Parkhouse, Joan Blixrud, Ruth Dyrland, Doris Anderson, Basil Parkhouse, 1964. One of Mrs.
Parkhouse's paintings on the wall above her head.

days. I used to hate walking horne in the dark, with
coyotes howling. Each time it seemed they were
nearer and so usually I ran nearly all the way horne.
This probably helped me to win races at school sports
days'
I walked one mile to school for ten years. finishing my grade ten in 1944. Grades eleven and twelve
were taken by correspondence courses. The year I
took my grade eight we were without a teacher for
several weeks in the summer. so ! used to ride Mother's bicycle to Ward School twice a week. The teacher there helped me after school hours. ! liked school
and was anxious to pass my grades.
Mother. a graduate nurse. had many interesting
events take place at our home. Once a neighbour man
came for help. and as he had pulled his shoulder out
oI' joint. he was in great pain when he came. Mother
made him lie tlat on his back on the kitchen tloor. She
sat on the floor too. and put the heel of her foot into
his ann-pit and gave a big. hard push. it worked' His
shoulder went back into place and by the time he left.
his pain had gone too.
Sometimes expectant mothers had their babies at
our house. It was fun to help to give them a name.
Ruth loved to hold the new little bundles.
When Doris left home. it was my turn to help
with the chores. Getting the cows. milking. feeding
pail-fed calves. cleaning the barn. pumping water.
turning the fanning mill to clean grain. also grinding
wheat for porridge and flour.
In the summer time, Ruth and I used to walk a
mile south of us, to Hume:S. where we went swimming in McGregor Lake (as it was known then).
Sometimes the young people held dances in the sancl
along the lake shore. There was also a ball diamond
at the lake and picnic grounds too. Sometimes the
school picnic was held there.
For weeks before the picnic we caught gophers
"nd collected crows and magpies eggs and legs. in

walkers again carrying: our clothes. I swam across
with the rest. Being the youngest in the group.l never
had to walk and carry the clothes. thank goodness.
! also remember walking in the cold. creek water.
scaring the fish up-stream where the boys (cousins)
waited to spear them. They dry-cured these fish. then
smoked them with willow-smoke. on the creek bank.
They were delicious to eat.
Somcthing else delicious to cat was a "wheat
pudding" my uncle Jim Brandon used to make. We
had to help piek the wheat over by hand. as only the
plumpest kernels were used. It was soaked for several
hours. The water was drained off. and milk. sugar.

raisins and nutmeg or cinnamon added: then it was
baked several more hours in a slow oven. It took a
long time to make. but was worth waiting foI'. It was
chewy with a nut-like flavour which we jllst loved to

eat.
Sometime arounc11936 they held music-festivals
in Sandwith Hall. with solo. choral and harmony
singing. The local school took part. I won top honours for solo singing in 1941 ancl1943. In 1942. Ferne
Walters and I won first in a duct. !n 1939 spons was
added to the Music Festival. Mlliewood. Lost Horse.
Ward. Sparrow Hill. Devonia ancl Hyde Park were
the schools that competed.
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Members recurd books 'vvere judged, also their

In 19441 "von a scholarship that would pi.ly my
tUltinn fcc to take my ~rack: cleven in North Battlcford. I declined the scholarship in LXI/or of getting
married to Ray!lllOnd B!ixrud. Vvie bought the Harry
Gale farm at a tax sale in jSLj.6, moved in that fall and
raised three daughters.
In 1950 I \vas elected to :he I'v'1ok\vood schoo!
board as secretary: a Job which I held umil 196:'.
During that time, I v,:as also <.l member of the
rv'kdstead Central .schoo! Boare! and helped org,mize
the Hyde Park Home and School Association. I rememhcr the first Trustees Convention I attended in
Ward School: I was [he only WOIlEIll there: the next
one 1 went to there were tvv'o other ladies present.
S!ovvly over the years a fe\v more women \\'cre elected to schoo! boards.

home-made halters. Then their calves \vere judged
for grooming. Shl)\Vmanship and best beef calf,

which could be a steer or heifer. They could also have
a heifer calf in the l-lcifer Project vvhich \vas to raise
a good beef animal for bret::cEng purposes.
Rihbons were given to all classes. then the calves

could be shown at the 4-H Beef sho\il,' and sale held in
North Battleford. Here they competed with other
clubs for the Grand Champion and Rt:serve Champion of the Sho\v. Most of the calves \,;'crc sold here.
!n 1956 Judy B Iixruc! showed a calf she had caHed
May. It was ten months old and weighed 70() pounds.
\\lhen sold at the sale in North Battlcrord she got the
top price of 17 cents a pound. After selling expenses
were deducted she had Xlliliert I'or herself.
[Viany a boy or girl could be seen crying their eyes

In 1955 Armand Desmarais. Molewood schoo!
trustee and district farmer. formed the Robinhooc! 4H calf club. There were ten members to begin with.
Floyd and Raymond Desmarais. Horace GoerKe.
Marcus Sanncrud. Paul and Henry Wallace, also Bob
Roulston. Violet and Russel Kahl and Judy Blixrud.
Later on Billy Sidebottom. Eilleen and Linda Blixrud. also Willie Wallace joined. The club lasted four
years. Members had to be ten years old to join. They
could feed any breed of beef animal that was born
after January hrst of the year preceding the year it

uut after having said "Good-bye" to their pet calf

when it was sold in the sale shovv' ring.
Our girls went to fvlo1ewood .schoo! until it closed
in 1958. then they attended school in Samlwith Hall.
until the Hyde Park Ccntral School in Sandwith was
ready for classes. They finished their high school in
Glenbush.

Further Parkhousl: Tales
hy Ruth I)yrlaml

was judged in competition. This meant an animal

I was born on May 8. 1929 on a farm at Molewood in northern Saskatchewan. Our nearest town
was called Sanclwith. only a small place. It had one
store. a gas pump and the rai lway station. I remember
running to see the train coming in. it scared all the
horses and the neighbours had a hard time to quieten
them, so they \vl.)llldn't run <l\va::/ \vith the wagon. It
\vas so nOISy".
i wasn't very old then, my nose \-vas the same
height as the candy counter. Our storekeeper, at that
time \vas Mr. Harold Mason. \\lhen he smv me looking at the candy.'. he gave me a piece.
A day in my life I will never forget is the day! got
lost. 1 was five years old, too young to go to schoo!'
The "\\/ood~cutters" were at our place, for it \\/as the
middle of winter. They had come to help my dad with
clltting his winter's wood, to last a YTar. Mother V\.'Us
busy making meals, baking bread. cakes etc. Joall
and Doris. my sisters, were getting ready for school.
! kept bothering Mum to let me go a little way with
theilL as I was getting in her way. Fina!l:'. she said I
could go part of the way. 011 we went. Soon one of
them said it \vas time to go back. took me back <l short
distance. and told me to foliow the tracks in the snow.
Somcho\\' I must have \\/andered onto a rabbit traiL
hecause the next thing I sa'v\' vv'as a building. from the
top of the hilll was on. Thinking it was the schooL I
just waited for my sisters.

could not he more than sixteen months old.
With help from club leaders and parents. the
members would pick the best ca!ffrom the herd when
they were \veaneu in the fall. It was tied in the barn.
with feed and water carried to it. curried and brushed
and with its feet trimmed. also halter broken to lead.
The calves were fed from fall until late May when the
Achievement Day was held in Robinhood sports
grounds. During the year members attended club
meetings monthly. kept record books. and learned all
about the beel' cattle business: how to pick a good
beef animal, to reed and care for it. They also learned
to make rope and leather halters. Club meetings were
held in members' homes. When the business was
over everyone went to the barn to sec the host member's calf. Lunch was served and members got home
in time to do the chores before supper.
What a busy time it was. the day before Achievement Day I The calves had to be washed and brushed.
trimmed and cleaned, as never before. Next morning
early. they were loaded into a truck and taken to the
sports grounds '0/here they "vere led around. and
gotten used to their surroundings before the youngsters could manage [hem. Fathers \.vere often called
on to help lead a frisky calf or a stubborn one. A tcnyear old child had quite a time to lead a 600 to 1000
pound animal. if it wasn't properly trained or tamed.
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going to school. One day coming home in [he '}/inter,
! froze both my ears and c!idn't knoltv it. tvlum put
coal~oi! on then] to bring the frost out. D'le! that hurn!
For lunch in the \vinter \Aie took turns carrying a
jam-pail of milk to schooL The teacher or one of the
older pupils muck cocoa: it was very good on cedd
days. \Vhen it \,\/LlS extremely cold we stayed hOlne;
thirty degrees belov,,.' was \\'arm enough for us io go.
t liked the summer time best as Vie had vucations
then. As I didn't have any brothers I always liked to
be outsiue. I helped Dad pick stones off the field and
helped him put in fence-posts around the pastures.
We didn't have tractors or big machinery like they do
no\v. Horses were used so the work took longer. I
remember one of my' jobs \vas to take refreshments to
Dad in the summer when it was hot, after I got home
from school. I took a bottle of beer, nice and cold
from the cellar. carrying it out to him very carefully.
As it was home-made. ! had to be careful not to shake
it. He really enjoyed the break, sat in the shade and
gave the horses a rest at the same time. As I did that
every day. the horses finally got wise. When they saw
me coming across the field, they stopped on their
own. I fell one day, so had to go back anel start all
over agall1.
We didn't have any "spending money" in those
clays. In fact very little money at alL what we got we
had to work for. I trapped gophers, and got one cent a
tail: they were very plentiful then and worried the
farmers. I picked "stinkweed". thistle, and other
weeds out of the cmp and got five cents a sack full.
We also collected crow and magpie eggs and legs.
One year, to earn some money we gathered buffalo skulls. Fertilizer was made out of them during
the War. On our land alone, we collected a wagonfull. The government paid us S20 for it.
My mother made all our clothes, winter and
summer. For our feet she knitted thick woollen socks,
and from the back of one of Dad's old leather mitts,
she cut a sole, and seweel it onto the socks. She also
made moccasins out of old coats: they were very
warm. Our dresses were made out of old "hanel-medowns" .
Mother was the only nurse around there, so she
brought a lot of babies into the worlel. She also helped
neighbours through a bout of 'flu or many other
illnesses. When she did this, Joan and I took turns at
home. One day she would stay at home, the next day!
would. Mum seldom got paid money for her good
deeds: it was always with a horse, calf or pigs, or
chickens or even garden vegetables. We raised lots of
chickens and turkeys and had our own vegetable
garden.
One linle incident I remember well was old Tom
Turkey. He was a friendly bird, until I wore a red tam

Ruth Parkhouse and Clifford Dyrland on their wedding day.

Later in the afternoon, when Joan and Doris got
home, Mum asked where! was. When she realized I
hadn't been at school all day, she tolel Dad I was
missing. All the men stopped work and started to
look for me. They went from farm to farm. By this
time it was getting dark and the building! thought
was the school happened to be Mr. and Mrs. Kunz's
farm house. They were close neighbours. Their son
Jim had some anima1 traps set on the hill and seeing
me moving up and clovvn, he figured he had caught
something in one of his traps. He was very surprised
when he found me there. ! told him I was waiting for
my sisters to come out of school. He took me to his
home and then went to tell Mum where I was. Dad
drove over to get me and I was very glad to get home,
and waS I hungry' The woollen mitts Mum had
knitted for me had no thumbs left. I had chewed them
off. I got a good scolding and ended up with a very
bac! case of ·croup'.
Molewood was the school I went to: just one
room and there were grades one to ten. about twenty
pupils then. I remember w,ltching some of the older
boys that sat near the window. When the teacher's
back was turned, putting work on the blackboard for
them, they would crawl out of the window. When she
went out to look for them. they crawled back inside
again. Sometimes they all "took off" and went fishing. The creek was close to the school.
! only had to walk one mile across country when
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He had been in the arm)" and overseas during the 'vVaro
was discharged in 1945.
We have four children, Ernie. thirty-one, Beverley, thirty, Sharon, twenty-eight. Janet. twenty.
Three nre married, Janet is noL vVe also have four

to school. It must have been that tam, for he left me

alone when I wasn't wearing it. One day, coming
from school I forgot to take it otT ane! hide it. As I
passed by the barn, out he came, gobbling his head
off. The only safe place for me was the wood-pile, so
up I went and he right after me. I started throwing
chunks of wood at him. Finally he got tired, so down
the other side I went, and ran for the house. One day I
spent longer than usual in the "Out House" because I
forgot to take that tam orf.
Our neigbor, Mr. Chris Blixfud and his boys
made an ice-rink near the creek where they lived. All
the neighbor boys came and played hockey on it. We
got a chance to skate on it as well, when there was no
one playing hockey. The creek was fun to skate on
too when it was frozen harel. We fished there in the
summer as well. To this day my niece goes fishing
there and has good luck.
One year we were infested with potato bugs. If
left alone they would destroy a field of potatoes
overnight. I got a can ancl stick and knocked them
into the can of water. The young were orange with a
black stripe clown the back. The adults were grey in
color, and had a hard shell; they could fly as welL
They started from the eggs the adults laid.
In 1939 when the King and Queen came to Canada, Dad took us to Saskatoon. That was a big day for
us. We also had a chance to visit an Uncle and Aunt
and our cousins. That's about the last thing I can
think of before we left for the coast.
Dad sold the farm in 1944 and I went out to the
coast with them. I was fourteen then. My oldest
sister, Doris was married and Joan was married just
after that, so, being the youngest, I had to go. It was a
big change for all of us. Dad finally got work in the
ship yards in North Vancouver and Mum continued
with her nursing in North Vancouver General HospitaL I went to school to try and finish my year out. It
was too difficult as the schools were so big compared
to my school back in Molewooel.
I found work in the fish country, packing fish, I
had put my name in several places for work but with
such a low education it was hard. I also worked on
raspberry farms in the Fraser Valley for one summer
with a bunch of girls that Manpower sent out. After
that I worked as a "governess", where you live in, I
finally got work in the North Vancouver Hospital,
where Mum was working. I enjoyed that and it was
nice to be on the same floor with my mother. I had
helped her on the prairie when some of the patients
came to our house. It was more convenient for her
that way. I also got a lot of help from her if I couldn't
understand some of the medical terms,
In 1948 I was married to Clifford Dyrland, He
was born in southern Sask. ! met him in Vancouver.

grandsons. They all Eve in B.C. Ernie and family at
Pon Coquitlmn. The rest a!llivc in North Vancouver.
Cliff and I now live in Edmonton, Alberta.

The Clarence Pattison Family
Clarence and Elizabeth Pattison have rour children, Erna, Margaret. Raymond and Edna. They
moved to Birch Lake area from what is now kno\\.ill as
Donavon, to farm in 1933. Son Leslie \vas born in
1938. Later they moved to Meclstcacl where they
opened a Cafe. They later sold to Leo .lolly in 1949.
Clarence passed away in 1946. Raymond joined the
Army and was killed in action in 1944. Leslie joined
the Air Force and passed away in 1976. Erna married
Vern Britton and now lives in Lioydminster,
Saskatchewan. Margaret married Rae Leslie and
lives in Burnaby B.C. Mrs, Pattison now resides in
Burnaby, B.C. also.

Leslie Pattison joined the air force in 1956. Deceased 1978.

The H. K. Pauls Family
by Cornie Pallis
My parents moved here from Hepburn, Susk, by
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jcam to Glenbush in June of 19.~7. Dad bought
C.PR. bush land, one-half scctiOlL 5 rnilcs south of
Glenbusb. No building on the place. They stay!cd at d
neighbor's place in a cattle shed. half full ofrnanurc.

They put hay' over the manure and that

\\'£lS

fan of 1927. 11 \vas dark when 1 got to Glenbush so I
stay;.::u over night in [he hotel. [vir;.;, Caner ran the
hotel and [vir. Carter ran the lumberyard. Brother
Dave C~trne to Glenbush just before Christmas in ! 927
froHl Mervin. In winter \Ne cut bush and hauled logs
frum about 25 miles north, vVe arc bush rabbits the
first winter. 1sold rabbit skins for 7 cents a piece, but
fwd to take store goods in trade. Dad and I dug a \vell
66 feet by hane!. it \vas a dry hole. Next winter Me
Sclent from Bclbune \vitchccl us a spot. \,Ale dug 77
fed and got good \,vatcr. In the spring of 1926 1 went
looking for \\.'ork. Themai! was hauled by team and
sleigh by Sylvesrcr Perry. He also took passengers
along. He charged me t\vo dollars to North Battlcford. ! walked behind the sleigh all the way. In

their

abode. The ('nuking "vas cLmc outside.
Dad built a log house and broke 17 acres thc first
year. Mother plastered the house vlith mud and
\vhitc-\vashcd it. John, Abe. Pele and George \vem to
H:vde Park Schoo!. The teachers ll,-lllle at that time
"vas tv1iss Duris Bn.light\Velght. In time she ran away
with young Gordon \V110 had the John Dccr dealership in Glcnbush.
Then Selmer Olson took over the teaching at
Hyde Park School. Selmer did {cach the children to
play rnllsical instruments, hut teachers' 'wages were
so high he could not afford pants. In later years IVlL
Churchill took over the job.
lVly dad \,vas a very early riser. He got the CO\·\'S
frorn [he pasture in the mornings: but \,ve had a
neighbor three-quarters of a mile north of us that
some mornings had our CO\VS milked befon-: dad got
theIn home.
Dad beiicvccL too, in saving energy (that was
oats) in those years but he also believed by using the
whip. No energy problem. Oats in the 30\ sold as

1929 they started to build a railroad: the short cut

from Glenbush to North Battleford. I worked at that a
while but come harvest, I worked for lvor Soderberg
at Buffalo lake. On wet days, ! had all kinds of jobs
like picking potatoes. b/Oi was liberal with his refreshments and some times a small stone and a potato
looked so much alike.
In the early thirties, people went to Birch Lake in
the spring to catch fish for their summer meal, put
them in salt brine and smoked them.
Sister Annie worked for Mrs. Bill Doidge as
house aid. Mr. Bill Doidge had a store in G!enbush.
In 1930 Annie and Bill Friesen moveci to Manitoba.
Brother Dave farmed from 1933-40. He went to
B.C. His girl friend was there. So he stayed in B.C.
and was married to Helena Kapp. They had one
child, a girl, and in June of 1958, the whole family
\vere murdered in Vancouver.
Brother Henry moved to B.C. in 1937.
Brother Jolm started farming north east of Sandwith in 1939. He rented land from Bert, Dorothy and
Louie Nicholas. Arounci 1934 he bought the farm
from John Derksen, two and one-half miles south of
Bournemouth. John married Elsie Martens of Rabbit
Lake in June of 1946. They have four boys and one
girl. The summer of 1976 he passed away in Rabbit
Lake Hospital. His son, Bob, took over the farm.
Brother Abc moved to Glenbush from Mildred in
1952. His line of work is carpenter and now he works
for the Medstead School Unit. His wife Ruby, looks
after the Glenbush School and the Mennonite
Church.
Brother Pde joined the airforce in 1939-45. In
1945 Pete started to learn as mechanic, later he was a

iow as one-hail' a cent per bushel.
I came to Glenbush by train from Turtleford in

Cornie Pauls hauling ties from Soderberg's Mill, Birch Lake
siding to Medstead, 1936.

pilot. Pete :-;tarted

J.

garage business in Glenbush

arounci 1949.
My parems moved out to S.c. in 1945 . Brother
George took over the farm, poor crops, George could
not make enels meet. Some years Dad had to send
money to pay taxes. So around 1950 George moved

Mrs. H. K. Pauls, whitewashing her house. Aug., 1934.
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to Kelowna, B,C, and the farrn was sold to Pett':r
Klippenstein. I started to farm in 1935 on rented land
froIn Mrs. Larson. In 1936 ! rented from John Tady.
crop was poor, the gophers made high\vays through
the rields. :r~ldy shippee! a cow and they wanted 48"
rnore to pay the freight. in 1937 I rented iand from
Joe Waters. one mile north of Artichoke Schooi, aiso
dry that summer. Anson Pushor lived one-ha1f mile
east. He atc more 1l1eals at my place than at his home.
Jack and Jim Cassidy had a threshing outfit. !
worked for them in 1935 harvest. Jack was ok. but
Jim was only interested in lunch. In the winter of' 36
and '37 I worked for Ivo!' Soderberg at Birch Lake
siding with my team, piece work. Fourteen tearns
hauled railroad ties to Medstead - 7« per tie. Everyone watered the horses at Bob Orr's place. We also
hauled saw logs out of the bush to camp. Eiling
Kramer was tail sawyer in i937 at the mill. There was
another fellow there who dished out dirt to everybody. but the last working days in the spring. Kramer
squared up with him. Kramer hit him so hard he
buried his face in the saw dust. Kramer picked him up
like you pick up a kitten and gave him some more.
Yes. he had it coming.
I got my call to the Army in 1942 and in 1944. I
was out. I was stationed at Tofina. B.C. as antiaircraft gunner. It took 6 men to operate - 40mm.
In 1963 I married Mrs. Herb Janzen. We lived in

Gknbush. She had a small store. 1 vV'orkcd out a:; a
carpenter. In the fall of 1066 she sold her lot. store
and huuse by auction and v/c moved to North B~!t

tieford. She could make more babysitting than running the store in Glenbush. Hovv' rnan)"' stures do you
sec in Glcnbush tlKby'!
In

spring on 1067 I hou!;ht /\bc Klassen \;

farm through the V. L. A., the fonner Gus Zimmer
place, a quarter section and i f1 November or that year
\ve moved onto the place and that's \\'11e1'c

\!.,'C

arl;

today.

The George Pauls

!'~lm'n

George and l\tary Pauls
Vv'c moved to Gknbush in 1927. tviary/ \\'ith her
parents. the N. H. Paulses. and I with my parents. the
H. K. Paulses. tvhlr}l's parents and my parents were
not related. Mary attended Artichoke School. I attended Hyde Park School. Our wedding. July -"0,
1945. in the Mennonite Brdi'rren Church. Glenbllsh.
Mary's father. Reverend N. H. Pauls officiating.
We made our home on my' dad's farm, five rniles
south of Glenbush. S V, Sec. 33, TAB. R-14, W3rd
which we rented from the fail of 1945 to April !l)S8.
Farm work was done with horses; travel by horses
and vvagon or sleigh.
Olive was born in the North Battleford Hospitai
in September, 1946. after the first snowfall. The crop
was standing in stooks.

The George Pauls family, July 1,1979. Back L.-R.: Rachael, Wilf, and Pearl, Erick Dueck, Charmaine, Lois, Thea, Robert. George
and Mary. Martha and Reuben, Leanne and Olive. Tom Johnston. Front: Steve and Colleen.
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It was very small but had a homey atmosphere, The
neighbors thought our home was very nice because
we had painted our two small rooms and the neighbors had mud walls which were whitewashed, while
some had theirs papered with newspapers and funnies. In summer Abe would do carpentry work,
Three of our children were born in Mildred. After ten
ye,lrs, we moved to Cater in July 1952, where Abe
helped build Mr, Jake Dickman's store. In September
we moved to the town of Glenbush into a small threeroom house with our three children, The house had
been moved into town from the farm, We built a
small garage which was also the shop to do carpentry
work and a small barn for our two cows, So we had
our own milk for the family. Some of the feed we
bought and oat sheaves were given to us, Abe did
carpentry work and helped along in the church, I
made a big garden, so we had our own vegetables for
our family, In 1954, we buili three rooms onto our
house, so we had a little more room, By 1963 we had
six children.
The children all went to school in Glenbush, The
oldest two graduated in Glenbush from grade twelve,
But then the high school children were taken by bus
to Medstead.
Gloria, our oldest daughter is married to Chuck
Storey and they live in B.C Leo and his wife, Elaine,
and their two children live in Truro, Nova Scotia, and
he is teaching there. Ron and his wife, Jean, have a
little girl and live near Medstead on the old Isaac
Bergen farm, and they farm, Stan ahd his wife,
Connie, and their son live at Belbutte, He is a cabinet
builder and farms a little beside, David is still at
home, Joanne, our youngest daughter, is at home and
is in grade eleven,
We just got running water into our house two
years ago, Till then we carried our water from the
town well and had a small cistern for soft water. Now
the nine families that live in Glenbush have all got
running water, We still have a school in Glenbushgrades one to six, a post office and two elevators and
the Mennonite Brethren Church of which Abe is the
minister, During the week Abe works as a maintenance man for the Medstead School Unit. I do janitor
work for the schooL We both have helped along with
4-H in the community.

Reuben was bom in April, 1948, at home. The
ski-equipped air ambulance arrived too late. Our
crop in 194R was dried out so I went to Henribourg.
Albertville. and Meath Park, Saskatchewan, for harvest and fall work. Fall work at fifty cents an hour, In
1949 we bought aJohn Deere "rd" tractor (v,:hich we
still have).
Wilfred joined our family in November, 1950,
and Lois in May, 1956,
It was my pleasure to be choir director in the
Mennonite Brethren Church for thirteen years, as
well as Sunday school teacher. Mary was pianist and
Sunday school teacher.
Our auction sale was April 14, 1958, and we
moved to Kelowna, British Columbia, Theo was
born in Kelowna in November, 196(), Robert. a
chosen son, in June, 1965,
Olive is a dietary technician, married to ThOlnas
Johnston, Oliver, British Columbia, They have a
one-year-old daughter. Leanne, Tom works for the
Co-op Fruit Union,
Reuben is an associate pastor in Winnipeg, Manitoba, He is married to Martha Schulz of Lethbridge,
Alberta. They have two children, Colleen and Steven.

Wilfred is a school teacher. He married Pearl Reimer of Kelowna, They have one daughter. Rachael.
At present Wilf is teaching at The Canadian Forces
Base, Lahr, W. Germany, for a two-year term,
Lois is a housewife, married to Erich Dueck, a
drywall applicator. They have one daughter, Chmc
mame.

Theo is a heavy-duty mechanic, apprentice at
Fort St. John, British Columbia,
Robert is attending Kelowna Senior Secondary
School.
My wife, Mary, works part-time as a homemaker, and my trade is carpenter.
Submitted by - George Pauls, 841 Churchill
Court, Kelowna, British Columbia, VIY 8J4, Telephone: 763-8724.

Abram Henry Pauls
Abram Henry Pauls was born in Russia, He immigrated to Canada along with his parents in 1923,
They settled at Blaine Lake before moving to the
Glenbush district in 1927, In 1935 he went to Bethany
Bible Institute in Hepburn where he spent five years.
While there he met Rubina Quiring of Dalmeny and
they were married on June 17, 1943.
We moved to Mildred, Sask, where he started a
public school and taught for ten years and on Sundays we had Sunday School and services, Abe built a
log cabin with some help. The main floor was the
classroom and the upstairs were our living quarters,

Peter H. Pauls Family
Peter H, Pauls married Nellie Thaveson in 1949,
Peter operates the garage in Glenbush,
They have five children,
Victoria Bernice, born on April 4, 19S(). She
married Alvin Kahl on November 6, 1970, They had
three children, Justin, Shawn (now deceased) and
Alison, They live on Fred Kahl's farm,
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mouth. Clarksdale and Rabbit Lake districts. In
1957 Hartly Moore took over the school bus and with
the years the roads improved. He drove the bus from
1957-1974.
As well as Ben, our oldesL v/ho lives in RegirHL
\VC have Bob \\1110 is married to June Sawchyn and
lives on the home farm. \Vayne is married to Linda

Terry Brian. born on February 25. 1952. He
married Sharlene Sander froJll North Battleford on
June 14. 1975. They have one daughter. Melanie.
They live in North Battleford. Terry works in Canadian Tire and Sharlene in the Credit Union.
Alan Joe. born on August 13. 1953. He married
Hazel Gibson formerly from Rockhavcn. June 24.
1978. They now live in LJoydminster. Albena. Alan
works in the Drafting Department at Nelson Lumber.
His wife is manager of Leeds Fabrics.
Bruce Wayne. born on February 7. 1958. now
lives in Saskatoon. Jeanette Maureen. born April 29.
1963. living at home and attending high school m
Medstead.

Hrync\vich from Rabbit Lake and lives in Spirit\\'oocL Peter is marr'ied to \Vendy Soderberg and they
now live at Brock. Judy lives at home in Rabbit Lake.

Nicolai Henry Pallis
by Peter N, Pauls
My parents C<lIne to Glenbush. Saskatchewan in
1927. It was in 1925 that my parents left central
Russia, the province of Ufa. They arrived in Quebec
in .June of 1925 and then came to Rosthern, Sask.
From here we came to Waldheirn and with several
other families lived in a farm house. In this exodus
my parents were joined with two of mother's family.
Uncle Peter Wiens. who then was seventeen years of
age. and Aunt Margaret (Mrs. John Enns). The reason for our coming to Canada was the result of the
Russian Revolution.
After a brief stay of two years at Waldheim. we
came to Glenbush. It was in this short stay at Waldheim when we experienced deep sorrow through the
loss of two of my brothers. Here Tina was born and
she joined us in our trek to Glenbush.
In the spring of 1927 a railroad car was loaded
with some of the belongings that we. and the Henry
Kroeker family. had accumulated. My dad went
along to milk the cows and probably feed the pigs and
chickens. while Mr. Henry Kroeker and his nephew
John Toews took the horses with wagons from Waldheim to Glenbush. The women and children were put
on a model T Ford and made this long trip of one
hundred miles in one day. We arrived at Monpetites
who lived close to Long Lake. and from here we
t1nally came to our new place which then was Gus
Kennedy's farm. and was located four miles east and
a mile and a half north of Glenbush. just a half mile
north of Mike Weldon.
Here we lived till 1930 when we moved into our
new house built on the N.EYI49-14-W3. This quarter had no cultivated land and every acre that was put
under cultivation was done by my parents. Some was
done by hiring a man who broke land with a tractor
on steel wheels or by horses and a breaking plow.
It was from this place, located four miles from
Artichoke, that I personally commuted back and
forth. mostly by horses. to complete my grade eleven. ! treasure many of these experiences. though
throughout poverty and sickness there was always
enough to eat, a warm place to stay, and loving

John Pauls
by Elsie Pailis
In 1946 ! married John Pauls who farmed in the
Bournemouth district. Mrs. Guest had the store in
Bournemouth at that time. Later she sold it to Ed and
Elsie Skow.
In 1954 our oldest son. Ben. started school in
Rabbit Lake. Ed Skow was the school bus driver at
that time. He drove along the main road only. People
living off the main road had to bring the children to
meet the bus. He picked up children in the Bourne-

Ben, Elsie and John Pauls, Bob, Peter and Wayne.

John Pauls and Judy.
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parents who tried [0 rned our physicaL psychulogical and spiritual needs.

Being a member of a family' of ten children, \VC
also exp('ricnccd an exodus. In 1956 my parents
moved to Kc!ovvna, B.C. As a result unly t\\'O of us
stayed here, my brother Henry Pauls and myself. The
rest are: three in British Columbia, one in California,
one in Papua. Ne\v Guinea, teaching under 'Wycliff
Bible translators, three in SasL One sister passed
av.,'l1}' of cancer in Calgary. My father passed a\vay in
the Ltli of 1976 at the age of eighty-three, and my
mother is still alive and wdl at age eighty'-one in the

One of the interesting things of those days "vas
socializing. It was in those clays that there \vas a fair
amount uf visiting, seeing friends and neighbours.
Even such things as sa\ving fire'vvood \\i(.lS an OC(:lS!On
where many interchanged help. and nl.ealtimes \overc
a social event.
Since my home was a deeply religious home,
most of our events centered around the church. My
father spent much time with our young people teaching them to read notes, singing in choir, at first totaily
unaccompanied. Another feature thing in our environment was music. We had SLlch things as a guitar.
violins, autoharps and many mouth organs. It was a
way of expressing ourseives and also a way of making
each other happy.

'Elbor House. Clearbrook. B.C.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter N. Pauls and l'amily
I'v1y life began in Russia in the year of 1922 on a
farm in the region cailed Ufa. Of this I have no
recollection. tviy family came to Canada in 1925 and
ended up in Glenbush in the spring of 1927. Our first
home was on the Gus Kennedy farm, four miles east

The Nicholas Pauls Golden Anniversary, '1968. All ten children with their families were present including 38 of their 39 grandchildren. There are 43 grandchildren now.
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Besides farming! 've tried my hand at other jobs.
including the Provincial Hospita! in !953. In '54 and

hundred turkey poults. but \Ve tried that only' once. In
1073 \Ve s\\iitched from shipping cream to producing
industrial rnilk. Then after h)sing roy thumb in 1975,
\\it:. solJ the l'C!ngc cattic and no\v concentrate mainly
on dairying. plus Llising feed and s>omc grain.
\Ve have seven children, \\/dltcr the oldest h~lS
been \vorking in Saskatoon and now is in Grande:
Prairie, the last year and a half. t'v'hujoric graduated
frOln Bethany Bible Inst. in Hepburn, and nov./ \.\:orKs
dS an aid in ~l nursing honle in Sa:-;katoon. She's
l.'ontinuin!2 with piano 1c::.;sons and hones to rid hcr
degree cv~ntual1y. Violet is at Bible s~'hool i;~ HeDDurn, is also majoring in H1llsic and piano. La\vren~c
and Carol are attending l\;kdstead High School: Herbert, junior high: and Goruon, our youngest. is in
grade five at Glenbush.
We are happy and thankful to be able to raise our

'55 I worked at a Nlental nursing Home in Ontario

family here on the farm.

where I met Martha Schenke. a psychiatric nurse.
We were married at her home church at B!ack Creek.
Vancouver Island. B.C. in October 1955.
In 1956 we settled on the farm known as Duncan

Mr. ami Mrs. Jacob Pauls

anti t\VU milts north or GknbLlsh, This modest little
house \vas inhabited by t\VO families: the Fknry
Krockers and ourselves. V.;'(; lived in the lean-to.

My schooling began in 1929 in the brand nevv
j-\.rtichukc school. The first teflchcr \\'(\S l'v1iss Davies.
English \vas a foreign language. Little did i realize
that here 1 \\\'lUld recei\'e my education to the end of
grade elc\/cn. Because of the \Vaj" years school \Vas
interrupted and I completed high ::>chool in \1.)47 in
Rosthcrn Jr. College. I spent several years in further
training in Bible school and college. Here my' major
emphasis was on sacred lTlusic, giving me much
opportunity in choir and quartet singing and sume
solo work. it certainly opened my eyes to sacred and
classical music and has made it a part of my life.

Jacoh Pauls spent the first seventeen years or his
life at Glenhush. where he \vas born. During these

George's place. One of our first ventures \\'as to get a

years. he nearly completed his public schoo! education. When his parents. the Nicolai Pauls. retired to
Kelownil. B.C. in 1956. he moved with them and
completeJ senior matriculation at Kdo\vna High in
i~7.

-

Since B.C. Jid not hold the fascination for him.
which it holds for many others. he returned for a
winter of Bible School studies at Bethany Bible Instiiute. Hepburn. Saskatchc\\'an. The following sUmmel' found him in Vineland, Ontario \vherc a SUmnlel"
job at a mental institution extended into an eighteen
rnonth stay. It was here that he met his \Vife. the
former Mika Isaac. \'\/ho had come to Canada from
Paraguay \vith her parents in 1057. \Vedding Bells
rang on rv1ay 9.1959.

With marriage behind them. the )"oung couple
decided that education \vas important. and so the
move to W'innipeg \vas undertaken. ~l\vo and a half

years were spent at Mennonite Brethren Bible College. and one year at the f\ilanitoba Teachers' College.

By the time they took on their first school. Rosewell School No. 1071. eleven miles northeast of
Winkler, Manitoba. the family" had been increased by
t\vo sons: Reg, and Jonathan. The years at Rosc\vdL

Peter N. Pauls tamily, 1979.

a one-room country school, \-vere gDod years. At
Rosewell the Lnnilv became complete when a third
son. Orlando. vv'as born. Vy'ith declining enrollrnent
in the school and the need for further education
becoming more evident. the Pauls family returned to
Ontario to complete a degree at \,yatedon Lutheran
University. now kno\vn as Wilfrid Laurier Univer-

Peter N.

Pauls jarm home,

1978.

sity.
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After graduation in thl' spring: of 1066, Jacob tooK
on a teaching as:.:,ignmcllt \\'ith the Guelph Board of

Education, but since fVlaniroha had become more of i.l
home it) the family, they returned w \liinkkr. I,vhcrc
Jacob wught English at the Garden Valley C{)J!e~iate
from ]967 to 1071.
Though 1c,xhlng

I,V(\.'i enjoyable and challenging,
the family beJie\'ed (hat God v:as calling them to
otnt.:,r responsibilities. In 1071, the invitation came
from rhe Herhert i\1ennOll!le Brethren Church, asking them to conk' and be their pastor. For nint.' :ycars
they have been privileged to invest their life in the
community and church of this southern
Saskatchewan tu\'\'" 1) . lr has been L! rewarding experience. Here is \\'here the three children have grown to
be yuung men. Here family roots have oeen most
firmly established. in looking over the past. life has
heen a time of growing, of contentmcnt, and of
trusting thc Gou they know and love. They are trusting God's guidance for the future.

Steve and Antonia Pavka celebrate their 50th Wedding Anniversary. Nov. 7,1970.

The Pavka Family
by Johll Pavka
Mr and Mrs. Steve Pavka and son, Steve Jr..
came to the Birkensee district in 1929 from Burnaby.
B.C They had immigrated from Czechoslovakia
three years previous. The reason they moved from
B.C was on account of Mrs. Pavka's health. She
suffered from harsh attacks of asthma and the doctor
advised a move to a drier climate, SLlch as the
Saskatchewan prairies. So Mr. Pavka resigned from
the Gibson Brothers Quarry and they sold their
mountain-side cottage and moved to the Birkensee

Me. and Mrs. Steve Pavka and son Steve Jr.

area.

Mr. PavKa worked for a road building contractor
who built the entire road from Kerrobert,
Saskatchewan to Stettler, Alberta, which included
Highways #51 and #12. All the highway building
was done with horses and fresnoes. They had over
fifty work horses. He started there in the spring of
1929 when he arrived from Burnaby, B.C and
moved to Birch Lake in the fall of the same year to
start homesteading.
Mr. Pavka farmed the first several years with Mr.
Frank Palko on the southwest YO of Sec. 2-51-15
W3rd. Mr. Palko had just built a new house so the
Pavkas moved into the old one.
In those days everyone hauled their grain to the
Pool elevator at Robinhood, which was the most
modern elevator in the area. The mail was brought to
a small store at Junor. This was the old JunoI' store
located seven miles east of Glaslyn and one and one
half miles south on the Robinhood road. The little log
building still stands. it was operated by Mr. and Mrs.
JunO!; of course. This was convenient as it was also

on the route to the elevator. Later the JUnors moved to
a location ten miles north of Birch Lake siding where
they opened a store and post office. She sold out later
and was post mistress at Medstead for several years.
There was a Birch Lake Post Office opened in the
early '20's. It was located at Jack Gadsby's fann on
the west side of the lake. It was too far away for liS.
After three or four years operation Mr. Gadsby
quit the store and post office and a new settlement,
about seven miles north of Cater was started. Jt took
the name Birch Lake and a store and post office was
estalished.
In 1937 Mr. Pavka finally bought a y, section
from Harry Clayton located on the N.W.Y, 4-51-15W3rd. There was a fine log house and it looked cozy.
However, there was one problem, a family named
McPhersons had rented the quarter and had the option for another year. So Mr. Pavka rented the Phillips' farm located on the S,W. y, of 4, There was a
log house that wasn't so bad.
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In July the Pavkas had a second son, John, who
arrived with the ahle assistance of Mrs. D. MacLean.
Mrs. MacLean was both a veterinarian and mid-wife.
In J939 \var broke out and Steve Jr. enlisted and
was overseas umil the end of the war, at which time he
returned home v·/ith a new bride.
At this time we \vere able to get OLlr groceries and
mail at Jack Scottons. The farm post office was
known as Birkensee. Birkensee was the German
name for Birch Lake. The old Birkensee post office
was started at the Arthur Roske farm which was
located on the south shore of Birch Lake. Mr Roske
also had a community hall and resort.
We finally were established in our new home on
the N, W. V4 of 4. We thought we had everything. We
had a good well and a warm house, There were plenty
of bush rabbits and Mom made the greatest rabbit
stew. She also grew a large garden so we had lots of
good vegetables too. ML Pavka had become a good
hunter and could shoot a deer in a day's notice for
some hungry family in the district, and there were
lots of hungry families.
We came to section 4 with two cows, a calf and
two fine horses. We had a good start. We were able to
buy several chickens and a pig from the MacLeans,
The Birch Lake School was one mile north of
home. It was built in 1911 and opened in 1912. It was
numbered 506, It has to be one of the oldest buildings
still standing in the country. It was built from hewed
logs by Mr, Fleming who farmed several miles west
of the school.
Me Pavka was on the school board for a number
of years, of which his term was completed in 1954 or
1955. His son, John, completed school at Birch Lake
in 1955. Son Steve also attended school there from
1929 to 1938.
Me Pavka was on the council of the R.M. of
Medstead #497 from 1950 to 1970, He worked for
Division 6 which takes in Birch Lake, Cater, and
Pine View, Some of his projects were building a
raised grade over the coulee one mile north of Cater,
also the grade through a twenty-acre slough one half
mile south of Birch Lake school. This was previously
a detour.
In 1955, the community club at Birch Lake was
shelved and the snowplow club was the only going
organization. We needed the snowplow club as the
winters of the late '50's were very severe.
On October 10, 1955, a new organization came
into being. It was the Cater-Birch Lake 4-H club.
John l"dvka was one of the first members to join. He
was a member for three years and general leader for
nine years. This was strictly a 4-H Beef Club, The
club is now a multiple club. The first leader of the
club was Cliff Kitchen of the Cater area.

1\1r. Steve Pavka has retired from fanning and is

living in tv1edstead. f\!!rs. Pavka passed away in June,
1975. The half section is no\v o\\'ned by his son,
John, who still farms it.

At,thur Paxton
submitted by E. Casson
In the early 1900's Arthur Paxton, better known
in the area as .. Scott)/' emigrated from Scotland and
took a homestead in the Birnamwood S.D. The location of his land was the N .E. V4 of Section 6-50-14- W
3r(1,
He was a friendly helpful neighbour and liked by
all who knew him.
I imagine he, like many others who were far from
their homeland, found life very lonely. He came to
our place one day carrying a little doll which he had
carved out of a piece of wood, He asked if my mother
or a sister would dress the little doll and paint a face
on her as he wanted to send it to a small sister back
home in Scotland.
He had a good voice and at entertainments at the
Birnamwood School would often sing Harry Lauder
songs in his broad Scottish accent much to the enjoyment of the audience,
When World War 1 broke out Scotty enlisted and
paid the supreme sacrifice.
I hope this fine man was able to visit his home
once more before he went into the trenches,

Mr. am.I Mrs. Anton (Tony) Pearson ami
Family
Tony was born in Sweden in 1904. He later spent
four years in the Royal Swedish Airforce before he
emigrated to Canada in 1927 - just in time for the
Dirty Thirties' During that time he worked in construction and bricklaying. clerking and bought grain
in Robinhood (1942-1945). He then went to Edam
and Waseca as grain buyer for the Searle Grain Co, In
1957, he went to Kelvington as Administrator of its
hospital and after ten years became Town Administrator until his retirement in 1972. Sidney, B.C. was
chosen for a new home, where he enjoys lapidary and
gardening and being the secretary for his local Masonic Lodge:
Mrs, Dora M. Pearson was born in
Saskatchewan, She grew lip in Saskatoon where she
attended the university and trained as a nurse at the
Saskatoon City Hospital, In 1937, she and Tony were
married and moved to Mont Nebo and Spiritwood
before moving to Robinhood in 1942. There she
belonged to the Homemakers and nursed at Rabbit
Lake, and did emergency nursing to any needing
help. Until 1968, she continued to nurse wherever she
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lived. Novv she is happy \,vith the flo'vvers and beamy
of B.C. and is enjoying rctircrnent.
Two children were born tu Tony and Dora: Don.
born in 1938. He no',}·/ lives \vith his vlife, Niaurcen.
in Nanairno and is empioyed with Johnston Termi··
nab. For }'cars he cnjoy"cd skydiving and jumped in
Australia, U.S.A. and England. Nov,' he belongs to
Gun Clubs at Victoria. He and iVhIUf(:cn go to her
home in England and they enjoy travelling. They
plan on going to Saskatchc\van this year

~

foreman. I paid these carpenters the wage of thirtyfive cents an hour pius room and board. \Vithin three
\vccks the building \\/as finished. Beginning of December. the "Gknhush Trading Store ,. was in operation for the big "Christma:-; rush".
\Vallacc Carter started working part-tinK for me
in the spring of 1035. Later years he vvorked ful!time.
I soon discovered that batching was not the thing.
No sooner would I start my dinner. I would be back
serving a customer, and my dinner usuaily ended up
in a cloud of smoke. On July 22. 1936. I was married
to Gertrude Friesen of Waldheim, Saskatchewan. We
rented Mrs. Bakken's house for the first few months.
then later that fall we took up residence in the pme
sonage of the United Church. Since Mrs. Willie
Harrison was returning to England. \ve bought her
furniture. We lived here for a few years. In Septemberof 1938. Olive was born in Rabbit Lake Hospital.
In the meantime Mrs. Harrison had returned from
England and bought Mrs. Bakken \ house. Later
ivil's. Harrison wanted to return to England and wanted to sell the house. Cash was scarce (or wasn·t). so
we traded a fifty-dollar radio for a three-roomed
hOLlse and moved it to our lot in back of our store.
We kept a cow and sold milk around town. and
also had a tlock of two hundred and fifty black
Minorcas and sold hatching eggs. During those years

its 75th

Anniversary.
Lynn was born in 1940. She attended the University of Sask. and got a permanent teaching certificate
before she was married to Robert Douglas in 1959 in
Waseca. They have five children. all growing up.
Lynn works as an accountant in Waseca Credit Union
and is active in all community projects.

Bill Penner ami the Gienollsh Trading Store
In October 1934 I was looking for a place to start
a business. ! came to Glenbush to look the district
and town over. I liked the place and bought a lot. On
November 11. 1934.1 came with a crew by truck from
Waldheim. Saskatchewan to start building my store.
I hired a team of horses from Tommy Wreggitt to dig
the cellar and Archie Currie was the teamster. The
Ken Browns in their kindness opened their garage to
us for our living quarters. I was chief cook and

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Penner and family. December, 1978.
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mended a lo\ver altitude, so we moved to Abbotsford,

British Columbia. Two daughters. Mildred and Beverlc)!, were born here.

Olive is a registered nurse working in City HospitaL is married to Eldin Dirks and are living in Saskatoon, Saskatchcvvan. Eldin is on produce control in

the 'vvholesale level for Canada Safeway, They have
one son and one daughter.
Clifford married Joyce Buhler of Butterfield,

Minnesota. He is a Doctor in Psychology in Pasadena, California and has his own practice thert.
Joyce is a registered nurse with a Bachelor of Science
and Masters in Nursing degrees {from UCLA). They
have one son and (\vo daughters.
Mildred is attending Azu7a Pacific College in
Azuza, California. working on her Masters Degree
in Career Counselling.
Beverley is a violin and music teacher and teaches part-time m the college in Vernon, British Columbia. She married Jim Martens who teaches high
school in Vernon. They have two daughters.

8ill Penner's sleigh, C. Newman's horse, winter, 1942.

any sideline helped to keep the business going. We
also started shipping livestock,
Clifford was born on Labor Day, September L
1941. in North Battlcford. Saskatchewan (Notre
Dame Hospital). That fall I took sick with a heart
condition and Dr. Hurlbert of North Battleforel ordered me to bed for three months. This was not an
easy thing to do for a young active person but the
Lord helped us through those difficult days. The
people were kind and sympathetic and stood by us.
We should also me11tio11 here that the fellowship of
the churches meant much to us and those times will
never be forgotten.
In 1945 we bought the Red and White Store
(Doidges·). We moved our stock over and renovated
our store into living quarters.
In March, 1946, we solei our business to Mr. and
Mrs. Bigham of Summerland, British Columbia. We
had an auction sale in March and left for Waldheim,
Saskatchewan a few days after. Our last train ride on
the "Glenbush-North Battleford Special" was one
we will always remember. Being spring, the tracks
were soft and we had a train wreck. It disconnected
right behind the livestock cars and empty and loaded
boxcars of grain piled up on a heap. The passenger
coach was also derailed but did not turn over. All
suitcases and belongings from the racks came tumbling down including my coat, which! had used to
wrap up all my change and money from the sale.
Since there was no bank in Glenbush, 1 was taking
this to the North Battleford bank. The change scattered all over the coach and all passengers were busy
helping us pick up change. We believe they were all
honest that morning. The train left Glenbush at 8:30
a.m. and this accident happened before we reached
Sandwith. We finally got to North Battleford at 5:00
p.m. This happened March 29, 1946.
Because of my heart condition, the doctor recom-

Frank Pennel'
Mr. and Mrs. frank J Penner moved from the
village of Mullingar to a farm at Glenbush in 1943.
Mr. Penner was a blacksmith in Mullingar for 13
years. He became interested in farming so he felt
very fortunate when he could sell his Blacksmithing
business and buy a farm at Glenbush from his cousin
Mr. Dave Penner. The farm was located I V, miles east
of Glenbush. They moved all their belongings, even
scrap iron. on a Star truck.
He started out farming on one quarter of land and
did some blacksmith work here as well. Then in later
years he started raising chickens. These he raised in
mudded log barns using lanterns for lights. After a
few years he set up his own power plant.
He did his seeding and other land work with
horses and a steel-wheeled cross-motored Case. The
harvesting he did with a 22 inch Case Threshing
machine. He also did custom grain grinding. Their
surrounding neighbours were the Jimmy Gilchrists,
Pete Bartels, George Rempels. John Werstrohs, and
Wreggitts.

They attended the Mennonite Brethren Church.
The children went to Avery school with one teacher
and 45-50 pupils. They went to school in a cutter in
\vinter and a buggy in the summertime.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J Penner had six children.
Miss Hilda Penner living in Surrey, B.C., with her
adopted sister rv1iss tvlary White, who works at

McMillian Blodell Paper Hlctory. Hilda was a nurse
at Essonda!e at one time.
frank Penner and wife Anne live on Frank J
Penner's farm at Glenbush. They have seven children.
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hours a day service I gave the public twcnty'-!"our
hours service. Fridges, deep freczt's, washing ma-

chines started being in evidence.
The po\ver plant and machine shop burned down

in 1954 and \/vias prornptly rebuilt to stanch1rds. The
Saskatchcvv'Lln Power Corporatiom bought out the

po\ver plant in 1056. I moved the family to southern
Saskatchewan. Our oldest daughter srill lives in
fvlcdstead and one son lives at North Battleford. The
other children live in and around Swift Current
\vhere my \vifc and I presently reside.

Homesteadillg Memories
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Penner, Senior and family.

by Julia E, Don

Anne and Frank Penner, Junior and family.

I was only five years old when our famiiy! "'The
Perrys" left their home in Wisconsin, U.S.A. to
come to a homestead in northern Saskatchc\\/(ln. It
was May in the year 1909 when my parents homesteaded fifty miles north of North Battleford. the
place to be finally named Medsteac1.
From North Batt1cforc1 they travelled by covered
wagon pulled by horses with a cow and calf tied
behind. There were seven children between the ages
of fourteen and one. I can remember the wagon and
horses getting stuck in the muskegs, the unloading
and re-Ioading a number of times. It took LIS several
days to reach our destination. then begin to build a
hOllse.
1, Julia, or nicknamed "Girlie" was most happy
when fianlly there was a school to attend, which was

Mary - (Mrs. Albert Rempel) lives on a farm at
Glenbush, they have four children. Anne ..- (Mrs.
Rucben Willms) lives in Brandon, Manitoba, where
her husband is a school teacher. they have three
children. Elsie - (Mrs. Don Sperling) lives in
Chilliwack, B.C. where her husband works in a
rafter factory. Elsie is ministering in, "Women's
Aglow". They have one child.
John Penner and wife Joan live in Battleford.
John at present is a salesman for Western Grocers. He
was in the store business for sometime, they have two
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J Penner moved to North
Battleford in 1962 where he did janitor work in the
Creelit Union until he passed away in 1964. After Mr.
Penner's passing Mrs. G. Penner moved to Clearbrook where she retired. Mrs. Penner passed away in
1977.

E. Perret Family
I
wife
shop
light

moved from Saskatoon to Medstcad with my
and five children in 1946. 1 started a machine
which proved a success. In 1947 bought the
and power plant from Bert Haslett. From three

Thelma Hedman and husband John Isley and Iheir three
children. Taken at Cater. 1953. Children, left to right, Signe
Ann, Bob and Karen.
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not until 1012. Our first teacher was Mr. MatT with a
very distinct Scotch brogue. Five children from the
Perry family attended. The only other English speaking family \vere the Larsons. The other children who
attended were Russian and German and spoke very
little English.
I loved school. although there were days that
were extremely cold. a frozen cheek or chin \vas not
uncommon. The snow was piled high over the fences
some years. and it was fun for us to walk on the top.
Spring brought rushing waters that sang their way
to the ravines and gullies. Summer brought \varm.
lazy days when we daddled along slowly on our way
to school. carefree and happy. There were those
warm. muggy days when mosquitoes by the hordes
followed us. making us hurry.
Seneca root was to be dug and sold for picnic
money.
One experience which I shall never forget occurred on June 30. 1912. A cyclone that almost
destroyed Regina found its way into our area. The
great wind struck in the evening, blowing clown trees
and fences. I raced out to bring in the clothes off the
clothes-line and a great gust of wind caught me and
carried me into a barb wire fence. cutting my flesh in
several places. There were no doctors to run to: but
mother's salves and bandages soon solved the problem.
One spring. due. no doubt. to lack of a proper
diet. our faces and hands broke out in sores. An
Indian woman came to our house. saw the condition.
and after a few days returned with a salve and a
syrupy tonic made from the sticky buds of the black
poplar "Balm of Gilead", This worked quickly and
our sores were soon healed. She also made moccasins for us which were so comfortable to wear.
I married Harold Hedman who passed away in
1945. We had two children. Thelma. Mrs. John Isley
and Perry. Now we live in beautiful British Columbia,
I have not lived in Saskatchewan for many years:
but take many trips back there. I enjoy seeing the vast
acres of green fields in early season and then the
waving fields of grain in later season. Now we see
acres and acres plowed by oxen or horses in our
father's day: and instead of the little Stanley Jones
threshing machine. huge combines. Progress II

Richard and wife. Rita. taken in 1957.

Susan. daugh1er of Richard and Rita Perry at Graduation.
1978.

After leaving school I \vorked with my father in
the bush hauling ties with horses.
My father bought one of the first tractors in the
district fDr breaking bushland: so I worked at that for
severa! years. breaking land around iVleclsreacL CatCL
Birch Lake. Robinhood and Sandwith.
I worked wherever I could get a job. slich as the
railroad construction. sawmills or whatever. Some-

Richard Perry Story
I was born at Medstead in 1911. on July 2nd, I
attended the Birnamwood schooL starting at the age
of six, My first teacher was Vera English~ I attend~d
school until I was fourteen. getting my Grade VII!.
My last teacher was Ella Hagen.
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times i would drive themail truck to Nurth BattkfunJ
hauling rnaiL freight and passengers on very pODr
roads.
Finally 1 ,;,,·em to Alberta \vherc I \vurked for
different fanners. Vv'hik there 1 met Rita l\1clafome
and in 1042 We were married. \Ve muved to FiekL
B.C. where I worked for Base l\/lines during. the 2nd
\Vorld \Var. In the late 4U\ \\ie returned to Alberta and
there I gOt work on highv/ay construction, \vhere I
hauled gmvel.
In ]0S1 I sold my gravel truck and \vith a partner
bought a freight rig and hauled freight from Albert,)
to Eastern Canada and the United States.
1n 1055 we returned to B.C. and settled out of
Victoria. There in partnership with brother Newton,
we l1icJ custom Jogging. 1 continued to work at the
logging business until I retireJ \vhen ! became sixtyfive.
Rita and I had t\VO children. Lc\vis and Susan:
also h\'{J grandchildren. Ryan two and onc-ha!fyears
old and Liberty aged five.

Perry Famiiy Re-union, 1958. Back row: Sid. Newton, Richard.
Wes. Middle row· Iva, Honey. Girlie, Bunny. Front row: Laura,
Celia.

Sylvester Perry Story
Sylvester Perry was born in Tignish, Prince Euward Island in the year of Con federation. He waS of
Frcnch Canadian parentage and of course there was a
big family, sixteen in all,
it was vcry hard to make a living on a small farm
there, especially for so large a family. As the children
grew it was necessary for them to leave home: and
make their way in the world.
Sylvester, being the oldest of the sixteen, left
home while quite young, He worked at various jobs,
the first one bcing in a fish cannery.
While still a young fellow he decided to go to the
United States to seek work in the lumber camps, He
chose the state of Wisconsin and there he met my
mohter, Jennie Johnson, They married and settled on
a farm near the town of Medford. They lived thece for
fourteen years and by that time hac! seven children,
three boys and four girls,
The part of Wisconsin where they farmed was
heavily timbered and the clearing of land a big job, so
Sylvester decided to move to western Canada where
homesteads were to be had for ten dollars a quarter
section and land would be more eusiJ y/ cleared and
had no rocks to contend with: or so they thought.
It was no small undertaking to mu.Ke this move.
However, nothing daunted, they sold their farm,
loaded a cow and three horses, some furniture and a
few pieces of machinery into a railroad car and set out
for North Battieford in Northwestern Saskatchewan.
They arrived in North Battleford, then a tiny hamlet,
in May 1908 and went at once to stay m the immigration hall, whieh was a large barn-like structure built

In 1914 Jennie Perry returned to Wisconsin to visit her people
w·lth her was Hattie, five years and Newton, five months.
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\vhich \vas buiit on the north sick of Ihc hOlllcsteau.
The family mo\'ed into the nc\\' house in \911. This
house still stands on the old Perry farm.
As Sylvester had the one team vvith him that !cft
one horse, lV1aud. and a yoke of oxen \virh vl/hleh UJ
haul home the logs. Each evening they \vould make
their preparations for an early stan ne\.t morning.
/-\bout four () 't..:lock in the morning they· were up. so as

especially for the accommodation of the immigrants.
It contained a stove on \vhich families coulel do their
OVv'I1 cooking and beds on Vv'hich vou cou!U. spread
vour O\'l/n b~ddin!!. As there was n~) charge for staving there it was 71 great hoon to the hOl~lesteadcl:s,
especially those with larue families.
, \Ve c"ontinued to sta;i there until Sylvester hall
located a homestead, which was the SWill Sec. g _.
T. 50 ~.. R. 14 _.. W3rcL Finally we set (lut for our
new home, with Ollr \\iorld!y goods loaded on a
cuvered Wagon. and a CO\\-' tied behind. \Vith us \\'(.lS a
German m7med Godfrcd Rothamel' and his Nor\vegian wife: \vho homesteaded the quarter south of

to make an early start. They phxided slo\vly on their
'.Nay. to arrive at their destination about sunrise.
Then they unhooked the team of oxen and fed

them and Maud. \Vhi!e the nnirnals \vere eating the
two children loaded the logs. using skids to get the
heavy. green logs up on the sleigh. After eating their
lunch, which was often frozen, they hitched the oxen
to the sleigh \vith iVlaud in the !cad and started horne
to arrive about supper-time.
One morning they started out LlS usua1. It \vas a
lovely mild morning with millions of stars shining
and a warm spring-like feeling in the air. But their
little black dog, which had been accompanying them
each day. didn't want to go. They coaxed and threatened. to no avail. so left without him. They arrived at
the log pile in good time and soon had their loaci on
and ready to start home. The logs \vere piled in a
well·sheltered spot and as the children were busy
loading they failed to notice a change in the 'vveather.
By the time they reached the open country they
discovered a blizzard was blc~\ving. The oxen began
to plunge in the snow and tire out so the children
stopped and unloadeu a log.
The drifts became deeper and deeper. The oxen
plunged and floundered and Vi/ere tiring out: so every
little while off went another log or two. As the snow
deepened the legs of the oxen were cut and bleeding,
hv now no trail could be seen in that driving \vhite
f~lry. The children had lost all sense of direetioll and
would have been completely lust if it hadn't been for
old Maud. The faithful old mare plunged steadily
ahead and seemed to know where she was headed.
Back home as the storm worsened Jennie began
to worry for the safety of the children. She had no
means of going out to hum for them. There \vas no
neighbour near enough to turn to in her need: and if
there had been she would soon have gotten herself
lost had she tried to go out. By the time darkness fell
she was beside herself with worry.
About nine o'clock at night she went to the door
again for the hundredth time to listen, hoping against
hope that they would make it. Holding her breath she
listened and there above the screaming blizzard was
the faint unmistakable sound of the sleigh pu!ling
into the yard with the oxen and old Maud almost
played out. two very warm, hungry children, and one
log left on the skigh.

us.

That first summer we were very hard up. Our
main fooci was bread and milk. I don't know what we
would have done without our old cow, Blackie. Sam·
my, the eldest of the family, then thirteen years old,
had a shot gun and one box of shells, It was necessary
that each shell do its share. Prairie chickens were
plentiful and would roost on the yard fence. Sammy
would put one shell in the gun and fire - getting, in
some cases quite a number of chickens with one shot.
In spite of many hardships those early days on the
homestead were happy ones. All the family were
strong and healthy and everything in Canada was
strange and new.
One evening, some of the family were sitting
around a smudge outside enjoying the fine evening.
Our parents and the smaller children were already in
bed: but the older children still lingered, reluctant to
leave the lovely evening. All of a sudden the quiet
was broken by a weird howl. long-drawn and scary,
The children sat in petrified horror. What could it be')
Was it a wolf as in the story of Red Riding Hood or
was it a ghost') Pale and trembling they hurried into
the house and soon snuggled under the bed clothes,
That was the first time they had heard a coyote howl'
In the winter of 1910 Sylvester went to Crooked
River to work in a sawmill and Sammy, aged fifteen
and Celia, aged thirteen, hauled home most of the
logs, which had already been cut. for the new house

Themaii carrier.in1918 Mr. Perry

got his first truck.
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That \\':dS the last trip until the \\.'of\1 of rhe Ixinter
v,;as OVer. but before Sylvester came home in the
spring all the logs hac! been hauled and were ready for
building.
Ldter on. when our herd of cattle had grovvn
bigger. we htd free range meaning. the cattle \",'ere
aJlov,:ed to roam \\'herevcr feed \\:as good. Then toward rhe late afternoon someone was sent Ollt [0 bring
the co\\':-, in for miikln~.
One day Jennie sent Laura and Girlie Ollt to get
the CO\\'S. The two little girls pL:!ycd along the \\'<.1)
and soon realized the sky \vas becomin~ dark and
they hadn·t round the cattle. They hurried on thcir
way' and met fvlrs. Rothamel' who \vas abo hunting
for cows. Darkness came and the three were hopelessly los\. They decided the best thing to do was lie
down under a bush and try to sleep until daylight.
When daylight broke they walked on and arrived at
the Newman homestead. Then they knew the way
home. where they finally arrived very tired and hungry. Sylvester. Sammy and Mr. Rothamer had been
out all nig.ht \vith lanterns. shouting and shouting:
but no one had heard them.
In I'll I the family moved to the new house and
school opened that rail so the children were able to go
to school.
For a number of years after the post office was
opened at Medstead, Sylvester Perry was the mail
and stage driver. He would leave home Monday
morning to arrive in North Battleford about six p.m.
On 'ILlesday he would arrive in Medstead with the
mail. He would go again on Thursday and arrIve
back home on Friday.
It wasn '( an easy life. He had to have tough
broncos that could stand the wading day after day: in
hot summer: muddy spring roads, and the cold and
snow-blocked roads of winter. He must be courteous
and pleasant to all his passengers and sec to their
comfort. There were orders to fill for people all along
the way. and although he could neither read nor
write. he vcry seldom forgot anything on his list.
In 1918 he got a car and made it into a truck so
hauling the mail was speeded up.
With Sylvester away from home so much it left
my mother. Jennie, to cope with the work at home.
She had to see that the children did the chores properly, and keeping a big family fed and clothed, as
well as put up stoppers who came by looking for land
etc. Sometimes she also boarded the teacher as welL
How she did it all with so few conveniences, I'll
never know.
In 1928 Sylvester and Jennie built a house in
Medstead and left the farm: but Jennie only lived one
year after. She passed away in November 1929.
Later the house was sold to Me. Price and Sylves-

tei' built a smaller house which later was destroyed by
fire. He passed away in January' 1046 at the age of
seventy nine.
There were twelve children in the Pern: family.
Sammy. the elclest ufthe family homesteaded S. W. y,
of Sec. 4-T50-14-W 3rd. He joined the army in the
spring of 1917. His company got as far as Halifax
where he contracted measles, [hen pneumonia and
died there.
Celia. (Mrs. D. C Willis) lives at River Heights
Lodge. North Battlcford.
Laura (Mrs. Orr) still lives in herowll yard at the
home of her daughter Jean and son-in-law Bob KlitZ.
Archie passed away in 1'128.
Girlie (Mrs. Julia Don) lives at White Rock, B.C
Anton (Bunny) joined the army and was overseas
III the 2nd World War. He brought a Scottish war
bride back. They made their home in Vancouver
where he worked for B.C Tel. for many years. He
passed away in 1958.
Evelyn (Iva Casson) lives on their farm at Cater
where the Cassons have lived since 1930.
Hattie (Mrs. Earl Brennan) makes her horne at
Erickson. B.C where she and Earl have lived for
many years.
Richard lives near Victoria, B.C

Wesley Perry;; daughter, Carol.
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Newton Perry married Viola Rostad on October 2,1942.

Newton Perry Story
by Evelyn Casson
Newton Edward Perry was the tenth child of
Sylvester and Jennie Perry. He was born in the year of
1915. He attended school at Birnamwood until June.
1927 anel in 1928 in Big Valley, Alberta. In 1929 he
got work in the creamery at Medstead.
He left to go West to work in the lumber camps or
mines. In 1932 he came back to work for Bob Orr,
clearing land and doing the farming.
Later on he worked for C. Willis on their liirm in
the Medsteael district.
In 1943 he married Viola Rostad. They returned
to B.C. where he and brother Richard worked in the
\voods doing custom logging.
Newton and Viola had two children, Gail and
Glen. He passed away at his home on Sooke Road,
Calwood, B.C. in 1965 at the age of fifty.
A newspaper clipping reads: Services Held for
Logger - Newton Edward Perry, well known logging personality, died on March 6 in his home at
2353 Sooke Road, Colwood.
In business circles, Mr. Perry was highly respected for his high principles and infinite patience.
He was a man who loved his work. Others marvelled
at his ability to drop a tree in the right place. Mr.

Wesley Perry married Joyce Nordquist in 1946.

Newton made his home at Sooke, B.C. ancl
passed away in 1965.
Sidney joined the army in the year 1941 and while
overseas met and married Kathy Porter. They have
lived ncar Victoria, B.C. t(n many years.
Wesley, the youngest Perry, was born in November 1920. He received his education at Daylight and
the Medstead Village School. In 1941 he tried to
enlist but did not pass his medical. He worked at
various jobs and finally moved to Shaughnessy, Alberta where he worked at the Brennan garage.

When Earl Brennan sold out and moved to
Creston, yVes continued to work in the garage in

Shaughnessy becoming the shop foreman.
There he met Joyce Nordquist and in 1946 they
were married. They had two children, Carol and
Robert. About 1960 Wes's health began to fail and he
passed away in the spring of 1963.
He was a quiet working fellow, well liked by all
who knew him.
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Taken in 1942 or 1943, Newton and Vi on their way to catch a
train at Cater to go to B. C.

Perry attributed his skill to more than thirty years of
experience in custom logging.
He was born in 1915 in Medstead, Saskatchewan.
Mr. Perry had lived in Colwood for the past six years.
He leaves his wife, Viola: a son, Glen and daughter, Gail, at home: his brothers, Richard Perry, Glen
Lake, and Sidney Perry, Royal Oak, his sisters, Mrs.
D. C Willis, Medstead, Saskatchewan Mrs. R. Orr,
Cater, Sask., Mrs. T Don, White Rock, B.C: Mrs.
E. Casson, Cater, Sask., and Mrs. E. Brennan,
Erickson, B.C
Rev. M. Moorhouse officiated at the services
which were held on March II in Sands Funeral Chapel of Heather, Col wood. Intermcnt was in the Hatley
Memorial Gardens.

Uncle Josh and niece Girlie taken at his place at Cater.

The Josh PelTY Story
by E, Casson
Josh Perry was born at Tignish P. E. I., in the year
j875: being eight years younger than his brother.
Sylvester.
When he grew up he decided to go to the United
States and work in the lumber camps.
In 1905 he immigrated to Canada at the same time
that Sylvester Perry's family came.
He first filed on S. W. !i4 18-50-! 4 W -'rd. but gave
it up and filed Oil N.E. !i" IO-50-!4 W3rd. which he
proved up and kept until he sold it to Bert Whitt in
1945.
Sylvester often told how Josh found the corner
mound of his quarter section. It was in spring and the
two brothers went out to find the corner mound. The
sno\v \Vi]S still on the ground: but melting and slushy.
Suddenly, as they walked around Josh plunged into a
hole full of water. Quickly he stepped backwards and
his foot plunged into another hole full of icy water.
He had found his corner mound.
Josh lived on his homestead part of the time; but
worked for various people to earn money for farm
equipment. At one time he worked for Bill Kennedy
on the 303 Ranch at Witchekan. He also worked for
farmers in the Denholm area.

In the winter 011922. Josh took care of the Tady horses, while
Tadys were in the States.

Josh was not fond of bat ching. He liked company
and \vas always glad to have someone to talk to.
Sylvester, his brother, lost his French-Canadian accent; probably because he was married to an English
speaking wife: but Josh never did lose his, and spoke
with a very pronounced accent just as his cousins in
PE.l. do to this day.
He loved to go to dances and \vas a very good
dancer. He was very light on his feet and during
supper hour at dances was often called on to stepdance.
After he sold his farm he bought the .Iohn
Laybourne house at Cater. He was now close to
pension age and was cautiously approached regarding the fact that he should apply for his pension. This
suggestion lllet with distinct dissapproval on Josh's
part. It took a considerable amount of careful persuasion from various friends and relatives before he
finally consented to make out his application.
He had never been a good bachelor so every once
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Latcl'o!1 in years [\,;11". Pckr~~, together \vith :-,cvcnd

in awhile his \vcll-rneaning nieces would decide to go
duwn and hOLlse-clean for him. There they scrubhed
and papered and polished until the place shone: but
usually Josh \vas in rather a bad rnoud by the tirne the
cleaning \vas done. He \vas sure they had burned
things he wanted to keep and vo\\'cd he'd nc\;'er find
all his too!s again.
He \vas a hard-working, honest little man and
well liked by all his neighbours and friends.
He passed away in the Rabbit Lake Hospital in
November 1965 and is buried in the old Municipal
Cemetery at Mcdstead.

friends Me John /\rendt. tv1!". John Enns, and tAr.
Isaac Boldt hought a threshing machine and started to
work IUgeTher. They worked wdl together fUf many
years, threshing for many farmers.
The children attended the
Schoul.
The: family .1()!ned [he neYl,'jy formed tvh;nnon!tc
Brethren Church where the}' enjoyed many' blessings
and gathei'in~s.
The' Peters" lived and worKed on this farm until
lL)~4, vV'hen they decided to move to British Columbia. They rented their farm tu l'vlL Jacob Krahn. [\ill'.
Jacob Krahn then later bought the farm.
In 1935 their daughter. Lena, m<.nried Abram
Loewen, and after a few years they moved to British
Columbia to the Abbotsford area. They are no\\/
retired and liVe in Keh.nvna.
Their SOIL Aron, marrieLl Lena Reinke. on June
14, 1942. They bought the quarter pioneered by Mr.

Bernhard B. Peters
submitted by Awn ami Helen Peters
Mr. and Mrs. Bernhard B. Peters purchased two
quarter sections of laneL one mile south of G!enbush
(S Vc-20-49-14J in the year 1929. They hall settled in
Silberfeld (Waldheim areal after emigrating from
Russia. After several years they started to look
around for a place where they could sec a good future
and good farming area. So with high hopes and lots
of ambition they decided this was their new home.
Mr. Peters and his son, Aron. came to clear some
o['their new land during the summer months of 1'J29.
They cleared about twenty acres, which Mr. Peter
Wiens broke up for them. They then returned to
Silberfeld for harvesting, and back to school for
Awn.
In the early spring of 1930, they sold their property in Silberfeld and with their family of two children,
Lena (later called Eleanor), and son Amn, they
moved to Glenbush. With a team oj' horses hitched to
a hayrack loaded with all their possessions and their
cattle tied behind the wagon, they traveled and iU~
rived at their new homesteacl.
Their first home was a small !og house (still
standing, but siding put on) with a sod roof. v.,.'hich
was later replaced by a shingle roof.
Mr. Peters purchased a new Allis Chalmers tractor and started breaking more laneL To earn extra
money he also did land breaking for other farmers.

1942, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Peters, son Aron and his wife, Lena
(Reinke).

The first Glenbush Post Office, then the first home of Ben
Peters. Sod roof has been replaced by shingles, 1930.
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Vie lived one winter in a shack on the Jim Grant
farm VI/here Jack \vas working. By now money was

John Janzen (one mile south of Glenbush) across the
road from his father's farm. They lived there until tile
spring of 1947. when they too sold their farm to M1'.
Jacob Krahn. and moved!o British Columbia. to the

very scarce so the pay was sometimes in the form of
farm produce. Many times our dinner meat depended
upon the prairie chicken which \vas shot with a .22.
Winter travel was usually by team and open
sleigh. On one of these trips to Rabbit Lake. a neighbor hacJ to build a fire in the open sleigh box to keep

Matsqui area. They now have sold their broiler farm
to their oldest son, Ken, and arc enjoying retirement

in Clearbrook.
Mrs. B. B. Peters passed away in June 1960. M1'.
B. B. Peters passed away in April 1976.

from freezing as no one seemed to have the necessary
warm clothing, Jue to a shortage of money.

Floyd and Leslie Peters

There were no television sets or even radios in the
early clays of the Bourne mouth district. Forentertainment neighbors got together and had parties at various homes in the district. There was one such party
that became an annual event. That was the surprise
birthday party for an old-timer Rod Hermance. Everyone helped supply a delicious lunch. Upon arrival
all were welcomed by Mr. Hermance. who was not at
all fooled as he knew we were coming. All the
furniture had been moved back against the walls or
taken out to make room for the guests. Some played
cards and there was always someone who could play
a tune on the violin. Everyone ended up dancing the
old-fashioned dances and then while lunch was
served about midnight. someone would sing a song
or two. The dancing would end about three a. m. or at
daybreak if a storm came up.
Everyone was really happy with only coffee for
drinks.
During the 1930's the school was the community
center for all entertainment. It was there we had
dances, with music often donated by local talent.
Lunch was supplied by the ladies who attended. The
coffee was brewed in a large copper boiler on the old
school heater and well seasoned with good farm
cream. During intermission someone would sing a
favorite song. like Home on the Range. That SilverHaired Daddy of Mine, and That Sod Shanty on my
Claim. plus others. These were senne of the songs
that Fred Chatfield ancl Jack Peters often sang in solo.
Favorite dances were; square dances, split the
banana. schottische. polka ancl waltz.
In 1941 I went to teach at Ward School. Some of
my pupils there were Hubert Eberle. Myrtle Connely, the Flohr girls. Eldon Wiebe. the three Jacobson boys, Leonard Leduc. Mae Price. etc.
While at Ward School we lived in a shack in the
yard, but with the approach of cold weather we stayed
with the Wiebes. Mrs. Wiebe did the baby-sitting for
me.
In 1943 I returned to teach school at Bournemouth again and remained there until the fall of
1945. By now both our girls were attending school
and did not need a baby-sitter.
In 1948 we decided to give up our farm at

by Vilma Pelers
Floyd and Leslie Peters. aged ten and seven.
came to McNabbs after the death of their mother in
1917. The two boys stayed with MeNabbs and went to
school at Hyde Park. When they were in their teens.
Father Peters took them to Oregon. U. S. A. to be with
an uncle, Del Peters. who owned a saw mill and gave
the boys a job. The boys married and remained in
Oregon. Floyd had a family of two boys and a girl;
Leslie had no children.

Jack and Vilma Peters
by Vilma
Jack Peters came to the Bournemouth district
about 1931 fron Marcelin, Saskatchewan where he
had been working. He worked for Fred Chatfield,
doing general work on the farm and also drove Chatfield's outfit of eight horses on the road grader, during summer road maintenance. 1n the winter they
went North and did some logging in the bush, to earn
some much needed cash.
I, Vilma Horvath. came to the Bournemouth
School to take over the duties of teaching school. The
school had been closed for a time due to lack of
students but about the year 1930 a number offamilies
had moved into the district, thus creating the need for
a school. School opened up in early February of 1933
and J was to be the teacher. Fred Chatfield, Frank
Felton and Peter Stobbe were on the school Board of
-!hlstees.
Some of the pupils attending were: Bill and Lois
Bates. Fred and Karl Kuchler. Metoldy (Matt) and
Olga Pryhitko, Peggy Vallance, Cornelius and Katherine Penner, and Abe Fast. Sorry I can't recall them
all.
During that first year at Bournemouth School I
walked to school rain or shine, winter and summer.
That coming fall I married John E. (Jack) Peters and
left the teaching profession for a while, only to return
to it again when my youngest girl was fourteen
months old.
In 1934 Jack took up farming on a CPR quarter
section just north of the Chatfield farm. He spent
most of the winter sawing wood with an outfit
powered by an old Model T engine.
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hought an air tight heater and used that for
\varmth. Novemhcr came alsn abuut eighteen different people from the south -- rnostiy relatives ~md
it \vas colo. I persLll.lckd John It) go and start the
furnace in the basement. The \\'atcr kILl receded (this
basement had contained a foot of \;:atcr from Julv
until late fall OJ' early winter) so the fire \V,ts started
and out came the heat and smoke. The doors had to
be thro\\'!) open to let the smoke out - what a
situation. Vv'c stili managed to bed dO\\.'l1 about tvv'cnty-five people thm night.
In 1960 \\'e bought the west l/~ section .5! across
the higl1\\:ay from Don Heppner ---- this gave u."; a lot
of stones to \vrestle with. \fie also rented a half
section 35-50-1-1 which We bought in 1%5 along with
more stones. \fie broke ahout 200 acres here and s~Jlc1
it in 1975 to the Hundt Bros. of Meclstead.
We have a family of five children ~ three boys
and two girls. Larry married Carol Bennett of Edmonton where they now live with their two children a
boy and a girl. Blake married Dennie Hanson of
Prince Albert and they live there also. Noreen mat'
ried Garry Sehn of North Battleford and they have a
girl and a boy. Vernon married Gloria Senft of Spiritwood. They live near Belbutte and have a boy and a
girl. Cheryl our youngest lives and works in Red
Deere. Alberta.
We spent one winter in North Battleford and I
\vorkcd part time at Eatons, \Ve \\'erc happy' to return
to the farm once more and seem to be here to stay.

Bournemouth. Jack got work just om of North Battleford and the following spring was employed by the
Department of Highways ami remained with them for
the rest of his life.
This is about all there is tLlmy story and contribution to the community as a teacher. fvlost of my.'
teaching was far from home.

\VC

The John Peters Family
Our life together started on July II. 1943 when
John married me, Nora Wall in Hepburn,
Saskatchewan. We started farming in Hepburn then.
In 1956 the NE VI33-50-13-W3rd was up for sale on a
cash basis ~ a cash we didn't have and couldn't
borrow. However, May of 1957 saw a big change in
our lives as Norman McLeod agreed to sell us the
land for half cash and half payments and so we
bought.
Imagine coming from Hepburn where there was
beautiful black soil and no rocks. We arrived May 17,
1957. The roads were still mucky, the highway had
just been finished, but the side roads were something
else again. At the time we were happy we were no
farther north and no farther south. McLeods' auction
sale was June 8, 1957. OUI' original intentions were to
move in 1958, however. our crop at Hepburn was
tlattened by hail and we had bought our Belbutte land
with the crop so August 29th we started moving. It
was raining and had been since August 24th and it
rained all of September. It would let up for a short
time only to start all over again.
I came here with an electric stove, never realizing
that I wouldn't be able to use it. We started by heating
the house with a cookstove Eiling Kramer. the auctioneer, had left here. However, on October 25th, his
men arrived to pick up the stove, and there I was
without a heating element. Luckily I had a two
burner camp stove so I started cooking on that and
bought my bread and cookies. It slowly got colder so

Pete Peterson Family
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Peterson, their daughter. Margaret. and son, Anton, came to the Hillside district in
1931, to settle on the N.E.19-47-14.
Margaret and Anton were in their teens, so did
not go to school.
Pete built a log shack from peeled poplar logs,
with a sod roof. His barn was made from poles and

Margaret Peterson with her mother, Mrs. Peterson on her
right, in her Toronto home.

John Peters farm.
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stra\v. He didn't do any farming. but kept some canle
and a tearn of horses for driving.
The horses were useu for riding too, and their

neighbors. Ruth and Bill Hess. would double up with
lVlargaret and Anton, and go riding as far as Crystal
Creek.
One Sundav. Anton took his sister. fvlarflard,
Ruth and Bill Hess. Rose Eberle and Maynard'Dirksen with the team of horses and lumber wa!2.on to
Round Hill. a round trip of about twenty-five ~niles.
to pick Saskatoon berries. They didn't get many
berries. but had a Illt of fUll.
Anton played hockey on the Hillside Warriors
team. and sharpened all the skates. He also played
the guitar for the local dunces.
Margaret went out to work. as a domestic in the
Prince district.
Finding enough water was always a probJem so
they moved to the S. W. -32-47-14. where they stayed
for about two years. then disposed of their cattle. and
moved to the S.E.-35-47-15. where Pete passed
away.
Margaret returned from Toronto. to help her
mother scll her belongings. thcn took her mother
back to Toronto. where Margaret married and she
and her mother are both living.
Anton left for Eastern Canada. and settled near
Larder Lake. Ontario. He is married and has one son.
who is also married.

Lena and Gusta Pfeifer.

and stayed there over winter. In April. 1<)11. wc took
the train to North Battleford. How we got to
Medstead I don't remember. We all thought it was a
really nice green and fresh country. I was ten and my

Chris Petersen
Chris or "Shorty" as he was known to everybody
was born in Germany, and when two or three years
old came to the States with his sister (Mrs. Chris
Blixrud) and parents. Hc lived in the States until he
moved up to the Molewood district and made his
home with the Blixrud family. He filed for a homestcad on the S.E. V, of section 21. He worked for the
Rayo family at Prince. Saskatchewan for some timc.
He passed away in North Battleford November 17,
1958.

sister Lena was t\.ve!vc when

\''l'C

started school there.

My father homesteaded the N. W. V, of Section
22-50-14. On the quarter just cast of our homestead
lived Mr. Joe Landry who gave us the loan of his nice
little one-room log house. in which eight of us lived
for three months.
During that time father built a two-room log
hOLlse, made a fire guard and a garden.
There was no school at that time as the Birnamwood School was not built until 1911. which was
situated over two miles from our home. There were
quite a number of neighbors around. I guess it was
appealing: to many to come to the new land: our father

.J. C. (Gust) Peterson
Gus! came from Sweden to homestead in the
Canwood arca in 1911. He was a cousin of Albert and
Ernest Johnson. He moved to Belbutte in 1919 and
filed on S.E.Yo 2S-50-13-W3rd. He remained until
1937 when he moved to Langley. B.C. where he was
employed in the mills. For many years he lived in a
small camper. He was a very frugal person. Later he
moved to Williams Lake. He died and is buried there.

was onc.

For six years it was very hard going to make ends
meet. We were a large family and fortunate that there
\,vere plenty of rabbits and prairie chickens around,
We missed a lot of school on account of cold
weather and storms. We had very nice teachers. Our
first teacher was Me Marr. then Keith McLaughlin
and next Miss Norton. By this time we were nine
children so father decided to go back to Saskatoon
and so did many of Ollr neighbors.
submitted by Kay Pickering (Pfeifer)

The Pfeifer Family
The George Pfeifer Story
My parents came from Rosenfeld. Manitoba in
the raIl of 1910. We travelled by train to Saskatoon
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half is what Dad had to clear. Finany the road became
ruts and 'vvhm \vith snakes slithering across one's
path, and partridges tlying up out of the bush beside
the roads scaring us half to death and the horse, being
a tempermental pony that vv'oLlld sometimes take oiT,
and we \Vcren't Sure if [he huggy \A/heds \\'ol.lld still
be with LiS by the time V,ie got him under control. But
someho\v \vc made it cv.:ry Cla2'i. The vvinters \Vere
severe and long. I feud! many.' times as I \,i,laS growing
up, wondering \vharever possessed Dad to move to
such an outiying, wild country~ Wc had storms that
ripped many beautiful trees up from the roots in our
yard and garden. One \vasn 't even safe in the house,
it trembled in that storm. I dicln't enjoy those clays too
much. We'd be caught in '(he rain and hail storms on

that three mile course from school to home and snow

Confirmat,on Class, 1930. L. to R., unidentified, Reynold
Pfeifer, The Lulheran Pastor, Wilhemine Pfeifer, Elsie Pfeifer

blizzards we nearly froze to death.. . BUT we had
to go to school. For my money! would have stayed
home'
My introduction to Medsteacl SchooL as it was
then known in 11)30. was the same school my older
brothers and sister attendee! when living on the homestead. When the village of Meclsteacl built their
school. we had to rename the country school. All the
pupils were asked to participate in choosing a suitable name by suggesting names of their choice in a
secret ballot. as it were. After the trustees decided on
a name from the suggestion box. they had another
box of envelopes to open and locate the name of the
child that had handed in that name. It became known
as DAYLiGHT School. ami I was very proud of
myself. for I had suggested Daylight.
Mrs. Casson was onc of my first teachers In
Daylight. and altho' I hated to go three miles to
school every morning. it paid off as I recall at the end
of the summer term. I was honored with a fairy-tale
book by fvlrs. Casson for the neatest \vork throughout
the year and the neatest appearance at all times. Mv
parents felt very proud of me. I still have that boolJ'
School days became a bit more tolerant as veal'S went
by. We h~d a teacher who was sports-n;indecl and
involved her pupils in sports which was up my alley.
'0/e entered the annual 24th of May sports day ~nd
Daylight came away with most of the ribbons and the
"CUP" and prizes for the best. most artistic banner:
fix we had to parade onto the sport.s grounds before
the BIG DAY started. I still have some or those
ribbons. A lot of memories burned with the farm
home when it V/llS destroyed by fire some ;r!ears ago.
I recall school concerts and dances. house parties. Friday nites: going away parties. Everyone
brought sanc.1\viches and cake. coffee or whatever!
Anyone who could play an instrument brought one.
and everyone took turns at playing. At midnight the
lunch was served and \vhoever could entertain got up

A Short History of the Pfeifers
The Pfeifers played a part in the history of
Medstead community too. It dates back to 1911 when
Mother and Dad. George and Lena Pfeifer. came
from Rosenfeld. Manitoba to take up homestead land
at Medstead. They lived there for six years. enduring
many hardships and fun. happy days with all the
many other homestead people. of which I have heard

111any interesting tales from the time I was a little girl,
and many times still reminisce about days of old
when we get together. But supplies were hard to

come by and. living in general \vas very hard. I recall
my dad saying that it didn't sound like a milway
would come thru' that area for some time. as it didn't

look like a promising farm country. so Dad moved
the family to Saskatoon in the spring of 1917. We
lived there until spring of 1930 when once again we
moved back to the Medstead/Glenbush districts.
That was when the depression hit. and time.s were
hard then too. The quarter section Dad settled on was
bush and stone. We had to clear every inch for house.
barns. and granary. Trying to choose a spot to landscape for hOllse and garden wasn't easy. However, as
] recall that old farm place now. it turned out to be a
lovely setting and Mother's garden was like a park in
the wilderness' We had fruit trees of every description that Mother thought might possibly bear fruit in
that country of short summers. also vegetables of all
kinds.
We had to live with neighbors that first summer
until my brothers and Dad hurriedly erected a house
before winter came. In between all that I recall Dad
taking time out reaL real early a few mornings. and
chopping a road open of willows and trees. rooting
out stones. so that my sister. Wilhemine and I would
be able to drive to school with the horse and buggy.
We had three miles to travel, and that first mile and a
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much different than 110\11/. \Vatcr \vas carried from the
Orr place. Wood had to be carried in to keep that big
heater going. Scruhbing that wooden floor is something I'll never forget~
';'ie nwdc our OV·iD entertainment. The Chrisrmas
concert with eVel)'OnC taking part, was the main
event or the y'Car. Dances were held variolls tinles of
the yiear. Sorne \vould clear off ice on Cater Lake and
[he snu\vbank was the waiting roonl. Summer had
hall games \vith everyone joining in.
As I entered high school! went to Medstead, then
to N. B. C .1. From here I went to Teachers' College in
Saskatoon. Nly first teaching position was at Big
River. 011 the rough, wild and woolly stories I heard
about Big River. but after thirty-five years I'm still
here and nothing too serious has happened.
I married Oscar Reed in 1947 and we have Iived in
the Big River district ever since. We had three sons
and after having many foster children adopted another son and daughter. We now have six grandchildren.
We do return once in a while to the Cater district
and see many changes every time. Many dear friends
are still there and make memories ever more pleasant.

anJ sang or stepped-danced, and then the dance
proceeded again and we'd all go home happy' and
tired at about 3 a. IlL \Vc couldn't sleep in tho' .chores had to be carried out in regular fashion. But
we all went to bed early Saturday nite!! ~
in 1939 the war broke out and changed l11i.lf'iY
things, and Ollr life style. But many things stay"cd the
same, and that is the GREAT PEOPLE who staved
on, orc(1me back from the service and built tv1cdstead
and the surrounding districts to \A/hnt \\ie have today. !
still come back once a year. and enjoy seeing the
people I knew then, and now their children, sorne of
whom I went to school with anel their children. This
makes for a very interesting and pleasant vacation.
And of course I have one brother, George, who needs
mentioning. He stuck it out all these years and is now
retired and living in MedsteacL and quite enjoying
himself. The rest of us are all scattered across the
country. Two brothers, Bill and Herman, passed
away some years ago, as did illY parents. One brother
met with a very unfortunate experience in later life
and is in a hospital. There were seven girls in the
family. Augusta, whom many may remember played
the violin at dances: lives in North Battleford. The
rest of us are in Saskatoon, Winfield and Kelowna,
B.C. One sister is in Portland, Oregon and two of us
in Vancouver, B.C.
I would never want to go thru' all that again, but
I'm glad I lived thru' it, it was a lot of living.
Much more than I can put down on paper. I am proud
to have been a part of it alL and r 111 sure that rest of
the family feel the same way.
Saskatchewan has certainly come a long way,
since my parents' days in 1911. They have prospered
immensely and may they keep it up"
submitted by Louise Garland (Pfeifer)

Ed Pichler Family
We left Prairie Rose District on October 31st,
1931. We travelled with two wagons, four horses,
two cows, onc heifer, four pigs, chickens and a dog
anel arrived at Medstead on November 17th. The
snow was eighteen inches deep and it was quite cold.
It was a trip I would not want to make again.
Douglas was one year old and Bill was born in
January 1935 in the log house! managed to build on
the quarter section N. W. 19-51-14 which I bought
from the C.P.R. We had a very hard time: but managed to have plenty to eat all the time. After clearing
about sixty acres of heavy bush, we left for the
Artichoke School District. The C.P.R. generously
gave us one dollar for a quit claim.
In Artichoke times improved considerably and
things began looking up.
We left Cater on April 8, 1939. On April 8, 1943,
we moved to LeRoy, Sask. where we stayed on the
farm until 1958 and then moved into town. We quit
farming in 1969 although we still own the land. We
now have it rented out.
Douglas started school at Cater and finished his
schooling with five years in the University of
Saskatchewan in Saskatoon where he now runs an
engineering architectural practise covering
Saskatchewan and parts of Manitoba and Alberta. He
is also a part time farmer. Douglas and his wife,
Mary, have one girl and three boys. They have lived

Helen Reed (Nee Neale)
I was born on the Neale farm in a small cabin, one
hot July night. My early childhood was spent in the
Cater district. Many memories can be connected
here.
On a very stormy night in March, a baby brother
was brought to me. How ! remember my Grandad
Neale talking to me that night and keeping me from
the delivery room.
Cater School has many memories. So many of us
used to drive horses to school. My brother and I used
to toboggan and many a night you couldn't see the
toboggan for kids. Everyone piled in and if you
became too crushed on the bottom someone got
pushed out and had to run to get back on. No need to
worry about keeping fit those days.
One year George and I were going to become rich
by doing the janitor work for the school. Things were
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The Mike Pilot Family. Lei! to right: Ron, Dr. Lorne, Julie and
Gary, Kevin, AI Nordgren. Second row: Peggy, Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Pilot, daughter Marilyn, Grandchildren, Ryan, Dennis,

Ed Pichler moves his family and possessions north to the

Patrick, Brian,

Cater district, November, 1931.

pray. How well! remember kneeling: we were really
scared left all alone with an unconscious father. Our
family had many mishaps and accidents. One of the
boys at one time got a big gash in the leg. Another
time our neighhor, Mrs. Ben Peters. came to visit LIS.
She said she had the feeling she should come and sec
us and as she was walking, she saw little brother Peter
just entering a big wheat field. The grain was much
taller than he was. How easily he could have been lost
and perished. My brother Abe drowned in British
Columbia. Then there was the night it rained so hard
we sort of got rained out of our soclroofed homc. We
went to spend the night with our neighbors, the
Reynolds. They had a new hOllse built of lumber and
a shingle roof, which we thought was just beautiful.
There also was a hurricane that passed, but none of us
got hurt. Only some buildings were moved.
I married Mike Pilot of Glaslyn and am living in
Battleford, Saskatchewan. I am employed at the Battlefords Regional Care Centre. My husband is a
retired farmer due to ill health.
We have five children.
Ron - who married Peggy O'Donnel of Battlefore!. They have two boys, Patrick and Ryon. They
live in the Willowmoor Eagle Hills district: he work<;
for the Department of Highways and farms.
Marilyn - morried Alan Nordgren of' Glaslyn
and lives in Two Hills, Alberta. They hove three
boys: Dennis, Brian, and Randy. Alan is employed
with MacDonald Engineering as a field engineer.
Lome - is a doctor at City Hospital, Saskatoon.
Garry - marricd Julie Hager of Drumheller,
Alberta. They have one daughter, Catherine. Gary is

The Ed Pichler family enjoy a picnic at Birch Lake in 1937.
Birch Lake was a favourite site for picnics in the early days.

on a farm just on the eastern city limits of Saskatoon
for the past two years.
Bill started school in Artichoke. He is now in
Saskatoon in the land development business and is
also running a trucking line. He is married and has a
family of' two girls.

The Mike Pilot Story
given by Mrs. Mary Pilot (nee Beier)
My parents lived in the Glenbush area and we
went to Avery School. When brother Dave started
school, mother tied rags to trees for him to follow so
he would not get lost going to school. My parents
worked hard to make a living. I still recall the many
wells (dry holes) they dug by hand. I remember when
Dad got kicked by a horse near the temple. He lay
unconscious and Mother had to drag him away from
the horses. She then had to walk one and one-half
miles in knee-deep snow for help. She asked us to

a farmer and contractor.

Kevin - is completing his grade ten at the Comprehensive High School in North Battleforcl.

Mrs Beatrice Pipp (Wearing)
Beatrice Wearing was the second teacher a Stoke
school, beginning in July of 1935. She boarded with
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/'\licc married r".;'rceman Johnson and lives at
Williams Lake. S.c.
John married irma LiicK and resides at \Vi!licllllS

Hilclur and Harold ShorL as she and l-lildur had
attended North Battleford Collegiate together.
In 1936, she married John Pipp at a quiet ceremony in Rabbit Lake with Hiidur and Harold Short
as witnesses. Beatrice and John had two children, a

Lake. B.C. also.
Pearl died in 1961. Sylvester remarried twice and

is now ninety-four years Did. He rcsiclcs in a nursing
home at Didsbury. A!hcrta.

girL Joanne, born in 1937. and a boy, George, hom in

1938. They remained in the Stoke district until 1943,
when they moved to the Lilac district.
!n 1945, tragedy struck as John was killed in a

The Glen

tractor accident. Beatrice then resumed her teaching

1.'001'1,

Family

Glen was the third oldest of eight children horn to

career in the Prince Albert area for a short time.
!n 1948, Beatrice re-lllarried a Mr. Marion Johnson, whom she had known since childhood and they
farmed in the Bat(1cford area until his passing in

Sylvester and Pearl Poore. He attendeJ Clarksdale

and Rabbit Lake schools and recalls having Edna
Smith, (no-IN Ivirs. Ernie Thompson of Medstcadl. as
H teacher.
Homestead] i fe was hard work and in 11)27, when

1973. Beatrice no\\/ resides with her son, George

Pipp on his farm in the Baulcford area. Joanne is
married and is now a NIrs. Paskowich and lives in
Lethbridge Alberta: she has two children, a boy and a
girl.

his parents moved to the Stoke area: clearing land
became his main occupation.

In 193(), he remembers threshing, on Ewald
Gatzke's threshing crew, at Frank Erickson's and
Harolel Short's. Other members of the crew were
Gust Rich, Sam Zwer. and Ernie Holler. At night
time when they all arrived at the supper table, they all
knew Mrs. Short, but just for fun Harold gave them
an introduction to his wife, Hilelur. as this: Harold
said - "he's Rich, He's Poor, he Hollers and he
Swears'" We all chuckled and one of the fellows
saiel. "Harold Short - you're not too Shor1. but Fred

The Svlvester Poore Family

Svl~vester Poore came \-vith his parents, the
Chariie Poore family, by covered wagon from North
Dakota, U.S.A. in 1905. They stopped at Langham
for the harvest season then spent the winter there. It
was here that Sylvester met Pearl Peck.
Pearl had come to the Langham district with her
family, the Charlie Pecks from Minnestoa, U.S.A.
In 1906, the Poores continued their journey to
North Banlcford and thence to Meeting Lake. Here
Charlie Poore built a log house and barn on his
homestead and bought furs for the Hudson Bay Company. Charlie didn't remain on the homestead, but
returned to North Battleford where he operated a
butcher shop until 1911. He returned to Meeting
Lake. built a store and had the Post Office until 1920
when he died of pneumonia.
Sylvester Poore and Pearl Peek were married in
North Battkforci in 1908. They filed on a homestead,
but cominued to live in North Battlefol'll where Sylvester worked, while they were building the
Saskatchewan Hospital. he hauled gravel. They
moved to the homestead in I') II.
In I'JD they filed on a second homestead in the
Stoke district NE 14-50-13 W3rd. This lanel was solid
bush and was cleared by hand with an axe and grubhoe, with horses to pull the stumps.
Grace, the former Mrs. Charlie White of Rabbit
Lake. is deceased.

Long is Long." Some crew!

In 1931. Glen filed a pre-emption homestead
which was held by his father until he was eighteen"

Glen Poore's team and caboose.

Arthur and Denis arc both deceased.

Glen is retired and living at Chitek Lake.
Orville resides in Spiritwood.
Susan, (better known as Dolly) the former Mrs.
Leon FiroL is remarried and living in the U.S.A.

Willie Gatzke, Glen Poore, elk head, 1978, shot near Prince
Albert.
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Glen Poore with furs, 1977.

Sylvester and his brother Orville, when they were
seventeen and sixteen years old respectively, moved
to this homestead and batched together
In 1938. he was called upon to drive an elderly
couple (William Fluellens) to Mervin where he was
to make a public speech.
Glen had a nice pair of driving horses named
Nellie and Gypsy. He had worked all summer and
fall, for Ted Canning at Bournemouth. for Nellie as

moved to Ranger. He farmed at Ranger in that nice

wages, and later got Gypsy as wages from John

various other D.N.R. supervisors before retiring in

Bellamy. That team was "as hard and tough as whale
bone" said Glen.
,,] drove them from Belbutte to Mervin and back
in a caboose - no money. free of charge and if I had
the opportunity I'd do it again. I always feel if one
does good in life. I think it returns good memories,"
In 1939 Glen married Sigma Amos of Bapaume,
who had come with her family from the Speers area,
They had six children,
Minnie Pearl married Marcel Mathews and lives
in Fort SL John. B,C,
Charles Donovan owns a shingle shake factory in
Powell River, B,C,
William Glen (Bill) lives in Quesnel. B.C.
Glenna Ellen is now Mrs, Campbell Purdy of
Spiritwood.
Elaine and Laurel. twins. are Mrs, Robert Storey
and Mrs. Leon Gagne respectively, both of Spiritwood,
Glen and Sigma left the homestead in 1940 amI
rented the Amos farm for one year. The winter of
1941. Glen went to Chitek Lake where he remained
until the spring of 1944 when he bought land and

1977.

black soil with no rocks until 1961. He had retained
his lease on three lots at Chitek Lake during this time.
He worked at variolls jobs between 1961 and
1964, but returned to Chitek in 1964 and built his

home, becoming a commercial fisherman.
Glen worked for the D.N.R. off and on first in
1941 for Jim Burnet of Glaslyn and then for Don
Frechette (Johanna Stolze's husband) of Le()ville ami

Hunting, trapping and fishing have always been
an integral part of Glen's life. He recalls trapping his
first coyote when he was thirteen years aiel. anc! in
1977 sold $3,50(),OO 1V0rth of furs, He still runs his

trap lines and is enjoying his retirement in Chitck
Lake,

f: Co Postill
by Aileen Post!!!

Having completed seven years service in the British Army Frederick Carey Postill left his family
home in Yorkshire, England in March 1929 and came
out to his Uncle Joe Vessey who farmed twenty-five
miles east of North Battleford near the littie town of
Richard, Saskatchewan,
He worked for his Uncle and a neighbour for the

following four years, then he and a friend, Ossic
Billam moved up to Mdestead, They set up farming
on a half section North-east of Medstead. The farm
did not keep them both busy so Carey spent a good
deal of his time working in the bush north of Birch

Lake cutting and hauling logs for the fred Orange
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Carey Postill breaking his quarter north 01 Medstead, July 28,
1934,

Carey Postil!'s winter camp in the bush, 1936.

und Ivor Soderberg sawmills. During the depression
years his wages were $1.00 a day plus meals. when
he used his teum of horses he got $2.0() a day.
Mill work was mostly done in the winter so at
other times Ossie and Carey went into the bush, cut
firewood. bucked it into three or four foot lengths
with a hand Swede saw and split it. This was hauled
to the H. L. Hallis store whcre they received $1.00

to Calgary where they had hoped to get work on the
Airfield. but work had closed down for the season. !
joined them there and we remained in Calgary until
after our daughter June. was born in the month of
June. That same fall the boys went on to Trail. B.C.
and obtained work in the C. M. & S. Smelter.
However. they both felt that they would like to do war
work so we moved on to Vancouver, B. C. in the
spring of 1942. Graydon went to help manufacture

per cord or $1.25 if exchanged for groceries.

guns at the Dominion Plant and Carey went as a

The bush work was very long hours and done
under the most uncomfortable conditions. The cold
was sometimes intense. too cold to work the horses
or run the mill. but the men went out as usual and cut
down trees with a crosscut saw and then bucked them
up with a Swede saw. At times on some jobs two or
three men batched in a low log shack. heated with a
tin S"lOve. Their food would be frozen solid so it had
to be thawed out before they could make themselves a
meal in the evening. Their noon lunches were frozen
sandwiches. which meant building a fire to thaw
them out and snow had to be melted for n hot drink.

welder to the Burrard Shipyards in North Vancouver.
There ships were being built for the Canadian Navy
and Merchant Marine. Outside of a few odd layoffs
and strikes he continued working there until he retired in 1970. That year we made a trip to England so
that Carey could see his family after an absence of
forty-one years.
We have been living in White Rock. B.C. since
1949 and our only daughter with her husband and six
year old son lives near by. We have seen this slllall

summer resort town grow into a thriving modern
city.

Many of the winter hauling trails were dovv'n over
the frozen lakes. This was much easier than hacking
trails through the bush. however. problems could
arise at rimes, especially getting started in the mornings. The sleighs would freeze to the ice overnight
and the horses couldn't budge them. This situation

The R. H. Power Family
The Power family. consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
Power. sons Bob. Ted ami Jack. and daughters Marie.
Dolly and Kathy. moved into the Birnamwood S.D.
in the early years. Two of the boys. Bob and Ted.
filed on homesteads there. Ted on N. E. 20-50-14 and
Bob on the S.E. 20-50-14. A good sized log house
was built on the Ted Power's homestead. where the
family lived for some time. Later Mr. Power built a
nice lumber cottage on his own land which will be in
the Carrollton S. D. owned now by Joe Oster. Here
the Powers lived lIntil 1917 then moved to North
Battleford.
The Powers brought lovely treasures from Eng-

was overcome by running the loaded sleigh up onto
small logs in the evening so the iron runners were free
of the icy trail surface.
Carey and !vor Soderberg hauled a grain elevator
which had been pUlled down at Glenbush and was reerected at Cater. He drove a horse on the gin pole
while it was being rebuilt. He also hauled and loaded
railroad ties onto freight trains at Meclstead. Metoos.
Birch Lake and Belbutte.
On September 1st. 1939 World War II was declared and Ossie soon went to enlist in the Army
leaving Carey alone on the farm. In August of 1940
we were married in North Battleford and two months
later we held an auction sale and left the farm.
Graydon Connor and Carey left Medstead and went

land and I remember as a small girl attending a
church service there: the piano. the fine furniture.
pictures and lovely curtains and cushions made their
home look like a palace to LIS.
What a change it must have been for these people:
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moved to St. Louis, where Jack 'vvas employed as
Pumpman by the CNR. In 1931, he was transferred to
Medstcad as Pump man and Coai Dock Foreman.
They had a family of four. three sons and one
daughter: RaYll1011lL born in 1918: Sidney. horn Iil
1019: Edv','an..L born in ISl20: and Bernice, born in

but they' seemed to enjoy the dances and other entertainments of the district. the young people travelling
miles \\"'ith oxen and stoneboat in sub-zero \veather to
attend a dance.
Mr. Power. compiled the first assessment roll
when the Birnamwood S.D. was for.med in 1911.

ic)2~.

When World War I broke out Bob and Ted Power
both enlisted and later Jack also enlisted. In 1918
when they returned '[ed went into partnership with
his brother-in-law. Hewson. who had married Dolly.
They bought out the Charlie Round's ranch which
was situated 10 miles north of Belloutte. Later it was
necessary for Hc\vson to return to his home in Nova
Scotia and Frank Johnson became the new partner

During the farnily's years in IV1edstead, they.' I,vere
actively involved in community' affairs and projects.
Jack served 011 the Village Council and School
Board. They lived in [he CNR company house at the
dam (one mile east of Medstead). Many people will
recall the s\v'imming and skating parties that \-vere
held at the dam. Later they' bought Pa Perry \ house
and moved into tlnvn.
The three buys were prominent hockey players
with the Medstead "Big Chiefs". They served overseas during World War II: Ray with the Royal Canadian Artillery: Sid with the Royal Canadian Medical
Core: and Ed with the R.CA.F
Jack passed away at Medstead in 1945. Marie
movcd to Saskatoon and later to Calgary. She passed
away in 1973.
After the War. Ray made his home in North
Battlcford and was employed as a Psychiatric Nurse
at the North Battlcford Hospital until his retirement
in 1977. He married Myrtle Coldwell of Nonh Battleford in 1946. They had two sons and one daughter:
Douglas in Vancouver: PauL at home: and Gail in
California. married to Jim Donelly who have two
children. Candy and Toni.
Sid worked in variolls places in Saskatchewan
and Alberta as Sanitation Officer. Sid is retired and
lives in North Battleford. where he is actively involved with lawn bovvling during the summer
months.
Ed has lived in Saskatoon since the War. being
employed with the R.C M. P. Telecommunications
Branch. He married Marian Turtle of Perdue in 1952.
They have one daughter and two sons: Cher:)"!, married to Don Young of Unity (they live in Saskatoon):
Dan. employed by SaSh. Power at Estevan: and
Dave, living at home and employed with
Saskatchewan Government Telephones .
Bernice married Allan Jones of Saskatoon in
1952. They lived in Calgary and had two children:
Linda. married to Eric Endrud of Calgary: and Lyle.
at home in Calgary. Allan passed away in 1975.
Bernice still resides in Calgary.': she is \vorking with
the Bank of Nova Scotia and has been a long tirnc
employee at that bank.

Later they gave up the ranch and Teel moved to
North Battlcford where Mr Power had a real estate
office.
Bob Power took a homestead in the Witchekan
district where in the 30's he ami his wife lived for a
time. They finally retired in White Rock. B.C where
they both passed away.
Marie Power married Ernie Wells and they
moved out to B. C
These were very fine people much respected by
their neighbors.

John Francis Price
submitted by Ed Price

(SOil)
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John Francis Price, better known as Jack. came to
Canada from London. England in 1909 and homesteaded in the Meacham district. There he met Marie
Gurda. They were married in 1917. In 1918. they

Medstead Hockey Team, 1936. Three Price brothers played
on the "Big Chiefs". Back row: Leo Jolly coach. Sid Perry.
Hartley Steward, Jeff Mark, Lyle Steward, Ray Price. Front
row: Ed Price, Eric Lenton, Sid Price.

The Price Story
In 1911. Harry William Price decided tllmove to
Canada. He sold his haberdashery, left his dentistry
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With the outbreak of World War L Dick enlisted

in the jgSth Overseas Battalion. in 1415. He was sent
overseas in June, 1<)16. He was wounded in action,
sent [0 England to recuperate, \vnere he met and
married Elsie Cox. He returned to the battle front,

then in 1918, l1:arry and Sarah received a telegram
telling them that their sun \'v'(lS kilied in action on
September Jrd.

Harry being a talented artist. found time to paint
scenic pictures from the Hillside and English COUlltrysides, which grace the walls of his grandchiidren's

homes to this day_ sorne dating back as far as 1890.
Fred decided to venture out to find employment

elsewhere, traveiling as far as Copper fvlo11ntain,
British Columbia. to work in a mine. Peggy Halliday,
who arrived in 1917, to teach Ward School. had met
Fred prior to his departure. She journeyed to British
Columbia to join Fred to be married there in 1919.
They returned to Hillside to settle down in a house
built in the same yard as Fred's parents.
Harry and Sarah moved to North Battleford in
1920, where he went back to being a dental assistant.
From there they moved to Saskatoon, Harry becoming active in the Boy Scout Movement.
They retired to Sandwith in 1937. Sarah passed
away in 1946, after suffering a stroke. Harry developed gangrene in his foot, from sleeping in a chair
by his wife's bedside, resulting in an amputation. He
passed away only a few months after losing his wife.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Price.

job, accompanied by his wife, Sarah, his two sons,
Frederick Henry, age twenty, and Henry George
(Dick), aged eighteen. They travelled in the company
of Edgar and Louisa Carr.
Land locators took Harry to the Lioydminister
ancl Meadow Lake areas, but he settled at Hillside in
1912, on N. W. 24-47-15. Fred and Dick located on
adjoining quarters, where the grass was knee high,
there were a few large trees, rolling hills, and sloughs
full of water, providing good grazing for livestock.
Lumber was hauled from North Battleford with a
team of oxen, to build a new house for the family on
Harry's homestead.
With the help of his family, and his team of oxen
he started to carve a living from this new land, but as
more sod was turned up under the plow, and a few
years of drought followed, the sloughs dried up, and
the pastures became bare, revealing many stony

Second Generation
Fred and Peggy took over the farm in 1920, and
the hard work that went with it. Finding enough water
for the livestock and household was always a problem, and a daily chore to haul it from the closest
source, in barrels on a stoneboat. A staneboa! is a
conveyance built with boards nailed across two logs,
to act as runners. The boards made a platform on
which to set the barrels. This was pulled by horses
and used for all sorts ofjobs, from hauling stones off
the field, hence its name, to bringing in the garden
produce. Melted snow was used for the house during
the winter and a water hole cut in the ice of a slough
for the livestock, losing olle's precious axe in the
hole, then trying to retrieve it out of the icy water.
Searching for water, digging wells with a spade
was almost an annual task, only to find a dry hole the
majority of the time.
Early frost was always a problem in growing
grain and gardens, however, when the weather cooperated feed for the animals was plentiful. Hun,
dreds of quarts of garden produce and wild berries
were canned. A root cellar provided winter storage
for vegetables.
Resourcefulness was the key to survival. Wheat

acres.
Harry and Sarah became active in community
life, one involvement was the establishment of the
Ward School district, as well as the building of Ward
School with Harry sitting on the board for several
years.

During the winter of 1915, Fred drove north with
a team and a sleigh, in the company of Gordon and
Eric Shepherd, and Harry Jacques, to cut logs to haul
home for buildings, living in a tent, until the job was
done.
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arthritis, they sold their farm to [heir son, Arthur, and
moved to Victoria.

Freel and Peggy had four children. Henry Arthur,
born in April. 1921: George William, in May, 1922;
Robert Frederick born in June, 1924; and Jean
Louise, born in May, 193!.

Third Generation
Henry Arthur received his education at Ward
School. It wasn't all paper work. He also learned,
along with his fellow students, how to roast wheat
right in the stooks, which set fire to the whole field;
how to snare a skunk arounci a willow clump, or
shooting the neighbor's duck for want of wild game.
He went to work at Meota and Prince in 1935,
where he met Margaret Forsblom. They were married in Regina in 1941.
He enlisted in the Royal Canadian Engineers
(army) in June, trained in Regina, Saskatoon, London and Camp Borden, Ontario. He was sent overseas
in 1942, transferred to the Royal Electrical Mechanical Engineers, and was stationed in Camp Borden,
England, for the duration of the war. He returned
home in October, 1945.
Arthur and Margaret moved into the house formerly occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Carr. In the spring of
1946, they moved one-half mile west onto the Burgess farm to start farming with a brand new tractor,
and five milk cows.
Hopefully, Arthur planted his first crop, only to
havc it freeze before the grain matured.
They moved again in 1947, buying Arthur's parents' farm, making him the third generation to live on
this land.
Margaret took over the Post Office and ventured
into the grocery store business until 1951. Arthur
became mail carrier between Sandwith and Hillside.
Cash wasn't too plentiful, so the income was supplemented by Margaret doing upholstering, sewing,
icing wedding cakes; boarding teachers, and growing big gardens.
The cream cheque bought the groceries for the
table, but expenses always seemed to exceed income.
Arthur decided to join the army again in 1952, so
they sold their belongings, rented the land to his
brother, George, and moved to Victoria, where
Arthur was stationed. Howevel; while back home on
leave in November, Arthur had the misfortune of
shooting himself in the left foot in a hunting accident,
resulting in an amputation. That was the end of his

The Fred Price Family. 1944. Back. L. - R. Bob and George
Price. Front. Peggy, Jean and Fred Price.

was ground for porridge, pig weed canned for
greens, when all else failed.
With all the adversities, those were happy days,
when one could wander all over finding wild flowers,
bird's nests, and wild animals of all sorts, also lose
one's way home on occasion, with few roads or
fences as guidelines.
Peggy taught school the majority of the year, one
year travelling with horse and buggy as far as Meeting Lake. She would stay the week, then return home
to attend to her household duties on weekends. Travelling became easier when they purchased their first
car, a "Whippet" in 1924.
They suffered a blow when they lost their house
by fire, which started in the stove pipes in 1924.
Luckily. there was another house in the yard to move
into.
The first radio in the district was added to the
Price household in the early 1930's, which was enjoyed by all neighbors as well, when they came to
listen to the N. H. L. games on Saturday evenings.
Logs had been hauled from the north for a new
house to be built by Felix Yaskovitch, of Sandwith, in
1935. A master in his trade, he hewed, fitted, and
pegged the logs to erect a sturdy and handsome
building.
Living became easier in the '40's. Farm produce
brought higher prices, businesses offered better services, finally in 1947, with Fred being plagued with

army career.

They spent the winter in Medstead, while Arthur
was making several trips to Saskatoon to be fitted
with prosthesis,
They moved back to their farm in the spring,
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Robert Arthur. born in August, 1'!4i: Ronald Frederick. in May, 1946, Trudy Lynne in September,
i95LTerry Allen in December. 1957 and Kelly Irvin,
in August, 1960.
George William, went to school at Ward and
Meow. He spent his youth helping his father on the
farm.
He vvas blessed with the art of fixing any piece or
machinery wirh a piece of No.9 wire. His motors

\vcre usually overhauled in the midd!e of the kitchen
noor. due to the lack of a heated. outside building.
tIe was a great horseman. He enjoyed driving a
fast team. covering the miles at great speed. Wire
gates were no obstruction, he simpJy drove through

them vv'hen he was in a hurry. He \vas mail carrier
between Hillside and Sandwith for several years.
anyone who wanted a ride with him had to catch him
on the run.
George joined the army in January, 1942, with the
R.C.E.T.C. and was stationed at Chilliwack, British
Columbia. for four months. After being placed in the
"E" category. he was honorably discharged.
He married Edna Blixrud in November. 1945.
They moved onto the S.E. 2-48-15. to start farming
on his own for about four years. then he moved to
Victoria. but he was away for a year when he returned
to start fanning again, but in 1956 he sold his belongings and moved to Victoria,
George and Edna have four children. Freddie was
born in December. 1946: Dennis was born in Victoria
in 1955: Lloyd, was born in North Battleford in 1955.
A daughter, Heather, was born in Victoria.
Freddie started school at Ward, and left there in
grade four.
Robert Fredrick received his schooling at Ward
School. At the age of fourteen years. he received a
leg injury from a hockey puck. which caused his
parents a lot of anxiety. taking him to Prince Albert
and Saskatoon for medical help. finally to Winnipeg,
they found he had osteomylitis. He had surgery and
with the help of penicillin, the new wonder drug, his
artliction was brought under control.
After months of recuperation, he was able to seek
employment in various places going as far east as
Ontario. working on dairy farms and in tobacco
fields.
He returned to Hillside in 1948, with his new
bride, formerly Marilyn Gray of Tilsenburg, Ontario. They stayed a year with Arthur and Margaret
while Bob went out to work from time to time.
The next summer they bought the S.W. 30-47-14
for $500 .00. and started farming on their own, with a
team of horses. two pigs and some chickens. They
acquired some cattle in partnership with Bess and
Kelly Jacques.

Arthur and Margaret Price. 1940.

where Arthur had to adjust to a new pace. sometimes
sitting on the tractor with his crutches beside him.
while he was getting used to his new" leg". but with
the help of his family. crops were planted. harvesting
done. with a good supply of wood on hand for winter
fuel.
Being a good horseman. having rielden and driven horses and handled cattle since he was a youngster, he was chosen as manager of the Hatherleigh
Community Pasture. which opened in 1959. This was

a new and interesting way of life.
The new job demanded most of his time, so he
sold his land to the Department of Agriculture. continuing to live in the same house. The children
learned the art of checking and rounding up cattle at
an early age. Margaret helped with the book work
every spring and fall at the corrals, after the post
office was closed.
This was seasonal work, until 1974, when a bull
station was built at headquarters. where bulls would
be wintered. resulting in Arthur becoming a civil
servant, with a fulltime job. Included in the job, was
a side line for the winter months. when he was
appointee! to buy buHs for northern provincial pastures. When spring comes, it's back out on the range.
Arthur and Margaret have a family of five.
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Bob could not expand his farming operations,
since there was no available land close by, so he
decided to sell his belongings in !956 and rnove lO
Victoria.

Jean Louise attended Ward School. Meanwhile
she took piano lessons in North Battleford, and
helped out at home until 1947 when she moved to
Victoria \vith her parents, where she completed her

high school education. She married Robert Carr.
They have two sons, Rodney and Kevin, and reside in
Nanaimo, British Columbia.

Fourth Genel'atiOI1
Robert Arthur, came to Hillside with his parents
in 1945. He started school at Lost Horse Creek in
1947. He started his grade four in Victoria, then can1e

back to Medstead School, finishing the term at Ware!
School, which he attended until 1957, then going to
Sand with Central High by bus.
He helped his father with the farm work, and in
the Community Pasture, and hauled the mail to anel
from Sandwith for one summer.
He went to work in the Co-op Creamery at
Medstead in 1959, until his lure for mechanized
equipment led him to being a Cat operator on road
building and clearing brush in the R.M. of Round
Hill, then on to the Department of Highways, then on
to Saskatoon, where he worked and studied to be an
electrician in Moose Jaw.
He married Shirley Ann McNabb of Sandwith in
1965, and moved to North Battleford where Bob
started his own electrical business, but they both

The George Price family. L. - R. Fred Jr., (wife) Kathy, Dennis,
with Heather and Lloyd in front.

L. -

R. Kevin, Rodney, Jean (Price), and Bob Carr.

Bob worked on the section gang at Sandwith, and
helped build the new Ward School in 1952. He also
worked at Eston, Saskatchewan for one fall, coming
back with their first car, a Model A Ford.
Lynne being a city girl, was unaccustomed to gas
and kerosene lamps and wood stoves, but she learned
very quickly, baking her own bread, raising a garden

and doing the canning.
When she first tried to milk a cow, she remarked,
"I can't get anything to come out of this spigot'" She
was amazed at the first butter-making session, when
the butter started to appear in the churned cream.
Ward School teachers boarded with Bob and
Lynne for several years.

Bob Price Jr. with his new bride, Shirley, Ring Bearer Price, and Bridesmaid - Shirley McNabb.
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Terry

dreamt of the day_ \vhen they could buy a farm and
finally found one in the Rabbit Lake area.
Ronald Fredrick started school in Victoria, British Columbia, then to Medstead School for [he winter months, finishing the year at Ward SchooL where
he continued until 1957, going on to the Sandwith
and Glenbush Central Schools.
Ron was plagued vvith asthma, for which he \vas
hospitalized for short periods almost every year. This
constricted his participation in sports or too much
activity. He helped his father with his work for a time
then ventured out on his o\\'n, eventually.' being employed as a fireman in heating and air conditioning
system at the Union Hospital in North Battleforcl.
He married Mary Brooks in October, 1970. They
have one son, Kimberley Jason.
Trudy Lynne received herec!ucation in Sandwith,
Glenbush anc! Medstead Central Schools receiving
an Efficiency Aware! on her graduation day.
Her teen years were spent being involved in the
sewing, cooking, nursing and light horse divisions of
the 4-H Club, and in the Brownie and Lone Guides
section of the Girl Guides. She participated in several
volleyball and curling tournaments.
She spent a lot of time practising her accordion,
then accompanied by several of her teenage friends
they formed an orchestra which played for a lot of
dances around the countryside.
While deciding on a career she went to work in
North Battleford.
She married Joey McMurphy of Medstead in
1970, then moved to Saskatoon, where they completed a course in Local Government Administration.
They moved to Edam in 1974, where Trudy is employed as librarian and village secretary, and Joey is
municipal secretary. They have three children, Troy,
Shawn and Joanne.
Terry Allen went to school at Sandwith, Glenbush and Medstead Central Schools. He started at a
very early age to become involved in all the seasonal
sports, hockey being his biggest interest.

Terry Price

L. - R. Shawn, Joey and Trudy (Price) and Troy McMurphy.

He was a member of the Light Horse Club for a
few years, sparking an interest in horses, which lec!
him to become employed in the Hatherleigh Community Pasture.
He married Susan Aumack in 1977 anc! moved to
Rabbit Lake in 1978. They have one son, Trevor
Steven.
Kelly Irvin, attended Sandwith, Glenbush and

Kelly Price with his bride, Connie (Wisner), Helen McMurphy
- organist.

and son (left) Rodney Price and son (right).
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listen and he abivays let me pick my very o\vn fresh
garden peas c\'Cry surnmCf ~. hovv' I enjoyed those
peas!
Once \Ve ',,'.,'ent to 1'vkdskacl SchooL a lot of individuality \Vas lost and [ have little to comment about
Medstead School except that it prepared !nc for the
""\vays of the big city". In 1963 1 knc\v 1 had to
prepare for University so r took graJes eleven and
twelve in Saskatoon Technical Collegiate Institute.
where I \vas fortunate to achieve honor roll standings
both years, as \I./ell as an Academic Achievement
av/ard at graduation.
! graduated from the University of Saskatchewan.
School of Nursing in Saskatoon in lViay. !970 afrcr
attending a five-year program, which gave me my
B.Sc.N. with a major in Public Health Nursing. The
day after graduation I moved to North Battleforc1
where I taught the Nursing Assistants at the B£1ttlerorc1s Union Hospital for four months while the
program was being phased out. Two months later I
took up residence in Yorkton, Saskatchewan where I
was a clinical instructor at the Yorkton Union Hospital- ajob I thoroughly enjoyed for five years. Here
I met many fine people. inciuding my husband,
Nestor Procyshen. Currently we live in Reel Deer,
Alberta where I am a supervisor in a Staff Development Dapartment at a facility for developmentally
handicapped children and adults, a position I have
had for four years. Nestor and I enjoy restoring
antique furniture in spare moments. Nestor also repairs antique clocks, otherwise we enjoy our daughter. Crystal who was born December 30. 1978.

Medstead Central Sciloois. He participated in all the

sports, earning a "Rookie of the Year" Clvvard in
broom ball.

He loved the fann animals, trusting them (:ornpletcly, res.ulting in being tossed by a cow. and several times off a horse, onc fall resulting in a
concussion, even so, he learned to ride at the tender

age of five years. anCl wasn't much older when he
started to help his father round up cattle.
He was a member of the 4-H Light Horse Club for
severa! years.
When he finished school, he moved to Calgary
and married Connie Wisner of Robinhood in July,
1979, and they make their home in Calgary.

Gladys Procyshen nee Dickman
I was born December 2. 1947. I have practically
no recollection of Medstcad from the days we lived in
the town. however I have fond memories of Cater. !
think the highlight was being able to attend a oneroom school - something my Alberta peers can't
comprehend. My first teacher was Erika Isaac who
probably shaped my whole perspective on school. I
had the fortune of meeting her at my folks' Golden
Anniversary. (She's Mrs. Vern Schmidt and they
reside in Waldheim. Saskatchewan.) The people who
started school with me were Frank Hundt. Judy Gossen and Floyd Kitchen.
Mrs. Evelyn Casson was the teacher in this oneroom school for my grade three and four. ! recall
many fine (and naughty) things about Cater school.
like the nature hikes (still have the book Mrs. Casson
gave me for best pressed leal' display). The tree
climbing. gopher snaring. wood pile rearranging,
potato baking on the old stove arc things of the past.
Mrs. Casson saw to it that many of us missed a few
recesses for our "Wedding in the Barn" ceremonywe really were sorry we didn't hear the bell' I thoroughly enjoyed the rides to school in Dad's Model
"A" he used as a "bus" - but the rides in the spring
with Mrs. Hundt's horse and wagon were more dramatic, especially when one discovers their rubbers
are stuck in the mud three feet behind. In summer. the
bike rides through the coulee always left one windless. The sports days were great. free from the competition we were pressured into at Medstead. The
dramatic skits were fun. except I still wonder why I
was chosen to be the witch in "Hanzel and Gretel!"
Many times I think of the peace and beauty oj" the
"north" as it was then - the playing in the woocis, or
by the slough. orciosing the barn doors at night once
all the chickens were in "bed".
We had fine neighbours - few though they were:
but one will ,!Iways have a special place in my history
- Mr. Josh Perry. He always had time to talk anci

Mr. and Mrs. Archie Pogue
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Pogue and family came to
the Guyhirne district in the early thirties, and settled
on the S.W.""-25-50-15, This lanel had been occupied by Hartes who had built a log house and had
broken a few acres of land, and then left. Mr. Payne
rented this land, and farmed the few acres that were
broken.
The Pogue children attended Guyhirne Schoo!.
Afler a short stay in the district they started out
from Medstead by team and wagon to move to British
Columbia.

Josephine (Tootsie) Prosser son)

(nee Knut-

Eldest daughter of Albert and Agnes Knutson. I
was born in a nursing home in North Battleford. We
lived on the farm one and one-half miles east of
Robinhooci, beside the lake.
My mother taught school, so sometimes I stayed
home with Dael, at Grandpa Berg's or I would go
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A get-together, 1920 or 21. Some oi the people shown, Toots
Knutson, Ruben Wilson, Hu!das Rasmussen, Amy Evans,
Lillian Johnson, Helen Johnson, Clara and Evan Evans, Mrs.
Rasmussen and Ruby Evans, Mrs. Wilson and Alice, Gena
Sernes, Mrs. Carl Evans, Emma Flaa.

along in the buggy and stay with the Carl Evans'
family in the Guyhil11e District.
The summers were best, and I spent many happy
hours walking with Mom, when she would tell me
stories of her childhood or teach me the old songs. I
always enjoyed walking with Dad behind the plow,
too. Later on I often had the honor of turning the
grindstone for Dad.
May 24th was always a day to look forward to:
besides being my birthday, there was a picnic which
in the early years was held on the hill west of our
house, How many years Robinhood continued to
have their sports on that day I The next site was across
from Wilson's store on the corner. People came from
miles around, and excitement mounted as the booths
were set up with the tree branches with fresh green
leaves providing a shelter from the sun, I can still
visualize a Mr. Kunz arriving to operate the hot-dog
stand and remember the chant that rang out - "They
are ready - ready - ready - they are all red hot.
The weiner in the middle and the mustard on the
top", There was homemade ice cream and
lemonade, too and for the adults the Park Bluff ball
team was the one to watch, while we competed in the
kiddies races for a nickel or an ice cream cone.
Lutheran Church services were held in the
homes, and Ladies Aid meetings usually included
the children and the men folk as welL
Then there were dances to go to I We would start
out early in the afternoon bound for many places,
Midnight Lake - when we sometimes stopped at
Olesgaard's or Dewan's, to Nolin, Daylight or Marron SchooL I also remember nice visits at the
McNeil's at Birch Lake. Dad supplied the music and
I am glad they did not employ baby sitters in those
days, I could sleep on a school desk which was
pushed back against the wall and drift off to sleep to
the sound of Dad's violin.
There was usually an impromptu program anyone who could sing or dance a jig contributed, At

Josephine Knutson and littlt: sister, Ruby Knutson, November,
1929,

the Robin school a Jimmy Diamond used to sing
some rousing Irish songs. There were also rag
socials, box socials ancl shadow socials to raise
money, Rag social was when a girl put her name on
paper and wrapped rags around to make a big ballwhoever bought it was her supper partner. There was
quite a mess when all were unwound. I still have as
prized possessions the little nickels won in racing and
some given to me by the late Bill Loft for doing the
"jig".
"Little pitchers have big ears", and it was interesting to eavesdrop on the grown-up girls in the
cloakroom and watch as they powdered their noses
and "frizzed" up their hair with a comb. On one
occasion two of the young ladies had cut their hair.
This was a daring move, and there was much whispering and talk about that I It seems that when the
time came to appear in public with short hair, one
young lady lost her courage and arrived with the
shorn locks back on her head, neatly secured with a
hair net.

Not too long ago. 1 had the occasion to overhear a
conversation between Aunt Knutson and Aunt Emma
Lilja. They were reminiscing about their younger
days and mentioned the time they brought bread and
a pail of plum jam to make sandwiches for the dance.
They painstakingly picked out the plum stones and
put them into a sandwich, but they could not recall
who happened to get it.
Christmas concerts were another event to look
forward to - the practice - the pine smell of the
Christmas tree - and making the decorations were
all part of the fun, Decorations consisted of paper
chains, stars covered with tinfoil and long strings of
popcorn -lights were candles secured with a holder,
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Elementary education was in the Robin schoolteachers were - Mrs. Smith, Mr. Elmer Washington
Holmes and Mrs. Albert Iverson.
The most important event that I remember during
those years \vas the birth of my baby sister, Ruby. It
was a very cold January 13, when Dad hooked up the
team and drove over to get Mrs. Alfred Egeland and
bring her to OLlr place. He then went across country
about fifteen miles to get Nurse Drayton. Before they
arrived back, Ruby had arrived. ! was a bit late for
school that day but remember proudly announcing to
the class during school hours that I had a baby sister'
Recreation facilities were limited in schools then.
Our gymnastic equipment was the 2 by 4 rafter in the
barn, which we attempted to go hand over hand
across, if someone didn't grab your feeL it wasn't [00
hard to accomplish. We played many running games
in summer and fox and geese in the snow in the
winter. Eventually, we did get a ball and bat and it
took the entire enrollment of grades one to eight to
fill the bases for the game.
About that time, originated the idea that I would
like to choose nursing as a career, which was a break
away from the family tradition of teaching. This
thought was perhaps implanted more firmly in my
mind while on a summer holiday spent in North
Battleford with the Ted Johnson family. Helen Johnson worked at the Notre Dame Hospital and I would
go with her. Those quiet darkened hallways were
fascinating and she would tell me of her work as we
had cocoa in the kitchen.
Picking saskatoons at Cochin was usually considered a holiday too - on our way to the campground.
we often stopped to see Mrs. Heno who had a stopping place there and she always welcomed us warmly
and put the kettle on.
There was much encouragement from Mom and
Dad then, and later to complete high school but the
problem was where and how. North Battleford was
the nearest place but this meant having to find some
place to live, and there was no money to pay for room
and board. We did learn of an elderly lady who would
take me in, in exchange for household duties, so in
19291 started school at the collegiate. She lived east
of the Notre Dame Hospital on the outskirts of town.
It was quite a walk across to the collegiate and 1 soon
found that my meals of milk and corntlakcs were not
very substantial. I didn't have any lunch to take with
me so while the other students went for dinner, I
would walk to the little grocery store which was
situated near where the present News Optimist building is located - there on the days I had 5¢ I would
buy a 'chieken dinner' chocolate bar and go back to
school.
This little old lady was very frugal, and I soon

learned she held long conversations \\lith herself and
with her dog. The cook stove that I \vas to make fire
in before leaving, became a horror to me as not being
accustomed to coaL it inev'itably \vas our must every
rnorning when she got up and on rny return I vvould
be duly chastised for this. Studying had to be done in
the front room with her and her dog, to conserve
electricity.
Needless to say. it ,>vas lonely there. so being
hungry and unhappy too, 1 decided to leave. This
move \.vas made more expedient perhaps as a rc-su]t of
the 'light' episode. I forgot to turn my bedroom light
out when coming out to the front room to study. so
she 'fined' me twenty-five cents. This particular bit
of cash had been saved to get the sole of my shoe
fixed.
I then lived with Mr. and Mrs. Ballentyne on
Henry Street: I believe he was a blacksmith - they
were very kind. It was while I was there that Grandpa
Berg came from Vancou vcr and he bought -me a new
winter coat with fur collar and cuffs.
When Christmas holidays came, the only mode
of transportation at that time was the train. We
boarded in the dark of the early morning and the
coach was full of passengers. The train went via
Turtleford so it took most all clay to get to Robinhood.
Our home had been destroyed by fire while I was
away, so that winter we lived in Jim Wilson's old
house. After Christmas I did not go back to the city
but took a couple of subjects by correspondence at
home.
That summer we completed our studies for confirmation and we were confirmed by Rev. Haffrenning. Ruben Wilson drove his dad's car to North
Battleford to have our pictures taken.
An interesting event that took place in the Robinhood Hall was when two doctors came out to remove
tonsils. This was sponsored by the Homemakers
Club. The hall was scrubbed clean and sheets hung
up to provide cubicles for the patients. We were there
to keep and to sit beside the patients while they were
coming OLlt of anaesthetic. I thought it was interesting and felt that nursing career was a bit closer.
Occasionally a dentist would bring his equipment
out too and set up a temporary office. It cost $2.00 to
get a tooth filled and $1.00 to have one extracted.
Mail day was the highlight of the week. and most
everybody came to town and gathered at the C.N.R.
station to watch the train come in to see who got on
and who got off.
In 1930, we moved one and one-half miles nonh
to the Guyhirne District. Ruby and I attended the
Guyhirne school which was three miles away but we
hardly if ever missed a day.
Mr. J. Warwick was OUI teacher, tho' high school
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was not taught in the country school, he was a great
help with the correspondence lessons.
The first winter we lived in Dad's original log
homestead house. It was small and was kept reasonably warm with the cook stove and the air-tight heater.
There was no heat in the little shack out back - so
the necessary sprints out there were made as fast as
possible - with no time to ponder over the spring
styles in the Eaton catalogue.
We always looked forward to coming home from
school to find the old board 1100r scrubbed white,
and to smell bread baking or homemade soup simmering on the back of the stove. We were so fortunate
in those days to have Mom waiting for us. It was such
a happy feeling.
There were many hours of homework to be done
by coal oil lamps, but as well many evenings were
spent with Dad playing the violin and one of us
taking turns chording on the old pump organ. The
neighbors often dropped in. We were happy to see
them and there seemed to be more time then to visit.
About that time many new people were corning
into the district. Most every day we would see a
hayrack piled with furniture and personal belongings
and perhaps would have a few animals tied behind the
rack. These were people migrating from the droughtstricken areas in the south.
As we lived close to the road during the depression, many strangers would stop and ask for a slice of
bread, I remember one morning early, Mom had
gone out to the barn to look for eggs - she heard a
noise and was startled to see a head poking out of the
manger. Then as she turned, she saw one on the other
side.
Some of our nearest neighbours were Bowers,
who moved in and built a house across the road.
Benders and Gagnons who lived to the north and
Teskeys to the east.
It was not long before the new young people and
the former neighbors, the Evans and Millers all got
together on Sundays. Carl Evans had a big yard so we
often went there to play ball or to ride Marvel's
ponies. If they came to our place, Mom always had a
white cake, baked and ready, and a bowl of jelly
hanging in the well to set.
Our hand-made uniforms of black satin pants,
with a yellow stripe on the side, and white tops,
seemed quite impressive at, that time. We travelled to
Glaslyn, Bapamne, Robinhood, Birch Lake, Sand
with and Cochin for games, sometimes in a rubbertired wagon or in the back of a truck.
During the winters there were many house parties
and sometimes we went by sleigh to the Cater district
to the horne of Fred Wisner.
During the Christmas holiday season there was

the Nonvcgian custom of Yule Bokkcn or "Christmas fooling". I remember scratching mvay the frost
on the window and looking out to sec a sleigh load of
people. The coiu air would be like a fog corning as
the door was opened to let them all in, but no one
seemed to feel it as the vvarmth and friendship was
generated from within. The people would be dressed
in makeshift costumes of discarded underwear and
flour sack masks, all hiughing as you tried to guess
who they were.
~
Muriel Lawson, formerly of Speers, was the next
teacher at Guyhirne School.
The following year was spent attending school in
the hall at Robinhood. Joseph Haave was the teacher
and offered much encouragement with the correspondence courses. I stayed with John Wilson's that
year and completed grade eleven. The next year
meant returning to the city. This time at a most
sophisticated household - and where work commenced at 6 a.m. and finished at 9 p.m. - and after
that studies began, all in exchange for room and
board plus $2.00 a month.
While reminiscing with Alfred Miller not so long
ago, we recalled the evening he and Marvel Evans
called there and they were told they would be allowed
to visit in the kitchen. Now we see the humor but I am
not so sure I saw it then.
The town of Medstead, was by then, having a
boom, new stores, new hall and much activity on the
railroad. Mrs. Junor had the post office. Dad's
younger brothers, Norman and William. who spent a
few years in our home, worked on the new railroad
until they returned to U.S.A.
In 1935, I was accepted at the Holy Family Hospital to begin the three years nursing training. Mr.
Joseph Haave gave me a ride to Prince Albert for the
personal interview. It would cost $70.00, which
again posed a problem - there was no money available. My former teacher, Muriel Lawson, learned of
the dilemma and kindly loaned me the $70.00 for
which I was so grateful. With this money! was able to
purchase a trunk for $8.00 (from Harry Hallis's store
in Medsteadl also buy a watch, uniforms. books and
shoes.
In training, the hours were long - twelve hour
shifts, with two hours off each morning or afternoon
to attended class - and one afternoon, beginning at
2 p.m., off a week. After working a month of night
duty, you were allowed a whole day otT
On one occasion I had worked three months night
duty and would therefore have three days off - the
Fciday train schedule worked out right so 1 was given
permission to go home. It meant leaving work at 6
a.m. instead of 7 a. m. Our Director of Nursing Sister
Symphoross even left a lunch to take along as I would
C
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miss breakfast. it had been almost one and one~half
years since I had been home so 1 was very' excited
about it.
The train fare \vas $3.00. all I had \vas S2.00 hut a
classmate said she wOLlld put $1.00 in my purse
before coming to work. A patient. Mr Peterson.
from Shellbrook \vas taking the same train, so 1 \1/<1S
able to ride to the station in his taxi. Being an early
\\!inter morning. it \vas still dark outside and on
arrival found a big line-up at the \vicket, I \vas hoping
the train would not leave hefore my turn came, so
began to get my money ready: but all there was \vas
my $2.00. She had forgotten to put the other $1.00 in
my purse. The first "all aboard" had rung out and
there! was frantically turning my purse inside out.
still looking. there was not time to go back. I looked
over the crowd and the only familiar face \vas my
patient. Mr. Peterson. so in desperation gathered up
courage and asked to borrow a $1.00 which he happened to have.
In June 1938, was graduation, and it meant so
much to have Mom. Dad. Ruby. Alice Wilson and
many other friends there. The family stayed overnight with Mivi and Bill Robson. who had lived in
the Marron District in the early days.
The salary for nurses at that time was $30.00 a
month, which compares to less than one-half a clay
now. forty-two years later.
After a year on staff at the Holy Family Hospital.
I joined two class-mates who were working at the
new St. Vincent's Hospital in Vancouver, Grandpa
Berg. Clarence and Arthur lived at Lulu Island then.
In 1941, Ruth Nordstrom and I arrived at Edam in
response to an ad for a nurse and a Director of
Nursing. At that time Percy Farnsworth was the secretary and Z. Tymchak was the doctor.
In 1947. I married Floyd Prosser from Mervin.
We came to St. Walburg and have lived here ever
since, where Floyd operates a garage business.
In 1958, St. Walburg opened their new hospital. 1
was Director of Nursing there for fifteen years. During this time. in 1959. our nephew. Terrel Lee Hill,
was born there.
In 1962. our foster-daughter. Jeannette Larson.
came to live with us. She is married to Steve
McKechnie and they are fanning at Hellmind. Sask.
They have two children, Michelle five. and Kris one
year old.
In early years money was scarce but most times it
was not a barrier to joy and laughter.
The years have been good. We can visit sister
Ruby and family at Medstead. Incidentally, Ruby has
been taking University Classes periodically over the
years and in this Celebrate Saskatchewan year will
earn her Bachelor of Education Degree.

Mrs, Josephine Prosser.

Floyd and I enjoy the cabin at Loon Lake and the
boat in the summer, and we ar;.-; joined by Steve,
Jearll1ett and family.
Besides \vorking as ambulance nurse \vith fvlarshall's Ambulance Care for the past five years, acting
as correspondent for three weekly newspapers. hobbies include oil painting and jam sessions \vith our
"Sod Busters" orchestra, which we startee! in 1967.
To all the committees and individuals who have
worked diligently toward the publishing of this book
- may their efforts be well rewarded.

Eo Pmvencher
E. Provencher. a railroad worker. came to Hillside in 1920, to settle on the N. W. 30-47-14. with his
wife. the former Alice Brousseau. and one child,
Theodore. Another child. Roland. was born in 1')23.
They stayed only a few years. when they left for
Seattle, Washington. Another child. Albert, was
born there.

Joyce and Larry Pnl!lcn - Joyce attended public school in Glenbush and High School in North
Battleford. She worked, for the North Battleford
news and at the Gonor Clinic. She married Larry
Pruden, and they moved to Ladysmith. B.C. in 1965.
They have two children. Sharon is attending the
Nanaimo College. and Shayne is at home.

Boris ami Polly Pi'yhiiko
by E Grail!
Boris and Polly came from the Ukraine, with
their young family, in 1929.
The story of their life in Canada mUSt record t\VO
great frustrations that must have been hard to take.
Only C.P.R. land was available and they. though
unable to speak English, made what they thought was
a deal on a quarter in the Bapaumc area. Boris built a
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h()use un it <lod hired sornCO[1(' to hreUK fi\,( acre:..:: ur
so, bUt \\'hen ihe famdy \\'a:-, hrought to move in fnr
tht.' \\'lnteL another Ltmily was tll'lupying trkir
house. having completed a deal with the C.PR.
The Pryhitkos came to 1he S:mdv,'irh district and
staved on S,\\-'. 22~-1-8-1-L \1rs. ]\kNabb, Senior\; in
the old homestead sn]ck that \YL\S ~till [here, The
children attended Hyde Park Sl.:lwoL thnx miles
away. in 1032 they left their deposit un th,; N.\\/.
23~·-J.~-1-L wirh the municipal secretary'. \''lr. f-~'. Stannard. and set to \\'ork building ,! hUllse. A man \\',-1S
hired ,-md did ten W..TCS ofhrcaking. BUI i.l~ain, before
thev could move ill, another family took over The
Pryhitko deal with the C.P.R. had somehow reached
the company' after dnother deal had been l'lOSt:d.
They' \VelT' finaliy able to get the northeast qU~lrtcr
of the same section so 'Acre still <...'lose to Bourncmouth SchooL hut on the west side. The PryhitKos
farmed there, helped by their family. until Boris'
death about 1950.
The Pryhitkos had six d,ildrell. Olga (Yonn
living in North Hattkfmu (.I. Yonz stmyl. MatI.
helped run the farm after his LJther's death and nu\\
lives in Kamloops. Jean lives in VancouveL Ste'v'c
works and lives in Edmonton, Dorothy lives in Illinois, and Anne li lies in Missouri.
Polly lives in North 8attlcforu. thankful that
things are easier than \\'hen she and her daughter
\\lorked for neighbours to make a few dollars by
plastering the outside of their houses. Using. bare
hands, the skin wore through on the sand and cla).'

brand peal moss" [0 keep the finish coat from crackw'he!1 it dried, and mi\in,s.: ttk' mortar \\,ltl1 her
1'1..:,,'1.

uil("(l<.!d. Th,-'!f railnlad car
dTccl:;, ;:dsn a heL\\'v tc~lm
uf hor:-,c;-,. \Vhik in C;retil~L Cjrundpa pun drayed rur
d ]i\'in~l, helped by hi:...
SOll. /\dam. Ht:nry
worKed in \\.'innipeg '-it ,I ShlU,~:l1icr hOllse. Henry's
\\.'ik, [JilabL_'r1L W,-h :ul\ious Hi farm (mel to be their
llWll bo:-,s, :-'0 the mell cami.:.' out to northern
Saskak'he\\',-ln ~lnd filed on hornesteads fifty miles
nurth of Nnrth Dattic!"urd. Henry Pull Sr. homc:-,tcaded N,\\/. or lS-)O-J-J.-\VJrd. Henry purr Jr.
homesteaded !\.L IK-){)-i-l--\V3rd and Adam Puff
thc S.L. lS--50-l-l--Vv'3rd so they \\'C1"C close wone
~llluthL'r. The Ht'nry Pull .11'\ firs! home was a mud
p!,-btered (jlk' room shack with just a shelf for dishes,
\\'<1:1

k)~HJ:d

\\ ith

hou~,chn!d

etc.

E!izabeth or Lillie
said those

(jc.;

homcsteadil1~

she \\'as nicknamed, often

tbys were the happiest days

,)!" her life, althuugh the work 'vvas hard. But the
gardens v/ere good. there \'v'as plenty' of \'\'i!d game

and fruit and they soon had pigs and cattle.
Henry did quite a !m of freighting \vith his team
for Mr. Doidge, who owned a qorc. /\ll :-,upplies had
to be hauled from N. Battlcl"ord.

Mrs. Henry Puff holding her baby. The day of this meeting the t\iVO Mrs. Putts and Mrs. Perry walked to the meeting. five miles there
and five miles back. Taken at Mrs. Fred Whitt's, 1915. Back row: Mrs. A. Puff, Mrs. G. Neale, Mrs. F. Rothamer. Second row:
unidentified, Mrs. G. Starling, Mrs. J. Heyden, Mrs. S. Perry, Mrs. H. Putf, Mrs. Simmons, Miss Jessie Cowherd, Mrs. B. Grant, Miss
L Newman, Miss M. Power, Mrs. J Kraley. Front: Mrs. F Larkin, Roscoe Cowherd, Mrs. 8. Cowherd and Mrs. G. Doidge.

John is retired after \vorking in sawmills in B.C.
He is married and has 3 sons and a daughter. Bill

Elizabeth was a good cook and very hospitable so
many people stopped in for meals. The Lutheran
minister stayed with Pulls when he came to hold
services. They' organized a choir and \vent to Rabbit
Lake to sing. They had German gatherings 'vvherc
they danced and ate and had a keg of beer. But there
were many hardships. When the children were born
you had no help. but the neighbor woman. When
sickness came the nearest doctor "vas 50 miles a'vVi.l:Y'.
The men left in the fall to get work on threshing
gangs east of North Battleford to make money to
carry them through the winter. Henry also worked on
the building of the Saskatchewan hospital.
The work of getting the vegetables in and plastering the log buildings. hauling water ror the animals
was often done by the women. Elizabeth said she did
all that work so that when Henry came horne all was
ready for winter.
There was a story told of a German professor and
his aged mother who came to homestead. To find his
way home he dropped pieces of lumber: but as lumber was scarce it was picked up and he made many
miles before finding his homestead again. Then there
was the time he built a barn for his oxen and after it
was built he couldn't get the oxen into it. He remarked to his neighbor that he dicln't know why
because he had measured the oxen before he built
the barn.
Elizabeth Puff dug seneca root with the Indians ..
They came and sat on the noor of the shack and had

married. one son, lived in the Biggar area and has

retireu in Saskatoon. Henry is rnarricd and has two
sons and one daughter. His oldest son, Doug, living
on the home farm. Their daughter Ellzabeth married
/\rt Nesselbeck. They !i\/cd in Calgary, both arc
dead. The}' arc SllfVi\'cd by :2 sons and a daughter.
Elizabeth Puff iived to be l)0 and Henry died 'vvhen he
was 68. Adam Puff married 0dartha Fennig and both
arc gone. survivc:d by' three married daughters.

Continuity!
Last week a long time subscriber to the NeVI/'S
dropped in to the office to take (lut another subscription. Mrs. H. Pull, who resides on a farm R.R. I
North Battleford. has been taking: the News since
1909 after a story was published concerning Mr. Puff
who walked 30 miles in one day to get a runaway
team of horses. The team made off in a storm, and
unable to leave his wife who had just given birth to a
baby daughter. he waited for two weeks before starting out after them.
Mr. and Mrs. Puff were married at Winnipeg in
1904. Both originally came from Austria. They
homesteaded in the Medstcad district. later moving
to the North Battleford area.
Three sons were born to the couple, the eldest.
John. now resides at Vancouver. William at Biggar
and Henry, at R.R. I. North Ballieford. A daughter.
Elizabeth. now Mrs. Nesselbeck also lives at the
coast. Mr, Puff passed away three years ago, and
since that time Mrs. Puff has considered moving into
the city where she has many friends.

tea and in return brought her a string of nicely skin-

ned gophers. One day an Indian dog killed some hens
and when told about it the chief ordered the dog
disposed of. The prairie chickens were so thick in the
fall among the cabbages in those first years and so
easily trapped. Elizabeth plucked and salted them
down in crocks. There evidently was a Homemakers'
Club as Elizabeth mentioned going with Mrs. Perry
to the meetings. August Miller, Wappels. Etopher.
Nesselbecks. Seib families, George and Jacob and
Pfeifers all stayed at Puffs while locating their homesteads in the Medstead District.
Henry and Elizabeth Puff had four children. John
aged 2 in 1908 when they came to the homestead.
Elizabeth born July 6. 1909: William born Jan. 19th,
1912 and Henry born April 8. 1914. The last three
were all born on the homestead.
A new barn and frame two story house was built
on the homestead: but the men were weary of the
hundred mile round trips to North Battleford and
often getting a poor grade for their grain because line
companies knew they couldn't take it home again. So
in 1916 they sold for $500.00 to Mr. Charlie May. a
butcher from North Battleford. and moved to the
Mount Hope district, east of North Battleford.

The History of the Raines Family
Three of the Raines brothers. lram, Robert and
Arthur. came from York. England to Canada in
March 1906. They set sail on the steamship, Lake
Champlain, C.P.R. line from Liverpool. A friend,
Ernest Ashton. came with them. Many were put in
cabins with ten or twelve so they felt very fortunate to
get a four-berth cabin. Theirs was near the shiphands'
quarters and through the night they heard many weird
stories of sea life. The first day or two the sea was
very calm and a delightful sight to gaze upon. Unfortunately it didn't last and most of them were seasick.
The old boat was a bit slow and it took eleven days to
cross. Their friend had a clarinet and Iram played his
violin. so they passed the time singing and soon other
passengers joined in.
They landed at 51. John, New Brunswick. happy
to set foot on dry land. They were able to catch the
train the same day and booked through to Winnipeg.
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Manitoba, after a vcry busy time getting baggage
transferred from the boat. This trip took three days
and three nights. On arriving at vVinnipeg thcy \vert::
much sutvriseJ and pleased to find t\VO old pals
looking for them. These twu had left England after
them on another boat.
After an unfruitful \,vee},.:: of searching fur work
they \VefC advised to go \Vest to North BattleronL
Saskatche'vvan. It \Vas a t\'v'entyi-four hour trip over
five hundred miles by train. This rail line haJ .lust
been built the previous year. The train \vas cro\\.'ded
as many others v,.'ere going \vest as 'vvell. They arrived

in North Batt!cforcl ill the evening. The town \vas
smalL 'vvith no finished roads. The streets and avenLles were just surveY'ed and a fev';..' houses and shops
\vere scattered about.
Arthur \Vas a painter by trade! Their firstjub was
painting the lVIcthodist Church (later changed to the
Presbyterian Church) on King Street. This led to
orher jobs with the three \vorking together.
In November they took a homestead in the Hyde
Park district un section J2~4X~!4. They set out for
their homestead with a team of oxen, \vagon and

provisions for the \vinrer. They had a vcry' hurd trip,
spending the first night in a vacant shack. They had to
unioad the supplies to cross a creek 'vvhen the oxen
refused to cross on u little ice. After carrying things
across and loading up again. they set off once more.
When they came to a hOLlse, they inquired. only to
find they \vere on the wrong road. This meant turning
back and spending another night in the empty shack.
There had been a snow vvhich had covered the trails
and blown in. The fourth clay they landed up with
some neighbours, weary and tired. The next day they
only had six miles to go to their homestead.
Guy Raines, their father. a widower, and two
more brothers, Ernest and Donald came shortly after.

Part of the Guy Raines family in the 40·s. L.-R. Ernest. Arthur.
Ada, John Todd, Lilly Todd, Iram, Donald.

Arthur Raines (left) and Robert Raines (doorway). The first store in the Hyde Park settlement was Iram Raines' cabin of logs, mud,
and tarpaper, in 1906. He sold such things as Old Chum Tobacco, burlap bags of shorts, brooms, tea, flour and sali. The early
settlers named the store in memory of Hyde Park Square in London, England.
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bell nf Delta. and f\1rs. Ruth Petch of Kc){)\vna. \vcrc
al! born in Sasb.ltche\v~m. Their third daughter. now
tv11's. i'viargard i;,1dntosh of Vancouver Island. was
born after the ramil~/ moved to Vancouver. Ada
passed avvay in 107!. Her husband predeceased her in
1468. the last Vv'cck of his ht;althy eight:y seven years
being his only' time ever spent in the hospital.

Also three sisters, Lillv, Ada and Eva. T'vvo other
brothers remained in E-ngland. The rather filed OJ!
SE-4-4lJ-14. They helpec!'cach other build sh,;cks ((;
live in. ham ran a store frorn their first shack and
sometime later worked at Big River. Arthur and
Rohert helped builJ houses for ~)ther settlers. including ivir. Clunas. These [\VO brothers returned to North
Battleford to \vork at different times. Roben \\-forked
building the menta! hospital and Arthur took the
painting job there. Arthur e\!entuallv bought a house
at !221 Charics Street. Three bn;thers ~ioined the
army in World War l. This was Ernest. Arthur and
(we think I lram. After the war they spent SOllle time
in the district and then moved out to North Vancouver. Arthur married and lived there until his death
in 1963. lram later moved to live with Ernest ut
Surrey, British Columbia. where he died in the late
fifties.
Donald bought a farm in Baljennie. He later
moved back to Sandwith. near E,:nest. They both
fanned there for a number of years and worked for
other fanners as well. Thev rented their land out for
awhile and Ernest worKed in Baljennie. Donald went
out to Ontario. then returned and thev both moved
out to Surrey, British Columbia. D~nalC! married
Rose Parkinson Kinsfather in about 1948. A year or
so later they moved to Dundas. Ontario. where he
died around 1973. Ernest worked in Saskatoon for a
time after the war. After moving to Surrey he remained in that area ·til his death in 1972.
Robert and his father went to Donald on his farm
in Baljcnnie. Eva went to keep house for them there
and met Jack Boucher whom she married in November. 1915. They farmed in the same district till her
death in 1947. She had three daughters, Mrs. Mary
Fullerton of Baljennie. Mrs. Edith Gunness of Sonningdale. and Mrs. Olive Beierle formerly of North
Battleford. novv of Biggar.
Robert and his f;;her returned to England in
1920. Robert married and remained there. They had
one daughter, Janet.
Lilly kept house for lram. Rohert. and Arthur.
She later worked in North Battleford and Baljennie.
She married John Todd and farmed in the Millerdalc
district till 1938 when they moved to Surrev. British
Columbia. After her husband died she lived in Vancouver and then moved to Kelowna where she passed
away in her 99th year.
Ada also kept house for her father and brothers.
She later married Andrew C!unas. Thev farmed in
the same area and in the Glemose district ncar Nor;h
Battle ford till the mid twenties when they moved out
to Vancouver. They also lived in Lyn~ Valley but
moved back to Vancouver. They had four children.
One son. Guy. and two daughter~, Mrs, Mary Camp-

The Joe Randal! Story
In the spring of March:; 1. 1911, rny mother Dorthea and rather. Vetle Knutson. myself Lena, Anne,
and three brothers. Henry. Halvor. Alfred left Pine
Creck. Minnesota. U.S. Vic all had hopes of finding
~l new future, on a homestead in Canada. My parents
CHld the brothers did fiie a homestead in the Medsteacl
district. The fo!lo\ving year my father passed away
July 2(), 1912.
'vVhen my family left Pine Creek, i\1innesota we
brought a co\\", six chickens. one horse and an ox.
Vv'hen \ve arrived at our homestead we were told we
had to pay ten dollars do\vn and break thirtv acres in
three years. This IVas the first hardship we'endured.
as money', even though it \A/as a mere ten dollars was
scarce at this time. Ho\vever. we paid the ten dollars
and broke the thiry acres of land with a sulky plough
and oxen. This procedure took the whole three vears.
because our new homestead was all bush. anJ jots of
stones. Once our new log home was established we
started looking for new friends. Frienels were easy
enough to find as everyone \vas in the same situation.
So \ve all got together and associated at the dances
and card parties that were held in the school houses
and homes, of which we had a numerous amounL
over the winter months. This helped us to become
aC4uainted with each other. During the summer
n~on~hs every district got together
big- family

tor

pICnICS.

My mother passed away October 19. 1931. 1 met
my husband. Joseph RandalL at a Daylight School

The Randall Family, Violet, Joe Randall, Lena Randall, Donald, Lillian, Myrtle.
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Norman, Donald and Stanley Randall on their way to shcool
about 1932.

Myrtle and August have two grandchildren Shelly
and Chery!.
Lillian married Hugh Bryans from Saskatoon,
now living in Richmond, B.C. They have three children Shirley, Hugh and Donald. Shirley married Larry Hiull of Richmond, B.C. Lillian and Hugh have
two grandchildren, Ricky and Deanna.
Violet married Walter Miller both from
Medstead, Sask. and now living on a farm at Asquith, Sask. They have four children: Barbara, Auelrey, Beverly, ancl Bonnie. Violet and Walter have
four grandchildren. Barbara married Glen Davidson
from Asquith, Sask. and they have two boys Jasin and
Chad. Audrey married Darrell Summach from Asquith, Sask. They have two children Tara-Lynn and
Todd.
Staniey married Jean Styner from Park Bluff,
Sask. and moved to Calgary, Alberta. They had three
children Sandra. Donna, and Larry. Sandra married
Steve Dobko from Yorkton, Sask. They have four
children, Monica, Stephen, Carmen anel 30-anne.
Donna married Vern Conrad from Calgary. Alberta.
They have three children Darcy, Carla and Lana.
Larry married Beverly Christenson and they have
one girl, Tamara.
Donald married Edith Janzen from Mennon,
Sask., she also lived in Medstead. They are now
living in Saskatoon, Sask. They had four children,
Douglas, Barry, Gail and Jocelyn. Douglas married
Nancy Sonnabend of Saskatoon. They have two boys
Michael and Bradley.
Normall married Pearl Lus from Sudbury, Ontario. They had four children: Shirley, Alice, Brenda
and Norman. Shirley married George Greenwell
from Siocan City, B.C. They have one boy Jeffery.
Brenda married Ted Howell from Sudbury, Ontario
and they have two boys Richard and Norman. Alice
married Mike Kozumplick from London, Ontario.
They have one boy M ichae!.
We often think of the Mcdstcad and Robinhood
friends and neighbors with fond memories. My husband, Joseph departed from this life on Jan. 2nd,
1978 and my son, Stanley passed away June 12, 1978.

The Randall Family taken at a picnic. Back row: Violet, Joe
Randall, Lena Randall, Myrtle, Donald, Stanley and Norman.

dance in 1917. He hacl filed his homestead in 1915 in
the Robinhood district. The friendship blossomed
into a marital relationship and we got married lYlarcn
26, 1918.
When Joseph and! were married we established
our own homestead. The land was all bush that had to
be cleared and wood cut. As he could, he broke the

land for farming. Farming wasn't enough to make a
gook living so he took on odd jobs in the nearby
districts sllch as painting, threshing grain and grinding feed for the ncighbors. He also got a dollar an
hour for sawing wood. In the later years he auctioneered. While my husband was going around trying to make a better living for the family, I was
milking cows. During the first winter! melted snow
for a few cattlc as water was scarce. The following
summer we dug a well by hand. It was a very strenuous chore, but a very satisfying accomplishment.
At this time it was my job to card and spin wool in
order to have mitts and socks for the family.
The children attended the Robin school which
was one mile out of Robinhood, Sask. They walked
four miles one way, sometimes they would ski or use
the pony and toboggan. Later they went to the Robinhood (hall) school in town. Some of the teachers that
taught at Robinhood while they attended were: Mr.
Homes, Mrs. L. Iverson, Miss 1. Thorburn, Mr.
Joseph Haave, Miss F Barlett, Miss Norman and Mr.
Lloyd Cross.
Our family consisted of my husband Joseph, myself and six children: three boys Stanley, Donald,
Norman, three girls: Myrtle, Lillian and Violet.
Myrtle married August Miller both from
Medstead, Sask. They are now living in Saskatoon,
Sask. They have two children, Debra and Dery!.
Debra married Norman Goertzen from Saskatoon.
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Tile Rasmussen

homesteaded at Su:cess nc~\r Swirt C:urrenL
0/10th(:r\ fcl1hcr IC. C. Potter} ~Hld ['amily made the
trip with thern. Coldic \\,<'1::' born in SLh..'Cl:SS in Il)jU,

',"",m;i

Ciilhcn Rasmussen \-vas born the !2th of Jun,,;
lk75 in Blue Earth county tvjinncsoI , U.S.!\, f-k
married Ann~l I'viay Potter on June

Bcrt W]S hurn three ycu'~, lUke Burl! of us \v!;~re
delivered
lno\'cd fL nhcr to nnch, \\/c 'it;tt1cd ni2~"tr the F!.,,:~n(·h
mun 1"[\\::r "outh or /\nc!"nid. \\/e liVt:,J in a sod house,
hUt D~H..l meldc ,\ iurnbcl" floor \\"hich wc' ,,'overed \vith
lirwkum. Our pld,,',: \\,~h the ccmre of activity bcC~IU'ie i),Jd held huilt l\VU round l'C)lTi.d~ I'\'llh a dividing
gate whic:h \\,,1:" useful at Ljrandin~ time. There \\'crc
no big trees so he nIt (he higgest I,\"illo\vs [0 llSc for
up··righh pl:l,-'ing them ahout a rnot ~q!lln ,-lnd at six
rout ilH,..;n'~ds. III bct\\\?cn thesL' he pbccd \\'illuw
branches, hstening the up-right.,~ securely every t\VO
fed high. The gdtcs w('re made from planks brought
from AneroiJ oy 'Ixagon. All the ranchers in the area
used it. Fred Housman dnd \\/right kbrtin \\'ere a
couple. in 19]5 some of the ranchers brought in
sheep. so Dad decided to go north to look for grazing
land. The winter of !9jl) Pearl and! started to school
in Aneroid. Elva W:1S born th,Jt \vinkr of the flu. The
next summer we moved te) the Park Bluff district
north of North Battkford. ivluther hrought us chi!dren north by train. Dad and some other co\vboys
drove OIle hundred and fifteen head of horses all the
\\'cly' up and then returned to bring the cattlc. Vic
arrived late in the fall with no feed. Dad had to make
a V snow plough iO pull by hor:-;es which made paths
for [he c,Etlc to feed on the prairie \vnol. The follo\\'ing SLlmmer Pearl, Here and 1 started to school at
Park BlulT lVII's, Ed Leslie uf Banldord was Bert's
first tt:achcr. La[cr \vhcn Park Bluff :-;chool closed we
\vent to l'viokv/ood schpol. \Ve drov~ to sehoul in a
buggy pulled by one horse. Ghyl! \Vas born un
Christmas day in 1920. l\''!rs. Bali! Parkhouse \V<.lS

kth 19(j5. in

MinoL North Dakow. D,td \\:~lS sher 1"1" [here Llntii
they.' moved to Lansford. \inrth Dakota. \\"hc1'(: lit'
was the Doss of a !i\.'cry stable \\'hich had horses cll1d
vchiclt::s for hire. Pear! \\'<\s horn in iLJ07 in
In lYUSl they' decided to hOil1CStt.;~ld in Can~lda.

Gilbert Rasmussen at the While Mud Ranch 1916,

midwife and was helped by Mrs, Tom Tebay, Our
home \\;'as about half \\/ay bet\veen Cochin and
RobinhoocL It served as a stopping house for people
traveling by. Joe Randal had a \\"uud savving outfit.
All the neighbors llsed it. \Ve \vol..Jld gather at one
place, cut their wood, and then move on to the next
place until all the \"'inter \vood was cut. These cvcnings were a happ:!,' time.
In !025 Vy'C: moved to C!oan. \vhere Dad farmed a
bit and raised i.l rev; cattle arlu race horses. He also
used to drive aruund the Llistiet doing veterinary
\\'ork.

Pearl married Dan \Va!ker in 1920 and I marric:d

Bill Steel in the same year. Pearl and Dan had two
boys and \'>,'e had fOllr boys and three girls. Bert
married Mary Risiing of Wilkie, they had two boys
and t\VO girls. Elva married Ormic Rorke. they had
one boy and three girls. Cihyll lTwrried Ruth Castle of

Gilbert Rasmussen's corral, built in 1916. Branding time.
W))

Vancouver. they had (v,:o boys and fou!" girls. Bert

ed \vith groceries and a 100 lbs. of flour all the \vay
from North Battleiorci to Robinhoocl.
The Rasmussons moved to B.C. during the Second \A/orld War where Stein \Vent to work as a ship
builder.
rv1rs. Rasmusson and her daughter ('lara still live
in New Westminster. B.C'.

and \·1ary Doughi the farm.

Dad and Mother retired to Battleford for their
remaining year~. tvlother passed a\vay on the 2nd of
January. 1972 in her X7th y:car. Dad pas~ed away a
momh later on Febuary 5th in his ljgth ycclr. They
l},'erc l,!id to rest in the iv1cmorial Gardens in North
Battkford.
Today· Pear! lives in Calgary. Ben in Prince
George. B.C .. Elva and I (Go!die) live in Battleford,
and Ghyll liveS in Es[evan.
compiled hy Guldie Stet:]

The I{aymomil Story

Stein Rasmusson homesteaded in the Robinhood
area in 1911 on the N .E. 6-50-15-W]. He had learned
his skill with logs as a young man in Norway while
helping to build ships out of logs. When he came to
this country his trade wasn 'f forgotten. When he took
on a job of building a house he would first get the
meaSllftment then he woule! go to the bush north of
Birch Lake, cut the fire-killed logs, hew them, cut
and fit the dove-tail corners and mark them. Then he
would haul them to the building site and assemble the
house (just like our Prefabs today). Mr. Rasmusson
worked on the Mental Hospital in North Battleford
while it was being built.
He was also one of the great early moose hunters
at the time. When moose was too far away on the
muskeg, he would hold his rille high so the bullet
would hit the trees on the far side of the moose thus
causing the moose to turn and run towards him and
this would give him a closer shot.
Olof Larson used to tell of the time that Mr.
Rasmusson and Ivor Lykkcn pulled a hand-sled load-

by Selena (Sally) Raymond
My husband. Jo(: Raymond. myself. and two
children moved to the i'vledstcad area in March 1937,
(from Cutlley. SasKatchev,'an), by horse and sleigh.
\Ve purchased some land in the l'vkdsteaJ aretl
and the location of our home was SE 35-4lJ-lSW 3rd. about 2 miles south of Medsteml. We farmed
and lived in a four room log house. In the winter Joe
and some of the neighbors went to the bush and cut
logs and firewood. Sometimes it was so cold that they
had to walk most of the way home to keep warm.
For entertainment. there were uunces and picture
shows in the Medstead Hall. dances in the school
house, school picnics and Christmas concerts.
The neighbors were always ready to give a helping hand when needed.
Our children went to the Marron and Medstead
Schools. Some of the teachers at Marron were Mr.
Bob Felsky. Mr. Bolton, Mrs. Mills, and Mr. Ron
Thompson.
The new Catholic Church was built in Medstead.
Our uaughter Margaret (Mattock) was born January 20.1028. She and family reside in Leduc, Alberta. Our son. Lome was born January 27. 1933. He
and his family reside in Whitehorse, Yukon. Son
Jerry was born March 6, 1941. He and family reside

Mr. and Mrs. Stein Rasmusson holding grandchild, Clara,
Huldis and Gladys.

Back row R. Joe Raymond. Middle row R. Selina Raymond.

Stein Rasmusson
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to further my education. ! Tle\"'cr returned for in the
meamime iv1othc:r and Dad and family had moved tu
Gknbush. Wh; Ie there, Dad wok on the job of secretary-treasurer of the schoo! and. 1 think, the municipality, as \,vcll as his church vl/ork. That \va:-:;n 'f for
too long as his health decided him to muve to Adanuc
vv"herc he had been once before.
Delli had moved his family to Adanac but had to
return to Gienhush for rnorc of his posscs,-;ions. I
(Hilda) went with him and while there the schooi
inspector called. I prepared dinner for Dad and him,
and in the course of conversation he asked me if I'd
like a school. I said I \vt1uld. so he immediately
recommended me for G!aslyn so m)-! dad drove nle
there that vveek. I never did get home to Adanac. i
was there for t\VO years. boarding with a tvir. and
Mrs. Sam WOOlI and later with Mr. and Mrs. Bennett.
There was no raihvay through at that time and no cars
around. We had good times. though. at dances and
box socials in various areas.

in Langley. B.C. Our son Robert \vas born August
3rd. \9-+1-\. He and family live at Enderby'!. British
C()lurnbia.
'vVe moved to Mt. Lehman, B.C. in October.
i9-.+6. It \A'as a \var!l1e[ climate [\1e[(;. ~1h. Bill Hill
took over Ollr iand m rvledstead. 1 no\",. reside in
Langley, British Columbia.

Hilda Rayner
Hilda Rayner lIate!" Leslie) was born in Lancashire. England. in August, 1901.
She came to Canada with her parents, Walter and
Mrs. Rayner in March 1903. (two weeks before the
Barr Colonists). first to Manitoba, where Walier
worked organizing churches around Carberry.
Gladstone. Birtle, Foxwarren and Edrans. Later.
around 1905 Mr. Rayner was sent West (0
Saskatchewan by his church board. to the Ovenstown
area. There was no railway through at that time.
Goods had to be brought into a country store from
Battleford. Mr. Rayner. my father, also took a homestead on Section 22. Township 42. Range 20. and
after the railway came through it was situated between Cloan and Rockhaven. He continued with his
church work just the same. In 1917 or '18 he was sent
to the Sandwith-Glenbush area with his wife and five
children: Hilda. Leonard, Milton. Josephine. and
George. Our home was a log house in the country
between Hyde Park School and Glenbush.
In July 1918. I was offered a teaching position at
Hyde Park School. I was asked if I would consider
taking the school. I did. and started teaching in July. I
was only seventeen come August. I stayed with
Mother and Dad in their log house in the country and
drove to school each day. taking with me my brothers. Milton and George, and my sister Josephine. so I
taught them as well as other pupils.
My stay here was very short as the bad tlu of 1918
broke out and in November (18th. I think) the school
was closed indefinitely. so I then went to Edmonton

I was supposed to go back to Glaslyn t()j' my third
term but my parents thought they would like me to be
nearer to home. The secretary-treasurer of the Thule
School asked Dad where I was and if I would consider taking the Thule School. which I did. This was
between Unity and Cut Knife. I taught school here
for two years. then decided to get married. i married
a William Leslie in March. 1923. We farmed in the
Thule area for seventeen years. then moved to Unity
in the fall of 1939. My husband. "Bill" took a job
with the Saskatchewan Power.
We had three children. josephine. married frank
Needham of Unity but now resides in Estevan. They
had two daughters and both arc now married. Our .son
Bill lives on a farm a mile south of Unity. farming
with his two sons. He also had two daughters. one is
married and the eldest is attending university in
Saskatoon. Our nrst son predeceased us in 1934.
My husband retired from his work when he
reached retirement age but I was widowed in 1965. !
still reside in our home in Unity at the time of writing
this wee history. still enjoying bridge. church work.
and our New Horizons senior citizens. besides all my
ciear friends. Our New Horizons have a seniors' choir
which I belong to and enjoy very much. We are very
much in demand singing here and there. I spend
some time during the winter with my daughter 111
Estevan.

Christina MacGregor Rector
My mom and dad have passed on and my dancing
days are over. but I treasure these lines my mom
wrote for me when! had T. B. I'd love to see !hp
verses in the book.

Hilda Leslie nee Rayner, taken in Unity in 1974.
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Your mother's heart \vlll swdl vvith joy.
Not so the day you 'v\'t'm.
Your father's head be lifted high,
Viith sorro\"" now nor benL
Give thanks my child to God ahove.
And ask him, hless each one.
The doctors and the nurses mo.
For all that they havt: Jone.

February. 19JO
composed by Mrs. flora MacGregor, Hillside,
Saskatcbewan for "Daughter Teenie"
! am thinking of you Darling
Tho' you are far away
There's not an hour of my life.
But what my thoughts do stray.
To beautiful Prince Albert
And the lovely San up there.
The doctors and the nurses
Their kind and loving care.
One year ago this coming month
On cot and train you went.
Your Mother's heart was breaking
Your father's head was bent.
We knew not if you'd 'ere return
To spend life's happy days.
But 'God' in His kind mercy
Has answered Mother's prayers.
My prayers have not been selfish dear,
l've prayed for everyone.
The suffering. the crippled,
The blind. the deaf, and dumb.
To bless and guide our doctors,
And flash into their minds,
Each day a new invention
To cure the suffering of mankind.
Oh' how my thanks goes up to 'God'
For sparing you. my Child.
He gaveth me to love, and guide,
For yet a little while.
How patiently I'm waiting
For the day you will return.
Again to those you left behind.
Your loved ones, and your home.

The Rector .Family
Henry Harrison and Annie f'vIay Rector. and three
children, Lola. Adrian (Bill). and fVklvin (Tog). orig·.
inally from Lamar. I\'lissoLlri. U.S. A, immigrated to
Canada. to make [heir home at Hanley,
Saskatchewan. While there. five more children. Nettie, Henry (Hank), Flossie, Evert and Edward were
born .
They decided to move to Hillside in 1925. the

The Rector family. L to R., Henry, Lola, Flossie, Bill, Nellie,
Melvin, and Annie. Front: Edward and Evert. Hank is missing.
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family travelling by train, moving their bdongings in

a great pan ofthc time. due to ill health, so Nettie had
tl) take (Yv'er the househuld duties at a young age,
missing a great deal of her schooling. Her rather

hoxcars as far as North Battkford.

Henry bought the fann formerly o\vned by Rex
Mason IN.E. 2-48-15), which huc! only thirty acres

vv'ouid hdp

under cultivation. After all the bush 'vvas cut and
cleared. he broke up all the rest of the quarter \vith

nUl

'kith the potuto peeling for the next

mt:aL ckaning chickens, and picking saskatunns by

the bUCKets, hdping tn clean thun. then they \Nt:fC
packed in;,l crock. covered tightly' with rhubarb leaves. to preserve thcrn for a tirne, due to bck of scalers.
He bccmne a professional in the art of making bannock, which in time. his grandchildren \vould h::arn

horses. and a two-handled breaking plow. walking
hehind, guiding the plow by holding onto the h[t11dks, and driving the horses at the same time. until all
the sod \\'as turned ov(:r into furro\\/s. to he made
read~y' for planting.
He had somc cattlc. but being a great hunter and
I·isherman. he would supplement the meat supply
with \vilLi game.
At one time he walked to lfflcy. a distance of
fourteen miles. \vlth a sack of grain on his back. to
get a few dollars.
His family and his farm was his life, raising five
boys required disciplinary action at tim"s. such <IS the
time he was giving one a spanking, \\!hen the boy

to relish v·/ith a goodly spread of Rogers Golden

Syrup.
The family! \Vere destined to venture Ollt on their
O\V!1, \\ihen Lola married Ernie Clark. going to live in
Vancouver. They' had one daughter, florence.
Tog married Patricia Connelly in Vancouvel~ but
rdurned to the farm to live. They havt? tvv'o sons,

Wlelvin and Jarnes.
Nettie married Bill Dirksen. iJnd after several
moves. they bought the Otto Kuhn farm in the Hillside district. Their children were Everett, Lorine,
Annie and Christine.
Flossie married All' .Iabush. and settled in North
Battleford. They had a family of two boys. Harvey
and lerry.
Hank married Mmjorie Saul. living in North Batt1el'orcl. then moving to Vancouver with their two

wailed, "What are you lickin' me for. 1 ain't done
nothin"'" to which Henry replied, "That's how
come I'm a'lickin' you. cause you ain't done
nothin' '"
Somewhere between 1936 and 1938, Henry had
the misfortune of falling underneath the saw blade,
while sawing wooel on the Amsley Baker farm, cutting some of tendons in his arm. He was taken to the
hospital in North Battleford with a team ofhorscs ancl
sleigh, since roads were impassable for cars. This
left him with a mutilated arm. but it did not stop him

children. Barry and Dianne.
Evert married Patsy La Pointe. staying to help
farm his rather's land. as well as some of his own,
until his untimely death in 1<J60. Patsy ,mel her son.
Wayne, live in North Battleford.
Edward married Dorothy Uphill. they and their
tv/o children. Debbie and Gary. live in Saskatoon.

from carrying on \vith his farm \vork.
As they became of age. the younger children,
Nettie, Hank, Flossie, Even and Edward attended
Ward School.

Annie May passed mvay in 1948, Henry Harrison

Bill purchased a new iY3S ton truck. which the
goats loved to climb on, when it was parked in the
yard. He \vas commissioned to buy cattle. later going
into the grocery store business at Hatherlcigh. While
there, he married Hilda Brauscn, who \\'US teaching

in l<J6cl. Hank in !973 and Bill in 1979.
Pat and Tog bought the family farm after Henry's
death. Their son, Melvin aitended school at Sand\vith and Glenbush, Jater, he married Dianne Neufeld. He bought a house and moved it into the
farmyard owned by Frank Shepherd. across the road
from his parents. but moved to North Battleford in a

school at Sparrow Hill. He moved his business to
Sanuwith in the early AO\. but stayed only a short
time. He was an accomplished baseball pitcher. playing in exhibition games in North Battlci'on.L He tried
. out for professional baseball.
Tog and Hank acquired some \Voif hounds and

couple of years.
.lim went to school at Samlwith and Glenbush .

married NIarlene Geates and moved into fvlelvin's
hou.se. Jim farms some of the land formerly owned
by his Uncle Even. and raises Charolais cattle. They
have three children, Jason. Bobbi and Raylene.
Pat and Tog sold the fanlily farm in 1975 and
moved to North Batt!cford.

spent a tot of time hunting coyotes in the vvintcr time.
but Tog was a horse fancier. and. won several races

around the cuuntrvsidc. He \-vas alv,.iLlVs buvin2 and
selling, one time g-oing to Hathcrleid1-\vitb ~t te:m1 of
horse~ for salt:: a~d c~~ming back ~!ith three horses

Mr. and Mrs. l<nmk Reimer and Family

and a cage full of canaries!
With her pick of horses on the farm, Flossie
became an accomplished horsewoman.
The mother, Annie May, was confined to her bed

h~1

Ken Rehner
Here are some of the highlights and experiences

we had while we lived at Medstead.
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in our family there '"vas F'ranlc my father, iVbttilda, my rnother, Jacob, my only brother and Pat, my
only sister, I was the eldest, going: by the narne of

Kenneth,
We moved to Medstead from Dalmeny where we
were fannin£. We moved in the spring of !95(J. When

\ve moved ::}llr cattle, machinery and household
!loods, we left with no sno\v on the ground. \Vller, we
;rrived at rVledstcacL we had winter allover again,
There was from two to three ICet or sno\v.
We were all verv excited. Here was lots of hush
and the trees were
tall and straight. and we were
used to very little bush.
We had bought Mitchell's homestead in the

,;0

Guvhirne district~ where my sister Pat got her grade
sev~n and eight. We lived one mile south of Guyhirnc

School. Herman Janzen helped us move with a
sleigh. We lived five miles north west of Mcdsteacl.
Wh~n we got into the hills, we had to put a logging
chain arol~nd the sleigh flInners to keep the sleigh
from Qoing too fast.
A~oth~r highlight for us was the Saturday afternoon in the winter, when we went to Meclsteacl, and
put up our team of horses in Joe Randall's livery barn.
We had never seen one before. We were used to
electric lights, now it meant back to the lamp and
lantern .
Hunting was not bad. Fishing in Cater Lake and
Little Loon Lake was great.

L. to R., Tina, Ivan, Jake (seated) Reimer. Sandra and Tanley
Casson,

was still working on a farm, and in 1940 started
working for the Kiser Farming Co. I worked there for
two Years, and in the fall of 1941 came to the Cater
district where I still am on the same place. We bought
this farm with $100 down and $68.50 a year till it was
paid for. To get that $68.50 I had to go back every
spring and rail to the Kiser Farm to earn enough to
make the payment and to live on.
The first dollar I made here at Cater was in the
spring of 1942, when I helped Jim Rooney saw a
carload of wood. It took us two full clays to do it. and
I got one dollar for it. The first day we didn't do too
w~ll. I guess none of us knew that a saw needeel filing
when it got dull. Later that afternoon Bob Orr came
along and watched us hurn the blocks off one after
another. He asked Jim Rooney ifhe had a file. He had
one, so he filed the saw for LIS and after that we made
better time. When Bob looked at that saw he said, "If
! had to saw wood with a saw in that shape
be
looking for another iob".
When we first lo'okec! at this farm and bought it I
was happy to get a place with very few stones and 1
did not see big stone piles like some farms had. But
when! started plowing with three horses and a sulky
plow I soon found out where the stones were. I felt
like moving back to Eston where there are no stones.
But I hate ;loving from place to place as we liked the
neighbors, and they were all good to us, so we
thought we'd stay another winter. But the longer we
stayeCd the harder it was to leave, so we got a few
chickens and pigs and I was cutting cord vv'ood in
winter and things were picking up a lot.
I was getting three dollars a cord for wood the
next summer and I am still cutting wood.
In 1951 Erwin Hundt set up his sawmill in our
yard, and for the next fifteen years we sawed quite a

We hau many gO~U neighbors aJl around us,
Alfred Knutson t~) ti,e west ,;f us, Mamers north of

us, Langes north west. Janzens north east, and Millers onecmile east. They maintained our roads with a
horse-drawn grader, four horses in front of the grader.
We had t~) adjust to this way of life very fast.
Winters were colder and longer and much more snow
than what we were used to.
A couple of years later I married Evelyn Warkintin. Herb Janzen was her step-father. Then we moved
to North Battleford. Jake. my brother, married Edna
Janzen, from Dalmeny and fanned on the same farm
till 1970, and then sold out and moved to Alberta.
Pat. my sister, married Vern Danielson from Prince
Albert and they moved to Alberta. Dad and Mom
moved to Alberta, where they now live.
Dad and Mom are retirecl, living in Morinville,
Alberta.

rei

Jake Reimer
I was born on March 8, 1910 in the Hague,
Saskatchewan area. We lived at a few different
places, ancl the last move I made with my parents was
to Eston, Saskatchewan where I started working for
different farmers when 1 was sixteen. In 1935 1 got
married to the doctor's hired girl, Christina Switzer.!
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bit of lumber, some for our o\vn usc and we also sold
quite a bit.
Fur a number of years I had a few pigs and
thought I w,rs making money until one wet lall when
the crop stayed out all winter I had to buy all the feed
and the price of pigs \vas from twenty to twenty-four
dollars a pig. I had 11001 them that fall. That soon put
me out of the pig business and I never had many after
that.
in 1951 we adopted ivan as a three-y'ear-olcl. He
\vas a lot of fun and company for us through the
years. He is no\v operating an auto body shop in
Marwayne. Alberta. He went out working for different firms when he was seventeen. The same
spring, 1966, I lost my wife. Then I spent over two
lonely years by myself. I spent the winter in B.C.
where I met Susie, my present wife. We got married
in 1968, and I brought her out to the farm. She liked it
out here and liked all the fine people.
But that first wimer I let her go back to B.C. to
visit her folks and kids. I made a big mistake by
letting her go! She's heen wanting to go back ever
since. We have spent the last six winters in B.C. and
it's a nice change, but this year we decided to stay
home and will go for a short trip in March.
The last few years! rented out my farm and! am
taking it kind of easy. ! still have myoid worn out
machinery and an old John Deere tractor which I
don't use too much any more. Just for cultivating the
garden and sawing wood, and pulling my neighbor's
Case out of the mud hole once in awhile I
My life has not been too exciting here, but we've
had a good time. Right now I don't know of another
place that I'd rather live than right here. Here is
hoping for good fishing in Cater Lake this summer.

One of my first highlights here at Cater was a
suqxise shower and get together that our kind neighbors. Louise and Bill Casson, had arranged for the
newly weds. at our house.
i\1any came out \vith a11 kinds of goodies to eat
dnd the house was packed. The nlen had to sit on the
floor. but they were all so friendly and talkative. ! was
very nervous with all those strangers, but they ar~
strangers no more, and some are not vvith us anymore.

In spite of the friendly neighborhood. I still felt
very lonely those long winter evenings. Ho\vever. the
good church were Rev. Abe Pauls is pastor helped a
lot to make Sunday a special day.
I remember the first falll was here in 1968, how
bad the weather was. Jake and Bill Casson were
trying to combine - they did things togelher. That
particular day Louise brought out some lunch, and
the men looked dejected as they huddled by the
machinery to get warm. They never did get that crop
done that fall. so they got what they could next
spring. l'd often marvel at the sense of humor these
two men had when the harvesting looked so hopeless.
Now after more than eleven years things have
changed a lot. We have telephones, so we can talk to
our loved ones in other provinces, B. C. and Alberta;
two sons in B. C., one daughter overseas, ami one son
in Alberta, and we have five grandchildren.
We also have fish in the lake here which we have
enjoyed. The two Medstead fishermen, Steve Pavka
anel Reg Melville, usually showed up on weekends,
and they were quite generous with their catch. Steve
taught me how to fillet. This winter of 1980 we are
enjoying the lovely pure Saskatchewan air, and it's
indeed a winter wonderland with the beautiful frost
covered trees, and with gorgeous sunrises and sunsets.
There is much to be thankful for even though 1
still miss B.C. very much.
Did anyone mention the worms of last June 1979')
Where you looked it was crawling - crawling with
forest tent caterpillars.-····· Never saw anything like itl
Hopefully we won't have them this year.

Susie Reimer
I came to Saskatchewan in 1968 after Jake and I
were married in B.C. where I had lived for twentytwo years. It was quite a change. I had to adjust to
climate and many other things. ! grew up in southern
Manitoba where we had lots of grasshoppers and
crickets in the 1930's, and one of my jobs on the farm
was making stacks for winter feed. One day! recall
so clearly, as I was on the stack trying to place every
sheafjusl right. those horrible black crickets crawled
up allover my feet ~ I was jumping around and
screaming when I looked up at my dad and brother
who couldn't keep a straight face as they threw
sheaves toward me. Life seemed pretty hard as a
sixteen-year-old. And now so many years later 1 find
myself on quite a different farm and another
province. No grasshoppers or crickets here, but lots
of mosquitoes; however, we have "Off" now to repel
the insects which we didn't have in the'30\.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reinke and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reinke came to Medstead in
the year 1935 from Waldheim, Sask.
They farmed with their seven children, while at
Medstead. The children attendee! the one Daylight
School. In 1947 the Reinkes sold and moved to B. C.
Here they did berry and chicken farming until 1964.
Now they are retired and living in Clearbrook, B.C.
The children are all married and live in B.C.,
except Hulda Frances who married Harlos Shrock,
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Frank and Mattilda Reimer at their farm, 1951.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reinke in 1932.

The five oldest Reinke children.

Mom and Dad Reinke at 80 years old in their home.

who is a landscape decorator. Hulda does nursing.
They have one son. They live in Burbank. California
U.S.A.
Helen married Aron Pcters from Glenbush. In
1947 they moved to B.C. There they operated a
chicken farm. but are now retired.
They have five children. all married, and ten
granchildren. all married. They live at Clearbrook.

Tina married Jake Janzen from Glenbush. They
moved to B.C. in 1947. Jake is a carpenter.
They have four children. al! married. and six
grandch i Iclrcn.
Mary married Egon Froese here in B.C. He
builds silos and lives at Moorland. B.C. They have
two children and two grandchiluren.
Rudi. at the age of forty-four, rnarried a widow
the former Erika Reimer, who had two girls. They

B.C.
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hay'e one SOlI, P.udi vvilo is a custodian in a mental
institute in Ne\\' Westminster. Erika \v'orks part-time
in a shoe store. They.' live in Ckarbrook, B.C.

Evelyn with her husband John Martens. 1wo are
living in Saskatoon. Anne and her husband Jake Epp,
Elmer and his vv'ife Edna Regier: and two live in
Winnipeg. Cornie with his wife Martha Friesen, and
.lake and his wife Jean Driedger.
We arrived in Glenbush bringing very little with
us. AI! our belongings. including farm animals, machinery, and household furnishings did not fill one

Lorena rnarried John Redekop who is a business

man. They live on a hobby farm at Matsqui. B.C.
They have [hree children.
Peter married Frances Hildebrandt. They both

\vere born in the l'viedstead area. They hay'e two girls
and Peter is an electronic technician. Frances \vorks

[nun car.

as a part-time secretary in a public school. They live

For six months we lived in an old. one-100m
house. aemss the road from Avery SchooL about two
miles south of Glcnbush, which had been Jack Harrison \ store. During this time George built a log house
on our property I y", miles east of Glenbush. Since
this was torally bush land. a spot had to be cleared for
the building. This was done by hand with an axe. The
basement was hand dug with a spade. A well for our
water supply was also dug by hand.
The beginning was difficult. but we produced
much of our food with mixed farming. which at times
also included sheep, goats and bees.
Some examples of prices in those first years may
be of interest. A laborer on a threshing crew would
earn one dollar a day. To feed a threshing crew you
could count on twenty-five cents a meal per person.
(Of course some of this food was produced on our
farm.)
To buy sheaves of oats. you'd probably pay three
cents each.
At one time Pete worked as a clerk in Bill Penner's store. the wages were ten cents an hour. He
earned enough to buy a bicycle.
Clearing and breaking bushland was done by
hand. It was thought to be an accomplishment if ten

in Kamloops. B.C.

George ami Helen Rempel
submilteil by Helen Rempel
George was born in 1900. and Helen 1903. and
were married in 1924.
We resided in Swift Current for ten years prior to
our move toGlenbush in May of 1935. arriving there
with five children. the sixth being born one month
after our move. Five years later twins \vcrc added to

our family.
To date all are married and have families of their
own.
Four are farming in the Glenbush area. Katie with

her husband Jack Klassen. Albert and his wife Marv
Penner, Peter and his wife Hilda Zacharias. and

acres were cleared in a year.

We bought our first tractor and car in the mid
40's .
In 1947 we renovated the log house to make a
two-storey house. The extra space made it a great
deal easier with a growing family.
Our children attended school in Glenbush. and
most went on to further their education elsewhere.
In winter. school transportation was caboose
drawn by horses. which the boys left in the livery
stable during the day.
We retired from the farm in 1966. and moved to
Saskatoon where we are still enjoying an active life.
The farm was purchased by our son. Peter.
We have many fond memories of the thirty-one
years spent in the Glenbush area.

George Rempel home 1949.

The Peter Rempel Family
In 1935. Peter. with his parents. moved to the
Glenbush area, at the age offive. They lived one mile
southeast of Glenbush.

Mr. George Rempel and boys, harvest time lunch 1937.
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He atrended public and high schoo! in Gknoush.
When he ',vas fourteen to sixteen, he got his first job

\vorking at [he Glcnbush Trading Store o\vned by
Wilham Penner. He worKed after school and on holidays and earned ten cents an hour. \Vith his hard-

earned money he bought a balloon tired hike from
Aaron Peters for SSO.OO.
For twenty years, from 1')54 to 1974, Peter did
loca! trucking. In 1966, he bought his parents' home
farm when they retired to Saskatoon, where they stili
reside. He began \vorking for Ledinski's Auction
Service as cashier in 1965.
On March 21, 1970, he married Mrs. Hilda
Zacharias (Petkau), who had two sons~ Bev, age
seventeen, and Lyrle. age thineen.

Bev continued his education in Saskatoon and
Winnipeg. Lyle finished high school in Medstead.
They are both married and Iiving in Saskatoon.
In 1971. Peter and Hilda moved into a new and
modern home, which they are still enjoying.

The George Rempel family. L. to R.. Jake. Helen, George,
Evelyn. Back row: L. to R.. Anne. Albert. Katie, Cornie, John.
Peter and Elmer.

Albert Rempels
My parents, now residing in Saskatoon, came to
Canada in the early 1920's and were married in 1924.
They settled at Herbert, Saskatchewan where my dad
worked for a farmer. He later worked on the railroad
at Swift Current. He saved money in order to make a
down payment on a farm of their own, which he was
able to buy in the late 20's. It was a section of land
with no buildings, four miles south of Swift Current.
They built a house, barn and other necessary buildings. It was tough going because money for these
projects was hard to come by and by that time there
were also children in the family.
I was born in September 1928 at Swift Current.
Others who were born there are Katie, the oldest.
(Mrs. John Klassen, Glenbush), Pete (Glenbush),
Anne, (Mrs. Jake Epp, Saskatoon), and Elmer
(Saskatoon).
Then came the 30's and you know what that
meant. Crops were put in, but seldom harvested
because of grasshoppers, drought, heat and wind
erosion. It was not uncommon for a crop to be put in
more than once, because the wind had blown out a
short standing crop or the seed before it even came
up. This was very discouraging for farmers because it
was very hard to get seed for the next year, also feed
for cattle, and food and clothes for the family. So
fanners started looking for something better.
My parents decided to move to Glenbush where it
seemed people could make a living on much less land
and there didn't seem to be much drought.
Because of the poor crops in the south no one had
money to buy farms and you couldn't borrow money
like you can now.

The Albert Rempel family, October. 1979. Front row: Tammy,
Marie, Albert, Janet. Back row: Norman, Debbie. Dale,
Clifford.

My dad sold the hip-roofed barn for $30.00 to a
neighbor who wanted to move it. He couldn't get
anything for the land and the rest of the buildings, so
loaded cattle, etc .. into a boxcar and 011 May 3rd,
1935 arrived at Glenbush.
Here we temporarily moved into an old house
which was located across from the old Avery school.
As a youngster 1 remember a severe rain storm
one night. The roof of this old house was not waterproof, ~")o the rain soaked up the ceiling which was
beaver board and saw dust on top for insulation. (It
would hardly pass now). All at 011ce the whole thing
came down on top of the bed where some of us boys
were sleeping. What a mess to clean Up'.
My brother, Cornie (Winnipeg) was born approximately six weeks after we moved to Glenbush from
Swift Current. Later Jack (Winnipeg) and Evelyn
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(Mrs. John Martens. Glenousi1) completed the family.
In the meantime Dad had bought a quarter of land
onc mile cas[ of Glenbush from the C.P.R. lind was

Oct. 10th, 1966, She seemed to he qUlk happy vvith
that arrangement at that time.

Ciiff\vas married to Dale Jones of Rabbit Lake on
August the seventh. 1976. TheY' live in SasKatoon.
Cliff is manager of Tandy Leath~L anJ Dak is private

building a house and digging a 'vvelL vvith some help
from friends.

.

secretary to the Head of the Postal Depanrncnt of
Saskatchewan.
.
Norrn married Debbie Haffner of Saskatoon on
August the fifth of ]978. They !lve in Edmonton,
Alherta. Norm is department m:.mager at one of the
Allied Horne Centers there. The\" ha\\; a dWJ2htcr,
Jennifec born on September 8th: iY70. This keeps
Debhie quite bus:}" at home nov/. She'!i probablY' be

"'\lI/e boys were too :young at the time to be of much
help.
By the fall we moved into our new house. which
was one large room. built out of logs. it had a lot of
work left to be done '.m it.

Farming in the early years \vas very hard. Field
'ivork was done with horses as \vas rnost of the sod

busier yet when Jennifer starts helping', Vv'c r~ally
enjoy this last member of the family, too.

breaking: and trees were cut down by axe.
iVinst of the food was either grovv'n in the garden

Janet and 'Eullmy are taking their schooling at
rvledstead Central High. After school hours rhey can
ahvays help pack eggs, if they nm out of things to do.
'~Ve attend the Mennonite Conference church

or raised on the farm so the grocery bills weren't
quite as high as they are now.
We all got our schooling in Glcnbush which was
only a twenty minutes walk.
On October 10th. 1954. ! got married to Marie
Penner and we started a home of our own, foul' and a
half miles east of Glenbush on a farm that I had
purchased from Albert Dunser.
[ remember promising, among other things. that 1
would never have any chickens around because neither of us liked them. But as happens to most of us, I
broke that one shortly after we were married, and it
looks like I might be with them until I quit farming.
At that time I felt the egg business was one of the best

where I have been singing in the male quartet for
quite Sllme tirne. The other members are Jake isaac,
Herman Klassen. and Pete Rempel. and Marie piays
the piano for us most of the time.
We do many things together as a family. Last
summer we topped it off by going to the Black Hills
of South Dakota for our holidays, which we reaily
enjoyed. We also enjoy the community we Eve in.

The Bm Rempel Family

ways for me to make a living for my family.

Bill Remple came from Laird, Saskatchewan,
where his parents. William ancl Esther Rempel. still
reside.

Even though starting to farm in the 50's was
certainly easier than when our parents started, it was
still an uphill grind, but then you can only coast after
you reach the top.
Cliff, our first son, was born on September 25th,
1955. Being the first child he had no companion. so
he found his own, which was our faithful dog 1110St of
the time.
Norm was born on May 9th, !958. He found it
easy to keep himself occupied and \vhen he was
young, most everything he played had a motor in it,
now it has strings (guitars).
Janet was born on May 1st. 1965. We were very
proud of our first daugther.

I never realized how fast int1ation crept upon us
even in those years. When Cliff was a small boy he
came to me one day and asked for a penny. When
Norm was about the same age, he wasn't satisfied
with a penny but asked for a dollar. And when Janet
was about the same age she snuck up behind me one
time when I was reading. grabbed my wallet and dis
appeared.
We decided that our last child should be compensated so Tammy was born on Our anniversary date,

L. to R., Bill Remple, holding son, Gerald. Marian. Front:
Jamie and Nadine.
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In 1969, Bill purchased his farm in the Stoke
district. Bill and a friend, Harvey Davies, lived here
together at first.
In 1971, Bill met Marian Marner at her father's
horne in Spiritwood. In June, 1971, Bill and Marian
were married in the Spiritwood United Church. They
have three children. Nadine. Jamie. and Gerald, who
attended school in Medstcad.
The Rempels spent one year living on Jim John-

In lY56, Freda and Arnold bought a ljuartcr section of land adjacem to [he harnlet of Belhune so [he
children \vould be nearer the school NE 34-50-13
3rcl. They lived there until 1972 when they sold the
land to Albert Gatzke anci moved to North Battldnrcl
where they sri!1 reside.
Arnold and Freda had four children. three boys

and a girl.
Art. the oldest boy and his wife Florence live in
Glaslyn, they have one daughter - Charolotte. Art

30n's farm, also a year working for Bi11's uncle at

\'\'!orks at the sav.,i mill.

Herbert. Saskatchcwan, and a ycar in Alberta. They
returned to their farm in 197X, and feel they are now
here to stay.
Bill is employed at the Spiritwood Auction Mart
and Marian has recently retired from working at the
Medstead HoteL

Willie and his wife Liz a!so live in G!as!yn and
have three daughters. Taralcc. Shelley, Lori. and t\\/O
sons, Kevin and Jeffrey. Willie works for L & M
Wood Prociucts.
Irvin and Diane farm at Lancer, Saskatchc\van
and have two girls. Sheila and Nadine.
Ruth married Raymond Bissel and they live on
Vancouver island and have one daughter, Pamela.
Life is much easier now, and Freda and Arnold
look forward to, and enjoy visits with family and
friends.

The Arnold Rem: :Family
Arnold Renz emigrated from Poland in midJune, 1929, in order to improve his lot in life. He was
nineteen years old at this time and he came alone to
the Belbutte district where he had a cousin. Robert
Liick.
The first fall he travelled south to the LandisBiggar area for the harvest. The winter he spent with
Me Gottlieb Sellent where he helped on the farm and
did odd jobs. He didn't have the money to return to
Poland or he felt he might have.
The winter of 1930-31 he worked peeling ties at
Belbutte and in the spring began working for Ewald
Gatzke. In 1932 he bought his homestead, the SE
27-50-I3 W3rd from Ewald and began the backbreaking task of brushing and clearing the land.
On April 22, 1938, Arnold married Freda Zwee
They were entertained by a chiveree as was the
custom at that time.
Freda had COme to the Stoke district with her
parents Me and Mrs. Sam Zwer, from Germany in
1926. They had stayed with her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Holler, who had immigrated in 1924, for
several months before moving to their homestead
SW 27-50-13 W3rd. Freda recalls her grandma had
some little baby chicks which the children couldn't
resist. Of course some of them accidentally got killed
and was Grandma Holler angry I
Stoke school was the closest source of education
and Freda attended classes there for three winters,
walking the four and a hal( miles per day.
The Renzes attended church across the road from
Freda's home.
Grain was first hauled to Glenbush, but after
1930, they hauled to Medstead, Cream was also
hauled to Medstead by buggy or sleigh until the
railway connected Medstead and Belbutte, then they
hauled to Belbutte. Shopping was done in Belbutte.

Frank Reynolds
My father and mother came to G1enbush in 1907
and homesteaded on the NE V,-18-49-14. They came
to Canada at the turn of the century, and after spending a few years in Ontario, moved west and settled on
the above homestead. I was the youngest of a large
family, therefore i was too young to remember a
great deaL I left Glenbush when! finished public
school then took two years high school at Meota.
Two brothers, George and Philip are now dead, also
my eldest sister, Agnes. There are still four of us,
Lucy. who lives in Strathroy, Ontario: Stanley. who is
in Victoria, British Columbia: and Olive at Belbutte.
As I remember, money was always scarce and
food and clothing were never very plentiful.
Our closest neighbors were the Duncans, who
lived on the south quarter, Wm. Schmitz, who was
on the west quarter. The Duncans had two children,
Mary and CarL
My mother and dad lived there until my dad died
in 1953, then mother sold out and lived in North
Battleford for three years until she died in 1956. I
moved to Ontario and in 1939 joined the army. Upon
my discharge in 1945 I settled in London, Ontario
and operated a Variety Store for twenty nine years. I
sold out in 1975 and moved to Richmond, British
Columbia to retire. I married a London girl (Dorothy
Henson) in 1945. We have three children, onc girl
and two boys. They all live out here and we have
three grandchildren. They are my daughter's children. Her husband is a controller at Alcan. My one
son, Don, is a successful real estate salesman, and
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James Richardson and Archie Turnbull saw wood while Mary
Turnbull holds the twins. Donald and Ronald.

Me and Mrs. George Reynolds family.

ing from 1920 to 1927 as a member of the R.M.
Council.
He was also manager of a Co-op Store, located
east of present-day Medstead. This was during the
years of 1926 and 1927.
On the lighter side, he played the violin for
dances and house-parties during the early years.
Jim retired fron the farm in 1953 and moved into
the hamlet of Cater. Still later, in 1967, he became
one of the early residents of Idylwild Senior Citizen's
Lodge in Spiritwood where he resided until his death
in 1969 at the age of 90.

our youngest son is the senior desk clerk and cashier
at the Delta Hotel here in Richmond.
My school days were happy ones. ! always remember the Avery School, we had so much fun.
Harrisons had the store and post office which was
right close to the school.
My brother, Stanley, left the area sometime in the
1930's as he couldn't seem to make a go of it there.
He came to the Okanagan Valley and bought a smali
fruit farm. He worked hard and made a success of it,
then after the war his farm was almost touching the
town of Oliver, so he sub-divided and sold the lots
and retired to Vancouver Island. He had two children, one son and one daughter. His son is an engineer working for the British Columbia Government
and the daughter is a chartered accountant.

Ronald and Clare Riley
Ronald, with his brother, Ed. came to the Sandwith district about 1929 or 1930, living first on the
N.W. 21-48-14, though no purchase of that C.P.R.
quarter was accomplished. The Riley brothers picked
up what jobs were available. including working for
Albert McNabb.
Ronald married Clare Culy in June, 1931. and he
and Clare lived in the Ellsworth house for a year or
so. When the Culys left, the Riley couple rented the
Culy quarter and lived there.
Roads weren't much more than trails and a mud
hole near the bottom of the hill, nearly a mile west of
Sandwith, was a special problem. Ronald, whose
new home and barn were very close to the site, found
it profitable to keep a team of horses always harnessed, to assist the unlucky early motorists. There
were. however, some comments around the community. about how that particular mud hole seemed
to stay wet even through some quite long dry spells.
Ronald and Clare Riley and family. lived on the
Culy farm till about 1939 when they moved to Hanna
and later Craigmyle, Alberta. They later moved to
Calgary where they are now.
Clare and Ronald had a family of fi ve: three sons
and two daughters.

James Richardson
Born in Scotland on October 13, 1878, James
Richardson immigrated to Canada around the turn of
the century, along with his mother and stepfather,
Mary and Archibald Turnbull and his two brothers.
Archie and Walter Turnbull. They came west, arriving in Winnipeg on November 12, 1906. On November 27, 1906 they took up residence in Saskatoon
where Jim ~orked for the C.P.R. for a few years.
On September 10,1910 he filed on a homestead in
the Loch Side district. This was the S.E. 10,51, IS,
W 3rd.
Jim's Scottish blood stood him in good stead for
keeping financial records and from these we find
expenses for going homesteading included wagon
$35.00, plow and harrows $35.00, horse 5150.00,
light wagon $80.00. harness $20.00, tent $20.00,
boots $3.00. work gloves 25¢, shoe horse 60¢, anel
haltershank 15¢.
Jim became a pioneer farmer, but he never quite
lost the air of a scholar . . . the literary works of
famous authors were always at hand. He kept abreast
of current events and could be relied upon for a
learned conversation.
He was active in local politics, serving as Reeve
on the R.M. of Medstead from 1916-1918, and spend-

The Wm. Rink Family
by Margaret Simpson
Bill Rink was born in Germany in 1890, came to
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her brother. George, in i90Y. She married m:\/ father,
Floyd 'Tobn, in J915. They lived on N.E. 34-18-13 in
the Rabbit Lake area. I i,vas burn in June, 1017. Dad
died in June, 1918. iv10ther taught school till 1927.
The Rinks hac! three boys: Allan, Burt and Earl.
Burt dice! in January. 1946. Alan anei Earl both
worked in the Pulp and Paper mill at Ocean FaJls.
Then they went to the mill at Hinton where Allan and
his family still live. Earl left the mill and became a
barber, then \vent back to mill work at Glasgow, Nova
Scotia. He married Doris Marchand on September 8,
1959 in Hinton. They have three boys: Blake, Byron
and Ernie.
Allan married Edna Brovnl of Glenbush on July
14, 1951. They have five chidren: Bobby, Donna,
Patricia, Linda and Lianne.
Mother died June 2. 1957. Bill Rink is in the
River Heights Lodge in North Battleford and celebrateci his 90th birthday January 17, 1990.

Hilda Robb (nee Haynes) Story
rvly uncle Stan Haynes came to Canada fro III
England in 1908 with three other young fejJows. One
of them stayed in Ontario the others came to
Wolseley, Sask., where my grandfather. grandmother, father. mother and myself settled. We all
lived together for awhile, that is where 1 was educated. My grandfather, Stan and Dad (Robert 'Bert'
Haynes) took up hOlllesteads in 1912 on 7-52-14.
Grandmother died in 1913. Stan and Dad went into
partnership with the livestock and machinery. We
moved to Meota in 1920 where Dad had rented a
summer cottage. Mother and I stayed there for three
months, Cattle, horses and machinery hild been
bought in Wolseley; that and the furniture had to be
hauled in wagon boxes north. When Mother and I
moved to the hOlllestead which was the NW
Y,-7-S2-14, we spent one night on the road in the
Ivlolcvvood District sleeping under the \vagon. It was
very crowded Eving in a log shack 12 x 18 ft. Because
i was the only one in the family, 1 was "chore girl",
We went to hOLlse partics in the w'inter, it was vol un ..
teer music. women took lunch. From March to September 192J I worked for Mrs. Walter Turnbull, went
back to Wolseley to work in November 1923. During
the time I was home \ve went to church at lVlrs.
Starling's, the minister being an Anglican student ~
needed shoes so dug seneca root and sold it to buy
them. For a number of years 1 worked out. then in
1933 Jack and 1 were married. He had three of a
family, Alec, Bill and Mary. Ian was born in 1934,
'JIle bought the farm from Nat Mawson, originally
owned by E. Samson, which is SE "',-16-51-14, also a
cow and some chickens. In 1938 Mary, Ian and I took
the bus to North Battleford, then a taxi from there to

Bill and Gertrude Rink.

Canada with his parents and lived near Woiseley,
Saskatchewan. He worked in North Battleford with
Joe Hoffman digging trenches by hand for water
pipes. He then drove a dray and livery, sonlctimes
going as far as Meado\\' Lake. He took a homestead
on section 6-49-13 in 1912. He borrowed a team of
oxen from Richard Baymey to haul logs from Artichoke Lake for his first shack. He gradually acquired horses and machinery. broke up land and
worked very hard to make a living off the land. His
big thrill was to go hunting with Freel Chatfield up at
Green Lake.
He married Gertrude '1()land in August. 1928.
She was my mother and had been born Gertrude
Davidson at BroekviJle. Ontario, on June 12 1891.
She came west with her father: Archie Davidson, and

Earl, Allan and Burt Rink.
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Medstead. Barney Oxky drove us to my' parems'
place where we; stayed for a month as there \vcrc no
buildings on our lanel. Jack travelled in the freight car
with ou;' furniture Vv'hich \ve stored in Barney Ox!ey''s
~.wra!le. Jack staved with Nat tvlawson while clearing
land '-"'ii1ich \vas -done by hanei. i looked after the co'vv
und chickens at my folks' until \Vf: moved into
Bolton's house formerly owned by J Samson on the
SW V,-22-51-14. We staved there for a year. During
that time we bought a sZ)\A,', her litter died, bought a
teum of horses, o!~e of them died. Gordon \vas born in
Mav J939. Jack had permission to move a log house
off-the C.P.R. on the SW 15-51-14. A "bee" was
formed and it was soon put up. We moved into it in
July. There were no windows. doorstep or partitions,
it was 20 x 30 ft. Only half of the roof on the north
side was shingled. During the night it rained. lucky it
turned dry and hot so Jack and Mary started to shingle, they had it all done except for a strip at the ridge
of the roof. During that time I looked after Ian ami
Gordon. nailed up willows on the logs ready to be
plastered. as the mosquitoes were bad. We bought
another horse: fencing had to be done: we had no well
so that water was hauled from Bolton's until that well
caved in. then from Garner's. Water for other uses
was hauled from Cater Lake. iY!ary went to Cater
School with Norma McLeod as teacher in 1938. Ian
started school in 1941 with Mary McConnville as his
teacher. Mary left school that winter.
War II broke out and jack joined the Veterans
Guard in 1943. During that time I hauled wood, hay
and water, took the boys to a picnic at Birch Lake also
to Field Days. Gordon started school in 1945 with
Ruby Knutson as his teacher. I helped Mrs. Allan
cook for the threshers for a couple of seasons until
they got their combine: also cooked for Jim Richardson. Dave Jack and Jim Herron. Grandad got married
in 1965. He now lives two miles from me on the
farm. Bill died in March 1967, Alec in November
1967. Mary is married and lives at Gravenhurst, Ont.
Ian lives with me at Cater.

Darrel and Marvin Robb.

walked but also rode bike and some horse back.
Gerald ancl "Ford" (Clifford) Kitchen. who lived a
half mile from us usuallv walked to school. too. It
was decided this one day. since! was riding horse
back. I'd pull them behind on the toboggan. We were
ooin o down the hill at Cater Lake when I lost control
~f th~ horse. The tohoggan was headed for a fence
with about six inches of the post sticking out of the
snow. It was fortunate that Gerald and Ford jumped
off as we split that toboggan clear down the middle.
With my dad being involved in the army. Ian and
I had to be the chore boys. We used to haul water
summer and winter from Cater Lake for livestock
and household use. This one Saturday Gerald and I
decided to cut an extra big water hole so it wouldn't
freeze in so fast. Next mt;'ning \vhen we \vcnt back,
to our surprise we found a horse. dead. with his back
legs frozen in the water hole. We went back to Kitchcn'\ for a logging chain and pulled the horse OUL
After that th~;e ~asn't too many loose horses running: around. Niany a time after a fresh snowfall I also
fell in the water hole.
I worked for Jacob D. Isaak part time after
school. It was here I first learned how to drive a
truck. I believe it was a 1942 one-ton 1. H.C. I saved
up enough money and bought a horse for fifty dollars. He was a high spirited horse and Dad told me I'd
better get rid of him before he killed me. Another fall
I went threshing with Werner Boldt and made enough
money to buy saddle. When we moved to Cater I
sold my horse to buy lumber. which was used to build
onto the house.
Once I was old enough to get a driver's licenSe,
Dad bought a Dodge truck from W.I. Lofts. We took
it to the lake for ~atcr and it had such a knock, \vc
traded it in the next day for a 1947 Ford car.
i spent many years on road construction outfits,
the first being Bert Cadieu's. We were building the
No. 5S higl1\~ay from Glllslyn to Cater. Altogether I
spent eleven years with Ferguson road construction.
Other employers were Medrie L'Heureux. Here!

Gordon Robb

:1

Gordon. youngest son of Hilda and John Robb,
was born May 10. 1939 in the Rabbit Lake Hospital.
We lived on the Bolton place untill was two months
old. then moved to the S.E. quarter of section
16-51-14-W3rd. Here we lived in a four-room log
house until 1957, when we moved to Cater. While
living in that log house there were many mornings we
found water frozen in the tea kettle.
I took mv schooling at Cater School with teachers
Rubv Knut~on (Hill): Margaret Bandurka (lusenault), Helen Jansen (Barron) and Erica Isaak. We
were two miles irom school. Most of the time we
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had to \valk three and one half miles. Since I was only
five years olell'eI be exhausted and fall asleep as soon
as I got home.

We had a pony we had bought for five ciollars, so
as it got colder \VC rode him. This one night going
home from school OLlr horse and a couple of other
horses decided to race. 1 was so scared [ fell off and

pulled my sister off too' Lucky for us Mom was
coming to meet us and brought the horse back. As
years 'v\'cnt by \"ie drove this horse to school either on
a two-wheel cart or a toboggan, until he developed a
brain tumor and had to be destroyed. He was sold to a
mink farmer and it seemed as though a member of the

family was gone.
I remember my dad buying an old Model-T
Coupe. Since there wasn't enough room for all of us
to ride in from, the trunk lid was removed and we
kids rode in the trunk. Many a time we had bumps on
our heads aftcr one of those ""JOY" rides. I don't
remember if these Fords had Iittlc power or what. but
we seemed to find ourselves pushing it up hills, and,
if we couldn't. would turn it around and it always
seemed to go up in reverse. My Grandma 0' Hare
was splitting wood and nearly Cllt her h,ind in half
and if it hadn't been for the aIel Model T she would
have bled to death.
When I was ten or eleven years old my sister and

two brothers and I took over the janitor job at
Elmhurst School. We were up at six every morning
so we'd get to school by eight 0' clock and get the fire
going in the old barrel heater. Some days I'm sure
that school never warmed up before half-past three.
We were paid fifteen dollars a month which was
divided between the four of us. Our family was very
poor so I had a tendency to save my money. With my
youngest brother being born nine years after the rest
of liS there weren't any used baby clothes. So ! gave
my money to Mom to buy baby clothes.
Christmas concerts were a very special and exciting time for us kids just as it is for the kids today. To
raise money for presents and candy we held Pie or
Box Socials. The women decorated pies or lunch

Gordon and Rose Robb on their wedding day.

drove gravel truck and ran back hoc. Some winters

were spent curling and running "Cats" for Ledinski
Bros.
Rose Nadine, second child of Betty and Jack
O'Hare was born at home on Nov. 6, 1941 in the
Turtle Beach, Sask. area. My late grandmother, Pearl
O'Hare, was midwife, and must have known her
business as i was a breech baby. So no\v I figure if I
don't do things right I have a good excuse.
When I was six months old we packed up and
moved to Beamsville, Ontario. While living there I
developed pneumonia and wasn't expected to live:
just goes to show you can't keep an Irishman down l
We lived here a short time and moved back to Sask.
where we lived at several different places. I went to
several schools, Turtle View, Waskiagon, and
Elmhurst. but started and finished in Livelong. My
first teacher was Mrs. Andy Range of whom I was
scared to death. So! used to tell her I was sick and she
would send me home. It didn't take long before my
mother caught on and sent me back one day, and that
ended that l Shortly after this we moved and I started
attending Waskiagon School. Here my sister and I

boxes, these were auctioned to the men. hoping your

husband or boyfriend didn't forget which one was
yours. Tickets were also sold on numerous items
which varied from roosters to eiresser scarves. For
entertainment we had card parties. dances. visited
neighbors and spent evenings listening to the radio or
stories told by our parents of their earlier years. The
luxuries of power, telephone or sewer and water
wasn't heard of in those days. We had power the last
couple of years I was at home. This was suppl ied by a
plant. It has only been the last few years we have had
the telephone or sewer and water.
My two brothers and I picked rocks for a neigh910

of tires: dropped sockets in a five gallon pail of oil
which took quite some time before they were found.
Oh I But they were great company while their dae! was
out y./Orking!
On May 27, 1970 we mae!e our final move to a
one and one-half storey house on the S. W. y,
36-50-IS- W3rd which was owned by Carl Cherbaniak. We started by renting the land, but after a
lengthy perioci the title was finally cleared and we
were able to buy the lanel. The first two winters
Gordon spent working in l10nhem British Columbia
as a "CAT SKINNER" clearing lines foroil explorations. During the summer Gordon drove gravel truck
for Harry Dmytryshyn so this left the field work for
Rose.
Marvin and Darrel are both attending school in
Medstead. They have always been tran~ported by
school bus with their present driver being their dad.
Quite a change from our day. One thing that hasn't
changed is being taught by Margaret Arsenault as
you recall she was one of Gordon's teachers too I
Since the Medstead Arena was built the bovs have
been involved in hockey. Both boys have bee~ members of the Cater- Birch Lake 4-H Club. This vear the
club will celebrate their 25th anniversarv. We were told the old trail through (lU/pasture was
part of the main road people used many years ago
travelling to Medstead. Now we have an oil surfaced
road into town.
With good roads and lots of neighbors we enjoy
living in this community. One neighbor I would
cspecially like to mention is W.B. (Slim) Gamble. If
he can "PULL THE WOOL OVER YOUR EYES"
he sure wiil. Why, this fall he was cOIlling for eggs
but couldn't stay long. He saiel he was expecting an
important phone call from Ottawa to see if he would
be the next Liberal leader. We believe he'd give any
politician a run for their money when it came to
"PULLING THE WOOL OVER YOUR EYES."

bot with a team and wagon on Saturdays for one
dollar a day. When I was sixteen years old I took my
first job (1\vay from home. Jobs consisted of being a
\vaitress, clerk, housework and a cook's helper, although the definition of house\vork seemed to vary
from milking cows, feeding pigs to even clri\.'ing
[ractor and cutting crop with the binder.
In the summer of 1964 I went to work for Jack and
Hugh Ferguson as a cook's helper on a road construction outfit. Here I met Gordon. Someone told
me once "the \-vay to 11 man's heart was through his
stomach!" We \I/ere married in ]1)65 at St. Walburg,
Sask. While having pictures taken my mother told
Gordon he had" ROB BED" her of her last daughter.
Since I had a few head of cattle we borrowed
Valmont Arsenault's truck to haul them to Ross
Garner"s who was to take care of Gordon's cows too.
We stopped at the highway (now NO. 3) south of
Livelong, checked the cattle and found one cow was
missing. Apparently a pin had jumped out because of
rough roads and allowed the top tail gate to open. We
drove back to the south ene! of Turtlc Lake and found
her without a scratch, eating grass in the ditch. With
the help of a friend we got her loaded again and
continued on our way. The cattle were all at Garners
the next morning except that same darn cow. We
hunted all over the country, but didn't find her until a
month or so later when Lloyd Ledinski announced at
an auction sale that we had a missing cow. Jim Oster
was the good neighbor who had locked her up.
We continued working for Fergusons until freeze
up, then moved our trailer to Cater where we lived in
the same yard as Gordon's mother that first winter.
On April 27, 1966 our eldest son, Marvin Larry
was born in the "old" Spiritwood Hospital. Three
days after coming home from the hospital we were
packed to move as Gordon went back to work for
Fergusons. The next winter we lived on the former
Dick Scotton place which was owned by Raymond
Ledinski. On May 13, 1967 our other child, Darrel
Gordon was born in the "new" Spiritwood Hospital.
Marvin always was an inquisitive and busy little
boy. One day while washing clothes I was out hanging clothes on the line when I heard him screaming.
Running to the house I found him with his arm still in
the wringer, but the wringer had released. Since
Gordon wasn't home I left Darrel with Evelyn
Ledinski and made a flying trip to Spiritwood. Washing machines must have fascinated Marvin as two
years later he decided it was the other ann's turn.
Very little damage was done either time other than
burns under h is arms.
When Darrel was big enough to help, they took
on bigger projects. One was filling the truck gas tank
with sand, which caused a lot of grief They let air out

The Aii' Roberts' Story
by Edith Mattock
I met Alf Roberts in 1914 near Regina. He enlisted during the 1914-18 war, so I didn't see him
again for some time, but I did correspond with him
occasionally.
In 1926 he came to Medstead ancl settled on the N
V, IS-50-14 W. 3rd. He had married and his wife was
from London, England. Alf Roberts came from
Winchester, England.
Our farms were not too far apart so we saw each
other a lot. He and his wife taught Sunday school
here for a number of years.
In 1929 their home was lost through fire, so Mrs.
Roberts came and stayed with us. While she was
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Church. Sh;:; passed away" in Creston Hospital in
February 1962. and \\'as ouricJ in the sma!! grave
yard of the Anglican church at Lister.
!'vIr. Roberts continued to be a staunch /-\nglican

\vhcn he moved to Canyon and attended services in
Lister vv'hencvel' possible. NIl's. Roberts alvvays accUfnpanied him to the church he loved~ she also was a
great vvorkcr for the Canyon United Church.
After her death [vir. Robens stayed on in their
home, bur didn't like batchin!2. He soid the home.
but continued to live there with the people \\1110
bought it. After a !"e\V years he decided to go to
Victoria. B.C. and lived in the Salvation Army Hostel there. He was happy in the hostel and spent the
rest of his life there. He died in April 1478 at the age
of ninety.

Remembrance Day Service. Picture taken in front of the Anglican Church, Medstead, Left to right: Nat Mawson, Mr.
Soper, Sid Price, "Doc" Lenton, Fred Larson, Howard Curry,
Leo Jolly, H. Travers, A Roberts, Padre.

there Harold was born so she looked after George and
Eddie while I was in the hospital.

John T. Roberts
The Alf Roberts in Canyon, RC.
by Mrs. J. Oxley
Me. and Mrs. Roberts bought a home in Canyon.
B.C. in 1945. Me. Roberts was in the army. stationed
near Lethbridge and Mrs. Roberts was working for a
hatchery in Lethbridge.
Mrs. Roberts moved out to Canyon in the summero!' 1946 and Me. Robertsjoined her in 1947 when
he received his discharge from the army.
They had a small acreage ami had a wonderful
vegetable garden as well as many !'lowers and some
fruit --,. mainly raspberries, also some strawberries
and blackberries. They were active in the local Social
Credit Association. Mrs. Roberts was president or
the Canyon United Church Ladies Aid for several
years and acted as treasurer for the Canyon United

John T Roberts was born in Chesterville. Ontario. in 1870. John worked as a lumberjack. From
Ontario John moveci to the Hatherleigh district in
1915. At the age of forty-five John started a homestead in the Hathcrleigh district. After only a year in
the district. John was forced to move when his house
and a team of horses were destroyed by fire in 1916.
He moved ta the Hillside district, where he started a homesteaclon the S.E. quarter of 13-47-5-W3rd,
He only used horses ta work his land. he never did try
power machinery. He farmed on his homestead until
he said it. He then lived ancl boarded wi [h Mr. and
Mrs. William Dirksen. on their farm for about six
years. John T Roberts died at the age of ninety in the
Battleford's Notre Dame Hospital, He was buried in
the North Battleford cemetery.

Mrs. Roberts at their home in Canyon, B.C.

Jack Roberts.
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Between mail trips, I learned ho\;\/ log huildim2s
vvere built. and other skills useful in Irlanv \vavs. So: I
\vas able to show my father and brotheL ~how-'to build
our first log shack. They' had worked during the
summer to build up a grub stake for the 10ng \~if1ter
ahead. In early October 19121 borrovved a team from
Gordon and along with tv1r. Ne\vman's waf20n and
t\vo oxen, Alpha and Omega (Alf and Om) Tmoved
the family and their belongings to the homestead.
From here on OLlr story would follo\v the usual pattern until my father's tragic accidental death in the
fall of 1916, caused bv a runavvav team after \\ie had
changed from oxen to horses. ~rvly brother \vas in
France and I V.,itlS on my' \vay there. Another equaHy
sad affair vvas Mr. Dunser's death: freezing on the
way home with supplies. These two men ~cre the
first to be buried in the new cemetery north of Glenbush.
Religion played a minor part in Ollr lives during
these early years. The occasional service was held i~
houses or school houses by missionaries of the Anglican and Presbyterian faiths, The Roman Catholics
were served by the visits of a priest sent from North
Battleforcl. Some parents finally became alarmed
realizing that they were bringing up a generation of
ignorant heathens. This was brought to the light one
day when the teacher at Avery school asked her class
to name the first man, A. Thompson promptly replied with the name "Dan Finlayson" who was the
M. L. A. and one of the first settlers in the Battleford
area, but could hardly qualify as the father of ail
mankind as described in the Bible. Two young missionary students started Sunday Schools in each district to correct this ignorance. After a successful
season they decided to hold a picnic and sports day
before returning to their colleges. The day was set,
the site an open field near the small lake east of Avery
school. Charlie Hamilton and 1 offeree! to make the
coffee for the affair (as his shack was close to the
site), using a coffee boiler on a wood stove. It was
common practice for bachelors to run a wire along
the top of the stove to drv out wet socks and mitts'
Unfortunately the wire b;'oke and one of the s()ck~
fell into the coffee, we fished it out and carried the
boiler tu the field and were congratulateci on the best
coffee ever served at a picnic. '-Leaving Charlie and
me with the guilty truth of the old adage: "What you
don't see won't hurt you."

W. D. Roberts
Drav.,,'n by the lure of free land, 111:1" family. Father,
Mother. one brother 17 V, years, three sisters, 19 V2,
10, and 7 years old and I was 15 Y:;, arrived in North
Battlefmel in early May !912. We bought the last 12.\
14 canvas tent in tovin and started lire in a nc\\/ janeL
We were better equipped in sume ways than settlers
from an urban European setting, having left N. Vv/ales
in 1906 for Virginia anel later Wisconsin. For my
part. having spent all school holidays on a farm !1c,;r
Racine, \Vis, for t\VO years. I could milk a co\,v,
harness and handle a teLlm of horses, etc.
Leaving my older brother with my Inuther and the
girls in North Battlcfcmi. mv father and I went north
with the mailman to find open lanel. Found and filed
on the SW V, of 24-4,)-15 for my father and the NEV,
of 14 for my brother. Walking back the 42 miles to the
land office. A year later I filed on the NEV, of
24-49-15 under the old minor law of that period.
Thus, at about 17 years of age, ! became a "Homesteader" in what later became the R.M, of Medstead
and the Marron School District.
A George Gordon had the mail contract between
Glenbush and North Battleford at $450 per annum,
which paid expenses, any profit coming from carrying passengers and small freight. Using a single
seated democrat and changing to sleigh runners in
winter and pulled by a tean; cilight ho;ses. Gordon,
finding that I could handle horses hired me at $10,00
a month and board from May 1912 to May 1913.
Usually 1 drove the maiL leaving near the present site
of Glenbush at 8 A.M. on Thursdays, and returning
about 6 P.M. on Fridavs, serving the Post Offices of
Glenrose, Hillside, Sandwith,' Glenbllsh, with a
Mrs. Bob Grant as Post Mistress of the last named
Post Office. Following what was then known as the
main trail I imagine, it would be abollt a 90 mile
return trip. Nice in summer but tough in winter
breaking trail aftcr storms. The poor passengers paying about $2.00 for the privilcge of freezing in an
open rig for 8 or more hours with an hour stop at
noon at Johnson's halfway house, near present day
Imey. (Still better than oxen at 2 miles per hour.) I
only failed to make the trip on time once'during this
hard winter. Having run into a blizzard in the hills on
my way back north. I could still follow the old trail
but found a settler called Gale who had lost his way. I
told him that I could find his place, having passed it
about an hour before. We went back, stabled the poor
tired temn, and my passenger. a German priest and i
slept on the floor near a glowing heater. The next
morning we woke to a frigid -51 degrees F with a
wind and it took most of the day to finish the trip that
normally took two hOllrs from that point. The only
casualty was a frozen bottle of communion wine,
<

The only other social activities were the concerts
and dances often described by others. In our area we
were fortunate in having Albert Knutson on the violin and All' Lehman on the guitar. Although playing
by ear, they could play the correct music for almost
any dance requested. This gave us a large selection
which included such dances as the French minuet.
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Varsouvenne, one and two steps. all waltzes, polkas,
scholleyes, reels as well as the traditional North
American square dances. These dances lasted from 8
P.M. to daylight. I often sang the popular songs of the
day during the supper hour at midnight.
This pioneer period ended for me when I went to
France after my father's death. Unlike many of the
boys in this area, I lived to come baek after three
years in France, Belgium and Germany, to find both
the country and myself changed. The golden years of
tolerance and neighborliness of the early years had
developed into more prosperity for some, and with it
envy and suspicion. In other words the country had
become civilized. I stayed in the district until 1927
partly to recover from the effects of trench warfare
and other battles, farming in a half hearted way but
mostly working at anything I could get. that paid. In
the fall of 1927 I joined the Railway mail service of
the P. O. Dept. living in Prince Albert and later Saskatoon. I retired in 1958, and moved to Victoria in 1966
where my wife and I now live and enjoy the beauty
and mild climate, but I still own my original homestead now used by Werner Boldt, so feel that I still am
a small part of the district and its people.
I still feel that it was a wonderful experience for a
young boy to come to a new country, and watch it
develop into a settled community, with all its laws
and rules, along with roads. electricity, telephones
and other comforts.

Mr. Rees had quit his homestead in 1910 and father
had signed on it for our Billy, W. D. Roberts. Father
and Jack cut poplar logs in the ravines or coulees and
built one long log house partitioned off for sleeping
apartments with bed sheets hung on wires. tvir. Ne\vman with his team of oxen moved one load or our
belongings out, with boxes of books and dishes, lace
curtains enough for tvventy 'windovv's instead of the
two we had, and a lot of other useless things. Mr.
Gordon's team and wagon moved the rest. Two dressers full of stuff had to be left at the stopping house
somewhere near Finlayson's. In the spring, five and
one half months later, the dressers were dug out of the
snow in good condition, not an article stolen or
disturbed, though they had been left close to the
road. This alone should give one an idea of the fine
honest type of people that the early settlers were. !
still have the beveled mirror from one of the dressers
here in spite of its age and travels. Jack took Gwladys
and me to Avery School to a Christmas Concert that
first Christmas on the homestead. The place was
crowded with happy people, grown-ups and children. Santa Claus handed Gwladys and me a beautiful French doll each, dressed by Mrs. Newman Sr.
The money for gifts for all the children was raised by
a Box Social, and the ladies of the community nearest the school ordered the gifts from Eaton's and
Christie Grant catalogues and dressed the dolls so
pretty. A granddaughter has the beautiful china head,
kid-bodied doll so prettily dressed in her collection of
antique dolls. The music for dancing was supplied by
Mr. Grant with his concertina and Mr. Newman on
his fine violin, with Mrs. Newman chording on the
organ-after chasing the mice out of it with the teacher's pointer' Mr. Newman was a concert violinist in
Britian and a very good one too. He played the
beautiful classic waltzes and Mr. Grant played the
lively reels and polkas. Later Lehman and Knutson
played for the dances, and often the Thompson boys
played for the little local dances, Algie with the
mouth organ held against his mouth with a wire
arrangement (his invention) and chording on the
guitar and Ernie on the violin.
Father and Mother could not go to the Christmas
concert of 1912 because our cow fell into Lost Horse
Creek through the ice. The Schmitz brothers,
William, Bernard and Herbert, pulled the cow out
and loaded her on their stone boat and pushed her into
the parlor part of our house in spite of mother's
screams of horror. They covereci the cow with quilts
and blankets off our beds, then went home to their
shack without a word, for they spoke only German
then. Mother's screams and rantings helped the cow
to recover quickly and walk to the barn, so said my
father "umteen" times. The first great war broke out

William J. Roberts
by Mivie Robson
My parents Mr. and Mrs. William 1. Roberts
came from Caernarvon, North Wales in 1906 to help
establish a blue slate quarry on an old tobacco plantation. Four years later they moved to Racine, Wisconsin. There they heard about free land in Canada and
chose north of North Battleford as their destination.
We arrived there in April, 1912, the day the Titanic
sank. Father, Mother, Annie (who later became Mrs.
Cecil McLochlin), Jack. Billy, myself and sister
Gwladys. Father and the boys put up a tent and a
shack on the outskirts of the little town of North
Battleford, later named John Street. then he and the
boys went to look for work and file on homesteads.
The boys were under age, but father could sign to
have a homestead held, for each of them. About the
only jobs were digging ditches for water pipes and
sewers. Father and Jack we'nt at it but Billy who was
only fifteen and a half years of age got a job driving
the mail rig for Mr. George Gordon of Glen bush, and
this he did all through the winter of 1912-1913. In
October, 1912 Father and Jack, Mother and myself
and Gwladys left for the homestead 49-15- W3rd. We
lived in a tiny shack and a tent vacated by a Mr. Rees.
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The Sheppard boys, Eric and Jim, took Gwladys
and myself to dances at Molewood, Hycle Park and
Midnight Lake. There was a shortage of girls and all
were royally treated. It \vas sometimes a drive of
thirty or more miles each way. Eric married Ruth
Ogers ancl Jim married a school teacher from Hyde
Park. Gordon Sheppard married a colonels daughter,
a nurse. Gordon walked the twenty miles plus to join
the army in North Battleford in 1915, and bought his
own army boots when the army had none to fit him.
I worked for Dan Finlaysons, the M. L. A., for
three summers while! went to high school in North
Battleford. ! loved every minute with the Finlayson
family and some of their descendants visit me now.
Mr. Finlayson gave me a beautiful Palamino horse for
a wedding gift. The mail came from North Battleford
every Tuesday in all weather in 1912. Next year we
got mail on Friday too. Mr. Gordon had the first post
office for a little while. The post office moved to the
Trading Post later and Mr. Perry of old Medsteael got
the mail contract. Their first son, Sammy Perry,
drove the mail until he joined rhe army at an early age
and died of fever in Halifax Post before embarking
for Britain, Mr, Perry then drove the mail himself. He
was a marvelous mailman, so very kind and thoughtfuL He would shop for medicine or machinery parts,
even certain clothing and such, which were not kept
on the Trading Post shelves, seldom forgetting anything. After leaving the mail at old Medstead Post
Office he would the next day drive the remainder of
the mail to Witchekan Lake and points on the way.
Long colel trips they were for man and horses in the
winter, and flies and mosquito bites in the summer.
The mail always came through, often faster than it
comes to us now by plane, and nothing was ever lost
or stolen. Next mail man was Dave Hazlett with his
truck. He was Mrs. Billy Doidges' brother.
Names and faces of one dear old couple come to
mind; Mr. and Mrs. Bass and their team of mules,
They were runaway slaves from Virginia. They came
as very young folk to Uncle Tom's underground
group for runaway slaves in Ontario. They were old
and white haired, much loved by all who had the
privilege of knowing them. They moved away abollt
1914.
There was a little community hospital in Cecil
McLochlin's house in the winter of 1917. A war nurse
for a hospital ship was the only one in charge. A
better one was the Anglican hospital at Old Medstead
in a house with a nurse in charge and a helper, one of
the Larson girls,
The Presbyterians held services in Avery SchooL
Mr. Honeyman was the minister in 1912 and I remember the text of his first service. 'And the Lord said
will someone please go out to catch the horse, he got

in 1914 and in January of 1915 my brother Jackjoined
up. After the harvest Billy joined. Jack was in the
65th regiment in Saskatoon, Billy in the 236th of the
Battlefords with Eric Shepperd and Tom Leeky, Jim
Gilchrist,. Dave Sassen, Chris Johnson and several
other boys we knew whose names I cannot recall. In
October my father was killed when his team of horses
ran away. The wheel of the wagon crushed his chest
against the frozen ground. Mother dragged him to the
couch in the house and met Gwladys and me coming
home from Avery School four miles away. She sent
me to get Mrs. McClure, who so kindly came though
she was expecting her first baby soon. Gwladys went
to find Dave Haslett, who had bought Philip
Reynolds' homestead next to father's place. Dave
Baslett somehow got word through the telegraph to
Billy in Camp Hughs in Manitoba. Father died nine
hours later. Billy got compassionate leave from the
army for a month. Canon Paul walked most of the
way from the Narrows to read the burial service over
father, while Billy held the lantern for him that cold,
snowy October, late afternoon. Mr. Duncan and the
Schmitz brothers madc the coffin out of their small
supply of precious lumber, and with the help of
George Walker and others, dug and filled the grave in
the little cemetery near Walkers and Newman's
place. Canon Paul (later Sir) died in Ireland in his
ancestral manor house, He was the most self-sacrificing and loved of all the pioneer clergymen of my day
in those districts. By this time my sister, Annie had
married Cecil McLochlin who had a homestead and a
quarter of c.p R. land a mile south and west of Avery
School on the trail to North Battleforcl. Billy sold the
stock and moved mother, Gwladys and myself to a
little house of John Street in North Battlcford, where
our tent had been set in 1912. Cecil, Annie and
Lesley-Jean moved to Saskatoon. I got a job in Dr.
Wilson's (dentist) and Dr. Finnis' office, previously
Dr, Hurlburt's office (he had gone to the war). I was
only fourteen years of age in 1916 and was very proud
of being an office worker, if only answering the
telephone, etc. Workers, not jobs, were scarce in
those far-off days. My good job was not for long.
Mother got lonesome for the homestead and friends
and we moved back to Glenbush, but to the
McLochlin's house, less than a mile from the Trading
Post, then owned by Mr. and Mrs, Billy Doidge, who
sold it to Jones and Harrison the year of 1917.
One time Father, Mother, Gwladys and I stood at
the window of our log house and counted forty nine
coyotes marching single file in the coulee, led by a
great big one, The rabbits had died by the thousands
and the coyotes were hungry; that was the winter of
1912, In the spring the coyotes fed on millions of
gophers which ate the crops,
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loose and is walking ,tway while grazing. thank
you". At least six men \vent out to catch the horse,
four with their pipes and tobacco pOLlches and two
with packets of Player cigarettes in their coat
pockets. Cecil McLochlin and his Players were the
first out. '0/e went to the services by oxen and stoneboat, Mother sitting un a box on the stonebom, Either
walking almost heside the oxen shouting insults at
them and poking their hides with a stick. Gwladys
and l. Jack and Jill, our dogs, walking behind. One
tilT!e Father gave one of the oXen a vicious poke and
they hurried with a jerk and Mother fell backwards
into the decp snow, fcet in the air. A nock of snow
birds wheeled around for another look at Mother's
taffeta petticoat over the eyelette embroidered one,
and of her knickers peeking below the heavy lleece
lined bloomers that was the fashion of the day I Father
and the oxen hadn't noticed that Mother was not on
the stone boat. No doubt the oxen noticed the difference in weight so they actually hurried on with
Father trying to keep up. The oxen lay down for a rest

from London, England. She n1urried a mountie.
There were truly Mounted Police then. He was stationed at Onion Lake later, where they 1ived for
y'ears. Her sister who \vas also a teacher. became Dr.
rv1cGcc's second \vife. He vvas the school inspector
for a very large territory north of North Batt!eford.
tvlarron School \vas opened half a mile from
Father's place, but only four students attended at first.
Alma and Albert Dunser, G\\!ladys and myself. Homer Wilson was one of the trustees. Miss McDowell
was the first teacher. followed by Miss Rice of Molton Ladies College of Toronto. She married Jimmy
Gilchrist. and worked for the News Optimist paper
after Jimmy died. A friend of ours, Ronnie Thompson, taught at Marron sometime in the thirties. He
later became principal at a schoo! in Prince Albert.
He now teaches in Waskesiu Lake School. The land
for Marron School was donated by a young bachelor
named Marron, who went back to the states in 1915.
My brother Jack Roberts worked in the Saskatoon
Post Office for twenty-five years. He, his wife and
son moved to New Westminster, where he worked in
the post office for ten years. His first son was a pilot
and was killed in the Second World war.
My brother Bill Roberts and wife live in Victoria.
He too, was a mail clerk for over thirty years in
Saskatoon. They have one son, Dr. Niel Roberts of
Ottawa.
My sister, Gwlaelys married Charlie Hamilton
who came from California to C.PR. lanel with modern (then) machinery. They moved to Saskatoon and
then to Vancouver. They now live in Keremocs, British Columbia.
I married Bill Robson who came from Swift
Current. got a homestead north of the bridge across
Lost Hor:e Creek behind Reynold's hill. H; worked
at Bell's mill and later got a sub-contract for making
railroad ties. We spent l'our winters in the camp nea~
Bell's mill. We had three children in four years. We
then went to Prince Albert to live and Bill worked as a
guard at the Penitentiary. In 1942 we moved to
Haney, British Columbia, now called Maple Ridge.
Our youngest son, Jim, was born in Prince Albert.
Don, Bob, and daughter Mary Jane were born in OUI'
log house on the homestead with Mrs. Benoit as
attendant. We lost our son-in-law in August 1975. He
died of a massive heart attack out do~rs under our
lovely old apple trees. Our son, Don is an electronic
engineer with Alberta Telephones in Calgary. He was
in the air force in south-east Asia as a pilot. Bob
joined the army at sixteen and one half years but
could not get overseas before the end of th~ war. He
graduated from U. B. C. and is a chemical and designing engineer and vice-president of his company. He
and his wife arc home in Scarborough (a suburb of

and Rrther and we girls got Mother upright and stuck
her hat back on her head-minus one feather, lost
forever in the snow I
Canon Paul was the idol of all whites and Indians
from thc Narrows to Rabbit Lake and beyond and
north from Molewood, Hyde Park to beyond old
Medstead. A truly great missionary. He and the catholic priest, Father Cochin, were great pals.
! remember one teacher we had at Avery schooL a
Miss Stuart, she was a splendid teacher with good
discipline, so necessary with thirty-five children
from grade one to grade eight in a one-room school.
At noon in good ,,\leather she would let us go around
the bay of Thompsons Lake to Sassens log cabin
where Mrs. Nash. Mrs. Sassens mother lived, who
had a fine Victrola with records of classical music.
Mrs. Nash would wheel the Victrola to the door of
the cabin and play the records of operas and symphonies for the girls and some boys sitting on the
ground to hear the fine music and hear her talk about
it. Mrs. Stuart taught us beautiful songs and we put
on a school concert when school closed at the end of
October. The boys preferred to catch gophers and sell
them for a cent a piece at the Trading Post across the
road. School was the first of April (snow drifts permitting) to the end of October. My brother-in-law,
Cecil McLochlin was [he first teacher at Avery
School until Miss Alice Grant took over.
Cecil McLochlin and Dick Barnes came from
Manitoba in 1907. Dick Barnes stayed only a few
months, went to Nelson, British Columbia, and in
later years became Nelson's Mayor for twenty years
anei died there.
Miss Stuart was the teacher in 1914. She came
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Toronto) when not in South America, Germanv or
some other place \Norking. Jim lives in Shaugh;lCSS
district of Vancouver \'vith his \vife and two SO~lS and
two daughters. He is a radio announcer on station
C.K.N.W:. and sometimes does hockey games on
T. V. as well as his radio work. Bill Robson died in
October of 1977 after fifty three years of a very good
marriage. He was eighty-one years old. It was a long
and interesting life.
...

The Clarence Robinson Familv
submitted bv Mae Jones
•
Our family came to the Marron School District in
193(). my father bought the SE y" 9-49-15- W3. There
were no buildings so we lived in a temporary tar
paper shelter. and a tent during that summer, and built
a log house before winter.
There were six of us kids. three boys and three
girls. We rode horseback to school for a time. and
then graduated to a two wheeled cart.
It was three miles to school and in the winter it
sure was cold. lfwe didn't think to put our lunch pails
beSIde the heater when we got there - we had frozen
sandwiches for lunch.
We dug seneca root and trapped and snared gophers. Gopher tails were worth about a cent apiece.
We milked cows and shipped cream. My mother
always raised a t10ck of turkeys.
A small creek that ran through the pasture was
where we learned to skate. We scraped a patch clear
of snow and played hockey. In the summer we cau"ht
fish and salted and smoked the suckers.
C
In the 30's a lot of people moved into the district.

Grace, and Elden Jones and their mother, t957.

at one time there were about 60 pupils in Marron
School.
Time went on, there weren't many high school
graduates from Marron. most pupils stopped after
grade 8 and got jobs. "Hired girls" got about 5 or 6
dollars a month.
~
In 1945 1 married E. S. Jones and we bought the
SE V-, 15-49-15 and we are still there. My parents built
a new house in 1956. My father died in 1957. The
electric power came through the area in 1958.
My older sister Elsie married to John Kildaw had
two sons and one daughter. Lester married Evelyn
Roske and lives at Robinhood. Harold is single and
Itves on the home place with Mother. Merril married
Morrie Radcliffe and lives at Biggar with seven sons
and one daug~ter. Marjorie married Richard Chcnlcy
,:ncl lIves III North Battlelorcl and has one daughter.
Ed and I have one boy and one girl.
The old school (Marron) still stands up the road
on the SW of23 which belongs to E. S. Jones Jr. The
school was closed in 1956 and the children were
bused to town.

Mr. and Mrs. George Robinson
I first arrived in Robinhoocl in June of 1940 to be
installed as agent for the Searle Grain Company. I
was able to rent a house from Tony Zinky to sleep in
and the Tarbets consented to take me in as a boarder.
As I remember it, I believe there was a family on
nearly every quarter section of land.
However, after a year in the elevator. I decided to
join the Army. so in July of 1941 I was accepted and
spent the next 4V, years in the Army. most of it
overseas.
After returning to Canada in 1945. Ella and I got
married and in April of 1946 was again offered the
same job I left at Robinhood and I ,;ccepted it.
On my return I found that very many of the

Standing, L. to R., Mrs. Grace Robinson, Lester. Centre, L. to
R .. Marjorie, Mae. Front, L. to R., ElSie, Merril, Harold.
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people that I knew in my first year had moved to other
destinations.
We stayed at Robinhood in the elevator until
1951. At present we make our home in North Battlcford where I am employed with the Saskatchewan
Wheat Fool in Battleford.
All the grain in the earlier years was either hauled
by horse and wagon or hall~ton truck and compared
to today's standards. a busy day didn't result in very
many bushels.
George N. Robinson

tools, livestock, etc., they moved to Hillside,
Saskatchewan. Also making the move was Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Barr, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Wilson and their
families and Andy Charlton. a bachelor They each
took a quarter section of lanel. The Robersons built
near the southern boundry of the S.W. '/4-1-48-15.
Each helped the others cut and haul the logs and build
a house before the cold weather came. Like a lot in
the area Robinsons was a one-room log house with a
sod roof. which they moved into before the floor was
put in. Later the cellar was dug by hand, the floor laid
and partitions for bedrooms put up.
Their closest neighbors were the Flohrs, across
the lake; Brandons; Mrs. Brandon with nursing experience was a "gem" of the community. Whether it
was a new baby's birth or a sickness in the family, the
neighbors called on her to assist. 1b the west lived 1.
Barkers and Bill Rose, whose friend Mostyn Lancaster later married Leola. When classes began in September at Ward School that fall there were
approximately fifty children in classes one to eight.
The teacher was Miss Hilda Braussen; Among teachers that followed were. Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Hutchinson and Miss Tyler.
On December 26, 1932, Mrs. Robinson gave
birth to her fourth child, Howard.
Although times were hard and money was scarse,
the community would get together for dances, concerts, skating parties. Young people from other
school districts would arrive at the dances in covered
rigs in winter or on horseback in summer. Ward
school was the community centre in that area until
the hall at Sandwith was built.
A main event in the spring was the May 24th
Field Day; picnic and dance in the evening, with
music by local talent. Sunday School was conducted
by a few of the local people, in Ward School.
Mr. Robinson had the mail route for awhile from
Hillside to Sandwith and the train and return to
Hillside. Although there was a rule" no passengers" ,
he often had company on the trip, also delivering
mail and shopping for neighbors along the way.
Mrs. Robinson was in poor health for sometime
and spent two years in Saskatoon TB. Sanitorium.
Poor weather conditions resulted in crop failures
and young men of the area had to look elsewhere for
work. People began to move away and the war began.
Eldon Robinson, Mostyn Lancaster and Larry
Heslop drove to Ontario; Leola and two children
followed by train.
Robinsons had an auction sale of all their household and farm effects and animals in October, ]948.
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson, Verda and Howard left
Sandwith by train for Peterborough. Ontario.
Leola had three children; Eldon married and has

The Robinson Story
by Verda Robinson Campanaro
Frank Robinson was bom near Port Hope, Ontario. his wife. Duella. near Peterborough, Ontario.
Their first homestead was south of Fir Mountain.
Saskatchewan, Frank had moved west in 1911. They
had three children. Leola, Eldon and Verda. Due to
haiL grasshoppers, drought and dust storms that
made farming impossible, they moved north. In
June, 1932, with all their household effects, farm

L. to R., Howard in front of his father, Frank Robinson, unidentified, Bill Rose, Mostyn Lancaster and son, Doug, and Eldon
Robinson in front of their house.

The Robinson's hauling water, a constant chore, Passengers
from left, Eldon, Howard, Verda, Mrs. Robinson, Leola Robinson and Mostyn Lancaster.
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girls: Verda married and had seven children;
Howard had two children. They all live in Peterborough. Ontario, except Verda who lives in
Gananoque. Ontario.
Frank Robinson died in January of 1956 and his
wife. Duella. died in June of 1971.

with their hind quarters much higher than their
heads. I was going to take out this, but the manure
was frozen so it just grew higher until R. J. came
home finally and cleaned the barn.
We also ran out of water for the cattle that winter,
and Mother would have to drive them, early in the
morning before we went to school to Oscar Nelson's.
Their well did not freeze up solid like ours.
Our sister, Betty Barbara was born in Medstead in
November 1929. a very pretty little girl with curly
hair, and always seemed so much smarter than the
rest of us. Learning came easy to her. She loved
helping around the hOllse and was always singing and
happy. Mother used to wish she could be as happy as
Betty. Betty and brother Alfred became very sick in
the spring of 1932. Alfred pulled through, but Betty
died without a doctor. Her only medication was a five
grain aspirin that Daddy had obtained from the doctor in Medstead. Betty died of a convulsive disorder,
brought on by the Trichina worm found in pork. It
was ironic as Daddy had sold all our nine pigs that fall
for $45 .00 and bought flour and sugar for the winter.
Then he had bought a pig for our own use from a
neighbor. It had been butchered and salted down in a
large barrel. I recall Mother always par boiled her
salted meats before frying or preparing them. but
apparently Betty was too frail to fight off the parasite.
Betty died at the age of three years and twelve days.
She is buried at the Cemetery in Medstead. It has
been forty-seven years - hard to believe now.
I, Arnhild. Raymond and Jimmy all attended
school at Guyhirne and then transferred to Meclstead,
where all the older boys used to match Jimmy and
Andy Baart together for boxing matches at recess and
noon hour. I remember Jimmy saying, "j wish I
didn't have to fight with Andy, he's my good friend
and the big boys make us fight". I also recall the
older girls scaring the life out of the smaller ones. on
our way to school.
With all the hardships I would not trade that part
of my life as it was true learning experience thai
money and books could never get you. r m sorry that
j have not had the chance to meet more of my chi 1hood friends from Medstead.
Our family left Medstead via truck and with a few
belongings in the spring of 1934. We settled at Half
Moon, Montana, where R. J lived until 1974 when
he passed away. Mother passed on at the age of 47 in
1945 with cancer. R. J married Mother's first cousin
and she still lives in Half Moon. Raymond resides in
his own home next door to Anna's in Half Moon. He
never married and is about ready to retire from the
Great Northern Railroad. Alfred lives at Whitefish,
Montana with his wife and two daughters. A sister
Lillian was born after we arrived in Half Moon.

t'0/0

Levi Rogers
In 1937 Levi took up a homestead, N.W. Y4
33-49-13-W3rd. He was a bachelor and his only
interest at the time was his horses. He worked out for
James Gilchrist in the summer months for some extra
cash. Later years he sold his farm and moved onto a
farm in the Rabbit Lake area. Levi passed away in the
fall of 1979.

Levi Rogers hauling wood.

The Rognald J. Ronsett Family
as told by their daughter A. Duckett
My parents and four children: I. Arnhild, Raymoml, Jimmy and Alfrcelleft Little Fork, Minnesota
for Saskatchewan in the spring of 1929 via combination passenger and freight train landed in North Battleford. My father, R. 1., became acquainted with Mr.
Martin Hamstead who owned a hundred anel sixty
acres farm at Medstead which he wished to sell. R. J
had very little money. but a lot of ambition. so he
figured why not try to buy the Hamstead farm. Mr.
Hamstead brought the Ronsett family to Medstead
where we stayed at a boarding house for a couple of
weeks and then moved to a small shack north of
Meclstead. My mother Anna named it "Jemmar
Dahlin" which in Norwegian means "Misery Valley" . We stayed there throughout the summer of 1929
and finally made preparations in the fall to move in
with Mr. Hamstead. This was like moving into a
palace compared to the shack we left.
R. J. worked cutting ties for the railroad for. 75¢
per day. Mother remained at home with the children.
We had a few head of cattle and a team of horses.
These had to be cared for. but Mother was shy of
horses, so she did not clean out from behind them. I
recall coming out of the barn and the horses standing
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Montana. She is now a vV'idow residing in Kalispe!e,
Montana. Our brother Jimmy had been in the Navy
Nlerchant Marines and in the fall of 1962 \vent on an

during the \vinrcr. These parties \Vere enjoyed by
young and J.)ld alike.

elk hunting trip alone. When returning home he was
crossing the Mill Pond at Half Moon. late in the
evening with his pack sack and gun on his heck.
Apparently he slipped d"wn between the logs and
due to the load on his back he did not rise above the
logs once he had fallen between them. He was
brought up on shore later by the force of a load of
logs, being dumped into the pond creating an opening. Jimmy's body came up out of the water. He \vas
thirty-seven when he died and he had also never

Regina area. Both arc no\\' deceased.

The Rooneys sold out in 1944 and moved to the

Boniface (Joe) and Bertha I{ose Sec Page 304 fur Story

William Rose
by Leola Lancaster
Bill Rose owned a large dairy !'ann in Ontario and
delivered milk from door to door in Trenton and
Belleville, three miles eaS[ and west of his dairy
farm.
Soon after the first World \Var, he bought a large
wheat farm at Girvin, Saskatchewan. spel;ding til;;C
between both. He sold his dairy farm in 1928, and
taking Mrs. Hudson west as his housekeeper, and his
nephew, Mostyn Lancaster, as farm worker, he returned to his wheat farm. When the wheat boom was
big, he owned eleven sections of good grain land.
As with everyone else in the early thirties he gave
up, and taking Mrs. Hudson he moved to Hillside,
buying the S.W.-3S-47-15, in 1933. The next year
Mrs. Hudson's mother died, so she returned to her
old home, north of Belleville.
A few months later, Mostyn Lancaster came west
to farm with him on shares. Mr. Rose turned seventy
years of age in 1936, and it is believed he passed away
while still living at Hillside,

married.
L Arnhild attended College in Bozemen, Montana. I took nurses training in lVlissaula. Montana and
graduated in 1945 with a Registered Nurse Degree. !
married William Hutchison from Whitefish, Montana in 1946. William died in 1954 with cancer of the
brain. He left a wife and two small children, William
and Rhonda. ! then married Ralph Duckett in Seattle
and had two children, Gregg and Pati, We now live in
Reno, Nevada where I continue to nurse five days a
week.

J. P. Rooney
Mr. and Mrs. 1. P. Rooney also came with the
Northern Settlement of 1934 to NW-21-S1-14. Then
in 1935, they transferred to SE-17-SI 14 which was
located close to Cater Lake. Mrs. Rooney was an
active member of the Cater Homemakers' Club.
Also, they took part in the community card parties
that went from house to house every two weeks

Wm. Rose (right) with his neighbours, Jack Barker, on top of
truck box, Emily Barker at the back and young Ralph, behind
the dog.

G. Rosenberg Family
submiUed by Tillie Rosenberg
We were a young couple when we came to live in
Glenbush in 1930, we stayed there until 1946. It was
during the depression years and the Second World
War. They were not very good years that we experienced. All our produce was cheap, we sold eggs at 4¢

Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Rooney.
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a dozen, cream at I k a pound. a nice

CO\V

Clara: Harry deceased: John: \\/a!ter in Regina: Joe:
Alice: Dave in British Columbia: Paul in Serath,
Sask.: and Rudy in Glaslyn, Saskatcb.:::\',:~itl.
Arthur and Johanna Roske came frofn the U. S. A.
in 1910. They \vere the first pioneers in the Birch
Lake area, I'\/hich he named. In 19! I he h<.mlcJ lumber
from tvleuta and Battkford \virh an ox nnd a horse. in
1912 he started building the Birch Lake Schoo!. He
opened a post office which he ran rill 1916. He also
hauleel the mail from Battlelord. They then moved to
Montana, U.S.A. till 1933. They came back and
reopened the post office and at that time changed the
name to Birkcnsee. p./lr. Bill \Vheeler was a neighbour and carpenter then who helped build a store,
hall and boats. They named it the Birkensee Summer
Resort. The store was operated by their children,
Alice and Rudy. The store was closed in November.
1941. by Johanna as Arthur had passed away in the
spring. She then moved to Serath, Saskatchewan,
then to Regina till her passing in the spring of 1960.
Mr. William Sankcy from Sandwith played for
dances in the hall of Birkensee.
William Roske was born in Palmer. Kansas. in
1899, passed away in 1978. His wife, Katheleen, was
born in 1907, passed away in 1951. Their seven
children are, Arthur Jr. deceased: Irvin in Southey,
Sask.: Reinolct in B.C.: Walter in Medstead: !rene
(Gill) in Halbrite: Evelyn (Robinson) in Robinhood:
Doreen (May) in Weyburn.
William and Katheleen Roske came from Southey, Saskatchewan area by truck in the fall of 1937 and
made their homestead on SWV, 21-51-15 W3rd, with
seven children. He farmed with horses till 1948 when
he bought his first tractor which is still operated by
his son, Walter. Later he hauled cattle for the community.
In his younger years William helped his father
build on the Birch Lake School. While attending
school William and his sister Haitti hauled freight
from Battleford.
Arthur Roske Jr. was born in 1924, passed away
in 1978. Arthur and Martha Steinhardt were married
in 1953, had one son, Fred. who is now farming and
docs planing in the Medstead area. Martha passed
away in 1959. Arthur and Martha lived on the farm
with William, then moved to the Kamm farm and
worked for A. V. Haslett in Medstead for many
years. They then moved to Dan Lange's farm, he then
bought a planer from Les George and went planing in
the community.
Walter Roske was born in Raymore,
Saskatchewan, in 1929. He married Margaret Sankey
from the Sandwith area in 1958. They have five
children, Donna and Percy in North Battleford; Martin, Jean and Allan at home attending school at

for $7 and

so on and on. No one had very much money although
\\'C always had food to cat.
Nine children were born to us \vhile \ve lived
there. Four of them Vv'ent to Avery School. Ntw/ they
me all in British Columbia, all doing \vell. 1\'1)' DUSbane!. Gustav, passed away in 1972. ! am still on the
place we moved to in 1946. We all like it very llluch
here.

We lived southwest of Glenbush, our neighbors
\vere the Thistlelh\\iaites. very good neighbors.

The Roske Story
by Margaret Roske
Arthur Roske was born in Wilhelmshavell, Germany in 1875. Johanna (Eilers) Roske was born in
VareL Germany in 1875. They were married in 1896.
They raised eleven children, Haitti: William (Bill):

Arthur Roske Jr. farming with horses 1942.

C

Back, L.-R.: Katie and William Roske. Middle: Irvin, Reinold,
Walter. Front: Evelyn, Irene, Johanna, Arthur Sr., Doreen,
1940.
~2!

Mcdsteud. They' took overthe \Villiam Roske farm in
1Y6:2. \\/alter worked for A. V. Haslett as mechanic
till 1962. In his younger years he moved john and
Alma \Vovtov/ich to the Birch Lake Teacheragl:
where Joh-n taught school. He used horses and~ a
caboose.

lvor worked on the C.P.R. railruad from
i'vkd:·:.tead ttl f'v1el.ldo\\' Lake during (he spring of
]03.2. During summer months he \\'urkcd j"(lrCharlic
Carlson and built a log hOLlse 1'+' x 16' un the laneL ~o
after han'est \VC lll()\'ed lhc-re with our infant son,
O:-,cal". (1 helped to cook for thre~hin:.:: lTe\VS at Carlsons thut fall.) I\'or \pent rhe \Vlnter'-r:lOllths cuttiw!
ticS and lo~~ fur lumhc-f, nurth of Birch Lake Sidin[~
At thc end of the \\,"intcrthc-r(' was haLllin~ and load!!;p
ties and logs. \\/~lgc-s werc not the bc-st :;nd he dic.ln:~
get raid for all the \Vork either. \\it tricd to break
some !and. \Vc had W bl.1lTo\\ !ll"J!'scs (as our own died
from swamp fever the first \\"il1terJ until \ve could i!d
some of our own and share with our neii.::hbors. '1I \,,'as a slow procedure. j",or \'v'orked'-for farmers
during summer months, dnin[ differeilI kinds uf
work. He picked stones behil~d a breaking p!o\V~
pulled by a tractor, for 7Sc per day and board. Clnd
had tu take rart of it in feed for the eow and horses.
\Vc couidn't find water close to the huildl!l!2s so
had to carry drinking \,ovater from a nei[hbor n/2 J;1iles
away. Vv'ashing water \\/as either carrie~! from a SlOLH!;)
or clothes taken there to be washed. in \\iintcr \~.'c
melted snow. nothing automatic thell. just hard work
and Illts of it.
Ivor was a good hunter and I raised a garden, so
we didn't starve. I dug seneca routs to pay I~)r 100 Ibs.
of flour and found out it had been too close tll 'coai
oil' and tasted had, but we tou!2heu it throu~h. In
those days y'Ol! didn't bring things back to the '-store.
In 1934 our second son Joseph was born. Ivor still
spent the winter months in the bush, so I was alone
home taking care of the children and livestocK. Our
hOLlse was right on the trai 1 between i'v1edstead and
Robinhood so I saw a few drive by but ['ouldn't go
any place. \{v'e had good neighbour~. 1 must mentiZm
Mr and Mrs. Glynn Conway (our closest neighbour).
Glynn also worked in the bush, so we Were-the two
\v'omen home alone. ''';'/e visited each other often, me
pulling the :2 boys 011 a sleigh v:hen wcather permitted. \lyre became more !ike sisters. In the summer of
1936 Ivor decided to go up north to cut hav for our:2
cows aml our team. There \vere others that"cut hay up
there hauled it home after snow came so they could
usc sleighs.
"
Ivor decided. to move up there and trap during
\(I;,inter. also shoot squirrels so on Nov. 8th \ve set out
for North Star cabin with all our belongings. It had
snowed enough to usc slcj~hs. Ou~ n~i(1hbour
tel'.

Rosnes Family
s!lbmitled by Mrs. hHr Rosllcs
rV!r. and iv1rs. Rosnes came to the ~vkdskad district in the fall of 1l)31 from Strongficld. Sask. The
journey \vas made bv team and \\.'~U.!Ol1. Clifford
Olson, Melvin Lortaa~ and Ivor Rosne~ each'drove ,.1
team. One wagon held our huusehold stuff on a hav
rack, the second outfit with the cow in a \\,;:1£on bu.~,
and the third had a tent for the men to c()ok ,7nd sleep
In.

It took them!.2 day's to travel from Stronpfield to
Medstead. Mrs. Olso;, and s()n and mvself ~a11le bv
train, which took all cia\' from Saskatoon
Medstead and it \\m very cold. We took turns to keep
the little h()y warm. The trains were then heated bv a
coal heater situated at the end of the coach anci did;,',

t;)

give much heat.
Our men met us at the station in Medstcad and \'v'C
were all invited to Mr. and Mrs. All' Anderson's for
supper which was very much appreciated. The rea'
son for moving up north was the drou~ht that hit the
prairies in the late twenties carl v thil~tics. No rain.
only \vind and sana storms (he;'c and there a fel,\.
Russian thistles grew) so people took their families,
household goods and livestock and moved up north
where there was feed and water. Some had been up
north and cut hay during the SLlIlHl1er. also lookin!2
for land: and made arrangements for some place t~)

stay until they could build on their own land.
We settled on (what was then known as C. P. R.
landl N.E. y, 5,15,50, close to Robinhoo[L
The first winter we lived in a house (built for a
barn. situated where Peter Kroeker's .II'. house now
stands I. Both Olsons ancl we shared that house that
winter. The men '0/orked at various jobs during win-

Clifford Aasen'- decided to con;e along and tr:p also.
It was a long drive and we arrived there in time to set

up the heater and beds and warm up the cabin. The
men had to improve it some - like plastering but we
were comfortable for the time we staved there. This
was about 15 miles north of Birch L~ke Siding. We

Mrs. Martha Rosnes, Oscar, and Ivor Rosnes. Their firs! home
near Robinhood, 1933.
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evcrvhodv milked cows and sold cream to lVlcdstead
Cre~~Jl1t:r\:
lvlcdstcud
.
- ' ;tS long as that \\'as in oDcration.
,
had at that time IvVO grol:cr:y stores, one harchvare
kno\vn as Beaver L,umbcr, one drugstore (the druggist being HO\\iard Graham). one restaLlrant and
creamerv. (dso had ,1 Doctor for a few 'v'cars, hv the
name o(Cameron. Quite a few trains p~;ssed thr~)Ugh
iYkdstead then, due to all freight came und \'.,'ent by
~

rai 1. No;,.\;' the

'-

harlhv~tre

store, drugstore and restaL!-

rant is no more. For some time there \vas restaurant

service in the hotel. The railroad station abo closed
and the C. P. R. lineS huve been taken out. There has
been a lot or ne\v buildings in MeListead, many private homes, also a nc\v and bigger schooL arena,
Credit Union and now a flew Community Hall is
being built. (\vhere the Creamery llsed [0 stand) part
or it to be used by the senior citizens. Church service
\vas hc:1d in private homes until a store \vas purchased
and converted into a church. which is still in uSe in
MedstealL Known as Bethel Lutheran Church. There
is also one Catholic Church and one Anglican
Church there.
f"arming now has come a long \\'ay from the
thirties. It is now done by bigger and better machincry and tractors so one man can farm several quar-

The Rosnes Family. Back row: Inger, Joseph, Oscar. Mr. and
Mrs. Rosnes and Ardes, 1978.

stayeel there till Feb. 1937 when we loaded up once
more and set out for Meelstead. It happened to be
Friday the 13th. a bad day to start out which we found
out. one horse gave out so we unloaded stuff all along
the trail from North Star to Lanegraffs cabin. We
arrived there at dark and stayed there overnight. Next
morning Ivor and one of the Lancgraffs \vent back up
the trail and picked up our belongings. The boys and
I got a ride to Mcdstead with one that \vas going down
to get sOllle feed. Ivor came later with just one horse
tied to the sleigh pole. The other horse had to be
destroyed on the way home Iswamp fever). That
winter the flu was bad 10m we dieln't get it. We had
been away from civilization.
That summer Ivor worked for Halvor Uldtveit
and made arrangements to rent his farm so ViC gave
up the C. P. R. land and moved to Uldtveit 's farm afier

te;'s. Our cntertainment \vas a fc\v picnics in the
summer and Christmas programs at Christmas besides visiting neighbours. Verv few had cars so trav-

elling by.' ho~ses \~:as limited. (n 1947 our second girl
Ardi~ w'as born. We lived on the farm till 1')67 except
for the 4 years we lived in Prince Rupert. B.C. frolll
1956-11)60. Ivor worked for the Department of H igh\-vavs out there but decided to come back to the farm.
WI;en!vor. due to ill health. couldn't work the farm
anymore \Vc purchased a house in rvledstead and
lived there for 12 years. We moved to Rabbit Lake in
January 1970.
Our oldest son Oscar joined the Air Force in
It)S5. and served for 26 years. They now reside in
Moose Jaw. They have') children. 1 girl and g boys.

harvest. That winter our oldest girl Inger was born.

some on their

We renteel that farm from 1937 till 1'145. when we
purchased a quarter of land closer to Medstead. N. E.
y, 10-IS-50 (known as the Martin Hamsteel homestead quarter). Our three children sturted school in
Robinhood and had 4 miles to walk (one way). By the
time the boys could handle a horse. we let them
drive. Now they had only I y, miles to walk. there was
also a high school in Medstead by then.
It was mixed farming with horses, cattle. pigs.
chickens and some sheep. There was some land broken on the first quarter \,-ve bought so by adding a few
acres more, we managed to raise enough feed for our
horses anel cattle. We purchased the S.E. quarter a
few years later. in the same section 10-15-50. Most

O\V11.

Joseph, our second son, \vorkcd out for several
v'cars (a fe\v of them in B. C.). He no\v farms the
llOme place ami lives in Medstcad.
In(,er (the oldest ziri) Mrs. Jamcs Frank also
ioineel the Air Force
1055 and served tili 1057
·when she married an Air Force man. He is sti II in the
Air Force stationed at present at Oklahoma City,
U.S.A. They have four children. 2 girls.:2 boys.
Ardis, rvlrs. Donald Peterson lives on a farm at
Rabbit Lake. They have three children.:2 boys. I girL
'vVe also have :2 great-grandsons.
Clifford Olson and family moved to B.C. and
Mdvin Loftaas went back to Norway in [he thirties.

In
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and west side of the yard. if you look south as YOll
drive down the grid road past the Old Perry farm you
can still see those spruce trees.
Bertha kept her house neat and clean. She also
helped Fred out on the land picking roots and rocks.
They had a herd of cattle and it was Bertha's chore
to find these cows each evening at milking time. As
there were not many fences. the cattle could wander
many miles in the day and in various directions. One
time she spent all night out with two of the Perry
girls, who hacllost [heir way while hunting for cattle.
Bertha passed away probably in the early 20's and
Godfred gave up the homestead and returned to the
United States.

William (ScoUy) Ross
hy F. Grallt
Scotty was part of the Sandwith cOlllmunity for
many years. He lived on the S.E. 22-48-14 in an
energy-efficient dwelling with eartl1\va!ls about three
to four feet thick. A double wall of poplar poles had
been fiEed between with earth, and a pole and sod
roof completed the dwelling which had only two
small windows. Cool in summer and warm in winter
describes Scotty's unique dwclling.
Bill or Scotty, as he was known, was actually
quite a talented fellow. He knew how to swing a set of
indian clubs, play the piano or get an old ti~11e tune
out of his fiddle. He had a piano in his little hut but
later sold it to the German family.
William Ross toiled hard on his lane! and with
great patience tried to improve his farm. Much of his
quarter included Spring Coulee bm he managed to
get seventy acres under cultivation. The stones he
took by chain, or by wagon, to the end of a small
ravine which extended out into the field, until he had
filled in many yards of ravine. The rocks he covered
with earth from a knoll three hundred yards away,
using a spade and wagon.
Scotty loved horse racing and betting so when he
got his pension he got to the Calgary Stampede every
summer. He always claimed that he did well, though
no one knew how well.
William Ross abandoned his quarter section
when he got his pension. He did not pay taxes so the
rural municipality soon got the title and resold it.
Land values were not high in those days. The rural
municipality received four hundred dollars for his
land.
Scotty died, still a bachelor, sometime in the
early sixties. He never took much interest in community affairs but was ever a popular old fellow with
whom to have a friendly chat.

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. (Mac) ROlllston and
Family
hy Ruhy Roulston
James McKeen (Mac) Roulston and! were married April 8, 1935 and we first lived on the SW
Y4-1-49-16-W3rd which was formerly owned by the
C.PR. Mac built our house the first year we were
married and began breaking land with horses. In the
spring of 1945 we moved to my dad's farm in the
Molewood area where we continued to farm until
1967. That year we sold out and moved to North
Battleford where we are still residing.
I remember the fine neighbors we had, they were
the Bovairs, Bloods, Faucons, Zankles and Millses.
For recreation we used to have dances and carcl pare
ties in our homes.
We raised a family of five. Three of our children,
Muriel, Bob and Eleanor began school in Park Bluff,
later they all attended Molewood School.
Our oldest daughter, Muriel married Bob Evans,
they have a family of three and are living at Smithers,
B.C. Robert (Bob) is married with a family of three
and lives at Port Hardy, B.C. Eleanor married Walter
Ballandine, has four girls and lives here in North
Battleford. Fay married Paul Dalpe, has one girl and
also lives here in town while Glenn is living at home
with us.

C

Mr. and Mrs. Godfred Ro,hamer
Mr. and Mrs. Goclfred Rothamer came from
Wisconsin, U.S.A. with the Perry family in the
spring of 1908. The two families settled on adjoining
homesteads, the Rothamers just south of the Perry
place.
Fred was of German descent and Bertha was
Norwegian. Although Bertha seemed very fond of
children the couple were childless.
They worked hard to make a home. A neat set of
log buildings was erected. The hOllse was two stories, and was kept bright looking with coats of whitewash. The yard was always neat and tidy, with a fine
big garden and rows of raspberries on either side of
the driveway.
Rows of spruce trees were planted on the north

C

Theobold Walter Rowley's Story
Theobold Walter Rowley was born in 1872 in
Manchester, England. At the age of twenty-three
years he set out to South Africa with a cousin and
started a large sheep ranch. During this period he
also enlisted to fight in the Boer War.
In 1905 he returned to England and married
Madeline McKibbon and settled down to raise a
family. Three sons were born during the next six
years: Walter Peter, Gerald and Colin Patrick. At that
time there was much propaganda on the riches of
Canada, promising cheap, lush, green land where
924

in 1923 they left the prairie and moved to Meota
\vhcrc they rented Ivir. Binns' farm for a year. Eric,
Pat and Terry attended school there. Eric and Terry's
teacher was Miss Ruby Binns and Pat's teachers \vcrc
Mrs. Harmond and Me Douglas.

The next }'car the Rowleys \Nor-ked for Mr. Harry
Sutton who had at that time, a dairy farm. They thcn
moved to Prince and Theobold went back to work on
the railroad. In 1926 they rented Almer Schaefer's

Bringing in the sheaves

farm in Cavalier. In 1930 they moved near North
Batt1eford and at this time Theobold moved onto Mr.
Fairweather's farm, where he milked cows for the
shipping of cream. Peter was then employed by Mr.
Fairweather to drive the very first bus (a Cadillac)
north of the Battleforcls. He drove this bus from
North Battleford to St. Walburg.
In 1931-32 the Rowleys moved to the Seentgrass
area. Theobold and his sons, Eric. Peter and Terry
built a log house but soon after they had to move
again as the land deal fell through.
In 1934 Terry married Helen Dionne and went to
live in Calgary, later returning to live in the Lost
Horse Creek district. Finally in 1935 Theobold and
Peter bought the N .E. quarter of section thirty (in the
Lost Horse Creek district) which had belonged to Mr.
L. Dionne in the past years. Now three generations
have farmed and worked hard to make this indeed a
good life.
In 1936 Eric married Ella TUCK who also lived in
this district and in this year Pat moved here to live
with his folks and Pat still resides in the same yard as
they.
In 1940 Peter enlisted in the army where he joined
the Regina Rifles regiment and later went overseas to
England. Terry joined in 1940 in the Scottish regiment. While training in Victoria, B.C., that same
year he was killed in a motorcycle accident leaving
behind his wife, two sons, Gorslen and Clifford who
all now live in Abbotsford. B.C. and his oldest son,
Brian, who is enlisted in the Air Force at Medley,
Alberta, the Cold Lake Air Base.

beautiful cottages stood against a big blue skv. It aI!
sounded so g(~)d so Ther;bold and his wife 'set out
with their little family for the great promised land. In
July 1911, they arrived in Montreal where thev
boarded the C.P.R. train and travelled to Nasbey,
Saskatchewan. They then took up a homestead in
Palo ncar White Shore Lake.
For ten years they fought against many hardships. The land would not yield that lush green crop.
The soil was very alkaline and the rains were few and
far apart. The winters were cold and harsh and Theobald would have to travel a distance of thirty-five
miles to cut firewood.
A fourth son was born in 1913 which they named
Terry, and in that same year Colin Patrick (Pat) was
scalded very severely when a large pot of turnips fell
over him. Theobald had to walk back to Palo, get a
railroad man to give him a ride to Landis on a hand
car to fetch Doc Felise. Pat was unconscious for three
days and was unable to talk for the longest time. His
mother was so afraid he would be dumbfor the rest of
his life ~ but per chance Pat did start talking again
and to this day he has never stopped!
In 1915 Madeline gave birth to twin boys but
because of the shortage of medical help one of the
twins died. Eric, the other twin, grew up to be a fine

strong man.
In 1918 sadness again shadowed their lives.
Gerald was rushed to St. Paul's Hospital in Saskatoon
with a case of ruptured appendix and with the combination of the 1918 fiu, he passed away at the age of
ten. Then Pat had another bad accident. While riding
on a seed drill pulled by a team of oxen, he slipped off
and fell over on the discs. He broke one leg in three
places and one ann in two places. On a stretcher cot
Pat rode in a baggage car on the train with his mother
back to St. Paul's Hospital.
Things were going from bad to worse and Theobald had to finally mortgage off his farm for seven
hundred dollars but he was unable to pay it off and he
lost his land. The family then went from place to
place working where jobs were available. Madeline
did some housekeeping for Mr. Talbot and Theobold
worked on the railroad for twenty cents an hour ~
ten hours a day.

Eric and Ella Rowley
I moved to the Lost Horse Creek district with my
folks in 1934. In May, 1936, I married Ella Tuck and
we lived with my folks for about two years. working
out during the winter and coming home in the spring
to help put the crops in. During the winter of . 37 and
'38 we worked on Harry Lau'ace's farm near Meota
for five dollars a month under a government scheme.
We then moved to Meota but I took sick with appencEcitis and was rushed to the hospital in North Battleford. We spent that winter at home. In 1939 we
rented Mr. L. Latrace's farm north of Meota, then in
1940 we lived in the sheep ranch hOllse which had
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only two rooms \",'hile 'vve helped the folks with the
farming.
In !941 \\iC rented IVir. Louis Dionne's farm and at
this time we now had two children, Madeleine and
Dora. The teachers Were having an ;1\vfu! tinle then to
find a place to live \Nhich \vas close to the school so
we boarded t\;VO of the teachers, Miss Dorsett and
Miss Claudet Pearson. In 1943 our third son \vas
born. Lioyd, and we moved on Ella's dad's place. Mr.
Tllck. and \ve lived there until 1947. Madeleine and
Dora attended Lost Horse .<.:,chool during those years.
We then rnoved to Ahhotsford. g.c, and our
fourth child was born there. Thcobolc!. We returned
to Prince in 1948 at which time Madeleine and Dora
lived with their grandparents iTheo and Madeleine)
to finish their school year at Lost Horse. In June they
moved back to live with us in Prince. We now live in
North Battleford where I work at the Pool stockyard
and wi Ii soon be retiring. Our four children are all
married now. Madeleine married Wilfred Huard and
they have three children: Clark. Eric and Shanon.
They farm near Whitkow. Saskatchewan. Dora marc
ried Ralph Rosty and they have five daughters: Tammy. Sherry. Shelley, Cary and Patty. They live in
Edmonton now. Lloyd married Eileen Blixnrcl. They
have three daughters, Gail, Terry and Liza and they
live in Prince. Saskatchewan. Our fourth child. Theobald. married Fern Freimark and they have two
children Allan and Neomi. They now live in Penhold, Alberta.

Madeleine, Theobald, Pat Rowley and Eric's daughter,
Madeleine.

Tile Peter and Doris Rowleys
In March 1946l arrived in Canada from England
to make my home with my husband in
Saskatchewan. I was a war bride and my husband.
Peter Rowley had returned home [he previous September from the Second World War. One of the things
that struck me as! was in the train. was the size of the
country. I arrived in Saskatoon where my husband
met me. He said. "This is an early spring" the snow
had started to melt in Saskatoon and this was just the
ninth of March. On the way to North Battleford !
noticed lots of snow around the countryside. My
brother-in-law. Eric Rowley. met us at Cochin in a
caboose - something new for me, and I really enjoyed the ride to the farm where 1 met my husband's
father and mother, his brother, Pat. Eric's wife. Ella.
and their three children: Madeleine, Dora and Lloyd.
They gave me a wonderful reception and made me
feel right at home.
In 1947 our first baby was born ~ a boy we
named Bernard Walter. 1947 as I remember was not a
very good erop year. We had a large vegetable
garden. Some years we had good crops of berries.

Doris and Peter Rowley, with Sheila and Bernard.
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like saskatoons and raspberries. Peter and Pat milked

never seemed to know' 'vvhen sorneonc \voulJ be in for

CO\VS

and we shipped crearn. I learned ho\v to make
butter. YAle had beef cattle and horses, pigs and chick-

a meal. Time went on ::lnd our daughter. Sheila. \vas

ens also Peter \vas busy building our new house
which \vas in the same yard as his parents. Early in
February, 1948, \ve muved inro it. \Ve had lived with
Peter's parents up to no"V'. Theo Rovvlcy and his wife

to visit them in [he vI/inter time and they \vould visit
with our grandson, Peter John Friesen . .A rev¥" years
later Bernard vvas married to rviarie L' Heureux anu
rhey have three children no\.\;: COlin, Jason and Laura
Lee. In 1074 my husband, Peter ROVI/1cY, passed
av·nj)'. Bernard and i'vlarie and family' arc novv living
on the farm and i live in Nonh Battkford.

Madeleine. On I\1arch loth.

Ollr

married and jiving at Flin flon, iv1anitoba. We used

second child \vas

born - Sheila Eleanor. vVc had quite a lor of snov/
this year. too, but it \-vas nice to look ronA/ard to spring
again. Young calves being born. and crocuses and
lots of other wild flowers. The summers were nice
and \\'arm and especially at canning time - so it
seemed. In those day/s \ve used wood stuves so it took
!onger to get (he house cool. Threshing time I think,
was the busiest time orthe year. We had to be up early
- around four - to feed the crew. We had around
eight or nine men on the outfit. Horses had to be fed.
too. so for a few days men were very busy. also the
womenfolk. Cooking and baking, making lunches to
take into the fields. These were happy days too. as
something had been accomplished _. the crop had
been taken off. Some years the crops were poor but
you had to take the good with the bad. In the meantime my husband's father passed away and a few
years later his mother died.
Our two children attended Lost Horse School
which was close to two miles from here. When they
were in grades three and four Lost Horse school was
closed so they went by bus to Sandwith school about
eleven miles away.
We enjoyed visiting the neighbours. Our closest
ones being Ann and Jim Tuck, the Bell family, the
Krafts and the All' Jabush family. Our post office was
at Hillside and kept by Arthur and Margaret Price. It
was about this time my husband and brother Pat
acquired a few race horses. So we went to different
places, like Jackfish. Maidstone and Prince Albert.
Sometimes we \vould win a race or two and come
home 'luite happy. Bernard and his cousin. Lloyd,
rode sometimes too.
In the late fifties the power came into our district
which was very nice and made things more convenient for everyone. We could have a fridge. freezer,
1'. V. and some of the smaller electrical gadgets. J
think we were one of the first to have TV. so we had
friends from far and near in the evenings. So we had a
bit more company then.
Well - things were progressing and now combines were taking the place of threshing machines.
Making the work easier and also giving the horses a
rest. The combines worked late hours and sometimes
all night when the weather was favourable. We didn't
have to have a big crew for this operation. This made
it a bit easier for the womenfolk too. although we

John mu! Bill Royko
by F. Grant from interview with John Busko
Bill and John came as sIll,dl boys with their
mother. from the Ukraine to Rabbi[ Lake district
about I'JIO where the boys' father had already started
work on his homestead. Mike. Nellie and Polly were
children vl/ho arrived to the family after they came to
Canada.

<

As mentioned in the story of their cousin, John
Busko. Bill and John Royko went with him to Meadow Lake about 1932 to look for homesteads. Though

they filed on quarters. none of them went back to
prove them up.
Back in Rabbit Lake. Joe Stannard. the R.M.
secretary. said that over at Sand with there was gooe!
C.PR. 1:ll1d they could buy. Thev therefore did n~t go
back to the forest-covel:ed rvfeadow Lake hom'esteads.
John Royko bought the N.W. 19-48-14 ancl Biil
bought the S.E. 7-48-14.
They then went to North Battleford and bought
some broncos: John Royko bought two. Bill bought
one and John Busko bought two. John Royko gave
his two to John Busko. In return johnny was to do
some breaking. '·1 have lots of funny with mine. I tell
you." says Johnn Busko about those broncos. He
finally bought an old horse and broke his two broncos
with its help.
Breaking land with three horses on a walk-behind
plow could be dangerous. Because he had to hold the
plow with his hands. he tied the lines together and
hung them around his neck. Once, the plow hit a rock
and the evener to which the horses were hitched
broke in two. The horses. of course, lurched forward. free of their load -- except for the lines around
Johnny's neck.
"I was thought my head out. but. . no blood.
O.K." says Johnny.
He broke ten acres with those three horses.
The winter trip 10 Meadow Lake in the olel Model
T, in 1932. had been a costly one for Bill Royko for
he badly froze one foot. Eventually gangrene set in
and the leg had to be amputated at the knee. Three
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SheBa and Laude RutHe ~ Sheila completed
hiuh schoo! in Glenbush, und a business course in
S,;skatoon. She worked for the C.N.R. in Meadow
Lake before going to Saskatoon in j 944. No\v she is
employed in a Clinic at the University HospitaL

years later the other kg took blood poisoning and had
to be reJ11O\'Cd also,
John Royko didn't farm very long. He left, giving his land to Bill. Bill, in spite of his trouble \vith
his legs did quite a bit of breaking ncar his buildings
and put up seven!! more buildings. But he didn't pay
taxes or C.FR. payments on brother John's quarter,
so it wasn't long before Joe Zavv'alsky bought it. .. So
John don't have no place to come anymore back,"
relates John Busko.
Bill \vent back to stay \vith his father in the Rabbit
Lake district for awhile, then moved to Alberta.
John moved to !-1umboldt. found a girl, and gut
married. In the meantime, his father had died leaving
the homestead to a daughter. John's sister sold the
land and loaned the money to John so that he could
buy land at Humboldt, which he did.
John Royko\ farming at Humboldt just didn't
work out though, because it wasn't long before the
sister got married and wanted her money back. John
had to sell his new farm to get the money to repay her.
John went to British Columbia and got ajob with
that province's natural resources department as a
caretaker at a campsite. He still works at the Radium
Hot Springs campsite though he is sixty-eight and
officially retired. His wife now has the job and he
helps her'
As mentioned before, Bill lost both his legs. He
lived out his life in the Athabaska River area of
Alberta anel passed away at age seventy-five, about
1975.

The Ruzicka Familv III Cater, Sask. - Ocr,
!932 - May 1934
by Mary Ruzicka Sdwlndd
Our family arrived in Cater about October 30,
!932, during the great depression in the United
States. There \\'cre four or us: hither (Joseph, Sr. l,
mother (Josefal. hrother !Joseph, Jr. I and myself
{Mary l. We travelled frum f\1ap!e Heights, Ohio, in a
Chevrolet panel truck converted into a live-in vehicle
with two beds which were rolleel up in the daytime to
serve as scats along the sides. Boards \vcre laid crossways above the beds where two of us slept, and
serving as a table also. A small kerosene stove \-vas
used to cook on. A 2-wheel trailer was towed hehind.
canvas covered. containing all necessary possessions
\ve were able to bring with us.
Father had been laid off from his job as an aircraft
mechanic in Cleveland, Ohio. due to the depression
and in turn we lost our home. Times were really bad.
Dad's intention was to travel across country to California. but it was the \vrong time of year: the mountain passes were closed. The other alternative was a
Czech settlement my folks knew of in the vicinity of
Medstead. a farming community. so we headed that
way as \ve were also of that nationality. Through
previous correspondence with these people, Dad
knew he could obtain homesteading land from the
Canadian Pacific Railroad. That seemed to be the
immediated solution to our dilemma at [he time. To
tell of ollr month-long trek from our home to where
we crossed the border into Canada through Montana
is another long story which 1 will not docllment for
this purpose.
By the time we headed north through Moose .law
and Saskatoon. v,/inter \-\'as settling in, making our

The Katie Rozon (Kildaw) Story
My parents were J. Martin and Elizabeth Kildaw
Sr. They homesteaded the N.W.Vo 10-49-15-W3rd.
My father was a butcher and peddled meat with
horses and democrat or sleigh and later with a Model
T Ford.
I was born on the 13th of May, 1915 and attended
school at Robin, Marron and Avery. I had six brothers anel three sisters: Martin, Jr., Henry, Bill, Louie,
John and Fred: Sisters Elizabeth (Ruby), Lena and
M.arie. Fred had a serious accident on a road gang
with a caterpillar tractor and is now in a wheelchair.
He lives in Edmonton. Martin, Bill and Ruby have
passed away as have both my parents. Lena Souther
and Marie Schwalm live in Claresholm, Alberta. I
had five children: Dion Reimchi, Walter Flyer, Mary
Carman, Rose Besenski and Bill Smale. I have nine
grandchildren and one great-granddaughter. I live in
Saskatoon and often visit my brothers, Louie and
John, in North Battleford and my brother, Henry,
who lives on the farm in Marron School district,
Medstead, Saskatchewan. I'm still working but wiii
be sixty-five years of age on the 13th of May, 1980.

Mrs. Ruzicka
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and son,Joe with home-made sleigh and rack.

p1'ogres:; difficult, as many roads \vere unpaved. \Vc
travelled through North Batlleford into Medstcad. in
tv1eclstcad \\'e stayed in Snlith 's 80arding t'1{}USe until
our homestead location was e:;tablishcd. \Vc \vere
granted 160 acres in Cater. ahout three quarters of a
mile from l\t1eersman CorneL beginning at [he R.rz.
tracks. From thence the rough trail crossed a slol!~h.
Bey!ond that. on a slight rise, \\'e chose to build our
house. It \vas only a fc\\' )iards down to Cater Lake.
Just cast of the house the road IUrneJ to the North.
passing by Bill Lloyd's farm above the lake. then
turned \\'est to pass by [\/lop I'via\vstm's farm.
The house was built of rough lumber frorn Soderberg's Iviill at Birch Lake, and lined inside v.:ith
finishing lurnbcr. It was one large room with a kitchen area and one window. All the furnishings were
built by Dad from rough lumber, including the double bunk beds on opposite walls. benches along one
side and a drum heater in between. \Ve had dug an
eight ft. cellar about two yards square under the
house, with a trap door access in the floor. A temporary lean-to barn was built on the south side, with one
wall of the house serving as one side. The other three
were made of poplar saplings standing in double
rows with saplings fastened horizontally, forming
wall areas which were packed solidly with straw. A
corral area extended south from the barn, also fenced
with saplings. I do not recall how the barn was
roofed. Father anc! ! cut trees during the winter
months, trimmed them into logs, letting them lay [0
season until the following summer when they were
hauled to what was to be a permanent barn sight. The
barn \vas never built and a wel! was never dug. \Ve
carried and hauled water from Cater Lake. Our famjly lived here almost two years. Because of my mother's failing health and terminal illness, Dad decided
to sell what equity he had in the place and return to
Ohio. While en route. mother passed away in Moose
Jaw on May 5th, 1934. We had acquired a cow, calL
two horses. some chickens, besides the house, and
managed to farm a few acres, but that \\!as the extent
of it. From the lumber of birch trees Dad had felled,
he made items for llse in the kitchen. built a sleigh
and all the trappings for it as well as a small ro\v boat
for fishing on the lake. Our possessions were disposed of at an auction. Nat Mawson bought the little
boat- and the house was later sold to a family new to
the district. Years later young Jirnrny Starling bought
the house \vhich was also moved to another location.
It must be noted that we came from a city-type
life, \vhere the conveniences of living were taken for
granted, into practically a wilderness and primitive
living. So for us it was a major adjustment. Fortunately for us, our neighbors in and around Cater
were extremely kind to four strange immigrants.

'Without the goodness oLd! these peop!c, I'm sure we
never could hU'ie made it. Some came to help \vith
the \\'ork of sc:tting up the makeshift barn, with the
house, \,/ith plt.i\ving and harvesting. Biny Llny'd and
N~lt Mav./:-;on lent a hand \vhencvcr they" could, also
donating straY\.' and oab for our livestock after V'/C
acquirl?d them.
The iVleersman family ai!ov:ed us to bed do\vn in
their front room for several \veeks until our house \'v'as
habitable, also feeding us breakfasts and furnishing
hread and butter until \"ie could have our own. They,
\-vert, of course. paid fell' Ihis. but just the same, their
hospitality was withnut price. Here \vas this big family of nine. barely making an existence for themselves, taking in four strangers \vith a kind helping
hand. During that first winter, the Len Caprons
\vould save their skimmed milk for us. Even though
they lived more that tv.,.'o miles away, many a \vintcr
night I would walk over there to bring it home. until
\ve finally had a co\\/ of our own. Sometimes it \.vould
be so cold the milk was almost frozen before I got it
home. \Ve hauled straw, until our first \.vneat crop
furnished our own. Mr. Meersman lent us some cultivated acreage he \'v'as not using, so we could plant a
wheat crop. We did manage to break about ten acres
for an oat crop. Being in an inaccessible spot. Dad
aIllI! had to do the harvesting by hand with a scythe.
Billy Lloyd also lent us an acre near his farm for a
garden.
The tvleersman family \vas planning to move
from their farm to a location further north. From their
twins. Biondina and Marie, then fourteen. ! took
over the school janitor job, which paid eighteen
dollars a month. No one else seemed interested in
this job and it did help us a great deal. In early
morning! would open up the school. build a fire, lay
in wood for the day and dust before the teucher
arrived. After school. I swept, cleaned up and closed
up. When school closed in late spring. Dad and I
completely renovated the schoo! house, cleaning,
painting, repairing. etc. fVly brother attended the
one-room school. taught at that time by Miss Bobbe
Mann. Miss Mann boarded with Ted and Iva Casson.
That same winter their boy Bill. was born.
Church services were provided one Sunday a
month in the school, by i.t tr~rve!!jng rninister. The
Rev. and Mrs. Bird were very much liked by the
Cater people. We were not church-going people but
my father did allow me to attend the Sunday SchooL
which I did appreciate.
Cater School was the focal point for social gatherings during the winter months. This \vas where the
community dances \vere held. People carne from
miles around, the ladies bringing goodies to be
served at a midnight supper. The gentiemen each
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donated 25(1 to cover the cost or coffee, teLl, cream,
sugar. v,!hist prizes. and collee cups which \vere kepI
at the school. After Whist. desks were lined up
around the vvalls fur seating during dancing. l'"llusic
vvas provided by local talell!' naturally. ~/1ary Orr
played piano. Ralph Lloyd I no relation to Billy
Lloyd) played fiddle, and guitar accompanyment by
Mr. Johnson (I am not slire this was his name.) Glhers
would spell these people bllI I cio not recall their
names. Our dance caller \vas Archie TurnbuiL a
really fine person. He was married to Kathleen.
daughter of George and !VIrs. Starling, \vho kept the
Post Office for Cater in their home above Cater Lake
just south of the school. In 1030 Archie suffered a
bad accident while working with his threshing crew
and died as a result of it. a sad loss to the communit)-,.
Our dances were the old-time ones like the Circle
Two-step. Polka. Minuet. Schottische. etc. I still
recall the steps and many of the melodies. Small
children and babies were by this time. wrapped in
blankets and asleep in the cloak room. The noise and
music never seemed to disturb them. After the midnight supper an entertainment took place. provided
by several people in the group. Nat Mawson danced
the Highland Fling. Howard Curry and others gave
recitations, Mr. Johnson ('?) \vould sing, accompanied by his guitar. There was also a L~ren MacPhail who would perform. I seem to recall that at one
sllch gathering, Mary" Orr and I sang a duct. with
Mrs. Oxley a~comp,~nying us at the l)iano. Dances
were held on Friday nights. lasting to well into the
morning hours. It \vas a mile and half walk from our
house to school. a walk for which I would find many
shortcuts through the wood or along the R R track
Winters were e~trel1lely cold. usually stayi~garound
10 or IS degrees below zero. and sometimes colder.
Some nights the moon would be so bright one could
almost read by it. Walking home through the woods
late at night. it would be so cold that the sap in the tree
branches froze and cracked. sounding like a ritle shot
in the still air. rather startling. to say the least.
Part of the job of the janitor was the cleanup the
day after a dance (Sat). It was quite a chore but
considering the fun we had had. worth every scrub. I
recall after one particularly cold Friday night dance.
I arrived at the school to find the door solidly frozen
shut. My recoLirse was to go across the road to Mrs.
Orr's and carry back kettles full of hot water to pour
on the ice so the door could be opened.
The highlight of the school scason was the Christmas entertainment put on by the children. Everyone
attended this event that could possibly be there.
There would be a play by the children assisted by
several adults, singing and reciting by the pupils for
an eager audience. With the help of the teacher, the

children had decurated a tree, and Sanra passed OLlt
bass of candy and oranges to the children. One rather
amusing incident occurred at a Chr!stmu.'i entertainment. A pantomime \\::'lS heing presented or the
N:1tiviry, in which, among other characters. ]\ilary
Orr piaycd the pan or the virgin. it \VdS beautifully'
Jone, the sl...Tnc being lighlcd by t! sort blue light.
And I. behind the curtains \Va:-; [0 sing the fOllr \'crscs
or "Silent night" ;\ baby in the audience lTicd
through the entire song ~ It must have hccn my: singing that upset the poor infant. though 1 will never
Kno\\' that.

One other mcdiurn of entertainment \\.:as icC' skating, a sport Joe and I rca] 1y enjoyed. I might add that
my first sight of Cater Lake in late October, lY32,
sparked a nott: of joy for me because or my' love or
sKating. Oh. I thought. a wonderful lake to skate on I
Little kno\ving that in a few short weeks there would
be at !east fOllr feet of SI10\\I covering the il'e.
However. at the \vest end of the lake, not too far frorn
the R.R .. lived the Len Starling family. Their cabin
on the north shore overlooked the lake. Len was one
of the t\vo sons of the George Starlings who kept the
post office. The other son. Harrv, \vas married to
Edith Bellamy.
The Oxleys had one son. Byron. wilo attended
school with my brother. They lived on the farm just
east of the Capron farm. Len Starling had t\\,/o young
school-age boys, George and Jimmie, a girl Ellen
and a baby Bernard born the second winter we spent
in Cater. George died at age fourteen or fifteen, a
year or t\\iO after we left there.
Len and his boys \vould clear an area on the lake
below them. of snoW'. drill a hole in the icc at each of
four corners to flood the area. and Jet it freeze for a
skating rink. Sometimes there would he a Sunday
afternoon skating party of children amI adults, icc
hockey and ice games for everyone. Occasionally
there wnuld be an evei1in~ of skating if the moon \vas
bright. Usually it was very cold, so a huge fire \vas
built on shore for the skaters to come anJ \varm their
eolc! feet by. One such time my brother refused to
come to the fire long enoug.h to \varm his feet. and
discovered Oil the way home [hat he had frozen his
toes. There followed a bad time for hirn. He \vas laid
up for several weeks and whell he finally could walk.
it was a long while before he could endure the cold.
We had to haul him to school for the Christmas
entertainment on a hand sled, as vve had no sleigh or
horses as yet.
I am sure that the hardships we endured in establishing our ex.istence in this \vilderness area \vere no
different from what the early settlers had to experience, except that perhaps for us it was more difficult,
coming as \ve did from a city society. It is amazing
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The history or the Orr family 'v'".-dl be recounted in
full hy those of the family \\'ho are still in the area.
E.iob and L~lUra Orr \A/crc vcry kind to us, and IV'iary,

what people can do when necessity c!cnnnds. 1 am
sure I became a stronger and better person for the
experience. it was 'ivortinvhik, iffor no other rcason~
than fIJI' the \vonderful pCt.)pk 'i;vhu becamc our
friends.
I have alway's enjoyed the outdoors. even as a
child. And here at Cater there was so much that \vas
beautifuL \vimer and Sllrnrner. To see the mother
ducks with their newly hatched brooeis on the lake,
the ,severa! species of bird families and other wild
flowers, \vas a jo:y to me. Most beautiful \vere the
flocks of migrating wild fowl on their sky \,vay to and
from Birch Lake! In \vintcl', whcn I was hard at \\/ork
outdoors, gathering, cutting and chopping \vood for
our fires, the gay little black-capped chickadees,
perching on swaying shrubs, chirped their cheerful
song, it seemed, for my benefit.
Best, above aiL was the friendliness and the
goodness of all our neighbors. I have never gotten
over that and to my dying clay will remember and be
grateful. With many! corresponded until they either
passed away or moved away to where I lost track of
them. Many are gone whose passing I regret, but the

Vv'hu attended schonl \\:'ith my brother. has to this day

remained our very' close and dear friend. One inci-

dent involving the UrI' home, ver:/ amusing now, but
vcry/ serious to me at the time. "vas Vv'hctl mY" bther
had me haul a car batten. . over to Urrs fur Boh to
charge up rur him. Our t\vo horses \-veTC hitched up to
a stone boat. a rather primiti"v'c affair \vhich vv'obbied
loosely behind them ~lS we rode alonf!. There was
heavy snu\v cvcryi\\,'hen:, and as we turned into Orrs'
y.'urLl. the stone boat skittered against the horses'
heels, and orr \XC v."en1. lickity' split, past the hOllse
door heading. into the barn area. There I \\/as. on the
stone boat. hanging on to the reins. bobbing: crazily
up and dOV,"IL yell ing ,. 'Whoe" at the tor of my lungs.
Round and round that yard \VC flc\v, with poor Mrs.
Orr standing in the doonvay' looking OIl helplessly,
Finally after about eight trips. in desperation I headed the fool hurses for the solid board fence behind the
ham. I figured either we would crash headlong into it
or they! would come to a halt. Come to a halt they did.
I cion 't remember what alii said to those horses, but it
certainly \vas not affectionate, that's for sure!
About the run-a\vay horses -...- Joe too. had an
experience with those skittish animals. While hauling. water in a drum on the stone boat from the lake
one day, for laundry. those 1'001 horses took off in
fright for no reason that \\ie could fathom. Joe was not
on the stone boat: he was \valking alongside holding
the reins when they took off in a cioud of horse - ,
dragging poor Joe along the ground: I hate to say how
man)' yards. Finally they came to a halt at a barbed
\/-/11'e fence. he simply would not let go the reins. For a
long while afterwards he was a bundle of aches and
pains. /\nd 'what he said to those horses!!

memory will always remain.
It might be helpful at this point to mention as
many as ! recall. from the two years we spent in
Cater, and possibly what! know of their existence.
First I will recount our family. Mother and Dad
were in their early 40's when we came to Cater. Joe
was thirteen and I was nineteen. We all worked very
hard on our farm. Even Joe, as young as he was, did a
man" work when not in school. The folks were from
Czechoslovakia, where! too, was born. After our
mother died en route to Ohio, Dad and Joe continued
on to Cleveland where Dad had a sister. He eventually found work and Joe continued his education. !
stayed behind in Saskatchewan, working on a ranch
near Maple Creek just west of Moose jaw. Eventually
I returned home to Ohio. Dad and Joe went to Calii(ll'nia in 1936 and I il)llowcd in 1939. Joe lives in the
Beach city of Santa Monica with his wife, Virginia.
Their six living children are all grown, most with
families of their own. Joe is now a great-grandfather
also. I married my husband, Kenneth Scholfield,
when we were both 55. We live in Hawthorne, California, both of us retired. Dad passed away in 1976 at
age eighty-five, after a very interesting and colorful
life.

One othert;me, he and I were riding on the sleigh
borrov'I"cd from Nat ivlawson to haullngs on. Vie had
our horses hitched to the sleigh and had just gotten
past the Meersman place when, suddenly the horses
took off Joe \vas on the front, and [ on the hack,
seated on a heavy plank. When the horses bolted, Joe
turned them off the trail into the woods and both of us
jumped off. They headed straight for a huge tree,
parted around it, and came to a stop. The damage \vas
gross! Broke all the sleigh trappings and split the
huge plank. Dad had to replace the plank for Nat. and
set about building ne\v single and double trees, plus
other repairs to the sleigh. 'v'v'hat fun~ More about
horses: 1 was crazy to ride but didn't kno\v the first
thing about riding horses. Nevertheless I did, one
day, get up on our young dapple grey horse, Sandy)
and rode hin1 bareback dovv'n to the lnke for his
mornmg's \vatering. The trail sloped considerably

Our first contact in Cater was with the Meersman
family. They were originally from Belgium. Mrs.
Meersman had been a school teacher. There were
eight children of whom Frank was the eldest. then
sixteen years old. Then the twins, Blondina and
Marie, Renee, Alphonse, Fedelia, Domien and the
littlest one, Clementine.
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our cow, our tVI/O horses, and our cal f. Another Czech

uo\vnhill to the lake, and by the time \ve reached the
water, ! was sitting right in the middle of his mane,
Money "vas scarce \vith us, hw we usual!y" managed ro come up \vith the 25c to contribute to the
dance fund. One Frid;;\y/ night Joe and I -Nere on our
way to the school for a dance. \Valking along the
sn()\:v covered railroad [racks tovvard Orrs, Joe
dropped his quarter and a nickk in the deep snow.
Try as \ve might, \ve could not find it. We had to go on
without it and somehow managed to be excused for
not being able to pay his share. In [he spring, \lv'hen
the snow had thawed, guess \vhar'? Joe found his
coins along the tracks, just where they had buried

family' \vith \vhom we had contact \\'cre the l·--J:arts.
Their farm was south \.'If Cater about half \)I/el)"' to
lvkdstcad. They sold out their holding:-; ~ibout the
sarne tirnc our folks kJt Cater.
This about covers our experiences, serioLls and
orherw'ise, and our contacts with the Cater communitv.

MI', and Mrs, Sand beck and Family
We came to Robinhood by truck from lfficy.
Susko Tom was the Searle devator agent there and

themselves in the deep snow.
In describing the natural beauties of nature, !
should mention the magic of the frequent hoarfrosts.
One could wake up of a winter morning, look out and
see every surface everywhere, covered with an inch

or more of thick hairy frost. If snow fell before the
hoarfrost melted. the effect was breath-taking. Like a
white fairyland' If the sun rose on the hoarfrost. you
could watch the tops of the ice-laden trees turn rosy
colors and sparkle like jewels.
I shall mention some of our other neighbors and
friends. whose histories will no doubt also be better
recounted by those still living in and around Cater.
They will much better know what transpired in the
lives of these people after we left.
With Len and Leah Capron I maintained correspondence until Len passed away in Medstead about
twelve years ago. He had lost his wife some years

The Sandbeck's family, 1972.

earlier.

Nat Mawson's farm was across the lake and north
from ours, about a mile and a half. Nat was our very
good freind. With him I maintain contact until after
he and Bill Osborn sold out. His brother. Mop Mawson still lives in the area.
There was Bill Lloyd. and his only companion. a
black and white dog named Spot. Billy. Spot. Nat.
and his beautiful collie dog. Major. were frequent
visitors at our home, especially on winter evenings.

Billy passed away. I believe in the late 1940's. Nat.
Mop. Billy and Howard Curry were among a group
of World War I veterans who were early settlers in the
Cater area. At least they were the ones we got to

kno\v.
Relative to our coming to the area: The Czech
community of people \\/ho were our contacts, "vere as

follows: The Mlinar families (there were two brothers). and the Steve Pavka family. Our folks visited
these families on several occasions. but Joe and I
usually remained at home, so my contact with these
folks was very limited. This settlement was located.
to the best of my knowledge. some miles west of
Cater toward Medstead. It was Mr. Pavka who sold us

Tom Sand beck in hockey suit, going to play in Glaslyn. Linda
and Dane beside him.
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was transferred to Rohinhood. Before that we \verc at
Smeaton, Sask.
We had a t\vo-bedroom, front room, kitchen, and
bathroom house. it belonged to the cornpany. We
only paid $6.00 a month renL but the wage~ then
were not like they are no\v. We had the 32-volt plant

for lights, but you had to run the plant or the lights
would go real dim and sometimes Gut altogether.
We got vvater from across the street at Lvlrs. Conway's. We took a kettle of hot \vater \v'ith us in the
winter time to put on the pump, as it \vas often frozen

up.

(there are about eight of them). He likes his job, also
the weather.
Bill. the baby, was born in North BattkJord on
September 30. 1955, and his first home \vas in
Robinhood. He finished high school, then went to
Edmonton for t\VO y'cars to university for a C0!11puter

course. He has been Jiving in Regina, SaSh. since be
has a good job 'vvorking for the System Centre there.
The boys are both single yet and enjoying life.

We moved from Robinilooci in 1\)57 to Foxforc!,
Sask. Tom \vas transferred to the Pool elevator there.
He had it for a year. then the grain dust got the best of

There wasn't mllch doing except a few dances in

him so he quit. We moved to Prince Albert, Susko in

the town hall. The men played hockey a few times a
week. Sometimes the women would go, but most of
the time they stayed home with their children.
The men also \vent out to the bars at rviedstead
and Glaslyn every night. also went curling. We also
had a ladies club '"The Homemakers". Each member
had to take her turn having a meeting at her home
once a month.
There werc not many people in the town of
Robinhood. We had two stores run by Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Bovair, and one by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pawliw.
Mrs. Conway lived across the street from us and she
sold us milk for the kids. Mr. and Mrs. Dunser lived a
few blocks away. Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy had the
station house and he worked on the track. Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Sazuall had the Pool elevator then.
They moved away. Niek Schneider took over. He was
a single man and was stil! there when we left. The
Larsons were some of our closest farm friends.
The church was across the street from our place:
they only had services in the summertime.
The sports ground was ncar the back, they had a
sports day ane! calf show once a year. ] remember
when the Indians would camp in the Churchyard or
on the sports ground.
We didn't have much to cio with the school as OUl'
children were all too young.

1959, vvhere Tom worked at the jail for three years.
He then transferred over to the Sask. Penitentiary,

We left Robinhood in 1957, went back a few
years later but there wasn '( much left of the town.
The stores were both closed, new roads made to some
of the farms, things just weren't the same.
We had three children. Linda, the oldest. lives in
Fort Saint James, B.c' is married to a nice boy, Dan
Letawski. They have one daughter Kimberly Dawn,
who is six months old. Linda works in the bank. Her
husband is a heavy duty mechanic. Linda was born in

July, 1952 in Smeaton, Sask.
David, the second was born in North Battlcford
in ApriL 1954. He worked at the Sask. Penitentiary
for seven years in Prince Albert, but has now moved
to Kamloops, B.c' He is now Deputy Sheriff there

where he has been enlployecl for nineteen years and
will soon he retired. I worked at the Victoria Union

Hospital for eight years, then stayed home for ten
years. 1 went to work at the Woolcn Dept. Store here,
was there for four years, and now am working at the
Hudson's Bay Store. I have been here for nearly a
year and will retire when my.' husband does.

Peter Sarmerud and Family
Peter Sannerud came to Canada from Norway by
ship in 1927. He worked as a farm hand at Stettler,
Alberta and at Kyle, Sask. In the 30's times were
tough. Wages were low nnd crops poor. The govern-

ment paid $5 a month to farmers for room and board
for their hired help. As newly-weds, in 1938, Pete
and Evelyn had a chance to purchase a farm in the
North, "where things were green and not affected by
drought and blow dirt."
They moved by train to Robinhood by way of
Rosetown, Saskatoon and North Battleford. The trip
from the latter city \Vas made on the diesel or
"skunk" as it 'Yvas caHed. It was a rough, fast ridetheir first on such a !ocomotive~
There was snow when they arrived. They lived in
a one-room shack in Robinhood ror the winter. It \vas
lumber \V'ith an attic and shingle siding. in the spring
they moved the shack out by wagons and horses to the
N.W. 30-4lJ-IS-W3. There were many people in the
area at that time, most of them on relief. Entertainment was good, there were dances, \-\ihist drives,
sales, bazaars, plays, etc. Lunch served cost 25¢.
The Homemakers Club, Ladies Aid, Luther League
and LinilCd Farmers had [heir special meeting day:
There was al ways a qu iIt "on the go". The Lutheran
congregation was building a church. At till1es Rev.
Titley held services in the hali. The Huber families
had services in their homes. The children skated and
played hockey on the rink by the elevators. There
were three stores, Tarbet's. Wilson's and Miller's; a
blacksmith shop, barber shop/restaurant, two eleva-

tors, livery barn, sectiun house, and several thvel!ings. Eunice Norman taught school at Robin, Lloyd
Cross \vas in charge of the high school in the hall.
The quarter the Sanncruds moved to once belonged to T Nordgren. Sorne land \,vas broken, but
there \vere no buildings. Thc y.' dug a 1'001 cellar for
storage. The:,' carried Vv'ater from a INell they dug
do\vn by the" lake", half a mile away. There "vere
lots of sloughs fl)r Vv'Dsh warer to do til;;:; laundry on the
scrub board. They spent the surnmer building a rail
fence on the next quarter to get pasture and \-\Iater fnr
a team of horses and a cow. They built ;'1 barn of
roplar logs and mud. The 1'0\.)1' was flaL made of
poles, tar paper and straw. Winter carne before it \vas
finished. Evelyn had to milk the cow outside. As the
milk splashed lip frum the pail it froze on her fingers,
A neighbor drove into the yard with his old car.
radiator steaming, He got somc hot water to thavv' it
out. it was the enc! of October' Pete did the summer·
fallow with a sulky plow and the team. A neighbor
put the crop in. There were picnics and ball games
and a sports day. Sometimes the Indians came with
fish for sale or trade. Their nearest neighbors were
the Comptons and C. Knutson about one mile away.
There were many empty buildings where someone
hac! once lived.
Mode of travel was mostly by team, although
there were a few old Fords, etc. Wagons, buggies,
many homemade vehicles rumbled on the roads and
trails. In the winter some used cutters and sleighs.
For more comfort there were the cabooses with a
wood burning heater. On a clear cold night. if you
stepped outside, you could hear the sleigh bells for
miles. Inside the shack. the coal oil lamp flickered.
The air· tight heater kept the place warm. By morning
it had gone out and ice formed on the water rai!.
When the wood pile got low. the wood sawing outfit
came. and you called on your neighbors to help. You
were expected to repay the same kind of work when
the time came. There was an addition to the family.
Marcus arrived in 1939 at Rabbit Lake Hospital.
Clothing and supplies wcre purchased at the local
store or through the mail order companies, Eaton's,
Simpsons·. Army and Navy. Macleod's. In summer
the Watkins. Rawleighs and Ful.ler agents often
called.
Each Christmas they were entertained by the
schoo] children at the hall for the annual "Xmas
Tree" Concert. Teachers and pupils practised many
hours for this special event for young ami old. The
iocal .. Santa" caused rnllch amusement.
Most of the farming was done with horses, although there were a few tractors for threshing and
breaking lanel. The Sanneruds moved an old log
house in for use as a granary. Later they added

anuther bin of poplar logs and rnud: shib and tar paper
roof. and plank floor.

On a summer day in 10-+3, Leonard arrived at
Rabbit Lake Hospital.
The ever-present stones made an extra job whenever land \vas \vorked and they had to be rernoved.
Discs, plows, seed drills, h<'l1TO'vVS, mOi,vers, rakes,
binders, \vere the main implements. i\1ost farmers
worked on the thl'eshing crev',"s to get their crop
threshed and earn a little extra moncy. Grain haulers
used shjJvcls or scoops to unload the grain.
During the \var years many fanners began to raise
hogs -'' '-,- returns were good. Pete and Evelyin built a
log house of lumber and planks, and put up a rad
fence. Tight as it \vas, their first [\\10 vl/eanting piggies
escaped and \vhat a time they had before they caught
thern again! On shipping days, Robinhood was a
busy place. The Homemaker's Club served lunch at
the stores: much appreciated on cold winter days by
those traveling by horse and sleigh. Most farmers had
cows and shipped cream by train to the creamery in
Medstcad. The cheques paid many bills. We had our
war ration books with starnps for meat, sugar. butter,
coffee, gas, etc. L,adics did it lot of knitting and sent
parcels and treats overseas. Quite a number of families left the district. some enlisted in the services.
With their" pig money" the Sanneruds were able
to dig a cellar and build a kitchen onto the shack. In
1946 they moved it down the hill and across the rDad
by \vagons and a tractor. to the S.E. 36-49-16-\V3,
purchased from Mr. Tarbet. They built granaries and
sheds. Late in the 40's the Larger School Unit came
to the Mcdstead area. The high school stucients went
to Medstead. There were more cars and trucks. Pete
often pulled them out of the muci when they got
stuck. In winter. roads were often blocked by storms.
Pete hauled gravel to put on the hills on the road near
the farm.
It was a cold winter day when Gordon arrived in
1949 at Spiritwood.
Very few horses remained on the farms. There
were a few threshing outfits left: the combines and
swathcrs were coming in. Farmers were buying
sprayers for weed control. The Sanneruds bought a
second-hand tractor and a one-way discerlseedc; and
a cultivator.
In 1955 Robin School was closed. The last teilch·
er was Ellis Knutson. The children were bussed to
schoo! in Mcdstead and the driver was Pete Kroeker.
Evelyn went to Bluebird School as a study super·
viseI'. The follo\ving year she was the last tcacher at
Ward, S. D. This extra money helped to buy a second·
hand car and gas \vashing machine, and build bedrooms onto the house.
Their children took part in field days, farm boy's
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camp. parochial schooL 4-LI \vork. For the ladies
there VI/efe sewing. \veaving and art classes, and the
traveling library for reading. The roads had to be kept
upen for the hus, and so snow pio\\.' clubs were
formed and pll)\,vs bought. The municipal patrol
\vorked on the main roads. tviaill'ame by truck for a
time: delivery \vas hvice each day except Sunday.
Sume farmers put the power in. The fuel trucks came
and fi! led the farm storage tanks.
The pool elevator was dismantled and the materiai taken to tv1cJsteml for usc in building a new
modern one there. The Pool took over the Searle. but
it too closed in the 70's. In 1976, it was moved to
Gelhutte by truck. We lost our post office and were
given a Rural Route with mail coming only twicc a
\veek. The creamery in Iviedstead closed. It was
necessary to meet the truck or haul to North Battleford. Machine dealers went out of business so one
had to go to the city for repairs. In 1972, the store in
Robinhood closed. Bovairs moveci to Medstead.
People had to go farther for groceries and supplies.
The phone lines came in. Most cable is laid underground. Many modern homes have been built in the
area. complete with oil furnaces. sewer and water.
Machinery is on a large scale. there are stone pickers.
root rakes. etc. to clear the land after the "cats" and
bulldozers brush and break it. Powerful machines
build our roads. There is the graveled grid system
and the oil and pavement highways. There are few
trains: they seem to have no schedule. Huge semitrailer trucks haul grain and cattle. We truck our
livestock to the Pool city stock yards. The grain goes
to Medstead.
Large arenas have been built in the tOvVllS, also
other public buildings. schoob and homes. There is
curling. hockey. baseball. 4-H, community college
classes, regional libraries.
In Robinhood we keep up our hall and have put
the power in and made other renovations. The W.1.
bought an electric stove and other .supplies for the
new kitchen. The W.1. club is still active. It celebrated SO years of service to the community in 1977. It
sponsors the annual Xmas party vvhich is always \veiJ
attended. Cemetery care and other community
efforts are the main projects. The Lutheran Church
closed in 1977 with Pastor Rude in charge. There had
heen no regular service for twenty years.
There is a trend to steel buildings. round balers
and power operated machinery. Land is high in pUle
chase price. There are outside buyers.
Except for the few families living in Robinhood.
we have no close neighbors. We do not milk cows nor
raise pigs. We keep beef cattle and a few chickens
and grow feed and hay and a garden.
Pete served on the Wheat Pool committee and the

hall buard. Evelyn was a schon! trustee for thiny
y'cars. secrcrary and chairman. Sht.: \A,'as <llso secretary of the Larger Unit Superintendency Assoc. As a
member of the U.F.C. (United Farmers)' she v:as
secretary.' for a number of years. She has been a very"
active mcmher of the HUmel1WKcr:-: (\\/.1.) serving in
all positiuns t)J1 the execLltive: and alsu ~lS a prtwincial
convenor and district officcr.
Ours has hcen a family: effon. rViarcus does the
farming. and has taken several agriculwrai classes.
In the winter he goes North with the oil exploration
company. Leonard and Gordon left after high
school. They attended Tech. schools and trained as
motor mechanics. They are Doth married.
In 19n. a tornado hit us and almost wiped LIS out.
FortunatelY. ourselves and our hOllse and livestock
\verc spared. It took ,-to years of struggle to get
together a few buildings and so on. but it was destroyed by the wind in about two minutes. Many
friends came to help us straighten up the yard and
clear trees and debris. The community spirit is still
alive!

Charies A. Sands
Charles A. Sands was a land speculator from
Berkley. California. who owned land which the government wished to include in the Cvpress Hills Forest
Reserve.
He was offered other lands in exchange. He chose
lands along the proposed right-or-way or the C.P.
Railway from Shellbrook to TlirtleYord.
He received a separate title to each quartcr section. at his request, thu;., making it easier to dispose of
the land when he wished to de) so.
The land he received in the Stoke area was: NE
quarters of sections 4. 16. and 21: NW quarter of
section lJ: SE quarters of sections 16.9. IS. and 2g:
plus all of section 22. All above land was in township
50. range 13. \V3rd. These lands were acquired in
1926 to 1927 and became part of his estate. These
lands were inherited by Louise G. Sands in 1932. and
have eventually all been sold at \'urioLls times over the
years.

Bertram E. Sand with
by Donald J. Watterson, M. D.

I am a son-in-law of Bertram R. (-Jack') Sandwith who homesteaded on Section 24 of the district
named aftcr him. Jack Sandwith emigrated from
England (and from his strict. fundamentalist. and
dominating family) in 1905, was joined a few years
later by his betrothed (Winifred Mason). and turned
the glacier-strewn Section 24 into a prosperous smail
farm complete with "a nice large log hOllse with a
gable roof and lean-to on the north side" where
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young F'rank Haines "slept and hung my clothes"
Jack and Winifred returned to their village of
Brachnell in Berkshire. Engiand, at the end of 1912,
By then they had {\YO young daughters ~. Barhara,
born in April, l1)lO: and Ruth born much prematurely
in January', 101! --- and \\'ere expecting their third
child, Ursula, who WlIs born in Bracknell in March,
1913. The reasons for the ramilv returning io the
home countrv after this successful start in Sandwith
arc speculative and obscure. \Vinifred was anxious at
the distance from medical help. Jack's father was in
failing health and needed his t\\'O sons to take over the
family business of pharmaceuticals and tailors'
chalks. Jack returned to the gripping fundamentalist
fold. And within eighteen months Europe was enveloped in the 1914-1~ war. Jack paid a return visit to the
Battlefords ami Sandwith in the 1930s, but otherwise
the Sandwith pioneers, JacK and Winifred, scnled
baCK in Bracknell. Jack died there at the age of
seventy-six in 1961 and Winifred at eighty one years
in 1\167. Barbara and Ruth, however. later returned to
Canada with their husbands and children. They, their
seven children, and nine grandchildren live in British
Columbia.
I have in front of me a wicker basket: the minutes
of the Hyde Park School Board from April~, 1911 to
September 24, 1912, and a number of fadecl photographs - the momcntos of the devotion and energies
which went into turning virgin territory into a productive farm and living-place.
Ruth ancl I (and our children) immigrated to the
United States in 1947, and thence to Vancouver.
B.C, in 1955. We intended some time or other to
make a pilgrimage to her birthplace, Sandwith lof
which neither Barbara nor Ruth have any clear memories), The opportunity arose when we were attending a convention in Saskatoon in September, 1977.
With some difficulty, and after miles of mud roads,
we found Sandwith: but would never have located the
site of the family homestead without the help of
Herman Klassen and the recollections of Jim
McNabb (Jim is the grancison of the large, dependable Mrs, McNabb, the local midwife, who delivered
Barbara, but arrived just too late for the precipitate
Ruth). Incidentally, we would never have made the
trip if we had picked up a message at our Saskatoon
hotel before leaving - the third daughter. Ursula,
had died in England the day before.
Section 24 is now farmed by Mr. Kennedy. The
land has been repeatedly ploughed and sown. There
is no sign of the log cabin with its lean-to and well.
But Jim McNabb knew the knoll where it had been,
and Herman Klassen joined us in our archeological
scrabble, The wicker basket contains what we found
- bits of household glass and china, fragments of

Bertram (Jack) Sandwith, reclines in hammock while wife
Winnifred sits dutifully by.

Born on the Sand with homestead, Ruth in 1911, and Barbara
in 1910, playing in 1912.

wood and tin, the heeJ of a woman's shoe. Sic transit
gloria munJi ~
Jack Sandvv'ith was the first secretary-treasurer of
the Hyde Park School Board, the other members in
its early years being Alex McNabb, A.M. Dodd, and
James Grant. The minutes for 1912-13 are in Jack's
copperpJak hand\vriting. They are matter-or-fact in
style, but fascinating in content. The last of thern
states laconically: "The secretary' reported that he
would be obliged to resign office o'Vving to his leaving
the district. His resignation was accepted and the sum
of tv,,'enty uollars voted for his past services. "
Frank Haines (now Ji\/ing in Portland, Oregon)
worked for Jack and lived \vith the family during their
last t\VO y'ears at Sand\vith, Frank being then seventeen years old. He has SOlTle vivid 111ernories of the
times, and writes: "Jack \vas a nice chap and a
gentleman. Your mother was a petite \,A/oman and not
too strong for coping with everyday life. I belieVe
motherhood \Vas pretty hard for hero so a girl came
out from the old country by the nume of Miss Nora
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Riderwood to help her with the \Nee bairns" (Nora
subsequcntly married Bill Smith). ··1 remember Jack
coming out to vvhere I was plowing to help me
change a piough share and somehow he accidcntally
cut his \vrist to the bone. 1 can still see it but can't ten
you I,vhich \vrist it was" ... r recalJ that Jack took your
mothcr to a dance in the schoolhouse. Probably it \vas
early spring, and he was driving a buckskin named
Sandy. The sno\v \vas going off rapidly, and coming
homc after the dance they came to draw where the
water \vas about three feet deep. Sandy sat down in
the middle of the stream and refused [0 budge: so in
shecr desperation Jack got out and carried your mother to dry land, and the horse pulled the buggy out and
they.' came home. Your father \-vas a nice chap. but
mad clear through. He was furious that the horse
balked coming home, forcing Jack to wade an icy
stream. After talking it over we decided to teach the
horse he had made a mistake. We hitched him to a
stoneboat loaded with rock in the middle of a barren
·patch where he could pull the load to feed and water
or he could choose to starve. I'm happy to report that
Sandy got the message and as far as I know he never
baulked again.".
Barbara Smith (the older daughter) became a
violinist. She and her husband live in Summerland,
B.C., and Barbara plays with the Okanagan Symphony Orchestra. Her three sons (all married) are
technologists - the eldest in electronics applied to
astronomy, the second in printing, and the third in
television.
Ruth (my wife since 1936) is a painter, and has
paintings hanging in homes and galleries in England,
India, New Zealand, the United States, and Vancouver. She lives in West Vancouver, and is presently
recovering from a hip-joint replacement. Her four
children all live in British Columbia, her daughter
being a teacher. her oldest son a longshoreman. and
her two other sons family physicians.
The third Sand with daughter. Ursula, lived in
England but (both on hcr own and with her mother)
made visits to her Canadian sisters. She was umnarried, was a secretary and a flautist. She died on
September 26, 1977, and was buried in the small
Bracknell cemetery near the graves of Jack and
Winifred.
The nine Sandwith grandchildren (four Smiths
and five Vv'attersons) are all in Canada, and are made
up of four grandsons and five granddaughters -- nine
great grandchildren of jack and Winifred Sandwith.

his grandmother, rArs. /\ona Titklc (nee Amundso);
one full sisteL Anna: and four half brothers and
sisters, Gertrude, Otto, Irene and Irvin, 'vvh{J \\'ere the
children of Ida Sankey's second husband, Otto Drew.
rvIr. Drew also arrived in North Battlcford,
Saskatche\van in 1012. and later residecI in the Sand\vith district.
The entire family arrived in North Batt k ford ,
Saskatchewan by the end of August. 1912. The hOllse
in vvhich they first lived was located close tu the
present sight of the Batt!eford Cemetery.
\Villiam (Bill) \vorked in North Battleford, Sask.
at Titerk's Tin Smith, making stovepipes and other
tinwares and at Ferric's Butcher Shop as a deli'vcry
boy.
!n 1914 and 1915 Bill helped freight groceries,
and mail from North Battieford to HTley, Sandvv'ith,
the old Medstead store and Glenbush. with a team of
oxen.
In the winterof 1916, Bill freighted fish from llea-la Cross to Meadovv Lake, and occasionally to
North Battleford. There were a few times when tbey
would be surrounded by timber wolves and had to
open a box of fish and give the \volves a feeding: so
they could carry 011.
On October 4, 1917 while threshin~ with his stepfather, Gus Carstenson, on Charlie Lnden's fani1,
NW 27-49-16, Bill got his foot Cllt off in the cylinder
of the threshing machine (Stanley .iones model). Bill
spent thirty-nine days in the North Battleford Notre
Dame Hospital. and his leg was eventually amputated above the knee. The hospital costs were $19.50.
In 1919, when the Gus Carstensen familv moveo
to Salem, Oregon. Bill and his sister. Irene, ~t;Ived in
Vancouver, B.C. with their grandmother,-Mrs.

William H. am! Marie Sankey
William H. Sankey was born in Berlin, Germany
on January 8, 1902. He arrived in New York on
August 22, 1912, with his mother, Mrs. Ida Sankey;

William and Marie Sankey family. Back, L.-R.: Carl, Marie,
William Jr.. Henry, and Art. Front, L.-R.: Margaret, Minnie, Roy,
William Sr., Edith, Eddie, and Chris.
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shot and buried there. The steam engine used to burn
coaL and it 'vvas a pretty sight to see the black smoke
rolling out of the smokestack: hut the sparks used to

Titkie, for scvcr.::ll months. This \\-'as due to Mrs.
Titkie's age: they had to \"lair until papers \,verc rc,"
ceived th"t would allow Mrs. Titkie to enter the
United States. Irene worked at the Roger's Golden
Syrup factory. and it \vas through the help ur the
o\vne1' of Roger's Goiden SyTUp that Bill was able to
acquire a wooden leg.
Bill \vorked ror three years in a garage in Portland, Oregon. and it \vas during this time that he
wrote severa! songs. On the advice of a doctor. Bill
quit working and travc!!ed throughout the United
States.
In 1925 Bill returned to Gallivan. Saskatchewan
to live with his sister. Anna Carstensen. Bill played
for many of the dances in the district and sang some
of the songs he had written. Bill wrote the words to
the "Wabash Cannonball". and Salmer Olson set
music to it after Bill moved back to Sandwith. Bill's
great-uncle, Ira David Sankey, was a ralented song
writer and wrote many famous hymns. Bill played at
many of the dances in the Sandwith District.
In 1927. Bill married Lena Kildaw. of Marron
district. They had one child. Cliff. They were divorced a few years later.
On April 9. 1931. Bill married Marie Andersen in
North Battleford. Saskatchewan. Marie was born in
Dundee. near Peterborough. Omario. on January 12.
1912. Marie Andersen came to Battlerord and Gallivan in the early twenties.
Bill and Marie moved to a farm ncar Rabbit
Lake. and then to Sandwith in 1933. on the
NW-21-48-14. They raised a family of ten children.
When Willie and Art were five and four years
old. Marie had trouble keeping them in the yard.
They would run into the bush and hide. To cure them
of this mischief, as it was dangerous since there vvere
bears in the district. Marie took Bill's bearskin coat
and snuck down over the hill into the bush. Marie
made noises to scare the boys: then Willie picked up
Art and ran as fast as his little legs could carry him.
and trying desperately not to lose Art along the way.
Meanwhile Marie hurried back to the house so she
would be there when the boys got back from this hairraising experience. The boys stayed pretty close to
the yard after that.
They first lived in a slab shack. then they moved
into a log house. During the hard times the family
made their own noodles. ~hey also made coffee by
roasting wheat or barley. They ground wheat with the
meat grinder to make nour. They used lard quite
often. instead of butter on their sandwiches to school.
There were a few train wrecks between our place
and Sandwith. One time there were a few carloads of
cattle which wrecked about a quarter of a mile south
of our gate. Most of the cattle were killed. some were

start gn.lss fires along the tracks. The train also had a

very' beautiful :.;ounding steam \\-'histk. Sunday and
IVluncia y/ Vi/ere about the only' tv,/o days that there
\vaSn 't ~l train, and somdirnes there \vas C"v'('[1 one on
those days, othct'vv'i.se there \\-'ere tvvo, three, four, and
even five times a day,' every vveek. That Vias the \vay
the freight. groceries, maiL grain and Cattle were all
shirped. Nov/ it is all moved by truck. except the
grain. The train had a special car for the passengers
that used to ride on [he train. The tracks have recently
heen removed.
in the 1040's. we used to cut brush vvith axes to
clear the land to be broke. The land was broke with a
steel-vvheel tractor and a one-furrow plough. If the
trees \vcre able to be made into cordwood, we would
haui it home and saw it into cordwood, fOllr foot
lengths. and then load it into boxcars. and ship it by
rail to Saskatoon. North Battle!'ord and Battlcford.
We got between $90 and SIOO for 18 to 20 cords,
depending on the size of the boxcar.
in 1944. Bill bought a cow and calf from Scottie
Ross for $5. Scottie's house was built of sod. 18"
thick. with rails on the inside and out. and sod on the
roof 8" thick. The house consisted of only two
rooms.
The boys hauled water two or three times a week
\ly'ith the horses and wagon, a distance of one and onehalf miles. On the way they would stop and get water
for .lim and Alec Scott who aiso started Carl smoking
at theage of ten.
bv. Qiving'- him his first fline,
,"
in 1949. Bill traded a cow to Arch Leduc for a
Wallis tractor, which took care of the Llse of horses for
the field work.
When we went to the Hyde Park School in the
country, in the Vv'lnter and springtime with the horses,
we vvould sometimes have a \,vagon box full of children. The teacher. Mrs. Nouch. her children Kathleen and Vern. and some more from Sandwith
would walk up the track to our place. and then we
would pick up the Loewen children on the way to
school. In the wintertime. if the snowdrifts were too
deep, we \vol.Jld have to walk ahead of the horses to
break a trail so the horses woulc1n't jump their front
reet over the neckyoke.
Mav 24th was a big day at Sand with. as it was the
sports ~lay, and a ho~day from schoo1. There \vas
always a good turnout of people. and everyone really
enjoyed thernselves, there \vas fun and games for an
ages. This \vas the time for visiting \vith the people
you hadn't seen for quite a while.
We used to visit Otto and Helen Drew quite often.
while they still lived on a farm east of Sandwith.
'-
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They had Helen', dad living with them, he was 103

The William H. and Marie Sankey family con-

years old. Then after they moved into Sandwith \ve
would sec them every time we \vent for mal! and

sisted of:
I. Bill, who was born in !932 at the Notre Dame

groceries. Helen lived until 1070, \vhen she passed
mvay at 105.

Hospital in North BattIeford. He lived at home on the
farm ncar Sandwith until 1951 when he went to Ed,
son, Alberta vvhere he started \vorkin~ for the
C.N.R. Bill was married in !957, to Rosalie Gill of
Armstrong, British Columbia, \vhere Bill \\.iorks as
an engineer for the C, N, R., and Rosa] ie \vorks at the
hospital. One of their children lives in Edmonton,
Alberta, and vvorks at one of the hospitals as Laboratory Technician. The other children live and work in
Kamloops, British Columbia.
2. Art was born in 1933 at Rabbit Lake. He went
to Victoria, British Columbia, in 1955 whcre he
qarteu working for the Department of Highways. Art
was married in 1956 to Shirley Seward of Victoria,
British Columbia, a stenographer,receptionist. They
have a family of four children. Art ane! Shirley still
reside in Victoria, British Columbia, where Art is
sti Il employed by the Department of Highways. Their
two oldest children live and work in Victoria: their
two youngest arc living at horne.
3. Henry (separate story)
4. Carl (separate story)
5. Christian was born in 1939 in North Bat,
tlcford, Saskatchewan. In 1958, Chris married Anna
Bouchard of Medstead. Chris and Anna lived in
L1oyclminster, where he worked at Nelson Lumber.
They had two boys. In May of 1966, Chris moved to
Saskatoon to work at the potash mines, where he was
fatally injured in an accident at the Allen Potash
Mine. Anna now resides in Saskatoon, and is remarried to Harvey White, and now they have two more
children.
6. Margaret was born in 1940 on the farm. In
1958, Margaret married Walter Roske of the Birch
Lake district. where they are presently living with
their three youngest children. The two oldest are
living in North Battleford.
7. Edward was born in 1942 in Rabbit Lake.
Edward's first job was with his older brother, Chris,
in L10ydminster at Nelson Homes.
In 1965, Edward married Katherine Rauser of
Speers, Saskatchewan. They are living in Lloyd,
minister with their two sons. Edward is presently
employed at James' Plumbing and Heating of Lloydminster.
8. Minnie was born in 1943 in North Batticford.
Minnie took a nurses' training in Weybur11, where
she met her husband Lawrence AchtemichuK from
Rhine, Saskatchewan. They were married in 1963
and are now working in Swift Current,
Saskatchewan. Minnie and Lawrence have two
daughters.

Jack Peters Llsed stop at our place on his trips into
Sandwith. He would rest his horses and stop for tca

"- which we very seldom drank unless Jack was
there. Jack said he was going to put a bell on the gate
to ring when he \vas coming, so \\ie could put the tea
kettle on.
Camile Bacrt. the fellow who had lived on the
land which we lived on, came to our place for a visit.
When it came time for him to leave, Chris and Carl
ran up to the railroad track to open the gate for him as
he said he would give them a bite of a chocolate bar.
When he got to the gate he gave them a bite, but it was
a plug of tobacco, and of course the boys took a bitc
and got sick after.

In the wintertime, for fun, we would hitch up the
horses to the sleigh and pick up other neighbors for a
skiing party on some hills. There was usually a fair
turnout of children, as this was the only sport there
was for entertainment.
In the summertime, there was a picture show in
the hall, usually Tuesday night, which cost the chil,
dren 25¢ and adults 50c.
December 1955, we received a phone call that
Grandmother, Mrs. Andersen, (Maric's mother) had
passcd away. Carl, Bill Trotter, grain buyer at Sand,
with, and Marie left to go to the funeral on Monday
morning (the funeral was Wednesday afternoon). It
was snowing so hard that they hit the ditch the other
side of Iffley. Bill and Carl walked to George
Wolokoff's and got a team of horses, then went back
to pick up Marie, who was on crutches. They spent
the night at George Wolokoff's place. Next day they
went to lftley to catch the train at I a.m. They waited
for the train for about four hours. The train came, but
they got stuck at Scentgrass, and had to spend the
night on the train. The next day they spent several
hours shovelling the train out. Carl walked to Art
Hoover's to get some food. Mrs. Hoover sent bread,
eggs, cake and cookies. They got to North Battieford
at 5 p.m. on Wednesday, and had missed the funeral.
On January 12, 1965, Marie went to work for
Mrs. Cheney where Helen Drew was staying. It was a
boarding house for elderly people. Bill also got the
odd job around the place carpentering and driving the
boarders back and forth to see the doctor. A couple of
years later Bill and Marie bought the boarding house.
On July 10, 1974, Bill passed away in Saskatoon
Hospital. Marie is still looking after the house with
seven boarders.
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9. Edith \vas born in 11)46 at home. In ]072, Edith
married Gary \A/akelin of North Battleforc!. They
\i\lere divorced a fe\v y;;;ars later. In June of 1079,
Edith married Charles Schneider of ScotL
Saskatchewan. They' arc living in BattlcforcL
Saskatche\van with rheir t\\/o children.
10. Roy Vias born in 1949 in North Battleford.
Roy attended the University of.saskatchc\V~Hl, Saskatoon, Saskatchc\van and received his Bachelor of
Education Degree, and a Post Graduate Diploma in
Curriculum Studies. In 1071, Roy' married E'v"clyn
Livingston of S1. \\/alburg. They are presently living
in Plenty, Saskmchc\van with their two Jaughters.
Roy teaches high school in Plenty.

and flora have five children. The two oldest arc
married and each had one child. The oldest boy.' is
attending the University of Saskatchc\van in Saskatoon at the College of Engineering. Henry and Flora
and the rest or the family no\\" reside at Buffalo
Nurn)\vs, Saskatche\van. 'vvhere Henry! is empl{iyed
by the Departrnent of Northern Saskatdi\\'an.

Car! and Pat Sail key

Henry was born in 1935 at horne. He \vurkcd on
the C.N.R. section at Sandwith, Hatherleigh,
Scentgrass, and Hamlin, starting in 1952. In 19S5,
Henry married Flora George, of Patuanak,
Saskatchewan. They lived OJ] the farm at Sandwith
until 1965, when they moved to Uoyciminster,
Saskatchewan, v./hcre he worked for the oil rigs
throughollt mllch of the province of Alberta. Henry

1 was born in 1<)37 m home. At the ageoft\velve I
\'\/cnt threshing for Karl KClchlcr. i threshed with Karl
for three years: the first year \\i(1S sure hard as \ve had
a fairly good crop. The bundles were just about as tal!
as I \vas. I then threshed vvith Carl Jacobson and
Hubert Eberle for four years at the rate of $1 an hour.
I remernber when my brother, Art, won a trip to
La Ronge from Nonh Battleford by airplane. Henry,
An, and I gathered ero\v. magpie eggs and legs. Art
had the most poims in school for the eggs and
legs.The rest 01 the sehoul children's points were put
with Art's and our school was one of the top points.
In 1'l52, I broke 24 acres and picked the stones
with a team 01 horses for Art Kennedy. In return, !
got a cross motor Case tractor, which 1 still have. My

Chris. Henry. Carl and Art Sankey hauling water from Spring
Coulee.

Carl Sankey on his cross Motor Case and Case disc breaker.

Henry and Flora Sankey and family. L. to R., Barbara, Arlene,
Marvin, Danny and Travis.

Carl Sankey family, 1980. L. to R., Brian, Bradley, Patsy, Barry
and Carl.

Hellry alia

~'iora

Sankey
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brothers and I worked for other farmers in the country for $2 a day. They talk aboll[ the illfiatiolll1()W, as
you see I worked for next to nothing. I remember
\-vorking for seven days at $2 a day to l;uv a parka that
cost $14. This isn't as bad as what they 'llse'd to work
for. Some people would work for S. 25 a day or even

bought \vhcn Patricia and 1

~ot

married. I'm still

active in the cun'irnunit y.'. I hclf;cd build the arcn,[ and
am no\\/ helping expand the Luthcl',H1 Church.

The John Sattler ,I,,,'w
[n the late 1920\, Vv'C, the john Sattler f<1rn1Iy,
moved to the rvLtrron district near l\/1edskad. Vie
settled on \vhat \vas then the rvbnin Kiidavv' Sr. farm
\vhich is no\v o\vned by' Carl Sankey. "fie made our
home in the same j:'ard that the Sank.eys now !i\\~ In.

as little as $5 a month. The hours \veren't like the
ones some people work today: they would work
hvelve hours a day.
..
Henry, Chris, and! also bought a quaner of land,
NW-26-48-14, for $320: there was n()thin~ broken
until we broke the first 30 acres, then later gc;t a "car;
to clear another 30 acres. We bought this land in
1953, then sold it to Cliff Marsh in 1966.
1 started working for the Department of Highways in 1958. In 1961. I married Patricia ByL dau;htel' of Klass and Helevi Byl of Robinhood. I worked
for the Department of Highways during the summer
and lived on the farm in the wintertime as there were
a few chores to do. We livecl in a 8 x 20 foot house
trailer for three years, Most of the timc was spem
curling with Raymond Desmarias, John Faller. and
Gordon Jones. For three years we curled together and
in the evenings after the games, Ray and John would
stop in for a few games of cards. The card games
would last until two or three in the morning.
In 19591 bought the NW-1O-49-15 for $1000 from
John Kildaw. This became my home quarter.
Our oldest son, Brian, was born in the North
Battleforcl Notre Dame Hospital on the 19th of May
of 1962. Brian is now taking his Grae!e 12 in
Meclstead Central School.
In the fall of 1964 we moved into the housc we
had built. I quit working for the Department of Highways that year as well: as! felt there were too many of
the crew getting paid for doing nothing, and th~is I
couldn't stand. Towards the spring, I got a job driving snowplow for Round Hill Municipality, and during the summer I worked with the motor grader. Also
the spring of 1965, we had our sec one! so~, Barry, on
the 10th of February. Barry is taking his grade 9 at
Medstead Central School. He plays hockey for the
Medstead Bantams.
We bought three quarters of land from Pete Flyer
for $!5,000 of which we borrowed S14,000 fr~m
Farm Credit Corporation and the other $1000 from
the bank ancl another $3000 for machinery. Then in
1972 we bought the NW-9-49-15 with nothing broke
on it, but now have l30 acres broken.
Our third son, Bradley, was born on the 2nd of
Apri! of 1967. Bradley is taking his Gracie 7 in
Medstead also. He plays hockey as well.
We also farmed the old home quarter,
NW-2!-48-14, until !975 when the C.PR, sold it to
Robert Klassen. We are still farming the land we

We: had conle from Gorlitz, Saskatchevv'i.HL a
smail tovin near Canora. Dad, Mother, Akx, \Valtcr,

FreeL Kay, Hilda, Helen. Eva. and L Irene, ail made
the trip together. The older children (dl attended

Marron School.
After a year we moved to the 1'v1oleyvood district.
Dad took up a homestead for himself and also my
brother, Alex, was by' then old enough to take one up,
too. Dad also at this time bought a farm from Alfred
Egeland which joined his homestead. This is where
Eva and I started school. Life on the farm in those
days was a lot of hard work. Land had to be cleared
with only an axe and horses to help. Buildings had to
be built and money was hard to come by.
Dad spent his winters near Birch Lake Siding,
where he cut logs and made ties which were sole! at
lvor Soderberg's mill. This gave us enough money to
see us through the long winters.
Dad managed to get home on weekends. He
would hring home a load of1ogs on Friday night. and
would stay until Monday morning, He would then

C

Walter Beischer, left and Fred Sattler, right, with their pets,
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return to Birch Lake Siding with food for himself and

tasted good after all that time \vith nothing at all to
eat. Then they took him back to his camp and his

a load of feed to do the horses until he returned.

As I remember Dad had sleigh bells on his horses

and on Friday nights as he \vas expected home,

friends were very glad to see him as they had been
looking for him the full three davs. Thev had given

\'iC

up hop~e that they would ever see' him alive and- well
agam.
Mother and we children stayed alone on the farm

children would take turns going out to listen for the

hells. On a clear night they could be heard for a mile
or more. There was always much excitement when
one of the children would come back in to say they
had heard the bells. Then the wait would swrt for him
to arrive. When he did. the horses would be covered
with frost and Dad's big moustache would be covered
with icicles. Dad was happy to be home and Mother
and we children were happy and excited to have him
home.
Dad loved to hunt. and once while hunting in the
Birch Lake Siding area, where he spent his vvinters
he got separated from the hunting party he was with.
and was lost for three days and three nights. It was
clear but very cold. He would walk ail day to try and
find his way back to camp. Then in the early evening
he would stop. make a fire. and put down pine
branches for a bed. He would then try to rest as much
as he could with having to keep the fire going all
night. On the third day he came upon a place where
some Indians hac! shot a deer and had pulled it into
their camp. He followed this trail and it took him
right into their camp. The Indians fed him. He said
that all they had was bannock and coffee but it sure

in the winter except for the weekends when Dad
came home. Mocher with the help of we children

would look aftcr the livestock through the long winter months.

On Sundays we always had a church service. Dael
would read the Bible, and Mother would bring out
the hy'mn book and we would sing. After a few years
a minister came to Rabbit Lake and since there was

no church in our district he \vould come to

Ollf

house

to have the service. A lot of the neighbours would
come with their families for church. Every so often
children were baptized and after church there was
al ways lunch for everyone, and a nice social afternoon was had by all.
Mother loved to garden so in the summer a large
garden was always grown. When vegetables were
ready Mother would take her one-horse buggy filled
with boxes of vegetables and go to Medstead where
they were sold at the store or to whoever would buy
some. With the money she made she would bring
home the groceries neecled for the next week. There
were lots of vegetables left to store for the winter and
even lots left over to give to the neighbors who could
use them.
There were many happy evenings spent around
our organ. which it seemed. everyone could play at
least a little. Someone would play and the rest of us
would sing. On every quarter section there were one

Eva Sattler on top of car, L. to R. Elsie Kildaw, Irene (Sattler)
Krait, Lucille Styner.

John and Julia Sattler.
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thy Lon(joners. He \j./us a 1mv graduate of Oxford and
Cam.bridge Universities. He disliked law and returned to the university to study agriculture and me··
chanics.
Thomasina Saul ..vas horn in Balbriggan, Ireland,
the youngest daughter of six chi1dren. Being frOll1 a
musical fanlily she was very gifted vocally. she
played the concertina, and received many awards for
dancing the Irish jig. She \vas fantastic around anyone sick, a real Florence Nightingale. She was a fine
seam:-;tress, a superb cook, and a wonderful mother.
Dad and Mother immigrated to Canada in May,
!912. They had booked passage on the Titanic but
had to cancel as one of the children took ill. They
arrived frorn Southhampton, England, and lived in
the Montreal area until 1917. Then they moved west
to North BattleforeL v/lth Dad opening a garage on
Main Street. In 1918 they moved to the Hillside
district buying farmland from Rex Ivhtson. Leaving
Mother and the tWll oldest sons, 13 ill and Percy, to run
the farm, Dad opened another garage at Adanac and
Edam to supplement their income. He also worked
for Fairchild Aircraft putting the fuselage in the nose
cone of the bombers during World War Il.
In 1919 there was a tlu epidemic in North 13attletl)rd and the surrounding communities. Mother
and Dad worked day and night tending the sick.
cooking. feecling and washing them. Dad drove the
Doctors' Goodwin and Jackson to tend to the ill.
In the early years my mother took part in most of
the community everHs. The Rev. Paul held church
services at Ward SchooL where mother sang: she,
also, sang for many oftbc dances and social events in
the community. in the early years their neighbours
were as follows: Marshes, Masons, Connellys. Cars,
Barlows. Houstons. Soules. Moores. Shepherds and
Rectors.
Of the children. Bill resides in a Senior Citizen's
Home in Uoydminster: -- Percy and family in Salmon Arm. British Columbia: - Sidney and family in
North Battleford. Saskatchewan: - Ted and family
on the farm at Hillside. Saskatchewan, and Eva and
Marjorie in Vancouver. British Columbia. Mother
passed away in September. 1943 and Dad, in May
1968. They are both buried in the North Battleforcl
cemetery.

or lVI/'O families, so this made for man}! close neighbours. Often un Saturday nights families \vould get
together at one home or another and there vvould be
dancing and lots of 'visiting and lunch for everyone.
This was always a highlight in our \veek.
As we children gre\v older and fini:-:hcd what
schooling Vv'C could, \A/C left home and found jobs.
Kay and \:\/alter left forCanora. Saskatche\van: Helen
fullowed later. Hilda marriec! Reynold Kahl and
moved to a farm not far from home.
Then in f'vlarch of 1936. i\!lothcr passed mvay. By'
this tirne only Freel, Eva, and i vv'crc left at horne. Evu
who was only thirteen at the time, took over the
housekeeping. Fred helped around the farm and
since! was only eleven I did what I could III help the
rest of them. Eva 'vvas still going to schoo! and it
wasn't easy but she did really well.
In 1939 Dad remarried. Mrs. Ollila Riemer from
Borden. Saskatchev.,"1.ln. became ournl:W mother. She
too. loved to garden and have house plants and the
home was soon filled with many bcauriful plants. She
brought with her. her two sons. Paul and Bruno. l!
was nice to again have a mother in the home and for
me to again have tVv'o brothers. since by now 1 was the
only child left at home. Eva had gone to Winnipeg to
work and Freel had gone to a job in the Robinhood
district. l\vo years later I went to ajob in Saskatoon.
Paul and Bruno finished school at Molewooel.
then went to Saskatoon where they finished their high
school. Both then went to the University of
Saskatchewan and four years iater they graduated as
civil engineers.
Dad and Mother stayed on the farm until 1951
then retired in Medstead until Dad entered River
Heights Loclge, in North Battieford. Sask. Mother
went to Saskatoon and lived by herself until the time
came \vhen she couid no longer manage to live alone.
Then for a time she lived with Paul and his family but
the time came when she needed nursing so she t.hen
entered the Lutheran Sunset Hom" in Saskatoon.
Through the years the family has spread out quite
a bit.
Kay no\\,' lives in California: Hi1da in Ke!ov\ma,
S.c.: Helen in Steinbach. Man.: Walter in Flin Flon,
Man.: Fred in Meota. Sask.: Eva in Toronto: Paul and
Bruno in Saskatoon: and 1 in Medstead.
As I said before we lost our mother in 1936. Alex
passed away in 1966. and our new mother in 1978.
Dad passed away in 1968 at the age of eighty-eight.
We loved them all dearly ami still miss them very

Adolph and Emilia Schalm
Adolph and Emilia were both born in Sycho\}.J,
Poland, Adolph in 1899. and Emilia in 1901. They
wefe both raised on a farm, and they knew v<i'hat hard
work was. As children they had to get up early in the
morning at sunrise. and begin the day's work. Their
lire-style certainly differed from today's life-style.
When Emilia was about nine years old, she had'

much.

Irene Kraft

William ami Thomasina Saul
William Thomas Saul was an only child of wGal943

lia and her bruther \Vere s(:nt to the soup line for SUtl1C
fooa for the family. As they patiently waited for their
turn they were horrified to sec their train pulling out
of the station \virbout [hern. Their fatherjumped from
the moving traln to be \vith thern. But

nO\,I/

rhe)' I,.vere

separated ('rom the: rest of the famlly, and, afkr six
months of searching, found their mother in another
city, and a happy reunion tocd( pLace. Ho\vever, there:
was a sad note. Three of Emilia's sisters had died.
\A/hen [he vvar had died down. the famiiy returned
to Poland. Emilia and Adolph vI/ere married on February 22. 1')22. Postwar Poland had link [0 urfer a
young couple. in the meantime. their neighbor had
received a ietter telling of the free land available in
Canada. so they sold their few acres of land and
headed for Canada. Adolph's step-uncle sent him a

The A. Schalm Family (1970) Back row: George, Louis, Reno,
Oswald, Middle row: Gertrude, Erna, Bertha, Sarah. Front
row: Phil. Emelia, Adolph, Herta.

pass.

They travelled loy ship acruss thc Atlantic. It was
not exactly an idyllic cruise for Emilia and the baby,
Erna. The boys. Edmund and George. and their
father fared mllch better. The ship docked in Halifax.
From there they went by rail to Regina. They bought
a farm on mortgage payments at seven dollars per
acre. Together with his brother-in-law. Adolph
bought threc quartcrs of land. and the two families
shared the hOllse. The farm was located near Serath,
about 45 miles north of Regina.
Unfortunately this was the beginning of the
"dirty thirties." Dust storms swept across the open
plains. destroying all hope of an expected "bumper"
crop. By then Adolph's brother. Bill. hac! moved up
north to Belbutte. the bush country. No need to
worry about dust storms up there' So the decision
was made to move again. The family had grown.
Ludwig (Louis). Sarah (Sal). Bertha. and Gertrude
were all born at Serath. So it was quite a chore
packing everything ancl travelling with seven children. It was a fascinating trip for the children who
had done little travelling of any kind. They still
remember the kind conductor who gave them each an
orange. probably the first orange in their life.
The move north was made in October. !9 35.
Adolph and Edmund rode in the box car with the
cattle and foul' horses. The family was met at
Belbutte by Mr. Martz and his team of oxen They
settled in the Loch Side district. Getting feed for [he
cattle that winter was a problem. Adolph and the boys
had to go ten miles for hay. This was cut by scythe in
a muskeg, and carried out by hand.
A living was made by hauling cord wood to town
at the exorbitant bartered price of ninety cents a
cord. With this money they bought flour for bread.
At least they were not starving. they had bread to eat.
However, things were not going to get better for a
while. 1\vo of the horses were stolen one night. A

help herd the catrle as there were no fences. As she
grew older. she did what she could. dearing the land
alongside her father. Little die! she know then that she
would be doing much the same thing in a new land. in
a more seriOus vein.
When World War I suddenly broke out. the people of German origin had to flee from the oncoming
German arIllY because they were under Russian dominion. and were declared traitors by the Germans.
They left most of their belongings behind. and travelled by horse and wagon for six weeks before they
reached the railway station. They took some cattle
along. and. as time passed. they sold them (me by
one. Only one cow. the titmily pet. was kept for
milking. When they reached the station and had to
part with her. the children were heartbroken.
Many people died along the way. It was a sad
sight to see. When they reached the station. the
German army was hot on their heels. They were
fortunate to be able to board the last train leaving
Poland for Russia. The bullets were whizzing past
their heads. Many people were unable to escape.
Once aboard the train. everyone Celt somewhat
more secure. But there was one last obstacle to overcome: the train had to cross a bridge before the
Germans reached it. The race was on' As the train
was crossing, the passengers were all hoping and

praying they'd make it. Finally, after what seemed
like hours. the train arrived safely on the other side.
Suddenly a loud boom was heard echoing through
the canyon. The bridge had been blown up. and it
went crashing down into the river~
The people on the train were tightly crammed
into cattle cars. Sickness swept over them. As they
died. their bodies were merely thrown out to provide
room for others. Finally the train pulled into a big
city in Russia. Here food was provided. Young Emi944

up the sidcs of the ;,vel1 so it \vould not cave in. One
day, as Adolph's cOllsin. Gus Reich. \,vas pulling up
the bucket. it somehow unhooked and went tumbling

third horse \vas sick. Adolph and Emilia hoped and
prayed that it wouldn't die. but this was nor to be.
They accepted their loss. made the sleigh smaller,
and hauled only half a cord with the one remaining
horse.
l\1ost
the people in this area had been settkd
here by the government and vvere given two horses
to start with. So the govcrnmcnt relief man was
approached to see if he would give some he1p. His
reply was. "You arc not my responsibility. You came
on your o\\'n. so \ve arc not responsible for you."
This went on for some time. It was hard to make a
living. Finally, Adolph thought he would write directly to Regina and ask the government to lend
enough money for a horse. The reply was to see the
government man. So back to round one. Hopefully
the man would be in a more receptive mood. He said.
''j' Il see you in a few days." Sure enough. after a few
days. he arrived with a man from Regina. He asked
brilliant questions like: "Why don't you go out
working"" Adolph replied, "Where can I go and find
work') And. if I should find work with a farmer at
four dollars a month, that wouldn't feed my family. "
So the man mused a while. then said: ''I'll give you
six dollars a month relief." Adolph said that that
would be a big help. At least it would buy flour. The
man sat and mused a while longer. then said: ''I'll
make it twelve. "

down, hitting the sides of the well. Adolph was down
in the well. and. as he heard the bucket falling. he
ducked into a corner with his hand shielding his
head. The bucket hit his arm and broke it. That was
the end of \vell-digging. It was novv impussible for
Ado!ph to do any heavy physical work. By the providence of God, it \vas at this time that the mernbers of
the local Lutheran Church asked him to write the
music for their newly-formed brass banet. The selections were taken from the church hymnal. He was
paiJ seven dollars and fifty cents for a score written
for each instrument. In this wny the income was
supplemented that winter.

or

The brunt of the work fell on the boys' shoulders.
There were the regular chores that necessarily had to
be done. They also had to do the grinding. A horsedrawn grinder was used to grind grain into flour and
chicken feed. Chickens were not acquired from
hatcheries as they are today. Eggs would be candled,
to check for fertilization. then set under a clucking
hen. Sometimes up to eight hens were set. each one
with a dozen or more eggs under her. The hatching
elate would be marked on a calendar. and it was rather
exciting to the girls, whose job it was to feed the
hens, to hear the first peep.
For winter travelling, a caboose was used, especially when the weather became extremely cold. It
was reported to have dropped to 72 degrees F one
night in 1942. The train had to stop every so often to
buildup steam. it was so cold. Other ways of travelling were in an open sleigh. or in a cutter. Some
children went to school in a horse-drawn toboggan.
Occasionally they would upset and the horse would
run away.
For clothing in those early years. Adolph made
all the overalls for the boys, anel helped to knit the
socks and mitts for the family. Emilia sewed clothes
mostly out of !lour sacks for herself and the girls.
Yard goods were sometimes bought at the Belbutte
Store. or sent for via mail order from Eaton '5 catalogue, the pioneer's dream book! As times improved,
purchases at the general store increased. 1t was a
great treat for the children to go "to town". and if
they were lucky. to have a penny or two to spend on
candy. George recalls that on one trip to Medstead he
was introduced to the grapefruit. On the way home.
the children couldn', wait to cat them, peel and all'
Needless to say, it was a 'bitter' experience!
in those days people were not entertained by
radio or television. so they created their own entertainment. As Adolph was very musically inclined,
and Emilia could play the mandolin, it was just

So from that time on things went a lot better. The
man also loaned Adolph enough money for a horse.
In the end Adolph never really had to pay for the
horse because the debt was later cancelled.
That first winter. the family shared an old log
shack with the Bill Schalm family. The location was
referred to as "Monk's Place." It had two little
rooms and a small kitchen. Things were a bit
crowded' Each family used one room. Then in 1936 a
quarter section of bush-covered land was purchased.
The location was SE V4-Sec.13- Tp.51- R.14- W3rd.
The logs were cut as the land was being cleared. The
finished shack measured 12xl6 feet. and came complete with dirt floor and sad roof' In a few years
another log shack was built of hewn logs. It had a
shingled roof. The shingles came from Fred Orange's
mill. Trees were grubbed by hand to clear the land. A
grub axe was used. It was a slow job needing a lot of
sweat and determination to clear even a small area.
Now a wei! was the next necessity. The first well
was thirty-four feet deep. The result was sand and
more sand. No water. Then n neighbor, George
Switzer, water-witched a spot. Here they dug down
seventy-four feet. pulling the dirt out with a rope and
a heavy bucket made out of a blower pipe from a
threshing machine. The bottom of the bucket was
riveted on. As they kept getting deeper they boarded
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\va, Mrs. Gossen, "meL sandv/iched in betl,vcen tht.;
last f8\\/ years \\.iere thrt:e stuLly supervisors: Sarah
Schalm (Orange), Elva Gatzke (Heyden). and Jo,,!'ce
S-vv'itLer{CrashleyJ. Teachers nicknamed them "h~lby
sitters", and. because teachers \vert not available or
practical for a fC\v students, the sitters sunervised the
~hildren \ C01TCSpo!1cknce lessons.)
,.
The schuol \,vas ulso the site of the annual Dicnic.
it \\ias a community' event. Dailv Vacation' Bible
School \,vas held in -the school. fvicrnorization C01~
tests \vere held. Sarah remembers memc)riL:iw! 500
Bib!e verses, and \vas rc\vardec! vvith a Bibl~ and
some story books. Attending school \vas a great
social experience. Having to \\~a!k to and from sc~"1oo1
rneant mingling \vith others \'\/ho were l!oing the same
direction. Some good friendships \ver~ rn~;dc, others
were lost. The Schalms' closest neighbors were the
liens. S \v itzers, Oranges. Garncr~, Sopers, Sam
Johnston. Martz's, Skebows, Heydens, Guhls, Taylors, Griffiths, Sunderlands, Millers, Bergens, and
Wilsons. Gus Reich, and Bill Schalms. When the governrnent brought in the central
school system, a four-room school \vas built in
Belbutte. That meant more teachers with fewer
pupils and grades per teacher, vvhich was an improvement. Since there were no school buses when the
reorganization took place, the children had to see to
their own transportation. For awhile they rode the
five miles to school on a special rack built on the back
of the Forcison tractor. Later they were able to take the
V, ton Ford truck. They picked up other children on
the way - Johnny. Bobby, Dorothy, and Betty
Kruger, and Irene Heyden. Sometimes Clifford
Gatzke also caught a ride with them,
The Schalm family is all grown up and married
now. Grandma and Grandpa Schalm have ten children, thirty one grandchildren, and eight greatgrandchildren. The family is scattered across the
continent. George. the eldest, his wife Marg, and
their sons, Allen, Lynden, and Warren. spentmany
years in India doing missionary work. George is
presently the principal of a Bible College in Fredericton, N.B. His wife is also busilv involved in the
school activities. Their sons are n;arrieci. Allen ami
Lynden are ministers in Ontario.
Erna and her husband, Harry Joyes, live in Edmonton. Thev have seven children and eioht urandchildren. Mo~st of their family live in the Edn':'onton
area, with the exception of Olive, who lives in Merritt, B.C. The family is musically talented, and is
often called upon t<.; entertain. Harry is a retired
electrician and repair man.
LOllis, his wife Eva. and their family of fOllr. live
on a farm in the Bapaume district. Lo~is is a councillor for the R,M. of Spiritwood. He is also an elder

natural that the whole farni!v learned to p!a'll sornething. In their home there \\~ere instrume~ts- such as
violins, mandolins, a z.ither, banjo, guitar, autoharp,
organ, and later a couple of accordions. 'They had
traded a cow for the organ, and it is still in the family
today, at the Louis Schalms. When the neighbors
came over for a visit, the instruments \\'ere brought
out, and they \vere entertained.
The oldest son, Edmund, was verv fond of music. Regardless of how hard he had w()l:ked all day he
always found tirne to play his guitar and sing. \Vhen
he passed awav at the age of nineteen after a bout of
rheumatic fe;er. he \~i[h his music was ~reatlv
missed.
.
Friday night was usuallv a communitv gatherino
in Belbutte ~hen the train brought in th~ ,{,ail. Th~
whole district would be there w:,iting to see if there
was any mail for them. People certai~ly did not have
long to wait. The super-efficient postmaster, Louis
Zanatta, had it sorted it no time. While waiting, the
people would visit. It was like a weekly gab session.
Today farmers have big machines and equipment to
speed things up, but they don't have the time to visit.
The Schalms held a strong faith in God. Adolph
was for many years a lay preacher. Church services
were held in different homes to begin with. Around
1938. a store was bought and re;,vated, and was
used as a church. It is still in use today and is known
as Belbutte Church. It was never strongly affiliated to
any particular denomination. For many years Adolph
was the pastor. but now he has given the reins over to
Floyd Berg.
When the Bill Schalms left to live in Alberta,
Adolph purchased their farm and also rented the
Lome Uens' farm. A Children's Bible Camp was
started and held yearly in July. Many attended over
the years. Later it became a family camp. It involved
a lot of work, especially for Emilia, but it was most
rewarding. A tabernacle was built, and a machine
shed was used for a dining room. Sleeping accommodation was found in the hay loft, granaries, tents,
and the house. The camp was held at this location for
twenty three years. Then in 1965, because the farm
was sold, the camp was relocated at the Mike Pliska
farm near Meadow Lake. Since 19n the Family
Bible Camp is now being held on the Floyd Berg
farm. two miles north of Belbutte.
School played an important role in the life of the
pioneer community. It was ihe centre of education, of
entertainment, and of a variety of meetings. The
children all attended Loch Side'School in S~D. No.
5054. (Some of the teachers were: Mr. Rempe!, Mr.
Bolt01l, Miss Perry, Mr. Cairns (an ex-RCAF man),
Miss Stein, Miss Mcintosh (Mrs. Pete Young), Mr.
Christie, Miss Koppa (Mrs, Cadrain), Miss Ornawk946

in the local church at Bapaume. and secretary of the
local Wheat Pool Committee. Eva took a trip to
Ireland recently. There she met many relatives. some
she did not know she had. Ralph has completed a

dined. She set a record \vhen she \vas in high school

course in farm mechanics at Kelsey institute, and is

\vent on and passed the vvTitten finals to\vard a doctoratc. He spent a number of years attending Arnerican

in winning seven of the eight events she entered.
Reno. through hard work and determination.
achieved his Master's degree in Geography. then

employed in Saskatoon. Albert is a farm laborer.

Sandra is attending a business schooL and Lorne is in

universities. at Fayetteville. Ark .. and Athens. Ga.
He was involved in custom combining from Texas to

Junior High.
Sal and Henry live on the Orange home place.
formerly Bell's Mill. Their son. Randy. has Completed a course at a business college. When Shannon
graduated from high school she became Mrs. Don
Kozlowski and they have a wee son. Kim Donald. Sal
has been teaching school at Medstead for 15 years.
mainly the grade two class. Henry still does a bit of

Saskatchewan. He now lives in Regina with his wife,
Nancy. who hails from Florida. and children Nathan
and Rachel. He is employed by the Department of
Agriculture as a land use coordinator.
The most seasoned overseas travellers of this
family are the eldest and the youngest. Phil. the
youngest, took a trip to Singapore a few years ago.
He was involved in setting up an English program in
a college. He spent two years there. during which
time he toured other places. such as the island of
Bali. Phil has acquired his Master's in Education. He
is a director in the Instructional Resources division of
the Department of Education. He and his wife,
Shirley. reside in Regina with the children. Seth and
Jessica. Shirley is a psychologist at a girls' correctional school.
Grandma and Grandpa Schalm have always been
known for their hospitality. They still enjoy having
friends drop in to visit and to have a bite to eat. At the
age of eighty. Grandpa is still active. He cuts his own
firewood and hauls it home. In winter he knits socks
for family and friends. up to six dozen pairs a winter l
He keeps Eaton's in business buying yarn from them.
Grandma also keeps very active. She has been
through three major opcrations which have left her
with a heart condition. This has not cleterrcd her from
keeping a spotless house. caring for a large garden
and strawberry patch. canning and freezing much of
their food. and sewing. knitting and quilt making.
Grandma. at 78. is still the best cook in the world.
Grandpa faithfully remembers the birthday of each
family member with a carci. The family agrees that
they are the greatest!

logging along with farming.
Bertha and her son. Aaron Chester. live in Edmonton. She is employed at a hospitaL and often
comes back home to visit the folks. Aaron is in grade
three. He plays in a hockey and a soccer league.
Gert (Cronin). her husband John. and children
Anthony. Shawn. and twins Stacey and Scott. live in
Edmonton. John is presently head custodian at one of
the West End schools. It was only a few years ago that
Gert was on a kidney machine and was spending
more time in the hospital than out. She had a kidney
condition known as Nephrouretercaicinosis. A
kidney transplant was necessary. and a donor
needed. Each member of the family had blood samples taken and sent to Edmonton. The only perfect
match was Phil. The rest of the family was certainly
proud of him the day the transplant took place. It has
given Gert a new lease on life.
Oswald. his wife Liz. and their five children live
in Brooks. Alberta. Ozzie is the principal of the
Junior High School. Liz is also a teacher. an excellent
cook and homemaker. The family are great sports
enthusiasts. The children. Sherry. Sherwin.
Michelle. Jonine and Sheraine. were delighted when
they moved to an acreage just out of Brooks. They
built a beautiful home to accommodate their active
family. On July L 1979 the Schalm family held a
reunion at their place. This was the reunion at which
all the immediate family members were present. The
sixty-seven family members that gathered enjoyed a

Wilhelm ami Martha Schalm
(as told by Bill himself)

We emigrated from Poland to Serath. Sask. in
1927, but. because of adverse farming conditions. we
left the prairies and filed on a homestead at Belbutte.
sight unseen. The Saskatchewan Government promised they would supply a freight car to move the
possessions of those families who wanted to settle on
a homestead. So a cousin. Gus Reich. and I ordered a
freight car between us and loaded it with all our
possessions which consisted of one horse. four head
of cattle. a few pieces of old farm machinery. and
miscellaneous pieces of household goods.

great time visiting, singing. and playing musical
instruments.
Hertha (known affectionately by her friends as
Hattie). lives at Conway. Arkansas. Her husband.
Steve Roy. operates a large dairy farm. Hertha works
as a secretary in Conway. Their son. Ben. is in the
first grade and has the cutest southern drawl y'all
have ever heard! Steve has been quite successful with
his herd of Jerseys. and has been featured in newspaper articles. Hertha was always athletically In-
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immediately. The officer proceeded to question the

first mar. and found out that he was not eligible to
apply, because he \vas not a Canadian citizen. As
luck \Nould have it, the chosen piece of land was now
'mine.
N~eding a ride home, \ve approached a nl21n frOI11
our district \vho had a car. In conversing with him, ViC
found out later that this was the man who had left so

abruptly upon thinking he could not get the land he
wanted. and then finding out that I had received it
upon the first J11an's ineligibility. Needless to say. he
was somewhat put out, but he relented and took me
horne for a fee, admitting that it certainly waS not my
fault he had lost the lam!. I then told him of another
farm in the district that had recently become available. He applied and got the land.
1 was myself able to rent another quarter section
that had some buildings on it and so we moved in.
Shortly after we moved in, we found out that the
house was full of bedbugs, so. taking only what was
necessary, we moved into a granary, and began exterminating the bugs in the house. A neighbor saw an ad
in the paper for a fool-proof method of getting rid of
the bugs. He sent for it, and what he received was two
blocks of wood' We used the well-known method of
burning sulphur. The smoke, and the smell killed the
bedbugs. Eight months later our new cabin was completed on the original property and the family moved

Bill Schalm Family. Front to Back: Gerry, Eddie, Wilma, David!
Edith, Ruth, Betty, Jenny! Esther (Martha, Mrs. Schalm),
Henry, Alfred! (Bill, Mr. Schalm), Margaret, Alma, Dorothy.

In the meantime, the government inquired
through the municipality of Mcdstead, as to whether
the homestead we had filed on was suitable for farming. They were told on inquiry that it was not suitable
for farming, and we later found out that they feared
that the area would not prove to be a productive
farming community, and. in that event, relief would
have to be paid out to the settlers. As a result we had
to pay a sixty dollar charge for the freight car which
was already loaded, and for which we could hardly
afford to pay.
When we arrived at Belbutte, we had no place to
live, so we took up temporary residence with some
friends, the Martzs. They had arrived the previous
year from Regina, and had already built a two-room
log cabin. This mC;;lnt that for a time there were
twelve people living in rather cramped quarters.
When I saw the parcel of land I had appl ied for, l,
too, decided that it was not fit to furtn. Shortly after.
another quarter section became available in the area
and, after seeing it, I decided to file a claim on it.
There was a set date on which we were to go to
Mcadow Lake the day before we had to file. If there
happened to be more than one person filing on the
same claim, it went to the first person in line. As it
happened, there were two other men in line ahead of
me that were interested in the same piece of land.
neither of whom! knew about. After waiting all night
long in front of the claim office, the man directly in
front of me stepped up to the desk and asked for the
same quarter that I was interested in.
On hearing the first man's inquiry about the land,
the second man, thinking he had no chance, left

lll.

When we first built, through lack of funds the
cracks of the log house were filled with moss from
the nearby muskeg. However, in time the moss dried
ouL and soon the cracks were open again, leaving
many a cole! winter night inside as well as outside.
The following summer it was plastered with the help
of a man who was a plasterer by trade.
There was no school in the district. so when
school was started in the fall the children attended
classes in the home of Mr. Ireland, until the school
was completed.
Our immediate neighbors were the Lorn Uens)
John Druger ancl Jack Heyden.
Transportation consisted of a horse-drawn wagon
in summer, and a sleigh in winter. The sleigh hacl a
caboose with a stove in it to keep us warm.
I cleared sixty acres of bush by hand. In the
winter we would cut cordwood sell it in Belbutre or
Medsteacl for money for supplies to keep the "woif
from the door," so to speak. I recall that on one of
these trips in the winter, the horses seemed to be
taking a long time to get there. I later found out that it
was sixty degrees below zero, F
Neighbors in those days would help each other
with the use of machinery and horses. Whenever help
was needed they were more than helptul. 'rhe women
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acted as midwives for each other, since the nearest
hospital thell was at Meadow Lake. Our oldest
daughter, Margaret, remembers v./alking two miles in
the middle of the night to fetch Mrs. Martz because a
baby was due. I rcmcrnber one time \ve went to help
the neighbor butcher a pig. It had rained and so it \vas
rather muddy out. We got the pig hanging up, when
something broke and down it came into the mud~ So
much for helping the neighbors I
Although we did not spend many years in
Belbutte, we think of the hard times as well as the
good times. And most or all, we think of the many
good friends we made, many we have since lost touch
with, and others that remain close friends, that we
have visited with over the years.
We arc now living in retirement in Salmon Arm,
B.C. where we have been residing for twenty-seven
years. Our family, which eventually grew to fourteen
children, consists of nine girls and five boys, who are
all married and have families of their own. The
children, from oldest to youngest are: Margaret,
Dorothy, Henry, Alma, Alfred, Esther, Ruth, Betty,
Jenny, Edith, David, Wilma, Gerald, and Edwin.
They are all living in B.C. or Alberta, with the
exception of Ruth, who, with her husband, is in
charge of an orphanage in Brazil. We have forty
grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren. Our
family now totals eighty-one members: a rather large
group at family renions.
We are both in very good health and keep busy in
church and community activities. We have made a
number of return trips to Saskatchewan to visit
friends and relatives, and to reminisce of bygone
days.

Fred Schindel family taken in 1946. Back row: L. to R., Fred
(father), Art, Mum, unidentified, Harry, Lena. Front: l. to R.,
Fred, Della, Betty.

were dry so they had to sell some cattle in order that
they would have enough feed for the few cows they
had. They had to keep some so there at least WOLlId be
milk for their children.
Our food supply was not plentiful but we never
went hungry. There was no butter for the bread, but
we had lard and butter was a great treat. Our toys at
Christmas consisted of things my grandfather whittled out of wood. He made a rocking horse out of
wood ane! covered it with the hide of a calf. Our clad
would go twelve miles to get a small spruce tree for
Christmas on which we had fun hanging popcorn and
cookies. There were never any presents under the
tree but we had an enjoyable Christmas Eve, singing
carols. Dad would play the clarinet while we sang.
Before we had a radio our evenings were spent
doing embroidery or Dad would play the violin and
Mother would dance with us. When Arthur and I first
started school, we couldn't speak English as we only
spoke German at home. Our first teacher was Miss
Heeb.
As we belonged to the Lutheran Church, we had
church services held at the homes of Lutheran members. Later we would drive with the horses to Avery
School for church services. Our closest neighbors
were Langes, Socierbergs, Pfeifers, Millards, Zimmers, Grants anel Englehardts.
In 1939, Gottfried Jr. was born. He finished
school and has been working in a bank. He lives in
Cranbrook, B.C. He is married and has four children.
Elizabeth was born in 1942. After she graduated
from school, she too worked in a bank, and the post
office in Saskatoon. She is married to Laurie Cone
and they have three children,

GoUfried Schindel Sr. Story
Gottfried Schindel better known as Fred, his wife
Natalie and four children, Arthur, Lina, Harry and
Adele arrived on the train at Glenbush in December
1934. They heard through their father, Henry Englehardt, that there was land to be opened up. Their
sole possessions were nine head of cattle, some
household furniture, linens and clothing.
They lived with Natalie's parents, the Englehardt's, as there were no buildings on the farm.
Fred worked during the winter at Ivor Soderberg's
sawmill, cutting logs for lumber so that he was able
to build a house and other outdoor buildings. But
with poor clothing and cold, damp weather, Fred
became very ill with pneumonia and spent all that
February in the Rabbit Lake Hospital.
In the spring he slowly started building a house
and did brush cutting in order to clear land to be
cultivated. With machinery borrowed from his father-in-Iaw, he broke about forty acres but the years
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We bought our first car in 1949, ancl had electricity put in at the farm in 1956, The farm was sold in
1964 to John Dzialo, Art and his parents moved to
Saskatoon. Then in 1964 they bought the Conquest
Hotel. In 1966, they sold that hotel and bought the
Asquith Hotel. Art ancl his parents sold their business
in Asquith in 1977. They bought a house in Asquith
ancl in May of 1978, Fred Schindel passed away. Art
is working at the Com inca mine near Delisle, Sask.
I Lina, live at Grandora, Sask. We live on an
acreage and my husband and 1 work in the city. We
have eight children and seven grandchildren. Harry
is married and has two children from his first marriage. He is a carpenter by trade. Adele married Ray
Sowter, an electrician. They live in Saskatoon, ancl
have three children, and one grandchild.

dances, and the movies in the hal!. Also the school
concerts y.lere always something to look forvvarcl to.

Betty Schindel (Cones)
! was born in Rabbit Lake, on June 7, 1942. 1took
all my schooling at Glenbush during that time. ! lived
'vvlth Grandma Engelhardt through the week. I
worked part time in the post office with Mrs. Brown.
My first year of curling was when I was 12. ! curled
with Glen Gallagher. During that season they decided
to change lead to skip and second to third and visaversa. r was skip for Glen Gallagher. It was fun. ,n
grade twelve I was skip for the high school girls. We
went on to compete in the Northern Sask. Competition, but lost.
I vividly remember the school concerts, and how
everyone took part, the whole community came out.
It used to be the highlight of the year. There was also
a time when I was the Glenbush reporter for the
North Battleford News Optimist.
I graduated from grade 12 in 1960. I missed my
graduation because! had my appendix out just at that
time. My best friend was Hedy Loewen from grade
one to grade twelve. After grade 12, I moved to
Saskatoon and had various jobs in various places.
1 married William Lawrence Cone and we have
three children. There are two girls and one boy. We
live in Saskatoon now.

H.arry Schindel
Harry Schindel now age forty-eighL left the
Glenbush area in 1956. He spent most of his time at
the West CoasL B.C. Some time was spent at
Thompson, Manitoba. Since 1963 he has been
around Gibson, Port Moody and now in Houston. All
are in B.C.
Harry's wife's name is Patricia. He is a carpenter
by trade. Harry is now employed on construction at
the Equity Silver mine. It will go into production
some time in late 1980.

Arthur Schindel
Arthur Schindel was born all September 23, 1928
in the Bergheim district near Saskatoon. He came
with his parents to Glenbush and being new residents, we didn't meet too many of the people. As Art
grew near school age, he developed a phobia. Many a
time he would beg Dad that if he would let him stay
home from schooL he would manure the barn for
him. School became a torture not only for Art but his
teachers too. He dropped out of school at the age of
fifteen and helped dad with the farm work. When he
was eighteen he went to Sudbury and worked at the
nickel mine for a few months. Art enjoyed sports
such as baseball, bike riding and fishing.
Sundays were usually spent riding ten miles to
visit Kuchlers at Bournemouth. There, a gang of
about twenty young people would gathel; such as the
Neufelts, Millers, Zimmers anel the Schindels. We
then would spend the day playing ball, and riding
bikes at Spring Coulee. The boys would shoot gophers, and one time decided to roast a C1'O\\', but it
wasn't the most appealing dish'
Later when the curling rink was buill, Art became
an active member. He also joined the Medsteacl Elks
Lodge in 1952. He remained on the farm until his
pare'llts sold out. He is still an avid sports fan and

Harry Schindel and wife, 1979.

Della Schindel (Sowter)
Adele (Della), attended public and high school in
Glenbush. In 1953-54 she was employed at Stoke
School as a teacher substitute and also at Artichoke in
1954-55. Then in 1955. she left the Glcnbush district
to seek employment at the Bank of Montreal in North
Battleford.
Things which seem to be highlights in her earlier
years were, the farm and its activities and the community gatherings, whist and cribbage games, the
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ting, crocheting, macrame and ceramics. 1 belong to
the Ha\voous \Vomen's Institute. I--::'ivc years ago I
started work at G. '\Ai. G. Ltd. and a year ago 1 became
an instructor at the plant. l'rn tht~ chaiqx:rson at the
CiT (Comrnunily involVement Team) at the plant.
The CIT dOt;s charity work for the community.

gives support to the iocal hockey team at Asquith. He
organized the first Elks Lodge at Asquith and became
the first Exalted Ruler at Asquith. He has played a
major role in organizing sports days" ball tournaments and sponsoring hockey teams. He has his o\vn
boat and spends most of his surnmer \,veekends at the
luke fishing. He does not allow ,,\lamen to go along,
even his OVv'l1 sisters, as he docs not want them. to
spoil his fishing trip. in other 1"vords he has remained
a true bachelor.

Fred Schindel Jr. Story
by Fred Schindel, Jr,
Born: November 23. 1939. Gotfriecl (Fred)
SchindeL Jr. Parents: Natalie and Gottfried Schindel.
Resided and raised on a farm one mile north and cast
of Glenbush. Schooling: Glenbush elementary and
high school. graduated with the Class of 1957.
Over the lllany years away from Glenbush,
Sask., I have many fond memories of the area I grew
up in. especially my school days, as I left the area in
1958 to travel and pursue a banking career.
Some of my fondest memories are the fact that I
still lived in the horse and buggy and sled days. I can
always remember the morning drop off, of all the kids
on the cold frosty (-40) mornings. Many families
used to come in the covered caboose with wood
heaters in them, the Bargen family. the Pauls family,
the Loewens. Martins. Isaacs and many more. For
years they used to use old Hank's barn as the place to
keep their horses during school hours. Also, Zimmermans hau a small barn behind Pete Pauls' garage
that used to hold three or four teams.
After school was interesting as the odd race
would ensue as to who had the best team, so main
street would get some real action on occasion and the
odd runaway would occur with sled and cutters going
into the willows beside Carlson's home.
During the spring to fall. as kids, my sisters,
Lena and Della. ane! latcr Betty. would walk across
the fields of ! vor Soderberg and .lohn Grant. On
occasion 1vor Soderberg would change a field to
grass land, and have his cattle herd run on it. One
particularly hot spring day, after the cows had heen
put on the field to graze with their calves, we were
crossing the field, when Ivor's cows decided to get a
bit mean. I can remember doing the 100-yard dash
for a fence which was 200 yards away. as the cows
took after us. I can remember the slide for the barb
wire with lunch buckets and books !lying in all
directions.
Another of my fond mcmorjes was the Friday
8:30 A.M. train, going to North Battieford. when all
the people would gather at the station in their Sunday
best. going to North BaHleford for a day of shopping,
and returning around 8:00 P.I'v1., the same evening. it
was like a community social on the platform, people
milling around and talking. freight and express being
readied for loading, and the old five-gallon cream

Una Schindel
l. Lina Schindel. was born on January. i. 1931 at
Bergheim. vie came to G!enbush \A/hen! Vias about
four. 1 vaguely remember being very ill vvith typhoid
fever. and my hair fell out. vVe were very scared. like
rabbits. Not being able to speak English didn't help.
Mom sent Harry' and me to Harrison's one day to get
her cabbage bedding plants. She told us how to say
cabbage plants and gave us 25<1 to pay for them. "Vv'c
lost our money down the drain in front of the store. so
we stood for hours till Mom finally came looking for
us. We didn't know how to tell Mrs. Harrison that we
lost Ollr money.
The first time we saw Mr. Jamerson. we hid
behind Mom. He tried to give us some candy but
there was no \\/ay' we would take it. Another instance
was, Mr. Doidge gave us a slice of watermelon which
Harry and I were ogling. We went outside and threw
it away without taking a bite as we didn't know what
it was.
Things to do were pretty well what you made for
yourselves. In spring on a Sunday, we would drown
gophers or \valk along the railroad and put stones on
the tracks. ! enjoyed the outdoors very much. I hated
dishes and hOllse work in general. Every chance I
got. I \\'as nut in the woods gathering leaves to press,
or catching butterflies for my collection, or gatherng
rocks for another collection I had.
Harry and I would play hookey from school. We
would tell the teacher that we had to go home to help.
Then we spent the day hunting for crow and magpie
eggs. One sllch occasion I climbed the tree and Harry
was holding his cap so that I would take a good aim
and throw the egg into the cap. The egg hit a branch
and broke all over Harry's nose. The highlight of a
typical Friday night \vas "the gatherings at the ;ailroad
station, to wait for the "skunk" to arrive from North
Battleford. and talk to Ma Brown at the post office as
she lent an car to young and old.
After I finished high school. I supervised at Stoke
School for a yaer. Then I came to Saskatoon where I
met Ralph at a Bergheim dance. 'Ne were married in
1952 and I ended up with a classroom of my own
children. I have many hobbies such as sewing, knit951

cans stacked high on a cart to be loaded. What an
exciting occasion for aIL the ride to the Junction and
to Sandwith. Iffley, etc., and many towns I can't
remember! It was a great time and a great memory for

Belbuttc waS a pretty busy place when we first
moved up. There was a post office, and at that time
rnail \vas picked up from the train. There "vas a sture,
an elevator, curling rink, hall, service station, school
and Belbutte Church. Now all that is lef[ is the hali.
service station, curling rink and Belbutte Church.
The Lutheran Church \I,.'as out in the country
about jY2 miles from our place. In l034, the}' sold the
church in the country and built a nc\v one in Belbutte.
In 1968. the Lutheran Church \vas moved to Spiritwood.
In the fall of 1953, Yvonne staned school in the
Stoke School district. Her teacher was Miss Marion
Ogburn. We lived only 2V, miles from school.
In the summer of 1953, they bui It a three room
school in Belbutte which included a High School.
That meant hauling your children 3V, miles to
school.
The new school opened after Christmas and
Stoke was closed. Yvonne then went to Belbutte up
to grade eight. Fay started school in 1956.
In the fall of 1961, Belbutte High School was
closed. Belbutte students from grade nine up had to
go to Medstead. That's when busing started, The
girls walked a mile to the bus. They had to be there by
10 minutes to 7 in the morning. They didn't get home
until around 5:30 in the evening.
In the spring of 1962, we bought three more
quarters of land. The NE V. of Sec. 21. TS50, R13,
W3rd, and S V, of Sec. 22, TS50, RI3, W3rd. This
we bought from the Sand's estate. Fred got some
brushing and breaking done which mean£ picking
roots and stones.
On April 30, 1962, our only son Michael was
born in the Spiritwood Union Hospital.
In the summer of 1964, we built a new house and
on December 9, 1964, our third daughter Gale was
born in the Spiritwood Union Hospital.
In 1968. Michael started school in Medstead.
Belbutte no longer had a school as it was sold for a
granary, By then the bus came into the yard to pick
them up. Gale started school in 1970. They had some
kindergarten then and Gale went for about a month.
The parents had to do the driving.
June II. 1965, Yvonne married Raymond
Gatzke. They farmed NE of Belbutte. They have two
children. A son Darcy born August II, 1966, and a
daughter Tammy born October 5,1967.
Fay married Merle Berg on June 14, 1969. They
have one son Warren born November 17,1972. They
live on Sam Zwers' place.
In 1974, we semi-retired. We rented a half section
to our son-in-law Raymond. The other three quarters
Fred kept for pasture and for growing feed for his
cattle,

me.

While I could reminisce for days about Glenbush
and my life until I was eighteen years of age, I left
Glenbush in 1958 and joined the Imperial Bank of
Canada in Saskatoon, Sask. From there! relocated in
Alberta, Donalda and Red Deer, 1959 -- 1960: on to
windy Maple Creek, Sask. in 1961: Fort Nelson,
B.C .. 1962 -- 1964, and Fort McMurray, Alberta in
1964 - 1967: Edmonton, 1967, and then to Los
Angeles, California in 1968 - 1973. ! returned to
Canada with the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, and 1 now reside in Cranbrook, B.C. with my
familv: wife, Marion. two sons and two daughters.
dlenbush, its people and my memories of the
,40s and' 50s are very dear to me indeed,

Fred and Gladys Schindel
We were married in Saskatoon November 8,
1945. We farmed for about three years around Saskatoon, then we moved into Saskatoon. Fred decided
he wanted to work out instead, which didn't last too
long.
Fred had an uncle who farmed at Glenbush, We
came up for a visit and thought this was a beautiful
part of the country to settle clown in. Fred thought
he'd like farming here. His uncle told him about a
quarter for sale at Belbutte. We bought this land in
the spring of 1951 from Paul Gatzke NW VI Sec. 2 I.
TS SO, RI3 W3rd. On this land there was a log house
20' by 30', a log bam, chicken barn, pump house and
a few granaries. We rented the farm for two crops to
Fred's cousin Art.
We moved up in the fall of 1952. Fred came up by
train with our two horses, three cows, some chickens
and most of our possessions. Our two daughters.
Yvonne age five and Fay age two, and I came up in
our Chevy truck (which we still have) driven by
Fred's brother.
We bought another quarter of land that fall from
Rudolph Gatzke SW V•. Sec. 21, TS50. R13, W3rd.
We were a mixed farm, grew grain, milked cows,
raised pigs, raised chickens and sold eggs. This all
helped to pay our bills. In the spring we took our first
loan to buy a tractor, (int~rest was only 5% at that
time).
We had very good neighbors. In the winter
months we did a lot of visiting, and played a lot of
cards. In the summer we went to the lake a lot. Birch
Lake mostly. Around Christmas all the country
schools had Christmas programs which we went to
and enjoyed very much.
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mill. in ](.uwary, !90:2. our pump hou~e burnt dO\'v'D,
then in ApriL three of Ollr cattk \vere hit by a train,
t\NO of them were killed.
Our children all attended schooL first in
Be!butte, then later in iVicdstead.
Marlene graduated from Medstead Central. then
took a C.N.A. course. In 1963. silt; married Herb
Chenvoniak of rv1edsread. they have two boys and
live in Prince Albert.
PerL'Y completed his grade [en. then took a
c,-lIventry course at technical schooL ootaining his
journeyman's papers. In i966. he n1'-llTied Audrcv
'Bjur o~f Belbutlc, they have t\\,'o girls and reside i~l
Saskatoon.
in 1966, \\ie sold our land to Norman Anlcndt.
and moved to Saskatoon. '0/(; no\\-" have a half-section
of land just outside the city.
Larry is employed by the C.N.R. Gustave Jr. is at
home on the farm. Our memories of Carrollton are
good ones and We left many good friends behind.

In the summer \Vc keep ourselves busy gardening
and looking after the yard. In 1479 vy'e "von a iV1erit
r'\v/ard from the Spiritwood Horticultural Socidy
\vhich we're quite proud of.
!n 1979. the tent caterpillars invaded us. \Ve had
them by the tons. Hope they're not as bad next y'ear.
The}' ate everything they came across.
This is a beautiful country with all the beautiful
lakes and trees. 'Vv'e have enjoyed Ollr life here and we
are glad we decided to settle here.

The Gustave Schilldel Family
We moved to the Carrollton district in July, 1955,
where \ve had purchased u quarter of land from Art
Schindel. (This land had previously been owned by
Caroline and Julius Gatzke.)
My wife, Lillian, daughter Marlene and two sons
Percy, and Larry came with me.
We were able to rent another half-section of land
from the government. This half-section was all bush,
so the hand work began. In the next three years we
broke one hundred and thirty acres and in 1958, we
were able to purchase this land.
In 1959, our crop was snoweclunder, that was our
first bit of bad luck.
In December of 1959 our youngest son Gustave
was born.
The next few years were good farming years. In
1961, I lost my right hand while helping on a saw

Alfred alld Rose Schhmegger
by A. Schhmegger
In August of 1928 I len my job in Ontario and
took an excursion train for the west to help harvest
the bumper crop. When we landed in N. Battleforcl
the farmers \vcren't hiring any help, the crops having
been frozen the previous night. 1 then took on work

Gus Schindel on first tractor. Sons, L. to R., Larry and Gustov,

Junior.

Alfred Schlunegger and wife, Rose.
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and stools. Every' day chores consisted of caring for
my' gro\ving herd.
In the spring

or

i933 1 got married. The hOLlse

\'I,'asn't quite read).' to move into so my' \\-'ire and I
lived in the shanty. I worked on the hOLlse between
my farm \vork and \\'c moved into it in August. Our
furniture consisted of an iron bedstead \vith boards
for springs (the forerunner of the no'.,\' populur posture board>. a cast iron cook stove, the table, dc. I'd
malic, and a fc\v pieces of boards put up for shelves.
The weather in Nuvember and December of

lS1Y~

was bitterly cold. The !ittle cook stove did its best.
but it just couldn't keep the chill out of the bedruollL

Alfred worked lor Roy Coffman. building railroad grade. 1929.
L.to R .. Billy Knutson. Roy Collman. Alfred Schlunegger. John
Yakk. Gerry Timmins,
Johnson and his two boys.

lA;'c had a lumber ceiling over the kitchen so 'vve laid
our mauress up there <lnd slept more comfortably.

On December 30th I went to Hallis' store to buy

with Mr. Roy Coffman building grades and sidings
for the CPR. ! stayed on with the outfit for that and

some groceries. He jLlst had a shipment of airtight tin

heaters in his store. 1cOlllmented to a fellow shopper
how cosy one of those heaters would be. Mr. Hallis

the two following seasons. \Vages were $RO per

month for "pushers" and $S() for dumpwagon drivers. We worked in the Belbuttc, Spiritwood, Leoville
and Debden areas.
After freeze-up that rail I went to Medstead and

overheard me and asked" Don't you have a heater in
yourhollse'?"l answered in the negative, saying that I

couldn't afford one. He said, "Nobody can afford to
be without a heateL 1\lke one and all the pipes you
need and pay me whenever you can. -- I could have
kissed that ill an , and, had he come hOllle with me I'm
sure that my wife would have, she was so happy. By
New Year's Eve we had the house warmed up anel at
the same time the cold receded before a Chinook. By
noon on New Year's Day it was thawing and the next
day it rained. It cooled off again after a few days but
for the rest of the winter it hardly ever got below zero.
However, we cherished that heater for many winters
and even now, whenever we have a cold spell we

bought trapping gear and with two of my co-workers.
Gerald Timmins and John England we moved out to

the bush, Our home on the shore of Buffalo Lake was
a dugout. Space was limited but we were comfortable, We caught some fur and did odd jobs for the
nearby settlers. In the spring we trapped muskrats
which we solei for 25 to 35~ per pelt. We spent a good
winter and made more money than had we worked in
bush camps, the only work available then.
In the fa!! of 1929 I again went to Medstead and
settled in with Mr Bob Fritzsche, an old time resident who farmed south west of MedsteacL That winter I bought a quarter of land from Mr. Joe Randall,
two miles south and one mile east of Medstead. I also
filed on a homestead.
After freeze-up in 1930 Mr. Coffman asked me to
move the horses to winter quarters from Debden to
Mr. Nickel \ farm south of Glenbush. I had George
Chittler help mc. The stooks were still in the field
standing in a foot of snow. Most gates were open and
it was often difficult to keep those fifty-two head of
horses on the road. We were three days on the road.
Mr. Coffman folded up his business that winter so
in the spring of 19311 started farming. Inow had two
horses and a couple of cows.
That fall! built a log shanty on the homestead, 12
x 12 feet and a barn. In the winter I cut fire-killed
spruce logs in the bush fourteen miles away, to build
a house on the homestead. I built it the following
winter. 16 x 22 feet, a storey and a half high, partioned off into a kitchen-dining area and a bed-sitting
room, In stormy weather I made a table, cupboard

remember that heater and Hurry HalEs' humanitaria-

nism.
Gradually I built up a herd of cattle and horses
and 1broke some land each year. Every year I planted
a garden and sowed grain but the drought was creeping lip on us and prospects were very dismal.

In the sUlllmer of 1936 a neighbor, John
Schulkowsky and! travelled many miles with a team
of ponies and a Bennet buggy in search of greener
pastures. On September 25th with all our belongings
loaded on two \vagons and trailing our stock we

departed for the North. Thus ended my eight years of
farming in Medstead.
John Schulkowsky on Roany helped us move and
a week later we arrived at our destination, a ranch six

miles north of Green Lake.
Over the years we moved a few times, always to
our betterment. We raised a family of three girls and
one boy. We are now the proud grandparents of
eleven boys and three girls, also a granddaughtcr-in-

law. Our daughters all live nearby and our son, being
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a pilot makes it possible for us to visit him and his
family in Vancouver any time \ve wish.
We are retired now and have a house in Meadow
Lake. We are very comfortable. blessed with 200d
health and we enj{;y Ollr golden years sU1Tound;d bv
our family and friends.
.

field across the river. The current pushed them farther '(han they intended to go downstream where the
water was much deeper. Unable to swim, but with his
taller frienel holding his hanel, Fred remembers the
terrifying feeling of the rushing: water being up to his
neck before they finally made it to shallower water.

The Fred Schmidt }amily

for six years, Fred and his mother moved back to
Saskatchewan where his mother worked as a housekeeper on a farm at Landis, then at Biggar and at
Denholm.
At age illllneen, while at Denholm, to help keep
bread and butter on the table, Fred quit school and
went to work hauling bundles for a threshing crew.
The work was hard and the days were long but he was
determined to keep up to the men on the crew. In late
fall (1943) the two of them moved back to the
Medstead homestead and in the spring Fred went
back to work at Denholm leaving his mother here.
His wages then were $45.0() a month. In mid-summer he came home to Meclstead and that fall hauled
bundles for Noble Egeland. In the spring of ]945 he
worked for Carl Carlson just outside of Medstead,
picking stones, driving horses, harrowing, etc. In
1945, at sixteen, Fred bought his first three horses
and also his first cow, which was bought from Elmer
Hagen. He was still working for Carl Carlson but had
graduated to slightly higher wages. At seventeen,
according to his father's will, Fred was allowed to
begin farming his own quarter which was left to him
by his father. He spent his spare time clearing new
land by axe and harvesting with various farmers in
the area. He got his first car, a Model A Ford in 1952.
Fred's mother moved to Paynton in 1956 to live near
Hilda.
By 1957 Fred grew tired of batching. He worked
for Ole Swenson at seeding time and then in summer
decided to go south job hunting near Swift Current,
Regina, etc. unsuccessful. he went to work for a
farmer at Paynton. then at a lumber camp in Rocky
Mountain House, Alberta during winter, returning to
Paynton in the spring.
It was here that he met Dorothy Peterson. a Paynton farm girl. his future wife.
Back at Medstead for the winter, and returning to
Paynton in spring Fred bought a small well-boring
machine in partnership with his future brother-in-law
and spent the summer drilling wells in the Paynton
and North Battleford areas.
About this time Fred's mother moved to Biggar.
Dorothy went to Teacher's College in the fall of
1959 so Fred thought he would move a little closer
and got a harvesting job at Biggar.
Following their engagement in December he
went back to the sawmill in Alberta for the winter. In

When Fred was twelve, having lived in Alberta
In 1913 Fred's father. Joseph Schmidt and
Joseph's son from his first marriage. August. came to
Canada and took up homesteads in the Marron District. Previously Joseph had been the foreman of a
bricklaying building company in Germany. For a
time. before moving to Canada. he and his group of
workers. including August. had worked in England.
Fred's mother, Augusta Schindel, and her two
daughters from her first marriage, Wanda and Hilda,
arrived in Canada in 1925 and settled in the Biggar
district where Wanda soon married.
Three years later, Joseph, being an eligible widower, heard about eligible widow. Augusta, through
Glenbush blacksmith, Carl Selent, who was married
to Wanda's sistel'in-Iaw. Deciding he needed a wife.
he went to visit her and very soon married her and
brought her home to his homestead.
In 1929 Fred was born in the little house still
standing on the homestead quarter. NW 22-49-15.
The house was built partly of logs and one side was
woven with small willows. then plastered over. Of
course, Joseph built the brick chimney on it and
probably built several chimnevs in the area.
On July 8, 1931 at age si~xty-one. after a short
three year marriage, when Fred was only two years
old. Joseph died of cancer in the Rabbit Lake Hospital. He was buried in the Rabbit Lake cemetery.
August, in the meantime, worked at various
places in the area, among them Speers, Battleford.
Maidstone and Midnight Lake. He then settled into
fanning on his quarter of land across the road from
Marron School. He also farmed the quarter which
Joseph had owned until Fred was old enough to farm.
August remained a bachelor and continued to live in
his little one room house on his little farm which
eventually grew to a half section, until his death in
1974 at age seventy-seven.
Hilda, for a time, lived in the Robinhood district
working for Mrs. Elmer Hagen. She married and
later moved to Paynton. Saskatchewan.
In 1935 Augusta and son, Fred. moved to Valleyview, Alberta, where a sister of hers lived. It was
here Fred remembers two terrifying experiences with
water. once when he went under water twice before
getting a footing when playing in a dugout. The
second was when he and a friend had to cross a river
to take lunch to his uncle and others working in a
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August of 1960 after Dorothy's graduation from
Teacher's College and after t\vo summer school
classes in Edmonton, Fred and Dorothy were married. During that summer Fred's mother passed away
at Biggar.
When Dorothy began her first teaching job at
NetherhilL Saskatchewan Fred had to harvest his
crop at Meustead but got a job as arena caretaker at
Netherhill for the next two winters and worked for a
Netherhill fanner during the farming seasons.
In 1962 they moved back to Medstead, living in a
hOllse in town. Dorothy taught grades one and two at
Glenbush, Mr. Klippenstein who was the principal
there at the time had taught Dorothy while she was a
student at Paynton. Also teaching there at the time
were Mrs. Klippenstein, Clare Booth and Agnes
Grant.
The next summer Fred and Dorothy moved to the
farm into the house which had once been Woodridge
School and later the teacherage for Woodridge
SchooL (We were told the contractor had built it in
the 30's for a total wage of $35.00.)
In the year 1963-64 Dorothy taught grade one at
Medstead until shortly before Glenn was born on
May 24, 1964.
In the spring of 1966 Fred decided additional
income was needed and went to work as fuel truck
driver for Esso agent Ernie Thompson. That summer
on July 2, 1966 their second son, Garry was born.
In April 1967 Fred got the job of driving the Coop Cream truck picking up cream in the Leoville,
Spiritwood, Medstead, Mullingar, Rabbit lake,
Glaslyn and Jackpine areas and hauling it to North
Battleford. At the end of July, Fred quit this job
finding farming and working out a bit too much.
Instead he took up babysitting during the lby with
three year old Glenn and one year old Garry as
Dorothy went back teaching grades one, two and
three at Glenbush in the fall.
The following year she began teaching at
Medstead SchooL
Glenn ancl Garry both became involved in hockey
in their early years at school. Garry was also involved
in 4-H woodworking.

Schmidt, Jasper
Jasper Schmidt came into the Birnamwood
School district in the early days and filed on SWY4 of
section 18-50-14. He built a small log shanty there
which has stood there many years. He left the district
during World War l.

Frank and Winnifred Schmirlel'
I am Frank, son of George and Annie Schmirler.
My dad was born in Wisconsin in 1885. He died on
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Clyde Mitchell, Norman McLean, Winnifred Topley, Alma
Steinhardt. Lawrence Mitchell. Kay Topley, 1942.

July 19, 1939. My parents moved to Medstead In
October. 1930. I was four years old and my brothel~
George, three years old. We moved onto the NW y:,
of section 21-47 west 3rd. Dad hurried aIllI put up a
two room poplar log house, plastered it with clay and
put on a tar paper roof which did not leak during the
winter. but come spring, Oh' did it ever leak' Pots
and pans all over the place trying to catch the drips.
Our closest neighbors were the Lange family,
Waughs, Knutson Brothers and Davies, later the
Mitchells.
We attended Guyhirne School and later I went to
Medstead High. All of the youngsters participated in
the school Christmas concerts, which was a highlight

in the community.
All the kids carried lunch buckets to schooL not
real lunch boxes like we see today, but usu,dly a five
pound lard or syrup pail. or perhaps a paper bag.
The fall I was fifteen years old, ! got a job
working for a man named Strain, north-east of North
Battleford. He had come north in an old Model A
trucK for a load of lumber and was taking me back to
work for him. I was to receive 50 cents an acre for

stooking: plus my room and board. When we got to
the Marron School hill. the old truck couldn't make it
so Mr. Strain backed down, slid into the ditch and the
lumber slid off - what a mess' We got Mr. Gus
Egland with his tractor, but it couldn't pull the truck
out of the ditch so he brought a four-horse team and
hitched them on also and with the extra power he got
the truck out and up the hill. We carried the lumber
up and reloaded the truck.
When we finally reached Strain's farm we found
the yard full of pigs and one down the well. (a 24inch across bored weill. I was lowered into this narrow well along with a five gallon bucket to put the pig
in, to be pulled up. Yes, I was scared _.- waiting for
the pig to be free before! could be pulled up.

My jobs there included milking two cows, one of
which kicked 1ike a bay steer and I rode an old
bicycle which had H chain that slipped badly. J rode
seven miles to one 120-acre field to stook all day, a
crop of wheat which threshed out sixty bushels per
acre and an oat crop that yielded about eighty bushels
per acre. Nil' noon lunch consisted of one peanut
butter sandwich. two jam sand'vviches and a pint of
milk. No afternoon sn;,eKs. However. J did have a hot
supper when I got back at night.
Later on I was put on a bundle wagon hauling oat
sheaves to the barn where a man and I were put in the
barn stacking and two chaps pitching them in. One
mail's pitch fork plunged into my hand and within a
few days I had blood poisoning and a very sore hand
and arm. I had to wait till after the crop was threshed
before I could collect any of my wages. So I was
forced to walk to North Battleford for help. My uncle
Herman gave me money to go home on the train.
Mv next iob started in 1941 as can washer in the
CO-O'p Cre,;mery in Medstead. Before too long!
was making butter and I worked there until the end of
1949. In the meantime March 21, 1<,)47, I married
Winnifred McLean, widow of Norman who was
killed in France. They had one little girl, Cecelia Joy.
Our first child a son, Wayne Edward. was born in
May. 1948. Then a little girl, Shirley Ann, in October
1949.
We moved to Nebraska, U.S.A. early in 1950 and
on to Sudbury, Ont. October 195 I where I worked in
the nickel mines for a few years. Later I bought a new
service station in Webb wood , Ontario and Winnifred
opened a nice restaurant there.
While still in Sudbury our second daughtec Winnifi'ed Elaine, was born in November 1952. Our third
daughter. Marion Ruth, was born July, 1958, at Espanola, Ontario.
In 1963 we moved back to Saskatchewan and
operated a hotel in MacDowell for two years. Then
we moved into Prince Albert and I worked mill
wrighting for the Pulp and Paper Company. We
moved to Kitimat, B.C. in 1969 to the Paper Mill. We
now reside on a five acre hobby farm a few miles
south of Quesnel, B.C. I am with a lumber mill and
Winnifred is employed by a Quesnel jeweller.

Sunday School Christmas, Easter anel Mother's Day
special programs. 1enjoyed the bali games at school,
high jumps and all of the field day activities. Sports
were reaJly of special interest to me.
Our HOl1lccraft Club was another great achievement in Guyhirne district under the sLlJxrvision of
fvlrs. Agnes Knutson and taught by m:y mother,
Cecelia Mitchell. A large group of teenage girls
learned to bake bread. huns, muffins, etc. and to seW
clothing. do hemstitching, knitting and beautiful embroidery. Many of my girlhood friends have expressed their appreciation of the homecraft work and
quite a few won in competition ar the North Battlerord fairs in baking, sewing and ncedlc\vork. During these lessons \VC first heard of nylon and studied
ahout the process of making nylon for stockings.
Prior to this we wore lisle hosiery foreverday and silk
hose for dress wear.
During the war years we suffered heartaches and
sadness in our district. In July, 1943 I received a
telegram saying my husband. Norman McL,ean, was
wounded in action in France. Less than a v,leek later
another telegram saying Norman died of his 'vvounds.
A week later Ollr friends and neighbors received a
telegram saying that their son, Raymond Pattison,
was killed in action. About a week after this the
Albert Knutson family received word their son-inlaw was killed in action. We couldn't just give in to
grief. there was so much work to do on the home
front. but it was difficult and days were long and
dreary for all of us.
Cecelia Joy Williams (called C. JJ has two children, her son, Norman Joey. will be eighteen his next
birthday and is taking grade thirteen. Her daughter
Kathy Lynn soon will be seventeen and is in high
school in Kitimat. B.C. where C. 1. is switch board
operator at the Pulp and Paper Mill.
Our son Wayne lives at Magrath, Alberta. He and
his wife. Sherry. have three sons. Ty-'n'oy and an
infant (new-born), and a little girl, Tauni. Wayne also
has a teenage step-daughter by Sherry'S former marriage. and Wayne ami his first wife had a daughter,
Rhea Lynn, and son. Jeffrey. who are with their
mother.
Shirley Ann married Danny Borosky of MacDowell. Sask. They live on a farm. and Danny farms.
Also he works at the Prince Albert Pulp and Paper
Mill. They have three children, Laura Lee. Mike
Joseph and Debbie Ann.
Winnifred Elaine married Sean McDewitt of
Kitimat. They now live in Quesnel and have two
children. Charlene and Clayton. Winnifi'ed has been
with Auco Finance Co. since graduation from high
school and Sean is in insurance.
Marion Ruth married Gord Gunderson. They,

Wilmifred '5 Story
Much of my history is included in Frank's writeup. So I will wind it all up by first recording some of
my great memories of Guyhirne district and some of
the sorrows we had.
School days at Guyhirne represent many pleasant
memories for me. For the most part I liked and
respected my teachers even though some of us conniving kids made life difficult for them at times.
I enjoyed the school Christmas programs and our
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One year after Dad's death we moved to the
rvledstcad district.
Mom married Ole Swenson in 1941 and farmed
there.

I finished my schooling at Medstcad anu J helpeu
on the farm unti I 1952, then bought the John Deere
Agency from Leo Pirot.
In 1953, I married Alpha Fonda, daughter of Art
and Mildred Fonda.
We lived in Medstead and ran the John Deere
Agency until 1960.
In 1954 our first child, Alhert, was born.
In 1956 our daughter, Judy, was born.
In 1960 we discontinued our dealership with the
John Deere Agency, and moved out. anc! took over
the home farm from my folks (Ole anci Annie Swenson).
Our third chile!, Gerald, was born in 1962. The
three children got all their schooling in Medstead.
Judy married in August of 1976 to Grant Hipkiss
of North Battleford, They reside on the fmm and
farm, he also works for the city of North Battlcford,
They have one child, Shawn.
Albert was married in August of 1<)79 to Caren
Friesen of Glenbush. They reside in Medstead.
Caren works for the bank in Glaslyn, Albert farms,
The wife and I still reside on the home farm,

Guyhirne Homecraft Club, 1939. Kay Tapley, Agnes Waalen,
Martha Steinhardt, Alma Steinhardt, Margaret Davies, Winmfred Tapley, Ruby Knutson, Hanna Miller and Jean Buck.

Henry Schmirler Family
submitted by Lillian Schmirler
My parents came from Austria in 19JJ, We came
to Humboldt Sask, because my father had sorne
Schmirler relatives in that area. In those years, there
were homesteads to be had so that's what my father
tooK off to find.
He got some information at N. Battlcford, met up
with a few other fellows looking for the same kind of
luck. My father got a Y" section of land in the Sec. 32
Township 50, Range 15. Then we started to get some

The Schmirler Family: Winnifred, Shirley, Wayne, Marion and
Cecelia Joy. Seated: Winnifred and Frank Schmirler.

tall, live in Quesnel and have one little girl Tammy
Lee. Gord is an Industrial Machine Operator.
Consequently, Frank and I are grandparents to
sixteen lovely children of whom we are very proud.
Our home is thirteen miles from downtown Quesnel.
A nice quiet part of beautiful B, C. We grow a good
garden, have two lovely little white poodles, great
company and we feel this is the place we want to live
when we finally retire.

lumber. By that time we got acquainted with some
people in the neighbourhood. The Steinhardt family

Jet us stay with them until we got our log house built.
It didn't have too many windows, but better than
none. We were a family of 6 children: Milly (Mrs. B.
Schmitz) deceased, Mary (Mrs. L. Lange), Henry,
Julia (Mrs. Chas. Leinweber) passed away, Joe married Alice Sieme and Otto drowned the first year in a
slough nearby while taking a dip on a hot day.
In 1928 my father and mother moved to
Medstead. He started a shoe repair shop there, L
Henry, thought I'd better find me a wife. I had a
young lady in mind already for some time. One of
Mr. John Kraft's daughters, Lillian, the older of his
six daughters, We got married in 1929 July 17th. We
have now 3 lovely sons, They arc all married, The

George Schmirler Family
L (George) was born in Wausau, Wisconsin,
U,S.A, in 1927, to Mr, and Mrs, George SchmirJer of
German descent.
We came to Canada in 1930 to Meacham,
Saskatchewan. We resided there one year until we
moved to Medstead, Saskatchewan.
The family (Mother, Dad and brother, Frank)
farmed by Guyhirne school. Dad died in 1939, ! took
my first six years of schooling at Guyhirne,
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olclest son Bob born Oct. 12, !'J.'I married Rita
Roettger from Pilger. Sask. They have one daughter
born Oct. 14, 195~. They now live in Kim!ersley. Had

hay and pasture. The future looked good for ranching. Dad mack arrangements \vith a humcskadcr. hv
the name of George Huber, to put us up umill,ve coulcl
build a house to live in and other buildings neCCSSfl!)',
The hOllse \vas tvvcnty-four fed by eighteen fceL

his education in I'v'lt::dstcacL Sask. Later took a course
in C.N.R. telegraphy.

made of logs. It had a kitchen. living room, and I\VO
bedroonls. There \vas a ceiling. an attic. \voce! floor.
shingled roof and chimney made of concrete bh)cKS
\vhich \-ve made ourse]vc-j. The materials for the
house and buildings were hauled from North Batt!eford. fiftv miles from tVkdstead. with '-1 wagon
drmvn hy a team of oX.en. It took one \veek to m:1Ke
the return trip.
Now it \vas time [0 go ahead and make a iivln0:.
Huher bought some CO\VS and heifers from some
neighbours to start ranching.
1914 was a busy year for us. T\vo of my sisters got
married and lived with their husbands on homestead
land nearby. Father was busy breaking hmd to grow a
garden and grain for the chickens. Mother was getting started with chickens etc. Brother Henry helped
where possible to finish and get the place looking like
a yard. Brother Otto minded the cows and amused
himself catching gophers. The war broke out in 1914
and we \V'ere glad to be in Canada.
Now a boy of fourteen years, I started working
for a butcher. named Charley May, who had a shop in
town. I helped to slaughter cattle and hogs and deliver meat to North Battleford (population of 2500 at
that time).
Ranching turned out to be a profitable business
during the war when beef was high-priced. We all
four worked together until 1927. The price of beef
dropped in 1920 and times started to get tougher,
I started to build a poolroom and barber shop in
1927. It was going good until 1930 when the depression hit. I got married to a wonderful partner in
October, 1929, Alice Seime, born in North Dakota.
We lived in Medstead until 1932. Business was too
slow in the pool room to make a living and bring up a
family, I took a job in North Battleford for fifty-five
dollars a month. I worked there for three years, then
moved to the farm at Birch Lake, Saskatchewan, in
1935. While we lived there two more children were
born, With five children, a family of seven, feeding
and maintaining them, \vas not easy, in a era of
depression that was followed by involvement of war.
We moved to St. Walburg in 1940 and lived there
for thirteen years. After serving in the Canadian
Army almost three years, I started to work for Alberta Wheat Pool. We decided to move to Edmonton
where we lived for fourteen years. After retirement
age we moved to Vancouver, B,C., in 1967.
All of our children but one, lives in Vancouver
and vicinity. The names of our children are:

Arthur. our second son, married Shirley McLeod
of Glaslyn, Sask. on June 6, 1958. They have their
home in Biggar. Sask. Have 3 daughters Carol. Dec.
IS, '5l), Beverley Jan. 12, '61, Sandra, June Ii. '63.
Arthur is still working as C. N. R. telegrapher at Biggar. He hael his education in Medstead, Sask. and
took a course in C.N.R. telegraphy.
Bill (William) Schmirler was born June 3,1937,
he married Edie Zimmer in 1957 anel they have 2
children, They are Cindy, a daughter, and Bradley, a
son. They live in Golden, B.C. He helps manage a
lumber mill at present.
We have 110\\/ retired in Saskatoon.

Memoirs of Joe Schmirler
A brief memoir of life's experiences in Canada
after the turn of the century as a boy of twelve years,
the youngest member of a family of seven,
My father, a member of the then Social Democrat
Party in Bohemia, non-believer in military conscription, came to the conclusion, after analyzing the
political situation in Europe, that it looked like
clouds of war were in the making within a short time
to come. In the event this threat should become a
reality, father said we would be better off to locate in
America, North or South, where in his opinion,
chances of conflict would be less possible.
Information was easy to corne by as increases in
population in both South America and North America were priority programs of governments concerned, After analyzing brochures and letters on
social, political and legal matters, we decided to try
Canada as our future home.
Our holdings in Bohemia, consisting of a small
farm of about thirty acres, was not difficult to sell.
and provided us with the means to move. In the early
part of August. 1913, we embarked for Halifax, Canada, then on to the northern part of the U.S.A"
Chicago, Winnipeg and Bruno, Saskatchewan,
We were greeted by father's uncle who had migrated to the U. S. A, in the middle of the 1800's and had
settled in Wisconsin with a big family. They had
acquired one hundred sixty acres of land for each of
four boys,
We camped in Bruno, Saskatchewan, until spring
1914, We located a homestead fifty miles north of
North Battleford, Father, interested in raising cattle,
filed on a quarter of land. Much of it was open and
suitable for pasture, There were thousands of acres of
C.P,R. and Hudson Bay land to use free of charge for
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The family spent ~)!11J.' a short period of time in
Ebenezer before moving to Huhbard, Saskatchewan,
a distance 1.".11' approximately fifty miles. \Vilhclm
bought some farm land and the family established
their first home in Huhbard. In April of 1907, Emilia
gave birth to a sixth child, a daughter. \\.'hom they
named Olga. born on April .\(1.1907. In July of 190X
Emilia \\',lS once again with child. and on February

l\1arion, working for SUPer Value as ca:;hier.
David, in transportation for Macl'v1illan Biocdcl.
Citry, with an industry in Vernon, B.C.
Eileen. an apartment manager in Vancouver.
Joe, a lah technician for LaFargc Cement, Richmond.
It Scenb Canadian~ have the nature uf nomad~,
movin~ mostly I,VeSi as far as possihle I,\"ith unly the
ocean to stop them.

Wilhelm Sdmmhmd Family
by Emma (§cnmuhmd) .Johnson
In October, 1904, Wilhelm Schmuland and his
wife (Emilia Ruduma), left LudsL Ukraine, to emigrate to the Dominion of Canada. Accompany.'ing
them on their trip were their four children: Ferdinand
(Fern. born January 30, IB(4): Reinhold (Roy, born
July 30. IllOO) and Edward (born hnuary '). 191J2).
Emilia was eight months pregnant when their trip to
the "New World" began.
From Luclsk the family travelled to a seaport on
the Baltic Sea. From there. they took a passenger
steamship to the Dominion of Canaela. Since they
had little money, their accomoJations for the voyage
were meager at best. Upon their arrival in Canada,
Wilhelm purchased a covered \vagon and a team of
oxen which he llsed to transport his family to the
western provinces. Thus they began a cross-country
trip to Ebenezer, Saskatchewan, ncar Yorktotl, a trip
of approximately 1650 miles. Shortly after commencing their Canadian journey, Emilia gave birth to
her fifth child. a daughter. whom they named Emma.
born on November 13, 1904.

Fern Schrnuland owned the S.w. 4-51-15 homestead.

Wilhelm Schmuland, Mary Schmuland and her friend, Karl Fritzke, and Edward Schmuland.
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of 1918. He is burica in SasKaHxm where he diee!, on
October 29, 191X.
Vv'hen Vie moved from Birch Lake Vv'C left behind
all the buildings and the graves of two Ett!e babies
that died at birth and I,vere huried there. The Birch
Lake school \vas later built on our bnd and upon my
return in 1067 it \vas the only.' building lefl standing.
I (Emma) remember one interesting thinE th~'it
happened to me while \\'e lived there. My'"'moth';r sent
me via horseback to take u clucking hen in a gunny
sack to my uncle four miles a\vaY. On (he ~vay I
passed through an Indian camp. The belly strap on
the saddle broKe. A young brave caIlle and helped me
down from the horse. He took the sack wirh !he
chicken in it and I thought "good bye, hen". They
were cooking over an open fire right then. He fixed
the strap, put me back on the horse and gave me the
chicken. Surprised, the hen and I were soon on our
\vay.

16, 1909, she gave hirth to her seventh child, William
Fred.
In 1913, the Canadian Government opened land
for homesteading some forty miles north of Battleford, Saskatchewan, at Birch Lake. This land was
free to young men willing to settle there and Fern

(then aged nineteen) and Roy (age seventeen) \vert:
each given a section of laneL Father was able to

purchase. for a small sum. a section ofiand for a farm
for the rest of the family. The Birch Lake property
was virgin land: no buiiclings, very few roads and
only uncultivated land.
The family loaded all of its belongings into railroad boxcars. The belongings included their cows,
horses, pigs and chickens: hay and grain: feed for the
animals and the furniture. Father, Mary and Edward
rode in the cars with the animals while Emilia and the
three youngest children travelled in a passenger car.
Roy and Fern travelled separately from the rest of the
family, arriving in Birch Lake before them. During
the trip Mary ~as stranded for a short time. She g,;t
separated from the others while the train was swit~h
ing cars, She was left behind with nothing but her
pitchfork. Fortunately, the train returned for her and
she once again joined her father and brother in the
cattle car. The train trip ended in Battleford and from
there the family had to travel by wagon the remaining
forty miles to Birch Lake,

Eugene Schneider Story
Eugene Schneider was born in the year of 1892 at
St. Gallen, Switzerland. He caIlle to Canada in the
year of 1909, He homesteaded in the Bournemouth
district. His farming was done by horses and always
had a good crop. It was only in the later years that he
used a tractor. He also sawed logs for lumber for
buildings. Eugene was a man who walked miles to
town or wherever he went.
In the year of 1930 he married Eva Rmirich. His
wife passed away at an early age of forty eight. He
passed away at the age of seventy eight in 1970. They

On their new land in Birch Lake, Father and his
sons had to build all of the buildings using only
available resources: the native trees, The trees were
cut down, the bark peeled oIl and the logs trimmed
and notched and then assembled into buildings, The
family built a large farm house and a pig bar;, Fern
built a house and a barn of logs on his section of land,
also,
The Canadian Government opened up Birch
Lake for settlement in anticipation of rhe construction of a railroad to that area of Saskatchewan.
However, before it could be constructed, World War I
broke out and as a consequence all construction on
the railroad was terminated, By the spring of 1917,
most of the homesteaders had pulled out of Birch
Lake, returning to settled areas which had more
services to offer. The Schmuland family was no exception and by the spring of 1917, Emilia, Wilhelm,
Mary, Olga and Fred had left Birch Lake for a rented
farm in North Battleford. Emma and Edward were
left at Birch Lake to care for the cattle which were
moved later. On May 22, 1917, Emilia, aged fortyseven, died as a result of a stroke, She is buried in
North Battleford, Fern was sent to Birch Lake to uet
"
Edward and Emma for the funeral. The following
year, Fern died of int1uenza during the 'flu epidemi~

Eugene Schneider, wife Eva and son Richard.
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the countr>/ :,chools. \Ve had six-pla)/cr tcam:->. There
were two outfielders. two bases (second base \-vas
eliminated) pilchef und catcher.
At hOlTle \ve worked h~ln..l at the usual farm
chores. There were emlv Archie and I in our immediate family but \VC aj\V·~;ys had lots of other reh!tivts
urounLL IVIy Granma and Gr~lnra Latimer Jived in our
yard in their later years. Grampa died in 195U. Gramma in 1055. Gramma Latimer was such a sVv'cdhearL
After Grampa died I llsed to stay \"lith her every
night. \Ve had many. many happy hours together. She
told us \\'onderful stories uf her youth in Ontario. a Jot
of them about her home- Curry Hill. I Idt very
fortllnme to be at Curry Hill on a trip in 1974 and
could almost hear Gramma talking about it. ·'I(;/e all
missed her very much when she dTed.
We didn't have much money in the forties. Mv
dad and mom worked so harl]' b~Jt something alwais
seemed to happen, no rain, frost. etc. but we did have
a lot of love in our hOLlse and a lot of very good
neighbors. They had a Community Club that would
put on picnics in the summer. We'd all eather at Birch
Lake and have all the usual races and'ball Qames. It
\vas great fun. I usually won a race or t\;\~) so that
bought an extra icc cream cone or bottle of pop I
I quit school when I was sixteen, worked at
various places, housekeeping also in the Medstead
Cafe ti1l195~ when I was married to Nick Schneider.
We set up married lilC in Robinhood where Nick was
elevator agent. Our son Kelly was born in 195,). We
had five yery happy years in Robinhood. There
weren't very many orus living there, but we sure had
a good time.
In 1963 we moved to Medsteacl where Nick took
over the elevator from Charlie Stewart. Kelly graduated from Medstead Central in June of 1977. That fall
he entered University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon
and is now finishing his third vear. Nick is going into
his twenty-fifth ye:Jr with th~ Saskatchew:n Wheat
Pool and me? -"-1 am just going along enjoying life.

had one sun, Richard who lives in North BaHlefortf
no\\'.

Nick alld BeHy Schlleider
L Betty. was born Januarv 2~. 1939 at Rabbit
Lake Hospital. fvIy morher tells me it was about -+0
degrees belc)\\" the day/ she and I came home .~
maybe that';.., \vhy" I am cd\\/ays so co!d.
My brother Archie is fOllr and a half year,
younger. so f started school at Cater. staying with my
grandparents Mr and Mrs. Bob Orr. They lived
across the road from the schoo!. so there ~\vas no
problem £'.cttin!2. to school. 1 was alwavs vcrv homesick, so i;1 GraJe rhrce I staneo i!oin~ to Pi;le View
school which was three and one flalf ;nilcs from my
parents' home. I went there till Christmas then back
to Cater because of the cold weather. That eoinc back
and forth continued till! was in Grade si~. B~' then
Archie started school and also my cousin Ken Davies
who stayed with us for awhile. The three of us drove a
horse-drawn cart in the slimmer and a team and
caboose in winter. Ken \vas vcrv homesick for his
family and I could always feel for him becausc I knew
exactly how he felt. Despite all the cold davs and bad
roads we didn't miss many davs at sch()oi.
The most exciting thing~ at school \vere the
Christmas concerts and danc~s. We started planning
the concerts in earlv November. The boys always
made the girls mad because they \Youldn 't iearn th~ir
parts properly and we would think, "This concert
will be a real flop," but they alwavs manaQed to come
thru' the night of the eon:erts. '
,
There always seemed to be a shortaee of female
partners at the dances so the little girls learned vcr\'
quickly how to dance. I was about seven vears old
when J danced my first square dance. My pa"rtner was
about six feet tall. We made a very strange couple.
The music waS always my mother on the piano
and Fred Collins playing the violin. Once in awhile
there would be someone there who would take a turn
at playing. Usually they'd start playing about 9 p.m.
and go till 3 a. m. with an hour or so out for lunch. For
all that. they would receive three dollars each. Pine
View Scho;)1 had a basement under it where the
coffee and lunch would be made for the dances. I
sometimes wonder how we never got sick, that place
was so dusty, mice scurrying every which way. One
time someone put the butter on the boiler lid on top of
the boiler (which we made coffee in) and forgot it.
The butter melted into the coffee - we dr~ll1k it
anyway.
I always loved playing softball and Pine View
prided themselves in their good school ball team I
thought ! was really som;body when ! made the
team. In later years when the enrollment was down in

Mr. and MJrS. Roger Schneider
Roger, son of Ernie Schneider of Rabbit Lake and
Betty, daughter of Bill and Margaret Simpson, were
married on September 4, 1959 in Medstead. They
lived in Rabbit Lake and then Medstead. Roger was
employed as Medstead municipal cat operat(~r.
They have four daughters: Marilyn, Lorraine,
Patricia and Ellen. On March 24,1970 they moved to
Hinton, Alberta where they still reside. Roger works
for the town of Hinton in the Public Works Department.

On November 9th Marilyn, who is now Mrs.
Danny Wilson presented them with their first grandchild. Her name is Amber Crystal.
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L. to R.: Mr. and Mrs. Dave Penner, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Schroeder, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wiens.
Marilyn, Lorraine and Patty, Ellen, Betty and Roger Schneider,
1978.

Ontario. They have eight children, five boys and
three girls.
My youngest sister. Ann Brown, and husband,
Abe, live in Carman, Manitoba. They have three
children, two boys and one girl.

History of the Peter Schroeder Family
Submitted by Peter Schroeder Jr.
In 1929 we moved from Duff. Saskatchewan to
Glenbush, settling seven miles northeast of Glenbush. Then we moved to Sandwith and from Sandwith we moved two miles south of Glenbush across
from Avery School. In 1933 we moved to a farm four
and one-half miles southwest of Glenbush. here we
fanned for nine years. My father worked for others as
a carpenter. He built the General Conference Church
and also John Enns's house. Mother was mostly at
home. Then in the spring of 1942 we had an auction
sale and moved to Ontario. My parents ancl brother
John have passed away.
My oldest sister. Lena Janzen. lives in Port
Rown, Ontario. She has five children. three boys and

Myself (Peter) and wife, Helen, live in
Beamsville, Ontario. We have ten children, four
boys and six girls. The four boys and also four girls
are married. We still have two girls at home. We have
sixteen grandchildren.

John Schllikowsky's (Sr.) Family
l, John Schulkowsky Sr. was born in Achwolt,

Russia in 1903. later I immigrated to Marienbery,
Germany, and from there I immigrated to Leipzig,
Saskatchewan in Sept. 192!. In 1930 I married Elizabeth Wirachousby. The "Dirty Thirties" drove people further north. In 1933. I, my wife. two small
children. one cow. one pig, some ducks and chickens, and four horses moved to the Medstead district.

two girls.

Betty Lepp and husband. Abe, live in Niagara,

The John Schulkowsky Family, on their way to church. In a
"Bennett Buggy" about 1934.

The Pete Schroeder house, built in 1932.
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Building the German Hall. L. to R., Mrs. Otto Lehmann, Mina
Lehmann, Joe Schmlrier, Carl Sieinhart, behind him, Math
Rovenich, (sitting), George Shiitler.

Bathing facilities at John Schulkowsky's farm in the 1930's.

Here we lived on one quarter section of land, in a two
room log house with a sod roof: approximately 2 V,
miles south-east of Medstead. The only entertainment was visiting neighbours. Hardships were great

He returned to Waldeck, Germany, in 1945,
\vhere he was cmploved as head forest ranger. He

two daughters. He pass;d away

and bathing facilities were not too modern, but read-

later married and had

ily available, some people had only one tub, but were
fortunate enough to have two. In April of 1945 we
purchased our neighbour's farm, "John Tady",
which was located one mile east of our former farmstead. One of the various contributions to my community was acting as their locaJ veterinarian. Our
entire family consisted of five children: Edward,
Hettie, Cecelia, Pauline and John Jr.

in January, 1980, anel was predeceased by his wife in
the mid 1970's. Ute, his daughter, is presently living
in his home, which shows, in its decor, his love of the
outdoors, being decorated \vith nUmerous deer horns
Dl1 the walls.

The E. Scott Story
by Alice Newman
Originally from England, my parents, Jessie and
Ted Scott, myself Alice, sister Jessie and two brothers Challis and Ernest and a half brother, Harry, left
Toronto. Ontario on March 17th, 1913. We arrived in
North Battlel'ord four days later and rented a small
house there umil August. At that time my folks
moved to the homestead at a place called Medsteacl,
Mr. McNabb an early homesteader from the
Sandwith district. was hired to move us up north. We
went as far as Mr. and Mrs. McNabb's the first day.
There we stayed the night and after breakfast we
journeyed on, arriving at the homestead about four in
the afternoon. They unloaded everything we owned
onto the ground, as Mr. l'vkNubb \vantcd to get home
thai night.
My mom said she would start supper while my
dad said he would go and find some \vater to make
tea. Off he went, not noticing that my little sister,
Jessie, followed him and was lost. What a frantic
time we had searching in that strange place for the
little girl. By the time she was found it was nearly
dark.
While we were eating supper Me Beresford,
from a nearby homestead, came along with a team of
oxen. He told us that Mr. and Mrs. Worsley had gone
to Calgary for awhile and \(v'C could move into their

The Schllster Family
The Schusters lived on S.E. V4 of section 23 in
1939. They had a family of two or three. Richard and
Doreen went to school at Moiewood, later left the
district for southern Saskatchewan and now reside in
Medicine Hat.

George SchiWer Story
George Schiitler came from Waldeck. Germany,

in the late 1920's or early 1930's. He was a carpenter
and spent many summers helping the homesteaders
build their log houses. He knew how to dove-tail the
ends of the logs to make the corners stay together.

Some buildings he built were Jack Lockhart's house,
Palko's house, the German Hall and many others. He
was an active member of the German Club and was
chairman for two or three years. During the winters
he stayed with several neighbors and worked hewing

ties with lvor Soderberg's mill.
In the late 1930's he built a house for himself on
N.E. 28-S0-IS-W3rd, a quarter then owned by Dan
Lange. This house has since been moved into
Medstead. One of his most important projects was
helping to build the present Catholic Church in
Medstead.
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Philip and Alice Newman.

suffering from the effeers of the war While on the
homestead the youngest member of our family Norah, was born.
In 1923 the folks bought the Art Marsham land,
the SE ",,-8-50-14. On it was a three roomed lumber
house and in the fall Archie Tl1rnbull and Harry
Starling Cllt a good set of logs and the next spring they
put up a large roomy addition to the original house.
We lived there until spring of 1928 when the whole
family except Jessie, moved to the Peace River
Country. In 1927 Jessie hac! married Anton (Bunny)
Perry.
In 1927 Philip Newman and j were married and

Challis Scott standing in front of the new log addition built in
1924.

we have five children. Donald, born in

Saskatchewan; Phyllis (Mrs. Nick Czaban, Dawson
Creek; Earl living at Bay tree; Joyce (Mrs. Jack prau
of Grand Prairie: Philip living in Dawson Creek. Vie
still reside in the Peace River country on the land

\\·'C

homesteaded here over 50 years ago.

James A. Scott
by James Scot! Jr.
My father, James A. Scott, arrived Hyde Park
uistrict, March, 1906. Born in Edinburgh. Scotland,
spent nine years in South Africa, also a three-year
veteran of the Boer War Returned to Edinburgh,
Scotland, and with his brother Alex (also born Edinburgh, Scotland) came to Canada in t90S. Both
'vvolied for a farmer named Clements at Kilarney,

Mrs. Scott in front of the old Marshman house which they
bought in 1923.

IV1anitoba, to get aCcLlstonled to farming in the Canadian 'West.
James filed on homestead N.E.-28-48-14-W3rd.
Alex filed on S.E.-28-48-i4-W3rd. [ have reason to
believe it was late IVlarch. 1906. A log house \vas
builL logs frorn Bell's milL Belbuttc.
They batehed together. ! believe Dad hauled
freight for the newly formed Grain Gro\vers' Co-op
Association. think Bill Smith was first manager, also
hmn Raines had a store.

house. which we did and lived there for the first
winter
During the winter Dad, Mom and Harry built us a
log house of green poplar. Vv'hcn spring came a sod
roof was put on. in the summer \,ve finally.' moved into
our own house. Then Dad left to join the army in
World War I and Mom moved to Saskatoon and there

we stayed until Dad was sent home in 1917. Dad
spent the next sixteen years in and out of hospital,
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Mr, and Mrs. Percy Scott and Family

L. -

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Scott along with their son,
Doug, moved from Speers, Sask. to Robinhood in
June, 1941, where Mr. Scott became the new Searle
e levator agent.
When the Scott family arrived by car there were
children sitting on their furniture which had already
been unloaded from a truck. Immediately thc children started asking if Mrs. Scott could give them
music lessons. Before her curtains were up, the
Lutheran minister was there to ask if she could play
illr the United Church services conducted by Rev.
Titley which were also held in the Lutheran church.
Mrs. Scott led the Lutheran choir and taught music
lessons to students in her home. Some of the children
taught were Jim Tarbet and the Nordstrom girls.
The Scotts returned to Speers the following year
where Mr. Scott continued working for the Searle
Grain Co. He also became agent for the Imperial Oil
business in Speers. After retirement they moved to
North Battleford, Mr. Scott passed away there in
1976.
Their son, Doug, now works at John Brydges
Pontiac Buick in North Battleford, while his wife
owns Marion's Beauty Salon.
They have three children. Their daughter, Barbara Ann, and her husband Malcolm McBlain (along
with their family of three children) live at Fruitvale,
B.C.
Mrs. Edith Scott has remained very active in
music all her life. She is a church choir conductor,
organist and pianist. She has always had a large class
of vocal and piano students, many of whom are more
than successful.
She has been a member of the Provincial Registered Music Teachers Association for many years and
is at present vice-president of the Provincial Association. Besides being a valuable member of the North
Battleford and District R.M.T.A. she is secretary of
that branch as well.

R. Mary (Mrs. Jim) Scott, Jim Scott and Alex Garrow.

In March of 1917 James married Mary Elizabeth
Hepburn, also born Edinburgh, Scotland. Mother
spent five years in Toronto prior to coming to
Saskatchewan. She was noted for her singing and
also sewing. and dressmaking.
The hardships now start' I was born January 2,
1918 at approximately 1:30 a.m. Granny McNabb
and Mrs. Harry Nicholas were in attendance at my
birth (in above mentioned log house). They are my
godmothers. Struggled through public school in
Hyde Park. Joined the Regina Rifle Regiment June
10, 1940, arrived overseas in 1941. arrived back in
Canada, Christmas, 1944.
I married Rose Eberle of Sand with, February,
1945, and was discharged from army July 10, 1945.
Started work as agent for the Saskatchewan Wheat
Pool, July 25, 1945, and have continued in that
capacity to the present in various locations in
Saskatchewan.
Children born to Rose and me: Rosemary, now
Mrs. Ryan Koyawa, living in Vancouver. Elizabeth,
now Mrs. Ken Armbruster, living in Melville. Barbara Jean, living in Regina, married to Edward M.
Klymchuk, and James H., working in Regina, a
graduate of the University of Regina.

Joe Scotton Story
On Aug. 29, 1929 my brother Jack and! walked
into Medstead on our way to Birch Lake, and bummed a meal from George and Luke, who ran the
Medstead Chinese Cafe at that time. Then we walked
on to Birch Lake, where dad bought a quarter from
Menzies. The family history in that district is all in
the" Bill Lofts Story" book. It is more complete than
I can give it.
Here are some things! can remember about the
Medstead hockey team. Percy Marks was our goal
keeper, with no skates on, but that didn't matter in
those days. Referees" I don't think we had any. It was
just the survival of the fittest. Here is the rest of the
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out dm,vn to the lake where they lived until they could
huild a home on the N\VYI i5-51-i5.
Jack \vorked out to make some rnoncy as dollars
\verc pretty scarce then. The first job he had was
picking roots for Dugald rv1acLcan. Then he 'v'vem to
Al Bn.nvn\ mill at Birch Lake siding (lr \vhcrc the
siding is nol,V.
All three boys worked on the C.P.R. survey from
Medstcad to Mcadow Lake in the winter of 1930.
/\fkr the survey job \\ie split up und Joe went to
Medstead and workeci on the C. N. Section. Dick
stayed home for a\vhik and Jack worked in the bush
at camp 6 for Frank Bell. cutting smv-logs for Hdt
and Siball.
The first \l/inter V/LlS tough on Mr. and rvlrs Scotton. Feed was scarce and John had to haul feed from
Midnight Lake for rhe cattle. a tough cold job.
Spring finally came after a long winter and we
had thirty acres to get ready to seed. We seeded oats
and had a real good crop, over one hundred bushels
per acre. Jack Lockhart. a neighbour. had a ten acre
field of breaking in oats that harvested one hundred
and ten bushels per acre. It was not all hard work. we
had a lot of good times. such as a good ball team,
good fishing and hunting and a lot of good friendly
neighbours that were helpful and sociable.
Joe never really came back to Birch Lake. He was
transferred to Mayfair on the C. N. Later he married
Toots and started farming and is still on the farm at
lvlayfair with some of his family.
Dick went to Mayfair and worked for a few years,
but came back to Birch Lake and married Eva Strawson. After serving in the armed forces he settled on
the old Bill Wheeler farm and had three children.
After farming there for some years they moved to

team I can rClllember: Harry HaJjis ., Medstead
1i'aders" (General Merchant). Dave McNaughton
worked for the C.N.R. at the coal dock and 'water
tank. lViorley \Vager \-vas Pool e.!evator agent. Mrs.
Wager still lives in Fielding. I think. There was
Temple, 1 think his name was George. He had the
first butcher shop. There was Evans. and Earl Brennan in the Bank of Nova Scotia. Evans was the bank
manager at that time. Ernie Thompson pJayed for
Gknbush.
In the spring of 1930. I went up to the homc place
at Birch Lake to help work down the forty acres that
had been broken the year before.
1 came back to Mcdsteml and got a job on the
C.N.R., the Prince Albert line. The section foreman
was Frank Selinger. who Imer became Road Boss out
of P.A. The other fellows on the track were Norman
Baker, Pete Ryhorchuk and myself. Norman Baker
lives in Turtleford now. I worked until October when
the big blizzard hit. around the 15th, 16th and 17th. !
was laid off and sent to Mayfair, where I married
Georgina Prudham. We raised a family of four sons
and four daughters and now have twenty-three grandchildren and two greats.

The Scotton .Family
John Scotton and his wife Elizabeth came originally from England in 1911 and settled in Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan. John had been in the Boer War in
Africa in the 1900's and returned for five years of the
First World War 1914-1918. Following his return he
was a mail clerk in Moose Jaw and his very industrious wife helped the family sell and distribute milk
to the town people. They had five children: Joe, Lil,
jack, Dick and Joyce.
In August 1928 they moved up to Birch Lake. Joe
and Jack came ahead of the rest of the family to build
corrals for the cattle. Later they brought the family
up with them.
Joe built most of the corrals and cleaned the road

Sidney, B.C. where they still reside.
Moonie Huntley, with his wife (Lil Scotton)
came to the district around 1933 and settled on a
quarter section of land by the lake at Bogart Bay.
They were there, with three children until after the
war in which Moonie served for five years. Then
when he came home he started working for Billy
Dells building highways. He did that for some years
then became town engineer for \Vatrous,
Saskatchewan. He worked there until retirement and
he and Lil still reside in Watrous.
Joyce who was one year old when we came north,
stayed home with Mom and Dad. She had her elementary schooling at Birch Lake and her high school
at Battlefmd Collegiate. She married Sid '!1lylor and
they farmed the old home farm for some years. Later
they moved to Glaslyn where Joyce worked at the Coop store and Sid worked for the town.
Dad Scotton (John) was very active in the community with his Church services and gym cbsses.

The Scotton family on their 50th Wedding Anniversary.
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Mom was the home-staying type and people were
aiways welcome to a good cup uftea at any time. Mr.
and Mrs. Scotton retired from the farm and lived in
Glaslyn \vhere Mr. Scotton carried on his church
work and they both enjoyed the hobby of gardening.
Mr. Scotton passed away in 1960 and Mrs. Scotton
followed him in 1965.
Jack spent more time around Birch Lake than the
rest of the family. He did bush work with Moonie,
and trapping with Jerry Timmins and Archie Dickson. He worked at Mayfair in the store of Bill Terns
for aVv'hilc but came home around Christmas of 1937.
In January 1938 Phyllis Strawson came to Birch
Lake to teach school. She taught until July of 1939
when Jack and Phyl married. They lived on and
worked John Scotton's farm along with their own
adjacent farm land which wasn't very much in those
days. They milked a few cows and dug senaca root at
times. Cream was two dollars and twenty-five cents a
can but they seemed to get by. Jack and Phyl had the
post office at Birkensee as it was called then, and they
hauled the mail from Medstead. When Jack went
overseas in 1941 Phyl hauled the mail winter and
summer. There are plenty of good stories about those
four years of mail hauling, driving the team of horses
eleven miles to town in the cold winter months.
When Jack came back from overseas they shortly
moved to Drummond Creek, south of Battleford
where they farmed from 1947 to 1975 with their four
children. Then they retired and now live in Battlefmd
and their oldest son, Ed, and his wife, Peggy, have
taken over the farm.
On July 8, 1979 the Scotton family had an interesting reunion of the five children along with their
husbands, wives, children, in-laws and grand-
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children - a towl of one hundred. At this time the
Jack and Phyl Scottons enjoyed their fortieth wedding anniversary. Among those enjoying the celebration were the two oldest guests, Charles Cooper. 94
and Min Cooper. 84 (Min is John Scotton's sister).
Two nieces of the latc John Scotton came from England to meet the Scottons and spent three weeks here
before returning.
At the end of July, twenty-three former students
of the Birch Lake School in the 1939's and 1940's met
with their teacher Phyllis Scotton at Littie Loon Regional Park for a barbecue supper. That. too. was a
thrilling reunion and a wonderful summer all round.

Arthur Seamons

I purchased the S. W. v, of section 2g in 1943,
which was known as the Newhart's place. Back then I
plowed my fielcls with a horse and a hand plow, now
fanning the land is so much easier ancl faster.
There was always a good dance to go to, where a
person always had lots of fun. Outside of the school
they kept an old stove going to boil water for the
coffee but it was often used to mix with the spirit
water.
In the summer! played ball with Bert Catlen,
Frank Odgens, Henry Cosmick, Peter Dionne,
SalnE\ Olson and Kam Carter, the best darn fielder
around. Henry Cosmick would come and pick us up
with the team of horses, and we went to play in such
places as Scentgrass, Sandwith and Ward.
In the winter we would all get on the train Friday
at lflley and go to North Battleford to see a hockey
game. One particular evening everyone was very
rowdy and in good spirits going home, and everyone
kept calling out stops, "'lmey, Medsteacl, Flin
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Flon, " etc. So when the train stopped in between
lffley and Scentgrass to chase some cattle off the
track. some of the fellows were slightly confused as
to where exactly they really were. so they got off
thinking they had arrived in HTley. The train started
again on its way. and those fellows had to walk the
rest of the way.
Winter always seemed to be long and cold but one
year was really long. In 1956. April 1st. there was a
dance at Lost Horse School. Henry Kahlleft his team
and cutter over at my place and that night it snowed
three feel. After the dance Henry went back to pick
up his horse and cutter and darn-if he couldn't find it.
Those days are gone now, but the memories wi II
always remain.

Herald Herbert and Beatrice Seamons
In the year of 1903 Herald and Edith left London.
England to come to the land of riches (Canacla). They
settled in North Battleford where Herald worked as a
gardener and at other such jobs. Four children were
born there. Irene, Dorothy. Ruby and Arthur.
In 1914 they moved to Lost Horse Creek district
and took up a homestead. Herald built a two-room
log house which had a good dirt l100f and a good old
cast iron stove to keep the cold out. With the lack of
transportation Herald would walk to North Battleford
to purchase his groceries and other necessities. One
Christmas he walked there and back in one day so
they could have a tastier Christmas dinner.

The George Seib family 1906, with their children. Fred,
George Jr. Bill. Lizzie and Katie.

Back then there were no roads which made travelling very hard but the neighbours lived close by and
evenings were a very special time for visiting.
The four children attended school at Lost Horse
School. Some of the teachers were Mrs. Frank
Odgers. Anna Letness and Miss Marlott.
The only living members of the family are Ruby
who lives in Abbotsford and Art who still farms in
this district.

Our Homestead Life at Medstead
as remembered by Katherine (Seib) Btmkowsky
George and Katherine Seib with their seven children. Fred, twelve or thirteen. George. Bill, Lizzie.
Katie. Tena. and Joe (about three months), moved
from Rosenfeld, Manitoba by train to North Battleford and by wagon and horses to Medstead. fifty
miles they say. It must have been March or April as 1
seem to recall slush and snow. The Perry and the Puff
families were already established when we arrived
and we lived with Uncle Henry Puff until Dad built a
cabin for us.
Why did we come" I would say to acquire land. a
homestead. which George Seib had previously filed

George Jr. and Anne Seib. 1932.
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This land was about two miles north and west of
Perry's, which was also the post office.
Our first home was a log cabin with a sod roof that
leaked when it rained and mother would set pots and
pans about to catch the drips and streams. One barn
was a rail frame covered with straw, and made a
warm shelter for the animals.
We farmed a quarter section. Some land was
plowed and seeded the first year. Plowed with moldboard one ~ share plow and a team of horses, but
this was not the only work George Seib did. He soon
became a woodsman, cut trees, also sawed boards
with a big cross - cut saw. He also was a blacksmith
for the community, and crushed grain for many
neighbors. He ran a stationary steam engine and later
plowed fields with a power steam engine. He did
some surveying ~ but mainly cleared bush from the
road allowance and built low ~ grade roads. He was
weed inspector for a year or two, and when Mr. and
Mrs. Motherwell came to speak in Birnamwood
School on franchise for women, he was asked to
carryon this work in the community. This he did, but
[don't remember what he said. He also helped build
Birnamwood School. While he was busy with all
this, his wife, Katherine, kept the home fires burning
and raised the family of eleven by the end of seven
years. One child Joe, died at age seven. Coroner saicl
sunstroke, but I think it was appendix (not much was
known about it at that time.) Joe was buried in the
Medstead cemetery.
Our homestead was located in a clearing. A lovely spruce tree stood in the midclle of it. Is it still there')
The second year on the homestead, George Seib and
sons cut ancl hewed logs and I think with the help of
some neighbors, built a larger house, with an upstairs, this time, shingled rooL board gables, larger
windows, a foundation and a dugout cellar.
Water was plentiful once it was found and wells
were dug. Until then the cattle hacl to be driven to
Lake 17 for their daily drink in summer. In winter,
mostly snow was melted for household use especially: some water was hauled in barrels on a stone
boat.
Hardships were mosquitoes in summer, thus the
evening smudge pots: and prairie fires. Guards had to
be plowed around yards and fields. Frost ~ bite and
coyotes in winter, also some huge snakes. Also meat
was often scarce, thank God for prairie chicken, the
rabbits and fish: these were plentiful and we also
enjoyed many berries and usually had a good vegetable garden, which we often protected from summer
frosts by covering. We more or less had to be our own
doctor and nurses. Neighbors were midwives.
Our little school house served as a community
hall, for Christmas parties and social evenings all

through [he 'Y'/intcr. [ remember a iuvd}' )'oung lady

011.

played the auto - harp and a young man 'vvith a
violin supplied Illuch of the music. Also a Mrs.
fvlarshman played the piano very VI/ell. It would be a
pleasure to roarn through the comrnunity' and sec the
old humes again. But entertainment for the Scib
familv did not end at the school house. ivianv neighbors L;nd ofren ivlounties \vould call or stop f{;r a m~al
or a bed for the night. In winter Dad would mend
harness and repair nur shoes. while mother would
teach us girls to sew by hane!, as she had no sewing
machine for a year or two. and teaching us to sing the
many songs she knew, especially hymns. Mother had
a beautiful voice. She also taught us Bible passages
and catechism (some I stil! remember), the Lords
Prayer and the Apostles Creed. In winter the boys
made snow shoes, skis, and hand sleds. There were
also some house parties. Dad and the boys all played
instruments such as the violin, accordian, mandolin,
mouth organ, Jews harp and George ,II'. also played
the cornet. On clear evenings he would take it outside
and play to his friend Walter Witham who would
replay. They could hear each other clearly over the
miles.
After seven years the Seib family left the homestead, moved to Lacaclena, farmed two years. The
crops dried out. They then moved to Rosenfeld,
Manitoba. They farmed six years, the crops rusted
out. Then in 1923 they moved to North Battlefmd,
bought land and farmed there twenty ~ three years.
In 1946 his son, Otto, took over the farming. Dad and
Mother moved into North Battleford. Mother died
shortly after, in 1947, and Dad died in 1949. Both are
buried in the North Battleford cemetery.
No rabbit, no breakfast.
The song called"Saskatchewan" ~ 'Every man
with nerve and bone, Can have a place called Home
Sweet Home.' ~ composed by Medsteadians.
George Seib Jr. was one of the composers.
The Perrys, Doidges, Rodhiemers, Puffs,
Kraleys, Pfeifers, Powers, Nesselbecks, Wappels,
Larsens, Oscar Pix, Steinhardt, Ethofers, Beckers,
Starlings, Millers, Bass', Williams, Walter Withams, George Maddock, are all neighbours! remember, some are only names to me now. Church services
were few and far between, but we attended most that
were held in the community. School teachers. as 1
remember them, Mr. Marr, Mr. McGlocklin, Miss
Frazer, IVliss Norton, Nlr. Knight.
The wonderful echoes we would hear in the evenings. I've never heard any quite like it since. The
many birds, the loons and again the yelp of the
coyotes. These would be familiar sounds. The prairies, the trees, nowers, ridges and lakes.
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The George Seib Family Today

Roy Wakelin of North Battleforcl. They hac! six chil-

Fred Seib married Wilma Beyers in 1919. They
had five children. When his wife died, he later married again and had two more sons. Fred had fourteen
grandchildren. He served as cook in the army, during
the First World War. He farmed at Sanctuary, also
lived at North Battleford and Vancouver, where he
died. He was buried at North Battleford in 1962. Fred
played the violin beautifully.
George Seib married Anne Bunkowsky in Morris, Manitoba. Had onc son, Dennis, and four grandchildren. He farmed at Tuberose from 1928 to 1965,
when he had a tractor accident and died two weeks
later in Elrose hospital, of a blood clot, in August,
1965. Anne Seib still lives in Saskatoon. George was
buried in Tuberose.
William Seib married Olga Larech of Rosenfeld,
Manitoba. They had thirteen children, four sons
and nine daughters. Some live in Calgary, Edmonton, Glaslyn, etc. Bill died at University Hospital in
May of 1965. His wife still lives in North Battleford.
Bill farmed at various places.
August Seib married June McCormick of North
Battleford. They have five sons and one daughter,
and sixteen grandchildren. They farmed at North
Battleford. Now retired and celebrated their fortieth
anniversary in 1978.

dren, one daughter, and five sons and eight grandchildren. They retired at Vernon. B.C. Emily and
Roy farmed at Wilkie, Saskatchewan.
Helen Seib married Phil Baron of North Battleford. They had one daughter, Kay, and one son,
Jack and have two grandchildren. They live at Vernon. B.C.
Otto Seib married Ellen Rask of Alticane. They
have four children ancI one grandchild. Otto took
over the home farm when Dad retired at North Battleforel.
Norman Seib married Stella Taylor from Ottawa,
they had four children ancl three grandchildren. Norman served in the armed forces in the Second World
War and has worked for the C.N.R. since.

The Seidies
In December, 1932, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Seidle
and their three sons, Joe age 22, Frank age 13, and
Edward who was just 14 months, arrived in the Village of Medstead in their Whippit car, from Raymond, Alberta. Most of their possessions were
shipped to Medstead by C.P.R.
The Seiclles settled on the Southwest quarter of
section 20-50-14 and lived in the old house on the
farm. About two months after their arrival, February
24 to be exact, Mrs. Seidle gave birth to a daughter
with her husband acting as "mid-wife". They named
the little girl Amelia.
Like so many early settlers, the Seiclles suffered
many hardships. The spring of 1933 they planted
their first crop. During the winters of 1933 to 1944,
Joseph Seiclle and his two oldest sons worked in the
bush north of Medstead, logging for railway companies. They also took out enough lumber to build a
new house and barn on the Southeast quarter of
30-50-14.
In 1939, Joe married Emelia Makovic of the
Glaslyn district. They built a house and farm site just
south of his father's first farm. They had ten children,
five ,sons and five daughters. In July of 1978 they left
the farm and set up residence in Saskatoon, only the
youngest daughter, Sandra, is still at home. The other
nine have set up homes in various provinces of Canada.
Frank spent three summers, 1939 to 1941 working
with his brother-in-law and sister Annie at Raymond,
Alberta. He wanted to learn what he could about
power farming. In the winter he returned home for
work in the bush. In the fnll of 1945, Frank entered
the School of Agriculture for the winter months. In
the spring of 1947 he received his diploma.
Frank then returned to the home farm and their
registered seed enterprise went into high gear. They

Mary Seib served in the army during the Second
World War. She married Ed Henning of North Battleford and lived in Saskatoon until retirement. They
now live in Penticton, B.C.
(Three Golden Anniversaries in this family so
far)
Elizabeth Seib (Golden Anniversary, 1969) married Otto Beyers in 1919. Farmed at Lacadena. Had
two daughters, Betty Wilson of Edmonton and Dorothy Scott of Alton, Ontario. They farmed at Lacadena
for thirty-five years. Have thirteen grandchildren.
and four great-grandchildren. Katie resides at 736
2nd St. E. Saskatoon.
Ernestine Seib (Golden Anniversary, 1979) married George Tocher, September 1929. They have one
son Ronald (Capt. for Air Canada) of Winnipeg,
Manitoba. They have three grandchildren. They now
live in No.I-221 Yorkton Ave., Penticton, B.C.
Joe Seib, the baby of a few months old when we
moved to Medstead. He lived to age seven years and
died of what could have been appendix and was
buried at Medstead, 1917 (approx).
Caroline Seib was born at Medstead, went to
school at North Battleford and Rosenfeld, Manitoba.
She died at the age of fourteen at home of a throat
infection in 1926.
Emily Seib (last to be born at Medstead) married
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and l'm sure the people in the surrounding district arc

had harvested their first crop of pedigree seed in !946
--- that "vas a field
Ajax Oms. Each year from then
on the acreage \tvas increased and 'vvhcat and barley
added. Ne\v and better varieties of \vheat and barley
wert: dcvelopcu and released to seed grt)\vers. \Vhen
the nev/ variety, Span rapeseed \\'as released to
Saskatche\van gro\vers, it too was added to the list uf
crops already being produced on their seed farm.
[n J965 a ne\\, cleaning plant Vias built in the
shape of an elevator. Looking hack over the :.-'cars of
expansion. Frank recalls one order of oats were
shipped to Cedar Rapids, iow,,- U, S, A, Several bags
of oats vvere shipped to Eastern Canada and shipmcnt
also went to Cumberland House in Northcrn
Saskatchewan. That \vas sent by railway/ to The Pas,
t\1anitoba. then by barge the rest of the way.

or

proud to have them in their district.

Frank Seidle', Early Recollections
III the summer of 1932, Joe Seidle Sr., came intu
the Ivkdstcad area to sec if he could buy.' a quarter
section of land \'lith buildings to estahlish a home.
The family was at this tirnc, living in southern Alber-

ta near a town named Raymond. No one in the family
\vas very happy living there due to the semi-desert
nature of the country side. completely treeless except
where some had hccn planted around the farmsteads,
Drought was the usual situation with strong 'vvesteriy
winds that hardly/ ever stopped and the summers \vere
incredibly hot so at times it was difficult to do any
physical work. Dust storms darkened the sky much
of the time during the spring and in the falL
By this time the "Great Depression" had a good
beginning and Joe Seidle decided to do like hundreds
of other men, He boarded a freight train and headed
north, saving his meagre finances for meals and other
necessities, He stopped in many places across the
northern eelge of the prairies, Millet. Alberta, was
one that attracted attention, but eventually arrived in
the Medstead district.
It so happened that this area hael the best crops of
grain seen anywhere during his travels and the climate was cooler with plenty of tree cover It also
came to be known that some twelve to sixteen miles
north there was a forest reserve where one could get
fence posts, rails and building logs. Stones were
evident but it seemed they were manageable, Pasture
was lush and abundant. and horses and cattle were in
excellent condition, Game birds anci animals nourished,
Medstead was one of several thriving ne"v villages in the area where people could buy pretty well
all their needs. Train service began in about !927 on
the eN, tracks and several trains a week came
through, There was an elevator to buy grain and the
surrounding farm districts were well served by
schools. There were also two garages but very few
cars and virtually no motor trucks. One of the
garages soon closed down for obvious reasons,

Frank married Olive Salynuik of Saskatoon, She
had taught at several schools in the district. Daylight.
Robin, Belbutte, etc. They renovated the house his
father first lived in back in 1932, and lived there until
building a new home in 1061. Frank and Olive have
three children, two sons and a daughter. The oldest
son, Leslie graduated from the University of
Saskatchewan in 1975 after a four year course in Arts
and Science, In September 1976 he began his studies
as a Commonwealth scholar in Oxford, England,
majoring in Political Science, He is to remain there until the end of June I98l1. Their daughter.
Lynnda is presently employed at the hospital in St.
PauL Alberta after receiving her degree in nursing
science from the University of Saskatchewan in May
of 1977, Mervyn, their youngest son has taken up
farming, He successfully completed his course at the
School of Agriculture in Saskatoon and received his
diploma in April of 1979, On June l), he married
Shelley Parden of Saskatoon and they have taken up
residence in a mobile home on the farm quarter.
After finishing schooL Edward juined his brother, Prank, in the farming business, In 1959, Edward
married Joan Oster of the same district. They have
three sons and one daughter. The oldest son, BretL is
presently enrolled in a course at Kelsey Institllte,
Karen, Cameron and Boyd are still attending school
in MedsteacL
Amelia Seiclle married Edward Schulkowsky in
1')56 and they also farm ill the same district. They
have a son and daughter. both still at home,
Joseph Seidle passed away in September, 1960 at
the age of 77 years, Mrs, Seidle continued to live
alone in a small house in the farmyard next to Ed's
hOllse, She passed away in MayoI' 1975 having
looked aftcr most of her needs until just a week or so
before her death, After the death of Joseph Seiclie,
the farming and seed business took on the name of
"Seidle Brothers", The Seidles are excellent farmers

All this pleased Joe and he began in carnest to
look for a place he could buy. After awhile he came
across a quarter section with about forty acres cultivated, good log buildings, fenced land, that was for
sale, It was the SW of 20-50-14, the estate of Knut
Johansen Dahl i,vho lost his life 1n an accident in the
timber with his team and s1eigh. There was a James
Cottie living there temporarily'. The Landon and
Western Trust Co, of Saskatoon was in charge of the
estate and that's where the final negotiations took
place, The price was $2,000 with $300 as a down
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The following morning we star~ed out again to-

'wards Edmonton 'INith traffic sparcc and the weather
not too cold. That was in our favour because the car

heater, if there vv'as one, \vasn't putting ouL but the
quilts helped so the back seat passengers \verc reasonalby' comfortable. Otherwise, the day,' Vias uneventful and in the evening we arrived in Vegrc\'lIle
where we put up for the night in t'0/O rooms on the

second floor of a cafe building. 'vVe remember Dad
and Frank playing a game on a fastball game machine
with each participant having control of a team with a
couple of cranks. We don't recollect who won but the
enj(;ymcnt was immense. Dad and Frank also tried
their strength on a pounds lift machine, where a coin
was deposited into a slot to zero the dial. Frank tried
and moved the dial a bit. then Dad adjusted the lift
handle for his own height and then using his leg
muscles mostly, he got the dial to go over 600. A
couple of young men marvelled at the strength and
the two of them doubled and moved the dial only a bit

Frank Seidle in a plot of Parkland barley, 1956.

more.
The following morning the car engine got an oil
change and travel resumed on towards North Battleford. The cars then in lise were not speedy arollnd 30-35 miles per hour was the usual and collisions or other accidents were unheard of, partly due
to the sparse traffic. On entering Saskatchewan, the
men were heard to comment on the liquor prohibition
then in effect: but good or bad, it was a fact of life in
this province at the time. The night was spent in
North Battleford, also just a very small city without
any notable events. Each of these nights Joe had the
car stored in one of the garages which always had lots
of room.
The next morning the men enquired about the
road to Medstead without getting any definite infOlc
mati on , but somebody apparently had been in a couple of bad days before with a car. !t was decided to try
it and the road was good enough - up to about fifteen
miles north of the city (around Kuland's corner)
where the road was drifted over and for the first time
shovelling had to be done even though the car had
chains. After that there was no difficulty and we
arrived in lVledstead with some daylight left. The
hotel was new and operated by three Chinese men,
one of them well above average in stature. The two
rooms we got were on the ground floor about where
the shuffle board is now and the partitions were only
two by fours and lumber and not all the way to the
ceiling to allow some heat to come in.
Leaving Mother and the baby in the hate!, the two
men and Frank drove alit in the car towards where the
new property was located. They followed sleigh
trails that pointed in the general direction of the farm
which was known to be situated about four miles

Front: Frank Seidle. Back: Joe Seidle with Titan Tractor.

payment and $300 yearly thereafter with interest at
8%. Joe returned to Raymond where plans began to
be made to make the move.
Finally, just before Christmas everything was
ready for the journey. The furniture including the
stove was loaded on a C.P. rail car. The family was to
travel in a Whippet sedan car that young Joe Seidle
had. We carried some quilts and pillows, shovel. axe
and some other tools. Joe did the driving with Frank
silting beside, while Dad and Mother sat in the back
holding the baby. The ages of the group then were:
Joe twenty-two, Frank thirteen, Dad and Mother in
their forties and Eddy was one year old in November
and another baby was to be bom in February.
After the departure we headed north on No. I
highway which was even then black-topped through
Calgary, only a small city then, and into Red Deer
where two rooms were taken for the night. Red Deer
was only an average-sized town then and this being
Christmas Eve. there was quite a lot of merry making
in which the two men took a small part while the rest
were offered some treats of food. It was a pleasant
reprieve from the ordeals the family was subjected
to.
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north-east. Having gone about the right distance,

an important part of our diet. New Year's Day came

there was some concern due to the fact that there were
no farmsteads to be seen. All there was, were young,
tall poplar trees with the odd mature tree which was
taller than the rest. Frank was coaxed to climb one of
these to get a better view. After reaching just below
the top, he could see a large roof and one smaller one
to the north-west, so announced what he saw and
pointed the direction. The snow being loose made i'
possible for the car to plow right along in low gear
and with a bit of shovelling on the side of a low ridge,
we were able to drive right up to the east door of the
one and a half-story house. The set-up was examined
and found to be livable, so we returned back to the
village after unloading some of the contents of the

and went without being noticed since one day was
much the same as another. Later a large female hog
u about 40() pounds, was bought for $6.00
weiuhin
e
b
'-'
from the Kruger family, who lived about a mile east
near the school. This was butchered to provide lard
and meat and some was smoke cured for future usc.
Once a day one of us would walk to the All' Robert's
place about a mile south-west to get a quart or two of
milk.

School re-opened early in February, 1933, so that
Frank was about to make new acquaintances at
Daylight School. It was built in the early homestead
days of good fir lumber, cedar shingles and a maple
floor It was one room with lots of windows and had a
porch. The teacher was Miss Noonan, a small Irish
girl, with curly black hair Frank found this as a very
unusual situation having previously attended school
with several hundred pupils both in the public ancl
high school where each teacher taught only one
grade. Teaching of several grades in the same room
was distracting and much of the material presented
was a repitition due to Alberta and Saskatchewan
working at different levels. The students and children
were of several national origins but all spoke English
and there were no Indians nor other different races.
This school building was to serve the district for
many more years as a dance hall (with it's maple
wood noor), meeting place, church, where at least
one funeral service was held. About twenty years
later a more modem building was constructed and the
original one retired and later sold to Joe Seidle (Jr.) to
be llsed for grain storage. Then several years later as
the school district became centralized, the new
school closed down and was moved to Sand with ,
where it continued to serve its intended pupils. This
marked the end of an era and Daylight is only a name
remembered by the older people. The site on the NW
of 16-50-14 still has the remains of the foundation.

car.

The next day was quite cold but the men got the
car going and bought an air-tight heater, stove pipes
and a few other necessities and drove out to the farm
where the heater was set up in the living room part.
There was a good supply of dead trees so fuel was
there forjust the work it took to cut it. Joe returned to
get the rest of the family and brought them out to the
farm in what was to be our last car ride for several
years, because there was no more money to buy
gasoline.
The furniture that was shipped via the c.p arrived about two weeks later, so in the meantime, we
had to get by with what there was. For bedding, Joe
and Frank carried some clean straw from a nearby
stack. There were no forks so pulling by hand was the
only way and with the straw being packed hard, the
job was extremely difficult and time consuming but
eventually there was some that was carried in, using
bed sheets as a kind of bag. The straw was laid in the
corners of the room and a 2 x 4 frame was made for
each place to keep the straw from spreading. These
were our beds until the furniture came some two or
three weeks later.
The house was built out in the open on a low knoll
that gave it a stand out appearance. (Some years later
Frank thought it should be nick-named "Poorman's
Castle"). The material used, was thick pine logs
which were hewed flat with broad axes. The outside
had drop siding and was painted white with green
trim, while inside the logs were whitewashed and the
floors and ceiling were of fine quality fir lumber The
barn and a granary were of similar construction. We
learned later that the buildings were put up by a
Leonard Wappel who homesteaded the guarter.
After getting established as best we could, with
all of us and Mother especially, being very patient'
the heater served also as a cook stove so that baking
was limited to pan cakes. Prairie chickens and rabbits
were plentiful and in good condition so they became

Meanwhile, Dad and Mother kept the household
going, Wood had to be carried up from the bush
nearby in pole lengths and sawed up by hand. There
was no water supply since the small pond froze to the
ground, so snow melting went on every day. We were
to find out later that etlorts at well digging proved
unsuccessful. Fortunately the furniture, cookstove
included, came late in January and we were now
enjoying homemade bread, and a comfortable bed.
Joe was now staying with the Kruger family, helping
them to put up a supply of green poplar wood to be
cut up, split and seasoned for future use.
Towards the end of February a fine healthy baby
girl arrived who brought joy to the family and was to
become a playmate for Eddy for many years to come.
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She was n,llned "Anlelia" and is novv Mrs. Ed
Schulkowsky.
When spring came some decisions had to be
made. There were no jobs available here. so Joe
returned to Alberta where he worked on a wheat farm
the entire season and then returnee! latc in the fall.
Since we had no livestock at all. or machinery, the
cultivated land had to be rented. After some en·
quiries. the Freel Hart family who bought and were
set up on the SW of 24-50-15 were glad to get some
land to farm and rented the cultivateel acreage for one
year. It was quite impressive to watch young Lewis
during six good horses on a two-furrow, sixteen-inch
gang plow with three horses in front and three behind
just ahead of the plow. Thcse mcn certainly knew
how to farm and the crop turned out good but lighter
than in 1932. This helped to take some of the pressure
off as there was some wheat to sell and oats for sale
and feed for the future.
At that time. the Medstead Municipality was
under what was called" open range" law. That meant
horses and cattle were allowed to range freely and
pasture where they wished. This was a vexing prob·
lem due to the few cultivated acres being surrounded
with wild land and the two wire fence was not good
enough to hold some of the more aggressive animals
out. A couple of years later a Municipal Plebiscite
was held to try to establish a herd law to make it
compulsory for owners of livestock to hold them in
fenced pastures. The plebiscite carried and thus herd
law became effective.
Late in the fall, .Joe returned from Alberta with a
few dollars and proceeded to buy a team of horses
and a sleigh, both of which came about successfully
and at least we had a conveyance. Also about this
time Frank Bell set up a saw mill at the edge of the
forest reserve about twelve miles northeast where
Henry Orange lives now, mainly to put up railway
ties, but some spruce saw timber was also cut. This
allowed an opportunity for those who were willing
and able to supply the mill with tic logs and earn a
few dollars. Dael and Joe. having had previous expe·
rience in logging at Rocky Mountain House. decided
to take a contract for 1,000 logs. A log camp and a
small barn was built near a creek bed and a shallow
well dug to provide water for the camp and the
horses. Logging started just around the Christmas
holidays and Frank helped and gained some experi·
ence.
The tie logs had to be jackpine, eight feet long
and more than eight and a half inches thick for a No.
2 and more that ten and one half for the No. l. The
prices paid basis delivered at the mill were 14¢ for a
No.2 and 21¢ for a No. I. Out in the timber, trees
were felled, limbed and cut to eight foot lengths and

then a horse with a single tree and a chain pulled them
one or two at n time to a loading site where the sleigh
\'vas parked. Ahout 20-25 \va; a good load for the
team to pull. The job was completed well before the
spring and there was time to take out some nice
spruce smv logs for our OViD lumber. At the mill. the
smaller tie logs were slabbed on two sides to a sixinch thickness while the thicker No. l's were squared
to seven by nine inches and some provided SOf11C oncinch lumber as well. The ties were then hauled to the
Belbuttc siding at a price of 5¢ each and were then
peeled and loaded into boxcars. Teamsters took pride
in heing able to deliver ninety or a hundred ties in
each load. only when the road was packed hard.
Though we didn t suspect it then, this type of work
was to continue each winter for the next fifteen or
more years but with more and better equipment and
later on even a D4 Cat.

Clearing ami Breaking
When spring came in 1934. Joe returned to his
farm job in Alberta because financial conditions were
so bad here that we sometimes heard it said that" one
can't even buy a job". Dad bought three more horses
so we could do the planting and breaking on a eight·
foot single disc and a ten· foot lever harrow that was
also bought. The use of a seed drill was obtained
from Gust Hippe in exchange for work when he built
his house on the SE Y4 of section 21. After seeding the
few acres to oats, Dad and Frank proceeded to clear
and break fifteen acres on the home quarter.
Cutting of the tree cover was all done by hand in
those days ancl some of the nicer wood was trimmed
out and hauled home for future firewood. Trees that
were thicker than four inches had to be cut off about
four feet above the ground and the stumps later
pulled out with a team of horses and a chain. All the
brush was put on round piles and could be burned
almost right away. After the stumps were pulled, the
soil was knocked off with the back of the axe and then
they too were piled anel burned. Doing it this way two
men could average clearing about one acre per day
and the physical effort was enormous. As soon as a
five·acre strip was fully cleared, we hooked five
horses in tandem (two in front, three behind) to a
wooden beam breaking plow that was bought at an
auction sale. The share and colter were sharpened by
a black smith and we proceeded to turn the neat 16inch furrows starting in the middle and working to
the outside. This was a typical walking plow with
handles and it worked best if one drove the horses
(walking) and the other man handled the plow. There
were two levers, one for leveling and the other set the
depth ancl also lifted the plow (Jut of the ground while
turning around at the ends. The levers handled man·
ually. Quite often a willow stump would stop the
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horses so a grub hoe was carrieo on the plow to cut
these obstructions. It was taboo to lift over the willow
stumps kno\ving they would keep right on grovving
and anyway the horses appreciated the rest. Doing a
good job we could plow about one and one-half acres
per day,
\Nhen one five-acre \vas plowed, \ve proceeded to
clear and plow a second strip and then a thirJ so that
by the end of July 'Vve had fifteen acres cleared and
broke.
Farmers who had !and where 'the tree cover was
light or non-existent. could break up to forty or even
fifty acres depending on how much oats rhey had for
the horses. In those days, men and horses were in top
physical condition.
After the land was plowed, the job was not yet
complete. The roots that surfaced had to be picked by
hand and piled up for burning. We were very partiCL1lar about this so that there would be nothing to
interfere with the operation of machines which were
to follow. Surfaced or protruding stones were picked
up and hauled away on a wooden sloop - hence the
name "stoneboat". This accomplished, the land was
disced with four horses on the single disc using the
half-lap method. The first operation was done lengthwise, that is parallel with the furrows and the next
time it was angled at about 45 degrees. The land was
now ready to be seeded the following spring and the
best of crops were expected on this newly developed
land.
Some three miles away, Nick Cherwoniak who
moved up from Landis, was breaking with the only
field worthy tractor in the neighborhood at the time, a
McCormick Deering 15-30 and a 20inch high beam
steel plow. This type of outfit would break about four
acres in a reasonable day and seven acres were possible as we found out a few years later. Thcse outfits
were quite economical for fuel consumption - they
would do about ten or twelve acres on a 45-gallon
barrel but even so, it was sometimes necessary to quit

were expecting calves so that the family had a smaH
beginning in cattle raising,
There \vas more than enough pasture and water
near home, but caring for the cattle in winter required
a lor of hand labor. It was thought, at least in this
nc'!ghborhood, that once \vinter set in. all the cattle
had to be kept in a barn, dairy style, to avoid frost bite
and pneumonia. So feed was carried in to fiU the
mangers twice daily and the manure \vas cleared and
hauled away on a stoncboat also every day. One team
of horses was held in the barn and water had to be
hauled almost every day to water the cattle, since the
water supply was a good half mile distant. There was
one good feature about this method: several of the
neighbors were doing exactly the same thing so the
water slough became a visiting place where the men
could chat and complain and no doubt, all appreciated and looked forward to these visits.
There was hardly any financial return for all these
efforts since the price of beef' was almost nothing, but
the milk, cream and butter were needed. Also the
beef was butchered in the fall. We remember the first
two year-old steer brought $16.00 while older cows
were not acceptable at any price.
While leaving cattle out doors during the long
cold winter nights was frowned upon at the time, we
were to learn later that healthy cattle in good condition were just as contented to stay outdoors
provided there was plenty of feed and bedding
around and water available. Milking cows were better kept in the barn to avoid frost bite on the teats and
also to provide better quality feed and some grain
chop. Stacks of threshed straw which were plentiful
as a result of the method of harvesting grain at the
time, were a favorite place for cattle to feed and
spend time. The fact that the cattle thrived and came
out in good condition in the spring seems to indicate
that this was an acceptable method of wintering cattle.
Nowadays, with improved prices, cattle provide
farmers in this area with an important and reliable
source of farm income. Availability of summer and
fall pasture seems to be the main limiting factor.
Hewing Ties
For the winter of 1934-35 it was decided to try a
different approach in turning out railway ties - hewing with a broadaxe. The objective was to cut down
on the number of times the wood had to be handled
and also the hauling effort. Putting the tie logs
through a saw mill required at least double the number of handlings as compared with the hewing method, while hewed ties could be hauled about forty to
the load compared with about twenty-four of the tie
logs due to the fact that the slabs were left lying
where the trees were felled.

for lack of finances to buy fuel.
Looking back, the economic scope of either the
horse or the one furrow tractor method of breaking is
quite limited. Today's method of clearing and breaking makes it possible to put several hundred acres of
land under cultivation with one caterpillar outfit but
the quality of job done is somewhat inferior but still
adequate. Human physic,!1 effort is reduced to a
minimum but the financial costs are very high and in
some cases, even prohibited.
Stock Raising
In the fall of 1934 a milking cow was obtained in
exchange for work to provide the family with milk
and butter. Then the following spring, three more
cows arrived from the same source and two of them
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A hroadaxe is \A/hat the word indicates, having a

loading. The trees yielded mostly three ties each but
up to five and c'ven six \vcre s01Tletimes taken. The
··top logs" \verc later taken out to rnake fOUl" and fiveinch lurnber.
Joe \vas the teamster and made a trip ever).! \vorking day. Each forenoon enough ties \vere skidded to
the loading site to make a load and then t\iVO men
\vm!lc! built the load, \Vell secured, so no ties \vol..dd
be lost over the rough or sloping terrain. The loaded
pan of the trip was about nine miles \\'hi!C the total
mileage \vas around t\'v'ent;/ rniles, nbCH.lt right for the
horses. V/c had to keep in mind that the horses \vould

cLltting edgl;; about 12 inches long, flat on one side

and a sharpened edge on the other. The axe head
weighed eight pounds and the handle was three feet
long. One axe was bought the year before, a domestic producT, and the other was made in S\vedcn and
bought new. Each bevver had to fit a hickory handle in
a way that suited him best and each man used his ovvn
axe exclusively because there \\"ere small differences
and the work "vas quite exacting. The tWO axes that
Dad and Frank used are still on hanet kept as souYenlers.
A contract for 2,000 tics \vas negotiated with the

be expected to pull machinery' in the spring to plant
the crop.
All went \vcli and the ties were peeled as they

Hen and Sibbaid farm in Prince Albert at a price of S5
cents f"r No. I ties and 45 cents for No. 2·s. ready
and peeled and loaded on cars F.O.B. Belbultc. A
timber cutting permit was also obtained horn the
Dept. of Natural Resources at reasonable rates on
Sections 9 and 10. T52-R13 . A new camp had to be
built near the timber and the locations chosen was
section 8 on the old camp g site where a dependable
water supply existed. incidentally. that camp was
only used the one winter and was destroyed when a
very destructive forest fire swept through that part of
the forest reserve that following summer.
A start was made on the hewing in December.
The method used was to fell enough trees to make
about forty ties or one load first thing in the forenoon
- this was sort of a sort of warm-up period. Felling
trees required some thought and observation because
it was undesirable to drop trees into a situation where
they would be hard to deal with nor did we want them
criss-crossed too much. The hewing part was quite

came in by another ere\v and then on lVlarch first and

second, they were loaded into boxcars with a CNR
inspector checking for size and quality as they were
being moved in. The few culls were left behind and
later sawed into lumber.

We were very thankful that during this winter and
several more that follovvecL there was no illness or
injury even though the potential for accidents was
ever present. It would appear that with care ancI a

little luck. the woods is a reasonably safe place to
work in.
Move Again
During the later 1930's and early 1940's the farming went on during the growing seasons and ties and

logging during the winters. A small sawmill was set
up near home mainly to cut up top logs into .2 x 4. 's
and 2 x 5 's which were later used in the construction
of farm buildings. Some good spruce lumber was
also obtained from logs sawed up at Orange's and
Soderberg's sawrnills. More land \vas bought and a

the hardest work in the timber and a pair of thin
gloves was more practical than leather and woolen

mitts. The hardwood handle was ice cold until it
warmed up some from the worker's hands. A temperature of about 10 degrees below was the best for
hewing because the frozen wood splintered away
from the broadaxe very easily while colder temperatures were too cold on the hands but we had to take it
as it came and never missed a working day. Each
hewer or more commonly called "tie-backer" had to
carry a ruler in his side pocket to check the thickness
and (a pole exactly eight feet long) to measure the
length. The man stood and moved along the top of the
felled tree hewing one and then the other side straight
and smoothly. It took a lot of practice and effort
before one could become proficient at this work and
leave a good job without it taking too long. Each man
also carried a small round sharpening stone to keep a

new house was started on the SEV-l of section 30 near

a good water supply - the present farmstead. A
good, solid barn was built also, using large hewed
logs: not used much no\\' but a good souvenir from

the old tie making efforts.
A used McCormick Deering 15-30 tractor in
good conditions \J./ith steel wheels, \vas bought during this period to drive the sa\v milL chop grain, turn

the thresher. do field work and puli the high beam
bush breaker. This machine \vas later mounted on
pneumatic rubber wheels and used for many years. It
was finally retired, still in good working order. in

favour of the more powerful modern tractors. but is
still around ancI no doubt would still run.
Joe "vas married in 1939 and set up a farmstead on
section 17 near a good water supply. The medium-

sized slough had close to eight feet of water when full
and was never known to go dry all the way. The fact

razor sharp edge on the axe, and this was actually so

demonstrated more than once by trying the blade on
the back of one's hand. The trees were then cut into
up into eight-foot lengths, ready for skidding and

that water lilies gre\v almost to the middle indicated

this was 'live' wmer, spring fed. There was at least
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one year during the 1930's when Ben Nelson's lake,
about a mile away, went completely dry during the
winter but this little slough continued to supply water
for several of the nearhy farmers.
Joe had a 10-20 Titan tractor to do his breaking
and Frank also did some with six horses in tandem
and a steel beam plow. Joe grew Marquis wheat for a
few years until Thatcher wheat came along and got a
good grade most of the time. Joe also bought the
original Daylight School after the new one was built
and had it moved onto the farmstead to be used for
grain storage. It is still in use today.
It should be mentioned that the convenienccs we
now enjoy were not even dreamed of at this time, that
is, electricity, telephone, tap water, cold and warm
with washroom facilities. Almost everybody was in
top physical condition at any time of the year, wood
and water had to be carried every day, cows had to be
milked, livestock fed, horses harnessed, barns
cleaned and bedding brought in and school children
walked. Drug Store medicines were rarely used and
sleeping pills unheard of. Farm accounts were mostly
kept in a shoe box or not bothered with. Once, in the
post office, with Mr. Short in charge, Frank noticed a
prominent poster with large red letters saying "Have
you paid your income tax'?" , and wondered what that
was all about, since nobody ever talked about it
because no one was taxable. Some years later many
of the young farmers found out for certain.
It was during one of several of the local short
courses on farming that Frank was encouraged to
enroll in the University of Saskatchewan School of
Agriculture. This was a frightening thought to this
country-bred young lad who never saw a city since
1932, to go back to the classroom type of atmosphere
for two terms. However, a decision was finally made
and in the fall of 1945 Frank enrolled and it was back
to school. It was found difficult at first to listen to
lectures and take notes at the same time but one got
used to that and in the second year Frank was running
close to the top. Now, looking back, this was perhaps
the best decision made during his career, second only
to choosing a wife,
Cropping practices during this period left something to be desired. Discs were used to prepare the
seed bed and always went too deep, leaving a loose
tluffy seed bed so the seed was placed too deep, No
fertilizer was used up to a~out 1940 and then only
sparingly. There were no weed sprays until after 1947
and stink weed and wild oats were the most troublesome weeds, with wild buckwheat soon to follow.
New breaking, well-prepared, invariably produced
the best crops and this encouraged more land to be
brought under cultivation, The duckfoot cultivator or
rodweeder just did not exist in this neighborhood at

this time. Crops grown were wheat and oats mainly,
with some fielcls of bromegrass for hay.
Seed Production
During the summer of 1945, ninet}' acres of land
were broken ancl the NE!l1 of section 30 which was
bought from Harold Herbert. Here there were only a
few small bluffs of poplar ancl the rest was covered
with small and medium-sized willows. The breaking

unit \vas the McCormick tractor and high beam single
furrow plow \vith Frank driving and Eddy helping
when not at schooL either driving or cutting brush.
The job was finished in late July and there was time to

clear the stones, burn the remaining brush and roots
and give it a disc and float job in the fall.
Later on in the fall, Frank went to Saskatoon to
take up studies in Agiculturc. It was during the field
crop studies that Howard Gerrie, one of the finest
gentlemen ever met and now deceased, gave the
students two periods on pedigreed seed production
and agreed to give a few evening classes to those who
wanted to know more about it. Frank was one of
about a dozen volunteers seriously considering to
start producing seed, not suspecting what success or
failure it would bring.
From this, Saskatoon sort of headquarters, the
best class and grade of seed available was ordered,
that is, First Generation Registered (now Foundation), No. I of Ajax Oats for fifty acres and Thatcher
wheat for forty acres. The following spring that land
was disced once and then seeded without fertilizer,
leaving the required strips as an isolation. Both fields
emerged evenly and soon showed promise of a good
crop and then near the end of July just a light frost
caused the wheat part to freeze in blossom ~ the
worst time. Field inspection on the forty acres of
wheat was cancelled to avoid unnecessary expense
but the oats got certified status and produced a good
yield of high quality oats with a good germination,
The wheat was also cut and threshed and what grain
there was, was nice but there was only about enough
for our own seed.
In the fall Frank returned to Saskatoon to take up
the second year of studies. A sample of the certified
oats was submitted to the government lab for a germination and purity test, both of which turned out
satisfactory and indicated good seed. So now a buyer
had to be found and a seed cleaning outfit purchased.
Several seed companies were contacted but Sask.
Pool was the only one interested provided the seed
was cleaned, bagged, and sealed in the certified No.
I grade. So a small cleaning outfit was ordered from
the Jack Harrison Agency in Medstead, to be ready
no later than April 1st. One thousand grain bags were
ordered from the Prairie Bag Company of Moose Jaw
and small, good quality platform scale waS also
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20-50-13 W3rd. He was a widower with five children. three boys. Carl. Gottlieb. and August, and
hvo girls. I\1artha and Marie.

bought from I-Iarrison's to \veigh the seed bags when
filled.
When Frank got home after completing his
classes and exams. a portable platform of good
quality lumber was built, twel ve feet wide and twenty
feet long to accommodate all the equipment. There
was no electricity then so a small aircooled engine
provided the power. The bags would have to be sewn
by hand.
The job of cleaning. bagging. and hauling took
about ten days to complete and there was about 2,400
bushels of clean seed. The inspector was Rod Jacobson, a new graduate, and this was his very first
inspection. Charlie Stewart, the Pool agent, in
Medstead, ordered a clean railway car and the seed
was shipped out in plenty of time for spring seeding.
This was a small beginning in seed production. It
was only partially successful but provided valuable
experience for the future and seed production continued every year through ups and downs up to the
present. In past years, when freight rates were not
prohibitive, seed grain was shipped as far west as
Northern Alberta, north up to Cumberland House,
east as far as Quebec City and south to Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. More recently, sales were pretty well restricted
to Saskatchewan with only little bits going
elsewhere.

He was a blacksmith and also

H

"well witcher".

In 1922, he re-married. a widow. Mrs. Amelia
(Freel) Gatzke of North Battleford, whose husband
had died in 192(), leaving her with seven children.
She had previously lived in the Carrollton district and
was able to get a second homestead. NE 28-50-13
vV3rd (where Jonath Gatzke lives today), Gottlieb
and Amelia moved to this quarter of land following
their marriage.
Gottlieb Selent died in 1937: Amelia (Gatzke)
Selent died in 1962.

The Carl Selent :Family
by Elsie Young (daughte;)
Being my parents were old timers and Dad being
the blacksmith all those years. I thought they should
be mentioned in the book. I wish I had paid more
attention to names. places. dates. etc. in those years
as it would come in handy now.
I remember Mom and Dad speaking of moving
from North Battleford in 1918 or 1919 and moving
north. I cannot recall the first place they moved tomy grandfather. Gottlieb Selent, had homesteaded in
the Park Bluff area and then in the Carrollton district.
My mother. Justina Droit. had come from Germany with her family to the Salter district north of
Biggar.
My parents homesteaded in the Carrollton district (SE 20-50-13 W3rd) following their marriage.
This was a sixty-five acre homestead beside a lake. I
recall the lake. anc! later the train tracks runnin o
along side of it. An old family friend, Chris GO()S~
lived above the track crossing. on the corner of
Henke's or was it Charlie Holman's land? I still have

The Gottlieb Selent Family
Gottlieb Selent originally homesteaded in the
Park Bluff area, NW 20-49-15 W3rd and then moved
to the Carrollton district in 1918, homesteading SE

Jonath Gatzke, Gotllieb Selent, Amelia Selent, Martha Witte,
Ted Witte, and baby Meinhardt.

Mrs. Gotlieb Selle nt, 80th birthday.
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had the Cockshutt agency for a year or so, thcn our
hOLlse burned down and we again got a nc\y home-

a picture of Chris's two room cabin: it used to he there
for many years used as a granary, until rhe past few
years it disappeared. I felt sad to see it gone. It was
built out of round logs and plastered many, many
years ago.and sure held up well.
Dad had his blacksmith shop in Medstead (SW
16-50-14 W3rd, immediately east of Jake and Peter
Epp's farm today). He would be gone for weeks at a
time and we had no way of travelling. We didn't do
much farming and Mom said they used an ox and a
bull to do a bit of ploughing. I know that in 1921,
when! was born and my sister in 1923, we had only a
cow and chickens, and maybe a pig, but always a big
garden.
Dad trapped muskrats to eke out a living those
first years, besides blacksmithing. Dad also worked
for a Mr. McDonald, a member of the Legislative
Assembly, if my memory is correct.
It was while Dad worked at the blacksmith shop
in Medstead and Mom was alone with us kids that our
stove pipes caught on fire. Mom had to leave us alone
and run over to old Chris Goos' to get some help. It
was at least a quarter of a mile and by the time they
came back the fire had burned out - lucky for all of
us'
My sister, Agnes, died on her eleventh birthday
on this homestead. Mom said she had a cold but
didn't complain of being sick. She seemed to have a
fever one day and a premonition of her death. Mom
said she was "taken aback" when Agnes asked her,
"How deep do they bury people who die?" Agnes
wasn't able to rock my baby sister's cradle as she got
dizzy and felt sick to her stomach. Mom again left us
and went to Chris Goos for help. He also had no way
of travelling so started out walking to Heydens as
John Heyden had horses. Johnny was away to a field
getting a load of hay, he was half loaded so threw the
hay off and went to Medstead to get Dad and the
nurse (no doctors then). When the nurse arrived later
that evening she put a mustard plaster on my sister's
chest but it was too late and she died. It was March 1,
1926.
Mom was so heartbroken she didn't want to stay
around the place as it had too many memories. It was
after this that my dad built a blackmith shop in
Glenbush, also a house, and we moved to Glenbush.
While we lived on the homestead George and
Agnes had attended Carrollton School.
When it was time for me to attend school George
and I walked to Avery, and I also can remember
attending school in the church in Glenbush for a short
time, as they were building a new school.
My dad used to do all the blacksmithing for miles
around. Mr. Cassidy had done some, but was better at
garage work so went in only for fixing cars. Dad also

stead.
We stayed with my aunt Martha (Selent) and
Uncle John Gatzke for the winter while Dad and
Uncle hauled logs out of the bush to the saw mill. to
be cut up for lumber to build a house, blacksmith
shop and a log barn,
We llloved on April 6, 1932, to SWIS-SO-lJ
W3rd to the Stoke district. Here we eventually
cleared fifteen to twenty acres on the homestead but
didn't do much farming, just grew a bit of grain for
sheaves.
Dad was a great gardener: wherever \ve lived we
would have a huge garden. He loved trying to grow
small fruits. We all worked in the garden and carried
well water whenever it was needed. Mom would put
down jar after jar of fruit and vegetables. We had
many guests for meals as people came from some
distance to get their plough shears done.
There was no school in the district so we had to
take correspondence courses. Dad immediately got a
school board going. I believe Mr. Strittich, Mr. Pipp,
and Mr. Alex Gatzke were the others that got Stoke
school built.
One of our first teachers was Miss Wearing who
later became Mrs. John Pipp. We also had Miss Borsa
who boarded with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Short. She
decided to walk to school in the summer time and my
sister and I walked part way with her. We girls were
so used to walking at a good clip we would continually keep leaving her behind. She would apologize for being a poor walker and we would do the
same, but before the summer was over she became a
good walker also.
The first year we had the use of Mr. Frank Erickson's land for our garden. People had said if we had a
garden the first year on new land it wouldn't produce
very well. Dad planted potatoes and you should have
seen them, they were the biggest potatoes grown. He
sure was proud'
We also bought some ewes from Dr. Storey in
Rabbit Lake and raised sheep. Dad was good at
anything he undertook to do - he tanned hides and
made moccasins for us kids, and sewed harness from
the horse hides he had tanned. He made the tanner
and we kids would ride our white horse to turn this
contraption. After a while, Dick, the horse got so
good he would go around by himself, until it was
time to turn around, and when we said, "Whoa'" he
would turn and go the other way. Dad would come
and turn the hide every once in a while.
We had bought three cows from Mr. Carl
Haubold when we moved to this last homestead.
They were all dry and pregnant, ancllater on all had
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calves at the same time, so at first we had no milk and
then far more than what we could handle. Also our
cows took off. and ran back home at calving time. We
had no fences that first year or two so had to herd
them. Our sheep took off once too, and got as far as
Mr. Bill Rinks and he penned thern up for us.
Times were hard for all of us but harder for a
srnithy. Dad wouid exchange work for the work he
did, but he also needed steel and forge coal, and
many a time he wonuereu where he would get the
cash. iVlost of his work \vas done on a credit basis and
some waS never paid for. We moved away in 1937.
Dad. Mom and my sister moved to B.C. My
brother and I stayed with our grandparents. but later
we all ended up living in B.C.
My father. Carl. passed away in Vernon. B.C. in
1973 or 1974. Mom is 86 years past and lives in a rest
home. My brother. George. and wife live in Vernon.
My sister. Olga. (Mrs. Art Landsdown), lives in
Saintella. B. C. She had seven children including a
set of twins, and has thirteen grandchildren. We have
one daughter and two grandchildren.
We had planned a trip back to Saskatchewn as my
husband. Howard. retired in June. 1978, but [had a
heart attack in the fall after feeling poorly all year,
which spoiled our long awaited plans.
I must tell you it's harder to find one's way around
in the country than in Vancouver. On one of our lost
ways. while looking for Stoke school we found ourselves at Mrs. Dormouth's house, where I recognized
a rocker sitting outside that my dad had made for a
Mrs. Djierfeldt. He built furniture too' This 'rocker'
had the back done in tanned leather which he had
made and stuffed. Mrs. Djierfeldt and her husband
had moved away but hadn't taken the chair with
them. Ed Lange also had a set of harness made by my
father in the early thirties which remained in good
shape until a few years ago.
The country has had so many grid roads put in, I
didn't know where I was half the time, everything
has changed so much. Some people had died, others
had moved away and yet we ran into the younger
generation who said, "Yes. I remember Carl. the
blacksmith." I was wishing we had run into more
old-timers. Would love to hear news of all the people
we used to know. The best of luck with the history
book'.

with his parents from Reading, England. to the Hyde
Park District
In 1919. Eric homesteaded N.E. Y,-34-47-IS,
built a small shack and broke ten acres as required.
He married Ruth Odgers in 1923. They traveiled
to North Battleford by horses and were married in the
Frank Connolly home by Reverend Munroe. Ruth
was from the Lost Horse Creek District.
They lived on the Connolly farm for a few years
until a suitable home was built on their homestead.
Eric wintered cattle for a Mr. MacDonald of
Belbutte in exchange for lumber. In 1927 they moved
into their two-storey home.
Many people have mentioned Eric's love of
horses. It is said he had one of the finest tcam of
drivers in the district. Eric and Ruth had four children, Tom, Edward. Dorothy and Muriel.
Tom married Naomi Jordan and moved to Salmon Arm. B.C. They have five children, Darlene
(Mrs. Barry Bueckert), Janice (Mrs. Gerald Clancy),
Wayne, Joanne (Mrs. Ryan Bolt), and Tracy.
Edward of North Battleford married Margaret
Larson (marriage lasted only a few years) they had
four children, Eric, Brian (both deceased), John and
Carrie.
Dorothy (Mrs. Ken Ray) of Prince has four chilciren, Miles, Sheila (Mrs. Don Orchison). Aaron and
Melodie.
Muriel (Mrs. George Nachtegaele) of the Lost
Horse Creek District has two girls. Tammy and Jody.
Tom and Edward both served in World War Il.
Recalled by Jim Shepherd. Eric's brother. of their
partnership in a Stanley-Jones threshing machine.
This machine was hand-fed, driven by a gas engine.
Jim recalls receiving a 30 Winchester repeater in
payment for harvesting.
In 1931. Eric lost his life in a well accident. At
this time, Ruth and her family moved to Eric's parents' (Henry and Minnie Shepherd). A house had
been built for Ruth with the help of family and
friends.
After the sale of the Henry Shepherd farm, Ruth
moved the house into Sandwith. A lean-to was built
on. This served as a restaurant - meals 25¢.
In 1941. Ruth and family moved to Prince. She
had bought Well's Boarding House. (Mrs. Wells was
Ruth's sister.) Many teachers boarded here prior to
and during Ruth's time.
Ruth's house from Sand with was moved to Prince
in 1947. The power was installed and the house
refinished.
Eric and Ruth's farm was renteel out to many
people over the years. Some were the Bolers, Bakers
and Rectors. In 1951, Henry Rector purchased the
land.

George Sclmes NE-16-S0-13-W3. Immigrated from Sussex, England where he had been a
farmer. Paid his S 10.00 homesteader fee July 3. 1920.
He had a family of two children.

El'ic Shepherd
Eric Shepherd, born in 1898, came to Canada
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in the early 1950's, Ruth moved to North Battlcford. She baby-sat for severa! families.
Prior to her passing in 1957, Ruth spent much of
her time with her family.

tin Dodd, rocking too far back on his chair, disappeared behind a curtain. Everyone laughed including

the parson.
;I'he Shepherd boys of [en did the janitor work at
[he schooL not only for school but for church ser-

Henry Shepherd Story

vices and dances -_.- wood to split, fired tended, etc. I

Henry Shepherd. his wife Winnie and four boys:
Gordon. Eric. Jim and Frank left their home. Hart's
Hill Farm. near Reading. England in March, 1907 for
North Battleford. On the train journey between
Saskatoon and North Battleford they were delayed
ten or twelve days at Warman, when snow blocked
the line. This sI~lall town's hotel managed to feed
about three hundred people, passengers and crew.
during this time. The train was TI1()ved each hour
enough to keep it from freezing solid to the line in
snow and slush.
After their arrival in North Battleford Mrs. Shepherd and boys lived in town for several months while
the hOllse was being built on the farm at Sandwith.
Gordon and Eric went to school in a two room lumber
building where King St. School was built (now
McKitrick School). l'hat small building was later
used as Council Chambers and is now the Arts Centre.
The house on the homestead SW 1,1, 20-48-14 was
24 x 32 feet. a story and a half lumber building.
Material was hauled from North Battleford with
oxen. Loads had to be unloaded and carried across
the muskeg at the foot of Devonia Hill.
There was no school when the family first lived
there. Hyde Park School was built about 1910 y, mile
west of the Shepherd home. Alice Grant was the first
teacher. The Shepherd horne was noted for their
hospitality and help when needed. The bachelors of
the district made good use of both.
Church services. often held in homes, were conducted by visiting ministers, Canon Paul. Anglican.
and Rev.- HoneYI;lan, Presbyterian, were two of the
best liked. One service which is well remembered by
Gordon, was held in the Ted Bloomfield house. Mar-

remember stacks of sandwiches being made at
Grandma Shepherd's after I was in the family and
that had been happening for years. Dances often
lasted till daylight for safer driving home.
Clearing land was a hard. slo\v process when
stunes werecloaded by hand and hauled off with stone
boats or vvagons. Brush was cut by hand but open

pieces of prairie were \vorked up first. Frost was a big
problem in early years, it could even happen Oll July
1st. Gordon has picked wild strawbelTlcs WIth snow
on the ground.

Ma~v of the voung men joined the army in the 1st
War Go;don in AUg,,:st 1915. He then went hUIlle on
har~est leave. We got to know each other the next
winter when the 188th battalion was in North Battleford. Eric enlisteel in the 232nd a year later. They
both servecl in France and were both wounded in
action. Eric's injury was severe enough that he was
sent home. Gorclon served until June 1919 with the
Army of Occupation, after the Armistice.
Gordon married me, Mary Leslie, December
1920 and moved to Prince district in 1922. We have
five children. Helen now Mrs. Charles Sullivan of
Hoston, B.C .. Lorna - Mrs. John Pearson of Green
Lake. Nancy - Mrs. Ray Weier of Wilkie, Bob on
the farm near Prince and Lincla - Mrs. Walter Ard of
N. Battleford.
Eric married Ruth Odgers in 1923. They had four
children. Tom, in SaiIm;n Arm. B.C., Edward in
North Battleford. Dorothy - Mrs. Ken Ray of
Prince and Muriel- Mrs. George Nachtegaele near
lffley. Eric died in well digging accident in 1931 and
Ruth in 1957.
Jim married Gladys Culy 1926. Their family of
five are - Svlvia - Mrs. Bill Arnold of McBride.
B.C .. Marg:Iret. Mrs. Rich SchalTer of Salom.
Oregon, Dale - Dr. Dale Shepherd of Simcoe, Ontaric; and twin boys Lee and Lynn both of Saskatoon.
Frank married Wildred Payne of Bournemouth
but the marriage only lasted a few years and he has
been alone ever since. now living in North Batt1eford.
Winnie Shepherd died in 1934 and Henry in
1944.

The Frank Shepherd i<amily
by Clites Gillmore (nee Shepherd)
.
The Frank Shepherd family moved to BIrch Lake
district in 1934 from Abbey, Saskatchewan. where

Mary Shepherd travelling in style.
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Jim and Frank Shepherd on their ponies.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shepherd at right.

we had been blown out and eaten up by grasshoppers.
This was a mOve of about three hundred fifty milesto make a fresh start. My brother, Duncan, and a
friend of his, travelled this distance with two hay
racks full of fUl11irure, etc., while my uncle travelled
in a boxcar with the cattle", pigs, chickens and machinery. He, too, had a rough trip. He was put on a
side track for a few days and had a calf born on the
way. My mother, dad, sister Jean and I travelled to
our new horne by car which was a 1929 Pontiac.
We had bought Martin MacLean's homestead,
about nine miles
W. of Medstead and arrived there

N.

!ate at night. 11 \-vas a log house in fairly good con··
clition and we managed for several days and nights
sleeping on the, floor, Th~Hlk goodness it was surnmcrtime! \Ve "vere so happy to see all the lovely green
treeS all about us aner coming from the bajd prairie,
Nir. fv1acLean had put in a small garden so \\ie even
had fresh vegetahles that first summer, Needless to
say_ ",ve \t\'cre more [han happy \\'hen my brOther and
friend arrived \vith the furniture. V1/e had no electricity and no plumbing and deev\" \vater hy a bucket
on a pulley from a wdl.
At first Dad raised grain but vv'lth just a quaner
section of land and most of that left for grazing
purposes it wasn't very lucrative. Also we had to
choose crops that ripened fairly early because of the
early frosts. We also hacl cattie, horses, pigs and
chickens so \\'e were very self-sufficient as far as
food went. Water was a bit of a problem. We had a
fairly good kitchen welL but not enough water in the
stock well during the winter months. We had a large
slough on our place so in summer Dad fixed a trough
system there. Eventually he had to have a large tank
built for hauling water from Birch Lake for winter
use. He'd fill it by hancl ancl empty it into the well by
hose. Not a pleasant job in the cold winter months
believe me'
The growing season was short. We usually got an
early frost so hac! to be careful in our choice of
vegetables and grain. Fall rye was one of the better
crops ano of course we sowed oats both for the grain
and fodder for the animals. We grew a big garden and
about a half acre of potatoes. All the vegetables were
stored in the root cellar with the exception of those
that were for immediate use and they were put in bins
in our dirt cellar under the house.
Dad decided to try raising sheep and that proved
excellent. Not only did we sell the wool but also sold
the live lambs to the local buyer and had plenty of
lamb and mutton to eat. We always butchered our
own pigs and steers. usually with the help of a neighbour and then when they did their's Dad would reciprocate. People were great about helping each other
in those days. About this time Dad decided to raise
some Jerseys. So he bought a heifer and registered
bull and we were soon on the way to building up a fair
herd. They were very productive cream-wise, which
we sold to the local creamery in Medsteacl. At that
time Mr. Masterman managed it. We had our cream
picked up twice u week by truck. This is where the
ice-house came in handy. In the winter time Dad
(with the help of his neighbour) cut blocks of ice from
Birch Lake and placed it in our ice-house well packed
with sawdust. This would keep all summer and was
where we kept our cream and milk, etc. We also used
to chip it for putting in the ice cream freezer when we

sleeping accommodatinn:o; 1n the houst': but the men
\vould bed dov,.'n v\;'ith their bedrolls on the fresh hm/
in a section uf the harn, IlTml:mbc:r tlh':' stacks of fo()~J
tho~c, felloviS ate. \};/ow~ it kept al! three of us bus).'
cooKing.

\Ve had neighbours fairly cJus,;. The l\1acLeans
Vv'efe our closest. about une quarter mile a\\'ay.
Vv'i!fred Lenton lived fairly dose tou and as he \vas d
hachclor he used to have quite a fe\v meals at our
house. Ted Christen \\'as a bachelor in those davs,
too, and we sa\;v him frclluentlv.
Jean and I \vcnt to Bll~ch L,~ke school which \vas
opened in 1912. My first teacher was Helen O'!vlara
\vho hoarded 'l,vith the \1acLeans for st:veral years.
We walked to school in the summer and winter except
in the extremely cold weather. In \vinter \A'e' d walk on
the snovv drifts, sometimes falling through and getting soaked. Then \ve'd have to t;;/ and Ziry out ~)Ur
clothes around the old heater at school. Sometimes
that two miles seemed pretty long, especially \vhen it
got do\vn to about fifty degrees belovv' zero -- \ve' d
have icicles hanging from our scarfs.
Church was held at the school with a visiting
minister who travelled from Meadow Lake. This wa~
United Church. in Medstead there was an Anglican
Church and I believe a Roman Catholic Church.
There was a Lutheran Church near Glaslyn.
During the Second World War the I~dies of the
district formed a club to send parcels overseas to the
boys. They hckl a dance usually once a month and
everyone went. including the children. They would
be p;lt to sleep on top of ~oats placed on the -desks at
the side of the schoolroom. Wes Smith used tll play
often at these affairs as did the McNeils. Irene Larsen
was a great violinist and Mrs. Derrvman would sit all
night pounding on the old piano. Sometimes I \vondered how she did it. She was so tinv, a little Duff of
wind would blow her away! We also ~had a box' social
every fall to raise money for Christmas flifts for all
the school children. Th~re would be a f~w anxious
moments before you found out \vho )/our supper
partner would be. Vv'e also used to have quilting bees.
They were great fun: I think all the ladies and young
girls enjoyed those. Actuallv we've come full circle
haven't" ';;e? We're now baZ:k doing ail (hat sort of
thing. My mother always sewed all our clothing,
quite often making a garment out of someone's castoffs. We never minded. to us it was new.
We had a lot of fun along v/ith the hardships. In
Sllmmer we'd walk two and a half or three miles to
Birch Lake and home again in time to do chores. We
had a softball team in summer and in the winter Mr.
Scotton (Sr) started a gymnaslic club in Mr. Roske's
hall at Birch Lake. We had a grand time' At the end of
the season he put on a display for the parents. The

Frank Shepherd feeding an orphan lamb from a bottle. He
spoiled sheep rotten with his affection.

Walter Maslerman and Frank Shepherd wilh the beginning of
Shepherd's Jersey herd.

made ice cream. We separated our cream with a
hand-turned separator (we all hated that job), then the
cooled cream was poured into five gallon cans. My
brother lived at horne for only a couple of years after
we moved up there. He then moved to B.c. because
he wasn't able to get a job around home except during
harvest etc. People simply didn't have the money to
hire a man. After he left, Jean and I had to help with
the chores and help Dad at harvest time stooking,
stacking hay and so on. It was hard work, believe me'
We cut and hauled all the wood we burned and as
it was our only heat it took quirt;:': a gn~.at deal. Again a
crew would come and help. One man had a saw and
he travelled around the neighbourhood cutting all the
wood. It was the same at threshing time. The crew
moved with the threshing machine. We didn't have
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great event of the summer \-vas the North Battleford
Fair -- if you 'vvere lucky enough to get there.
Christ"mas concens wefe the highlight of the
schools. The teachers worked very hard with these
and would start practicing in earl),' No\'crnber. I remernber one time I \vas in a tap dance and m::/ mother
found mc dancing on my bed in my sleep~ We had
rather a severe teacher at that time and \\le had to
produce or else. Al1 in all we got a pretty fair cducation even though we \vere all jammed into one room,
ten grades to '- the room with one poor underpaid
teacher. My mother boarded a teacher one year before thc teacherage was built and 1 beiieve she got
twenty dollars a month. She did his laundry and
evervthing. However, we thought we were in clover
with~ that ~xtra cash corning in'
One teacher we had, Mr. Mattlock, was very
musical. While he was with us he started a school
band. This smattering of music was greatly appreciated. One time Dad gave me a runty pig that I raised
and used the money to buv myself a guitar.
The vear after i left school I worked one enjoyable yea~ with Mrs. Junor the post-mistress of
Medstead. Then Dad became ill and we were obliged
to sell the farm. I believe Jack Scotton bought it. We
had an auction sale - a very sad affair to see your
animals and possessions scattered all over. In 1944
we moved to B. C.
Dad was born in Stonehaven, Scotland and came
to Canada when he was eighteen. His first homestead
was south of Abbey, Saskatchewan. My mother and
dad died in 1963, ten months apart.
Their children were:
Duncan born on May 23, 1918, served with the
RCAF duri~g the War. H~ and his wife, Daphne, had
five children'all of whom live in B.C. Duncan died in
1971.
Jean, was born in Scotland on August 19, 1922.
She married Harold David from the Birch Lake district and they had three children.

jim Shield's Siorv
Jim Shields came to the Guyhirne District about
1972, from CutKnife and settled on S.E. '1,21-50-15.
He also had the W y, of 22-S0-JS and N.E. II

john Short
by fl. E. Short
John Short came:' out fr0111 Abcrgavenny. South
Wales. to North Battlcford, inJunc, 1913. Hejuined
his sons, Bill and Harold. on Bill Shon's homestead
in the Birnamwood district. He helped his boys with
building. land \\'orK. gardening and looking after the
stock. etc .. and all the rest that goes along vvith
homesteading.
He liked visiting. most often walking to the
homes of neighbors. The sing-songs \vere especially
enjoved.
filed on the SW 24-50-13- W3rd in Carrollton,
S.D.
In December. 1')23, he left to visit his daughter,
Mrs. Lieht. at Brule, Alberta. Frum there he went to
Victori,;, B.C.. March 21. 1924. He enjoyed living in
Victoria. There vvas so lllLlch to see, many interesting
meetings. neyv friends. going to church and singing
in the choir gave him much pleasure.
He became ill and required surgery from which
he didn't recover. He passed away on March ]7,
1926, at the age of seventy-four. He was buried in the
Royal Oak Burial Park.

. He

William j. Short
bv fl. E. Short
. William J. Short left Abergavenny, South Wales,
August 20, 1905, sailed from Liverpool on the Empress of Britain, arrived at Quebec, August 29. He
worked off and on in Quebec City and Montreal. In
l'JIO, he moved west to Saskatoon. He found work on
a farm at Allan.
He filed on the SW 22-50-14 W3rd and with his
brother, Harold, moved to his homestead in November, 1911, driving oxen.
They had m,~ny neighbors. it appears they were
always helping each other with jogging. building,
land work. getting supplies, haying and in any \vay
they could.
-Bill, Harold and their dad, pioneered the hard
way, as did all the early settlers 01' that day. Winters
were cold, but the homesteaders persisted in getting
their \vork done. Mosquitoes were a great nuisance in
spring and summer.
Stock was slowly acquired. Shelters were needed
for cattle, pigs and chickens. Bill often butchered
and sold the meat - beef at twelve cents per pound,
pork at nineteen cents per pound. Bill seemed to be
the one to bake the bread.

l, Cutes, married Bob Gillmore and had five
children.
I've never been back to the district since leaving.
Jean has many times as her husband still has family
there. They say things have changed a great deal. OUf
old home has almost fallen down, the people now
have electricity and their farming is done by tractors
and power machinery, instead of horses. Apparently
our old "billy" is still standing though'
It was a wrench to leave but one soon finds a place
in another area and makes new friends. But still, you
always remember the old with a certain amount of
nostalgia.
~g6

1915 -,- Road work -,- S4,50 for man and team,
1919 ~ Wood sawing at '1L50 per hour,
I912 ~ Seed oats ~ 30¢ per bushel, potatoes
SLOO per bushel, eggs ~ 2S¢ per dozen,
1918 ~ Eggs ---- 3lk per dozen,

~

Novernber:
1912 ~ Flour, $L70 pcr 50 Ibs,
1916 ~ Satisfaction nOll!', $4,95 per 100 Ibs,
July:
1917: Satisfaction flour, $6,70 per 100 Ibs,
November:
1918 ~ Rival flour, :bS,20 per 1001bs_
1915 ~ Purity flour, $8,20 per lOO lbs,
1920 --- Purity flour, 57,35 per 100 Ibs,
1916 ~ Sugar, $9,25 per 100 Ibs_
1917 ~ Sugar, SUS per 100 lbs,
1918 ---- Sugar, $,23 per Ib,
1916 ~ Hay ~ sold for $5,00 per load,
1918 ~ Hay ~ sold for :bll,OO per load,
Temperatures:
Jan, 1, 1918 ~ 70' above,
Jan, 3, 1918 ~ 90° above,
Jan, 22, 1918---- 6()' above,
Feb, 9, 1918 ~ 9S' above at noon,
Dec, 10, 1919 ~ 43' below 0°,
Dec, I, 1919 ~ 600 below 0°,

Mountain Park, Alberta, Bill and Harold Short

They enjoyed visiting, Nearly always when a few
were together a sing-song ensued. At times, there
were debates and discussions on variolls subjects,
such as school affairs, local municipal problems,
including the herd law and free range controversy,
and the nursing homes.
Bill was interested in all these, He served as
school trustee on the BiI11amwood School Board,
also as a municipal councillor. He became a Commissioner of Oaths in June, 1912,
Fires were a great worry. Fire guards around
schools, homes and feed yards were deemed absolutely necessary, In April. 1914, there seemed to be
fires everywhere between Medstead and Glenbush,
Again, in September, 1917, fires were a serious
threat,

Harold Short
My first Year in Canada
! was born in Willenhall, Staffordshire, England,
March 21, 1894, of Welsh and Irish parents, I grew up
in Abergavenny, South Wales, I came to Canada in
August. 1910, arriving in Saskatoon. Saskatchewan,
where I was met by my brother, BilL who had been in
Canada since 1905,
After a few days of sightseeing and homesickness, I went with my brother to Allan, Saskatchewan,
where Bill had a half interest in some land, and where
I learned what loneliness meant.
But I became interested in the strange animals
and birds that! hadn't seen before ~ in facL so
interested that it wasn't long before I was cleaning
out a nest of skunks under a granary, after which I
lost interest and ciothing, but 1 was gaining experi-

Bill and Harold went to the Prince Albert area to
work in the bush in the winter of 1913-14, Bill returned to Medstead in the spring of 1914, Harold
travelled east and in March, 1915, enlisted at Fort
Frances, Ontario, In 1925, Bill went to work in
Mountain Park coal mines, worked there until January 31, 1928, He then went to Winnipeg to visit his
sister, Bessie Simpson, He returned to Medstead,
and bought George Selmes' land, SW 16-50-13
W3rd, October, 1928,
While hauling firewood for the winter he met
with a serious accident and was badly injured, He
passed away in Rabbit Lake Hospital, November 3D.
1928, at the age of fortv eight.
The f()reg;ing has been~divulged by the pages in
Bill Short's diary, which he started in 191 L Two
policemen mentioned are Mr. Dunne and Mr. Yawn,
The following are some items tbat may be of
interest, which al~e listed in the diary,
~
1912 - Wages for a man and team at threshing time
~ $4,50 per day, Labor wages in North Battleford ~
27 V2~ per hour.
1913 ~ At asylum ~ man ~ $5,00 per day less
$1.50 for board,

ence!
We moved to Sask,atoon for the winter and found
employment. Bill on a farm, L in a candy store, For
this work \\ie were paid fifteen dollars per month and
board,
Work was plentiful during the summer, In the fall
we went threshing and 1 raised some beautiful blisters
on my hands, When threshing was done, we returned
to Saskatoon and bought a team of oxen for one
hundred and eighty-five dollars. They were named
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stead on the S\V 2':::-50-1,4 \,fI/3rd. Here \\'8 met
George Pfeifer and farnily \vho took us in and made
us fed at home, although \\iC "vere complete strangers
to them.
Having no buildings un the homestead, we \vere
allov/cd to move into a vacant house o\vned by Jerry
Godin, on SE 22-50-14. After getting settled we
staned haulinJ-..: 10£5; for a house and barn. Georo-e
Landry cut th; log: for us and a nicer set of logs v~u
could ;10t wish t(~:
- .
Others hauling logs at this time were Fred Whitt,
Albert Paling, Marshman brothers, Geonze Pfeifel~
Joe Landry. Joe Warpe!. Scotty Paxton. Sam Perry,
Josh Perry. Bert Broad. the Power boys. Ted. Bob
and Jack, and Walter Witham, This made quite a
party of loggers. Not too many "vere experienced
bushmen then.
Meetings were held in Birnamwood School and
we became acquainted with many homesteaders in
the district. such as George and Ben Walker. the
Newmans. Thompsons. Grants. Marshes. Raines
and McNabbs.
Other settlers of the district were the Reynolds,
Bill Smith. Duncan George. Jim Gilchrist. Ernie and
Dan Wells. Otis Jones. Duke Chapman. Curtis
Willis. the Nesselbecks. Ethofers. Seibs. Puffs.
Kraleys. Otto. Pichs, and that fine old couple from
the southern states. Mr. ancl Mrs. Bass.
Our first Christmas dinner in Canada was
provided by the Worsley family. where we met Pete
and George Young. two fine Scots.
We went to Worsley's farm once. on a bright
moonlight night. There were stacks of oat sheaves in
the corral. Eddie Worsley sat quietly all one side of
the stack and 1 on the other. Each had a short willow
stick ancl we struck the rabbits as they came to feed at
the stack. Rabbits were plentiful up here and good
eating. Together with prairie chicken. they formed
our chief meat supply. On one trip to North Battleford. ! took in over one hundred rabbits which sold
for ten cents each.
At that time, a trip with oxen took about a week,
and we walked most of the way. H was too cold to
ride.
We had a visit from Dan Finlayson. M.L.A.,
whose home on the flats was always open to people
from this area travelling to North Battleford during
the winter time. Duncan, the son. would see that the
tcarn was taken care of. while we went indoors and
got thawed out. Then Mrs. Finlayson would take over
vvith a good hot mea! and clean bed, which \vas
welcome after driving oxen al1 duy.
I have related some incidents of my first year in
Canada. The next two or three years followed a
similar pattern - cutting logs and firewood, haying.

Carrollton Orchestra. Harold Short and Arthur Clifton.

Buck and Pete. We aLso bought a wagon and built a
rack on it.

On November 4. 191 L all was ready for our trek
to Medstead via North Battleford. It turned out to be
quite a trip. as we were caught in a blizzaru ncar
Sonningdale and spent the night under the wagon. as
the oxen refused to go on. When the storm was over
in the morning, Vie discovered. to our surprise, a
farm house about one hundred yards away. We had
been unable to see anything during the storrn.
We were trying: to build a fire to make some
breakfast when we heard a man calling to us and
inviting us to come over. It was then we met Len
Rivet and family who did everything they could to
make us feci at home, and at the same time, wondering why we were not frozen. being out all during the
blizzard. However. they did inform me that 1 had
frozen my toes and believe me. 1 knew all about it
when they began thawing out. Nevertheless. i was
lucky not to lose any of my toes.
During this tin1C it had snowed a great deal and
we were obliged to change over to sleighs for the
remainder of the journey.
v./e crossed the Saskatchewan River to Fielding
and arrived in Nol1h Battleforcl on November 25. fi
was snowing. We left North Battlcford on Tuesday,
November 28. and on December I. 1911. reached the
home of Mr. Syl Perry in time for dinner.
Mr. Perry had the Medstead Post Office in his
home. located on the NW 8-50-15 W3rd.
After having a very good dinner and meeting
several new acquaintances. we set out for the home988

to Vancouver fur [he Christrna::. holidays to visit
anmhcr sister, ivlinnie Light and her h\'o children,
John and iVlar:y. The \\-'cather there v/{lsn't a bit
dull and rainy.
\"Ale left Vancouver and changed trains at Edson..
The engineeL !'vIr. King, learned that Harold "vas a
passenger. He \vired 1vlountain Park. saving" Biondie and wife v/oLild arriv·e that evening" ~ Wlwt a
gathering at the station \A'hen \ve stepped off the train!
The kids foJlmvcd us home, then Barolet took them to
the cafe for treats.
I met our dear friends, Charles and PeQ Brooks.
The)'" had prepared a lovely :-;upper for ~us. [Virs.
Brooks had helped Harold get our home (t\VO rooms)
ready. They lived in the two back rooms, we in the
front t\VO rooms. Their baby daughter. Giadys, was
one year old at the time - a dear child.
The BroOKS moved back to Coventry. England
many years ago. We have been corresponding aU
through the years. Charlie Brooks passed away about
two years ago. We visited them in 1965. They did so
much to make our visit pleasant and memorable.
Gladys and her husband drove us around the country
.- everywhere within a fifty mile radius. They took
us to see Jack Holman and his wife, who was in a
nursing home at the time.
We stayed in Mountain Park for two years. Our
son. Evan. was born there. August 23.1927. In May,
1928. we decided to try fanning. where Harold could
work in the sunshine and fresh air.
We stayed one month with our old friends,
Charlie and Gladys Holman. while we fixed LIp my
parents old homestead house. Vie bought a team of
horses, wagon, plow and disc. Harold had to sumrncr
fallow all the cultivated land.
The first year made us think and act like pioneers.
We had Evan, then eight month old, so it was necessary to purchase a cow, (Dingle). Although it was a
bit latc in the season, ! expect we tried to plant a
garden and probably got a few hens as well. At any
rate, we had to live for nearly two years without any
money coming in. OUf savings had dwindled drastically.
vVe managed somehow and learned to ., make
do ". The sewing 1 learned at home as a young girl
helped a great deal. For many years, very little was
spent on clothing. I made over so many articles of
clothing and learned to mend. Flour bags were
;,vashed and made into many articles of clothing,
bedding. tea cloths. dish [Owels. etc. When the
checked gingham flour bags came out. even dresses
were made. The bags proved useful indeed. and
durable. Oft times I would look at the clothes on the
line. nnd think, "everything is made from nOlll'
bags".

building shelters. some feflcin!.! End land ,\vork. Visiting and attending dances offe;ed pieasant rastim~s.
Early in 1914, Bill and i went to Prince Alben to
work in the bush. Bill returned tothe homestead and I
travelled east. i joined the armed services on Febnlary lS. 1915, in Fort F;rancis, Ontario. Received mv
discharge from rhe 15th Battalion {in peace tim~
known as the 48th Highlanders of Toronto). on Julv
4, 1919, in \Vinnipeg. I returned to lvlcdstead SOO;l
after.

The Harold Short Familv
by HlIdur Eo Short
'
Harold and I met at aGlenbush picnic. July. 1919.
just after he had returned home. following his discharge from the army. We cnjoved the ust(al "good
times" of young folks of that·el:a.
In 1924. the family (Erickson) moved to Los
Angeles. I found work iii the auditing office of a larg~
departmental store and enjoyed that :.vork very mucll.
- no worries such as I had experienced while teaching. We had steady work six days per week. at the
rate of sixteen dollars per week. ! even saved some of
that.
Harold worked in a mine at Mountain Park. Alberta. For the times, he made a fair wage and was
able to save. too.
~
We were married in "The Church of Flowers" in
Glendale. California. September 3D. 1925. We
stayeci in L. A. until Decelllbel~ 1925. We left for
Mountain Park with two trunks filled with all of our
worldly goods. On the way. we stopped for a brief
visit in Victoria. B.C.. with Harold's father. his sister. Ede, and her daughter. Kathleen. Then we went
C

Harold Short family. Hildur and Harold Short's Golden Wedding, September 30, 1975.
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it vv'as the beginning of. "The Depression ",
when we harvested our first CfOp. The prices drupped
to rock bottom. We shipped two carloads of wheat,
the proceeds

anf! blankets \\..'ere sent to fvicdstead fron1 the East.
These \vere greatly appreciated \vith the exception of
the cod-fish, which \vas frOv.ined upon by some. r."lly
mother knc\v hol.v to soak the dried fish. It looked

or one paid the threshing bill, the other

like fresh cod and was most appetizing. We used

paid the hired heIp. Not much was left for the family.
A great crop of oats was harvested. The Early Seed

eilery bit of the fish. Some received blanekts. 'I(./c
didn·t.
The "Thirties" were similar in many v.,:ays to the

Co. arranged to take a carloau. For some reason, I

can't rernemoer, they refused the grain after it
reached Saskatoon. it was left in the car and \ve had
to pay demurrage charges. The end result was a

early homestead davs. Had sufficient food: garden
produce. mille egg; and meat \vert available '-for all
who were \villing to work. Money, on the other hand,
always seerncd scarce. In the eadier years, men often

payment of four cents per bushel.
This was the start of the "Dirty Thirties" for us. !t
was a jolt that made LlS realize we had much to learn

couie! find ajob, at least. until Worid'WarI. But in the
'30"s there seemed to be no jobs anywhere. People
were most fortunate if they had work or lived on a
farm where '"by the sweat of the brow", food, shelter
and fuel was availabk.
"All hands on deck" was the motto to live hy.
Children, as well as the adults, had to help with the
work load.

about farming and living.
However, little by little, we acquired a few head
of stock. another team, grew good gardens. raised
chickens and pigs and thus had plenty of the staple

goods.
We bought Frank Brown's land (NW 16-50-13
W3rd) in November, 1928, which cornered my father's homestead. My father returned to the farm in
the spring of 1929. In the wintero!" 1933, Harold and
Dad got out logs for our house. They hewed ancl
scribed the logs and put up the building. Me Letkeman helped them, Although it wasn't finished inside,
we moved into it in the spring of 1934.
My mother and sister had moved from Los Angeles in the late spring of '34, again to experience
farming. Although it was somewhat better than the
earlier homestead days, it was a difficult task.
Our second son, Alan, was born September 26,
1934. Both Evan and the baby were a great source of
pleasure to Mother and Gorlie (who was deat) especially to Auntie (Gorlie). They both learned to
understand her. As babies, both children knew what
Auntie said. Of course, our boys enjoyed their grandparents and auntie.
A tractor was purchased, which made land work
easier. We struggled through the dry years, as did all
our neighbors. It seemed we always managed to get
sufficient feed for the livestock.
Prices for our livestock and grain were very IllW.
At one period, I remember. we received five dollars
per dressed pig and some cattle sold from five to
twenty dollars per head.
It certainly wasn't wise to get into debt. At that
time. banks weren't eager to loan money, since we
didn't have enough security to make it worthwhile.
How differcntthe attitude is now! They almost beg to
make loans available.
Most farm folks milked cows. Cream was sold on
the average of three to five dollars per five gallon can.
The cream cheques helped to buy groceries and other
necessities.
One year, a carload of apples, cheese, cod-fish

rvlany conveniences of today were not even
thought of for the farm, no funning water, no electricity. Oil heat, electrical appliances, fast foods,
T. Y., etc., taken for granted today, just didn't seem
to be meant for farm life. Coal oil lamps were used.
These didn't give the best of light. The mantle lamps
were a great improvement. One thing for sure - we
had more sleep even if we had to work from early
morn until nearly dark, most of the time.
Of course, exceptions did occur. There were pleasures to be enjoyed, of our own making, picnics,
dances, programs at schools, church services, all of
which created gatherings. Each school district had its
own fun clays, and often visitors from surrounding
districts came to participate or merely to visit. Home":
maker's Clubs, Swine Clubs, Beef and Grain Clubs
were formed, These helped to increase interest in the
area, as the various clubs do today.

The Evan Short Family. Back row. L. - R. Ian, Lief, Wendy,
Evan. Front. Joyce, Kevan, Twyla and Cameron.
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Ian married EveJy!n Sv/ain. anu they live in
Campbell River.
Wendy Inarricd David Amen. They have t\A/O
little daughters, jennifer and Ashley. The:y arc living
at Nllkko Lake. B.C.
Kevan, Twyla. Cameron and Leif arc in Prince
George. Evan operates a feed store \vith the help of
Kevan. and the others at home often help.

During the "Thirties" we had an influx of settlers
from the dried out southern Saskatchewan region.
Some stayed to make homes while others left.
In 1945. we sold all our livestock and implemems
ane! moved to the village of Medstead. Harold became the postmaster and served this area for twenty
years. He retired from the post office in 1964.
! had been teaching off and on while we lived on
the farm. Although teachers' salaries weren't too

Alan marricu Doreen \Valkcr of Scnlac. She is a

high. we found the additional income very welcome
then. I taught one year for forty-five dollars per
month. then it was increased to seventy-five dollars
per month. The salaries increased bit by bit. through
the years. I taught twelve consecutive years in the
village of Medsteacl. After twenty-one years of service. I retired.
We moved back to the farm. renovated the house
there. had running water and electricity installed.
which helped to make it a comfortable home. With
school centralization. roads had to be improved.
Transportation became less of a problem. We had
some good years on the farm.
Both our sons had their elementary school education in Carrollton and Stoke. Evan took his high
school through correspondence courses. Alan
finished grades six. seven. eight and high school in
Medstead.
Both boys are married. Evan married Joyce Trask
of Crooked River. Saskatchewan. She had taught in
Robin and Medstead Schools. She is still in the
teaching force in Prince George. although on a . leave
of absence' this year. They have six children.

Durse and has vvorked a great deal in this area. They
have four children. Leanne is attending U. of S. at the
present time. Alison. iVlurray ana Trevor are attending Medstead Central School.
Our old friends, \vho homesteaded the same

years my parents did, and sorne a litile later, lived in
Carrollton district during the . 20·s .. 30·s. ·40·s.
'SO's ane! on. They were the Stolze. Clifton. Simpson. Whitt and Gatzke families. The parents have all
passed on but we keep in touch with the children who
are al1 grandparents now. Many of the third generation live in this region. Through the years, we have
met and gained many neVi friends, who mean much
to us.
Harold's eyesight has become very poor so he
had to give up driving the car. His health has failed
somewhat as well. Therefore. we bought a mobile
home in Medstead. Here Harold can walk to the post
office and store. On the way. he meets old friends
which helps pass time pleasantly as do visitors at the
house.
Alan built his home in the same ~yard as our farm
home. The family keeps an eye on us and we are
grateful for their concern and help. We may go out to
the farm home in the summer.
Evan phones from Prince George on Sunday
mornings to say. "How are you"" That family. too.
show their concern for llS.
We have been granted the privilege of being together for more than fifty-four years, for that we are
thankful. too. We have spent fifty-two years of our
married life in this area. At our age. it is good to have
a family and we are most appreciative.
And our friends! They have given us many moments of pleasure. Without them. we might find
some of our days rather dull and dreary. Because of
our families and friends. we have enjoyed much
happiness and contentment.

The Ahm Short .Family
by Alan
Being born near the end of the depression years.l
do not remember much of the hardships experienced
by my parents' generation. I suppose the one consolation. is that 1 represented the only fruitful harvest of
the fall of '34.

Harold Shortfamily. Standing. L. to R., Evan and Alan. Seated,
L. to R., Hildur and Harold. 1979.
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As 1 rccull, my,' brother Evan, who \Vas older. :dnd
I ahvays had the basic ncccss!Iies. \Vc never e.'qKriencccl any lack uf fund and \Vc were al\\'ays kept
\varm, as long '.lS it chJn' t take too long to gel dose to
the stOVe, dowllstatrs, on \vinter mornjng.s~
1 remember the threshing crc\\'s and \'','Dod-sawim.? cre\vs that \'\' "cTC common to thaI era, as the adults
mZ~ved from farm t(, farm, helping \vith those chures
that \vcrt so necessary IO eXistenCe. Being quite
vounQ, the one memorv that stavs in Ill\,· mind, is the
i'act ttElt the threshing ~'rcws co~Jld cat both porridge
and fried potatoes for breakfast in the dark of fall
harvest mornings. (Nowadays they're Called -. hash
browns"' and people get paid to serve them.)

The highlight of my memory of Dad"s farming,
was the change from horsepm.ver to tractor. Thc tractor Dad hought was an I.H.C. 22-36 \vith side exhaust ports, and this provided me with tilf.ertainrncnt. particularly near dusk when j could sCe the
flames shooting straight out the Sille of the exhaust
manifold.
I rernember my mmn's parents, Grandma and
Grandpa Erickson, as they lived just across the lake,
on the kitty-corner section from my parents. Life was
fairly simple and one can recall those events that
meant happiness to a kid, like: lying on the noor
smoking a toy pipe \vith my grandpa; being given a
fresh apple: getting up to a Christmas trce on Christmas morning, that was decorated with burning candies lonly at certain times) that hadn't been there the
night before. Watching while Dad and Grandpa got a
sick horse home, and make a temporary shelter to
provide added warmth to get the animal back on its
feet. Getting a bicycle and keeping: it in [he house in
the winter time. Being able to go to the annual
Christmas concert in leather oxfords instead of the
usual felt .socks.
Grandma and Grandpa Erickson left the homestead in the fall of 1939, and Dad continued fanning
until 1945, when he moved to Medsteali to take over
the post office. To an eleven-year-old this came as
quite a shocK, as those town kids sure knew a lot!
My schooling started at Stoke School where my
mom was the teacher. ! remember the school burning
dowil. (A thought many young people express joy
over but I'm sure they would not really appreciate it.)
Bill and Joan Nelson, my brother. Evan. and i were
waiting for Mom and playing in the school. Flames
were noticed above the ceiling around the chimney,
so we were soon sent out to the barn to be kept out of
the way. Some of the men from nearby farms carne to
assist. but really didn't have any chance of saving the
building.
My next school was Carrollton. Those were the

The Alan Shari Family. Sack. l. - R. leanne, Alan, Alison.
Front. Trevor, Doreen, and Murray.

da)!s \\!hen Christmas concerts and ball games were
highlights.
" It ~as during those years at Carrollton that local
government beZame a puzzle. ! didn't know what
focal government was all about, but my dad and
others from our area, were hauling g.ravel onto the
roads with teams and sleighs -- that elusive road
problem hasn't really changed over the years.
Grades six to twelve were completed in Medstead
with the usual trials associated in moving from a on(:teacher, one-room schooL to a two or three-teacher,
two to three-room system.
During this time my parents operated a cafe and
rooming house for about a year. This provided some
activity if I could be found.
Th"e flood of 1948 remains clear. as I recalilooking down the hot air registers and seeing water, really, no matter where you look.ed in Medstead there
was water. Imagine my astonishment, as a kid, seeing
all the water disappearing when the decision was
made to cut a ditch under the tracks.
My final high school years must have been good
as I enjoyed my first year in grade twelve so much!
returned for a second year. Friendships developed
during those years are still valued evell though they
are separated acrOss most of Canada. The patience of
our parents as we spent many hours learning to blow
a saxaphone with Bob Stewart and later with Helen
Kozak as accompanist.
After finishing high school I took the question
mark. route of not knowing what to do. The farm was
still in the family, but fun 'was my basic requirement,
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so I worked at the local creamery, worked for E.
Perrit and many will remember the town kids work,
ing on Gob Lange's threshing crew. This provided
chuckles for everyone but me - not everyone can
put a horse collar on backward~
The food was great though, on those threshing
escapades and I could do justice to the cook's efforts.
Around 1953,54 we decided to revive the farm as
conditions there had deteriorated to quite an extent.
With the help of my parents we did get a start. At that
time, John Allen was Ag. Rep. in North Battleford.
He suggested I take an Agricultural Short Course as a
positive move, and I attended this course in North
Battleford. The instructors were young graduates
from the College of Agriculture, University of
Saskatchewan, and I suppose they were the final
inlluence in my decision to further my education.
I was fortunate in the fact that once the decision
was made, I had the support of my parents. I enrolled
in the College of Agriculture in the fall of 1955. The
change from Carrollton to Medstead was like a Sun,
day school picnic in comparison to the change of
going back to school in Saskatoon, after being out of
school three or four years. It seemed to me I was as
green as the grass on the back forty and as gullible.
One incident to exemplify this, that remains clear
in my mind, was the situation I found myself in when
we were paying our gym fees. There were probably a
few hundred strangers lined up and the fellow behind
me tapped me on the shoulder and wanted to borrow
twenty dollars so he could pay his fec. I had never
met this fellow before so, - what else" I lent him
twenty dollars, the beginning of a lending process
which reciprocated throughout our four years of col,
lege and a lasting friendship.
Those four years were undoubtedly most enjoya,
ble and I was privileged to have the opportunity. We
contrived to keep the farm in operation during the
summer and I attended school from October until
April, farming from May to September and enjoying
the friendships and activities common to small town
rural Saskatchewan, baseball etc.
During my years in Saskatoon! met one Doreen
Walker, a student nurse at Sf. P'duls Hospital. We met
while cleaning up after an Easter Sunday Sunrise
Service breakfast at St. Thomas,Wesley United
Church. Those carly morning hours obviously af,
fected the situation, for even though I forgot her
name, my buddy remembered, and we were married
in July, 1959.
We decided to give farming a try and began our
farm residence in 1959, for what was to be a ten,year
trial period. The land we started farming was in part
my grandfather's (Frank Erickson) original home,
stead. Next to marriage, the most frightening event

\vas the first bank loan Vv'C applied for- an unforgettable experience' That was just !he start of what
might be phrased the, "Iron syndrom". it seemed
that you purchased one machine just to necessitate
another.

in September, 1960, my wife presented me with a
daughter, Leanne. as a birthday present and so our

family began. Our farm operation was straight grain,
and production was limited, therefore, j spent a cou,
pie of winters doing extension work in the field of
agriculture, while Doreen utilized her R. N.
qualifications. My work proved interesting and
provided an opportunity to view other areas of the
provlI1ce.
We soon realized that being away from home was
not particularly enjoyable. Employment in the field
Df agriculture with an active farm operation was not
feasible. We feared debt which would be necessary
to make the farming operation viable, we decided I
should return to university.
In September, 1961, I enrolled in the Diploma
Education program. Doreen worked permanent eve,
nings, earning the grand total of $280.00 per month,
out of which we paid $100.00 per month rent for a
basement suite, drove a V. W, car and ate. We formed
some very c lose friendships that year, with couples
trying the same thing as we were. It proved to be the
most satisfying year of studying thus far.
I practice,taught in the Rosetown Unit in the
spring and accepted a job teaching Vocational Agri,
culture in Milden and Rosetown in the fall of 1963.
We kept the farm going but distance presented added
problems. In 1964, 1 had an opporunity to teach in
Medstead, so we moved back home. I spent the
summer of 1964 taking a Physics class in Edmonton,
and to that I added three more summer school ses,
sions to complete the requirements for my education.
Our family expanded, Alison was born in Octo,
ber of 1964, Murray was born in March, 1966, and
Trevor was born in August, 1968.
The farm landscape changed as bushland was
brought into production, perhaps realizing the
dreams of my parents and grandparents, until we
have reached the stage where most of the aerable land
is under cultivation.
Our ten year trial at farming passed sooner than
we realized and the established lifestyle with which
we were satisfied plus our entry into rapeseed pro,
duction, started us on a second and third ten year
chance at farming.
Doreen spent several years working as an R.N. at
Spiritwood in the early 1960's and also has nursed
more recently at the Rabbit Lake HospitaL Her in,
volvement in nursing is now primarily on a need
basis, when regular staff are not available.
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or indeed anyvy'here [hat horse chose to '"durnp" me,
until i finally mastered the art of riding:.
i V\!US very involved in sports of all types, 4-H
Beef. CG.I.T. anel Sunday school. riding my pony
back and forth to these activities as we didn't own a
car.
In 1953, I graduated from Senlar High School
and entered St. Paul's Schoul of Nursing, September
2 of that same year.
On April I, 1956, I met Alan Short at a congregational breakfast. following the Easter Sunrise
Service in our church. The day must have had something to do \vith welding our acquaintance imo a
lasting friendship.
I graduated from nursing in May of 1956, and
began my post-graduate career on the Pediatric Ward
at the University Hospital. Saskatoon. In May of
1957, I travelled through Eastern Canada for a month
or so and nursed from June to December in the
Victoria General Hospital in Halifax. Nova Scotia. I
then returned to Saskatoon and worked at University
Hospital until I was married.
On July II. 1959, Alan and 1 were married in the
Senlac United Church. Since that time we have taken
overthe Short family farm and live here with our four
children.
The last twenty-one years have seen great
changes in this area physically with large tracts of
land being brought into cultivation. The community
as a whole, has worked together for a better way of
life for one and all. and I look for more positive
changes in the future.

1 have remained on staff at Medstead School. and
was given the opportunity in 1967 to take over as
principal. This position has rewards and I have en-

joyed the privilege.
During my teacher-training it was not a recommended practice to return to one's home area. This
certainly caused some concern initially, but since we
enjoyed the life style and the people in the area we 're
still here. I don't suppose we realized the depth of
involvement possible in a small community, but the
attitude was present. and as many \vill long remember, involvement became an integral part of our lives.
A great deal of progress has occurred in the past
few years. In the field of education, we now have a K
- 12 complex complete with gymnasium, industrial
arts, and home economics facilities. A recreational
complex of which everyone can be proud of. and
involved in. Most recently a community hall with
consideration shown for the senior citizens, the pioneers of our area.
I have most certainly enjoyed the privilege of
working in this community as an educator, being a
part of its operation, and of raising our family in this
environment.
Our future seems to be firmly entrenched in this
area which we call .. home". We look toward the
future for our family, friends and the community
with optimism.

Doreen Short
I was born Relda Doreen Walker on July 23.
1935, the oldest of three children. My parents, Doris
Eleanor (Gillis) Walker and Roy David Walker. had
both grown up on farms in the Sen lac district and
were themselves farming there.
I grew up on this small English-Scottish settlement on the family farm four miles from the hamlet
of Senlac.
OUTS was a mixed farming operation. Since I was
the oldest and loved the outdoors I was Dad's handyman. -" milking cows, tramping hay and avoiding
housework whenever possible.
When I started school. I had two new learning
experiences. The first was school, but secondly I had
to learn to ride horseback to get myself to and from
school. That daily eight mile trek became quite an
adventure.
Our neighbor's daughter rode "double" with me

Peter ami Anna Siemens
On Mav 31st. 1934 we came to the Marron
School District with two children ages two and one.
Three horses pulled the wagon of which one was
ours. Nick Wall and his Mother invited us into their
little home until we put a roof 011 our own. The Walls
hacJ a one room house. For the night they let the hen
with her chicks come into the house, and she settled
down under the stove. We experienced much love in
this home.
Every morning we went to our place two miles to
the west to put a sod roof on our hOllse. It was about
20 x 14 feet. On our third wedding anniversary June
7, we moved into our house, but the walls had to be
plastered with mud yet.
We hung some blankets on the inside for shelter
from the wind. Our children had the whooping cough
at the time.
We came from Elbow. Sask .. where my husband
was working out until then. Drought and grasshoppers forced us to leave the south.
We brought two cows and one horse that we

for the first week, then I was on my own.
My pony "Pint" was a beautifully - marked,
dark brown and white pinto, also she was a quarter
shetland. She was twenty to twenty-two years old
when I started to school. She had retained all the
shetland stubborness and trickery, ! am sure. I ended
lip in the ditch, on the gravel road, in the mud-puddle
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On June 3.1935 a liltle boy joined our family. So
no\\, vv'e had three chlldren, Amanda. John and Rudv.
In the summer life was easier, \\iC mack a garden b~!t
Pete still had (0 work \JUl. I had to linn.\' the \vatcr out
of the \vell \\lith a pail on a rope for the cattle. It
\vasn 't easy. but everyone did it that \\'ay. It had to be
done and you just did it.
Arter a fevll years the children started school and
\ve built a bigger house. cleared and broke more
land,
Our Heavenly Father took good care

or us,

and

supplied all our needs for which Wt: are very thankful. when we came here we joined the Glenbush M.
B. Church, We attended as much as possible and
took the children to Sunday School. As the years
went by we hacl three more children: Henry, Mary

Peter and Annie Siemens putting up feed in 1964.

Anne and Helen. All our children v/ent to Marron

School. The youngest three finished their schooling
in Mcdstcacl." WhC~l they finished schooi we had th~
means to send them all to Bible School for a few
years. The two oldest ones went to Albert" and the
others to Hepburn, Saskatchewan,
In 1953 our oldest daughter Amanda married
Adolf Dirks of Namaka, Alberta, now living in
Oliver, B,C. Their family consists of two daughters
and two sons.

John married Katie Bartel of Glenbush in 1956,
They settled down in the Marron district on the SW y:,
10-49-15 which he bought from Martin Kilclaw in
1953. They have two daughters and one son.
Rudy married Doris Dick of Laird, Saskatchewan
in !958, They have t\VO daughters and one son and
presently live near Lloydminstcr, Saskatchewan,
Henry married Olga Siemens of fvlain Centre in
1960. They have three daughters and one son. They
lived on our "homestead" since 1967,
Mary Anne married Wilfred Klassen of Glen bush
in 1961. They have one daughter and two sons. They
now live in the Prince Albert area.
Helen married Leonard Skulmoski of Melville in
1971. They have two sons. They now live in
Kinistino, Saskatchewan. We have been blessed with
two great grandchildren in 1979,
We bought Rudy's farm which he had earlier
bought from Mr. Rolancl Hill. We still live on this
farm (in 1979).
All our life here we had good neiahbors and
lived in peace with all of thern. {could na~1e the;n but
it is not necessary. The people thm know us, will
know who our neighbors were.

Peter and Annie Siemens with Amanda, Rudy and John.
House built in winter of 1934. Picture taken in 1937.

owned, and $3.00 in money with us. We settled on
SE y:, 3-49-15- W 3rd, a C. P. R. quarter, with no buildings, no well and no cultivated land.
We had not taken relief at Elbow, but now there
was no way out. but to ask for it. After some time we
got $8.00 per month and were really thankful for it.
Peter worked for George Peters, three miles to the
east of us every day. He waS clearing land with an
axe, later to be broken up, Every day at 6:0() A. M. in
the morning he walked from home, and came back at
7 or 8 in the evening. I took care of things at home,
A prairie trail on which people drove was real
close to our home. That was one thing I had to get

used to. Our first winter in 1934-35 was verv cold.
We had just a shiplap door on our house. We 'hung a
blanket on the outside and another one on the inside
oflhe door. l'Il tell you it's rather hard to go through a
door like that with a pail of milk or water or an armful
of wood.
When we were well and healthy we were cheerful, and I could tell you many jokes that made us
laugh then, and even now, of things that happened in
those days. Pete macle a lot of wood that winter and
for the next winter as well, ancl he had some of his
brothers' cattle to feed and look after also,

John ami Dorothy Siklel'lka
John was born November 20, 1921 in Hastavce,
Czechoslovakia and came to Canada with his parents
in 1927, They came to the Birch Lake district in 1933,
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in the bush in Ontario until he injured his knee. His
knee caused him many problems and when T. B. set
in he spent eighteen months in the San, in Saskatoon,
!t ended with his knee joint stiffened but never at
anytime did it slow him down or discourage him.
H,:; made his interest in farming a great success.
He was an active oLltdoorsman, enjoyed trapping,
hunting, fishing and socializing with his family and
friends.
John married Dorothy (Ledinski) in 1957. They
had one son, Darrel, who grew up among a lot of
"teasing and spoiling" half brothers and sisters.
Darrel took all his schooling in Glaslyn. He enjoyed curling and is still active in this sport. He met
Donna Kozloski and married her in 1977. They have
a daughter, Tanya born in 1978. Darrel was active in
the Cater-Birch Lake 4-H Club in his younger years
and now his wife is taking an active part teaching in
the club.
John later bought land in the Meadow Lake area
and farmed it as well as the land in the Birch Lake
area. He sold his land in Meadow Lake and he and
Dorothy began to do some travelling which they
greatly enjoyed.
John passed away on January 23rd, 1980, leaving
his wife and son Darrel, to continue with his dreams
and ideas.

H. Co Broad and W. Simmons

John Siklenka, front, Fay Ledinski back. This large log was
taken from north of Helena Lake.

John had four
and one sister
He served
Armed Forces

hy E, Casson
Bert Broad and the Simmons family moved to the
Birnamwood S.D. quite early as records from the
archives show that Bert was the secretary-treasurer of
the Birnamwood School in 1912.
Bert homesteaded the N. W. Y4 of 10-50-14 while
the Simmons family homesteaded the S. W. V, of
10-50-14. They built their houses joining on the line
between the two homesteads. Their joint dwelling
nestled beside a fairly large hili which was known as
Bert Broad's Pimple. This land is now owned by
Walter Isaak.
Bert was a veteran of the first World War. He was
a smart-looking man, always well-dressed and neat.
His horses were his pride; high-spirited and fat, with
shiny harness and bells in wimer. When the Simmons
or Bert drove Ollt two huge wolf hounds followed

brothers; Mike, Steve, Joe and Tony,
Francis.
in the Dental COI1JS for the Canadian
during World War ll. He worked later

along.

A funny little incident happened at the Perry
place when they had the Post Office. The Simmons
came for their mail one day with the two hounds
following and they came right along into the house.
While these folks were in the living room getting
their mail the two hounds spied the makings of a cake
on Jennie Perry's kitchen table, It was no problem for

Darrel Siklenka, on a pile of firewood for the I<itchen stove,
1961.
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ting and v".'on many prizes at Meeting Lake uno Hyde

these two long-legged fellows to reach up and lick the
cake batter out of the bowl, a!l slick and clean.
These people loved to entertain anci attend parties

Park fairs.

The Bridle On The Wall

and dances. One winter a literary society was
organized and Mrs. Simmons, her daughter Lily. and

by Ann Simpson
!'viy pony died at sunset

Bert Broad took many leading parts. in plays etc. It

She died from a fall
Never more l'll see her
And never more she'll cal!

made a very pleasant winter for the neighbors
around.

Mr. Simmons had been a cabinet maker. I have in

Sure you can have her saddle

my possession a neat little medicine chest built by
him in the homestead clays. for my mother.

Her bridle's on the wall
Never more she' Il wear them
She's gone my !ittle pal.

fvlrs. Simmons was a member of the first Homemakers Club formed in the district.
These people left the district in the latr 1900's and
moved to Regina.

My cowgirl days are over
No more across !he plains
Will I canter with my pony
To the song birds sweet refrain
For there's an empty saddle
Anel there's an empty stall
And the bridle covered with cobwebs
Is hanging on the wall.

The William Simpson Family
by Annie Simpson
Mother and Dad were both born and raised in
Aberdeenshire. Scotland. Dad came to Canada 190203 worked on farms in Binscarth. Manitoba, then in
the bush camp at Lake of the Woods. He also worked
on the railway when it was going through south
Battleford around 1903. Later he took a homestead at
Mozart, Saskatchewan, which he called Rose Bank
Farm. In 1910 Mother and 1 came to Canada to the
homestead where we saw the log shack where Dad
hact spent his first winter. By then we had a good
house and my brother, Bill, was born there. In 1912
we all moved to Rosetown where Dad took a purchased homestead and we lived there six years and
my sister, Elizabeth, was born there. In the fall of
1918 we again moved, to Medstead where Dad purchased the Mike Weldon homestead where we raised
horses and cattle. Later it became the site of Little
Buffalo post office with William Simpson Sr. as
postmaster from 1926 to 1950.
When we moved from Rosetown to Medstead we
shipped the cattle by train to North Battleford and
drove three wagons the one hundred miles. I had the
chuck wagon, as I was a good teamster. We all slept
under our wagons at night ancl there was frost on the
ground in the mornings. Then from North Battlefonl
to Medstead 1 drove the cattle to the Weldon place on
horseback. We arrived on the 8th of October and I
was 17 years of age ancl a very tired girl- but lonly
wish I could do it now.
Dacl had a new 1918 Chev. touring car. It was the
first new car in the district. It was not used much on
account of the prairie roads that had ioo many rocks
and bad mud holes. There was free range for stock
from October 1st to June 1st. 1 herded cattle ancl
horses during this time as there was lots of free
grazing land. 1 also did a lot of crocheting and knit-

They are gone, yes, gone forever
My carefree cowgirl clays
No more I'll roam the range land
Just rounding up the strays
I bow my head in sorrow
While memory doth recall
A saddle in the bunkhouse
And a bridle on the wal!.

Annie Simpson on Bubs.
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neighbors waiting f\)I' the rnaiL They seemed to enjoy
the visiting. The mail was ahvays sorted and handed
out regardless of how late it arrived. NIr. Jamerson
usually came Saturday morning for his mail with his
team husky dogs. Fred Henke hauled the mail for a
few and then Nels Colley took it over.
Perhaps some of the children of yesteryear \vill

Now I'm drifting down life's highway
And it always sterns to me

There's an echo of her hoofbeats
From out the used to be
And often when I'm lonely
Fond memory will recall
When she proudly wore it
The Brielle on the wa!1.

or

remember Grandma Simpson Sf. greeting them 'vvith
"Ha'e a cookie."
In November 1940 we moved into our (,;wn honlc.
l! was a house which we had moved from the late
Harry Slll-ko's farm to the N.E. corner of the S.W.
g-50-13-W3rcl. By this time we had two little girls,
three year old Kathleen and baby Betty.
Bill continued to farm with his dad. Those were
lean years. but we both had been raised by thrifty
people, so we knew how to make over. make do and
elo without. Neighbors were good to help one another
in those days.
We had three more children. Kenneth. Eric and
lrene.
Dad and Mother moved to Medstead in 1952.
Dad passed away January 17. 1953. Mother lived
with us until February 14. 1961. She died April 8,
1963 at the age of ninety-two.
We still live on the same farm and continue with
grain farming and some cattle.

The W. A. Simpsons
On December 7. 1935 Bill Simpson and Margaret
Tolan were married in Medstead. We drove to town
in a 1926 Chev. car. We lived with Bill's parents for
five years in an old log house which still stands on the
N.W 8-50-I3-W3rd. It also housed the Little Buffalo Post Office from 1926 to 1950. Wm. Simpson Sr.
hauled the mail to and from Bazentin Siding twice a
week on Tuesday afternoons and Friday evenings.
Quite often Grandma's house was well filled with

Kathleen and Emil Drieschner and their five sons
live near Medsteac\. Betty and Roger Schneider and
their fOllr daughters live at Hinton, Alberta. Kenneth
still farms with us and on his own and lives nearby
with his wife, Ferne, and their three daughters: Susan, Connie and Crystal. Eric and his wife, Carol,

Grandma Simpson at the Little Buffalo post office, 1930.

Irene, Eric, Kay, Betty and Kenny, and Margaret and Bill Simp-

son.

Bill, Bessie, William and Catherine Simpson.
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Chil'ago for a fe\V years living \",ith ~t family named
Erickson. My brother asked Mrs. Erickson it' she
\vOLdd help me get ajob. whert:: 1could !cam English.
housekeeping and cooking.

live at L1oyclminsrer, Sask. Irene and Robert Ailen
and their three sons live ncar Robinhood,
Saskatchewan.

Eric Simpson

! got a position in a home \vith a bmily of nine,
\""here they \vould give me board and t\VO dollars a
week. After I had been there two weeks I got three
dollars a \veek. Their name was Helgren. He was
Swedish and his wife English. They were very kind
and concerned that i should learn. i stayed \vith this
family eight months.

Eric attended Medstead Central School for
grades one through twelve. graduating in 1967. He
was active in the Cater-Birch Lake 4-H Beef Club.
He graduated from the School of Agriculture in 1971.
Went to Fort McMurray till July: then went to L1oydminster Co-op Farm Supply as clerk. He married
Carol Hay, September 22, 1973 ancl became manager
of Farm Supply September 1974 then manager of Coop Petroleum Department in Feb. 1978. Carol is
employed as cashier in Lloyclminster Credit Union.

Then I got a place where there were three in a
family. and they paid me four dollars a week. I was
there for t\VO years. and as time \vent by I worked in
different places.
As I had borrowed money in Norway to buy my
ticket to Chicago. I was very careful with my money
not to spend it until I had paid for my ticket. After I
had paid that debt. I sent my mother some money
from time to time because I knew she needed it. My
cousin said I had better buy some new clothes so I
did. because I really needed some by now.
Then in 1920 I went to my sister and her husband
named Gunnar Moe. There I met Oscar Nelson. He
was a friend from Norway. He had left Norway in
1905 and stayed in Duluth. Minnesota. In 1911 he
went to North Battleford. SusK. and took a hOlllestead near Medstead. Sask. It was on the S.W. quarterof section 14. li.lwnship 50. Range IS (! remember
well).
He had built a shack on the homestead, and a
barn. He had two big horses and two young: horses.
In 1021 Oscar came to Chicago and we got married in February in the Lutheran Church there. We
left for his homestead in Canada. His brother came to
North Battlefmd to meet us. but one of his horses got
sick there so he could not take us home right away.
We got a ride with someone else to Cochin. and
stayed overnight. In the morning

\\iC

got a ride with

the mailman. He put stones in the oven to heat ane!
put them in the sleigh to keep us warm on the way. We
came to Gina Woods place south of Mcdstead, and
she had a hut meal for us. That afternoon someone
came along who would go by the place \ve \vere to
stay. His name was Alfred Lehman. We stayed there
two days. Then Haivor came and took us to the
shack. Then I got busy and washed the nom and got
things in order.
The shack was only 14 x 14ft. So it was not a big
iob. All we had was a few chairs. a bed. a table and a
cook stove. Also had a heater stove which we could
fill with wood. turn it down, and it would keep heat
all night. One big problem was the outdoor toilet far
from the shack. So I [Old Oscar we needed a pail as it

Eric and Carol Simpson, 1979.

Mrs. Bertha (Nelson) Sjoberg
7979 nIh Ave., Rurnaby, R.C.
I was born in 1892, and raised at a place called
Hered. near Farsund in the southern part of Norway.
In 1909 1 decided to go to the United States. as
everyone did at that time.
My mother. sister and some friends went with me
to Farsund to see me otT I took the boat from Farsund
to Kristiansand, where I boarded the big Cunard liner
that took me to the United States. ! was very seasick
and lonesome on the long ten day journey across the
ocean.
I went to my brother Berner, who had been in
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and [Ook over farming for us. He stayed with us for
ten years. M).' mother came up from Chicago and
stayed with U~ for eight years, then she vvent back to
Chicago to my sister. In 193X. Oscar passed mvay
very suddenly. His brother Halvor \vas staying I,vith
me. and [ had to have a \\'\)lnan to help lIle with the
milking and chores.
In 1953 I got married again, to \Verner Sjoberg.
He: did a lot or work and helped me a lot. We had
water put in the hOllse and Werner built a bathroom,
and we had a nice bedroom with everything in it.
Then we sold the homestead. It was a nice place. We
did not know the ones who hought it. We then bought
a house in Medsrcad from Secretary' Mildenburgcr.
My husband Vv'ernerpassed away in 1960, leaving me
all alone again, and it was awful to he left like that.
Some years later! moved to Vancouver, B.C. and
now live at the above address at Normanna Rest
Home. I do a lot of hand-work, crotcheting afghans,
etc. Two of my nieces live in Wisconsin. and a
nephew lives in California. Last time! was to
Medstead the old homestead shack was still there. I
would like to see it once more, but spend most of my
day in a wheel-chair.
My father. Torbjorn Gunderson, who also lived at
Medstead. was a carpenter. He hired out to a big ship
called KOSMOS in Kristiansand. They were loading
a shipment of iron and steel from Nmthern Sweden to
take to Delagoa Bay. Africa and Freemantle, Australia.
My oldest brother. Harbo Torbjronson. wanted to
go with his father, so he went too. But he took sick
befme they reachecl Delagoa Bay. He was taken to a
hospital and passed away there.
It took a month to get to Freemantle, Australia,
and when they reached there my father was sick with
beriberi and heart trouble, and he also died there.
The Captain of the KOSMOS wrote to the Pastor of
our church ancl asked him to go and tell mother the
sad news. And it \vas very sad news.

was impossible to get out there \{\.rhen it \vas so cold.
40. 50. 60 below and even 70 below sometimes.
The shack was small and dark, only! ha\!ing three
small windows. 1 had SOllle srnall curtains, so the
place looked nice. My pantr:y \vas a big bux on the
wall in the corner. Then in 1921 we had a small
kitchen built on to the shack. It helped in SUlllmer
when it was hot in the one room when the cooking
was being done.
In the spring of 1923. Oscar went to work on the
railroad, and he was \vurking \vest of Edmonton
when he got sick. So he was taken into the hospital in
Edmonton. then he came horne from there. But he
was not \vell and never recovered his strength so he
could not go out to \\lork again, nor do any work at
home either. So I did alii could. I even drove 4 horses
and plowed in the fields. I had to harness up the
horses in the morning and take the harness off in the
evening and then hang them up. !t was heavy work
but I was strong and healthy, so it did Ille no harm. I
also fed and watered the horses. The next year we
rented the field to Ola Gutten -- his real name I never
did know. And after that it was rented out every year.
Then Oscar got worse. so Halvor took him to
Saskatoon. as the doctor in North Battleford did not
seem to know what was the matter with him. and they
did not know anymore in Saskatoon. Then we had a
nurse that stayed with him for about four weeks. As
he could not turn in bed. he got bed sores. but the
nurse told me how to look after him and that went
good as the bed sores all healed up. We had the doctor
from North Battleford come when he was quite low,
as the nurse said she couldn't do anything more fur
him. A friend named Severin Ultvel't went with a
team and sleigh to pick up the doctor. It was 50 belo",
and it was 10 o'c1ock when they got to our shack at
night. The doctor said it was the sleeping sickness
that he had and gave him medicine. He got better
slowly so he could be up anyway. We all tried to sleep
after the doctor had given Oscar the medicine. The
nurse sat by Oscar's bed. Halvor and Severin slept on
a bed in the kitchen. and the doctor said he would try
to get forty winks on the kitchen bench. And I slept
with Oscar, the sick man.
In 1926 I started to sell milk in Medstead. There
were not many living there then. but the railroad was
coming in and there were a lot of people. so had to
buy some milk from my neighbour when I did not
have enough to take to town. I kept on selling milk
for twenty years. In the meantime, in 1930 we got
Stone Rasmunnsen to build us a log house 29 by 32.
It was unfinished when we moved in. but we did the
gyproe on the inside and the shingles on the outside.
My nephew, All' Thomson at 14 years of age,
came to us from Norway. He got to be a great help

The Fred Sjoberg Family
submiiled by Birgit Ethier
My father had made several trips to Canada, to
work in logging camps and building the railroad at
the coast and Las Pas. His third trip back he decided
to move the family to Saskatchc\van. Sight unseen he
had purchased a quarter section of land S.E. 2-50-15
from Fritz Lawrence who had given up on farming
and wanted no part of it.
We sailed from Sweden in March 1926. on the
ship Drottninghoim, much against my Illother's
wishes. Our home in a Jarge mining town was comfortable with electric lights and nice furniture. We
left all this for a homestead: , the middle of nowhere.
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Our destination was North Battleford: there we
were met by IY1artin Hamstead. He was to take us the
rest of the way by! wagon and a team of horses. There
was no road, only a trail. and we bumped over the
frozen ground on a high wheeled \vagon.
The first day we got as far as the "narro\\'s", in
later years it was named Cochin. We stayed overnight
at some body's home, ! can't recall their name. It took
all the next day: until we reached Carl Carlson's farm.
We were to stay there until our own house '.vas ready
to live in. Our farm joined corners with the Carlson
farm. so the next day we went to see what my father
called our homestead. It consisted of a one room log
shack a small log barn ancl a two storey house without
windows or floor. it took several months before two
rooms were finished ancl furnished so we could move
in. My father bought some cows, chickens and of
course a team of horses. He cleared land and cut hay,
that grew in abundance on open land that nobody
fanned. in the fall my father left for British Columbia and the logging camp. He had to make enough
money to buy machinery and keep his family fed for
the next year.
So there we were in a strange land. a language we
couldn't understand and a climate we knew nothing
about. My father had never spent a winter in
Saskatchewan and had no idea how cold it could get.
We only had a cook stove to heat the house, the only
place that was warm was right by the stove. Then to
make matters worse my mother got pinkeye and hacl
to cover her eye with a scarf She had to look after the
stock and saw wood for the cookstove. The last straw
was when a wind storm blew our storm c100r off the
house. It made the place !eellike a deep t!·eeze.
But luck was with us. We had good neighbors,
Carl Carlson Jr. came to our rescue. He came on skis
across the field. The snow was too deep for walking.
He took one look at the situation and knew what had
to be done. First thing he did was saddle a horse and
ride to the "Glen bush corner". That's where the
store was. He bought a small tin heater ancl enough
stove pipes to connect it to the cook stove. How he
got it home on horseback I'll never know. But he
made it back before dark and set up the new heater.
I'll never forget how good it felt to be "really"

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sjoberg, 1917.

warm.

My brother had to go to school when he was ten
years old and had gone to school in Sweden. But now
he had to learn English and start grade one all over
again. My father had purchased a pony from Lars
Christenson called "Beauty". This was Rune's
school pony for many years. He had to ride all the
way to Guyhirne school. That was four miles. Sometimes he was so cold by the time he got home, he just
sat holding on to the saddle horn. Beauty woulcl

Rune Sjoberg, Birgit (Sjoberg) Ethier, 1942.
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The depression was already with us and with it
came drought, grasshoppers and potato bugs. Cattle
starved, the pastures were burned bn)\vn, tht: crops
grew about a foot high and headed out. People made
their curs into horse drawn "Bennett Buggies".
There '0/as no money for gas.

My brother Rune could sec no future for hirn
here, so in !937 he hopped on a freight train going

west. He made his way to Hedley B.C. where Uncle
Werner was living. He had another shoe repair shop.
There Rune found \vor"k on construction and later
moved north to Dawson City, Yukon. There he

worked on a gold dredge until he had enough money
to get his own welding shop. In 1942 he came home
for a visit just before Christmas. Mother was overjoyed, it was the best prescnt she could ever wish for.
By this time I had married and we moved into
Medstead. We had one daughter. Sheila. My parents
continued to farm, but after a lengthy illness Mother
passed away in 1954. Then we got word that Rune
had gone to South America, to work on a gold
dredge. But after two years of fighting snakes. black
flies and ants in the jungles of Colombia, he packed
in and camc back to Canada.
My father stayed on the farm alone. until he
passed away in 1968. Eight months later Uncle
Werner had a heart attack and died before reaching
the hospital at Spiritwood. Rune lived with his family
at Sointula, B. C. until 1975 when he passed away of a
heart attack at his home.
My daughter, Sheila finished her high school at
Medstead and after graduation went to Saskatoon
Business College. She is married to Lawrence
Hamblin from Beechy. Sask. They reside in Saskatoon with their two children, Tracy and Trent.

Lawrence and Sheila Hamblin. Tracy and Trent, t974.

come to the house and Mother pulled Rune from the
saddle. The horse would go to the barn and wait till
Mother let her in.
Our first Christmas in Canada was spent with our
new neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Carlson and
their son Gus, Carl Carlson and Carl Jr. "Grandpa"
Carlson as we called him, brought his violin. It was
the first music we had heard since we left Sweden.
In 1927 the railroad came and the village of
Medstead began to grow. We got a Post Office, our
postmistress was Mrs . .lunar. Then we got a store,
cafe, hotel, blacksmith shop and a varied assortment
of houses; they seemed to spring up overnight like
mushrooms. Up until that time the children had to go
to Guyhirne school and the country school was getting very crowded. So Joe Schmirlcr's Pool Hall was
converted into a school room. It had a barrel heater in
the back of the room that Gerald Vickers. our teacher,
was forever filling with wood. I was in grade one at
the time and sat right up in the front row, the heat
never seemed to reach that far from the stove. The
playground was across the street where Hundt's Esso
Agency stands today. The building is now Harry
Wilson's store.
My uncle Werner Sjoberg had heard about Canada, the land of plenty. So he sold his store in Sweden
and came to visit us. He brought with him another
young man he had met on the sh ip. Eric Erickson was
only seventeen. He had no home, no job and very
little money, so Mother made room for one more in
our already crowded home. But Eric made himself
useful any way he could and soon toumi work. When
he wasn't able to find work, home he came to us. he
was like a member of the family.
Uncle Werner built a Shoe Repair Shop in
Medsteae!, that he later sold to Elmer Holmlund. But
Elmer soon gave up too and left for B. C. Peoplc
couldn't afford to pay for the work he did. They paid
with milk, eggs and meat but no money.

Skebow Story
submitted by Mrs, Lucy Meszaniec (Skebow)
My parents Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Skebow came
to the Loch Side district on July 8. 1934 from Saskatoon because of the Government homesteading for
people who wanted to try their luck at farming. They
got a little start from the government to get going.
They came from Saskatoon by horse and wagon and
it took three days to travel. The location of their
homestead is NW 1-51-15-W3rcl. They built all of the
buildings from logs including a three room house.
later a kitchen and porch were built on. The house
burned down about four or five years ago. The house
my mother and step-father live in now is a neighbor's
old house which was moved to the same location
where the original house once stood.
OUI'S was a mixed farm, grain. cattle, pigs, chickens and horses. It was worked with horses. There was
a lot of hard work from early in the morning till late at
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wlcdstcad and grain was hauled to Cater most of the

time.
r

still remember getting lost when I was around

three and one haH years old about three miles from
home. My dad and neighbors looked half the night
for me before 1 was found. I had wanted to meet ~lY
clad and I just kept on walking and walking and the
dog left me and \vent home.
~
Our ncighbors were Millers. B. Schalms. J
Swirz, C. Martz. Yens and Krugers. My father died
at the age of fifty three on January 6.195'5 on his land
from a heart attack. My mothei was away from the
farm for nearly a year. then she remarried and moved
back to the farm. My stepfatherdiel the farming for a
long time. Now the lanel is rented out but they still
live on the farm. My mother had a birthdav on
November 2nd and she is seventy four years old, my
stepfather is also seventy four and I was forty cight
on October 20th.
There have been some great changes since! was a
child. from horse machinery to tractors, threshing
machines to combines. and neighbors moving on
selling land to other neighbors farms gettina biooer

Mr. and Mrs. Skebow and Lucy.

and bigger.
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Threshing time was a very busy time of the year
with twelve to fourteen men to cook for. They sometimes stayed three to fOLlr days so there had to be a lot
of food for them ~ now each one does their own
harvesting. Now that we have power ~ the deep
freeze and fridge to keep our meat and vegetables
fresh. we seldom think of how we had to put our
cream. milk and butter in a container and lower it into
the well to keep cool and fresh. We also hac! to call
our vegetables and meat, and salt the bacon and
hams. then smoke them in a smoke house. We also
made our own sausage and smoked them as well. In
winter time things were better ~ a simale matter of
packing meat in ;now, then into a barrei or tight box
to keep cats and dogs out. then left on the no;th side
of the house to freeze till needed.
Another highlight of the year was our picnic after
school was over in late June. Everyone in the district
came to play ball and pitch horseshoes. There were
races for the kids. and best of all home made ice
cream that was made at the picnic, men taking turns
turning the crank of the ice-cream freezer.
The women all brought lunch which was spread
out on table cloths on the grass and everyone had
their fill then back to the ball games till the dance
started at night in the school house.

Skebow's tractor.

night. We had land to work. cows to milk. milk to
turn through the separator ~ (a machine that separates the cream from the milk turned with a crank by
hand.) Then there was the skim milk fed to the calves
(often called pail-bunters). pigs to feed and chickens
to feed. Animals got sick and some died; every year
we lost some. The grain was not good yearto year ~
too much rain, early frost and snow. Lots of times
there was no money to buy groceries or clothes.
During the war (World War ll) some things were
rationed such as gas, sugar and butter.
My mother had teachers as boarders to make a
little extra money. The teachers were Patrick Christy,
Dunk Cairns and Miss Elizabeth Perry.
.
We had a big garden for vegetables all winter and
picked berries for fruit to can. There were good times
too-,,·like the Christmas concert with singing. plays
and presents. school dances and neighbors visiting
one another in the evenings and Sundays. We went to
church at Spiritwood after Dad got his Model T car.
Later there was a church built in Medstead which was
closer. Groceries were bought in Belbutte and

LOllis Skow Family
Louis Skow originally came from Denmark to
Denver. Colorado. then to Manhatten, Kansas. in the
U.S.A. in 1919, he came to Canada and liked the
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Cutting and hauling wood to Birch Lake siding or
to 1vo1' Soderberg's mill was everyones' meal ticket.
At that time Birch Lake had one of the finest beaches
found anywhere. The new Pine View School had
opened that year so there was a dance every Friday
night at that school, or Cater School or Birch Lake
School on the other side of the lake. Everyone came
for miles around to Cater or Pine View, Mary Latimer
played the piano, Fred Collins the accordian, ala
Patterson on the guitar.

country in the Rabbit Lake area, so he purchased a
quarter section from Grandpa Freimark.
The family, Louis, wife Elba, boys Andr,;w and
Charles and daughter fvlary (Mrs. George Davvsonl
immigrated in 1921 and settled on the SW 1/422-49-13
\V3rd. Here Louis built a lumber house and barn.
They had shipped a boxcar of belongings from
the U.S.A. including five horses. machinery, and
household goods. Amlre\v recalls that it cost three
hundred dollars and some.
They aCl.juired a second quarter of land in the
Artichoke district and also rented the SW 23-51-13
W3rd in the Stoke district.
In 1926, when Andrew married, his parents retired and Andrew carried on the farming operation
which was mainly ranching.

At that time jackfish, whitefish and suckers were
very plentiful in Birch Lake. Many times! helped my
dad take the fish out of the nets.
The men built log cabins away out in the bush and
some of them stayed out there all week, others drove
the sleighs and wagons back and forth with cordwoad or pole wood to be sawed at the siding. People
traded their wood to Mr. and Mrs. Coates at their
store for groceries. On Tuesdays the train (c. P. R.)
went south to North Battleford and back on Wednesdays to Meadow Lake eventually ending up at Prince
Albert.

Andrew Slww i'amily
In 1926, Andrew Skow married Ebbie Berg in
North Battleford. Ebbie had come to Rabbit Lake
with her parents from Iowa, U.S.A. in 1911. They
began their life together on his father's homestead.
They had one child, Verlin, born in 1932. Verlin
attended Reserve Lake School and later Artichoke
School. He used to ski the approximately three and a
half miles ta one school or the other as they were
about the same distance from the farm. Verlin is now
married and lives in North Battleford.
Andrew and Ebbie fanned until Veri in's marriage, then they retired and Verlin continued the
ranching operation.
Andrew and Ebbie now are living in North Battleford and are enjoying their retirement.

In 1939 when the boys all left one by one to join
the army, the world fell apart for everyone, but we
carried on somehow. We wrote many letters, sent
many parcels. One day we heard to our sorrow that
Alfons Meersman was missing in action and finally
the word came he had been killed. Our hearts went
out to our friends. Rene Meersman was also in the
forces but he came home.
Early one moming in 1937 a near fatal accident
almost happened when my dad was at the saw at
Birch Lake siding. They were cutting wood to put in
a boxcar when his ragged coat caught in the saw and
almost threw him into it. Some of the crew took him
to the home of Mrs. Irene Folsom where he rested
and Mrs. Folsom applied fomentations to his arm.
For many years my dad could not lift his arm above
his head. This good lady now lives at Cloverdale,
British Columbia. She was originally from Glllslyn,
Saskatchewan.

George Sloan and Family
Written by Violet (Sloan) Latimer
I am the daughter of George Sloan now of Campbell River, British Columbia. After the crops were
dried out at MaymonL Saskatchewan, we left in the
fall of 1936 and headed for Birch Lake where my
mother's brother, Vern Moline, lived. We had everything we owned on two wagons, chased our cattle
along as we went. Om'dog was with us until we got to
the Pine View School corner where he took up with
another dog. A week later he was back on our farm at
Maymont.
My dad and brothers built a log house on the
quarter section of land he had - about a mile west of
Pine View School. That house has many memories to
me, mostly good. We celebrated as many birthdays,
anniversaries, etc. as possible. A lot of gOOd parnes
were held there. Sunday afternoon gatherings when
there was skiing on the hill behind the slough, everyone joined in, young and old. When the fish ran in
the creeks, everyone was there.

Many enjoyable evenings were spent at Mary ancl
Howard Latimer's place. We would leave there with
stomach aches from the jokes Howard told us.
Then there was the day the horse fell down the
well at Al Patterson's place. Some how we got a
winch rigged up ancl pulled it out from about fifteen
to twenty feet down. How that poor horse squealed
but we saved its life. Also a colt fell down the Osborn
well which was rescued alive as well.
Those years are gone with only the memories left
but in book form they will live on and the younger
generations can be proud of their hardy ancestors.
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Mr. am! M,·s. 10m Smir! and Family

more lonely they could hear the far off lowing of
cartle and the mournful howl of coyotes all during the
night. They must surely have had second thoughts
about their cheap homestead land! By morning all
was well so the journey continued.
They arrived at the honlestead afrer four days on
the trail. There were no buildings or anything so
camping continued. Luckily their tent was quite
iarge, but after putting in beds, stuve, everyday
clothing and groceries, there was little room left. A
couple of days or so later it started to rain and this
rainy spell lasted for three weeks. All the furniture,
trunks and boxes, and everything in them such as
clothes, pictures, important papers etc., \verc completely ruined. These things had been left on the
wagons as there was nowhere they could be stored to
protect them from the weather. What a welcome to
this new land'
There was a great amount of work to be done but
first a house had to be built. The first house was only
one fairly large room. built of poplar logs, with roof
of poplar poles covered with hay, then sods. This roof
helped to keep the house warm in winter, cool in
summer but did little to keep out the rain' It usually
rained inside long after it had stopped raining outside' The family then used tar paper, table oilcloth or
anything they could fine! to shed the water. and covered beds, clothing, food and other perishable items.
The cracks between the walls were plastered inside
and out with clay mud. Our home was small but was
quite comfortable, except when it rained'
Water was plentiful in sloughs for the livestock,
but water for the homesteaci was hauled from a neighbours until a well could be dug. A garden patch was
broken up and a start made to clear and break a few
acres. Hay ane! buildings for livestock had to be put
up before the winter.
The family was assisted by mother's cousin. AIL
Chambers. on their journey by train and ox team to
the homestead. He did not like this part of the country
and after helping them to get partly settled, left to
find employment farther south. He later married and
settled in North Battleforcl.
Dad was physically unable to farm in this stony
bush country so he worked for farmers farther south
for spring work and for harvest and threshing. This
brought in money for food and clothing that they had
to buy. Mother, Ken and Edna lOOKed after the cattle
in the summer. They roamed at large but were
brought in every evening and we usually milked a
few cows. Mother made butter for saie. also baked
bread for some bachelor neighbours which added a
little to the family income.
Dad came home for haying in the summer, and
was also home during the winter months to look after

hy Mrs. Edna Boviar
Tom and Bessie Smirl, my mother and father, and
their family of four children. Edna. g years old.
Kenneth, five years, Dorothy, sixteen months, and
Margaret, one month, arrived in North Batt1cford
early in June 1911. Mother and Dad had been farming

in Bay Centre area approximately' eight miles from
Walhalla, North Dakota. U.S.A. and came to
Saskatchewan to take up a homestead. They thought
this was a great opportunity to get land of their own
~ one hundred and sixty acres for only ten dollars
plus homestead duties'
Dad had come to North Battleford earlier in the
spring and while there met up with Mr E. W E.
Webb and James Hoare, who were also looking for
homesteads. The three men hired a man to drive them
north to look over the available land. They finally
decided on section 14, township 49, range 16, west of
3rd. meridian. Dad filed on the S.E. quarter of the
section, Mr. Webb the S. W., and Mr. Hoare the N. W
The other quarter was already taken by Mr Magnus
Anderson.
They came to North Battleford by train, their
furniture, livestock and machinery in a freight car A
few days were needed to unload the car and reload the
freight into wagons. This gave the livestock time to
rest and feed. and it also gave Mother and Dad time to
shop for several months supply of groceries. There
were no country stores so the nearest shopping centre
was North Battieford, some thirty-five miles or more
from the homestead. As our only means of travel was
by ox team, this trip was only made about twice a
year.

Finally we started northward-- the family seated
on a couch that had been placed across the wagoll
box. All went well until we came to some hills.
Mother having lived always in level country was
nervous about riding up and down hills so the family
walked, carrying the two babies. up and down all the
hills on the trail from North Battlcford to the homestead'
They arrived at Murray Lake on a very hot afternoon so decided to camp for a while and travel later in
the evening. This would be a welcome change from
the monotony of the slow travelling. The two older
children. Edna and Ken. spent the time in the water, a
new experience for them. Camp was made later that
evening several miles north of where Cochin is now.
During the night these two children became violently
ill, perhaps too much sun! The family were camped
in a tent, no people seemed anywhere near, and with
two sick children. two babies. some twenty-five
miles or more from a doctor, and their only means of
transportation a wagon and ox team! To rnake things
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corners. and that evening the \valls \vere finished and
also the openings for doors and windo\vs. Later Dad
lav the floor and added a shingled roof. Hc)\v orateful
\V~ \vere to those men for their hard day's wo~k! Our
hrO'ther Ra:ymond was born in this horne in Dec.
1915.
There \'v'(.lS ah\'ay~ '0/ork for evt::ryone on the
homestead. Children learned to accept responsibility
at an early age. They had chores to do outside as \-veil
as inside the home. By this time there was a store at
Glenbush, and one spring day Ken and. I were sent
there to get some groceries. By now we had a nony
and a t'v\~)-\vheeleJ cart so wC~'e quite happy tt') g{;.
We had to cross Lost Horse Creek, there was no
bridge and the water \vas high. Vie had no trouble
going but when we returned \ve were almost across
the creek when our pony started to fiOt111der and
could go no farther. \Ve thought the cart and its load
of groceries were sinking, so we both ran along the
side of the pony of the shaft and jumped to firmer
ground. The pony \vas then ahle to scramble across
and we went on home. I think that was the last time
we went to Glenbush. There . .vas also a store at
Cochin, so we went there to shop because of a better
trail.
The women worked hard as well as the men, and
when the men were away had all the responsibility of
the farm and home. Once in awde there was a prairie
or bush fire to contend with, also. One spring day, in
1913, I think it was, a bush fire came from the southeast heading straight for Ollr buildings. There was
also a stack of wheat in the path of the fire. Something had to be done (0 try to save our buildings and
our \vhcat. Dad \vas away, so mother left me to care
for the little ones, and she and Ken went out to set
backfires along the trail through the bush. The fires
were set all along the trail and alhnved to burn back\vards to meet the oncoming fire. Thankfuily, they
were in time for their fires to burn far enough back to
make J. good fireguard, and no damage was done to
our place. The quarter or land south of us was illostly
prairie with dead grass almost knee high. When the
fire came to this, it crossed by leaps and bounds,
faster I think, than a horse could run. This v.ias n~al!J!
an a'vvesome and unforgettable sight!
In spite of the hard work, the loneliness and
hardships. and choring without the many conveniences vve novv' take for grankd. mother often
referred to the time on the homestead as the most
carefree ane! happier years of their life. In 1'J20 the
Smirl homestead was sold to Mr. Wm. Haggarty, and
the family moved to Prince Sash. v/hcre they had
bought a quarter of land. Motiler and Dad with their
son Ken, lived on the farm until their death.
As to their family, all rernained in Saskatchewan.

the cattle and do other odd jobs around the farm.
Every fall there was a year's supply of wood to cut
hand saw, and split into firewood.
Food for the family wu, plentiful and most came
frorn the farm: meat. milk. butter and eggs, also
vegetable and potatoes. There \vas also wild game
and fish, and most years a good supply of berries.
Bedding and some clothing were made at home.
Shopping for extras was done by mail order catalogue. The 'mail came once a vieek by stage and we
always looked forward to "'mail day".
There was little entertainment in those early days
hut people did visit among the neighbours. especially in winter. There usually was a picnic in the
summer, sometimes followed by a dance in the open,
on a platform built for the occasion. After the Park
Bluff school was built in 1913 it became the community centre and all social gatherings were held
there. Reverenci Tanberg, a Lutheran minister held
church services there, once a month for some time.
Sunclay School by Post was also available.
1 remember the first picnic we attended. It was
held on our farm in 1911. For days men were busy
preparing the site, making things to amuse the children, setting up tables etc. The women were busy
preparing food. The day before, a Mr. Gus Anderson
and mother made pies ancimore pies. How interesting to us kids (0 see a man doing the baking I The men
put up a swing and teeter totter and also made a
"merry-go-round". This was made by setting upright the back wheels and axle of a wagon. the lower
wheel fastened clown solidly, ancl planks fastened on
the top wheel. The children sat on the end of the
planks and there was always someone to spin them
around. It was a beautiful day and later in the afternoon all sitting on the east side of a large bluff,
listening to a guest speaker. a politician from North
Battieford. No one noticed a thunder storm approaching from the west. The food was on the table
ready for supper when suddenly there were a few
drops of rain. What a rush to cover (he food with
oilcloth from the table, tin lids etc. and to find some
shelter for themselves. The rain was soon over and
everyone was able to enjoy their supper, though their
surroundings were rather damp.
In 1913 or 1914, Dad was able to get a set of
spruce logs for a new bouse. from Mr. Torval Olson.
who was leaving the area. In the spring Dad hired Mr.
Dan Gustavson to lay the foundation for this home. It
\Vas a one and a half story_ \vith two fairly large
rooms on the ground floor. A short while later we
\vere sUlvrised to see eight or nine men in the yard.
They had come, bringing their carpenter tools with
them, to build our log home. They hewed the logs,
and as the logs were put in place, dove-tailed the
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Edna married Bill Bovair of Lucky Lake and they
now reside in Medstead. They had one son .lames,
who is married and also lives in iYkdstead.
Ken never married. and though retired, still lives
on the home farm at Pri nee.

Dorothy married George McHenry of North Battleford and now lives in Prince Albert. SasK. They
had two sons. Torn and George and a daughter Mona.
Tom and George arc hoth maiTied and live in Prince
Alhert. Mona is married and lives in Saskatoon.
Sask.
Margaret married Everett Jones of North Battleford. She is now a widow and still lives in North
Battlcford. They had no children.
Raymond and his wife Judy arc both deceased.
They had two daughters, Myrna and Myra. Both are
manied and are living in Hinton, Alberta.
Books could be written of these early pioneer
days -- of the hardships. courage and perseverance,
of these early settlers.
Still many fond memories remain of these people
and others who followed, as we look back over the
years to the, "Good Old Days," when life moved at a
more quiet and a slower pace.

William ami Nora Smith

The Bill Smith Family L. Mabel.

by F. Grant with information from Mabel ami Jim
Bill Smith was an English veteran of the Boer
War in Africa. He was born in 1879 in London. Bill

R. James, Fred. William, Nora and

came to Canada about 1904 and found his first job in
Saskatoon, where, for one summer he was foreman
of a sewer construction crew. The following winter he
moved to North Battleford.
Bill came to the Sandwith area to take up a
homestead, (N.W. 32-48-14), on August 4, 1908, at
age 28.
Some pioneer bachelor neighbours, including
All' Marsh and Jim Grant. helped him build a cabin.
They are believed to have batched with him for a
time.
Nora Riewood, born in 1887 in Bournemouth,
England, came to Canada in 1911, with another family. How she came to meet Bill isn't clear, but it is
thought that they were married in the new St. Philips
Church, in the Hyde Park district, in 1914 or 1915.
Fellow homesteader, Jim Grant. was best man.
Bill's and Nora's three children were born while
the family lived in the Hyde Park district. James
arrived in 1916, Mabel in 1921 and finally Fred in
]923.
In ]920 they moved to the Dodd place and it was
there that they had in their home a Grain Grower's
Store. Mabel remembers her parents relating tales of
how their dog would never let any Indians near her
buggy or even to look at her when they came to shop.
In 1925 the family moved to Saskatoon where
Bill soon had a job working for the Hudson's Bay

Nora and Bill Smith.
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Company. He worked for that company until his
retirement during World War H.
In 1946 Bill ancl Nora moved to Kaslo, British
Columbia, to be near their daughter Mabel, and to
live in a warmer climate. They stayed there for the
remainder of their life together. Nora passed away in
1960 at age seventy-three.
After losing Nora. Bill moved to Trail where his
daughter Mabel (McGillivray) had moved with her
family. He lived in Trail, enjoying mostly good
health, until his passing in 1972 at age 93.
Jim, the eldest of the family, now lives near
Ottawa. Ontario. Mabel (McGillivray) now lives at
Castlegar. British Columbia. Fred was killed overseas in 1943.

the age of fourteen, with the heip of his brothers

drove a wagon and team to Birch Lake. They stopped
overnight at Robinhood and slept in a haystack.
When they awoke the ground waS covered in snow.
They moved to the Doc Lenton quarter, NW
8-5i-IS W3rd. A log house (which still stands) was
built on the NE)i, 8-5i-IS the next fall. The boys did
the farming and Robert went out on the road selling
Singer sewing machines.
Robert and Albert are now both deceased.
Vivian helped get out the logs for the house and
in the fall worked on the road. After the crop was in,
Vivian, went to work in Alberta. He worked one year
at Landis. for a Carl Schmidt with whom he remained frienels until Carl passed away a few years
ago.

Then came the war and Vivian volunteered. He
took basic training at Curry Barracks in Calgary. He
served overseas in France and Holland. It was while
he was on sick leave after being wounded in 1944 that
Vivian and I met in Glasgow. my hometown. 1 had
just returned from London on account of the air raids
as the v.1. had started and you had no warning of
them. 1 worked as a wage and income tax clerk.
Vivian and! met at a dance where my father rented
out an amplifier system. My girl friend and 1 got in
free and I was to collect the rent. We corresponded
and Vivian spent his leaves in Glasgow after that. We
became engaged in 1945 and were married on January 16th, 1946.
! didn't come to Canada until April 1947 as! was
scared to leave home. I was actually on the ship once
and got cold feet. When I phoned home! found my
mom and dad not all that mad at me, so 1 went back
home. When I finally got to Canada, ! was very
homesick for a long, long time.
We had four children; Carole, born May 14,
1948; Ron, born March 28, 1950; Maureen, born July
5. 1953; and Brian, born March 14, 1955. All the
children except Brian were born at Notre Dame hospital in North Battleford, Dr. Nikiforuk attended.
Brian was born at home during a big blizzard that
blocked the highways. Mrs. Dorothy Ledinski (Now
Mrs. Siklenka) delivered Brian and mighty good she
was too! She was my friend in so many ways and!
still value her friendship to this day. I can't relate how
many times she helped me. She was a remarkable
woman who had so many burdens of her own. raising
'
a young family of four all by herself.
Vivian and ! also looked after foster children.
Many keep in touch with us. We are still Mom and
Dad to them; Conrad and Rose Ann who were with us
eight years, Warren and Kenny who still call every
year. Randy and Vicky also Val Marie. We have five
foster grandchildren.

The Smith Family
by Helen Smith
Robert Smith was born at Arthur, Ontario. in
188S, of Dutch and Irish parentage. He first came
west to Portage, Manitoba and worked there for
awhile before coming to Saskatchewan in the early
1900's. After opening a cafe at Unity, the first in that
town. they moved to Paynton where he operated a
hotel. While there he married Ann Adams. They
moved to Cutknife and two sons were born, Lawrence in 1910 and Robert in 1911. Ann died and
Robert (Bob) was raised by Mr. and Mrs. W. Phillips
as one of their own.
Lawrence Smith. who never married. now lives
at Cater. Saskatchewan. He farms a half section of
land and raises a few cattle.
Robert Smith (Sr.) returned to Ontario and there
met and married Alberta Vivian of Mitchel. From
this union four sons and two daughters were born,
Vivian, Harry, Alton, Lcs, Elva and Violet.
In 1930 due to the depression the family moved to
Meota for the summer months. In October, Vivian, at

Yvonne Smith, Violet, Alberta and Elva Smith.
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\Ve are alone at home noVv'. The family has all
married except Ron. Carolc married AI Kyluik:

Maureen married Ray Newman. they have one son
Rene: Brian married Arlene Magnus.
Ron works as a surveyor for G. S.1. Also he is the
third generation to far;11 the original homestead
owned bv Robert Smith who bought it from J.
Clayton, ~nd later owned by Vivian. '
Harrv Smith went to work for Singer Sewing
Machinevs at the age of nineteen. travelling the north
part of the provi~ce from Livelong to Mildred. In
1937 he was tranferred to St. Walburg and sold in the
area from the Alberta boundary east to the edge of his
father's seek territmy In the fall of 1938 he married
Yvonne Fiset of S,;uth Makwa. They lived in St.
Walbur o until the fall of 1941 when due to the outbreak of World War Two he was forced to seek other
employment. In July 1942 he joined the City Police
in North Battleford and remained there until it was
taken over by the R.C.M.P.
Harry then moved to Birch Lake anel bought a
farm. He sold out in 1957 and moved to Campbell
River where he still resides.
Harry and Yvonne had five children. They are
Delleen, of Victoria: Thelma, of North Battleforel:
Doris, of Black Creek, B.C.: Larry. of South Battleford: Bonnie. of Hepburn. Harry and Yvonne visit
Saskatchewan every year to see their grandchildren
and visit old friends.
Alton Smith was the third oldest son of Robert
and Alberta Smith. He served overseas with the
army. Alton married Cathy Harder and had three
stepdaughters, Kay, Doris. and Mary Lou: and two
stepsons, Ed, and Bob. Together Alton and Cathy
had one son Raymond. They are now both deceased.
Les Smith, the fourth son of Robert amI Alberta
Smith owned and operated a taxi service with North
Lane in Battleford for a few years. He then moved
west and married Mavis Gunter. They have three
girls. Sherilyn, Lynette and Arden: and three boys,
'!i,rry, Dell, and Dirk.
Les owned a parts and service station and now is
semi retired at Fort Nelson.
Elva (Sloan) Clark, eldest daughter, now lives in
Govan and has one son Ernie, who lives in B.C.
Violet, the youngest daughter, married Charlie
Sibbley. She passed away in 1956.

Frank Shepherd and Wes Smith who played the guitar for
many dances at Birch Lake.

from Halifax and it borders Mahone Bay. Its main
industries were fishing ancl lumbering. The fabled
Oak Island, where Captain Kidd had buried his treasure, is situated in the bay about two and a half miles
from where we lived. There Were about ten children
in the family of which I was the oldest.
In the year 1921 I and some school chums decided
we would gO west on a harvester excursion train. We
arrived in ~Winnipeg where we were distributed to
different parts of the province of Manitoba. I was sent
to a place called Somerset in southern Manitoba
where I spent two years on two different farms. In the
year 1925, I was invited to work in the Wilkie district
i'or a fellow called Tbm Johnston. He was married to
a sister of an aunt of mine. I worked there for five
years. During the last year Tom Johnston took on a
fellow to help with the harvesting. His name was
Frank Carter. He owned the SE y:, 6-5 I-IS. He wanted
to sell this land to me so Mrs. Junor was appointed to
sell the land for him. I did not have the necessary cash
so Tom bought it for me and I was to pay it back by
shipping nine carloads of cord wood in as many
years. This was done. I loaded the wood each tall
from Cater and that is how I got started in farming.
As far as social life was concerned, we had the
Birch Lake school for socials and dances. ! contributed a lot in the line of music. I played music, mostly
guitar, with such orchestras as McNeils',
Woytowichs' and Woods'.
I eventually got married in the year of 1942 to
Gladys Ballagh of Plumas, Manitoba. Through our
efforts we bought the north quarter from a fellow by
the name of George Wilkinson. So then we had the
east half of 6-51-15 where we lived until we sold out
in the year of 1974 and moved into Glaslyn where we
reside at the present time.
Among the positions! held, I was on the Birch
Lake school board nine years prior to and on up till
the larGer school unit took over. Three of those years I
was se~retary-treasurer. I was also on the Little Loon

The Wesley J. Smith Story
farming in lile Bircil Lake District
I was born 00 a small farm in Chester. Nova
Scotia, on Julv 28, 1903. In 1911 the small farm was
converted to ,; nine-hole golf course, which my father. Winton Smith, owned. Chester is an American
tourist centre. It is situated about forty-five miles
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Ahlefeld of Rabbit Lake. They eloped, driving from
Rabbit Lake to North Battierord by buggy, to be
married. The Ahlefelds came to Canada in 1910 from
Bloomingdale, lllinois, settling in the Rabbit Lake
district. "I'he familv consisted {;Y Louis Ahlefeld, his
three sons, Hern;an, Hugo and Frank, and one
daughter, Anna, who was sixteen at the time. The
children's mother hud passecI
away'
tne year be t'ore
they came to Canada.
Anna and Ivor made their home on his homestead
near Buffalo Lake. They had four children, -- Agncs
- born April 1922, Bel; -- October 1923, Ellen May
- 1925, ancl Frieda -- March 1929.
In 1928 lvor bought a large size threshing machine. Six men worked with him to haul sheaves, two
men to stoke the machine and some to haul grain. He
used a McCormick Deering tractor to drive the machine. Each fall he travelled many miles threshing.
He was among one of the first to own a car in the
district.
In the fall of 1929 the children attended Carrollton School which was about three miles southeast of home. They had to open several gates, so the
next fall when school started, they attended the
Daylight School which was five miles southwest of
home.
Durin Coo the 1930s there was a lot of work done in
the bush. People came for miles to get work. Some
brought horses for hauling logs out, others were
cutting bush. Some of the logs were sawed into
lumber but most were cut into ties. The ties were
hauled into Meclstead with horses and loaded out
from there. During this time Alex Anderson of Prince
Albert was camp cook for about five years. Alex was
about seventy years old at the time and would be up at
5;00 a.m. everyday. After dinner he would have a 15minutes sleep and be ready to work for the rest of the
day. John Blackham was assistant cook and flunkey.
After Alex left, John took over the cooking.
In the spring of 1932 Ivor, Anna and the family
moved to Glenbush district where they had a small
house, two log barns and a straw shed for the cattle.
Ivor owned one-half section of land on which the
house was built. This was on the SV, of 33-49-14-W3.
In the spring of 1934 he built the hip roof barn,
34 x 70 feet. with lumber taken out of the bush
during the winter. Frank Ahelfeld hauled most of the
lumb~r with four horses. Some during the winter on
sleighs and the remainder after seeding, with four
hm;es on the wagon. In the summer of 1935 the
house was built.
In 1939 Ivor contracted to haul the lumber from
the former Searle elevator in Glenbush to Cater. He
used four teams to haul this lumber. Teamsters were
Carey Postil, Nobel Egland, Harold Findlay and Ben

Lake park board for a number of years until the year
1980.·! was also correspondent for the North Battldord News Optimist paper for two years until
November 1979.

The Ivor and Anna Soderberg Story
Ivor Soderberg was born February 17. 1885, ill
Skorped, Sweden. He had two older brothers and two
sisters. At that time they could only attend school
four months of the year. After grade two, the school
was extended to nine months of the year. I vor Completed grade five. In 1906 he and his brother, Andrew,
left Sweden to come to America, landing in Duluth,
Minnesota. He tried his hand at driving draft horses
to haul freight; operated a saloon, became a policeman in Duluth tor ,everal months, then joined the
Navy for six months going as far east as China. His
brother and his wife, returned to Sweden and Ivor
made his way to Canada in 1911 where he worked on
the railroad at Prince George and Prince Rupert,
B.C. for a few years.
In 1914 he came to Saskatchewan looking for land
in the N Drth Battleford area. He was told of good land
north of Battleford and applied for a homestead on
the SEV4 of 26-50-14-W3. At thattime Buffalo Lake,
which is on section 25, covered over two sections of
land.lvor built a small log house to do until he could
build a house of lumber.
He worked on the farm in the summer and during
the winters of 1914-15 and 1915-16 he worked in the
bush for Frank Bell. In 19161vor started his own mill,
building up a complete mill with sawmill, edger and
a planer. He used a steam engine for power. Some
winters, 30AO men were workmg In the m1l1 lor
board and room and $1.00 a day. During the summers
of 1919 and 1920 he travelled a Percheron Stallion
through the district from Medstead to Rabbit Lake.
In August 1920 Ivor married the former Anna

C

Ivor and Anna Soderberg family. 1931. Back, Anna, Ivor. Front,
L. to R., Ellen, Frieda, Agnes and Ben.
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horse and two-wheeled cart. The following year \ve
attended Daylight school. We drove a grey marc with

a colt f()llcN;in~ her but some days the colt wouldn '(

come, so we h:ld quite a time to hitch the mare up.
One night we started out from school and didn't get
by the gate post with the cart when the mare broke the

harness and took off for home without us. We didn't
,get home until 5:30 p.m. that night. Finally Dad and
Jack Harrison came looking for us in Jack's Model T.
Ford.
In the spring of 1932 we moved to Glenbush, on
the S,w' of 33-49-14-W3rd, ! often helped deliver
milk for Mother with the pony and carl, Quite often
the pony took off for home and I couldn't hold her
back, Agnes and I attendee! Glenbush school until the
fall of 1938, Our teachers were Miss Weller and
Adele Heeb,
For four years I graded roads with four horses and
orader for the Medstead Municipality, During the
~inter I drove sleigh loads of neighbors to dances in
the area, I also took Glenbush hockey players to
Medstead with the team, In the winter we used to
haul hay with four horses on a 10 x 20-foot rack,
Towards spring roads would get high with snow and
the sleighs would cut in on the high road, so it would
take awhile to get home, There were quite a few
hauling feed that way so we would help each other out
when we were stuck,
I have farmed the northwest V4 of 34-49-14 W or
3rd, since 1945, We used a threshing machine until
1962 when Dad bought a small combine, I hauled
quite a lot of feeclup to Birch Lake siding the last few
years that Dad had the sawmill, Lots of times when I
went up there it would be very cold so in order to
keep warm I would walk behind the load, It was a
seventeen mile trip one way and I generally made the

Ivor Soderberg, 1964, His first combine,

Soderberg, Up until 1940 most of the land work was
done with horses, They had three outfits of horses
working most of the summer
During the thirties Anna sold milk in Glenbush,
delivering" it with a small pony and carl, During the
1940's, she boarded many of the teachers who taught
in the Glenbush School, She kept busy on the farm
milking cows, gardening, raising chickens, etc,
In 1943 I vo; started a lumber yard and hardware
in Glenbush, This was run by his daughter, Ellen,
One of the last years when he was in the bush they
hauled the IS-3~ tractor up to the mill with four
horses on a sleigh to finish sawing up the lumber, The
last year of bu~h work was in 1946, That spring the
sawmill was sold by auction, The Christmas of 1946
Ivor returned to Sweden for a three-month visit with
his two sisters, one brother and other relatives,
Ellen ran the hardware in Glenbush for a period
of ten years, When she left, Me Carl Knutson ran the
hardware and lumber yard until it was moved to
Medstead in 1954, The business was closed out in
1956,
Over the years i vor served as Reeve of the
Mcdstead municipality, He was on the Glenbush
School Board, He was one of the organizers of the
Glenbush Savings and Credit Union and was given
the No, I passbook,
Ivor passed away in SepL 1964, Anna held an
auction sale in Sept, 1965, She now lives with her
daughter, Ellen, in Calgary, Alberta,
Agnes, now Mrs, Harry Lightburn, lives in Jaffray, B,c' Ben is living on the farm at Glenbush,
Ellen, now Mrs, Ken Appleyard, lives in Calgary,
Alberta. Frieda, now Mrs, Belton Thistlethwaite, is
living at Powell River, B,c'

The Ben Soderberg :Family
I was born in rhe Medstead area in October, i 923,
and lived on my father's homestead near Buffalo
Lake on the S, E, of 26-50-14, My sister, Anges, and I
drove to school at Carrollton in 1929-30, with a bay

lired of slooking, 1964, Soderbergs, l, to R., Sandra, Wendy,
Marvin and Bill,
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round trip in one day and \VOldd bring a load of
lumber back on the return trip.
In November, 1952,1 married Aria Geddes, in
Saskatoon. ArIa grew up in Dodsland,
Saskatchewan, taking her schooling there. Later she
graduated from the Saskatche'vvan Hospital, North
Battleford, as a Psychiatric Nurse, I built a small
house on the N,W. Y4 of 34-49-14 W3rd, where we
settled. At that time we had no modern facilities and I
hauled water I(lr the stock until our well was dug. I
used an old log barn with a straw roof for the cattle
until we built a lumber barn in 1954. Power came
through in 1956 and in 1962 we had our local rural
telephone company. Our first neighbors were the
Fred Schindel family, Henry Englehardts, Mrs.
Pfeifer and sons, George and Bill. and the John
Lange family.
Our son, William (Bill), arrived in November,
1953, to brighten up our home. Two years later 1955
Wendy was born and in 1959 Sandra arrived to complete Ollr family. In the fall of 1959 Bill started off to
school in Glenbush. The first two years he walked to
school across the fields with the Schindel children.
When Wendy started school in the fall of 1961 the
school bus came to our gate to pick up the children.
When the weather was bad! took Bill to school with
the truck or in winter with the team.
My fathel~ !vor Soderberg, passed away in September, 1964, and in November that year we moved
over to his home farm to live. Once again the children were reduced to walking to school or if the
weather was bad I took them with the car or in many
cases! used the team and sleigh. All three attended
Glenbush Public School and went to high school in
Medstead. During the years the family was kept busy
taking part in school functions, sports and all became
4-H members. Bill was in the Sandwith Multiple
Beef. Welding and Lighthorse Clubs. The girls
joined the Glenbush Homecraft and Sandwith Beef
Clubs, Sandra also became a Lighthorse Club member. I became leader of Sand with Multiple Club and
Arlahas been a project leader in the Glenbush Homecraft.
As the years progessed I gradually worked away
from using horses on the farm, although I still used a
team in the winter months for chores. We now farm
with heavier machinery and have several head of
cattle and a few horses.
Upon graduation from high school Bill, along
with some of his classmates, worked on the first crew
that started building the Medstead arena. The following August he entered the Saskatchewan Technical
Institute in Saskatoon where he took a farm machinery course. Upon graduating he went to work for
H.L.S. in North Battleford.ln July, 1975, he married

Ben Soderb8l'g family, 1969. Back, Bill, Wendy, Sandra. Front,
Aria. Ben.

Barbara Scutt of Rabbit Lake. They moveci to Unity,
Saskatchewan, in 1976 where he works for H.L.S. in
the shop there. Their son, Darren, was born in July,
1979.
Wendy graduated in 1973 and went to work in the
furniture upholstery store in Saskatoon until August
1975. In September, 1975, Wendy married Peter G.
Pauls who was Pool Elevator agent in Glenbush at the
time. In April, 1976, Wendy and Peter moved to
Lashburn, Saskatchewan, and in July, 1979, they
moved to Brock, Saskatchewan. \vhere Peter is
Wheat Pool agent. Their son, Garry, was born in
December, 1979.
On completing high school in 1977 Sandra
worked one winter in St. Paul's HospitaL Saskatoon.
In the fall of 1978 she entered Lakeland Clilege in
Vermilion, Alberta, where she is presently completing a course in Animal Sciences.
OUf nephew. Marvin Soderberg, attended
Medstcad Central High SchooL graduating in June,
1975. During the years he has driven a transport truck
out of Saskatoon. In January, 19BO, he entered the
Canadian Armed Forces and is presently stationed at
Cornwallis, Nova Scotia.

Helmut and Eleonore Sommerfeld and
l<amily
Helmut Sommerfeld was born in Poland,
November 5, 1927. He came to Canada along vvith
his parents and one brother in 1928, at the age~of six
months and settled at North BZlttkford, Saslc
His \vife, Eleonore. was also born in Poland,
September 30, 1930. She came to Canada in i948, at
the age of seventeen. Her parents and only sister
came at the same time und settled at North Battleford, Sask.
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Helmut and Eleonore met in D8cenlber of 11)48,
and were married on December 26, 1949 at North
Battleford.

important to feed the family, than to spend what little

money we had for license and gas, and the luxury of
driving a car.
It was at this farm that we met many good lifelong
friends. It is interesting to note that Alan Short, now
schoo! principal in I'Aedstcad, \vas pitching sheaves
along \vith Helrnut on the same threshing crew at this

Fulfilling a lifelong dream, Helmut's farming
career staI:ted in January 1951, \vhen he n1_oved cmto
the S.E. 31-50-15 W3rd. along with his wife and
daughter Evelyn. Eleonore's parents. Me. and Mrs.
Wilhelm Kruger and $25() in Helmut's pocket.
The above mentioned farm was a half section of
C.P.R. land with 135 acres under cultivation. Ervin
and Otto Hundt were instrumental in us obtaining
this land. They also moved us to this land as we had
no vehicles of our 0\\/11. The cold, leaky log house
was in a run dovvn condition, as no one had lived here
for many years. A big change from the city indeed.
In the business of farming. little did Helmut
realize how stony the ruad ahead would be. not to
mention the fields.
We obtained two horses from a friend near North
Battleford on the pay-later plan. This was to be our
transportation. It was difficult indeed. at that time. to
convince the banker to loan money to a starting
farmer. especially one with such an enormous equity.
However some money was forthcoming and we
bought four horses for $25 each. a gang plow for $5.
and a disk for $3. We also bought two cows and
Helmut worked part of one summer for another cow.
After realizing this farm was too small to support
two families, Helmut and family moved to another
rented farm, the S.w. 8-51-15 W 3rd in 1954.
it was here that Helmut bought his first tractor. a
1948-8N Ford. a seven-foot John Deere binder and a
two-furrow plow for $1500. The landlord's backing
and persuasion were needed to convince the banker
to loan this money.
Helmut's brother donated a 1936 Chev car. It was
used part of one year and then parked. It was more

time.

in 1957 'Ne moved to another rented farm, and
N.W 18-51-15 W 3rd.
In 1958 we moved back to the C.P.R. farm where
we staned, after Mr. and Mrs. Kruger retiree! due to
ill health.
In 196() we moved to our present location. the
S.E. 18-51-14 W 3rd after having purchased the
same. This ended nine years of renting land and we
finally had something we could call our own.
The years we rented seemed partly wasted. Every
place had run down buildings and fences and enormous amounts of rocks to pick by hand. However
there were some rewards. We increased our family to
four children during this time. had some machinery
and had increased our herd to fifty-eight head of
cattle.
At the present time the farm consists of fourteen
quarters, owned jointly and with varying percentages
by Helmut, the bank and Credit Corporations. Six
quarters are also rented.
Helmut and Eleonore's family consists of: Evelyn
- Born December 7, 19S(), now married to Yeru
Egeland. one son Jeff age eleven, one girl Shelly
three months. They live in Spiritwood. Sask. Karen
- Born November 22, 1952, now married to Ralph
Burnett and living at Grande Cache. Alberta. They
have four children. Sherry age nine. Laurie eight,
Linda seven, and Jerry five.
Richard - Born August 26. 1955. He is married
to Elaine Kunz and living in North Battleford, Sask.
They have one son, Brent age one and a half.
Raymond - Born June 9. 1956, married to
Pauline Ernst and have one girl Pamela age ten
months. They live on the farm.
William -- Born October II, 1961. He too, lives
on the farm.
Eleonore's father. Mr. Kruger died in 1963. Her
mother lives on the farm with us.
Helmut's parents live in Regina. Sask.

The V. B. Soper Family
A big husky man. very decisive and authoritative. but with a sense of humor that was so necessary
to keep one's sanity when the going was tough, is
ciescriptive of Yerron Burnett Soper.
Mr. Soper was born in Sussex, New Brunswick
before the tlIrn of this century. He met his first wife,

Eleonore Sommerfeld with the children, Richard, Raymond,
Evelyn and Karen in 1959.
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Mary, while he was stationed in London, England in
World war I. Their three children, Lloyd, James, and
Violet, were all born in Sussex. They moved out West
to settle in Moose Jaw in 1920. There Mr. Soper
joined the police force. Unfortunately, his wife died
'in 1926. leaving three small children.
Several years later, Mr. Soper married a widovv',
Fern Kitchen. She brought with her four children.
Clifford. Doris, Edwin, and Willis. Now the family
had more than doubled. In 1929, they moveci to the
Belbutte area. Mr. Soper was responsible for the first
school in the Loch Side district in 1933. For two years
school was held in his home. Then in 1935 a school
was built beside a smali lake, giving it the Scottish
name. Loch Side. Both Kathleen Tricker (Kitchen)
and Laura McLeod taught school at their home.
Violet has a message to all the kids in the crowd
who complain about going to school and the time
spent with their teachers. She says: "How would you
like to sleep and eat with your teacher? Now that's
something to complain about'" Miss Tricker hac! her
own way of making one learn - do it until you know
it.
As most early settlers did, the Sopers worked
hard. Ties were cut for the railway and hauleel across
country to Medstead. Often Mr. Soper would be seen
walking alongside the load, trying to keep warm. A
large house was built out of hand-hewn logs. The
corners of the house were smoothly dove-tailed. The
house had four rooms downstairs and several bedrooms upstairs.
Among other things, the Sopers raised turkeys.
One fall Mr. Soper butchered the turkeys. They were
all plucked and ready to be dressed, when to their
surprise they found one turkey, come strolling in
from the other room, stark naked'
After leaving the farm, Mr. Soper spent some
time in the Veter;ns Hospital in Edmonton. There he
became guite a skilled weaver. winning a number of
awards. Later he and Mrs. Soper moved to Mission.
B.C. near so]]]e of [he family. They resided there
until they passed away, Mrs. Soper in 1977, and he in
1978.
Most of the remaining family lived in B.C.: Doris
and family, and Edwin in the Vancouver area: Cliff at
Creston: Willis passed away in ApriL 1980: Lloyd at
Williams Lake: James at Edmonton: and Violet in
Calgary.

Lawrence Saule Family. L.-R.: Vivian, 'Larry', Katy, Maughn,
and Melanie.

From there to the Samhvith area for three or four

years where he worked for the Kennedy ancl McNabb
families. While there he acquired a plecc of !armland
anel did quite a bit of breaking. He seeded OIlC crop
and hired the harvesting done. That winter, trying to
get a stake. he went to the lumber camps and while
there sustained an injury requiring an operation and
convalescence. While recovering he continued his
education, and went to U.S.C. taking creative writing and achieving a Bachelor of Science in AgriCLdtu~e, while falling back on his hobby of horticulture
among the orchards and on the campus, for a living.
After renting to A. Kennedy then to W. Boldt, he
had sold his farm before leaving Canada.
While at university he met Vivian Palmer from
England. Later. he too' went to Surrey, England. and
lat~r thev married, both teaching and studying. Both
eventually gained their Ph. D. and two daughters
joined the family.
In 1969 the four went to Malawi, in Africa, where
they lived for three years. During these years Lawrcn~e \vas \\Titing poetry. also educational books, in
cooperation with his friend. Graham Owens. In Malawi, Lawrencc. or Larry. as he is now known, was
hcad or the English Department for training high
school teachers. as the quickest way of spreading
better education among the natives. As he was opposed to exploitation of the Malawians by thepropertv owners, Larry was nOl popular wlth the
g-overnment. So they returned to England, having
;cquired Katrina. a new daughter, in Africa.
After teaching and writing there, he has now
gone to the Sudan'and is working with the University
at juba where the family joins him part-time except
Katrina who stays with her granny in England.

Lawrence Souie

Soules

Lawrence Soule was born in 1926 at Ruddell,
Saskatchewan where he went to school and high
school while helping on his parents' farm until he
finished grade 10 plus a couple of subjects. In '48 he
started on his own at Mr. Harry Head's of Vawn.

bv Civde SOllie
~ There was the greatest movement of settlers to
Western Canada an'-d in oarticuJar to Saskatchewan
fro;n 1904 to 1914. They ~all1e from the British Isles,
Europe and other countries overseas.
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lovely Niagara fruit belt. All OLlr baggage had to be
inspected in 'Ibronto, by the Canadian Customs. so
we had several hours to wait. That evening \VC left
Toronto, via the C.P.R. We were in a Colonist Coach
as far as Winnipeg, where we changed to Canadian
Northern (no\v Canadian National) for Saskatoon.
There we stayed overnight and next morning took the
train for Darcy, about twenty miles west~of Rosctown, arriving at noon on August lO, 1914.
Our party consisted of Filther ancl Mother, sister
Hazel. the baby Evelyn. about sixteen months. anel

myself. age twenty. Fortunately \ve were able to rent
some vacant roorns above a store. our goods also
arrived and were stored. We soon learned that it had
been a very dry summer, and the crops were short and
light. some harvesting had already started.
Early on August II, we went out to look for work.
Par out on the horizon. one and one-half or two miles
away we could see five binders working in the field.
We set out for the place and found it was owned by an
American named Graham. When he found out we
really wanted work he hired us to stook. He was
considered a hard man to work for and quite a "driver". My father stayed on with him for a time. When
threshing started, we both hired out to drive stook
teams, for a Mr. Duesbabich. He had a cook car, a
good cook and a comfortable bunk car, also a large
crew with a huge Rumely straw-burning tractor and
separator.
I worked only one day for Mr. Graham. when a
young homesteader named Ploddy, hired me to work
for him, as he had a job operating one of the elevators. He had forty acres of new breaking and summer
fallow to work down, His single room shack was
about 12' by 16'. I stayed there until threshing started, then Mother and my sisters moved in. As crops
were generally light our threshing crew of twelve
stook teams and men, plus the large engine and
thresher, got through a lot of grain in a day. Threshin bo
for us finished on October 5th. On October 9th, my
father left for North Battleford to locate a place for us
to live. On October 19th, I shipped the goods and
effects we had in storage on to North Battleford, We
took any kind of work that was available. Por a short
while we lived in a small house close to where Cameron McIntosh lived at the time. He was editor of the
North Battleford News, and later acquired the Tlllc
tleford Record. Our first job was two days or more
spent sawing up old railway ties with a cross-cut saw
for him.
The spring of 1915. I worked six weeks until June
9th for the City Parks Department, and assisted in the
planting of the first street trees in North Battleford,
we also seeded the boulevards.
On December Ig, 1914, I judged North Bat-

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Soule. L. to R., Bessie and Clyde, Mother,
Father, Evelyn and Rover.

These people had learned of the opportunities in
Canada, and that there was free land, in the western
provinces. With the United States directly to our
south, people came from there in large numbers also.
Around 1903 and 1904 the Canadian Government
advertised and invited people to come to the west as
land was still available for homesteading. In 1903 a
neighborhood boy of about twenty went to British
Columbia, and another to Big Valley, Alberta. To us,
they seemed a long way from home. 1 remember the
mothers ofthese boys getting letters from them. Then
again about 1910-1914 I remember the Canadian
Government advertising, there was still land available for settlers in Saskatchewan.
My father sent to the Canadian Government office in Syracuse. New York for information. Shortly
after, considerable literature was received and well
illustrated, of some areas. homes and towns. After
reading all this we chose the North Battleford district. which was well described in a publication.
The winter of 1912-13, my father was attending a
church conference in Rochester, New York. At the
time we were living in Jamestown. At this conference
he met a young man, who waS visiting in the area. He
had come from Darcy, Saskatchewan and a brother of
his had taken a homestead about thirty miles north of
Rosetowll, Saskatchewan. This voung man from
Darcy wrote to us in the late spri;g, saying that the
crops were fine. If we were coming west. there would
be plenty of work on farms in the district. Our plans
were still to go to North Battleford later, which we
did.
Having gotten special settlers' rates, for goods
and transportation we crated and packed the things
we wanted to take, and shipped them. On August 6,
1914. we entered Canada, through the Port of Entry at
Fort Erie, Ontario, travelling on the Toronto,
Hamilton and Buffalo railroad, passing through the
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draft horses, but not the best for distances. We took
the old Swift Current trail. going south of North
Battleford. On our way south, it was neal' dark as we
entered the White Wood Hills and into the Indian
Reserve. [carried a cornpass, but fell asleep on a pile
of hay on the rack. As they coulcln't see the trail, my
father and friend \vent by the moon, as it carne up in
the east. Towards morning, the trail they were on
narrowed so, between trees, we could go no farther. I
woke up, and checking the compass, by following
the moon, as it swung to the west, they were ten miles
off the trail. A day or two later we reached Darcy.
After threshing was over, we returned, but this time
in the daylight.
Soon after returning from threshing, near the end
of October, we hired a horse and buggy, and drove
out to see Harry Gale. He had told me, if we didn't
find suitable land to go to Molewood and he would
show us the land that was still open there. He took us
in to see Claude Parkhouse, who had a map of the
township. It showed that some land near a lake was
still open, this was the east half of section 16, so we
decided on it. My father took the N . E.Y, of 16-48-l 5,
bordering on Gales land on the west. A small springfed lake of about ten acres was on this quarter. 1 took
the S.E. y, of 16 and George Strong's bordered my
land on the west.
We "put up" over night at Gales and had two or
three meals with him and his wife. She could roast
rabbit very well, but the desert was something else.
She had made a pie shell and filled it a half-inch thick
or more with Rogers Golden Corn Syrup. It had
evidently set for a while, for as you attempted to eat
it, the syrup was like plate glass, if you got your teeth
into it, you could hardly get them apart.
We returned to the Land Office at Battleford and
filed on our claims. Then preparations were made to
move, as soon as possible, as it \vas getting late and a
building had to be erected before winter set in.
My father had been working for a contractor, who
also operated a livery stable. He hired the use of a
team and wagon, to haul our goods and building
materials to our new homestead site. The team was
on the light sicle. One was an old horse, long past his
best years, the other young and willing. With a
double wagon box loaded heavily, we set off in miclafternoon. I haven't the exact date but it was likely
the last week in October. By evening we were at the
"Narrows" some years later named "ClJchin", aftcr
the local priest. There was a stopping place, quite a
large one, just to the south of the present village. !
believe their name was Heno, they also had accommodation for the horses. Next morning when we
awoke, six inches or more of snow had fallen, and we
had a wagon where a sleigh would have been better,

tldord's first poultry show, which was held in the
basement of the new library. At the same time Pro-

fessor R. K. Baker was giving a lecture on poultry in
another building. I hired on at J. K. Hammond's
grocery store in Febnlary, 1915. and a short time later
suffered a foot injury and was otT work until the
middle of June. I clerked and delivered groceries, of
course, with horses and democrat. About this time I
had.a large order to deliver to some people who \vert
preparing to leave for their homestead. I had not met
them before, but got to know them quite well soon
after.
They happened to be George Strong ancl wife.
I'm not certain if they had a family at the time. The
other was George Barlow and wife, with children,
Annie, John, and Margaret. They had taken homesteads in the Molewood district. Both families were
from England. The Barlows left Failsworth near
Manchester. England, in 1910 and lived in Toronto
until 1912. At that time, there were reports of plenty
of work in western Canada. George Barlow was a
bricklayer anel stonemason by trade, George Strong a
carpenter. As far as I can learn they met in North
Battleford when working on construction. Mr. Barlow's first work was building the North Battleford
High School. The man with a team and wagon, who
moved these two families out, was Harry Gale, who
had also settled in the Molewood district earlier, on
the N. W. V.I of 16-48-15. George Strong had taken the
S.W.Y, of 16. I imagine that Strong and Barlow had
taken up their lanel in early spring of 1915 as they
apparently had put up log houses to move into about
mid-June or soon after.
Mr. Gale asked me if I had a homestead. I told
him that my father and I had decided to see some land
to the north of Turtleford later in the summer, which
we did in August. We found nothing to our liking due
to some being heavy clay soil, largely covered with
willow and solid bush. We returned to North Battleford after walking for six or seven days, carrying
Food packs and improvised sleeping bags, a gun and
hatchet. The mosquitoes were terrible. At night we
slept in barns, beside haystacks, or on the noor of a
settler's home, however, we were none the worse for
the experience.
After returning from our unsuccessfullanel-seeking trip, ! contacted some people back in Darcy
where we had worked during harvest of 1914. 1915
was a year of bumper croios, that made up for the
short crop of the year before. A friend we had made
acquaintance of. lived near North Battleford, he
could have ajob at Darcy for him and his team, stook
threshing. My father and! accompanied him, as we
could drive teams supplied by men there. Our friend
had a team of heavy Cl ydesdales, they were good
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We set off following the [rain that led north through
the Indian Reserve. Perhaps twO or three miles up the
trail was quite a hill. Here a problem developed, the
horses were not shod, and couldn't get good footing.
The older horse didn't have the strength to pull. or
keep his feet. A man came by and we askeel him, if he
thought our lumber would be safe if we left it beside
the road, and carne back in a day or so. He said we
could depend on the Indians not to steal it, but would
not trust others that might come by. However, we had
no choice, but to lighten our load. "Old Timers" will
recall how the trail led north to someone's ranch, but
a short distance before that. it branched to the east
past or near Parkhouses and to Harry Gales. From
there we knew our way across the section, arriving
about 4 P. M. We had to shovel, or scrape the snow off
the grass to put up a tent we had with us, about 10' x
12'. We also had a sheet-iron camp stove with a threeinch-pipe. It was more ofa toy than a stove. We set up
a bed, placed two or three mattresses on it. then
found some dry wood nearby for fuel and blanketed
the horses for the night. Next day Father went back
for the lumber we had left on the reserve and it was all
there. The following morning he left for North Battleford, knowing that he would require a better team
for moving. When he arrived back in town, the livery
man said he expected some teams back in two weeks,
teams that could pull a good load.
I was alone for two weeks. It remained cold, and
the snow stayed. With the small stove I had and in a
tent, I was never able to melt the snow more than two
feet from the stove. At the end of two weeks, Father
arrived. driving a big team of mules and more goods,
plus Mother and my sisters. Within a day or so we set
to work, cutting logs for our hOllse. We had no horses
or other livestock. One of our neighbors hauled the
logs for us from about a mile away. We decided we
should have a cellar under the house, so we started to
dig it by hand. Our house was to be 16' x 24', so the
cellar had to be two feet smaller each way. The first
foot we dug through was black loam, then into clay.
The weather kept getting colder and the ground freezing. We dug day after day, having to pick through
six inches of frozen earth each morning. Eventually
we had about five and a half feet deep, then started
the building. Finally it was completed. We had to
warm the water to mix the clay to plaster the cracks.
We used the clay we had dug from the cellar. For the
roof we placed poplar poles, covered with tar-paper
and some hay, that we got from a neighbor, as sod
couldn't be plowed, We put clay on the roof over the
hay.
By the time we got the house in shape to move
into, it was Christmas Eve 1915 - that night the
thermometer dropped and frigid weather set in for the

rest of [he winter. About mid-Aprill went to work for
Mair brothers at Glenrose, near Prince. The folks
stayed on the farm. The logs we had used for our
house were green and full of frost, so when the warm
weather of spring came, most of the clay fell out. The
plastering had to be re-done, a few years later we
nailed lengths of willow on the logs and plastered
again. The summer of 1916 l-'ather put a sod roof on
the house, thar served until we could shingle it. The
small lake nearby was most convenient for washing,
etc., but our drinking \vatcr had to be carried from'-a
spring on the far side of the lake. The soil on my
father's farm grew excellent vegetables ane! potatoes
in sufficient quantity during the '20's and '30's, so
that we had some to sell or exchange with our neighbors. In the case of Jack Harrison, who operated a
store at Glenbush, he accepted blueberries picked by
Indians in exchange for goods. They brought us the
blueberries to trade for potatoes and vegetables.
Farm paper agents also accepted any kind of produce
for a subscription when we had no money. A member
of our family still has a nicely tanned cowhide, which
we used on the farm as a lap robe. I had taken it in lieu
of payment for some poultry I sold.
Going back a while, I believe the only stock
George Barlow had, was a cow and George Strong,
only a grey horse, which we used with a buggy or
cutter the first years they were on their homesteads. I
presume George Strong got work as a carpenter in
North Battleford, but for George Barlow, there was
no work; However, as the First World War was on, he
could get work in Detroit. So the spring of 1917 he
went there. Late that fall he sent for Mrs. Barlow and
the children. Claude Parkhouse loaned me a team and
democrat to take them to North Battleford to catch
the train. I remember it was a cold windy day with
those heavy dark clouds of late fall, drifting across
the sky. Annie was a girl of thirteen then. Little did I
have a thought then that five years later, I would
marry her. George Barlow moved on from work in
Detroit to West Virginia. They were there when the
war and work ended. It was in West Virginia that their
third daughter was born. She was registered and
christened Freda Lillian. Neighbors said that Freda
was a German name and at the moment anything
German was out, so she became Wilma. As work was
finished they decided to come back to the homestead,
if they could. His duties had not been completed. The
government allowed him to return and take up where
he had left off. George Barlow was no farmer. but an
excellent bricklayer. They fixed up the old house they
had left and stayed a few years. In the summer he had
considerable work, but none in the winter, such was
the lot of a tradesman.
Fortunately, I was quite knowledgeable on mat1017

Evelyn failed to improve and a check-up revealed
that she had iung trouble. She spent tvvo years in
Saskatoon Sanitorium, and six months more at

home .. She passed away October 20, 1931. at age
eighteen, and is buried in the Hyde Park Cemetery.
She had attended Molewood school in the primary
grades.
Spring 1928, Annie and! moved to Saskatoon. !
was supposed to have a permanent position with the
Saskatchewan government as poultry fieldman for
the north half of the province. However, before the
position I was supposed to take was fully planned,
the recession set in, and most of the work I was to do,
was cancelled, except that the poultry work I was
doing was transferred to Regina. I continued to work
seasonally for this department. till the time we
moved east in April, 1940.
At the time we moved to Saskatoon, we had two
children: Eleanor, born November 5th, 1924, and
Wayne on July 2nd, 1927. While in Saskatoon, Marshall was born, December 21st, ]930. In 1933 we
moved back to my homestead. As we had no buildings on it. and my father and mother were living on
their place, we built a frame house, near the southeast corner of the farm. We lived in a tent, while
building the house that summer. We also put up a log
barn and hen house. The next year my father sold his
place to Philip Kunz and returned to Pennsylvania.
Our son, George, was born in North Battleford
on July 6,1937. During the 1920's, I was director of
the Round Hill Agricultural Society. My wife and I
were both exhibitors. In fact we still have our 1921
membership cards. The exhibitions were held at
Ward school. One feature of the show was always the
school competitions. Several schools of the Inspectorate competed in many events. Molewood school
always got their share of the awards. During the 20's I
was also a trustee of the Molewood SchooL on the
board at the time were Claude Parkhouse and Philip
Kunz.
Between 1928 and 1924 there was some trouble
on the board. Harry Gales place was declared vacant,
due to non-attendance at several meetings. Philip
Kunz urged me to go back on the board. A special
meeting was called with only one item of business to
consider - the election of a new trustee. My name
was the only one put forward and I was elected. There
was some opposition, because other matters could
not be discussed. However, the chairman, Claude
Parkhouse, declared the meeting ended. My wife and
I left immediately for home. After we left quite a
fight broke out, and as a result ended in court. Mrs.
C. f'arkhouse took over as secretary and harmony
prevailed. It was perhaps two or three years later that
Mrs. George Barlow decided to try for a position as

L. to R., Annie, Clyde, Marshall and Wayne Soule.

lers pertaining to poultry. I had taken a special course
on poultry at the University in Saskatoon and stood
first in my class, in October 1920. I was hired by the
Poultry Department of the university as fieldman, I
worked usually from mid-October to February or
March. I covered most of Saskatchewan. For more
than ten years it was $5.00 per day pius M.OO living
allowance: transportation was paid. The wages
weren't much, but kept us off relief during the 30's,
some straw and oats I received at one time, I paid for
later.
On March 26, 1922, I married Annie Barlow in
the First Baptist Church Manse, Saskatoon, by Rev.
Archibald Ward, in a quiet ceremony. Neither of our
parents were with us, due to bad road conditions,
between Molewood and North Battleford. About ten
days later, we left for the farm. My father used a
sleigh as far south as Ferrie's ranch, from there to
town the roads were bare. He borrowed a democrat at
Ferries, and left it on the retum. The fall of 1922,
Father and Mother and my sister, Evelyn, returned to
Warren, Pennsylvania, where he took the Pastorate of
a Gospel Mission Church and lived in the manse.
My wife, Annie, and 1 took over Father's farm
and lived there until 1928. In those years we had
some difficult times. I assumed the debts Father had
on the farm - such as cattle bought when prices were
high. We were pressed for payment, and with little
income had to struggle to pay them off, but eventually did so.
Early 1928, I had word from Father that they were
coming back to the homestead. There had been some
serious outbreaks of scarlet fever in the United States
and Evelyn had taken it. She slowly recovered but
not fully. The doctor there advised a drier climate, so
they arrived back on the homestead in July, 1928,
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trustee. As she was my rnothcr-in-J.mv 1 thought it
best to decline a further term. j think she served for
one year.
The Christmas concerts were something we all
looked forward to. One. ! will remember at Molewood. Charley Marsh of Sand with was to be Santa.
Of course. we ali drove horses in the winter. and they
were all crowded into the school barn. several of the
farm dogs had followed along. This particular time.
Charley was given the Santa suit to put on. He went to
the barn to make the change. scheduled to make his
arrival in the school at a certain time. However, as he
got the suit on the dogs began barking and threatening him. He rushed into the school to escape the
pack. so Santa arrived a bit ahead of lime.
Another amusing event happcned to Harry
Strang in the spring of 1917. he was rather an impatient fellow. He started to plow a small field and
something happened to one of his team of horses, so a
neighbor, possibly one of the Parkhollses .lent him an
ox. which was hitched up with the horse. The ox
cOllldn 't keep pace with the horse. despite urging and
the use of a whip. Finally the ox went on strike. he
laid down in the furrow. It was sometime before he
would get up. when he did. Harry thought he wanted
a drink so led him about a mile to a lake. When the ox
got near the water he ran for it and went well in. and
refused to come out until he was ready. When he did.
he was returned to the owner and another neighbor
lent him a horse.
Harry Strang was a railroad man at the time he
came to the district, working for the C.P.R. as baggage man. Their son, Ernie. was about twelve years
old then. Strangs sold their place to a young bachelor
rancher, who had a small spread near the Ferrie
ranch. just a short distance to the south of our district.
He later acquired the next quarter to the south. that
had been taken up by a Mr. McGregor. who was
killed in action in World War 1. Our new neighbor
was Billy Hume. He went one winter to visit his sister
in New York and returned with a bride. Mr. Hume
served for several years on the council of Round Hill
Municipality.
George Strong, who homesteaded the S.EY4 of
16. sold his place about 1922 and located near Murray
Lake. A Mr. Alex David took over the Strong place.
They had a family of nine or ten children. In j 924 one
of their girls. Irene. died of diphtheria. Dr. Jackson of
North Battleford was called for; my wife. Annie, was
at the David home when the doctor arrived and he
knew she was expecting our first child. He gave her
the necessary shots and ordered her home. One of the
David boys was ill also. The David children had been
going to school. so all those attending were vaccinated, too. We were told that Irene should be buried

without delay, and precautions taken not to spread the
disease. A bed sheet was soaked in formaldehyde
and wrapped around the body. Philip KUl1z quickly
made a coffin and we placed her in it. Some neighbors dug the grave at Hyde Park and the coffin was
placed in a democrat. several of us men accompanied
it for burial. there was no ceremony. Fortunately no
others in the community caught the ciisease. The boy
who was ill recovered. Some years later the Davids
len our area and moved farther north. Their place
was later owned by Chris Blixrucl.
There are many incidents that took plcKe those
early years; the prairie fires. the horses that died of
swamp fever. or the cattle from the blackleg. The fish
we were able to catch in Lost Horse Creek that ran
between Horse Shoe Lake and Little Jackfish, which
waS on the Indian reserve; the rabbits (that were
healthy enough to eat): and the sharp-tailed grouse,
partridge and the wild ducks (plentiful in the fall) all
helped us to manage to "get by", as we would say.
Our standby wild fruit was the Saskatoon. eaten fresh
and preserved. There were some years. when due to
frost or other causes. they were rather scarce. About
1936 or '37 1 was breaking some land. ancl came
across a clump of them growing around a large ant
hill. the fruit was larger and better than average. I
took roots of those and set out two rows in our
garden, they did well. When we left for Ontario, I
took some of those Saskatoons with me. ! planted
them in our garden here in Guelph and had them for
thirty-five years. One year we picked thirty-six
quarts of fine fruit. They had to be protected from the
birds. As we had to give up our home and move into
an apartment. ! donated the Saskatoons to the new
Arboretum Center. at the University of Guelph. they
in turn have given some to others with a horticultural
department.
1 came east in 1939 to attend the World's Poultry
Congress held in Cleveland. Ohio. This was my first
trip east since we left in 1914. ! visited some folks
who had moved from Sandwith. Saskatchewan, also
my mother. Flora Soule. then living in lryonville.
Pennsylvania. My father had died here on March 6th,
1939 - three weeks short of being seventy-one. My
mother died in Erie. Pennsylviania. While on this trip
to Ontario. I decided that there were more opportunities for work here, with good educational facilities for the children. This has proven to be true over
the past thirty-nine years. I worked as a gardener for
four years after coming here. In 1944 I wrote a civil
service examination for a position as a Federal poultry fieldman and hatchery inspector, and I began
work in October. 1944. When my retirement came
up. at age sixty-five. I was given extensions each year
for four years. I helped with the turkey improvement
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programme seasonally for three years. Since retirement ! have been actively involved with the Hor-

out. It is easy to irnaginc that this must have been a
shocker and "let-down" for a new bride. At Prince,

ticultural Society here. I have greatly enjoyed my
work over the years here and in Saskatchewan. and
the pleasure of meeting and getting to know so rnany
fine people,
Our children"s history to date:
Eleanor married Ronald J, Mutrie of Guelph,
July 1st. 1944. They have two sons Ronald James and
1 Barrie,
Wayne married an electrician by trade, They
have three children, Gary, Wendy, and Steven,
Marshall married Betty May Bird of Victoria, a
nurse. Marshall is a lawyer. They have three children, Gwyneth, Gillion and John.
George married Grace Leggitt. They have two
boys, William George and Glen Alan,
I wish to pay a sincere tribute to those teachers we
had at Molewood school. they did extremely well
with a very limited range of supplies, etc, Eleanor,
Wayne and Marshall seem to have gotten a better
base beginning in Molewood, than did George here
in Ontario city schools. though he did reasonably
well.
My sister, Bessie Soule, came west to join us
about 1918, worked in North Battleford for a time,
then returned to Pennsylvania, She married Charles
Menard. They had a daughter and three sons, one of
which was killed in the Korean War, Bessie died
there, November 13, 1954. Hazel Soule married
William Riggins of Molewood in 1916, some years
later they separated, It was reported that Riggins was
killed in a car accident in North Dakota, Hazel remarried to Tom Brown and lived in Saskatoon for some
years, she died in Tampa, Florida, November 16,
1974. The Riggin's homestead was on the north line
of the Indian reserve. They came to the district from
New Jersey, U.S ,A. William Riggins was their son,
Others I might mention
Ed Payne, whose homestead was south of Park
Bluff School. He was from Chicago, and had been a
t100r walker in a large department store for some
time, He built a single room log house, and may have
lived alone for a year or two, Ed was evidently
engaged to one of the clerks in the store, She was
considerably younger than he, Jt was arranged that
she would come to North Battleford, be married
there, then go to his homestead. He evidently didn't
describe to her what she might expect. She, herself
gave me this information, They went from town to
the homestead by wagon in the spring previous to
1914, When they got to the homestead, there was a
poorly built log home, a bed in one corner, cluttered
with most everything, In another corner was a pile of
potatoes that had frozen during the winter and thawed

Charley Mackie had a good farm and required help,
His wife had died ancl left him with two young
daughters. He hired Ed Payne and his wife, she as
housekeeper and Ed to work on the farm. Mr, Mackie
told me that Mrs. Payne was a splendid cook and
good with the children, That was why he kept them
on for some time.

There was also a Tom Teebee and wife who lived
near the Paynes, Tom didn't do wei! on the homestead but later bought lanel in the Prince district and
got on well,
I should mention the thoughtful and kind
mounted police in those early days, who came
through and inquired whether there was anyone in
the district sick, or in need of help. I will relate one
case! knew of: The McNeils lived on a homestead
near Birch Lake. They were a family of several
children, mostly quite young, Mr, McNeil had gone
out in the spring to get work. His oldest son,
Clifford, was also out working in North Battleford,
and slept in the fire-hall as a volunteer fireman.
One day that spring, the Mountie came by the
McNeil's homestead and thought he would stop in,
and have dinner with them. Mrs, McNeil told him
she had very little to eat and that she had no meat. The
policeman replied, "What, no meat, and all those
ducks there on the lake!" Mrs. McNeil said, "But
they are out of season". The policeman told her,
"Neither the law nor God wants you to starve",
Whereupon, he took their gun and proceeded to the
lake and came back with several ducks he had shot
and gave them to her. Those of LIS older folk who went
through those pioneering days, just wonder if today's
youth have "what it takes" to go through the trials
and denials of those early days,
I will add what I know of the Moores. They came
from Abernethy, Saskatchewan, Stanley married and
went to live at Davidson, He died quite a few years
ago. Howard married a Toronto girl. Leonard never
married, Sometime after 1940 he moved to the
Okanagan, When World War !l broke out Howard
volunteered to go, but was near over-age, However
he was accepted for guard duty and was stationed, for
most of the time, at an observation post on Vancouver
Island, to watch for possible Japanese ships or landing parties, Howard's son, Raymond, also joined up
ancl went overseas. He married after the war ancl has a
son and a daughter, Howard died a few years ago, His
wife, Elsie, lives alone but her sons call each day to
see her, Elsie will soon be eighty-six,
When we left Molewood, we had had rural mail
delivery for several years, Harold Mason opening a
general store in the 1930's at Sandwith, and at one
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visit Medstead periociicaily and reca!! the past and
the people we knew.

time, two others, that carried groceries brought these
conveniences closer to us. The railway coming
through in 1929 brought us grain elevators. Paul
Worth was one of the grain buyers. He assisted me
with the Sandwith Junior Grain Club.
When we left our homestead, Fred and Vera Kahl
took over, later they acquired the George Barlow
place.
On our return to the district in 1963, andl96B we
saw many changes. Electricity had come and some
had telephones. A new crop had appeared as well. the
growing of rapeseed. In 1968, we saw many acres of
it in bloom, a very pretty sight. Farn)s hac! become
larger and less people lived in the district. Heavier
machinery was in use, tractors had replaced horses.
We were happy that we were able to come back
for Chris Blixrud's 90th birthday party, July 20,
1968. It was a treat, not only to see him again, but an
opportunity to meet old friends and neighbors, and
get acquainted with those who had grown up since we
left twenty-eight years ago.

Olive (Orr) Steen
by Olive Steen
The second daughter of Robert and Laura Orr was
born February 10, 1922 at the Nursing Home east of
Medstead. Of this event her Mother recalls that a
nurse, Miss Burgess, had a nursing home in a farm
house. That day another daughter, Enid. \vas born to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hill.
Olive says, "of my young life at the Ranger cabin
one thing I shall never forget is the mosquitoes. " Tb
endure life outdoors one often carried a smudge pail.
At night we slept under mosquito netting tents that
were suspended over and around the bed. Woe betide
the bed partner that let in a mosquito.
It seems we spent a great deal of time in summer
climbing trees, chasing squirrels, making mud pies,
hunting birds nests, pulling weeds in the garden,
making nests in the tall fox tail grass. playing in the
dust on the road and swinging on the swing on the
back yard gate. I didn't enjoy riding horseback'
Of winter I seem only to recall making scrapbooks and gathering closely around Mother to listen
to her stories which she would read or tell us. She
taught us many verses and songs often while rocking
the baby or mending clothes or knitting.
The big event in my life at the cabin was when
Aunt Iva Perry came to be our teacher. 1 learned to
read!
When a school was built at Cater in 1929 Mother
attempted taking us in the car those eight miles. Poor
clear' She scarcely got home from taking us when she
had to turn around and come back to get us. It was a
most unsatisfactory arrangement so in the fal1 we

Joe and Thelma Stakiw
Although we are not Old Timers in the Meclstead
district, we would like to leave our remembrance
with the area for the future.
We were both born in Saskatchewan and grew up
in Foam Lake, Sask. In 1938, the year we were
married. we moved to Spruce Lake, Sask. to take
over the duties as Secretary Treasurer of the R. M. of
Greenfield No. 529. In February 1940 we moved to
Medstead when Joe was appointed as Secretary Treasurer of the R.M. of Medstead No. 497, to take the
place vacated by Doc. Lenton.
Medstead was a very interesting: and happy place
for us. Working in an area at a time when people had
time to visit and to talk. A good council to work with
and Reeve Otto Dunser was the kind of man you
really enjoyed. Working for ratepayers who were
friendly and understandmg, (even though many families endured hard times), was a real pleasure.
The relaxing times at the various lakes - Cater,
Birch and Little Loon. Playing hockey, curling,
hunting, and also the many picnics and the sociability of the Elk's Lodge brought everyone close
together.
We have two daughters, .lolyne and Susan. They
were both born in Maidstone and are married and
have families of their own.
We left Medstead on September 1st. 1943 to
move to Maidstone, and bade farewell to 3 !l2 very
beautiful years we spent among people we respected
and grew to love. We still live in Maidstone where
Joe has been Secretary Treasurer of the R.M. of
Eldon No. 471 since leaving Medstead. However, we

Bud Steen family. L. to R., Back: Olive, BUd. Front: Robert and
Linda.
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moved to Cater and had only to run across the road to
school.
! attended Cater school until completing Grade
Ten. Grades nine and ten were taken hy correspondence with the teacher's help and guidance. The
highlight of each school year was the Christmas
concert for \vhich we began practising in November.
Everyone took part in something, some playing
many roles. There were plays, recitations, drills and
much singing. Each child in the school district received a gift and a bag of goodies. Of course there
was a Santa Claus appropriately garbed.
It was my one ambition to be a teacher when i
grew up. I would do most anything to assist the
teacher at recess anc! after school. At home I cut out
and saved "Teacher Wanted" advertisements from
the Winnipeg Free Press.
To take Grade Eleven I attended the one room
high school in Medstead. It was held in the basement. We seemed not to mind how dark it was in the
winter.
The following year I returned to Cater school and
took four Grade Twelve subjects by correspondence.
I spent many enjoyable days at Aunt Iva Casson \
home studying "Hamlet" with her.
To complete my high school education I went to
Camrose, Alberta to live with Aunt Olive Orr for a
year. ! recall boarding the train in Medstead with fear
in my heart, tears in my eyes and a big bag of maple
buds.
I achieved my life long ambition and began
teaching in 1941 after attending Normal School in
Edmonton. 1 taught for twenty-eight years.
In 1948 Bud and I were married. Our children are
Mrs. Linda Kirstein, who is a teacher librarian in
Calgary, and Robert, who lives in Sylvan Lake,
Alberta and works with Alberta Government Telephones.
1 retired from teaching in June 1977. Bud and I
had two glorious trips, one to Eastern Canada and
one to Arizona and California before he became ill
with lung cancer and passed away in January 1979. I
continue to live in our home in Camrose.
In closing I want to pay tribute to our mother. As a
child I didn't enjoy outdoor pastimes preferring to be
in the house. Mother taught me to sew even though I
lost her thimbles and needles. At a young age I was
permitted to use the sewing machine. Mother also
had time to teach me to knit. Our home was always
open house. She seemed always to be able to feed any
number anytime. On Christmas day, dinner was
shared with many who would otherwise have been
alone. Mother made a great deal of clothing we wore
including black sateen bloomers and long knitted
soc kings . She had a great "knack" at making over

"hand me do\vns" into lovely things for us to wear.
One gentleman was heard to say it was hardlY safe to
hang up your coat for fear Mrs. Orr would make it
into something for one of the kids.
Our home seemed always to be filled with neighborhood children. We played with reckless abandon.
The noise must have been dreadful.
We all thank Mother for our happy, carefree
childhood. She wus always there to answer our call
when we came home.

Victor Stefiuk
Vic started farming on the N .E. 9-48-14 in 1933.
In 1941 he moved to the Bournemouth district for a
few years. Vic then retired in Sandwith hamlet and
lived in a small house just north of the Pioneer Grain
Company house. His house caught fire and burned
down around 1960 and Vic moved to Canon!.

The Joe Stannard Story
! was born in sunny Saskatchewan
not on
the prairie lands that stretch, treeless and rolling over
so many miles, not in the forest lands of the north,
but in that lovely" in between" country of lakes and
hills and trees, and beautiful wild flowers. This was
Hillside, whose country post office rested on a gentle
rise amid farmlands, whose school was a one room of
eight grades, whosc country store was one room of a
private home.
That was in August of 1921. My father had come
from England in 1911 originally, but the war had
taken him back again across the Atlantic. It was 1918
when he and my mother first settled on Section 32,

Bessie, first wife of Joe Stannard.
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timbers. and then the laying of the rails. Trwt

Township 47, Range 14, wes; of the Third Meridian
. (how 1 memorized that~). In those early years,
Daddy used oxen to turn the first furrows of the
virgin soil. They soon were replaced with lovely
horses, and for a few years he had a tractor. but I think
he didn't use it very long. The crops were primarily
wheat and oats, but he did plant flax. rye. wheat and
barley as a trial experiment. We had a very large plot
of potatoes of course. and quite an abundance of
other vegetables.
How 1 remember the spring days, for you could
hear the creek just a mile to the east of us, rushing
over its winding bed. We lived on a lakeshore and
could watch the ice breaking up as the days grew
warm. Crocuses literally covered the hillsides toward
the end of March, and in early April. The lakeshore
wore a necklace of gold, where the dandelions and
buttercups grew in profusion. It was a land of such
lovely wild !lowers
dark eyed susans, buffalo
beans, and such a variety of wild roses, tiger lilies,
harebells and daisies. to mention a few.
Ward SchooL No. 3583 was our first introduction
to studies. At that time it boasted two cloakrooms.
which later were removed to enlarge the classroom
because of the greater numbers of pupils. The schoolyard had its own red barn for we, like many others.
drove our own small two-seater sleigh to school (a
one horse sleigh). We brought feed for him of course.
and there he spent the day until school was out and we
could drive home again along the snowy trails. In the
summer. we quite often rode horseback to school.
though as we grew older we gave that up for walking.
School holidays were long in winter and short in the
summer, because of the travelling distance for most
pupils, through blizzards and severe cold.
Summers of course, were sometimes uncomfortably hal, but we had swimming parties (and baseball
games, in spite of the heat'). In winter. we all travelled together to the hockey games with neighboring
district teams. Dances were almost a weekly affair in
the winter months, and the whole family attended,
with midnight suppers supplied by whoever volunteered, and we often danced until dawn.
The country store of which I spoke was one small
room in a private home. But that was for a very short
time, in my memory. It soon burgeoned into a quite
large general store owned by Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mason in the small siding of Sandwith, which had a
single grain elevator. But that was after the railway
line came through.
1 remember the surveyors coming to mark out the
land: ! remember. a little hazily, Daddy taking us
over to watch the building of the bridge over the
ravme ... the pile drivers pounding in the heavy
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have been in the very early 1930's .

The post office. (which W2S the only one before
the advent of Sandwith siding), was a small private
home, so carefully tended and immaculately kept by
Mr. and Mrs. CmT. We loved to visit there with our
dad: we would sit for hours and listen to their reminiscences of England. and then the "early days" of
pioneering in Hillside. Saskatchewan. The mail at
that time came by truck in the summer from North
Battleford, some thirty-three miles away by road,
and by sleigh in the winter. It was Mr. Perry who
brought it. and I remember my father saying that he
always came through, no matter what the vveather,
through blizzards and snow drifts. Those were the
days when "His Majesty's Mail" had to get through'
How sadly things have changed.
We loved to hear the coyotes howl on summer
nights. and soon all the dogs for miles around would
bark in answer to their wild counterparts. We would
see a coyote occasionally. come upon it unexpectedly
and always it would go loping away. Gophers of
course, abounded: we used to set traps for them and
reap a bounty of a few cents per tail. because of the
damage they could do to precious crops. Bush rabbits
and jack rabbits were always to be found: weasels and
ground hogs. skunks and badgers. Swans settled on
our lake on their journey north in spring. and again
on their southward journey in the fall. Whooping
cranes came too, and the wild geese flying north or
south as seasons came and went. We had such lovely
birds in summer: the flame-winged oriole that hung
its nest like a hammock in the trees, the chattering
magpies, the brilliant bluejays, the meadowlarks
with their beautiful song, lovely bluebirds and canaries, and the ever welcomed robin.
People rode about in Bennett wagons in the
1930's
old cars with the engines removed and
drawn by horses: they were very comfortable. Covered sleighs were the fashion in wintee with their
little built-in heaters that kept you warmly comfortable no matter what weather raged outside.
It was in the 1930's (around 1932 perhaps") that
we had the tornado: a very rare occurrence out there.
I remember that huge barns were lifted and twisted
and thrown down again in splinters. The roof of our
house whipped up and down like a sheet. and neighbors had to hang on to the corner of their roof to
prevent it blowing away.
They were the neighbors just a mile east of LlS,
who had a ranch with such beautiful horses. We went
riding sometimes on a Sunday, for hours on end.
We used to see great clouds of smoke on the
skyline sometimes, that bespoke a prairie fire. They
would fill me with dread, for I never have forgotten
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The lacy filigree the frost has drawn,
\A/hen silver branches wave across a dawn,
And all the hills in quiet wonder stand,
To see the day steai in across the Janel.
We had a lovelY home. ncstleu against a bluff of
tall poplar trees and willows. on the shores of a
shining luke with such a lovely sandy beach. \Ve
spent hours swimming and building sandcastles. tvly
morhcr and grandmother would sit on the beach and
watch us, when we were very' small, and I don't
remember learning h()\,v to swim, it seemed to come
so naturally. Daddy built us a lovely diving board and
taught us how to dive: he could do somersaults into
the water, but we never quite mastered that.
The house itself was built of logs: logs that my
father had cut himselL in the bushlands to the north.
It was beautifully built and panelled and papered
inside. . no drafty walls, no leaking roof in ail the
years that we were there. We went with Dad sometimes to cut firewood, and he taught us how to saw it
into stove lengths, and how to split it for kindling.
But there was always a day set aside in the winter,
when the crew of sawyers came to cut the winter's
supply. And there was always a day in the fall when
the threshing crew came to thresh the year's grain.
Those were always clear frosty mornings, and we
were allowed to go and watch for a few minutes
before going off to school. We had our job of stooking in the fall. and helped to pitch hay and sheaves for
stacking.
These are the things that I remember clearly
. the long walks
about those happy, healthy days.
to school which we really did enjoy, carrying our
lunchpails, were the very basis of good health. We
left Saskatchewan in September, 1942 for the Atlantic shores.
Bessie MacDonald (nee Stannard)

Joe and Grace Stannard with daughter's, Marj and Bess in

front

the fire that threatened the tiny post office on the hill.
Our teacher took the whole school that day, to help
fight the flames. I think I was five or six years old.
and very frightened. But the firefighters won and the
farm buildings were all saved.
We would see great clouds also, of dust blowing
in the south. I think it was about 1931 or '32 that the
first families deserted their drought-killed farms, and
journeyed north to settle in our district. They soon
were a part of the community and firm friends with
we "old timers" .
Other things that I remember are when eggs sold
for five cents a dozen, we refused to sell them.
Potatoes and carrots brought us about sixty cents a
bushel. Our cream still sold: we used to take the
cream can to where it could be picked up by the
cream truck that travelled to North Battleford once a
week.

Our nearest doctor was in Rabbit Lake, fifteen
miles away. But we usually drove into North Battieford to the doctor or dentist, when necessary,
which was not often.
One event which we used to so enjoy came in
berry picking time. Several families of us would
always go together, over to Cochin, to lovely lackfish
Lake. There we would swim and picnic and pick
"Saskatoons" the whole day long. There were much
shorter trips to Lost Horse Creek to pick black currants that hung like grapes in such quantities. Then
we would swim in the sparkling waters of the creek
and picnic on its banks. Those were our summers in
the country lands,
When sun was low and frequent on the hills.
There was the warm companionship of dusk,
When shadows filter in and silence spills
Into the air and weary branches nod,
And all existence hurries home to God.
There were those western winters none can know,
Who has not seen the little stars of snow,

The Frank Stannard Family
Frank Stannard, his wife, Lydia and three children, Frances, Walter Frank, and Winnifred, arrived
in North Battleford, in August. 1922. At that time
North Battleford only had about three blocks of cement sidewalk, and five or six blocks of wooden
sidewalks extending from the station. At that time the
information office was located in what some people
called the 'Roundhouse.' in front of the railroad
station. This building is now standing in front of the
Pioneer Museum. Since the family had come from a
large city in England, everything looked very strange
and different. Mrs. Mary Brandon met them at the
station with a wagon and team of horses, and the
night was spem at a house in the north end of town.
Mrs, Brandon was the sister of Frank Stannard, and
she and Winnifred Parkhouse, another sister, Joe
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Stannard. a brother and Mrs. Bessie Stannard the
mother had been in Canada for some years.
Very carlyon the morning after the arrival. they
started the thirty-five or forty-mile trip nonh to the

people seemed to get along quite '>"Iell. Most of the
food used by the families was produced on the farms.
and the women worked very hard preparing and
preserving food, doing !1ciUsc\vork and gro\ving large
gardens. There was, of course, no electricity or nm-

farm of Joe Stannard, \vherc they vverc to sray until
they became established. The weather was very clear
and hot. and Frances remembers getting very badly
sunburned. The horses were rested m noon and the
family ate lunch in a shelter. on a hay tlat, near
Scentgrass Lake. They then travelled on to the home
of Joe Stannard. which was about three miles from
Ward school. where all the Stannard children went to
school later. Frank and his family stayed with Joe
Stannard until the next year when Frank filed on a
homestead and a Soldier Settlement grant located
three miles from Ward school and two miles south of
the then location of Hillside post office. which was at
that time handled by Mr. and Mrs. Carr.
The children all walked three miles to school and
three miles home every school day. During the winter
there was a long holiday after Christmas during the
coldest weather of the year. They carried sandwiches
and cookies packed in lard pails and would often get
to school with the lunch frozen solid. The dinner
pails were left in the cloakrooms and often did not
thaw out by noon so that sandwiches had to be eaten
while frozen.
There was no train service at that time. The mail
and groceries for the stores in different localities
were delivered twice a week by a man driving a fourhorse team and a covered wagon. The nearest railroad station was at Prince. Edgar Stannard was born
in October of 1922 and there was a period of seven or
eight years before the other children arrived.
There were no fences at that time and cattle
seemed to be allowed to run free all summer and were
rounded up in the fall. Some of the farmers were still
using oxen for hauling grain and there were still some
sod houses in use. One of the things most remembered were the periodic prairie fires which burned
out a lot of the tree seedlings so that there were very
few trees at that time. Houses were protected with a
fire guard of several plowed furrows around the
house. and outbuildings. and these were not always
successful.
The highlight of the school year was the Christmas concert in which every child in the school was
involved. and for which preparations were started at
least a month before the date set. The various schools
tried not to hold these concerts on the same elate so
that it was possible for people to attend several concerts. There were always gifts and candy and oranges
for the children and a lunch served by the ladies of the
district.
Life was not easy in that pioneering age but

ning water at that time. so all \vork involved hard
physical labour.

Harvest was always looked forward to as it 'vvas
exciting for the young people to sec [he threshing
crews come in. and after the crop was brought in
there was the possibility of a trip to North Battleford.
which was a great treat. Since these trips were mostly

made \vith a team of horses and a vvagon the).' were
not a common occurrence.

Most of the entertainment had to be produced by
the people themselves. so the school picnic which
was held when the summer holidav began was looked
forward to. as well as the fall fai,:s which were local
events. Some were held in the school yard anel consisted of several small rides as well as exhibits and
events of interest to the farming community. When
the children went back to school after everything was
cleared up. there was the thrill of finding scattered
change which had been dropped in the grass.
Ward school was a one-room school. and the
teacher had to teach all the grades from one to eight.
They seemed to manage all ~'ight though. In the e;rly
days it must have been hard for the teacher as there
seemed to be a number of very young teachers who
were just fresh from Teacher's College. Some of the
older students gave them a bad time as there was not
much difference in ages between the teacher and the
student. However, Mrs. "Peggy" Price was the
teacher at Ward school for many years. and was a
good teacher. though inclined to be rather autocratic.
Perhaps she needed to be.
Things were very hard during the "Dirty Thirties" but the young people were growing up and
taking their share of responsibility. Frank Stannard
had been a veteran of the First World War and when
the Second World War broke out he joined the Veterans' Guard and was posted to various locations to
help guard prisoners of war. Sons. Walter. Frank. and
Edgar joined the Canadian army and saw service in
Europe. Frances was married and living in Saskatoon. and Winnie. Daisy and Joe were still at home.

Mr. and Mrs. George Starling
as remembered by Harry and Kalhleen
Me and Mrs. George Starling were married at
Osborough. England in March of 1891 and came to
Canada on their honeymoon. They arrived at Brandon. Manitoba where Mother's brothers. Walter and
Harry Cater. resided. There Dad worked for his
brother-in-law, Harry Cater, making the \vooden
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purnps called C~tkr pumps. These were hand-madc.
The logs as they \vcrc called \vere rour and one hajt"
inches squared and came in lengths of four feet, eight
feet and ten feet \vith a two-inch hole in the centre,
bored by/ hand and \vere cuupled together by a meta!
sleeve.
Dad also delivered and installed the pumps traveHing by wagon and a ream of broncos.
\Vhile in Brandon a family or four were born:
Len, Harry, Lmvea and Kathleen. Dad \\'i.\S aiso
pressman for the Brandon Sun, a weekly paper In the
spring of 1911 the family decided to go homestead·
ing. Dad. George Starling, left Brandon \vith sons,

tYleanwhilc. iv/lother and Kathleen went to England INhere Grandmother Cater was ill. After she
passed a\\'ay Iviothcr and Kathleen stayed and kept

house for Grandfather until a home \/Y'as built on the
homcskaJ. .

Len. aged eighteen and Harry aged nine, about May

Dad left Brandon with a settler's effects car,
C.N.R .. with all the family's worldly goods, two
horses and a crate jJf chickens. Len and Harry sto\ved
away with lots of goodies th<Jt Mother had provided.
V,fhenever \ve had a stop over at a station, Len anc!
Harry would hide in a piano box manger so '.,vhen the
trainman would come snooping, Dad \vollld say,
.. Keep back from that black horse - he is handy w·ith
his feet." Then he would go on to shovv' them his

1(),1911.

chickens. Arriving in h1eota we set up a tent. Dad

George Starling turns the first sad on his homestead with plow
and oxen, 1912.

George and Harry Starling beside the homestead dugout in
the winter of 1912.

Mr. and Mrs. George Starling, Golden Wedding. Back: L. 10 R., Len Starling, Ellen Starling, Mrs. L. S1arling, Jim Starling, John
Bellamy, Mrs. Bellamy, Jack Mawson, Mrs. Mawson, Harry Starling and son, Ken. Front: Bernard Starling, Grandpa and Grandma
Starling, Kathleen Turnbull, Marion Turnbull.
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In 1913 an extra room was built on the hOLlse and
Mother and Kathleen joined the family. The roof was
not \vaterproof and Mother got the umbrella Out everytime it rained. Dad broke the land with a team of
oxen and one horse, using a one-furrow walking

went to work for Tbm SnelL Len to work for Paddy
Burke and Harry to the old Fitzgerald School.
In June 191 I George Starling filed on the SW VI
8-51-14-W3rcl and Len on the NW Yo B-51-!4-W3rd.
they continued to work in Meota until fall. By
November 3. 1911. they had earned enough money to
buy a pair of oxen. Buck and Bright by name. That
day being sunny and warm. they headed for the
homesteau ~ Dad with the oxen and Len with the
horses. Three days later they arrived at Cater in a foot
of snow and a temperature of zero.
Luckily the ground was not frozen so they made a
hole in the hillside by the lake. pulled a tem over and
spent the night. Next day they made the hole bigger
and with some poles. built up three sides. put a roof
on, and brought the oxen in to help keep us warm.
The first night in the dugout Billy Bird wouldn't
go to bed till the oxen laid down first, as there was not
much room and he was afraid he would be squashed.
Billy Bird, a friend (now buried on the homestead),
stayed on with them to put up shacks on higher
ground. Len returned to Meota with the borrowed
horses and wagon to earn a few more dollars.
By Christmas, Harry was able to join them in
their new shack ~ 12 x 8 ~ stove in one corner, bed
in another, team of horses in the third corner and all
other possessions in the fourth corner. The oxen
remained in the dugout. Harry remembers Len's 19th
birthday clearly. The colt fell through the roof of the
dugout, the dog died and the roof caught fire.
The winter was spent building a stable and a
shack on SW 20-51-14-W3rd for Billy Bird.
Sunday was the day there was time for a big meaL
Billy would hunt and bring down a couple of pale
tridges. Dad would get a young rabbit, make a big
stew, thicken the gravy, and make a big bannock with
currants or raisins.
We had Cowherds, Millers, Oxleys, Neales,
Turnbulls and Locharts for immediate neighbours
also Bob Orr. To the south were the Wappels, Perrys,
Kraleys. Puffs and Beckers.

ployv. Vv'e acquired a CO\\/ and heifer and never looked
back ~ but not alwuys too far ahead either.
Harry ancl Kuthleen uttended Birnamwood
school a distance of six miles. They drove or rode
horseback depending on the weather.
A few years later Dad. Harry and Len gO[ out
logs, had some sawn into lumber and built a larger
house for the family.
By 1913 the homestead land was well settled und
the people wanted a post office so they petitioned the
Post Master General for a postmaster and mailman.
Mother and Dad Starling were recommended for the
position. The Post Master General asked them to
choose a name for the post office different from any
other name in Canada. The people picked Cuter for
the first choice. This was Mother's maiden name.
Mother and Dad kept the post office for twenty-three
yeurs.
Their house was also used as a church with Rev.
E. H. Mattock conducting services. also u Rev.
Smith came luter to conduct services and during
some summers, students ministers came from Saskutoon.

In the early days the Indians held sun dances on
the next quarter section. One could hear the t0111toms for three miles.
During the summers. recreation included fishing. swimming and baseball. In winter whist drives
ane! house parties were held in the district. Some
people drove as far as ten miles with team and sleigh.
The first municipal election was held at the
George Starling residence. Dad was the deputy returning officer. Jack Mawson the poll clerk. William
Oxley was elected councillor.
Dad was weed inspector for many years, riding
horseback and carrying the spray pump with him. He
was also pound-keeper and commissioner of oaths.
If George Starling was active, then Harry was a
"chip" off his father. At an early age he founded his
own trucking business. trucking from North Battleforu to Medstead via lftley. Then he ventured into
the elevator business. starting at Belbutte where he
met and married Edith Bellamy. The couple moved
to Livelong where Harry was elevator agent. They
later returned to the elevator in Belbutte. They also
purchased a general store there and operated it for
some years. In 1951 they and their son. Ken, moved
to Canyon, British Columbia.
In September. 1929. Kathleen married Archie
Turnbull and moved to what was later the Loch Side

George Starling's homestead shack.
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Nora (Heyden) Starling

district. They had two children, one son, Gordon,
and one daughter, Marion.

1 was born in a log house on my grandparents'
farm near Prince. At four years of age I came with my
parents. five brothers and one sister, to the homestead
in the Loch Side School District.
I was eight when I started school which was four
miles away. Most of the time we walked 10 school.
We would take a short cut through pastures and fields
andjoin the Bill Schalm family, then on to Vens, then
to Martz's; by the time we got to school there was
quite a bunch of us. We all carried our lunch injam or
peanut butter pails .. There was a lot of cl1<ltter and
friendly arguments along the way, but our main objective was to get to school on time, so we didn't
dawdle along the way. I enjoyed going to school,
unfortunately there wasn't a high school, so our
school years were short.
In a couple of years a young man was a steady
caller at Heyden's and when I was eighteen! married
James Starling, March 16, 1949. We lived on a farm
just west of Cater Lake for two and one-half years.
The crops were poor and then to top it all, it froze in
July when the wheat was in blossom.
Jim went to work in the Pool Elevator in Cavalier
while I stayed on the farm to look after the cattle and
pigs until we were able to sell them. Well, misfortune
fell and we lost one young cow and two two-year old
steers from algae poison in the lake. The price of
cattle was high that year and we figured we lost one
thousand dollars that weekend.
Our daughter, Audrey, was born October 20,
1951, while we lived at Cavalier. Jim was sick in
January and was hospitalized until April. He didn't
go back to the elevator at Cavalier. We moved our
little house on to the farm just north or Cater. Farming
was quite a battle as Jim wasn't in the best of health
and had to be hospitalized for two months the next
summer.
In March, 1954, we moved ta Medstead to try our
hand at pig farming. We got the buttermilk from the
Co-op Creamery and were able to raise pigs with a
fair margin of profit. The next summer, June 19,
1955, our second daughter, Pat, was born. That summer we bought some dairy cows and sold milk to the
people in town, about thirty quarts a day. There was
no slack time with this extra project, but it was a
steady income.
October 9, 1956, our son, Barry, arrived. When
he was six months old Jim became ill again for a few
months. Help was very hard to get; men just didn't
want the job of milking cows and feeding pigs. Luckily, I was able to get Genevieve Gamble to look after
the little ones and do the house work and I did the
outside work. Eleven cows to milk by hand, bottle it
and deliver it around town, feed one hundred fifty

Lell Starlillg Story
by Jim Starling
Dad got his schooling in Brandon, Manitoba.
Later he worked as job press operator for the Brandon Sun, a weekly paper, before heading west to
homestead. He arrived in North Battleford in the
spring of 1911, then on to Meota, working for Paddy
Burke. In June filed on the NW Y4 of g-51-14-W3.
Then went back to Meota to work the rest of the
summer. The next three summers were spent brushing and breaking the thirty acres needed to prove up
the homestead.
In the fall he would go south to harvest in the
Denholm district. For several years, Dad was the
steam engineer on All' Peg's threshing machine. In
winter he worked at Frank Bell's sawmill as steam
engineer.
In 1914 Dad bought a little upright six horsepower steam engine, that was first brought to Battleford in 1876 up the Saskatchewan River by steamboat by the late Senator Prince. In 1934 Dad bought a
25-75 steam engine from Mrs. Mary Doll of Venn,
Saskatchewan. This was for brush breaking and
grinding feed. Also to drive the sawmill, that he had
bought from Mr. Jorgenson of Livelong.
In 1928 there were several small children of
school age so at a picnic at Birch Lake on July 1st, the
people appointed a school committee, William Oxley, Mossap Mawson, Ed Meersman and Len Stale
ling as secretary to organize a school district at Cater.
Dad held that secretary position for thirty-three
years.
In the early thirties the C.P. Railroad went
through the homestead. A water tank was built a
quarter mile from Cater Lake. A pump house was
built on the bank of the lake which supplied water for
the gravel train. Dad was pump man for as long as it
was used.
In 1921 Dad married Jenny Lot! of Maidstone,
Sask. First son was George who was born February
2, 1922. He died in 1937 with polio. Jim was born
March 8, 1924. Ellen (Mrs. Bill Manson) of
Watrous, Sask. was born July 1925, Bernard of Donavan, Sask. was born in 1934.
Mother lives in a nursing home in Edmonton,
Alberta.
Dad was a trustee for the larger school unit from
the time it started until 1952. He was attending a
trustee convention in Saskatoon when he suffered a
stroke and died three days later in March 1952.
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pigs, as well as haul two or three tanks of buttermilk
from the creamery. Needless to say, it took me from 5
A.M. until late at night to get -it all ck~ne, but!

managed and Jim's health improved for a few years.
We sold the cows to cut down the work load.
On April 6, 1959. our youngest daughter, Debby,
was born. When she was about eighteen months old
Jim was very sick and had to have surgery. He improved but the following winter had to have more
surgery. He recuperated slowly and has been in fairly
good health since.
Some time, around 1969, the creamery closed
down and we quit feeding pigs and had to get some
more land to farm. The Marathon Realty auctioned
off some land that year and we were able to get a half
section. A couple of years later we got a half section
of Fred Sjoberg's estate.
We are kept busy with the farm work and a herd
of cattle, but manage to spend a few weekends camping and fishing. The three girls are married and we
have four grandchildren that we really enjoy.
Audrey is married to Robert Klassen. They have
a daughter. Shannon, and a son, Chad. They live in
Medstead. Robert is a meat cutter and also does dry
walling and stucco work.
Pat is married to Brian Radchenko and they live
in Edmonton, but hope to come back to Battleford in
May. They have a daughter, Corrine. Brian is an auto
mechanic.
Debby is married to Ben Egeland and they farm
in the Birch Lake district. They have a soo, Clinton.
Barry lives at home and rents some land and does
stucco work in summer and also otherjobs that come
along. He likes sports like broomball, CUrling,
hockey, ski-do-ing and fishing.

Nora and Jim Starling.

camp. There we got one dollar a day and room and
board. The next summer I worked on a farm at
Watrous, Saskatchewan.
In the spring of 1943 I rented some land from
grandmother and some from uncle Harry and a half
section from the C.P.R. About one hundred thirty
acres in all, my farm power was horses. The first
horse I bought from Grandad in 1941, second from
Bill Oxley in 1942. the rest of my outfit that summer
were horses I broke in for the neighbors.
In 1951 we had a hard frost on the 18th day ofJuly
and my wheat graded poor feed that year. In August I
went to Cavalier and worked for the Pool Elevator. !n
January I got sick and spent seven weeks in the Notre
Dame Hospital in North Battleford. I was transferred
by air ambulance to the University Hospital in Edmonton, Alberta, where! was for the next five
weeks. I came home to the farm at Catcr and farmed
for the next two years. In the spring of 1954 I bougilt
the piggery from Herman Janzen. In 1968 bought the
west half of 35-49-15 from Marathon Realty. In the
fall of 1969 I bought the Fred Sjorberg estate;
NE-35-49-1S and the SE-2-S0-1S.

Jim Starling
I got my schooling in a little one-room school
No. 4778 in the Cater district. In August of 1937 my
brother, George, age fifteen, and I, age thirteen,
were victims of polio. We were put in an Isolation
Hospital in North Battleford. It was a house overlooking the subway. They didn't have much to treat
the disease with at that time. George died about a
week after getting sick and J was in the hospital one
month, then home for awhile. Then I was taken to
Regina Grey Nuns Hospital where I was for one
month and sent home with a cast from the middle of
my back to the bottom of my foot. I spent the remainder of that winter in bed. At the age of sixteen 1
left school, and that fall worked for local farmers
stooking for fifty cents a day. The following spring I
went to Denholm to work for twenty-five dollars a
month. That winter a friend, Roy Laybourne, and!
ventured to Edson, Alberta, to work in a lumber

The Harry Starling Story
! left Brandon, Manitoba early in May of ! 911 as a
"stowaway" in a car of settlers effects, enroute to
Meota, together with brother Len and my dad,
George Starling, a team of horses and some hens.
I spent the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Tom Snell
and attended the Fitzgerald School. Later I joined
Dad and Len at the homestead, arriving there for
Christmas. It was a cold trip by oxen from Meota.
Christmas dinner consisted of a rabbit pie, bannock
with raisins, and Roger's syrup.
The winter seemed to centre around getting out
logs for a barn. Dad and Len would drop me off at
Jack Loehart's or Bill Bird's while they went to the
bush. Jack Lochart gave me my first pup, Brownie.
The Kraily's were hauling logs too, and often
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dropped in for a warm up, and there was often a piece
of cake or a cookie for me, "God Bless Mrs.
Kraily" .
Food must have been in my mind. I remember
Dad delivering some parts to Minnihaha and Mrs.
Binns sending back a pail of fresh milk and a large
turnip. I shall never again taste anything so good'
Mother and sister Kathleen arrived home from
England that slimmer and things improved from
thereon.
The Birnamwood School was built at Medstead
so I "horse backed" there to join the Perry, Larson,
Nessleback. Puff, Kraily, Wapple, Ethover, Seib and
Beckar kids.
It was my chore to fetch the mail from Perry's
post office to Cater post office every Saturday. War
time was a sad time as many enlisted from the district
and the casualty list in the Family Herald was the first
thing we looked at when the paper arrived.
Telegrams to the next-of-kin came by mail. There
were two sad occassions when I drove Mother over to
Neales to deliver such telegrams when George and
Don were killed in action at Vi my Ridge.
Cash weekly allowances for kids were unheard of
for spending money. We trapped a muskrat or weasel,
dug seneca root and took our gopher tails to Bill
Oxley to collect two cents each, and then watch him
'burn them.
However there were many happy times. Hunting,
trapping, house parties and dances were our main
amusement.
Then everyday life provided its amusements,
too. I recall we had an old cow called "Molly" who
had a craving for freshl y washed clothes. One day she
came running home, cow bell clanging, with a shirtless Nat Mawson beating her backside. Molly had
eaten his shirt off his clothes line'
Mother always encouraged the student ministers
that came by horseback to hold service at our home.
One Sunday the Minister borrowed a buggy and
brought his lady friend along. Some "sinner"
changed the wheels on the buggy so the two large
wheels were on the right side and the smaller ones on
the left. Going home every bump in the road bounced
the minister closer to his lady friend. She never rode
with him again -- too fresh for a young minister'
I graduated 0000 from school when I became
taller than the teacher and someone decided it was
time for me to go find a job.
1 spent the summer of 1918 at Meota, working in
Joe Dart's Store. Then I worked in Frank Bell's
sawmill to pay for sawing lumber for our family's
new house. Other years I went out doing spring work
for a couple of months, came home for haying, and
then went out again for harvest.

I rode horseback sixty miles to file on my homestead. NE 12-51-13-W 3. I also rode on cattle drives to
North Battleford with Barney Ox ley and Archie
Turnbull.
In 1926-27 1 operated a truck service to North
Battieford, freighting supplieS for iV1eadstead CO-00,
A. V. Osler ami others. Halfthe road was prairie tn;i!
and I knew every stone in the road and every Jog in
between.
It was a happy time and place to grow up and I
shall always be thankful! grew up the way! did.
In 1927-281 headed out on my own. I contracted
to skid logs for Thain Brothers at Birch Lake, operc
ated a store and post office at Belbutte for A. V.
Osler, then joined Sask. Pool Elevators to open their
elevator in Belbutte in December of 1928.
I met my match in Edith Bellamy. We were married in Medsteacl in 1930. We moved to Livelong for
nine years, then back to Belbutte. ! continued to
work in the elevator and we operated a general store
in Belbutte until 1951. Then taking the doctor's advice that I leave the elevator dust, we moved to
Canyon, near Creston B.C. Until retirement a few
years ago, Edith operated a general store in Canyon
and I, as a steam engineer, operated steams plants in
the Creston area.

The Fritz Steinhanlt :Family
by Alma Martin
Johann Friederich. bettcr known as Fritz
Steinhardt and his brother Carl Steinhardt. said
gOOd-bye to parents and loved ones and left their
homeland in the village of Ador[ in the Province of

The Fritz Steinhardt Family. Mrs. Steinhardt, Mr. Steinhardt,
Mary, Alma and Martha, 1932.
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The Steinhardt Family, 1938. Martha, Mrs. Steinhardt, Mr.
Steinhardt, Alma and Fred.

with Fritz and family mostly. A neighbor who rclnained a bachelor and visited the home of Fritz very
Dften was Dan Lange. He came to Canada from the
same district as Albertina, Mrs. F Steinhardt.
Carl passed away at the age of 75 years in Spiritwood in 1961. Fritz being widowed by the passing of
his wife Albertina in 1944 spent his time on the farm,
in the village Df Medsteac! and a home for the aged in
Spiritwood from which he passed away in 1972 at the
age of 91 years. Predeceased by an infant daughter
Ann, and a daughter Mrs. Martha RDske in 1959. He
!eaves a daughter and son-in-law IVlary and John
Dorsch of Weybul"ll and their seven children: rvIarIene (Mrs. Len Carpentier). Two Hills. Alta.: Mrs.
Helen Dorsch. Weyburn: Henry Dorsch, Regina:
Shamn (Mrs. Sharon Chernoff! Vancouver, B.c':
Fred Dorsch, Two Hilh, Alta.: Dale Dorsch. Regina,
Sask.: Bill Dursch, Edmonton.
A daughter and son-in-Iayv Alma and Richard
Martin. N. Battlcford.
A son ami daughter-in-law Fred and Linda
Steinhardt and their son \Vayne. live on the original
homesteads of Fritz and CarL A grandson Fred
Roske, son of Manha and Arthur Roske, and eight
great-grandchildren.

"Field Day" at Medstead, 1939. Mary Palko, Alma Steinhardt.

Waldeck in Germany, shor!ly after Christmas in 1911
to immigrate to Canada. The sea voyage was very
long but at last docked at Portland, Maine and frolll
there proceeded by railroad to Winnipeg. arrived in
Winnipeg March II. 1912 and were initiated by frostbitten ears.
They worked on a farm in Boissevain. Manitoba
until Nov. 1912. Then came to North BattleforcL
Saskatchewan and filed on homesteads in the
Medstead district. They started to improve their
homesteads and make a new life in Canada.
In 1914 on an invitation from a countryman. the
local clergyman. in the Lemberg district. Fritz. visited a few weeks. There he met and married Albertina Sch\vartz. an immigrant from Wollenien.
Russia, later know as Poland. They started married
life on a railroad trip to North Battleford then the end
of the railroad. The remainder of the trip with a pair
of oxen and some staples. some fifty miles north to
the homesteaci.
Times were very hard in 1918, with encouragement from friends Fritz and Carl Steinhardt moved to
Biggar, Sask. Carl left earlier in 1918 to find work
and a place to live. Then Fritz with his wife and two
girls, household articles. cattlc. team of horses left in
Aug. 1918.
Fritz ancl Carl remained in the Biggar district
until May 1922, then moved back to the homesteads
and resided in the district of Medstead thereafter.
Carl remained a bachelor and made his home

Ernest Stevenson Story
Ernie was born in Bracebridgc, Ontario. He \vas
one of six children: four brothers and one sister. The
family moved from Bracebridge to New Liskeard in
Ig99. They move to their homestead was made by
boat up-river, as there were no roads into that area.
They were burned out completely in 1901. Laterthey
rebuilt and lived there for twenty more years, While
there, they cleared about three hundred acres,
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At the age of 84, in 1979, Ernie shot a deer the
second day of hunting season. All together, he has
shot six 11100se, fifteen bears, one cariboo, and numerous deer, and he is talking of going hunting
again. His eyesight is still quite keen.
Still a very active man. Ernie is now remodeHing
his house and cutting his own firewood. He stiU
drives his own car, and although he has diabetes and
heart trouble, he is still self-sufficient. He feels he is
fortunate to be able to do so many things. and is
happy living here surrounded by good friends and
neighbors.

Steward Family
by Lyle Steward
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Steward and family moved
from Saskatoon via Battleford for a short time and
arrived in Medstead in 1934. Dad arrived during the
summer and the balance of the family, Mrs. Steward
and four boys in early winter. Only daughter Audrey
who had a job for room and board in Battleford
stayed there till she graduated from high school.
Mr. Steward took over the barber shop and pool
hall on the main street of Medstead (facing the railroad at that time next to Hallis' store. across from the

elevator). The barber and pool business had to be
augmented by any other work that was available,
including carpenter work, moving buildings and
eventually did the undertaking for Medstead and
District. He lived in the premises attached to the pool
halL then rented 'two homes, and eventually built
their own home in what is the park site where the
skating and curling rinks and fire hall were located.
They moved to Medstead because of the depression of the thirties in the belief that a small town
would be better than the city and in the long run was

L. to R., Mrs. Schalm, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Schalm.

The railway came through in 1907. During the
building of the railway some silver lodes were discovered, and the town of Cobalt was born. Many
people made a fortune by buying shares in the new
silver mines. Ernie's father was a cautious man, and
refused to invest. In 1923 a highway was built from
North Bay to New Liskeard. Ernie worked in a bush
camp for about twenty years.
Ernie caIlle to Sask. on May 4, 1949, where he
Illet the Schalms. He has more or less stayed in the
district since then. During his lifetime he has done
work for the farmers in the district. He was in the
army in1918, and was stationed in Seaforth, England
for fourteen months.
In 1966, he bought the acreage ai Buffalo Lake in
the Belbutte area. There he lived in semi-retirement
until 1975. He returned to Ontario for a three-year
period, but decided that there was no place like
Saskatchewan for hunting and fishing, so he returned, and has lived in Medstead since.
Ernie has been an avid hunter. One fall he and his
close friend, Bill Brisbourne, went moose hunting in
an area northeast of Prince Albert. They hunted offshore using Ernie's boat. On one occasion, as Bill
stood up to start the motor, the boat somehow upset.
dumping them both into the cold water, They had an
uncomfortable time of it that day,

The Ernie Steward family, Gordon, Lyle, Audrey, Hartley, 1953.
Ken is missing. Seated, Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Steward.
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probably right. There were not many jobs about and
cash was a rare commodity. However, the boy!s were
able to cut wood for the home and pool room and also
some for sale. At various times, Ken worked for the

sometime in the 1450's. Mrs. Steward is still there in

her K5th year and is in a nursing home at present. l\/lr.
Steward passed away in 1959 at age of seventy-three.
Lyle worked in the Burns Creamery and married
Frances Boyd in 1941 and entered the R.C.A.F the
same vear and served till the end of the war. Lvle
came back to Medstead for t\VO years ,,"lith the Sa~k.
Co-op and then moved to Chilliwack. B.C. in 1947.
He has been employed there by the Fraser Valley
Milk Producers Assoc. since April 1948 were he stiil
works as Supervisor of the butter department. They

Beaver Lumber, Hartley.' worked for the Presly butcher business and Lyle worked for several years for the
Burns Creamery, so did Gordl'll for a short time. The
boys harvested: worked on the roads in the area and
other jobs that came up that there was a dime to
be made out of
Mother Steward was kept busy cooking for the
family and her father till he passed away. She was a

any

have one married daughter and :2 grandchildren,

great visitor in the community and her crochet and

Some of the people l. Lyle, remember of my

fancy work is still being used by friends and daughter
and daughters-in-law and grandchildren. She was
also a staunch member of the ladies groups in the
community sueh as the W.A.
Medstead was perhaps considered a poor community by monetary standards but was rich in COI11munity spirit. There was lots of recreation, tennis.
curling, hockey, ball. sports days, etc. Dances were
held and the ladies provided lunch. cake or sandwiches and the men and young fellows paid 25~ so
the orchestra could be paid. The people mixed well
and had a good time and I know when we get together
with friends from former Medstead days we have a
great time reminiscing and everybody agrees under
the circumstances it was a good place to be living at
that time and probably still is.
In our family, my mother Hazel Steward was born
in Jamestown, North Dakota and raised there and in
Duluth, Minnesota. My father, Ernest Steward was
born and raised in Brightlingsea, Essex, England and
came to Canada in his twenties. Ken the eldest was
born in Springwater, Saskatchewan in 1914. Hartley
was born in Ruthilda, Sask. in 1916, Audrey also in
Ruthilda in 1918, Lyle in Springwater in 1919 and
Gordon was born in 1921 in Star City in the Tisdale
area. We left that part of the country for Saskatoon in
1923 or 1924.
Hartley and Ken moved to Ontario in the thirties.
Both served in the R. C. A. F and still reside in Ontario. Hartley and his wife Teressa retired Dec. 1978
in Ottawa and have not settled on a retirement spot at
present. Ken is in a nursing home in S1. William
Ontario near Lake Erie and his wife Leta is in a
nursing home in Kingston, Ontario. Gordon also
moved to Ontario after his service with R.C.A.F and
settled in Sarnia where he has been employed since
with Polysar and still resides there with wife, Mary.
Audrey and her husband moved to Sarnia, Ontario
during the war and lived and worked there for many
years. At present she and her present husband Sam
McConnell live in Burlington, Ontario. Gordon was
instrumental in moving his Mother and Dad to Sarnia

carly days in rvledstead "vert the Hallis' and Leo Pirot
with their general store. the Dan Bakers in the Beaver
Lumber and Preslys with their butcher shop. Some of
the people employed by the C.N .R. were Mr.
McLaren. the Prices, Walkers, the Trusses, Leo Jolly
ami Tony Zinke. Geo Bick. Luke and Fang in the
hotel.

Mastcrmans in the creamery and the wonderful
Perry family. The Lentons and Stawiks and Westerbergs in the Municipal Office. The Andy Baart family and Bill Baart family in the elevator. The
Dickman and Howatts in garages. The Bernard
Schmidt family and cafe and Bert Haslett in various
businesses. The Rev. Bird family and the leffares in
the Anglican church. The Marks family in auctioneering, etc .. and the Rostads in the blacksmith
shop. Fred Larsen in the hotel. Some of the early
school teachers I recall were Mr. Warwick. Don
Callum, Grant Fletcher and Walt Hoge. The Dr.
Cameron family of Medstead and of course Doc.
Storey of Rabbit Lake who was everyone's Doctor.
The Junors in the Post Office and hotel. then the
Harold Shorts in the Post Office, - after farming for
years. Some of the other farming families I recall
were the Carlsons, Sjobergs, Dunsers, Cherwoniaks,
c.P Bailey, etc. Roux family. The Boyds in the dray
business and livery barn. The Rev. Dahl and family
in the Lutheran Church. The McMurphys in the
elevator at Cater and later in the creamery and Beaver
Lumber.
I know I have only touched on a few of the fine
families who lived in the area, actually I think we
could all write a book of those times and people. Of
course, Bill Lofts of GJaslyn did write his story and I
was very pleased to receive a copy of his book autographed by himself and given to me by Joe and Helen
McMurphy who have always been special friends of
ours. I have enjoyed reading it at least three times and
he was certainly one of the very prominent people of
that area and known far and wide,
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The Charles Stewart Family

of Alberta and Gayle. 1\1.,'0 younger girls at home

We moved to Medstead in 1941. Where Charlie
took over as grain buyer of the Sask. Wheat Pool

Lynne 9 and Lisa 5. They have lived in Edmonton,

replacing Bill Baaft, who was transferred to head

House.
Donna attended Robertson Business College in
Saskatoon and worked there until I'!60 when she
married Lyle Kahl. They moved to Edmon[(ln where
Lyle taught school and Donna worked for London
Life and the Hudson's Bay Co. They now live in
Victoria, B.C. where Lyle has been a member of the
B.C. Legislature. They now own a nursery business.
They have 4 children Shannon 17, Jacqueline IS,
Jason II and Christopher 9.

Barrhead, Leduc and are now at Rocky Mountain

office in Regina.
Our children ranged in ages 9 to IV,: Bob 9,
Arlene 7, Lome 5, and Donna IV,.

Medstead was a very active town at that time and
over the 22 years of our stay there we had many
friends and many happy times. along with some sad
times, as when we lost our son Lome in 1954. When
we think of Medsteacl, we think of it as home.
Over the years Charlie was a member of several
organizations: the Elks Lodge, Credit Union, the
Church Vestry, etc. I also enjoyed being a member of

Mathilde H.ermann am! Esther Stewart
(H.ermann)

variolls clubs and organizations, also working in the
Hallis anc! Pirot stores for a number of years.
We both enjoyed curling for several winters, too.
When Charlie retired in 1963 we moved to Cochin for
two years before coming to Mervin where we now
make our home.
Our family all completed their schooling in
Medstead.
Bob attended Saskatoon Normal School. He
taught two years there before going to Europe where
he spent two years teaching with D.N.D. in Antwerp,
Belgium. In 1959 he married Bonnie Greenman.
They have 4 sons, Douglas 17, Craig IS, Gordon 13,
and David II. After spending 4 years in Prince Albert
as Superintendent of Public Schools - moved to
Ottawa to the Department of Northern Affairs ancl is
now with the Public Service Commission.
Arlene worked for the Saskatchewan Telephone
Co. in Saskatoon. She married Lome Colter in 1955.
They have 5 daughters: Wendy (Mrs. Gordon Marr)
of Edmonton, Kathy, attending teacher training at U.

wrille!1 by Esther
It was a cold morning, January 7, 1964 when I
drove from our home in the Minnehaha district to
Medstead to begin duties as secretary-treasurer of the
Medstead School Unit. My first stop was at the post
office where I met postmaster, Mr. Harold Short, a
very friendly gentleman.
How well I remember that first mOl11ing, standing momentarily outside the office with an armful of
mail and the key to unlock the door to a new career.
The office was cold so I wore my coat the first hour.
Thoughts raced through my mind of the time spent as
assistant-secretary at Turtleford School Unit, the interview with the Board and the day spent with Martin
Janzen, former secretary, getting information and a

briefing on procedures. Soon Mr. M. G. Martin,
Superintendent of Schools, arrived. There were
many things to discuss and we were busy with the
tasks at hand.
Home in Medstead for the first seven months was
with Leo and Clara Jolly and their son Tommy. Lome
Coolidge, high school teachel~ also boarded there.
They were all so kind to me. Clara was such a good
cook. MealtIme was a happy time.
On one occasion in March, I neglected to make
the necessary dinner arrangements for the Board the
day before the meeting. The lady at the hotel hac!
other commitments when I phoned her in the morning. What a predicament - only three hours till noon
so I hurried home to tell Clara. She quickly looked
into her freezer and said "No problem, we'll make
dinner, bring the Board here". What a relief' Never
forgot to make dinner arrangements again.

In August j moved into the unit secretary residence so my mother could join me after my sister's
wedding.
Mathilde Hermann, my mother, came from Ruit,
Germany, in 1928, landing at Halifax on her birthday,
June 2. She went to Govan, Sask. where her fiance,

Sask. Pool Agent Charles Stewart, Kathleen Stewart, and
their four children: Bob, Lome, Arlene, Donna. This picture
was taken shortly after they arrived in Medstead, 1941.
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Wilhelm, had already been working for one yeaJ:
They were married in 1929 and in 1930 moved to the
Minnehaha district (14 miles south and west of
Glaslyn) where they farmed and raised their family of
three girls. My dad passed away in 1954. Mother
continued farming with the help of us girls and hiring
help for the summer work, later renting the cultivated
land, My sister, Mae, and her husband took over the
farm in 1964.
Mother had been a hard worker all her life, She
still kept busy, her hands were never idle. She enjoyed cooking and gardening and neighborly visits.
Many a delicious lunch was sent to the office for
coffee break and various other meetings. She had
more time now for the things she enjoyed, most of all
sewing, crocheting and knitting, Good friends and
our wonderful neighbors helped make Medstead a
nice place to live.
There are many things I recall - the boundary
changes made with four neighboring units in January, 1965, These changes transferred Some districts
on the west and south but added quite a large area to
the unit including Alticane, Leoville, Mildred and
Spiritwood and the unit increased from five to six
subunits. Enrolments and staff increased by approximately one-third, so assistant, Eileene Garner, and I
were kept busy. Changes in the school program
brought the need for larger and better equipped science labs and libraries, There was always a building
project underway and another in the planning stage,
Gymnasiums were requested at the first series of
subunit meetings in 1964, although it was in the
1970's before these became a reality. There were nine
one-room schools in operation in January, 1964, The
last to close was the Whitkow School in June, 1969.
There were the improvements to the office - an
oil furnace, how nice!, sewer and water, a carpet to
cover the bare wood floor, a stucco job, new windows
and doors and improved lighting. We appreciated
each improvement.
I remember too, the happy times when the
Medstead staff invited me to their Christmas and
June get-togethers. I appreciated too, the thoughtfulness of the grade 12 class inviting me to their graduation banquet and exercises.
Living next door to Mr, and Mrs. Ernie Thompson certainly had advantages. During inclement
weather, and many other times, the "Esso" taxi
stopped at the office to give me a lift home,
Tom Stewart and I were married in 1971. Tom was
fanning and I continued secretarial work until the
end of December, 1974, Eleven years had passed
quickly. My career had been a challenging, interesting and rewarding experience, Fond memories remain of the understanding and co-operative people I
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worked for and with that made my stay 1.1t Medstcad a
happy one.
iVlother made her home with us on the farm in the
Daysvillc area until the time of her passing on Februnry 6, 1977. at the age of seventy-four.
Tom and I have n son, Marc. and a daughter,
Karen,

Olaf and Ida Stiansen
Olaf came to the Robinhood district in 1927 from
Florida, U. S. A. lela migrated to Canada with her
parents from North Dakota, U.S.A. to the Robinhood arca in 1926. Olaf took out a homestead so he
could stay in Canada. He homesteaded the north east
quarter of section 28-48-15 at Molewood in 1927.
Cleared brush Ii'om the land in the spring of 1929 by
hand, with an axe, and broke 30 acres that spring.
Got married and moved to the farm in the spring of
1930, lived in a tent while building the house. Olaf
was a carpenter by trade but tried some farming. He
built a small log house (size 16' x 22'). It was in 1929
he cut all these logs by hand and hauled them about
30 miles in the cold winter by horses and sleigh, At
times the temperature dropped to 30 to 40 degrees
below. When bringing the logs home he walked
behind the sleigh most of the way to keep irom
freezing. At the same time he took out enough big
logs for a larger house and also for a barn but times
got so tough he sold the set of logs for a big house to
Howard Moore for four horses and the set of logs for
a barn to another man it)r another team of horses, So
the larger house never got built.
The depression hit us so hard we could not afford
anything, Everything slumped so there wasn't even
work to be gotten if you wanted a job. We seeded our
first crop the spring of 1930. When it was up two or
three inches we had a hard frost. 'That froze the crop
right down, We were very discouraged as we thought
we would not have any crop that year. It came back
and yielded a fair crop in the fall. Then the depression hit us hard, the prices of wheat dropped to 30¢ a
bushel, which didn't give us much to live on for the
winter. For the first few years we lived mostly on wild
game such as prairie chicken, partridge, ducks,
moose and deer.
Times kept getting tougher, so Olaf demolished
his old Model T Ford ancl made a Bennet wagon, R,
B. Bennet was Prime Minister of Canada at that time,
so was blamed for the depression. The motor of the
car was used to make a wood sawing rig. which was
done by Ted Halverson and it served a great lot of the
neighborhood. Neighbors helped each other sawing
wood for the winter as there was no money to pay
wages, so it was all volunteer work. Most of all our
many thanks went to Mr. Chris Blixrud and his boys

\vho were so faithful 111 lending a heir'mil- hand,
which was a great asset to us. In return Olaf tried to
help in doing carpenter work for thern.
We tried everything to keep going. Olaf tanned
deer and moose hides and then made moccasins and
mitts for the kids. I made oVer ole! clothes into clothes
for the children, and unravelled old sweaters, and
knit S\Veaters and mitts for the children. After some
years \VC managed to scrounge enough money together to bu)/ our first radio, our favorite programs
were Fibber McGee and Molly, The Happy Gang,
and soap stories sllch as Pepper Young's Family and a
few others.
We canned rhubarb and Saskatoons for fruit for
the winter as there was no money to buy any fruit.
One year \ve caulcin' t afford to buy sugar so we split
the rhubarb stalk in four and dried it and cooked it
when we had sugar. One thing that could have come
to our rescue was bees for honey, but unfortunately
we never thought of it.
We could not afford to go to a hospital to have our
babies sO we had them at home with the help of Mrs.
Basil Parkhouse, who was a nurse and midwife. We
had a good friendly neighborhood with neighbors
helping each other.
We used to enjoy the old-fashioned Christmas
concerts which we never see in schools any more.
The only skating rink was make on the creek by
Blixruds place just across from Molewood School.
Our children enjoyed skating there very much. Our
children went to Molewood School. We had no
church but Mrs. Claude Parkhouse started a Sunday
School which our children attended regularly. Our
nighbors were Mr. and Mrs. Chris Reinhardt. Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Reinhardt on the south east and Mr.
and Mrs. John Sattler on the north cast. Alex Sattler
on the west and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Kunz on the
south.
We moved from Molew()od to Calgary. Alberta
in May, 1942. Times picked up and Olaf was able to
get carpenter work which was his trade. Our move
was very prosperous as the children were able to get a
good education. We had six children and they are
Robert William, son born 1930; Allan Ronald, son
born 1932; Marion lva, daughter born 1933; Joyce
Marilyn, daughter born 1936; Marlys Louise. daughter born 1938; and Harold Dale. son was born after
we moved to Calgary in 1942. The family wouldn't
have much to write up as they were all quite young
when we moved away.

Edwards

Olaf Staillsen family on the homestead. Olaf and Ida (holding
Marion). L. to R .. Robert, Allan, winter of 1933 or '34.

Stainsen's. L. to R., back row; Bob, Marion, Allan. Front row:
Marlys, Joyce.

* Marion Iva (Stiansen)

I was born at Sandwith in 1933 and attended
Molewood School for three years before moving to

Marion Stainsen, took her training at the Holy Cross Hospital,
Calgary.

Calgary in 1942. I completed high schooi and gradu1036

Hted from Holy Cross Hospital School of Nursing in
1955. ! married Allan Edwards in 1956 and moved to
Red Deer, Alberta. We have tvvo children: a son Ke!!y
Allan attending University of Calgary. fourth year
Chemica! ,Engineering - a daughter Denise Lynn
who is hoping to pursue a musical career in voice.
Presently I am working at I\/lichcnen Centre Home
for Retarded Children. as a nursing co-ordinator of
special services. Previolls!y I worked eight years in
the operating room there as head nurse. Allan is
Executive Secretary of the Red Deer and District
Real Estate Board.

a couple of time:-; around the Fair Grounds. coming to
a halI before a reviewing stand \vhere sorne prizes
were presented. The late Grant Fletcher was principal
of the Medsteac! Schoo! at the time.
One community activity! I remember attending
'0/as a picnic on a Sunday afternoon at a lake somewhere east oftbe school, at which some of the youngsters had an opportunity to go for a swim. I don't
think the vv'ater was very deep. though.
Since 1 was at the school only £\'\'0 months, ! did
not have an opportunity to become involved in community activities nor to become aquaintcd with many
people. [ hope these fe\v comrnents are of some value
to all.

A. A. StHbom Story
I taught in the Carrollton School for the months of
May and June. 1938. Mrs. Short had been teaching
up to that time but was unable to continue to the enZ!
of the term. I was a student at the University of
Saskatchewan and was free to go after completing my
final examinations. Actually. the Board had engaged
Mr. John Neufeldt but it developed that he was unable
to go and offeree! me the opportunity to take his
place. Neither the Boare! nor the Secretary had been
informed that Me Neufeldt was not going. and all
were somewhat taken aback when it was! who stepped off the train. As a matter of fact. a number of
youngsters addressed me as "Mr. Neufeldt" in the
first day or two. I stayed at the home of Fred Henke,
adjoining the schoolyard. Eric Davis. who lived
about two miles to the south of the school. was
Secretary. I cannot remember who the trustees were,
but I think the chairman was Mr. Isaac.
The school had all grades from one to ten plus
Annie Oster taking Grade XI by the correspondence
course with a little help from the teacher.
I remember that the school participated in a Fielcl
Day in Medstead about May 24. The activity that
stands out most clearly in my mind was the parade in
which the pupils of each school marched. it seems to
me they marched up anc! down one or two streets and

The Stolze Family
The Alexander Stolze family immigrated to Canada from Holland in March 1913. Father was born in
S. Geavenzande in October 31. 1879. Mother was
also born in S. Geavenzande. Holland in April 15.
1881. They had three children all born in Holland.
Dirkje born in Geavenzande in 1904. Klaasje Johanna Paulina was born in the Haag (l-lagllc) in 1906.
One son Alexander was also born in the Haag in 1911.
The boat trip wasn't a very pleasant one. as
Mother and I became quite ill and Father had to look
after the family, Johanna seemed to enjoy every moment. One night in particular stands out in my memory. We were told that one of the engines had stopped
working and there was a danger of the boat sinking.
No one slept that night but, thank God. the men got
everything under control again and we were saved
from drowning in the Atlantic Ocean. After landing

Home Sweet Home. Interior of the Alexander Stolze, Senior,
house in 1925. L. to R., Alexander, Junior, Alexander, Senior,
Johanna, Mrs. Stolze (Peitje) and Dirkje.

Pupils of Carrollton School, June 1938, taught by A. A.
Stilborn.
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in Halifax there was that long train ride to North

Dad put out snares that winter and we ate a lot of

Battleford. An old friend of the family met us there
and took us to his home as few miles out of town
where the Provincial Hospital was being built. We
stayed with the Heyden family for about six weeks.
f<atherwas looking for work as, of course, money was
very scarce. Father was very lucky as he was hired
immediately.
When Father had made enough money to build a
small lumber house we were finally settled into our
own home. It wasn't long before my sister and I were
introduced to an English school in Battleford. It was
rather difficult the first summer as, of course, we
coulcln't speak a word of the English language. But
our friends the Heyden family, who were also from
Holland but had been in Canada for a few years, were
a great help to us.
The Hcyden children, Sis and myself, walked
across those bridges to school every day all that
summer and enjoyed the walk a distance of about
three miles one way. Sometime during that first summer, our father and Mr. Heyden and Mr. E. Clifton
decided they would like to file on a homestead. They
hired a teamster with his horses and democrat to look
for land somewhere up north.
We do not remember how long they were away
but when they came home they said they had filed on
a homestead. Our land was the NE 32-50-13 W3rd.
In the fall when it got too cold to work on the Hospital
any longer the family decided to move up to the
homestead. There was no house on our homestead
but Father became acquainted with another homesteader by the name of Chris Goos who had land
about three miles from Dad's place. That good ole
western hospitality was shown when he offered us his
house until Dad could build his own. We loaded all
our worc!ly goods on a hay rack and went up north, to
live at Chris Goos' place for a while.
Dad hired someone to cut and saw him enough
lo~s to build our first homestead house. It wasn't
ve~'y large but it was home. I have never seen Mother
any happier than the day we moved into our own
horne - house.
By the way, while we lived on the Chris Goos'
land we children would sometimes walk to a slough
down below the house to get Mother some wash
water. The ice was already cluite thick on the slough
but the men had cut a fair sized hole in it. so we could
dip up a pail of water. Sis, who was only seven years
old at the time, slipped on the ice and fell in the hole
of icy water. Luckily I was able to grab her and pull
her out of the hole. I was only 9 years old, but even
children at such an early age know what has to be
done. Believe me, it didn't take us long to reach the
house that day!

rabbit meat as well as partridge and prairie chickens.
I don't knovv 110\\;' ~/lother managed in the early
years, as our nearest store was at Medstead a distance
of some ten to fifteen miles away. Dad walked back to
Chris's place almost every day for several \vecks to
help him clear some more land in payment for letting
us live with him for ahout six \veeks.
Sis and I had no schooling during the winter
months. But come spring we moved back close to
North Baltleford again, so Dad could work on the
hospital once more and Jo (as she was now called)
and f could go to school again. This was done until
Dad had enough breaking done to prove up the homestead and more homesteaders moved in around us.
Our nearest neighbors were Axel Linden and the
Gatzke families, a little further away the Clifton
family, the Heyden family and the Erickson family.
By this time brother Alex waS ready for school
and this time we moved right into the town of North
Battleford where Dad was able to get work in the
Stanley Jones factory. Small hand-fed threshing machines were made there. Dad helped to make the
straw blowers. I believe they were some of the first
blowers on any threshing machine made around that
time.

They were wonderful years for me. We went to
the Connaught School. As teachers I had Miss
Stuart. Miss Tompkins, Miss Patterson, Miss E.
Brady and Mr. Percy Klaen. However times were not
so pleasant for our parents. As the war was on from
1914 to 1918 and Dad received word from Holland
saying if they needed him they would call for him. !
remember how worried Mother was. Then, too, there
was that terrible 't1u epidemic when several of our
classmates lost one of their parents. We were very
fortunate. Mother was quite ill but we were thankful
when she recovered. In 1919 Dad decided to move
back to the homestead to stay. I cried as I didn't want
to leave school but MotileI' couldn '1 bear to leave me
behind so back we went. By this time a scl100l had
been built and there was also a Post Office which was
called Carrollton. Miss Hildur Erickson was the
school teacher when Jo and Alex went to schoo!
there. ! being the eldest stayed home to help Dad.
Sundays were happy days. A student minister would
come to the school house and all the family went to
church: five miles in those days was considered a
short distance, and after church we played ball.
Before long Dad and Mother decided they needed
a larger house, so Dad and I went to the bush to cut
logs for a new house. Dad wanted to build the new
house the way the Gatzke family had built theirs. It
was made of hand sawed planks with very few nails in
it. Once agam the neighbors came to help. It is
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wonderful what men can do when one thinks of
sawing all those logs by hand into planks. They built
a high scaffold and rolled the big logs onto it. The 100
had ~ been marked with a string and charcoal whcr~
they were to saw it. One man stood on top of the log
and the other below and with a special saw they
sawed these logs into planks. Many, many days were
spent on this job. We owe a lot to the boys who helped

Dad that winter so very rnllch.
In 1924 we moved into OLlr new home. Winters
were very severe in those days. I can still sec Alex
coming home from school on his little pony called
Jack. They were both covered with frost and he was
so cold. But the young people didn't seem to mind it
at all. We visited a lot with our good neighbors and of
course the whole family went to the dances. Sis and I
even walked to Carrollton School a distance of five
miles to practise for the Christmas Concert. What
good times we had' Sunday morning was always a
joyful time for all of us. Dad had time to be in the
house and while we were doing a few Sunday chores

60th Wedding Anniversary. Dirkje, Mr. A. Stolze. A. Stolze,
Junior, Mrs. Stolze, and Johanna.

Jo met a forest ranger at Leoville. She married
Don Frechette February 16. 1938 and they have lived
in Leoville ever since.
Alex married his dream girl by the name of Merril
Bellamy in November 7. 1936. Alex was a grain
buyer for many years. then went into business for
himself. They have clone very well. They are now
retired and live in Kelowna, B.C. Alex and Merril
had three daughters: Connie now Mrs. Frank
Lemeiux. They have four children Keith. Donna,
Brenda and Heather. They live in Kelowna. Elaine
married Gary MacGregor and they have two sons,
Kevin and Scott and live in Airdrie, Alberta. Carol
married Bill McE1dyen and they have one daughter
Kimberley and live in Kelowna.
I met a wonderful young man and we were married Feb. ";!" in my dad's home. The minister came
by train as rar as Glenbush where Leo met him with
his beautiful team of driving horses. That evening I
became Mrs. Leo Swope. We lived at Leoville for
fifty years. We had two daughters Evelyn Leola, now
Mrs. Charles Goertzen. They have two children Debbie and Bobby. They too live in the Leoville district.
Irene Winnifred, now Mrs. Ron Wilson have four
children Kenneth. Gail, David and Donna and they

we always had a sing-song. Dad had a good voice and
he would start the singing and the rest of the family
would join in.
From time to time, Dad would have to go out to
work. So Jo and I did as much of the farm work as we
could do. We prepared the land for the drill and Dad
would come home long enough to drill the seed. One
year Jo and I made around thirty loads of hay as well
as milk six cows and hauled the cream to Medstead.
Dad was a councillor for the municipality for several
years and always helped out in the district. He helped
to build the Community Hall in Bclbutte as well as
the curling rink. We lived between Carrollton and
Belbutte. so of course were interested in both.
Alex went to school in both Carrollton and
Belbutte but graduated from Carrollton school.
One fall Jo and I worked on Gatzke's threshing
outfit. We had our own team and bundle wagon and
were never late to take our place at the hand-fed
threshing machine and so the years flew by. Sis and I
went out to work from time to time. The country took
on a new look when the railway came through and
Bclbutte became a nice little town. Alex became its
third Elevator Agent. That year Alex brought home a
beautiful radio. What pleasure the family received
from it. Dad and Mother continued farming. They
never owned a tractor. Everything was done with
horses in the early days. It was hard work. but Dad
and Mother were thrifty and made a good living. Dad
and Mother continued to farm until Dad's retirement
in 1949 when they moved to Leoville. Dad liked
sports of all kinds and took an active part at curling.
One year his team won the championship here in
Leoville.

live in Regina.

Dad and Mother lived to a beautiful old age, Dad
passed away in 1968 at the age of eighty eight years
and Mother passed away a year later in 1969 at the age
of eighty seven years. They were laid to rest in the
Memorial Gardens in Prince Albert. Leo Swope
passed away October 13, 1978 - he was seventy five
years old.
I am sure if they were writing this little write up
they would tell you that the happiest days of their
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a cow in tow travelling in six inches of snow to get

lives were spent on the farm in the Belbutte and
Carrollton districts. Dad, an immigrant from HoIland, who pioneered in the Carrollton district, had
his dreams come true by having his own land and a
home he could call his own.

there. I wi!! never forget the grinding squealing noise
of the wagon in the frosty snow. That year rnany
people had their gardens frozen and left in the ground
because of the early frosts. At that time our homestead \vas not \,vithin the boundary of Carrollton
School District, so in the spring of 1920 when I
started school we paid .12ft rer day for my education.
My sister Johanna also went to Carrollton for a short
while. Hildur Erickson was llur teacher the first few
years. Our school term was usually from May to a

Alexander Stolze Jr. Story
I do not remember the first and second times we
lived on the homestead, however these years are
recorded elsewhere in this book.
It was in the fall of 1916 that I remember moving
into one of three houses we lived in at North Bat:.
tleford. The first house was soon vacated as the first
night some visitors came out of the plastered walls
and got in bed with us. Luckily, Mother soon made
other plans, she would not let us unload most of the
furniture which had been left on the hayrack overnight. In a few days we moved to a very small house
for the five of us, but it was clean so we were able to
rest at night. We lived here until the house next door,
which was larger, became available.
The fall of 1919 saw us on the road for our final
move to the homestead. The trip took three days with
our worldy belongings on a hayrack and wagon with

few days before Christmas when a Christmas Con-

cert was held. I rode a buckskin colored pony bareback to school We usually travelled at a slow galiop,
however the pony would slam on the brakes unexpectedly some times, and I would keep on going till I hit
the road on my back. I remember seeing as many as
twenty-five coyotes on my way to school the first
years. Bush rabbits were so numerous their paths in
the snow were packed so hard a person could walk on
them. The trails we travelled on were not graded at all
and if it rained the odd car that went by had to follow
one deep rut for miles at a very slow specd. We pulled
many cars out of mud holes with a team of horses
because they could not get through. Gradually the
sloughs wcre graded up and culverts put in creeks,
until finally the whole road was graded and gravelled
or hard surfaced.
I think the most change in the country was during
the period of 1920 to 1')30. when homesteads were all
taken, land was cleared and broken. railroads appeared and many people owned cars. The radio also
made its debut.
The following five years after school stopped I
helped at home and went hauling bundles for threshing crews in the fall. In 19311 went to Meota to assist
in a grain elevator. then Belbuttc, as the agent was
sick. I spent the next twenty-seven years 'IS' elevator
agent and travelling superintendent at Belbutte,
Mullingar. Keatley. Mervin, Meadow Lake and
Prince Albert.

Alex Stolze Jr. and wife Merril, 1968.

Merril Bellamy and I were married while I was
living in Mullingar. The depression was on and I
barely had enough to pay the minister. Daughter
Connie was born in Mullingar and by then we had
saved forty-five dollars to pay Dr. Storey when she
was born. Daughter Elaine was born in Keatley, and

daughter Carol was born in Mervin. Sons were in
short supply.
After leaving the grain business we had a hotel in
Hoey for two years, and a genera! store in Dorintosh
for five years. Then we moved to Saskatoon and
worked in a chain store for six years. Tried retirement
for two years, then moved to Kelowna in 1975, and in

The Alexander Stolze grandchildren: Carol, Elaine and Connie, 1953.
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on the same bridge. and he states that there were over
100 people working on this project, and practicaUy

partnership with Connie and husband Frank, operated a motel till the spring of 1979.
Thought this \vas a nice place to spend our remaining years and arc nov,! retired in Ke!owna. Con-

everyone of them Swedish.
From what my uncle told me, times \vere really

difficult in Canada in 1919-1920, and things very
depressed. When i came to stay with my uncle, he
had about gO head of cattle and the price that he couid
get for them was 2 V~ cents per pound.
Uncle Ivor wus never married, he lived as a
bachelor all his life. He retired from the farm in 1949,
moving at that time to New Westminster, B.C"
where he only stayed for a coupie of years, and then
moved to the interior of B. C" and built a hOllse for
himself at Enderby, B.C where he resided for some
years. About the time of April 1958, he moved to
Kelowna, B.C. where he lived until the spring of
1964, and at that time he was 80 years old.
In April 1964, ! asked my uncle to come and live
with LIS in Edmonton, as we had a suite for him in our
hOllse: but unfortunately three months after coming
to stay with us, he took a stroke which paralysed his
right side, and he was unable to speak. He was moved
into Norwood Auxiliary Hospital, where he lived for
II years, passing away on June 27, 1975, at the age of
91.
Remarks:
My uncle was a very kind person: he would lend a
helping hand to anyone who was in need: and this
pretty well describes his outlook on life.

nie and Frank Lemieux with Keigh. Donna. Brenda.

and Heather also live in Kelowna. Connie does volunteer \,/orK at Cotwnwooch Nursing Home and
Frank is assistant secretary of School District 23 in
Kelowna.
Elaine sells real estate in Airdrie and Calgary,

and husband Gary MacGregor is bank manager in
Airdrie, they have two boys Kevin and Scott. Carol
and Bill McFadyen with daughter Kimberley live in
Kelowna. Carol is assistant director of the nursing
program in Kelowna College and Bill sells manufactured homes in Kelowna.
We have heen fortunate in having lived through
this period, when living conditions and working
methods have improved for everyone, also that our
health has continued to be good. We have lived in
numerous areas, and tried a number of different jobs
and businesses, which has given us a pretty good
insight into how others live. Our one hope now, is
that our children and their families will be able to
enjoy the freedom and security we have had during
our lifetime.

Fnmk Sirittich and Wife
Frank Strittieh and wife immigrated from Austria
in 1929 to S.W.1/4 24-50-13. Both were artists. Frank
was a commercial artist and a violinist. Mrs. Strittich
painted portraits and scenery on any available wood.
Frank was also the local Justice of the Peace. They
rented their land to others to farm. They had one
daughter and left this area in 1938.

George and Ada Strong Story
by Arthur Strollg

Dad and his friend, Jess Brown, came from England in 1911, to North Battleford, Saskatchewan, to
make homes for their families. They met others from
different countries doing the same thing. Several of
them worked on the provincial hospital, some built
part of their homes in the city from left-overs from
this building, they also used extra material from
MacDonald's lumber yard. Mother's brother, Mrs.
Jess Brown (my Godmother) and I arrived in North
Battleford in 1912. The houses were not finished so
Mother and Dad made arrangements with neighbours across the street from their home-to-be. Mr.
and Mrs. Brown made arrangements with some
friends. Dad's house and Mr. Brown's were on the
same block side by side. They worked as a team until
they finished their houses and the families were settled. Then Jess Brown got work in the round house
cleaning railroad locomotives. Dad worked on the
Clarendon Hotel. After this was finished he decic!ed
to go homesteading. He filed on one in the Molewood district in 1914. He sold his place in North
Battleford, and moved his household and family by
train to a lumber shack he had built in Prince,

hoI' Stromberg
by Eskil Carlson
My uncle, lvor Stromberg, was born on June 19,
1884, and as far as I know emigrated from Sweden in
1910, and for about one year lived in Rockford,
1Ilinois.
In the spring of 191 L he left the U.S.A. and came
to Park BlufL and homesteaded on a quarter section
about 2Y, miles from the Park Bluff Post Office. The
first few years, I know he found it hard to make ends
meet. as he had to live on the homestead three
months of each year, and the rest of the time he was
out for wages.
In 1911-1912, he worked in Edmonton, hauling
cement in a wheelbarrow, as the High Level Bridge
was being built by the c.P. Railway. This bridge was
built to connect North and South Edmonton. Oddly
enough, I have talked to a Scotsman who lives in the
same apartment building as l, and who also worked
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the hitching post, was about to get in the buggy when
some one slammed a door and Billy was off like a
buliet, spilling parcels along the way back home.
Chris Blixrud caught him without a passenger, drove
him back, meeting Mother picking up her parcels.
Old Whitie cow only had three teats but that did
not stop her from giving a full pail of" milk. She was
into all places where she shouldn't be. One day we
were away when she managed to push the shack door
open, and go in. She helped herself to a box of
apples. When we got home, we saw the door open,
"Who was inside the shack')" We heard a murmur,
"Moo-Moo", we were glad to hear "Moo-Moo",
but we were mac! to see what "Moo-Moo" left and
what she had eaten. Her name changed that day to
"Moo-Moo the miserable old cow", but later on she
was forgiven, as she blessed the family with a baby in
early spring, which we named Spot. She had to be
brought in the shack as it was quite cold. Houses
were divided into rooms by curtains. This calf was in
the living room, it woke up early, and came through
the curtains. We kids thought it great to see this calf
come in that morning. We used to throw our clothes
on the floor, all dressed in night gowns and night caps
to go to bed. This calf got a bad name. My brother
George got up and found a mess on his pants. When
everything quietened down the calf was taken back to
Moo-Moo in the barn. Then dad came home, this
conversation came up, so I said, "Mom, if we bring
her in again, we have to put a diaper on herl" But
Spot never had to be brought in again. Later on Spot
had a heifer calf, first thing we thought of was to put a
diaper on this calf, this worked fine. But Moo-Moo
blessed the family with a bull calf. It was cold this
time, now to put a diaper on this calf was different.
Mom said, "I know, we will put a navel band on
him!", and this worked fine.
My mother's first experience in chicken raising;
she had a big-size trunk box, turned it on its side,
placed it on the north side of the shack, never had
much luck this time, but she never gave up. She got a
setting hen from Mrs. Gale, a setting of eggs from
Mrs. Blixrud, set this same box out in the open with a
little help from a bachelor friend. He said, "It's too
cold by the north side of the shack. It cOlild set two
hens by putting in a partition". He fixed it, got
another setting, this time she had very good luck.
Things started to improve from this time on. Dad
bought three more horses, a wagon outfit and got a
contract to build another school. He met a bachelor
who wanted to sell his place. Dad said, "I will see
you later," then he met Joe Piro! and sold his homestead to him. This meant another move to Murray
Lake. Dad was away on the deal, when Mother had a
very narrow escape with her three girls and me. One

Saskatchewan. They lived there for a while until he
located a place in the country closer to work. At that
time there was a boom for school-building. He found
a vacant building across the lake, opposite a family
named Furniss, in the Hillside district. Dad moved
his family in the spring of 1916. One of the first
schools to be built was Ward, it opened for attendance in the fall.
I started school in the spring of 1917. Dad also
started building Molewood school, this was ready for
attendance about 1920. Then he built a log shack with
help hom some of the settlers in the district of Molewood; they helped each other with work.
The Barlows came about one year before the
Molewood school opened. Mr. Barlow was a plasterer, and bricklayer by trade, he did the plaster
work. Owen Marshall and his dad, Jack, did the
painting. By this time Dad had his family settled on
his homestead to begin school. He also had a neighbour break a piece of prairie, cropped it with oats,
broadcast by hand. This was a good crop they said.
They harvested this crop, built a shelter for a few
chickens, one cow, a horse and four rabbits. They all
came through the winter fine, and had a some feed
left.
Dad was away building when a prairie fire came
from the west, started near Little Jack Fish Lake.
Several neighbours came fighting the fire but all they
could do was to save the shack we lived in, The
shelter and the remainder of the feed got burnt; rabbits ran wild in burnt bushes, chickens perched on
trees, cow and horse tethered on a wet patch of grass
that never burnt until the grass came green again.
The horse was blind in one eye so he got the
name, Billy-One-Eye. He was very nervous at the
sound of a loud noise of a gun, or door slamming or
hand clap, and he would run away. But he certainly
would have been missed if something had happened
to him. He was our main transportation and laborsaver. He was used for single buggy, saddle, and
work horse. One day, brother George, and 1 took him
to get a barrel of water with a stone boat by the creek,
in duck hunting time. We filled the barrel and were
tying a sack over the top to stop the slopping, when
someone on the other side of the creek, back in the
bush, fired a gun. Billy took off like a bullet, spilled
the barrel and was home before us. Mother came
back leading her Billy horse, looking for her two
boys that had to do the same thing over, with a much
more nervous horse. Then she ran back to see about
her girls. One time Mother had her little Billy hitched
to the buggy, left her children with Mrs. Harry Gale
to look after them while she went for the mail to bring
back some parcels. She got nicely loaded with the
parcels in the back of the buggy, untied the horse off
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morning she lit a fire in a tin heater and cook stove.
She and brother George left to do the chores, we were
in bed when the stove pipes got on fire; Lucky there
was no ceiling, as the pipes set the paper on fire
where it went through the roof. She pushed the table
under the place where it was on fire and shouted,
"The house is on fire. " It burnt a patch about a yard
square. I went out and got a pail of water from the
barrel, Mother was standing on the table with 11 small
dipper with a long handle, made to dip water from the
barrel. This long dipper was very handy at that time
as Mother was able to use both hands with force at the
fire in the roof, as the water had to penetrate hay that
covered the poles and charred wood. We had the fire
out when brother came in from feeding the stock.
When Dad came home and after Mother told Dad her
experience, he said, "1 have news for you, I have
made a deal to sell the homestead to Joe Pirot at the
Narrows!" (Now called Cochin, Saskatchewan). He
got a contract to build a school in the Murray Lake
district, met a bachelor who wanted to sell his land.
Then said, "! will have to see him again and make a
deal". This he did, came back and said, "We are
moving in the spring to build Murray Lake School".
This was an early move, there was snow, bare
ground, water holes, creeks to cross, the horses and
cattle were nearly swimming at times. This was quite
the experience of a move to get settled in our new
home, first we two boys put crop in for feed, this was
1921. We had to wait until the school was built to
start, between 1922 and 1923. The year my brother,
Frank, was born I got three more years of school.
Then started to work with Dad for a while. In the fall
of 1925 I went threshing and doing odd farm work.
Dad George - born 1885 - deceased.
Mom Ada - born 1886 - deceased.
George - born 1908 - deceased.
Arthur born 1911 living in Edam,
Saskatchewan.
Ethel - born 1913 - living in North Battleford,
Saskatchewan.
Ruby - born 1916 - living in Langley, British
Columbia.
Hilda - born 1918 -- living in North Battleford,
Saskatchewan.
Mable - born 1919 - deceased as a baby.
Frank - born 1923 - living in Lioydminster,
Saskatchewan.

Dorothy Sunderland, John Orange, Annie Orange, 1938.

truck. We settled in the Loch Side School District SE
18-51-14. The land is now fanned by Henry Orange.
The extent of work done was gardening, raising a
few chickens and turkeys. and Zutting c~rd wo~d.
Perhaps we did have hardships, but looking back now
it was not too bad a life. It has taught us to appreciate
what we have today and be thankful. Our entertainment was a variety. if you could call it that, such as
community card games, local picnics. In the winter,
there were dances. We would heat a big rock on a pot
bellied stove all day long so as it would keep us warm
when put in a sleigh box. One of the local boys,
Herman Switzer or Mike Orange would make the
rounds and pick us up for the dances. The music
supplied by different men ancl boys in the area; Willie
Guhl. Mike Orange and sometimes by Joe Schmidt
from Medstead and the Harrison boys from Glaslyo.
Our neighbours were: the Switzer family, Oranges, Heydens, Martzs, Sopers. !relands, Davies,
Schalms, Garners and not to forget the Turples. The
Turples, Olga and Wass and their daughter Florence
ran the store in Bel butte which later was taken over

The Sunderland Story
submitted by Dorothy Rafferty
Mrs. Sunderland. Dorothy and Bruce. also
daughter and son-in-law, Vera and Liew Griffith and
children, Richard and Frances moved from Saskatoon to Belbutte in 1934. It was a full day trip by
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by Ed Smith and his wife Elva. Louie Zanatta was the
postmaster. The section foreman was 'Ted Kane and
his wife was Mabel and sons John. Reg and Ray and
daughter Nora who married Bud Kutz. The teachers
of Loch Side School stayed at Mrs. Sumlerlands and
the first one was Harris Romfo followed by Merle
Stein. Dunc Cairns and Suzanne Borsa.
Changes have been great since I left in 1941. The
distance between homesteads are considerably shortcr than when we lived there. Most houses then were
logs but very few were wood constructed. Where
once was bush and forest reserve is now pasture and
fields. plus roads. no longer trails.
My mom was born in England 18BO and came to
Canada in 1904. She passed away at the age of ninetyeight in Vancouver 1978. She had five daughters:
Ethel MacKenzie (Deceased). Vera (Griffiths) Allan. Mary Fairweather. Acme Wooltorton, Domthy
(Wood) Rafferty and Bruce McIntosh.
In 1941 I left for Vancouver to live with my eldest
sister Ethel and her husband Stewart where I took up
hair dressing. In 1944 I married Bill Wood and in
1948 had one daughter Barbara Joanne. now I'm the
proud Gran of Michelle eight years and Troy six
years. 1 became widowed. and in 1971 re-married
Leon Rafferty (who is a McLean Hunter Publishing
representative for Western Canada - Supervisor). A
lot of my time is spent travelling with my husband
which gives me a wonelerful chance to see old
friends. Two years ago we spent Christmas with
Annie (Orange) Harris who lives in Poway, California. We hav~ seen Carl Martz who lives in and
operates a motel in Summerland in the sunny

Ridge ranch and it \vas \veil-named as there are lots of
rocks there.
His brother Charlie filed on the N,E.5-50-13 but
never lived on it He stayed with Harry about a year
and then went back to the States. He was more
interested in race horses than bush country_ Harry
worked out during the first years and gradually acquired some cattle, horses and buildings. As he was a
painter by trade, he painted quite a fc\v railroad
buildings and some others as weii.
He had a wife and son at Akron, Ohio, but they
never carne up here. Harry was well-known for his
stili on the hill and had many friends for miles
around. He built a new house in the early' 30's but
only lived in it a few months. He often suffered from
poor health and died in Feb. 1935.

Homestead Files
James Sutton
James Sutton was born in Lanceshire. England,
and was a crockery salesman prior to immigration.
Homestead entry filed September 3. 1913 on
SE-33-50-13. He was twenty-one years old and single at this time.
He left the homestead for Jasper. Alberta, where
he worked for the C.N .R. and later in Edmonton. He
eventually became a superintendent with the C.N.R.

Elof Swanson
Elof Swanson arrived in the Hillside district in
1912. and took up a homestead on the
N.E.-20-47-14.
He was a bache1or, and lived in a onc-rOOll1
shack. with a board floor. anel he kept that noor
scrubbed white.
He was a very good cook and could bake bread as
good as any woman. He would invite the Hess family
over for supper on several occasions.
He farmed only a few acres. but raised some pigs
and chickens.
Elof left the district in 1923. after which Mr. Hess
useel his hOllse for a granary. then when it was empty.
the Hess children lIsed it for a playhouse.
His land is now incorporated in the Hatherleigh
Community Pasture.

Okanagan and have visited Herman Switzer in TraiL
B.C. Mrs. Martz is in Keiowna and 1 often see the
Martz girls: Lily. Dorothy. Hilda and Hedi.

Harry SUfko
Harry came from the United States in 1920 to the
S.E. 5-50-13-W3rd. He then homesteaded the N.W.
4-50-13 in 1921. He named this place the Rocky

Ole ami Annie Swenson Story
L Ole stood on the deck of the "Empress of
Ireland" and watched the shore of my native land
disappear on the horizon. It was May 12, 1913. 1 was
seventeen years old when I bid my family and friends
goodbye and set out for Canada. It was my idea to
leave Norway, now it \vas up to me to make it on my
own. My destination was Glenside. Saskatchewan,
where I had a job on a farm working for Mr. Tastad.
The Tastad family soon macic me feel at home. for

Harry SlIrko, 1928.
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this i will always be grateful. f worked on the same
farm for four years. Then got a farm of rny o\vn at
Glenside. I stayed on it for two years. Then! moved
to Strongfie!d where I farmed in partnership with
Benny Ha,danc!. But the drought came and we left the
land to the grasshoppers. 'Ne couldn't compete with
them. The partnership was dissolved and once more I
rented another three quarters of land near Strongfield. After three years of drought. I gave up and
decided to go farther north. It was 1933 when I
loaded up two wagons of whatever machinery I had
left and started out for Medstead. It took three weeks
across country. I crossed the ferry at Outlook. The
water was so low in the river we had a struggle to get
across. From there to Sonningdale where once more I
took the ferry near Maymont. Then through Richard,
Rabbit Lake and finally Medstead by team and wagons. There I settled on a quarter of land, S E.
13-50-15. The first year I broke twenty acres of land.
In the winter I cut a carload of wood and sold the
whole carload for $25.00. I had to buy oats for my
horses. Carl Steinhardt sold me ten bushels of oats,
12¢ per bushel. But it was all the money I had, $1.20.
The depression was hitting its peak. In 1940 lmarried
Annie Schmirler, a widow with two sons, Frank and
George. So now it is Annie's turn to tell her family
story. (Two months after this story was written, Ole
Swenson passed away, September 5, 1979 at the age
of 84.)
l, Annie, was born in West Virginia, U.S.A.
When I was four months old my parents, Anastosia
and Theodore Twordzik, decided to move to Canada.
We came to Dana, Saskatchewan in 1906 and lived
with a bachelor farmer until my father had built a
house on our homestead near Meacham. As the years
went by the family grew until there were ten children.
l, being the oldest, had to look after my younger
brothers ancl sisters, also help with the farm chores.
My parents worked long hours to keep body and soul
together. Hardship, poverty and hard work was an
accepted fact. Everything had to be homemade from
soap to sauerkraut. Our life was a complete "Do-itYourself-Kit." I still have some fond memories of
our school. Forest Hill. There we were, able to play
at recess and noon hour. Playtime at home was very
rare. At the age of eighteen I left home to work at
Dana. Two years later I married George Schmirler, a
farmer from Bruno. We lived on his farm for a time
then moved to the U.S.A. for four years. But in 1931
we came back to Ivieacham and lived there for a year.
In the fall of 1932 the 11 th of November, we moved to
the Medstead district. Built a log house and oncc
more started farming. Our two sons, Frank and
George, attended Guyhirne School. My husband,
George, passed away suddenly in 1939. So I went

Ole Swenson, Frank Schmirler, Mrs. A. Twordzik. George
Schmirler and Mrs. Annie Swenson. The Swenson's 25th
Wedding Anniversary, 1965.

housekeeping to support my two sons. In 1940 !
married Ole Swenson. We had our wedding reception at the farm. The Ladies' Aid served the meal and
Mrs. Hilma Tennis baked our wedding cake. We
enjoyed a pleasant afternoon with friends and neighbours. Farming went on as Llsual. the boys helped
when they could. The prices for what we sold were
better. Frank went to work in the creamery in
Medstead. He later married Winnifred (Topley)
McLean. They are now living in Quesnel. B.C.
George married Alpha Fonda and took over the home
farm when we retired and moved to Medstead in
1960. We enjoy visits from old friends and recal! the
good old days.

Joseph ami Mary Swierz
You are driving down Highway #3, about four
miles west of Belbutte, when you see ahead of you a
short, stocky woman briskly walking along the highway. As you pull abreast of her you are surprised that
the lady with "pep in her step" is no longer a young
person. Who is she'? Her name is Mary.
Mary and her husband, Joseph were both born in
Poland, Mary in 1903 and Joseph in 1905. Mary
came to Canada with two other girls in the year 1930.
She met Joe in Saskatoon, and in 1932 they were
married in the Catholic Church there.
Three years later, they came out to Fred Orange's
mill to work. Joe was a licensed (steam) engineer.
Mary helped with the cooking as there were a number
of hired hands working at the mill. Then they acquried a homestead, and it is there that Mary still
lives. Her husband passed away on March 22, 1971.
They had a few cattle, but they mostly raised
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When theY' arrived in Mcdstead, they hau no way
to haui their goods, so they built a rack ~before heading for the homesteacl.

sheep, No doubt a number of quills in the country
contained wool batts from their flock.
Mary lives in the original log house, She now
enjoys such comforts as electricity, a TV, and other
electrica1 appliances, and an oil heater. In the spnng
of 1972 she took a plane trip back to Poland, where
she met Joe's family, Nowadays she keeps busy with
her beautiful embroidery work, and in summer with
her garden of vegetables and tlowers, She never
forgets the children at Christmas, always giving them
a b;lg of goodies, so, of course, she is "Aunt Mary"
to them,

'- 'fhey spent the first night sleeping under the
havrack, But the next day they were more fortunate
an~i found sorne old log buildings at Loch Side Lake.

Ho\vever. thev were told bv the then

O\Nne1'.

Dave

Jack. that an~ther familv I,\:ere going to be moving
into them, and thev would have to find some other
place to stay. Sure 'enough, "Doc" Gamble arrived
and he gave the Switzers one-half their potatoes for
helping'-them move. So George moved hiS family to a
homestead of their own, now the home of the Ken
Walkers. Bv winter tirne a house and also a makeshift
barn had b;en built. It was nothing elaborate, but it

George and Eva Switzel'
George Switzer's father was a railroad engineer
in Russi'~' He did some travelling, and so met his
wife-to-be in Poland, Later. he and his wife immigrated to Canada, They came to Winnipeg. There
George was born. Later the famil y moved to the
Grenfell-Dysart area. George had a quarter section
just north of the Qu'Appelle valley,
He married Eva in 1908, The farm wasn't too
good, so he traded the farm for a machinery busi~ess, He went broke with this operation, as so many
owed him money for twine and repairs, and they left
to gO into the arIllY (World War 1).
~Tina, Freda, Emma, Herman and Ernie were all
born in the Dysart area, They still have relatives
living there. Eva's parents farmed in that area. They
built their buildings of stone. Later, Eva's brother,
Herman Markwart farmed that land,
Their next move was to Saskatoon. Edward, Albert, and Joyce were born there, They lived there
until 1932, then loaded their belongings into a box
car, and moved to the Loch Side area, Mr. Switzer,
Herman, Ernie, and a friend, Sam Johnston, also
rode in the box car. The rest of the family was brought
out here in a car driven by a relief officer, They
brouoht with them a cow and a team of horses, which
they had bought in Saskatoon,

was a she lter.
The first few acres were ploughed with a walking
plow, Edith held the plow while her dad drove the
horses.
The nearest neighbor was Sam Johnston, Sam
was most famous for always wearing a tic. and for his
checker games, All the neighborhood boys would
challange him to a game or vice-versa, and rarely. if
ever, won, He was also a great horseshoe player,
The children did not attend school the first winter.
It was then being held in the Soper home, Kathleen
Kitchen (nee Tricker) did some teaching that winter,
When the children attended the next year, a Miss
McLeod was the teacher. Then Mr, Rumfo taught in
the Ireland building across from Loch Side, while
that school was begin built. He finished his term in
the new school, which was completed in that year,
1934, Mr. Bolton took over from him,
Tina was married to Jake Reimer. Herman, Tina
and Jake, went to Trail, B.c. to look for a job.
Herman founc! work at the Smelter. but Tina and Jake
returned and settled on a farm in the Cater Lake
district. Edith worked at housekeeping for awhile at
Ted Kane's in Belbutte. Later she went to Vancouver,
where she and her husband, Dick DeJauserand still
reside.
In 1938, when Albert was only cleven, he became
ill. He had his tonsils removed by Dr. Storey, But he
never C'uot any, better, He died about six months later of
rheumatic fever.
When World War II broke out both Herman and
Ernie joined up, Herman went to the army, and Ernie
to the the navv, Ernie was involved in active dutyoften on a n;ine svveeper. After the war Herman
returned to Trail to make a home for his wife and two
children.
In 1961, at the age of 75, George Switzer passed
away. His daughter. Tina died a few years later. Ernie,
Emma (Cruse), with her family of two, Joyce
(Crashley), and her three children and husband, all

Mr. and Mrs, George Switzer, 50th Wedding Anniversary.
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live in Saskatoon. Ed is the only one to remain in this
district. He lives on a few acres along highway 3.
where he ami his parents moved in the spring of '56.
Ed gives his neighbors a hand now and then.
George Switzer was rather famous as an entertaining story teller. One story he liked to tell was
about a farmer who got stuck in a swamp. He went to
the neighbors for help. When he got back the mosquitoes were so bad that they had eaten the horses.
and were fighting over the harnesses~ Also, one day,
George claimed he was drilling a well. He went down
sixty j'eet and there at the botto~n he found a gopher in
his nest I
Mrs. Switzer was a hard-working. independent
person all her life. In her later years she had arthritis
quite badly and used crutches a lot. Her eyesight also
was failing. She died at the ripe old age of 90.
Ed says he would hate to go through the pioneer'
ing stage again. It was a lot of hard. back-breaking
work. Things are so much better now.

part of our move and he settled on a piece of land just
a mile and a half away from us to the south. Granddad, being an old bushman, loved it, and knew how

to square the logs and make a lovely' log cabin. He
was a great help to my husband and our two sons
Dick and Harold. who worked as a team building our
log home and one for Granddad. They were small but
very comfortable and warm. 1 whitewashed the walls
inside and made bright frilly curtains that gave it a
cozy look. and we were quite happy in our new
surroundings. I made our own quilts to help out. and
it was a hobby of mine for many years. As time went
on, we built an addition on of lumber, to accommodate our needs and we were pleased with the extra
room,

There was a great deal of work involved for the
men in our family, the land had to be brushed and
cleared and stones to pick. They worked very hard
and there was a shortage of money to buy proper
equipment. My husband did outside work sometimes
to help make a living. He never let anything get him
down. he always found a way. We had cattle. and
chickens, and a few pigs. so we had our own dairy
products, and eggs and meat. My husband usually
got a deer or two through the winter that we really
enjoyed.
There were a lot of newcomers in the community
like ourselves. Everyone mixed very well; we held
card parties and school dances: the ladies took their
turns donating lunches to these functions. It was a
new and fascinating experience for all to be part of
the community.
We always attended our annual sports day in our
town of Robinhood. And one year my husband and I
were presented with a 100 lb. bag of !lour for having
the largest family there. that day. There was a family
of Haggensons who lived in Robinhood also. and had
a larger family but they were not all present that day.
So the Styners were the lucky ones.
Our oldest daughter Viola and her family lived
for a short time adjoining our land. but some months
later decided to return to Elbow to live.
The children were intrigued by the beauty of the
woods. ancl would run through the trees picking lady
slippers and different flowers we had never heard of
on the prairie.
The winters were a joyful time as we used to go
sleigh riding and the horses were decked out with
bells that used to ring and echo through the trees. It
was a pleasure for the entire family, the children with
their home-made sleighs and toboggans hooked on
behind the bob sleighs. There was lots of laughter and
excitement and everyone seemed to be bappy and
healthy.
We had five daughters, Dorothy, Edith. Lucille,

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sayner and Family
by Mrs. Blanche Styner
Joining in on the early days in Robinhood, we
immigrated from Minnesota in the early 1900's moving to Elbow. Sask. with our folks. and married at an
early age.
We raised a large family, and, in the late 20's and
early 30's due to the depression like other families.
we were forced to leave the prairies and move to other
parts to try to make a better living and a new start.
My husband Louis Styner and our family doctor,
Dr Coghlan. went up to Kobll1hood and Glaslyn to
look for homesteads. and were successful in finding
what they wanted, and later moved our families up.
We settled in Robinhood and Dr. Coghlan settled in
Glaslyn where he still resides at a ripe old age in his
90's.
My husband's father. Me. Wm. Styner, was also a

Mrs. Blanche Styner.
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Jean and Alice who were at home all attending Park
Bluff School at onc time. As a few years passed. a
couple of younger brothers. Donald and Robert
(Bob). became of school age and by this time some of
the older girls were leaving school to help at home
and going out to work to make their own money and

going to other towns and marrying. A year or so later
two other boys. Ralph and Roy were ready for
school. followed by a younger sister Shirley.
In 1939 we lost a daughter, Lucille. We continued
to work and live in Robinhooduntil the late 40's and
decided to leave our hard work behind and went to
Alberta near Edmonton where my husband was hired
as a foreman on a large ranch, where he also em-

ployed four of our boys. Donald. Robert. Ralph ancl
Roy. So everyone enjoyed their new jobs and we
lived somewhat more comfortably up until 1952
when my husband was stricken with a heart attack
and we lost him.
I moved into Edmonton to be near part of my
family. In 1956 we were saddened by the passing of
our daughter Dorothy. But the rest of my family are
doing welL Viola and Harold in High River. Alberta.
Dick in Lethbridge. Edith and Jean in Calgary, Alice
in Cranberry Portage. Manitoba. Don and Ralph in
Edmonton. Roy in Red Deer. Shirley in Los Angeles,
California.
I left Edmonton in 1963 to take up housekeeping
on my own in a suite. in my daughter Edith's and
husband's home, that they had furnished for me. I
remained there until I took up residence in The
Beaver Dam Lodge. a lovely place. where I reside
now enjoying good health and am still active at the
age of 80.
Being near some of my family is very inspiring.

John and Clara Tady. Taken a couple of months after they were
married om 1922 at Lewiston. Wash .. U.S.A.

The men had a busy summer breaking lanel and
improving the place. The girls were good housekeepers, but had time to enjoy the picnics and dances
around the district. They loved to have company and
the kids around about liked to go there on Sundays,
where they played games and rode horseback and had
fun.

we enjoy our family gatherings. which are always
such a pleasure.
We just miss our loved ones who are no longer
with us.

Mr. and Mrs, John Tady and Family
by E. Casson
In the 1920's quite a number of land seekers
arrived in the Medstead area to buy C.P,R. land.
Among these. in the year 1920, were John Tady
accompanied by his brother, Will, having emigrated
from Lewiston, Washington U.S.A.
The first summer the boys built a lumber house
with S.Perry being the chief carpenter. They fenced
the land and put up a barn as welL While they were
building the house they lived in the G. Rothamel' log
house. In the fall they returned to the States.
In the spring of 1921, they returned with thirty-six
head of horses, a hired man, Bill Myers, and two
sisters, Margaret and Julia, to keep house for them.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Tady and family, Christmas 1979.
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decided we would walk to Tacly 's to sec how they had
fared in {he storm. We \valked south and then angled
south east and when \ve carne to the fence that divided the Perry land on Sec. 8 from the Taddy lanel on
Sec. 5 we saw that the trees had been stripped of ali
their leaves and the grass torn and flattened as if the
hail had followed the fence in a wide strip, south.
We \va!kcd on to the buildings and \vhat a sad
sight~ Crops and gardens were beaten into the
ground. until it looked as if they had been summer-

fallo\ved. Window panes \>./cre shattered and holes
torn in the barn roof: but John and Clarajust made the
best of it without complainb.
After we had visited there for awhile Clara, Hemey and I decided to see how Walkers, neighbours to
the south, had fared. So a horse was saddled and
while Clara rode the horse, holding little Marion on
the saddle with her, we set off down the road.
There the storm had been just as severe, with
\vindow glass blown across the living room tloor and
the garden and crops badly damaged.
There again we found our neighbours saying,
"Oh welL next year." I remember another pleasant
visit at the Tady home. It was in 1927 and I had begun
to teach at the Marron SchooL where I had first
taught. Just before the Easter holidays the weather
turned very mild and the snow was melting fast.
When I went home on Thursday after schooL puddles were all over the roads and the sun was warm and
bright.
The good weather continued over Good Friday,
Saturday and Easter Sunday. On Sunday Afternoon
we decided to visit the Tadys. We received a fine
welcome and after supper John decicled to teach us
the game of Five Hundred. We became so engrossed
with this fascinating new card game that we played
on and on and suddenly realized it was three 0' clock
in the morning and outside a howling blizzard was
blowing, So nothing would do but we must spend the
rest of the night there, which we did.
In the morning we hitched up the horses and
plowed home through great drifts of snow with the
horses breaking through the ice on the puddles below.
Tuesday morning I had to be back at the Marron
School so brother Bunny hitched a team to the cutter
and started out. The ice broke under the horses feet.
Then it piled up against the runners and soon one of
the runners was broken. We managed to get as far as
Bernard Schmidts' in Medstead, where we were able
to borrow a sleigh. We hurried on and I was only
twenty minutes late at school that day.
The Tadys were community-minded people and
always ready to help where they could. Clara was the
secretary-treasurer for the Daylight School for a

Tady children. Jack. nine years, Laura, five years, Marion,
fourteen years. Dennis. one and a half years. Lois (missing).

In the fall they all returned to Washington and
were missed by all their friends and neighbours.
In 1921 Clara Iverson from Meota came to the
area to teach at the Guyhirne School. That year she
and John became acquainted and on Sept. 1st, 1922,
they were married.
John and Clara were good neighbours and they
always had time to enjoy company. In fact there was
nothing John liked better than a visit with a neighbour. If someone came along while John was working his land near the road, John would stop for a good
chin-wag, while his outfit of horses drowsed in the
sun.
Times were often hard for them, as for others, but
they never complained and always looked at the
bright side of things.
I can remember one summer during the 1920's
(about 1925 or 1926). The crops were in and growing
well with the promise of a good harvest. In July we
had a spell of hot, dry weather, when one afternoon
we noticed huge black clouds, building up, With a
great blast of wind the rain came, pouring down
heavily.
The Tady farm was south of our farm and we
could hear, in that direction, great roaring. Although
no hail fell on our farm we were certain that great
roaring was a hail storm to the south.
N;xt day dawned clear and bright, everything
sparkled clean and fresh. My sister, Honey and I
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number of years and John acted a:"\ a trustee for some
years.
John's brothers Bill and Hoke, worked in Canada
off and on. in 1928, during the time the railroad was
being built in this country, the Tady's contracted to
winter ninety head of railroad horses.
John and Clara had five children:
Marlon born in August 1913. Joined the air force
in 1943 or 1944. Married Don Rimmer They had two
sons, Dennis and David. Marion died in 1951.
Jack, born in Nov. 1928. Married Bernadette
Bolan of Denholm. They have seven children. They
are Joan, Daic, Beverly, Douglas, CheryL Shannon
and Gregg. They make their home at Denholm. Jack
Tady had worked for the C.N.R. for many years.
Laura born in Nov. 1932, married name Mrs.
Strautman. Dennis born in Sept. 1936 and still farms
at Denholm.
Lois born May 1939, and keeps house for
Dennis.
In September 1972, relatives, friends and neighbOlli'S gathered at the Tady home to help them celebrate their Golden Wedding. Many stories of the past
were told that day and a fine time was had by all.
After some years of failing health Clara Tady
passed away in May 1974.
John died about 1976. The passing of these two
fine people was felt by all who knew them.

The Tarbet family.

chanc1ising and found employment, first, in Brandon, Manitoba. He later became a traveller for the
Brown Fruit Co. of Ec1monton. In 1912 he decided to
open a confectionary store in North Batt1eford, His
brother. Jim, joined him in business as Tarbet Bros,
When World War I began, the brothers decided to
enlist. Stewart was turned down as medically unfit.
Jim returned to Scotland - enlisted with the Black
Watch ami was killed in France in 1917.
On October 23, 1919, Stewart married Jessie
Florence Millar. Jessie's family had come to North
Batt1cford in 1914 from Snow Road, Ontario. Her
ancestors had arrived in Ontario from Scotland in the
early 1800's.
Hearing of the railroad going in north oj' North
Battleford, Stewart decided there was a need for a
general store. He bought property on the townsite of
Robinhood. On his first inspection of the building
site, he found the contractors had dug his basement

The Tarbet i'amily
Stewart McGregor Tarbet emigrated from his
home in Lunciie, Scotland in 1906, as a lad of 20
years, He had completed his apprenticeship in mer-

on the wrong lot. The lot was near where the skating

rink was built later on. In September, 1926 the store
and living quarters were completed, It was one of the
first buildings on the townsite, Jessie and Stewart
then moved their family, Mary 3 years and Jim 5
Illonths, to their new home. Three more children
were born in the coming years, Hugh in 1928, Barbara Jean in 1933 and Donna in 1941.
The years that followed were busy ones. Stewart
and Jessie were involved in all community endeavors. The building of the community hall and the
Homemakers Club were just two of their many interests.
Their home was always open to friends and
strangers alike, The family often joked that the

Stewart and Jessie Tarbet in front of Jim Quan's Cafe, 1941.
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"spare bedroom" was the local hotel. E'!cvator ~urcr
intendents, R.C.IVl.P. officers. visiting ministers,
commercial travellers, all l"ound a \-,>,c!come haven.

the fall of 1033 the Community Hall \Vas pressed into
service as another ciassl'Ot)nl - accommmodating
the students from Grade 6 to 10 inclusive. J B. Hoav~

The store was open for business from early morning until midnight every day and in those early days
served as an entertainment centre as \\-dl. At any
time of the afternoon or evening a card game could be
found in progress at a small table in the corner. Vlith
the advent of radio many' people gathered to hear the
news. weather reports. and. "Amos and Andy". In
the fall of 1936 the Wilsons & Tarbets got together
and decided to close their stores at 6 p.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays. This would allow the families
to gather round their radios to listen to .. Lux Radio
Theatre" on Mondays and "Gang Busters" on
Wednesday evenings. The store also housed the government long distance telephone and the C. N. R.
telephone.
Stewart, on more than one occasion, fan the
Searle Elevator until an agent could be found. He was
also "payer" for that elevator and this necessitated
having cash on hand to cash grain cheques. sometimes up to S3.000.00. If there were strangers around
or if he felt uneasy and thought he might be robbed.
the money was always buried in the bulk coffee beans
or perhaps the rice I
The Homemakers Club, at this time. sponsored a
dental clinic for all the community children. 1 believe
each family paid 25 cents per child and the Homemakers paid the rest. Dr. A. A. Deegan came from
Turtleford. He would stay two or three days each time
he came, setting up his "office" in the Tarbet's
"spare bec1room". Lacking electricity, his drill was
powered by the doctor, himself. pumping with his
foot.
The July 1st picnic was an event to look forward
to. Ball teams came from near and far. The Homemakers club sponsored the food concession. The ice
cream was all made at the Tarbets. ,Variolls members
would bring their "custards" and quarts of cream in
the day before. Early in the morning Stewart would
be out in the iee house. He would be getting the icc

was the first teacher in the hall.
\A/ith a gro\ving f<.nnily needing more and more
milk, Jessie decided to buy a CO\\' and purchased her
first one frorn fvIrs. Nordstrom. It continued to be
tethered along the C.N.Fz. fenCe. When the first calf
arrived. she decided it was time to buy a farm and
purchased the Ok Olson quarter, south of Robin
School. Her farming efforts continued and later they

rented r\\/o other quarters for hay and pasture. Before
they left Robinh()od in i'!46 their herd hac! grown to
forty head including several purebred shorthorns.

In the fal! of 11J40 they decided to cnlarge the
store and build on new living quarters. These were
completed in 1941.

It "vas during the war years that IVlary and Jim
both went away to finish their schooling. Then Mary
attended nursing school and Jim joined the army,
Before the vv'ar ended Hugh too. had to go mvay to
school.
In the spring of 1946. the Tarbets decided they
could no longer run the store and their increasing
cattle farm. Stewart's health was not good and the
cold winters were hard on him. They sold the store
business to Edna and Bill Walters and the farm to Pete
Sannerud. Following a trip to B.C.. where they purchased a home in Creston. they returned to have an
auction sale in August 1946 and a few days latcr left
Robinhood for their new home. Before they left. on
July 25. 1946. their daughter Mary. was married to
Harold Mattison of Rabbit Lake in the Lutheran
Church.
In 19-+9 the Tarbets rented their home in Creston
and moved to Moyie. B.C. Here they purchased
another General Store. Their son Jim joined them in
business. A year later they returned to Creston \\'hcn
Mary and Harold bought their share of the business.
Jim left the business in 1931 to work forC.M. & S ..
first in Riondel and later at -n·ail. Harold and Mary
sold the business in 1952 and also moved to Creston.

ready to be put into the wooden tubs. then his morning was spent turning the cranks to produce that
delicious. rich ice cream. The kids all gathered
around to lick the paddles when they were removed.
During the 1930's Robinhood and district's population was the greatest. Almost every quarter section
had a family living on it. Many Scandinavians had
arrived in the late 20's from Minnesota and the Dakotas. Then with the drought and depression many
families arrived as "Northern Settlers". with government help. They had been unemployed in the
cities or "blown out" in the dust bowl area.
It was obvious Robin School was too small and in

On returning to Creston. Stewart worked for the
forestry for a short time, a job he thoroughly enjoyed
as it necessitated flying about the Kootenay region in
the small foresty planes. But merchandizing was in
his blood anel when asked to relieve for holidays in
the men's department at the Creston VaHey cooperative. he accepted. The position became a full time
one and Stewart continlled there until the year he
died.

In Creston they were active in community affairs.
Jessie on the United Church board. the women's
church groups, the Rebeecah Lodge and Stewart with
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year w]th Pacific \Vestern Airlines and one year with
'Il'ans-!\ir hcforc rc-enlisting. He retired from the
Armed Forces in 1973 and settled in Kelowna where
he is now a rca! estate salesrnan for B lock Brothers.
He and Inez have three children as \A/eIL Donna Jean.
born March 3 j. !957 and now attending Douglas
College in Vancouver stud.ying Interior Design.
Douglas Stewart McGregor. born September 6, 1961
and at present attending Okanagan College in KelOWlla. Sheila Mary born October IS, 1966 is in high
school.
Barbam Jean Tarbet (Buddy) is a teacher. Tcaching vI/as alway!s Barbara \ love. She attended Normal
Schoo! in Victoria. taught for a fe\v years then married Gerald Robinson of Strathmore, Alberta, After
ten years she and Gerry were divorced and Barbara
returned to Victoria to teach and complete her Bachelor of Education degree, Her one son, Joseph Stewart, born March 6. 1965 lives with her in Victoria
where Barb is on stall at Margaret Jenkins School.
Donna Millar Tllrbet completed her schooling in
Creston. worked for a time in Calgary and then in
Vancouver where she met and married Richard
(Dick) Tompkins, They have one son. Daniel Stewart. born July 26. 1969.

curling, Knights of Pythias Lodge. Stc\\'Cirt passed
awi.lV AU2l!st (), j059.

jessj~ remain8d in Creston

1'01'

a time then moved

to Vancou\/cr for about fiv\: :years. On returning to

Creston she lived in the Senior CiIi/ens Lodge for lx
!11(H1ths but found there \vas not enough there for her
to do. \Alhcn fvia!')" ~H1d HarniLl purchased a fruit \"arm
she bought a mobile home and rnoved onto the farm.
Her gra~ll!Children christened hcr trailer, "Office of
the S'"uperintcndent". She immediate!:v took over the

flower heus and Kcpt them beautifully. In the fall or
1073 at 79 years, she decided she would IllOve to an
apartment in Pcmictol1. She was finding the gardening a bit difficult and did not \vish to stay if she \A'aSl1' t
fit to do the work she loved.
She passed away Junc Ill, 1974 arter a -;hort
illneSS. tv1ary and Harold have lived in Creston almost continually since 1047. [vbr:y is still \vorking
part-time at the local hospital and Harold is a partner
in Zodiac Realty Ltd. They have three children:
James Stevvart born June 20. 1047. a graduate or
U,B,C. in Applied Science and a world traveller.
mountain climber and canoeist. He has climbed in
Ken'la. New Zealand. Australia. France and the British l~les. He has canoed in the Canadian Arctic and is
presently the course director of Outward Bound
Mountain Schoo! in Keremeos. B.C. Hugh Douglas.
horn Julv 3. 1950. lives in Creston and is married
with thr~e children, He's a partner of Matt-Well
building Corporation. Barbara Leanne. born
November 26. i056 is an x-ray technician living in
Victoria, She is employed at Victoria General Hospital.
Jim Tarbet married Lois Arnott of Bateman Susko
in Creston. on June 26, 1954, They have three children. Howard James, horn March I, 1956, He is a
graduate of Royal Roads Military Academy in Victoria \vith a science degree in oceanography. Howard
has always loved to fly, having obtained his private
pilms license at 16 years, is now a Lieutenant in the
R,CA,F, tlyingjets.
Janice Lynn. born June 2. 1957 is at present
employed in Trail with C. tvi. & S. and is a graduate of
the University of Victoria.
Shelley Jean, born April 6. 1961. is at present a
student at the University or Victoria und she intends
to get a science degree and will probably teach when
finished.
Hugh Tarbet (Curly) married Inez Mathison of
Robinhood in Winnipeg October 6, 1955,
Hugh spent three years in the R,C.M.P. but flying \vas always his first love, :rIe took his private
pilots license at Cranbrook. B,C., then joined the
R,CA,F His commission was a temporary one and
after six years he was discharged, He then flew one

Tate Family
Mr. and Mrs, Bud Tate lived on the N ,E, V4
section of 34 with Mrs, Tate's brother the late Slim
Dirkson, They had a family of three: Lucille. Velva
and George. The girls went to Molewood School but
they moved to the Marlin district before George was
old enough to go to school. Soon after the family
moved to California.

The History of the Fred Tayler Family
by Phyllis Tayler
We came to Canada from England in April of
1920. After arriving in Mervin. we were met by
Dad's brother. Joe. and driven in an open sleigh to
Glaslyn, Mother said it was a long cold ride till we
got to Uncle Joe's place. as we were all dressed in
light clothing and there was still snow on the ground
in late April that year,
There was one store in Glaslyn and George
Crocker ran the post office, The railway came in
later. Dad's brother. Joe, had been in Canada since
1906 and he wrote for Dad to eome out here, At that
time they were advertising for people to come to
Canada, After seeing the pictures of the beautiful
crops and gardens that were supposed to be grown in
Canada and getting the letter. Dad decided to come.
Mom said she never did see a crop or garden like they
saw in the pictures.
After staying at U neIe Joe's for a few months we
moved to an old house on another quarter owned by
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Eric and Phyllis Taylor by well being dug by hand.

my uncle. My oldest sister, Edith, went out to work at
that time. She was twenty years old that August,
eight years older than Winnie, the next oldest in the
family, That left six of us children at home: Winnie,
Joe, Ernest, Claude and myself. Eric was born in that
house,
After living there for about two years, Dad home·
steaded on the northwest quarter of section 12, in the
Parkdale Municipality. The next section east of us
was in Medstead. Again it was an old log shack with a
sod roof and only one small window about 14" x 16".
I've often thought how hard it must have been for
Mom, after being used to funning water and electric
lights, to have to live in a one·room shack with coal
oil lamp, hauling wood and water with seven of us in
one room. Dad used to go down to Menta every
summer to work on a farm and we wouldn't see him
again until freeze·up in the fall. He did this for
several years as he had to earn money to keep us until
he could start farming himself.
To keep the homestead the government allowed
five years to clear the hush off ten acres and plough it
up ready for a crop. The homesteaders also had to
have a home on the land and pay the government ten
dollars. This may not so unci like much these days,
but the land had a lot of bush which had to be cut
down with an axe and ploughed by horses, one fur·
row at a time. Then came the rocks and roots before
you could get a crop.

Edith and Fred Taylor in doorway oj their iirst house built with
shingled roof. 1932.

Russell Doolittle on binder, ready to start harvesting.

Dad was "'as green as grass" when it came to
farming. The first set of harness was bought from
Eutoo's catalogue and as it was all apart Mom and
Dad sat up most of the night looking at the picture in
the catalogue and putting it together.
After a coupk of years the neighbours helped to
build a house out of poplar. It also had a sod root' but
also had an upstairs so there was a little more room.
Sid was born soon after we moved into it and \Vinnie

went out to \vork. She used to send money horne to
toS3

heIp out. in fact she bought the first \vagon

I rcrncmber one lime \vhen Eric, Claude, Ernest
and I INerc on our \\'ay to school. a stallion saw us and
hared his teeth. swrted s\vinging his front feet in the
air and started after us. As there was no fence to run
under we had no protection. Ernest grabbed a club,
let out a yell and ran to\vard the stallion. Lucky for us
the stallion was frightened off.
Another time Eric and I went for the cows which
\Vcre on open range as there \\-'eren' t many fences in
those days and a bull started to chase us. We sure
climbed a tree in a hurry and set the dog on him.
We used to have a school picnic every year on
Fraser's beach. That was \vhen Birch Lake was a nice
clean deep lake with nice sandy beaches. There has
been a lot of nice whitefish taken out of that lake. But
when the railway came past on the east side it cut off
all the streams running into it. Now that the railway is
no longer in use, I think it is a pity things are not put
back to their natural state. It was really a nice lake.
How many people remember going up to Peterson's Creek in the spring as soon as it started to run to
catch fish. The fish only ran for a short time so there
would be a lot of people up there catching fish at one
time. Then would be the job of canning them as that
was the only way we had to keep fish or meat in the
summer time. Some of the pork was put down in
brine. Boy was that saltyl even though we tried to
soak some of the salt out before cooking it.
The cream was hung down the well to keep cool
until we built an ice house. It was a small building
that was packed with ice and sawdust with a hole in
the middle to put the can of cream in. If it was packed
properly the ice would keep most of the summer. A
truck would come to the farms twice a week to pick
up the cream and haul it to Medstead.
In the fall a threshing crew would come and do
the threshing. There were about ten men to cook for.
The first year they came we had a very small stove, it
would only cook two loaves of bread at a time. Mom
stayed up all night to bake the bread. That was a busy
time as they had breakfast as soon as it was day light,
dinner at the usual time, but would not come in for
supper till it was dark. No such thing as an eight-hour
clay.
Fay Ledinski usually did our threshing as he was
our next door neighbour. The oldest boys would be
on the threshing crew so that left us younger ones to
do the extra chores. But everyone seemed to enjoy
that time of the year.
Dad died in 1939 and Mom stayed on the farm
with the boys doing the farming until 1948. Then she
came out to live with me in Rossland, B.C. By this
time Claude had married Lyola David who lived
about a mile north and east of us. They rented the
farm from Mom. When Mom died in 1956, Joe

VVC

owned.

Edith was married by this time and had gone out
to Nova Scotia. After a few years Edith and her
husband, Edgar Franey, moved back to a farm south
of Fairholme. They raised four children: Della, Laura, Jim and Leone. Edgar died in 1937 and Jim
Franey drowned in Little Loon lake in 1950. Edith
married Bill LocKe in 1940 and had three more children. Bill Jr., lives north of Glaslyn, he married
Debbie Pepper. Lenard LOCKe married Maxine Lockhart and lives in the Birch Lake district. Florence
(Locke) Rentz lives in Glaslyn.
Winnie married Russell Doolittle and they have
ten children: Gwen, Lorna, Hazel, Edward, Dorothy,
Jarven. Gail, Jim and Arlee. Gwen has been teaching
school at Rabbit Lake and is now Mrs. Lauglin.
Winnie and Russell are now retired and live in
Glaslyn. They used to farm south and east of Livelong.
Joe homesteaded the quarter east of us. He got
word in January that it was open to file on and even
though it was cold he had to ride horseback to Turtlel'ord [0 file. If he had waited till spring it would
have been too late. He has now retired in Glaslyn.
Some of the older children went to Sibbald Lake
School for a while until we moved to the homestead,
from then on we went to Birch Lake School until
Fernwood was built in 1932. Eric, Sid and I finished
our school years there. Fernwood was only one and a
half miles away. whereas, we had to walk three miles
to Birch Lake. There was only a path through the
hills and bush. no hope of getting a ride. In the
summer if it was raining, we would sometimes get
home to find the house was almost as wet inside as
out. Being a sod roof if it rained for long. the roof
would start leaking. There would be pots and pans all
over the place. It was also cold in the winter. On a real
cold day we would sit by the log-burning heater and
almost burn our knees while our back felt like it was
freezing. It was also quite cold in the school some
days. Sometimes our lunch would be frozen when we
went to eat it. There was one wood-burning heater in
the corner of the room which was to be started one
hour before we got there and that was a fair size room
to heat up.
There has been as many as fifty-six pupils in that
one room. Frank Warick was teaching there when I
started until about a year before 1 left to go to Fernwood. After Warick, Helen Omara taught us fot· the
last year.
People would drive for miles in an open sleigh to
come to dances in that school. The music was mostly
violin and guitar. All the old-timers will remember
the McNeils for their mllsic.
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Ncllil': born June 27, !LJ!2 in Eng!and
Bob born ["by!' ]\)]7 on the homt:-;u..'ad
B ill burn J ul y II. 19 1:\ on t he homestead

became the owner of the old homestead and Claude
bought (he Ledinski place which was the south half of
section 12. When Joe retired. Claude bought the old
homestead as well as Joe's own homestead.
Claude died in 1975 and now his son. FrelL and
Lyola. are farming'- this land. His dauohter
Cindy~
C
marrIed Chuck Varcoe and is living in Glaslyn.
Eric married Phyllis King in England during the
war and after farming north and east ofGlaslvn for a
few years settled in Edmonton where he died 1974.
His wife and daughter arc still living there.
Sid married Joyce Scotton afte; he came baek
from the army and started farming north of Glaslyn
before moving to the Jack Scotton place north 'of
Birch Lake School. He farmed this along with his
own land. until due to poor health. they moved to
Glaslyn where he is still living today.
Ernest spent quite a few years working for the
C.N.R. in Northern B.C. before retiring in Glaslyn.
I went out to Rossland. B.C. to work in 1947
came back as far as Wetaskiwin. Alberta in 1951 and
worked there. I came back to Saskatchewan in 1959
ancl started working for what used to be the Irrigation
part of the Saskatchewan Hospital in 1960 and have
been working in the same building until now. It is
now known as the Battlefords Regional Care Centre.
I went back to England for a visit in 1974. It's so
crowded over there! am not sorry we came to Canada
even though we went through some rough times. We
didn't know anything different at the time and every
one was in the same" boat". But I do think we should
stop. to appreciate what our parents went through as
they had been used to a softer life.

1Vh'. ami Mrs. Roberl Teskey ami Family
by Clarence (Hallk) Teske}
Rohert Juhn Teske}' and lvlahle Irene Keller \vere
married October 2, 1000 at Roblin. Ontario. In the
early spring of 1905. thev landed in S~tskatoon bv
train. tht: end of the line.- Then thev tra\'elkd frOI~1
there to Gallivan, Sash: .. \vith a \\,'aQOIl and oxen.
\'lith them \vert t\VO children: Benial;1in J;;111'1,c;';, and
Etta May. Mildred Marie was born;m May 28. 1905.
She was the first white baby born aroull;l Gallivan.
She was followed by William Nelson, Ernest Robert,
Anna Mary, I\1argery Irene. Violet Louise and Clurenee Teskey.
In the spring of 1')23 they moved to Green Lake,
Sask.
'
They came to Meclstead in 1927, where they
farmed on the N. E. Yo-24-50-15.
They moved to Ranger in 1935, where they lived
mother died in 1950. and
the rest of their lives.
Dad in 1958. All their fan;i1y is gone except Margery.
(Mrs. George Bowers). who now lives at Penticton.

tn

My

S.c.
Ernest Robert. who married Myrtle Heaclstrom
from Chitek Lake. and now lives at Dawson Creek.
B.C. and L (Clarence) married Esther Nelson of
Beechy, Sask. We live near Leovi1le, Sask. Esther
and I were married in 1950. fifty years to the month
after Morn and Dad. We have three children: Dell is
married to a farmer at Spruce Creek. Sask. and has
two sons.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Adam Tebay
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Adam Tebay came from
England in 1912 or 1913. They worked at Briercrest.
Outlook. Hanley and North Battleford. doing farm
and dairy work until 1915 when they took a homestead at Park Bluff. S.E. 36-48-16.
They built a one-room poplar log shack. They
broke some land and grew some oats that froze every
year. These were made into bundles and hauled to
North Battleford to dairy farmers. They had cattle. as
they spoke of taking turns herding them. Mother
made butter which was traded for uroceries at
Cochin.
C
•
Nellie attended school at Park Bluff.
Dad sold the homestead to Hy Coons. who later
solel it to Fred Highton. We moved to the Prince
District in 1921. to N. W. 31-45·16. The children then
attended school at Glenrose. Bob and Bill still farm
in the Prince District. Nellie has passed away.
Children of Mr. and Mrs. Torn Tebay:

Guyhirne School Children, 1926. Back. L. to R., Margey
Teskey, Jack DaVies, Amy Evans, Willie Lehman, Mally
Teskey, Irene Evans, Mary Steillhardt, Mary Davies. Front,
Martha Steinhardt, Stener Waalen, Agnes Waalen, Violet
Teskey, Rune Sjoberg, Ruby Evans, Llewellyn Davies. MissIng, Emma Christenson, Clara Evans, Leslie and Arthur
Chalk, Gladys Larson.
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Garth is rnarrieJ and has two sons also. He !!\/es
and works at Chitek Lake for the D.T.R.R.
Neil is single and works for lVkadow FonL at
tv1cado\v Lake as a mechanic.
Besides her home and farm work. Esther \vorks
part time for the forestry. planting trees. I work for
the Chitek Lake Forest Nursery.

Norm was emplOy'ed \vith the Pioneer Grain
Company until 1<)78 at Sanl!v,lith, when the CNR

decided to lift the track. For five months Norm
worked in the elevator at Rabbit Lake and then for a
short time in Glaslyn. Then he decided it was time to
be a full-time farmer. It was just too much 'to keep up
tvvo jobs. No"v he can be a family 1'1'1an and enjoy life
to its fuliest.

Normal! alld Heille Thiessell

Historv of the Harn ThisHethwalie Fmnih;

The first week in May. 1965 brought the Thiessen
five. to the small hamlet of Sandwith. At that time. if
we recollect, there were nine or ten people living
there. Also at that time Roland Marsh had a store and
the Post Office plus the oil and gas business. One
Pioneer elevator. a two-roomed school. hall. church
and a rink were there too. At present all the business
places are closed. Norm was employed with Pioneer
Grain as a grai n manager.
We had lived at Neville. Saskatchewan before
being transferred here.
The day we arrived in Sanclwith is one day we
will never forget. To start with. we got lost after
leaving North Battleford. no one seemed to know
where Sandwith was. The moving van was late with
our furniture - they too had got lost. To top the day
off. when Norm went to Marsh's store and came back
empty-handed I nearly cried. Alii wanted was milk.
potatoes. and a pound of butter. Also the water by
Edith McNabb's house was not fit to use for our baby
daughter, Roxanne. then three weeks old. We could
drink it but it was not for babies. Norm managed to
get water from the Halagazas. Our oldest son Perry
was then six years old in grade one. Randy, our
second son. was four years old.
Now Roxane is nearly fifteen years old and taking grade nine in Medstead Central School. Perry.
now twenty-two and Randy, nineteen. both graduated from Medstead Central. Roxane was born in
Swift Current on April II. 1965; Randy in Moose
jaw, Saskatchewan on February 27.961. and Perry in
Moose Jaw on July 17, 1958. On October 5.1956 we
were married in the Lutheran Church at Scotsguard.
Saskatchewan.
In March of 1974 we bought the Peter Klippenstein farm, three quarters. Th;t same year in August
we moved to our farm. In 1979 we purchased a
quarter of pasture land nine miles west of Sandwith
and also a quarter of cultivated land just kitty-corner
from our home quarter.
At present we arc raising cattle and last summer
started raising pigs. With spring 1. Heine. raise my
own chickens, turkeys, ducks, geese and keep my
own laying hens over the winter. This is all a first for
me. Of course, each spring I have my big garden to
work in.

sUhmitted by Wynne (;onos (a niece)
~
On March 25. IlJ27. Harry and Winifred
Thist!cth\\'aitc arrived in Gknbush from Marcclin
with their t\VO suns: Grenfield Nelson, age), Belton
Henry. one yeaI' old; anci Dad and Mom Thistlethwaite (William and Mary).
Harry had purchased tv\"o quarters of land from
the former owners, Nelson and McLaughlin. The
move from Marcc!in to Glcnbush \vas made by!
freight train using ooxcars. Cattle as well as ol;r
precious belongings went by this method. We lost
some cattle due to shipping fever on this move. This
\vas a big loss to LIS as We had just begun to SPecialize
in Black Angus cattle. Harrv \vorked hard clearing
the land with horses. In 1947 he purchased a Fanm;l
A. this lightened the chore a bit. Harry also worked at

Winifred and Harry Thistlethwaite with son Grenfield and
grandchildren, Phil and Steward.
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\\'~h

discharged in

19~(}.

He nov,'

\'\'OfhS

for the Bri[ish

Columhia Telephone Company' and resides in Van-

couver 'l,vith his \\.;]1'(;, C"lladys. and tlh:ir I\\'O sons,
Philip ~lnd Steward.
1n 1050 Belton \vcnt to Ocean Falls to \'\"OIl in a
paper milL laIc!" he gO[ on \-\'ith !'vic0/1illan and
B!oedcli paper mill in Pov,;ell Ri\'"er and still remains
[here. On June 22, ]lj)3, he married Frieda Soderberg. To rhis union thr~e children were born: B!\:nda
LVIlIl. Dougias Kirk. and Terrance Neil.
It was in November of 1966 Harry's failing health
forced him to sel! the farm and move south. The farm
is now owned by [vir. \Valtcr Hanns.

On lVlay 11" 1970. Harry passed :\\vay.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Thlstlethwaite 60th Anniversary, May 7,1944.

Frieda ThisHethwaHe
Frieda was born in March. 1929. growing up on
the farm at Buffalo Lake and Glenbush. Frieda attended school in Glenbush and took her grade I! and
12 in North Battlcford. After leaving schooL she took
her Psychiatric Nurses training at the Saskatchewan
Hospital in North Battldord. After graduation,
Frieda worked at the Home for the Aged in Vernon,
B.C
In 1953 Frieda married Belton Thistlethwaite,
formerly of the Glenbush district. Frieda and Belton
lived in Ocean Fidls. B. C. for a while and later settled
in Powell River. B.C. where Belton is on staff with
the Povvell River Paper Ivlill Company. Frieda and
Belton have one daughter. Brenda and two sons,
Terry and Douglas.

Austin Thompson
Austin Thompson was born at Primrose. Ontario,
in 1895 to parents of Irish descent. ,b"arming in rural
Ontario in those early days was a family way of life
and young Austin, being the eldest boy in a family of
five. was soon expected to do his share.
He began. as was then the usual custom. to work
out at an e~rly age. As a young man he found himself
westward bound on a harvest excursion.

Grandpa and Grandma Thistlethwaite with Winifred, Harry
and their sons, Grenfield and Belton.

hauling piles for the bridge between Battkford and
Glenbush after which I (Winnie) always referred to it
as l-larry's bridge.
1 cannot recall any real hardshirs to speak of for
when things !lot bad we got relief as \\-'cl! as our
neighbors: a~d \vhen th~ crops came back and
yielded well the prices were very poor.
We did enjoy the schoolhouse dances.enjoyed the
dancing as well as the squabbles that sometimes

arose.
Harry servcJ on the schoo! board as trustee and
on the Medstead Anglican Church Board.
Grandpa passed away on May II. 1947. at the age
of 85. Grandma passed away at 9.' in July of 1954.
The boys received their eLiucation at Avery
School. Grenfield joined the air force in 1941. and

Austin Thompson with some of his pure·bred Shorthorns.
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He found work in southern SaskatchcV\.'t.m ncar
Bene Plain and, liking the west, he decided to stay.
He rented land and fanned at Pense, Sask. for many
years.
In 19c.l.4 he 111'-trried Kathken Turnbull (nee Swrling l.
He alvnty/s took a great pride in his livestock and
owned some fine Clydesdales and driving horses. He
raised pure-bred Shorthorn cattle \vhich took many
prizes in competitions, including exhibitions in North Battleforci and Regina.
Always imercsted in sho\vmanship. he \vas active
in organizing the local fair at Cater, and acted as a
judge on many occasions.
He enjuyed the local dances and parties held in
those carl y" years and was in demand to recite on
many occasions. His cornmancl of memory \vork
could have filled a book and Robert W. Service was
his favorite.
He continued to live and farm in the Cater district
until his passing in May of 1967.

SW-16-49-14. The following spring he returned and
built a log cabin with a sod roof. plastered with mud.
It had two windows and a door and a floor of hewed
logs. another room Vias added luteI'. The family had
been staying wiht relations in Fielding until the cabin
was ready for them, and at that time came hy train to
North Battleford. and then by horse and wagon to
their new home. A railway had been promised in
three years. but it did not materialize until almost
t\vemy years later. At first there was no post office
and no school and the store was six miles a\VL1Y.
The settlers held a meeting and sent a request to
the government for a post office and this was granted,
and named Glenbush. The post office was opened in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Gristwood. Mr.
George Gordon was the mail carrier. They then applied for a school and it was built on the farm of Mr.
Avery. and was named for him. It was built in 19 II bv
Mr. 1. M. Field and opened for classes the followin~
year. with Mr. McLaughlin as the first teacher.
Eventually fifty acres were added to the homestead (bordering Gordon's lake). As time went by
other log buildings were added: cattle barn. granary
and chicken house.
In 1922 Dad with the help of Algie and Ernie,
started work on a house and barn near the lake and
completed the buildings the next year. Dad was taken
ill about that time and. and did not live to enjoy the
new home. Mother and the family moved to the new
location in 1924, and she only lived four more years
and died in 1928 at the age offifty-two. The farm was
sold and the family left the district with the exception
of Ernie.

The Henry Thompson Family
Henry Thompson. his wife. Mary Jane. and two
smal! boys came to Canada from Tyne. England in
19()3. They found work on a farm near Souris. Manitoba. and stayed there until 19()6. During that time a
daughter Grace was born. They returned to England,
but only stayed a short time.
In 1907 Dad went to Saskatchewan and took up a
homestead - one quarter section of land

Son Harry Algernon (Algy) Born January 29,
1901, England
Some of my earliest recollections arc of hauling
\vater in barrels on a stone boat with oxen.
In the fall of 1912 and the winter of 1913 I worked
for Ernie Rains. milking cows morning and night and
hauling feed every day except Sunday. At that time 1
was thirteen to fourteen years of age. Inl9141 had to
leave school to work on the lanel. digging scrub. roots
and trees. This involved rising at 3 3.m. and driving
three oxen on a sulky plow until 9:00 a.m. We would
then have a rest. We had to get up so early because of
the hot weather. We would work all day digging up
scrub so we could plow the land.
In the spring of 1917 I went down to work for Mr.
Anderson who had a large farm. I drove five horses
on the gang plow. plowing. harrowing etc. In the fall
I drove fOllr horses on a binder cutting the wheat,
oats. and barley. I made sixty-five dollars per month
with room and board. This assisted my father to buy
machinery and horses.

Thompson Family. 1919. Back row: L. to R .. Grace. Ernie. Algy.
Mr. Henry Thompson (Dad). Middle row: Edith. Mrs. Mary
Jane Thompson (Mother). Front row: Hazel. Albert and Edgar.
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could run in on track and the front ski on the other. !\
Model B Ford Engine: skis and propellor were purchased from Winnipeg, lV1anitoba, Aircraft tubing
\vc!ded together was used for the body frame vvith a
Star 6 gas tank put on end and a Star 6 radiator was

cut and narTo\ved down and used inside the cab for
hem. Aircraft fabric covered the body. coloured a
warm red with double glass \vindshild, For brakes the
fcar skiis were slotted in the centre for the iron bar to
pull the brake on [he inside of the cab when the snow
surface was hard, To hold back going down hill a
logging chain was used to throw over the ski close to

the door. There \'v'as room for three passengers in the
back seat and a single seat for the driver.
In 1937 because of lack of business and the depression I left Unity and went to live in Richmond,
B.C. In the spring of 1938 I went to work at a
Chrysler Plymouth Garage in Chilliwack, B.C. for
sixty cents per hour and this was increased to seventy-five cents per hour for the foreman's position. In
the spring of 1942 ! moved to Vancouver, B.c. to
work for the Boeing company at the aircraft overhaul
plant. This was later taken over by CPA. In December, 1944, I was loaned by the Canadian Government
to work in Seattle and Renton, Washington, on B-29
bombers and stayed there until the war was over at
which time I returned to Vancouver.
I had decided after working for Boeing that I no
longer wanted to own my own garage and went to
work for the White Motor company until 1955 and
then McCleary and Weston and Ocean Cement untill
retired in 1968.
I still live in the home I built in Vancouver in 1948

Harry Algernon Thompson, 193'L Built his own snowmobile,

I returned to school in the fall of 1922 at the
Battleford Collegiate staying at the School Horne. I
was completing my second year of high school when
my father died in 1924 and I had to return home.
I remernber my father taking four long days to go
to North Battleford and back to the homestead hauling oats on a sleigh pulled by oxen. The oxen's
walking speed was two miles per hour and 1 remember in a snow storm they wouldjust lie down and rest
when they were tired. They always seemed to know
where they were going even in a storm.
My grandfather stayed with us at the age of seventy-four and liked to cut green w(lod with the crosscut saw. He used to say that was what kept him going.
I remember my father used to take the mi;iste,\
place at the school house on Sundays when the minister didn't show up. "
! left the farm in 1925 and went to Saskatoon to
take a short engineering course at the university and
in 1926 took the I.H.C. tractor course. My first real
job was at the Jackson Auto in Saskatoon at thirtyfive cents per hour and after three months I received a
ten-cent per hour raise. In March of 1928 ! went to
Unity, Sask, to work for a General Motors Dealer. H.
E. Hamilton, and after two years went into partnership with Heck Stewart at the same garage. In the
fall of 1931 we built a snowmobile a~d d~ring the
winter this was used constantly taking sick pcople to
hospital and the doctor to sick people. It was also
used to take horse buyers around the country. We
received thirteen orders to build sn()wmobil~s but
when the crops were poor the orders were cancelled.
The snowmobile was built out of the following:
Model T Ford car frame. two Chev. car-propellor
shaft housings for rear axle, Model T front wheel
spindle for front ski to turn on; Pontiac steering box
anel wheeL Model T head lamp; Model A ford'front
spring for front ski, two rear Star-6 springs for rear
skis placed twice the width of a sleigh. so one rear ski

and am in excellent

healt~,

I am an above average

bowler and bowl at least twice a week. and I continue
to fish whenever! have the opportunity. My wife,
Edith. passed away in 1976. We had a family of three
children ~ daughter. Hazel, and sons, Keith and
Alvin, ~ all living in Vancouver. 1 have a total of ten
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

Henry Thompson Family
George Ernest Thompson BOrll September 1902
When we came to the homestead in 19081 was six
years old, but 1 still vividly remember the long drive
from North Battleford. Dad spent the first year at
home and we had a few acres of land broken also a
garden plot. Afterwards Dad went out to work in the
summer while Mother and the family stayed on the
farm. There was no school at that time and we children spent our time helping with the chores, hauling
water from the nearby lake and bringing in the wood
for the stove. The lake also provided us with recreation ~ swimming in the summer time, and a rink in
the winter.
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all day. so slept soundly though we usually had [0
make our beds in the strawstack, carrying our blanket
roll with us from farm (0 farm. In the winter of 1917 I
\\'orked on Ivlr. Le Feuvre's ranch caring for his cattle
while he Vias (1\vay on holiday. and later did the same
work for Mr Gilchrist during his absence on holiday.
For the next few years I spent my summers working for farmers in the RudJell and Denholm district.
returning home after harvest to help put up a supply
of wood, and to get out logs for the ne\V' house and
barn Dad was planning to build. In the fall of 1923.
jim Gilchrist and I went harvesting in the Wilkie
district and when that was completed we decided to
spend the winter in the bush and found work at a
lumber camp on the Carrot River. Wages were about
sixty dollars per month, room and board provided.
My father died the following spring and I stayed at
home for the next two years working on the farm and
renting some extra land to make it worth while. I
planted Garnet wheat in this extra land and was lucky
enough to get a fairly good crop.

Edna and Ernie Thompson, 50th wedding anniversary.

In the winter of 1916-27 I went to Regina and
took a course in barbering and in 1927 opened a
barber shop and poolroom in Glenbush.
In 1928 ! took over the Imperial Oil agency for
the Jistrict I had a small shed for oil and grease and
the petroleum products which were shipped in by rail
in barrels and stored in the McDonald's yards. The
next year the company built a warehouse anJ installed a storage tank for gasoline.
My mother died in the fall of that year and the
following spring the family dispersed. I stayed on in
Glenbush and in 1929 ! married Edna Smith formerly
of Rabbit Lake. A year later our only child, a son,
was born. We made our home in Glenbush for the
next twenty-four years. During the depression of the
thirties times were hard. and making a living was
difficult. Business was practically at a~standstilrand I
turned to hauling grain to the elevator for the farmers
in the raIl, also making trips to Battleforcl for them.
exchanging wheat for their supply of flour for. the
winter ancl taking part payment in flour from them
for our needs. ! also sold binder twine and cream
separators. On one occasion I took a goat for a
second hand machine. but had to get rid ~f it as the
animal was not popular at home after it chewed the
legs off my overalls hanging on the clothes line.

Edna and Ernie Thompson and son, Vern.

When we were able to purchase some cattle 1 had
to take my turn herding them as we had no fences,
and they had to be watched so they did not stray. To
while away the time and make a little money I would
dig seneca root, which when dry could be sold at the
local store. When I was thirteen Mr. Gordon hired me
as fireman on his steam engine at harvest time. I was
very tired at night after pushing straw into the firebox

!n 1942 ! worked part time as assistant to Mr.
Dunn. the Pool Elevator agent, and when he retired
the following year. I became the grain buyer I continued buying grain, and running the oil agency for
the next nine years. When the oil company deciJed to
close the agency at Glenbush in 1952 ! was transferred to Medstead and continued as agent there until
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dean out). Mother baked the brc;:uj and made the
san(hviches ..kllo and whipped cream \Vt,?I'C also
served.
OUf first ox, Billy_ was the first calf frorn thd
kicking CO\'./. Dad got another ox and we had a leam.
- Billy and Tom. They did quite a bit of the breaking

! retired in 1974. We stili live in Mcdstcad in the
house we bought \vhcn we first moved here.

i enjoy golfing in the summer and fishing \vhcn I
have time. In winter I spend my leisure time at the

arena skating, curling and "vatching hockey. I have
also taken up badminton.

of the land, \vith a Sulky ployV'.
!n 191<:>, Dad got <l ream of horses \vhich made
farming a little easier. at least the)! moved a little
faster. Our first bit of crop \vas stackeu. then f\1r.
Newman caITlt with his Stanley-Jones and threshed
it. Later, we had Sandy iV1cNah thresh for us 'Nith a
machine that was pulled around by horses. Later still,
AIL [\Jiarsh came with his steam engine to do the
threshing. It really made a noise when he blew the
whistle for dinner and supper.
Five more children \vere born, nine in all. My
brother. Alex. born in Manitoba in 1907, died in
19()9. My mother and Mrs. Sasseen were taking him
[0 North Battlcford to a doctor with horse and buggy
but he died on the way and was buried in the Glenrose
district on the farm of Mr. Andrew Mair.
Ruth. my youngest sister. died in 1919. at the age
of ten months.
One time when Dad made a trip to North Battleford. he took my sister. Edith. and me along with
him. Edith would be six or seven at the time and I
would be ten or eleven. We travelled mostly at night
as it was cooler for the oxen.
We had a flat bottomed wagon with a few bags of
grain to sell and a steer tied on behind to sell too. We
saw our first movie and had ice-cream at an icc-

Daughter, Grace isabella, Born Febrllary 20,
1905
My parent's. Henry and Mary Jane Thompson.
came to Canada from Nev/castle-on-Tync, England,
in 1903. They worked on a farm in Manitoba where I
was born. They went back to England shortly thereafter but only stayed a few months.
In the spring of 1907. Dad took up a homestead at
Glenbush. Saskatchewan. S. W. 16-49-14. built a log
shack with a sad roof and that was our home for many
years. Another room was added later. it was logs with
a sod roof.
Along about 1922-23, a two-storey hOllse was
built down by Gordon's Lake. It was logs too. but
with a shingled roof and a vast improvement over the
homesteader shack. Dad did not live in it as he died in
1924 at the age of forty-eight just before it was ready
for occupation.
Dad worked out during the summer for other
more established fanners away from home. Our first
cow was a range cow that Dad got as payment or part
payment for working. She was very wild and had to
be milked through a pole barrier or she would kick
you and send the pail flying.
Before we got the cow my mother used to walk
two miles to a neighbours. milk their cow or cows
and bring some milk home for us kids. Later when
Dad got farming more he would go to the bush and
work in the winter time. usually as a cook as that was
his profession in England.
After Avery school was built in 1911 and dances
were held there. Mother and Dad used to cater for the
c1ances. Dad made the cakes and decorated them with
fancy icings, (we loved that as we got the bowls to

cream parlour that had marble-topped tables and wire
chairs.
The oxen laid down in the street every time Dad
stopped at a store to do some shopping. !t was quite
an experience ~

As Mother had taken some training in England as
a seamstress and as a midwife, she was much in
demand fordelivering babies in the district. She also
did SOlTl.C cllstom sewing along with all the sewing for
the fumily. Cotton flour sacks were made into innumerable garments.
We all attended Avery schOOl during the summer.
It was closed for the winter. Our first teacher was
Cecil McLaughlin. a fill-in I think. then a Miss Grant
came to teach. The school picnic and the Christmas
concerts were the big events of the year.
One year my mother made the icc-cream for the
picnics at home. the boys delivered it. Needless to
say. Mother didn'[ get to the picnic that day as she
was kept busy making ice cream. We had ice in an ice
well. (Blocks of ice were cut on the lake in the winter
and put in the ice well, well covered with straw and

Henry Thompson, second house near Gordons Lake, 1925.
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\vc had ice most of the summer. Milk and cream vvere
kept in it and they were so good and cold.)
'V\fhen we \vere quite y1oung, Dad got us clogs to
wear in the winter. (I suppose they were cheap). They
were very cold and very noisy. Mother used to pull
old sox over them so as they wouldn't be so noisy.
One year Dad got a pair for himself. That \vas rhe end
of clogs for all of us. Dad froze all of his toes and the
nails came off.
My mother died in 1928. at the age of fifty-two.
The h(;mestead was sold and the family was scattered
with just my brother. Ernie. residing at Meclsteacl
now.
In 1926 I married Philip Thomas (fanner) of
Scentgrass Lake district. We had a family of six
childr~n. four boys, two girls. The girls were twins
and one died in infancy. Our youngest boys are twins
too. We still live on the farm but have been retired for
some years now owing to my husband's ill health.
(Submitted by Grace Thomas)
North Battleford, Sask.
R.R . .o
S9A 2X4

church. Dlaved !lolL was adept as sc\ving and did

hand wO;'k ;)f diherent kinds.
She \ivas a true offspring of a pioneer brnily who
helped in their small \V"lY to open up the \\'est.
submitted by Grace Thomas

William Edgar, bom Glenbush, Saskatchewlln,
SepL 24, 1912,
A Few Things Thai I Hemember About The Old
Days,
. First day" at schoo! - The teacher \vas Mrs.
Muirhead. I willncvcr forget the taste of the drinking
water at school. It was very hard water and came from
a deeD well in the sc!Jooi vard. We used to bring it
into the school porch by th~ pailful and pour it into a
large crock that had a spout ncar the bottom.
-- I only had one fight at school and that was with
Joe Oste;. We had a g~)od punching match one morning before classes but after that. we were good
fri~nds. During the first years of school! thought I
was hard done by because I had to walk about threequarters of a mile to school every day. After passing
grade VllL 1 had to leave school (about 1926) to help
look after the farlll- work the land and raise chickens. We had a horse and buggy that we used on trips
to the hamlet of Glenbush. When coming home each
time the driver would see how close he could come to
a gate post in making a turn into the farm yard area,
without hitting it. One day when! was driving, I
came a little too close with the rear axle of the buggy
with the result that the horse ran away with the front
wheels leaving Mother and I sitting in the back half of
the buggy.
We never had a car of any kind at home and I
remember one time a salesman coming out from
North Battleford and taking Mother and the family

Edith, Bom November 17, 1909
My sister, Edith, was born in November 1909,
died in January, 1979. As she is not here to add her bit
to the Thompson history I will fill in for her. She was
always a very good-natured child and she needed to
be. as I used to drill her so on her school work.
especially spelling. untilI'm sure she must have felt
like screaming.
Our favourite pastime was playing house.
When she finished her grade VIll at Avery school
she went to North Battleford and worked for her
board at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Hicks and
went to school until she got her grade XI.
Mr. Hicks was moved to Mervin. Saskatchewan,
as school inspector and Edith went with them and
worked for them for a year or two until she got
enough money together to take up training as a nurse.
She trained at the Royal Alexandra Hospital in Edmonton and after graduating she got a position in the
hospital at Vermilion, Alberta. Pay at that time was
fifty dollars per month working a twelve-hour day.
Edith spent the rest of her life in Vermilion, marrying
Stan Waldenberger and thev raised a family of three
daughters and o~e son. Th~ three daughte(s all took
up the profession of nursing.
After seeing her family well launched she went
back to nursing at the Vermilion Hospital and did so
until her retirement in 1975. After retiring she and
her husband did a little travelling and planned to do
more but it was not to be. Edith loved her home, her
family, took part in community affairs, attended

Mrs. Henry Thompson feeding her turkeys, 1917.
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Daughtero LHHan :~-hn:€L Born
19i4
I \Vi.!S the seventh in the family

nut in a touring car of some kind with snap-onwindow covers. He tried very hard to sell Mother the
car. (this was about 1926. a couple of years after Dad
died) but she had better judgment than to buy the car
or it would have taken most of the steers that we had
raised to pay for it. We used to charge all our groceries at Harrison's store and as I remember, I do not
think that we ever had a grocery bill for a whole year
that would be more than one hundred doilars.
! think that our mother had the greatest intluence
of anyone in raising the children as she was so kind
and patient and understanding. She would never say
a harsh word about anyone and was loved by her
children and by everyone who came in contact with
her. It was a hard blow when she died suddenly of a
stroke in August. 1928.
After Mother died. the members of the family
that were at home at that time stayed together for
about eight months and then split up going in different directions and the farm was rented out.
I was 16 years old at that time and managed to get
a job at the Experimental Station at Scott starting in
March. 1929. I worked there for three summers. ten
hours a day. six days a week at thirty cents per hour
which we thought was pretty good pay at that time. In
the fall of 1931. I went to Birch Hills where I worked
on a dairy farm for a year at twenty-five dollars per
month. There we worked seven days a week from 5
A.M. to 10 P.M. with only a couple of Sundays off
during the year. We milked cows three times a day. In
the fall of 1932. I went to Saskatoon and enrolled in
the School of Agriculture (called the Associate
Course at that time) at the University. As the same
time I attended the Technical School in Saskatoon.
After completing the two-year Associate Course and
getting grade XlI at the Technical SchooL I went on
to the degree course in Agriculture and graduated in
1938.
While on the home farm at Glenbush. my hobby
was raising chickens. Many people do not know this
but every chicken in a flock is different and each one
has a different face. I was able to tell every chicken
apart and to many of them. I gave names and would
point them out to people who came to visit. I had one
special rooster that would chase girls if I told it to do
so. I had a lot of fun having it chase my sisters and
their girl friends from time to time.
The early days were tough days for all of us but I
do not think that it did us any harm. I am proud of 'II!
the members of the Thompson family and of the
children and grandchildren of the this pioneer family.
W. Ed. Thompson
2937 Wascana St.
Regina. Sask.
S4S 2G7

or nine l'hildrcl1. j

do not r;:J11embcr too much about nly dad as I was

onl;.' nine vvhcn he died. I \\.'as thirteen \\,'hen m)/
mother passed m\,'ay, su 1remember her alittk better.
\\/12 used tu go '\vith the horse and ougg)i to pick
stravvbcrries. There llsed to be lots in those clays but
nov\' people gro\v them in their gardens.
A little humorous story ahout myself. i del'ided to
go for a canoe ride by myself after supper one night, !
was paddling along, n:a!!y' enjoying it \vhen r lost the
paddle, I didn't want to drift tu the other side of the
lake so I jumped out. I managed to get to shore ~lS
living right neur the lake I learned to swim a littk.
Brother Ernie \vas on the shore thinking he \vould
have to rescue me. l\/ly brothers had to go to the other
side of the lake the next day to get thc canoe.
rvl y mother \vas a good garJencr. she grevy' a big
vegetable garden and her flowers were really lovely.
One thing that has ahvays stucK in my mind ahout
my dad \vas he al\vays had a church serv'ice in OUf
home on Sunday. After my mother passed away!
lived in the same house with my tWO hrothers. Edgar
who was two years older than l. Albert who was two
years younger. We stayed rhere from August until
April when they had the sale. I then went to live with
my sister. Grace, at Prince, Saskatchewan.
I was married in 1940 and we had four children.
of whom arc all married and have their O\';ln families.
submitted by. Mrs. Hazel Dibben (Thompson)
SOil Alber! Edward, 24 September 1916
Vv'hat should have been my first recollection of
life on the old homestead at Glenbush was sitting
down on the top of a big ant-hill and not knowing
enough to get off. but my memory doesn't recall it.
The first clear picture at about the age of three or four
was setting out \vith my dad onc summer afternoon
with the tealll and wagon for the closest town fifty
miles away. We camped that night near North BattlefonL I awoke the next morning in the sun under the
wagon and gazed out from the hill over the city. One
thir;g we did while there was visit the Gris(wood
familv.
o'ne other vivid incident I will recall was when
two of my older brothers and some of (heir friends
from the vicinity took to skiing at night in the bright
moonlight behi!;d a horse and rider a,;d most likely at
break-r;cck speed. How long it \vcnt on I don't recall
but it ended abruptly one night when one of the boys
suffered a bad gash to his face, the scar of which!
think he still carries to this day.
Most families have their share of sicknesses in
early years. ours did also. that! remember. It seemed
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that Nurse Drayton came quite a few times to the old
sod shack and \vould sit at my oed till the \VCe hours.
Then there are flashes of memury of my' younger
sister. Ruth. \\,'110 seemed to be crying most of the
time. I seemed to sense there was somcthins:: \VTong
and apparently' there \iv'as as it didn't St;em ver~-i long
until she vvasn't there an)lT110re.
Old Avery School hud been the centre of learning
around there for quite some time, thaI is. up to a
radius of three to four miles. fv1).' first teacher was a
rvir. Chisholm and I liked him right a\V<.ly'. Hc I,vas
very strict but knc\v hen.\' to teach you ho\v to spell.
After moving from the old house [0 the nev.' one
close by the lake my share of chores became clItting
ihe wood for the cookstove and heater \v'hich \-vas a
claily task with a buck-saw, the more I cut the more
\vas burnt it seelneci like. In the spring a man with one
arm by the name or Lively would come with a buzzsaw and cut up a big pile in one day, enough for all
summer and that was just great.
Getting blocks of icc out of the lake in February
when the icc was two feet thick was always interesting but I was too small to help with that.
After mother passed away in AugUSL 1928 we
had a sale the following spring and I went to live on a
farm north of Unity, Sask. where I finished grade
eight in a country school there. Then stayed on there
long enough to finish grade ten when I \\'cnt out to
work at the age of sixteen.
After a few years i found that swinging an axe,
clearing land or driving a tractor for some farmer or
even cutting wood was more to my liking than feeding chickens and milking cO'vVS three times u day.
Two years were spent in the armed forces before
the end of World War II.
submitted by Albert Thompson
Halfmoon Bay, B.C.
VON IYO

The Karl Ttlumman family. Karl and Rila's 25th Anniversary.
Jackie, Lana. f<athy Jo, Rita, }(arl, Linda. Rich. Janet.

it had !on~ been Karl's desire to live on a farm
and \vhile on holiday.';.; in 1074 in the Bc1uttc area we
heard or a yj section of land for sale. Upon investigation \ve found the land held already been sold. so our
hopes dashed. we returned tu Calgary.
III March i '!7S. Joe btllicr of Spiritwood phoned
to say that the land was once again available if we
were still interested. \lv'e arrived in the Stoke area
July I. 1\)75.
On August 1-J.. 1075 1 began ;xorK at Medskad
School Unit Office where 1 \J,/as employed for 8
months.
The three younge" childrcn LYllda. Jackie and
Lana all attended Medstead Central School. At present .land. Kathy Joe, Rich' and Lynda arc all working in Calgary. Janet is no\", PI/Irs. Don Molnar. Jackie
is also married IMrs. Ed Sarrazin) ami lives ill the
Spirit\\'ood areH, \",hile Lana continues her schooling
in Mcdstead.
Karl still pursues his sale or cookware covering a
large area surrounding: Belbutte. Sun-in-la\v Ed Sarrazin farms his land.
\Ve celehrated Ollr 25th \\'Cdding anniversary' in
rViay of lY79 \vith all Ollr children present.
Karl"s dream \Vhen he came to [he farm was to
erect a greenhouse and establish himself in Hydroponic Gardening. This \vould enable him to supply
an area approxiamteiy 25 miles in radius \vith fresh
tomatoes. cucumbers. etc. year round, as a beginning. To datt-; he has been unable to obtain a government grant to help gct established, however, if
southern Alberta is any cx.arnp!c this may be a venture \ve'!l see a lot of in the future. I kno\v Karl
certainly! would like to sec his dream a reality and as
he says "I'll never give up."

The Karl Thumann Family
as told by Rita T!mmmm
Karl Thumann grew up in Dusseldorf. Germany.
He immigrated to Canada in l1)52. He was originally
to go to Calgary but due to illness left the train in
Saskatoon and was hospitalized. \Vhen released from
hospital. immigration had a job with auctioneer Ed
Roth. waiting for him at Rosthern. He remained there
a year. Following that he was employed by Shelly
Bros. in Saskatoon. In 1053 he met me. Rita \Viens.
We were married in 1954.
We have six children five girls and one boy ~ all
born in Saskatoon. In 1966 we moved to Calgary
where Karl worked for the C.P.R. for five years. He
began selling cookware in 1973 first Life Time and
now Tem Tbne.

The Charlie Tilmes lcamily
slliJmil!ed iJy Neola VC!lsilmd
We came to Medstead in the fall of 1027 to
homestead northwest of iV1edsread. It \\-'as a smull
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Oslo area. Neola. that's me \vriting, mo\/ed to Brandon, Minn. 3V: years ago \vhcn we ~ctircd. \Vc have·]
boy!s. all married. Glenn is in California, is divorced
and living alone. I··h!ma Ulso lives out there. Vvenddl

is in Bruderheim, Alberta rnarricd and work.ing out.
Go!ng hack this past summer v,:as really gr~at for
me and my husband. There me ITwnv changes. The
new school in Medstead looked so ni<ce. Th~ friends
don't change and 1 do see people live a slower, less
compiicated life in Canada than in the U.S.A.
All this had taught llS a lot and the memorics arc
most happy. eVen \'v'alking 3 miles in bitter cold to
school. eating frozen sandwiches and freezing
hands. feet and facc. I ;ZUCSS ViC \vere tough like all
the rest and eVeryone \\~l.s in the same sitl~ltion. \Ve
c1idn', have many clothes so had to care well for
everything.
Sad to see so many gone either through death or
other ways. but that's life.
It's a place I'll always remember. even though I
was only "t years old when we came and left at 15
years old. It's really my home. Henry and Amy
Reinhart own our home now. They were school pals
and neighbours of ours. I'll be back. God willing.

Mrs. Hilma Tennis with two of her four sons, Wendell and
Chester, 1951.

farm. all rock and brush. trees. We came from Oslo.
Minn. Dad sold his farm there to gO to Canada where
it was to be so rich and better. likZ many others it was
proven wrong. Charlie shipped his Rumely. threshing machine and plows plus the cOOK car. which was
our home at first. We did get another small building
which served as our bedroom and front room. Dad
worked hard to break a little of our land for crops. We
did have cows. chickens and horses and Dad worked
out for other neighbors with his machinerv as his \vas
big and could do work that others coullin't do. We
were happy. had very good neighbors and all ioined
together in fun we made for our ourselves. Thc're was
no money so just had to make the best with what we
had. Charlie died on Feb. 9. 1934. He is buried north
of Medstead. From there on things got worse. Chester the oldest went back to Oslo.cMarie followed
next. Carroll worked out in Cannington ivL.lIlor,
Sask. for 1Y2 years then he went back. Neola left in
1938 at the age of IS years. I had been on my own for
over a year then. Our home just fell apart after Dad
died. His wife never married again. but could not
provide for the children. Glen left at the age of 12
years and went back to Oslo to join the rest. Hilma
Tinnes was expecting when Charlie died. so that
April a brother joined us (Wendell). l've been back 2

The Dave lbews .Familv
as told by Dorolby Toews
Both Dave and I grew up near Altona. Manitoba.
Dave lived five miles on one side of Altona and I,
then Dorothy Sawatsky lived five miles the other side
of town. We were married in Morden. Manitoba in
IlJSI and L10ydminster became our first home. We
farmed in the LJoydminster area until 1956 when in
an attempt to improve our farming situation \ve
moved to the Stoke District near Belbutte.
We have three children. our oldest Brenda. now
Mrs. Vern Wulff of L1ovdminster. son Gordon farms
with his father and our ~econd son Roger is in Grade
VI! at Medstead Central School.
Besides farming Dave sells Smith-Roles products
and is a crop insurance heldman. We attend the
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah Witnesses in Spiritwood.
Since coming to this area we have seen a great improvement in the roads as well as the installation of
rural telephone and electricity.
Conditions generally have improved and we look
to the future with optimism.
<

C

times since 193B, realiy enjoy seeing and getting

Jacob Tollefson Story

together with school pals. neighbors and seeing the

by Gerald Toilefson
My uncle Jacob Theodore Tbllefson was born
March g. I gg6 to Jorgen and Gertrude Risdah Tol1efson at Skudesneshaun. Norway.
He came to the U.S. in 1903 where he worked in
New York for a year or so. His father was there also

cld home again.
Chester Tinnes and familv now live in Brea

California. Marie and family -farm north of Oslo:
Carroll passed away Dec. 13. 1963. his wife remarried: they have 3 girls now married and live around
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fishing oil the coast of N.Y. Uncle lake went to
Canada in 1960 where he wanted to find a homestead
and farm his own land. My niece has a postcard from
lake sent to my father in 1910. It is postmarked in
North Battleford.
Jake had a half section west of Medstead and
another quarter of land some distance from there.
There was a friend of Jake's that homesteacied up
there, his name was HsbjorI1 Bjergd: he was found
dead by an Indian.
Uncle Jake went back to Norway in 1923 and
stayed for about a year. He had planned to marry and
stay there but the bank where he had his money went
broke. So he had to leave his girl friend behind and
go back to Canada.
He went through the drought, depression and all
the hardships of the 1930's. He never made it back to
Norway again. Now he is laid to rest at the cemetery
in Meclstead. I paid a visit to his grave in July 1977,
The last chapter in the life of a Canadian pioneer.

Mass held at Ludwig Heeb farm in 1929. Back row. L. - R.
Father Tombu. Mrs. M. Oster. John Oster, Bill Heeb. Mike
Weldon, Pete Walnofer, Ludwig Heeb. Front. Henry Michael,
unidentified, Mike Oster. Mrs. Walnofer, Mrs. Michael, Mrs.
Heeb, and Walnofer children.

The Traverse Family

The Father lbmbu Story

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Traverse moved to the Molewood district from North Battleford around 1930
- had a family of ten, six boys and four girls and
lived on the N. W. Y4 of 26. Harry was in the first war
and some of his sons were in the second war. Verna
married Charlie Kahl and had a family of two. They
moved to Marysville, British Columbia where
Charlie worked in the mine. Charles married Dorothy Styner of the Park Bluff district and had one son
when they left the district to live in North Battleford.
Later moving to British Columbia Charles lost his
wife when their last one was born.
Mr. and Mrs. Traverse lost one son while living
here. Leslie was accidently shot while working in the
bush m northern Saskatchewan Jan. 1936.
The family moved to British Columbia, some are
at Canal Flats and other parts of B.C. Mrs. Traverse
passecl away some years ago but it is believed that
Harry is still living.

The first Roman Catholic Missionary Priest to
serve our area was Father Tombu. Born in Belgium,
he served as a private in World War I, where he
suffered severely from the effects of gas bombing
that was used in warfare at that time. Later in life he
became a priest. His home parish was at Laventure,
some forty miles from our area. In those clays his
means of travel was by team. He came our way
several times a year and served Mass at different farm
homes. One recollection is of him drivinaeo down in
forty below zero weather in an open cutter. In later
years he was stationed at Biggar, then Saskatoon,
Sask.
by John P. Oster

Alec and Rhoda Travis
Family - Russell, Rene, Jewel, Grace, Alger,
Floyd and Joyce.
!n 1930 we traded our home in Saskatoon for
Yates y, section in Marron School District. I was
seventeen at the time. Alger (Art), Floyd and Grace
attcnded Marron and Glenbush Schools. Teachers
were Mac Fish, Bob Felskie, and Miss McCready.
Glenbush teacher was Adelia Heeb.
We had a four room log house and the barns were
also log construction. We shipped jackpine cordwood to Saskatoon from Glenbush and Be!butte. Wc
hauled ties for Soderberg's mill in 1932. ! started

Father Tombu now monseigneur Tombu, Saskatoon, 1964,
age 95.
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Tie logs for Soderberg's Mill, Russel Travis right, ready to
count them.

Back row: Helen Marl<. Viola Rostad, Margaret Davies. Grant
Fletcher (teacher), Olive Orr. Annie Bowers. Judy Eagleson.
Centre row: Johanna Mitler, Hazel Truss. Gordon Steward,
Stener Waalen, Agnes Waalen, Annie Tricker. Front row: Sid
Price. Wesley Perry, Gordon Presly, Fred Fowlow, Duncan
Buck. Medstead High School, 1938.

Snow has all melted around the mill, It took six horses to get
logs to the tog-deck.

working at the mill in the spring of '32 for what was a
good wage in those days, $20.00 per month and
board, 1 stayed with the mill till it closed in 1935,
then worked on a farm in Spiritwood for one year,
then returned to Saskatoon. I joined the Airforce in
1939. I played hockey and baseball for Glenbush
along with Ernie G. Thompson, Jack Harrison,
Mike, Jim and Jack Cassidy. Bob and Gary Lynch
and Hap and Bill Doidge. Mike Cassidy is the only
Cassidy boy alive and he resides in Vancouver.
Our half section was to the north of Jake Isaac's
place. Slim Robertson and Bill Lynch were to the
north of us. In 1932 my youngest sister Joyce was
born. I drove Mom to Rabbit Lake Hospital with a
team and wagon. No time to be choosy about transportation. Mother and baby returned by train. My
sister Grace married John Truss whose father was
c'N.R. section foreman at Medstead.

The first school in Medstead, 1930. Building was first used as a
Pool Hall and Barber Shop. Now it's Harry Wilson's store.

Section Foreman. was transferred to Medstead. At
that time, they had 4 children, John, Robert. Hazel
ancl Eileen.
Upon arriving in Medstead, the family settled in
the Section housc on the westerly outskirts of the
village, where 3 more children, Albert, Dorothy and
Edith. were born over the years. The Section hOllse
remained their home until Jack Truss' death in August, 1947. Within a year or two of his passing, Mrs.
Truss, with the two youngest. Dorothy and Edith,
moved to Vancouver Island where they first took up
residence in Nanaimo, then Youbou and finally Lake
Cowichan, B.C., where Florence Truss remained
until her death in July. 1978.
When the '!l'uss family moved to Medstead in
1928, there was no school in the village and the
children had to attend Guyhirne School. about 3
miles away, until such time as the Pool Hall on Main

Jack Truss Family
submitted by Hazel Walker (nee Tmss)
Jack Truss was born in London, England in 1889,
ami came to Canada in 1906, settling in Dulwich.
Sask. Florence, his wife, whose maiden name was
Ahier, was born in 1901, in St. Helier, Jersey Island,
just off the coast of Saint Malo, France. The Ahier
family came to Canada around 1909 and settled on a
farm between Mervin and Dulwich, Sask. Jack ancl
Florence eventually met and were finally married in
1917. They lived in Dulwich, Sask., until 1928, when
Mr. Truss, who was employed with the CNR as
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Street \VLlS converted into a school house. The: first
teacher at this school was a Mr. Vickers. A few years
went by when a more modern school was built on the
westerly edge of the village. which is still in use as of
this writing. There the children received their education under the guidance of such teachers as Miss
Gertrude Stringer. Mr. Walter Hoge. D. Callum. Mr.
Frank Warick. and Mr. Grant Fletcher who was later
killed in World War II.
Jack Truss was very active in community affairs,
as well as taking great interest in politics and, in later
years, curling. He was also an avid gardener and took
great pride in the flowers and vegetables he grew. The
children also took part in most activities that were
available in the village. such as hockey. skating,
baseball, softball. as well as dancing. The latter
being enjoyed by the girls more than the boys. Florence Truss was not active outside the home as she
was kept busy seeing to the well-being of her large
family.
The eldest son in the family. John. joined the
RCAF and after the war. he and his wife. the former
Grace lhwis. settled in Nanaimo. B.C., where they
reside at this writing. Robert. better known to his
former school chums and friends in Medstead as
BEANS, married the former Maizie Boyd and took
up residence in Sedgewiek. Alberta. where they have
made their home for many years. Hazel moved to
Ottawa in 1941, married in 1948. and lived in Canada's Capital until 1973. when she and her husband
moved to B. C. They returned to the Ottawa Valley in
1975. taking up residence in the country near the
small town of Carp. Ontario. Eileen married a former
school teacher from Medstead. John Andrushak, and
they settled in North Battleford. Sask .. where they
still reside. Albert worked for the Beaver Lumber
Co .. in Meclstead and then in LJoydminister. Alberta.
He married and made his home in LJoydminister.
then eventually joined the Nelson Lumber Company
in this area and has remained with the firm up to the
present day. Dorothy and Edith grew up around the
Lake Cowichan on Vancouver Island. then moved to
the mainland. Dorothy lives with her family in Vancouver. Edith married and resides in Williams Lake
B. C .. where she has made her home for a number of
years.

Bill and Florence Tuck.

back. They camped overnight on the outskirts of
North Battlcford by a big slough, where homes and
the Civic Centre are now located.
Next day we started off for Hillside,
Saskatchewan. and settled in the Lost Horse district
where we built a log house on the homestead of the
N.E. quarter of 21-47-15 W3rd.
Here two more children were born. They all
attended school at Lost Horse.
We lived there until 1943. then sold out and
moved to Abbotsford. British Columbia. Daughter,
Ella. and husband Eric Rowley. took over the farm
until 1947. They sold out and also moved to British
Columbia. Son. Jim. and wife. Ann. took over the
farm in 1950. They had four children: Leona Kraft.
Thelma Cey. Clifford and Jerry Tuck.
Jim and Ann still farm the land and are residing
near the farm on the S. E. quarter of 28-47-15-W3rd.
Both parents arc deceased. Ten children are livIng:
Ella Rowley. North Battleford. Saskatchewan
George Tuck. Deceased 1946
Ethel Balachford. Huntington, British Columbia
Olive Grigg. Clearbrook. British Columbia
Willa Boser. North Battleford. Saskatchewan
Jim Tuck. Glenbush. Saskatchewan
Bertha Mutter. Vancouver. British Columbia
Jack Tuck. North Battleford. Saskatchewan
Dick 'lhck. Swift Current. Saskatchewan
Violet Greer. Sardis. British Columbia
Fred Tuck. Glenbush. Saskatchewan.

Bm Tuck Family
Bill Tuck was born in Sarnia. Ontario. in 1888.
He left for Saskatchewan in 1912 and settled in the
Drummond Creek district where he took up fanning.
He married Florence Millican in 1916 and they lived
there until 1934. Leaving there with a family of nine,
they started out for his homestead. travelling with
horses and wagons and driving the cattle by horse-

The Archie Turnbull Family
Archie (Archibald Jr.) Turnbull was born in Scotland in 1896. He came to Canada with his parents,
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ling. They had one son, Gordon, born September 1,
1930 and on daughter. Marion, born August:;, 1939.
Gordon attended Loch Side School until Archie's
accidental passing in 1939. The family then moved to
the Cater district where Gordon attended Cater
School and then progressed to High School in

Mary and Archibald, early in the 20th century and,
for a few years, resided in Saskatoon where he attended school.
At the age of sixteen he came to the Cater-Loch
Side district with his brothers, Jim and Walter.
They commenced work on their homestead. The
land had to be cleared by hand and broken with plow
and oxen. Once the land was producing. grain had to
be hauled by ox team to North Battleford or Meota.
Roads were poor at that time, consisting only of trails
through the bush, and the trip often took three days.
In the winter Archie worked in the saw mill
owned by Frank Bell. He liked to hunt. fish, and trap
ane! although he found these exploits enjoyable, they
were essential in those early years to put food on the
table and earn a little extra cash.
Entertainment in the early years consisted mainly
of house parties. Daneing and cards were enjoyed by
both young and old. Archie could always add life to
the party with his "fiddle" or mouth organ.
In the summer there were local picnics and ball
games. A pienie developed spontaneously almost
every Sunday on the eastern shores of Birch Lake.
Everyone simply came, participated, and enjoyed
the gathering.
Archie bought land in the Loch Side district and
farmed for several years. He owned the first threshing outfit in the Cater-Loch Side district.
In September, 1929 he married Kathleen Star-

r..1edstead. lVlarion attended public school at Cater,
High School at tvledstead and Business College H1
Princc Albert.

Gonion Turnbull
I came into this world the fall of 1930. Born and
raised in Cater area and outside of one summer spent
working in North Battleford, I have never lived more
than twenty-five miles from the area. I had two years
schooling at Loch Side then moved to Cater. following the untimely death of my dad. Times were hard
and not too many things to be had but on looking
back, I wonderjust where Mother found what she did
for us. I finished grade school at Cater then took three
years of high school in Medstead. This was before
the luxury of school busses so I rode bike or horseback the six miles to and from scholll each day. !
stayed in town December and January as it was a bit

Gordon Turnbull's school "Bus'. L. to R., Harry Lundy. Marion
Turnbull, Miriam Voss, Billy Bishop, Freda Voss, Gordon Turn,
bull, driver, Ellen Voss, Shirley Lundy, Bessy Bishop, Ralph
Bishop, and Daisy who provided the horse power.

Medstead High school hockey team, 1947-48. Gordon Turnbull. Niel Nordstrom, Leo Larson, Herb Cherwoniak, Ellis
Knutson, Dennis Janzen, Merle Robinson, Bob Ripley, Oscar
Rosnes,

Archie Turnbull, an able hunter, displays some of the game
which abounded in the territory in 1928.
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The Jacob Twist Family

cold for either bike or borse. I boarded with Mr.
Capron, a bachelor who had moved in from Cater.
After completing school I spent one summer in
North Battleford. Then! came home and went to the
bush with Ted and Bill Casson and Austin Thompson
who by now had been my step father for a few years.
A kind of gentle man, always good to us, although at
times the Irish did show up. The next spring I went to
work for Ray Hope in Spiritwood and in the fall of
1951 ! went to work for the Sask. Wheat Pool at
Mayfair amcl Speers.
I should mention at this time that during my
growing up years I spent much of my time in Belbutte
with my Uncle and Aunt. Harry and Edith Starling,
two people who remain very dear to me, having
helped me in many ways through the years.
After starting with the "Pool" I worked five
weeks as helper then transferred to Bapaume as
agent. As of October 19, 1979 1 have completed
twenty-eight years at this point. We also operated the
local store here for ten years. The people of this area
have been very good to us. I just hope we have been
able to reciprocate in some little way.
October of ' 5 I saw us getting married, having
been childhood sweethearts. Evelyn was born and
raised in Belbutte area. We now have two married
daughters; Bonnie to Grant Cadieu and they have
provided us with two granddaughters. Terry is now
Mrs. Bill Sparkes. He is with the R.C.M.P, and at
present is stationed at Tisdale and spends most nights
out on patrol so no events there as yet.
We both have been always interested in sports,
Evelyn in curling and softball, while 1 played baseball and hockey for Medstead, Belbutte, Bapaume
and Spiritwood over the years. I still curl some but
now find it easier to watch hockey and ball. I still do a
fair amount of fishing, also some flying in our old
two seater plane. Re ~ sports: Two events always
come in memory lane and that is the old 24th of May
Elks' Day in Medstead and the Belbutte annual picnic. Also Birch Lake Sunday picnics. Also one year
we had a Boy Scout camp at Birch Lake about 1941 or
42. Jack Brown and one of the Laybournes were
scout masters. Good time was had by all.

Jacob Twist came to this homestead (NW
33-50-13 W3rci). in May, 1914, with a wife and two
children. It had previously been abandoned by John
\\1. IvlcGo\van of Findlatcr, Saskatche\van.
Jacob had emigrated from Vclscn, Holland, - he
\\'as twenty-nine years old, his wife \vas twenty/-four
years old and his children. ages two and three.

On January 29, he ahandoned this homestead
\lv'hen his barn \\/as destroyed hy fire. By this tirne he
had three children.

Lon'll; am! Mollie Uens I'amily
In 1926 \vhen 1. Lorne liens, \vas 16 years of age,
I went \vest from Ontario on a "Harvest Excursion".
It cost SIO.OO to Winnipeg, ancI half a cent a mile
from there to my destination. \vhich in my' case was
[\;1anson, Manitoba, where an uncle of mine was
farming. j helped with the cutting and stooking, but
the threshing was sOlllething else. ! was used to hard
work on my grandfather's farm in Ontario, but not for
such long hours. The threshing machine started at 6
o'clock every morning and ran until 7 o'clock at
night. unless they wanted to clean up a field and then
it might be eight or nine, and if they wanted to finish a
farmer's crop it could well be 10 or 11 o'clOCK and
then move to the next farm. As it got later in the fall,

we would be moving in the dark and going out into
the field in the dark the next morning. At noon, being
a stranger, I wouldn't Know which of the two or three
houses 1 could see, to go into to get my dinner.
in December 1926, 1 moved in to anunc1e's at Fir
Mountain, Saskatchewan, and for the next three
years I worked between there and Meyronne where I
met Mollie Hayward, and we were married on October 24, 1929.
Mollie was born near Campbellton, New
Brunswick, and her parents moved west in 1919 or
1920. Her dad was a carpenter by trade and worked
building elevators. He then took up farming near
Moose Jaw, finally settling south of Meyronne.
It was just at the start of the "Depression", or
"Dirty Thirties", as it was called, that our two oldest
children, Alfred and Beatrice, were born at La
Fleche. Saskatchewan. After two crop failures, lots
of dust and "Russian Thistle" we loaded our few
belongings in a box car and shipped them to North
Battleford, to stay with Mollie's sister and her husband until we located a half section of land at 13ournemouth.
This was a nice country of park land, poplar
bluffs with prairie wool spots in between. But it was a
bad area for frost. Our first crop wasn't worth clltting
and the second was nearly as bad, so in the fall of
1934, we bought a quarter section at Belbutte (SE V4

Eugene Turner
Eugene Turner came from Plaza, North Dakota,
in 1928 along with the Henry Jorgensons for whom
he worked a number of years after. About the late
, 30's he started up a shoemaker shop in Robinhood.
However, in 1947, this piace which also served as his
residence was destroyed by fire. He later lived in the
old Emil Ogren house situated on Larson's land and
then moved to Medstead for a short time, He passed
away in a nursing home in Saskatoon.
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fun, too. We struggled along until IY42. when
joined the army and spent time in England, France,
Belgium. Holland. and Germany. returning home in
December. 1945.
Mollie and the children moved into North Battleford in the fall of 1942. and our son. Harold. was
born in the hospital there in 1943. when I was 011 the
water going overseas. The family stayed there until
June. 1944 and moved to Shannol1villc, Ontario. to
be near my father and sister. Stanley, our youngest

10. 51. range 13.) from Julius Gatzke. While at Bournemouth our third child. Leona. was born in the Red
Cross Outpost Hospital at Rabbit Lake. The morning
Leona was born, Mollie waited too long before she
called me and it was a hurry-up trip the five miles lO
Rabbit Lake with a team on a Bennett Buggy. In fact.
1 stopped in front of the hospital. helped her in and
went back out to tie up the team and when I came
back in the baby was born.
The area around Belbuttc had the advantage, if
you could call it that. of giving us a chance to do bush
work in the winter. Jack pine cordwood was $2.25 to
$2.40 a cord. a carload of 12 inch Jack pine blocks
brought $50.00. poplar cord wood $1.25 and ties
were .55 a piece. We hewed the smaller logs into ties
and had the larger ones sawed at Orange's Mill or one
run by Miller at Belbutte. The extra bit of lumber
from the sawed ties brought $8.00 a thousand. Henry
Wilson and I worked together for one winter and it
really was cold. Bill Davis ancl 1 worked together the
next winter and we have visited and kept in touch ever
since: in fact. we visited Clysta for two or three days
this summer and stayed a couple of days with Jack
and Mary Heyden. Myrtle was born in the log house
on the farm in March of that cold winter of 1935.
Mrs. Mary Wilson was the midwife. Our second son,
Jim was born in the Rabbit Lake Hospital in 1939.
A log school was built at Loch Side and Alfred
and Beatrice went there. They mostly walked the two
miles. Leona should have gone. but she was sickly
and stayed home. We used to have quite a parade of
children walking across our place to go to school,
between Jack Heyden's. Bill Schalm's. and our own,
I would guess there must have been eight or ten. It
seems to me that at one time there were 42 children
attending Loch Side School. I spent one term as
school trustee. but it was an up-hill grind, no money
from the municipality. and the teacher taught for the
grant of about $400.00 a year. I believe. If we got any
work done we could only pay for it by script cheque,
goocl for taxes only. There was no such thing as
vandalism orthe like. I believe that this was the result
of good parents and neighbours through the area. We
have been back two or three times since we left the
district and it is just like coming home. The good
friends we had then are still good friends. Some, of
course. have moved away and some have passed on,
but we will always remember how kind they were.
Roads for quite awhile were trails out to your
neighbours. I cut across to Bill Schalm's and from
there across Monk's place to Jack Heyden's and the
road was cut to Belbutte. We graded a little around
the north end of Buffalo Lake. Jack Heyden's oxen
came in handy on a slip and we had to talk old Mr.
Guhl into hooking the tugs. It was hard work, but

son. was born there after I came home from overseas.

Our children are all married and don't live far
from us. Alfred was a foreman at the Point Anne
Cement Company. His wife. Barb. daughter Debbie.
and son, Time. all live in Belleville.
Beatrice has her B.A. from Waterloo University
and is studying theology at London. She has three
girls - Cathy. Darling and Fay, and one SOIL Ted.
Leona and her husband, Jim Hinchey. farm close
to Belleville. They have three boys - John. Bill and
Lome - and two girls. Jennifer and Mary.
Myrtle and her husband. Charles Truax. both
teach high school. They have a girl. Cindy, and a son.
Steven. and live at Newmarket.
Jim and his wife, Marlene, have a Power Line
Construction business. They live near Kingston and
have two daughters - Karen and Angela. Their son,
Jim. is IS and has lived with us as Mollie was quite
sick. He has his heart set on being a hockey player
and is really doing well.
Stanley is a fireman with the Belleville Fire Department. He and his wife. Loretta. have two daughters - Tina and Lisa - and one son. Richard.
I spent quite a stretch in the hospital when I came
home from the army and couldn't go back to farming
so we stayed in Ontario and eventually I was able to
work for the Civil Service and retiree! in 1970.
Mollie and I had a trip back (! nearly said home
after 35 years) this past summer. and we saw so many
of our old friends and neighbours that l'Ill glad we
went and have now started thinking about when we
could go again.

The VebeH History
(by Mrs. Elizabeth McGregor)
When the Depression came. my dad Mr. M. J
Uebeil could not find work in Saskatoon. My parents
decided to move out of the city. There were six of us;
John, Adam. Mike, Anne. Adeline and myself.
The Canadian Pacific Railway was offering land
at Glenbush so my dael along with Mr. Roy Lynch
and his sons Robert. Bernard and Gerald: Mr. Bill
Lynch and his son Bill: and Mr. Jack Nichols decided
to settle at Glenbush. The Government had allowed
them two mules, a wagon. a plow. a disc and some
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Mr. Mike Uebel I putting in sidewalk at Harrison's store, Glenbush.

Mike, Annie,Elizabeth and John Uebel!, early t940.

Mr. Bill Lynch had a house on his quarter section. so
Mr. Jack Nichols' house was built first. then Mr. Roy
Lynch's and ours was the last one to be erected. That
summer it was very rainy so it was difficult to haul
logs. The summer was waning: so instead of hauling
straighter logs from the north, the men began to get
some along the muskeg lakc. Since fall was coming,
they weren't too particular. how straight or even the
logs were.'! think the Uebell family was the only one
at that time who had a crookecllog house. Fortunately
Dad was a fair carpenter or we would have had a
crooked house with crooked doors and floors. Mother with her usual determination and hard work calcimined and papered the walls so the crooked log
house looked more homelike.
!n the meantime. while the house was being
constructed we lived in the open air with the sky as
our fOOf. There was no place to store our furniture
and personal belongings. Early every morning mother was up drying out the bedding ancl clothing and

seed grain. These items had to be shared among the
four families. Later they were obligated to pay for
these items.
The men set out for Glenbush in the spring of
1932, My dad selected the South East quarter section
of 19-49-14. west of the third meridian, Mr. Roy
Lynch chose the quarter section north of dael's while
Mr. Bill Lynch rented a quarter from a Mr. Roberts
which was west of dad's quarter. Mr. Jack Nichols
found a quarter to the southwest closer to the Marron
School District.
When the men returned to Saskatoon, they had
nothing but praise for the land that they had filed on.
The luscious green grass was knee deep, wild fruit
was plentiful. the creek was teeming with fish and the
air was so pure and fresh. It was history repeating
itself. The same experience had occurred to my
grandfather in 1907 when he had filed on his homestead at Luseland. My parents related the story many
times of how my grandfather sweated and toiled
digging rocks and was heard to say. "Oh Canada the
land of milk and honey but we were never told of the
rocks!" My grandparents had come from Europe and
they never had rocks on their farms. The crowbar
used by my mother and grandfather to dig the rocks is
still in the family. The men soon found out about the
rocks on their farms at Glenbush.
The men left Saskatoon packed with their belongings. The women and children remained until
the twenty-second of June, 1932 as the three of us:
Mike, Anne and myself were attending school. Later
we came by car. We children couldn't leave Lady our
Spaniel behind.
Immediately the men started to build log houses.

trying to protect our furniture from the rains.

Drinking \vater came from the creek and was
hauled by stoneboat. Then it was strained through a
cheesecloth and boiled to be used for cooking ane!

drinking.
A weil was dug by hand with shovels and picks.
We children would rush out each morning and look
down to see what animals had fallen in the weB
during the night. Mike wouid ciimb down the ladder
and bring them up. There were usually rabbits which
Mike would set free. He often got a few bites.
Our neighbours to the south of us. Mr. and Mrs,
Reynolds gave us some potatoes. Dad purchased a
cow from Mr. Beiers, Mike. Anne and I wouldn't

Ion

a young man not any' ITlore than twenty-one years of
age and just out of Saskatoon Norma! School (Teachers' Coi!ege). 1 remember him more so than any of
our other teachers as he was 'with us longer. There
were around fifty-eight children attending Avery
School at that rime. AI! of liS thought he was a super
teacher; one whose qualities we like to imitate. There
was nothing Mr. Fish couldn't do. He could play the
rickety old organ which he fixed many times, make
ice slides, play ball, stage the best Christmas concerts. give us rides in his Model T. car. plant gardens
with us and keep order alllong fifty-eight children.

drink the milk as we were used to the pasteurized
milk from the city. Mother boiled it for us but eventually we hegan to get used to drinking it \vithout it
being hoi led.
The summer advanced and it \vas time for the
three of us [() set off for Avery School which was
ahout t\VO and one half miles southeast of our place.
As we were unfamiliar with the way, arrangements
were made with the Beiers family that their two
children. David and Mary would wait for us in the
morning. They waited faithfully each morning. 01'1'
we would go with David in the lead to guide his
classmates through the bush, across open fields and

In 1936 our Great grandmother (my dad's grandmother) and Grandfather (My dad's father) came to
live with us. My great grandmother had a never"
ending supply of peppermints. At Christmas and
New Years it was the custom for the young children
to wish elders a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year. This would bring good luck. So before the
festive season rolled around. Dad would teach us the
German verse or saying which went something like
this: "We wish you a fortunate New Year and after
your death, Heaven". There is one line that I have
forgotten. After each of the three of us said it our
grandparents gave us a quarter. Unfortunately our
grandparents weren't with us for long. Grandpa
passed away in April of 1936.
My brother. Adam came horne for Grandpa's
funeral. Adam had been out working in the southern
part of Saskatchewan. It was the depression years and
jobs were hard to obtain. After being home for some
time. Adam became ill and was hospitalized at Rabbit Lake. Doctor Storey and the matron, Miss
Thompson (Mrs. George Chartier) attended him. He
had spinal meningitis and there was no hope for him.
So he was brought home. All that hot summer he was
bed ridden. Dad would carry him outside and place
him on a couch under the trees while we children
would read to him or play around him or often fan
him to keep him cool. I admired his patience and
cheerfulness. He never complained. Mother continually looked after his bed sores. Dad shaved him.
One Sunday in October 1936 he quietly passed away.
He was twenty-three years old.

along cow paths. At first we were frightened and
terrified travelling through the dark bush. Rabbits
popped out of willows. chickens swooshed up in
front of us and the trees creaked. We were small: we
were on our own: we soon adjusted to these strange

and eerie surroundings.
Our first teacher was Miss Dolan who later malC
ried Mr W. McCready (Mrs Mills' brother!. I remember Miss Dolan helping my dad who was very
methodical for he wanted to know just how much
grain to plant. He had to be certain that a kernel of
grain would not be wasted.
My little sister. Adeline. who was four years old
waited each night for us to come home from school.
As soon as she heard our voices she would run up the
hill to meet us and see if we had any lunch in our lard
pails. She also was interested in any books we had. I
always read to her.
In the spring of 1933. Adeline helped my mother
plant potatoes. She dropped them in the holes mother
had dug. One night in May after our chores were
done, \-ve were racing around the yard when Adeline
stepped into a gopher hole and fell. Soon after this
she became ill. As she was such a cheerful little girl.
mother knew something was wrong. They took her to
Dr. Storey at Rabbit Lake. It was diagnosed as a
ruptured bowel. On May 23. she passed away. My
parents had no car so they hired Mr. George Cassidy.
a blacksmith at Glenbush to get the body from Rabbit
Lake. On the way home the car became stuck on the
long coulee hi!! between Sandwith and Rabbit Lake.
Both of my parents helped push the car up the long
hill. When they arrived home they were soaking wet.
dishevelled and grief stricken. A rough coffin was
built. Mrs. George Carter from Glenbush padded it
and lined it with a white satin. As there was no
Catholic priest in the vicinity at that time. my parents
buried her. A year or so later when a priest came. he
went to the Glenbush Municipal Cemetery and
blessed the grave.
Another teacher I remember was Mr. W. R. Fish
who taught Avery School for four years. Mr. Fish was

My mother continued to look after Grear Grandmother. In the spring of 1937. she suffered from a
stroke and became bed ridden. In one year my mother and dad had three deaths in the family. Mother was
exhausted both physically and mentally. John. my
brother arrived home. He had been riding the rails
finding work here and there throughout
Saskatchewan and Alberta. He gave mother the train
fare to go to Tramping Lake to visit her mother and to
give her a much needed rest. John and my dad looked
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mother's side came to live with us, Once again rnother was attending old people. Granny remaineo with
us until her passing on June 22, 1962. She was
ninety-four years old. Jerry, my son,and I have many
pleasant memories of her.
Mike and Dad continued to farm. Dad became ill
and had to have an operation. At that time the
Saskatchewan Doctors were on strike: so he went to
Edmonton to have his operation. Here it was discovered that he had leukemia. On August 19,1963 he
passed away in the Saskatchewan University Hospital.
Mike farmed for a few more years. Then he and
mother moved to North Battleford in 1967. Mike now
works in Edmonton while mother is now in the Villa
Pascal, a North Battleford's Senior Citizens home.
She is eighty-four years old and as usual is concerned
and tries to lend a helping hand to those who are more
handicapped than she.
My son Jerry, works in Edmonton. He married
Cheryl Dean on October 27, 1979.
Many times llook back and remember the happy
times and sociability we all enjoyed.

Homemakers at Glenbush about 1939. L. to R., Mrs. Jean
Carlson, Mrs. Marg. Harrison, Mrs. T. Wreggit, Mrs. A. Uebell,
Mrs. Archie Millard, Mrs. C. Brown and Mrs. Wade.

after the house and farm while Mike, Anne and I
attended school.
When World War II was declared John joined the
Navy while Mike enlisted in the Army. Mike had just
turned eighteen years of age. Anne and I continued
our education at Tramping Lake and Luseland. Later
we completed our high school at Medstead.
In the early forties Anne worked for Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Harrison in the store at Glenbush. I left for
Teachers' College (Normal School)
Due to the War there was a shortage of teachers.
We were given a six weeks' training course and those
of us who believed we were capable of teaching
applied for a school. So I applied: my first school was
at Rothermere which was situated fifteen miles east
of Rabbit Lake. I was seventeen years old. 1 boarded
with Mrs. Laughlin and her family. They were a very
nice and understanding family. My training at Teachers' College was completed a few years later.
Anne later worked at the Saskatchewan Hospital.
Later she went to work at the Weyburn Hospital and
then her last move was to the Ponoka Hospital in
Alberta. Here she met her husband, Ken Kraft. They
now reside in Edmonton where Ken works as a
plumber. Two of their three daughters are married.
John returned from the Navy and went into the
I.H.C. business with Jack, Harrison at Medstead.
John delivered the fuel in an army truck while Jack
looked after the shop. Later John left for Edmonton
to work for the C.P.R. He and his wife have two girls
who are married. Their son, another Michael Uebel!
farms at Lake Isle and works for the Alberta Power.
He is married.
It was in the early fifties that my granny on my

John ami Rose Ukrainetz family
by Rose
Our story is very short because we were there just
two years. My husband John was a C.N.R. labourer,
a section crew" first man". He went up to Sandwith
in January, 1949, from Ridgedale. In April he came
back and moved us, his family consisting of wife,
daughter Beatrice, aged twelve, and son Marvin,

aged six.
We lived in Roland Marsh's house next to the
store and 1 helped in the store in my spare time. We
enjoyed living in the community of Sandwith very
much: the people were so friendly.
In September of 1951 we moved to Star City. It
was a heartbreaker to leave the Sandwith community.
The people of the community put on a wonderful
farewell party for us, which will never be forgotten as
long as we will al! live. L myself, still enjoy going
down for a nice visit.
On January IS, 1974, 1 lost my husband after a
long illness.
My daughter is married and lives in Vernon,
British Columbia. Beatrice, whose husband is
George Wright, has two daughters: Pam, aged sixteen, and Jamie, aged thirteen.
Marvin's wife's name is Shirley. They have two
daughters: Carmen aged nine and Kimberly (Kim for
short), aged eight.

John Unruh Family
Mr. and Mrs. John Unruh came to Glenbush from
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Pinto Team of Joe Vallance.

For the next few years George had the task of
proving up his homestead and also building a home.
As any pioneer of that era knows, this was not an easy
undertaking.
George, like many young men who left their
homeland, also left behind a girl friend. in 1911
Laura Haynes came to Canada to become George's
bride. They had four children: Frederick, 1913;
Joseph, 1915; Kelsey, and Margaret (Peggy). As children they attended school at Wilson School and Kensmith School and later the school at Biggar.
Disaster befell the family in the fall of 1926 when
Dad suddenly became ill and passed away. We then
moved into Biggar and Fred had to go to work.
In the fall of 1933 we moved to the Bournemouth
district. The house was on the south bank of what is
known now as "Spring Coulee". Mother worked for
Mr. Gardner who lived on NE Y4 22-48-14. During
the winter months Fred and I worked in the bush at
Birch Lake hauling ties. Wages were ten dollars a
month plus board. We then picked up odd jobs when
we could.
My brothers and sister and I each went our own
ways.
Fred, the eldest, worked at various jobs until his
job with Wells Construction. He stayed with this job,
as a foreman, until his passing in 1962. Fred married
Vera Phillips and they made their home in Edmonton. Vera passed away in 1969. Their two children,
Kingsley and Eileen, make their homes in Edmonton.
Kelsey, youngest of the boys, joined the army. In
the army he met his future wife, Jacqueline Smith.
They have five children: John, Joanne, George, Ken,
Ron, and foster boys, Fred and Steven. Their three
eldest are married and make their homes in Burnaby
and North Surrey.
Peggy worked in the Mullingar area where she
met her husband, Harry Luscombe. Mother also
lived with Peggy and family. Later they moved to
Vernon, British Columbia, where mother resided
until her death in 1964. Peggy and Harry now live in

L to R., Rita, Ruth, John, Olga, Eva, Ben, Mr. J. Unruh, Abe,
Mrs. Unruh, Ericka.

the Rosthern area. They limned at Rabbit Lake,
Bournmouth, and then in the Glenbush area. They
lived on the SW Y,-50-14, that is about one and onehalf miles north of Glenbush. When they sold their
farm at Glenbush they moved to Black Creek, British
Columbia.
They had eight children.
Eva and Rita are not married. Rita is operating a
Christian bookstore in Fort St. John, British Columbia.
John is living in Fort St. John.
The late Olga was married to John Klaassen.
Ruth was married and lived in British Columbia.
One Christmas her husband and all the children except one went fishing. She was waiting for them to
come for Christmas dinner, but they did not come.
Her husband plus five children drowned. Ruth is now
married to John Klaassen.
Abe - farming at Cecil Lake, British Columbia.
Ben - farming at Farmington, British Columbia.
Ericka was the youngest of the girls.
As far as we know Mr. and Mrs. John Unruh are
in an old folks' home in Fort St. John, British Columbia.

Joe ami Doris Vallance
by Joe Vallance
My father, George Vallance, came to Canada
from London, England, in 1904 or 1905. He walked
from Battleford to Lizard Lake in the Glenside municipality, where he filed on a homestead, Section
12-39-14-W3rd. This was on the same section as
Frank Passmore, a friend from London, had filed on
earlier.
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Vancouver. Laura (Hackman), the eldest lives with
her family in Edmonton. Morley and Marie reside at
the West Coast.
1 worked for various farmers in the district,
mostly on the Harry Nicholas farm, and on the different threshing crews during the harvest season.
It was at the Harry Nicholas farm that I met my
future wife, Doris Nicholas. We were married in
1946 and have one daughter, Sharon, born in 1954.
Over the years of working. I managed to put
together a small outfit of machinery and in 1955
rented the Harry Nicholas farm. We purchased the
farm in 1969 and are living on and operating it today.
Our daughter Sharon received her education at
Sandwith and Rabbit Lake schools. She then attended Reeves Business College in North Battleford.
In 1975 Sharon married Ken Ricketts from Meeting
Lake area. They both work in North Battleford and
are making their home in Prince, Saskatchewan.

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Vickers.

and gave lessons to anyone who thought they would
like to learn.
The family moved to Guelph. Ontario in 1939.
Alfred joined the air force before the end of the war.
He didn't have the educational qualifications required for air position but with his desire to belong to
the air force he was accepted as one of the Military
Police. After the war he stayed on and retired a few
years ago. Now living in Halifax, N.S. he is married
but had no family.
Moira married and had a family of three. Two
sons and a daughter all married. Moira's first husband passed away and she has just recently re-married.
Mr. and Mrs. Vickers still live in Guelph. Stan
has been blind for some years and a few years back
won the Blind Bowlers' Championship of Guelph.
Mrs. Vickers still gets around and with the help of her
daughter is able to make a trip downtown shopping.

Martines Vanzee
Martines Vanzee was known to most as Dutchie.
He was born in Gravenhagen. Holland. on January 9,
1891. He left there at the age of fifteen to come to the
North Battleford area where he worked at building
roads and railways. He also worked for Miller Craig.
Then he took up a homestead in the Hatherleigh
district - S. W. \147-47-14- W3rd. He sold it in 1945
and bought a farm in the Lost Horse district - N. E.
\14 22-47-14-W3rd. where he farmed until 1967. He
sold his farm to Jim Tuck when he retired.
He is well remembered for the laughter and joy he
brought to his friends and neighbours.
He passed away in 1977 at the age of 86.

Phillip and Ann Volk
as told by Ann Volk
Phillip and I hail from Tramping Lake and Revenue. Sask. respectively. We were married in Revenue
in August 1946, and made Ollr first home in Humboldt. We lived there until January of 1947 when we
moved to Unity.
In the spring of 1951 we purchased land in the
R. M. of Spiritwood through the Veterans Land Act.
Phillip had been a mechanic in the army from 1941 to
1946 and had his journeymen mechanics papers.
We lived in the old Belbutte hotel that first year
until we were able to rent a house adjacent to Belbutte
(N.E. 34-50-13) known as the "Rem House" from
Elmer Boldok.
I felt like I was on a picnic that first year as there
was no place for a garden and we had only the two
little girls. The neighbors were very kind and generous, however, and we didn't lack for garden produce.

Martines Vanzee.

Mr. ami Mrs. Stan Vickers
Mr. and Mrs. Vickers came to the Molewood
District in 1933 from the Wood Mountain district in
southern Saskatchewan. They lived on the S.W. \I, of
section 32. They had a family of three: Alfred, Moira
and Arthur. They had three and a half miles to walk to
school. Arthur had heart trouble and passed away in
the 30's. Stan loved music, played the violin real well
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in 1954 we rnoved to the town of Spiritwood but
in November of 1956 with the purchase of a quarter of
land adjacent to the Hamiel of Belbutte from Elmer
Hubbell. the house on our new property became
home.
Phillip often kept "The Wolfe From the Door"
by doing mechanical \vork for the neighbors. He
vvorked very cheaply and can recall overhauling a
tractor for thiry-five dollars. I ran the "Hotel",
cooked for the crew as there were often three or four
extra men for meals and I enjoyed it. Times were
tough but we always hacl enough to cat.
In 1963 we moved to Wilkie for eighteen months
and Phil helped my brother out by working as a
mechanic in his garage. Upon returning to Belbutte
we built our new horne on the "Hubbell" farm where
we reside today. We have three children.
Shirley our oldest daughter married Daniel Kraus
of Leipzig during our eighteen month residence in
Wilkie in Sept. 1966. They have two girls and Shirley
is now living and teaching in Prince Albert.
Vivian our second daughter married Jerome Weiland of Medstead in October 1969. They have two
children a boy and girl and live in Spiritwood. Vivian
runs the beauty parlor there, while Jerome is employed by the Sask. Wheat Pool.
Mervin, our son, married Katherine Sarrazin
from Spiritwood in Oct. 1978. They now farm our
land and rent a house on a nearby farm from Clifford
Amendt.
Many improvements have occurred to make life a
little easier since we first came to this area ~ the
electrical power in 1961, rural telephone in 1973 and
the newly paved highway in 1979.
We are now retired and are able to take life at an
easier pace and enjoy the improvements.

The Voss family, Ellen. Adele, Herman, Miriam and Freda, with
the winter wood supply.

probably would die. This was a terrible shock to a
young fellow away from his own land and people and
in a new country. It was lucky for Anton, down in the
well, that he didn't let go of the handle and let the pail
of mud drop'
Anton left for Rabbit Lake immediately, and a
few days later sent a messenger for Herman. Having
no money, Herman walked to a neighbour's place ancl
asked for help. They lent him the money for train fare
to Rabbit Lake where he saw his sister just briefly
before she died February 1st, 1930.
This was indeed a sad beginning for the Voss
family in Canada. Baby Maggie was cared for by Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie White of Rabbit Lake until Herman's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Detlef Voss, and the rest
of the family, Magda, Betty, Ernie and Elsie arrived
from Germany on April 15, 1930.
The Voss family purchased the west half of section 1-51-14-W3rd from A. Homoet and put up a
house and other farm buildings. They also purchased
Harry Starling's homestead.
In 1934 Herman bought SWV,-6-51-14-W3rd and
built a log house with a sod roof. In the fall of 1935 he
and Adele Zimmer, only child of Gus Zimmer, were

The Herman Voss Family
Herman Voss immigrated to Canada from
Schleswig Holstein, Germany and worked for Bill
Morgan on a farm at St. Basewells, Saskatchewan,
near Regina. In the fall of 1929 he travelled up to the
Robinhood district to the home of Mr. Englebueht to
help dig a well.
On January I, 1930, Herman took a train to
Medstead and then walked from there to the home of
his sister and brother-in-law, Maria and Anton Homoet, located on the west-half of section J-51-ISW3rd to help dig a well. The Homoets were expecting their first baby so Maria was in Rabbit Lake
Hospital, where the little daughter, Margaret was
born on January 15, 1930,
One day the two men were busy digging a well
when a neighbour boy drove into the yard and bluntly
told Herman that his sister was seriously ill and

married.

For two years the Vosses, lived in the little log
house, then in 1937 they built a two-storey house,
Russian plastered inside and out, which was sturdy
and warm.
They worked hare! ~ milked cows and shipped
cream. Adele Voss was a good hOllsekeeper and
mother. She was a member of the Cater Homemakers
Club and always did her share to help the club along,
She won many prizes at fairs for her excellent baking
and needlework. She also had a fine garden and rows
of fruit bushes,
The Vosses accumulated more land in the Cater
district and then in the spring of 1946 they sold it and
moved to Belbutte to farm there.
In 1979 they built a lovely new home in Spirit!O77

When all of us were married and away from
home, my father sold the west half of Sec. I to Otto
Kuhn, and lived on Sec. 12 for a couple of years.
Then moved the house into the village of ivlcdstead in
1953. IV1y parents celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary in 1956. Our mother died in Nl),lcmber.
1957. and our father in May, i06i.
Herman married Adele Zimmer in 1953. Farmed
ncar Cater siding until 1945. then farmed near Glenbush and in Belbutte. Now they have retired and are
living in Spiritwood. They have three dauglhers and
one son.
Magda married her brother-in-law. Anton Homoet. They hac! one daughter, Anne. They were divorced some years later. Magda moved to Paradise
Hill, and married Emil Hannis. They had six children. After Emil died, she married Louis Seelhof and
had one more son. Now she anci Louis live in Paradise Hill.
Betty married Joe Weissenborn and lived in Paradise Hill all her married life. They have four daughters. Betty is a widow now and still lives in Paradise
Hill. She was a cook in the hospital there for many
years.
Ernest marriecl Erna Lange in 1941. They had
twins, a boy and a girl, a year later, while they were
living on Sec. 12 in the Cater district. In 1949 they
moved to the Grande Prairie district in Alberta. Ernest farmed there until his death in 1973. Ema was a
hairclresser for many years. She now lives in Kelowna. B.C.
I married Martin Moors in 1045. We farmed in
the Peace River country until 1968, then retired to
Grande Prairie. We have two sons and one daughter.
After my husband died in 1972, I did some travcliing.
Now I live in Clearwater, B.C.

wood where they now reside, ready to enjoy their
retirement among good friends and neighbours.
The Voss children are:
1. Miriam (Mrs. Edwin Loesin) a former school
teacher who now lives on a farm at Radisson.
2. Freda, (Mrs. Arnold Forbes) of Westlock, Alberta, who is a bank accountant.
3. Ellen (Mrs. Glen Brown) of Ottawa, who IS a
registered nurse.
4. Donald, a farmer in the Bel butte district.

The Detlei' Voss Family Story
by Else Moors (nee Voss)
All his life, my father had this dream of going to
America. Finally in 1928 his oldest daughter Maria,
came to Canada alone and the next year Herman
came over. Then in ArpiL 1930, the rest of ourfamily
came from Germany directly to Medstead. There
were my father, mother, sisters Magda and Betty,
brother Ernest and myself. My father bought the west
half-section I-51-IS, from his son-in-law, Anton Homoet. There were a few buildings on the place and
some land already broken. The first summer we had a
house built and about eighty acres of new land broken. This was C.P.R. land and it took many years to
pay for it. My father also bought another quarter with
a big slough on it from Harry Starling, for two
hundred and fifty dollars, full price. This was NE
12-51-15.
Ernest and I went to school in Cater until we were
fifteen.
In the early thirties there was often somebody
staying at our place for weeks and months. In later
years the Lutheran Church services were often held at
our house.
We milked quite a few cows and the cream
cheques kept us in groceries. We never had to go on
relief.

Guyhirne - Medstead
The Paul Waalen Family
submitted by Agnes Wallien

Detle! and Margaret Voss -

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Waalen and their one year oid
son Stener. came to the Medstead district in the fall of
1920 from Harciy, Sask. where they had farmed for
three years. They homesteaded the N. W. quarter of
section 14. The first year they lived in a small granary
with a grain bin in one corner while they built a two
room log house. The next fall their daughter Agnes,
was born. When Mr. Waalen's father (also named
Stener) came from Norway to live with them two
more rooms (also of hand hewn logs) were added to
the house.
They got their mail and groceries at Osler's store
near ivkdstead. It vv'as called fv1eusteau until the
railway came through in 1926 anc! the present town of
Medstead came into being. For a time they referred to

50th Wedding Anniversary 1956.
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Donald Callum, Miss Gertrude Stringer and Grant
Fletcher.
Mrs. Waalen was a member of the Lutheran
Ladies' AieL Their meetings and also church services
were held in their homes in the early years. Mr.

Waalen was caretaker of the Medstead Lutheran
Cemetery for many years.
Agnes was a member of the Guyhirne Home
Craft Club for several years. Mrs. C. Mitchel and
Mrs. Albert knutson were Leader and Supervisor.
Both Stener and Agnes were members of the Swine
Club under the leadership of Mr. Jack Buck.
In the fall of 194~ the family moved to North
Battlcford where they had a rooming house until it
was sold in 1977. Later they sold their farm to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Reinhart who still live there.
SteneI' worked in the Post Office in North Battleford until the fall of 1962 when he married
Maurine Gotch of Melbourne, Australia. In January
of 1963 they moved to Melbourne, Australia where
SteneI' worked in the Post Office until he retired in
November of 1978. His wife died in December of
1971.
Mrs. Paul Waalen died in August of 1971 at the
age of 83 and Mr. Waalen died in November of 1973
at the age of 86.

Agnes, Paul Waalen, Mrs. P. Waalen, Mrs. Maurine Waalen
and Stener, 1967

Bill ami Mal'y Wade Family
Submitted by Joan Doidge
In August 1930 from the dried out prairie Bill
Wade, (who bought grain for the Western Grain Co.),
was transferred from Bridgeford, Sask. - (eighty
miles northwest of Moose Jaw) to Glenbush, I recall
that he wrote back, "it was paradise after dust. and
grasshopppers, etc."
In October 1930. Mary Wade with Joan, three
years: Sheila, twelve years: and Joyce two years:
arrived in Glenbush. We lived in rooms at the back of
the United Church. These rooms were accommodation for a summer student Minister and were truly
meant for summer only. I recall the floor mop being
frozen to the floor and water frozen in the morning.
School classes were then held in the church and we
could just open the bedroom door and walk into
school.
The next fall we moved into a new school and I
think Winnifred Weller was our teacher.
The Wades moved from the United Church
rooms to a house on the West side of town owned by
Margaret Harrison. Finally, they bought the last
house on the east side which I believe is still there. In
this house Allan and I were married in 1942.
While in Glenbush Bill Wade was active in 4-H
Clubs and was a member of the Medstead School
Unit Board from its beginning in 1947 to 1952. Mary

The Waalen farm north of Medstead, 1940.

the new town of Medstead as "Medstead on Eleven"
to distinguish it from the old Medstead.
When they wanted tll go to North Battleford they
would get a ride with Mr. S. Perry who hauled the
mail and cream to and from North Battleford. If there
were more passengers than could ride in the cab they
would ride in the back of the truck sitting on cream

cans or mail bags.
Their nearest neighbors were: Mr. and Mrs. OsCar Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Evans and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Otto Lehman and family (until they moved
to Prince in 1928 and the August Miller family came
to live there). The Tom Davies family lived a mile
west.
SteneI' and Agnes attended Guyhirne School
which was located on the N. W. corner of their parents' homestead. Their teachers there were: Miss Ella
Hagen, Miss Huzabee, Miss Mina Lehman and John
Warick. After the school was moved to a more central
location of the school district they attended Medstead
School. Their teachers there were: Frank Warick,
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walde with children, Hilda, Henry, Anne
and Irma, 1937.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wade.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walde

Wade worked to organize the first Homemakers'
Club in Glenbush. and with the outbreak of war a Red
Cross Branch. She held many offices in Homemaker
Clubs, she was on the provincial executive from
1936-1940 and was a member of the board of the
Women's Institute of Canada from 1940-1944 and
from 1947-1953. She was on the Executive Provincial Council of Women. Both workeel for the Libera!
party anel the affairs of the Nation were often settled
when such people as Don MacDonald. C. R. Maclntosh. or Bill Lofts visited our home.
Bill and Mary Wade retired to North Battleford in
1952. She continued to work with Homemakers, Reel
Cross, Liberals, l.O.D.E. ancl United Church
Women. In 1960 she was chosen as North Battlefords: "Lady of the Year," - in recognition of
service to her community. She died in 1964 and Bill
then went to live with his daughter joyce in
Ladysmith, B.C. He died in 1968.
Joan and Allan Doidge - Both attended school in
Glenbush. After completion of school Allan worked
for Mrs. C. Brown at the l.H.C. Joan worked in the
Glenbush Post Office from 1936-1942. They were
married in 1942, and Allan was in the Air Force until
1945. In 1947 they went to Meadow Lake, and both
were employed by Acklands Ltd. They have one
daughter, Janice McIntyre, who is a nurse in
Nanaimo, B.C.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walde came to Glenbush
from Kindersley on November 30, 1935, along with
the Jacob Krahn and Jacob Dyck families. They all
came by train with their belongings in boxcars. Mr.
Walde and Mr. Dyck travelled in the boxcars taking
care of the animals. Mr. Krahn travelled with the
women and children, taking care of them. Waldes
had three children. Hilda about four years, Henry
two years, and Anne two weeks. They built a log
house and also a barn on their land, which was in a
westerly direction from where Henry .Janzens, then
Frank Friesens. live. Finding life so hard and their
daughter was quite a ways from school and was old
enough to start, they decided to move to Gem, Alberta. This time they said their cattle and loaded their
possessions on a hayrack and left for Alberta with
their four children.
In August. 1941, another daughter was born and
Mrs. Waide passed away. Mr. Walde remarried and
later moved to Chilliwack, British Columbia. I think
all or most of their children live in British Columbia.
Submitted by Louise Krahn

George Walker
I was born in Liverpool, England and came to
Canada in i 907, working on a farm in Manitoba for
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two years, then moving to what 'vvas then called the
Glenwood setticmcnt in northern Saskatchev/llD,
having a friend, Jimmy Gilchrist, there on a home-

In Ami! of 1945 I sold mv farm and moved to
Mcadow'Lake. Saskatchewan 'where ! still live.
I often think back to the first picnic we had in rhe
Glenbush district on July 1st. 1910 to celebrate Dominion Day. People came from every direction to
help celebrate with games, races and baseball and

stead. I took a homestead, the NE-32-49-14-W3rd.
My neighbors on that section were Mr. and Mrs.

Nev./man and farnily, Herman Hansen, and W.

singing from a group of our colored friends from

Young. There was no Dost office in the district, the
neare~t being at North Batt!eford, forty-five miles

Medstead district. Everybody went home feeling
they had a real outing.

away.
In 1910 the people in the district applied for a post

office which was granted and located in the home of

Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Walker and family

George Gristw()od, and named the post office Glenbush. Mail waS hauled from North Battleford by
George Gordon.
II; 1911 a school district was formed and a school
built on the site donated by George Avery and called
the Avery School. Shortly after that a store was built
opposite the school by the North Battleford Trading
Co. and managed by Mr. G. A. Doidge. A few years
later Mr. W. Harrison took over as manager until he
bought the business.
In 1926 the railroad was built and a siding placed
on the land of John Grant, so the hamlet of Glenbush
was started and became the center of the district, with
it an elevator, store, boarding house, cafe and pool
room and also a blacksmith shop.
In 1930 the school district was divided into two
districts and a new school built in the hamlet of
Glenbush.
In 1920, I married Elsie Norton. whose parents
lived in the district and who was the teacher at Avery
school for two years. She passed away in December
of 1944. We had three children: Ralph. who gave his
life for his country in France early in 1945. Florence
(Mrs. Howard Saxton) of Birch Hills, Saskatchewan,
and Bruce in Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

In June, 1932. Mr.' and Mrs. Harry E. Walker
arrived at Robinhood. Sask. with all our worldy
goods. Four of our children. Ernie. Grace, Roy and
Laura moved with us while Edna remained for the
time being in Saskatoon, Sask.
The families were supposed to work together so

we were given one horse and one cow and then
worked together with the Stan McCleans who were
given the same, one horse and one cow. They had
come from Saskatoon at the same time.
In July, the families of Nichols and Alfreds arrived from Moose Jaw in wagons and old cars. The
Nichols had five children while in Alfred's family
there were five adults and four children.
Each family was supposed to build a hOllse. dig a
well, clear and break land for a garden ancl crop. All
that was on the place when we arrived was prairie
wool and white poplar trees. My husband knew how
to build log hOllses and so he helped our neighbors
build theirs. Nichol's house was from peeled poplar
logs while Alfred's was left unpeeled as it was getting
late towards the fall.
Our cabin, 22 x 24 was built out of seasoned
spruce logs which I worked for: three months at
fifteen dollars a month - to give us fortv-five dollars. By me working to pay ~for the logs, we had
money to buy lumber for the noor, others had only
bare earth for a floor all winter.
In September, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sheppard and
their two boys, Arthur and Fred, alTiveci from Zelma,
Sask. driving a team of horses with a wagon anci hay
rack ancl all their beionuings - a stove, beds, table
and boxes and grocerie: started to rain when they
arrived so Mr. and Mrs. Tarbet put them up in their
store for a couple of days. Harry put up an unpeeled
cabin for them ancl got slabs from the saw-mill to
build a barn for the horses for the winter. There being
no time to dig wells. water was hauled from the
farmers near by.
The four families all settled on Section 35-49-16W3, making twenty-six adults and children 011 the
one section in 1932.
Early the next spring in April. 1933, our one
horse died and on May 1st our one cow had a heifer

It

Mrs. G. Walker at Radisson, 1979.
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W. B. Jones persuaded Peter to seek a homestead in
the Glcnbush area. [·lert. in 191 L he met the Heeb
family' \vith \vhom. as neighbours, he \vas to share
(lOOG

~

"times and bad.

" ' ,
A one-room log cabtn \\llth sod roof 'Nas erected,
furnished with crude homemade table, chairs, bed
and stove. This \A'aS to remain his home until the !atc
t\venties.
To these humble surroundings he brought his
bride in 1922 from Navders, Austria, where five of

their seven children \vere born. They lived for a time
on Forcy's farm. When their house burned to the
ground thev stayed with the Heebs. Later, on October
I, 193() th~y moved to O'NeilL Nebraska where he
farmed until he retired. Thcy left Canada because of
lack of schools, church and railway.
Rosa recalls how "Pop had to haul his grain fifty
miles on sleigh, which to~)k him three days, often in
bitter cold" .~She also recalls how hard they worked
"As there was so much timber to clear they could
only break five to ten acres a year. "
'Peter kept a herd of Aberdeen Angus cattle.
Amon co them were the best acrobats in the area,. as
thev could iUlllp or climb through the best barbWire.
Pet~r was ;lways a very calm and gentle man, but
these tried his patience I
When feed was short, he and Jacob Meier would
take their cattle into the Bepaume area to pasture. On
one occasion. as Peter and Rosa were returning home
after checking their cattle, they came across a figure
huddled in the bush. A nineteen year old boy had
been separated from his father and brother in the
bush. For nine days search parties had failed to find
him and they had given up hope. Rosa says, "He
looked really bad. Wc had somc macaroni left from
lunch, which he ate." They then took him to his
home. (l can't recall his first name, but his last was
Hubbell. )
In the fall Jacob and Peter would polish their guns
and head north, moose hunting. Game was plentiful.
the meat was a welcome change from beef and porie
Sundays were special, field work was stopped,
while one took time out to visit the neighbours,
usually the Heebs. Mrs. Hecb would, at 10 A.M.
sharp: sit down with the family and Peter. and read
the prayer of the Mass. Then dinner was served. The
rest of the day was spent in discussing the news and
politics with much reminiscing on the old country.
Their children: Mrs. Mary Valley lives in Lynnwood, Washington; Raymond in O'NeilL Nebraska;
Mrs.lsobelle Tookes, Cheyenne, Wyoming; Joseph,
Mrs. Adelia Davis and Edward all live in Stuart,
Nebraska.
Rosa lives in Atkinson, Nebraska where shc still
works in the hospital part time.

Harry Walker family. L. to R., Edna, Roy, Laura, Grace, Ernie
and Mr. and Mrs. Walker.

calf in the bush which we did not find for two days.
the cow was dead and the calf hadn't had any milk.
However. I managed to raise her by hand - she was
our milk cow for the next eleven years.
We had to rely on the neighbors for many things.
In those days everyone helped one another, even the
old-time farmers were real good to us new settlers
which we did appreciate very much.
Although we had many hardships and disappointments we did have some happy limes along with
many "doings" in the Robinhood hall. after the men
of the district clubbed together to build it. A lot of
building was done by forming bees and everyone
helped, also sawing wood and stacking hay, even
digging wells.
I can truthfully say that same neighborly spirit
still exists in Robinhood today.
After losing my husband, Harry, in February,
1947, I moved from Robinhood. Three years later I
married his brother, We", on December 20, 1950.
We were living back at Robinhood when he passed
away in 1972. Roy had passed away in May, 1962.
I presently live in Unit # 10 of the Senior Citizens
Housing at Radisson, Sask. fairly close to Saskatoon
where Edna and Ernie and their families reside.
Grace and Harry Jorgenson live in Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho while Laura and her husband, Claude Beaucham, live in Bathurst, New Brunswick, theirfamily
are all close by.

Peter ami Rosa Walnafer Story
In 1910 Peter Walnafer, like so many other Europeans, was lured from his home in Pmtz, Austria, by
the glowing tales of opportunities in America, He
arrived in Central City, Nebraska, where he heard of
free land in Canada, So he was northward bound.
When he arrived in North Battleford, a land agent,
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William Walters family. L. to R., Shirley, Doug, Edna. Lin and
Lorraine.

William Walters, agent at the Pool elevator, 1954.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. (Bill) Waiters and Fam-

married Dennis Schneberger in 1965, they have one
girl, Ronlla. Our son. Wm. (Douglas) married Lorraine Stuart in 1971, and they have a family of three.
James, lenifer and John. I still enjoy my trips back to
the Robillhood area where Lin and Albert and their
family, Bradley, Natalie anel Laurie. live on their
farm.

ily
by Edna
Mid June. 1934. was my first visit to the northern
hamlet of Robinhood. Sask. My parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Walker. two brothers. Ernie and Roy and
two sisters. Grace and Laura had moved to a farm
near there in 1932. I remained in Saskatoon when my
family moved and by the time I arrived, a log cabin
had been built as well as a barn and an ice house.
Some land had been broke and I remember there
weren't too many cars yet, mostly wagons, sleighs
and cutters. The roads were new ",lci narrow.
In September, 1938. I married Wm. (Bill) James
Walters who resided nine miles south of Robinhood.
Bill had come from Portreeve. Sask .. to the Molewood School District with his dad in 1931. followed
by his mother and sisters in 1932. We farmed the
N.E. 19-48-15-W3 for six years and then decided to
purchase the general store from Mr. and Mrs. S. M.
Tarbet in Robinhood. This proved to be an interesting
challenge. getting to know and living with so many
kind and co-operative people. Bill took on the position as Sask. Wheat Pool elevator agent for six years
from 1948 to 1954.

Mr. and Mrs. William Henry (Harry) Walters
by Ruby Roulston
My parents. along with my brother Wm. (Bill).
and my two sisters Elaine. and Ferne, and myself,
rnoved our belongings from Portreeve,
Saskatchewan on November 9.1932. Our oldest sister Lillian lived with her husband. Harry Bell at
Nipawin. Saskatchewan. It was the dry thirties on the
prairies and besides this, Dad could only rent land in
the south. The opportunity for him to purchase his
own land urged him to venture north.
Our farm (NE Y4-19-48-15-W3rd) situated in the
Mo\ewood School District was purchased from the
C.P.R. in 1931. That year Dad and my brother came
up anc! started improving the farm. They built a
granary to live in. which by the way, served as our
house until 1934. Father who was a carpenter by
trade, was able to build our new house that year after
he and B ill had taken out logs and had the lumber and
shingles cut at the Birch Lake Siding.
The following year Dad contacted pneumonia
and passed away in the Rabbit Lake Hospital, May
13. 1935. 1 married Mac Roulston in April of that year
and Bill married Edna Walters in 1938. Elaine married Alfred Compton in 1944, while Ferne married
Bob Hume in 1945. Mother remained on the farm
until 1940 when she married Joe Desroches. They

Ten years slipped by and Bill's health became
poor, also high school was needed so we decided to
move to Saskatoon. I worked for a number of years at
the 1'. Eaton store. Bill was able to receive medical
treatment at the sanitorium. Later he worked for Mr.
1 R. Blacklock at the stockyards in Saskatoon. After
a lengthy illness Bill passed away in February. 1967.
All my family except Lin. live here in Saskatoon.
Our olelest daughter, Shirley married Wally Nowoselski in 1961: They have a family of five, Bernadette. Lois. Norm, Karen and Corinne. Lorraine
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Back: Joe, Anton. Alfred, Reynold Wapple. Front: John Wappie, Mary (Wapple) Heyden. Missing: Pauline and George.

Henry Walters in front of a granary used as a house for two
years.

moved to Cut Knife, Saskatchewan where they resided until Mother's passing in 1963. Joe passed away
the following year in Montreal. Quebec.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wappel, 1946.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wappel and Family
by Nora Starling
Rosalie Hertzog ancI Joseph Wappel came from
Vienna, Austria in 1894 to the U. S. A. They had not
known each other while living in Austria: but met
while living in Birnamwood, Wisconsin, and were
married in 1902.
After living there for six years, they came to
North Battleford, Saskatchewan by train, with their
children John, Mary ancl Annie. They arrived there
In 1908 bringing all their worldly goods: three cows,
a wagon and some farm machinery, also household
goods. They bought a team of oxen in North Battleford named Bob and George, hitched them to their
wagon - loaded with their possessions, and headed
for their homestead northeast of Medsteacl in the
district now known as Daylight. They homesteaded
on the quarter N. W. 16-50-14 and lived in a log
house.
The school was built in 1911, on land donated by
Joseph Wappel, on his quarter. They named the

Joe Wappel with Reynold on Dolly, horse that kicked him.
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and b!evv' sparks tov.,'ard the hanl. The barn caught on
fire. It had four oxen and one colt in it. The teacher

saw the smoke and sent the children home. A neighDour also saw the smoke and came on horseback just
in time to prevent Mother from going into the barn to
try and save the animals. Just then the roof fell in. [fit
hadn't been for him she 'vvould have surely been
burned.
It's hard to put down all the hardships these
people went through. Everything had to be done by
hand. They cleared the land with an axc. then broke
the land with oxen. picking roots and rocks, This
area was blessed wih an abundance of rocks.
The grain they had to sell had to be haulecl to
North Battleford by team: in the summer a wagon
and box, and in the winter sleigh and box, The grain
in those clays was sold by open market, and a lot of
times they would take a good grade of grain into the
elevator and the elevator rnan would say, "rm sorry
but I only have room for No, 5" knowing very well
the fanner would have to sell it at a low grade, as they
sure weren't going to haul it home again over fifty
miles, So I suppose they were thoroughly "ripped
off"; but I suppose they had stronger words than that.
The Wappel's got their groceries from Doidge's Store
in Glenbush.
In 1917 Dad built a two-story stone house, He
built the house in a side hill so you were able to walk
into the cellar from ground level, They lost this house
by fire in 1926, Dad was away at the time to a Co-op
meeting. There was a dance on at the school that
night. Some of the family were there. Mother was
downstairs with some of the family when she noticed
the smoke. She was only able to get the younger
children to safety and save a few blankets. The people from the dance came; but were unable to save
anything but the sewing machine, Just a short time
before they lost the pump house by fire destroying the
pump and engine.
Here are some events that happened in earlier
years.
In 1921 Mother was in hospital in North Battleford and Dad went to bring her home. They had a
very spirited team of horses that ran away, When they
were running out of control the wagon pole broke and
was driven into the ground bringing horses and
wagon to an abrupt stop, tipping the wagon and box
over and pinning Mother underneath. Dad was
thrown out and hurt. Help came: a doctor from North
Battleford drove out to take Mother and Dad back to
the hospital. Dad had his shoulder out of place,
Mother a broken arm and internal injuries. She was
pregnant at the time, but both survived. This all
happened at the Finlayson Hill south of lffley. The
mail man came to let the family know about the

In 1925 Anton Wappel drove this outfit on the gang plow on
Osiers farm and George Mattock's homestead, This picture
was taken by nurse Drayton.

Joanne Wappel won a gold medal in high jump and placed
fourth in long jump at the International Special Olympics at
Brockport, New York,

school Birnamwooci, after their old home 1L1wn in
U,S,A, The first School meeting was held in the
Wappel house, Dad was the first treasurer for the
school and Mother did the janitor work, The first
annual meeting was held In January 1912, The school
had already been open for thirty four days,
In the early spring of 1915, Dad set fire to their
old root celiar, then had to go on business somewhere, thinking all was safe, with no wind and some
snow still on the ground; but the wind rose unnoticed
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accident. That year the older children had to do aU
the harvest as Dad \vas unable to do any work.
The WappeJ's had eight children while living in
the Davlight district, others were born after they
moved ~aw:lY, making a total of eleven children, five
girls and six boys.
In 1924 Joe was chasing horses into a corral on
horseback when one of the horses kicked, striking
him on the leg lifting the flesh from the bone. The
wound requir~d meclical aid and North Battldord
being fifty miles away the closest hospital. Me Larson took him to North Battleford in his car where he
was patched up taking seventeen stitches to close the
wound.

The Wards
The same summer as the Hesses came to Hillside, the Wards came abo. Dustin Ward, his wife,
Laura, and his father. Horace Ward. Dustin (Out)
homesteaded on the S.W. quarter of 20-47-14 and
Horace Ward homesteaded on the S. W. quarter of
30-47-14. In 1916 when the Ward school was built it
was on the corner of Horace Ward's land, hence it got
its name.
Dustin and Laura Ward didn't have any children
oflheir own but Hazel and Walter Payne spent quite a
a few years with them.
They sold out in 1920 and moveel back to Wiscon-

Laura and Dustin Ward.

Lewis and Mary (Bargen) Warkentin
Lewis first made his appearance in the Hepburn
district (approximately 30 miles north of Saskatoon),
in 1930. He was heartily welcomed by two older
brothers Bill and Cornie. who looked forward to a
future all boy' baseball team. However. his parents
Cornie anel Helen Warkentin. probably had hoped for
a daughter She eventually arrived the following year
to add much spice and action to the family. Evelyn
later welcomed another brother Ben.
When Lewis was only three years old, he lost his
dad through a tragic drowning accident. For nine
years their mother worked very hard and cOUrageously to give her children a good home. In 1942
she married Herb Janzen which resulted in the family
moving north and settling in the Daylight district. six
miles from the village of Medstead. Farming was a
l1e\\/ experience for Lc\vis and his brothers. and at
present he is the only one of them still engaged in it.
Two other sisters. Shirley anel Linda Janzen also
joined the family, each contributing her own unique
character. In 1946 the family movecl to the Scotty
Davis farm in the Carrollton School district. which
Lewis has farmed since 1')54. In 1955 he married
Mary Bargen in Glenbush.
l. Mary. was born in the Gilroy district in Southern Saskatchewan. \Ve left this area to come north to
Glenbush in 1933. so I have no recollection of my
first home. Curiosity prompted a brief visit to Gilroy
a few years ago and vve discovered the reason that this
little landmark is no longer on the map. The elevator

Sin.

Horace Ward, who donated the land on which Ward School
was built. Thus, the school was named after him.
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\V'ith Gilroy still plainly visible. is no'.,\' closed and
stands as a lonely sentinel against the prairie skyline
and has only the remains of u rev./ broken down
buildings to keep it company.
The memories of my childhood naturally focus
mound my school days and school teachers. Since
our family moved several times, i attended four different schools, Marron, Hyde Park, Artichoke and
Glenbush to compiete my elementary and high
school education. This also meant 1 encountered and
learned from twelve different teachers, One of these
is Mrs. Kathleen Nouch, who had done much in the
field of drama in Saskatchevvan as well as being a
good vvritcr. Moving to different school districts \\ias
not always easy. It meant leaving friends and making
new ones. However, on the whole it has been a
valuable experience since we learned to know people
in several districts and now often meet acquaintances
in so many different places. Later working in the
hospital in North Battleford was another opportunity
to meet interesting people.
My first job after becoming a farmer's wife was
to learn to like farming. The advantage in our mixed
farming area is that life is always busy and offers little
time to become bored, If children don't keep you
busy when they are small. they certainly do when
they enter schooL Clifford was a handicapped child
and due to Scoliosis of the spine spent seven of his
growing years wearing a Milwaukee brace. He is now
employed at the Saskatchewan Council for Crippled
Children and Adults, where they make wheelchair
lifts, Saskapoles and other equipment for the handicapped. He always had a keen interest in cars and in
hockey, and even today spends much of his spare
time on used car lots in the city.
Marilyn and Trevor are still busy at school working at their education. Marilyn uses her piano for
relaxation, while li'evor finds hockey a great way to
spend his energy all winter

The Mr. and Mrs. Tom Waugh Story
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur (Tom) Waugh spent several
active years in the Guyhirne District in the 1930's,
Mrs. Waugh was an enthusiastic member of the
Homemakers, Tom Waugh was a tmstee of the school
district. They had a daughter Lena, who married
Allan Carter. The Carters were also residents of the
Guyhirne District for several years and took part in
many social activities. Allan joined the armed services, They had a daughter (Shirley) while they lived
here, The Waugh family moved to Black Diamond,
Alberta in 1943,
Mr. and Mrs. Waugh, also Allan and Lena Carter
have since passed away, but to those who knew them

plt:asant memories still remain of their stay in the
Guyhirnc District.
Enming \Vas gond in the ]020's \'vith good crops
and cattk prices fair. It \I/as rime to look for greener
pastures. Dad located land for sale in the Prince area
in 1923 at $20.00 per acre. He bought three yuarters
of rock-free land. There \\las a frame house on it. but
oh! so cold. There \\'as no insulation and the wind
blew through the cracks. Joe tells me it \Vas nothing
(0 wake up in the morning and sec a skiff of SIlO\\' on
the fluor upstairs where it had blown through the
cracks. Shortly after they had settled there the dry
years hit: the winds blowing the dust into clouds for
days on end. Crops were very poor and dried out, but
by hard work and good management they made a
good farm of it. This farm is still in the family.
John Wappel was born in 1903 on May 9 in
Wisconsin. In 1953 he married Teresa Delaire. They
had two children, Glen born on March 5 in 1964, and
Joanne born on March 22nd, 1966. Teresa passed
away on Feb. 7, 1973. John is retired and living in
Battleford with the children. Joanne Wappel is a real
athlete. She took part in the International Special
Olympics winning a gold medal for the high jump.
Mary Wappel Was born on May 7, 1905 in
Wisconsin. She married Jack Heyden in 1925. They
are retired and living on the home farm west of
Belbutte.
Annie Wappel was born on Aug. II, 1906. She
passed away on Jan. 4, 1054 at the age of forty-eight.
Joe Wappel was born on Oct. 22, 1908. He married Helen Moran in 1957. They are retired and living
in North Battleford.
Rosie was born on July 2, 1911. She married
Ronald McMillan of Prince in 1930. She died three
weeks later at the age of nineteen.
Pauline waS born on June 14, 1913. She married
Morris Vaupel of Meota. They had one daughter
Shirley. Pauline now lives in Winfield, B.C
Anton was born on July 7, 1915. He farms in the
Prince area and lives in North Battleford. Minnie was
born on Aug, 20, 1917. She married Martin Vaupel in
1943. They had one daughter, Anne. Minnie died in
1947,
George was born on Feb. '2, 1922. He married
Mary Degenhardt in 1948. They have three sons.
Brian, who has Appel Printing of North Battleford,
Wayne who lives in Saskatoon, Gary who lives in
North Battleford. George Wappel has worked in the
Union Hospital for many years,
Alfred was born on June 15, 1923. He married
Eleanor Seib. They have three sons. Leonard lives at
Campbell River, B,C Gary farms at home. Lyle is
going to school in Saskatoon, taking refrigeration.
Reynold was born on Sept. 19, 1925, He lives on the
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They have six children: Lena '-mel her husband,
Cornie. have six children and iive at Niagma-on-thcLake. Ontario. John and his \vifc, IVlaric. have three
children and liv'e at St. CathLlrines. Violet and her
husband, rvli!ian Michlik. and [\\,c; children also livre
in St. Catharines. Katie and her husband. Peter Flath,
,md three children live at Harford, Sask. Henry, Ten"
and four children live at Glenbush. Ernie and \vife.
Rita, and t\'v'U children live at Thompson, Man.
Mr. and Mrs. John V/crsrroh farmed one rnile cast

horne farm at Prince with Alfred and Eleanor Wappel.
Joseph Wappel bought a house in New Westminister, B.C. in 1946 to retire there. Rosalie went to
live there in 194B. Then they came back to live in
North Battleford where Joseph died on Nov. 13,
1951. Rosalie died in July, 1960.

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wappel and Family
In 190B the Leonard Wappel family homestead in
the Meclstead area, on the S. W y, of Sec 20-50-14
W3rd. There, with the help of S. Perry, they built a
good sized two story house, which is still standing
today.
The children from their family, who attended the
Birnamwood School were Annie, Mary and Lizzie.
Brother Leonard was too young to attend school
here.
Mrs Wappel proved to be a very good friend and
neighbour. She was often calleel to homes in the area
to attend the birth of new babies, and she never failed
to come.
These people worked hard to make a go of it, but
the prospects of the early coming of the railroad
didn't look very bright, so in 1916 they decided to

of Glenbush untii their retirement in 1961. They

bought a house in Glenbush.
Henry Werstroh and Tena (Dyck I were married at
the General Conference Church on July 26,1958. We
lived in Saskatoon where we both worked, Then in
1961 we came back to Glenbush, and together with
Henry's brother. Ernie, took over the farm. They
farmed together until 1965, when Henry purchased
the John Heinrichs farm and moved there with his
111mily.

V'ie have four boys: Barry, Allan, Randal, and
fvlurray.

The Decade of The ' 31ls
by Ernest J, Wever

move.

The Wesers came to Canada ancl to the Medstead
district in April of 1924, On the 13 of April. 1924, we
landed in Halifax, on the Montrose, sailing out of
Liverpool, England: having previously crossed the
Channel on a smaller boat fr0111 Hamburg, Germany.
We came from near the city of Kassek and my father
was a teacher in the small village of Wirmighousen.
earning a fair wage and at fifty five years of age was
close to retirement. Canada had lured him for more
than twenty years besides our postmaster, a Mr.
Steinhardt had two of his brothers living in Canada:
these were Mr. Karl and Mr. Fritz Steinhardt from the
Medstead or rather Guyhirne district.
As I said, we landed in Halifax on the thirteenth
and if that were an unlucky day we hac! no particular
control over the day of the ships landing. The reason
for coming had 10 be the golden opportunity of acquiring lots of lanel for the low homestead fee of ten
dollars for 160 acres, Furthermore my dad, Karl Otto
Weser, was able (0 manage an early retirement settlement for his lifetime work as a school teacher. This
sum managed the money for the trip and sufficient
money for a very modest beginning.
At North Battleford we arrived. if my memory
serves me right, on the 17th of April to see our picture
on the tront page of the Winnipeg Free Press: all
thirteen of us, the parents and eleven children. Martha, Margarete, Irene, Irma, Alvina, Lydia, Karl,
Otto, George, Ernest anel Walter. Karl and Martha
found work in the Battleford area, the rest of us, !

Harvey Wardell ~ NE-33-50-13-W3, September 191 I. Born in Ontario, came to this area from
Borden. Abandoned land because he thought it was
too scrubby. Fred W, Jeans then came and took over
this quarter.

The John Weiland Family
John and Bertha Weiland bought the Medstead
Hotel in 1964, having sold the farm in Lake Lenore,
Sask. The children Jerome, Glorianne, Michael.
Mary Lou and Matthew. Jerome married Vivian Volk
now living in Spiritwood, Glorianne married John
Schulkowsky now living on the Schulkowsky farm,
Michael is working at Supercrete, Mary Lou doing
commercial cooking, both in Edmonton, Matthew is
installing Central Vac, Saskatoon.
We sold the Hotel in 1973 and moved to Saskatoon. John doing janitor work and Bertha cooking at
community training residence (for inmates).

John Werstroh Family
John Werstroh came to Canada, with a friend, in
1925 from Hungary, He worked at Regina until 1927
when he bought a farm at Duff, Sask.
Mary Werstroh (Martens) came from Russia in
1923. She lived at Duff, Sask.
This is where they met and were married on June
28. 1928, A few years later they moved to G lenbush,
Sask,
lOSS

beiieve, left on the 19th for Medstead. Karl and Fritz
Steinhardt had come the forty-five or fifty miles to
the city to pick us up. Two fully loaded wagons barely
held all the possessions and the passengers. The trip
started real early but we didn't get too far when a
real, late snowstorm bore down on the travelers and
the wagons had to be traded in for sleighs at a farm

northeast and finally ended about four miles north of

the present Bapaume right smack in the deepest wilderness.
in [he fv1edstead district when 'Nt arrived there
were the Steinhardts. the Muliers and the Lehmans:
the Schmirlers, the McLeans, the McPhersons, the
George Neales and [he All' Neales. There were others
of course but these \vere funher out and we associated
with some of these also. Just the same, it was a big
land and lots of empty space for the early settlers,
particularly since horse and buggy or horses and
wagon \vere the fastest means of transportation.
At the homestead, the place called ldylwild,
neighbors were even scarcer, with the exception of
some bachelors, the only other families were the
Hares, the Taylors and the Emmersons, and these
lived two, four and six miles away respectively. Lots
of free range country of swamp, meadows and brush
made this a good place for raising cattle, but my folks
were used to a life long association with people and in
1928, when the railroad came to this country, they
decided to return to Medstead and buy a half section
of a former soldier settler who had left his property
some time ago.
In 1928 the district was much as it had been in
1924, Wagon trails criss-crossed the country more or
less as the crow would tly. The Indians used these
trails when they set up their tents to dig seneca roots
or to trade moccasins and hides to the early settlers.
Although soon the change became apparent as settlers !locked in by the score. Right through the early
thirties and by 1932, almost every quarter had a
residing occupant and then right off started the decline.
They came and they went
Not knowing what for
'Cause the heap big depression
Had come to their door'
Here in the Medstead district we built our first
house of logs which is still more or less intact. The
Voss family, our closest neighbors, came in 1930 and
we had a lot of social and also financial dealings with
them. I remember in the early 1930's, three of the
Weser boys cut bush to pay back a debt at 75 cents a
day for each of us. This was at a slack time of the year
in mid-winter in the early thirties and that was about
the going wage.
When the Lingles came, in the fall of 1929 or
1930, my dad and three of us boys helped them build
their house until it was completed. It took somewhat
over three weeks and we charged them nothing at all.
Other new settlers were the Pichlers at the east end of
Brougton, the Derrymans at the west end of the lake,
the Benders, the Bauers, the Bruins and the Langes
and many others. In 1931 came the settlers who

along the road.

In those days trading in your wagons for sleighs
was no big deal, as the early settlers stood for each
other, one and ail' A man in need found a helper in
deed' At any rate the trip wem on to Cochin that night
and we stayed that night with an Indian family on the
reserve: literally taking over the kitchen floor and the
rest of the small house as well, sleeping on every
available space on the tloor. Two boys of the family
came home late that night, and when they opened the
door to find their home taken over in this fashion,
they quickly backed out and closed the door. After
some length of consultation outside, they reentered
and tiptoed their way over the sleeping bodies to their
own bedroom. In the morning the Indian boys were
fast asleep with their blankets over their heads and
their feet sticking out. Some of the Weser girls tickled their feet and found to their satisfaction that
brown feet tickle just as well.
Another day of traveling from Cochin brought us
to the Steinhardt place early in the evening. Here we
practically took over the Steinhardt's residence for
several days until different accommodation could be
found.
Father took in most of the auction sales of the
district while his remaining funds held out. In this
way a small here! of cattle and a team of horses were
soon gathered and then began the search for a homestead. Since free homesteads were no longer available in the Medstead district the search went to the

Back. L. - R. Carl Weser, Jean Shepherd, Walter and Alvina
Weser, Ted Christen, Alfred Millar, Lillian Arsenault, and Ernest Weser. Front. Mrs. Lidia Weser, Mary Millar, and Martha

Weser.
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seHled under the provincial and city lanel settlement
scheme in conjunction with the C. P. R. to settle on
railroad lanel about a mile and a half north of us.
There was four families I believc, the Thorns, the
Henries and the Colleys. They received five dollars
from the city per month and five dollars from the

cles wound up at that spot on the sunny days of
midsummer, for fun, for fishing. for loafing and for
talking. At a certain time of year a good crowd of
friends and neighbors could always be found there:
later, when the motor vehicle age came along, thes~
gatherings of close acquaintances came to an end.
Now people traveled far and wide. good sandy
beaches, picture shows in the city. or distam relatives
became the order of the day and so the community
lost a good part of its togetherness.
The furthest we traveled with horses was to
Cochin to pick saskatoons or to Loon Lake to pick
blueberries: that meant staying a day or two and
sleeping in a tent or under the open stars. In early
spring we went to fish in the spawning run, near Fred
Wisner's place, at the northeast end of Birch Lake.
There we fished in the dark, trailing our bare hands in
the water and scooping out the fish until our hands
became numb from the ice-cold water. Twines were
tied across the path through the willows and we got
tripped in the dark, or a fish came !lying at us and one
time, when I lay on a log jutting over the rushing
water, someone used a saw to cut the log off behind
me and I fell head first into the ice-cold water. Of
course we always had a good campfire and even a
blanket screen where we could change our clothes
near the warm glow of the fire, for on such a night we
usually had a spare set of clothes along.
Once more I must return, to the dense settlement
of the district, which occurred mainly in the short
span of five years or less and most of the settlers
dispersed in the next five years. That brings us right
off to the depression which at first was responsible
for the fast settlement and then again for the even
faster depopulation that all took place within the
short span of a decade. Most of it fell into the dirty
thirties. A depression like no other in memorable
history I People lost their jobs by the score and many
were advised or inclined to seek the land for security,
although the land was tough and harsh and you didn't
uncover your first million by digging down in one
spot. You paid the price of time for every stone you
picked, and for every acre you managed to clear.
Then came the breaking and to work it down. To buy
the seed you had to trade something or work for
someone else, losing time to get your own work
done.
Then when you had her made, the people with the
money-bag first got their undeserved share: that left
very little for the producer. The first decent crop for
the Wesers came along in the fall of 1930. 1500
bushels of wheat, 900 bushels of barley and 500
bushels of oats. At the local elevator we received I I
cents for the wheat, 9 cents for the barley, and 3 cents
for the oats. My father, who was always a staunch

provincial government, also a wagon, a team of

horses and a cow. People said that they received too
much to starve and too little to survive, they all left
before a decade had past with little reward for their
years of hard labor.
We had some dealings with these people and we
loaned some of them the mower and rake in order that
they could make hay for their stock. My father, Me.
Otto Weser, was never much of a farmer but he was a
community man and had some intluence in furthering the German culture by being involved in the
German Canadian Association at Guyhirne, and also
in instructing a group of singers of that association.
He taught German to some of the children who were
inclined to learn the language of their forefathers.
My brother, Otto had to be the roving ambassador for
he knew one and all within fifty miles in every
direction. With a saddle horse or the old model T, he
left no mile untravelled so that he would know all the
lassies far and wide: however there was no matrimony and he later married in Winnipeg.
Although one night, as he took a lady teacher to
the dance, someone drained the oil on his model T
and on his way home that night, he burned the connecting rods and the model T would run no more. I
believe the year was 1931 and turning that model T
into a horse drawn vehicle with rubber tires had to be
the first of its kind: if my memory serves me well,
this one was dubbed a Bennett buggy for R. B.
Bennett the Conservative Prime Minister, who often
got blamed for the hard times of the depression.
The smaller children in our family never went to
school; the school system at that time happened to be
too disorganized and at that early age we always lived
a good deal more than four miles from the nearest
school. However, we received a meagre measure of
an on/off home tutoring. Work, both simple and
rugged, kept us out of mischief or inactivity.
Leisure activity and time for pleasure was mainly
reserved for Sunday or some of the many dances that
were held in the district. With all the settlers in the
early thirties, leisure time could usually be spent in
company in spite of the slow moving horse and
buggy. Were our new generation restricted to that
kind of travel, we would be hard pressed to keep our
community spirit alive.
For recreation in summer we often went to Bogart
Bay, the closest approach to Birch Lake. Many teams
of horse and buggy, Bennett buggies and even bicy1090

Conservative and an anti-socialise turned to the Labor Progressive Party when the railroad received
more for a carload of wheat for transportation to
Winnipeg, tban be received for tbe grain. I believe
the split was $167 for tbe railroad and $15 for us thm
was good wheat and we loaded it by hand with a
shoveL WOO bushels in all. To get the grain threshed
cost 6 cents a bushel for the wheat,S cents for the
barley and 1Y2 cents for the oats. 5 cents a dozen for
eggs, 5-10 cents for a pound of butter and a cent and a
half a pound for beef on the hoof Those were the
farm prices of the day in the early years of the
depression and they moved upward very little until
the start of the Second World War.
In those days my first job of any meaningful wage
was the building of highway 55: the first morning I
started, walked six miles to get to the job-site. You
can almost bet that I got up before breakfast. We
worked towards our place and that night I had only
five and one half miles to walk home: at the end of
that first week I was a mere three miles from home.
The wages were 30 cents an hour and we worked an
eight hour day. This work started in 1938 and by this
time many new settlers had already left the district.
Foreclosure on the land, or the repossession of unpaid for machines, or the seizure of stock for one debt
or another had deeimated the settlers, driving them to
British Columbia or east to Toronto and Montreal.
Then came the war, and now the government had
plenty of money to put one and all on to real paying
jobs, in or out of the army, Construction wages rose
to one dollar an hour overnight and at that point the
government brought in wage and price controls
which lasted to the end of the duration,
Gone were the hobos from the top of the freights,
gone were the campers from the edge of the jungles
and gone were the knockers on the back door asking
or begging for sustenance of life. Once again people
are suffering from lack of jobs, because we can't
afford to put one million unemployed Canadians
back to work. 1 wonder just how soon we'd find the
money if another war broke out?
At any rate, the Wesers held their own until Otto
Weser Sr. left for greener pastures on the other side of
the great valley where we all must go, For some
reason Walter, who inherited the task of continuing
the farm enterprise, left much to be desired in good
farming judgment and the farm, like in its first days
of conception , is still struggling to stay alive. Perhaps
it would not hurt to recall at this time the emergence
of the tractor era. Some people never saw it coming,
some just could not handle it, and some refused to
adapt to it, in an intelligent manner, Coming during
the middle and later part of the depression, the tractor
age made some farmers and broke others to pieces,

There is a possibility that the energy crisis can or

could present us with a similar need for change. A
direction of change could take place that is as yet not
even indicated. \Vill it be gasehol or the steamer'?
\Vill it be rapeseed oil for the diesel tractor, or hydro ..
gen and oxygen cylinder tractors? The n('v·/ change
that is bound to occur could be even more dislocating
Than the horse to tractor era.
Of the Weser family, Irene moved to Ontario and
married Ed Kruger of Hespeler, fViargarete married
Bob Melvin of Speers, Saskatchewan, they later
rnoved to Tb[onto. Alvina married our neighbor, Ted
Christen, no one ever was more concerned with conll11unity life and more embedded with communiry
spirit than rny brotherin-law, Ted. You name any
community activity and Ted was sure to be involved.
This regard and concern for people seemed to be
inherited from his homeland, Too bad my sister
could never really understand or live with it.
Irma got married in Toronto to Jack Worsfold,
and Lydia also got married in that big city, she
married Bob Robertson, who has since gone to his
last resting place. Of the boys, George moved to
Bowden, Alberta and is married and farming. Otto
ended up in Winnipeg, he entered the carpenter
trade: later he married, now he is retired and lives in
Transcona. My brother Karl passed away recently in
Medstead, I suppose with the notion of perpetual
motion slill on his mind. ! myself ended up in Laird,
Saskatchewan and am still earning my daily bread,
Conditions and history go hand in hand. What the
people did and how they fared depends a great deal
on the conditions of the era: the poverty of the depression takes precedence and often dictates the course of
events. When the hospital had to close its door to
those unable to pay for its services, then many people
would rather forget this factor existed or played an
important role within the community, I believe that
the conditions and circumstances whieh shape and
mold us into what we are or what we become are part
and parcel of the history and must be recorded as
such.
!n this regard the importance of the election victory of the CCF in 1944 cannot be denied, The
historic occasion of hospitalization and medicare
were consequential to the decade of general poverty
during the great depression. The argument of the
Bennett government and later of the Liberals that
there was no money to bring about change did not
hold water. People in Saskatchewan made a super
human effort to introduce a third political party, and
this party, since 1944, has brought a moderate but
important change for the better: a change that is still
sadly lacking in the Atlantic provinces,
! should have included some funny episodes,
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The Wheeler Family

heaven knows everybody likes a good laugh; instead
I like to write of another important matter that belongs to a district's history. All of us who have left,
share a degree of nostalgic memories: for the things
we had and for the things we lost. let me end it with a
verse of a song that should fit more or less our
combined sentiment wherever \ve are.
or my youthful days. of my youthful days,
S\veetcst rnemories linger on.
In so many ways, in so many ways
However fast, yes fast the time has gone
However fast the time has gone.

Alfred and Leslie Wheeler came to the Hillside
district in 1912, to settle on the north half of
32-47-14.

Leslie \,vas married and had a small daughter. He
was the first secretary-treasurer for the \iVard School
district, and served for four years. He \vas municipal

councillor for his division for a time.
While he was councillor, he looked aftcr the
gopher poison. which he kept in the pantry. It was
packed in boxes in poweler form. When his daughter
was about hvo years old. she got into the poison:
when her mother found her. she had it smeared all
over her face and mouth, her mother washed her off
as hest she could, and hoped she hadn't eaten any.
Apparently she hadn't as there were no after effects.
They would trade work with their neighbor, Kelly
Jacques. Kelly would pick rocks and roots, then the
Wheelers would break up land for Kelly in return.
Alfred joined the 188th Battalion for overseas
service in 1915. He was a dispatch rider in France, but
died of pneumonia in eastern Canada, after his return

Oh my native land, oh my native land
Let the dear blessed Lord divine.
Take me by the hand, take me by the hand
And show me that. yes that which once was mine
And show me that. which once was mine.

The Whalens

v,

Mr. and Mrs. Whalen lived on the S. W.
of
section 30 in the Molewood district in 1936. They
had a family of three: Jack, Emmett and Margaret.
Margaret was the only one of the family that went to
Molewood School. The family left the district in
1936 for Dubeth, Minn., U.S.A.

from the war.

Leslie sold his land to Ralph Elam in 1919, and
moved to eastern Canada.

L. - R. Marion Bell, Howard Wheeler, Iky Grabler, Lillie Wheeler, Grandma, Grandpa Pete Wheeler and two children in 1924,
camped at 17-51-15-W3. Birch Lake Area.
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The William Wheeler History
by Evelyn (Wheeler) Roske
William Wheeler was born in Alcona, Michigan,
U.S.A. and his wife Lillie Elliot, was born in Adams,
lliinois, U.S.A. They were married in 1913 and had
ten children: Leonard. Cliff (deceased), Melvin.
Laura. Kenneth, Shirley. Helen, Marcia. Toni, and
Evelyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler came to Canada from the
U.S.A. in 191i, settling in the Birch Lake area in
MayoI' 1924 on the East half of 17-51-15. William
made his living as a farmer, carpenter and bush man.
He passed away in March. 1939 and Lillie passed
away in 1957. Their daughter, Evelyn, married Rudy
Roske in 1935 and now lives in the Glaslyn area.
They have three children: Olive, in Battleford: Alvin,
in Newmarket, Ontario: and Jim at home, farming.
Evelyn attended the Birch Lake School from 1924
until 1932. Their three children also attended Birch
Lake School and Alvin and Jim finished their schooling in Medstead.

Fred Whitt hauling mail from Medstead post office (Perry farm)
to Witchekan, 1920.

in their possession for $10.00 cash and an agreement
to break thirty acres to prove it up in a specified time
sounded like a rich deal.
Being green Englishmen, little did they know the
obstacles of the country and hardships they would
likely endure to prove it up. But being young, they
were optimistic and Fred fiied on S. W. v, of 26 T-50R 14-W3rd and Harry filed on S. W. V,-34-TSO-RI4W3n.J. Life vvas going: to be a very much different
type than any of them had been used to.
Mr. Whitt (Freel) had been a Post Office Assistant
and had learnt the butcher trade with his father in his
shop in England. Harry being the younger had
helped in his father's shop in England. George Landry had worked as a carpenter and logger in his day
and had learnt the techniques of hewing logs for
building purposes. His knowledge was going: to be a

Enoch Whitfield
Born in Shropshire, England, as a young man he
served with the Royal Engineers Regiment. He came
to Canada in about 1909, homesteaded in the Perdue
area with his brother Charlie. In 1933 he married the
fanner Annie Novak, and in 1934 a daughter, Alice
was born to them. This same year they moved to the
Cater district to settle on the NE-19-SI-14.
Enoch was a tough little Englishman who could
always stand his ground. This writer remembers one
occasion when the present grid road through the
district was being graded up for the first time in about
1948 or 1949. There were a few of us picking rocks on
the road and the foreman said to me, "Go tell Whitfield to pick farther down the grade." So being about
sixteen or seventeen years old at the time. and given
this great authority, 1 swaggered up to Enoch and said
he was supposed to pick farther down the road. WelL
Enoch looked at me in his very sternest English and
sent me back to the world of reality with two simple
words, "like 'ell'"
They farmed here until the sixties and have since
passed away. Alice, their only child, lives somewhere in Ontario.

The Whitt History (as near as on!' knowledge can give)
In 1910-11 . after hearing and reading about Canada opening up parcels of land for homesteading, Fred
Whitt, his brother Harry and a friend, George Landry
decided to leave their homeland in Nottinghamsi1ire,
England to sail over to Canada and file on a homestead. To have three hundred sixty-five acres of land

Fred and Louise Whitt wedding, Montreal, 1912. Fred and
Louise on left.
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young fo!k~ hav'e a hahit of doing. and soon had our
o'l,'vn homes and families.
On November II. 1933 ! (Rose) married Noel
Ricketts M ul! ingar. Noel \vas raised in that country
a farm boy' and o\'v'ned his o\vn farm. Noel and 1
farmed in the tvlullimwr District for thirty four vears
before retiring to N~)rth Batt1eford vi/h~rc \A/C- now
live. after selling the brm.
\Ve raised t\VO sons - Dou!2las \v110 is an industrial mechanic and \vclder pre~ently at the coppermine at Princetc)\'·vn. B.C. He is married and has three
sons. Myles - our youngest is a contractor and
"faller" in the timber and lives in Lumby. B.C. He is
married and has a girl and boy.
Several years passed when Ben decided to follow
his sister's pattern and married Nettie (or Jean) CUfrie. December 5,1945. They had seven children: four
boys and three girls. They made their home on the old
Josh Perry farm east five miles from the town of
Mcdsteael until 1978 when Bert (for health reasons)
sole! his farm to his eldest son Garry and wife. and
retired to a mobile home unit in the town of
Medstcad.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitt (Mother and Dadl remained
on the old homestead farm with their faithful old
Scotch collie dog till in their seventies when during a
vicious electric storm a bolt of lightning struck their
home the night of September 4th. 1946. It killed both
of them in bed in their home and burnt it to the
ground. What a tragic but rare ending for two old
people to have -- it was unforgettable.
We believe it was meant to be that way. Mother
always wished to be cremated when she passed away
and always wished there was a way two old people
could pass on together. !t was really a wish come true
in two ways. for Mother at least.

great asset to them all as they \vorkcd together putting
up their houses and barns of log.
After Me Whitt I Freel) got his buildings together
he sent for his fiancee. Louise Bosvv'onh Wh0!11 he
had left back home in England to wait for him tiil he
got a home together. This \vas to he a big challenge
for her to. get married and become a pioneer farmer's
\vife after being a teacher for some years in England.
However, with high optimism in .June 1912 they met
each other in Winnipeg. They were invited to stay
with some old frienels there. that had previously
eomc to Canaela from England - the Cyril HUt'hes.
A few Jays after their meeting they were married and
the Hughes V\'ere their attendants. After a few days
they came west to their partly finished hume. They
spent many hours and days working to make it all
comfortable and to their liking. By this time their
finances were getting lo\'v' and vvinter would be coming on so Fred Whitt decided he would accept a job
which had been offered him by Charlie May in N.
Battlcforcl in his butcher shop. The extra cash would
help them in completing their home in the spring so
they rented a small house and spent the winter in
North Balt1cford (just a town then I and they returned
to the homestead in the spring. Over the years they
experienced many hardships and disappointments as
did many pioneers in those days. But people were
friendly and helped each other over the rough times.
In 1920 and '21 Mr. Whitt had the job of hauling
the mail from the old Doidge Store and Post Office
situateel north of the town of Medstead three of four
miles to Witchikan Lake with a team of horses and a
democrat. In the spring 'when the water was high in
the creek near Witchikan he had to build a high rack
to put the mail bags on to keep them from getting wet
when he forded the creek. Many occasions he would
have passengers to deliver who had come out with
Dave Hazlett on the mail rig from North Battleford or
with Mr. Perry Sr. who hauled the freight and store
supplies. No railroads in those days.
By 1920 Mr. Whitt and Louise had not been
blessed with any children and decided they would try
to adopt a brother and sister if possible. So they
proceeded to contact the Children's Orphanage in
Regina for that possibility. After the various procedures connected with adoption and in the course of
time found Herbert Arthur. age six and Rose Elizabeth, age eight and soon we were a part of the Whitt
home. We were very happy with our new home and
parents and learned to respect and love them as our
very own parents. We experienced a lot of happy
memories. pleasures and joys that those times afforded: riding horseback to school, helping with
chores and all the things that have to be done on a
farm. Years passed by and we gradually grew up as

or

Bert am! Jean Whitt Story
In 1944 I left home to start farming for myself.
bought Josh Perry's homestead. and the l'ollowng
year bought Freel Mattock's homestead. It is located
on the E-!l' IO-T50-RI4-W3rd in the R.M. of
Meelstead 497. In 1945 on December 5, 1 married
Jean Currie. 1 worked as a mechanic and did weldino
for people in the district whenever they needed it. '"
In 1946 September 4. my dad and mother's house
was hit bv lightning burning the house to the uround
aiong with Dad, rvlother a~d their clog. This" was a
tragedy for us.
From 1962 to 1968. I worked for Bert Haslett as a
mechanic and fanned as well with the help of Jean
and our boys. Then on May 13. 1968, Mr. Haslett
solei out to George Johnson. I worked for him for a
year or two then quit and went back to the farm. In
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Taken June 11, 1925 at Harry and Louie Whitt's wedding. Back
row: Mrs. Smith. Charlie Hare, Mrs. Hare. Fred Whit!. Louie
Whit!, Mr. and Mrs. Bellamy. Front row: Harry Whitt, Louie
Whit!. Rose Whil! and Bert Whitt, Jim Hare.

Bert and Jean Whitt in Medstead, 1946.

1970. I bought NW II-T50-RI4-W3rd to give me
more land to farm with.
We had seven children. four boys and three girls.
Garry the oldest boy and wife Lillian. took over the
farm. They have two girls. Melanie and Cheryl. Barb
the oldest girl is married to Ken Cousins. They have
two girls. Christyal and Charmaine and one boy
Derek. They live in Saskatoon. The other boy Raymond. works in Glaslyn at Lofts Auto and Farm Ltd.
He has one son. Lance. Dale is working at S & M
Trucks in North Battleford. Marilyn and Dale have
two girls. Jamie and Rhonda Jean. Blair and wife
Dawn have two boys. Ashly and Dalas. He works for
Town and Country Electric. Linda is married to Leo
Klassen. They have two girls. Sherry and Shelley.
They live in Medstead. Debbie and Morrie live in
North Battleford. Morrie works for Manning Mercury. They have a little girl. Misty Raeann.
In 1978 I left the farm for health reasons. and
retired at the age of sixty-five in Medstead.

Sunday School Class, beside the old Daylight School around
1936 or '37. Back row: Mrs. Mathew, Kerry Postill, Mrs.
Roberts, Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. Whitt, Marion Tady, Hilda Whitt,
Miss Mcintyre. Second row: Mrs. Mattock, Melvena Redekup,
Herb Anderson, Bill Millard. Front row: Harold Mattock, Bob
Anderson, Laura Tady, Ralph Johnson, Eddie Mattock.

Mother stayed in England to take care of her
parents, and in the spring of 1925 she came to Canada. On June 11th. 1925 Dad and she were married in
the little log house which was our home for many
years.
May 8th. 1926 I came on the scene. I went to
Daylight School. One of the teachers I remember
well was Miss Maclntrye. Miss Mac. as we used to
call her. She was our teacher for a number of years. !
also went to Sunday school in the Daylight School.
Mr. and Mrs. All' Roberts and Mrs. Willis were our
Sunday School teachers.
Pat's parents. Jim and Grace Anderson, came

The Harry Whitt Story
by Hilda Anderson
My parents. Harry and Louie Whitt carne to
Canada from England. Dad came here around 1912
with his brother Fred and his wife. They both took
homesteads in the Medstead district. Dad's was S. W.
34-50-14. Uncle's was S.w. 26-50-14. now owned
by Henry Pmlls.
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from Wiseton. Saskatchewan in 1930 and stopped in
the Marlin District. in 1935 they moved to Cater area
where we met and on May 7th. 1946 we were married
in the Anglican church. Medstead. by Rev. Harper.
In the spring of 1951 we took over Dad" place where
we arc still living.
We have five children. First were the twins. Jim
and Louise. They me both married. Jim married
Debra Kopp. They have two children and live in the
Medstead district. Louise married Ken Mills. They
have three children and live near Chaplin.
Saskatchewan. Doris married Ken Hamnl. They have
three girls and live at Belbutte. Edna is at present
going to Kelsey In Saskatoon. Kevin is still with us,
he is thirteen years old.
Pat's parents are laid to rest in the Lutheran
Cemetery. Medstead. Mine are in the Bapaume
Cemetery.

folks. By this time they had three babies. the last
arriving on February 14. 1t;J29. The spring of 1930
was very dry ~ they didn't know whether to seed or
not. But nevertheless. Dad being the optimist that he
is. seeded his crop anyway and did his summerfallow. By late July he could see there woulchd be a
crop so he and our clear old neighbor. Mr. Elmer
Bender ventured north to find some[hing better.
They came to the Glaslyn and \1iunight Lake
areas, then moved on east to McdsteaLl where they
found homesteads of their choice. Dad filed on the
South East quarter of 24-52-15 W 3 and Mr. Bender
filed on the Nonh West quarter of 24-52-15 W 3.
being in [he R. M. #497. It so happened that the
quarters that they had filed on had a lake running
right through them which divided the land up very
badly for farming but fine for grazing. However. they
each set about building a hOLise. Dad made his
house.as well as a barn. out of logs. Being satisfied
now that he had a place to take his family. he went
back home to Dannody to his family and spent the
rest of the winter of 1930 on the prairies. In the
spring. Dad and Mr. Bender ordered two box cars to
carry what they called their "Settler's Effects." They
got everything ready to move and then went up to
Medstead to put up hay. Then back again. to get the
machinery at Darmociy. loaded on to the box cars.
We brought with us four horses. one milk cow. two
yearling calves and "Pup" an olll white dog vvith
brown ears. which was a real companion of mine.
In late August or early September. Dad went with
the cattle cars. When Dad arrived in tvledstead. Mr.
and Mrs. Bender and Floyd. their son. met him and
helped unload and get the animals to the farm.
About three weeks later. Mom. my sister Lucille
and younger brother Milly. boarded the train at
Mawer. Sask. and went to North Battlcford. We
arrived late and spent the night in the Clarendon
Hotel. The next morning. Dad and Mr. Bender arrived in Mr. Bender's Model T Ford to take us to our
new home which was situateci on the shores of
Broughton Lake. nine and a half miles north of
Medstead and three and a half miles north east of
Cater School.
When we arrived. we were tired but happy. To be
here altogether again was indeed a relief In the fall of
1933. Lucielle and I started to Cater School, which
we walked to three and a half miles away. I was seven
and a half years old and Lucielle was six. You didn't
have to start school in those days until you were
seven. At Cater, our first teacher was Miss Roberta
Mann. I thought she was the cutest little girl I'd ever
seen until she proceeded to clean up my bad language. but even then I stil! liked her.
The summer of !932 Dad started clearing brush,

Mr. and Mrs. Harold J. Whyte
Our stay in Medstead was comparatively short
but it was a very interesting and happy time. I \vent to
Medstead in early August 1945 to take the position of
Secretary-Treasurer of the newly established
Medstead School Unit.
I. at first. had a room in Junor's and had mv meals
at Mrs. Patterson's cafe. and they were e~cellent
meals. Later when Shorts took over lunor's they also
gave meals.
Mrs. Whyte joined me for short periods for a visit
in the fall of 1945. Early in 1946 she came to
Medsteacl and we rented Joe McMurphy's home
while they were away for a few months. Again in
1947 we rented the Anglican rectory from the Charles
Thackers while Mr. Thacker was in Saskatoon teaching at the normal schooL We left Medstead at the end
of February 1947 when I transferred to the Estevan
School Unit Office.
I will not attempt to give you any detail of the
Medstead School Unit Board Or operation as I expect
you will be getting a full report on it as a separate part
of the historv of Medstead. Wishing vou everv success in yOul' -writing the history of M~dstead a;ld the
surrounding area.

Tip ami Marjorie Wickwire
submitted by their oldest son. Laurel, bmther of
Lildelle and Milford
The prairies south of Central Butte. at Darmody.
had been good to us up until 1929 when it became
very dry. The crop was really poor that year. It was
hardly enough to see a person through until the next
crop. Then to make matters worse the stock market
crashed in September which threw the country into
complete chaos. It was a long tough winter for my
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cial Aid". We received :hS.OO per family per month.
It wasn't much. but it did help to fill the g"p. We
always had milk CO\VS and kept cream in the icc hOLlse
\'vhich we took to Medstead every' Saturday morning
and sold to the Pat Burns Creamery. vVhile on the
subject of McdsteacL \vhcl1 \ve took the crearn to
to\vn '.Vt \\lould al\.vays go to Grandma \; which \,vas
my dad's mother, Mrs. Eva \Vickwire. It v. .'(1S an event
\-ve ahvays looked forlA'ard to. Grandma's place was
regarded as a nursing home in Medstcad. Usually
there would be a new born baby in a wicker basket.
vVe had to be quiet but ahvay's enjoyed looking at the
nt\v babies. Grandma in her earlier years \vas a
teacher and then later on toOK up the worK of a mid\;",'ife. Grandma always seemed to have a ne'vee ending supply of pickled crab apples, strawberries and
peanut butter sandwiches. Of course \VC \vere alvv'ay.!s
hungry when we got to Grandma's house.
Dad's three younger brothers ran the livery barn
for a time. This was always an attraction for us boys
as \ve would get a chance to smoke a cigarette and
taste someone's bottle of beer once in awhile.
Dad hac! blacksmith tools and so he did various
jobs fixing wagons, bob-sleighs, buggies and shoeing horses which made him a few extra dollars that
came in handy. Dad wasn't only handy at repairjobs,
he was also a good ball pitcher. He would go to the
sport days and pitch ball all day and then at night play
the violin for the dance.
Mom being a hard worker and careful planner
always made good lise of Dad's earnings. She sewed
a lot of our clothes. Whenever we went to a sports day
or picnic. we always had an ample picnic basket full
of non-extravagant good wholesome food. Every fall
Mom would put down two hundred to three hundred
quarts of wild fruit ancl the ocld box of plums which at
that time was $.75 or $.80 a box.. At that time we
considered them a real treat. Of course we always had
lots of fish, prairie chicken and deer meat which
came in handy as we could then sell our steer instead
of butchering it. This brought about M.OO or $5.00
which seemed a lot of money at that time.
Li fe went on much the same. year aftcr year for
our parents but the day-to-day worries that they had
didn't affect us kids to the point that we couldn't get
into all kinds of mischief. I remember one day that
my brother, Milly and I built a two-wheel cart with a
box on it. We had given Lucielle some pretty rough
rides and she had become quite untrusting. So we
fixed this cart up a little better and after a lot of
coaxing she finally agreed to one morc ride. So we
got her into the box. closed the lid ancl pushed it like
mad down to the lake. We pushed it in far enough so
that the water would come up to about her chin and
there we left her to cool off for awhile. After we

burning logs and breaking laneL This was a very hard
task vi/ith nothing to use but your hands to pick up the
stones and roots. He managed to break up fourteen or
fifteen acres the first while ViC \vere there. This was
the total sum of our workahle land,the rest being fit
only for grazing. From then on, whenever I came
home from schooL it was: have your lunch. change
your ciothes and go help Dad pick roms. The first
crop he grew on his cleared land was oats which he
had to cut with a mower as we didn't own a binder.
Sometime after we started school that year, Luciclle and I got the chicken pox so we were sent home
from school for two weeks. The teacher sent old Doc
Storey up to check on us sick ones. When he arrived,
he came into the kitchen and asked Mom. "Where is
the bedroom these sick kids arc in')" Mom said.
"Oh, they aren't sick. They're outside playing."
Doc was fair upset and told Mom to get those kids in
the house this minute if they have chicken pox. We
were called into the house. bare feet and all. The Doc
told me to. "111ke your shirt off there young fellow."
Which I did. He looked me over and found I had only
three pock marks which were pretty well healed up.
So he sait.! "There isn't much wrong with that boy."
He then turned to Lucielle and told her to take her
shirt off as he wanted to have a look at her too. She
said "No. I'm not taking my shirt off." The Doctor
grabbed for her and missed and Lucielle ended up
behind the old cook stove. He tried to get her out but
he couldn't sec for the onions she was pelting him
with. Mom had a box of onions drying behind the
stove. He said to Mom. "Anything that can fight like
that hasn't got a hell of a lot wrong with her." He sent
us back to school.
We got back to school in time to practice for the
Christmas concert which was a big event for all the
neighborhood. We practiced very hard from then on
and the concert came off a big success. Santa Claus
carne and gave all the kids presents. I received a !lash
light, which I still have and it still works. We missed
a lot of school that winter because of cold weather and
therefore we got badly behind in om lessons.
Next summer (1934) saw a big inllux of settlers
from the prairies to the north bush lanel. They were
all pretty hard up and tried to make a living clearing
the bush and breaking up the land. There was alot of
game to eat and lots of fish and berries. So with
gardens. too. everyone could make a good living off
the land. That is to say if you didn't mind eating food
without salt and sugar on it. Money was scarce.
however. Dad worked for Bell and Fraser cutting and
hauling ties to Belbutte. Sometimes he worked in
Soderberg's mill to make a few extra dollars to buy
goods like sugar, salt. nour and a few clothes.
The government gave us relief now called" So1097

figured her fire had been doused, we let her out only
us~ It's
only obvious what our punishment was to be.
Milly and! spent alot of time around and on the
lake swimming, fishing and enjoying the boat that
Dad made for us. j have many wonderful boyhood
memories about the times that we three kids shared

to sleep on. After a day like that. I was olle thirteen
year old boy who wasn't \vorricd about helling
around in the evening. \Vc just threw Ollr blankets on
that moss and before we knew it, it was morning.
So every day from then on until sometime in

for her to go screaming to the house to tell on

February vve cut ties like vvild men. We had visions of
getting rich. About once a week, \'1om \voulcl bring
up a food supply and clean clothes. She would spend
an hour or two and go back as she wanteu to be home
when Lucielle and Milly came home from school.
The totai sum of our weaith when we completed our
contract was $29.00 in the hole for Dad and I had a
$1.29 New Haven pocket watch. The reason for Dad
being in the hole was because of some skullduggery
involving the tie checker. Some of our ties didn't
match up to his standards so about half were not
accepted. These rejected ties. however. happened to
leave the Siding later anyway via a different box car.
You can guess the rest' I went back to school a bit
wiser to the evils of the world and caught up on
homcvvork and managed to pass my grade.
August 4. 1940 I decided to set out and seek my
fortune. Dad and dear old friend Bender and I went to
Rosetown area to get work. I landed a job doing
chores and pitching bundles for $1.00 a day. I stayed
at that job until some time in October and then back to
Meclstead to school at Cater.
The next year (1941). I went back to the same area
and worked for the same fanner. returning to school
at Cater in October or November. I caught up on my
homework and managed to get my Grade Ylll by the
scruff of my neck.
In 1941 and 42 I had been dreaming about the
Elrose area and thought there was more potential
there for us so I tried to talk Mom and Dad into
leaving Medstead and go there too. Dad being the
adventurous type. there was no problem to talk him
into leaving. Mom was reluctant to move as we had
already moved once which hadn't proved too successful. But then. who was successful. regardless of
where you were living during the depression years')
So I just said. "You guys do what you want. I'm
leaving." After they talked it over. they decided to go
south and look over the situation. Mom seemed to
like what she saw and decided maybe we should try
it. Dad was lucky enough to rent y, of land south of
Forgan. Sask. We all worked for various farmers in
the area. We kids started to school but I went only
until December of 1942. There was so much extra
school work and chores to do that! felt with the better
wages. an education was not all that necessary at that
time. From that time on. I have been on my own and
worked for farmers in the area. In 1950 I bought my
first quarter. In 1954.brother Milly got a half section
of his own. Sister Lucielle was married to Cameron

together.
We planted our fourteen or fifteen acres up to oats
to be used for animal feed. We milked the cows.
shipped the cream and made corel wood in the winter
which we were ablc to sell to the creamery for $2.50 a
cord delivered.
In September of 1939. the war broke out which
seemed to put an end to the depression. Right away
things seemed to improve. Alot of the young men in
our district joined the forces. Some got war jobs in
munition plants and factories.
Dad was away in the Rosetown area helping with
the harvesting. 1939 was a big crop. We had a neighbor cut it with the binder so Mom. Lucielle. Milly
and I stooked it all. When harvest was over on the
prairies. Dad came home with $50.00. We really
figured we were rich and had a big crop of oats as
well. We started back to school in September but I
missed about four days helping Dad stack the oats.
A storekeeper in Medstead came up with a big
deal for Dad making tics. Along about the middle of
October or the first part of November. Dad said
you're going to have to leave school for awhile because we 're going further North into the bush to
make ties. Sleeping sickness swept through the district at this time and our horses all died cxcept for our
school pony Tricksey. One of our good neighbors.
Mr. Wilfred Larson loaded up our camping equipment. axc. saw. stove. foocl and blankets and hauled
us into the bush a few miles north of Birch Lake
Siding. I don' t remember how far.
We got there around II a.m. Wilt' Larson seemed
to be in a hurry to get home so we unloaded all our
belongings onto the ground in the snow. In order to
have a roof over our heads, we had to get at it. I cut
the logs and Dad dug a hole in the ground T x 9' x 3'
deep. As I cut the logs. 1 dragged them up to the edge
of the hole. When I had enough logs there. Dad quit
digging and we started notching the logs and setting
them up. It was black clark by the time we had the roof
poles on. We went into the. muskeg with the lantern
and pulled up great arms full of moss which we
carried back and piled on the roof. Dad then shovelled the loose dirt he had dug out of the hole and
threw it up onto the roof over the moss. We set up our
little heater in one corner and got it going. While 1
made supper. such as it was.Dad was busy building a
bunk and putting moss and pine boughs down for us
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Sweet in Deccmbec 1949. Milly was married to
Mary Ivany in fvlarch, 1950 and I was married to
Vivian Bruwn in September, 1950. Lucielle and Cam
have a son and two daughters and five grandsons.
Milly had a daughter and three sons. He passed away
of a heart attack in May of J972 \vithout knowing his
one granddaughter and four grandsons.
Vivian and I have two sons and two daughters and
enjoy three granddaughters.
Mom and Dad solei their farm and in July of 1974
bought a house in Elrose to retire in. The retirement
didn't last long for my dear mom as she passed away
May 12, 1975. Dad still enjoys good health and at
present is living at Bowden. Alberta where Milly's
families are living nearby at Olds, Alberta.
Cam and Lucille live on a farm seven and a half
miles north east of Forgan. We live on a farm five and
a half miles south of Forgan.
When our family reminisces of our life at
Medstead, my parents felt and would always say how
could we find a better place to raise our kids. They
had lots to eat, good wild fruit. fish and game which
is far more nutritional than the processed food we
have money to spend on today. Thc depression left
everyone you might say with ten lost years so how
could we have done any better than on the shores of
Broughton Lake north of Medstead.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wiebe, 1953.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wiebe and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wiebe and their two children,
George and Anita, came to Bournemouth in the fall
of 1934. They moved from Macklin, Sask. and with
them came Mr. Wiebe's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Wiebe and a brother John Wiebe.
Machinery and household goods were put on a
hayrack, pulled by horses. Cattle were shipped by
freight train. The family drove up with a 1928 Chev.
car.
Bournemouth was a small town. It had a grocery
store, a post office, railway station, one elevator and
also a gas pump. Today it is a ghost town.
Many hardships have been endured, .such as
drought. frost, sickness and death. My grandparents
passed away. A lack of water on a farm is a hardship.
It had to be hauled everyday for the animals, winter
and summer. A well on the yard produced enough for
the house. Today ajumbo dugout provides water for
house and barn, trenching about 1200 feet.
Anita and Dick Schneider live in North Battleford. They had three daughters.
George and Erna live on the homestead. They
have two sons and a daughter. Alvin is married to
Carol Grant. Lois is working in Saskatoon, and Les
is taking his high school in Medstead. Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Wiebe are deceased.

George and Erna Wiebe, 1954.
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Dyer was Dad's sister. Vie stayed with them for a
week and then continued on to our homestead, which
was only one hundred fifty yards south of V/ard
School.
Dad and Jules started clearing brush ri2:ht away,
cutting down trees to build our log hous~. In the
meamime. \ve lived in a tent. until November. \-vhen
it caught fire and \ve had no roof over LlS. Jules and
Dad had to hurry and get a floor in the house so \ve
could move in.
The first neighbours we met were John and
Josephine Eberle who lived one-half mile west of us.
We had good times in Ward School. Dances were
held there every month, which we really looked
forward to. Mom always made the coffee at home, in
a big wash boiler, then we would carry it over to the
dance. Dad, Jules and Kay played for a lot of the
dances, then m suppertime, Agnes and Kay would
sing for everyone. We were all very poor, but had
good times with very little money.
. Mom would start bedding plants to sell, growing
a blg garden of her own to feed the family.
Kay left home in 1937, going to work for the
Geater family at Prince. She~m()~ed to North Battleford, working at different homes doing housework. In 1939 she married Bill Brauer, whor;; she had
met while working at Prince. Marjorie Stannard and
Leslie Dyer witnessed the wedding. In 1942 they
were blessed with their only child, Lorraine, who
lives close to her parents in North Battleford.
Jules stayed on the farm until 1939. In the summer of that year he got a job with the Coke Company
10 North Battleford, then in September, he enlisted in
the army. He was sent overseas in December, spending six years in the Saskatoon Light Infantry. He now
lives in Medicine Hat with his Irish wife, Mona, and

George Wiebe, first tractor, 1944.

The Jacob Wiebe Story
In 1934, on the 28th oflune, with a team of white
horses and a hayrack covered with a tent, Anna and
Jacob Wiebe left Maple Creek with our family and all
our belongings, which wasn't too much, but we were
on our way.

The farmers along the way were helpful. Sometimes we had to buy milk ancl vegetables, but mostly
they were given to us. We ate a lot of potato soup,
which was made over an open fire. We hacl a cow,
too, but she didn't give us milk for too long, as the
grass wasn't too plentiful.
It took a whole month to travel two hundred
miles. We arrived at Dyer's place in the Lost Horse
Creek district on July 27, on Kay's birthday. Mrs.

L. to R., Kay, Eldon, Agnes and Mother Anna Wiebe on home,
stead.

Jacob and Anna Wiebe, 1942.
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five children, twins, Murray and Maric; Theresa,
Anthony and Michell. Jules is manager of a Grocery
Wholesale Company.
Agnes married Jack McKenzie in 1945. They
lived in North Battleford for several years with their
two children. Dennis and Donna. They moved on to
Edmonton.
Eldon married Iris Neill from Maymont. In 1947.
they moved to Lethbridge. then to Edmonton. where
he has a successful travel business. cailed "Wiebe
Tours". They have three children, Cheryl, Brian and
Kerry.
Mom and Dad stayed on the farm at Ward until
1940, when they moved two miles out of North
Battleford. moving into town in 1942 to live with Bill
and Kay. They moved on to Lethbridge in 1952. to
stay with Eldon, then on to Medicine Hat to stay with
Jules.
By now. Mom had developed arthritis and
couldn't walk, she was confined to a wheelchair, so
in 1960 they came back to North Battleford to stay
with Bill and Kay, with Kay and Dad looking after
her.
Mom passed away in 1963.
Dad stayed on with Kay, kept in fairly good
health, but had a heart attack in 1967. and passed
away.

Peter and Betty Wiebe and two children, Derek and Trena.

used for travel and for farm work. Milking ClOWS and
shipping the cream were a weekly income. They had
five children while living on this farm. John the
eldest, then Helen. Anne, Betty and Peter.
In the fall of 1948 they moved to the farm location
east of Glenbush which Peter now farms. With the
increase of farm land they purchased their first tractor.
They only lived half a mile from Artichoke
school so when the janitlOr job opened they applied
and got the job. In the meantime there was another
addition to the family, a son. Ben.
All the family took most of their schooling at
Artichoke and completed their high school in Glenbush.
In 1967 Peter started farming and gradually took
over the farm. In 1973 John and Elizabeth moved to
North Battleford where they are enjoying their retirement.
The family are all married. John married Dora
Balzer of Dalmeny. They farm in the Glenbush area
and have a family of two boys and one girl. Helen
married Stuart Rackow of Lieloret. British Colunbia.
He's a conductor on a train route and Helen works in
the hospital. Anne married Frank Penner and they
also farm in the Glenbush area. They have a family of
four girls and three boys. Betty married Glen Killer
of Harrisonburg, Virginia. He's a trucker and they

John ami Elizabeth Wiebe
John and Elizabeth Wiebe were married in 1935.
They started farming on a quarter section farm in the
Bournemouth area. It was a mixed farm of cattle,
chickens, pigs and a number of horses which were

have a family of three girls. Peter married Betty
Wilson of Robinhood and they farm the home farm
and have a family of one boy and one girl. Ben
married Betty Olson of Sand with and they live in
Vegreville where he owns an Insurance ancl Real
Estate business. They have two boys.
Written by Peter and Betty Wiebe

Peter Wiebes
We moved to Glenbush in 1964 from Main Centre, Saskatchewan. We fanned two miles south of

John and Elizabeth Wiebe and their family.
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Peter Wiens stacking hay on the farm.

there until they had a place of their own. This winter
he and Corny Pauls worked together in the lumber
camp, making ties for the railway track.
My maiden name, Maria Berksen, I was born at
Great Deer, Saskatchewan. My parents came to Canaela in 1905 and homesteaded at Great Deer. My
parents had the privilege of hosting the Diefenbaker
familv for two weeks when thev moved to Great
Deer.'They became our neighbors' and good friends.
Great Deer is north-east of the town of Borden.
L too learned what pioneering work was. but we
were young and enjoyed life. The first winter at
Glenbush 1 was at home alone most of the time. Peter
hauled wood from the forest about twelve miles
away. He got up at 3 A.M .. hooked up four strong
horses, took his lunch along and drove to the bush.
Thc days are short in winter, and even shorter in
Glenbush. He wantcd to drive an empty sleigh in the
clark rather than a full load. By 3 P.M. he'd be back,
unload the big load, do the chores, have a good hot
supper and off to bed. Later in early spring, the
neighbour came with his sawing outfit and other
neighbours came to help cut th~ wood into cord
wooci. Then came the job of loading the cord wooel
and taking it to town where it was loaded into a
freight car and sold. For all that work you didn't get
very much money. For one cord of wood we got
$2.00. At least it was some money and we could l~uy
a new gang plow.
In the thirties nobody had electricity so we
couldn't have deep freezes. Most of the vegetables
and meat had to be canned. In winter it was no
problem, it kept frozen after a number of dips in ice
water. In summer we had ice cellars. This was a hole
about six feet deep and six feet wide. In the early
spring when [he snow was getting watery we'd fill the
hole with snow. Then it was covered about one foot
deep with fine straw or saw dust. A sod roof was very
good because it would keep the cellar cooler.
A number of farmers went together and formed

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wiebe.

Glenbush. In 1973 we sold the farm to Rav Boldt anel
made auction sale. We moved to Swih Current.
Saskatchewan.
We have four children.
Philip anel Doris live in Burnaby. British Columbia.
Jacob and Sharlene live at Cumberland House.
Saskatchc\van.
Leonard and Faith in Winnipeg. Manitoba.
Ben and Linda in Saskatoon. Saskatchewan.
We have four grandchildren.

Peter P. Wiens and Family
In 1925. as a seventeen year old boy, Peter came
from Ufa, Russia with his two sisters and one brother-in-Iaw. The first years he spent his life working for
different peoplc. He attended high school in Rosthem. In November. 1927 he came to Glenbush. He
made his home with his sister Sara and her family,
Nichola Pauls. Working in one of the lumber camps
was one way of earning: a living. Life out there wasn't
always dull. One morning they had a boxing show.
The workers wcre told to eat and not talk. This
morning one fellow kept on talking, wouldn't shut up
when told. A young, big and husky fellow got up and
tolel him to be quiet. Of no avail. instead he got hot
under the collar. He got up and told him to come
outside aml they'd settle it with fighting. The young
fellow had training in boxing. Of course, the talker
was badly beaten, but he learned his lesson. No more
talking at the breakfast table.
Our home place was S.W.-24-4'J-i4-W3rd. I
came here in 1934 after our wedeling. Peter had been
batching here before. in the drought years many
people moved to Glenbush from the south. He took
in a family by the name of Henry Krahns, who stayed
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what we called a Beef Ring. We did the butchering,
cutting and wrapping. The animal was butchered in
the evening. The farmer, whose turn it was to deliver
his animal came the next morning to our place. The
wrapped meat was loaded on the buggy and delivered
to everybody's home. We did this work for about ten
years, then somebody else took over.
Peter has helped in different ways in the. community. He was trustee for the Artichoke district for
some years.
When anybody needed help with his tractor or
engine they'd come to him for help. I believe he never
let anyone dov..'n. He was a very good mechanic.
When we all were a little richer and could afford to
drive a car a snow plough club was formed. At that
time we had one of the biggest tractors in the community. A snow plough was bought and attached to
our Case tractor. Many days he'd be out in the cold
and plough the roads open.
We also had a fair sized breaking plow. There are
many, many acres in the Glenbush area where he
turned the sod. To help each other out the men would
come and chop down the trees for us while Peter in
turn would do the breaking for them. One summer
they hauled one hundred fifty loads of wood from our
forty acres, which we broke that year. Henry Bargen
did most of the hauling. By 1949 the crops were
improving. Maybe because we had more power with
tractors and better machinery. We bought our first
combine from Mr. Haslett, Medstead. It was a small
pull type. In 1951 the crop was still better. We traded
the pull type combine for a new self-propelled. For
those years it was one of the biggest and most expensive combines. To make the combine pay for itself
Peter did very much custom work for neighbours and
in other districts. In a few years the combine was paid
for. We used this combine until we stopped farming
in 1966.
1944 was an unlucky year for us. In the drought
years we bought a pure-bred Holstein calHor $10.00.
Some people thought it was a very foolish thing to do
for at that time you'd only get a few dollars for a cow.
But this was an improvement for us, our herd improved. In January 1944 we lost her while calving.
Six months later we were hailed out about 50%. It
seemed as if it hit only our quarter. We had only one
quarter at that time. The neighbours harvested a good
crop while we had very little, an average of fifteen
bushels. Our main income by now was the chickens.
We had started with chickens in the thirties. Here
again people thought it nonsense. Our neighbour
came down one day and sawall the little chickens
which we had bought from a hatchery in Saskatoon.
He asked: "What do you want to do with them if they
stay living')" I told him we wanted to sell eggs to the

hatchery in spring and the rest of the year to the
creamery, which we did. We'cl get aboLlt three times
as much from the hatchery. The hatching season
starteel in Februarv and lasted until Ime Mav. The
chickens had to be purebred. In fall somebody-would
come around and test and cull the hens. Every hen
\vas tagged. Vv'e'd get about sixty cents a dozen from
the hatchery. The eggs had to be culled at home. A
fe\v days before Christmas our ninety foot chicken
barn went up in flames. Nobody had a phone at thm
time so there was no wa:y Vie could call for help. It
happened early in the morning. Peter and! tried to
save the chickens by chasing them to the other end
and then throw them out through the window but
most of them jumped back in again and were burned.
Out of five hundred we saved about fifty. For the time
being we penned them up in a granary. After New
Years friends came over and helped us build a banl. I
must say the people at Glenbush went out of their way
to help us. When I think back I do not know how we
managed to pay for our living. This! know, we did
not suffer. We had enough to eat and clothes to wear
and the strength to start allover again without welfare
help.
In the mid-fifties Peter had the job to go from
farmer to farmer and ask them if they would like to
have electricity. I remember him taking a pair of skis
and skiing from place to place because the roads were
blocked. Somebody said to him, "It's your fault we
have power". I'm sure nobody would like to be
without it anymore. Maybe many of us remember the
day when all of a sudden the lights went on for the
first time. We were having our dinner when all or a
sudden the room brightened up in 1957.
We belonged to the Mennonite Brethcl11 Church.
We all enjoyed helping along in the church. Pete and
the children loved singing in the choir. I have played
the organ at different times. For many years Peter
taught Sunday Schoool and conducted children's
choir. Sometimes he'd conduct an orchestra. The
church picnics were lots of fun, having a short program and then playing different games outside. Then
lunch was served outside. The lemonade made from
real lemons was delicious.
Weddings too were a highlight. Everybody was
invited and enjoyed the day.
Our older children got their first education in
Artichoke School. We had a high school sooner than
the town of Glenbush. Later our school was shut
down and the children had to go to Glenbush. The
first years in Glenbush the parents were responsible
to get their children to town. Later when the roads
were improved we had buses pick the children up.
Ours had to walk Y. of a mile to the first bus stop.
Later the bus had to come on the yard. It was fun
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going to different activities like variety night, Christ-

1Vlr. Abram Martens and novv am enjoying rny retire-

mas concerts, baseball and hockey games, etc. One
stormy night we came home from Glaslyn where the
boys had played hockey. We made it alright up to our
driveway, which was about ·'11 miles long. Our driveway was very badly blocked. The four girls and !
stayed with our neighbour, Eric Haubold while the
boys walked home to get the horses and sleigh. it was
always good to have horses to pull you dut when you

mem.

Members of our family and their history:
Lily was horn October 16, 1935. After Bible
School she worked at the University Hospital in
Saskatoon for two years, then took grades nine and
ten by correspondence course. For grade eleven she
\vent to Lutheran College Institute at Outlook,
Saskatchc\van. Later to Nurses training at Kelsey
Institute at Outlook. Saskatchevvan y.,.'h~re she b~
came a Certified Nursing Assistant. No';\' she is married to Lawrence Willems and farms at Waldheim,
Saskatchewan. They have two daughters.

were stuck.
We should mention how we made out when our
children started school. '!()-day there's no comparision. The children arc picked up by a bus driver and
they go to school right in style. But again they miss
the nice morning walks in the fresh air.
We and our neighbours, Jake and Mary Klassen
were lucky. When our oldest children started school
we had Peter's nephew Peter Enns staying with us
during the winter months. He was attending high
school at Artichoke. He'd go and pick up Wilfred
Klassen and come back and Lily w()uldjoin them and
off they were. Another winter Jake Klassen had WaIter Boldt staying with them while he was attending
Artichoke High School. He took Wilfred and Lily to
school. Another winter Marie Enns, Peter's niece,
was staying with us and she took the children to
school. After that the children managed alone. Herb
and Rose were maybe more excited than Lily when
she started school. One evening we noticed they both
had disappeared. When we found them they were on
their way to school. They had taken Lily's lunch kit
and figured it must be great to go to school. They had
plenty of it when their time came. Herb has gone
more than twenty years to school and Rose has seventeen years.
Peter, John P. Isaak and son Walter had bought the
water tower at Medstead, Saskatchewan. While dynamiting the foundation something went wrong. Peter was instantly killed and Walter seriously hurt.
This happened September 25. 1961. We kept on
fanning until April 20" 1966. Reuben, who had left
home, came back and took over. He bought Henry
Zimmer's home place and their other quarter and
started farming. Winter months he went to different
schools. July 1, 1966 we moved to SasKatoon. Peter
Rempel, Glenbush, who was a trucker, moved all our
belongings to Saskatoon where we had bought a
house. At that time two children went to elementary
school, two to high school and three to the University
of Saskatchewan. Jake D. Isaak had leased our land,
and in 1937 we sold it to Walter Ernst from Rabbit
Lake. The first four years I worked at the Universtiy
then changecl over to day work, five days a week. The
people I worked for were very good to me. Five of
them were professors at U. of S. In 1976 I remarried

Herh was born September25. 1937. His occupation is teaching. At present he is principal at a French
Bible institute near Montreal, Quebec. Also a moderator in a French church. He married Viola Willms
from Vineland, Ontario. They have one son and one
adopted Indian daughter and live in Blainville,
Quebec. Viola is a busy housewife and often takes
care of French foster children.
Rose was born November 3,1938. She trained as
a registereel nurse at General Hosptial in Vancouver,
British Columbia. Still enjoys nursing, also does
bookkeeping for her husband who is a carpenter. She
married Ernest Penner from Vancouver. They have
one daughter and one son and live in Burnaby, British
Columbia.
Anna was born November 6, 1939. She got her
training at the Universtiy of Saskachewan as a teacher. She taught school at Glaslyn, Medstead, Glenbush and the last seven years at Picrceland. Here she
taught band. She married Kenneth Kroeker from
Waldheim, Saskatchewan, where they are tilrming.
They have twin daughters and one son. Anna still
enjoys conducting band in their community. She is
president of the Waldheim Curling Club.
Reuben was born November 14, 1940, got his
teacher's training at the University of Sasktchewan,
also a two year course in Agricultme. Now he is
farming at Kipling, Saskatchewan. For the last thirteen years he has gone custom combining in the
U.S.A. Before he started farming he'd leave in May,
travel to Texas where he'd start combining and then
come north as the crops ripened. He married Sharon
Sibley from Spruce Lake. She too is a teacher. They
have one son,

Edward was born April 4, 1942. He got his
training at the University of Winnipeg and Waterloo,
Ontario. !s still taking private lessons. Has taught
school and private vocal lessons. At present is living
in Toronto, Ontario. Making his living with singing
and being librarian for one of the choirs. He has been
singing in the Mendelsohn Festival Choir for a num1104

Wisconsin. U.S.A. He got his training at Briercrcst
Bible Institute. Saskatchewan. Now they are living at
Seattle, Washington. They have t\VO daugthers and

ber of years. He enjoys going on tours. He has been
in Europe twice with the choir.
Viole! was born April 13, 1943. She got her
training at the University of Saskatchewan and has
taught school at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan; Calgary, Alberta; Kitimat, British Columbia and at present, is teaching at Jasper. Alherta. Also graduated
from Saskatoon Business College. She married John
Parrie from England. He is teaching school at Jasper.
They have two sons.
Elizabeth was born March 26.1945. She got her
training at the University of British Columbia. She
taught at Surrey, British Columiba and Calgary. At
present she is busy with her housework and children.
She married Ernest Friesen from Burnaby, British
Columbia. He is a contractor. They have two sons
and one daughter. They live at Bellevue, Washington. U.S.A.
John was born May 17. 1946. He has had Bible
School and Bible College training. Also some University in British Columbia. He has done different
kinds of work in northern Manitoba in a mine and
also in Stuart, British Columbia in a mine. At present
he is living in Vancouver. British Columbia and
working at Kelly Court taking care of handicapped
people.
Victor was born January 10. 1948. He has taken a
mechanic's course. For a number of years he worked
in a garage. He has his training for solo t1ying. Now
he is building beautiful homes. He attcnded Bible
School in Germany where he met his wife. At present
he is a contractor in Kirkland. Washington. He married Pollyann Beatty from Bellevue. Washington.
Polly taught school when they lived in Abbotsford.
British Columbia. Now she is a saleswoman in realty.
George was born February 13. 1949. George got
his training on the job. Worked for different companies and was very well liked. The last job he had
was pumping cement. July 4,1979 early in the morning he left home, well and happy to do some cement
pumping at Kamloops, B.C. Something went wrong
and he was electrocuted on the job. He was burned so
badly that even the sand he was standing on was
turned to glass. He was married to Edith Neumann
from Chilliwack, British Columbia. They had two
boys. George had almost finished building a beautifullog and cedar home at Vernon. British Columbia;
they were living in it. Edith is busy taking care afher
two boys and doing part time work.
Naomi was born April 3, 1951. She went to
Business College in Vancouver. later on the job in
Seattle. Washington, she took a course in computor.
She has done secretarial work in Vancouver and also
in Seattle. She married Philip Kapplehoff from

one son.

Melita was born January 8, 1953. She took her
training at Kelsey Institute. Saskatooll. clhinec1 as a
registered nurse. She has taken a number of courses
while Oll the job. She worked for eight months in
Switzerland. She has been working in the intensive
Care Unit for the last four years. She married Tim
KuJeJ from Macklin. Saskatchewan. He is training
as a radiologist. They live in Winnipeg.
Blondir13 was born November 4, 1954. She got
her training at the University of Saskatchewan in
Saskatoon. She has her degree in Pharmacy and her
license for working in Alberta. While her husband
was attending University in Edmonton she worked in
Edmonton as a pharmacist. She married Russel Funk
from Rocky Mountain House. Alberta. He has his
Bachelor of Science degree. They live at Wetaskiwin. Alberta. Both are employed there.
All the chilclren except one have Bible School
training from one to three years.

Peter was the one that found the ticket and had a
free ride on the aeroplane you show in your brochure.

Dal1liel Curtis Willis Story
written by C. Willis
Daniel Curtis Willis was born in Greenville,
Texas 1894. In 1911 he came to the Birnamwood
District ancl filed on S.w. of 28-T-50-RI4-W3rd.
After filing in October he spent the fall and winter
working for Jim Sharpe east of North Battleford
running his threshing machinery. He built a small log
cottage 14' x 14' and a barn. He proceeded to break
some land on his homestead. then got work breaking
lanel for G. Gordon of the Avery district.
He tells a story of when he worked for G. Gordon. he lived mostly on beans and was very hungry
for some meat. He asked Mr. Gordon to bring him
out a side of bacon from North Battleford when next
he was in to bring out the mail. as G. Gordon was
then the mail carrier. All day as he worked, his
thoughts ran on the good supper of bacon and eggs he
would enjoy that evening. before he retired for the
night under his wagon. To his dismay when he arrived back at his camp he found Gordon'5 dog had
wandered into camp, found the bacon and eaten it.
On the quarter north of Curtis's homestead a fine
couple from Oklahoma built their home, namely Mr.
and Mrs. Bass. These were fine neighbors and so
good to him, sharing milk, butter. buttermilk and
other good foods with him.
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Eldest son Dan worked in a drug store before joining the Navy,
World War II.

Golden Wedding, 1965. The Willis family. L. to R., Margaret
(Mrs, Lincoln Willis), Barbara and Dan (their children), Lincoln,
Celia, Curtis.

Lincoln Willis, second son of Curtis and Cecelia Willis.

He was an avid ball player and pitched many a
good game for Medstead in those early days, In 1915
he married Cecilia Perry of the Birnamwood District.
They made their home on the farm until 1917 when
Curtis got work with the C.N,R, in Hanna. Alberta,
Me and Mrs, Willis had a family of two sons.
Daniel Curtis born Nov, 29. 1919 and Perry Lincoln
born on July 29.1921. As the boys grew older it was
decided that Cecilia and boys would come back to the
homestead and build a house. So in 1935 they built a
cozy little home where the old shack had been and
later on did some farming, Before World War 11 son
Dan had joined the navy. being stationed at Esquimalt. B,C. From there he was transferred to
Halifax and then overseas. The follo\ving is an excerpt taken from a book on Canadians who made the
supreme sacrifice in World War !1, "A, B, Daniel
Curtis Willis. formerly of Hanna. Alberta was born
in town on November 29. 1919, He joined the Royal
Canadian Navy at Esquimalt, B,C. proceeding overseas, Seaman Willis was a member of H,M,C.S,
Margaree when the ship collided with a large merchant ship on the night of Oct. 22nd. 1940 in the
North Atlantic Ocean, The Margaree was split in two
ane! the part where many of the seamen were sleeping
sank in a very short time," Daniel and many other
men were lost on that fateful night.
Lincoln Willis started to work as a brakeman all
the C.N,R, at Biggar. Sask, where he continued to
work until his retirement in 1979,
Early in 1955 Curtis and Cecilia Willis moved
back to the homestead where they lived until 1971,
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Brother Jim had married Christine Mayes. and

when they sold their farm and moved to River
Heights Lodge in N. 13attleforci. While living on the
farm the Willises celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in August 1965. Friends and neighbors
gathered at their home and spent a lovely day with
them. One of the highlights of the day was the attendance of Mr. and Mrs. Otis .Iones of North Battleford
who had stood up with them when they were married
fifty years before.

moved to the Higl1\vorth district, livhere he farmed

and raised a family of eight children. l"'le passed away
in 1961. His \vife and family moved to Calgary.
Alberta.
The brothers all found employment \vith the rail-

road, until our retirement.
Living in '0/innipeg are Carl: rnarried, \vith one

child, Tom, who is single: Lee is married with three
children, and Helen. married with two children.
Eva hvcs in Grassland, /-\lberta, is married \vith

The Williams i'amily

fourteen children; Arnold is married and lives in
Edmonton with six children. and Lydia is a preacher
in Northern Alberta.
There are several grandchildren, who arc living
across Canada, and the U.S.A.
Mother passed away on February 2nd, !974, and
was buried on her 99th birthday.

Our father. Charles Williams, was born a slave,
but left Oklahoma in 1909, because there was no
opportunity for black people in the U.S.A. at that
time, and he wanted to make a better life for his
family in Canada.
He settled in Battleforci, then sent for his wife,
Cornelia, and children, James, aged sixteen; Arnold,
eleven years; Carl, nine years; Roy, seven years;
Thomas, five years; Lee, three years; anel Eva, one
year old. Another daughter, Ethel, was born in Battldord.
He located on N.E.-26-47-IS in 1912, and moved
his family to Hillside. His son, Jim, located on
S.E.-26-47-15. Three more children, Ernest, Lydia
and Helen were born in their new home.
There was no school there at the time, but with
the building of Ward SchooL we were able to start
attending school in 1916.
We were happy at Hillside, in spite orthe fact that
we lost a brother anel sister, who died when they were
small children.
We were the only black family that lived there,
but we had many friencis, and enjoyed the life of
clearing and breaking the land, seeding the crops,
and selling our dairy products, until our father passed
away in June, 1923. We had a good crop that year, but
the next year our crop froze, so we moved to North
Battleforcl in the fall.

Chester Williams Story
Chester Williams came into the Artichoke area in
1910, following his brother, Gordon, who came in
1908. Chester settled on the SW Sec. 24-49-14-W3,
while his brother was on the SE 24-49-14-W3, for a
short time.

Williams family and friends. L. to R" back: Tom, Fred, and Lee
Williams, Chuck Jacques, niece, Eileen. Front row: Edna
Williams, Pearl Jacques, Bessie Jacques (their first teacher),
Lydia Williams, and Marjean Borgesson.

Chester Williams at Glenbush fair August 3,1950.
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Chester built severa! houses as they ail seemed to
burn down mysteriously. Chester was in World War I
as a cook. As quoted by Delia Doidge, "The very
unique Chester William.'; who was a cook during
World War i, no wonder \ve won the war with guys
like him." Apparently being a single marL he was
always on the lookout for a bride but never succeeded.
One time when moncy \vas hard to find and
Chester "vas asking for a handout, he received a hardcarned doliar from Dick Harrison. Lo and behold'
Chester went to town and bought five tobacco-burning pipes. Dick was not too pleased with this act.
Chester in later ycars built a house in Glenbush
and lived there until his passing away, still a bachelor.

Marie (Heyden) (Fiers) Wills
I came from Holland when a small girl with my
family to Regina in 1910. Then to Battleford where
Dad worked in the building trade. 1 remember we
moved to the homestead when World War! broke
out.
We lived in a log cabin, which my father built.
There were many hardships on the homestead and the
weather was often 50' to 60° below zero. Our only
entertainment was going to Belbutte and Carrollton
schools for dances. Of course, we enjoyed visiting
our neighbors, the Ericksons, Cliftons and the Stolze
family,
When ! was seventeen years old I left for the
U.S ,A. as my older sister, Jo, was living there. 1
became a U.S. citizen. When I was twenty-one 1
married Jim Fiers, we had four chidren, two boys and
two girls. Jim passed away in 1942 of cancer.
In 19451 married John Wills,a widower with five
children. We have lived in many places and raised a
family of nine children. We have had an acti ve and
happy life together,
We have had several visits back to your area and
noted many beautiful changes have been made.

Bertha and Lars Christenson.

living in Glaslyn, Art. who passed away in B,C.,
Elwin in B.C., and Emma, who also passed away.
Andrew and Julia were married in 1923 ancllived
in their new two-story house. Their first child,
Lloyd, was born on August 16, 1924, died in 1973.
They also had a daughter who died while very young,
ancl another son Bert.

Andrew Wilson History
by Mrs. Dorma (Wilson) Chiverton
Andrew Wilson came to Canada in 1914 from
Wilmor, Minnesota, U.S.A, with his sister Ida to
visit his brother John Wilson who had the first store
in Robinhood.
After his visit. Andrew decided to stay here. He
homesteaded 160 acres of land on SE quarter
l8-50-IS W3. He then proceeded to build one of the
first two-story houses,
Andrew met Julia Christenson, daughter of Lars
and Bertha Christenson, Lars and Bertha had four
other children besides Julia, Louie Christenson, now

Back: L. to R., Alvin, Louis and Art. Centre: L. to R., Emma and
Julia. Front: L. to R., Bertha and Lars Christenson,
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L. to R., Alvin Christenson, Bert Wilson, Rose Wilson (nee
Nelson), Lloyd Wilson, Art Christenson.

Phoebee and Michelle Chiverton.

Lloyd went to school for two years at Glaslyn
until the Robin School was built. There Bert and he
continued their elementary schooling. Their "highschooling" was continued in the Robinhood hall.
After high school. Bert and Lloyd went harvesting in the United States. After harvesting. they came
back to Canada and went to work in the gold mines in
Geraldton. Ontario. They came back to Robinhood
and Lloyd married Rose Nelson in 1950. After they
were married. Lloyd and Rose. along with Bert went
back to Geraldton. to the mines. Bert and Lloyd then
got promotions and Lloyd stayed in Ontario and Bert
went to Michigan. U.S.A.
In March. ISlSI Lloyd and Rose's first child, a
daughter Donna, was born in Geralclton, Ontario.
They then came back to Robinhood for a short while,
as Julia Wilson had turned sick. Julia passed away in
April, 1951. But at least she had seen her first grandchild.
Rose and Lloyd then moved to Red Lake. where
Lloyd continued to sell mining supplies.
There, two more children were born, a daughter
Betty, 1952 and a son Bruce Lloyd in 1955. Lloyd
then decided that he wanted to move back home for
good, so they moved back to Robinhood in early
1957. On September 28,1958 another daughter Lorna was born in North Battleford. Then on August 6,
1961 a son Brian was born and on December 13,
1965l, another son, Andy was born. All in North
Battleford Hospital. The children all grew up on the
old homestead and attended school in Medstead.
Donna is married to Don Chiverton. They have
two children, Phoebee Nadine. born February 23,
1971 in Meadow Lake, Sask., and Michelle Marie,
born May 2, 1974 in Edmonton, Alberta. They now

reside in Medstead, Sask. where Don works for the
Sask. Wheat Pool.
Betty is married to Peter Wiebe. They have two
children, Derek Lloyd John, born March 27,1976 in
North Battleford, and Trena Rose born March I, 1979
in North Battleforcl. They reside on a farm outside of
Glenbush.
Bruce is married to Cindy Mathison. They have
three children, Kimberly Dawn, born December 9,
1973. Jeremy Bruce Morris Lloyd, born August 13,
1975, and Nathan Elliot born August 26, 1976, all
born in North Battleford.
Lorna is married to George Schneider They have
no children as yet. They reside in Edmonton, Albe,c
tao
Brian resides in Medstead right now and works at
the Sask. Wheat Pool.
Andy is living with his mother in Mcadow Lake,
Sask.
Bert Wilson still lives in Kingford, Michigan. He
has two children, a boy Allen, and a daughter Julie.
He still sells equipment and his son now works with
him.
Andrew Wilson passed away in July 1970 in
North Battleford Hospital.
Lloyd Wilson passed away in May 1973.
Rose Wilson sold the home place in 1975 and
moved into Medstead. She later sold the house in
Medstead and now resides in Meadow Lake with her
youngest son, Andy.

Henry and Dorothy Wilson
Henry Wilson has been a resident of this province
for about sixty-two years. Most of those years have
been spent in the Belbutte area. He was born in Des
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The Homer Wilson Story

Moines, iowa, on November 11. 1910. His parents
were George and Mary Ann Wilson. Henry had six
brothers and sisters: Florence (Mrs. Ed Billinglsley
of North Battleford), Helen, Elsie, Annie, Frank,
and Chester.

by Eddie Jones

John Homer Wilson was born at clh,Jfo, Nova
Scoria in 1878, VV'hen he \vas a young rnan he sailed
the seas as a crc\vman on the shi~lS. In about 1908-10
he left the sea and moved 'yvest from Truro freighting
in the mountains at Cranhrook, SkookwllChuck.
\Vindcrmerc. etc. in B.C.
In 1913 he homesteaded the S\VV>14-49-ISWord. which iater became pan of the Marron School
district. His post office was Glcnbush. which was
about four miles straight east
his homestead.
When the railway came through the district the post
office was moved about two miles north where the

Henry's parents first came across the border
around 1918. They lived in Gravelbourg, Meyronne,
and then Harlan. Henry recalls the first sleigh his
father made. He used two wide planks, shaped them
into runners, nailed some boards on for a platform,
then set a box on top. and presto' a homesteaders
sleigh' On his first day of school, in order to find his
way back home, Henry took a stick and made a traii.
Somewhere along the trail he dropped the stick. On
the way home he had to make a stop for some cream.
and, of course, he got lost. When, sometime later, his
mother found him the cream was all churned up.

or

hamlet is now.
He did some carpenter work in the district and
was an excellent blacksmith.
In about 1925 he took Mrs. Elizabeth .lones, a
widow with Sl ven children as housekeeper. The children's names were Edward Sidney. age 1L Lillian, 9;
Roy Edwin, 8: Gordon Percivel. 6: Pearl Agnes, 4;
Hazel Mae. 2; and Albert a baby. They all went to
school at Marron. He was secretary or the school
board in its early years. In about 1932 he married his
hOllsekeeper. in the early 30's he worked as blacksmith at Soclerbergs' Sawmill at Birch Lake Siding

Henry moved to a homestead in the Loch Side
district. After his father died his mother stayed with
Henry for six years. His two brothers attended Loch
Side School. Henry married Dorothey Hubbell.
They now have eight children, ami a number of
grandchildren. In the summer of 1979, two of the
grandchildren were drowned. Their children, living
in various points in Alberta and Saskatchewan. are:
Hilda, Walter, Eva. Phyllis, James, Virginia. Lorraine, and Darlene.

during the winter months. making and repairing
sleighs and shoeing horses.
He used to talk ahout his travels a lot and one
evening in the hunkhouse at the mill one or the boys
asked Horner how old he was. Homer told him and
the guy said. "Oh no. you 're much older than that."
Homer said. "What makes YOll say that"" The guy
said, "Well of all the places you've been. 10 years
here and 10 years there, you've got to be at least 240
years old'"

Henry had done a lot of trapping in his lifetime.
Several times he broke through the ice in spring,
having quite a struggle to get out. Once he shot a
deer. When he went up to it, he thought it was dead.
however, he found out differently when it reared its
head. and its antler caught Henry's arm and gashed it.
Henry also used to haul cordwood to make a living.
He used an old team, which, according to Dorothy
was "old enough to vote". One day he took a spare
horse called Topsy. to skid out the trees. He was busy
falling a tree, when he looked around and there was
Topsy standing in the way. She was so tame she had
followed him. The tree almost fell on her.
In his trapping experience. Henry trapped eight
lynx one winter, and was paid eight dollars a piece for
them. Today pelt prices are high, but there are few
animals to trap.
The Wilsons still have a few sheep. Henry doesn't
trap anymore. He says that the coyotes are mangy,
the rabbits scarce. and the foxes all but disappeared.
Their daughter, Hilda, and her family live in the same
yard with them. Henry and Dorothy still get around
in an old truck. Henry is easily recognized in his
overalls held together with twine, pins, or nails, but
with a friendly smile on his face.

Elizabeth and Homer Wilson taken about 1940.
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Roy Jones 'worked at S\vifts packing plant in
Edmonton until y\/orld vVar Ii after which he came
hack to the plant until he bought some lund cast of
Cochin. He lives in Cochin and usually goes south
during the v,,'inter. He has t\'\'o sons w'ho alsu farm,
Arden and Arthur. who Llrc married and have rami Ii.:s.
Lily married Roy Fitzgerald of IVkon district.
Their slor).' can he found in this book. Echvard mat·
ried fvtle Robinson and their story! is in this book
also.

He spent a few summers in the 40\ as road boss
for the R. M. of Medsteacl.
When there was a flour mil! at Meota. Homer and
his oldest son would each haul a load of \\.'heat to the
mill in exchange for Crystal flour. This vvith horses
and \vagons. A two day trip every fall \'lith a )lcar's
supply of flour during the YJ\. His \vife died in
Rabbit Lake hospital in January 1944 after a short
illness. aged 59. Homer lived on the farm until his
death in Rabbit Lake Hospital after a lengthy illness
at the age of 87.
His stepson Alhert Jones married Betty Kish.
They had three sons. twins. Robert and Randy. and
Ronnie and onc daughter. Rae-Anne. Betty died suddenly in 1974 at the age of 35. Albcrt and his family
live on the original homestead.
Hazel marricd Philip Hagcnson of the Robinhood
district. who spent many years in the Army. They
have retired now and live in Carstairs. Alberta. They
have one son. Doug and one daughter. Caro!.
Agncs married Jim Woods of Glaslyn. who was
killed in World War II. She later married Howard
MacArthur who was Pool grain buyer at Meota for
many years. They are now retired and live in l'vkota.
Gordon Jones lives nn his farm. I V, miles north of
the home place. Lost Horse Creek runs right past his
bUildings.

Hugh Kirkland Wilson
Hugh Kirkland Wilson of Chamberlain.
Saskatche\van. \vas appointed by' \Vil!iam Arthur
Hunter of Toronto. Ontario as his substitute to:
"Exercise the right and option conferred upon
me (William Arthur Hunter) by the Volunteer
Bounty Act I'JOB. whereby! am entitied to
select either a land grant or script for SIr,O.OO in
lieu thereof and aisu as such attorney and substitute to claim and receive such land grant or
script and generally to do all acts and things in
the premises \vhich I myself mayor might la\vfully do. I hereby agree to allow. ratify and
confirm whatsoever my attorney or substitute
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shall do or cause to be done by' virtue of those
present. September 22, 1911."
Hugh Kirkland Wilson broke thirty three acres
from 1912-1916, had four to six horses and three to
five cows during this time.
His house 22' x 16' of iog construction \vas valued at $600.0(), stable at :S50.00, granary at $75.00.
He fenced 200 acres at a cost of $125.IlO. He was
married \vith one son. He also held hom'estead entry
on NE 28-21-26 W2nc!.

ments with one large fourteen-year-old with a beard
sprouting (who needed a school register as proof so
he could play), whist drives in the legion hall to raise
money for Christrnas treats ~ are among the pleasant
memones.
Medstead vvas a great plaCe for friendly get-togethers. Right from those kind neighbors \\/110 Sllrprised them on their first anniversary, through the
many great dances, parties, and sing-songs at festive
occasions to the farewell gathering in January, 1963,
in their honor, ~ Joe and Jean remember them all.
Joe's move that year was a Iitt Ie different from his
arrival in Mcdstead. He now had a wife and four
children: Joanne, Wendy, Wayne and Lloyd, to ride
in the car and a van full of household effects, He
moved to Paynton (where he still lives) to be the
Credit Union manager as well as secretary-treasurer
of the R.M. there. Three more girls: janis, Fay and
Lorraine were added to the family later.

Joe Wilson
Joe elrove to Meclstead on a very cold evening of
January 21,195]' in his 1929 Pontiac Coupe. He was
first met by Alex Nelson when he found shelter for
the car in a garage Alex kept heated, He hac! just
recently been hired as secretary-treasurer for the
R.M. of Meelstead No, 497 and continued in that
capacity for twelve years, There was a house available but he lived in the Medstead Hotel, operated at
that time by Mr. and Mrs. Kozak and daughter,
Helen.
The R.M. office was still in the old lumberyard
building, It was heated by a drum heater which Joe
fed with cord wood in between customers. Though
often cold in winter, it was comfortably shaded by
big trees in summer.
Curling was going strong and Joe soon joined in,
as everyone made him feel welcome. In the summer,
fishing and hunting were great and he remembers the
district as the best place for ducks, geese, moose and
deer.
Once heavy snow and winds came, snowplow
clubs anel private individuals were on their own. The
municipality did not have the equipment. "Roads"
were always the main topic of conversation at every
social gathering, summer and winter,
Jean came to Medstead as a bride, in MayoI" 51,
anel together they moved into the municipal house,
with Clysta Davies offering help and motherly advice. They remember a surprise dance planned for
them - either attend or take the consequences, What a nice gesture it was anel a pleasant way to meet
the people I Young married couples were almost a
novelty in the town then, When Bea and Allen Fonda
were married and came to live in Medstead, their
close friendship began and continues today
Jean started teaching January, 1952, taking over
after Joyce Short. You might say she taught" on" and
"off" for a few years as the family arrived, She spent
a short time at Birch Lake School District but new
roads and the twins she was expecting, caused some
hectic trips, Mrs. Hildur Short was in the Jr. room at
Medstead and such good talks as they had after
schooL Things like drama, trophies, softball tourna-

The John Wilson Family
john Wilson and his brother Jim came from
North Dakota, U,S,A. in July, 1911 to look for a
homestead. They met Silver Sernes in North Battleford and he brought them up to what is now the
Robinhood area. John Wilson filed on the S.K
6-50-15-W3. Later his brother Jim also filed on a
homestead close by. After locating land the brothers
went to work on the highway being built between
North Battleford and Denholm. In the fall they came
back and built a log shack to live in until they could
build better log houses on their homesteads in order
to live there for the winter. In 1912, they went back to
North Dakota, U.S.A. to work and earn enough
money to live on their land through the winter
months, They did this for three years. John and Jim
worked very closely together for about nine years.
They had to break up ten acres of land each year and
have at least two crops out of the first three years to
prove up their homesteads. They had to walk to
North Battlerord to get their mail, In the fall they
would go to North Battleford to buy enough supplies
to last them for the winter and had to hire someone
from Prince who had horses to haul their supplies,
To start with they were not the best of cooks as
neither one was used to batching. John tells of some
of their cooking experiences. The first time they tried
to make Baking Powder Biscuits they used boiling
water to make them raise and they got hard as bullets,
so they went back to making pancakes instead, The
first time they tried to make bread they wrapped the
pan of dough up in a new sheepskin coat to keep it
warm over night. It raised so much that it soaked the
sheepskin lining and they had to throw their coat
away, It still raised more after putting it in the oven
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Reuben is living in North Battkford and is a c. \1. R.

and the loaves got so high they had to cut them to get
them out of the oven. They also bought a lOll pound
sack of beans with their supplies and the first time
they c(Joked beans they swelled so much that all the
kettles they had were full of beans.

Roaumaster.
Their daughter Alice was born April'!. 1919. She
went to high school in Battleford in 1939 and stayed
with Arthur Lasantes, who were former residents of
Robinhood. The next l\VO years she \vent to high
schoo! in North Batt1eford. In 1938, she went to
Normal School in Saskatoon. While there she stayed
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walker who were also
former residents of the Robinhood district. After
teaching one year at Inky and hvo years at Duhvich
she wem to New Westminster. B.C. where she married Gerb Hazelwood in 1942. They had three children - Beverly, Brian and Douglas. Her husband
Herb passed away in 1975. At the present time she
still resides in New Westminster.
Ina Wilson was born May 21, 1928. In 1944, she
went to New Westminster, B. C. and stayed with
Alice and Herb while she took a business course. She
then worked in the office of the Royal Columbian
Hospital. for seven years. In 1951. she married John
Deen and shortly afterwards moved to Sudbury, Ontario where she is still residing. They had seven
children - Valerie, Kerry, Tim, Tammie, Bonnie,
Kirby and Tracey.
John Wilson, Jr. was born October 12, 1933. He
also came to New Westminster after completing
school he started working as a telegrapher for the
C.P.R. and later became a station agent. In 1962, he
married Joanne McLeod. They have one son also
named John. He is now a freight salesman for the
C.P.R. and resides in New Westminster.

In 1915. John Wilson married Annie Scmes who
had come from Badger, Minn .. U.S .A. to keep hOllse
for her brothers Gill and Silver. Her brother Carl
came later.
In 1920, Annie's sister Gena and brother Carl
bought a store from Ernest Lehman which was located at the cross roads just south of what is now
Robinhood. A short time later they sold it to John and
Annie Wilson who applied for and were given permission to have a Post Office which they named
Robin. There was a school named Robin on the same
quarter of land as their store but at that time the Post
Office Department would not allow the name Robin
to be used as there was another Post Office named
Robin somewhere and they thought it might be confusing so their next choice was Robinhood.
After the C.N.R. line laid steel as far as Robinhood in the fall of 1'126. Wilsons built a new store and
got permission to move the Post Office to the new
townsite which was previously on C.P.R. land. A
dance and social evening was held to celebrate the
opening of the new building. At this celebration it
was decided to start a fund to build a community hall.
A collection was taken and the first dollar was donated by Steve Morgan, a district farmer. Several
years later John Edson located the logs for the hall.
The logs were cut and hauled by volunteer labor and
food baskets were supplied by the ladies' organizations. The hall was also built mostly by volunteer
labor.
John Wilson was also the agent for !.H.C. machinery and handled Imperi,d gas and oil. He also
handled Quaker and Robinhood nour and each fall
would receive shipments by car load lots via C.N.R.
He also located log.s and was instrumental 1!1
getting the Lutheran Church built at Robinhood.
He sold his business in W. 1. (Bilil Bovair lfl
1946, and had an auction sale to dispose of his stock,
farm machinery, household furniture and miscellaneous articles. Joe Randall was the auctioneer
assisted by Jack Davies of Medstead. He still owned
his homestead from 1911 and sold it later to Olaf
Larson before moving to B.C. where they still reside.
John and Annie Wilson had four children. Their
oldest son Reuben was born July 26,1916. He started
working for the C. N. R. as section man at Robinhood
in 1935. In 1942. he married Mary Nordstrom and
they had two children-Garry and Marilee. His wife
Mary passed away in July, 1979. At the present time

E!he~

McKeen Roulston Wisner

by Mrs, Eva Hagen
In 1909 Craig Roulston and Ethel McKeen Roulston came from Hagersville, Ontario, to the Prince
area where they homesteaded the NE-36-4S-16- W 3.
The following year they traded this land to Tom
Lanegraff for the NE-36-48-16 W3.
Father Craig Roulston brought four work horses,
two colts and one buggy horse from Ontario. Three
horses died the first winter from the harsh climate.
Father then broke in the two colts, bought another
horse to make a team of four.
In 1910. he hauled gravel for the Mental Hospital
in Battleford and for the building of the first bridge in
North Battleford, Mother Ethel Roulston kept a stopping house for homesteaders going north.
Ethel was a highly skilled quilter who had made
her first quilt at the age of five. The tiny stitches and
attention to detail became a testimony to her ability
and dedication. There are still many of her hand
made quilts in use throughout North America today.
Craig and Ethel had six children: Isabelle i 113

L. to R., Dick Roulston, Ed Teberg, Harry Roulston, Buck Wisner, Isabelle (Roulston) Teberg, Raymond McKeen (Ethel's brother),
Mac Roulston, Burton Roulston. Front, in Ed Teberg's arm's, Irene Teberg, Marjorie Teberg, Helen Teberg, Margaret Teberg.
Behind, Model A Ford, 1929, taken 1932.

Ethel McKeen Roulston holding Dick, Isabelle standing. L. to
R., Front: Burton, Harry, Mac, 1914-15.

Buck Wisner, 1940.
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driver pulled hack in too soon, hit one horse_ ripping
the hridle off. and knocking the horses and wagon
into the ditch. The \vagon overturned, and landed on
Fred's hack and broke it. He spent ~ months in a
Saskatoon hospital, where he contracted pneumonia
and lhed.
In 1959_ Ethel \Visner moved from vVinnipeg to
Rohinhood, where she lin;c! in a house next to the
church. She was kept busy quilting_ and it "vas ellS-to mary in quite <l fevv families, to send the children
over to check on her. \vhile the parents bought groceries or picked up the mail. In the \vinter of 1962 she
slipped, and broke her hip, and vv'as in the hospital for

August] 8, ]006-1957: Harry - July 7, 1008: MacApril 3(), 1010: Burlon-- May 3(), 1011: DickAugust 6, 1912: Daisy - November 2(), 1916.
Craig was killed in \Vorlel War I and Ethel remarried in 1918 to Fred Wisner, a native ufNorth Dakota,
who was a skilled hunter and tracker. Fred came [()
Canada in 19]2. As a youngster in Oklahoma, Fred
had used a muzzle loader to hunt game with, which

was sold to hotels and restaurcnts in the area.
Fred and Ethel settled on the NE-2-49-16 W3. In
May, 192(), they had a SOIL Robert (Buck). They and
the Roulston children lived on NE-2-49-16 W3 until,
in 1923. the log house they were living in burned
down. They then rented land to Everit Smith and
moved to Birch Lake. where there was more pasture.
In 1929. that house burned down. and they moved
back to NE 36-48-16 W3. Because of the lack of
students, Park Bluff school was closed from 1921-32,
so the children attended school at Canyon, Moicwood, and Robin in those years.
On February 27.1940, the youngest child, Buck,
married Hattie Wielga, of lilley. (Hattie is the
younger sistern!' Buck's brother Harry's wife, Rose.)
Hattie had come to the Park BlulT area in 1938, to
work for the Fritz Bowman family. She worked for
the Bowmans for a few months. then worked for the
Armand Desmarais familv. In the winter of 1939, she
went to work for her f~Iture mother-in-law, Ethel

several months. When she \vas released from the
hospital the neighbors helped move her house from
Robinhood, to Hattie and Buck's yard. She lived
there, where Hattie cared for her until 1968, when
she moved to North Battleford to live with Mac and
Ruby Roulston.
On February 21, 1969, Ethel McKeen Roulston
Wisner passed away in Battleford's Union Hospital.
The descendents of Ethel McKeen Roulston
Wisner:
I. The Children of Craig and Hattie Roulston.
Isabelle - married Ed lcberg in 1927, lived in
Livelong, had 6 children. Margaret, Marjorie,
Helen, Irene, John, and Barbara.
Harrv - married in 1937 to Rose Wie]ga, had 5
children: twins Peggy and Betty, Neil, H:lffiet and
Clifford. All living in Vancouver.
Mac - married in 1934 to Ruby Walters, in a double
wedding with his brother Dick and Esther KUllZ. Mac
had 5 children: MurieL Bob, Eleanor, and twins ElY
and Glen. Mac and Ruby live in North Battlcford
since retiring from farming in the Molewood district.
Burton - married Marie
in 1938. They had 4
children, Raymond, Dick, Lawrence, and Earl. They
lived in British Columbia.
Dick - married Esther Kunz in 1934. They lived in
Ontario until they retired to Florida.
Daisy - married Clifford Manning in 1936. They
had 2 children Colin and Don. They farm in the
Livelong area,
Robert {Buck) - married Hattie Widga.
2. The Children of Buck and Hattie Wisner:
Verna Mav Josephine Wisner- Born 1940, married
Max Gschaider, had 3 children, Rita, Louise, David.
Now residing in Calgary.
David Dickerson Warren Wisner - born 1943, married Ethel Burkitt, had 2 children Brent and Shayne.
Farming the Mac Roulston farm in MolelVood district.
Ellen Louise Wisner - born 1948. married Allan
Payne, had 3 children, Kathy, Sandra and Derrick,
and one adopted boy, Donald. Sandra and Donald arc

Wisner, as Harry's wife, Rose, was expecting twins,
These twin girls, Peggy and Betty, were born in the
upstairs of the house where Buck and Hattie still live.
Rose was in danger of dying with the difficult threeday birth, so Harry struggled through the snow to
Rubinhood, where he stopped the train. Dr. Coghlan

was un the train, en route to tend a critically ill
patient, but Harry was so distraught that the doctor
went with him and saved the lives of Rose and the

t\vin girls.
Buck and Hattie lived with Harry and Rose until

summer. when Rose and Harry and their twins
moved to Vancouver, B. C. At this time Ethel Wisner
moved to Winnipeg, where she worked in a factor),

making uniforms for the armed forces in World W,(T
ll. In (941 Buck and Hattie bought NE 36-48-16 W3
from Ethel. Buck cut cord wooel and hauled ito
Medsteael for $1.50 per corel. On May 14, 1941.
Hattie gave birth to their second child, Dick. She "as
assisted by a local midwife, Mrs. Parkhouse, in hiVing this child at horne.

Through the years Buck won many badges, Hnd
pins for his shooting expertise. In 1955, he won the
Dominion Marksmen Champions medal. 1955 also
brought SOITOW to the Wisners, since Buck's father,

Fred, was driving his team of horses and wagon down
a public road, when a truck passed him. The truck
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the surviving children. Now living in the Park Bluff
area.

Eva Kathleen Wisner - born 1950, married Gordon
Hagen, had one child Misty. They farm in the Park
Bluff area.
Irene Grace Wisner- horn 1953, rnarried Kenneth
Klassen, hac! one child Trevor. They farm in the
Glenbush area.
Kenneth Harold Wisner - born IY57, working for
C.N.R.
Connie Sherry Wisner - born 1959, married Kelly
Price. Residing in Calgary, Alberta.

David Dickerson Warren Wisner
! was born on May, 1943, the second of seven
children born to Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Wisner. I was
raised on my father's farm in the Park Bluff district. I
went to school at Park Bluff School where I finished
my Grade 8, after that I worked on my father's farm
for a few years. After. 1 went to North Battleford to
work, where 1 met my wife Ethel Noreen Burkett of
Livelong, Saskatchewan. We were married on June
20, 1964.
Walier Witham left and brother Tom.

In July 1967 we bought the farm we are now
living on from my uncle Mac Roulston. We had two
boys - Brent David born November 6, 1967, and
Shayne Warren born July 18, 1970. At present we are
still farming, and doing custom caterpillar work.

Walter Witham passed away in 1962. He was
predeceased by his first wife, Nellie, in 1953. He is
survived by his second wife, Evelyn, of North Battleford, son, Tom, of Lloydminster and daughter,
Anne, of Winnipeg, also five grandchildren.
Tom Witham, my uncle, took up homestead in
the Cater district NE 8-51-14 W3rd and lived with his
brother Walter for a while.

Walter Witham
submitted by

SOil

Tom

I have a few memories of what my dad told me of
his times spent in the Medstead district.
Walter Witham was born in 1888, in Southern
England. He came to Canada in 1910 and took up a
homestead in the Medstead area, SW 32-51-14
W3rd, later to become the Cater school district.
In 1914 when war broke out he joined the C.E.F.
He was wounded in France and received his discharge in 1919.
Upon his return he worked with his cattle herd
which had increased while he was away. Joined by his
brother, Tom, from England they lived in a one room
shack. Walter played a cornet and Torn a one-stringed
violin. What beautiful sounds?
Walter took Nellie as his wife and they had two
children, Tom and Anne.
He traded his homestead for forty acres near
North Battleford. Here he raised pure bred Ayrshire
dairy cattle. He won many prizes at local fairs with
the fine animals.
In 1946 he sold his dairy herd and moved to North
Battleford.

Fred Withrow age 72, 1955.
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stead. To be on a homestead in the '30's "vas nothing
but pure struggle. Their first home was a two-roomed
shack. They both had strong backs and with God's
help their struggles proved worthy.
On January 18, 1934 Meinhardt. our first son was

Fred Withrow
Fred Withrow came to homestead in the Park
Bluff area. He had come from Portreeve, Sask. and
was noted as a good horseman. In later years he
retired in Robinhood, and lived in the little house
between the two stores until his passing.

born, he now lives in Barrier, B.C.
On July 2tL 1935, our oldest daughter. Evelyn

The Ted WiUes

was born. She married Alfred Kul'fert in the Belbutte

Ted Witte came to the Stoke district on June 26,
1·926 with his aunt and uncle, Caroline and Carl
Gatzke. He had been born in the Ukraine and was the
only survivor of eleven children. At the age of fourteen he was left all alone - no mother. father. brothers or sisters - they had all been killed during the
war years. Ted came to Canada to start a new life for
himself.
He stayed with his Uncle Carl. NW 34-50-13. for
the first three years helping him clear approximately
one hundred acres of land. all by hand. with an axe
and grub hoe. He worked at Bell's saw mill in the
winter and also for other farmers during the summer.
In 1928 he took a homestead of his own, NW
25-50-13, and began clearing his own lancl by hanei.
In 1932. in Peace Lutheran Church. Belbutte. he
married Martha Gatzke.
Martha, daughter of Fredrick and Amilie Gatzke
had come from Novgorod, Ukraine in 1914. settling
first in Rabbit Lake. then Carrollton district unci
finally in North Battleford, where her father Fredrick
died in 1920. In 1922 Amilie re-married Mr. Gottlieb
Sellent and returned to the Carrollton district. Mrs.
Sellent could get her own homestead then and NE
28-50-13. where Jonath and son Fred Gatzke now
live, is the quarter she acquired. This is when Martha
met Ted Witte.
Together they began their life on Ted's home-

Lutheran Church. and is now a widow and lives and
works in Saskatoon.
October 23. 1'136. Erma.

OUl'

second daughter

was born. She is married and living in Ponoka,
Alberta.
October 1940 we had a set of twins. Rudi, who
married Edna Hoffman and lives in Edmonton. and
Ruth. now Mrs. George Ballachay of Rabbit Lake.
By 1940 with five children. our small log cabin
waS pretty crowded. In 1946 we built a new house and
barn on the same property.
In 1959 we sold our property to Jim Johnson and
moved to Saskatoon. Since then we have taken up
travelling. In May 1970 we toured Europe. In March
1973 we went back to Germany and East Germany to
visit relatives. In December 1'175 we toured through
California and New Mexico. In 1'177 we went back to
Germany and continued on through France. Switzel
land and Spain. Our latest trip in March 1978 was to
the Holy Land, Greece and Athens. We hope to
continue our travels as long as we are able.
Ruth. our youngest daughter, recalls one event in
particular when we lived on the farm - that being
Evelyn's wedding on November 19.1954.
She and Alfred Kuffert were the first Lutheran
couple to be married in the Belbutte Lutheran Church
(now moved to Spiritwood). The reception was held
at the farm where two hundred and twenty-five peo··
pie were feci. She recalls we cooked for days and days
getting cakes, cookies. hams and turkeys ready for
the hot meal that was served to all. This was done
without the convenience of a refrigerator and with the
old wood stove doing the honours. There were seven
settings. and by the time everyone was fed, it was
time to go to the dance which was held in the Belbutte
hall. We don't know how many were at the dance but
the hall was packed. We also served lunch at the
dance. Miller'sOrchestara from Rabbit Lake
provided the music.
We have many fond memories of Belbuttc and
our neighbors there, and we hope that the past years
have treated them as well as they have treated us.
C

Peter Wolfe
My wife, my family and I came to the area of
Sandwith from Richmond, Saskatchewan, in the
spring of 1931, in a covered wagon with a democrat

The Ted Witte family in front of their first home. Standing
children: Evelyn, Mienhardt. Irma. Seated: Ted and Martha
with twins. Rudy and Ruth.
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behind, loaded to the hilt. It took twenty-one clays to
make the tri p.
My family and! settled on a farm one-half mile
south of Sandv"!ith where I built a log house \vith a sod
roof.
With six horses, a 16 inch, one bottom, breaking
plow, an eight-plow disc and four sections of diD-

monel harrows, i began farming. I seeded by hane!.
In sumrner there \vas no time for entertainment.
In winter two or three families took lunch, and \,-vent
visiting at a neighbor's. V·ie played ,games. John
Eberle played the accordion and we used to dance on
the clay nom until the dust was thick. No one had a
wooden floor.
We put the children to sleep when they were tired,
and by four 0' clock we would pick them up and go
home. We did the chores and went to bed for a few
hours. We were a mile from our closest neighbor, Bill
Jackson. Ward school was four miles south-west of
us. There was no church near us. The community
built a hall of lumber in 1933. The first store was run
by Harold Mason and the second store I helped build
for Jack Brausen. The methods of fanning hadn't
changed much while I was there.
We had Frank, Nickolas and Eva when we moved
there. While living there George and Peter were born
at the homestead and John was born in Battleford.
After leaving Sandwith, Margaret ancl Joseph
were born.
Frank resides somewhere in California. Nick
passed away at High Prairie. Eva, married Bob
Bleakley, is widowed and resides at Blackfoot. Alberta. George lives at Marwayne, Alberta. Peter lives
at Blackfoot. Alberta. John is in the airforce, stationed at Gander. Margaret married Clifford James
and resides at Paradise Valley, Alberta. Joe lives at
Didsbury, Alberta.
I moved out in 1935. There were too many
stones, besides the bush. I could not make any headway. We used to get $3.50 for a market pig,75~ for a
dressed turkey. At that price they were hard to sell
because no one had any money. I couleln' t peddle
them in Battleford, dressed for the table, so I took
them to the store and traded them for groceries. Eggs
were 3¢ a dozen and butter was 5¢ a pound. I moved
to St. Walburg.
The land I farmed is now part of the Community
Pasture.

Art and Alice Wood, wedding day. 1947, Robinhood Lutheran
Church. Back row: Mrs. Findlay and her son, Bill, Mrs. Wood.
Front row: Bill Wood, Art Wood (groom), Alice Findlay (bride),
Pearl Findlay, bridesmaid.

The Wood family, 1913.

the first settlers in Park Bluff. went back to Grafton,
North Dakota. My brother Roy Semes (19 yrs.) and I
came back with her. She thought we'd have better
opportunities here.
My brorher filed on a homestead (close to
Medstead) and I lived with my brother Gill Scmes at
Prince the first two months.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wood
by Gena Wood
1 came to Park Bluff district in the fall of 1917. j
was 17 years old, just out of school. My older sister,
who had been out here before, some four years
earlier and had been married to John Wilson, one of
1118

Then I could live with mv sister. John Wilson iixcd
up an old buggy_ and sinCe I owned a pony j \vas ahle
to drive back and forth to school. four miles. One
time sLlch a bad storm came LlfJ. I had to stav all niQi1t
\.)"iith Dunscrs -- Louis Dl!ns~r\ mother. '-\Ve had a 'I/ery sad happening to our family.
During the infiucr1za epldcrnic. it took the life of my
brother Gill. who at that time. farmed at Prince. My
sister had the flu at home and didn'1 kno\\/ I,vhethc~r
she \voldd live or not. (Thanks to nw 2000 friend
ivlrs. Hepburn of North Battlefon.L ar'1d'to mv dear

friend. Pastor John -nmberg. )
Then again the "Reaper" visited us. Thls time it
was my )iOungest brother. Roy Scrnes. He \-vas
threshing at Prince \\.'ith his brothers. who had a
threshing machine. He \vent out to fill up \,vith gas
and carried a lighted lantern and caught fire and
burned. He died in North Battieford Hos'pital. I In the
v·/inter hefore this sau tragedy happened 1had bought
into the store with my brother Carl. from Ernest
Leamann. )
After the funeral I left Canada for a year. I had
maJe many good friends. Naming a fe\v, Edna 5111i1"1.
Ella Hagen. Blanche Wood and maybe a few "bov
friends". I had met Bert Wood. before 1 left. but ha~j
no idea of marriage.
So after I came back. in 1922 "ve were married
and a strange coincidence was that my home was to
be on my brother Gill Sernes' homestead. which he
had sold to Mr. William Wood. My brother Gill
bought land at Prince.
I will never forget the hardships I went through. 1
worked very hani ,~iong with my iltlSband. His n~oth
er and father lived close by. so the few acres We had to
farm was to be a living for the [\\/0 families.
As our farm \vas close to Park Bluff school, I
boarded the teachers. I went out cooking on the
railroad between Iftly and North Battleford. and
\vent cooking on threshing outfits down south.
We left OUl' son Hubert with my sisler Mrs. John
Wilson. who was trying to build the store up.
In IlJ25. our second son. Gilbert. was born at
home. Our house was very cold and he caught Dneumonia and died a year old. In! 927 our daughter' Rose
was born, both she and our first son graduated from
8th grade at Park Bluff School. Then in 1929 our son
John William wns born. He also finished his grade
Vill at Park Bluff.
That was the finishing of school In the country. so
for high school. we had to send our children out.
Rose. our daughter was sent to a church college at
Outlook. Sask. After high school she attended teachers coUege at Saskatoon.
Fourteen years after John was born, \ve had anotherdaugbter. Mary Annette. We hada little more to

Birthday party at W. J. Wood's. Tarbet, Wilson's, Nordgren's
and Bert and Gena Wood, 1932.

First store in Park Bluff district.

Then I went to my sister Mrs. John Wilson. for
Christmas. They had a cozy little home by then. all
decorated up by her beautiful rugs and cushions
everywhere. We were all happy to be together: by
then we were three brothers and two sisters.
In the spring. 1 was offered a school at Park Bluff.
Hjalmar Nordgren and lV1agnus Anderson were my
main school board.

1 will never forget my first day of school. When 1
saw this big girl coming to school. 1 thought. "Willi
be able [0 teach her Canadian history. etc'?" as 1 had
no schooling about Canada. 1 thought to myself. "I
must be honest with her." She was in grade Vll!.
which was quite high in those days. This girl was no
other than Edna Smirl (now Mrs. Bill Bovair). ! hac! a
talk with her. trying to tell her how much better she
would do by going to school in North Battleford. as
we would only have five months of school. 1 must
have hit home. because Edna went to North Battleford.
We had so much water the following spring.
school was closed for a month. so the terms \vere
short. I boarded with Oscar Forsells. I walked a mile
and a half to school. built fire to warm up the school.
Some clays it was so cold. we had to sit around the
stove to keep warm.
Then the next year I accepted Marron School.

C
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do with then and a new hOLlse to live in. She took her
high school in Meadov,! Lake. Sask. !'vlary married
Allan Erickson of Meadow Lake and still lives there
on a ranch.

Our son. Jackie. as we call him lives at Chet\vy,'nd. B.C .. married and has three children. The
oldest girl is married and lives in CresenL B.C. He
spent most of his years in and around the sa\v mills
until the last ten years. He then bought a ranch and
has a lot of cattlc.
Rose lives in Kelown,l. B.C.
We lived on the same farm for 42 years. Bert's
health \vas not too guod. Guess those big stones ,-vere
too much for both of us.
So in 1961 we sold our farm [0 Norman Biixrud
and we \vent to Meadow Lake. Sask .. where our tvv'o
daughters lived. We bought a home there. We were
happy there with our ten grand children for two
years. Then Bert passed away with a heart attack. He
was buriecl on his nnd birthday. October 23. 1963.
I lived with my youngest daughter for three
years. helping her with her two small children. Then
in 1968 I came to Kelowna. B. C. My oldest daughter.
Rose. (Mrs. Arnie Gagnon) lives here too.
I have been blessed with good health. and I live
alone and have a nice apartment here.

John Waytowich family. New and old teacherage, 1947. John,
Alma. Alan.

John Woytowich anG Family History
My early education began at age six in the
Hatherleigh school district No. 30l)4. where I took
grades one to ten. In 1941 I completed high school at
City Park Collegiate in Saskatoon, and graduated
from Teachers' College with an interim First Class
certificate in 1942.

Birch Lake School. 1946. John Waytowich, teacher. Back: L. to
R., Evelyn Roske, Marcia Wheeler, Irene Roske, Edna
Ledinski, Betty Huntley, Ralph Ledinski, Jerry Fraser. Howard
Ledinski. Centre: Raymond Ledinski, Teddy Fraser, Roy
Ledinski, Shirley Fraser, Doreen Roske, Helen Wheeler. Olive
Raske. Front: Albert Zawada. Lloyd Ledinski. John Pavka.
Kathleen Zawada. Shirley Wheeler. Lillian Ledinski.

On February 5. 1946. I and my wife Alma and
son AI. age seven months. arrived in Meclstead by
mixed train from North Battlcford. We spent the
night with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Short. who was
Postmaster.
The next morning we were taken to Birch Lake
School by Walter Roske. who drove a fast-pacing
team of horses drawing a fai[~sized caboose e4uipped
with a little tin heater. A mile from the school we
stopped to pick up Steve Pavka who was chairman of
the school board. He willingly accompanied us to the
school. A mile to gal A new life was to begin for
three young people! Our hopes and aspirations were
ecstatic!
Upon arrival we saw what appeared to be a huge
school house sitting on a hill and below it a tiny
building, the teacherage. It consisted of two small
rooms, one of which had a table, two chairs, a little
cupboard and a small tin air-tight heater, and the other
contained a 'couch'. Realizing there was no kerosene

for the lamp. I was compelled to go back to Mr.
Pavka's to get some.
Since there Vias no conk stove. we managed to
use the heater for a \veek when a Llsed stove was
purchased at a sale in Med.stcad. Ajma's first batch of
home-made bread turned out like four black bricks.
Tears were shed~ Upon examination of the stove, we
noticed a large hole in the bottom of the oven.
School opened on Monday. February 8. and my
teaching career began in the newly formed r,,1edstead
School Unit No. 64 with Harold Whyte as the first
secretary-treasurer. TVv'cnty-t\vO young people from
grades one to ten started off my inexperienced teaching years. It did not take long to get acquainted \vith
them and their parents who were very kind. helpful
and co-operative in the ten years that we enjoyed in
the community. The children were very respectful
and enthusiastic about their work. There were many
li20

summer classes at the Univcrsit':/ of Saskatchewan to
improve my teacher qualifications, and in 1949 received a Permanent First Class certificate which put
rne in a considerably higher salary class.

exciting anu enjoyable inter-school competitions in
softball and soccer. In 1948 Birch Lake School won
the Medstcad Elks Flag parade and field day sports

events.
As for social life in the community. ! mi?ht say
those were pleasant and nlemorable years. The community was active both summer and winter. We
formed a men '5 baseball team, practiced on Sundays

In 1952 Donald was added to the Woytowich
family.
By 1955 i qualified for a Standard Certificate,

equivalent to two years teacher training:. in the fall v/c
sadly parted with Birch Lake comrnunity and trans-

near the lake. and competed at sports days in
Medstead, Glaslyn, Fairholme, Livelong and Edam
areas. Home carel parties were held regularly during
the winter months. Hockey on Birch Lake every
Sunday brought the community out. with practically
everyone getting bruised by bent willow hockey
sticks. Weekends were never a dull moment I
Several school dances were held every year to
raise funds for the Red Cross and Christmas gifts for
the children. Wesley Smith. my wife and 1 played for
practically all the school dances. We enjoyed entertaining the people, sometimes playing from early
evening till the wee hours of the morning. Hallowe'en dances were hilarious. as costumed ghosts
and goblins danced and performed through the night
without being recognized as to who they were or
where they came from. Every year pie social dances
were exciting to watch the men trying to outbid one
another's girlfriend's auctioned pies. The annual
highlight in the community was the Christmas Concert, followed by lunch and dance.
During the fall each year we preserved fruits and
vegetables and stored them in the dirt cellar. For meat
storage we

ferred to Parkdale School ten miles west of Glaslyn.
Here, another member, Shirley, was added to the

family.

I continued taking summer classes toward a degree in secondary education for the next five years.
In 1961, at the request of the Unit Board chairman,
Hugh Mackie. I transferred to Darlington School, in
Fairholme. to become principal of a two-room
school. Here I received a Special Technical B Certificate in Industrial Arts which was equivalent to three

years university training.
In 1962. upon recommendation for a $1000 government scholarship, the family and I left for the
University in Saskatoon. After obtaining a Bachelor
of Education degree in secondary education and Professional A Certificate. we moved to Glenbush
school in the fall of 1963, where I taught high school
(grades nine and ten) under principal Peter Klippenstein.
With two years of high school teaching and
searching for a more permanent place to live, I transfen'ed to the Meclstead Central School No. 4903 in
1965. In 1971, at the request of Alan Short, principal,
1 became part-time librarian and taught mathematics

acquired a large cement culvert, ce-

mented one end, and set it up in the shaded part of the
teacherage. Most of the wild game meat. fish, pork
and beef was done up in 'sealers' and stored in the
cellar. Water supply was provided by melting snow in
the winter. In the summer, if rain didn't fill our
barrels, we hauled water from a slough close by.
Drinking water was brought to the school each day
and what was left over was taken for home usc. If that
wasn't sufficient, we carried fresh water from
Ledinskis, a quarter of a mile across the road.
During the winter of 1947, all our fruit and vegetables froze in the cellar. The inadequate teacherage
was so cold that our bed clothes froze to the wall
every night. So, with considerable complaining. Bill
Lofts, who was the Unit Board chairman, came out to
view the disaster. It was decided that there definitely
was a need for improvements. In the fall of 1948 we
moved into a new teacherage to enjoy for the next
eight years. In return for the use of the teacherage we
built fires and cleaned the school daily.
Starting my teaching career with an Interim First
Class certificate provided me with a take home pay of
eighty-eight dollars per month. 1 took three six-week

from

grades nine to twelve. Being quite interested in

civic matters, 1 had the honor of serving on the
Medstead Village council for twelve years.
On July 1,1978. I superannuted and so ended my

teaching career, in reality but not in memories, a
most satisfying and rewarding experience of my life
which actually started in the Hatherieigh School
numbered 3094 and ended in the Medstead Central
school numbered 4903. (Note reversed digits).
All the family are married. Alan lives in Langley.
B.C. and has two daughters. Donald lives in Edmonton, Alta., and Shirley is in Victoria, B.C.
Presently I am employed as part-time librarian in
the Medstead Central School and enjoy the work, as
it still keeps me in touch with students und education
in Saskatchewan.

The Otto Wutke Family
by Nellie Plall!
To start this story, it was in 1932 when we arrived
in the Glenbush district in the month of August. We
arrived by horse and wagon, from Saskatoon, it was
the beginning of the hard times in the 30's.
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We acquired a ~z, section of land from the C. P. R.
which was NE yc, 21-50-14 W3rd. At that time the
trend was back to the land, so instead of living on
relief in the city. we decided to try the farm. settled
on that quarter section of lanel which was unbroken
with no one having lived on it before, it was covered
with small poplar trees.
First on arrivaL we had to find some place to live.
We rented a house from a Mr. Josh Perry.-an ole! timer
bachelor: so at least we had some place to call home.
It was unfortunate that the roof leaked. as it was a
very wet fall.
We arrived with our few belongings. and four
boys. Donald. six years old Ronald four. Edward was
two and Jack was five months. My husband and a
neighbour who moved with us from Saskatoon.
named Abe Hiebert and his son Delmar. (we have
since lost track of them) put up hay for the animals.
for winter feed. They drove manv miles to ami from
the hay fields. They' would leave Monday morning
and return at the end of the week. with hay. so it was a
chore for all.
That winter passed quickly. as the men drove
miles north to get logs to build the two houses. In
spring the building began. first the clearing for the
building. and by August 1933 our place was ready to
move into. Rough. but it was home: our home.
Barns for the horses and a cow were built next.
and a hen house as we had some chickens.
Then on December 21st our daughter was born.
We called her Joy. A mid-wife die! the honors as we
were twenty miles from the Rabbit Lake Hospital. By
this time Don was in the Daylight School. Ron attended the next year with Edward in school for a
while.
We cleared lane! each year. first year a garden
spot: which froze every month all summer. Ten acres
of land to break was a lot of hard work and each year
we added to the cleared land.
Each year the men were away making hay and
threshing. We only got $10.00 a month from relief
(cash) and in 1934 it was raised to $12.00 a month.
We also got a cash requisition for clothing each fall,
but it didn't go very far.
We had five very good years up there. we attendee! school dances and in the summer we went to
the lake. They were good years. but we had no money
to spend.
In 1937 my husband (Otto) and three other men
decided to go farther west. so they packed up the old
1921 Ford car and set off to B. C. My husband was the
only one to get njob. Since he was an electrician he
got a job at 1hlil. B. C. He came back and picked up
the rest of the family. After auctioning off our goods
and chattels we were off to B.C. in September 1937. I

do not know what. or who took over our land. We
didn't pay any taxes while We were there so the
C.P.R. still owned it.
We lived in rlhlii five years. Ted was born in Tmil
in 1940. Then we moved to the coast, Daniel being
born in New Westminster in 1942. Then we moved
over to Vancouver \\/he1'e we lived for some tirne,
moving to Surrey in 1949, where we acquired five

acres of land.
My husband (Otto) died in 197!. I sold the
acreage and moved to Pritchard, B.C. in 1974. I
bought a mobile home there on the South Thompson
River. In October 1976 I remarried E. L. Plant of
Langley B. C. That is where I live now, on a one acre
piece of ground. j live ncar rnost of my family,
Ronald. Edward. Joy and Daniel live in Surrey.
roughly three or four miles from here. Donald lives at
Port Alberni with jack living at 100 Mile House.
B.C. Ted lives at Squamish. B.C.

John Yaki
We both carne from Strasbourg. Saskatchewan.
John went to Edmonton to look for work. Roy Coffman of Edmonton contracted to build the railroad
through Sandwith in 1929 and 1930. He worked both
summers with him. In 1930 everything came to a
standstill and everyone was out of work. Mr. Coffman had to sell all his horses and equipment. as there
was no more work for him. All the work was done by
horses.
John bought jim Shepherd's homestead.
NE-6-48-14. with eight acres broken and built on it.
He had twenty acres broken by Mr. David Kahl with

Mr. and Mrs. John Yak; and family, Gus, Mary Anne, Dorothy,
Stanley and Margaret.
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and hirding. This winter he is in the United States
again and will be there most of the time.
Mary Anne lives in Aldergro'>/c- British Columbia. She nurses in Langley, British Columbia, Her
address is Box 599, VOX lAO, She was born on
November 16, 1<)33. Her name is Grant and she had
two boys,
Dorothy Gasper lives a1 Glent\vorth,
Saskatchc\van, Box 70, SOH lVO. She is an accountant and \vorks \vith her husband as he has tv/O
rnunicipalities to look after. Dorothy \vas born on
February 2, lY35.
Stanley (Buddy) was horn Septemher 25, 1936,
He lives in Ontario anel works for Sun Oil. He is a
mechanical engineer. His address is Sarnia, Ontario,
1232 Lake Huron Parkway, N7S 3S9,
Margaret Weger \vas born on January 3. 1939.
She lives in Meaclow Lake and she works in the
Saskatchewan Power office,
Herman Klassen farms our land and Leonard
Loewen bought the NE-6-48-14,

Railway building on line to Sandwith, 1929,

an old tractor with steel wheels, In 1932 wheat was 29
cents a bushel and it went down to 18¢, Butter sold
for lO¢ and eggs 5¢ a dozen.
We were married in Strasbourg, Saskatchewan
and came to Sandwith in 1931. There were no roads
only trails criss-crossing everywhere. In 1934 we
moved to the SW-8-48-14 and moved our buildings
as we had water there, Our house had five rooms and
it was built from spruce logs, We had a mixed farm,
Farmed till 1963 when we retired and moved to North
Battleford. We farmed with horses for many years
before buying a tractor. There were no telephones
there for years, They first came out in the sixties, also
the power.
The first train arrived in 1931 through Sandwith.
The elevator was built in 1932, The store was still on
the farm of Harold Mason. The Post Office was at
Charlie Marsh's farm, When Mr. Mason moved the
store he also took over the Post Office in Sandwith,
For entertainment we had dances in the schools and
later on in the hall, The first few years we had
Lutheran Church in the Ward School in the summer
and in the winter in some houses, But then the
Lutherans moved so they did not come anymore, Our
children did the Anglican Sunday school lessons
from Prince Albert, They would come out and visit
us every summer; the teachers camped in their truck
and always had dinner with us,
Our first neighbors were Konrad Taus now of SI.
Thomas. Ontario. Alex Enses and Stuart Duff The
Duffs still come out quite often from Burnaby, British Columbia, Their address is 1975 Watling Street,
South Burnaby, British Columbia VSJ lW8,
Teachers were Mrs, Nouch. Mrs, Griffin, Miss
Philips, Miss Burnett and Mr, Karolot. Mr, Karolot
taught in the back of the hall, before they built the
schools in Sandwith,
Our children were as follows: Gus was born August 19,1932, He lives in Niagara Falls. His address
is 6372 Montrose Road S" L2H lL6, He is a naturalist and takes groups all over the world, sightseeing

Felix Yaskevich
by

~'recl

Grallt (from tape illterview)

Felix was born in Austria in 1901 and lived in a
part of Poland that was under Austrian control.
When sixteen, he volunteered into the Austrian
army and though too young for trench duty, served as
a messenger and did other jobs, He remembers. at an
army prison near Vienna, he had to push wheel chair

Felix and Fanny Yaskevich,
j
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life prisoners around an exercise yard. These hopeless cases, kept underground, were brought up on an
elevator for fresh air for an hour each day. One
prisoner, just skin and bones, hearing Felix talking
about him to another soldier, said, "Don't laugh
brother, ! used to be major in the army and now I w;nt
to die
and! can't." Serving in Italy. Felix
thought the people there were the poorest he had ever
seen. Men took their families on small carts and went
from farm to farm looking for work.
When the war ended, many Austrian army soldiers who had been paid soldiers, shot themselves in
hopeless despair - no army - no job.
Since thousands were trying to board the train for
home, Felix decided to carry his packsack and walk
home. He says he avoided the main roads because of
Ukrainians who were occupying Poland and who
would steal his belongings.
Poland now governed his home area and wanted
him in their army. He hid in the fielcls all summer but
joined up when cold weather came. General Heller of
the United States was commanding the Polish army
in chasing back the poorly organized Bolsheviks.
From 1918-1927 Felix worked at his trade of
carpentry work, mostly building summer houses in
the beautiful Carpathian Mountains, "for rich guys".
At age twenty-six, unmarried, he decided to go to
Canada, in the hope of better things.
He arrived in Canada May 22,1927, and got off
the train in Regina to look for work. No jobs could be
found anywhere. !-Ie says, "I was walking along the
street and come to me some sort of man, some kind of
an engineer, coal on his face, you know, kind-of-ablack and he ask me for two bits for coffee and! says,
(and he talk my language) 'When you come to this
country')' and he says, 'I was born in this country'
and I think, '. . You born in this country and you
ask me for two bits for coffee. What I'm going to do')
I don't know this language, nothing. I'm . . . I'm
done for,' and 1 gave him, ya, I have eighty dollar in
pocket. "
Felix found no work in Regina and paid ten
dollars for a ticket back to Winnipeg, but before
boarding the train, a fellow who could speak to him,
told him of work to be had at Glenavon, where he
went and worked for one year as a carpenter, making
a house out of a hail which his new boss had moved to
his farm. No gyproc in those days, so the boss hired
an old plaster-man, who was "heavy chew tobacco"
and frequently spit into the plaster mix. When the
plaster dried there were "yellow spots" all over the
wall and the boss was so mad he wouldn't pay'
The hardness of those times was evident in an
incident there. A farmer, who had bought a new
binder for about one hundred sixty dollars~was ready

to cut his crop the next week. when the machine
company agent came to collect the thirty dollars still
owing. He said, "Thirty dollars or he take-um away
binder". Fortunately the farmer had a good neighbor
who came and paid the thirty dollars and told the
agent to go.

Felix came to the Sandwith area and spent the
winter with Chomeys who had been neighbours in
Poland. In the spring he went South again to Mankota
and worked on the Orkney section and ended up with
twenty dollars, the same amount he had gone with'
He got a Hudson's Bay quarter in that area and
tried farming. !-Ie broke eighty acres and seeded
wheat the next spring. It was dry and though the
wheat was good, there wasn't much of it. The next
spring he seeded oats but it was so dry they didn't
come up till fall. He got oats from the government to
seed the next spring but instead of seeding them he
loaded them in his wagon and headed North again.
Another quarter, the SW 30-48-14, was rented for
twenty years, then purchased from the Credit Foncier
Finance Company for thirteen hundred dollars.Deciding that he should have a wife, through an
advertisement in an American newspaper he received
one hundred ten names. He wrote to quite a few - all
answered but they were "too high class for me",
"mostly wrong age" and "so J quit that business".
A painful accident resulted in better luck.
When climbing onto a load of prairie wool hay,
the stick at the front of the rack broke off. Felix fell
onto the wagon pole. He found himself behind the
horses' feet and in front of the wagon wheels. !-lis
right knee was far out of joint and the leg broken.
After calming the startled horses, he struggled out
and finally was able to push on his leg until the knee
went back. There still wasn't much pain. His hay fork
was on the ground and served as a crutch while he got
to the front of his horses, led them to some trees and
tied them there.
The nearest place was Albert McNabb's so he set
out. On the road Rachel Parkhouse came along, took
him to McNabbs' and, since Albert wasn't home,
went to get Jim Grant who took him to hospital in
Rabbit Lake.
It was there that he talked to Ruby Decktro about
his future plans to get married when his leg would be
better. He was forty-four but in "good shape". She
said she had an auntie, Fanny Krelow. Felix said he
knew her since 1928 but she didn't know him.
Early the next spring, though still using crutches,
he got Mike !-Inatyshyn to drive him through the mud
holes to visit the Krelow farm. Felix says, "! talk this
and that to old man and J told him what J come for
... yeah and, by golly, this and that, you know, and
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by Joe, everything go smooth right frorn the beginning ... I had no trouble to make deal. "
Since he was still lame, he wanted a fall wedding,
but her brother said, "You all right, if you start you
better finish now. "
"Finally, we married."
Felix and Fanny Yaskevich now live in North
Battleford where they moved and built a house before
selling their farm to Roland Corbeil.
He says the income tax people got after him and
made him pay twenty-seven dollars income tax one
year, all he ever paid.
Things were tough once when you sold a dozen
eggs for six cents. but now things are good. "We
have pensions", "Government spoil us now".
"Every month a few dollars left over."

the Shell Lake area. They travelled till midnight the
first night and camped there because some horses
were slowing. The next day the horses tired eVen
:more. There were camps about twenty miles apart
but they didn't stop at most. Some tired horses wandered, got their heads caught behind trees, with disastrous results [() the tails of the horses they were
following. Such injured horses were harnessed and
the following horses tied to the harness. Three horses
were abandoned on the trail but arrived at camp a few
days later.
John's work at the lumber camp was counting and
marking logs brought in on large sleighs with runners
nine feet apart and with twelve-foot bunks carrying
loads of one hundred or more logs. The logs were
unloaded on the ice. to be t10ated to the sawmills in
spring.

John Yonz

When his brother married, John went farming,
working out for four years, renting for two years and
then buying a half section at Glenavon. After four or
five years he went onto rented land and signed a quit
claim on his land purchase to payoff his threshing
machine debt. The dry years turned that country into
a desert.

by F, Grant from tape interview
lohn Yonz came at age fifteen, in 1915, from the
Ukraine to Winnipeg, where three of his brothers
were alreacly.
lohn's first job was at fifteen dollars per month,
loading and hauling long slough hay for a milkman.
He then went to Milner, Manitoba, and for two summers worked hard handling logs at a sawmill, spending the winters in Winnipeg.
The following three summers he worked in
Saskatchewan where his brother and he worked for
Gibbs Brothers. who were contractors building railroad grades. The Yonz brothers helped drive horses
on a grader that used eight horses in front and six
behind. The rear team force was against a push pole
which was set to hold the grader against the grade to
produce the usual forty-five degree slope.
John and his brother bought horses and subcontracted for three summers, moving earth for fiftyfive cents per cubic yard.
During the winter Gibbs Brothers shipped horses
and harness North for work in logging camps.
Horses were packed. fifteen or more in a car. like
sardines. Two chaps were taken on to care for the
horses and they rode in the passenger car. lohn and
two others wanted a free ride so then went in the Car
on the horses' backs, even sleeing there because the
horses had no room to move apart. At stops the
conductor opened the door to check conditions and
both human and horse passengers appreciated the
fresh air. The fellows in the car helped with the
horses by pushing a small trough and hose along
under the horses' heads.
The horses were unloaded at Prince Albert and
there began another ordeal for them. Four horses
hitched to a wagon and twenty-eight tied behind,
head to tail, they set out on the eighty or so miles to

In the summer of 1931 he and a neighbour, Walter
Widderfield. came North for a new start. They arrived in Rabbit Lake where Dr. Storey offered to take
them to Hanson's place where the real estate man was
said to be. Walter and Dr. Storey discovered that they
had been schoolmates back in Holstein. Ontario. An
old acquaintance became a new friendship.
Widderfield got section 12-48-14 through the Soldiers Settlement of five dollars an acre.
John, in 1932, boughtthcN.W. 7-48-14,justone
and one-half miles west of the new Sandwith siding,
a spot chosen because it had a good water supply.
John Yonz and Thomas Placky had a two-season
partnership with a threshing outfit. Then, John took
the threshing machine and Tom the tractor. John
bought himself an Allis Chalmers tractor and worked
out on his own.
John. for several winters hauled logs from the
bush, forty miles away, for buildings for himself,
Jack Barker, Olsons, John Kobelka and others.
His horses disappeared one winter. There was
free range so they were legally at large. He searched
as far as Hatherleigh and Whitkow, in vain. John
Kobelka, Sr.. at Whitkow, suggested that he write to
a fortuneteller in the United States. The reply said,
"Your horses are in your own locality. They have
been chased there by somebody." The letter described a person in such detail that John recognized a
person in his district. On being shown the letter. this
person confessed to having chased the horses into a
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fenced pasture after they had broken into his not-

weB-fenced haystack.
In 1944 John married Olga Pryhitko of the
Bournemouth district. She had been only nine wilen
she left the Ukraine with her parents in 1929. They
rnoved to the Brada district in 1945, seliing the Sandwith farm to Roland Marsh.
The move to Brada was a good one, for their new
farm was larger and more acres of crop were possible. They do have fond memories of the Sanclwith
picnics and other good times when life was more
relaxed.
John helped with putting the r(Jofon the Sandwith
Hall. Olga remembers with gratitude the clothing
parcels that carne from England in the thirties.
One son, Dale, arrived in 1952. He is now married and has taken over the Brada farm.
John and Olga have retired in a fine home in
North Battleford but John, at eighty, still looks forward to helping Dale out with his spring work on the

Lile Garner and Jack Young, 1939. Taken at 51. Philip's Anglican Church, Medstead.

Jack and Lile Young
by Lile (Garne!') Young
Jack and I both lived in the Loch Side District for
four years before we started going out together. \Ve
were married in July 1939, in S1. Philip's Anglican
Church. Medstead. Our wedding was the first wedding to be performed in the new Church and the rirst
one performed after Rev. Bird, who became Canon
Bird.
Jack and I both lived in the Bolton house for just
over a year then went to live in the Mervin District
where Jack had work on a farm. During our first t\VO
years of marriage our first two children were born
and died shortly after birth. Our third chilcl, Robert
was born in Saskatoon and then \'it moved to New
Westminster, B. C., where our other four children:
Bill, Jim, Ross and Jeanne were born. We later
moved to Grande Prairie, Alberta where Jack suddenly died in April 1976.
I am stilllivillg in Grande Prairie. also my daughter and three of my sons, along \\lith many grandchildren. So with children and grandchildren.! don't
have time to be lonely. I have many happy memories
of the Loch Side District and still enjoy going home
and saying "hello" to all my old friends.

farm.

Arm Young (MacIntosh)
When I came to Cater, I was no stranger as 1 hacl
taught in a neighboring school two years before. This
was a more up-to-·-clate school. It had indoor
plumbing and a much larger furnace-type stove in
one corner. Even though many a clay I remember
having all the desks crowded around the stove keeping warm when it was thirty clegrees below zero.
One usually remembers one or two incidents that
happen in school in years past. One of these occasions I'll never forget my misjudgement of a child's
request. I had a little girl who asked if she could stay
in at recess because she didn't feel well. Thinking it
was an excuse (as you can imagine, we had lots of
them) I said she better go out. The next morning her
brother came to school and I asked where his little
sister was. He said that she had been rushed to the
hospital for an appendectomy. Can you imagine how
I felt"

The Pete Young :FamHy
submitted by M!'s, Pete Ymmg
Peter Young (Sr.) family lived on the NE \I" of
22-51-14. They came there in 1931 from Scarth.
Manitoba and left in 1948. Mr. and Mrs. Young had
four children. Jack. Wilma, Tom and Pete. jack married Lile Garner. Wilma became Mrs. Teel Newel,
Tom married a girl from Hamilton. Pete married Ann
Mc!ntosh. who taught at Loch Side School in
i943-44. Tom and Pete are the only ones of the family
living. Tom is retired and living in York, Ontario.
Pete and Ann are living in Unity where Pete is employed by Co-op Implements ancl Ann still does
some part-time teaching.

Cater School was on one of the mainroads to the
post office, so on mail day the students never missed
a vehicle going by. Two of my older boys always
drew mv attention to one vehicle everv time. One
mail day as I was sitting at the back of'the room, I
noticed the boys looking out of the window. They
cauuht one another's attention and shrugged their
sho~lders. Needless to say they didn't rec7Jgnize the
vehicle. The joke was on them. as I recognized it but
they didn·1.
I enjoyed my year at Cater with our usual social
life of c1ances,box socials and Christmas concerts.
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Joe Za!acrmk
.ioe Zalachuk, a bachelor, came to Hillside in
1927, to settle on the N.w' 30-47-14.
He built hirnself a quaint house, a cellar dug in
the ground, with a sod roof over it.
had a pet pig which used to follow him all

He

over. even when he carne to the post office for his

mail.
He owned some sturdy horses, which were never
stabled after a long trip: and kept healthy as any
pampered horse.

LOllis Z:matta
Louis Zannata was the first Belbutte town
postmaster. He was very accommodating to the public, and was well liked in the Belbutte community.
Louis had previously worked for John Bellamy
before he lost his leg in a well-drilling accident. He,
thereafter, wore a peg leg.
I am quite sure that everyone who reads this will
say this picture, which I took of Louis in front of the
Belbutte Post Office in 1938, is typical of him. I hope
it will warm the hearts of all his old friends seeing
him in this book.

On left, Morris Popiel (Freda Highton's husband) and FranciS
Zankle.

Mr. Francis Zankle
as told to Walter Pooler
I was born Jan. 10, 1904, in Untervellach, Austria. I came to Canada in 1927 to Edam, Sask. I
worked on farms, and on building the highway to
Meadow Lake. In 1930 I bought a very stony quarter
section of land from Jim Diamond. Later I purchased
a y, section formerly Bill Bovair's farm. The farmstead was 6 miles south, I mile west, then y, mile
north from Robinhood. In 1955 I rented the farm anel
went cooking on the Mid Canada Line. After this I
worked during the construction of the South
Saskatchewan River Dam. In 1968 I went to Fort
McMurray working on Great Oil Sand project.
In 1974 I retired after having an ulcer operation.
Shaunavol1, Sask. is no\v my home.

The Zawadke Family
Paul Zawadke was born in West Germany in
1883. He came to Nebraska, U.S.A. where he married and had one son, Leo. Leo died in a sawmill

Mrs. Paul Zawadke, was well known for her beautiful, and large
flower gardens.

Louis Zanatla, Belbutte postmaster.
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accident in 1941 and is buried in the Medstead Cemetery. Paul's wife, Clara, died in Nebraska in 1920.
Marie, Clara's sister, was also born in West Germany in 1884. She came to Nebraska, where she
married Joseph Fur/enger. They had a son, Joe J roo
who lives in Tampa, Florida, and a daughter, Augusta, who is living with her oldest daughter and
family. Marie's husband died in Rochester in 1920.
A priest got Paul and Marie together and they
were married in 1922. Due to drought and grasshoppers they moved north to Lemoy, South Dakota, but
more drought and bugs forced them further north to
Portal, North Dakota. While living there, four children were born, Agnes, Margaret, Frank and Marcel.
After more drought, the Zawadke family moved
to Canada in 1927. They arrived in Robinhood in
March. There was three feet of snow on the ground at
that time. They settled on section 9-51-15 in 1927.
Their first house was builtof logs with a shingled roof
and still stands after fifty-three years. Their fifth
child, Marie, was born in this house.
Paul Zawadke and two sons, Joe ane! Leo, worked
for William Lofts, hewing ties north ofGlaslyn in the
winters from 1928 to 1932. After clearing the N. W. V"
of section 9, they made their living milking cows,
growing wheat and oats and wile! slough hay for feed.
All heating was with wooe! stoves and lighting was
with coal oil lamps. The people had to live on rabbits, beans, potato soup and other garden food they
could grow. Some families ate forty-five gallons of
sauerkraut in the winter. There was also plenty of fish
in Birch Lake at that time. Food had to be canned to
preserve it for all year.
The Zawadke family lived three quarters of a mile
south of the Birch Lake SchooL which was built in
1912 and is still a landmark in the district. It was used
for Christmas concerts and dances as well as school,
and is still used for 4-H activities each summer.
Paul and two older sons, farmed with horses,
using ten in the spring, four on the seed drill and six
on the tandem disk and two-bottom plow.
Paul retired in 1955 and Frank and Marcel took
over the farm and modernized it with a 15-30 International tractor. As they bought and broke more land,
they needed bigger and bigger machinery and have
progressed from a John Deere AR tractor in 1956 to a
John Deere 4440 in 1979. which pulls thirty feet of
cultivator.
Paul died on February 27, 1967 in North Batt1eford at age eighty-four. Marie, his wife, is still
living in Prince Albert at the age of ninety-five years.
She is one of the last surviving old-timers. The
Zawadke children are:
Agnes, married James Bates in Portal, North

Dakota. then moved to British Colurnhia. Thev have
three children. Agnes passed away on November 25,
1971 in Houston, B. C.
Margaret, married Claude Whitenect, and lives
in Winnipeg. Claude is a supervisor for the C.N.R.
Marcel. married Hermana Vil1aceran a Philippine girl, on August 4, 1979. They live with Frank,

who is still single, em the home farm in the Birch
Lake area.
Marie, married Ed Dixon and they live in Saskatoon. They have two children.

Joseph ami Anna Zawaisky
Joseph Zawalsky was born in Ukraine and carne
to Canada in 1912 at age eighteen. He worked in the
mines in British Columbia. l, Anna. came from
Ukraine in 1902 with my parents, while still a baby,
and we settled on a farm in Southeast Manitoba.
Joe and I were married 1919. We lived on a
riverbank of a hay flat and the river overflowecl in the
spring. It was a poor living so Joe had to work om to
make a living. He worked building railroads and on
large farms in Saskatchewan.
While harvesting in Saskatchewan in 1928 he
bought a quarter section of C. P. R. land in the Sandwith area. In March 1929 Joe loaded up his team of
horses, two cows, some machinery, and household
belongings in a boxcar and came by freight train to
Glenbush. He moved in with a friend, John Kobelb,
in the Sandwith area till he was able to find a place to
live.
I came out by train two weeks later with four
small children, Mary, Michael, Olga and Helen. We
moved to the McClure farm, which was one-quarter
of a mile from where Sanclwith now stands. We lived

Anna and Joe Zawalsky, centre and their family. L. to R., Olga,
Helen, Mary, Louise, Ann, Irene, Ivan. and Michael, taken
August, 1939.
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there for three years, and \vhile there, sm\' the railroad being huilt right past our yard. (That same
railroad has now been removed.) During the fortic<..;
and fifties. almost everyone travelled by train to
North Battlefmel. especiallv the Friday excursions.
the train would be packed.
During the summer Joe cleared and broke land on
his quarter and in \\'inter he "vent north and cut and

Olga went to \vork in Edam Hospital and married
Bob Halliday. They had two girls and one boy whom
they lost in a motorcycle accident. They have six
grandchildren.
Helen married Norman Ponto. They have two
children and two grandchildren. They live in Medicine Hat. Alberta.
Ann married George Esterer. they live in St.
Albert. Alberta and have three boys.
Louise married Ed Gessner ancl has four children. They live in Ft. McMurray. Alberta.
Irene married Ian Milligan, they live in Saskatoon and have three sons.
One of our children. Ann. became a teacher. Her
first school was Glenbush. Ann later taught in the
Yukon Territory. on Vancouver Island and in Yellowknife. It was in the Yukon that she met George who
slowed down her habit of roaming about the country.
Both Helen and Louise worked in Notre Dame
Hospital in North Battleford and Louise also worked
in Edam Hospital before she decided to marry Eel.
Both Irene and Evan went for further schooling in
Saskatoon. Ivan had just completed his grade twelve
at Nutana Collegiate a few weeks before his death.
Irene went to business college in Saskatoon where
she worked. found Ian. and still lives.

hauled logs to buiid a house and barn on his quarter

This was the beginning of the depression and we
experienced hard times. We shipped Ollr first carload
of grain to 'v'linnipeg and it was sold for:2!i! a bushei.
But Joe was a han.hvorking man and managed to
provide for his family by cutting ancl hauling wood
and hay to sell in North Battlefon.l. We also sold
potatoes and cabbages to the cafes. We had many
good times and also sad times and we had very good
neighbors.
We raised a family of eight. six girls and two
boys. and they went to Hyde Park School which was
then one-half mile east on Harry Shepherd's farm.
We enjoyed and took part in community life. Homecraft. 4-H. Homemakers. and in winter there were
dances. social evenings and plays. Our son Mike
played the fiddle for many dances in the area.
As the years went by we bought more land and
broke it up.
In 1948 our family was saddened by the tragic
drowning of our son Ivan at age eighteen. In 1954. a
second tragedy. when Joe was in a fatal accident on
the train. Two years later the farm was sold to Walter
Corbeil and now Fred Grant owns it. I moved to
North Battleford with my daughter Louise and I am
still living at 781-101 Street.
Mary went to work in Edam and married Arnold
Thom. They have four children and thirteen grandchildren.
Michael married Jean Linkert. and had two children. Mike lives in Edmonton.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Zieler
by Helen Zieler
In the summer of 1931. several farmers went
North to look for homesteads. As the prairies were
getting to be a real dust bowl. people tried to look for
brighter futures. but that future was a long hard road.
Bill and Roy left for Robinhood in the fall of' 31. end
of Sept.. each one buying a quarter of land from the
C.P.R. The first thing they did was pitch a tent and
sharpen the axe. then cut logs and put up a shelter for
Schnitzlers. because they had a family of five. ancl
they had to have a roof over their heads. When that
was finished Bill helped Roy to set up a small shack
for me and our son Reynold.
! arrived about a week later. It was very lonesome
and hard for all of us.
Experiences were many. you learned to economize and also do without a lot.
There were no tractors. You were glad to have
horses and get up feed for them. and a few cows.
Schnitzlers moved back to the prairies and
farmed two miles south of Allan. They had a big
family to look after. seven children. Now they are all
married. Bill got to be a sick man for a number of
years: he passed away Feb. 16. 1971.
Now Mrs. Schnitzler rents a self-contained suite
in the new St. Amos Bldg. in Saskatoon. and enjoys
it very much. She still is very active.

Goodwill neighbours put in Mike Zawaldky's crop when he had
a serious lung operation. Top. L. - R. Dave Loewen, Luther
Olson, Arlie Griffin. Charlie Marsh. Bottom L. - R. Hubert
Eberle, Earl Boyd, Fred Grant.
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to stay longer and longer. so after fifteen y'tars of
living in that area, \VC sold out.
Came back to the prairies where we rented a farm
nine miles from tovVI1. Then bought a house in Unvn,
and bought a section and rented a section. raised
untie. pigs and chickens. You name it, I,VC tried
everything.
We enjoyed the North Country after three or four
vears. but there were so manv draw backs. which the
prairics did not have. You h;ld to work harder. clear
the land. pick the stones then break it. and then wait
almost another year before you could get anything
out of your

haru \vork.

We useel to think things over and one day I says to
Roy, "You knovv if we stay here until \\'ccannot \\'ork
any more. we will be left alone. because the boys
would not stay with us forever."
So we decided to sell and move. Then we were set
back again. but things improved very fast.
We have two boys in Calgary. Percy and Edwin.
Reynold is the farmer and he is trucking in Saska-

Mrs. Faller, Helen Zeiler, Roy Zeiler, Mrs. Louis Dunser, Mrs.
Martin Kildaw.

toon.

In 1968 Roy decided to rent his land to Reynold
for he found it hard to be working.
So we retired (semi-retired) and in 1978. March
23. Roy passed away leaving me and the boys behind.
I now have my own home in the town of Allan,
which we built in 1964.

The Ferdinand Zimmer Family
as written by Edith (Zimmer) Schmirler, Granddaughter
Ferdinand and Julliana Zimmer originally came
from Kuln. Poland where Grandpa Ferdinand was a
farmer. He farmed thirty-two acres. They raised
cows and pigs. All the farm work was done with
horses. The Zimmers had a fair sized house with a
beautiful garden which was the largest in the village.
Kuln consisted of eleven farmers as the villages were
small and close together. The third village from Kuln
was where the church was and everyone walked to
church on Sunday.
The Zimmers had ten children. three died in
Poland, those who survived were Amelia, Gus,
Adolf. Herman, Henry, Martha and Edward.
In 1914 during the first World War the German
people were all chased out of Poland and went to
Russia. The Zimmers spent three years in Russia,
living with a nice. Russian farming family. While in
the Ukraine many people were starving to death.
First. they ate potatoes stolen from farmers' gardens.
When these were gone they ate potato tops. then
leaves from poplar trees anel finally mushrooms
which grew on oak trees. These mushrooms were

L. to R., Maggie Faller, Reynold Zeiler, Katie Faller, Johnny
Faller, Ann Faller, Percy Zeiler, Herb Dunser, Edwin Zeiler.

Frances lives in Ontario. Caroline in the town of
Allan. Margarie Jean and Roy in Saskatoon. Joe in
Vanderhoof B.C. Frank in New Westminster, B.C.
Bill in Moose Jaw. Ronnie in Allan.
Roy and I moved in the fall of 1931 to a S.E.
quarter of 5. We built up a small shack for the three of
us and tried to do the best we could. Our guardians
were with us all the time.
We raised three more boys in that Northern area.
Moved three times and always belonged to Park Bluff
School district. Park Bluff school was a great place,
had many a gooci party there which encouraged one
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poisonous so many people died ~ large graves were
dug with rows of people laid in-lime was sprinkled
in the grave and then another layer of bodies. Some
graves had as many as one hundred bodies in them.
In the fall of 191)) the Zimmers managed to get
out of Russia because Grandpa Ferdinand's uncle
said he needed help to run his farm.
In 1919 the Zimmers returned to their home in
Poland (except for Amelia who married Henry Englehardt. They, Amelia ami Henry, had four children
three of these died but Nettie lived and became Mrs.
Fred SchindeL later to settle in the Glenbush area). In
Poland, Grandpa Ferdinand sowed oats on his old
farm on March 19th, his birthday, very early seeding.
The farm had been well looked after by another
German family while the Zimmers had been in Russia. They were lucky there were no bullet holes in
their home as there were in many houses. Now they
started fanning all over again.
In 1920 War broke out between Poland and Russia and one couldn't buy bread and butter no matter
how much money one had.
Adolf snuck out of Poland to Germany so he
didn't have to serve in the army. Herman served in
World War 1I for a while.
Edward got out of army service as the family was
immigrating to Canada. Many of Edward's friends
who served in the army were killed in action.
Henry Englehardt. Amelia's husband, had inunigrated to Canada earlier. When he returned for his
wife and daughter he said things were better in Canada so the Zimmers decided to come to Canada. In
1927 the Zimmer family except for Adolr. came to
Canada.

Rabbit Lake. They later owned the hmel in Rabbit
Lake and are now retired there. They had two children Ewald of North Battleforc! and Elsie - Mrs.
Oscar Fenner of Saskatoon.
Amelia and Henry Engkhardt also farmed in the
Glenbush area where they lived until they both
passed away. Their daughter Nettie is now Mrs. Fred
Schindel and she lives in Asquith.
Henry married Sophie Meyer of Sandwith and
took over Grandpa Ferdinand's home farm.
Grandpa Ferdinand died on June 27, 1933 at age
seventy-seven. Grandma Julliana lived with Henry
and Sophie until she died in February 1941 at age 77.
They are both buried near Glenbush.
Henry and Sophie had two boys - Robert and
Victor of Saskatoon and one daughter Trudy, Mrs.
John Duncan also in Saskatoon. Henry died in 1978
- 78 years of age. His wife, Sophie died while the
children were very young.
Edward the youngest helped on the home farm
and as a hired hand for the C. P. R. He married Martha
Gatzke in Dec. 1927 and they had three children, two
boys Arthur and Curt and one daughter Edith.
They farmed at Glenbush, Belbutte and Stoke
until they moved to North Battleford where they are
now retired.

Edward Zimmer H.istory
by Edith (Zimmer) Schmirler, Daughter
Edward Zimmer was born on January 14, 1906 in
Kuln, Poland, the youngest of ten children. His parents were Ferdinand and Julliana Zimmer.
Edward only attended school for about (0 months
- as the German people were chased out of Poland in
1914. The Zimmers lived in Russia for three years or
so then to an Uncle's in Germany for a year returning to their home in Poland in 1919 where they
resumed fanning on their original land.
In 1927 the Zimmer family including Ed immigrated to Canada. They stayed a short time with Ed's
sister and family and then bought land at Glenbush
from the C.P.R.
Ed worked as a hired hand whenever he could and
also helped with the farm work at home. While
peeling tics for the C.PR. in Glenbush he met Martha Gatzke who would ride to Glenbush to pick up
mail and supplies for her family.
On December 27, 1929 on a cold and blizzardy
day Martha and Edward were married in the big
Gatzke house on the farm. There was no church in
Belbutte at the time, church service was held in the
homes of the people. Pastor A. Propp performed the
wedding ceremony at 2 p. m. with close friends and
relatives present.
Mrs. Hildur Short, one of Martha's school teach-

Gus brought his wife Ernestina and Martha
brought her husband, Fred Miller. They brought only
clothing and a few personal belongings. They had
sold everything, land, animals, etc. to pay the fare
which was $150.00 each. They boarded a huge ship
and eleven days later were in Canada.
The Zimmers stayed with the Englehardts in
Saskatoon until they purchased land from the C. P. R.
at Glenbush.
Herman returned to Germany after 6 months
where he had a family of two girls. He died at 77
years of age.
Adolf lived in Germany until he died at the age of
seventy-seven. His family consisted of twin girls and
one boy.
Gus farmed at Glenbush and Belbutte and retired
in North Battleford where he lived until his death.
His wife, Ernestina, still lives there. They had one
daughter Della - Mrs. Herman Voss who is farming
at Belbutte.
Martha and Fred Miller farmed at Glenbush and
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was born to Edward and Martha \\iith gnmdm'-l

Julliana acting as mid-\vife once more.
The Zimmers attended church in Bclbutte travelling by wagon or sleigh until 1941 when Edward
bought his first cm.
Art and Curt attended school at Artichoke. They
drove a horse and two \vhee!ed can. Their horse \vas
fast and could pass everyone on the way, this pleased
the boys greatly. The boys spoke only German vvhen
they first started sch"o!.
In October 1943 Eelward sold the farm at Glenbush to his brother-in-law, Fred Miller and bought a
farm at Belbutte. The car was used as part payment
on the farm, so belongings "vere moved \vith horse
and wagon.
The farm was bought from a Dr. McDonald of
Saskatoon anel was on a section or 640 acres. There
were two houses in the yard and the smaller house
was given to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Baynton when their
home was destroyed by fire.
We moved into the large house sharing it with
McPetes who had farmed the land for Dr. McDonald
prior to the sale. We lived in the living room and had
two bedrooms upstairs. MePetes lived in the rest of
the house. Mrs. McPete hael a small house dog which
she often bathed ~ this was a real novelty to us as
dogs were generally kept in the yard and used to
round up cattle.
Our part of the house was partitioned off with
heavy paper going across the archway between the
living and dining rooms. It was a huge house with
four bedrooms and wired for electricity and plumbing for running water, however, it was a few years
before these conveniences were made usable. First
we had a light plant in the basement which we could
hear running all evening while the lights were on.
Later Dad built a building in the yard to house the
light plant and cream separator, Then Saskatchewan
Power came and we wired the barn as well.
Dad built a huge cistern in the basement which
held water for washing, bathing and dishes. The
cistern was filled with ice, snow or water usually
hauled from Nelson's Lake. Drinking water was carried from the well. Hot water came from a tank
behind the stove. Only when there was a fire in the
cook stove did we have hot water. The house was
heated by a big furnace in the basement. Dad and the
boys sawed up big trees for blocks to burn in the
furnace. Two big bins in the basement held the logs
usually hauled with sleigh and horses. The limbed
trees were hauled home. On sawing day the neighbours came to help. A large round saw blade nm by a
belt from the tractor sawed the wooel into the desired
lengths.
Wood was split by hand at first ~ later a wood

50th Wedding Anniversary, December 27, 1979. The Edward
Zimmer family. Back row, L. to R., Art, Edith (Mrs. W.
Schmirler), Curt. Front row, Martha and Ed.

ers, had set Martha's hair for the wedding. Della
Zimmer, Ed's cousin, now Mrs. Herman Voss was
bridesmaid and Rhinehardt, Martha's hrother, was
best man.
Martha and Edward lived with Ed's folks at Glenbush until spring when Ed built a one bedroom house
on C.P.R. land he bought close to Grandpa Ferdinand's farm.
A baby girl was born to Martha and Edward but
died and is buried in Belbutte Cemetery.
Arthur Edward was born June 6, 1932 and Curt
their second son was born Jan. 20, 1934. Grandma
Julliana was mid-wife for both boys' births.
Edward later bought land at Belbutte near Stoke
school. There was a two bedroom house on this land
and after spending the summer here they sold the
land to Arnold Rem and moved back to the farm at
Glenbush.
Fred and Martha (Ed's sister) Miller lived y, mile
from Martha and Edward.
In the 1930's the two Marthas made butter and
sold it in Medstead for five cents a pound. Eggs were
sold for five or six cents a dozen. The two Manhas
also dug seneca roots.
In November 1940 Edith Elizabeth, a daughter
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splitter \,A/as used. This was a large wheel turned by a
belt attached to the tractor. The large wheel had an
axe head attached [0 it. and as the wheel turned
around you would hold the block of wood in place
and as the axe head came around the block \vas easily
split.
Wood was hauled, sawed and split during the
winter months. Sawdust from the sawing piled up on
the snow and formed ice, which stayed frozen till
summer. When we made ice cream - we would use
the ice froJTlunder the saw dust to freeze the cream. It
took a lot of handle turning on the ice cream maker
but was well worth it as the homemade ice cream
made \vith fresh cows' cream \vas so delicious.
We usually milked from 6 to 10 cows which kept
us supplied with lots of milk, cream, butter and
cottage cheese. The milk was separated and the
cream sold to the creamery in Medstead. The cream
can was hung in the well during warm weather to
keep it fresh till the can was full and could be sold.
We shipped cream to Medstead by train from our
little station called Bazentine. The last few years the
cream truck came right to the yard to pick up the
cream and drop off the empty cans. Eggs were also
sold to the creamery when we had more than we
could use.
Butter was churned in the churn. The churn consisted of a large crock with a long wooden handle
attached to two cross pieces of wood and we would
bang this up and down in the crock filled with cream,
till it turned to butter. Our last churn was a large tin
with a handle you had to keep turning so the wooden
cross pieces inside would go round and round. Mom
made beautifully patterned butter with her butter
press which had a rose pattern on top. Dad enjoyed
drinking the fresh buttermilk. Mom also made lots of
cottage cheese.
Bread was also baked. Mom used a big enamel
dish pan and tumed out many delicious loaves in a
day. I can still smell the fresh bread when we came
home from school.
Saturday we baked because Sunday we usually
had company after church. Baking couldn't be done
ahead of time as there were no freezers. Vegetables
and meat were all canned. Sauerkraut was made in a
large crock. Native fruits were picked and cannedmainly saskatoons, chokecherries and raspberries
plus rhubarb. Mushrooms were plentiful so we
picked and cooked these.
Pigs and cattle were butchered for meat. Relatives would come to help. When pigs were butchered
fire had to be started under the huge cooker in the
yard. The cooker was filled with water to scald the
pig so it would scrape easily. All the hair was taken
off. Every part of the pig was used. Sometimes even

the tail would end up in the sausage. whole _.- as a
joke. The he~td "vas made into head cheese and we
had liver sausage and plain sausage. These sausages
\verc vcry good even if the pigs' intestines were
cleaned and used as casings. Later we smoked the
sausages in our little smoke house. A slow fire was
kept burning: \"lith poplar wood and oats for flavouring. Bacon and hams \vere cured and smoked too.
Gritz \Vurst \vas ll'Jade from pork also.
The fat \vas rendered to make Jard for baking and
frying. Pork chops and other cuts \vere fried ~
placed in sealers and processed.
Beef was all canned too. The tallow from the beef
was used to make soap_ by cooking it in the big
cooker in the yard with water anJ lye added. This was
a full day's work. Fire had to be kept going in the
cooker so the soap mixture would boil. When the
soap was poured off into pots, pans or boxes to set,
we would write our names in it. This soap was used
for washing clothes and worked better than any of the
powdered soaps on the market today.
Baby chicks were ordered from Longstaffe and
Smith Hatcheries in North Battlel'ord. The little
yellow fluffy balls of chicks were raised in our
brooder house. They had to be kept warm with a
plentiful water supply and a special feed called chick
starter. We all waited anxiously until the chicks were
big enough for frying as that was the only time of year
we had fresh fried chicken. In the fall the chickens
were butchered and canned with some left for our egg
supply or for roasting.
We had geese for which we made stinging nettle
salad, as it contained lots of vitamins for the goslings. When geese were butchered the feathers were
always kept for making pillows and feather ticks.
The animals were fed with grain and hay grown
on the farm. Hay was stored in the barn loft and was
placed there by a hay sling. The grain was cut with a
binder, stooked and threshed, then stored in granaries
and sold to the elevators later. Grain kept for seed was
put through a fanning mill to remove weed seeds.
The straw was used for bedding cattle.
Threshing time was busy with neighbours ali
working together and travelling around with the machine from farm and farm. This called for big meals
plus lunches mid-morning and mid-afternoon. The
crew stayed until the work was done - often sleeping in a bunk house or barn.
Cars were only used in summer -- each fall the
radiator would be drained _ the battery taken out and
the car placed on blocks. We uavelled by team and
sleigh with hay in it to keep warm, or for going to
school a one-horse cutter. We also had a caboose - a
small building on a sleigh with a small tin stove fire
to keep warm. The caboose always had two doors,
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one on the side and one at the back so we coule! still
get out if we upset.

watches, my Dad cut hair so everyone helped their
neighbours in whatever way they could.
In 1959 Mom and Dad sold their farm to Jake
Amendt - their auction sale was a sad event for us
ali. They moved to North Battleford where they

Winter evenings were long as there was no TV.
Mom would knit or embroider. She got raw wool
from Mr. Baynton who raised sheep. She woule! card
the wool and make it fluffy and remove seeds and
burrs, then spin it into yarn on the spinning wheel. It
was then washed and sometimes dyed and knit into
mitts and socks.

bought a house ncar the hospital, and rented part of it
out. Dad worked for Carl Schafer building sidewalks
which was hard work. They eventually sold that first
house and moved to IOlst. Here they rented out a
basement suite which Dad had built after they moved
there. Mom also had boarders for many years. Dad
went to work at Notre Dame Hospital where he
tended grounds. In the hlll of 1977 they moved to
II0th street where they arc now living. Dad is now
retired but they manage to keep busy.
Mom and Dad have a cabin at Turtle Lake which
we all enjoy on our annual summer holiday. We all
look forward to swimming, fishing and eating the
fresh fried pickerel cooked outside on the wood stove
there.
Art married Marj Hoffman June 2, 1957 and has
three children, Douglas, Brian and Pearl. Art is a city
policeman and they live in Edmonton. Curt and Margaret were married June 22, 1963 they have two
children, Darvin and Yolanda. Curt is a barber and
they live in Regina. Edie married Bill Schmirler Oct.
3, 1959. They have two children, Cindy and Brad and
live in Golden, B.C.
By being richly blessed from above and also
blessed with having Mom and Dad as our parents we
'jre all enjoying a good life.

Dad spent his winter evenings resting and iistening to the radio. The boys and I amused ourselves in

variolls ways with self-made games.
We went to school at Carrollton, a small oneroomed cOllntry school where my Mother had gone.
We even had the same teacher Mrs. Hildur Short.
Grades one to eight were taught here. Heat in winter
months came from a wood burning heater in one

corner of the room. In 1955 it was closed down and
students were bussed to Meclstead where grades one
to twelve were taught.

There were no telephones at this time so if it
stormed and the bus was unable to get through to take
the children home --- a message was phoned in to the
radio station in North Battlcford from the Medstead
phone office. Parents would listen to their radios to
see if the buses were running otherwise the children
stayed with people in town until the roads opened
agalD.
Our mail used to arrive at Bazentine and was
pickeciup by Bill Simpson from the train. He would
take it home to Little Buffalo post office and we got
our mail there - later we went to the post office in
Medstead.
Entertainment was largely self-made: but they
did have motion picture shows in Glenbush and
Medstead. Dances were held in country schools and
halls, usually there was good fiddle music to dance
to.

Gustav Zimmer and Herman Voss Families
by Adele Voss
My father, Gustav Zimmer, decided in April 1927
to leave Poland and emigrate to Canada. He sold his
land, cattle, machinery and household effects for
2200 American dollars. He went to the immigration
agent and bought three tickets; for my mother Ernestine, for me, and for himself, at a cost of $200.00
each, from Chelm Lublin, Poland, to Saskatoon.
Uncle Henry Engelhardt was living at that time near
the South Saskatchewan River at Sutherland, and he
wrote such wonderful things about farming there that
he got the whole Zimmer family moving. Grandfather Ferdinand Zimmer and Grandmother Julianna
were getting old, but they wanted to see their daughter Emelia Engelhardt, so nothing would stop them
from coming, along with their younger sons, Henry
and Edward, their daughter, Martha, and her husband, Fredrick Miller. It took almost all the money
Grandfather had to buy the tickets as he only had
sixteen 'morgen' land to sell. He said that if Henry
Engelhardt can make a go of it in Canada, we will try
it.

We attended church in the country church at
Belbutte. There was a cemetery in the church yard
and a barn to put the horses to rest while we worshipped. The pastor would come from Rabbit Lake to
conduct services. The boys and I were all confirmed
in that little church in Belbutte. A new church was
built right in Belbutte and the old building sold and
moved to Spiritwood.
Our closest Drs. were in Spiritwood - Dr. Karpetz or Rabbit Lake - Dr. Storey. These Doctors
often doubled as dentists as there were no dentists
close by.
Even though there weren't trained people to do
various things there were always neighbours who
were "handy". John Schulkowsky was good with
sick animals, Bert Whitt repaired clocks and
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We got on the boat at Danzig for an overnight trip

to Copenhagen, Denmark. There was a terrible storm
during the night and everyone was seasick. It was the
first boat trip for all of us except my father who had
crossed the ocean four times, going to the U.S.A.
twice. When Grandfather Zimmer got sick, the
whole world knew about it. He called to me, the
youngest of the family, and asked if I was sick too. I
was. It felt as if that boat was standing on end or
rocking from one side to the other. Grandfather said
that we had bought ourselves the grave in the North
Sea. However, by morning the storm was over and we
landed in Copenhagen. It was a beautiful day. We
went to the emigration quarters to disinfect all our
belongings, and stayed there for a week. Each day we
went walking in the city. We saw many bicycles,
interesting stores, butcher shops that sold horse
meat, and in Copenhagen I had my first taste of

bananas.
We got on the steamship liner Haleolive. It took
ten days to cross the ocean. We landed in Halifax at
the end of June. We travelled by train through Northern Ontario where we saw lakes, rocks and bush, but
no good land. In Winnipeg we stayed at the "Immigration Building". We also stayed two nights at the
home of my father's cousin, Mrs. Augusta Jetzke.
We got our first baths of the trip there and on Sunday
we had a nice dinner. I remember how good the
lettuce tasted.
We travelled by C.P.R. to Sutherland. There was
no one to meet us, so Father got a blacksmith, Mr.
Schmidt, to take us to Uncle Engelhardt's farm. It
was nice there by the river. Grandfather fished every
day catching Gold Eye. We had lots offish to eat. The
garden was good, Saskatoon berries were plentiful
and I picked them each day. I found wild gooseberries and raspberries. The women learned how to can
fruit from Aunt Emelia. Each Saturday, the Engelhardts went to Saskatoon to sell butter and eggs
and to buy supplies. At the market place, they met
Mr. George Pfeifer who told them what a good place
Glenbush was. Some of the men got Mr. Edward
Schindel, a farmer from Bergheim, east of Sutherland, to take them to Glenbush to find land, since the
price of land around Saskatoon was too high. They
crossed the river on the ferry at Borden, and travelled
north to Rabbit Lake, where they had a meal with
Schliemanns. They went to Glenbush and stayed at
John Lange's, sleeping in the granary, because their
log house was small. The next day they went to
Medstead to the R.M, office to see what land was for
sale and what C.PR. land was not taken up. My
father wanted a half section. When he got back to
Saskatoon the C.P.R. agent told him all he could let
him have was NE Y. of Sec, 27-49-14. He got Duncan

Gustav Zimmer 1930 with Dr. Storey, Nurse Thompson and
nurse LIons.

George to break the east side of the quarter, about
twenty-two acres with his big Rummley tractor. The
men reported a very good-looking crop at Glenbush,
better than at Sutherland. My father got work on a
threshing outfit, and my mother and I helped Uncle
Engelhardt stook his grain. After harvest we went to
Glenbush, travelling by train, from North Battleford
around by Turtleford. By the time we got to Glaslyn
the train men called it a day so we stayed overnight.
Father went out and got some coal and wood. It was
getting cold at night and we fired up the pot-bellied
stove. The next day, October 2, 1927, we finally got
to Glenbush, along with our few belongings that we
had brought from the Homeland. We stayed with
Carl Selent and his wife while our house was built.
Mrs. Selent let Mother cook on her stove. My father
and Uncle Henry cut down some trees, dug a cellar,
and started building. Duncan George knew how to
build and he helped cut the walls and rafters. The
house was 16 feet by 30 feet with five windows.
There was one partition dividing the kitchen from the
rest: the brick chimney was built on a stand. The
walls had two ply of lumber with tar paper between.
On November 20, 1927, we moved into our new
"Canadian Home". At first the house seemed warn1,
but around Christmas it got colder, and it was hard to
heat with the small cook stove and the air-tight heater.
Father would say what would we do if we did not have
all that wood to burn.
It kept the men busy cutting wood for the stoves.
We melted snow to get water for cooking and washing. The bush-rabbits were plentiful. They rail
around the house, and! set traps and snares to catch
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them. Mother cooked the meat; I skinned them for
the hide and sold hides for five cents each at Doidge's
Store. That was money well earned.
I started school as soon as we settled in Glenbush.
I went to Avery School, a one-room country school. I
had finished public school in Poland, but now 1 had
to start from the bottom and it was very hard. I would
fi2ure in German and then write the answer in En2lish. It was fun for the other children to listen to me
;ead. As time went on I did learn to speak English.
The rest of the family came in January 1928 and
they lived with us until Grandfather Zimmer built his
house on the land he got. In spring, horses were
bou2ht to start the field work. Our neighbor, Pete
Gra~t had a nice horse called June. Uncle Ed took a
fancy to her even though Pete told him she would
never pull a wagon, as he only used her for riding.
But Ed wanted to buy her anyway. With Grandfather
Zimmer and all the men around, the show started.
June was hitched with old Queen to the harrows, two
men on each side held the horses, and Uncle Ed was
the driver. When he got hold of the lines, he told the
men to let go of the horses. The minute that happened, Uncle Ed was flying over the willow bushes
like the Lone Ranger. The horses were gone. Grandmother cried, "My Ed' My Ed'" However, Ed came
back, and when he caught her, took June back to Pete
Grant. Pete had a grin from ear to ear. Nothing was
said, and Pete retu'fned the money for the horse.
We needed a well. Someone told my father how
to witch a well with a willow. Sure enough he found a
spot where he counted fifty-six times, and they dug
there. Water was found at fifty-six feet. The well is
still there after fifty-three years.
The times were hard, but we always had enough
to eat. We had a large garden: we milked cows,
shipped cream for which we got $1.75 for a five
gallon can. We dug seneca roots which we sold and
used the money to buy sugar, coffee, tea, salt, flour
and syrup. If there was any money left. it was used to
buy a few skeins of embroidery cotton to work with
in winter. One winter, my father wanted to sell a
carload of cord wood. Mother and I said we would
cut it if he would haul it out. We would get up at five
in the morning, Father would go to the bush and cut
the trees, bring them home and Mother and I would
cut them up with the cross-cut saw the next day, while
Father went for another load. In two weeks the job
was done. Every stick was measured to the inch, and
those too long were kept and cut for our own use.
In spring, Father wanted me to help him put in the
crop. He made a set of horse harness alit of rough
hide, sewed it all by hand. j drove a four-horse team
to harrow and disc. I learned to plow, and to turn the
breaking plow so that it did not upset. Our neighbor,

Herman Voss and Adele cutting crop in 1949, Ellen Voss
behind the sheaves.

Jim Gilchrist, thought I was a small man out there
plowing, because I :Vore overalls. In those days girls
did not usually wear slacks or overalls. The summers
were spent working hard, cutting brush, piling and
burning it, and breaking land. Rocks and roots had to
be picked. The hay was cut, hauled home and
stacked. My mother and I helped with this work.
We had a good crop and garden that year. When
the frost stayed away, we grew big heads of cauliflower and other vegetables. We got our seed from
Bell's in Prince Albert. One year I wrote and told
them how good our garden was, and Mr. Bell sent
enough fre; seed for~ our spring planting. In those
days, even though families worked together, we were
not able to mak; much money. Little by little, as time
went on, we got ahead, and made improvements.
In February 1935, we went to a dance in the
German Hall in Medstead. All the people spoke
German, so Mother and Father had a really good
time. There I met Karl Herman Voss when he asked
me to dance. He had come from Kid, Germany, in
1929, and was farming at Cater. We were married on
October 10, 1935, by Pastor Propp, the Luthern min-

•
Ernestine Zimmer in her garden in Glenbush district 1937.
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Watkins. fYirs. Tina Zimmerman ran the Govermncnt
Telephone Office in Glenbush for a few years.
Mr. and Mrs. Zimrncrman moved to North Batdeford in 1970 upon retirement IO reside at the River
Height's Lodge, where Mrs. Tina Zimmerman still
makes her horne. Henry D. Zimmerman passed uvvay
in Febi77. Elvin Zimmerman lives at Elkford, B. C.:
Dennis Zimmerman lives at \Vetaskwin, Alberta:
John Zimmerman moved to North Battleford in 1948
IO work at Boyd's Chevrolet and is still there; George
Zimmerman lived in North Battkford, he passed
away in June, 1978: Edwin lives in N. Battleford.

istcr from Rabbit Lake. We took our few belongings
and went to live in our little log home at Cater. We
built a house of lumber a few years later. We had three
daughters. They went to Cater School. In April 1946,
we bought the farm at Glenbush from my parents and
moved there to be near a high school. Our daughters,
Miriam, Frieda and Ellen each finished their grade
twelve. Getting to school in winter often meant a lot
of shovelling, as there were no built-up roads. Our
son, Donald, was born on June 21, 1948. We farmed
with horses until 1949 when we bought our first
tractor. Those years, light was provided by coal oil
and Aladdin lamps. Our first electric power was
made by a small plant run by a gasoline engine,
which we bought in 1952 or 1953. In 1956, we bought
my parents' farm at Belbutte, when they retired to
live in North Battleford. My mother still lives there
and is eighty-eight years old. My father passed away
in November 1962 at the age of seventy-five years.
We still have our farm at Belbutte, and now live in
Spiritwood.

Henry Zimmer Family
by Tmdy Duncan (nee Zimmer)
Henry Zimmer and his parents came to Canada in
1927. They evemually took up a homestead in the
G1enbush district.
After Henry's parents passed a\vay, he stayed on
the homestead and farmed a half section of lane!. The
land was mostly bush and rocks, so it was hard, long
work, to clear some of the land of trees and rocks, in
order to grow some grain. Another hardship was
finding water. Three different wells were dug by hand
but each well had a limited supply of water. That
meant that only a limited number of cattle and horses
could be raised.
In April of the year 1935, Henry married Sophia
Mayer from the Sandwith district.
In February IY36, their first child was born, a
girl, Trudy. In April, 1938 their second chile!, a boy,
wasborn, Robert, known as Bob now. Then in December 1941, their second boy was born, Victor.
In July 1943, Henry's wife and mother of his

Henry D. Zimmerman Family
In the spring of 1930 Henry D. Zimmerman
brought his family to the farm in the Marron School
District, six miles south of Medstead. They came
from Waldheim, Saskatchewan, in a Model T Ford,
as Henry had heard there was land available in the
area. They fanned a half section of land, living in a
small log house. Henry did some custom breaking
with a 15-30 McCormick tractor; to bring in additional cash. In the fall he went out threshing for his
neighbors. Some of their close neighbors were: Homer Wilson, Alfred Egeland and Jake Bargen.
In the winter of 1931 Henry and Tina lost their
only daughter, Lillian. Her body was laid to rest in
the Glenbush Mennonite Brethren cemetery.
With the depression, Henry, together with some
mechanical minded neighbors, made a Bennett
wagon out of the Model T Ford and used the engine
as a source of power to saw wood. As the boys grew
up they helped saw wood at the Birch Lake siding,
cut cord wood as well as helping on the farm. The
family attended Marron School - some of these
teachers were: Miss McCready, Miss Rogers, Bob
Felske and Mr. Bolton.
In 1935 Henry bought another Model l' and started to haul cream for the creamery at Medstead. This
sideline grew until he bought his first new two ton
truck. He hauled lumber, grain, cattle and farm machinery.
Henry and the family moved from the farm to
Glenbush in 1942; his farm was bought by Albert
Jones. When his health failed, Henry went to door to
door sales for Raw leigh's Products and later for

Henry Zimmer and his family, Robert, Henry, Trudy and Victor.
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\vhere he resided for three years. then he moved into
Saskatoon where he made his home until his death in
August 1978.

Vic met his wife, a farm girl from Cando, Sask.,
Phyllis Senger!. They were married in July, 1964.
Vic, since his marriage, has resided in Saskatoon,
and is a mechanic for Saskatoon Bowl Arena Ltd.
They also have a family of three children.
A few things stick in my mind, like the thrill of
dad buying our first car, a 1935 Ford (wish we had it

Trudy Duncan (Zimmer). T"udy and her two brothers, Victor
and Robert, school transportation.

today), llnd the day \A/hen We finally could afford to
buy a tractor. Bob felt like a King! No more horses to
round up and mess around with. They always seemed
to out-fox us and were, ok so harJ to get home into

three young children passed uvvay'. This meant another real hardship for Henry raising three youngsters by himself
Life \vas not easy us his children grew up. Looking after three youngsters, working the fields with
horses, doing farm chores and cooking meals. etc.
Myself and brother Victor, had to go and live with
our aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Englehardt
of the Glenbush district, for two years. Even though
they took very good care of us, we both yearned for
the day when we could go home once again, to be
with our dad and brother Bob.
When we were all reunited once again, I had to be
a housekeeper, choregirl and Mother over my two
brothers and that wasn't too easy. Especially trying to
discipline two younger brothers.
We all attended Artichoke School which was two
and one half miles from our farm. In the summer we
walked and in the winter a horse and sleigh was our
means of transportation.
Even though times were hard, we also had our
good times and fun. I remember my brother Bob

the barn'

The Zimmerman Family
by irvin D. Zimmerman
Albert and Gertie Zimmerman were married on
September 4, 1904, in Adams County, Indiana. He
worked for different farmers until the spring of 1907
\vhen he went to work for L.O. Bears. Gertie's grandfather.
In late summer of !910 an uncle of Gertie's,
Joseph Bears, and a number of other men from the
area were invited by the Pearson Land Co. of Regina,
Saskatchewan, to go to that region to look at land they
had to sell. The Company provided an excursion
train for the trip. Joe Bears bought a quarter section,
and on returning persuaded father to move the family, livestock, and farm tools to Bethune,
Saskatchewan.

making himself a pair of wings out of tar paper and
scraps of wood. He climbed on the old sod-roofed
barn to see if he could fly down but wound up doing a
belly flop on a straw stack below.
We used to go swimming in our birthday suits in
the dug-out. We also used to skate in the winter on
the slough. We loved to slide down the huge snow
banks in the winter and build snow huts.
Eventually in 1955 I decided to seek new adventures. lief! for Delisle, Sask., where I worked in the
Delisle Hotel. That is where 1 met my husband, john
Duncan. We got married in July 1957 and have since
then resided in Saskatoon. We have a family of three
children.
Bob left home in 1957. He worked as a grain
buyer's helper in different towns. He married a farm
girL Louise Lundy, from Smeaton, Sask. They were
married in April, 1960. Bob is now residing in Chaplin, Sask. where he is a grain buyer or agent I should
say, for Sask. Wheat PooL They have a family of
three children.
In 1961 Dad decided to retire because of ill health.
He then sold the farm and moved to North Battleford

L. - R. Irvin, Gertie, Noah, Kenneth, Albert and Ruth Zimmerman, shortly before coming to the Birch Lake district
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We moved to a barren piece of land on the prairie:
there vvere buildings to erect, a we! l to dig, and stones
to pick off the land before any farming could he
done. Uncle Joe Bears died suddenly and a change
was no\v necessary.
At this time there were already four children:
Kenneth, five years old: Irvin, almost fuur years:
Ruth, two years. and Noah, three months: who died
in September 1911 and \vas buried at Bethune.
father decided to go to North Battlcforu to look
for a home site, possibly to homestead. He filed a
hornesteml of 160 acres a mile east of the Birch Lake
School which was then being erected. We lived in a
boxcar until James McNeilL \vas able to move us
with his two teams and wagons. The train crews were
aways careful in switching, but when we children
went out to play we didn't always know where our
home would be. Sometimes for our frail little mother,
it was a frantic experience. We lived in a 12 x 12 tent
on the homestead until our log cabin was finished in
September.
There was a lot or work to be done to get the
homestead in shape. When all the things necessary to
finish the cabin were purchased, my parems had
seventy-five cents left which they used to buy stamps
to send mail back home. Until the well was dug we
used the cow to haul water in a barrel on a mud boat
from a slough a half mile away.
Survival. many times depends on kindness
shown to others in need. Luke 6-38 expresses giving
is rewarded in abundance to the giver.
One night about ten p.m. father was sitting by the
west window smoking his pipe when he noticed a
light moving about, stopping, then moving as if
someone was lost. He lit the lantern and went out in
the yard, held it high and moved it back and forth
until the man drove across the field and garden to
where he stood. It happened to be a crippled Indian
on his way to North Battleford. He couldn't speak
English, but by signs father understood his needs. He
helped him down, put his team in the barn, took some
blankets out of his wagon to make a bed on the floor
of our living room. Mother got up an fixed him
something to eat. The next morning Father drew him
a map and sent him on his way. At the bottom of the
map i"ather signed his name.
In the rall father was invited to be the cook for a
group of men on a hunting trip. They had built a cook
cabin on a wagon which was left in one location at the
time. One day while father was baking bread and
cookies, some Indians came to the door and asked if
he knew anyone by the name of Albert who had taken
in a crippled Indian. father answered "1 am that
man" and the Indians chanted "you good Albert"
over and oveL The tribe's spokesman, in English,

was caned Indian Dan. He became great friends to
our family and from 1915 on he kept us in fresh meat
for the use of a 44 rii'le that Dad finally gave to him
when we left.
Edna was born on I'vlarch 14, 1914 in a little tar
paper covered hOLlse in North Battleford. Father had
gone there to y",'ork as a form setter for the first
cement sidewalks ever built there.
In April IlJ12 my brother Kenneth and I slarted
school at Birch Lake with Mrs. Pearl Juno!" as our
first teacher.
Our mother felt a need I'm a Church and Sunday
school in the community. She contacted the Church
or England officials in Regina and they agreed to
send a minister once every two weeks. She aiso
contacted the Gospel Trumpet Publishing Co. in Anderson, Indiana and they supplied the Sunday school
literature. The Birch Lake school served as our
church ancl interest in Sunday school grew and continued for some years after we left.
father was an all-round handyman, in the house
ancl outside, as well as in sickness and accidents. He
had a large doctor book written by Dr. Chase and kept
a small cupboard full of remedies for almost anything. Many people were treated at our house for
many different ailments. fay Ledinki came with an
ear almost torn offfrom running under a barbed wire
fence. father patched it up and Fay was soon well
again. One time 1 accidently struck my sister Edna on
the top of the head with a pitch fork tearing a four
inch gash in her scalp. Father quickly pulled out the
fork and picked her lip, unconscious. Through his
prayer and knowledge of treatment she is alive and
well today.
Father was chairman of the school board and was
committed to the responsibilities of the position. In
January, 1916, due to poor weather he received a
letter that had come late in the mail requesting that
the books for the School District be in Nonh Battleford in twenty four hours for audit. The only way
to get them there was to walle With the books in a
canvas bag strapped over his right arm Father began
the journey at daybreak arriving at the narrows fourteen hours later. He stopped for a bite to eat and a
short nap then started across Jackfish Lake to catch
the train coming from the north. A storm soon blew
up and there was no turning back. By the grace of
Gocl he made it to the station in time to catch the
train. His right arm and hand were nearly frozen and
he had to be helped by the station agent who heard
him cry out. Warmecl and nourished he was put on the
train and arrived with the books on time.
One day after cutting wood to seH. Father went to
Junor for groceries. He received four dollars for his
load of wood and went to the warehouse for a supply
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of flour, sugar and other articies that wouldn't freeze.
On the way horne the snow was deep and the temperature dropped to fifty degrees below zero. About
len p.m. he stopped in a sheltered place to feed his
oxen and lit a fire for warmth near the wagon. With
some blankets he layed down near the fire to keep
warm and with his knees drawn up he went [0 sleep.
During his sleep he stretched his foot into the fire and
burned off wool socks. lumber socks. felt boots and
the shoe pack he was wearing. He woke suddenly and
had to take the burlap sacks from the flour and sugar
to wrap his foot to get home. So weary fi'om the days
activities. had this not happeneci. he very likely
would have frozen to death.
One Sunday morning we started across country to
have dinner with some neighbours by the name of
McNeilL Jack. our shepherd dog followed a ways
before he was noticed. Father ordered him home and
since we could no longer see him. assumed he had
obeyed. We hac! to pass through open range in which
Schlllulands kept their Angus bull with their cattlc.
There was a loud bellowing and the oxen sensed the
danger and became hard to control. Father said. "I
sure wish Jack were here" and with that Jack came
out from under the wagon. Father immediately ordered Jack to "take him" and like a llash the dog was
after the bull biting him on the tail until they were out
of sight. Jack was the hero that day I
In the fall of 1917 we sold our farm for six hundred dollars to a lady teacher who was a sister to Jack
and Harry Clayton. She wanted to invest in some
cattle to run on free range but had to own some land
to do this. We then moved to Dilke, Saskatchewan
where Father got ajob in a livery stable. In 1919 we
returned to Indiana.
There was so much packed into those six years of
hardships at Birch Lake that are soon forgotten, but
all our lives are richer for having been there. The
memories are precious because many of you shared
them with LIS. I believe God was in it aiL
Born to our family also were: Ruby. November
14. 1915: Orley, August 30, 1917: Emma. October
28, 1919: and Martha, September 1,1921.

Stoke district in 1025 and settled on SW 27-50-1.3
W3rd. which had been cancelled by John Wapple.
They arrived with only the clothes on their backs

and stayed ,,'lith Ed Hailers (lulianna's parents), until
a log house could be built.
Their three oldest children \vho had been born in
Russia were: Freda. (Mrs. Arnold Renz): Elsie,
(!'viI's. Hans Lutz): and Ernie, (of Langley, B. C.).
Freda recalls staying at Grandma Hailers and killing
some of her baby chicks by playing with them. Needless to say Grandma Ha11er was none too pleased.
Their iog home was across the road, just cast of
the Peace Lutheran Church. Sundays usually saw a
large group of friends and neighbors stop to visit
following the church service. A new lumber house
was constructed on this site in 1937.
In 1961. Sam and J ulianna celebrated their fiftieth
\Nedding anniversary.
In 1974. Sam dieci. however. ]ullianna still resides in Saskatoon. is active and lives in her own
home. She will be eighty years old in the spring of
1980.

The Zwer family group. Victor Amendt (deceased), Lena (Mrs.
Rupps), Hilda (Mrs. Landsman). Ted Herman, Ida, (Lena's
children) Betty and Alfred, Ed and Don Herman.

Tony Zinkey
Tony. originally from Austria. worked on the
Section in Robinhood for a number of years. He was
noted for his beekeeping ability. Tony moved to a
farm south of No. 3 highway where he lived for
several years before retiring in Medsteac!: This is
where he passed away.

The Sam Zwer Family
Sam Swer and his wife Julianna (Haller) were
married in Russia in 1918. They immigrated to the

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Zwer, Golden Wedding, 1968.
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Special Interest Pictures
Activities

Old time picnic tug-a-war, married verses single. Cater district,
1917.

The first hockey team in Bournemouth district. Some of those
present, Frank Felton, Carl Carlson, Hartley and Ken Moore,
Harry and Ernie Lightburn, Chuck Stocking, Dutch Grinke,
Dicky Flemming, and Martin Klassen.

William Epp doing some sculpturing when a boyan the Glenbush farm. Is now, professor of Art, University of
Saskatchewan.

D. D. Epp assisted by son, William tatooing the young pigs.
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There used to be a beef ring in the summer before we had

deep freezes. Mr. Wiens would butcher an animal every week.
The next day it was cut up, wrapped and delivered to the
people. Each week a fresh piece of beef, 1948.

'A Quilt for Russian Relief. and Bacon for Britian". "Cater
Homemakers". Mrs. E. Casson, Mrs. R. Orr. Mrs. J. Rooney,
Mrs. W, Oxley, Mrs. 'A. Neale, Mrs. C. Kitchen.

Children

The twins, Arthur and Martha Epp, 1936 in their old style
carriage.

Jules Wiebe, with his mother, Anna, showing off her garden
abilities.

leonard Jesse trenching, Herman Janzen helping.

Inside Artichoke school room.
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Buildings

Henry and Peter Martens enjoying Saskatoon berries.

Doidge's Store across the road from Avery School, '1912. One
of the first stores in the area.

Peter Epp riding the horse while older brother, William directs
the cultivator between the rows of potatoes.

Muskeg Lake cabin, north of Birch Lake Siding where Corny,
Martha, Diane and Laverne spent a winter in 1955.

Burt and Allan Rink. Note the log granary in the back ground.
On July 20, 1975 a hurricane demolished this building completely and carried some of the logs half a mile east onto
Hartley Moore's field. This hurricane went east to Meeting
Lake.

The old Shepherd 'biffy' still stands,

Two sets of twins.
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Noble Egeland hauling logs. 1958.
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Moving a barn with horses on the A. A. Marten's farm.

Seed Drill ready to go.

No fridges, loading ice for the ice house.

Combine unloading grain.

Bindering, Mr. and Mrs. J. Dyck, and Linda.

Harvesting in the seventies.

Well drilling, 1947.

Extra grain bin.
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Eric Haubold with new tractor, 1978.

Grollps of People

John Aasen family.

Some of the early settlers. Back: L. to R., Nat Mawson, Tom
Witham, Jim Sampson, Walter Witham, George Starling, Kathleen Starling. Front: Billy Lloyd, George Bartrop, Ed Sampson, Jack Mawson.

Oscar and Marie Forsell and their daughter, Margaret on the
homestead.

Ladies at Old-timers gathering 1955 at A. McNabb's. L. - R. in
doorway, Emma Marsh, Back Row. Mary Grant, Mrs. Orr, Mrs.
H. Nicholas, Mrs. Joe Zawalsky, Mrs. C. Marsh, Mrs. W.
Sankey, Mrs. A. McNabb, Mrs. D. McNabb, Mrs. T. Casson,
Mrs. Annie Garrow, and Mrs. J. Grant.

Sand with Farm Radio Forum Group. L. to R. James Grant,
Charles Marsh, Alberl McNabb, Luther Olson, Joe Zawalsky,
Roland Marsh, Jim Marsh and Cliff Marsh.
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Robinhood Homemakers. 1946.

Charlie Eckland, Gil Sernes and Ed Danielson all homesteaded at Park Bluff.

Taken in the 1900's. Sam Perry at back. L. to R., front: Gus
Hedman, Henry Marshman.

First Glenbush Picnic, 1910.
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Hauling ieed, a common sight.

Our last Christmas at Robinhood, 1947, Anna Campbell.

Stacking hay.

Charlie, Bill, Clysta, Jim and Eunice Davies.

Baling straw and stooking all in one operation. Man power on
the stooker.

Lavern and Wayne Isaac loading bales. Taken in fall 011978.

Old Timers gather at Albert McNabb's in 1955. Back Row. L.R. Ted Casson, D. McNabb, John McNabb, James Grant,
Albert McNabb, Charles Marsh, Don Garrow, John Grant, Bob
Orr. Front. William Sankey, Harry Nicholas, Ali Marsh.

Haying

August Gatzke with Charlie Holman's "hay sweep".

Modern way oi unloading bales, 1979.
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Hunting

Leonard Egeland and Smokey the Bear' Taken in spring of
1951. Quite a pair. At Muskeg Lake north of Birch Lake siding.

L. to R., Dave Johnson, Everett Rector and Jim Rector, a good
day of hunting.

A successful hunt of the Jas Anderson family and Bill 1956.

Scenes From The Past

Harold Mason and John Pauls, after duck hunting about 1942.

Rabbit catch, 1913, Mrs. Whitt, Harry Whitt, and Fred Whitt.

Glenbush ski slide, 1920, Ernie Thompson on top.
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Building a bridge west of Glenbush on Lost Horse Creek 1910.

Look at those banks. The patrol could not open the road.
Leonard, Clarence and Marilyn watching.

The dam east of Medstead, after the flood, 1948.

Fishing on Lost Horse Creek. Art Seamons, John Kraft, Leahu
Friesen, Mildred Kraft, Otto Friesen, Lyn and Melvine Kraft.

Accidents will happen.

Cormorant birds on a rock island in Birch Lake, Bert Haslett
sitting on the rocks.

Earl Boyd's home-made snow blower, 1956.

lIS I

Logging am! Sawing

8ell and Fraser Tie Contractors, May 29, 1935, Loading ties
412 in 42 minutes,

Noble Egeland hauling logs, 1958,

An old time saw used to sawall the wood for heating houses,

Tie hauling to Medstead began in winter of 1926-27,

L to R., John Martens, Jake Isaac, Leonard Harms, November, 1978, Sawing lumber for Jake Isaac,
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Bells Mill 1926, logs piled up for a summers run.

Olive, Mary and Jean Orr, rode eight miles to Cater school in
this Dart car, from the Forestry Cabin.

No oil stoves, wood for the winter.

Roy Sernes, about 1918.

Andy Osler and George Starling behind the fire box of Len
Starling's steam engine, which was being used to power the
sawmill.

Medstead's second flood, 1948. Leon Pirot and A. V. Haslett in
the boat.

Transportation

April 22, Birch Lake. Olaf Larson and Mr. Bell with steam boat
used for commercial fishing.

Sunday School Van visits Pine View.
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Dosen'! that get your goat?

We Were There Too

Margaret and Henry Derryman,

Charlie Rayburn with wolf-hound, Old Sam, and puppy in front
of C, Hillier stable, 1922,

Gil Sernes, went around sawing wood about 1911,
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Scotty Ross. One of the many Sandwith musicians.

Frank Bell, operated the first Saw Mill in the Birch Lake district.
Picture taken in 1932.

Haakon Pedersen.

Mr. and Mrs. Don Bartholemew.
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